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PREFACE

IN bringing Dr. ASA GRAY'S well-known Manual to date and into

accord with modern views of classification and nomenclature, the

present editors have found it necessary to rearrange it throughout,

rewrite considerable portions, modify at least slightly nearly all the

descriptions, and adopt certain principles of nomenclature (notably

the one relating to the first specific name) somewhat at variance with

Dr. Gray's practice. Although these changes have been numerous

and in some respects fundamental, it is believed that they are all in

thorough accord with the liberal spirit of progress which character-

ized his own successive publications. Wherever possible and in all

cases of doubt, the wording of the sixth edition, prepared by Dr.

SERENO WATSON and Professor JOHN MERLE COULTER, and pub-
lished in January, 1890, has been retained.

In the arrangement of the plant-families and in grouping them

in orders, the admirable system of Eichler, in recent years much
elaborated and perfected by Engler and Prantl, has been followed

with a few deviations of minor importance.
The term order, used by Dr. Gray as synonymous with family, is

here employed, according to the recommendation of the International

Botanical Congress at Vienna, to designate a group of superior rank
;

the same, in fact, which has sometimes been called a cohort. Orders,

in this sense, are not capable of sharp definition in the manner of

species, genera, or even families, nor is it to be supposed that one

order begins in development where the preceding ends. They are

rather to be conceived as representing somewhat parallel and long-

disconnected lines or tendencies in evolutionary development. The

grouping of the families into orders is shown in the tabular view on

pages 23-27.

To cover a more natural floral area and to make the Manual con-

venient for a greater number of users, some alterations have been

made in the geographic limits adopted in the sixth edition. These

changes result in (1) the exclusion of the territory at the west between

the 96th and 100th meridians, a region now known to include a con-
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siderable percentage of plants characteristic of the Great Plains and

not harmonious with the flora which the present work is especially

designed to treat; and (2) the inclusion of the Canadian provinces
of Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, and the

greater part of Quebec and Ontario. As thus modified, the limits

are as follows : on the north, the 48th parallel from the Gulf of St.

Lawrence to Lake Superior, and the international boundary thence

to the northwest corner of Minnesota; on the west, the western

boundary of Minnesota and northwestern Iowa, thence southward

along the 96th meridian; on the south, the southern boundaries of

eastern Kansas, Missouri, Kentucky, and Virginia.

In the preparation of this edition valued assistance has been

received from Professor A. S. HITCHCOCK of the United States

Department of Agriculture, who has elaborated the Gramineae;
Mr. OAKES AMES, Assistant Director of the Botanic Garden of

Harvard University, who has treated the Orchidaceae; President

EZRA BRAINERD of Middlebury College, who has revised the genus

Viola; Mr. A. A. EATON of the Aines Botanical Laboratory, who
has treated the technical genera Equisetum and Isoetes; Dr. J. M.

GREEXMAN of the Field Museum of Natural History, who has

revised Senecio; Mr. W. W. EGGLESTOX, who has revised the exceed-

ingly difficult genus Crataegus; and Miss MARY A. DAY, Librarian

of the Gray Herbarium, who has given much clerical and biblio-

graphical assistance throughout the preparation and proof reading

of the text. Many of the older figures, formerly grouped in plates,

have been redrawn and for greater convenience placed in the text,

and to these have been added a much larger number of new ones

drawn chiefly by Mr. F. SCHUYLER MATHEWS, but in part also by
Professor J. FRANKLIN COLLINS of Brown University and Mr. P.

B. WHELPLEY. All the illustrations of the Orchidaceae have been

not only skillfully executed but generously contributed by Mrs.

OAKES AMES. The fact that it has been possible thus to extend the

illustration of the Manual has been due in great part to the interest

and liberality of the VISITING COMMITTEE OF THE GRAY HEKUA-

RIUM. Many botanists throughout the country, notably the members

of the New England Botanical Club, have furnished specimens and

notes which have been exceedingly helpful in determining the geo-

graphic range and limits of variation. To all who have thus in

different ways aided in the preparation of the present work, the

editors wish to express their sincere appreciation and cordial thanks.

At the International Botanical Congress, held at Vienna, June,
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1905, it was fortunately possible to reach a substantial agreement
on the controversial subject of nomenclature. Some mutual con-

cessions were necessary, but it is believed that they will be cheer-

fully made by those who are really seeking harmony in this matter.

The editors have, therefore, scrupulously endeavored to bring the

nomenclature of the Manual into accord with the Vienna agreement,
in order that American botanical nomenclature may be freed as

speedily as possible from peculiarity or provincialism and assume

the form which has received international sanction. The most im-

portant change in this respect which characterizes the present edition

in distinction from the previous editions is the adoption of the earliest

specific name instead of that specific name which was first combined

with the correct generic name. With this change it becomes more

important to trace the previous use of specific names under other

genera, and, to facilitate this, it seems wise to adopt the double

citation of authorities. In the capitalization of specific and varietal

names, it has been thought best to adopt the custom of many promi-
nent botanists from Linnaeus himself to the distinguished editors

of the Index Kewensis. The chief change in this respect from the

usage of previous editions consists in the decapitalization of geo-

graphic adjectives, such as canadensis, americana, and the like. In

regard to these words it should be borne in mind that they are not

English and therefore not subject to the rules of English grammar.

They are a part of an international system of Latin nomenclature,
which should not be modified by different nations by introducing

peculiarities of their several languages. Many generic and other

names, which were in use prior to 1753, were adopted by Linnaeus

and his followers. These names are indicated in the Manual by
brackets inclosing the name of the pre-Linnean author

; thus, Poly-

podium [Tourn.] L.

In the treatment of the ever increasing number of foreign plants
which have been recorded within our range, it has seemed desirable

to include in the Manual only those which have given some evidence

of self-dissemination and shown some tendency to become permanent
members of our flora. Waifs, ballast-weeds, and plants persisting

locally after cultivation have in general been omitted.

During the last twenty years there has been an unprecedented

activity in the characterization of new species and varieties within

our range. The present editors have considerably delayed the

issue of this work in order to examine these new propositions
and give them recognition in all cases where their merit could be
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demonstrated. In a few instances, however, it has been impossible
from lack of material or data either to include as valid or to reduce

definitely to synonymy such species and varieties, and it has accord-

ingly seemed best not to mention them. It is not thereby meant
that they are not of value, but merely that evidence of their distinct-

ness has not been available.

Botanical names, being in many instances latinized forms of

geographic, aboriginal, or personal designations, are not always

capable of easy or consistent pronunciation. From long-established

custom they are usually pronounced in English-speaking countries

according to the pronunciation of Latin after the English method,

exceptions being frequent in such, names as Michauxiana, which is

commonly pronounced meshoiina, or by others meshoziana, to avoid

the awkward pronunciation which the word would have according

to the English rules. The subject is one into which considerations

of taste, convenience, and custom enter to such an extent that it is

most difficult to lay down definite principles free from pedantry.

However, as a general guide, the names in this, as in previous edi-

tions, are marked with accents, the accented syllable being deter-

mined as far as possible by the well-known rules of Latin quantity.

In cases of doubtful quantity, in such names as Berlandiera, Palme ri,

Bacopa, etc., it has seemed best to treat the penultimate vowel as

long, according to the usage of most British and Continental writers.

Two accents are used, the grave (

v

)
to indicate the long English

sound of the vowel, the acute (') to show the shortened or other-

wise modified sound. For aid in determining the accented syllable,

the editors are in several instances indebted to Dr. A. S. I'KASK.

In consideration of recent differences in nomenclatorial practice,

and with a wish to make the Manual as convenient as possible for

all users, synonyms have been inserted freely to show the equiva-

lence of different names, especially of those permitted by the

Rochester and American Codes but not sanctioned by the Interna-

tional Rules. It has been necessary to make these citations exceed-

ingly brief, the specific namo, when the same, being omitted; <>jj.

under Ranunculus Cymbalarin I'ursh, the synonym O.r//>/n /;>/>/* I'rnntl

means that the species has been treated by I'nmtl under the identi-

cal specific name (Cymbalaria) in Oxggraphify a genus not maintained

in the present work.
n. L. K.

M. L. F.



ANALYTICAL KEY TO THE FAMILIES

(Carried out, in some cases, to subfamilies and genera)
\

DIVISION I. PTERIDOPHYTA

Fern-like, moss-like, rush-like, or aquatic plants without true flowers.

Reproduction by spores (without embryos).

A. Floating plants with small 2-ranked leaves; sporocarps borne on

the under side of the stem SALVINIACEAE, 50

A. Terrestrial or submersed plants, not floating B.

B. Stems conspicuously jointed, their nodes covered by toothed

sheaths; sporangia on the scales of terminal dry cone-like

spikes EQUISETACEAE, 51

B. Stems without conspicuous sheathed joints C.

C. Leaves closely imbricated or very narrow; sporangia sessile,

axillary.

Stem short, corm-like; leaves elongate, awl-shape or linear,
in a rosette ISOETACEAE, 58

Stem elongate, creeping (sometimes underground) or branch-

ing ;
leaves very short, crowded or imbricated.

Sporangia of two kinds, some containing many minute

spores (microspores), others bearing few (usually 3-4)

much larger macrospores SELAGINELLACEAE, 57

Sporangia bearing uniform minute spores LYCOPODIACEAE, 54

C. Leaves (fronds) not closely imbricated; if narrow, without

axillary sporangia D.

D. Leaves (fronds) 4-foliolate, clover-like; sporocarps (inclosing
the sporangia) stalked from the creeping stem MARSILEACEAE, 49

D. Leaves (fronds) not 4-foliolate, simple or variously cleft; spo-

rangia not inclosed in basal sporocarps E.

E. Fertile fronds, or fertile portions of the fronds conspicu-

ously unlike the sterile F.

F. Slender twining or climbing plant, the frond with alter-

nate paired and stalked palmately lobed divisions Lygodium, 46

F. Neither twining nor climbing G.

G. Sterile fronds linear-filiform, tortuous; the fertile fili-

form, tipped by a 1-sided short (3-8 mm. long)

pinnate fertile portion Schizaea, 45

G. Sterile fronds (or segments) broader H.
H. Sterile segment of the frond simple; the fertile a

long-stalked simple spike OPHIOGLOSSACEAE, 47

H. Sterile and fertile fronds or segments more or less

cleft I.

9
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I. Rootstock almost none, the solitary (rarely 2) fronds appear-
ing to rise from a cluster of fleshy roots

;
lower segment

sterile, upper fertile and bearing 2-rowed globular

sporangia Botrychium, 47
I. Rootstock well developed, elongate or stout, the roots

fibrous; fronds numerous or the fertile and sterile

clearly distinct J.

J. Fertile fronds or segments scarcely or not at all leaf-like,

the sporangia globose or in bead-like rows.

Sporangia globose, thin-walled, 2-valved, densely

crowded, not 2-ranked OSMUNDACEAE, 46

Sporangia globose and distinct or connected in bead-

like chains, firm, 2-ranked Onoclea, 45

J. Fertile fronds or segments green and leaf-like, at least

above
;
the sporangia not globose POLYPODIACEAE, 33

E. Fertile fronds or segments essentially like the sterile.

Sporangia sessile at the base of a bristle-like receptacle and
surrounded by a cup-like involucre

;
frond of a single layer

of cells HYMENOPHYLLACKAE, 33

Sporangia stalked, with no bristle-like receptacle; frond of

more than one layer of cells POLYPODIACEAE, 33

DIVISION II. SPERMATOPHYTA

Plants with true flowers containing stamens, pistils, or both. Reproduc-
tion normally by seeds containing an embryo.

SUBDIVISION I. GYMNOSPERMAE

Ovules not in-a closed ovary. Trees and shrubs with needle-shaped, linear,

or scale-like mostly evergreen leaves, and monoecious or dioecious flowers K.

K. Flowers themselves catkin-like or borne in catkins, which be-

come cones or berry-like PINACEAK, ('.'_

K. Flowers solitary, axillary ;
seed solitary, more or less enveloped

in a pulpy disk TAXACEAE, 02

SUBDIVISION II. ANGIOSP^RMAE

Ovules borne in a closed ovary, which at maturity becomes the fruit.

CLASS i. MONOCOTYLEDONEM:
Stems without central pith or annular layers, but having the woody til>rs

distributed through them (a transverse slice showing the fibers as dots scat-

tered through the cellular tissue). Embryo with a single cotyledon, the

early leaves always alternate. Parts of the flower usually in threes or

sixes, never iii fives. Leaves mostly parallel-veined. Our species, except

in the genus Smilu.r. herbaceous L.

L. Small lens-shaped, ellipsoidal, or tlask-shape.1 five-swimming

aquatics without true leaves l.i- MNACKAB, 259

L. Plants witli stems ami leaves (sometimes scale-like) M.
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M. Perianth free from the ovary or none N.

N. Perianth wanting or of scale-like or bristle-form divisions O.

O. Flowers inclosed or subtended by imbricated husk-like

scales (glumes) ; grass-like plants with jointed stems,

sheathing (mostly narrow) leaves, and 1-seeded fruit.

Stems hollow, round or flattened
;

leaf-sheaths split ;

anthers attached by the middle GRAMINEAE, 86

Stems usually more or less triangular, solid; leaf-sheaths

not split ;
anthers attached at the base CYPERACEAE, 171

O. Flowers not inclosed in husk-like scales (though sometimes in

involucrate heads) P.

P. Immersed aquatics, branching and leafy, the upper leaves

often floating.

Flowers perfect NAJADACEAE, 69

Flowers monoecious or dioecious.

Flowers in globose heads SPARGANIACEAE, 68

Flowers axillary, solitary NAJADACEAE, 69

P. Terrestrial or marsh plants Q.

Q. Leaves petioled, the blade net-veined ARACEAE, 257

Q. Leaves linear or sword-shaped, parallel-veined, notpetioled R.

R. Flowers monoecious or dioecious.

Flowers in cylindrical spikes TYPHACEAE, 67

Flowers in heads.

Heads spheroidal, pubescent, involucrate ERIOCAULACEAE, 260

Heads globose, glabrous, not involucrate SPARGANIACEAE, 68

R . Flowers perfect.

Flowers in a dense spike, this borne on the margin
of a 2-edged scape ;

root aromatic Acorus, 258

Scapes or peduncles cylindrical.

Ovaries 3-6, separating at least when ripe JUNCAGINACEAE, 79

Ovary single, 3-carpeled JUNCACEAE, 267

N. Perianth always present, herbaceous or colored, neither scale-

like nor bristle-form S.

S. Pistils numerous in a head or ring ALISMACEAE, 80

S. Pistil one, compound (cells or placentae mostly 3) T.

T. Stamens 3.

Moss-like, aquatic ;
flowers solitary MAYACACEAE, 263

Rush-like marsh or bog plants ;
flowers in spikes, racemes,

or heads.

Flowers racemose or spicate JUNCAGINACEAE, 79

Flowers in dense scaly heads XYRIDACEAE, 262

T. Stamens 4 Maianthemum, 291

T. Stamens 6 U.

U. Stamens all alike and fertile.

Gray scurfy moss-like epiphyte BROMELIACEAE, 265

Not epiphytic.

Ovary of nearly separate carpels JUNCAGINACEAE, 79

Ovary (often angled or lobed) not deeply cleft.

Divisions of the perianth alike or nearly so.

Perianth woolly HAEMODORACEAE, 296

Perianth not woolly.
Plant rush-like; perianth small, greenish or

purplish brown JUNCACEAE, 267
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Plant not rush-like LILIATKAK. 279

Divisions of the perianth unlike, 3 green sepals ami
3 colored petals.

Stem-leaves ovate or oblong, 3 in a whorl Trillium, 293

Stem-leaves linear or nearly so
;
flowers umheled

COMMELINACEAK, 2W
U. Stamens dissimilar, or only 3 with fertile anthers.

Perianth of 3 herbaceous sepals and 3 colored ephemeral

petals COMMKLINACEAK. 2U4

Perianth tubular, 0-lobed PONTKDKKIACK AK, I'tii;

M. Perianth present, adnate to the ovary V.

V. Stamens 1-2
;
flowers irregular.

Anthers 2-celled; seeds many ORCHIDACEAE, 304

Anthers 1-celled; seeds solitary MARANTACEAE, 304

V. Stamens 3 or more
;
flowers mostly regular or nearly so W.

W. Climbing plant with net-veined ovate leaves DIOSCOREACEAE, 297

W. Not climbing; leaves parallel-veined.

Perianth woolly, only partially adnate to the ovary

HAEMODORACEAE, 290

Perianth not woolly, adnate to the whole surface of the

ovary.

Aquatics; flowers dioecious or polygamous HYDROCHARITACEAE, 85

Terrestrial
;
flowers perfect.

Stamens 6 AMARYLLIDACEAE, 297

Stamens 3.

Leaves 2-ranked, equitant; stamens opposite the

outer segments of the perianth IRIDACEAK, 299

Leaves not 2-ranked, the cauline scale-like; stamens

opposite the inner segments of the perianth

BURMANMACEAE, 304

CLASS 2. DICOTYLEDONEAE

Stems formed of bark, wood, and pith; the wood forming a zone between

the other two, and increasing, when the stem continues from year to year,

by the annual addition of a new layer to the outside, next the bark. Leaves

net-veined. Embryo with a pair of opposite cotyledons. Parts of the

flower mostly in fours or fives X.

X. Corolla none
; calyx present or absent Y.

Y. Flowers monoecious or dioecious, one or both sorts in catkins '/..

/. Only one sort of flowers in catkins or catkin-like heads.

Fertile flowers in a short catkin <>r catkin-like head l'i:ncACEAE, 344

Fertile flowers single or clustered; the sterile in slender

catkins (except in F<i<ins).

Leaves pinnate ; fertile flowers and fruit naked ,h<:i.\ NI> \< i \i

Leaves simple; fertile flowers 1-3 in a cup or involucre F UJACKAK, 337

Z. Both sterile and fertile flowers in catkins or catkin-like

heads n.

a. Ovary many-ovuled ; fruitmany-seeded.

Ovary and pod 2-celled; seeds not tufted I,iii>ii<l<tnil><ir. 4").".

Ovary and pud 1-cclled; seeds hairy-tufted SALICA* i \i . :'.2n
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a. Ovary 1-2-celled; cells 1-ovuled
;
fruit 1-seeded.

Parasitic on trees
;
fruit a berry LORANTHACEAE, 351

Trees and shrubs, not parasitic.

Calyx regular, in fertile flower succulent in fruit URTICACEAE, 344

Calyx none or rudimentary and scale-like.

Style and stigma 1, simple.

Leaves palmately angled or lobed PLATANACEAE, 454

Leaves ovate or oblong, entire LEITNERIACEAE, 330

Styles or long stigmas 2.

Fertile flowers 2 or 3 at each scale of the catkin BETULACEAE, 332

Fertile flowers single under each scale; nutlets

naked, waxy-coated, or drupe-like MYRICACEAE, 329

Y. Flowers not in catkins b.

b. Ovary or its cells containing only 1-2 (rarely 3-4) ovules c.

c. Pistils more than 1, distinct or nearly so.

Stamens inserted on the calyx ;
leaves with stipules ROSACEAE, 454

Stamens inserted on the receptacle.

Leaves punctate with transparent dots Zanthoxylum, 537

Leaves not dotted.

Calyx present, usually colored or petal-like RANUNCULACEAE, 392

Calyx none; flowers spiked PIPERACEAE, 320

c. Pistil 1
, simple or compound d.

d. Ovary free from the calyx, which is sometimes wanting e.

e. Stipules (ocreae) sheathing the stem at the nodes.

Tree
; calyx none PLATANACEAE, 454

Herbs
; calyx present, commonly corolla-like POLYGONACEAE, 353

e. Stipules not sheathing the stem, or none /.

/. Herbs c/.

g. Aquatic, submerged or nearly so.

Leaves whorled, dissected; style 1 CERATOPHYLLACEAE, 389

Leaves opposite, entire
; styles 2

; ovary 4-celled

CALLITRICHACEAE, 549

g. Not aquatics h.

h. Styles 10; ovary and berry 10-celled PHYTOLACCACEAE, 374

h. Style, if any, and stigma 1.

Flowers unisexual
; ovary of the fertile flowers

1-celled URTICACEAE, 344

Flowers perfect; pod 2-celled, 2-seeded Lepldium, 425

h. Styles 2-3 or branched
; ovary 1-4-celled i.

i. Leaves palmately lobed or divided Cannabineae, 344

i. Leaves not palmately lobed or divided j.

j. Ovary and pod 3-celled
; juice usually milky.

Flowers in basal spikes ; stamens 4
;

fila-

ments thick, flattened BUXACEAE, 550

Inflorescence various, not of basal spikes;

stamens !-*>
, rarely 4

;
filaments not con-

spicuously thick EUPHORBIACEAE, 540

j. Ovary not 3-celled
; juice not milky k.

k. Flowers in numerous small involucrate

heads; fruit a 3-angled achene Eriogonum, 353

k. Flowers not involucrate.

Leaves covered at least beneath with stel-

late hairs
; embryo straight EUPHORBIACEAE, 540
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Leaves without stellate hairs
; embryo curved or

coiled.

Stipules scarious ILLECEBRACEAE, 376

Stipules none.

Leaves opposite.

Plant fleshy Salicornia, 369

Not fleshy.

Flowers in heads or spikes, these often

panicled ;
anthers 1-celled AMARANTHACEAE, 371

Flowers sessile in forks of branching
inflorescence ILLECEBRACEAE, :>76

Leaves alternate.

Flowers and bracts scarious AMARANTHA* KAK. .">71

Flowers small, chiefly greenish ;
no scarious

bracts CHENOPODIACEAE, 364

/. Shrubs or trees.

Leaves small, linear or scale-like
;
low heath-like shrubs

EMPETRACEAE, 551

Leaves oblong to orbicular; never heath-like.

Leaves opposite.

Fruit 3-celled, not winged RHAMNACEAE, 5M
Fruit 2-celled, a double samara ACERACEAK. r>;>7

Fruit 1-celled, a single samara OLEACEAE, 6.50

Leaves alternate.

Ovary 3-celled RHAMNACEAE, 500

Ovary 1-2-celled.

Styles and stigmas 2 URTICACEAE, 344

Style and stigma 1.

Anthers opening lengthwise THYMELAEACEAE. .">*'.)

Anthers opening by uplifted lids LAURACEAK. -\\:\

d. Ovary inferior or so closely and permanently invested by the

calyx as to appear so.

Parasites on the branches of trees LORANTHACEAK, ."-"I

Aquatic herbs HALORAGIDACEAE, 602

Terrestrial.

Herbs with calyx colored like a corolla.

Leaves opposite, simple NYCTAGINACEAE, 375

Leaves alternate, pinnate Smii/innnrba, 494

Leaves alternate, simple Comandra, 350

Shrubs or trees.

Leaves scurfy ELAEAONACKAK, .v.m

Leaves not scurfy, opposite \<'*tronia, 350

Leaves not scurfy, alternate.

Style 1, stigmatic down one side; flowers solitary, in

pairs, or in umbel-like clusters \IISMI, 111'".

Style 1, short; stigma terminal
;
flowers racemose I'l/rulur/n, :r>o

Styles 2 HAMAMELIDATI AI . }:>_'

6. Ovary or its cells containm-- many ovules I.

I. Calyx mine: ovary and fruit naked.

Aquatic herb PODOSTEMACEAE, 441

Tn-e ,,r shrill) HAMAMELIDACEAE. 4.VJ

/. Calyx present in.

///. Ovary superior.
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RANUNCULACEAE, 392

Penthorum, 442

AIZOACEAE, 377

RANUNCULACEAE, 392

CARYOPHYLLACEAE, 377

Glaux, 647

LYTHBACEAE, 591

ARISTOLOCHIACEAE, 351

Ludvigia, 594

Chrysosplemum, 448

Ovaries 2 or more, separate

Ovary single.

Ovary 5-celled, 5-beaked
;
leaves scattered

Ovary 3-5-celled
; leaves opposite or whorled

Ovary 1-2-celled.

Leaves compound
Leaves simple.

Calyx of separate sepals

Calyx 5-toothed or -cleft

Calyx 4-toothed

ra. Ovary and pod inferior.

Ovary G-celled
;
stamens 6-12

Ovary 4-celled
;
stamens 4

Ovary 1-celled
; stamens 8-10

X. Both calyx and corolla present n.

n. Corolla of separate petals o.

o. Stamens numerous, at least more than 10 (rarely 9-10 in Pola-

nisia), and more than twice as many as the sepals or calyx-
lobes p.

p. Calyx entirely free and separate from the pistil or pistils q.

q. Pistils several or many, wholly distinct or united at base

into a strongly lobed or several-beaked ovary r.

r. Aquatics with peltate leaves NYMPHAEACEAE, 389

r. Terrestrial plants.

Climbers.

Leaves alternate MENISPERMACEAK, 410

Leaves opposite Clematis, 402

Not climbing.
Filaments united into a tube MALVACEAE, 566

Filaments not united.

Leaves opposite, entire CALYCANTHACEAE, 409

Leaves alternate.

Stamens on the calyx
Stamens on the receptacle or disk.

Trees or shrubs.

Sepals and petals imbricated

Sepals and petals valvate

Herbs

q. Pistils strictly one as to ovary; the styles or stigmas may
be several s.

s. Leaves punctate with translucent dots HYPERICACEAE, 571

s. Leaves not punctate t,

t. Ovary simple, 1-celled.

Ovules 2 ROSACEAE, 454

Ovules many.
Leaves 2-3-ternately compound or dissected

RANUNCULACEAE, 392

Leaves peltate, lobed Podophyllum, 411

t. Ovary compound.

Ovary 1-celled.

Sepals 2 (rarely 3), caducous; juice milky or col-

ored
; placentae parietal PAPAVERACEAE, 414

Sepals 2; juice watery; placentae central PORTULACACEAE, 387

ROSACEAE, 454

MAGNOLIACEAE, 408

ANONACEAE, 410

RESEDACEAE, 439
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Sepals 4; juice watery : placentae parietal CAPPARIDACKAE, 438

Sepals 3 or 5, persistent; juice watery; placentae

parietal CISTACEAE, 57<>

Ovary several-celled.

Calyx valvate in bud.

Herbs or rarely shrubs; stamens united; anthers

1-celled MALVACEAE, 566

Trees ;
anthers 2-celled TILIACEAE, 5<if>

Calyx imbricate in bud.

Shrubs
;
stamens on the base of the petals

TERNSTROEMIACEAE, 570

Aquatic or marsh-dwelling herbs.

Leaves tubular or trumpet-shaped ; placentae in

the axis SARRACENIACEAE, 439

Leaves (when mature) flattish, never tubular or

trumpet-shaped ;
ovules on the partitions of

the ovary NYMPHAEACEAE, 389

p. Calyx more or less adherent to a compound ovary.

Ovary 7-30-celled.

Cells many-ovuled ; aquatic herbs NYMPHAEACEAE, 389

Cells 10, each 1-ovuled
;
trees or shrubs Amelnm-hit-r. 4.

r
>
(
.)

Ovary 6-celled Asururn, 352

Ovary 1-5-celled.

Fleshy-stemmed, without true foliage; petals many CACTACEAE, 58<S

Leaves present.

Sepals or calyx-lobes 2
;
ovules arising from the base of a

1-celled ovary PORTULACACEAE, 387

Sepals or calyx-lobes more than 2.

Leaves opposite ; stipules none SAXIFRAGACEAE, 444

Leaves alternate.

Stipules present ROSACEAE, 454

Stipules none.

Herbs with rough-pubescent leaves LOASACE \

Trees or shrubs STYRACACEAE, 649

o. Stamens not more than twice as many as the petals u.

u. Stamens of the same number as the petals and opposite them.

Ovaries 3-6, separate ; woody vines MENISPERMACEAE, 410

Ovary only one.

Ovary 2-4-celled.

Calyx-lobes minute or obsolete; petals valvate VITACEAE. 562

Calyx 4-5-cleft; petals involute RHAMNAI EAK. r>60

Ovary 1-celled.

Anthers opening by uplifted lids BERBEKIDACEAI 1 1 1

Anthers not opening by uplifted lids.

Style 1, unhranehed : stigma 1 I'KIM II.A- KAE, 643

Styles, style-branches, or stigmas more than 1.

Sepals or calyx-lobes 2 PoRTULACACE \

Sepals <r calyx-lobes 3-5.

Flowers monoecious Crot<nn>i>*i*. ">42

Flowers perfert 1 'LI M i; \. . I N LCRAB, Hi:
1

.

n. Stamens not of the saint- number as the petals, or if of the same
nnmb.-r alternate \\ith them V.

v. Calyx frer in.m the ovarv, i.e. ovary wholly superior w.
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tv. Ovaries 2 or more, wholly separate or somewhat united x.

x. Stamens united with each other and with a large thick stigma
common to the 2 ovaries ASCLEPIADACEAE, 663

x. Stamens free from each other and from the pistils y.

RUTACEAE, 537

Zanthorhiza, 408

Ailanthus, 538

CRASSULACEAE, 441

y. Stamens on the receptacle, free from the calyx.

Leaves punctate with translucent dots

Leaves without translucent dots.

Trees or shrubs
;
leaves pinnate.

Low shrub
;
leaflets mostly 5

Tree
;
leaflets 11 or more

Herbs.

Leaves fleshy

Leaves not fleshy.

Ovaries or lobes of the ovary 2-5, with a common style.

Ovary 2-3-lobed LIMNANTHACEAE, 551

Ovary 5-lobed GERANIACEAE, 534

Ovaries with separate styles or sessile stigmas

RANUNCULACEAE, 392

y. Stamens inserted on the calyx.

Plant fleshy; stamens just twice as many as the pistils

CRASSULACEAE, 441

Plant not fleshy ;
stamens not twice as many as the pistils.

Stipules present ROSACEAE, 454

Stipules none SAXIFRAGACEAE, 444

w. Ovary 1 z.

z. Ovary simple with 1 parietal placenta LEGUMINOSAE, 499

z. Ovary compound, as shown by the number of its cells, placentae,

styles, or stigmas A.

A. Ovary 1-celled.

Corrolla irregular.

Petals 4; stamens G FUMARIACEAE, 416

Petals and stamens 5 VIOLACEAE, 579

Corolla regular or nearly so.

Ovule solitary.

Trees or shrubs ANACARDIACEAE, 552

Herbs CRUCIFERAE, 418

Ovules more than one.

Ovules at the center or bottom of the cell.

Petals not inserted on the calyx CARYOPHYLLACEAE, 377

Petals inserted on the throat of a bell-shaped or

tubular calyx LYTHRACEAE, 591

Ovules on 2 or more parietal placentae.

Leaves punctate with translucent dots HYPERICACEAE, 571

Leaves beset with gland-tipped bristles DROSERACEAE, 440

Leaves neither punctate nor bristly-glandular.

Petals 4.

Stamens essentially equal ; pod usually stiped

CAPPARIDACEAE, 438

Stamens unequal, 2 being shorter than the other 4
;

pod sessile CRUCIFERAE, 418

Petals 3 or 5.

Ovary stiped PASSIFLORACEAE, 587

Ovary sessile.

GRAY'S MANUAL 2
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Calyx 5-lobed or of 5 equal sepals SAXIFRAGACEAE, 444

Calyx of 3 equal or 5 very unequal sepals CISTACEAE, 57t>

A. Ovary 2-several-celled B.

B. Flowers irregular C.

C. Anthers opening at the top.

Anthers 6-8, 1-celled POLYGALACEAE, 538

Anthers 10, 2-celled Rhododendron, 031

C. Anthers opening lengthwise.
Stamens 12 and petals 6 on the throat of the gibbous calyx Cuphca, 593

Stamens 5-10 and petals hypogynous or nearly so.

Ovary 3-celled
;
trees or shrubs Aesculus, 559

Ovary 5-celled
;
herbs BALSAMINACEAE, SCO

B. Flowers regular or nearly so D.

D. Stamens neither just as many nor twice as many as the

petals.

Trees or shrubs.

Stamens fewer than the 4 petals OLEACEAE, f>50

Stamens more numerous than the petals ACEKACKAK, 557

Herbs.

Petals 5 HYPERICACEAE, 571

Petals 4 CRUCIFERAE, 418

D. Stamens just as many or twice as many as the petals E.

E. Ovules and seeds only 1 or 2 in each cell.

Herbs.

Flowers monoecious or dioecious EUPHORBIACEAE, 540

Flowers perfect and symmetrical.
Cells of the ovary as many as the sepals.

Ovary 2-3-celled LIMNANTHACEAE, 551

Ovary 5-celled GERANIACKAE, 534

Cells of the ovary twice as many as the sepals.

Leaves abruptly pinnate ZYGOPHYLLACEAE, 536

Leaves simple LINACKAK, 531

Shrubs or trees.

Leaves compound.
Leaves 3-foliolate, punctate Ptelea, 537

Leaves pinnate, not punctate SAPINDACEAE, 559

Leaves simple.

Leaves palmately veined ACERACEAE, 557

Leaves pinnately veined.

Leaves alternate.

Climbing shrub Celastrus, 557

Erect shrubs or trees.

Flowers racemose CYRII.LACKAI

Flowers solitary or cymose A</riK.>u.v< i- \

Leaves opposite CELASTK u K A K, 550

E. Ovules, and usually seeds, several or many in each cell F.

F. Leaves compound.
Tree or shrub STAPHYLKA< KA K, 557

Herbs; leaves alternate, or all radical.

Leaflets 3, obcordate OXALIDACKAK, .">;;_'

Leaflets more numerous, pointed Astillx', 444

F. I,i-:ives simple.

Stipules present between opposite leaves ELATINACKAK, 575
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Stipules none when the leaves are opposite.

Stamens 5, united at base into a 10-toothed

cup or tube
;
leaves all radical Galax, 642

Stamens free from each other.

Style 1.

Stamens free from the calyx ERICACEAE, 625

Stamens inserted on the calyx LYTHRACEAE, 591

Styles 2-5, or splitting into 2 in fruit.

Stamens free from the calyx; leaves

opposite CARYOPHYLLACEAE, 377

Stamens inserted on the calyx ERICACEAE, 625

v. Calyx-tube adherent to the ovary, at least to its lower half G.

G. Tendril-bearing and often succulent herbs CUCURBITACEAE, 764

G. Not tendril-bearing H.

H. Ovules and seeds more than 1 in each cell.

Ovary 1-celled.

Sepals or calyx-lobes 2
;
ovules borne at the base of the

ovary PORTULACACEAE, 387

Sepals or calyx-lobes 4-5
; placentae 2-3, parietal SAXIFRAGACEAE, 444

Ovary 2-many-celled.
Anthers opening by pores at the apex MELASTOMACEAE, 593

Anthers not opening by pores.

Stamens inserted on or about a flat disk which covers

the ovary CELASTRACEAE, 556

Stamens inserted on the calyx.

Style 1
;
stamens 4 or 8 (rarely 5)

Styles 2-3, distinct
;
stamens 5 or 10

H. Ovules and seeds only 1 in each cell.

Stamens 5 or 10.

Trees or shrubs.

Leaves simple, not prickly
Leaves compound, or prickly

Herbs.

Fruit dry, splitting at maturity ; styles 2

Fruit berry-like ; styles 2-5, separate or united

Stamens 2, 4, or 8.

Style and stigma 1
;
fruit a drupe CORNACEAE, 623

Styles or stigmatic branches or sessile stigmas usually
more than 1

;
fruit not drupaceous.

Shrubs or trees HAMAMELIDACEAE, 452

Herbs.

Style 1
; stigma 2-4-lobed ONAORACEAE, 594

Styles or sessile stigmas 4 HALORAGIDACEAE, 602

n. Petals more or less united I.

I. Stamens more numerous than the lobes of the corolla J.

ONAGRACEAE, 594

SAXIFRAGACEAE, 444

Crataegus, 460

ARALIACEAE, 605

UMBELLIFERAE, 607

ARALIACEAE, 605

J. Ovary 1-celled.

Placenta 1, parietal

Placentae 2, parietal

Placenta at the center or base of the ovary
J. Ovary 2-celled

;
cells 1-ovuled

J. Ovary 3-oc-celled K.

K. Stamens free from the corolla.

Style 1
;
leaves simple

Styles 5
;
leaves 3-foliolate

LEGUMINOSAE, 499

FUMARIACEAE, 416

STYRACACEAE, 649

POLYGALACEAE, 538

ERICACEAE, 625

OXALIDACEAE, 532
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K. Stamens attached to the base or tube of the corolla.

Saprophytic herbs without green foliage Monotropoideae, 626

Not saprophytic
; foliage green.

Trees, shrubs, or undershrubs; anthers mostly 2-celled.

Filaments united into 1-5 groups.

Ovary superior TERNSTROEMIACEAE, 570

Ovary at least partly inferior STYRACACEAK, 649

Filaments free from each other.

Style 1 ERICACEAE. 6i>"i

Styles 4 EBENACKAE, 648

Herbs; anthers 1-celled.

Filaments united into a tube MALVACEAE, 566

Filaments distinct, 2 at each notch of the corolla Adoxa, 761

I. Stamens not more numerous than the corolla-lobes L.

L. Stamens of the same number as the corolla-lobes and opposite them.

Corolla appendaged with scales inside
; ovary 5-celled

;
trees

or shrubs SAPOTACEAE, 648

Corolla not appendaged with scales inside; ovary 1-celled;

herbs.

Style 1; fruit a several-many-seeded capsule PRIMULAOEAE, 643

Styles 5
;
fruit a 1-seeded utricle PLUMBAGINACEAE, 643

L. Stamens alternate with the corolla-lobes or fewer M.
M. Ovary free from the calyx-tube (superior) N.

N. Corolla regular O.

O. Stamens as many as the corolla-lobes P.

P. Ovaries more than 1, or, if 1, deeply lobed Q.

Q. Ovaries 2, or, if 1, 2-horned.

Stamens united ASCLEPIADACEAE, 663

Stamens distinct.

Stipules or stipular membrane or line between

opposite leaves; ovary 2-horned L.OGANIA< KAK. 6.~>2

Stipules none
;
ovaries 2.

Leaves kidney-shaped, alternate Dichondra, (Ui'.t

Leaves not kidney-shaped, chiefly opposite

APOCYNACKAK, <<>1

Q. Ovary deeply 4-lobed.

Leaves alternate BORAGIXAI KAK. 67'.

Leaves opposite LABIATAK, 6'.)

P. Ovary 1, not deeply lobed R.

R. Ovary 1-celled.

Seed 1; corolla scarious PLANTAGINACEAK. 7\'.'<

Seeds several-many.
Leaves entire, opposite ( JKNTIANACKA '

Leaves toothed, lobed, or compound.
Whole upper surface of corolla \\hite-hearded;

leaflets 3, entire M> ni/nnthes, 660

Corolla not conspicuously bearded
; leaves, if

compound, \viih toothed leaflets

HYDKOI-IIYI.I.ACKAK, 676

R. Ovary 2-10-celled.

Leafless twining parasites Ciixrufn, 671

Leaves opposite, their bases connected by a stipular

line LOGANIACEAE, <i.7j
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PLANTAGINACEAE, 743

BORAGINACEAE, 679

(rarely in) Breweria, 669

CONVOLVULACEAE, 668

HYDROPHYLLACEAE, 676

Leaves alternate or if opposite with no trace of stipules.

Stamens free from the corolla or nearly so.

Style 1 ERICACEAE, 625

Style none AQUIFOLIACEAE, 554

Stamens in the notches of the corolla
; style 1 DIAPENSIACEAE, 642

Stamens on the tube of the corolla.

Stamens 4.

Leafy-stemmed ;
leaves opposite ;

corolla petaloid

VERBENACEAE, 688

Acaulescent; corolla scarious

Stamens 5 or rarely more.

Fruit of 2 or 4 seed-like nutlets

Fruit a few-many-seeded pod.

Styles 3

Styles 2.

Pod few(mostly 4)-seeded

Pod many-seeded

Style 1, often branched.

Branches of the style (or at least the lobes of

the stigma) 3.

Not twining POLEMONIACEAE, 673

Twining Ipomoea, 670

Branches of the style or lobes of the stigma 2

or rarely 4.

Seeds few, mostly 4

Seeds many
O. Stamens fewer than the corolla-lobes.

Stamens with anthers 4, in pairs.

Ovary 2-celled
;
cells several-seeded

Ovary 2-4-celled
;
cells 1-seeded

Stamens with anthers only 2 or rarely 3.

Ovary 4-lobed

Ovary 2-celled, not 4-lobed.

Herbs.

Acaulescent; corolla scarious PLANTAGINACEAE, 743

Leafy-stemmed ;
corolla not scarious Veronica, 726

Trees or shrubs OLEACEAE, 650

N. Corolla irregular S.

S. Stamens with anthers 5.

Stamens free from the corolla; anther-cells opening at the

apex Rhododendron, 631

Stamens inserted on the corolla.

Ovary deeply 4-lobed around the style Echium, 688

Ovary not deeply lobed, many-ovuled.
Filaments or some of them woolly Verbascum, 719

Filaments not woolly Hyoscyamus, 716

S. Stamens with anthers 2 or 4.

Ovules solitary in the 1-4 cells.

Ovary 4-lobed
; style rising from between the lobes LABIATAE, 690

Ovary not lobed
; style from its apex.

Ovary 1-celled
;
fruit turned downwards PHRYMACEAE, 743

Ovary 2-4-celled
;
fruit not turned downwards VERBENACEAE, 688

Ovules 2-many in each cell.

CONVOLVULACEAE, 668

SOLANACEAE, 712

ACANTHACEAE, 742

VERBENACEAE, 688

Lycopus, 709
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Ovary imperfectly 4-5-celled MARTYNIACEAE, 741

Ovary 1-2-celled.

Ovary 1-celled.

Parasites without green foliage, terrestrial; stamens 4

OROBAXCHACEAE, 739

Not parasitic, chiefly aquatic or mud plants ;
stamens 2

LENTIBULARIACEAE, 736

Ovary 2-celled.

Trees or woody climbers; placentae parietal BIGNONIACEAE, 740

Herbs, rarely trees; placentae in the axis.

Seeds (mostly numerous) not borne on hooks

SCROPHULARIACEAE, 717

Seeds (2-12) borne on hook-like processes of the

placentae ACANTHACEAE, 742

M. Ovary adherent to the calyx-tube (inferior) T.

T. Tendril-bearing herbs
;
anthers often united CUCURBITACEAE, 704

T. Tendrils none U.
U. Stamens separate V.

V. Stamens free from the corolla or nearly so, as many as its

lobes; stipules none
; juice milky CAMPANULACEAE, 7G5

V. Stamens inserted on the corolla.

Stamens 1-3, always fewer than the corolla-lobes VALERIANACEAE, 761

Stamens 4-5
;
leaves opposite or whorled.

Ovary 2-5-celled.

Leaves opposite or perfoliate, but neither whorled

nor provided with true stipules CAPRIFOLIACEAE, 754

Leaves either opposite and stipulate, or whorled and

destitute of stipules RUBIACEAE, 746

Ovary 1-celled
;
flowers in dense involucrate heads DIPSACA< KA E, 7i>:>

U. Stamens united by their anthers
;
these joined in a ring or tube.

Flowers separate, not involucrate
;
corolla irregular LOBELIAOEAE, 768

Flowers in an involucrate head COMPOSITAE, 770
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ORDERS, FAMILIES, ETC.

Ord. X. LILIALES

Fain. 80. Juncaceae 2

"
81. Liliaceae 29

"
32. Haemodoraceae 2

"
83. Dioscoreaceae 1

"
84. Amaryllidaceae 5

"
35. Iridaceae 3

Ord. XI. SeiTAMiNALES

Fam. 36. Marantaceae 1

Ord. XII. ORCHIDALES

Fam. 37. Burmanniaceae
"

38. Orchidaceae 18

CLASS II. DICOTYLEDONEAE
Subclass I. Archichlamydeae

Ord. XIII. PIPERALES

Fam. 89. Piperaceae

Ord. XIV. SALICAI.ES

Fam. 40. Salicaceao 2

Ord. XV. MYRICALES

Fain. 41. Myricaceae 1

Ord. XVI. LKITNERIALES

Fam. 42. Leitneriaceae

Ord. XVII. JlJGLANDALES

Fam. 43. Juglandaceae

Ord. XVIII. FAOAI.ES

Fam. 44. Betulaceae 5

"
45. Fagaceae 3

Ord. XIX. URTICALES

Fam. 46. Urticaceae 11

Ord. XX. SANTALALES

Fain. 47. Santalaceae
"

48. Loranthaceae 2

Ord. XXI. ARISTOLOCIIIALES

Fam. 49. Aristolochiaceae ....
Ord. XXII. POLYGONALES

Fam. 50. Polygonaceae
Ord. XXIII. CHENOPODIALBS

Fam. 51. Chenopodiaceao
"

52. Amaranthaccao 4
"

58. Phytolaccaceae 1

"
54. Nyctaginaceae 1

"
55. Illecebraceae 2

"
56. Aizoaceao 1

Ord. XXIV. CARYOIMIYLLALES

Fam. 57. Caryophyllaceae 7
"

58. Portulacaceao 4

Mnl. X X V. I: AM N< i i \ i.i I

K:iin. 59. Ceratopliylliiccac 1

"
60. Nyiii|ili;tc:i<'c!if

"
f>\. llMiiuiiculiiccao 1'.'

GENERA.

Native. In trod

SI-HI IKS.

Native. Introd

VABERIM AM>
N \.MKI> KuKMS.

Native. Introd.

If,
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ORDERS, FAMILIES, ETC.

Fam. 63. Calycanthaceae 1

"
64. Anonaceae 1

"
65. Menispermaceae 3

"
66. Berberidaceae 5

"
67. Lauraceae 4

Ord. XXVI. PAPAVERALES

Fain. 68. Papavcraceae 3
"

69. Fumariaceae 3
"

70. Cruciferae 16
"

71. Capparidaceae 2

"
72. Eesedaceae

Ord. XXVII. SARKACENIALES

Fain. 73. Sarraceniaceae 1

"
74. Droseraceae 1

Ord. XXVIII. KOSALES

Fain. 75. Podostemaceae 1

"
76. Crassulaceae 3

"
77. Saxifragaceae 14

"
78. Harnamelidaceae 3

"
79. Platanaceae 1

"
80. Eosaceae 20

"
81. Legurninosae 42

Ord. XXIX. GERANIALES

Fain. 82. Linaceae 1

"
83. Oxalidaceae 1

"
84. Geraniaceae 1

1

85. Zygophyllaceae
"

86. llutaceae 2
"

87. Simarubaceae
"

88. Polygalaceae 1

"
89. Euphorbiaceae 10

"
90. Callitrichaceae 1

Ord. XXX. SAPINDALES

Fain. 91. Buxaceae 1

"
92. Empetraceae 2

93. Limnanthaccae 1

"
94. Anacardiaceae 1

"
95. Cyrillaceae 1

"
96. Aqnifoliaceae 2

"
97. Celastraceae 3

"
98. Staphyleaceae 1

"
99. Aceraceae 1

"
100. Sapindaceae 2

"
101. Balsaminaceae 1

Ord. XXXT. EIIAMNALES

Fain. 102. Ehamnaceae 3
"

103. Vitaceae 3

Ord. XXX 1 1. MALVALES
Fain. 104. Tiliaceae 1

"
105. Malvaceae ....... 8

Ord. XXXIII. VIOLALES
P\im. 106. Ternstroemiaceae . 2

GENERA.

Native. Introd

SPECIES.

Native. Introd.

1

9

50

3

1

181

145

VARIETIES AND
NAMED FORMS.

Native. Introd.
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Adans. Adanson, Michel.

A. DC. Ve Candolle, Alphonse.
Ait. Alton, William.

Ait.f. Aiton, William Townsend.
AIL Allioni, Carlo.

Anders. Andersson, Nils Johan.

Andr. Andrews, Henry C.

Andrz. Andrzejowski, Anton Lukiano-

wicz.

Ard. Arduino, Pietro.

Am. Arnott, George A. Walker.

Asch. Ascherson, Paul,

Aust. Austin, Coe Finch.

B. & H. Bentham, George, and Hooker,

Joseph Dalton.

Bab. Babington, Charles Cardale.
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Baldw. Baldwin, William.

Barn. Barneoud, F. Marius.

J9ar</. Bartling, Friedrich Gottlieb.

Bartr. Bartram, William.
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Benth. Bentham, George.
Bernh. Bernhardi, Johann Jacob.
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Bieb. Bieberstein, Friedrich August,
Marschall von.

Bigel. Bigelow, Jacob.

Bjornstr. Bjornstrdm, Friedrich Jo-

hann.

B. Juss. Jussieu, Bernard de.

Boeckl. Boeckeler, Otto.

Boenn. Boenninghausen, C. M. F. von.

Boerh. Boerhaave, Hermann.
Boiss. Boissier, Edmond.
Borkh. Borkhausen, M. B.

Br., A. Br. Braun, Alexander.

Br., P. Br. Browne, Patrick.

Br., K. Br. Brown, Robert.

Brack. Brackenridge, William D.

ig. Briquet, John.

BSP. Britton, Nathaniel Lord, Sterns,

E. E., and Poggenberg, .Justus F.

Burm. f. Burman, Nikolaus Laurens.

C. & S. Chamisso, Adalbert von, and

Schlechtendal, D. F. L. von.

C. A. Mey. Meyer, Carl Anton.

Carr. Carriere, Elie Abel.

Cusp. Caspary, Robert.

Cass. Cassini, Henri.

Cav. Cavanilles, Antonio Jose.

Celak. Celakovsky, Ladislav.

Cerv. Cervantes, Vicente.

Cham. Chamisso, Adalbert von.

Chapm. Chapman, Alvan Wentworth.

Chois. Choisy, Jacques-Denis.

Clayt. Clayton, John.

Coult. Coulter, John Merle.

Cyrill. Cirillo, Domenico.

Darl. Darlington, William.

Davenp. Davenport, George Edward.

DC. De Candolle, Augustin Pyramus.

DC., A. DC. De Candolle, Alphonse.

Dene. Decaisne, Joseph.

Desf. Desfontaines, Rene Louiche.

Desr. Desrousseaux.

Desv. Desvaux, Augustin Nicaise.

D ietr. Dietrich, Albert.

Dill. Dillenius, Johann Jacob.

Dougl. Douglas, David.

Dufr. Dufresne, Pierre.

Duham. Du Hamel du Monceau, H. L.

Dumont. Du Mont de Courset, G. L. M.

t. Dumortier, Bartlielcniy C.

. Durieu de Maisonneuve.

Eat. Eaton, Amos.

/;/,//}. Ehrhart, Friedrich.

JEW. Elliott, Stephen.

Emit. Endlicher, Stephan Ladislaus.

KiujcliH. Engelmann, George.

Esch. Eschscholtz, Johaiin Friedrich.

Finch. Fischer. F. E. l.udwigvon.

Forst. Forster, J. R. and George.

h\>n<j. Fougeroux, Augusts Denis.
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Fourn. Fournier, Eugene.
Fresn. Fresenius, J. B. G. W.
FroeL Froelich, Joseph Aloys.
Gaertn, Gaertner, Joseph.
Gal. Galeotti, Henri.

Gaud. Gaudichaud-Beaupre, Charles.

G. F. W. Mey. Meyer, Georg Fried-

rich Wilhelm.

Gilib. Gilibert, Jean Emmanuel.
Gmel. Gmelin, Samuel Gottlieb.

Gmel., J. F. Gmel. Gmelin, Joliann

Fried rich.

GmeL, J. G. Gmel. Gmelin, Johann

Georg.
Godr. Godron, Dominique Alexandre.

Good. Goodenough, Samuel.

Grab. Grabowski, Heinrich Emanuel.
Graebn. Graebner, Paul.

Gren. Grenier, Charles.

Grev. Greville, Robert Kaye.
Griseb. Grisebach, Heinrich R. A.

Gronov. Gronovius, Jan Fredrik.

Gunn. Gunnerus, Johann Ernst.

Guss. Gussoni, Giovanni.

H. & A. Hooker, William Jackson, and

Arnott, G. A. Walker.

Hack. Hackel, Eduard.

Hart in. Hartman, Carl Johan.

Hassk. Hasskarl, Justus Carl.

Haussk. Haussknecht, Carl.

Haw. Haworth, Adrian Hardy.
HBK. Humboldt, F. Alexander von,

Bonpland, Aime', and Kunth, C. S.

Hegel. Hegelmaier, Friedrich.

Heist. Heister, Lorentz.

Herb. Herbert, William.

Hitchc. Hitchcock, Albert Spear.

Hoffin. Hoffmann, Georg Franz.

Hook. Hooker, William Jackson.

Hook. /. Hooker, Joseph Dalton.

Hornem. Hornemann, Jens Wilken.
Huds. Hudson, William.

Jacq. Jacquin, Nicolaus Joseph.
J. D. Sm. Smith, John Donnell.

J. F. Gmel. Gmelin, Johann Friedrich.

J. G. Gmel. Gmelin, Johann Georg.
J. G. Sm. Smith, Jared Gage.
J. Sm. Smith, John.

Jord. Jordan, Alexis.

Juss. Jussieu, Antoine Laurent de.

Juss., B. Juss. Jussieu, Bernard de.

Karst. Karsten, Hermann.
Krock. Krocker, Anton Johann.

Ktze. Kuntze, Otto.

L. Linnaeus, Carolus, or Linne, Carl

von.

L.f. Linne, Carl von (the sou).

Laestad. Laestadius, Lars Levi.

Lag. Lagasca, Mariano.

Loll. Ave-Lallemant, J. L. E.

Lam. Lamarck, J. B. A. P. Monnet.
Lamb. Lambert, Aylmer Bourke.

Lat. Latourette, M. A. L.

Leavemv. Leavenworth, Melines C.

Ledeb. Ledebour, Carl F. von.

Lehm. Lehmann, J. G. C.

Lesp.& Thv. Lespinasse, Gustave, and

Theveneau, A.

Less. Lessing, Christian Friedrich.

L'Her. L'Heritier de Brutelle, C. L.

Light/. Lightfoot, John.

Lindl. Lindley, John.

Lodd. Loddiges, Conrad.

Loefl. Loefling, Pehr.

Loisel. Loiseleur-Deslongchamps, J.

L. A.

Loud. Loudon, John Claudius.

Lour. Loureiro, Juan.

MacM. MacMillan, Conway.
Marsh. Marshall, Humphrey.
Maxim. Maximowicz, Carl Johann.

Medic. Medicus, Friedrich Casimir.

Meisn. Meisner, Carl Friedrich.

Merr. Merrill, Elmer D.

Mett. Mettenius, Georg Heinrich.

Mey. Meyer, Ernst Heinrich F.

Mey., C. A. Mey. Meyer, Carl Anton.

Mey., G. F. W. Mey. Meyer, Georg
Friedrich Wilhelm.

Mich. Micheli, Pier' Antonio.

Michx. Michaux, Andre.

Michx.f. Michaux, Fra^ois Andre.

Mill. Miller, Philip.

Moq. Moquin-Tandon, Alfred.

Muell. Ary. Mueller, Jean (of Aar-

gau).
Muench. Muenchhausen, Otto Freiherr

von.

Muhl. Muhlenberg, G. H. E.

Murr. Murray, Johann Andreas.

Neck. Necker, Noel Joseph de.

Nees Nees von Esenbeck, Chrfstian

Gottfried.

Nees & Eberm. Nees von Esenbeck, T.

F. L., and Ebermaier, K. H.

Newm. Newman, Edward.
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Nutt. Nuttall, Thomas.

Pall. Pallas, Peter Simon.

Parl. Parlatore, Filippo.

P. Br. Browne, Patrick.

Pers. Persoon, Christian Hendrik.

Peterm. Petermann, Wilhelm Ludwig.
Planch. Planchon, Jules Emile.

Plum. Plumier, Charles.

Pair. Poiret, Jean Louis Marie.

Poll. Pollich, Johann Adam.
R. & P. Ruiz Lopez, Hipolito, and

Pavon, Josef.

R. & S. Roemer, J. J., and Schultes,

August.

Raf. Rafinesque-Schmaltz, C. S.

R. Br. Brown, Robert.

Reichenb. Reichenbach, H. G. L.

Retz. Retzius, Anders Johan.

Richards. Richardson, John.

Roem. Roemer, M. J.

Rostk. Rostkovius, F. W. G.

Rottb. Rottboell, Christen Fries.

Rupp. Ruppius, Heinrich Bernhard.

Rupr. Ruprecht, Franz J.

Rydb. Rydberg, Per Axel.

Salisb. Salisbury, Richard Anthony.

Sarg. Sargent, Charles Sprague.
Sch. Bip. Schultz, Karl Heinrich (dis-

tinguished as Bipontinus, i.e. of

Zweibrucken).
Schleich. Schleicher, J. C.

Schleid. Schleiden, Matthias Jacob.

Schrad. Schrader, Heinrich Adolph.
Schreb. Schreber, Johann D. C. von.

Schwein. Schweinitz, Lewis David de.

Scop. Scopoli, Johann Anton.

Scribn. Lamson-Scribner, Frank.

Ser. Seringe, Nicolas Charles.

Shuttlw. Shuttleworth, Robert.

Sibth. Sibthorp, John.

Sieb. & Zucc. Siebold, P. F. von, and

Zuccarini, J. G.

Sm. Smith, James Edward.

Sm., J. Sm. Smith, John.

Sm., J. D. Sm. Smith, John Donnell.

Sm., J. G. Sm. Smith, Jared Gage.
Soland. Solander, Daniel.

Sprerifj. Sprengel, Kurt.

Sternb. Stern berg, Caspar.
Steud. Steudel, Ernst Gottlieb.

Stev. Steven, Christian.

St.Hil. St. Hilaire, Auguste de.

Sulliv. Sullivant, William Starling.

Sw. Swartz, Olaf.

T. & G. Torrey, John, and Gray, Asa.

Thunb. Thunberg, Carl Pehr.

Torr. Torrey, John.

Tourn. Tournefort, Joseph Pitton de.

Trel. Trelease, William.

Trev. Treviranus, Christian Ludolf.

Trln. Trinius, Karl Bernhard.

Tuckerm. Tuckerman, Edward.

Ttircz. Turczaninow, Nicolaus.

Underw. Underwood, Lucien Marcus.

Valll. Vaillant, Sebastien.

Vent. Ventenat, Etienne Pierre.

Vill. Villars, Dominique.
JFrtM&._ Wahlberg, PehrFredrik.

Wahlenb. Wahlenberg, Georg.
Waia&t. & Kit. Waldstein, F. A. von,

and Kitaibel, P.

Wallr. Wallroth, K. F. W.

Walp. Walpers, Wilhelm Gerhard.

Walt. Walter, Thomas.

Wang. Wangenheim, F. A. J. von.

Wats. Watson, Sereno.

Wettst. Wettstein, Richard von.

Willil. Willdenow, Carl Ludwig.
Wimm. Wimmer, Friedrich.

With. Withering, William.

Wormsk. Wonnskiold, M. von.

Wulf. Wulfen, Franz Xavier.
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FURTHER ABBREVIATIONS AND SIGNS

EMPLOYED IN THIS WORK

(The customary and well known abbreviations for the states of the Union and
mouths of the year are omitted from this list.)

1

Adv., adventive, i.e. as yet only casual

and sporadic.

Afr., Africa.

Alb., Alberta.

Am., America or American.

Assina., Assiniboia.

Austr., Australia.

uuth., authors.

B. C., British Columbia.

cm., centimeter (or centimeters), the

hundredth part of a meter, = about

two-fifths of an inch.

cosmop., cosmopolitan.

distr., distributed.

dm., decimeter (or decimeters), the tenth

part of a meter, = about four inches.

e., east or eastern.

eastw., eastward.

Eu., Europe.

Eurasia, Europe and Asia.

/., films, son, or the younger.

FL, flowers or flowering.

Fr., fruit or fruiting.

Greenl., Greenland.

Hnds. B., Hudson Bay.

/., island.

Introd., introduced, i.e. brought in inten-

tionally, as through horticulture, etc.

I. T., Indian Territory.

L., lake.

Lab., Labrador.

L. I., Long Island, New York.

m., meter (or meters), = about 39^
inches.

Man., Manitoba.

Man. ed. 6, Sixth edition of Gray's Man-
ual of Botany.

Mex., Mexico.

mm,, millimeter (or millimeters), =
about one twenty-fifth of an inch.

mt., mts., mountain, mountains.

?i., north or northern.

N. A., North America.

nat., naturalized, i.e. thoroughly estab-

lished.

JV. B., New Brunswick.

n. e., northeast.

Nfd., Newfoundland.

no., number.

northw., northward.

N. S., Nova Scotia.

n. w., northwest.

Okla., Oklahoma^

Ont., Ontario.

P. E. L, Prince Edward Island.

Que., Province of Quebec.

R., river.

s., south or southern.

S. A., South America.

Sask., Saskatchewan.

s. e., southeast.

Sibcr., Siberia.

southw., southward.

Subtrop., sub-tropical.

s. w., southwest.

Temp., temperate.

Trop., tropics or tropical.

w., west or western.

westw., westward.

W. /., West Indies.

M (pronounced mu). A micron, the mil-

lionth part of a meter, a measure

used in microscopic studies.

- Figures or words connected by the
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short dash indicate the extremes

of variation, as "5-12 mm. long,

few-mauy-flowered," i.e. varying
from five to twelve millimeters in

length and from few to many flow-

ered.

section.

co Of indefinite number, usually many. x crossed with, the sign of a hybrid.

! A mark of atfirmation or authentica-

tion.

? indicates doubt.

$ Bearing stamens or autheridia hut

neither pistils nor archegonia.

9 Bearing pistils or archegonia but

neither stamens nor antheridia.



DESCRIPTIVE FLORA

DIVISION I. PTEBIDOPHYTA

(FERNS AND FERN ALLIES)

Male generative cells (spermatozoids) spirally coiled motile bodies,

not developing into a tube. Plants with more or less distinct alter-

nation of generations. The sexual stage, a small thalloid body ;
the

asexual provided with vascular tissue and (with rare exceptions)

differentiated into stem and leaves (fronds), some of these modified

to bear asexual reproductive bodies or spores (without embryo),
which again give rise to the sexual generation. Often called

Vascular Cryptogams or Higher Flowerless Plants.

HYMENOPHYLLACEAE (FILMY FERN FAMILY)

I

Delicate ferns with slender often filiform creeping rootstocks. Fronds

pellucid, of a single layer of cells. Sporangia sessile on a bristle-like receptacle

within a cup-shaped, tubular, or bivalvular involucre, from the apex of a vein,

the ring transverse and complete. Chiefly tropical, inhabit'ing damp places,

often epiphytic. Fronds circinate in vernation.

1. TRICHOMANES L. FILMY FERN

A"

Involucre tubular-funnel-shaped, the mouth nearly or quite truncate. Spo-
rangia bursting vertically. Ours a small creeping fern with much divided
fronds. (An ancient Greek name for some fern.)

1. T. Boschiinum Sturm. Fronds oblong-lanceolate, 1-2 dm. long, 12-35 mm.
wide, bipinnatifid ;

rhachis narrowly winged ; pinnae triangular-ovate, the divi-

sions toothed or again lobed
; capillary receptacle often much exserted. ( T. rad-

icans Man. ed. 6, not Sw.) On moist and dripping sandstone cliffs, Ky. to

POLYPODIACEAE (FERN FAMILY)

Leafy plants (ours herbaceous), with creeping rhizomes. Spores borne in

sporangia (spore-cases), these collected in dots, lines, or variously shaped clusters

(sori or fruit dots) on the back or margins of the frond or its divisions, cellular-

reticulated, stalked, the stalk running into a vertical incomplete many-jointed

ring, which by straightening at maturity ruptures the sporangium transversely

on the inner side, discharging the spores. Fruit dots often covered (at least

GRAY'S MANUAL 3 33



34 POLYPODIACEAE (FERX FAMILY)

when young) by a membrane called the indusium (or less properly the involucre},

growing either from the back or the margin of the frond.
ft-. Indusiutn none or abortive and obscure b.

ft. Sterile fronds simply pinnatifid (the segments rarely toothed or lobed).
Fertile fronds similar to the sterile, flat and leaf-like .... 1. POLVPODIUM.
Fertile fronds much contracted

; segments pod-like . . . .18. ONOCI.I \.

b. Sterile fronds '.i-4-piiinate or -pinnatih'd.
Sterile fronds green on both surfaces.

Fertile fronds similar to the sterile, leaf-like 2. PHEGOPTERIS.
Fertile fronds much contracted

; segments pod-like . . .18. ONOCI.EA.
Sterile fronds whitened beneath 3. NOTIK.I.AENA.

a. Indusium present c.

c. Indusium formed entirely or in part by the revolute edge of the frond d.
d. Sori clearly distinct.

Indusium single, covering the sorus 4. ADIANTUM.
Indusium double, cup-like or 2-valved 17. DICKSONIA.

d. Sori soon confluent as a more or less continuous marginal band.
Stipe stout (3-4 mm. in diam.), commonly solitary .... 5. PTERIS.
Stipes filiform (0.5-1.3 mm. in diam.), clustered.

Segments of the sterile frond glabrous.
Oreen or greenish.
Segments petiolulate or articulated at cordate or rounded base 7. PELLAEA.
Segments of sterile frond cuneate at sessile unarticulated base s. < UVPI.M;KAMMA.

Chalky-white beneath 3. NOTHOLAEXA.
Segments of the sterile frond pubescent C. (JHKILANTHES.

c. Indusium not continuous with the edge of the frond e.

e. Indusium peltate or laterally attached, covering the sorus when young /.
/. Sori more or less elongated.

Sori parallel to the midrib 9. WOODWARDIA.
Sori parallel to the oblique lateral veins.
Veins free; fronds 1-3-pinnate.
Sori separate, straight or horseshoe-shaped . . . .10. ASPLENIUM.
Sori linear, confluent in pairs (appearing like single sori

but with indusia on both sides) 11. So>i.oi'KM>iurM.
Veins reticulated ; fronds simple, rooting at the tip . . .12. CAMI-TOSOUI *.

/. Sori orbicular or reniforrn g.

g. Indusium evident at least when young ; fertile fronds leaf-like h.

h. Indusium fixed by the center.
Indusium orbicular-peltate, without a sinus . . . .13. POLYSTK-HI'M.
Indusium reniform or if orbicular with a narrow sinus . . 14. ASPIMIM.

h. Indusium attached at the side 15. CYSTOHTKIMS.

g. Indusium obscure, lunate
;

fertile segments much contracted,
pod-like 18. ON>.IK\.

e. Indusium inferior, cup-like or involucre-like.
Indusium 2-valved, cup-like 17. DICKSONIA.
Indusium cleft into narrow segments 1C. WOODSIA.

*

1. POLYP6DIUM [Tourn.] L. POLYPODY

Fruit dots round, naked, arranged on the back of the frond in one or more
rows each side of the midrib or central vein, or irregularly scattered, each borne
in our species on the end of a free veinlet. Rootstocks creeping, branched, often

covered with chaffy scales, bearing scattered roundish knobs, to which the stipes
are attached by a distinct articulation. (Name from TTO\U-, many, and TTO^S, fnnt,

alluding to the branching rootstock.)
1. P. vulg^re L. Fronds evergreen, oblong, smooth both sides, 8-40 cm.

high, simple and deeply pinnatifid ;
the divisions linear-oblong, obtuse or some-

what acute, remotely and obscurely toothed; veins once or twice forked;

fruit dotslarge, midway between the midrib </</ tlif ainri/in. - Kocks
; common.

July. (Eu., etc.) Variable. Some of the more noteworthy forms have been

distinguished as : Var. ATTENU\TUM Milde, with segments attenuate-acuminate,
serrulate toward the end. Var. AURITHM Willd., \\ith the lowest segments uuri -

cled. Var. < AMMKICUM (L.) Willd., with the segments more or less strongly
toothed or pinnatifid. Var. CRIST.VITM Moore, with segments 1-several times

forked at the ends.
2. P. polypodioides (L.) Ilitchc. Frond evergreen and coriaceous, oblong,

6-26 cm. high, ijniyish nnd nr// xfiirfij mnlrnnJt with pcUat> tn-l,s. simply
pinnatifid ;

the divisions oblong-linear, obtuse
; frnit '/"/s rufln-r .s, //*///, >i,-nr tJie

inurifin ; veins forking, free in the N. American plant! ( /'. inramnn S\v.)
Rocks and trunks of trees, Va. and O. to la., and southw.

; reported on
Staten I., N. Y. (Trop.)
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2. PHEG6PTERIS (Presl) Fe'e. BEECH FERN

Fruit dots small, round, naked (no indusium), borne on the back of the veins
below the apex. Stipe continuous with the rootstock. Our species have free
veins and bright green membranaceous fronds, decaying in early autumn.
(Name composed of #77765, an oak or beech, and Trrfyts, fern.)
* Fronds twice pinnatiftd ; pinnae all sessile, adnate to the winged rhachis.

1. P. polypodioides Fee. Fronds triangular, longer than broad (8-26 cm.
long), hairy on the veins, especially beneath

; pinnae linear-lanceolate, the
lowest pair deflexed and standing forward ; their divisions oblong, obtuse, entire,
the basal decurrent upon the main rhachis

;
fruit dots all near the margin. (P.

Phegopteris Underw.) Damp woods, Nfd. to N. Y.,
"
Va.," Wise., la., Wash.,

and Alaska. (Eurasia.)
2. P. hexagon6ptera (Michx.) Fe'e. Fronds triangular, usually broader than

long (14-30 cm. broad), slightly pubescent and often finely glandular beneath:
pinnae lanceolate

; upper segments oblong, obtuse, toothed or entire, those of the

very large lowest pinnae often elongated and pinnately lobed, basal ones very
much decurrent and forming a continuous many-angled wing along the main
rhachis

;
fruit dots near the margin ;

some also between the sinus and the mid-
rib. Rather open woods, centr. Me. to w. Que., w. to Minn., and southw.

;

common. Larger and broader than the last, which it often closely resembles.

* * Fronds ternate, the three divisions petioled ; rhachis wingless.

3. P. Dry6pteris (L.) Fe'e. (OAK FERN.) Fronds smooth, broadly triangular
(1-1.5 dm. wide), the three triangular primary divisions all widely spreading,
1-2-pinnate ; segments oblong, obtuse, entire or toothed

;
fruit dots near the

margin. Rocky woods
;
common northw. (Eurasia.)

4. P. Robertiana (Hoffm.) A. Br. Fronds minutely glandular and some-
what rigid, dull green ;

lowest inferior pinnae of the lateral divisions smaller in

proportion than in the last species. (P. calcarea Fe'e.) Shaded limestone," Lab." and Anticosti to N. B., la., and Man.
;

rare. (Eu.)

3. NOTHOLAENA R. Br. CLOAK FERN

Fruit dots roundish or oblong, placed near the ends of the veins, soon more
or less confluent into an irregular marginal band, with no proper involucre.
Veins always free. Fronds of small size, 1-4-pinnate, the lower surface almost

always either hairy, tomentose, chaffy, or covered with a fine waxy white or

yellow powder. (Name from v66os, spurious, and Xcura, a cloak, the woolly
coating of the original species forming a spurious covering to the sporangia.)

1. N. dealbata (Pursh) Kunze. Fronds triangular-ovate, 3-8 cm. long,

3-4-pinnate ;
rhachis and branches straight, black and shining ;

ultimate pin-
nules ovate-oblong, scarcely 2 mm. long, white and powdery on the lower surface.

(N. nivea, var. Davenp.) Clefts of dry calcareous rocks, Mo., Kan., and
southwestw. July, August.

1"

4. ADIANTUM [Tourn.] L. MAIDENHAIR

Fruit dots marginal, short, borne on the under side of a transversely oblong,

crescent-shaped or roundish, more or less altered margin of a lobe of the frond

reflexed to form an indusium
;
the sporangia attached to the approximated tips

of the free forking veins. Main rib (costa) of the pinnules none (in our species)
or at the lower margin. Stipes black and polished. (The ancient name, from
a- privative and diaivu, meaning unwetted, the foliage repelling rain-drops.)

1. A. pedatum L. Frond forked at the summit of the upright slender stalk

(2-5 dm. high), the recurved branches bearing on one side several slender

spreading pinnate divisions
; pinnules numerous, short-stalked and obliquely

triangular-oblong, entire on the lower margin, from which the vines all proceed,
and cleft and fruit-bearing on the other. Rich moist woods. July.
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2. A. Capillus-Veneris L. Fronds (1-5 dm. high) with a continuous main
rhachis, ovate-lanceolate, often pendent, 2-3-pinnate at the base, the upper third
or half simply pinnate ; pinnules wedge-obovate or rhomboid, 15-32 mm. long,
deeply and irregularly incised

;
veinlets flabellately forking from the base

;
invo-

lucres lunulate or transversely oblong. Moist rocky places, s. N. Y. (?) ;

s.e. Pa. to Ky. and Fla.; also S. Dak. and southwestw. (Widely distr.)

5. PTERIS L. BRAKE or BRACKEN

Sporangia in a continuous slender line of fructification, occupying the entire

margin of the fertile frond, and covered by its reflexed narrow edge which forms
a continuous membranaceous indusium, attached to an uninterrupted transverse
vein-like receptacle connecting the tips of the forked free veins, with or without
an obscure inner indusium. Fronds 1-3-pinnate or decompound. (The ancient
Greek name of Ferns, from trrephv, a winy, on account of the prevalent pinnate
or feathery fronds.)

1. P. aquilina L. (COMMON BRAKE.) Frond dull green (2-0 dm. wide),
ternate at the summit of an erect stout stalk (2-9 dm. high), the widely spread-
ing branches twice pinnate ; pinnules oblong-lanceolate ; the upper undivided

;

the lower more or less pinnatifid, with oblong obtuse lobes, margined all round
with the indusium, which is really double in this species. (Pteridium Kuhn.)

Thickets and hillsides, common. Aug. (Widely distr.) Var. PSEUDOCAU-
D\TA Clute is a form with many of the pinnules, especially the terminal ones,

narrow, entire, and much elongated. Mass, to N. J., southw. to Fla. and Tex.

6. CHEILANTHES Sw.

Sporangia borne on the thickened ends of free veinlets, forming small and
roundish distinct or nearly contiguous marginal fruit dots, covered by a mostly
whitish and membranaceous, sometimes herbaceous, common indusium, formed
of the reflexed margin of separate lobes or of the whole pinnule. Low, mostly
with 2-3-pinnate and hairy or chaffy, rarely smooth fronds, the sterile and
fertile nearly alike, the divisions with the principal vein central. Some species
with continuous indusium connect this genus very closely with the next. (Name
composed of "xetXos, margin, and &v6os, a flower, from the marginal sori.)

* Fronds smooth, or at most hairy.

1. C. alabamSnsis (Buckley) Kunze. Fronds smooth, chartaceous (7-20 cm.

long), ovate-lanceolate, bipinnate ; pinnae numerous, oblong-lanceolate ; pin-
nules triangular-oblong, rather acute, often auriculate or lobed

;
iiit/Ksiiini <///-

tinuous, rather broad, pale, and of firm consistence. On rocks, mts. of Va. to

Ky., southw. and westw. (Mex.)
2. C. lanbsa (Michx.) Watt. Fronds (1-4 dm. high) lanceolate-oblong,

h twite, as are the brown and shining stipes, with straight i*h />/"/////////// 'irt inf-

lated rusty hairs, twice pinnate; pinnae rather distant, triangular-ovate; pin-
nules oblong, crowded (4-8 mm. long), more or less incised, //// cm I* f tin'

roundish or oblong lobes reflexed and forming separate herbaceous involucres,
which are pushed back by the ripened 'sporangia. (C. vestita Sw.) Clefts of

rocks, Ct. to Minn., Wyo., and southw.

* * Fronds icoolly or tomentose.

:'.. C. tomentbsa Link. Fronds (1.6-5 dm. high) lanceolate-oblong, densely
tomentose with slen<l< r <m<l cnt<nnjli><\ whitish ol>xnirrl{i m'/ictil<ttf'<l Imir*. thrice

pinnate ; primary and secondary pinnae oblong or ovate-oblong; }>i)inu]<'s tlis-

tiin-t, minute i 1-2 nun. long), roundish-obovate, sessile or adnate-decurrent, the

upper surface less woolly, tin- rrth'snl /////// i,tnr{iin f<>n,n'<i <i cnut'unnms
niiu-it<h(tt iiif'nil-ini<><-iuits ititliix/um. Mts. of Va. and Ky. : thence \v. and
s.mthw. Stipe and rliachis rather stout, brown, covered with narrow chaffy
scales and whitish hairs. (Mex., W. I.)

4. C. Feei Moore. Stipes slender, at first hairy, black or brown, shining;
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fronds (8-17 cm. high) ovate-lanceolate, woolly with soft whitish distinctly

articulated flattened hairs, becoming smoother above, twice or thrice pinnate;

pinnae (8-12 mm. long) ovate, the lowest distant, the others contiguous ; pin-
nules crenately pinnatifid, or mostly divided into minute and roundish densely
crowded segments (1-2 mm. long), the herbaceous margin recurved and forming
an almost continuous indusium. (C. lanuginosa Nutt.) In dense tufts, on

dry rocks and cliffs, 111. to Minn., thence w. and southw.

7. PELLAEA Link. CLIFF BRAKE

Sporangia in roundish or elongated clusters on the upper part of the free

veins, distinct, or confluent laterally so as to imitate the marginal continuous

line of fructification of Pteris, commonly covered by a broad membranaceous and
continuous (rarely interrupted) general indusium, which consists of the reflexed

and altered margin of the fertile pinnule or division. Small ferns, with 1-3-

pinnate fronds, the fertile ones with narrower divisions than the sterile, but

otherwise similar. Stipes generally dark-colored, smooth, and shining. (Name
from 7reXX6s, dusky, alluding to the stipe.)

1. P. atropurpurea (L.) Link. Smooth, except some bristly-chaffy hairs on

the midribs and especially on the dark purple and polished stalk and rhachis,

1-6 dm. high ; fronds coriaceous, pale, once or below twice pinnate ;
the divi-

sions broadly linear or oblong, or the sterile sometimes oval, chiefly entire, some-

what heart-shaped or else truncate at the stalked base
;
veins about twice forked.

Dry calcareous rocks, "N. H." and Vt. to R. I., Ga., and westw.
;
not common.

July. Var. CRISTATA Trel. is a form with dichotomously forked pinnae, somewhat
crowded toward the summit of the frond. Eureka, Mo. (G. Pauls}.

s

:

8. CRYPTOGRAMMA R. Br. ROCK BRAKE

Fruit dots roundish or elongated and extending far down on the free forking
ems. Margins of the fertile segments herbaceous or more or less scarious, at

first reflexed and meeting at the midrib, at length opening out flat and exposing
the confluent sporangia. Low ferns, with smooth 2-3-pinnate tufted fronds,
the fertile ones taller than the sterile, and with narrower divisions. (Name
from KpvTTTbs, hidden, and ypa^^-f), a line, alluding to the lines of sporangia
at first concealed by the reflexed margin.)
* Revolute margins of the fertile frond bearing a distinct scarious indusial

border; ultimate segments of the sterile fronds lance-linear, acute.

1. C. de"nsa (Brack.) Diels. Fronds not very dissimilar, 8-20 cm. high ;

stipes purplish brown
; segments of the sterile fronds lance-linear, very acute,

incisely serrate. (Pellaea Hook.) Calcareous or serpentine walls of ravines,

etc., Mt. Albert, Gaspe" Co., Que. ; Grey Co., Ont.
;
and in the far west.

* Rfvolute margins of the fertile frond scarcely modified; ultimate segments

of the sterile fronds broader.

2. C. acrostichoides R. Br. Fronds markedly dissimilar
; segments of the

ertile linear (6-10 mm. long), of the sterile ovate-oblong, obtuse, serrulate
;

stipes straw-colored, scaly especially toward the base. Crevices of rocks,

Arctic Am. to L. Huron, L. Superior, Col., and Cal.

3. C. Stelleri (Gmel.) Prantl. Fronds markedly dissimilar; segments of

e fertile linear-oblong to lance-linear; those of the sterile ovate to obovate-

nabelliform, crenulate, decurrent at their cuneate bases. (Pellaea gracilis

Hook.) Shaded chiefly calcareous rocks, Que. and N. B. to Vt., Ct., n. Pa., 111.,

and northwestw.
;
local. (Asia.)

9. WOODWARDIA Sm. CHAIN FERN

Fruit dots oblong or linear, arranged in one or more chain-like rows on trans-

verse anastomosing veinlets parallel and near to the midrib. Indusium fixed by
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its outer margin to the fruitful veinlet, free and opening on the side next the
midrib. Veins more or less reticulated, free toward the margin of the frond.

Large ferns, with pinnatifid or pinnate fronds. (Named for Thomas J. Wood-
ward, an English botanist.)

1. ANCHISTEA (Presl) Hook. Sterile and fertile fronds alik< ; n-inx form-
ing only one row of meshes (oriole*).

1. W. virginica (L.) Sm. Fronds (6-14 dm. high) pinnate, with numerous
lanceolate pinnatifid pinnae ; segments oblong ;

veins forming a row of narrow
areoles along the midrib both of the pinnae and of the lobes, the outer veinlcts

free
;
fruit dots oblong, one to each areole, confluent when ripe. AVet swamps,

N. S. to Fla., La., Mich., and Ont. Rootstocks creeping, often 2-3 m. long!
July.

2. LORINSERIA (Presl) Hook. Sterile and fertile fronds unlike; veins of
the sterile fronds forming many rows of meshes.

2. W. areolata (L.) Moore. Fronds pinnatifid ;
sterile ones (2-6 dm. high)

with lanceolate serrulate divisions united by a broad wing ;
fertile fronds taller,

with narrowly linear almost disconnected divisions, the areoles and fruit dots

(8-10 mm. long) in a single row each side of the secondary midrib
;
rootstocks

creeping. (W. angustifolia Sm.) Wet woods, s. Me. to Fla. and Tex.
;
also

Ark. and Mich.
;
rare. Aug., Sept.

10. ASPLENIUM L. SPLEENWORT

Fruit dots oblong or linear, oblique, separate ;
the straight or rarely curved

indusium fixed lengthwise by one edge to the upper (inner) side of the fertile

vein
;

in some species a part of the fruit dots are double, the fertile vein bear-

ing two indusia placed back to back. Veins free in all our species. (Name
from a- privative and <nr\-f)v, the spleen, for supposed remedial properties.)

1. EUASPLENIUM (Endl.) Klotzsch. Indusium straight or slightly eitnwtf,
attached to the upper side of the vein, rarely double ; small evergr<-<-n ferns ,-

stipes filiform or nearly so, with vascular bundles separate and peripheral or

if united toward the summit forming a lunate bundle ; scales of the rhizome
and stipes narrow, offirm texture and with thick-walled cells.

* Fronds pinnatifid, or pinnate only near the base.

1. A. pinnatifidum Nutt. Fronds (7-20 cm. long) lanceolate, pinnatifid <T

pinnate below, tapering above into a slender prolongation, "the apex somctinu'.s

rooting"; lobes roundish-ovate, obtuse, or the lowest long-acuminate; fruit

dots irregular, those next the midrib often double, even the slender prolongation
fertile; stipes brownish, becoming green above, and so passing into tin- brood

pale green midrib. On cliffs and rocks, Ct. to Mo., and southw.
; very rare.

July. Resembles the Walking Leaf (Camptosorus) ,
but the veins are free.

x A. ebenoides R. R. Scott. Fronds (1-2 dm. high) broadly lanceolate, pin-
natifid, below pinnate, the apex prolonged and slender; divisions lnn>-i'late

from a broad base, the lower ones shorter, often proliferous, as is the apex <>t

the frond; fruit dots much as in the last; stipes black and polished, as is (he

lower part of the midrib, especially beneath. Limestone cliffs, Vt. ( Miss \Vool-

son, Miss Smith) to Mo., and southw.
; very rare. A noteworthy hybrid be-

tween A. platyneuron and Camptosorus rhizophyllus ; its origin early suspect* d

by M. G. Berkeley and recently demonstrated by Miss Margaret Xlossoii. This

fern is more abundant and probably self-perpetuating in Ala.

* * Fronds narrow, linear-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, pinnate, with numerous

pinnae ; these entire to serrate or rarely incised.

-- Pinnae not auncled.

2. A. viride Tluds. Fronds (5-13 cm. tall) tufted, linear in outline, pale
<//>,, t, softly In-rliacenux ; pinnae roundish-ovate or OVOt&rkombotd, short-

stalked, crenately toothed (4-9 mm. long), the midvein indistinct and forking;
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the slender stipe brownish and passing into a green herbaceous rhachis. Shaded
limestone ;

Nfd. to n. N. E., w. and'northw
;
rare. (Widely distr.)

3. A. Trich6manes L. Fronds (8-22 cm. long) in dense spreading tufts,

linear in outline, dark green and more rigid; pinnae roundish-oblong or oval

(3-7 mm. long), entire or crenulate, rarely incised, unequal-sided, obliquely

wedge-truncate at base, attached by a narrow point, the midvein forking
and evanescent

;
the thread-like stipe and rhachis purple-brown and shin-

ing. Shaded rocks. July. (Widely distr.) Forma INCISUM Moore with

deeply pinnatifid pinnae has been reported from Vt. (Miss Grout, Mrs. Norton).
-- *- Pinnae more or less auricled.

4. A. parvulum Mart. & Gal. Fronds upright (1-25 dm. high), narrowly
linear-oblanceolate

; pinnae (4-12 mm. long) rigid and thickish, mostly opposite,

nearly sessile, somewhat deflexed, oblong, obtuse, entire or crenulate, auricled

on the upper or both sides
;
sori rather few, as near the margin as to the continu-

ous midvein
; stipe and rhachis black and shining. (A. resiliens Kunze.) Mts.

of Va. to Kan., and southw. Intermediate between the last and the next.

5. A. platyneuron (L ) Oakes. Fronds upright (2-5 dm. tall), linear-

oblanceolate in outline, fertile ones much the taller
; pinnae (1-3 cm. long)

firmly membranaceous, mostly alternate, sessile, spreading, oblong or oblong-
linear, finely serrate or even incised, the base auricled on the upper or both sides

;

sori many, nearer the elongated midvein than the margin ; stipe and rhachis

blackish-purple and shining. (A. ebeneum Ait.) Rocky open woods, s. Me.
to Col., and southw. (W. I., S. Am., Afr.) Var. SERR\TUM (E. S. Miller)
BSP. is a form with at least some of the pinnae deeply jagged-serrate. Var.
INCISUM (E. C. Howe) Robinson has very brittle stipes and the pinnae deeply
pinnatifid. (A. ebeneum, var. Hortonae Davenp.) Vt. to Md., Mo., and
"Ark."

;
rare.

6. A. Bradley! D. C. Eaton. Fronds oblong-lanceolate (4-20 cm. tall); stipe
blackish and somewhat shining ; pinnae membranaceous, rather numerous, the

lower ones no larger than the middle ones, all short-stalked, oblong-ovate, obtuse,
incised or pinnatifid into oblong toothed lobes. On rocks, e. N. Y. to Ky.,

I"
Mo.," and southw.

;
rare.

* * * Fronds ovate-lanceolate to deltoid, 2-3-pinnate or -pinnatifid.

7. A montanum Willd. Fronds ovate-lanceolate from a broad base (5-13
cm. long), subcoriaceous, pinnate ; pinnae ovate-oblong, the lowest pinnately
cleft into oblong or ovate cut-toothed lobes, the upper gradually simpler ; rhachis

green, broad and fiat ; stipe brown at base. Cliffs and rocks, from Ct. to

O., Ky., "Ark.," and southw. July.
8. A. Ruta-muraria L. Fronds deltoid-ovate (3-7 cm. long exclusive of the
n stipe), subcoriaceous, laxly 2-3-pinnate at base, the pinnae alternate

;

ultimate segments few, stalked (3-14 ram. long), from narrowly cuneate to

roundish-obovate, toothed or incised at the apex ;
veins forking ;

sori 2-4 on a

segtfient ;
rhachis and stipe green. Limestone cliffs, Vt. to Ont., Mich., Mo.,

and southw.
;
scarce. July. (Eurasia.)

K2.

ATHYRIUM (Roth) J. Sm. Indusium straight or more often curved, fre-
quently crossing the vein ; fronds tall, strictly herbaceous ; the stipes green
or greenish not filiform, the bundles concentric and uniting above into a
3-4:-armed central bundle; scales delicate, of thin-walled cells. Athyrium
Roth as redefined by Milde.
* Fronds simply pinnate ; indusium straight or but slightly curved.

9. A. angustifblium Michx. Fronds 6-12 dm. high; pinnae (8-12 cm.

long) numerous, short-stalked, linear-lanceolate, acuminate, entire or crenulate,
those of the fertile*frond narrower; fruit dots linear, 20-40 each side of the
midvein

;
indusia slightly convex. (Athyrium Milde.) Rich woods, w. Que.

and N. H. to Minn., and southw. Sept.
* * Fronds bipinnatifid ; indusium straight or slightly curved.

10. A. acrostichoides Sw. Fronds (6-11 dm. high) pinnate; pinnae deeply
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pinnatifid, linear-lanceolate (7-13 cm. long) ;
the lobes oblong, obtuse, minutely

toothed, crowded, each bearing 3-6 pairs of oblong fruit dots, some of them
double. (A. thelypteroides Michx.

; Athyrium acrostichoides Diels.) Rich

woods, N. S. to Ga., Ala., and Minn.
;
not rare. (Asia.)

* * * Fronds bipinnate ; indusia at least in part reniform or horseshoe-shaped.

11. A. Filix-f6mina (L.) Bernh. (LADY FERN.) Fronds (4-10 dm. high)
ovate-oblong or broadly lanceolate, twice pinnate ; pinnae lanceolate, numerous ;

pinnules confluent on the secondary rhachis by a narrow margin, oblong and
doubly serrate, or elongated and pinnately incised with cut-toothed segments ;

fruit dots short, variously curved, at length confluent. (Athyrium Roth.)
Moist woods

;
common and presenting many varying forms. July. (Cosmop.)

11. SCOLOPENDRIUM Adans. HART'S TONGUE

Fruit dots linear, elongated, almost at right angles to the midrib, contiguous
by twos, one on the upper side of one veinlet, and the next on the lower side of

the next superior veinlet, thus appearing to have a double indusium opening
along the middle. (The ancient Greek name, employed because the numerous

parallel lines of fruit resemble the feet of the centipede, or Scolopendra.)
1. S. vulgare Sm. Frond oblong-lanceolate from an auricled-heart-shaped

base, entire or wavy-margined (12-45 cm. long, 2-6 cm. broad), bright green.

(Phyllitis Scolopendrium Newm.) Shaded ravines and under limestone cliffs
;

Woodstock, N. B.
; Grey and Bruce Cos., Ont.

;
centr. N. Y.

;
and Tenn.

; very
rare. Aug. (Mex., Eurasia.)

12. CAMPTOS6RUS Link. WALKING LEAF

Fruit dots oblong or linear, as in Asplenium, but irregularly scattered on
either side of the reticulated veins of the simple frond, those next the midrib

single, the outer ones inclined to approximate in pairs (so that their two indusia

open face to face) or to become confluent at their ends, thus form ing crooked
lines (whence the name, from Kanwrbs, flexible, and <rw/>6s, for fruit tint).

1. C. rhizophyllus (L.) Link. Fronds evergreen, subcoriaceous, growing in

tufts, spreading or procumbent (1-3 dm. long), gradually narrowed from a
cordate or auricled base to a long and slender acumination, which often roots at

the end and forms a new plant. Shaded, especially calcareous rocks; centr.

Me. to Ottawa, thence to Minn., and southw. to Kan. and Ga. The auricles

are sometimes greatly elongated, and even rooting ;
in another form they are

lacking.

13. POLYSTICHUM Roth

Fronds tufted at the end of a stout rootstock, chiefly of firm or leathery
texture, evergreen ; stipes and rhachises chaffy. Sori orbicular, opening on all

sides of the circular peltate centrally attached indusium. (Name from TroXtf-,

many, and ffrlxos, row, the sori of some species being in many ranks.)
* Fronds narrowly oblong or lanceolate, simply pinnate, the pinnae sometimes

again cleft.

- Upper (spore-bearing') pinnae of the fertile fronds much contracted.

1. P. acrostichoides (Michx.) Schott. (CIIRIST.M \- FI:I;\.) Fronds _-" dm.
r. the scaly stipe, 5-15 cm. in length; phuHtc li<'<tr-I(ni<'c<>l<if<'. lni(f-hnU>rr<l-

at the slightly stalked base, serrulate with appressed bristly teeth
;
the

smaller upper pinnae bearing two rows of sori, which in age becoming continent

cover their entire lower surface. (A^n'iHum S\v.) Common in rocky woods.
Yar. S< mvKiMTzii (Beck) Small (Aspidium m-matichnitlc^ var. iw'isnm Gray)
is a variable form with larger fronds, toothed or pinnatifM pinnae, the fertile less

reduced and the sori less confluent, chiefly near the tips of the pinnae. Not rare.

- *- Upper (spore-bearin<j) pinnae aiinilitr t tin- ntln r*.

'1. P. Lonchitis (L.) Roth. (Ilou.v FI:I:N.
)

Fronds lim-ar-lanceolate, very
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A. simulat
A. noveboracense.

4. A. fragrans.

short-stalked, rigid (1-6 dm. long) ; pinnae broadly lanceolate-scythe-shaped,
acute, the lowest short-triangular, strongly auricled on the upper side, spinulose-
dentate ; sori biseriate, at length subconfluent. (Aspiditim Sw.) Rocky (calca-

reous) woods, Gulf of St. Lawrence
;
and from Niagara Falls, Ont., to L. Superior,

westw. and northw. (Eu.)
* * Fronds bipinnate.

3. P. Braunii (Spenner) Fe"e. Fronds ovate- or oblong-lanceolate (4-9 dm.
long) tapering to a very short-stiped base ; pinnules ovate or oblong, obtuse,
truncate and almost rectangular at base, short-stalked, or the upper confluent,
sharply toothed, beset with long and soft as well as chaffy hairs. (Aspidium
aculeatum, var. Doll.) Rich, mostly upland woods, Nfd. to N. Y., and
L. Superior. (Eu.)

14. ASPIDIUM Sw. SHIELD FERN. WOOD FERN

Fronds tufted, 1-3-pinnate ;
veins simple or branched. Sori orbicular, borne

on the back of the scarcely modified fertile frond. Indusium reriiform or, if

orbicular, exhibiting a distinct narrow depression or sinus at one side, although
centrally attached. Stipes not articulated at the base. (Name from da-iridiov,
a small shield, from the shape of the indusium.) NEPHRODIUM Rich.

a. Veins simple or once forked ; fronds not evergreen ; stipes and slender
rootstocks nearly naked.

Lowest pinnae scarcely smaller than the middle ones.
Fertile veins once forked 1. A. Thelypteris.
Fertile veins simple

Lower pinnae gradually decreasing in size, the lowest very small .

a. Veins, at least the lowest, more than once forked
;
fronds mostly ever-

green ; stipes and rootstocks scaly b.

6. Pinnae 40-60, small, 4-S mm. broad
&. Pinnae fewer, 12-90 mm. broad c.

c. Frond bipinnatifid or bipinnate (or sub-tripinnatifid near the base).
Sori marginal
Sori not marginal.
Basal scales lance-linear, caudate-attenuate . . . 6. A
Basal scales ovate-oblong to deltoid.
Basal scales firm, shining, dark chestnut-colored . 7. A. Goldianum.
Basal scales thin, dull, membranous, light brown.
Indusium gland ular-puberulent.
Lobes of frond with incurved teeth; sori 1.5-1.8 mm.

in diameter .... (9) A. crintatum, var. Clintonianum.
Lobes with spreading teeth

;
sori 1-1.2 mm. in diameter. 8. A. Boottii.

Indusium glabrous.
Frond conspicuously narrowed at the base . . 9. A. cristalum.
Frond scarcely or not at all narrowed at the base.
Lobes incurved serrate . . . .(9) A. cristatum, var. Clintonianum.
Lobes spinulose-dentate 10. A. spinuloaum.

c. Fronds tripinnate or tripinnatifid d.
d. Fronds tripinnatifid.

Basal scales large, lance-oblong, dark brown
Basal scales small, deltoid-ovate, light brown.
Indusium glandless (10) A. spinulosum.
Indusium glandular-puberulent . . (10) A. spinulosum, var. intermedium.

d. Fronds tripinnate (10) A. spinolusum, var. concordianum.

1. A. Thelypteris (L.) Sw. Fronds pinnate, lanceolate in outline; pinnae
horizontal or slightly recurved, linear-lanceolate, deeply pinnatifid ;

lobes

oblong, entire, obtuse or appearing acute when in fruit from the strongly revo-
lute margins; veins forked, bearing the (numerous and soon confluent) fruit
dots near their middle

;
indusium minute, smooth and naked. (Nephrodium

Strempel; Dryopteris Gray.) Marshes
;
common. Aug. (Cosmop.) Forma

PUFFERAE (A. A. Eaton) Robinson is a form with pinnae variously forked
at the tip.

2. A. simulatum Davenp. In habit similar to the preceding; veins simple;
fruit dots few (3-10 on each lobe) ;

indusium glandular-ciliolate. (Dryopteris
Davenp.) Boggy woods, etc., Me. to Vt. and Md.

; reported from Mo.
'

3. A. noveboracnse (L.) Sw. Fronds pinnate, lanceolate in outline, taper-
ing both ways from the middle ; pinnae lanceolate, the lowest 2 or more pairs

5. A. marginale.

Filix-m as.

(10) A. spinulosum, var. dilatatum.
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gradually shorter and deflexed ; lobes flat, oblong, basal ones often enlarged
and incised

;
veins simple, or forked in the basal lobes

;
fruit dots distinct, near

the margin ;
indusium minute, the margin glanduliferous. (Dryopteris Gray.)

Rich woods
;
common. July. Frond pale green, delicate and rnembrana-

ceous, hairy beneath along the midribs and veins.

4. A. fragrans (L.) Sw. Fronds (1-3.5 dm. high) glandular and aromatic,
narrowly lanceolate, with linear-oblong pinnately-parted pinnae ;

their crowded
divisions (2-4 mm. long) oblong, obtuse, toothed or almost entire, nearly
covered beneath with the very large thin imbricated indusia, which are orbicu-
lar with a narrow sinus, the margin sparingly glanduliferous and often ragged.
(Nephrodium Richards.

; Dryopteris Schott.) Chiefly on limestone cliffs, N. B.,
and n. N. E. to Minn., Alaska, and Greenl. (Caucasus, Asia.)

5. A. marginale (L.) Sw. Frond evergreen, smooth, thickish and almost

coriaceous, ovate-oblong in outline (3-7 dm. long) ; pinnae lanceolate, acumi-

nate, slightly broadest above the base
; pinnules oblong or oblong-scythe-shaped,

crowded, obtuse or pointed, entire or crenate
; fruit dots close to the margin.

(Nephrodium Michx.
; Dryopteris Gray.) Rocky hillsides in rich woods;

common, especially northw. Aug. Var. ELKGANS J. Robinson is a form with

large fronds (2-2.5 dm. broad) which have the pinnules or most of them toothed
or lobed.

6. A. Filix-mas (L.) Sw. Frond lanceolate (3-11 dm. long) ; pinnae
linear-lanceolate, tapering from base to apex ; pinnules oblong, very obtuse,
serrate at the apex and obscurely so at the sides, the basal incisely lobed, dis-

tinct, the upper confluent
; fruit dots nearer the midvein than the margin,

usually confined to the lower half of each fertile pinnule. (Dryopteris Schott.)
Rocky woods, Nfd., N. S., n. Vt., L. Huron, L. Superior, Dak., Ariz., and

northw. (Cosmop.)
7. A. Goldianum Hook. Frond broadly ovate, or the fertile ovate-oblong

(6-10 dm. long) ; pinnae (1.5-2.3 dm. long) oblong-lanceolate, broadest in
the middle, pinnately parted ;

the divisions (about 20 pairs) oblong-linear,

slightly scythe-shaped (2-3 cm. long), serrate with appressed teeth
;
veins pin-

nately forking and bearing the fruit dots very near the midvein ; indusium very
large, orbicular, with a deep narrow sinus, smooth and without marginal glands.

(Nephrodium Hook. & Grev.
; Dryopteris Gray.) Rich woods, centr. Me. to

Minn., la., and N. Car.
Var. c6lsum (Palmer) Robinson. Fronds more narrowly ovate-oblong, slightly

firmer, the lowest pinnae on rather long stalks
; pinnules subremote. (Dryopteris

Goldieana, subsp. Palmer.) On cypress knees and decaying logs, Dismal

Swamp, Va. (Palmer}.
8. A. Bo6ttii Tuckerm. Scales of the stipe pale-brown ; fronds (4-6.5 dm.

long) elongated-lanceolate in outline, somewhat narrowed at base
;
lowest pin-

nae triangular-ovate, the upper longer and narrower; pinnules oblong-ovate,
sharply spinulose-serrate or the lower pinnatifid ;

indusium minutely glandular.
(Nephrodium Davenp. ; Dryopteris Underw.) Low wet thickets, etc. Many
differing forms have been referred to this species. Plants corresponding to the

original material have been seen only from N. H., e. Mass., Ct., and e. Pa.

They are suspiciously intermediate between A. cristatum and A. spinulosnm,
var. intermedium.

9. A. cristtam (L.) Sw. Frond linear-oblong or lanceolate in outline (3-6
dm. long) ; pinnae (5-8 cm. long) triangular-oblong, or the lowest nearly tri-

angular-ovate, from a somewhat heart-shaped base, acute, deeply pinnatifid ;

the divisions (6-10 pairs) oblong, very obtuse, finely serrate or cut-toothed, the

lowest pinnatifid-lobed ; fruit dots as near the midv< in ax tin 1

nun-gin ; indusium

round-reniform, the sinus mostly shallow, smooth and naked, (Nephrodittm
Midix.

; Dryopteris Gray. ) Swamps, etc.
;
common. July. Stipes and the

stout creeping rpotstock bearing broad and deciduous chaffy scales. (En.)
Var. Clintonianum 1). C. Eaton. rrn<l in r/v/-// way much larger (4-1:5 dm.

loiiLT) ; jn'nnae oblong-lanceolate, brt><'<Ir*t t base (8-15 cm. lonir, !'-;"> cm. broad),

deeply pinnatifid ;
the division* (8-16 yw/r.v) crowded or distant, linear-oblong,

obtuse, obscurely serrate or cut-toothed, the basal sometimes pinnately lobed
;
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veins pinnately forking, the lowest anterior veinlets bearing the fruit dots near
the midvein ; indusium orbicular with a shallow sinus, smooth and naked.

(Dryopteris cristata, var. Underw.) Swampy woods, N. H. to N. C., and westw.
to Wise. July. Rootstock stout, creeping, chaffy (like the stipes) with large
bright-brown scales. Appears to hybridize with A. marginale, as does also the

typical form of the species.
10. A. spinul&sum (O. F. Miiller) Sw. Stipes with a fewpale-brown deciduous

scales; frond ovate-lanceolate, twice pinnate ; pinnae oblique to the rhachis,
elongated-triangular, the lower pairs broadly triangular ; pinnules set obliquely
on the midribs, connected by a very narrow wing, oblong, acute, incisely serrate
or pinnatifid with spinulose-toothed lobes

; indusium smooth and without mar-
ginal glands. (Nephrodium Strempel ; Dryopteris Kuntze.) Rich woods,
Nfd. to Va., Ky., and northwestw. (Greenl., Eu.) A. PITTSFORDENSE (Slos-
son) Eastman, a supposed hybrid with A. marginale, occurs in Vt. and on Staten

I., N. Y.
Var. intermddium (Muhl.) D. C. Eaton. Scales of the stipe few, brown with

a darker center; frond broadly oblong-ovate, tripinnatifid ; pinnae spreading,
oblong-lanceolate, the lower unequally triangular-ovate ; pinnules crowded,
ovate-oblong, spreading, pinnately cleft; the oblong lobes spinulose-toothed at
the apex ; margin of the indusium denticulate and beset with minute stalked

glands. (Nephrodium spinulosum, var. Davenp. ; Dryopteris spinulosa, var.

Underw.) Woods, common.
Var. dilatatum (Hoffm.) Hook. Scales of the stipe large, brown with a dark

center ; frond broader, ovate or triangular-ovate in outline, tripinnatifid ; pin-
nules lance-oblong, the lowest often much elongated ;

indusium glandular-
ciliolate. (Nephrodium spinulosum, var. fructuosum Gilbert). N. S. to Va.,
and N. Y. (Eu.) Forma ANADENIUM Robinson is in all respects like var. dila-

tatum, but with the indusium destitute of glands (the var. dilatatum of Am.
auth. chiefly, not Hook.) Common, chiefly in rocky upland woods. (Asia.)

Var. concordianum (Davenp.) Eastman. Fronds tripinnate; pinnules (of
the 3d order) small (4 mm. long), elliptical, spinulose-denticulate ;

indusium

glandular-puberulent. Concord, Mass. (Purdie).

15. CYST6PTERIS Bernh. BLADDER FERN

Fruit dots roundish, borne on the back of a straight fork of the free veins
;

the delicate indusium hood-like or arched, attached by abroad base on the inner
side (toward the midrib) partly under the fruit dot, early opening free at the
other ~side, which looks toward the apex of the lobe, and is somewhat jagged,
soon thrown back or withering away. Delicate ferns with 2-3-pinnate fronds

;

the lobes cut-toothed. (Name composed of K^TTIS, a bladder, and TTT^IS, fern,
from the inflated indusium.)

1. C. bulbifera (L.) Bernh. Frond lanceolate, elongated, attenuate (3^6
dm. long), 2-pinnate ;

the pinnae lanceolate-oblong, pointed, horizontal; the
rhachis and pinnae often bearing bulblets underneath, wingless; pinnules
crowded, oblong, obtuse, toothed or pinnatifid ;

indusium short, truncate on
the free side. (Filix Underw.) Shaded ravines, chiefly on calcareous rocks.

July.
2. C. fragilis (L.) Bernh. Frond oblong-lanceolate (1-3 dm. long, besides

the brittle stalk which is fully as long), 2-3-pinnate; the pinnae and pinnules
ovate or lanceolate in outline, irregularly pinnatifid or cut-toothed, mostly
acute, decurrent on the margined or winged rhachis; indusium tapering or
acute at the free end. (Filix Underw.) Shaded cliffs, rocky woods, etc.;
common and varying greatly in the shape and cutting of the pinnules. July.
(Cosmop.)

16. W06DSIA R. Br.

Fruit dots round, borne on the back of simply forked free veins
;
the very thin

and often evanescent indusium attached by its base all around the receptacle,
under the sporangia, either small and open, or else early bursting at the top into
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irregular pieces or lobes. Small and tufted pinnately divided ferns. (Dedi-
cated to Joseph Woods, an English botanist.)

* Stalks obscurely articulated some distance from the base ; fronds chaffy or

smooth, never glandular ; indusium divided nearly to the center into slender
hairs which are curled over the sporangia.

1. W. ilvSnsis (L.) R. Br. Frond oblong-lanceolate (5-15 cm. long, 2-4
cm. wide), smoothish and green above, thickly clothed underneath as well as the

stalk with rusty bristle-like chaff, pinnate ;
the pinnae crowded, oblong, obtuse,

sessile, pinnately parted, the numerous crowded segments oblong, obtuse,
obscurely crenate

;
the fruit dots near the margin, somewhat confluent when

old. Exposed rocks
;
arctic Am., s. to N. E., the Great L. region, and in the

mts. to N. C. June. (Eurasia.)
2. W. alpina (Bolton) S. F. Gray. Frond narrowly oblong-lanceolate (4-13

cm. long, 6-34 mm. wide), smooth above, sparingly paleaceous-hirsute beneath,

pinnate ;
the pinnae triangular-ovate, obtuse, pinnately lobed, the lobes few and

nearly entire; fruit dots rarely confluent. (W. hyperborea R. Br.) N. B.,

Que., n. Vt., n. N. Y., Ont., and northw.
;
rare. (Eurasia.)

3. W. glabSlla R. Br. Smooth and naked throughout; frond linear and

very delicate (4-16 cm. high), pinnate ; pinnae roundish-ovate, the lower ones
rather remote (3-9 mm. long), obtuse, crenately lobed

;
fruit dots scanty ;

the
hairs of the indusium fewer than in the last two species. On moist mossy rocks,
Nfd. to n. N. E., N. Y., Minn., and northw. to Alaska and Greenl. (Eurasia.)

* * Stalks not articulated ; fronds never chaffy, often glandular-pubescent.

t- Indusium of a few broad segments, at first covering the sorus completely.

4. W. obtusa (Spreng.) Torr. Frond broadly lanceolate, minutely glan-
dular-hairy (2-5 dm. high), pinnate or nearly bipinnate ; pinnae rather remote,
triangular-ovate or oblong (2-6 cm. long), bluntish, pinnately parted : segments
oblong, obtuse, crenately toothed, the lower pinnatifid with toothed lobes

;
veins

forked, and bearing the fruit dots on or below the minutely toothed lobes
;
indu-

sium at length splitting into several spreading jagged lobes. Rocky banks and
cliffs,

" N. S.," and centr. Me. to Ga., and westw. Var. ANGIJSTA Peck is a form
with very narrow fronds (35 cm. long and 4 cm. wide) and pinnae. High-
lands, N.Y.

-- - Indusium entirely concealed beneath the sorus, divided into very narrow

segments or reduced to minute hairs.

5. W. oregana D. C. Eaton. Glabrous ; fronds bright green , soft in texture,

narrowly lance-oblong (12-23 mm. wide), bipinnatifid, pinnae triangular-oblong,
obtuse

;
the segments oblong or ovate, obtuse, crenate-serrulate, the teeth or

margin nearly always reflexed. Limestone cliffs and ledges, Bic, Que. ;
s. shore

of L. Superior (Robbins), northw. and westw.
6. W. Cathcartiana Robinson. Finely glandular-puberulent ; fronds (2-3

dm. high) rather dull green, of firm texture, lanceolate (25-55 mm. broad),
bipinnatifid ; pinnae oblong, the lower distant

; segments usually separated by
wide sinuses, oblong, denticulate. (W. scopulina Man. ed. 6, not D. C.

Eaton.) Rocky river banks, w. Mich. (\Vheeler}, and n.e. Minn. (Miss Ellen
Catheart.)

7. W. scopulina D. C. Eaton. Loosely hispidulous with minute white hairs,
and finely glandular-puberulent; segments approximate, crenate-serrulate.

Limestone cliffs; Gaspe" Co., Que. ;
S. Dak.; Rocky Mts., etc.

; reported from
Minn, and n.w. la.

17. DICKS6NIA L'He'r.

Fruit dots small, globular, marginal, each placed on the apex of a free vein
or fork

;
the sporangia borne on an elevated globular receptacle, inclosed in a

membranaceous cup-shaped indusium which is open at the top, and on the
outer si.lc partly adherent to a reflexod toothlet of the frond. (Named for

Jame:; Dickson, an English cryptogamic botanist.)
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1. D. puncti!6bula (Michx.) Gray. (HAY-SCENTED FERN.) Fronds minutely
-glandular and hairy (5-10 dm. high), ovate-lanceolate and acuminate in outline,

pale green, very thin, with strong chaffless stalks rising from slender extensively
creeping naked rootstocks, mostly bipinnate ; primary pinnae lanceolate, pointed,
the secondary pinnatifid into oblong and obtuse cut-toothed lobes

;
fruit dots

minute, each on a recurved toothlet, usually one at the upper margin of each
lobe. (D. pilosiuscula Willd.; Dennstaedtia punctilobula Moore.) Common
in moist and shady places, N.S. to Ala., rarer westw. to Minn. Frond sweet-
scented especially in drying. Forma CRISTATA (Maxon) Clute has the pinnae
cristate-forked at tip. Mass, and Vt. Forma SCHIZOPHYLLA Clute has fronds
often more deeply forked and the ultimate segments incised. Mass, and Ct.

18. ONOCLEA L.

Sporangia borne on elevated receptacles, forming roundish sori imperfectly
covered by very delicate hood-shaped indusia- attached to the base of the re-

ceptacles. Fertile fronds erect, rigid, with contracted pod-like or berry-like
divisions at first completely concealing the sporangia, and at last, when dry
and indurated, cracking open and allowing the spores to escape. Sterile

fronds foliaceous. Rootstocks creeping and constantly forming new plants.

(Name employed by Dioscorides for some probably boraginaceous plant.)

1. EUONOCLEA Hook. Fertile fronds bipinnate.

1. 0. sensibilis L. (SENSITIVE FERN.) Fronds scattered
;
the sterile ones

long-stalked, the lamina 1-3 dm. long, deltoid-ovate, pinnatifid into a few
oblong-lanceolate sinuately lobed or nearly entire segments ;

veins reticulated
with fine meshes

;
fertile fronds contracted, closely bipinnate, the pinnules

rolled up into berry-like bodies. Moist meadows and thickets, very common.
(E. Asia.) Sports are frequent, especially bipinnatifid foliaceous fronds with
rounded lobes, free veins, and sometimes abortive sori, the so-called var.
OBTUSILOBATA (Schkuhr) Torr.

Jj
2. STRUTHI6PTERIS Mett. Fertile fronds pinnate.

2. 0. Struthi6pteris (L.) Hoffm. (OSTRICH FERN.) Fronds growing in a
crown

;
sterile ones short-stalked (6-30 dm. high), broadly lanceolate, narrowed

toward the base, with many linear-lanceolate pinnatifid pinnae ;
veins free, the

veinlets simple; fertile frond shorter, with pod-like or somewhat necklace-

shaped pinnae. (Matteuccia Todaro.) Alluvial soil, Nfd. to Va., and north-
westw. July. The rootstock sends out slender underground stolons, which
bear fronds the next year. (Eurasia.)

SCHIZAEACEAE (CURLY GRASS FAMILY)

Sterile fronds tufted and linear-filiform (Schizaea) or resembling a twining
aerial stem with alternate paired palmately lobed leaves (Lygodium}. Sporangia
borne in double rows on narrow fertile segments, ovate, sessile, having a com-

plete transverse ring at the apex, and opening by a longitudinal slit.

1. Schizaea. Sterile fronds rigid, simple or dichotomously branched. Plant dwarf, not

climbing.

2. Lygodium. Fronds with paired alternate stipitate leaf-like segments.

1. SCHIZAEA Sm. CURLY GRASS

Sporangia large, ovoid, striate-rayed at the apex, opening by a longitudinal
cleft, naked, vertically sessile in a double row along the single vein of the nar-
row divisions of the pinnate (or radiate) fertile appendages to the slender and
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simply linear, or (in foreign species) fan-shaped or dichotomously many-cleft
fronds (whence the name, from <TX^<>, to split}.

1. S. pusilla Pursh. Sterile fronds linear, very slender, flattened and
tortuous; the fertile ones equally slender (0.5 mm. wide), but taller (5-12 cm.)
and bearing at the top the fertile appendage consisting of about 5 pairs of
crowded pinnae (each 2-3 mm. long). Low grounds, pine barrens of N. J.

;

N. S.
; very local. Sept. (Nfd.)

2. LYG6DIUM Sw. CLIMBING FERN

Fronds twining or climbing, bearing stalked and variously lobed (or com-
pound) divisions in pairs, with mostly free veins

;
the fructification on separate

contracted divisions or spike-like lobes, one side of which is covered with a
double row of imbricated hooded scale-like indusia, fixed by a broad base to
short oblique veinlets. Sporangia much as in Schizaea, but oblique, fixed
to the veinlet by the inner side next the base, one or rarely two covered by each
indusium. (Name from \vywdrjs, flexible.)

1. L. palmatum (Bernh.) Sw. Very smooth
;
stalk-like fronds slender,

flexile and twining (3-10 dm. long), from slender running rootstocks; the short
alternate branches or petioles 2-forked

;
each fork bearing a round-heart-

shaped palmately 4-7-lobed frondlet
;
fertile frondlets above, contracted and

several times forked, forming a terminal panicle. Low moist thickets and open
woods, s. N. H. to Fla., Tenn., and Ky. ;

local. Sept.

OSMUNDACEAE (FLOWERING FERN FAMILY)

Leafy plants (ours herbaceous), with creeping rhizomes. Sporangia naked,

globose, mostlypediceled, reticulated, with no ring or with mere traces of one near -

the apex, opening into two valves by a longitudinal slit. Stipes winged at the

base.

1. OSMUNDA [Tourn.] L. FLOWERING FERN

Fertile fronds or fertile portions of the frond destitute of chlorophyll, very
much contracted, and bearing on the margins of the narrow rhachis-like

divisions short-pediceled and naked sporangia ;
these globular, thin and reticu-

lated, large, opening by a longitudinal cleft into two valves, and bearing
near the apex a small patch of thickened oblong cells, the rudiment of a trans-

verse ring. Fronds tall and upright, growing in large crowns from thickened

rootstocks, once or twice pinnate ;
veins forking and free. Spores green.

(Osmunder, a Saxon name of the Celtic divinity, Thor.)
* Sterile fronds truly bipinnate.

1. 0. regalis L. (FLOWERING FERN.) Very smooth, pale green (0.3-1.6 m.
*

-/'high) ;
sterile pinnules 13-25, varying from oblong-oval to lance-oblong, finely

serrulate, especially toward the apex, otherwise entire, or crenately lobed
toward the rounded, oblique and truncate, or even cordate and semi-auriculate

base, sessile or short-stalked (2-5 cm. long) ;
the fertile racemose-pan icled at

the summit of the frond. (O. spectabilis Willd.) Swamps and wet woods,
common. The cordate pinnules sometimes found here are commoner in Europe.
May, June. (Eu.) Forma ORBICUL\TA Clute has narrow fronds and few

(3-7) roundish crowded pinnules on each pinna. Hartland, Vt. (Kmjylrs).
* * Mcrili-frnmls once pinnate ; pinnae deeply jiinntttijhl ; tin- Inbi-s < ntirc.

2. 0. Claytoniana L. Clothed with loose wool when young, soon smooth
;

fertile frondf taller than the .sV/r/Vr (-l-j dm. high) ; pinnae oblong-lanceolate,
with oblong obtuse divisions

;
KI,,,U- (_>-:>/>,///>! ////, middle pinnae fertile, these

entirely pinnate ; sporangia greenish, turning brown. Low grounds, common.

May. Fruiting as it unfolds. (Himalayas.) Var. D&BIA Grout is a peculiar
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form with the pinnules of the sterile frond widely separated, the outer ones

enlarged and pinnatifid, in s. Vt. (Grout).
3. 0. cinnambmea L. (CINNAMON FERN.) Clothed with rusty wool when

young ;
sterile fronds tallest (at length 0.8-1.6 m. high), smooth when full

grown, the lanceolate pinnae pinnatifid into broadly oblong obtuse divisions
;

fertile fronds separate, appearing earlier from the same rootstock and soon

withering (2-9 dm. high), contracted, twice pinnate, covered with the cinna-
mon-colored sporangia. Swamps and low copses, common. (Eurasia.) Var.
FROND6SA Gray is an occasional state in which some of the fronds are sterile

below and more sparsely fertile at their summit, or rarely in the middle. Var.
INCISA J. W. Huntington is a form with the inner pinnules of some of the

pinnae more or less cut or pinnatifid.
Var. glandulbsa Waters. Rhachis and lower surface of the sterile frond

permanently glandular-pubescent. R. I., N. J., and Md.

OPHIOGLOSSACEAE (ADDER'S TONGUE FAMILY)

Leafy and often someiohat fleshy plants; the leaves (fronds') simple or

branched, often fern-like in appearance, erect in vernation, developed from under-

ground budsformed either inside the base of the old stalk or by the side of it, and

bearing in special spikes or panicles rather large subcoriaceous bivalvular spo-

rangia formed from the main tissue of the fruiting branches. Prothallus under-

ground, not green, monoecious. A small family, separated from Ferns on

account of the different nature of the sporangia, the erect vernation, etc.

1. Ophioglossum. Sporangia cohering in a simple spike. Veins reticulated.

2. Botrychium. Sporangia in pinnate or compound spikes, distinct. Veins free.

1. OPHIOGL6SSUM [Tourn.] L. ADDER'S TONGUE

Rootstock erect, fleshy and sometimes tuberous, with slender fleshy roots
which are sometimes proliferous; bud placed by the side of the base of the
naked stalk

;
fronds with anterior and posterior segments as in Botrychium,

but the cmiaceous sporangia connate and coherent in two ranks on the edges
of a simple spike. Sterile segment fleshy, simple in our species; the veins
reticulated. Spores copious, sulphur-yellow. (Name from 6<f>ts, a serpent, and
y\&<r<ra, tongue.)

1. 0. yulgatum L. Fronds from a slender rootstock, 5-42 cm. high,
mostly solitary ;

sterile segment sessile near the middle of the plant, ovate or

elliptic-oblong (5-9 cm. long), rounded or obtuse at the apex; midvein indis-

tinct or none
; principal veins forming a loose network, the meshes nearly free

from secondary veins. Meadows and pastures, rarely on dry slopes; not
common. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)

Var. minus Moore. Smaller; fronds often in pairs, the sterile segment
slightly fleshy, yellowish-green, attached usually much below the middle of the

plant. (0. Grayi Beck, ace. to Moore
;

O. polyphyllum A. Br.
;

0. arenarium
E. G. Britton.) Sandy ground, N. H. to w. N. Y. and N. J. (Eu., n. Air.)

2. 0. Engelmanni Prantl. Habit of the preceding species ;
sterile segment

thicker, cuspidate ; secondary veins numerous, forming a fine but readily dis-

cernible network within the meshes of the principal ones. " Va." ;
Mo.

(Bush), Tex., and Cal.

2. BOTRYCHIUM Sw. MOONWORT

Rootstock very short, erect, with clustered fleshy roots
;
the base of the

sheathed stalk containing the bud for the next year's frond
;
frond with an

anterior fertile and a posterior sterile segment ;
the former mostly 1-3-pinnate,

the contracted divisions bearing a double row of sessile naked sporangia ;
these
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distinct, rather coriaceous, not reticulated, globular, without a ring, and open-
ing transversely into two valves. Sterile segment of the frond ternately or

pinnately divided or compound ;
veins all free. Spores copious, sulphur-color.

(Name a diminutive of /36rpus, a cluster of grapes, from the appearance of the

fructification.)

1. EUBOTRYCHIUM Milde. Base of the stalk (containing tie bud} c<nnpl, !<!,j

closed; sterile segment more or less fleshy ; the cells of the epidermis straight.
* Sterile segment sessile or on a short petiole (less than 1 cm. long}.

1. B. Lunaria (L.) Sw. Very fleshy (8-18 cm. high) ;
sterile segment nub-

sessile, borne near the middle of the plant, oblong, simp/;/ pinnate with 5-15
lunate or fan-shaped very obtuse crenate, incised, or nearly entire,

fleshy divisions, more or less excised at the base on the lower or
on both sides, the veins radiating from the base and >v,/^//<-w/,/

forking; fertile segment panicled, 2-3-pinnate. Open places,
e. Que. to Vt., n. O., L. Superior, and northw.

;
rare. (Widely

distr.) FIG. 1. Also on wooded cliffs near Syracuse, N. Y., where
tending to a more slender form with decidedly stipitate sterile

segment and subremote more narrowly cuneate

pinnae (B. onondagense Underw.).
2. B. simplex E. Hitchcock. Fronds small

(5-10 or rarely 25 cm. high) ;
ste.rile segment

short-petioled from near base, middle, or sum-
mit of the stalk, thickish, simple, and roundish,
or pinnately 3-7-lobed

;
the lobes roundish-

obovate, nearly entire, decurrent on the broad
and flat indeterminate rhachis, the terminal
one usually emarginate ;

the veins all forking
from the base; fertile segment simple or 1-2-

pinnate. (B. tenebrosum A. A. Eaton.) N. S.

to Md., Ont., Minn., and Rocky Mts.
;

rare.

(Eu.) FIG. 2. Var. COMPOSITCM Lasch. Sterile

segment binate or ternate
;
the divisions pin-

natifid. Occurring with and clearly passing into the typical form.
3. B. lanceolatum. (Gmel.) Angstroem, var. angus-

tisegmSntum Pease & Moore. Fronds small (1-2.5
dm. high) ;

the sterile segment closely sessile at the ^
top of the long and slender stalk, scarcely fleshy,

triangular, ternately twice pinnatifld ; the acute lobes lanceolate,
incised or toothed; veinlets forking from a continuous midvein;
fertile part 2-3-pinnate. N. S. to N. J., O., and L. Superior.

July, Aug. FIG. 3. The typical European
form has the segments of the sterile frond
broader and more approximate.

4. B. rambsum (Roth) Aschers. Fronds
small (1-2.5 dm. high) ;

the sterile segment
ii<-arlij sessile at the top of the long and
slender common */<///-, moderately fleshy,
ovate or triangular, varying from pinnate to

bipinnatiiid ; the luht-x ollnng-orate and

obtuse; midrein dixsi/>at,-d into forking
veinlets

;
fertile part 2-:-5-pinn:it.c. (B. ma-

tricariaefolium A. Br.
;
B. net//<r//rni Wood.)

Rich soil, e. Que. to Md., and westw.

June, July. (Eurasia.) Fie. 4.

* * Tfie sterile segment on a long petiole (2-16 cm. in length}.

5. B. obliquum Muhl. Subcoriaceous (1-4 dm. high), sparsely

hairy or glabrous ;
sterile segment long -petioled. springing from

near the base of the plant, broadly triangular or somewhat pen-

B. simplex, x %.

1. !'.. Lunaria.
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5. B. obliquum and vars.

tagonal, ternate and variously decompound with stalked divisions, these ovate-

oblong, acutish, usually two or three times as long as broad, crenate-serrulate,

obliquely cordate or subcordate
;

fertile seg-
ment erect, 2-4-pinnate. (B. ternatum, var.

obliquum Milde.) Pastures and open woods,
N. B. to Ont., Minn., and southw. FIG. 5, a.

Polymorphous. The chief forms are : Var.
ONEIDENSE (Gilbert) Waters. FIG. 5, 6. Ulti-

mate divisions broadly oblong, rounded at the

apex, crenulate-serrulate. Vt. (Miss Gilman)
to centr. N. Y. (Gilbert, Haberer~), etc. Var.
TENUIFC>LIUM (Underw.) Gilbert. Divisions

few, usually 9, thin
;
otherwise much like the

typical form. N. Y. (ace. to Gilbert}; Mo.

(Bush), and southw. to the Gulf. Var. ELON-
GATUM Gilbert & llaberer. FIG. 5, c. Divisions

lanceolate, elongated, acute. Mass, to centr.

N. Y. and D. C. Var. DISSECTUM (Spreng.)
Clute. FIG. 5, d. Divisions incisely many-
toothed. Often with the typical form in N. E.,
N. Y., andO.

6. B. ternatum (Thunb.) Sw., var. intermedium D. C. Eaton. Stout,

decidedly fleshy, loosely pubescent to subglabrous, 1.5-4 dm. high ;
habit and

fertile segment as in the preceding ;
sterile segment becoming

large (sometimes 2 dm. broad), its ultimate divisions numer-
ous, ovate or obovate, commonly subcuneate or semicordate
at the base, crenulate and more or less lobed, usually obtuse
or rounded at the apex. (Including var. australe D. C.

, Eaton, as to Am. plant.) Sandy soil, pastures and open
'

;
' -

woods, common, N. E., N. Y., and (?) n. Mich. FIG. 6.
\\x^

^Passing insensibly into var. RUTAEFOLIUM (A. Br.) D. C.
*"~

Eaton. More slender, rarely over 1.7 dm. high; sterile

segment commonly about 5 cm. broad, its divisions few,
broadly ovate, the lowest sublimate. (B. Matricariae Spreng. ;

B. rutaceum Sw.) Nfd. to s. N. H., and n. Mich. (Eurasia.)

2. OSMUNDOPTERIS Milde. Base of the stalk (contain-
ing the bud) open along one side ; sterile segment mem-
branaceous the cells of the epidermis flexuous.

7. B. virginianum (L.) Sw. (RATTLESNAKE FERN.) Fronds 3-6 dm. tall,

>iple ; sterile segment sessile above the middle of the plant, broadly triangular,
thin and membranaceous, ternate; the short-stalked primary divisions once or
twice pinnate, and then once or twice pinnatifid ;

the oblong lobes cut-toothed
toward the apex ;

veins forking from a midvein ; fertile part 2-3-pinnate.
Rich woods, common. Ju

filifc

spon

rime, July. (Widely distr.)

MARSILEACEAE

Perennial plants rooted in mud, having a slender creeping rhizome and either

liform or ^-parted long-petioled leaves ; the somewhat crustaceans several-celled

rocarps borne on peduncles ivhich rise from the rhizome near the leaf-stalks,

or are more or less consolidated with the latter, and contain both macrospores
and microspores.

1. MARSILEA L.

Submersed or emersed aquatic plants. Leaves 4-foliolate. Sporocarps with 2

teeth near the base, 2-celled vertically, with many transverse partitions, splitting
into 2 valves at maturity, and emitting an elastic cord or band of tissue, which

GRAY'S MANUAL, 4
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carries the sporangia on a series of short branches or lobes. (Named for Aloyxius
Mdrsili, an early Italian naturalist.)

1. M. quadrifolia L. Leailets broadly obovate-cuneate, glabrous ; sporo-
carps usually 2 or 3 on a short peduncle from near the base of the petiole*,

pediceled, glabrous or somewhat hairy, the' basal teeth small, obtuse, or the

upper one acute. In water, the leaflets commonly floating on the surface
;

frequently cultivated and now somewhat extensively introduced from material

taken chiefly from Bantam Lake, Litchtield, Ct., where perhaps casually intro-

duced from Eu.
2. M. vestita Hook. & Grev. Leaflets broadly cuneate, usually hairy, entire

(5-15 mm. long and broad) ; petioles 2-11 cm. long ; peduncles free from the

petiole, very short
; sporocarps solitary, hairy when young (about 4 mm. long),

with upper basal tooth longest, acute, straight or curved, lower tooth acute, the

sinus between them rounded. In swamps which become dry in summer
;

la.

and southwestw.

SALVINIACEAE

Floating plants of small size, having a more or less elongated and sometimes

branching axis, bearing apparently distichous leaves ; sporocarps (son') very soft

and thin-walled, two or more on a common stalk, one-celled and having a

central, often branched receptacle which bears either macrosporangia containing

solitary macrospores, or microsporangia with numerous microspores. A small

and interesting family of plants without close affinity to other groups.

1. AZ6LLA Lam.

Small moss-like plants, the stems pinnately branched, covered with minute
2-lobed imbricated leaves, and emitting rootlets on the under side. Sporocarps
in pairs beneath the stem

;
the smaller ones acorn-shaped, containing at the

base a single macrospore with a few attached bodies of doubtful function above
it

;
the larger ones globose, and having a basal placenta which bears many

pedicellate microsporangia which contain masses of microspores. (Name not

satisfactorily explained.)
1. A. caroliniana Willd. Plants somewhat deltoid in outline (6-25 mm.

broad), much branched
;
leaves with ovate lobes, the lower lobe reddish, the

upper one green with a reddish border; macrospore with three attendant

corpuscles, its surface minutely granulate ;
masses of microspores glochidiate.

Floating on quiet waters, from L. Ontario westw. and southw. Appearing like

a reddish hepatic moss.

2. SALViNIA [Mich.] Adans.

Leaves apparently 2-ranked, horizontally floating or subaerial, a third series

of foliar structures developed ventrally on the stem taking the form of fascicles of

root-like fibers. Sporangia subsessile, clustered, depressed-globose, longitu-

dinally sulcate, formed from the tips of short basal divisions of the filiform ven-
tral leaves. Sori basal within the fruit, the macrosporangia subsessile, the

microsporangia (in separate fruits) borne on filiform pedicels. (Named for

Prof. Antonio Maria Salvini of Florence, 1633-1729.)
1. S. natans (L.) All. Foliage-leaves suborbicular-oblong, thickish, mostly

10-15 mm. long, hairy or papillose on both sides, the lower surface commonly
brownish or purplish. Marshes and ponds, Minn, and Mo. Long ago re-

ported by Pursh as "floating, like Lemna, on the surface of stagnant waters:
in several of the small lakes in the western parts of New York," but not

detected in this region by recent botanists. (Eurasia.)
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EQUISETACEAE (HORSETAIL FAMILY)

(REVISED BY A. A. EATON.)

Rush-like, often branching plants, with jointed and mostly hollow stems from

running rootstocks, having sheaths at the joints, and, when fertile, terminated

by the conical or spike-like fructification composed of shield-shaped stalked

scales bearing the spore-cases beneath. A single genus.

1. EQUISETUM [Tourn.] L. HORSETAIL

Rootstocks perennial, jointed, branched, wide-creeping, dull and blackish,
felted or naked, often tuber-bearing, the nodes provided with toothed, often

felted sheaths
;
roots in verticils from the nodes, annual, felted. Stems usually

erect, simple or branched, cylindrical, jointed, the surface regularly striated,
overlaid with teeth, dots, bands, rosettes, or a smooth coat of silex; the stomata
in the grooves in regular rows or broad bands

;
the internodes (except in E. scir-

poides} bearing a large central air-cavity (centrum), a medium sized one (vallecu-

lar) under each groove, with which the stomata connect, and a smaller one

(carinal) under each ridge. The nodes are closed and solid, each bearing a
whorl of reduced leaves joined by their edges into cylindrical sheaths, their tips
thinner and prolonged into persistent or deciduous teeth. Branches, when
present, mostly in whorls from the nodes. Fruit in a terminal cone formed of

regular verticils of stalked sporophylls, the 6 or 7 sporangia opening down the
inner side and discharging many loose green spores, each provided with four
elastic hygroscopic clavate bands. Prothallus in damp places, dioecious, green,
variously lobed. (The-ancient name from equus, horse, and seta, bristle.)

1. Stems annual; spikes rounded; stomata scattered in the grooves.

a. Fruiting stem succulent, appearing before the sterile.

Fertile stems branchless, soon perishing ;
silex of sterile stems in

dots ............. 1. E. arvense.
Fertile stems becoming branched.
Branches simple ; silex in 3 rows of broad spinules on the ridges . 2. E. pratense.
Branches compound ;

silex in 2 rows of hooked spinules . . 3. E. sylvaticum.
a. Fertile and sterile stems alike, branched or simple.

Centrum one sixth of the total diameter of stem
;
teeth grooved,

black, with broad white margins ....... 4. E. palustre.
Centrum half the total diameter or more.
Centrum not more than two thirds the diameter ;

vallecular holes

present ;
sheaths loose

;
fruit abortive ..... 5. E. litorale.

Centrum four fifths the diameter
; vallecular holes mostly absent ;

sheaths tight .......... 6. E.flumatiU.
2. Stems evergreen (except in E. laevigatum and E. variegatum, v.

Nelsoni), mostly simple ; spikes apiculate ;
stomata in single regular

series. HIPPOCIIABTE Milde b.

b. Silex in cross-bands on ridges and grooves c.

c. Vallecular bast cutting the green parenchyma, carinal not doing so
;

sheaths ampliated, green.
Teeth deciduous, leaving black triangular bases ;

centrum wide . 7. E. laevigatum.
Teeth persistent, broadly white-bordered ;

centrum
small ......... (9) E. variegalum, v. Nelsoni.

c. Vallecular bast not cutting the parenchyma, the carinal larger ;

sheaths usually with black and white bands.
Sheaths much longer than broad, ampliated ; plants

similar to E. laevigatum in appearance . . (8) E. hyemale, v. intermedium.
Sheaths little longer than broad, tight . . . . (8) E. hyemale, v.robustum.

b. Kidges biangulate (except in E. variegatum, v. Nelsoni) ;
silex of the

grooves in rosulae d.
d. Teeth deciduous

; ridges slightly biangulate ..... 8. E. hyemale.
d. Teeth persistent, white-bordered e.

e. Centrum one third of the diameter of the stem.
Kidges distinctly biangulate; bristle-tips of teeth deciduous . 9. E. variegatum.
Eidges slightly biangulate ; tips of teeth persistent (9) E. varieg<ttum ,

v. Jesupi.
Ridges rounded ....... (9) E, variegatum, v. Nelfsoni.

e. Centrum absent
; stems 6-angled ....... 10. E. scirpoides.
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1. EUEQUISETUM Sadebeck. Stems annual, mostly with rnjnlar verticils

of branches' spikes not apiculate ; stomata in one or two hrot/d l><ni<ix in

each groove, their surfaces overlaid with a silex plate that bears a vertical

slit in the center.

1. E. arvSnse L

E. arvense. Cross-

section of stem x 12.

(COMMON H.) Fertile stems 0.6-2.5 dm. high, with
loose 8-12-toothed sheaths, not rarely developing a few
branches in wet places ;

sterile stems prostrate or erect,
0.5-5 dm. high, 10-14-furrowed, variously branched

;

silex in punctiforin dots; branches 3-4-angled, mostly
simple, solid, winged, the teeth of their sheaths triangu-
lar-lanceolate, with sharp erect acuminate points; root-

stocks tuberiferous, felted
;
centrum ^-f the total diameter

of the stem. Common. (Widely distr.) FIG. 7.

2. E. pratense Ehrh. Sterile and finally fertile

stems developing simple horizontal triangular branches
whose first internodes do not exceed the stem-sheaths

;

teeth of branch-sheaths deltoid, acute; stems 2-3 dm.

high, 8-20-ridged, beset with flat spines of silex, arranged
the total diam-

H. E. pratense.
Cross-section

of stem x 12.

E. pratense. Epi-
drnnis x 12.

in threes
;
centrum

eter. Alluvial soil," N. S. and Que.
to Alaska, southw. to w. Mass., N. J.,

and la., chiefly in calcareous re-

gions. April, May. (Eurasia.) FIGS.

8, 9.

3. E. sylvaticum L. Stems 0.7-4.5
dm. high ;

both kinds developing com-
pound branches

;
centrum half the

diameter
; ridges 8-14, flat, with a row

of recurved spinules on each side;
sheaths green, with the papery brown
teeth coherent; primary branches

4-5-angled, the secondary 3-angled. Damp, shady places, Nfd. to Alaska,
southw. to Va. ,

0.
,
and la.

;
com-

mon northw. May, June. (Eura-
sia.) FIGS. 10, 11.

4. E. paliistre L. Rootstocks

shining, black, solid at -center;
stems 2.5-9 dm. high, deeply 5-1 <-

grooved; ridges narrow, sharply
elevated

;
sheaths widened up-

ward
;

leaves centrally grooved ;

teeth lance-subulate, black, with

broad white margins; silex in

cross-bands
;
centrum the total

diameter; branches hollow, 4-7-

angled. Wet places, Nfd. to Alaska, southw. to Ct. (Graves), 111. //// d< /
1,

etc. June-Aug. (Eurasia.) FIGS.

12, 13.

5. E. litorale Kiihlewein. Stems
(liiTuse to erect, simple to densely

2-9 dm. high, (Ms-
centrum - the total

diameter
;
valleeular liolespresent;

sheaths slightly spreading; teeth

dark brown, acute, coin-rent in

groups; brain-lies _'."> !-'> cm. long,
.'1-5 milled, winged, oltrii solid,

similar to those of /'. ,trri'sr ;

spikes usually abortive. Wet,

K. sylvaticum.
dcriiiis x 12.

11. E. sylvaticum. Cross-
section of stem x 12.

'. i-:. puiuMiv. <

section <>f stun x !'.

K. |ialustrc. Kpi-

drnnis xl'2.
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sandy shores, N. B. to Pa., Minn., and westw. May, June. (Eu.) Possibly
a hybrid. FIGS. 14, 15.

14. E. litorale. Gross-

section of stem x 12.

15. E. litorale.

Cross -section

of stem near

apex x 12.

16. E. fluviatile. Cross-

section of stem x 12.

6. E. fluviatile L. (PIPES.) Stems erect, 3-15 dm. high, with 10-30 shal-

low grooves, simple, or branched in the middle
;
centrum f the total diameter

;

vallecular holes absent except at bases of largest stems; branches 2.5-16 cm.
long, 4-6-angled, hollow, not winged, horizontal, with erect tips ;

sheaths ap-
pressed ;

teeth dark brown, narrow, acute, rigid, distinct. (E. limosum L.)
Shallow water and mud-banks, common. June, July. (Eu.) FIGS. 16, 17.

HIPPOCHAETE Milde. Stems mostly evergreen, simple or becoming
sparingly branched^ mostly rough; spikes apiculate ; stomata (in ours)
in a single regular row on each side of the groove, overlaid by the
siliceous coat of the stem, having access to the air through an irregular
hole.

7. E. laevigatum A. Br. Stems mostly annual, diffuse and rough or erect
and nearly smooth, 1-12 dm. long, simple or with few to many rough branches

;

centrum f the diameter of stem
;
sheaths widened up-

ward, green with narrow black limb
;
teeth of the stem-

sheaths mostly deciduous, leaving black triangular bases,
those of the branches persistent ;

leaves flat above, ridged
below

; green parenchyma continuous under the keels,

separated by the vallecular bast. Alluvial soils, O. to

B. C. and Tex. June-Aug. FIG. 18.

8. E. hyemale L. (SCOURING RUSH.) Stems erect,

mostly simple, 3 to 9 dm. high, the ridges slightly grooved
on the back with a row of tubercles on each side

;

sheaths longer than broad, tight, with two black rings
separated by an ashy one

;
teeth mostly deciduous

;

centrum usually f the total diameter
; green paren-

chyma continuous over the vallecular holes, separated by the bast under the

ridges. Eu.
Var. intermedium A. A. Eaton. Stems evergreen, simple, erect, 3-12 dm.

high, smoothish or rough with cross-bands of silex
;
sheaths widened upward,

the lower with basal and terminal black rings separated by an ashy band, all

similarly marked the second year ; green parenchyma continuous over the
vallecular holes, separated by the carinal bast. Moist sandy soils, Ct.,
N. Y., and Mich, to Tex. and Cal. May-Aug. Often confused with E.

laevigatum. FIG. 19.

Var. affine (Engelm.) A. A. Eaton. Differs from the type only in having the

ridges rounded instead of biangulate. Can. to Mex.
;
common in N. E., less

common than the next further west.
Var. robustum (A. Br.) A. A. Eaton. Mostly stout, 12-30 dm. high, 6-18

mm. thick
; ridges rounded

;
sheaths nearly as broad as long ;

leaves with a
central and two lateral ridges ;

teeth mostly persistent. (E. robustum A. Br.)

18. E. laevigatum. Cross-

section of stein x 12.
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Md. to Mich., southwestw. and westw. ;
rare east of the Miss. R. (Mex., Asia.)

FIGS. 20, 21.

9. E. variegitum Schleich. Stems tufted, ascending, 1.5 to 3 dm. high,
slender, 5-10-grooved ; ridges with broad central grooves ; centrum ^ the

19. E. hyemale, v. intermedium.
Cross-section of stem x 12.

20. E. hyemale, v. robus-

tum. Epidermis x 12.

21. E. hyemale, v. robustum.
Cross-section of stem x 12.

total diameter
; green parenchyma continuous under the keels, interrupted in the

grooves ;
sheaths loose, green below, black-girdled above

;
leaves 4-carinate

;

teeth black, with broad hyaline white borders, persistent, with long filiform

deciduous tips. Lab. to Alaska, southw. to Me., N. Y., and Wyo. ;
rare.

(Eurasia.)
Var. Jesupi A. A. Eaton. Stems ascending or erect, 2-4 dm. high, 10-12-

furrowed
; ridges with slight central grooves ;

centrum i-f the total diameter
;

carinal bast cutting the parenchyma, the vallecular small
;
sheaths green, with

black limbs, becoming ashy with black bases
;
teeth brown-centered, white- bor-

dered, with flexuous persistent awn-points, often becoming papery and withering.

Que. and Ont., southw. to Ct. and 111.

Var. Nelsbni A. A. Eaton. Stems annual, tufted, slender, 1.5-4 dm. high ;

angles rounded
;
sheaths ampliated, green, with narrow black limb, becoming

dusky; teeth centrally grooved, with dark centers and broad
white borders, bearing deciduous awn-points; centrum \ the

total diameter of stem
;
bast similar to the type. N. Y. to Mich,

and 111.

,

10. E. scirpoides Michx. Stems many in a tuft, filiform, 0.75

Cros 8

lrP

ti n

e9

f
to 1>6 dm< high '

flexuous and curving, solid at the center, C-ridged

stenTx 12

r '

through the deep grooving of the 3 angles ;
sheaths with 3 per-

sistent hyaline-bordered filiform-tipped teeth. Moist evergreen
woods and low fields; Lab. to Pa., 111., and northwestw. (Eurasia.) FIG. 22.

LYCOPODIACEAE (CLUB Moss FAMILY)

Low plants, usually of moss-like aspect, with elongated and often much

branched stems covered with small lanceolate or subulate, rarely oblong or

rounded, persistent entire leaves; the sporangia 1-S-celled, solitary in (he axils

of the leaves, or on their upper surface, when ripe opening into two or three

valves, and shedding the numerous yellow spores, which are all of one kind.

The Family, as here defined, consists mainly of the large genus

1. LYCOP6DIUM L. CLUB Moss

Spore-cases coriaceous, flattened, usually kidney-shaped, 1-celled, 2-valved,

mostly by a transverse line round the margin, discharging the subtile spores, in

the form of a copious sulphur-colored Inflammable powder. Perennials, with

evergreen one-nerved Icavrs imbricated or crowded in 4-1C ranks. (Name
compounded of \VKOS, a wolf, and irous, foot, from a fancied resemblance.)
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b.

a. Spore cases in the axils of ordinary dark-green shining leaves, not form-

ing a well marked terminal spike ; gemmae commonly present.
Leaves uniform 1.

Leaves in zones, alternately shorter and longer 2.

a. Spore cases only in the axils of the upper (bracteal) leaves, forming a

spike b.

Bracteal leaves scarcely or not at all modified in form or texture.

Bracteal leaves lance-linear or linear, scarcely broader at the base . 3.

Bracteal leaves linear-attenuate from a distinctly broadened ovate
base 4.

, Bracteal leaves scale-like, yellowish, very different from those of the
sterile parts of the stem c.

c. Sterile branches convex and uniformly leafy on all sides.

Free part of leaves 4-8 mm. long ;
fertile branches mostly 1.5-

2.5 dm. high.
Fertile branches leafy up to the spikes.

Creeping stem deep in the ground, the upright branches

repeatedly forked, tree-like . . (T) L. obacurum
Creeping stem on or near the surface of the ground, its

numerous erect branches mostly subsimple or sparingly
forked 5.

Fertile branches modified beneath the spikes into scaly pe-
duncles 6.

Free parts of the leaves 1-3 mm. long; fertile branches usually
5-13 cm. high 8.

c. Sterile branches flattened or concave beneath, the leaves usually
reduced or modified on the lower surface d.

d. Fertile branches leafy essentially to the spikes .... 7.

d. Spikes borne on scaly peduncles e.

e. Peduncles terminating upright leafy branches.
Fertile branches usually 5-10, rarely 15 cm. high ; free part

of lateral leaves linear-subulate, spreading, nearly or quite
as long as the adnate part . . .

Fertile branches usually 1.5-3*kn. high; free part of lateral

leaves deltoid-subulate, scarcely more than one third to
one half the length of the adnate part.

Running stems deep in the ground; branches narrowly
linear, 1.3-1.8 mm. broad, their divisions very numer-
ous and crowded . . .

Running steins at or near the surface of the ground ;

branches 2^4 mm. broad, more loosely and openly
forked

L. Selago.
L. hicidulum.

L. alopecwroides.

L. inundatum.

v. dendroideum.

L. annolinum.

L. clavatum.

L. sitchense.

L. obscurum.

9. L. sabinaefolium.

12. L. tristachyum.

11.

Peduncles springing directly from a short horizontal rootstock 10.

L. complanatum.
L. carolinianum.

\

w

.

1. L. Selago L. Stems erect and rigid, dichotomous, from a short slender

rootstock, forming a level-topped tuft (0.5-2.5 din. high) ;
leaves uniform,

lance-attenuate, crowded, ascending, glossy, pale green or yellowish, sharp-
pointed, entire or denticulate

; sporangia in the axils of unaltered leaves.

Crevices of exposed or cold rock, chiefly alpine ;
Greenl. to Alaska, s. to N. E.,

L. Superior, Mont., and Wash., and on the higher Alleghenies to Va. (Widely
distr.) Commonly gemmiparous in the upper axils. Var. APPRESSUM Desv.
Leaves closely crowded, appressed. Usually more abundant, extending s. to

. C.

Var. patens (Beauv.) Desv. Leaves linear-attenuate and wide-spreading,
rk green. Cool calcareous cliffs, Que. and n. Vt.
2. L. lucidulum Michx. Steins assurgent, the old elongate bases very per-

sistent; leaves pointed, toothed, at first spreading, then deflexed, distinctly
broader above the middle, arranged in alternate zones of shorter and longer
leaves, the shorter leaves more frequently bearing sporangia in their axils

;

proliferous gemmae usually abundant but caducous. Cold, damp woods
;
Nfd.

to Ont,, Minn., la., Ind., and southw. in the Alleghenies to S. C.
Var. por6philum (Lloyd & Underw.) Clute. Leaves lance-linear, attenuate,

arrowed from base to apex, nearly or quite entire. (L, porophilum Lloyd &
Underw.) Mts. and cold ravines, local; Nfd. and e. Que. to Wise., s. to S. C.
and Ala.

3. L. alopecuroides L. Stems stout, very densely leafy throughout; the
sterile branches recurved-procumbent and creeping; the fertile of the same
thickness, 13-83 cm. high ;

leaves narrowly linear-awl-shaped, spinulose-pointed,
spreading, conspicuously bristle-toothed below the middle ; those of the cylindri-
cal spike with long setaceous tips. (L. adpressum Lloyd & Underw., in
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part.) Pine-barrens and sandy swamps, Nantucket (Mrs. Owen, Dame,
Floyd), L. I., and southw. Aug., Sept. Stems, including the dense leaves, l.~>

mm. in thickness
;
the comose spike, with its longer spreading leaves, 18-22 mm.

thick. (S. A.)
4. L. inundatum L. Dwarf; creeping sterile stems forking, flaccid, 3-10

(rarely 15) cm. high, bearing a short thicfc: spike ; sporophylls usually toothed
near the ovate base, their attenuate tips herbaceous, loosely spreading ;

leaves

lanceolate or lance-awl-shaped, acute, soft, spreading, mostly entire, those

of the prostrate stems curving upward. Sandy shores and in sphagnum, Nfd.

to N. J., and northwestw. to Alaska. (Eurasia.) Var. BIGELOVII Tuckerm.
Taller (the fertile branches 1-3 dm. high) ; sporophylls more incurved <>r

oppressed, commonly somewhat stramineous, mostly entire. (L. adpressum
Lloyd & Underw. in part.) Sandy shores, e. Mass, to Md.

5. L. ann6tinum L. Much branched
;
stems prostrate and creeping (3-12

dm. long) ;
the ascending branches similar (1-2.5 dm. high), sparingly forked

sterile ones making yearly growths from the summit
;
leaves equal, spreading,

in about 5 ranks, rigid, lanceolate, pointed, minutely serrulate (pale green ) ;

spike solitary, thickish-cylindrical. Open woods, Nfd. to Ct., Minn., Col.,

Alaska, and Greenl. (Eurasia.) In exposed and alpine situations replaced by
var. PUNGENS Desv., a form with short thick more rigid leaves which are

3-4 mm. long and erectish. Nfd. to n. N. Y., and northwestw. (Eurasia.)
6. L. clavatum L. (COMMON C.) Stems creeping extensively, with similar

ascending short and very leafy branches
;
the fertile terminated by a slender

^ u^. peduncle (1-1.5 dm. long), bearing about 2-4 slender cylindrical spikes ;
leaves

linear-awl-shaped, incurved-spreading (light green), tipped, as also the bracts,
with afine bristle. Dry woods; common especially northw. July. (Cosmop.)
Var. MONOST\CHYON Grev. & Hook. Spike solitary on each peduncle com-

monly of larger size (sometimes 8 cm. long). E. Que. to Ct. and northwestw.
Var. BREVISPIC\TUM Peck. Spikes solitary or in pairs, very short (1.3-2.4
cm. long), thickish, blunt; peduncles 3-5 cm. long. Wallface Mt., N. Y.

(Peck}. A sterile form with greatly elongated peduncles is sometimes found :

r- 1) Taconic Mts., w. Mass. (Harrison"), and Green Mts., Vt. (Kent).

j Q .

J
7. L. obscurum L. Rootstock cord-like, subterranean, bearing scattered

>J

'erect tree-like stems dividing at the summit into several densely dichotomous
f spreading branches

;
leaves linear-lanceolate, decurrent, entire, acute, 6-ranked,

Ihose of the two upper and two lower ranks smaller and appressed, the lateral ones

incurved-spreading ; spikes 1-3, erect, essentially sessile
;
bracts scarious-mar-

gined, broadly ovate, abruptly apiculate. Rich woods, N. E. to Va. Passing
imperceptibly into

Var. dendroideum (Michx.) D. C. Eaton. Leaves equal, erect or incurved;
branches scarcely or not at all dorsiventral, usually erect and crowded

; spikes
1-15. (L. dendroideum Michx.) The more common form, in woods or on open
hillsides, Nfd. to N. C. and L. Superior.

8. L. sitchgnse Rupr. Glaucous
;
rootstock long, nearly superficial ;

stems

short, numerous, erect, divided from near the base into numerous erect sub-

simple crowded branches (3-7 cm. high), equally leafy all round
;
leaves equal,

few-ranked, ascending, about 2 mm. long, slender, very acute; spikes on short

but usually distinct scaly peduncles; sporophylls green with scarious crust-

margin, the tip spreading. Coniferous woods, e. Que. and n. Me.; Mt. Katah-

din; Mt. Washington, N. II. (Eggleston) ;
Adirondack Mts., N. Y. (Peck);

n. shore of L. Superior ;
Alaska.

9. L. sabinaefblium Willd. In habit similar to the preceding ;
branches

5-10 cm. long, flexuous, dorsiventral
;
the leaves on the lower surface smaller;

peduncles 2-3 cm. lonu;. Dry woods, e. Que. to Vt.
;
Staten Lsl., N. Y. (Bnch-

heixtf.r) ;
and L. Superior (G. S. Miller).

10. L. carolinianum L. Sterile stems and their few short branches entfn In

creeping (leafless and rooting on the under side), thickly clothed with broadly
lanceolate acute and somewhat oblique 1-nerved lateral le<ir< > n-filrfy sj-r<li)i(f
in _' yv////,-x, and a shorter intermediate row appressed on the upper side

;
also

sending up a slender simple peduncle (7-21 cm. long, clothed merely with
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small bract-like and appressed awl-shaped leaves) bearing a single cylindrical

spike. Wet pine-barrens, N. J. to Va., and southw.
11. L. complanatum L. Eootstock nearly superficial; stems erect, irregu-

larly branched or forked, the branches very flat, more or less glaucous, few-

forked, the divisions (0.5-1.5 dm. long, 2-4 mm. wide) erect or but slightly

spreading, all clothed with minute imbricated-appressed awl-shaped leaves in 4

ranks with decurrent adnate bases, the lateral with tooth-like tips ; peduncles

(about 3 cm. long) bearing 1-3 erect spikes. Dry coniferous woods, Nfd. to

Me., Ida., and Alaska. (Eurasia.)
Var. flabellif6rme Fernald. (GROUND PINE.) Brighter green ;

the branches
several-forked and spreading in a fan-like manner, the terminal divisions

0.5-4 cm. long and 1.5-3 mm. broad
; peduncles (averaging 7 cm. long) mostly

4-spiked. Dry woods, N. S. to W. Va., Ky., la., and Minn.; common. Var.
WieBEi Haberer is a form with peduncles only 1-spiked. N. Vt. and centr.

N. Y.
12. L. tristachyum Pursh. Very glaucous ;

rootstock deep (5-12 cm.
low the surface) ;

stems erect, the branches numerous, crowded, erect, 1-2
mm. broad

; peduncles (8-12 cm. long) with a few scattered attenuate bracts

and bearing 1-5 (mostly 4) spikes. (L. Chamaecyparissus A. Br.
;
L. compla-

natum, var. Chamaecyparissus Milde.) Dry sandy soil, n. Me. to Del., and
L. Superior; southw. in the mts. to N. C. (Eu.)

SELAGINELLACEAE

Leafy plants, terrestrial or rooted" in mud, never very large; stems branch-

ing; leaves small and ^-Q-rowed ; sporangia one-celled, solitary, axillary or

borne on the upper surface of the leaf at its base and enwrapped in its margins,
some containing large spores (macrospores) and others small spores (inicro-

spores). The macrospores are in the shape of a low triangular pyramid with a

hemispherical base, and marked with elevated ribs along the angles. In ger-

mination they develop a minute prothallus which bears archegonia to be fer-

tilized by antherozoids developed from the microspores.

1. SELAGINELLA Beauv.

Fructification of two kinds, namely, of minute and oblong or globular spore-
cases, containing reddish or orange-colored powdery microspores; and of

mostly 2-valved tumid larger ones, filled by 3 or 4 (rarely 1-6) much larger
globose-angular macrospores ;

the former usually in the upper and the latter in

the lower axils of the leafy 4-ranked sessile spike, but sometimes the two kinds
on opposite sides all along the spike. (Name a diminutive of Selago, an
ancient name of a Lycopodium, from which this genus is separated, and which
the plants greatly resemble in habit and foliage.)

* Leaves all alike and uniformly imbricated ; those of the spike similar.

1. S. selaginoides (L.) Link. Sterile stems prostrate or creeping, small and
slender

;
the fertile thicker, ascending, simple (3-8 cm. high) ;

leaves lanceolate,
ac.ute, spreading, sparsely spinulose-ciliate. (& spinosa Beauv.) Wet places,
Nfd. to N. II. (Pursli), Mich., L. Superior, Col., and northw.

;
rare. Habit of

Lycopodium inundatum. Leaves larger on the fertile stems, yellowish-green.
(Eu.)

2. S. rupestris (L.) Spring. Much branched in close tufts (2-6 cm. high) ;

leaves densely appressed-imbricated, linear-lanceolate, convex and with a grooved
keel, minutely dilate, bristle-tipped ; those of the strongly quadrangular spike
rather broader. Dry and exposed rocks, somewhat local but not rare.

Grayish-green in aspect, resembling a rigid moss. (Eurasia.)
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* * Leaves shorter above and below, stipule-like ; the lateral larger, 2-ranked.

3. S. &pus (L.) Spring. Steins tufted and prostrate, creeping, much
branched, flaccid

;
leaves pellucid-membranaceous, the larger spreading hori-

zontally, ovate, oblique, mostly obtuse, the smaller appressed, taper-pointed ;

those of the short spikes nearly similar
; larger spore-cases copious at the lower

part of the spike. Low, shady places, s. Me., southw. and westw. A delicate

little plant, resembling a Moss or Jungermannia. (S. A.)

ISOETACEAE (QUILLWORT FAMILY)

(REVISED BY A. A. EATON.)

Small aquatic or palustrine herbs of grass-like or rush-like aspect. Stem

short, thick, and corm-like, crowned with numerous subulate leaves. Spores of
two kinds in distinct axillary solitary sporangia. A single genus ;

the species

similar in habit and to be distinguished with certainty only by the aid of the

compound microscope.

1. IS6ETES L. QUILLWORT

Stem fleshy, more or less depressed, the roots arising from the 2-5-lobed

base, the flattened top bearing the leaves from a central bud or crown. Leaves
dilated and imbricated at base, rounded or somewhat
angular above, orbicular in section, traversed by four

air-tubes that are separated by cross-partitions, bearing
a bast-bundle in the center and often 4 or more in the

periphery. Stomata none or in narrow
bands over the air-cavities. Sporangia
in excavations of the dilated bases of

the leaves (more or less covered by the

^Mjn, formed from the thin edges of

the excavation-), attached by their backs,
orbicular to ovoid, plano-convex, trav-

ersed internally by transverse threads,

28. Isoetes (diagrammatic)
their thin integuments often bearing

Inner surface of leaf-base, small dark sclerenchymatous cells.

Spores dimorphous, the female or gyno-
spores large (250-1000 //,

or more in diameter), spherical, with
an elevated ridge (equator) around the middle and three others

(commissures) arising from this and meeting at the summit of

the upper hemisphere, the surface variously beset with siliceous

elevations, rarely smooth
;
the male or androspores in separate

sporangia, mostly in alternate cycles with the female, very
minute (20-45 fj. long), obliquely oblong, triangular in section.

The trunks of all our species but /. Tuckermani and 7. sac- 24. I. riparia. show-

charata, var. Amesii are habitually bilobed. (Name used by ing generic habit

Pliny, presumably for a house-leek.) FIGS. 23, 24. * %.

1. Submersed ; leaves cylindrical, fleshy, without bast-bundles or stoinata.

AQUATICAE A. I5r. tt.

a. Leaves stout, rigid, erect.

Gynospores honeycomb-reticulated below 1. T.maarotpom.
Gynospores with distinct or anastomosing crests (1) I. macrospora, v. heterosporn.

a. Leaves mostly slender and spirally spreading or recurved h.

b. Gynospores with thin jagged honeycomb-reticulated crests,
Leaves 1 nun. or less in diameter.
Leaves reddish or olive, often with a few stomata

; spores 600 /u,

or Ir>s in diameter 2. /. Tiickfrmani.
Leaves irn-en. recurved at end, not spiral; spores iiverairinir

650 /u. in diameter r_'i '/. 7VcXv rnxnii. \. /><; ///*.

Leave* .'."i ". mm. in diameter .... ('2) /. Tiiffct'i-mn n i
, \. ////r/v///.

t>. <i\ ii(>s|>res \vith thick vermiform free or :in:istomosinir ridges . . 3. /. ///<;;/////<// /'<<!.

$ '_'. Plant! Of inundated shores or tidal Hats, fruit inir as the water iVcedes
;

with stomata but no bast-bundles. - AMPIII'I.IAK A. Ur. c.
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c. Leaves reddish or olive-green.

Gynospores averaging 440 /u. in diameter, with small pits . . 4

Gynospores averaging 510 u, in diameter, with thin irregular
walls (4) I.foveol

. I.foveolata.

()~I. foveolata, v. plenospora.
c. Leaves green d.

d. Gynospores with jagged crests.

Gynospores averaging 600 /u.
in diameter

;
crests tall, mostly

simple 5. 7. riparia.
Gynospores averaging less than 550 /u.

in diameter
;
crests low,

simple or reticulated.

Leaves 1-2.5 mm. in diameter
;
trunks 2-lobed . . . 6. 7. saccharata.

Leaves 1-1.5 mm. in diameter ; trunks 2-5-lobed (6) 7. saccharata, v. Amesii.
d. Gynospores with slender or jagged spines.

Leaves short, stout, spreading 1. I. echinospora. v. Braunii.
Leaves long, fine, spiral (7) 7. echinospora, v. muricata.

. Plants of the extreme edges of ponds or streams, emersed most of the

summer, with stomata and bast-bundles. PALUSTRES A. A.
Eaton e.

Bast-bundles 4, one at each front angle and one at each end of the
dorsi-ventral partition /.

/. Polygamous ; androsporangia rare ; gynospores appearing abortive.

Bast-bundles often absent; gynospores with labyrinthiform
ridges 8. 7. Eatoni.

Bast-bundles always present ; gynospores with truncate col-

umns 9. 7. Gravesii.
Monoecious.

Gynospores with coarse irregular crests.

Crests loose
; sporangia slightly spotted 10. 7. Dodgei.

Crests crowded ; sporangia densely spotted . . (10) 7. Dodgei, v. Jtobbinsii.

Gynospores reticulated.

Plants of medium size
; androspores smooth . . . .11. I. Engelmanni.

Plants large ; androspores spinulose .... (11) 7. Engelmanni, v. valida.
e. Bast-bundles 4, with accessory ones i-the periphery.

Monoecious; gynospores crested, somewhat reticulated (11) 7. Engelmanni, v.fontana.
Polygamous ; gynospores small, smooth or with low tubercles or

wrinkles 12. 7. melanopoda.
4. Plants of dry situations

;
leaves setaceous ; bast-bundles 4

;
stomata

many ;
velum none. TEKKESTRES A. Br 13. 7. Butleri.

1. I. macr6spora Dur. Leaves 10-30, 2 mm. in diameter, erect, round, dark

green, rather blunt
;
velum covering ^ of the unspotted sporangium ; gynospores

600-800 (j.
in diameter, the upper faces traversed by thin parallel

walls, the lower hemisphere reticulated
; androspores 36-47

//,

(average 42 /*) long, smooth. Gasp6 Co., Que., and Me. to

Ont. and Minn. EIG. 25.

Var. heter6spora A. A. Eaton. Leaves 50-150, 2 mm. in

diameter, 5-8 cm. long, rigid, erect, tapering to a sharp point;
sporangia spotted ^-f indusiate

; gynospores 540-675
//, (some

abnormally 1100-1134 /A) in diameter, densely covered with
thick jagged convoluted crests, often reticulated below

;
andro- 2

;LL
C
l!,

P
?

a '

spores 30-40 /x. (average 35 /*) long, dark brown, papillose.

(7. heterospora A. A. Eaton.) Jordan Pond, Mt. Desert, Me.
2. I. Tuckermani A. Br. Trunk often 3-lobed, small

;
leaves 10-40, 1 mm.

or less in diameter, 4-15 cm. long, reddish or olive green, sometimes with a
few stomata but no bast-bundles

; sporangia small, rarely spotted, or more
covered by the velum

; gynospores 450-750 ^ (average 600 ^) in diameter,
parallel-walled or reticulated above, more or less reticulated below

;
andro-

spores 25-38
/j. (average 30 /*) long, slightly rough. Sandy ponds, Me. to Ct.

Var. borealis A. A. Eaton. Trunk bilobed
;
leaves 10-100, 3-25 cm. long,

1-1.5 mm. thick, green or reddish, straight or recurved; stomata none;
gynospores 600-785 ^ in diameter, more coarsely reticulated

; androspores 42
/x,

long, finely spinulose. N. Y. to N. H. and Lab.
Var. HarvSyi (A. A. Eaton) Clute. Trunk 2-lobed, 1.6-3 cm. in diameter;

leaves 50-140, purple-bronze, 2.5-3 mm. in diameter, 5-6 cm. long, strongly re-

curved
;
stomata none

; sporangia unspotted, |~| covered by the velum
; gyno-

spores 526-648 /j. (average 560 /x) in diameter
; androspores 30-39.6 /x, (average

34 /x) long. (7. Harveyi A. A. Eaton.) N. Y. and Mass, to Nfd.
3. I. hieroglyphica A. A. Eaton. Leaves 10-20, 6-7.5 cm. long, 1-2 mm. in

diameter, blunt, recurved
; sporangia not spotted, ^ covered by the velum ;
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gynospores 486-720 /j. (average 600 /x) in diameter, sparingly covered with thick
vermiform subcontinent or reticulated ridges except just beneath the equator ;

androspores 31-44 it (average 36 it) long, verrucose. Ponds
and lakes, N. S., Que., and Me. FIG. 26.

4. I. foveolata A. A. Eaton. Polygamous ;
leaves 50-150,

5-15 cm. long, 2 mm. in diameter, round, pinkish or olive-

green ; sporangia thickly dark-spotted, ^-\ covered by the

G noTorf x 15*'
velum

' gynosPores 380-560 /x (average 44i) /x) in diameter,
the lower surface covered with little holes, the upper a
little more open ; androspores 22-35 /x long, reticulated or

papillose. Ponds and river borders
;
N. H. and Ct. FIG.

27.

Var. plen6spora A. A. Eaton. Leaves 30-110, 1.5 mm.
2T. I. foveolata. Gyno-

in diameter, 20-40 cm. long ; sporangia thickly dark-spotted,

spore x 15. i~2 covered by the velum
; gynospores white or ashy, 450-

600
/j. (average 510 /x) in diameter, covered with tall thin

mostly honeycomb-reticulated walls
; androspores 27-33 ti long, finely granular

or tuberculate. Gravelly shores of ponds in a thin layer of silt, s. e. Mass.
5. I. riparia Engelm. Often polygamous; leaves 10-30, 1-3 mm. in diam-

eter, 10-25 cm. long, erect, dark green ; sporangia densely spotted, \-\ covered

by the velum
; gynospores 450-756 /j. (averaging 570 /x) in diameter, covered with

high isolated, united, or reticulated jagged crests
; androspores 28-32 fj. (average

29 /x) long, sparingly tubercled. Tidal shores of Del. R., in gravel. A species
misinterpreted in the past, and seemingly of restricted range.

6. I. saccharata Engelm. Leaves 10-30, 1-2.5 mm. in diameter, 3-25 cm.

long, spreading or recurved
;
velum very narrow to half covering the thickly

spotted sporangium ; gynospores 420-510 /u (average 480 /x) in diameter, covered
with low granules, reticulated walls or tall rough crests

; androspores 22-30 /A

(average 28
/tx) long, sparingly papillose. Fresh-water tidal flats, n. arm of

Chesapeake Bay and Del. R. Very variable and closely approaching the last in

some of its forms.
Var. AmSsii A. A. Eaton. Trunks 2-5-lobed

;
leaves 8-30 cm. long, 1-1.5 nun.

in diameter, slender, finely pointed, quadrangular; sporangia with few spots,

-f covered by the velum
; gynospores 420-600 /x (average 510 /x) in diameter,

marked with fine granules and thin short often reticulated walls; androspores
28-32 /x long. Gravelly shores overlaid by fine silt, chiefly in shallow water,
s. Mass, to N. Y.

7. I. echin6spora Dur. Leaves 10-30, 5-15 cm. long, 1.5-2 mm. broad,
dark green, finely pointed ;

velum about one half covering the sporangium ;

gynospores 350-560 /x (average 500 xi) in diameter, covered with simple or

forked spinulc.i; androspores 26-30 /x long, smooth. Eu. A species repre-
sented in America by the following varieties.

Var. Braunii (Dur.) Engelm. Differs from the type in having stomata on
the leaves, a broader velum, spotted sporangium, and not rarely broad jagged
crests on the gynospores. (Var. robnsta Engelm.; /. Boottii
A. Br.) Muddy or sandy river and pond borders, Gaspe"
Co., Que. to B. C., s. to Cal. and Pa.

;
variable. FIG. 28.

Var. muricata (Dur.) Engelm. Submersed leaves 10-30,

flaccid, spiral, 15-40 cm. long, 1 mm. in diameter; emersed
r i j. j "8. I. ochinosnoni, v.

ones 5-8 cm. long, slender, recurved
; sporangia pale-spotted, Braunii Gynosnore

J-$ indusiate
; gynospores 400-620 /x (average 510 /x) in x 15

diameter, covered with slender round spines and flat, blunt,
or retuse lamellae; androspores 25-31 /x long, smooth or slightly granular.
Firm soil in shallow waters, mostly submersed

;
N. S. to n. Me. and N. J.

Grades into the last.

8. I. Eat&ni Dodge. Polygamous ;
leaves 30-200, 40-70 cm. long, 3-4 mm.

in diameter, flat above; stomata abundant; bast-bundles usually present;
velum very narrow

; sporangia densely light-brown spotted, not filled by spores ;

gynospores round below, upper half depressed, 300-450 /x (average 300 /x) in

diameter, with labyriiithiforin-convolute ridges ; androsporangia very rare,
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usually scattered among the gynosporangia, the spores 25-30 /x (average 28
/x)

long, minutely tuberculate. Borders of ponds and streams, s. N. H. to N. J.
Our largest species.
9. I. Gravdsii A. A. Eaton. Polygamous; leaves 20-150, 12-30 cm.

long, 2-3 mm. in diameter, erect, reddish or dark green ; sporangia with an
abundance of light brown cells, |-i covered by the velum

; gynospores 351-
405 it in diameter, the upper hemisphere depressed, covered with short truncate
single columns

; androspores 22-30 it (average 26 it) long, high-cristate or tuber-
culate. Mass, to Ct.

10. I. D6dgei A. A. Eaton. Leaves 10-75, the submersed 20-45 cm. long,
1.5-2 mm. wide, erect or spiral; emersed 10-15 cm. long, interlaced; stornata

many ;
bast-bundles usually present ; sporangia sprinkled

with light cells, 1-| covered by the velum
; gynospores

500-675 /x (average 560 /x) in diameter, sparsely beset with

irregular often anastomosing walls
; androspores 22-44 it

(average 32 /x) long, wrinkled. (/. riparia, var. canadensis

Engelm.; /. canadensis A. A. Eaton.) Firm soil, borders
of ponds and streams, Me. to B. C., southw. to Pa. FIG. 29.

Var. Robbinsii A. A. Eaton. Leaves 15-30, 10-38 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. wide,
dark green, rigidly erect, fine-pointed ; sporangia |-^ indusiate, covered with
brown cells

; gynospores 460-600 it (average 500 it)
in diameter, thickly beset

with anastomosing jagged walls
; androspores 28.7-32.8 /x long, rough or slightly

papillose. (7. canadensis, var. JRobbinsii A. A. Eaton.) Borders of ponds
and streams, s. Mass, to N. Y.

11. I. Engelmanni A. Br. Leaves 10-40, 1-4 dm. long, 1-2 mm. in diame-
ter, light green ; sporangia unspotted, \ or less indusiate

; gynospores 350-570 /x

(average 450 /x) in diameter, honeycomb-reticulated with
thin walls

; androspores 24-29 it long, smooth. Ponds,
streams, and ditches, mostly in clay, N. H. and Vt. to Pa.
and Mo; mostly near the coast. FIG. 30. Var. GRACILIS

30 I Entrelmanm Engelm." is an attenuate form in shade or deep water.

Gynospore x 15
Var - valida Engelm. Plants larger ;

leaves 50-100, 3-6 dm.
tall, 2-3 mm. wide, often with 6 bast-bundles

; sporangia
|-f indusiate

; gynospores 320-570 it (average 480 it) in diameter
; androspores

24-30 /x (average 28
fj.) long, blunt-spinulose. N. J. to Va.

Var. fontana A. A. Eaton. Trunk 1-2 cm. in diameter; leaves 30-50,
15-20 cm. long, 2 mm. wide, erect, with many stomata and six large and sev-
eral small bast-bundles

;
velum narrow

; sporangia sparingly spotted with light-
brown cells

; gynospores 400-750 /x (average 500 it) in diameter, covered with
coarser more or less broken alveolations

; androspores as in the type. Pa. and
Va.

;
local.

12. I. melan6poda J. Gay. Polygamous; leaves 15-60, 1.5-3.5 mm. broad,
12-45 cm. tall, chestnut or black at base, with numerous peripheral bast-
bundles

; sporangia less than indusiate, thickly spotted ;

gynospores 250-400 it (average 330 it)
in diameter, nearly

smooth or with low often confluent tubercles
; androspores

23-30
/.x (average 25 it) long, spinulose. Inundated fields and

shallow ponds, 111. and la. to Okl. and Cal. FIG. 31. Variety 31. I. melanopoda.
PALLIDA Engelm. of the Southwest, occasionally found mixed Gynospore x 15.

with the type in our range, differs only in having pale leaf-bases.

13. I. Butleri Engelm. Dioecious; leaves 8-60, 7.5-22 cm. long, 0.5 mm.
diameter, rigid, triangular-setaceous, with wide dissepiments, narrow air-

canals, and four stout bast-bundles
;

sheaths granular on the

backs
;
velum none or very narrow

; sporangia mostly spotted ;

gynospores 400-630 it (average 570 it) in diameter, roughened

32 I B ti
with very sma11 warts or fragmentary crests

; androspores 28-34 it

Gynospore x!5 lon
' coarsely tubercled. Moist hillsides and shallow depres-

sions, 111. and Kan. to Tenn. and ( )kl. FIG. 32. Var. IMMACIJL\TA

Engelm. is a form without spots on the sporangia, growing with the typical
form of the species.
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DIVISION II. SPEKMATOPHYTA

(SEED-PLANTS, PHANEROGAMIA, OR FLOWERING PLANTS)

Male generative cells (with rare extra-limital exceptions) passive,

developing an elongated tube. Flowers with stamens, or pistils,

or both. Normal reproduction by seeds containing an embryo or

minute plant.
TAXACEAE (YEW FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, ours with evergreen linear leaves, and dioecious (or more

rarely monoecious) flowers (borne on short scaly peduncles), the sterile globular,

formed of a few naked stamens with anther-cells under a shield-like somewhat

lobed connective, the fertile consisting of an erect ovule, which becomes a bony-

coated seed more or less surrounded by a large fleshy disk (or scale). Now gen-

erally treated as a family distinct from the Pinaceae.

1. TAXUS [Tourn.] L. YEW

Annular disk of the fertile flowers cup-shaped, globular, at length pulpy,
red, and berry-like. Cotyledons 2. Leaves flat, mucronate, rigid, scattered, 2-

ranked. (The classical name, probably from r6oj>, a bow, the wood anciently
used for bows.)

1. T. canadSnsis Marsh. (AMERICAN Y., GROUND HEMLOCK.) A low strag-

gling bush
;
stems diffuse (or rarely arborescent and 2 m. high) ;

leaves linear,

green on both sides. Evergreen woods, Nfd. to Va., la., and Man.

PINACEAE (PINE FAMILY)

Trees and shrubs, with resinous juice, mostly aid-shaped or needle-sJittjinl

entire leaves, and monoecious or rarely dioecious flowers borne in or horimj (he

form of scaly catkins, of which the fertile become cones or berry-like. Ovules 2

or more at the base of each scale. Mostly evergreen. In the following treatment,

the term catkin (or ament) is retained as the most convenient designation for

the catkin-like aggregates of scales bearing or inclosing either stamens or ovules.

The morphology of the coniferous inflorescence is still doubtful. It seems proba-

ble that the staminate catkin is a single flower, but paleophytological evidence

suggests that the ovule-bearing cones are inflorescences.

Tribe I. ABlfeTEAE. Fertile flowers consisting of numerous open spirally imbricated carpels

in the form of scales, each scale in the axil of a persistent bract ;
in fruit forming a cone.

Ovules 2, adherent to the base of each scale, invi-rled. Seeds winded. Cotyledons 8-16.

Anthers spirally arranged upon the stamineal column, which is subtended by involucral scales.

Buds scaly. Leaves linear to needle-shaped.

* Leaves in bundles of two or more.

1. Pinus. Leaves 2-5 in each bundle, evergreen.

2. Larix. Leaves many in each cluster, deciduous.

* * Leaves solitary.

H- Leaves keeled on both surfaces (tetragonal) ; scales of the cone persistent upon the axis.

8. Picea. Leaves not '2-ranked.

+- - Leaves tlattish, whitened along two lines lieiieatli.

4. Abies, ('one laryv (".-10 cm. long'), the scales falling away before the axis,

ft. Tsuga. (/one small (12-85 mm. long), the scales persisting on the axis.
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Tribe II. TAXODiEAE. Fertile flowers of several spirally arranged imbricated scales without

bracts, becoming a globular woody cone. Ovules 2 or more at the base of each scale, erect.

Leaves linear, alternate
; leaf-buds not scaly.

6. Taxodium. Seeds 2 to each scale. Leaves 2-ranked, deciduous.

Tribe III. CUPRESSEAE. Scales of the fertile flower few, decussately opposite or ternate, becom-

ing a small closed cone or sort of drupe. Ovules 2 or more in their axils, erect. Cotyledons 2

(rarely more). Leaves decussately opposite or ternate, usually scale-like and adnate, the earlier

free and subulate
;
leaf-buds not scaly.

* Monoecious
;
fruit a small cone

; leaves opposite and more or less 2-ranked.

7. Chamaecyparis. Cone globose ;
scales peltate. Seeds 1 or 2, narrowly winged.

8. Thuja. Cone pendulous, ellipsoid, of 8-12 imbricated scales. Seeds 2, 2-winged.

* * Dioecious
;
fruit berry-like, with bony ovate seeds.

9. Juniperus. Fruit-scales 3-6, coalescent. Foliage not 2-ranked.

1. PiNUS [Tourn.] L. PINE

Filaments short
;
connective scale-like

;
anther-cells 2, opening lengthwise.

Pollen of 3 united cells, the 2 lateral ones empty. Fruit a cone formed of
the imbricated woody scales, which are persistent, spreading when ripe and dry ;

the 2 nut-like seeds partly sunk in excavations at the base of the scale. Cotyle-
dons 3-12, linear. Primary leaves thin and chaff-like, merely bud-scales

;
from

their axils immediately proceed the secondary needle-shaped evergreen leaves,
in fascicles of 2 to 5, from slender buds, some thin scarious bud-scales sheathing
the base of the cluster. Leaves when in pairs semicylindrical, becoming chan-
neled

;
when more than 2 triangular ;

their edges in our species serrulate.
Blossoms developed in spring; the cones maturing in the second autumn.
(The classical Latin name.)

Leaves 5 in a fascicle ; cone-scales thin 1. P. /Slrobus.
Leaves 2-3 in a fascicle

; cone-scales thickened at the end.
Cone-scales unarmed.
Leaves 9-16 cm. long; sheath 8-21 mm. long 10. P. resinosa.
Leaves 4.5-6 cm. long; sheath 2-5 mm. long; resin-ducts in each leaf

numerous, peripheral or nearly so 9. P. sylvestris.
Leaves 1.5-4 cm. long; resin-ducts mostly 2, deeply embedded in the leaf-

tissue 1. p. Banksiana.
Cone-scales armed with a sharp dorsal spine or prickle.
Cone very large, 15-25 cm. long 11. P. palustris.
Cone 3-12 cm. long.

Spine of cone-scales stout, 5-6 mm. long 5. P. pungens.
Spine of cone-scales smaller, 1-3 mm. long.
Leaves somewhat rigid, 1.8-3 mm. broad.
Leaves in 2's, 1.5-4 cm. long 1. P. BanJcsiana.
Leaves in 3's, 5-12 cm. long 8. P. rigida.
Leaves in 3's, 15-25 cm. long 4. P. aerotina.

Leaves flaccid, 0.7-1.5 mm. broad.
Old cones when open subcylindric-ovoid, about 10 cm. long, usually

shining 2. P. Taeda.
Old cones when open broadly ovoid, 4-7 cm. long, dull.

Spine of cone-scale 2-3 mm. long ;
leaves in 2

?

s, 4--8cm. long . 6. P. virginiana.
Spine of cone-scale minute, about 1 mm. long ;

leaves in 2's or

3's, 7-13 cm. long 8. P. ecJiiiuila.

1. P. Str6bus L. (WHITE P.) Tree 20-50 m. high ;
leaves in 5's, very

slender, glaucous ;
sterile flowers oval (8-10 mm. long), with 6-8 involucral

scales at base
;
fertile catkins long-stalked, cylindrical ;

cones narrow, cylindri-
cal, nodding, often curved (1-1.5 dm. long); seed smooth; cotyledons 8-10.
Nfd. to Pa., along the mts. to Ga., west to Man. and e. la.

2. P. TaSda L. (LOBLOLLY or OLD-FIELD P.) Leaves long (14-23 cm.), in
3's or sometimes 2's, with elongated sheaths, light green ;

cone-scales tipped
with a stout incurved spine. Wet clay, or dry sandy soil, s. N. J. to Fla., near
the coast, thence to Tex. and Ark. A tree 15-45 m high ,

staminate flowers

slender, 5 cm. long, usually with 10-13 involucral scales ; seeds with 3 strong
rough ridges on the under side.
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3. P. rigida Mill. (PITCH 1'.) Leave* (5-12 cm. long) dark green, from
short sheaths; cones ovoid-conical or ovoid (3-D cm. long), often in clusters;
scales with a short stout generally recurved prickle. Sandy or barren soil,

N. B. to L. Ontario, e. Tenn., and n. Ga. A tree 10-25 m. high, with very
rough dark bark and hard resinous wood

;
sterile flowers shorter

;
scales 0-8.

4. P. ser6tina Michx. (POND or MARSH P.) Similar to the last but readily
distinguished by its much longer leaves (15-25 cm. in length) and sheaths, as
well as the short more deciduous prickles of the cone. Coastal swamps, Va.

(Harper} to Fla.

5. P. piingens Lamb. (TABLE MOUNTAIN P.) Leaves stout, short, in 2's

or 3's (3-6 cm. long), crowded, bluish; the sheath short (very short on old

foliage); the scales armed with a strong hooked spine. Allegheny Mts., N. J.

and Pa., to Ga. and Tenn. A rather small tree (G-18 m. high) ;
cones long-

persistent.
6. P. virginiana Mill. (JERSEY or SCRUB P.) Leaves short (4-8 cm.

long), in 2's; cones sometimes curved, the scales tipped with a straight or re-

curved awl-shaped prickle. (P. mops- Ait.) Barrens and sterile hills, L. I. to

S.C., Ala., and s. Ind. A straggling tree (5-12 m. high), with spreading or

drooping branchlets
; larger westward. Young shoots with a purplish glaucous

bloom.
7. P. Banksiana Lamb. (GRAY or NORTHERN SCRUB P.) Leaves in 2's,

very short and thick (usually 2-3 cm. long), oblique, divergent; cones conical,

oblong, usually curved (4-5 cm. long), smooth, the scales pointless, or with a
minute obsolescent prickle. (P. divaricata auth.) Barren, sandy, or rocky soil,

N. S. to n. N. Y., w. to n. 111., Minn., and northw. A low tree, usually 5-10

(rarely 20) m. high.
8. P. echinata Mill. (YELLOW P.) Leaves in 2's or 3's, slender, mostly

about 1 dm. long, with long sheaths; cone-scales with a minute weak prickle.

(P. mitis Michx.) Usually dry or sandy soil, Staten I. to Kan., and southw.
A straight tree (15-30 m. high), with dark green leaves more soft and slender
than the preceding. The western form has more rigid leaves and more tubercu-
late and spiny cones.

9. P. SYLVESTRIS L. (SCOTCH P., SCOTCH FIR.) Leaves in 2's, dark green ;

cones 4-6 cm. long, the thickened rhombic scales with central tubercle but m it

spinous. Much cultivated, and thoroughly naturalized at some points on the

N. E. coast. A valuable long-lived tree attaining considerable height, but the
trunk rarely straight, the bark gray. (Nat. from Eu.)

10. P. resin6sa Ait. (RED P.) Leaves in 2's, dark green; cones ovoid-

conical, smooth (about 5 cm. long}, their scales slightly thickened, pointless;
sterile flowers oblong-linear (12-18 mm. long), subtended by about 6 involucral

scales which are early deciduous by an articulation above the base. Dry woods,
Mass, to n. Pa., Mich., and Minn., and northw. A tall tree, with reddish rather

smooth bark and hard wood, not very resinous.

11. P. palustris Mill. ("LONG-LEAVED, YELLOW, or GEORGIA P.) Leaves in

3's from long sheaths, very long, crowded at the summit of very scaly branches
;

sterile flowers 6-8 cm. long, rose-purple ;
cones large, cylindrical or conical-

cy lindric, the thick scales armed with a short recurved spine. (P. australis Michx. )

Sandy soil, s. Va. to Fla. and Tex. A large tree, with thin-scaled bark and

exceedingly hard and resinous wood.

2. LARIX [Tourn.] Adans. LARCH

Catkins lateral, terminating short spurs on branches of a year's growth or

more, short or globular, developed in early spring ;
the sterile from leafless buds

;

the fertile mostly with leaves below. Anther-cells opening transversely. Pollen-

grains simple, globular. ( 'one-scales persistent. Leaves needle-shaped, soft,

deciduous, very many in a fascicle, developed in early spring from lateral scaly
and globular buds. Fertile catkins crimson or red in flower. (The ancient

name.)
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1. L. laricina (DuRoi) Koch. (AMERICAN or BLACK L., TAMARACK,
HACKMATACK.) Leaves 1-2.5 cm. long ;

cones ovoid, 1.2-2 cm. long, of few -

rounded scales. (L. americana Michx.) Chiefly in cold swamps, Lab, and Nfd.
to n. Pa., n. 111., centr. Minn., and far northw. A slender tree (8-30 m. high), >///

v

with hard and very resinous wood.
2. L. DECIDUA Mill. (L. europaea DC.), with longer leaves and larger cones,

is often cultivated, and occasionally established, as in Ct. (Bissell). (Introd.
from Eu.)

3. PICEA Link. SPRUCE

Sterile flowers on branchlets of the preceding year ;
anthers tipped with a

rounded recurved appendage, their cells opening lengthwise. Cones maturing
the first year, becoming pendulous ;

their scales thin, not thickened nor prickly-
tipped, persistent. Leaves scattered, needle-shaped and keeled above and below

(4-sided), pointing every way. Otherwise nearly as in Pinus. (The classical

Latin name of a pine.)
1. P. canadensis (Mill.) BSP. (WHITE or CAT S.) Branchlets glabrous;

leaves slender, pale or glaucous ;
cones cylindrical, about 5 cm. long, deciduous,

the thin scales with an entire edge. (P. alba Link.) N. S. and N. B. to N. Y.,
L. Superior and northw. A handsome tree (15-45 m. high), in aspect resem-

bling the Balsam Fir.

2. P. rubra (DuRoi) Dietr^ (RED S.) Branchlets pubescent; leaves

mostly slender, 12-15 mm. long, usually acute oracutish, dark green or yellowish

green ; cones elongated-ovoid, mostly 3-4 cm. long, clear brown or reddish brown,
the scales rounded, entire or slightly erose. (P. rubens Sarg. ;

P. australis

Small.) JRocky upland woods, Nfd. to Pa.,s. in the Alleghenies to Ga., w. to

Minn., and northw. A valued timber tree, 20-35 m. high.
3. P. mariana (Mill.) BSP. (BLACK or BOG S.) Branchlets pubescent;

leaves short and thickish, mostly 6-10 (rarely 13) mm. long, pale bluish green,
with strong whitish bloom

;
cones short-ovoid or subglobose, 2-3 cm. long, dull

grayixh brown, persisting for several years ;
the scales more decidedly erose,

rounded or often somewhat narrowed toward the apex. (P. nigra Link
;
P.

brevifolia Peck.) Cold bogs and mountain slopes, Nfd. to N. J., along the Great
Lakes and northw. Chiefly a low tree (8-12 m.) rarely attaining 30 m. in

height.
4. P. ABIES (L.) Karst. (P. excelsa Link), the NORWAY S., often cultivated

as a shade tree, and now established (ace. to Bissell) at several places in Ct.,
has subglabrous branchlets, slender sharp-pointed dark green glossy leaves, and

large cones (1-1.5 dm. long). (Introd. from Eu.)

4. ABIES [Tourn.] Hill. FIR

Sterile flowers from the axils of last year's leaves
;
anthers tipped with a

knob, their cells bursting transversely ; pollen as in Pinus. Cones erect on the

upper side of spreading branches, maturing the first year ;
their thin scales

and bracts deciduous at maturity. Seeds and bark with balsam-bearing vesicles.

Leaves scattered, sessile, flat, with the midrib prominent on the whitened
lower surface, on horizontal branches appearing 2-ranked. (The classical Latin

name.)
1. A. balsamea (L.) Mill. (BALSAM or BALM-OF-GILEAD F.) Leaves

narrowly linear, obtusely pointed or retuse (1-3.2 cm. long) ;
cones cylindrical

(6-10 cm. long ;
2-3 cm. thick), at first violet-colored

;
the bracts obovate, serrulate,

tipped with an abrupt slender point, shorter than the scales. Damp woods and
mt. swamps, Nfd. to Pa., along the mts. to Va., w. to centr. la., and northw.
A slender tree or at high elevations a low or prostrate shrub.

2. A. Fraseri (Pursh) Poir. Leaves narrowly linear, commonly retuse
;
bracts

of the cones dentate or erose-lacerate on the margin, often emargiuate and

bearing a slender cusp at the apex, longer than the scales. Mts. of Va.,

GRAY'S MANUAL 5
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5. TStlGA (Endl.) Carr. HEMLOCK

Sterile flowers a subglobose cluster of stamens, from the axils of last year's

leaves, the long stipe surrounded by numerous bud-scales
;
anthers tipped with

a short spur or knob, their confluent cells opening transversely ; pollen-grains

simple. Cones on the end of last year's branchlets, maturing the first year.

pendulous; their scales thin, persistent. Leaves scattered, flat, whitened

beneath, appearing 2-ranked. (The Japanese name of one of the species.)
1. T. canadSnsis (L.) Carr. Leaves petioled, short-linear, obtuse, 8-13 mm.

long ; cones ovoid, 1.5-2.5 cm. long, the scales suborbicular. (Abies Michx.)
Mostly hilly or rocky woods, N. B. and N. S. to Del., and along the mts. to Ala.,
w. to Minn. A tall tree, with light and spreading spray and delicate foliage,

bright green above, silvery beneath.

2. T. caroliniana Engelm. Leaves petioled, linear, 15-18 mm. long; cones

ovoid, 2-3.5 cm. long; scales oblong, in age loosely imbricated, widely and

irregularly spreading. Mts. of Va. to Ga.

6. TAX6DIUM Richard. BALD CYPRESS

Flowers monoecious, the two kinds on the same branches. Sterile flowers

spiked-panicled, of few stamens
;
filaments scale-like, shield-shaped, bearing

2-5 anther-cells. Fertile catkins ovoid, in small clusters, scaly, with a pair of

ovules at the base of each scale. Cone globular, closed, composed of very thick

and angular somewhat shield-shaped scales, bearing 2 angled seeds at the base.

Cotyledons (3-9. Trees, with light green deciduous leaves
;
a part of the slender

leafy branchlets of the season also deciduous in autumn. (Name compounded
of T(OS, the yew, and eiSos, resemblance, the leaves being yew-like.)

1. T. distichum (L.) Richard. Leaves linear and spreading; also some
awl-shaped and imbricated on flowering branchlets. Swamps, s. Del. to s. 111.,

Mo. and Tex. March, April.

7. CHAMAECYPARIS Spach. WHITE CEDAR. CYPRESS

Flowers monoecious on different branches, in terminal small catkins. Sterile

flowers composed of shield-shaped scale-like filaments bearing 2-4 anther-cells

under the lower margin. Fertile catkins globular, of shield-shaped scales de-

cussate in pairs, bearing few (1-4) erect bottle-shaped ovules at base. Cone
globular, firmly closed, but opening at maturity ;

the scales thick, pointed or
bossed in the middle

;
the few angled or somewhat winged seeds attached to

their contracted base or stalk. Cotyledons 2 or 3. Strong-scented evergreen
trees, with very small and scale-like or some awl-shaped closely appresscd-
imbricated leaves, distichous branchlets, and exceedingly durable wood. (From

on the ground, and Kvirdpi<r<ros, cypress.}
1. C. thyoides (L.) BSP. (WHITE CEDAR.) Leaves minute, pale, often

with a small gland on the back, closely imbricated in 4 rows
;

cones small

(6-9 mm. in diameter) of about 3 pairs of scales; seeds slightly winged. (C.
uphaeroidea Spach.) Swamps, s. N. H. to Fla. and Miss. A tree 10-2A in.

high, resembling Arbor Vitae. Doubtfully indigenous in N. S., and said to liavi-

been originally collected in Canada by Kalm.

8. THtFJA L. ARBOR VITAE

Flowers mostly monoecious on different branches, in very small terminal
ovoid catkins. Stamens with a scale-like filament or connective, bearing
4 anther-cells. Fertile catkins of few imbricated scales (fixed by the base) each

bearing 2 erect ovules; dry and spreading at maturity. Cotyledons 2. Small

evergreen trees, with very flat 2-ranked spray, and closely imbricated small

appressed persistent leaves
;

these of two sorts, on different or successive

branchlets
;
one awl-shaped ;

the other scale-like, blunt, short, and adnate to

the branch. (Qvla or Qva., the ancient name of some resin-bearing evergreen.)
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1. T. occidentalis L. (ARBOR VITAE, WHITE CEDAR.) Leaves appressed-
imbricated in 4 rows on the 2-edged branchlets

;
scales of the cones pointless ;

seeds broadly winged all round. Swamps and cool rocky banks, e. Que. to

Pa., along the mts. to N. C., west to Minn, and Man. A tree 10-20 m. high,
with pale shreddy bark, and light, soft, but very durable wood.

9. JUNIPERUS [Tourn.] L. JUNIPER

Flowers dioecious, or occasionally monoecious, in very small lateral catkins.

Anther-cells 3-6, attached to the lower edge of the shield-shaped scale. Fertile

catkins ovoid, of 3-6 fleshy coalescent scales, each 1-ovuled, in fruit forming
a sort of berry, which is scaly-bracted underneath, bluish-black with white
bloom. Seeds 1-3, ovate, wingless, bony. Cotyledons 2. Evergreen trees or

rubs. (The classical name.)

1. OXYCEDRUS Spach. Catkins axillary; leaves in whorls of 3, free and

jointed at base, linear-subulate, prickly-pointed, channeled and white-

glaucous above.

1. J. commiinis L. (COMMON J.) Arborescent, 2-4 m. high ;
leaves thin,

straight, long and relatively narrow (12-21 mm. in length, 1.5 mm. broad at

the base), widely spreading, grayish beneath, needle-pointed ; berry subglobose,
6-8 mm. in diameter. Dry soil, e. Mass, (where rare) to Pa., Man., and
southw. in the mts. to N. C. and N. Mex. (Eu.)

Var. deprSssa Pursh. Decumbent, forming large mats, 3-10 dm. high and
often several m. in diameter

;
leaves 8-13 mm. long, straight or nearly so, sharp-

pointed and with a white stripe beneath
; berry 6-10 mm. in diameter. (J. corn-

munis, var. canadensis Loud.; var. alpina Man. ed. 6, in part.) Common in

poor, rocky soil, pastures, etc., Nfd. to Ct., along the Great Lakes and
northwestw.

Var. montana Ait. Very depressed and trailing ;
leaves short and relatively

broad, curved, subappressed, 6-9 mm. long, 1.6-2 mm. broad, short-pointed,
with a conspicuous white stripe beneath. (Var. alpina Gaud.] J. nana Willd.)

Exposed rocky places, coast of n. Mass, (where doubtful) to Nfd.
;
also in the

Rocky Mts. and Alaska. (Eurasia.)

2. SABlNA Spach. Catkins terminal; leaves mostly opposite, sometimes

awl-shaped and loose, sometimes scale-shaped, appressed-imbricated and

crowded, the latter with a resiniferous gland on the back.

2. J. horizontalis Moench. A procumbent, prostrate, or sometimes creeping
shrub ; scale-like leaves acutely cuspidate ; berry on short recurved peduncles,
6-10 mm. in diameter. (J. Sabina, var. procumbens Pursh.) Rocky or sandy
banks, borders of swamps, etc., Nfd. to N. E., N. Y., n. Minn., and northw.

J, Sabina L., the SAVIN of Europe, has its scale-like leaves obtuse and more

closely appressed.
3. J. virginiana L. (RED CEDAR or SAVIN.) From a shrub to a tree

15-25 m. high, pyramidal in form
;
scale-like leaves obtuse or acutish, entire;

berries on straight peduncles, about 6 mm. in diameter. Dry hills or deep

swamps, s. Me., westw. and southw. Bark shreddy, and heart-wood red and
aromatic.

TYPHACEAE (CAT-TAIL FAMILY)

Marsh or aquatic herbs, with nerved and linear sessile leaves, and monoecious

on a spadix, destitute of proper floral envelopes. Ovary 1-celled, with

rsistent style and elongated 1-sided stigma ;
cell 1-ovuled. Fruit nut-like.

Seed suspended, anatropous ; embryo straight in copious albumen. Root

perennial.

flower

persist
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1. TYPHA [Tourn.] L. CAT-TAIL FLAG

Flowers in a long and very dense cylindrical spike terminating the stem
;

the upper part consisting of stamens only, inserted directly on the axis, and
intermixed with long hairs

;
the lower part consisting of stipitate 1-eel led ova-

ries, the stipes bearing club-shaped bristles, which form the copious down of

the fruit. Nutlets minute, very long-stalked. Spathes merely deciduous

bracts, or none. Rootstocks creeping. Leaves long, sheathing the base of

the simple jointless stems, erect, thickish. Flowering in summer. (Ti^Tj, the

old Greek name.)
1. T. Iatif61ia L. (COMMON CAT-TAIL.) Stout and tall (1-2 in. high), the

flat sheathing leaves 6-23 mm. broad, exceeding the stem
;
the staminate and

dark brown pistillate parts of the spike (each 8-15 cm. long or more) usually

contiguous, the latter at length 2.5 cm. in diameter; pistillate flowers without
bractlets ; stigma rhombic-lanceolate ; pollen-grains in fours. In marshes,
throughout temperate N. A. (Cosmop.)

2. T. angustifblia L. Leaves narrower (6-12 mm. broad), somewhat con-
vex on the back

; pistillate and staminate parts of spike usually separate'' '>;/
<>

short interval, the fertile portion becoming 10-12 mm. in diameter; p<>//oi-

grains simple; pistillate flowers with a linear stigma and a hnii'-Uke lrftl<'t,

slightly dilated at the summit. S. Me. to N. C. and westw., less frequent than
the preceding, and mainly near the coast. (Eurasia, etc.)

SPARGANIACEAE (BUR-REED FAMILY)

Marsh or aquatic plants with alternate sessile linear 2-ranked leaves and

monoecious flowers in globular sessile or pedunculate heads. Upper heads bear-

ing sessile 3-androus naked flowers and minute scales irregularly interposed.

The lower heads consisting of numerous sessile or shortly pediceled pistillate

flowers with a calyx-like perianth of 3-6 linear or spatulate scales. Ovary
1-2-celled. Fruit obovoid or spindle-shaped, 1-2-seeded.

1. SPARGANIUM [Tourn.] L. BUR-REED

Heads scattered along the upper part of the simple or sparingly branched

leafy stem, the bracts caducous or the lower persisting and leaf-like. Perennials
with fibrous roots and creeping horizontal rootstocks. Flowering through the

summer. The fertile heads becoming bur-like from the divergent beaks, but
the pistils at maturity falling away separately. (Name ancient, probably from

<nrdpyavov t
a band, in allusion to the ribbon-like leaves.)

Fertile flowers closely sessile ; fruit broadly obovoid 1. S. t uri/cti rjntm.
Fertile flowers shortly pedicellate ;

fruit fusiform.
Beak of fruit long and slender

; stigma linear.

Pistillate heads strictly axillary.
Mature fruits dull

; stigma 1-2 mm. lonp 2. S. <u,i, i-i,;n>nm.
Mature fruits lustrous ; stigma 2.5-4 mm. lonp 3. S'. /</'<//////.

One or more of the pistillate heads supra-;i\illary.
Erect plants of muddy shores

; leaf-blades translucent and reticulated 4. S. <lir, rxit'olinut.

Distinctly aquatic ; leaves with long floating opaque blade-.

Achenes rather abruptly slender-beaked ; leat'-Mades 1.5-1 mm.
broad; stiirma rarelv over !.'_' mm. loiitr 5. N. nmjiixtifolium.

Achenes gradually aeum'inate; leaf-blades 4-'.t mm. l.n.ad ; -tigma
1.5-2 mm. long ',. .s. *;in/>/< .r.

Beak of fruit stouter and falcate or short and conical or none ; stigma ovoid or ohloiig.

Fruiting heads 2 cm. in diatn. ; beak gladiatc-falcate . . . .7. S.jlnrfiiitux.
Fruiting heads 1 cm. in diam.

I'.eak -hort, conical S. .s
1

. minimum.
l.eak none, stigma sosilo '.'. N. /'.'//" //>/< >n.

1. S. eurycarpumKngelin. Stems stout, erect <s l:!dm. high); leaves mostly
flat and merely keeled

; pistil attenuate into a short style hearing I or '2 elongated
stigmas; fruit heads 2-6 or more, 2-'J cm. in diameter; fruit angled, often
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2-seeded, 7-8 mm. long when mature, with a broad and depressed or retusv, sum-
mit abruptly tipped in the center. Borders of ponds, lakes, and rivers, N. S. and
Me., south w., and westw. to the Pacific, chiefly at low altitude.

2. S. americanum Nutt. Stoutish, 3-7 dm. high ;
leaves thin and soft,

6-12 mm. broad; bracts divaricate or arcuate-ascending; inflorescence strictly

simple; pistillate heads all axillary, sessile or nearly so, in fruit 1.8-2.6 cm. in

diameter; fruit dull, the beak 2.5-4 mm. long. (/S'. simplex, var. Nuttallii

Engelm.) Bogs and muddy shores, N. B. to la. and Va. (E. Asia.)
Var. andr6cladum (Engelm.) Fernald & Eames. Inflorescence bearing

from its lower axils 1-2 weak branches. (#. simplex, var. Engelm.) Similar

places, Nfd. to Minn., Mo., and Fla.

3. S. lucidum Fernald & Eames. Similar, but taller (7.5-9 dm. high) ;

leaves firmer, strongly carinate, much overtopping the simple or forking inflo-

rescence
; pistillate heads in maturity 3 cm. or more in diameter

; fruit lustrous,
the beak 5-7 mm. long. Muddy shores, Mass, to Pa.

;
also 111. and Mo.

4. S. diversifdlium Graebner. Erect, stoutish, 3-6 dm. high ; leaves delicate,

cellular-reticulated, 4-9 mm. wide, with a broad scarious margin toward the

base; heads chiefly sessile at least the lower supra-axillary, in fruit 2-2.5 cm. in

diameter. (8. simplex Man. ed. 6, in great part.) E. Que. to Ct. and S. Dak.
Var. acaiile (Beeby) Fernald & Eames. Dwarf, 1-3 dm. high ; pistillate

heads smaller, 1.5-2 cm. in diameter, mostly crowded. (Var. nanum Graebner.)
Nfd. tola, and W. Va.
5. S. angustifblium Michx. ^Slender aquatic; stems 3-12 dm. long; leaves

exceedingly long and narrow, opaque ; inflorescence simple ;
heads somewhat

supra-axillary, the lower ones often peduncled, in fruit 1.3-2 cm. in diameter.

Ponds and slow streams, Nfd. to N. E., westw. and northw. to Ore. and
Alaska.

6. S. simplex Huds. Coarser and in America distinctly aquatic ; stems 3-10
dm. long; leaves 4-9 mm. broad; inflorescence simple, elongated ;

heads mostly
supra-axillary, the lowermost long-peduncled, in fruit 2-2.5 cm. in diameter.

Nfd. and n. N. E. to Cal., and northw. (Eu.)
7. S. fluctuans (Morong) Robinson. Of medium size for the genus, 0.5-1 in.

high ;
leaves 7-12 mm. broad

;
inflorescence branched

;
each of 2 or 3 branches

bearing 3-5 heads, usually but 1-3 of the lowermost fertile
;
these at maturity

2 cm. in diameter
;
nutlets with outer coat offirm texture, beaked by a persistent

gladiate-falcate style, tipped with a short ovoid or oblong stigma. (A', androcla-

dum, var. fluctuans Morong, at least in part ; S. simplex, var. fluitans Engelm.)
Margins of cool lakes, usually at a depth of about 1 m., n. N. B. and adjacent

Que. to Pa. and Minn.
S. minimum Fries. Slender, 1-4 dm. high ;

leaves grass-like, flat, thin,

iially floating, 2-4 mm. broad
;
inflorescence simple ;

heads mostly sessile, the

ertile at length 1 cm. in diameter
;
the nutlets smooth, conically narrowed to a

hort but slender straightish beak tipped with a short ovoid or oblong stigma.
Cold shallow water, N. B. to Pa., Mich., Col., Wash., and northw. (Eurasia.)

9. S. hyperb6reum Laestad. Slender, flexuous, 2-4 dm. high ;
leaves 1-4 mm.

broad, the cauline somewhat saccate at the base
;

inflorescence simple ;
the

lower heads usually peduncled, in fruit 8-10 mm. in diameter; nutlets obovoid,
rounded at the summit and tipped with a sessile short-oblong stigma. Cape
Breton (ace. to Macoun*) and northw. to Greenl. (N. Eurasia.)

NAJADACEAE (PONDWEED FAMILY)

Marsh or mostly immersed aquatic herbs, with stems jointed and leafy, leaves

sheathing at base or stipulate, and flowers perfect or unisexual, often spatha-

ceous, loith perianth of 4 or 6 herbaceous distinct valvate segments, or mem-
branous and tubular or cup-shaped, or none. Stamens 1, 2, 4, or 6, with

extrorse anthers. Ovaries 1-6, distinct, 1-celled, usually 1-ovuled, in fruit

indehiscent.
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* Flowers perfect, spiked or clustered
;
anthers 4 or 2, sessile ; leaves alternate.

1. Potamogeton. Spike peduncled. Sepals 4, herbaceous. Anthers 4. Ovaries 4, sessile.

2. Ruppia. Flowers on an inclosed spadix, at length long-exserted, without perianth. Anther-

cells 4, distinct. Ovaries 4, becoming stipitate.

* * Flowers monoecious or dioecious, axillary, naked, monandrous ; leaves opposite (alternate

in n. 4).

3. Zannichellia. Monoecious. Pistils (2-5) from a cup-shaped Involucre or sheath.

4. Zostera. Pistils and stamens alternate in 2 vertical rows on the inner side of a leaf-like in-

closed spadix. Stigmas 2, linear. Stem creeping.

5. Najas. Dioecious. Pistil solitary, naked. Stamen inclosed in a membranous spatlie.

Stems floating, with opposite or ternate leaves.

1. POTAMOGETON [Tourn.] L. PONDWEED.

Sepals 4, rounded, valvate in the bud. Stamens 4, opposite the sepals ;

anthers 2-celled. Ovaries 4 (rarely only one), with an ascending cauipylotro-

pous ovule
; stigma sessile or on a short style. Fruit drupe-like when fresh,

more or less compressed ; endocarp (seed) crustaceous. Embryo hooked,
annular, or cochleate, the radicular end pointing downward. Herbs of ponds
and streams, with jointed mostly rooting stems, and 2-ranked leaves, which are

usually alternate or imperfectly opposite ;
the submersed ones pellucid, the

floating ones often dilated and of a firmer texture. Stipules membranous, more or

less united and sheathing. Spikes sheathed by the stipules in the bud, mostly
raised on a peduncle to the surface of the water. (An ancient name, composed
of 7roTa/i6s, a river

,
and yelrwv, a neighbor, from the place of growth.) By

fruit, the full-grown fresh or macerated fruit is intended
; by seed, that with

the fleshy outer portion or epicarp removed. All measurements are from dried

specimens. The month mentioned indicates the time of ripening of the fruit.

a. Leaves of two sorts ; floating ones more or less coriaceous, with a
dilated petioled blade, different in form from the thinner sub-
mersed ones b.

b. Submersed leaves filiform or very narrowly linear, at most 2 mm.
wide c.

c. Spikes all alike, cylindrical d.
d. Blades of floating leaves 2.5 cm. or more long, mostly shorter

than the elongate petioles ; spikes 1.5 cm. or more long.
Seed with a depression on each side 1. P. natans.
Seed with plane sides, not at all impressed . . . 2. P. Oakesianus.

d. Blades of floating leaves less than 1.5 cm. long, equaling or longer
than the petioles; spikes less than 1 cm. long.

Fruit compressed, distinctly keeled, tipped by the curved

style 27. P. Vaseyi.
Fruit plump, slightly grooved on the sides, but not keeled;

stigma nearly sessile 26. P. lateraU*.
c. Spikes of two kinds ;

one emersed, cylindrical, and many-flowered,
the other submersed, globular, and few-flowered.

Peduncles of the submersed spikes equaling or exceeding the

spikes 82. P. hybri<lnx.
Peduncles shorter than the submersed spikes . . . .38. P. dimor^lntx.

b. Submersed leaves lanceolate to ovate, if linear more than 2mm. wide e.

e. Submersed leaves linear and ribbon-like, with a broad coarsely
cellular-reticulate

space
each side of the midrib ... 4. P. epihydrtt*.

e. Submersed leaves broader f.

f. Principal floating leaves heart-shaped at base.
Fruit 3-4 mm. long, compressed, and distinctly 8-keeled . 7. P. pulcher.
Fruit 1.5-2 mm. long, plump, and obscurely 8-keeled . . 8. P. poly<./<>nifolhix.

f. Floating leaves rounded or tapering at base, not heart-shaped g.

g. Floating leaves 80-50-nerved 8. P. amplifoliitx.

g. Floating leaves with fewer nerves h.

h. Mature fruit _'.:> mm. or more long i.

i. Mature spikes 4-5.5 cm. long (if rarely shorter, with floating
leaves 18-24- nerved).

Submer-ed leaves mucronate 11. P. angustifoliu*.
Submersed leaves merely acuminate.
Submersed leaves broadly lanceolate or oblong-elliptl-

eal ; fruit tipped by we prominent style . . '.'. /'.

Submersed leaves narrowly lanceolate ; fruit tipped by
the nearly sessile stigma 6. P.
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i. Mature spikes 1.5-3.5 cm. long (if rarely longer, with float-

ing leaves 10-lS-nerved).

Foliage and spikes strongly suffused with red
;
3 or 4

carpels of each flower usually ripening
Foliage and spikes greenish ;

1 (rarely 2) carpels ripening
h. Mature fruit 1.5-2 mm. long

a. Leaves all submersed and similar j.

j. Leaves lanceolate, oblong or broader k.

k. Leaves sessile or short-petioled, not clasping /.

/. . Leaves finely and sharply serrulate

I. Leaves entire, but sometimes with puckered or undulate, not

serrulate, margins m.
m. Mature spike 3.8-5.5 cm. long.

Fruit distinctly 3-keeled
Fruit with rounded, scarcely keeled sides ....

. Mature spike shorter n.

.. Spike more than 1 cm. long.

Foliage and spikes strongly suffused with red
;
3 or 4 car-

pels of each flower usually ripening'

(rar

5. P.
10. P.
3. P.

alpinus.
heterophyllus.
polygonifolius.

18. P. crispua.

11. P.
12. P.

angustifoHus.
lucens.

alpinus.
heteropliyllus.
mysticus.

16. P. buplewoides.

epihydrus.4. P.

Foliage and spikes greenish ;
1 (rarely 2) carpels ripening

n. Spike 4-7 mm. long
k. Leaves clasping or half-clasping o.

o. Leaves half-clasping, elongate, with rounded cucullate tips ;

stipules conspicuous and persistent ;
fruit sharply keeled . 13. P. praelongus.

o. Leaves cordate-clasping, if elongate with tapering plane tips ;

stipules inconspicuous or soon reduced to- shreds
;

fruit

rounded on the back or obtusely keeled p.
p. Leaves undulate or crisped, with 3-7 prominent nerves ; fruit

3.5-4.5 mm. long.

Stipules 1-2 cm. long, persisting as shreds; leaves lance-

attenuate . . ^, . ^ 14. P. JRichardsonii.

Stipules short and inconspicuous ;
leaves from suborbicular

to oblong-lanceolate 15. P. perfoliatus.
p. Leaves flat, scarcely crisped, with 1 prominent nerve

;
fruit

2.5-3.2 mm. long ; stipules, when developed, short and

inconspicuous
j. Leaves linear to setaceous q.

q. Leaves ribbon-like, 2 mm. or more wide, with a broad coarsely
cellular-reticulate space each side of the midrib....

q. Leaves narrower, if occasionally 2 mm. wide, without a broad
cellular-reticulate space r.

r. Leaves free from the stipules, or, if slightly adnate to them,
bearing globose subsessile or short-stalked spikes in their

axils .v.

s. Fruit flat, cochleate
;
the globular spikes borne in the axils of

the principal leaves.

Peduncles equaling or exceeding the spikes . . . . 32. P. hybridua.
Peduncles shorter than the spikes 33. P. dimorphus.

8. Fruit plump ; spikes terminal or borne on the uppermost
branches t.

t. Principal leaves more than 1 mm. broad u.
it,. Leaves with very many fine nerves.

Spikes many-flowered, in fruit 1.5-3 cm. long . . 19. P. zosterifolius.
Spikes 4-8-flowered, in fruit 5-8 mm. long . . .20. P. acutifolius.

u. Leaves with 3-7 nerves .

v. Mature fruit 3.5-4.5 mm. long.
Stipules 0.5-1 cm. long; leaves acute; spikes capitate 21. P. ffillii.

Stipules 1.2-2 cm. long; leaves obtuse, mucronate;
spikes subcylindric-ovoid 22. P. obtusifolius.

v. Mature fruit 2-3 mm. long w.
w. Bases of the leaves bearing translucent glands ;

fruit

plump, obscurely or bluntly keeled.
Leaves 5-7-nerved ; stipules 1-2 cm. long . . 28. P. Friesii.
Leaves 3-nerved

; stipules less than 1 cm. long . 25. P. pusillus.
w. Bases of leaves glandless ; fruit flattened, with a thin

keel or crest (30) P. foliosus, v. niagarensis.
t. Principal leaves less than ] mm. broad x.

x. Plant bearing winter-buds formed by the hardened ends of
branches closely invested by imbricated leaves and
stipules y.

y. Winter-buds borne primarily on very short axillary
branches.

Leaves of the winter-buds widely divaricate

y.

Leaves of the winter-buds loosely ascending
Winter-buds borne at the tips of elongate branches.
Leaves bristle-form, with very fine slender tips .

Leaves fiat or revolute, acute or short-acuminate.
Leaves rigid, revolute

; winter-buds 1-2 cm. long
Leaves soft ; winter-buds about 1 cm. long

26. P.
27. P.

lateralis.

Vaseyi.

28. P. gemmiparus.

strictifolius.

pusillus.

'24.

'25.
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a?. Plant without winter-buds.
Leaves bi-glandular at base.

Stipules 1-2 cm. long, persistent 29. P.

Stipules less than 1 cm. long, scarcely persistent . 2f>. /'.

Leaves glandless at base.

Spikes short-peduncled, axillary; leaves broader than
the diameter of the stems . . . . .30.

Spikes long-peduncled, terminal
;
leaves narrower than

the diameter of the stems 31. P. confervoides.
r. Stipules united with the sheathing base of the leaf; spikes inter-

rupted z'.

z. Leaves at most 3 mm. wide, entire.

Stigma broad and depressed, sessile.

Stigma nearly central, the ventral face of the fruit curved
;

leaves filiform, taper-pointed 34. P.filiformix.
Stigma nearly in line with the straightish ventral face of

the fruit
; leaves narrowly linear, with blunt or rounded

tips 35. P. interior.

Stigma capitate, tipping the definite style.
Fruit not keeled 36. P. pectinulit*.
Fruit prominently keeled 37. P. interrupts.

z. Leaves 4-8 mm. wide, ciliate-serrulate 38. P. Robbiiixii.

1. P. natans L. Stem simple or sparingly branched; floating leaves 2.5-10
cm. long, elliptical or ovate, somewhat cordate at base, obtuse but with a blunt

point, 21-29-nerved, flexible at base, as if jointed to the petiole ; upper sub-
mersed leaves lanceolate, early perishing, the lower (later in the season) very
slender (7-18 cm. long, barely 2 mm. wide) ; upper stipules very long, acute;
peduncle about the thickness of the stemj spikes 3-6 cm. long; fruit obliquely

obovoid; sides of the turgid seed with a small deep impression in the middle;
embryo coiled into an incomplete elliptical ring. Ponds and quiet streams,
common. July-Sept. (Widely distr. in temp, and subtrop. regions. )

2. P. Oakesianus Bobbins. Stem more slender, much branched; floating
leaves smaller (2-5 cm. long), ovate- or oblong-elliptical, obtuse, fewer (17-23)-
nerved

;
lowest submersed ones almost capillary (barely 1 mm. wide), continu-

ing through the flowering season
; spikes shorter (1.5-3 cm. long), on peduncles

much thicker than stem; fruit smaller and more acute
;
sides of the seed not at

all impressed; curvature of the embryo nearly circular, its apex directed to a

point above its base. Ponds, and especially pools and quiet streams, local,
Anticosti to n. N. Y. and N. J. July-Sept.

3. P. polygonifblius Pourret.. Stem slender, freely creeping, and sending up
short leafy branches; floating leaves elliptic-lanceolate to cordate-ovate, rather

thin, 2.5-9 cm. long, 1-4 cm. broad, 11-33-nerved, not apparently jointed to the

petioles; submersed leaves (when present) lanceolate, short, mostly exceeding
the petioles ; stipules blunt, 2-4 cm. long ; spikes 2-4 cm. long, very slender

;

fruit plump, 3-keeled, 1.5-2 mm. long. Shallow pools, Sable L, N. S. and Nfd.

'Aug. (Greenl., Eurasia, Afr., Austr.)
4. P. epihydrus Raf. Stems compressed, often simple from the creeping

rootstocks
; floating leaves chiefly opposite (3-7.5 cm. long, 1-2.5 cm. broad),

11-27-nerved, oblong, tapering into a short petiole, the lower gradually narrow-

ing and passing into the submersed ones, which are very numerous and approxi-
mate, conspicuously 2-ranked (5-13 cm. long, 2-6 mm. wide}, 5-7-nerved, the
lateral nerves slender and nearly marginal, the space within the inner nerves

coarsely cellular-reticulated; stipules vcnj nbtusc ; spikes numerous, about the

length of the thickened peduncle ; fruit round-obovoid, flattish, 3-keeled when
dry, 2.5-3.5 mm. long ; seed di^iitn-thj impressed mi (lie sides ; curvature of the

embryo transversely oval. (P. pensylvanicus Willd.
;

P. Nuttallii C. & S.)
Still or flowing water. July-Sept.
Var. cayuge"nsis (Wiegand) Benn. Stouter

; floating leaves 5-8 cm. lone:,

2-3.5 cm. wide, '2V-4l-nerved ; submersed ones less distichous, 1.2-2.2 dm.
Ion.;, o.f>-l cm. wide, H-lX-nerved ; fruit 3.5-4.5 mm. long. N. B. and Que. to

Wash., s. tocentr. N. Y., Mich., and la. (Japan.)
5. P. alpinus Balbis. Stems mostly simple ; floating leaves (often wanting)

3.5-8 cm. long, rather thin. vecfye-O&faJM/eoiate, iirr<>n-<'<1 fn/ slmrt />////<-,
11-21-nerved

; submersed leaves almost sessile, lanceolate anil lance-oblong,
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smooth on the margin, fewer-nerved
; stipules broad, hyaline, obtuse, upper ones

acuminate
; spike 1.5-3.5 cm. long, often somewhat compound ;

fruit obovoid,
lenticular, pitted when immature, with an acute margin and pointed, with the

rather long style; embryo incompletely annular. (P. rufescens Schrad.) In
streams or ponds, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Mass., N. J.,Mich., Minn., Utah, and Cal.

July-Sept. (GreenL, Eurasia.)
x P. FAX&XI Morong from Ferrisburg, Vt., and x P. RECTIFOLIUS Benn.

from Chicago, 111., are infertile hybrids of nos. 5 and 6.

6. P. americanus C. & S. Stem often branching below
; floating leaves thin-

nish, lance-oblong or long-elliptical, often acute, long-petioled, 4-11 cm. long, 1-3
cm. wide, 17-23-rierved

;
submersed leaves very long (0.8-3 dm. long, 0.4-2.5

cm. wide), lanceolate and lance-linear, 7-15-nerved, coarsely reticulated
;

peduncles somewhat thickened upward ;
fruit obliquely obovoid, obscurely

3-keeled when fresh, and distinctly so when dry, the middle keel winged above
and sometimes with 3-5 shallow indentations

;
the rounded slightly curved face

rmounted by the short style ;
seed with the sides scarcely impressed ; upper

of the embryo circularly incurved. (P. fluitans Man. ed. 6, not Roth
;

lonchites Tuckerm.) In streams or rarely in ponds, N. B. to B. C. and
southw. Aug., Sept. (Eurasia, n. Afr., W. I.)

Var. novaeboracensis (Morong) Benn. Floating leaves large and thick,

broadly elliptic, rounded or obtuse at apex and base, 2.5-4.5 cm. wide. Ct.

Wise. (Eu.)
7. P. piilcher Tuckerm. Stem simple (very rarely branched), black-spotted ;

eaves of three kinds ; floating ^nes becoming very large (4.5-11) cm. long,
2-7 cm. wide), roundish-ovate and cordate or ovate-oblong, 25-37-nerved, all

alternate; upper submersed ones (3-5) usually lanceolate, acute at base and
very long-acuminate, 10-15-nerved, very thin, cellular each side of the midrib,
undulate, short-petioled ;

lowest (2-4 near the base of the stem) thicker, plane,
oval or oblong with a rounded base, or spatulate-oblong, on longer petioles ;

peduncles thicker than the stem
; spikes 2-4 cm. long ;

fruit with a rounded
back and angular face, pointed, distinctly 3-keeled when fresh, sharply so when
dry ;

seed with two deep dorsal furrows, and a sinus below the angle in front
;

sides flat; embryo circularly much incurved above. Ponds, local, s. Me. to

Fla.
;
and near St. Louis, Mo. June, July.

8. P. amplifblius Tuckerm. Steins simple, of very variable length ; float-

ing leaves (sometimes wanting) large, oblong, lance-ovate or broadly elliptic,

abruptly acutish, 30-50-nerved, on rather long petioles; submersed leaves often

very large (0.8-2 dm. long, 2.5-7 cm. broad), lanceolate or oval, acute at each

end, usually much recurved, undulate, mostly on short petioles ; stipules very
long and tapering to a point, soon becoming loose

; peduncles thickened upward,
in deep water much elongated ; spikes 3.5-8 cm. long; fruit very large (4-5.5
mm. long), rather obliquely obovoid, 3-keeled, with a broad stout beak

;
seed

slightly impressed on the sides
; upper part of the embryo curved into a ring.

Ponds and rivers, N. S. to B. C., s. to N. J., Ky., Kan., and Cal. July-Sept-
9. P. illinoensis Morong. Stem stout, branching towards the summit

;

floating leaves opposite, oval or elliptic (0.5-1.5 dm. long, 4-9 cm. broad),
19-27-nerved, rounded or narrowed at base, with a short blunt point, on short

petioles ;
submersed leaves oblong-elliptical, acute at each end, usually ample

(1-2 dm. long) ; stipules coarse, obtuse, strongly bicarinate (5-7 cm. long) ;

peduncles often clustered at the summit, thickening upward; spikes 4-5 cm.
long; fruit roundish-obovate (3 vo-4.5 mm. long), 3-keeled on the back, middle
keel prominent ;

seed flattened and slightly impressed on the sides, obtuse or

pointed at base
; apex of embryo directed transversely inward. Streams and

ditches, 111., la., and Minn. July, Aug.
10. P. heterophyllus Schreb. Stem slender, very branching below

; floating
leaves mostly thin, variable, but with a short blunt point, 9-17-nerved, 1.5-7 cm.

long, 0.5-2.5 cm. wide; submersed ones lanceolate, oblanceolate or linear-

lanceolate, acuminate or cuspidate, narrowed toward the base, somewhat stifh'sh,

2.5-8 cm. long, 0.2-1.3 cm. wide, about 7-nerved on the stem and 3-nerved on
the branches

; upper ones petioled, lower sessile
; stipules obtuse, loose

; pedun-
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cles somewhat thickened upward, mostly less than 1 dm. long ;
fruit small (2.5-3

mm. long), roundish, compressed, scarcely keeled; embryo annular above.
Still or flowing water, common. July-Sept. (Greenl., Eurasia.) Varies ex-

ceedingly in its submersed leaves, peduncles, etc. Forma GRAMIMFOLIUS
(Fries) Morong. Stems much elongated and less branched, and the flaccid

linear-lanceolate submersed leaves 0.5-1.5 dm. long, 2-6 mm. wide
; spikes 1.5-3

cm. long. Forma LONGIPEDUNCULATCS (Merat) Morong. Subsimple, the inter-

nodes very elongate (the uppermost 1-3 dm. long) ; submerged leaves lanceo-
late

; peduncles 1-2.5 dm. long. Nfd. to Ct., Mich., and westw. Forma
MYRIOPHYLLUS (Robbins) Morong. Sending up from running rootstocks many
short repeatedly dichotomous and densely leafy stems

;
fertile stems very slen-

der; floating leaves small, delicate, lance-oblong, on long filiform petioles;
submersed stem-leaves larger, early perishing ;

those of the branches (deep
green) linear-oblanceolate, very small (1.5-3 cm. long, 2-4 mm. wide), acute

;

spike slender, loosely flowered, 1.2-2.5 cm. long. N. E. Forma MAXI.MUS

Morong. Floating leaves 0.6-1.6 dm. long, 1-3 cm. wide, very acute
;
sub-

mersed leaves 0.5-1.6 dm. long, 0.6-1.6 cm. wide, 5-9-nerved. Forma TERRI'>-

TRIS Schlecht. Freely creeping in exsiccated places, producing numerous very
short branches which bear tufts of oblong or oval coriaceous leaves but no
fruit. Que. and N. E.

11. P. angustifblius Berchtold & Presl. Resembling P. lucens, but smaller,

slender, much branched at base
; upper leaves coriaceous or subcoriaceous, Inng-

petioled and sometimes emersed, 0.4-1 dm. long, 1-2.5 cm. wide, 13-21-nerved
;

the others subsessile, all usually numerous, lanceolate or oblanceolate, mucro-

nate, undulate and crisped, shining, 0.5-1.5 dm. long, 0.5-3 cm. broad, 7-17-

nerved
; stipules obtuse, 1.5-4 cm. long ; peduncle elongated ; fruit distinctly

3-keeled, 3-4 mm. long. (P. Zizii Mertens & Koch.) Lakes, rarely streams,
local, Mass, to Mich., westw. and southw. June-Sept. (\V. I., Eurasia, Afr.)
Var. CONNECTICUTENSIS (Robbins) Benn. Larger throughout ;

leaves all sub-
mersed

; fruit 4-4.5 mm. long. (P. lucens, var. Robbins.) Lakes, Vt., Ct.,
and e. N. Y.

x P. SPATHAEFORMIS Tuckerm. (P. spathulaeformis Morong) in Mystic
Pond, Medford, Mass., is an infertile hybrid of nos. 11 and 10.

12. P. lucens L. Stem thick, branching, sometimes very large ;
leaves all

submersed and similar, more or lens petioled, oval or lanceolate, miicronate,
often crisped, frequently shining, 6-20 cm. long, about 13-nerved

; peduncles
often elongated ; fruit roundish and compressed, with obtuse margins, scarcely

keeled; embryo circularly incurved above. Ponds, local, N. S. to Fla., w. to

the Pacific. Aug.-Oct. (Mex., W. I., Eurasia, n. Afr.)
13. P. prae!6ngus Wulf . Stem white, very long, branching, flexuous

;

leaves bright green, lance-oblong or lanceolate (0.5-3 dm. long), half-clasping,
obtuse with a boat-shaped cavity at the extremity, thence splitting on pressure ;

stipules white, scarious, very obtuse, 1.5-8 cm. long ; peduncles very long (some-
times reaching 5 dm.); spikes rather loose-flowered

; fruit obliquely obovoid,

compressed, sharply keeled when dry, 4-5 mm. long; style terminating the

nearly straight face; curve of the embryo oval and longitudinal. Ponds and

lakes, N. S. to B. C., s. to Ct., N. J., the Great Lakes, la., Mont., and Cal.

Fruiting jn June and July, withdrawing the stems to deep water to mature the

fruit. (Eurasia.)
14. P. Richards&nii (Benn.) Rydb. Stem branching ;

Jeaves long-Janrmfnt,-
from a cordate-clasping base, acuminate, wavy, pale bright green, 3-11 cm.

long, 13-23-nerved
; stipules conspicuous, at least as shreds

; peduncle* thick-

ened upward, of somewhat spongy texture, elongating sometimes to 1 dm.
or more; spikes 1.5-3.5 cm. long; fruit irregularly obovoid, distinctly beaked,

obscurely 3-keeled, 4 mm. long, the green epicarp puckered hi <h->/ii>f/. (1\

perfoliatus, var. lanceolatus Robbins.) Quiet water, <,)iie. t<> Mackenzie and
B. C., s. to N. E., N. Y., the Great Lake ivgimi, NYK, etc. July -Sept.

!"). P. perfoliatus L. Similar; leaves orbicular, oratr <>r l<t)ic<'<>l<it<- frmn <i

cordate-clasping base, usually obtuse and crisped, 2-6 em. lonir. K>-_7-//r/w/ ,

stipules rarely developed, less than 1 cm. long; peduncles SJHIHUU "<!
'
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3-4 cm. long; spikes 2-2.5 cm. long; fruit similar. Ponds and slow streams,
local, N. E. to the Great Lakes. Sept., Oct. (Eu.)

16. P. bupleuroides Fernald. Very slender, branching ; leaves orbicular to

lanceolate, obtuse, flat, not crisped, drying blackish green or bronze, 1-3.5 cm.

long, 7-17 -nerved; stipules rarely developed, appressed and inconspicuous ;

peduncles slender, scarcely spongy, 2-6 cm. long; spikes 0.7-2 cm. long; fruit

narrowly obovoid, 2.5-3.2 mm. long, the sides flat and deeply pitted, the back
rounded, slightly 3-keeled

; style slender and prominent ;
the olive or brownish

epicarp closely investing the seed. (P. perfoliatus Man. ed. 6, in part, not

L.) Brackish, occasionally fresh, ponds and quiet streams, Nfd. and e. Que.
to Fla., rarely inland to w. N. Y. and Mich. July-Sept.

x P. NITEXS Weber and plants closely simulating it in America are infertile

and appear to be hybrids of no. 10 with no. 14, 15, or 16.

17. P. mysticus Morong. /Stem very slender and irregularly branching,
nearly filiform

;
leaves oblong-linear (1.5-4 cm. long, 4-6 mm. wide), 5-7-

nerved, finely undulate and entire, obtuse or bluntly pointed, abruptly nar-

wing at base, sessile or partly clasping; spikes few, capitate (4-6-flowered),
n erect peduncles; fruit (immature) obovoid, small (less than 2 mm. long),
bscurely 3-keeled on the back, a little beaked by the slender recurved style.

Locally in brackish ponds, Mass, and Md. Infertile, and probably a hybrid of

nos. 16 and 25.

18. P. cufspus L. Stem compressed; leaves linear-oblong, sessile or half-

clasping, obtuse, serrulate, crispsd-wavy, 3-5-nerved ; fruit long-beaked ; upper
portion of the embryo incurved in a large circle. Fresh or brackish waters,
Mass, to Ont. and Va. June, July. Propagating chiefly by bur-like winter-
buds formed by hardened abbreviated branches and indurated bases of leaves.

(Nat. from Eu.)
19. P. zosterifblius Schumacher. Stem branching, wing-flattened ; leaves

linear and grass-like (0.5-2 dm. long, 2-4 mm. wide), abruptly pointed, with many
fine and 3 larger nerves ; stipules oblong, very obtuse

; spikes cylindrical, 12-15-

flowered, not half so long as the peduncle; fruit obliquely obovoid, 3.5-4.5 mm.
long, somewhat keeled and with slight teeth on the back, the sides not im-

pressed, the face arching and terminated by the short style ;
summit of the

large embryo lying transverse to the fruit. Still and slow-flowing waters, N. B.
to B. C., s. to N. J.

,
the Great Lake region, la., etc. June-Aug. Freely propa-

gating by large winter-buds. (Eurasia.)
20. P. acutifblius Link. Similar

;
leaves many-nerved, sharp-acuminate ;

spikes globose, 4-8-flowered ; fruit conspicuously crested, the sides flat. Col-

lected at Lancaster, Pa., by Muhlenberg nearly a century ago ;
not since found

in Am. July, Aug. (Eurasia, Austr.)
21. P. Hillii Morong. Stem slender, widely branching, flattish ; leaves

linear, acute (2.5-6.5 cm. long, 1-2.2 mm. wide), 3-nerved, the lateral nerves
delicate and near the margin ; stipules whitish, striate, obtuse

; spikes capitate

(3-6-fruited) ,
on short spreading or recurved peduncles ; fruit as in the last, but

the sides rounded. Lakes and ponds, Ct. to Pa., Mich., and Ont. July, Aug.
22. P. obtusif&lius Mertens & Koch. Stem flattened, very branching ; leaves

linear, tapering toward the base, obtuse and mucronate, 1.5-3,5 mm. broad,

^(rarely 5 or 7)-nerved, bearing 2 large translucent glands at base
; spike con-

tinuous, 5-8-flowered (8-24-fruited, most of the carpels maturing), about the

length of the peduncle ; fruit ovoid, apiculate with the style, not keeled when
fresh, upper portion of embryo coiled inward and lying transverse to the fruit.
Clear streams and ponds, e. Que. to Athabasca, s. to e. N. Y., Pa., Mich.,

Wise., Minn., and Wyo. July-Sept. Freely propagating by large winter-buds.

(Eurasia.)
23. P. Fridsii Rupr. Resembling no. 25

;
stem more flattened and less

branching; leaves broader (1-3 mm. wide} , 5-7-nerved; winter-buds abundant;
stipules conspicuous, white-hyaline ; glands small and dull; spikes interrupted,
in fruit 0.8-1.6 cm. long. (P. mitcronatus Man. ed. 6, not Schrad.?) Local,
P.E.I, to B.C., s. to Ct., N. Y., Mich., Wise., Minn., and N. Dak. July, Aug.
(Eu.)
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'24. P. strictifblius Benn. Stems slender, inry, simple below, freely and
s'(/% branched above, the ascending branches mostly tipped by large irhtter-

buds ; leaves spreading-ascending, very rigid, 2-3.5 cm. long, 0.4-1 mm. ?'/</,.

revolute, 3-nerved, the central nerve prominent ; stipules as long as the upper
internodes, appressed and veiny; peduncles rigid; spikes slightly interrupted,
6-10 mm. long, 3-8-fruited

;
fruit obliquely ellipsoidal, 2 mm. long, plump and

rounded on the back, the style nearly in line with the straightish ventral face.

(P. pusillus, var. pseudo-rutilus Benn.) Que. to e. Mass., and Mich. July-
Sept. Perhaps a variety of no. 25.

25. P. pusillus L. Stem slender, flattish or nearly cylindrical, often very
branching; leaves narrow-linear, acute or subacute, 2-6 cm. long, 0.5-1.5 mm.
wide, 3-nerved, furnished with translucent glands on each side at the base

;
win-

ter-buds occasional
; stipules at first obtuse, soon deciduous

; spikes interrupted
or capitate, 2-10-flowered, on rather long (0.5-3 cm.) peduncles ; fruit obliquely
ellipsoid, scarcely keeled, 1.5-2 mm. long; apex of embryo incurved and direct l

obliquely downward. Pools, ditches, and ponds, generally distr. July-Sept.

(Eurasia, Trop. Am.) Passing freely to the following varieties.

Var. tenuissimus Mertens & Koch. Leaves setaceous, 0.2-0.5 mm. wide, 1-
3-nerved. Range of species.

Var. polyphyllus Morong. A dwarf bushy-branched sterile plant, bearing
very abundant winter-buds. Ponds, Me. and Mass.

Var. capitatus Benn. Internodes very long, mostly much exceeding the

leaves; peduncles elongate, mostly 3-6 cm. long. P. E. I. and N. S. to Sask.,
B. C., and Ore.

Var. Sturr6ckii Benn. Leaves obtuse, pellucid and bright green, 0.8-2 mm.
broad

;
fruit smaller than in the species. Gasps' Co., Que., to Ct.

26. P. lateralis Morong. Plants of two sorts, only the fruiting producing
floating leaves

;
stem filiform, branching ; floating leaves elliptical (0.8-1.2 cm.

long, 2-4 mm. wide), with 5-7 nerves deeply impressed beneath, tapering into a
somewhat dilated petiole ;

submersed leaves linear, acute (2.5-7 cm. long, 0.2-
0.9 mm. wide), 1-3-nerved, the midnerve with fine veins or cellular reticula-

tions on each side, bi-glandular at base
; stipules short, deciduous

; peduncles
widely spreading at maturity, sometimes even recurved, often thicker than the

stem
; spikes often interrupted (2-4-flowered) ;

fruit obliquely obovoid (hardly
2 mm. long), the back much curved, with two fine grooves upon it

; embryo
oval in its curve, the apex nearly touching the base. Mass, and Ct. to

Mich.
;
rare. July, Aug. Undeveloped specimens resemble no. 25. Propagated

by winter-buds on short lateral branches.
27. P. VasSyi Kobbins. Similar

; very delicate
;
stem almost capillary ;

floating leaves obovate (0.7-1.4 cm. long, 3-6.5 mm. wide), the length of their

filiform petioles, with 5-9 nerves deeply impressed beneath, cross-veins distinct
;

submersed leaves filiform-linear, very attenuate (2.5-5 cm. long, 0.1-0.5 mm.
wide) and acute; stipules scarious, long, acute; spikes all emersed, few, in-

terrupted-cylindric, 3-5-flowered, on a thickish peduncle ;
fruit oblique, round-

obovoid, compressed, slightly sharp-margined, tipped with a distinct recurved

style, the sides impressed and face acute
; upper portion of the embryo cir-

cularly incurved, its apex transverse to the fruit. Me. to Ont., s. to Ct., N. Y..

O., 111., and Minn., local. June-Aug. The fruiting form, with floating leaves.

rare
;

the submerged form, bearing winter-buds, apparently much more abun-
dant.

28. P. gemmiparus Robbins. Stem filiform, branching, terete, varying
greatly in height; leaves hair-like, sometimes not as broad as the stem, often

with no apparent midrib, tapering to the fun-#t /><>hif (1.">-8 cm. long), bi-glan-
dular at base

; xtijHili-x 1. _'-_'. r cm. long, obtuse, em-ly <lrri,iii t uin ; spike* tV\\

6-flowered), interrupted, on long filiform peduncles; winter-hntix m-i/ >/ anur-
ous ; fruit like that of P. pusillus, but flattened ami in>i>r< *.-,/ <> ili< .v/Ji-s, very
rare. Slow-moving streams and still water, centr. Me. to R. I., local. Aug.,
Sept.

2 (
.. P. rutilus Wolfgang. Steins very slender, simple or slightly brandling

at base; winter-buds usually wanting; leaves erect, narrowly linear, attenuate,
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sharp-acuminate, soon revolute, 3-5-nerved, the prominent midrib often com-

pound, bi-glandular at base
; stipules 1-2 cm. long, acuminate, scarious and

strongly nerved, persistent; peduncles 1.3-3.5 cm. long; spikes elongate, 6-8-

flowered
;

fruit narrowly oblique-obovoid, about 2 mm. long, the erect style

nearly in line with the straightish ventral face. Gaspe* Co., Que., to Hudson

Bay, s. to Me., Vt., Mich., and Minn., local. (Eu.)
30. P. folibsus Raf. Stem Jiltform, Jlattish and very branching ; leaves

narrowly linear (2-6 cm. long, 0.3-1 mm. wide), acute, obscurely %-nerved ;

stipules obtuse; spikes capitate, l-4(usually 2)-flowered, on short club-shaped

peduncles ; fruit roundish-lenticular, the back more or less crested; upper por-
tion of the embryo incurved in a circle. (P. pauciflorus Pursh.) Still waters,
N.B. to B. C., and south w. July-Sept.

Var. niagarensis (Tuckerm.) Morong. Stem often longer; leaves larger

(4-9 cm. long, 1-2.4 mm. wide), 3-5-nerved at base, very acute and mucronate,
narrowed to the subpetiolate base. Running water, Me. to Ont., and southw.;
also in Cal.

31. P. confervoides Reichenb. Very slender and delicate from a creeping
rootstock, of a fine light green ; stem filiform with several short and repeatedly
dichotomous leaf-bearing branches

;
leaves flaccid, thin and flat, but setaceous

and tapering nearly to the fineness of a hair (2.5-6.5 cm. long, 0.1-0.5 mm.
wide), obscurely 1-3-nerved, with a few coarse reticulations; stipules rather

persistent below, 5 mm. long, obtuse
; peduncle solitary, very long (0.5-2 dm.),

rather thickened upward ; spike 4-S-flowered, in fruit continuous, cylindrical;

fruit thick-lenticular, obscurely S'-keeled
;
seed slightly impressed on the sides;

epicarp thick and hard; embryo nearly annular. (P. Tuckermani Robbins.)
Cold ponds, local, Me. to N. Y., N. J., and Pa. June-Aug.

32. P. hybridus Michx. Floating leaves (when present) oval to lance-oblong

(the largest 2.6 cm. long, 1.2 cm. wide), often acute, longer than the filiform

petioles, with about 5-7 nerves beneath deeply impressed ;
submersed

"

leaves

very numerous, almost setaceous (2-7 cm. long, 0.1-0.5 mm. wide) ; stipules

obtuse, adnate to the base of the lower leaves
;
emersed spikes 0.5-1.5 cm. long ;

submersed spikes 1-4-flowered, their peduncles frequently recurved; fruit about
1 mm. long, about %-toothed on the margin, the lateral keels smooth

; embryo
coiled \\ turns. (P. diversifolius Raf.) Shallow quiet waters, Me. to Fla.

;

also Mich, to Mont, and Tex. July-Sept. (Mex., W. I.) Var. MULTI-DENTICU-
lAxus (Morong) Asch. & Graebn. Fruit 12-toothed on the margin, the lateral

keels 6-8-toothed. Ct. to Fla. and La.
33. P. dim6rphus Raf. Coarser

;
blades of the floating leaves with rather

dilatedpetioles, with 5-many nerves beneath deeply impressed ; upper submersed
leaves either with or without a lance-oblong or broad-linear proper blade

;
the

numerous lower ones narrow-linear, tapering toward the. obtuse apex (2-4 cm.

long, about 1 mm. wide); stipules early lacerate
;
submersed flowers 1-4, on very

short erect peduncles; fruit with the back either winged and with 4-5 distinct

teeth or wingless and entire ; embryo coiled If turns. (P. Spirillus Tuckerm.)
-N. B. to Ont., s. to Va., W. Va., and Mo. June-Sept.

34. P. filif6rmis Pers. Stems from elongate tuberiferous rootstocks, filiform,

branching at base, low and very leafy ; leaves pale, filiform, less than 0.5 mm.
wide; peduncles much elongated and overtopping the leaves (in one form

shorter); spikes of 2-5 whorls, the lowest whorls 0.6-1.5 cm. apart; fruit
2.5-3 mm. long, globose-obovoid, not keeled upon the rounded back, tipped with
the broad sessile stigma; embryo annular. (P. marinus auth., not L. ?)
Shallow water in calcareous regions, e. Que. to Alb., s. to n. Me., n. Vt., w.
N. Y., Mich., and the Rocky Mts. July-Sept. (Eurasia, Afr., Austr.)

35. P. intdrior Rydb. Coarser ; the comparatively stout stems flattened,

freely branching above, elongate ;
leaves dark green, narrowly linear, 0.5-2 mm.

wide
; peduncles of various lengths ; spikes of 4-9 whorls, the upper whorls

crowded, the lowest 4-9 mm. apart ; fruit compressed, narrowly oblique-obovoid.
the ventral face straightish. (P. filiformis, vars. Macounii and occidentalis

Morong.) Mostly in brackish water, P. E. I.; Huds. B. to Assina. and
Athabasca, s. to Neb., Col., and Nev. July-Sept.
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36. P. pectinatus L. Stem filiform, repeatedly dichotomous
;

learrs n-ry

narrowly linear or setaceous, attenuate to the apex, 1-nerved with a few trans-

verse veins
; peduncles filiform

; spikes of 2-6 remote whorls
; fruit obliquely

broad-obovoid, compressed, 3.5-4.5 mm. long, rounded on the back, obscurely

ridged on the sides
; embryo spirally incurved. Chiefly in brakish water, e.

Que. to B. C., s. along the coast to Fla., and in the interior to Pa., the Great
Lake region, Kan., Col., etc. July-Sept. (Cosmop.)

37. P. interruptus Kitaibel. Similar; leaves usually broader (0.5-2 mm.
wide} ; edges of the stipules less scarious

; fruit more compressed, sharply keeled.

Coast of e. N. B.
;
Mich.

; probably of wide distrib. July-Sept. (Eu.)
38. P. Robbinsii Oakes. Stem ascending from a creeping base, rigid, very-

branching, invested by the bases of the leaves and stipules; leaves crowded in tiro

ranks, recurved-spreading, narrow-lanceolate or linear, 7-12 cm. long, acuminate,
ciliate-serrulate with translucent teeth, many-nerved ; stipules obtuse when

young, their nerves soon becoming bristles
; spike* numerous, loosely ./>"-

flowered, on short peduncles ; fruit oblong-obovoid, keeled with a broadish icing,

acutely beaked
; embryo stout, ovally annular. In quiet water, N. B. to B. C.

,

s. to Del., Pa., Ind., Wyo., Ida., and Ore. ; rarely fruiting. July-Sept.

2. RUPPIA L. DITCH GRASS

Flowers 2 or more (approximate on a slender spadix, which is at first inclosed
in the sheathing spathe-like base of a leaf), consisting of 2 sessile stamens, each
with 2 large and separate anther-cells, and 4 small sessile ovaries, with solitary

campylotropous suspended ovules
; stigma sessile, depressed. Fruit small ob-

liquely ovoid pointed drupes, each raised on a slender stalk which appears after

flowering ;
the spadix itself also then raised on an elongated thread-form

peduncle. Embryo ovoid, with a short and pointed plumule from the upper end,

by the side of the short cotyledon. Marine herbs, growing under water, \\\\\\

long and thread-like forking stems, and slender almost capillary alternate leaves

sheathing at the base. Flowers rising to the surface at the time of expansion.

(Dedicated to H. B. Ituppius, a German botanist of the 18th century.)
1. R. maritima L. Leaves linear-capillary; fruit obliquely erect; fruiting

peduncles capillary (1-3 dm. long) ; stipes 0.5-4 cm. long. Shallow bays and

streams, along the entire coast
;
also occasionally in saline places in the interior.

(Cosmop.)

3. ZANNICHELLIA [Mich.] L. HORNED PONDWEED

Flowers monoecious, sessile, naked, usually both kinds from the same axil
;

the sterile consisting of a single stamen, with a slender filament bearing a 2-4-
celled anther

;
the fertile of 2-5 (usually 4) sessile pistils in the same cup-shaped

involucre, forming obliquely oblong nutlets in fruit, beaked with a short style,
which is tipped by an obliquely disk-shaped or somewhat 2-lobed stigma. Seed

orthotropous, suspended, straight. Cotyledon taper, bent and coiled. Slender

branching herbs, growing under water, with mostly opposite long and linear

thread-form entire leaves, and sheathing membranous stipules. (Named in

honor of O. G. Zannichelli, a Venetian botanist.)
1. Z. palustris L. Style at least half as long as the fruit, which is flattish,

somewhat incurved, even, or occasionally more or less toothed on the back (not

wing-margined in our plant), nearly sessile; or, invar. PEDCNCULA.TA J. (iay,
both the cluster and the separate fruits evidently peduncled. Ponds and slow

streams, chiefly brackish, throughout N. A. July. (Cosmop.)

4. ZOSTERA L. GRASS WRACK. EEL GRASS

Flowers monoecious; the two kinds naked and sessile and alternately ar-

ranged in two rows on the midrib of one side of a linear leaf-like spadix, which
is hidden in a long and sheath-like has.- of a leaf (spatlie) ;

tin- sterile tlowrrs

consisting of single ovate or oval l-cejled sessile anthers, as large. as the ovaries.
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and containing a tuft of threads in place of ordinary pollen ;
the fertile of single

ovate-oblong ovaries attached near their apex, tapering upward into an awl-

shaped style, and containing a pendulous orthotropous ovule
; stigmas 2, long

and bristle-form, deciduous. Utricle bursting irregularly, inclosing an oblong
longitudinally ribbed seed (or nutlet). Embryo short and thick (proper cotyle-
don almost obsolete), with an open chink or cleft its whole length, from which

protrudes a doubly curved slender plumule. Grass-like marine herbs, growing
wholly under water, from a jointed creeping stem or rootstock, sheathed by the
bases of the very long and linear obtuse entire grass-like ribbon-shaped leaves

(whence the name, from fao-Tifjp, a belt}.
1. Z. marina L. Leaves obscurely 3 5-nerved. Shoal water of bays along

the coast, Nfd. to Fla.
;
Pacific coast. (Eurasia.)

5. NAJAS L. NAIAD

KFlowers dioecious or monoecious, axillary, solitary, and sessile
;
the sterile

usisting of a single stamen inclosed in a little membranous spathe ;
anther at

first nearly sessile, the filament at length elongated. Fertile flowers consisting
of a single ovary tapering into a short style ; stigmas 2-4, awl-shaped ;

ovule

erect, anatropous. Fruit a little seed-like nutlet, inclosed in a loose and sepa-
rable membranous epicarp. Embryo straight, the radicular end downward.
Slender branching herbs, growing under water, with opposite and linear leaves,
somewhat crowded into whorls, spinulose-toothed, sessile and dilated at base.

Flowers very small, solitary, but often clustered with the branch-leaves in the
axils

;
in summer. (Ncucis, a water-nymph.')

1. N. marina L. Stem rather stout and often armed with broad prickles ;

leaves broadly linear (2 mm. broad), coarsely and sharply toothed, the dilated
base entire

;
fruit 4-5 mm. long; seed very finely lineate, oblong, slightly com-

pressed. Marshes and salt springs of w. N.Y., Mich., and Minn.; Fla.; Utah to

Mex. Teeth of one or more brownish cells upon a many-celled base. (W. I.,

Eurasia, Austr.)
Var. gracilis Morong. Internodes long (5-8 cm.) and nearly naked, with

only a few teeth above
;

leaves very narrow (0.5 mm. wide) with 8-12 teeth
on each margin, the dilated base also toothed

;
fruit smaller. Canoga marshes,

w. N. Y.
;
Fla.

Var. recurvata Dudley. Stems short, inclined to be dichotomously branched,
recurved-spreading ;

leaves usually recurved, the teeth prominent, 2-7 on each

margin, the dilated base with a projecting tooth each side. N. Y.
;
Utah and Ariz.

2. N. flgxilis (Willd.) Rostk. & Schmidt. Stems usually very slender ; leaves

very narrowly linear (less than 1 mm. wide), very minutely serrulate, tapering
gradually to the serrulate base; fruit 2.5-3 mm. long, narrowly oblong; seeds

lance-oval, smooth and shining. Ponds and slow streams, Lab. to B. C., s. to

S. C. and Mo. Teeth on the margins of the leaves 1-celled. (Eu.) Var.
ROBUSTA Morong. Stem stout, few-leaved, sparsely branching, elongated ;

leaves

flat, strongly ascending, linear-tapering. Mass, to Mich, and Tex.
3. N. guadalupSnsis (Spreng.) Morong. Similar; leaves with 20-45 very

minute teeth on each margin ;
fruit 2 mm. long ;

seeds dull, conspicuously
reticulate. (2V. microdon A. Br.) Pa. to Neb., and southw. (Trop. Am.)

4. N. gracillima (A. Br.) Magnus. Branches alternate; leaves very nar-

rowly linear, nearly capillary, straight, serrate, the rounded lobes of the sheath-

ing base spinulose-ciliate ; fruit linear, impressed-dotted between the numerous
ribs. (N. indica, var. A. Br.) Local, e. Mass, to e. N. Y., N. J., and Pa.

;
Mo.

- Teeth of 3 cells each.

JUNCAGINACEAE (ARROW GRASS FAMILY)

Marsh plants, with terete bladeless leaves. Flowers perfect, spicate or

racemose, with herbaceous Q(rarely 3}-lobed perianth. Carpels 3 or 6, more

or less united, separating at maturity. Seeds anatropous; embryo straight.

Fruit foilicular or capsular.
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1. Scheuchzeria. Ovaries 3, nearly distinct, at length divergent. Flowers bracteate, in a loose

raceme upon a leafy stein.

2. Tnglochm. Ovaries 3-6, united until maturity. Leaves radical. Flowers bractless, in a

spike-like raceme terminating a jointless scape.

1. SCHEUCHZERIA L.

Sepals and petals oblong, spreading, nearly alike (greenish yellow), but the
latter narrower, persistent. Stamens 6

;
anthers linear. Ovaries 3, globular,

slightly united at base, 2-3-ovuled, bearing flat sessile stigmas, in fruit forming
3 diverging and inflated 1-2-seeded pods, opening along the inside. A low bog-
herb, with a creeping jointed rootstock, tapering into the ascending simple stem,
which is zigzag, partly sheathed by the bases of the grass-like conduplicate
leaves, and termimated by a loose raceme of a few flowers, with sheathing
bracts

;
leaves tubular at the apex. (Named for Johann and Johann Jacob

Scheuchzer, distinguished Swiss botanists early in the 18th century.)
1. S. paliistris L. Peat-bogs, and wet shores, e. Que. to N. J., westw.

across the continent. June. (Eurasia.)

2. TRIGL6CHIN L. ARROW GRASS

Sepals and petals nearly alike (greenish), ovate, concave, deciduous. Sta-

mens 3-6
;
anthers oval, on very short filaments. Pistils united into a 3-6-

celled compound ovary ; stigmas sessile
;

ovules solitary. Capsule splitting
when ripe into 3-6 carpels, which separate from a persistent central axis.

Perennials, with rush-like fleshy leaves below sheathing the base of the wand-
like naked and jointless scape. Flowers small, in a spiked raceme, bractless.

(Name composed of rpeis, three, and y\wxtv, point, from the three points of the

ripe fruit in no. 3 when dehiscent.)

Fruit thicker than long ............ 1. T.

Fruit longer than thick.

Fruit (with 3-6 carpels) ovoid-prismatic, about twice as long as thick . . 2. T. unit-it inm.
Fruit (3-carpelled) clavate- or linear-prismatic, 8-5 times as long as thick . . 8. T. jtiifiixt/'i*.

1. T. strata R. & P. Scape (8-34 cm. high) and leaves slender; flowers

very small
; sepals and stamens 3

; fruit globose-triangular, or when dry
3-lobed. ( T. triandra Michx. ) Salt marshes, near seashore,' Md. to Fla. and
La. (S. A.)

2. T. marftima L. Scape (1.5-7.5 dm. high) and leaves thickish
; fruit

ovoid or short-prismatic, acutish
; carpels 3- (more often) 6, rounded at base

and slightly grooved on the back, the edges acutish. Salt marshes near the

coast, Lab. to N. J., and in saline, boggy, or wet places across the continent.

(Eurasia., n. Afr.)
3. T. paliistris L. Scape (5-50 cm. high) and leaves slender; lament ''

:

fruit linear-club-shaped; carpels when ripe separating from below upward.
leaving a triangular axis, awl-pointed at base. Marshes (usually brackish)
and bogs, Greenl. to the coast of s. Me.

;
also inland along the St. John and

St. Lawrence R., Great Lakes and northwestw. (Eurasia.)

ALISMACEAE (WATER-PLANTAIN FAMILY)

Marsh herbs, with scape-like stems, sheathing leaves, and perfect,

or dioecious flowers ; perianth of 3 herbaceous persistent sepals and as

(often conspicuous} white deciduous petals, which are iinlirii-nti- <>r iiimlnt*- in

bud; stamens 6 or more, included; ovaries numerous, distinct, \-r<lli ,md

mostly l-ovuled, becoming achenes in fruit (in our genera) ;
seeds erect, c<im-

pylotropous. Roots fibrous
;
leaves radical, petiolate and strongly nerved with

transverse veinlets, the earlier sometimes without blade
;
flowers long-pedicellate,
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mostly verticillate, in a loose raceme or panicle, with lanceolate scarious bracts

slightly connate at base.

1. Sagittaria. Monoecious (or dioecious), lower (first developed) flowers pistillate, the upper

(later) ones staminate. Stamens indefinite, mostly numerous. Carpels strongly flattened,

in a dense head.

2. Lophotocarpus. Polygamous ;
lower flowers perfect, the upper staminate. Stamens 9-15.

Carpels strongly flattened, in a dense head.

3. Echinodorus. Flowers all perfect. Stamens 6-21, mostly definite. Carpels somewhat

turgid, in a dense head.

4. Alisma. Flowers all perfect. Stamens usually 6. Carpels strongly flattened, in a single ring.

1. SAGITTARIA L. ARROW-HEAD

Sepals loosely spreading or reflexed in fruit. Petals imbricated in the bud.

Ovaries crowded in a spherical or somewhat triangular depressed head on a

globular receptacle, in fruit forming flat membranaceous winged achenes.
Marsh or aquatic, mostly perennial, stoloniferous herbs, with milky juice ;

the scapes sheathed at base by the bases of the long cellular petioles, of which
the primary ones, and sometimes all, are destitute of any proper blade (i.e. are

phyllodia) ;
when present the blade is arrow-shaped or lanceolate. Flowers

produced all summer, whorled in threes, with membranous bracts. (Name
from sayitta, an arrow, from tftfe prevalent form of the leaves.)

a. Beak of the achene erect or nearly so b.

b. Beak long, usually half to three-fourths the length of the body.
Leaves habitually sagittate, the basal lobes nearly or quite as

long as the terminal portion of the blade.
Stout ; leaf-blades broadly ovate-oblong
Slender

;
leaf-blades linear

Leaves lanceolate to elliptical, the basal lobes when present
much shorter than the terminal portion ....

l>. Beak very short, not one-fourth the length of the body.
Leaves all or most of them sagittate, ovate.
Lowest bracts 0.5-1.5 cm. long ;

leaf-blades 2-18 cm. long
Lowest bracts 2-4 cm. long ; leaf-blades 2.5-5 din. long .

Leaves never sagittate.

Fruiting pedicels thickish, recurved

Fruiting pedicels slender, ascending or spreading
Beak of the achene strongly incurved, almost or quite horizontal c.

c. Leaves habitually sagittate, the basal lobes nearly or quite as long
as the terminal portion

c. Leaves linear to elliptic-ovate, entire or rarely sagittate at the base,
the basal lobes when present much shorter than the terminal

portion of the blade.
Fertile pedicels thickened, recurved

;
western ....

Fertile pedicels slender, ascending or spreading.
Filaments thickened at the base, short
Filaments slender, longer than the anthers, pubescent
Filaments slender, longer than the anthers, glabrous

1. /S. longirostra.
3. S. Engelmanniana.

8. S. heterophylla.

4. 8. arifolia.
5. AS', bremrostra.

11. S. subulata.
10. S. leres.

2. 8. latifolia.

12. S. platyphylla.

9. S. graminea.
6. S. lanci/olia.
7. S. amMgua.

Filaments numerous, narrow, as long as or longer than the linear-oblong

anthers; bracts 3, distinct; fruiting heads large.

1. S. Iongir6stra (M. Micheli) J. G. Sm. Robust, 3-6 dm. high, monoecious
;

leaves broadly ovate-oblong, obtusish, sagittate with broad basal lobes
;

fertile

whorls 2-4
;
fertile pedicels about 1 cm. long; body of the mature achene obovate,

winged all round, 3 mm. long, the beak nearly erect from the
inner angle, 1.5-2 mm. long. About springs, etc., Ct. (Harger),
N. J., and Pa. to Ky., Del., and Ala. FIG. 33.

2. S. Iatif61ia Willd. Glabrous; scape 1-9 dm. high, angled,
with one or more of the lower whorls fertile

;
leaves ovate, acute,

almost always sagittate, the basal lobes triangular, acute
; pedi-

cels of the fertile flowers at least half the length of the sterile

ones
; petals wholly white

;
filaments glabrous, nearly twice the

length of the anthers
;
achenes obovate (about 2 mm. long),

GRAY'S MANUAL

. S. longirostra.

Achene x 3.
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winged on both margins, with a curved usually horizontal beak. (#. variables

Engelra.) In water or wet places, very common; exceedingly variable as to
leaf-contour. FIG. 34. The following forms, although ill denned,
are in most instances recognizable : Forma OBxtiSA (Muhl. )

Robinson. (S. obtusa Muhl.) Leaves very broad, sagittate, ob-
tuse. Forma HAST.\TA (Pursh) Robinson. (S. hastata Pursh.)
Leaf-blades and their basal lobes oblong-lanceolate, acute. Forma
GRACILIS (Pursh) Robinson. (S.gracilis Pursh.) Leaf-blades and
their basal lobes narrowly linear. Forma DIVERSIFOLIA (Engelm.)

Achene x 3
RobinBon. (S. variabilis, var. Engelm.) Leaf-blades partly sagit-
tate and partly lanceolate or elliptic without basal lobes.

Var. pubscens (Muhl.) J. G. Sm. Robust, pubescent, broad-

leaved; bracts shorter than in the other forms, 6-9 mm. long,

broadly ovate, obtusish, and very pubescent. N. J. and Pa. to

N. C.

3. S. Engelmanniana J. G. Sm. Slender; lobes of the

sagittate leaves very narrowly linear (1-3 mm. wide) ;
achene

narrowly cuneate-obovate (4 mm. long), the beak elongated, erect

or recurved, the sides usually strongly 1-3-crested. (S. variabilis,
var. gracilis Engelm.) About ponds, etc., "N. H." and Mass,
to Del. FIG. 35.

4. S. arif61ia Nutt. Monoecious, glabrous; scape 2-4 dm.

high, simple or rarely branched
;

fertile whorls l-(rarely)3 ;
fertile pedicels

3-11 mm. long; leaf-blades sagittate-hastate, ovate, acute; achenes winged all

round, bearing at the upper inner angle a minute erect beak.

Que. to centr. Me., Vt., Ct., Mich., Kan., Dak., and westw.
When in deep water producing lance-linear phyllodia at the base
and developing elongated petioles of the blade-bearing leaves

(S. cuneata Sheldon). FIG. 36.

5. S. brevir6stra Mackenzie & Bush. Very stout
; scape 6-12

1 'a ' dm. high ;
leaf-blades all sagittate, basal lobes ovate-lanceolate,

acute, about as long as the terminal portion ; inflorescence simple
or slightly branched, 2-5 dm. long ; bracts lanceolate, attenuate

; fruiting pedi-
cels 1-2 cm. long ; fruiting heads 2-3 cm. in diameter ; achenes cuneate-obovate,
with dorsal wing prominent ;

beak suberect, but little surpassing the wing at

the summit. Sloughs and bottoms, Ind. to Kan.
6. S. lancifblia L. Scape 8-15 dm. high, with several of the lower whorls

fertile
;
leaves lanceolate or lance-oblong, rarely linear, all with a tapering base,

thick or coriaceous (1.5-4.5 dm. long on a long and stout petiole, never sagittate),
the nerves mostly arising from the very thick midrib

;
bracts ovate, acute or acu-

minate
; pedicels slender, the fertile scarcely shorter than the

sterile ones
; filaments pubescent ; achenes falcate, winged on the

back, pointed with an incurved beak. Swamps, Md. to Ky., Mo.,
andsouthw. (W.I.) FIG. 37.

7. S. ambigua J. G. Sm. Scape 4-6 dm. high ;
leaves as in

the preceding; raceme simple ; pedicels 1.5-2.5 cm. long; bracts
' '

lanceolate, small (8 mm. long) ; filaments glabrous ; achenes
with a short incurved beak, scarcely winged. Borders of ponds, etc., Kan.
and souhtw.

* * Filaments very short, with enlarged mostly glandular base ; anthers ovate or

; fruiting heads small ; bracts more or less connate; leaves very

rarely sagittate.

8. S. heterophylla Pursh. Scape weak (1.5-8 dm. high),
at length procumbent ;

leaves lanceolate or lance-oval, entire,
or with one or two narrow basal sagittate appendages ;

brm't*

roundish, obtuse; flowers of the lowest whorl fertile and almost
.sr.s-.s-///' ; the sterile on long pedicels ;

filaments ulnndular-

pubescent ;
achenes n<irr<>n-hj obovate with a long erect l>?nk.

Achene x3. N. E. to Fla., w. to Minn, and Mo. Varies as to foliage, the
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leaves being broad (var. ELLfpxiCA Engelm.), or rigid, narrowly lanceolate and

acute, unappendaged at the base, and with stout petioles (var. RIGIDA (Pursh)
Engelm.), or nearly linear (var. ANGusTir6LiA Engelm.). FIG. 38.

9. S. gramlnea Michx. Scape 0.8-5 dm. high ; phyllodia flat, mostly
broad-linear, acuminate; leaves ovate-lanceolate to linear, on long slender

petioles, sometimes reduced to the petiole merely ;
bracts rather

obtuse
;
whorls of flowers often few, all staminate or the lower ^

fertile
; pedicels slender, spreading, nearly equal ;

flowers white $
or roseate

; filaments 10-13 "-20," glandular-pubescent; achene
small (1 mm. long), narrowly obovate, almost beakless, winged

39< s> &raminea -

on the back, flat and scarcely costate on the sides. (S. Eaioni
Achem * 3 -

J. G. Sin.) Nfd. to Ont., s. to the Gulf
; very variable. FIG. 39. S. CRISTA.TA

Engelm. is apparently a form of this species with achenes somewhat wing-
crested.

10. S. tdres Wats. Phyllodia terete,, very acutely attenuate upward, 9-34 cm.

long, very rarely bearing a narrow blade
; scape 1-5 dm. high ;

bracts connate
at base

; pedicels in 1-3 whorls, all very slender and spreading, I or

2 fruiting, 1-3 cm. long; filaments 12, dilated, pubescent; achene

obovate, 2-2.4 mm. long, with an erect beak, the margins and sides

crenately several-crested. (S. isoetiformis J. G. Sm.) In shallow

water, Cape Cod, Mass., and L. I. to Fla. Phyllodia usually very
40 S. tores. ^^^^ ^Q fa

11. S. subulata (L.) Buchenau. Usually dwarf; leaves linear,

strap-shaped, obtuse or acutish, 3-20 crn. long, equaling or shorter than the scape,

very rarely with a narrow blade
; pedicels in 1-3 whorls, only 1 or 2 fruiting,

stouter and recurved; bracts connate or spathe-like; filaments 6-8, glabrous;
achene obovate, short-beaked, 2 mm. long, the margins and sides crenately
crested. (S. natans, var. lorata Chapm. ;

8. pusilla Nutt.) In mud or shal-

low water, near the coast
;

Ct. to Fla. In the South often becoming more
robust.

Var. (?) gracillima (Wats.) J. G. Sm. Scape and the almost or wholly
bladeless leaves very slender and greatly elongated (6-12 dm. long, 2 mm. wide);
pedicels all elongated, in usually distant whorls, the lower pistillate, slender and

spreading ;
fruit unknown. (S. natans, var. Wats.) In deep water of streams

in e. Mass. (Hitchings, Boott, C. E. Faxon, etc.), R. I. (J. F. Collins}, and Ct.

(Btssell). Wholly' submerged, only 1 or 2 flowers appearing at a time, floating
on the surface. The fruit has not yet been collected.

12. S. platyphylla (Engelm.) J. G. Sm. Scape 2-5 dm. high ; ^^
leaves elliptic-lanceolate, acute at both ends, rarely biauriculate \m[
at the base, 9-11-nerved

;
fertile whorls usually 2

;
fertile pedi-

cels about 2 cm. long, soon recurved
;
stamens about 20, the broad

base of the filament pubescent. (S. graminea, var. Engelm.) 41. s. platyphylla.

River sloughs, s. Mo. and Kan. to Tex. FIG. 41. Achene x3.

I
hi

f>

2. LOPHOTOCARPUS Th. Durand

Sepals strongly concave, erect and appressed to the fruit. Perennials with
habit and carpels much as in Sagittaria. (Name from \60os, a crest, and Kap-rrbs,

fruit, not very applicable.) LOPHIOCARPUS (Kunth) Miquel, not Turcz.

Chiefly maritime ; leaves mostly thick spongy phyllodia, the blades when
present small, lance-oblong, entire, or ovate and sagittate, the auricles

relatively small, linear-oblong, divergent.

1. L. spongi6sus (Engelm.) J. G. Sm. Low (1-3 dm. high) ;
leaf-blades

0.5-2.5 cm. broad
;
the thick spongy petioles septate-nodulose ; scapes 4-15 cm.

high, recurved, bearing mostly 2 whorls of flowers
;
head of carpels 7-10 mm.

in diameter. (L. spatulatus J. G. Sm.; Sagittaria calycina, var. Engelm.)
On tidal mud of brackish estuaries, etc., N. R. {Fowler} to Del.

; rarely

inland, Mo. (L. depauperatus J. G. Sm., at least in part).
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** Species of the interior; leaf-blades relatively large, sagittate witli Imml
triangular auricles.

2. L. calycinus (Engelm.) J. G. Sin. Taller (1.5-4 dm. high) ;
leaf-blades

deeply sagittate, thin, 10-15-nerved, 4-8 cm. broad, the auricles triangular,
acute, nearly or quite as long as the terminal portion of the blade

; stipes re-

curving or procumbent, 1-4 dm. long, usually bearing 3-4 whorls of flowers
;

head of carpels about 1 cm. in diameter. (Sagittaria Engelm.) Muddy banks,
Mich, to Dak. and southw.

Var. maximus (Engelm.) Robinson. Leaf-blades very large (3 dm. wide),
18-21-nerved, considerably broader than long, the auricles almost divaricate;
inflorescence stout, sometimes branched. (Sagittaria calycina, var. Engelm.)

0. (Moseley) and southw.

3. ECHIN6DORUS Richard.

Petals imbricated in the bud. Stamens 6-21 or more. Mostly annuals, with
the habit of Sagittaria, the naked steins sparingly branched or simple, and the

flowers on rather short pedicels, in whorls of 3-6 or more.
Fl. summer and autumn. (Name from tx^udv, prickly,
or from ^x*"05 ?

and Sop6s, a leathern bottle, applied to the

ovary, which is in most species armed with the persistent

style, so as to form a sort of prickly head of fruit. )

1. E. tenSllus (Martius) Buchenau. Hrapcs 1.5-1(1 i-m.

high ; shoots often creeping and proliferous ;
submersed

leaves lance-linear phyllodia, emersed leaves petiolate with

i, c
a lanceolate blade, acute (1-3 cm. long) ;

umbel single,
2-8-flowered

; pedicels reflexed in fruit
;

flower 6 mm.
42. E. teneiius.

broad
;
stamens 9

; styles much shorter than the ovary ;

Achenes
'

achenes beakless, 8-ribbed, reddish brown, without glands.

(Alisma Martius
;

Helianthium Britton
;

E. parvulus
Engelm.) Submersed or on mud, e. Mass., Mich., Minn., and
southw. (S. A.) FIG. 42.

2. E. cordifblius (L.) Griseb. Scape erect, 1-6 dm high,

longer than the leaves
;
leaves broadly ovate, cordate or truncate

at base, obtuse (the blade 2-11 cm. long) ;
umbel proliferous, 43 E

in a branched panicle ;
flower 8-10 mm. broad; stamens 12; Achem "xV."

styles longer than the ovary ; achenes with a conspicuous erect

beak. (E. rostratus Engelm.) Borders of ponds and ditches, 111. to Kan..
s. Cal., and Fla. FIG. 43. Var. LANCEOL\TUS (Knirelm.)
Mackenzie & Bush is a low form which has the leaves
lanceolate with an acute base. 111., Mo.

"^a :*. E. radicans (Nutt.) Engelm. Stems or scape prostrate,
W creeping (6-12 dm. long), proliferous, bearing many whorls

of flowers
;
leaves somewhat truncately heart-shaped, obtuse

(5-20 cm. broad), long-petioled ;
flowers 12-20 mm. broad;

" f' stamens about 21
; styles shorter than the ovary; acln-mx

44. E. radicans. with a short incurved beak, the keeled back denticulate.

<t. Fr. x 1. About ponds, etc., 111. to N. C. and Fla., w. to Kan. and
/>. Achene x 3. Tex. FlG. 44.

4. ALISMA L. WATER PLANTAIN

Petals involute, in the bud. Ovaries many in a simple circle on a flattened

receptacle, forming flattened coriaceous achenes, which are dilated and 2-3-
keeled on the back. Scape with whorled panicled branches. Flowers small,
white or pale rose-color. (The ({reek name

;
of uncertain derivation.)

1. A. Plantago-aquatica L. Perennial by a stout proliferous conn
; leaves

loim-pctioled, ovate or oblong, acute, mostly rounded or heart-shaped at base,
:: '.'-nerved; scapes 1 or 2; panicle loose, pyramidal, 3-6 dm. long, murfi nn-rfop-
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ping the leaves, with verticils of 2 or 3 orders
; rays and slender pedicels ascending

at an angle of about 45; sepals 10-striate, the hyaline margins whitish
; petals

2-4 inm. long, white, with yellowish claw
;
stamens twice as long

as the carpels ; these furrowed along the back, not meeting at

the center of the disk. Shallow water and ditches, across the

continent. (Eurasia.) FIG. 45.

2. A. Geyeri Torr. Scapes 2-4, the shorter overtopped by 45. A. Plant. -aq.

the long-petioled linear-lanceolate to elliptic leaves
; panicles Fruit x 1.

usually less diffuse, the verticils in 1 or 2 orders
;
the thickish

peticels strongly divergent in fruit; sepals 10-14-striate, the margins rose-color
;

petals 1-2 mm. long, rose-color, with yellow basal spot ;
stamens about equaling

the carpels ;
these ridged on the back, meeting at the center of the disk. Locally

fin

N. Y. to N. Dak. and the Pacific. (Eurasia.)

HYDROCHARITACEAE (FROG'S BIT FAMILY)

Aquatic herbs, with dioecious or polygamous regular flowers, sessile or on

scape-like peduncles from aspathe, and simple or double floral envelopes, which

in the fertile flowers are united into a tube and coherent with the 1-3-celled

ovary. Stamens 3-12, distinct or monadelphous ;
anthers 2-celled. Stigmas 3

6. Fruit ripening under water, indehiscent, many-seeded.

1. Elodea. Stem elongated, submerged, leafy. Spathes small, sessile.

2. Vallisneria. Stemless. Leaves narrow, elongated. Spathes pedunculate.
3. Limnobium. Stem very short. Leaves crowded

; blades broad and spongy. Spathes

pedunculate.

1. ELODEA Michx. WATER-WEED

Flowers polygamo-dioeciius, solitary and sessile from a sessile tubular 2-cleft

axillary spathe. Sterile flowers small or minute, with 3 sepals barely united at

base, and usually 3 similar or narrower petals ;
filaments short and united at

base, or none
;
anthers 3-9, oval. Fertile flowers pistillate or apparently per-

fect
;
limb of the perianth 6-parted ;

the small lobes obovate, spreading. Ovary
1-celled, with 3 parietal placentae, each bearing a few orthotropous ovules : the

capillary style coherent with the tube of the perianth ; stigmas 3, large, 2-lobed
or notched, exserted. Fruit oblong, coriaceous, few-seeded. Perennial slender

herbs, with pellucid veinless 1-nerved sessile whorled or opposite leaves.

The staminate flowers (rarely seen) commonly break off and float on the sur-

face, where they expand and shed their pollen around the stigmas of the fertile

flowers, raised to the surface by the prolonged calyx-tube. (Name from eXwSTjs,

marshy. )

1 . E. canadensis Michx. Leaves varying from linear to oval-oblong, minutely
serrulate

;
stamens 9 in the sterile flowers, 3 or 6 almost sessile anthers in the

fertile. (Anacharis Planch.
; Philotria Britton.) Slow streams and ponds,

common. July. (Nat. in Eu.)

2. VALLISNERIA [Mich.] L. TAPE GRASS. EEL GRASS

Flowers dioecious
;
the sterile crowded in a head, inclosed in an ovate at

length 3-valved spathe borne on a short scape; stamens mostly 3. Fertile

flowers solitary and sessile in a tubular spathe on an exceedingly lengthened
scape. Calyx 3-parted in the sterile flowers

;
in the fertile with a linear tube

coherent with the 1-celled ovary, but not extended beyond it, 3-lobecl (the lobes

obovate). Petals 3, linear, small. Stigmas 3, large, nearly sessile, 2-lobed.

Ovules very numerous, scattered over the walls, orthotropous. Fruit elongated,
cylindrical, berry-like. Long linear leaves wholly submerged or their ends

floating. The staminate flower-buds themselves break from their short pedicels
d float on the surface, were they shed their pollen around the fertile flowers,

I
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which are raised to the surface by sudden growth at the same time
; afterwards

the thread-form scapes (6-12 dm. long) coil up spirally, drawing the fruit

under water to ripen. (Named for Antonio Vallisneri, an early Italian botanist.)
1. V. spiralis L. Leaves thin, ribbon-like (0.3-2 m. long), obscurely serru-

late, obtuse, somewhat nerved and netted-veined. Common in slow waters,
N. S. to Fla., w. to Minn, and Tex. (Eurasia, Austr.)

3. LIMN6BIUM Richard. AMERICAN FROG'S BIT

Flowers dioecious (or monoecious?), from sessile or somewhat peduncled
spathes ;

the sterile spathe 1-leaved, producing about 3 long-pediceled flowers
;

the fertile 2-leaved, with a single short-pediceled flower. Calyx 3-parted or

-cleft
; sepals oblong-oval. Petals 3, oblong-linear. Filaments in the sterile

flowers entirely united in a central solid column, bearing 6-12 linear anthers at

unequal heights ;
stamens in the fertile flowers 3-6 awl-shaped rudiments.

Ovary 6-9-celled, with as many placentae in the axis, forming an ovoid many-
seeded berry in fruit

; stigmas as many as the cells, but 2-parted, awl-shaped.
Floating in stagnant water and proliferous by runners. Leaves round-heart-

shaped, spongy-reticulated and purplish underneath. (Name from Xi/xj^ios,

living in pools.)
1. L. Sp6ngia (Bosc) Richard. Leaves 2.5-5 cm. long, faintly 5-nerved

;

peduncle of the sterile flower about 7.5 cm. long and filiform, of the fertile only
2.5 cm. long and stout. Stagnant water, N. J. to Fla.

;
also L. Out. to 111.,

Mo., and Tex.

GRAMlNEAE (GRASS FAMILY)

(REVISED BY A. S. HITCHCOCK)

Herbs (shrubs or trees in Bambuseae) with usually hollow steins (culms)
closed at the nodes, and 2-ranked parallel-veined leaves these consisting of two

parts, the sheath and the blade, the sheath enveloping the culm with the mar-

gins overlapping or rarely grown together; at the junction of the sheath and

blade, on the inside, is a membranaceous hyaline or hairy appendage (the

ligule) rarely obsolete. Flowers perfect (rarely unisexual), very small,

without a distinct perianth, arranged in spikelets consisting of a short-

ened axis (rhachilla) and 2-many distichous bracts, the lowest two of which

(the glumes) are empty (rarely 1 or both obsolete) ;
in the axil- of each succeed-

ing bract (the lemma) is borne a single flower, subtended and usually enveloped

by a (normally) 2-nerved bract or prophyllum (the palea), with its back to the

rhachilla
;
at the base of the flower, between it and the lemma, are usually 2 very

small hyaline scales (the lodicules), rarely a third lodicule between the flower

and the palea; stamens 3 (rarely 1,2, or 6), with very delicate filaments and

2-celled versatile anthers
; pistil, one, with a 1-celled 1-ovuled ovary, 2 (rarely

1 or 3) styles, and mostly plumose stigmas. Fruit a caryopsis with starchy endo-

sperm and a small embryo at the base on the side opposite the hilum. Grain

usually inclosed at maturity in the lemma and palea, free or adnate to the palea.

The lemma with its palea and flower constitute the floret. The lemma may be

variously modified
;
and may be sterile or neuter, that is, containing a palea or

rudiment of one, without a flower, or empty ;
or may itself be rudimentary (as

in some of the Chlorideae) ;
in such cases the spikelet contains at least one per-

fect floret
;
the sterile or modified lemmas, one or more, above or below it. The

palea is rarely obsolete. Spikelets arranged in spikes, racemes, or panicles, the

branches of which are bractless.
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SUBFAMILY I. PANICOlDEAE

Spikelets 1-, rarely 2-flowered, when 2-flowered the terminal flower perfect,

the lower staminate or neuter
;
rhachilla articulated below the glumes, the more

or less dorsally compressed spikelets falling from the pedicels entire, singly, in

groups, or together with joints of an articulate rhachis.

This first grand division of the Gramineae is based upon two characters in

combination, the articulation of the pedicels just below the spikelets or cluster

of spikelets and the single perfect flower, which may or may not have a staminate

or imperfect flower below it. The lemma of the imperfect flower is similar to

the glumes in texture in Paniceae and like the fertile lemma in the other tribes.

In a few genera the first glume is obsolete, but in these cases the articulation

below the dorsally compressed spikelets indicates their relation.

Tribe I. MAYDEAE. Pistillate and staminate spikelets in different inflorescences or in different

parts of the same inflorescence
;
awnless ; glumes indurated.

1. Tripsacum. Staminate spikelets above the pistillate, in pairs at each joint of a spike-like

raceme
; pistillate single, imbedded in the jointed rhachis.

Tribe II. ANDROPOG6NEAE. Spikelets in pairs or threes on the usually articulate rhachis ofa

spike like raceme, one sessile and fertile, the other pediceled and perfect, staminate, neuter or

rudimentary ; glumes more or less indurated
;
lemmas smaller and hyaline, that of the fertile

flower usually awned.

2. Rottboellia. Rhachis naked
; pediceled spikelets neuter, often rudimentary; fertile spikelets

awnless.

3. Erianthus. Rhachis hairy ; spikelets all perfect and fertile, awned.

4. Andropogon. llhachis hairy ; pediceled spikelets sterile, often rudimentary ;
fertile spikelets

awned.

5. Sorghastrum. Racemes reduced to one or two joints, on slender peduncles, arranged in

open panicles ;
second spikelet reduced to a pedicel.

Tribe III. PANfCEAE. Spikelets all perfect (in our genera) in racemes or panicles ; glumes metn-

branaceous, unequal, the first usually small, sometimes obsolete
;
a lemma of like texture,

empty or with a hyaline palea, rarely inclosing a staminate flower, subtends the perfect floret

and simulates a third glume ;
fertile lemma and palea indurated, firmly clasped together,

inclosing the free grain, awnless (pointed in Eehinochloa).

*
Spikelets without an involucre of bristles.

-- Lemma leathery-indurated with hyaline margins not inrolled
; spikelets lanceolate

;
first

glume sometimes wanting.

6. Digitaria. Spikelets in slender spike-like racemes, aggregated toward the summit of the

culm.

7. Leptoloma. Spikelets long-pediceled in a diffuse panicle.

f- +- Lemma chartaceous-indurated
; margins not hyaline, inrolled except in Amphicarpon.

H- Glumes and lemmas awnless.

8. Amphicarpon. Spikelets of 2 kinds, one in terminal panicle, not fruitful
;
the other sub-

terranean, perfecting fruit
; margins of lemma not inrolled.

9. Paspalum. Spikelets all alike, plano-convex, sessile or nearly so, solitary or in pairs in 2

rows on one side of a flattened rhachis ; first glume obsolete (rarely present) ; spikelets

placed with back of fertile lemma toward the rhachis.

10. Axonopus. Spikelets all alike, compressed, biconvex, sessile, solitary in 2 rows on one side

of a flattened rhachis
;

first glume obsolete ; spikelets placed with the back of the fer-

tile lemma from the rhachis.

11. Panicum. Spikelets all alike, biconvex, in panicles (rarely racemes); first glume present;

second glume and sterile lemma similar.

12. Sacciolepis. Spikelets all alike, in spike-like panicles ;
second glume saccate at base,

11-nerved
;
sterile lemma flat, 3-5-nerved.
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H- ++ Sterile lemma awned or pointed ;
fruit acuminate

; palea not included at the summit.

13. Echinochloa. Spikelets crowded in one-sided racemes, these arranged in a panicle.

* *
Spikelets with an involucre of bristles.

14. Setaria. Spikelets in a dense cylindrical spike-like panicle ; bristles persistent.

15. Cenchrus. Spikelets (1-5 together) inclosed in a globular spiny bur-like involucre
;

this

falling with Spikelets inclosed.

SUBFAMILY II. POACOfDEAE

Spikelets 1-many-flowered, the imperfect or rudimentary floret, if any, usu-

ally uppermost, rhachilla usually articulated above the glumes which are persist-

ent on the pedicel or rhachis after the fall of the florets; when 2-inany-flowered

a manifest in ternode of the rhachilla separates the florets, and is articulated below

them; spikelets more or less laterally compressed (except in MiUum}. The

spikelets are articulated below the glumes in Oryzcae, Alopecurus, Cinna, Poly-

poyon, Holcus, Sphenopholis, Spartina, and Becktnannia ; these are distin-

guished from SUBFAMILY I by the laterally compressed spikelets.

Tribe IV. OR^ZEAE. Spikelets unisexual or perfect, in loose panicles ;
rhachilla articulated be-

low the glumes ; glumes often wanting ; stamens often 6.

16. Zizania. Spikelets unisexual, unlike in appearance ; panicle pistillate above, staminate

below.

17. Zizaniopsis. Spikelets unisexual, much alike in appearance, intermixed in the same panicle.

18. Leersia. Flowers perfect, spikelets much flattened laterally ;
lemma carinate, awnless

; pa-

lea 1-keeled.

Tribe V. PHALARlDEAE. Spikelets laterally compressed, 1 (rarely 3)-flowered; two sterile

lemmas below the fertile floret, and falling attached to it, usually empty and unlike tin; fertile

lemma, sometimes reduced to bristles, or sometimes with a staminate flower in Hierochloe ;

fertile lemma with a 1-2-nerved or nerveless palea and a perfect flower.

19. PhalariS. Sterile lemmas very narrow, much shorter than the indurated fertile lemma,
which is much exceeded by the equal glumes.

20. Anthoxanthum. Sterile lemmas dorsally awned, larger than the slightly indurated fertile

lemma ; glumes very unequal.

21. Hierochloe. Sterile lemmas larger than the fertile lemma, indurated, inclosing a 2-ncrved

palea and usually a staminate flower
; glumes subequal, scarcely exceeding the florets.

Tribe VI. AGROSTfDEAE. Spikelets 1-flowered ; rhachilla sometimes prolonged behind the

palea into a naked or plumose bristle; glumes subequal, usually equaling or exceeding the

lemma
; palea 2-nerved, rarely nerveless or wanting (1-nerved in one species of Ciinm).

* Lemma indurated.

--
Spikelets awnless

; callus none ; margins of lemma inrolled.

22. Milium. Spikelets dorsally compressed.

i- +- Spikelets with a terminal awn
; margins of lemma not inrolled ;

a callus at base. STII-INAK.

23. Oryzopsis. Awn simple, deciduous ; callus short, obtuse.

_M. Stipa. Awn simple, persistent; callus usually acute.

-'.">. Aristida. A \vn,3-fld, the branches divaricate
;
callus acute.

* * Lemma membrannceous.

- l.ciiiiiia awned from the tip or mucronute, closely infolding the grain : callus acute.

b

.'f>. Muhlenbergia. IMiaohilla not prolonged behind the palea ; lemma pointed or awned.

27. Brachyelytrum. l.'haehilla prolonged into a bristle behind the palea ; lemma long-awned.

*- -i- Lemma awnless or dorsally awned, loosely embracing the grain.

M- Glumes eonspiciion^ly eompres-ed earinate ; spikelets in dense spike-like panicles.
- I'm i N M '

28. Heleochloe. Lemma membranaceous like the glumes, awnless ; glumes not aristate : pani-

cle partly included, ovoid.
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29. Phleum. Lemma hyaline, awnless, glumes abruptly aristate ; panicle exserted, cylindrical.

30. Alopecurus. Lemma hyaline, awned below the middle
; palea none

; glumes not aristate
;

panicle exserted, cylindrical.

H- -H- Glumes not conspicuously compressed ; spikelets in open or narrow panicles. AGROSTINAE.

= Lemma 1 (rarely 3) -nerved, awnless
; pericarp readily separating from the grain.

31. Sporobolus. Lemma as long as or longer than the glumes ;
culms wiry or rigid.

= = Lemma 3-5-nerved, awned or awnless ; pericarp adherent to the grain.

a. Floret not stipitate ; palea 2-nerved
; stamens 3.

&. Rhachilla not prolonged behind the palea.

32. Agrostis. Glumes longer than the floret, awnless
; panicle usually open.

33. Polypogon. Glumes longer than the floret, awned
; panicle spike-like.

34. Calamovilfa. Glumes shorter than the floret, awnless.

l> b. Ehachilla prolonged behind the palea, bristle-like.

Calamagrostis. Perennial
; panicle loose or contracted

; prolonged rhachilla and callus with

long hairs
;
lemma short-awned below the middle.

36. Ammophila. Perennial
; panicle dense and spike-like ; prolonged rhachilla and callus with

short hairs
;
lemma awnless.

Apera. Annual
; panicle loose

;
the prolonged rhachilla naked

;
lemma long-awned below the

bifid apex.

a a. Floret stipitate ; palea 1-2-nerved ; stamen 1.

38. Cinna. Spikelets in a loose panicle.

VII. AVENEAE. Spikelets 2-several-flowered, panicled ;
rhachilla prolonged behind the

of uppermost floret except in Aira; glumes usually longer than the first floret; 1 or

more of the florets awned on the back or from the teeth of the bifid apex (or usually awnless in

Sphenopholis and Koeleria) ;
the callus and usually the rhachilla-joints hairy.

* Rhachilla not prolonged behind the palea of uppermost floret
; spikelets 2-flowered, both perfect.

9. Aira. Florets approximate; glumes broad, boat-shaped.

* * Rhachilla prolonged behind the palea of uppermost floret; spikelets 2-several-flowered.

Articulation below the glumes ; spikelets falling entire or the glumes and lowest floret together.

-H- Glumes much exceeding the two florets.

40. Holcus. Lower floret stipitate, awnless, upper with a hook-like awn.

n- -M- Glumes exceeded by upper floret.

H. Sphenopholis. Glumes dissimilar, the second obovate; florets usually awnless.

+- -s- Articulation above the glumes.

H- Awns wanting or but a mucronate tip.

Koeleria. Glumes unequal, exceeded by the upper floret.

M- + Awns present.

= Awns dorsal, not flattened.

a. Spikelets 2-several-flowered
;
florets all perfect or the uppermost imperfect.

b. Spikelets less than 1 cm. long ; grain free.

43. Trisetum. Lemma keeled, bidentate, awn arising from above the middle.

44. Deschampsia. Lemma convex, awn from the middle or below.

l> b. Spikelets more than 1 cm. long ; grain adherent to the palea.

45. Avena. Florets approximate, exceeded by the striate glumes.

a a. Spikelets 2-flowered ;
lower floret staminate, upper perfect.

Arrhenatherum. Lower floret long-awned, upper usually awnless.

= Awns from between the teeth of the bidentate apex of the lemma, flattened, twisted.

47. Danthonia. Florets several, not closely approximate, glumes equaling or exceeding the

uppermost.
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Tribe VIII. CHLORfDEAE. Spikelets. 1-several-flowewl, in 1-sided spikes which are digitate or

paniculate, sometimes solitary.
*
Spikelets all alike.

--
Spikelets strictly 1-flowered, no sterile lemma.

H- Rhachilla articulated below the glumes.

48. Spartina. Glumes narrow, unequal.

49. Beckmamria. Glumes broad, boat-shaped, inflated, equal.

H- -M- Rhachilla articulated above the glumes. .

50. Cynodon. Spikes digitate ; plants extensively creeping.

51. Schedonnardus. Spikes paniculate ; plants caespitose.

-H +- Spikelets with more than 1 floret.

++ Perfect floret 1, additional florets staminate, neuter or rudimentary.

= Lowest floret perfect.

52. Gymnopogon. Spikelets remote, appressed.

53. Chloris. Spikelets imbricated ;
fertile lemma 1-awned or awnless ; spikes more or less

whorled or digitate.

54. Bouteloua. Spikelets imbricated
;

fertile lemma 3-awned
; spikes racemose.

= Lowest florets neuter, third perfect.

55. Ctenium. Spike solitary ;
second glume bearing a stout divergent dorsal awn.

H- -H- Perfect florets 2 or more.

= Spikes few, stout, digitate.

56. Dactyloctenium. Rhachis of spike prolonged beyond the -spikelets ; second glume and at

least lowest lemma cuspidate.

57. Eleusine. Rhachis of spike not prolonged beyond the spikelets, neither glumes nor lemmas

cuspidate.
= = Spikes numerous, very slender, racemose.

58. Leptochloa. Spikelets not crowded, often slightly pediceled.

* *
Spikelets unisexual, dissimilar ; plants dioecious or monoecious.

59. Buchloe. Staminate spikes exserted, racemose
; pistillate spikelets nearly capitate, partially

included in broad sheaths.

Tribe IX. FESTtlCEAE. Spikelets 2-many-flowered, usually perfect, pedicellate in racemes or in

loose or dense panicles; glumes shorter than the lowest floret; lemmas 1-several-nerved, awn-

less or with 1-several straight awns, terminal or borne just below the apex.

* Rhachilla clothed with long silky hairs, exceeding the florets.

60. Phragmites. Lowest floret staminate, the others perfect.

* * Rhachilla naked or with hairs much shorter than the florets.

+- Callus and nerves of lemma densely bearded (not cobwebby).

61. Tridens The three nerves or only the middle one excurrent between the acute lobes of the

lemma
; palea not ciliate-fringed.

62. Triplasis. Midnerve excurrent between the truncate lobes of the lemma
; palea conspicu-

ously ciliate-fringed ;
florets remote.

+- +- Callus and nerves glabrous or cobwebby, or callus sparsely bearded.

n- Lemma coriaceous, smooth ami shining, without a scarious margin.

Spikelets dioecious.

68. Distichlis. Spikelets large, compressed, in a small crowded panicle.

Spikelets perfect.

67. Uniola. Lwwer 1-4 lemmas empty,
ill. Diarrhena. I'pper 2-4 lemmas empty.

+ -n- Lemmas meml.ranaceous, or if subcoriaceous having a scarious margin.

Lemma> ::-iuT\ed. d\,l> rid might be looked for here, but the upper glume about equals
the lower floret.)

63. Eragrostis. Spikcln- ::-many-flowered.
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64. Catabrosa. Spikelets 2-flowered.

= = Lemmas 5-inany-nerved (nerves often obscure in Sriza).

a. Spikelets nearly sessile in dense 1-sided clusters at the end of the few panicle-branches.

TO. Dactylis. Spikelets flattened
; glumes and lemmas keeled, the keels hispid-ciliate.

a a. Spikelets not in dense 1-sided clusters.

b. Spikelets as broad as long, somewhat heart-shaped.

69. Briza. Florets crowded in the spikelets, almost horizontal
;
lemmas boat-shaped or ventricose.

b b. Spikelets much longer than broad, not heart-shaped.

c. Lemmas keeled.

71. Poa. Base of florets often cobwebby.

c c. Lemmas convex or keeled only at the summit.

d. Uppermost lemmas shaped like the lower, fertile or sterile.

e. Nerves of lemma prominent, parallel.

73. Glyceria. Spikelets compressed-cylindrical or little flattened
;
lemmas scarious at summit.

e e. Nerves of lemma not prominent.

/. Lemmas obtuse, awnless.

74. Puccinellia. Glume* much shorter than the lowest lemma
;
callus not hairy ; nerves not

excurrent.

72. Scholochloa. Glumes nearly as long as lowest lemma
;
callus hairy ;

one or more nerves of

lemma excurrent.

//. Lemmas acute, often awned.

75. Festuca. Lemmas entire, often awned from the apex.

76. Bromus. Lemmas 2-toothed, usually awned just below the apex ; grain adherent to the

palea, pubescent at the summit.

65. Melica. Lemmas awned just below the apex, grain free, glabrous.

d d. Uppermost lemmas broad or cucullate, convolute, forming a club-shaped mass.

C5. Melica. Lemmas subcoriaceous with a scarious margin, obtuse.

Tribe X. H6RDEAE. Spikelets (1-several-flowered, with uppermost floret imperfect) sessile on

opposite sides of a zigzag jointed channeled rhachis, forming a spike; glumes sometimes abor-

tive or wanting, often placed together in front of the spikelet ; leaf-blades bearing at base a

more or less well-marked pair of auriculate appendages.

*
Spikelets solitary at each joint of the rhachis.

-*- Spikelets 1-flowered, falling attached to joints of the disarticulating rhachis.

78. Lepturus. Spikelets awnless; low branching annuals.

-i- +- Spikelets 2-many-flowered.

77. Lolium. Spikelets placed with one edge to the rhachis.

79. Agropyron. Spikelets placed with the side to the rhachis.

* *
Spikelets 2 or 8, rarely solitary, at each joint of the rhachis, placed with the florets dorso-

ventral to the rhachis.

+- Spikelets not all alike.

Hordeum. Spikelets l(rarely 2-3)-flowered, in 3's at each joint, the lateral pair pediceled,

usually abortive
; glumes awn-like.

-i- +- Spikelets all alike, 2-6-flowered.

Elymus. Glumes usually equaling the florets
; spikes mostly dense.

Hystrix. Glumes reduced to short bristles, one or both often obsolete
; spikes very loose.

ibe XI. BAMBtSEAE. Tall woody reeds ;
the flat blades with a short petiole articulated with

tlie sheath
; spikelets few-many-flowered, flattened, in panicles or racemes.

Arundinaria. Lemmas rounded on the back, many-nerved, acuminate or bristle-pointed;

glumes very small.
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1. TRIPSACUM L. (JAMA G*A88. SI--.SVMK

Spikelets unisexual,
tinuous rhachis above

;

46. T. dactyloides.

Part of spike x iy2 .

9 Bptkelet embedded x 1.

9 S pikelet freed x 1.

cf Spikelet x 1.

axillary spikes solitary

Aug. FIG. 46.

the staminate spikelets in pairs at the joints of the con-
the pistillate spikelets solitary, embedded in each oblong
joint of the cartilaginous thickened articulate rhachis
below in the same inflorescence, which terminates the
culm or its branches

; glumes of the staminate spikelet

subcoriaceous, the first dorsally flattened, the second

boat-shaped ;
the first lemma often empty, membrana-

ceous with a hyaline palea, like the second which
incloses a staminate flower

;
first glume of pistillate

spikelet ovate, at length cartilaginous and closing the
recess in the rhachis, second boat-shaped, coriaceous

;

florets 2, the lemmas and paleas hyaline, the lower

sterile, the upper pistillate. Tall stout perennials from

very thick creeping rootstocks, with broad flat leaves,
and terminal and axillary spikes separating spontane-
ously into joints at maturity. (Name from rplpeiv, to

rub, perhaps in allusion to the polished spike.)
1. T. dactyloides L. Culms 1-2.5 in. high ;

leaves

3 dm. or more long, 1.5-3.5 cm. wide; spikes 2-3

together at the summit, when their contiguous sides

are more or less flattened, or solitary and terete
;

Moist soil, Ct. to Kan., s. to Fla. and Tex. July,

2. ROTTBOELLIA L. f.

Spikelets in pairs in the excavations at the nodes of a cylindrical articulated
axis

;
one sessile and perfect, the other pediceled, sterile, with its pedicel adnate

to the rhachis
; glumes of the perfect spikelet awnless, the

first coriaceous and covering the excavation in the rhachis,
the second thinner, boat-shaped ;

sterile lemma empty or
with a rudimentary flower, and, like the lemma and palea,

hyaline ; glumes of sterile spikelet membranaceous. Peren-
nials with flat narrow leaves, and single cartilaginous spikes
which disarticulate at maturity, terminating the stem and
branches

; chiefly subtropical. (Named for Prof. C. F. Jtott-

boell, an excellent Danish botanist, who wrote
much upon Gramineae, Cyperaceae, etc. )

1. R. rug6sa Nutt. Culms tufted, com- l

"
1: - ni?r<.>a.

pressed, 6-12 dm. high ;
sheaths flattened

; p.asc of iniloreseeiice

leaves 5-10 mm. wide; spikes 2-7 cm. ln</, x a .

J Jj
the lateral ones on short rlaxtrrrd branches in

m /H ^e ax^s
->

ften partly included in inflated

fjl
sheaths

; first glume of fertile spikelet trans-"
versely rugose. (Manisuris Ktze.) Low pine
barrens, Del. and southw., near the coast.

Aug., Sept. FIG. 47.

2. R. cylfndrica (Michx.) Torr. fv////s

terete from a short rootstock ; leaves 2-3 mm.
i:. cylindrica-

wi(*e
; spikes slender, usually curved, f>-l "> an. Jong, terminating

X '2. the culm, on elongated axillary p<'<ium-i,-s; sterile spik. let rudi-

mentary ; first glume of fertile spikelet obsnirrl;/ /lifted longi-

tudinally. (Manisuris Ktze.) Prairies, Mo. and southw. June-Aim. Fn;. -IS.

3. ERIANTHUS Michx. WOOLLY BEAUD GRASS

Spikelets in pairs, one sessile, the other pediceled. along the articulate and

readily disjointing rhachis. both alike, perfect; glumes Sttbequal, tirm-membra-

naceous, the first dorsally flattened, more or less birarinate, the second keeled

above
;
sterile lemma empty, hyaline, awnless

;
fertile lemma with an awn 1-2 cm.

Part <>f same with fer-

tile and pedieeled
sterile spikch-t sep-
a rat i-d x _'.

Fertile .--pikelet x _'.

Its Mower removed
x2.

I.emma X 2.

48.
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long ; palea minute, nerveless. Tall and stout reed-like perennials, with elon-

gated flat leaves, racemes crowded in a panicle and clothed with long silky hairs,

especially in a tuft around the base of each spikelet (whence the name, from
epiov, wool, and avdos, flower}.

* Awn terete, straight.
-- Hairs at base ofspikelets copious, as long as the glumes or longer ; panicle-axis

and upper part of culm densely appressed-villous.

w Panicle loose and open; hairs longer than the glumes.
1. E. saccharoides Michx. Culm 1-2 m. high, usually with a dense ring of

appressed hairs at the nodes
;
leaves 1-2.5 cm. wide, villous

; panicle tawny or

purple. Moist ground, N. J. and southw., rare.

Sept., Oct. FIG. 49.

^ Panicle dense and compact ; hairs about as long
as the glumes.

2. E. compactus Nash. Culm 1-3 m. high, villous

at the nodes
;
blades 6-12 mm. wide, usually villous

only on the upper surface near the base
; panicle

tawny. Moist ground, N. J. and southw. Aug.,
Sept.

4- -*- Hairs at base of spikelets rather sparse or want-

ing, shorter than the glume*; culm and axis of 49 E saccharoides x iy2 .

panicle glabrows or sparsely villous.

3. E. brevibarbis Michx. Culm 1-2 m. high, sparingly villous at the nodes ;

sheaths glabrous ;
blades 6-10 mm. wide, scabrous

; panicle purple, narrow, the

branches appressed, sparingly silky, appearing striate from the stiff straight
awns. Moist ground, Del. arid southw. Sept., Oct.

** Awn flattened and twisted.

- Panicle pale, axis very villous; basal hairs copious, exceeding the glumes.
4. E. divaricatus (L.) Hitchc. Culm 1.5-3 m. high, nodes and upper portion

appressed-villous ;
sheaths glabrous ;

leaves 1.5-2.5 cm. wide
; panicle loose, silky.

(E. alopecuroides Ell.) Moist ground, N. J. to Ga., w. to Ky. and s. Mo. Sept.

*- -*- Panicle dark, axis sparsely villous; basal hairs rather sparse, scarcely
as long as the glumes.

5. E. cont6rtus Baldw. Culm 1-2 m. high, nodes soon glabrous ;
sheaths

glabrous ;
leaves 5-15 mm. wide

; panicle narrow, less silky than in the preceding.
Low meadows, Va. to Ky., and southw.

4. ANDROP6GON [Royen] L. BEARD GRASS

Spikelets in pairs (one sessile and perfect, the other pediceled, sterile, often

ludimentary) at each joint of the articulate rhachis
; glumes of fertile spikelet

subequal, indurated, the first dorsally flattened, with a strong nerve near each

margin, the inidnerve faint
;
second glume keeled above

;
first lemma empty,

hyaline ;
fertile lemma membranaceous or hyaline, awned

; palea hyaline,
sometimes obsolete. Tall tufted perennials; spikes lateral and terminal, the

rhachis and usually the pedicels long-villous with silky hairs (whence the name,
composed of avf)p, man, and -rrdywv, beard.}

Kacemes solitary ; joints of the rhachis clavate 1. A. scoparius.
Kacemes in fascicles of 2-6

; joints of the rhachis not clavate.
Pedicellate spikelet reduced to the pedicel or the glumes only ;

racemes

usually subtended by a foliaceous spathe (the upper sheath) ;
rhachis-

joints very slender.
Kacemes not longer than the spathe, which incloses the common peduncle.
Branches of inflorescence in a dense terminal corymbiform cluster . 2. A. glomeratus.
Branches of inflorescence scattered along the culms . . . .3. A. virginicus.

Racemes, or some of them, on peduncles exserted beyond the spathes.
Upper sheaths inflated

;
racemes delicate, flexuous 4. A. Elliottii.

Upper sheaths not inflated ; racemes stouter, strict 5. A.ternanus.
Pedicellate spikelet staminate, with glumes and lemmas .

'

. . . 6. A. furcalus.
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1. SCHIZACHYRIUM (Nees) Trin. Racemes solitary; joints of the rhachis
clavate.

1. A. scoparius Michx. Culms tufted, 4-12 dm. high;
branches single or in pairs from the upper sheaths

;
sheaths

glabrous or hairy ;
blades often hairy above near the base

;

racemes slender, 2-6 cm. long, joints and sterile pedicels

hairy on the margins ;
sterile spikelet a single awn-pointed

glume, 2-4 mm. long ;
fertile spikelet about 7 mm. long ;

awn bent and twisted. Dry ground, N. B. to Sask., and
southw. July-Sept. FIG. 50.

Var. littoralis (Nash) Hitchc. Culms in large tufts
;
the

innovations and lower sheaths strongly compressed, glaucous.

50. A. scoparius. (A. littoralis Nash.) Sand dunes along the coast, N. Y. and
Two spikelets x 1%. SOUthw.

2. CAMPYLOMlSCHUS Fourn. Racemes in fascicles of 2-6
; joints of the

rhachis not clavate.

* Pedicellate spikelet sterile, consisting of 1-2 glumes or reduced to a pedicel.

H- Spathes equaling or exceeding the racemes ; sheaths keeled.

2. A. glomeratus (Walt.) BSR Culms stout, 0.5-1.5 m.liigh, leafy; sheaths

usually sparsely hirsute; inflorescence bushy-branched at the summit of the culm ;

spathes very scabrous; racemes 2; the slender joints of tffe

rhachis and the sterile pedicel clothed with long silky hairs.
I

(A. macrourus Michx.; A. corymbosus Nash.) Sandy
ground near the coast, Mass, and southw. Sept., Oct.

3. A. virglnicus L. Culms rather slender, 5-12 dm. high,

sparingly branched above; sheaths smooth or somewhat hir-

sute on the margin ;
blades usually hirsute above near the

base
; spathes smooth ; racemes 2 or 3, slender

;
hairs long

and silky. Open ground, Mass, to 111., Fla., and Tex.
FIG. 51.

-- H- Racemes, or some of them, on peduncles exserted beyond
the spathes.

4. A. Elli6ttii Chapm. Culms in tufts, flattened at base,
5-10 dm. high ;

lower sheaths and leaves appressed-hirsute
or becoming nearly glabrous, upper sheaths aggregated and
much enlarged; racemes usually 2, very slender, flexuous,

softly and loosely silky ; spikelets 4 mm. long. Dry sandy
or gravelly soil, Del. to Mo., and southw. Sept., Oct.

5. A. ternarius Michx. Culms some-
what stouter and taller than in the pre-

ceding ;
sheaths usually smooth, the upper 51 A virr j nj(

sheaths not crowded nor enlarged (or the Throo spikot't's X'-^A.

upper one only somewhat enlarged) ;
ra-

cemes 2 or 3, stouter, more utrirt. <l< n*t>lij aUky; n/iikt-hts

6 mm. long. (A. argyraeus Schultes.) Dry sandy soil,

Del. to Tenn., and southw. Aug. -Oct.
* * Pedicellate spikelet staminate

;
racemes 2-6 on a long

exserted peduncle; rhachi*-jint# stout.

6. A. furcatus Mulil. Culms robust, in large tufts,

:>> A. furcatus x IV 1-1.6 m. hiijh, branching from the upper nodes; sheaths

glabrous ;
blades elongated, 4-8 mm. wide, scabrous on the

margins and often hirsute on the upper surface near the base ; racemes 5-12 cm.

liinjr, stout, usually purplish ; rhachis-joints and pedicels hairy on the sides and
at the summit ; sessile spikelets H-0 mm. long ;

staminate spikelet slightly longer.

Dry open ground, Me. to Sask., and southw. FIG. 52.
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5. SORGHASTRUM Nash

Spikelets sessile at each j'ointof the slender rhachis of the peduncled racemes,
which are reduced to 2 or 3 joints, the sterile spikelets reduced (in our species)
to hairy pedicels; glumes indurated as in Andropogon ; sterile lemma thinly

hyaline, the fertile lemma reduced to hyaline appendages to the strong awn ;

palea obsolete. Perennial grasses with tall stout culms, the racemes arranged in

open panicles. (Named from its resemblance to Sorghum.')
1. S. nutans (L.) Nash. (INDIAN GRASS, WOOD GRASS.) Culm simple,

1-2 m. high ;
leaves 6-10 mm. wide, scabrous, glaucous ;

sheaths
smooth

; panicle narrowly oblong, at first open, contracted after

flowering, 1-3 dm. long ;
the spikelets lanceolate, at length

drooping, yellowish or reddish brown and shining, clothed,

especially toward the base, with fawn-colored hairs
;

the

twisted awn longer than the spikelet. (Andropogon L.
; Chryso-

pogon Benth.) Dry soil, Me. to Man., and southw. FIG. 53.

SORGHUM HALEPENSE (L.) Pers.
,
JOHNSON GRASS, a more

robust plant, is found as an escape or a weed, chiefly along
the southern border of our range. It differs from Sorghastrum
in having two pediceled spikelets (of the group of three) stami- ^ g nutans x .2
nate or empty ;

and in having a more spreading panicle and a
firmer lemma. This is thought by some to be the original of the cultivated

sorghums. (Introd. from Eu.)

6. DIGITARIA Scop. FINGER GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, lanceolate-elliptic, sessile or short-pediceled, solitary
or in 2's or 3's, in two rows on one side of a continuous narrow or winged
rhachis, forming simple slender racemes which are aggregated toward the summit
of the culm

; glumes 1-3-nerved, the first sometimes obsolete
;

sterile lemma
5-nerved

;
fertile lemma leathery-indurated, papillose-striate, with a hyaline mar-

gin not inrolled, inclosing a palea of like texture. Annual, mostly weedy
grasses, with branching culms, thin leaves, and subdigitate inflorescence.

(Name from digitus, a finger.) SYNTHERISMA Walt.

* Rhachis of racemes with angles wingless ; first glume obsolete ; culms erect.

1. D. filif6rmis (L.) Koeler. Usually tufted, branching and leafy at the base
;

culms slender or almost filiform, 2-7 dm. high; lower sheaths hirsute; blades
0.5-2 dm. long, 4 mm. or less wide (rarely wider), hirsute or glabrous on the

lower, scabrous on the upper surface
;
racemes 1-5, unequal, 3-10 cm. (rarely

15 cm.) long, very slender; spikelets 1.7 mm. long, mostly in 3's, appressed,
the second and third on slender flexuous pedicels ; glume and sterile lemma
densely or sparsely villous between the nerves with white gland-tipped hairs;
the glume shorter and narrow, exposing the dark brown acute fertile lemma.
(Panicum L.) Sterile or sandy soil, N. H. to Mich., I. T., and southw.

July-Sept.
2. D. villbsa (Walt.) Ell. Similar to the preceding, usually taller, less slen-

der and more densely and constantly hirsute on the sheaths and on both surfaces
of the blades ; racemes 2-8, more distant (sometimes 3 cm. apart), 5-20 cm.

long, much interrupted toward the base ; spikelet-clusters usually rather dis-

tant; spikelets 2.25 mm. long; the glume and sterile lemma densely matted-
villous between the nerves with gland-tipped hairs. Sandy soil, Va. to Mo., and
southw. July-Oct.

* * Rhachis of racemes with lateral angles winged; culms spreading.

1- Pedicels terete ; first glume obsolete.

3. D. HUMipfjsA Pers. Glabrous
;

culms 1.5-4 dm. high, much branched
'low, ascending or nearly prostrate ;

leaves 2-10 cm. long (rarely longer), 3-0
m. wide

;
racemes 2-0, aggregated, divergent, often curved, 3-10 cm. long ;
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spikelets solitary or in 2's, 2.2 mm. lon<j ; the glume and sterile lemma equal,
densely short-villous between the nerves, a* I<>H<J ax the dark Irrown fertile lemma.

(Panicum lineare Krock
;
P. ylabrum Gaud.) Cultivated and

A waste ground, N. S. to S. Dak., and southw. Aug.-Oct. (Nat.
Mil from Eu.) Fi<;. f>4.

m/ 4. D. ser6tina Michx. Extensively creeping, forming dense
\ mats

;
the crowded xht-atltx />//(>*/> ; blades 2-8 cm. long, 4-7 mm.

_, _ wide, pilose on both surfaces; racemes 3-8, at the apex of

Sniketoxi
18*'

ascendinS branches (1-3 dm. high), 3-10 cm. long; spikelets
mostly in 2's, 1.6 mm. long, sparsely pubescent between the

nerves; the glume scarcely \ as long as the pale fertile lemma. (Panicum
Trin.) Low sandy ground near the coast, s. Pa., Del., and southw. June-Aug.

-- -<- Pedicels sharply angled; first tjlume present, minute.

5. D. SANGUIN\LIS (L.) Scop. (CRAB GRASS.) Culms erect or ascending
from a decumbent often creeping base, 3-12 dm. long ;

nodes and sheaths more or less papillose-hirsute ;
blades

lax, 5-12 cm. long, 4-10 mm. wide, scabrous, often more
or less pilose ;

racemes 3-12, subfasciculate, 5-18 cm.

long ; spikelets in pairs, 3-3.5 mm. long, usually appressed-
pubescent between the smooth or scabrous nerves

;
second

glume about \ as long as the pale or grayish fertile lemma.
{Panicum L.

; Syntherisma fimbriata Nash.) Cultivated 5,-,. n.

and waste grounds, throughout our range, and southw. Part . .niitioivsceniH; x

Aug.-Oct Very variable. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 55. Spikelets x 3.

7. LEPTOLdMA Chase

Spikelets 1-flowered, fusiform, solitary on long capillary 3-angled pedicels ;

first glume obsolete or very minute, the second 3-nerved, nearly as long as the

5-7-nerved sterile lemma
;
fertile lemma cartilaginous-indurated, papillose, with

a delicate hyaline margin not inrolled, inclosing a palea of like texture
; grain

free within the lemma and palea. Tufted perennials, with flat leaves and very
diffuse terminal panicles, which break away at maturity and become tumble-
weeds. (Name from \cirrbs, delicate, and XcD^a, border, in reference to the

hyaline margins of the lemma.)
1. L. cognatum (Schultes) Chase. (FALL WITCH GRASS.) Pale green, much

branched at the base, erect or geniculate below, very brittle, 3-7 dm. high ;

lower sheaths pilose, the upper usually glabrous ; ligule membranaceous, 1 mm.
long ; blades 5-8 cm. long, 4-6 mm. wide, rather rigid, usually glabrous, scabrous
on the margins ; panicle \-\ the entire height of the plant, short-exserted, very
diffuse, as broad as long or broader

;
the capillary scabrous subrlexuous

branches at first ascending, soon widely spreading, naked below, pilose in the

axils; spikelets on scabrous pedicels, 1-4 cm. long, acuminate, 2.7-3 mm. long;
glume and sterile lemma with a stripe of appressed silky pubescence between t fit-

nerves and on the margins, or the hairs becoming loose and xj>rraiii>ia <*///</,/////

on the margins, very variable in the same panicle; fruit acuminate, chestnut,
the margins of the lemma white. (Panicum Schultes; P. autumnal*- Bosc.)

Dry soil and sand hills, N. H. to Fla.
;

111. to Minn., southw. and southwestw.

8. AMPHICARPON Kunth

Spikelets 1-flowered, of 2 kinds, one in a terminal panicle, perfect but not

fruitful, the other subterranean, cleistogamous, on slender leafless steins at the
bas3 of the culm

;
the iirst glume of the aerial spikclets variable in si/.e or obso-

lete
;
the second and the sterile lemma subequal ;

lemma and palea indurated,
margins of lemma neither hyaline nor inrolled; cleistogamous spikelets much
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larger, glumes many-nerved ;
sterile lemma subrigid ;

fertile lemma and palea much indurated, acuminate,
margins of lemma neither hyaline nor inrolled. Erect
annuals or perennials with flat leaves. (Name from

dfj,<f>tKapiros, doubly fruit-bearing.}
1. A. Purshii Kuntil. Annual

;
culms erect, branch-

ing, 3-6 dm. high; sheaths and blades coarsely hispid;
terminal panicle contracted

; spikelets about 4 mm. long ;

fertile spikelets solitary, about 6 mm. long, at the ends
of the slender subterranean branches. (Milium Amphi-
carpon Pursh

;
A. Amphicarpon Nash.) Moist sandy

pine barrens, N. J. to Fla. Sept. FIG. 66.

9. PASPALUM L.

56. A. Purshii.

Sterile spikelet closed x 2.

Same wide open x 2.

Basal fertile spikelet,

partly open x 2.

Spikelets 1-flowered, plano-convex, nearly sessile, solitary or in pairs, in 2
rows on one side of a continuous narrow or dilated rhachis, forming simple spike-
like racemes

; spikelets placed with the back of the fertile lemma toward the
rhachis

;
first glume obsolete (rarely present) ;

lemma and palea chartaceous-

indurated, margins of the lemma inrolled. Perennials, with 1-several racemes

digitate or racemose at the summit of the culm and branches. (IIa<nrd\os, a
Greek name for millet.)

a. Racemes 1-several, 1 terminal and often 1 or more lateral &.

6. Rhachis membranaceous, 2 mm. or mojfe broad.

Spikelets 1.5 mm. long, elliptical, pubescent . . . . 1. P. mucronatum.
Spikelets 2 mm. long, oval, glabrous 2. P. dissectum.

b. Rhachis narrow, not membranaceous, less than 1 mm. broad

(except in P. Boscianum) c.

c. Axillary peduncles 1 or more from uppermost sheath
;
leaves

ciliate on the margin d.
d. Spikelets 2 mm. long e.

e. Leaves glabrous on both surfaces
e. Leaves pubescent on one or both surfaces /.

/. Spikelets glabrous.
Leaves densely long-pubescent.
Culm hirsute below raceme
Culm glabrous

Leaves puberulent and sometimes sparsely villous .

/. Spikelets pubescent ;
leaves short-pubescent.

Culms erect
Culms prostrate

d. Spikelets 1.5 mm. long.
Spikelets glabrous
Spikelets pubescent

c. Axillary peduncles none g.

g. Spikelets glabrous h.

h. Spikelets singly disposed so as to appear in 1-2 rows.
Spikelets 2.5 mm. long.

Plants glabrous or sparingly pilose.
Leaf-blades of culm 1-2 dm. long ;

racemes 3-5
cm. long

Leaf-blades of culm 2-4 dm. long; racemes 8-10
cm. long 12. P.

Plants with pubescent sheaths and blades . . . 13. P. plenipilum
Spikelets 3 mm. long; sheaths papillose-hirsute . . 14. P. circulare.

Spikelets 4 mm. long.
Leaf-blades less than 1.5 dm. long . . . . 16. P. difforme.
Leaf-blades 2-4 dm. long 15. P. floridanum.

h. Spikelets in pairs so as to appear in four rows.

Spikelets stramineous at maturity 17. P. laemfflume.
Spikelets dark brown at maturity 18. P. Bosciamim.

g. Spikelets ciliate 19. P. dilatatum.
Racemes a pair at the summit of the culm . . . . .20. P. distichum.

5. P. ciliatifoUum.

6. P. pubescens.
T. P. MuJilenbergii.
8. P. stramineum.

9. P. Bushii.
10. P. psammophilum.

3. P. longipedunculatum.
4. P. setaceum.

11. P. laeve.

** Racemes with a broad, thin-membranaceous, or foliaceous and keeled, rhachis,

F"

mm. wide or more, the incurved margins partly inclosing the small 2-rowed
oikelets. (Aquatic or nearly so, decumbent or floating.}

P. mucronatum Muhl. Sheaths papillose-hirsute or nearly smooth, in-

;
blades lanceolate, 2.5-15 cm. long, 6-14 mm. wide, scabrous

;
racemes

, finally spreading ;
rhachis extending beyond the spikelets, which are ellip-

GRAY'S MANUAL 7
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tical, about 1-6 mm. long, sparsely pubescent with minutely glandular hairs.

(P. fiuitans Ell.) In water or mud, Va. to Okla., and southw.
2. P. disse"ctum L. Sheaths glabrous ;

blades 1-5 cm. long, 2-4 mm. wide ;

racemes 3-7
; spikelets oval, glabrous, 2-2.3 mm. long. (P. membranaceum

Walt.
;
P. Walterianum Schultes.) Wet places, N. J. to s. 111., and southw.

* * Eacemes with a narrow wingless rhachis ; sheaths compressed.

+- One raceme terminal, often l-several lateral.

- One or more naked raceme-bearing branches from the uppermost sheath ;

culms tufted, often reclining; racemes slender, often curved; spikelet* in

pairs, 1.5-2 mm. long, broadly oval or obovate ; leaves ciliate on the margin.

= Spikelets 1.5 mm. long.

3. P. longipedunculatum Le Conte. Culms reclining, 3-5 dm. long ;
leaves

mostly near the base, 3-9 cm. long, 4-6 mm. wide, midnerve and margins dilate ;

sheaths pilose at the throat
;
racemes 1 or 2, 3-6 cm. long, usually curved, on

long slender peduncles ; spikelets glabrous. Sandy soil, Ky. and southw.
4. P. setaceum Michx. Culms slender, erect or ascending, 4-6 dm. high,

smooth
;
sheaths hirsute, especially the lower ones

; blades about 1-2 dm. long,
2-6 mm. wide (upper reduced), densely pubescent; racemes slender, usually

single, long-peduncled, 5-10 cm. long; spikelets ovate, finely pubescent and

glandular-spotted. Dry sandy fields and pine barrens, N. H. to Neb., Fla., and
Tex. Aug.-Oct.

= = Spikelets 2 mm. long.

a. Spikelets glabrous.

5. P. ciliatifblium Michx. Erect, 4-8 dm. high; leaves 0.7-2.5 dm. long,
6-15 mm. wide, glabrous; racemes usually single, 5-10 cm. long; spikelets
about 2 mm. long, glabrous, green. Sandy soil, Md. to Fla., and Miss.

6. P. pubSscens Muhl. Culms slender, erect, 4-8 dm. high, hirsute below
the racemes; sheaths usually glabrous; blades 1-2 dm. long, 3-6 mm. u'ide,

long-pubescent on both surfaces; racemes usually single; spikelets 2 mm. long,

glabrous. Fields and dry woods, N. Y. to Del., Miss., and Tex. Aug., Sept.
7. P. MuhlenbSrgii Nash. Culms more robust than in the preceding,

spreading or reclining, glabrous ; sheaths pubescent or nearly glabrous ;
hhtdrs

hardly 2 dm. long, 7-10 mm. wide, long-pubescent on both surfaces
;
racemes

usually single ; spikelets 2 mm. long, glabrous. Fields and sandy soil, N. II. to

Mo., southw. to Fla. and Tex. Aug.-Oct.
8. P. stramineum Nash. Culms spreading or prostrate, 2-8 dm. long;

sheaths ciliate on the margin, otherwise glabrous or the lowest pubescent ;
bla</< s

about 1 dm. long, crinkly on the ciliate margin, finely pubescent, often irith a

few scattered long hairs; racemes 1-3 (mostly 2), 4-10 cm. long; spikelets

straw-colored, 2 mm. long, orbicular, smooth. Sandy soil, Neb. to Mo. and
southw. July-Sept.

a a. Spikelets pubescent.

9. P. Biishii Nash. Culms erect, 8-10 dm. high ;
lower sheaths pubescent, the

upper pilose on the margin only ;
blades 5-20 cm. long, 5-15 mm. wide, softly

and densely pubescent on both surfaces; racemes 2 or 3, 10-12 cm. long;
spikelets 2-2.2 mm. long, oval, densely pubescent. Dry soil, Neb. to Mo., aiid

Tex. Aug.
10. P. psamm6philum Nash. Culms prostrate ; similar to P. straniinenni

but sheaths, both surfaces of the blades, and the oral s/n'kelets softly and densely

pubescent; leaves averaging a little longer. (P. prostratum Nash., not Scribn.
& Merr.) Sandy soil, s. N. Y. to Del. Aug., Sept.

+H- - No lit' /-a I ]ndiinrle; culms stout and often tall.

= Spikelets obtuse, <jll>mits.

a. X]>//>-' 1,'fs sfngfy disjiosrd.

11. P. ladve Michx. Culms spreading or prostrate, 3-6 dm. long; plant
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glabrous, or the upper surface of the leaf-blades (1-2 dm. long) with a few hairs
;

racemes 2-3, 3-5 cm. long ; spikelets about 2.5 mm. long. Sandy soil, Md. to

Fla. and Tex. FIG. 57. Var. AUSTRALE Nash. Leaves hairy
on the upper surface, sheaths hirsute on the margin. Va. to

Fla. and Miss.

12. P. angustifblium Le Conte. Culms erect or spreading,

glabrous, averaging taller than the preceding ; sheaths glabrous
or somewhat pilose, especially on the margin ;

blades elongated

(2-4 dm.), often sparingly pilose on upper surface; racemes 3-5,

longer th&u in the preceding, 6-10 cm. long, spreading. Sandy
soil, Md. to Fla., Kan., and Tex.

13. P. plenipilum Nash. Kesembles P. laeve ; but usually
taller (5-10 dm.), erect or spreading; and pilose on sheaths
and blades

;
racemes 2-4, 4-8 cm. long. (P. praelongum 57. p. iaev^ x y2 -

Nash.) Fields and open ground, N. J. to Fla., Ala., and Mo. Spikelets x 2%.'
14. P. circulare Nash. Culms 5-10 dm. high ;

sheaths

sparsely papillose-hirsute with ascending hairs; blades 2-3 dm, long, 5-8 mm.
wide, sparsely hirsute on the upper surface, usually glabrous on the lower;
racemes 2-4, erect or ascending, 6-10 cm. long ; spikelets orbicular, about 3 mm.
long. Open moist ground, N. Y. and Mo., southw.

15. P. floridanum Michx. Culms robust, 1-2 m. high, from a stout scaly

rootstock, glabrous; sheaths hirsute; blades 3-6 dm. long, 6-10 mm. wide,
hirsute on both surfaces; racemes .,usually 2-4, stout, erect or ascending, 7-12
cm. long; spikelets about 4 mm. long. Low ground, Va. to Fla. and Tex.
Var. GLABRATL.M Kiigelm.

'

Glabrous and often glaucous ; racemes often 4-7.

(P. arundinaceum Poir.) Del. to s. Kan., and southw.
16. P. difftirme Le Conte. Similar to the preceding, less robust, glaucous ;

<-nlms 5-10 dm. high, leafy at the base; sheaths often papillose-hirsute near the

summit; blades 12-15 cm. long, 6-10 mm.wide (the uppermost much reduced),
glabrous or sparsely hirsute ; racemes 2-3 (rarely 4), ascending, 3.5-8 cm. long;
spikelets 3-3.5 mm. long. Low sandy ground, N. J. to Fla. and Tex.

a a. Spikelets in pairs, appearing 4-seriate ; sterile lemma 5-nerved; culms

usually geniculate and rooting at the lower nodes.

17. P. laeviglutne Scribn. Culms stout, 5-15 dm. high, nodes pubescent;
sheaths usually pilose on the scarious margin, otherwise glabrous ;

blades 1-3
dm. long, 1-1.5 cm. wide, glabrous or with a few hairs at base

;
racemes 4-8,

3-10 cm. long; spikelets 3mm. long, obovate, stramineous. Moist fields and
wood-borders, Md. and Ky. to N. C. and Tex. Sept., Oct.

18. P. Boscianum Fliigge. Culms stout, 5-12 dm. high ;
sheaths lax, gla-

brous, or -the lower pubescent; blades 1.5-4.5 dm. long, 6-12 mm. wide, gla-
brous or hirsute near base

;
racemes numerous, 2-6 cm. long, with a winged

hachis 2 mm. wide
; spikelets 2 mm. long ; glume and sterile lemma brownish;

fruit dark brown. Low woodlands, and along ditches, Va. to Fla. and Tex.

Aug., Sept.
= = ^pikelets acute, ciliate.

P. dilatatum Poir. Culms stout, 5-17 dm. high, growing in clumps;
glabrous throughout except the densely crowded spikelets ;

leaves elongated,
1-10 mm. wide; racemes 2-10, 5-10 cm. long, somewhat spreading; spikelets
mm. long, ovate

; glume and sterile lemma long-ciliate. In meadows, waste

ground, arid along ditches, Va. to Fla. and Tex.

--- Kacemes a pair at the summit of the culm.

P. distichum L. Creeping and rooting at the nodes, with ascending culms,
dm. high ;

leaves short, usually crowded, sometimes sparsely hairy on the

;
racemes 3-5 cm. long; spikelets singly disposed, 2.5-3 mm. long,

ite, acute, sparsely pubescent ;
first glume occasionally present. (Digitaria

cs Michx.) Ditches and muddy or sandy shores, Va, to Fla., and
stw. June-Oct.
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10. AXONOPUS Beauv.

Spikelets 1-flowered, compressed bi-convex, sessile, solitary in two rows on one
side of a flattened rhachis (which is naked in ours), placed with the back of the

fertile lemma turned from the rhachis, forming simple spikes ;
first glume obso-

lete
;
lemma and palea indurated but less so than usual in /'ifxprtlitm, margins

of the lemma inrolled. Perennials with 2-several slender spikes digitate or

sub-digitate at the summit of the culm. (Name from du>j', axis; and Troys,

foot.} A\A<I KOIMII * Schlecht.

1. A. furcatus (Fliigge) Hitchc. Tufted, soft, 3-10 dm. high, with long
creeping leafy stolons

;
leaves obtuse

;
racemes a pair at the summit of the culm,

7-10 cm. long ; spikelets acute, nearly glabrous, about 4 mm. long. (Paspalus
Fliigge ;

P. Elliottii Wats.) Low moist ground, Va. to Fla. and Tex.

11. PANICUM L. PANIC GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered or rarely with a staminate flower below the terminal

perfect one, in panicles, rarely in racemes
; glumes very unequal, the first often

minute, the second subequal to the sterile lemma which often incloses a hyaline
palea and rarely a staminate flower

;
fertile lemma and palea chartaceous-iu-

durated, nerves obsolete, the margins of the lemma inrolled
; grain free within

the rigid firmly closed lemma and palea. Annuals or perennials of various
habit. (An ancient Latin name of the Italian millet, Setaria italica, of uncer-
tain origin and meaning. )

a. Annuals b.

b. Spikelets tuberculate 2. P. verrucosum.
b. Spikelets smooth c.

c. Plants glabrous ,
8. P. dichotomiflorum.

c. Plants more or less hispid d. CAHILLARIA.
d. Panicle erect, spikelets not over 8.5 mm. long e

e. Panicle more than half the length of the entire plant.
Panicle diffuse

; spikelets 2-2.5 mm. long . . . . 3. P. c<ij>iJl<tr< .

Panicle narrow ; spikelets 8-3.5 mm. long . . . . 5. P. -ft.

e. Panicle not over one third the length of the entire plant.
Culms stout; blades about 1 cm . wide 4. /'. (;<ttlinij<>ri.
Culms delicate

;
blades not over 6 mm. wide . . .6. P. pkilade&pMcwn.

d. Panicle drooping ; spikelets 5 mm. long 7. P. milia<-< nm.
a. Perennials /.

/. Spikelets short- pediceled along one side of a rhachis forming spike-
like racemes 1. P. hemitomum.

f. Spikelets in panicles g.

g. Basal leaves similar to culm-leaves, not forming a winter ro-

sette ; culms simple or sometimes producing panicles from the1

upper nodes h.

h. Spikelets long-pediceled. VIRGATA.
Branches of panicle spreading 11. P. rif(/titni.
Branches of panicle ascendim:.

Spikelets 4.5 nun. long : leaves crowded at base of culm . 9. P. amnruin.
Spikelets 6 mm. long ; leaves not crowded at base of culm 10. P. aimit

h. Spikelets short-pediceled along the main branches of the pan-
iele /. - Aiillosloflil A.

*. Ilootstocks [in-sent 16. P. anceps.
i. Rootatooki absent ; plants compressed at the leafy base.

Kruit Mipitate ; spikelets conspicuously -eciind . . .14. /'. *tij>i/i/fnnt.
Fruit not stipitate ; Bpikeleto not OODBptauouftly secund.
Spikelets _' nun. long, crowded ; ;i few long hairs on the

pedicels 13. /'. ni/rnxfnntes.
Spikeleis _'.:>-:; nun. long ; no hairs on the pedicels.

P.-micl.-s f.-\v (lowered, branches spreading . . .12. /'. l<m(fol i nt.
Panlolea densely (lowered, branches erect . . .15. P. conil'cunutn.

g. Banal leaves usually distinctly different from the culm-leaves,
forming' a winter rosette ; culms simple in spring but usually
much branched later in tin- season

; secondary paniele> smaller,
le-v i-.\M-ried than the [irimary ). DirnoTOMA.

'/. |.ike!ets :; nun. or more loiiiT "X".

k. Leaves linear elongated, not i.ver "i mm. wide
; secondary pan-

icles :it the base only.
Spikelets pointed jf. P. depnnptrntum.
Spikelets blunt 18. p. IH .,-/,*// ,/HIH.
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65. P. Ravenelii.

72. P.Boscii.

73. P. latifolium.
66. P. fcanthophytsum.

66. P. xanthophysum.

67. P. Wilcoxiamtm.

59. P. mutaMle.
70. P. aculeatum.

65. P. Ravenelii.

63. P. Scribnerianum.

62. P. oligosanthea.

P. strigosum.
P. microcarpon.

P. lancearium.

k. Leaves oblong-lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, more than 5 mm.
wide, or if narrower not conspicuously elongated I.

I, Blades more than 1.5 cm. wide m.
m. Spikelets 3 mm. long ;

at least the lower sheaths papillose-hispid 71. P. elandestinum.
m. Spikelets 3.5-4 mm. long.

Nodes bearded ; plants often pubescent.
Blades lanceolate, thick, glabrous above, densely papillose-

pubescent beneath
Blades ovate-lanceolate, thin

; pubescence when present
soft

Nodes not bearded ; plants glabrous or nearly so.

Panicle spreading; blades 2. 5 cm. or more wide
Panicle narrow

; blades rarely over 1.8 cm. wide
I. Blades not over 1.5 cm. wide n.

n. Panicle narrow
;
blades erect.

Plants glabrous or nearly so .......
Plants papillose-hispid.

Spikelets not over 3mm. long
Spikelets 4 mm. long 64. P. Leibergii.

n. Panicle spreading, about as wide as long o.

o. Spikelets 3 mm. long; blades 1.2-2 dm. long.
Blades ciliate, glaucous, smooth
Blades not ciliate, green, scabrous

o. Spikelets 3.5-4 mm. long ; blades not over 1 dm. long.
Nodes bearded ; ligule 3-4 mm. long
Nodes not bearded ; ligule 1-2 mm. long.

Spikelets obo void-turgid, blunt
; pubescence spread-

ing
Spikelets narrowly obovoid, subacute

; pubescence
appressed

y. Spikelets less than 3 mm. long p. ^
p. Spikelets glabrous q.

q. Spikelets not over 1.5 mm. long.
Plants pubescent
Plants glabrous, except bearded nodes

q. Spikelets 2-2.5 mm. long r.

r. Spikelets 2 mm. long.

Spikelets obovoid-turgid; culms crisp-puberulent
Spikelets elliptical ; culms glabrous.
Autumnal state erect, branched like a little tree; second

glume shorter than the fruit and sterile lemma .

Autumnal state topheavy-reclining ; fruit covered by
second glume and sterile lemma

Autumnal state widely trailing; second glume and
sterile lemma shorter than the fruit ....

r. Spikelets 2.5 mm. long.
Culms 2-4 dm. high ;

second glume and sterile lemma
equaling fruit

Culms 5-12 dm. high ;
second glume and sterile lemma

forming a point beyond the fruit

p. Spikelets pubescent n.

8. Blades elongated, not over 5 mm. wide
; secondary panicles

from the base only, or none.
Sheaths glabrous 20. P. Werneri.
Sheaths pilose.

Spikelets turgid, blunt ; panicle-branches ascending ;

culms few in a tuft 18. P. perlongum.
Spikelets subacute

; panicle-branches spreading ;
culms

numerous in a tuft 19. P. linearifolium.
s. Blades iisually not conspicuously elongated ; secondary

panicles not at the base t.

t. Spikelets obovate-turgid, blunt, attenuate at base.

Spikelets 2 mm. long 25. P. aciculare.

Spikelets 2.5 mm. long.

Spikelets not papillose ;
culms glabrous . . . . 26. P. Bicknellii.

Spikelets rugose-papillose ;
culms pubescent, at least below.

Nodes bearded ; panicle-branches ascending . . . 24. P. consanguineum.
Nodes not bearded ; panicle-branches spreading .

t. Spikelets not attenuate at base u.

u. Sheaths conspicuously retrorse-pilose ;
culms simple, form-

ing soft tufts

u. Sheaths not retrorsely pilose .

. Sheaths, or all but the lowest, glabrous w.
to. Ligule 2-5 mm. long.

Spikelets 2.2 mm. long
Spikelets 1.5 mm. long.

Panicle not more than half as wide as long;
spikelets elliptic

Panicle about as wk

27. P. dichotomum.

28. P. barbulatum.

). P. lucidum.

26. P. Bicknellii.

29. P. yadkinense.

23. P. angustifolium .

21. P. xalapense.

47. P. tcoparioides.

fide as long ; spikelets obovoid
35.

36.

P. spretum.
P. Litidheimeri.
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w. Ligule less than 1 mm. long x.

x. Blades velvety on both surfaces ; nodes bearded . . . 34. P. annulum.
so. Blades not velvety ; nodes not bearded y.

y. Culms crisp-puberulent 58. P. Ashei.

y. Culms glabrous *.

z. Spikelets 1.5-1.8 mm. long.
Culm-blades not over 2 cm. long ; spikelets elliptical 54. P. enxifolium.
Culm-blades 6-20 cm. long: spikelets spheroidal.

Panicle not more than half as wide as long; blades

strongly nerved 56. P. j><>lyant/i?n.
Panicle nearly as wide as long ; blades not

strongly nerved 55. P. fiphaerocarpo/t
. Spikelets 2.2-2.8 mm. long.

Blades cordate, 1.2-2 cm. wide 57. P. commuta tin,,.

Blades not cordate, 0.6-1.2 cm. wide.
Blades erect ; fruit covered 82. P.boril,'.
Blades spreading ;

fruit exposed at summit . . 33. P.
. Sheaths pubescent a.

a. Sheaths puberulent, not pilose.

Spikelets elliptical, 2.6 mm. long 58. P. Axhei.

Spikelets obovoid-turgid, 2 mm. long.
Plants erect or spreading; blades glabrous above . . 60. P. lancearium.
Plants prostrate or creeping ; blades puberulent on both

surfaces 61. P. patulum.
a. Sheaths spreading- or appressed-pilose or velvety b.

b. Plants grayish-velvety throughout.
Spikelets 2.6 mm. long 68. P. scoparium.
Spikelets 1.8 mm. long 44. P. lanuginotum.
Spikelets 1.3-1.4 mm. long, very turgid . . . .45. P. an >>/'///,.

b. Plants not velvety c.

c. Spikelets 2.7-3 mm. long.
Blades papillose-hirsute on both surfaces . . .67. P. Wilcoxianum.
Blades glabrous or

sparsely silky above . . . . 49. P. ovale.
c. Spikelets less than 2.5 nun. long d.
d. Spikelets ovate, pointed; blades 1.5-2.5 dm. long; pani-

. cle 1.2-2.5 dm. long 69. P. scabriusculum
d. Spikelets obovate or elliptical, blunt ; blades and panicle

shorter e.

6. Pubescence spreading /.
/. Spikelets 2.2-2.4 mm. long.

Plants very villous
;
autumnal state prostrate . 48. P.

Plants papillose-hispid on sheaths and sparsely
hispid on blades; autumnal state erect . . 47. P.

f. Spikelets 1.3-1.9 mm. long g.

g. Blades stiff, glabrous above or with a few hairs . 43. P.tiinu .x.vfc//AV.

g. Blades pubescent above, or if glabrous lax h.
h. Upper surface of blades with erect hairs 8-5 mm. long.

Culms branching very early; spikelets 1.8-
1.9 mm. long 46. P. prafcociux.

Culms branching after maturity of primary
panicle ; spikelets not over 1.5 mm. long.

Axis of panicle long-pilose . . . .39. /'. i//i/>ti<-nfit>/>.

Axis of panicle nearly glabrous . . .40. I', meridional*.
h. Upper surface of blades with short or some-

what appressed pubescence.
Blades stiff

; spikelets obovate . . . .88. P. hnacini cae.
Blades lax; spikelets elliptical (88) P.huackueae, v. si/cico/a.

6. Pubescence not spreading i.

i. Culms crisp-puberulent or crisp-pubescent; ligule

nearly obsolete.

Spikelets 1.9 mm. long; blades 5-6 cm. long;
plants blue-green 52. P. txugetorum.

Spikelets 1.7 mm. long; blades 3-5 cm. long;
plants gray-green 58. P. Columbia num.

i. Culms with short, or long appressed pubescence^'.
j. Ligule obsolete or nearly so.

Spikelets 2.5 mm. long 50.

Spikelets 2-2.2 mm. long 51.

j. Ligule 2-3 mm. long.
1'iil.escenco on lower eheaths spreading . . 40. /'. meridional*.
Pubescence on lower sheaths apprcssed.

Blades glabrous on upper surface; spikelets
1.2 mm. long 87. P.

Blades pubescent on upper surface ; spikelets
1.5-1.9 mm. long.

Spikelets 1.5 mm. long; panicles not over
:; cm. long 41. P.

Spikelets 1.9 mm. long; panicles 3-"> cm.

long 42. /'.
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1. PASPALOtDEA Nash. Spikelets acute, glabrous, subsessile in one-sided

racemes, these racemose on an elongated axis.

1. P. hemitomum Schultes. Culms thick, 9-12 dm. long, rooting and
branching at the lower nodes

;
sheaths loose, glabrous or hairy on the

margins ;
blades 1-2 dm. long, about 1 cm. wide

; panicle 1-2 dm. long, very
narrow, the remote racemes appressed, spikelet-bearing to the base

; spikelets
2.8 mm. long, lanceolate

;
fruit less indurated and rigid than in true Panicum ;

palea not inclosed at the apex. (P. Curtisii Chapm.; P. digitarioides Car-

penter.) Ponds, Del. to Fla. and Tex.

2. EUPANICUM Gren. & Godr. Spikelets disposed in more or less spread-
ing panicles ; palea included at the summit.

VERRUc6sA. Spikelets tuberculate ; branching annuals, rooting at the lower
nodes.

2. P. verrucbsum Muhl. Glabrous ; culms slender, spreading or ascending,
3-6 dm. high ;

leaves 1-1.5 dm. long, 4-6 mm. wide, shining ; panicle diffuse,

few-flowered, 0.7-2.5 dm. long (reduced panicles often pro-
duced from the base), branches capillary, spreading, spikelet- &rf\

bearing toward the ends
; spikelets 1.5 mm. long, subacute

; fcv|
first glume about one fourth as long as the faintly nerved \w
warty second glume and sterile lemma; fruit apiculate.
Moist sandy soil, Mass, to Fla.

;
also in Ind. at the s. end 53. p. verrucosum.

of L. Michigan. FIG. 58.
'

Spikelet x9.

* * CAPILLA.RIA. Branching annuals, hispid as a whole ; panicles diffuse ; spike-
lets glabrous, strongly nerved ; first glume about one half the length of the

.second, broad, clasping the base of the spikelet, acute; second glume and
sterile lemma slightly or greatly exceeding the elliptical smooth and shining
fruit.

P. capillare L. (OLD-WITCH GRASS.) Culms stout, sparingly branched,

ascending ;
sheaths and usually the leaves (5-15 mm. wide) copiously papillose-

hispid ; panicle very large and diffuse, often half the length of
the entire plant, included at base until maturity ; spikelets
2-2.5 mm. long ;

second glume and sterile lemma acuminate,
exceeding the fruit. Sandy soil, and as a weed in fields, N. S.

to B. C., and southw. Aug. -Oct. At maturity lower panicle-

p oa >iiiare
brancnes diverge and the panicles break away and act like tumble

Spikelets
4

b

p Ga^-'ngdri Nas]) Culm8 widely spreading or decum-
bent, sometimes as much as 1 m. long, branching at all the nodes, the branches

again branching ; the numerous exserted panicles oval, smaller and less diffuse~

an in the preceding ; spikelets more turgid; leaves less hirsute. (P. capillare,
r. campestre Gattinger.) Moist open ground, Me. to N. C., 111., and Mo.

pauperate plants forming very small prostrate mats occur in N. E. and N. Y.
5. P. flexile (Gattinger) Scribn. Slender, erect, 3-6 dm. high, with a few
ct 1)ranches at base

; leases 1-2.5 dm. long, 2-6 mm. wide, rarely wider, some-
mes nearly glabrous, erect

; panicles usually one half the length of the entire

"ant, narrowly oblong with ascending branches; spikelets 3-3.5 mm. long,

solitary at the ends of the branchlets ; the long acuminate second glume and sterile

lemma one third longer than the fruit. Moist sandy soil, Pa. and Mich., southw.
6. P. philadelphicum Bernh. Slender, erect or ascending, usually decum-
nt at base, freely branching, zigzag, 1.5-4 dm. high ;

leaves less than 1 dm.

ng, 2-6 mm. wide
; panicle about one third the entire height of the plant,

ther few-flowered, spikelets in 2's or sometimes solitary, -at the ends of the

ivergent flexuous branchlets, 1.7-1.8 mm. long; second glume and sterile

ima acute, barely exceeding the fruit. (P. minus Nash, according to descrip-
n

;
P. minimum Scribn. & Merr.) Dry woods, clearings, and sandy shores,

e. to I. T., and southw.
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7. P. MiLiXcEUM L. (EuRor-KAN Mii.i.ET.) Culms 2-5 dm. high, erect or

decumbent; sheaths papillose-hispid; leaves 1-2.5 dm. long, 2.5 cm. or less

wide
; panicle dense, drooping at maturity ; spikelets ovoid, 5 mm. long, turgid.

Waste places, Me. to Pa., vvestw. to Neb. (Adv. from Eu.)

* * * DICHOTOMIFLORA. Branching annual, glabrous throughout.

8. P. dichotomiflbrum Michx. Culms compressed, thick, suc-

culent, spreading or ascending from a decumbent base, 3-18 dm.

long ;
leaves 2-4 dm. long, 8-15 mm. wide, scabrous above

; pan-
icles 1.2-4 dm. long, diffuse

; spikelets short-pediceled, mostly
secund toward the ends of the branchlets, 3 mm. long, acute

;

first glume obtuse, second and sterile lemma pointed beyond
the fruit. (P. proliferum Am. auth. not Lam.) Low waste

flonSm!
'"

grounds and cultivated fields, Me. to Neb., and southw. July-

Spikclet x 3. 9ct * Slender, depauperate, erect or prostrate specimens occur
in sterile ground. FIG. 60.

* * # * VIRGATA. Stout simple mostly glabrous perennials, with long-pediceled

spikelets and stout creeping rootstocks.

9. P. amarum Ell. Glaucous, caespitose in large bunches, 5-15 dm. high;
leaves crowded at the base, involute, the uppermost exceeding the c</tr<i<-t>

panicle, which is 4-8 dm. long, the long slender branches erect; spikelets 4.5

mm. long; first glume |-| as long as the spikelet, second glume and sterile

lemma pointed beyond the grayish fruit. Sandy seashores, Va., and southw.

Aug., Sept. Foliage bitter.

10. P. amaroides Scribn. & Merr. Glaucous; culms 5-8 dm. high, scattered

from a stout creeping rootstock ; leaves 1-3 dm. long, flat or somewhat iitroluti- ;

panicle 1.5-4 dm. long, very narrow, the short branches appressed ; .s-/;//,-<7r/s
r>

mm. long; first glume f as long as the spikelet or more. (P. amarum. var.

minor Vasey & Scribn.) Sandy seashores, Ct., and southw. Aug., Sept.
11. P. virgatum L. (SWITCH GRASS.) Tufted, from strong creeping root-

stocks, 0.9-2 m. high, sometimes glaucous; leaves elongated, flat; panicles 1.5-

5 dm. long, nearly as wide, the branches ascending or spreading,
naked at the base

; spikelets 4-4.5 mm. long ; the second ghnne
and sterile lemma spreading and pointed, exceeding the fruit.
Low open ground or salt marshes along the coast, also on prairies
in the interior, Me. to Man., and southw. Very variable

;
leaves

sometimes pilose above near the base
;
marsh plants often very

luxuriant, with panicles 6 dm. or more long. FIG. (51 .

Var. obtusum Wood. More slender, 1 m. high or less; leaves 6
|;

?'

not overS mm. wide; panicle 1.5 dm. long or less, rather nar-

row; spikelets 3 mm. long; the second glume and sterile lemma blunt a)id

scarcely exceeding the fruit. (P. virgatum, var. breviramosum Nash.) Sand

barrens, N. Y., N. J., and southw.

***** AGROSTOIDIA. Erect perennials; spikelets lanceolate, pointed,

pcdiceled along the elongated main InDu'ln* ////<> i>iii<-l<' ; fruit

elliptical, exceeded by the secouif glume <i<l sterile lemma.

*- Rootstocks absent ; plant* tnftr<ifrnn> <i sfmrt caudex, compressed at tin- !</>/

base, yl brim*.

12. P. longifblium Torr. Culms slender, 5-lodm. high ; ft-m-cx flat or invo-

lute toward the ends, the uppermost often equaling the panicle, 3-5 nrn>. ?''/</,

panicle purplish, 1-2.5 din. long, rather fe i"-jl<> ir<>rl; branches solitary or in

2's, remote, very slender, finally spreading, naked at the base ; ,sy*//,v/^x 2.8-3
mm. Inug ; first glume ' as long as the second which exceeds the sterile lemma.

Moist sandy .L: round, (M. to I). ('.. and sontliw., mostly coastal. .July-Sept.
I-".. P. agrostoides Spreim. r////,/.s 1-10 dm. high, ruttu > xtnut : sheaths

loose ; Mode* 2-3.6 cm. long, flat, o.r.-i t-m. ?'-/Vr; panicle often purplish, oblong^
ovate, 1.5-3 dm. long, the stiff branches ascendini/. naked at the base, with
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divergent densely flowered branchlets mostly from the lower side; spikelets 2 mm.
long, crowded; a few long hairs on the short pedicel ; second glume and sterile

lemma subequal. Wet meadows and shores, Me. to Minn.,
and southw. Aug., Sept. FIG. 62.

14. P. stipitatum Nash. Similar to the preceding ;
leaves

and panicles commonly dark purple, the latter narrower and
closer

;
lateral panicles short-peduncled from the upper nodes

;

spikelets narrower, more pointed, distinctly secund upon the

branchlets; second glume longer than the sterile lemma; fruit 62 - P. agrostoides.

stipitate ; no hairs at base of spikelets. Moist soil, N. J. to Spikeiet x 5.

Ky., and southw.
15. P. condensum Nash. Culms stout, 0.8-1.3 m. high, sometimes geniculate

below; leaves 2.5-5 dm. long, 8-12 mm. wide, flat or folded
; panicle 1-3 dm.

long, narrowly oblong, the densely flowered branches erect or narrowly ascending,
the lower ones naked at the base

;
smaller long-peduncled panicles often

produced from the upper nodes; spikelets 2.5 mm. long, rather turgid ; second

glume and sterile lemma subequal, the points usually spreading at maturity.
Borders of streams and wet places, Pa. (Porter) ;

Alexandria Co., Va.
;

S. C.
and southw.

-- Plants from stout scaly rootstocks, not conspicuously compressed at base.

16. P. anceps Michx. Erect or ascending, 6-12 dm. high ;
sheaths subcom-

pressed, glabrous or sparsely pilose ;
blades 1.5-5 dm. long, 6-10 mm. wide, flat

;

panicles 2-5 dm. long, very loose and open, the slender remote branches spread-
ing ;

small long-peduncled panicles produced from the upper nodes
; spikelets

more or less secund, 3.5 mm. long; the acuminate second glume and sterile

lemma curved at the apex, about % longer than the fruit which bears a minute
tuft of hairs at the apex. (P. rostratum Muhl.) Moist sandy soil, R. I. to

Kan., and southw. July-Sept.

****** DICHOTOMA. Perennials producing simple culms in the spring which
later branch more or less profusely, this autumnal state often strikingly
different in habit from the spring state ; winter rosettes of basal leaves per-
sistent in spring and usually different in shape from culm-leaves; primary
panicles produced in spring or early summer seldom perfecting seed, the

secondary panicles smaller, often much reduced, the latest included in the

sheaths, usually cleistogamous and fruitful ; the secondary leaves usually
much reduced, often crowded by the dwarfing of the lateral internodes.

1. Depauperata. Culms tufted, slender, sparingly branching at the base,

simple above ; leaves long-linear, scabrous above, the basal ones shorter but
not forming a distinct flat rosette, in the autumn; the reduced secondary
panicles, produced from short branches from the lowest nodes, more or less

concealed in the leaves at the base; ligule a ring of hairs about 0.5 mm.
long.

17. P. depauperatum Muhl. Erect or ascending, 2-4 dm. high ;
nodes

ascending-pubescent ;
sheaths except the lowest shorter than the internodes,

glabrous or pilose ;
blades 6-15 cm. long, 2-5 mm. wide, often involute in dry-

ing ; panicles not much exceeding the leaves, 4-8 cm. long, few-flowered, the
ather strict remote branches ascending ; spikelets 3.2-3.8 mm. long, glabrous
r sparsely pubescent, strongly nerved

;
first glume \-\ the length of the spike-

let, subacute
; second glume and sterile lemma acuminate, extending in a point

beyond the fruit which is 2.3 mm. long. Sterile woods, Me. to Minn., and
southw.

18. P. per!6ngum Nash. Similar to the preceding, more strict in habit,

usually papillose-pilose ;
blades averaging longer and narrower (sometimes 2.5

dm. long), pubescent on the lower surface; panicles smaller, narrow, the branches
nearly erect; spikelets 2.7-3 mm. long, oval, blunt, sparingly pilose, strongly
nerved

;
first glume -1 the length of the spikelet ;

second glume and sterile

lemma equaling the fruit at maturity, obtuse; fruit 2.4 mm. long ; secondary
"anicles usually more numerous than in the last, sometimes produced from the

ond node. Prairies and dry soil, Mich, and S. Dak. to Tex.
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19. P. linearif&lium Scribn. Densely tufted, 2-4.5 dm. high ;
culms very

slender, erect, spreading or almost drooping at the summit; sheaths usually

equaling or exceeding the internodes, sparsely to densely papillose-pilose ; blades

1-3.5 dm. long, 2-4 mm. wide, usually exceeding the panicle until maturity,
often pubescent below

; panicles finally long-exserted, 5-10 cm. long, rather few-

flowered, the remote flexuous branches spreading ; spikelets 2.4-2.7 mm. long,

subacute, sparsely pilose ;
first glume - the length of the spikelet, triangular-

ovate
;
second glume and sterile lemma equaling the fruit at maturity; fruit 2

mm. long. Woods, Me. to Md., w. to Mich, and Kan.
20. P. Werne'ri Scribn. Similar to the preceding ;

in small tufts, glabrous
except for a few long hairs at the nodes and base of blades; culms strict; leaves

firmer, 1.5 dm, long or less, 3-6 mm. wide
; spikelets 2.2-2.3 mm. long, nearly

or quite glabrous; secondary panicles usually wanting. Sterile woods and

knolls, Me. to Ont., Pa., O., and Mo. In the field resembles P. depauperatum.

-i- 2. Laxiflora. Plants in soft tufts, light green ; culms slender, simple or

rarely branching from the lower nodes; basal leaves short, in a dense soft

tuft, but not distinctly different from culm-leaves in shape ; spikelets obovaie,

turgid.

21. P. xalape*nse HBK. Ascending or spreading, 1-4 dm. high ;
culms lax,

glabrous; nodes bearded; sheaths papillose-pilose with reflexed hairs; blade*

mostly 8-12 cm. long, 7-11 mm. wide, sparingly pilose or nearly glabrous crccpf

the ciliate margins; panicle finally exserted, 6-10 cm. long, lax, the capW<tnj

flexuous branches spreading or drooping, few-flowered; spikelets 2 mm. long ;

first glume glabrous ;
second glume and sterile lemma villous, the glume shorter

than the fruit which is 1.5 mm. long and minutely umbonate. (P. laxiflorum
Am. auth., not Lam.) Low woods, Md. to Mo., and south w.

22. P. strigdsum Muhl. Erect or ascending, 2-4.5 dm. high; culms pilose;
sheaths and blades long-pilose, clustered at the base, 4-8 cm. long, 6-9 mm. wide,

upper blades reduced; panicle finally long-exserted, 4-10 cm. long, the axis

pilose, the capillary branches ascending, with numerous long-pediceled glabrous

spikelets (1.3-1.5 mm. long) ; second glume and sterile lemma equal, as long as

the fruit. Sandy woods, se. Va. to Tenn., and southw.

f- 3. Angustifolia. Mostly grayish-green, caespitose; primary culms with

elongated leaves (tapering to each end) and long-exserted few-Jl<<-<ml
primary panicles ; blades conspicuously striate-tierved ; ligulea ring f stiff

hairs less than 1 mm. long; autumnal state repeatedly bushy-branched
above, often geniculate-decumbent ; spikelets obovoid, turgid, attenuate <it

the base, pubescent (rarely glabrous); first glume l-nerved ; second glume
and sterile lemma equal, 7-Q-nerved; fruit broadly ellipsoidal.

23. P. angustifblium Ell. Culms slender, erect or spreading at the top, 3-8

dm. high, appressed-pubescent ;
nodes not bearded; sheaths shorter than the

internodes, papillose-pilose, lower commonly purplish ;
blades ciliate toward the

base, 8-15 cm. long, 3-(5 mm. wide, somewhat spreading, the lower shorter and
often broader; panicle 4-9 cm. long, the slender flexuous branches iriddy s)>r< <nl-

ing, sometimes drooping, bearing a few long-pediceled spikelets about 2.">

mm. long; first glume obtuse, glabrous, J the length of the spikelet or less;
second glume and sterile lemma obtuse, short-villous, equaling the fruit, which
is minutely pubescent at the obscurely umbonate apex. Branch ing sfntc lean-

ing, not prostrate ; leaves reduced, very narrow, flat, or involute on the margins

only, LOW sandy woods, Del., Va., and southw. Variable in the amount of

pubescence.
24. P. cpnsanguineum Kunth. In the simple state similar to the preceding

but spreading or ascending, more softly and densely villous; <"//<* be<tnl<'d ;

the leaves often conspicuously longitudinally wrinkled; panicles smaller, the

ln'inn'hcs iKifrnn-hj nsmnfini/ ; spikelets more turuid, more densely villous.

r>i'nnc)iin<i stiit' </<fi<iii/')i( ;
tin' numerous ]><irs soft <unlj1<it< rarely over f> an.

long. ( /'. n'llnxiim Kll.) Low sandy woods, se. VS., and suiithw.

25. P. aciculare Desv. Ascending-pilose ;
culms at first ascending or spread-
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ing, 3-5 dm. high, Very slender; sheaths usually less than half as long as the
internodes

;
blades mostly spreading, flat or involute above, 4-8 cm. long, 4 mm.

wide or less, the lower wider
; panicle 3-5 cm. long, the flexuous branches

spreading ; spikelets 2 mm. long ;
first glume 1 the length of the spikelet,

rounded
;
second glume and sterile lemma densely pubescent, equaling the fruit

which is minutely pubescent at the apex. In the branching state forming dense

prostrate mats, with very numerous crowded short involute-setaceous often
falcate leaves. (P. filirameum Ashe

;
P. neuranlhum of Britton's Man., not

Griseb.) Sandy soil, mostly near the coast, se. Va., and southw.
26. P. Bicknellii Nash.

"

Culms usually stiff, erect or ascending, 2-4 dm.
high (rarely higher) ;

nodes and lower part of the sheaths and margins sparsely
hairy ;

blades 7-14 cm. long, 3-8 mm. wide (rarely wider), ciliate at the base,
rather rigid, spreading, flat, the uppermost usually the longest ; panicles 5-8
cm. long, the stiff slender branches bearing -a, few long-pediceled spikelets ; these
2.5 mm long ; first glume loose, | the length of the spikelet ;

second glume and
sterile lemma sparsely pilose or rarely glabrous, equaling the fruit or very slightly

exceeding it. Autumnal state ascending or erect, rather sparingly branching
from the upper nodes with numerous long rather stiff leaves overtopping the
reduced panicles of long-pediceled spikelets. (P. nemopanthum Ashe

;
P.

Bushii Nash.) Sterile open woods and hillsides, Ct. to N. C., and Mo.

-- 4. Eudichdtoma. Culms solitary or in small tufts, slender, at first simple,
with lanceolate leaves and open terminal panicles; later profusely branch-

iny, often leaning or decumbent ; basal leaves short, forming flat rosettes
in the autumn; ligule a ring of hairs less than 0.5 mm. long,' spikelets

elliptical-oblong, not turgid; second glume and sterile lemma 1-nerved.

M- Spikelets glabrous.

27. P. dich6tomum L. Glabrous, often purplish ;
culms 3-5 dm. high, erect

from short knotted rootstocks
;
sheaths less than half the length of the inter-

nodes, rarely ciliate on the margins; blades spreading, 5-11
cm. long, 4-8 mm. wide

; panicle 4-9 cm. long, the flexuous /M\
branches spreading, spikelet-bearing toward the ends; spike- t[

(Y/|
lets 2 mm. long, rather faintly nerved

;
the second glume lyj/

shorter than the fruit, exposing its summit at maturity. 'w

Branching state erect, bushy-branched at the top, like a little

tree; Vhe leaves crowded and spreading, more or less involute. 63. P. dichotomum.
- Woods, Me. to Mich., Fla., and Tex. Spikelets or lower Spikelet x 5.

sheaths rarely minutely pubescent. FIG. 63.

28. P. barbulatum Michx. In the simple state resembling large speci-
mens of the preceding, in larger tufts

;
culms sometimes 8 dm. high ;

lower nodes

often sparsely bearded ; sheaths usually with a puberulent ring at the summit
;

blades 6-10 cm. long, 6-10 mm. wide
; panicles 6-11 cm. long, as wide or wider,

the lower branches drooping at maturity, spikelet-bearing at the ends
; spikelets

2 mm. long ;
second glume and sterile lemma equal, covering the fruit at maturity.

Autumnal state diffusely branched, forming very large top-heavy reclining
bunches, the slender branches recurved. llocky woods and hillsides, Ct. to

Mich., Mo., and southw.
29. P. yadkinense Ashe. Similar to P. dichotomum; culms taller (some-

times 1 m. high) and stronger; sheaths usualhj bearing pale glandular spots;
blades 9-13 cm. long, 8-11 mm. wide; the basal and rameal leaves correspond-
ingly larger than those of P. dichotomum ; panicle about 10-12 cm. long, the

slender branches rather strict
; spikelets 2.5 mm. long, acute; second glume and

sterile lemma equal, exceeding the fruit, forming a slight beak beyond it. Au-
tumnal state leaning, not profusely branched. Moist woods and thickets, Pa.
and D. C. to Ga.

;
and 111.

30. P. lucidum Ashe. At first resembling P. dichotomum, but bright green,

shining, and with erect leaves; the weak culms soon becoming decumbent,
sometimes rooting at the nodes

;
sheaths usually ciliate on the margin ;

blades
4-7 cm. long, spreading in the decumbent state

; panicle fewer-flowered
; spikelets

2 mm. long; nerves more prominent than in P. dichotomum; second glume and
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sterile lemma both shorter than tin fruit. In l<it< summer tin di-lic>itc culmx<irr.

almost creeping and vine-like, repeatedly branching, the l>nn-li, N i-lnnijntnl >ind

diverging at a wide angle, not fascicled; the waxy flat leaves 2-4 cm. long.
Wet woods and sphagnum swamps, N. J., D. C., and southw.

31. P. microcarpon Muhl. Culms at first erect, in large clumps ;
nod,--*

swollen, densely bearded with rcflexed hairs ; sheaths less than half as long as the

iriternodes, ciliate on the margin, the lower sometimes pilose ;
blades 10-12 cm.

long, JO-12 mm. wide, thin, spreading or deflexed, ciliate at base, otherwise

glabrous ;
basal leaves shorter and broader

; panicles long-exserted, 10-12 cm.

long, branches ascending, with numerous spikelets 1.6 mm. long ; woml glume
slightly longer than the fruit. Becoming diffusely branched, reclining orpros-
trate, with densely crowded small flat leaves and numerous very small panicles.

(Muhl. in Ell., not Muhl. Gram., which is P. polyanthes SchultesjP. iKiriinlntnm

Am. auth., not Michx.) Wet woods and swampy places, Mass, to 111., s. to

Fla. and Tex. Spikelets rarely sparsely pubescent.

- *- Spikelets pubescent.

32. P. boreale Nash. Culms 3-5 dm. high, slender, erect, or in weak forms
geniculate at base

;
nodes sometimes with a few hairs

;
sheaths often overlapping,

ciliate on the margin, glabrous, or the lower sparsely pubescent ;
blades 6-12

cm. long, 7-12 mm. wide, erect, sparingly ciliate toward the rounded base, other-
wise glabrous (rarely puberulent beneath) ; panicle 5-10 cm. long, hardly as

wide, loosely flowered, the slender branches ascending or spreading ; spikelets
2.2 mm. long, obtuse; first glume \ as long as the subequal second glume and
sterile lemma, which are as long as the fruit. Sparingly branched from nil the

nodes in late summer; leaves and panicles not greatly reduced. Moist open
ground or woods, Nfd. to Ont., s. to N. E., N. Y., n. Ind., and Minn.

33. P. mattamuskeetense Ashe. Often purplish ;
culms 0.4-1 in. high, erect

or geniculate at base, glabrous ;
nodes puberulent ;

sheaths loose, short, upper
glabrous except on the margin and sometimes the summit, lower usually softly
pilose ; blades 6-9 cm. long, 6-12 mm. wide (upper and lower smaller), spread-
ing, often reflexed, glabrous; panicle 6-10 cm. long, the flexuous brain-In*

spreading, spikelet-bearing almost to the base; spikelets 2.3 mm. long; second

glume and sterile lemma subequal, both shorter than the subacute fruit.

Remaining erect, branching from the middle nodes in late summer, the brunches
rather appressed ;

rameal leaves stiffly ascending. (P. Clutei Nash.) Sandy
borders of cranberry bogs and swamps, Mass., N. J., and southw.

34. P. annulum Ashe. Purplish ;
culms erect, 5-7 dm. high, in small clumps ;

nodes densely bearded ; sheaths glabrous or the lower softly pubescent ;
bltuli-s

6-12 cm. long, 7-13 mm. wide, spreading, velvety-pubescent on both surfix > >-,

margins ciliate toward the base
; panicles 5-9 dm. long, open ; spikeh-ts '2 mm,

long ; second glume slightly shorter than thefruit. Erect and sparingly !>/</ n'-lfd

from the upper nodes in late summer, soon dying to the ground. Dry woods,
N. J., Pa., and D. C. to Ga.

; apparently rare.

*- 5. Spreta. Plants mostly glabrous or at least not spreading-pilose ; blades

firm; Ugule dense, 2-5 mm. long; spikelets densely pubescent, 1.6 mm.
long or less.

35. P. sprdtum Schultes. Culms erect or slightly decumbent at base, glabrous ;

nodes swollen, usually naked; sheaths loose, shorter than the iiiterno<lcs. usually
ciliate on the margin above, otherwise glabrous, or the lower

sparsely pubescent; Ugule 2-;'. mm. long; blades 7-10 em. long,
4-8 mm. wide, ascending, often reflexed, sparingly Long-dilate
at base, otherwise glabrous; panicle 8-1 '2 cm. /</</, />> tlmn

half as wide, rather denx<, ///< ftt*<-irl,'<l br<m<-ln'* (tsr< // din,/ <>r

"i>i>ri'.wdi short spikelet-bearing brandies at the base of the

fascicles; spikelets 1.6-1.6 mm. /</</. el/i/if/i\ obscurely pointed ;

N< eand glume mid xti-rili Inn nut equal, s/ii//tt!>/ < ./vr* ,//,/</ (In fruit.

Somewhat m-iining \\\ the autumnal state, th> tnfhd branches shorter than tin-

elongated j>rim<inj tnt<rnodes ; the reduced crowded leaves often conduplieat--
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>
sometimes minutely pubescent on the lower surface. (P. nitidum of recent

auth., not Lam. P. Eatoni Nash
;
P. paucipilum Nash.) Moist, usually sandy

soil, Me., and southw. near the coast
;
and in Ind. near L. Michigan. FIG. 64.

36. P. Lindheimeri Nash. Culms stiffly ascending or spreading, 5-10 dm.

long, glabrous or pubescent below
;
nodes swollen

;
sheaths less than half as

long as the elongated internodes, ciliate on the margin, otherwise glabrous, or

the lowermost pubescent ; ligule 4-5 mm. long ; blades 5-8 cm. long, 6-8 mm.
wide, ascending, often reflexed when old, with a few hairs on the margins at

base, glabrous on both surfaces, or minutely puberulent below
; panicle 4-7 cm.

Inur/, nearly as wide, branches ascending or spreading, loosely flowered; spike-
lets 1.5 mm. long, obovate, obtuse ; second glume shorter than the fruit. Culms

elongated and radiating-prostrate in the autumn, earlier branches long, the later

ones' in short tufts, all appressed ; leaves much reduced, involute-pointed; the

hairs at base often conspicuous. Sandy woods and open ground, Ct. to Fla.,

w. to 111. and Cal.

37. P. Ieuc6thrix Nash. Light olive green, or often purplish ;
culms 2.5-4.5

dm. high, erect, appressed-papillose, the hairs on the sheaths more spreading ;

ligule 3 mm. long ; blades ascending, 2.5-4.5 cm. long, 3-7 mm. wide, papillose-
ciliate at the rounded base, velvety beneath,' panicle 3-5 cm. long, 2-4 cm. wide,
rather densely flowered, axis appressed-pubescent, with tufts of long hairs in

the axils of the ascending branches
; spikelets 1.2 mm. long, obovate-elliptic,

densely papillose-pubescent ;
second glume and sterile lemma equal, barely cov-

ering the obscurely pointed fruit. Branching state erect or nearly so, branches

mostly from the lower nodes, not in fascicles
;
leaves and panicles not greatly

reduced. Low sandy ground, mostly pine land, s. N. J., and southw.

6. Lanuginosa. Plants pilose at least on culms and sheaths; ligule 2-5

mm. long (rarely less) ; spikelets pubescent. (P. pubescens Am. authors,
not Lam.)

38. P. huachucae Ashe. Plants typically stiff, with copoius spreading papil-
lose pubescence, harsh to the touch, commonly olivaceous, often purplish ;

culms
2-6 dm. high, erect or nearly so

;
nodes bearded with spreading hairs

; blades

firm, erect or ascending, 4-8 cm. long, 6-8 mm. wide, veins inconspicuous, upper

surface copiously short-pilose especially toward the base, lower surface densely

pubescent; ligule 3-4 mm. long; panicle 4-6 cm. long, nearly as wide, rather

densely flowered, the axis and often the branches pilose ;
the flexuous fascicled

branches ascending or spreading, short spikelet-bearing branchlets at the base

of the fascicles
; spikelets 1.6-1.7 mm. long, obovate, obtuse, turgid; first glume

i- as long as the spikelet ;
second glume and sterile lemma papillose-pilose,

subequal, slightly shorter than the obscurely apiculate fruit. Stiffly ascending
or spreading in the autumnal state; culms and sheaths sometimes papillose

only, the branches fascicled, the reduced crowded leaves ascending. (P. un-

ciphyllum of recent Am. auth., not Trin.) Prairies and open ground, Me. to

Minn., and southwestw. A variable species, apparently intergrading with the

following and with P. implication.
Var. silvicola Hitchc. & Chase. Taller and more slender, brighter green, less

densely pubescent ;
blades thin, lax, and spreading, 5-10 cm. long, 6-10 mm.

wide, upper surface less densely pilose, lower surface appressed-pubescent, with
a satiny luster; panicle 5-8 (rarely 10) cm. long, the branches more spreading ;

spikelets the same length but elliptical and less turgid, with shorter pubescence.
More or less decumbent in the autumnal state, the numerous fascicled branches
shorter than the primary internodes, at least late in the season, the reduced

spreading leaves sometimes nearly glabrous above except for a few long hairs

.ear the base. (P. lanuginosum as described by Scribner & Merrill, not

11.) Woods and clearings, range of the typical form, but more common
southw.

39. P. implicatum Scribn. Erect, 2-5.5 dm. high ;
slender culms and

sheaths papillose-pilose ; ligule 4-5 mm. long ; blades 3-6 cm. long, 3-6 mm. wide,
rather lirm, erect or ascending ; upper surface pilose with erect hairs 3-4 mm.
long ; lower surface appressed-pubescent ; panicle 3-5 cm. long, nearly as wide,
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the axis long-pilose, the very flexuous branches often tangled, the lower usually
drooping; spikelets 1.5 mm. long, obovate, obtuse, papillose-pilose ; second
glume and sterile lemma equal, as long as the fruit. In late summer ascending
or spreading with fascicled branches from the lower nodes, the crowded reduced
leaves pilose as in the simple state. Wet meadows, bogs, and wooded swamps,
N. B. to Minn., s. to D. C.

40. P. meridionile Ashe. Differs from the preceding as follows : more
slender, not over 4 dm. high ; upper internodes and sheaths minutely appreswd-
pubescent only ; panicles not over 4 cm. long, axis nearly glabrous; branches

ascending or spreading ; spikelets 1.3-1.4 mm. long. The slender culms becom-
ing geniculate-decumbent, with slender fascicled branches at all the nodes

;
leaves

not greatly reduced. (P. filiculme Ashe, not Hack.) Sandy or sterile woods
or clearings, Ct. to'Ind., N. C., and Ga.

41. P. oricola Hitchc. & Chase. Grayish or purplish, densely tufted, spreading,
early branching andprostrate, forming dense mats; culms 1-3 dm. long, appressed-
or ascending-pilose, the hairs on the nodes spreading; sheaths rather loose,

appressed-pilose ; ligule 1-1.5 mm. long ; blades 2-5 cm. long, 2-4 mm. wide,
firm, erect or ascending ; upper surface covered with hairs 3-5 mm. long, becom-
ing sparse on the later leaves; lower surface appressed-pubescent. a few long
hairs intermixed

; panicles short-exserted, 1.8-3 cm. long, 1-2 cm. wide; spike-
lets 1.5 mm. long, rounded-obovoid, very turgid, pubescent with short spreading
hairs

; first glume abruptly pointed, %-\ as long as the equal second glume and
sterile lemma, which are barely as long as the fruit. Leaves and panicles not

greatly reduced in the branching state. Sands along the coast, Mass, to Va.
Most readily distinguished by prostrate and early branching habit, and small

panicles of rounded spikelets, large in proportion to the panicle.
42. P. subvillbsum Ashe. Slender, 1-3.5 dm. high, leafy at the base, vide/}/

spreading ; culms and sheaths sparsely ascending-pilose ;
nodes short-bearded, a

glabrous ring below; ligule 1 mm. long, with a ring of hairs 3-4 mm. long clove

it; blades firm, ascending, 4-6 cm. long, 4-'> mm. wide
;
both surfaces pilnw,

the hairs on the upper 3-5 mm. long ; panicle long-exserted, 3-5 cm. long, rather

narrow, the lower branches ascending or oppressed, rather densely flowered, axis

pubescent or pilose ; spikelets 1.9 mm. long, obtuse, turgid; first glume about

\ as long as the spikelet, acuminate
;

second glume and sterile lemma sub-

equal, the glume slightly shorter than the fruit. Widely spreading and branched

from the lower nodes in autumn
;
leaves and panicles not greatly reduced

;
leaves

less pilose than the earlier ones. (P. unciphyllum, forma pilosum Scribn. &
Merr., not P. pilosum Sw.) Dry woods and sandy ground, Me. to Minn.

;
and

in n. Ind.

43. P. tennesseSnse Ashe. Bright green, often purplish ;
culms 2.5-6 dm. high,

slender, stiffly spreading ; internodes and sheaths papillose-pilose with spreading
hairs, or the upper sometimes nearly glabrous ;

bladesfirm, ascending or suberect,
0-9 cm. long, 5-8 mm. wide (upper much smaller), with a thin white cnrti-

/'ii/fnous margin, often sparsely ciliate at base
;
veins conspicuous ; upper surface

glabrous or with a few long hairs at the base, appressed-pubescent or nearly
glabrous beneath; ligule dense, 4-5 mm. long ; panicle purplish, 4-7 cm. long,

nearly as wide, rather densely flowered, the lower branches amending ; spikelets
l.fi-1.7 mm. long, obtuse, turgid; first glume about \ as long as the spikelet,

glabrous ;
second glume shorter than the fruit at maturity. An!// mini! xttttc n-iJi !>/

sjiri'iiilini/ nr ilrrtiinfii'itf '/ml a-nh numerousfascicled branches as long as or longer
tlnni the primary internodes ; leaves much reduced, usually eiliate at base.

Open rather moist ground and wood-borders, Me. to Mich., s. to N. C. and Tex.
44. P. lanuginbsum Ell. Grayish olive-green, velvety-villous all over

;
culms

1 <>dm. hiirli, slender, spreading; leaves 5-10 cm. long (uppermost much smaller),
tliiekish but not stiff, margins sometimes papillose-ciliate. long soft hairs inter-

mixed with the velvety pubescence' oil the upper surface
; liguli' -5-4 mm. hnnj ;

jmiiii'lf .",-11 cm. long, about as wide, loosely flowered, the filiform branehes

finally wide-spreading; spikelets 1.8 mm. long, obovate-elliptie, obtuse, villous

with soft spreading hairs ; first irlnme \
as long as the spikelet ; seeond jjume and

sterile lemma equal, slightly shorter than the subacute fruit. Decumbent aud
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repeated!;/ branching in the autumn, branches much exceeding the internodes;
leaves much reduced, usually ciliate. Moist sandy woods, mostly near the
coast, N. J. to Fla. and La. Resembling P. scoparium in color and pubescence,
but smaller and much more slender.

45. P. auburne Ashe. Similar to the preceding but smaller in all its parts,
early becoming diffusely branched and decumbent; upper surface of the blades
with copious long silky hairs intermixed with the velvety pubescence ; primary
panicle short-exserted, 3-4 cm. long, about as wide, axis velvety with long silky
hairs intermixed, branches spreading ; spikelets 1.3-1.4 mm. long, obovate, very
turgid, densely papillose-pubescent ;

first glume -i-i as long as the spikelet,
second glume and sterile lemma equal, covering the fruit. Sandy pine and oak
woods on the coastal plain. N. J. to Fla.

46. P. praecbcius Hitchc. & Chase. Culms very slender, wiry, early branch-

ing, 1.5-4 dm. high, soon becoming geniculate and somewhat spreading, copi-
ously pilose with weak spreading hairs 34 mm. long, as are the sheaths, which
are much shorter than the long internodes

; ligule 3-4 mm. long ; blades rather

firm, 5-8 cm. long, 4-6 mm. wide, those of the branches as large as the primary
blades, often involute toward the end, long-pilose on both sides; the hairs on the

upper surface erect, 4-5 mm. long ; primary panicle 4-6 cm. long, nearly as wide,
loosely flowered, axis pilose, branches spreading or ascending; secondary pani-
cles numerous, appearing before the maturity of the primary one; spikelets
1.8-1.9 mm. long, obovate. turgid, long-pilose with weak spreading hairs

;
first

glume ^-| as long as the spikelet ;
second glume and sterile lemma subequal, the

glume slightly shorter than the fruit. Dry prairies and clearings, Mich, and
111. to Okla. and Tex. Scarcely has a simple state, branches appearing often
before the primary panicle is expanded.

47. P. scoparioides Ashe. Culms erect, papillose-hispid, a glabrous or

papillose ring below the bearded nodes; lower sheaths distant, the upper some-
times overlapping on the shortened internodes, papillose-hispid (rarely nearly-

glabrous) ; ligule 2-3 mm. long ;
blades firm, ascending or spreading, 7-10 cm.

long, 6-7 mm. wide, papillose-pubescent beneath, sparsely hispid above ; panicle

pale, rather densely flowered, sometimes included at the base, 4-7 cm. long,
about | as wide

;
branches ascending or spreading ; spikelets 2.2-2.3 mm. long,

obovate. obtuse, papillose-pubescent, strongly nerved
;

first glume about ^ as

long as the spikelet, second barely as long as the fruit. Autumnal state with
short branches at the middle and upper nodes, the reduced blades involute-pointed,
much exceeding the panicles. Dry gravelly or serpentine soil, Ct. to Del.

;

apparently rare.

48. P. villosissimum Nash. Olive-green ;
culms 2.5-4.5 dm. high, erect or

ascending, slender, villous with spreading hairs 3 mm. long, as are the sheaths ;

ligule 4-5 mm. long; blades rather firm, especially those of the branches, as-

cending, 6-10 cm. long, 5-10 mm. wide, often subinvolute toward the end, pilose
on both surfaces, hairs of the upper surface appressed, long and less copious;
primary panicles often equaled by the uppermost leaf, 4-8 cm. long, about as

wide, loosely flowered
; spikelets 2.2-2.5 mm. long, oblong-elliptic, obtuse, papil-

lose-pubescent ; first glume %-\ as long as the subequal second glume and sterile

lemma which are scarcely as long as the subacute fruit. Culms in autumnal
state widely spreading, often with geniculate nodes and arched internodes

;

late in the season prostrate, leaves of the fascicled branches appressed, the clump
having a fiat combed-out appearance, a character conspicuous in the field but
less so in the herbarium

;
blades not much reduced. (P. atlanticum Nash

;

P. haemacarpon Ashe
;
P. xanthospermum Scribn. & Mohr.) Sandy or sterile

soil, open woods and hillsides, Mass, to Minn., s. to Fla.
;
common.

49. P. ovale Ell. Light olive-green ;
culms 2-4 dm. high, erect or ascending,

rather stout, villous with ascending or appressed long silky hairs ; nodes densely
bearded with spreading hairs; sheaths nearly as long as the internodes, the

upper sometimes overlapping, villous like the culm, or upper rarely nearly gla-
brous

; ligule 2 mm. long ; blades 6-10 cm. long, 5-9 mm. wide, firm, ascending,
rounded at base, more or less appressed-pilose toward the margins and base

above, appressed-pubescent below; panicle usually short-exserted, 5-8 cm. long,
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3-6 cm. wide, rather loosely flowered, branches somewhat contracted after

flowering ; spikelcts 2.7-2.9 mm. long, oblong-elliptic, obtuse, villous with silky
hairs

;
first glume 3-nerved, \-\ as long as the equal second glume and sterile

emma which barely cover the obtuse fruit. In late summer the stiff ascending
or erect culms bear numerous short crowded branches with firm sometimes nearly

glabrous blades, but little reduced. (P. ovale Ell. as to specimen so labeled in

Elliott herbarium and of description in part. The author confused a puberulent
narrow-leaved P. commutatum with this species, and his description is made to

cover both. Not P. ovale of Small's Fl.) Dry sand, N. J. to Fla.
;
and about

L. Mich, in Mich, and Ind.

-- 7. Columbiana. Culms rather stiff, appressed-pubescent at least below;
blades jinn, thick, ascending, cartilaginous-margined, appressed-pitberulent
on lower surface, usually glabrous on upper surface; sheaths ai>j>r<'**i'<i-

pubescent; ligule less than 1 mm., usually about 0.5 mm. long; spikrlrts

obovate, turgid, pubescent ; the first glume \-\ as long as spikelet. Habitat,
sandy soil.

50. P. Commonsianum Ashe. In large tufts
;
culms ascending or spreading,

densely oppressed-pilose, as are the sheaths
;
blades flat, C-10 cm. long, 5-6 mm.

wide (the upper and lower smaller), at least the lower appressed-pilose beneath
;

panicle 4-8 cm. long, about as broad, the branches spreading, usually with
few ftpikelets (2.5-2.7 mm. long) ;

the first glume rather remote, $ as long as the

spikelet, narrow, acute; second glume and sterile lemma equaling the fruit.

Branching state often purple, widely and stiffly spreading, flat on the sand with

short-fascicled branches mostly from the upper nodes, and crowded stiff subin-

volute leaves. Dunes and sandy woods, mostly near the coast, Ct.
;

s. N. .1.

and southw.
51. P. Addisbnii Nash. Often purplish ;

culms stout, rigid, 2-4 dm. high,
erect or ascending, densely long-appressed-pubescent, the pubescence on the

sheaths shorter
;

blades 5-7 cm. long, 4-6 mm. wide, glabrous above (or a
few hairs near the margin) ; panicle 3-5 cm. long, 2-3 cm. wide, rather

densely flowered, branches ascending; spikelets 2-2.2 mm. lng ; Jirst glume
about half as. long as the spikelet; second glume and sterile lemma barely
equaling the fruit. In late summer ascending or spreading, with short oppressed
branches from the middle and upper nodes, the reduced blades involute toward the
summit. Sand barrens, Ct. to N. C.

52. P. tsugetbrum Nash. Bluish green, sometimes purplish ;
culms slender,

2.5-5 cm. high, ascending or spreading, often geniculate below, crisp-appressed-

pubescent, as are the sheaths
;
blades 5-6 cm. long (rarely longer), 4-7 mm. wide,

glabrous above or with a few long hairs near the base and margins; panicle
3-5 cm. long, about as wide, rather loosely flowered, branches ascending or

spreading; spikelets 1.9 mm. long ; Jirxt glume about % as long as tin 1

*jikrtit ;

second glume and sterile lemma equaling the fruit. More or less spreading in

autumnal state, freely branching from middle nodes, branches aseending ;

leaves not greatly reduced, scarcely involute. Sandy woods, N. Y. and X. .1.;

also about the Great Lakes. Some forms hardly distinguishable from the next.

;"):;. P. columbianum Scribn. Culms rather slender, erector ascending, 'J-1 dm.

high, ascending-crisp-pvbescent, as are the sheaths; blades 5 cm. !</</ <- lean,

4-5 mm. wide, mostly glabrous above; panicles finally long-exserted, .",-."> em.

long, somewhat narrower, branches ascending or spreading; *t>ik^l>-ts 1.7 nun.

long ; first glume \-\ as long as the spikelet; second -liune and sterile lemma
equaling the fruit. Widely spreading but not tlccnini><-ut in (! <mtui,in<rt aiiid',

repeatedly brandling from the middle nodes, the /-<DH-/I< K < r< <-t tin /,,///,-,/

leaves involute-pointed, glabrous above. (P. psammopJltlwn Nasli.) Dry sandy
soil, N. E. to Ala., mostly near the coast.

Var. thfnium Ilitchc. & Chase. Like small specimens of the species in the

simple state, but branching earlier and more pmfttxi-hi, (!<</!, ,t!><'/if, forming <l<-n*<'

mats; tin- .>//>"// leaves (1-2 cm. long} with scattered long h<iir$ <i the upper
xni'fiiri- ; spikelets 1.3-1.4 mm. long. With the species, dry sands, N. J.

and Del.
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-i- 8. Ensifblia. Delicate, densely tufted, mostly glabrous; spikelets not over
1.5 mm. long ; ligule obsolete.

54. P. ensifdlium Baldw. Culms 2-3.5 dm. high, glabrous, ascending or

spreading, from dense tufts of ascending basal leaves ; these 3-7 cm. long, 4-5 mm.
wide, remaining green throughout the summer ; sheaths glabrous, much shorter

than the long internodes
;
culm-blades 0.7-2 cm. long, 1-2 mm. wide, spreading,

usually puberulent beneath; panicle 1.5-3 cm. long, nearly as wide, rather few-
flowered

; spikelets 1.5 mm. long, obovate-elliptic, turgid at maturity, densely
puberulent; second glume slightly shorter than the obtuse fruit. Branching
from the upper nodes in the autumnal state, culms usually decumbent, branches

short, not very numerous. (P. Brittoni Nash.) Borders of cranberry bogs,
s. N. J., and low pine lands southw.

P. TEXUE Muhl. (P. unciphyllum Trin.
;
P. albo-marginatum Nash) has been

collected in the Great Dismal Swamp, Va. (Chase). This is characterized by
the larger and firmer leaves clustered at the base of the culms and having,
especially when dry, conspicuous cartilaginous white margins.

19.

Sphaerocarpa. Rather stout, glabrous; blades firm, cordate at base,
scabrous on upper surface, margins cartilaginous: ligule nearly obsolete;

spikelets obovoid-spherical, puberulent ; second glume and sterile lemma
1-nerved, equaling fruit at maturity. Sparingly branched or nearly simple
in autumn.

55. P. sphaerocarpon Ell. Dull green ;
culms 2-5.5 dm. high, usually widely

Dreading, nodes appressed-pubescent ; sheaths nearly as long as the internodes
or overlapping, loose toward the summit, ciliate on the margin ;

bidden 6-10 cm. long, 7-14 mm. wide (uppermost smaller), thick,
'

^rrx

ascending, stiff-ciliate toward the base, nerves inconspicuous; jmj
panicle long-exserted, 5-10 cm. long, nearly as wide, rather \j/
loosely flowered, with viscid spots on the axis and ascending
tranches ; spikelets usually purple, 1.0-1.8 mm. long ;

fruit china- 65. P. sphaero-

white. Sparingly branching from the lower nodes late in the carpon. Spike-

season
;
leaves and panicles not much reduced. Sandy ground, let x 5.

Mass, to Kan., and southw. FIG. 65.

56. P. polyanthes Schultes. Light green, erect; culms 3-9 dm. high, nodes

glabrous ; sheaths very long, usually overlapping, margin finely ciliate
;
blades

12-23 cm. long, 1.5-2.5 cm. wide (uppermost not smaller), strongly nerved,
ciliate toward the base

; panicle 8-25 cm. long, not more than half as wide,

densely flowered, lower branches nearly erect, often distant; spikelets green,
1.5-1.6 mm. long; fruit stramineous. Culms simple or very sparingly
branched from the lower or middle nodes late in the season. (P. micro-

carpon Muhl. Gram., not Ell.) Damp ground, woods and openings, N. Y.
to I. T.

,
and southw.

N10.

Commutata. Stout, erect, glabrous or puberulent only ; leaves cordate,
over I cm. wide (sometimes less in P. Ashei} ; ligule nearly obsolete ; panicles

open, loosely flowered ; spikelets oblong or elliptic, not turgid, pubescent,
2.6-3 mm. long ; second glume and sterile lemma strongly 1-nerved.

57. P. commutatum Schultes. In large or small clumps ;
c?tZms4-7.5 dm. high,

ually stiff, erect and glabrous, nodes puberulent ;
sheaths glabrous or puberu-

lent toward the summit, a pubescent ring at the junction with the blade, margin
ciliate; blades rather firm, spreading or ascending, 5-12 cm. long, 1.2-2 cm.

wide (rarely longer or wider), glabrous on both surfaces (rarely puberulent),
margins ciliate toward the base

; panicle 6-11 cm. long, as wide or wider
; spike-

lets 2.6-2.8 mm. long, oblong-elliptic, obtuse
;
second glume and sterile lemma

equal, barely covering the minutely umbonate fruit. In autumnal state culms

ascending or spreading, with somewhat divaricate simple branches from the

V'^le

nodes; the leaves crowded but hardly reduced. (P. subsimplex Ashe.)
"oods and copses, Del. to Fla., w. to 111. and Tex.
. P. Ashei Pearson. Usually purplish, in loose clumps from a knotted
n ; culms 2.5-5 dm. high, erect, stiff, wiry, densely crisp-puberulent ; sheaths

CRAY'S MANUAL 8
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less densely pulu rulcnt, short-eiliate on the margin; blades often approximate
toward the summit, 5-8 nn. Ion if, 5-12 mm. icicle, rigid, spreading or ascending,
ciliate at the subcordate base, otherwise glabrous ; panicle 5-10 cm. long, hardly
as wide

; spikelets 2.0 mm. long, oblong-elliptic, obtuse
;
second glume and sterile

lemma subequal, obtuse or withering to a point, slightly exposing the minutely
umbonate fruit. In autumnal state the culms bearing widely divergent brunches
from all or sometimes from only the upper nodes

;
the crowded traces rigid, u-iddy

spreading; plants often top-heavy and reclining from repeated branching;
leaves little reduced except those of late autumn. Dry, especially rocky,
woods, Mass, to Ga., w. to Mich, and Mo.

59. P. mutabile Scribn. & Smith. Blue green, almost glaucous, erect, rather

slender, 5-8 dm. high, solitary or few in a tuft; culms glabrous or crisp-

puberulent below; sheaths ciliate, otherwise glabrous; blades 8-12 cm. long,
1-1.0 cm. wide, horizontally spreading, conspicuously ciliate, especially the

wider basal ones, otherwise glabrous ; panicles 8-10 cm. long, about as wide
;

spikelets purple, 3 mm. long, elliptical ;
first glume \-\ as long as the spikelet,

the second barely as long as the fruit. Internodes much elongated in the

autumnal state, culms somewhat spreading, early branches elongated, later

ones short and somewhat crowded. Sandy soil, mostly in shade, se. Va.
to N. C. and Miss.

*- 11. Lancearia. Densely tufted ; olive-green; culms slender, wiry, puberu-
lent ; blades short, flat, Jirm, the thin cartilaginous margins papillose-ciliate
toward the base; ligule obsolete or nearly so; spikelets pyriform, turgid,

stronglg nerved.

60. P. lancearium Trin. Culms erect or geniculate at base, often reddish,
1.5-4 dm. high, crisp-puberulent as are the short sheaths; blades ascending or

spreading, 2.5-4.5 cm. long, 3-5 mm. wide, usually ciliate for |- their length,

puberulent beneath, glabrous above
; panicles short-exserted, loosely flowered,

3-5 cm. long, f-f as wide, the few very flexuous branches spreading or droop-
ing, spikelet-bearing from the base

; spikelets 2 mm. long, 1 mm. wide ; first glume
about % as long as the glabrous or puberulent subequal second glume and sterile

lemma, the glume scarcely covering the fruit, which is obscurely pubescent at

the apex. Autumnal state decumbent, ascending at the ends, with short fasci-

cled branchesfrom the upper nodes ; the densely crowded leaves reduced, involute-

pointed. (P. Nashianum Scribn.) Low pine lands near the coast, se. Va. to

Miss.

61. P. patulum (Scribn. & Merr.) Hitchc. Culms lax, prostrate, 2-6 dm. long ;

sheaths and both surfaces of the blades softly pubescent ; the blades thin, spread-

ing, 4.5-8 cm. long, 5-8 mm. wide, often ciliate nearly to the apex ; panic!* s

4.5-7 cm. long, hardly as wide, the slender branches spreading, spikelet-bearing
from near the base

; spikelets 2 mm. long, 1.3 mm. wide ; first glume about \ as

long as the densely papillose-pubescent second glume and sterile li'mma, the

glume scarcely covering the fruit, which is obscurely pubescent at the apex.
Autumnal state widely spreading, almost vine-like, the numerous branches slan-

der and elongated; leaves and panicles not greatly reduced. (/'. \asliiantint.

var. Scribn. & Merr.) Moist sandy soil, se. Va. to Fla., near the coast.

i- 12. Oligosanthia. Culms stout, erect; blades Jirm, rare!;/ aver 1.5 cm. -id>-,

usually narrower; ligule from nearly obsolete to 3 mm. long ; s/n'kelets ob-

ovate, turgid, usually papillose-hispid, 3-4 mm. long.

02. P. oligosanthes Schnltes. In small tufts
;
culms 3-8 dm. high, often pur-

plish. ai>/n'essed-])iibesc(>nt below ;
sheaths rather loose, ascending-ptpillose-pubcs-

cenf ligule 1-2 mm. long, with long hairs intermixed ; blades stitrly spreading or

Upending, <-10 cm. long, 5-8 (rarely 10) mm. wide, sharply acuminate, glabrous
on the upper, harshly puberulent on the lower surface

; panicles 6-10 em. long,

nearly as wide, loosely flowered, branches ascending; spikelets 3 .5-4 mm.
long, narrmrhf obovate, subacute, sparsely pubescent; first glume less than ^

the length of the second glume, which is shorter than the fruit. In the autum-
nal state somewhat spreading, branching sparingly from the lower nodes, ami
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profusely from the upper, the short branches aggregated at the summit; the

crowded leaves widely spreading. (P. pauciflorum Ell., not K. Br.) Sandy
soil, Del. to D. C., and southw.

;
and in n. Ind., near L. Michigan.

63. P. Scribnerianum Nash. Similar to the preceding, usually in larger
clumps; culms not so tall, usually less pubescent; sheaths papillose-hispid or
sometimes nearly glabrous ; ligule about 1 mm. long ;

blades

ascending or erect, averaging wider (6-10 mm'., rarely wider),
usually ciliate toward the subcordate base ; panicle short-exserted,
4-7 rarely 9 cm. long, about as wide

; spikelets 3.2-3.3 mm. long,

very turgid, obtuse, sparsely pubescent or nearly glabrous ;
second

glume slightly shorter than the minutely apiculate fruit. Branch-

ing late, mostly from the lower nodes, forming short tufts.

(P. scoparium Wats. & Coult., not Lam.) Sandy soil or dry
prairies, Me. to Ont., and westw. to the Pacific, s. to Va. and G6> p - Scribneri-

Tex. FIG. 66.
wram. 8pik-

64. P. Leibergii (Vasey) Scribn. Culms 3-8 dm. high,
scabrous, at least below the nodes; sheaths strongly papillose-hispid, with spread-
ing hairs; ligule very minute

;
blades ascending, 8-15 cm. long, 8-12 mm. wide,

papillose-hispid on both surfaces, often sparsely so above
; panicle 8-15 cm. long,

less than \ as wide, the branches narrowly ascending ; spikelets 4 mm. long, less

turgid than in the last, papillose-hispid with long spreading hairs
;

first glume
over I as long as the spikelet, acuminate, second equaling the fruit. Sparingly
branched from the lower nodes in late summer, the branches mostly simple,
rect

;
blades not much reduced. Prairies, 0. and Mich, to S. Dak. and Mo.

65. P. Ravenelii Scribn. & Merr. Erect or ascending ;
culms 3-6 dm. high,

'ensely papillose-pubescent with ascending hairs; nodes short-bearded; sheaths
distant below, the upper overlapping, pubescent like the culm

; ligule 3-4 mm.
long; blades thick, ascending, 8-15 cm. long, 1-1.5 mm. wide, rarely wider,
ciliate nearly to the apex, densely pubescent beneath, glabrous above ; panicle
short-exserted t)r included at base, 7-10 cm. long, about as wide, branches finally

spreading ; spikelets 4 mm. long, broadly obovate, very turgid, sparsely pubes-
cent

;
first glume about ^ as long as the spikelet, second glume slightly shorter

than the fruit. Autumnal state more or less spreading, bushy-branched above
;

the crowded leaves ascending. Sandy or gravelly soil, Md. and D. C., southw.
66. P. xanthophysum Gray. Yellowish green ;

culms ascending, in small tufts,

2-6 dm. high, scabrous; sheaths loose, at least the lower overlapping, sparsely

papillose-pilose, bearded at the summit
; ligule minute ;

blades erect or nearly so,

rather thin, strongly nerved, 1-1.5 dm. long, 1-1.8 cm. wide, narrowed to the

rounded ciliate base, otherwise glabrous; panicle finally long-exserted, 0.5-1.2

dm. long, very narrow, few-flowered, the branches erect; spikelets 4 mm. long,

broadly obovate, very turgid, pubescent, rarely glabrous ; first glume nearly \ as

long as the spikelet, pointed, second scarcely covering the fruit. Branching in

midsummer from the second and third nodes, branches erect, mostly simple ;

the large erect leaves making the plant appear very leafy in the middle. Dry
soil, Me. to Man., and Pa.

67. P. Wilcoxianum Vasey. Culms erect, 1-2 dm. high, copiously papillose-

pilose as are the usually overlapping sheaths (rarely nearly glabrous) ; ligule
about 1 mm. long; blades erect, 5-6.5 cm. long, 3-5 mm. wide, densely long-

pilose on both surfaces ; panicle finally exserted, 2-1 cm. long, about half as

wide, rather densely flowered, branches ascending; spikelets 2.7-3 mm. long,

oblong-obovate, pubescent ;
first glume about ^ as long as the spikelet, second

hardly covering the fruit. Autumnal state branching from all the nodes, form-

[5

bushy tufts with rigid erect leaves much overtopping the reduced panicles.

airies, la. to S. Dak. and Kan.

13. Scoparia. Culms tall and stout, finally wide-spreading ; blades flat,

elongated, not over 1.5 cm. wide; ligule short; spikelets abruptly pointed,

strongly 1-9-nerved.

68. P. scoparium Lam. Grayish olive-green, velvety-pubescent all over except

noted; culms 8-13 dm. high, erect or ascending, often geniculate at base,
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nodes bearded with reflexed hairs, a glabrous viscid ring below ; sheaths about

\ as long as the internodes, the velvety pubescence wanting on the back tim-m-d

the summit, the naked surface viscid when fresh; ligule 1 nun. long; blades

rather thick, spreading, often reflexed in age, 1.2-2 dm. long, 1-1.5 cm. wide,

uppermost reduced
; panicle 1-1.5 dm. long, nearly as wide, many-flowered ;

axis, branches and pedicels with viscid blotches ; branches spreading or ascend-

ing, spikelet-bearing to the base
; spikelets 2.6 mm. long, obovate. turf/lit, />/>/l-

lose-pubescent ; second glume shorter than the apiculate fruit, Culms leaning or

spreading in the autumnal state, repeatedly branching from the middle nodes,
the fascicles of branches usually fan-shaped and shorter than the very long
internodes, or elongated and scorpioid ;

sheaths swollen above, constricted

at the throat. Wet ground, N. J. to I. T., and southw.
69. P. scabriiisculum Ell. Culms 1-2 m. high, roughened at least below the

nodes, often puberulent ;
sheaths loose, constricted and bearded at the throat,

densely papillose-hispid to nearly glabrous, often spotted ; ligule minute, mem-
branaceous, usually a ring of hairs above it

;
blades stiffly ascending or spreading,

often reflexed, 1.5-2.'5 dm. long, 9-12 (rarely 15) mm. wide, uxnnily ImrxJt-

pubescent beneath and glabrous above; panicle 1.2-2.5 dm. long, about I
us

wide, rather densely flowered, the lower branches ascending, axis, branches <r,nl

pedicels prominently viscid-spotted, branches spikelet-bearing to the base
; spikf-

lets 2.4 mm. long, ovate, acuminate, minutely puberulent; first glume \-\ as

long as the spikelet, second glume and sterile lemma exceeding the fruit. Autum-
nal state leaning or widely spreading, repeatedly branching from the middle
nodes

;
branches erect, later ones short

;
the crowded reduced blades often

harsh-pubescent on both surfaces. Swamps, W. Va., Va., and southw.
70. P. aculeatum Hitchc. & Chase. Resembles the preceding; culms slender,

in very large clumps, scabrous, harsh-pubescent below ; sheaths not so loose as
in the last, papillose-hispid with stiff sharp-pointed hairs, uppermost usually

glabrous ; ligule minute, membranaceous, ciliate
;

blades stiffly ascending or

spreading, 1.2-2 dm. long, 9-15 mm. wide, very scabrous on the upper surf<H-<'

and toward the apex beneath ; panicle 8-12 cm. long, about as wide, few-flowered,
axis and branches not viscid or with a few spots only, lower bram-hcx sjwaduii/ ;

spikelets 3 mm. long, elliptical, minutely pubescent ; first glume \-\ as long as the

spikelet, second glume and sterile lemma slightly exceeding the fruit. Autum-
nal state somewhat spreading, branched from the middle nodes, the branches

divaricate, not much crowded. Swampy woods, D. C. and N. C.; appar-
ently rare.

*- 14. Latifblia. Culms erect, stout; blades 2 cm. or more wide, cni-ifatf-rfits^-

ing at base, strongly nerved, acuminate ; ligule minute ; panicle open; sjn'/><-

lets 3-4 mm. long, pubescent, strongly nerved.

71. P. clandestinum L. Usually in very large clumps, 5-12 dm. high ;
ml ma.

nodes and sheaths strongly papillose-hispid, or the upper nearly glabrous ;
blades

ascending, 1-2 dm. long, 1.8-2.5 crn. wide, scabrous toward
the ends

; panicle exerted, 1-1.5 dm. long, about as wide,
rather densely flowered, the fascicled branches ascending ;

spikelets 3 mm. long, elliptic, second glume shorter than the

subacute fruit. Autumnal state with appressed branches with
shortened internodes, the overlapping sheaths usually more

strongly papillose-hispid than the earlier ones, the later branch-

67 P Hmdcstimim
^s verv sh rt

i
the leaves crowded at the summit, the panicles

Closed -nn'l <>pcn
ent irely inclosed in the sheaths. (P. (l<'<-nlnr<itmn Nash.)

M ,jk,.i.'t x;i.
Moist ground, Me. to Minn., and southw. Fi<;. <!7.

72. P. B6scii Poir. Culms 3-7 dm. high, inhmhlii pubcs-
cent or glabrous, at least the lower nodes bc<tr<i<<l n'ifli m/r.ivW /nr/r*; sheaths

puberulent, a dense ring of pubescence at tin- summit; blades H-l'J cm. long.
2.5-3 mm. wide, rarely wider, pubescent beneath, sparsely so (rarely glabrous)
above, short-ciliate on the margins toward the base

; panicle 6-10 cm. long,

usually nearly as wide, the lower branehes spreading or ascending; N/ >//// ts

4-4.5 mm. long, obovate
;

first glume ^-\ as long as the spikelet, second glume
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and sterile lemma scarcely equaling the fruit which is minutely pubescent at
the apiculate tip. More or less spreading in the autumnal state, branching from
the middle nodes, the upper leaves of the branches crowded and spreading.
(P. latifolium Am. auth., not L.) Woods, Me. to Minn., and southw.

Var. m611e (Vasey) Hitchc. & Chase. Usually not so tall, downy-pubescent
throughout. (P. latifolium, var. Vasey; P. pubifolium Nash.) Commoner
southw.

73. P. latifblium L. Like P. Boscii, but usually taller ; culms and sheaths
(except the ciliate margin and pubescent ring at the summit of the sheaths)
glabrous or rarely pubescent below, nodes glabrous; blades commonly 1.5dm.
long, 3 cm. wide, sometimes wider, ciliate toward the very broad base, otherwise
glabrous, rarely minutely pubescent ;. panicle 8-15 cm. long, the long few-flowered
Branches ascending ; spikelets 3.5-3.8 mm. long, obovate-elliptic, the apiculate
p of the fruit usually glabrous. Autumnal state as in P. Boscii. (P. macro-
*pon Le Conte.) Rocky woods and sand dunes, Me. to Wise., and southw.

HIANS (Ell.) Nash, a lax perennial with narrow flat leaves and
terminal panicles with spreading branches naked at base, and crowded spikelets,
the palea of the sterile lemma subindurated, enlarged and forcing the spikelet

n, has been collected in se. Mo. (Bush) ;
common in the South.

12. SACCI6LEPIS Nash.

Second glume gibbous at the base, 11-nerved, equal to the 3-5-nerved sterile

lemma (which incloses a large palea and often a staminate flower), about twice
as long as the slightly stipitate fruit

;
lemma thinner at the apex, the palea free

at the tip ; spikelets otherwise as in Panicum. Semi-aquatic perennials with nar-
row spike-like panicles. (Name from <rd/c/cos, bag, and \cirts, scale, alluding
to the saccate second glume.)

1. S. striata (L.) Nash. Perennial, stoloniferous
;
culms erect from a creep-

ing base, 3-9 dm. high, branching ; sheaths hirsute, at least on the margins ;

blades 0.8-2 dm. long, about 1 cm. wide, flat, glabrous ; panicle 10-15 cm. long,

Fntracted,

spike-like ; spikelets 3.5 mm. long, lanceolate, acute. (Panicum gib-
m Ell.) Low wet ground, Va. to I. T., and southw.

I

13. ECHIN6CHLOA Beauv.

Spikelets 1-flowered, sometimes a staminate flower below the perfect termi-
nal one, nearly sessile in 1-sided racemes

; glumes unequal, spiny-hispid, mucro-
nate

;
sterile lemma similar and awned from the apex (sometimes mucronate

only), inclosing a hyaline palea; fertile lemma and palea chartaceous, acumi-
nate

; margins of the glume inrolled except at the summit, where the palea is

not included. Coarse annuals with compressed sheaths, long leaves and termi-
nal panicles of stout racemes. (Name from ex?vos, a hedgehog, and x\6a, grass,

allusion to the bristling awns. )

1. E. CRUSGALLI (L.) Beauv. (BARNYARD GRASS.) Culms stout, rather

culent, branching from the base, ascending or erect, 3-18 dm. high ;
sheaths

ml blades glabrous ; panicle dense, 1-3 dm. long, of numerous
ct or spreading racemes, very variable, deep purple to pale
en, erect or drooping ; spikelets long-awned or nearly awnless,

ensely and irregularly crowded in 3 or 4 rows, about 3 mm.
long. (Panicum L.) Moist, chiefly manured soil and waste

ground, river banks, etc., common throughout, except in the
extreme North. Aug. -Oct. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 68.

E. FRUMENXACEA (Roxb.) Link (Panicum Roxb.), JAPANESE
ARNYARD MILLET, or BILLION-DOLLAR GRASS, is an occasional 63-

escape from cultivation. It is distinguished from short-avvned
forms of the preceding chiefly by the more compact panicles with short often

incurved branches.
2. E. WaltSri (Pursh) Nash. Resembling the preceding, usually taller, at

least the lower sheaths coarsely papillose-hispid; panicle usually long, more

:
es<
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drooping ; spikelets long-awned, the awn sometimes as much as 5 cm. long.

(Panicum Pursh; P. hispulnm Muhl.) Marshes and ditches chiefly near the

coast, N. H. to Fla.
;
and in w. Ont. and n. 111. Aug.-Oct.

3. E. col&na (L.) Link. (JUNGLK RICE.) Tufted, erect or ascending, spar-

ingly branched, 3-6 dm. high; sheaths and blades smooth; panicle of 5-1 <>

dense racemes (1-6 cm. long) rather distant and racemose along tlic <u-is ; spike-
lets about 3 mm. long ; glumes and sterile lemma pubescent, mucronate-pointed
but not awned. (Panicum L.) Ditches and low ground, Va. and Kan., south w.

(Warm regions generally.)

14. SETARIA Beauv. BRISTLY FOXTAIL GRASS

Spikelets as in Panicum but surrounded by few or many persistent awn-
like branches which spring from the rhachis below the articulation of the

spikelets. Annual introduced weeds in cultivated or manured grounds, or

native perennials, with linear or lanceolate flat leaves and cylindrical spike-
like panicles. (Name from seta, a bristle.) CHAETOCHLOA Scribn.

Perennial by creeping rootstocks \. S. imberbis.
No rootstocks.

Bristles 5 or more 2. S. glanca.
Bristles 1-3.

Downwardly barbed .... 3. S. verticilhita.

Upwardly barbed.
Lemmas rugrose ; panicle not exceeding 1.5 dm. in length.

Spikelets 2 mm. long 4. ,s\ riridis.

Spikelets 3 mm. long .">.>'. //////<</.

Lemmas smooth and shining; panicle 2-6 dm. long 6. 8. maijnu.

1. S. imberbis R. & S. Culms more or less caespitose, 3-7 dm. high, slender,

compressed, erect or ascending, often geniculate at base
;
sheaths overlapping,

compressed, glabrous ;
blades 1-3 din. long, 3-7 mm. wide, attenuate toward

the apex ; panicle 2-5 cm. long, nearly 1 cm. thick, exclusive of bristles
;
brifth*

8-12, 5-10 mm. long, pale yellowish, sometimes purplish, upwardly scabrous
;

spikelets 2 mm. long ; first glume about \ as long as the spikelct, second |-| as

long, acute, 5-7-nerved, the midnerve excurrent
;

sterile lemma equaling tl'

elliptical-ovate acute striate transversely rugose fertile lemma.
Moist soil, Ct. to Kan., and southw. (Trop. Am.)
Var. perennis (Hall) Hitchc. Culms scarcely tuf(<<!, very

slender, wiry, 6-12 dm. high ; blades long and narrow
; pani-

cles 2-7 cm. long, more slender
; spikelets and bristles usually

purplish. (Chaetochloa versicolor Bicknell.) Brackish
marshes along the coast, Ct. to Fla.

;
and in saline soil, Kan.

and I. T. June-Sept. Intergrades with the species.
2. S. GLAUCA (L.) Beauv. (FOXTAIL, PK;KON Gi<\ .

Annual
;
culms branching at the base, compressed, erect or

S ike'let 'witlTsub-
ascen{iingi 3~12 dm - ni n

5
leaves flat, linear-lanceolate, glau-

tending bristles
cous

\ panicle 2-10 cm. long, about 1 cm. thick
;
hrixth's .')-* mm.

Same open, show- l ng upwardly scabrous; spikelets 3 mm. long ; Jirtt gin an- I.

ing fertile and second | as long as the striate undulate-rugose fertile h-nnnn.

neutral flower x 3. Cultivated ground and waste places, common throughout.
(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. (I!).

3. S. VERTICILLATA (L.) Beauv. Annual, tufted
;

culms 3-6 dm. high ;

leaves linear-lanceolate, scabrous; panicles green, 5-10 cm. long,
somewhat compound, interrupted at base, tapering above

;
bristles

stout, downwardly barln-<l, '! --6 mm. long; spikelets 2-2.5 mm. long ;

first glume > as long as the second which equals the sterile lemma
and slightly exceeds the abruptly apiculate obscurely transverse-

rugose fertile lemma. Near dwellings, widely distributed in

eastern U. S. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 70.

4. S. vfuiDis (L.) Beauv. (GREEN F., BOTTLE GRASS.) ;. s. verticil-

Annual, tufted; culms 2-9 cm. high; leaves 0.5-2.5 dm. long,
4-10 mm. wide, scabrous on the margins; panicles rather thick, Ietx4.
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rhachis villous ; bristles slender, upwardly barbed, usually 7-12 mm. long"
spikelets 2 ram. long ;

second glume and sterile lemma equal, covering the obtuse
striate faintly wrinkled fertile lemma. Cultivated grounds and
waste places, throughout. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 71. Var. HRE-
VISETA (Doll) Hitchc. Bristles scarcely longer than the spikelets.
Sterile soil, n. Me. and adjacent Que.

5. S. ITALICA (L.) Beauv. Annual
; panicle compound, inter-

rupted at base, thick, nodding, 8-20 cm. long, but in escaped speci-
mens smaller, yellowish or purplish ;

bristles 2 or 3 in a cluster,

longer than the spikelets. Cultivated under the name of MILLET,
GERMAN MILLET, or HUNGARIAN GRASS, and rarely spontaneous, as

is also Var. GERMANICA (Mill.) Richter, GOLDEN-WONDER MILLET,
which is more slender and has bristles shorter than tho spikelets. Bi,lkeletx4

(In trod, from Eu.)
6. S. magna Griseb. Probably perennial; culm stout, erect, 1-3 m. high;

sheaths loose, spreading, compressed, margins densely ciliate near the summit
;

blades 3-(> dm. long, 1-3 cm. wide, attenuate, scabrous
; panicles usually inter-

rupted below, 2-5 cm. thick, tapering to both ends ; rhachis densely pilose ;

bristles 8-11 mm. long, upwardly scabrous; spikelets 2 mm. long; first glume
broad, about i as long as the second, which equals the sterile lemma and with
it covers the acute apiculate smooth and shining (not striate nor rugose} fertile
lemma. Low grounds and marshes, Del., Va.

,
and southw. (Trop. Am.)

15. CENCHRUS L. SANDBUR. BUR GRASS

Spikelets 1 -flowered, acuminate, 2-6 together, subtended by a short-pediceled
ovoid or globular involucre of rigid connate spines which is deciduous with them
at maturity ; glumes shorter than the lemmas

;
sterile lemma with a hyaline

palea, fertile lemma and palea less indurated than in Panicum, falcate-acuminate,
the lemma not inrolled at the margins. Our species annual, with simple racemes
of spiny burs terminating the culm and branches. (An ancient Greek name of

Setaria italica.)
1. C. carolinianus Walt. Culms flattened, much branched, ascending or

spreading, 3-8 dm. long ;
leaves flat ; racemes of 8-20 involucres, about 8 mm.

thick, the 6-8 pubescent divisions spine-pointed,
spines spreading or reflexed

; spikelets 2-3. ( C.

tribuloides Am. auth., not L.) Sandy soil, on river

banks, etc., s. Me. to Fla., and westw. across the

continent. Aug. (Trop. regions.) FIG. 72.

2. C. tribuloides L. Culms more robust, often

72 C caroliniamis x 1% extensively branching or trailing, 3-9 dm. long;

Closed involucre, at left. Longi-
sheaths loose, usually hirsute along the margins,

tudinal section of same, at right. Ijgule conspicuously ciliate
;

blades more or less

Open spikelet, in middle. involute ; racemes usually included at the base
;

involucres 12-14 mm. thick, densely long-pubescent ;

the stout spines spreading or ascending. (C. macrocephalus Scribn.) Sands

ong the coast, N. J. and southw.

16. ZIZANIA [Gronov.] L. WATER or INDIAN RICE

Spikelets unisexual, 1-flowered, the pistillate linear, awned, articulated and

"ily deciduous on club-shaped pedicels on the appressed upper branches,
the staminate lanceolate, early deciduous, on the expanded lower branches of

the same panicle; glumes none in the pistillate spikelet; lemma closely clasp-

ing the palea by a pair of strong lateral nerves, a long hispid awn from the sum-
mit

;
first glume of staminate spikelet 5-, the second 3-nerved

;
stamens 6

; grain
cylindrical, l.">-2 cm. long, closely enveloped in the membranaceous lemma and
3-nerved palea. A tall aquatic grass with long leaves and large terminal pani-
cles. (Adapted from fifdviov, the ancient name of some wild grain.)
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1. Z. paliistris L. (INDIAN RICE, WATER OATS.) Annual; culmfc 2-3 m.

high ;
leaves flat, 5-10 dm. long, 1.5-4c in. wide. (Z. aquatica of auih. not L.)

v Swampy borders of streams and in shallow water
; common,

especially northwestw. July, Aug. (Asia.) Fi<;. 7-'!.

2. Z. aquatica L. Culms about 1 in. high ;
leaves nar-

rower (less than 1 cm. wide) ; pistillate portion of panicle
more appressed. Me. to Minn., and northw.

17. ZIZANI6PSIS Doll & Asch.

Spikelets unisexual, the pistillate above, the stain inate below
on each branch- of the panicle, much alike in appearance,
laterally compressed ; glumes subequal, membranaceous, the
first glume of the pistillate spikelet with a short terminal awn,
the lemma acute, palea none

; glumes and lemma of staminate

spikelet acute, nerveless, palea none
;
stamens <>

; grain ovoid,
with a chartaceous easily separable pericarp, loosely inclosed

in the glumes. A tall aquatic grass with long leaves and

long narrow terminal panicles. (Name from Zizania and

fli/as, appearance, from likeness to the preceding genus.)
1. Z. miliacea (Michx.) Doll & Asch. Perennial by a creeping rootstock

;

culms 1-4 m. high, geniculate at the lower nodes; leaves flat, 3-10 dm. long,
1-3 cm. wide. (Zizania Michx.) Swamps, Va., O., and southw. May.

73. Z. aquatica x 1

cf spikelet.

9 spikelet.

Pistil with scales.

18. LEERSIA Sw. CUT-GRASS. WHITE GRASS

the open
fruitful

panicles

glumes
Spikelets 1-flowered, flattened laterally, perfect, but those in

usually sterile, those inclosed in the sheaths cleistogamous and

none, lemma boat-shaped, somewhat indurated, awnless,

clasping the palea by a pair of strong marginal nerves
; palea

of like texture, much narrower, 1-nerved
;
stamens 1-6.

Perennials of moist ground, with rough leaves and short

racemes of imbricated spikelets arranged in open panicles.

(Named after Johann Daniel Leers, a German botanist of

the 18th century.) HOMALOCENCHRUS Mieg.

*
Spikelets narrowly oblong, rather loosely crowded.

1. L. virginica Willd. (WHITE GRASS.) Culms weak,
branched, ascending, with clustered scaly rootstocks ; panicle

simple, the slender branches stiffly spread-

ing ; spikelets 2.5-3 mm. long, closely ap-

pressed ;
lemma hispid on the keel

;
stamens

2. Wet woods, Me. to Ont., and southw.

Aug. FIG. 74.

2. L. oryzoides (L.) Sw. (RiCE CUT-GRASS.) Culms rather

stout, branched, ascending from a, decumbent l><>*<' f/f/i >/' H<I<T

creeping rootxfork* ; leaves vcr;/ rough; i><i>i!<-l< ///r// ><///

branched, lax
; x}>i/,:l,fs 4-5 mm. l<>u<i ; lemma hispid, strongly

bristly ciliate on the keel. Swamps or stream borders, ditches,

etc., Nfd. to Ont., and southw. Aug.. Sept. ( S. A.. Kurasia.)
FIG. 75.

7"-. I.. <>rv/<>ide8.

Inflorescence x */s.

A !>it i.f >:iin- x %.

74. I.,

A bit of inflorescence

x :\.

Spikelet xr>.

* *
N/./'/WI in broadly oval, imbrieatety covering ""//

3. L. lenticularis Michx. (CATCH-FLY (iitAss.) Culms

nearly simple, erect, or decumbent at base, with scaly n>ot-

op,-n .-pik-u-t x'.'. stocks ; sheaths and blades sometimes nearly smooth
; panicle

nearly simple ; spikelets very flat, "> mm. long, strongly bristly-

ciliate. Low grounds, Va. to Minn., and southw.
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I

19. PHALARIS L. CANARY GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, laterally flattened
; glumes equal, boat-shaped, much

exceeding the florets
;
sterile lemmas small and narrow, appearing like hairy

scales attached to the fertile floret
;

fertile lemma indurated and shining in fruit,

inclosing a faintly 2-nerved palea. Annuals or perennials, with flat leaves and
dense spike-like panicles. (The ancient Greek name, 0aXa/n's, alluding presuma-
bly to the crest-like inflorescence.)

1. EUPHALARIS Godron. Panicle very dense, spike-like; glumes
wing-keeled,

1. P. CANARIENSIS L. (CANARY GRASS.) Annual, 3-8 dm. high ; panicle
oval, 2-3 cm. long ; spikelets broadly obovate, 5-6 mm. long, imbricated

; glumes
white with green veins, the keel entire; fertile lemma brown.
Waste places and roadsides. (Adv. from Eu.)

P. MINOR Retz. has been collected at St. John, N. B. {Fowler)
and on ballast at Camden, N. J. (Pollard). The spikes are

oblong and the glumes are narrowed at the pointed apex, the

exposed portion of the keel being somewhat toothed.

2. DfGRAPHIS (Trin.) Endl. Panicle branched, the clusters

open in anthesis ; glumes not winged on the back.

2. P. arundinacea L. (REED C.) Perennial, 6-15 dm.
igh ;

leaves flat, 6-10 mm. wide
; panicle 6-15 dm. long ;

spikelets lanceolate, 5 mm. long, pale ;
sterile lemmas reduced

to minute hairy scales. Wet grounds ; common, especially
north w. June, July. FIG. 76. Var. pfoTA L., the leaves

striped with white, is the familiar RIBBON GRASS of the garden.

(Eurasia.)

76. P. arundinacea

x2.

Spikelet ; same
wjth glumes sep-
arated.

20. ANTHOXANTHUM L. SWEET VERNAL GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered
; glumes very unequal ;

sterile lemmas 2-lobed, hairy,

dorsally awned, longer than the fertile floret and falling with it
;
fertile lemma

truncate, awnless, inclosing a faintly 1-nerved palea and per-

|/,
. feet flower; stamens 2. Aromatic plants with flat leaves

vlBN ancl narrow spike-like panicles. (Name compounded of

"ffe V'lnS
&v6 ^ fl wer > aml frrtfai yellow.)

^Slr \\t//f
*' A> ODORATUM L - Perennial; culms slender, erect,

v\Wj|
2-6 dm. high; leaves rough above; panicles 3-8 cm. long;
spikelets brownish green, 8-10 mm. long, spreading at flower-

ing time; glumes sparsely pilose ; first sterile lemma short-

awned below the apex, second bearing a strong bent scarcely
exserted awn near its base. Meadows, pastures, and waste

places, throughout, especially eastw. May-July. Sweet-
scented. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 77.k2. A. PUELII Lecoq & Lamotte. Smaller, annual; pani-

77. A. odoratum. c ^es 1-^ cm. long; spikelets whitish green, 5-7 mm. long;
jfl',cl ~ 1 1/. the glabrous glumes narrower than in no. 1

;
the long-exserted

awn blackish at base. Dry fields and waste places, N. E.

to Ont. and Pa.
;
sometimes cultivated westw. and southw.

xiy2 . (Nat. from Eu.)

77. A. odoratum.

Inflorescence x %.
Spikelet ; same with

plumes separated
x 1V2 .

21. HIEROCHLOE [Gmel.] R. Br. HOLY GRASS

e

I

Spikelets 3-flowered, the terminal flower perfect, the others staminate or

empty ; glumes subequal, about the length of the spikelet, boat-shaped, shining ;

sterile lemmas nearly as long as the glumes, boat-shaped, indurated and hairy,
each inclosing a 2-nerved hyaline palea and a flower of 3 stamens

;
fertile lemma

similar but smaller, inclosing a 1-nerved palea and perfect flower with 2 stamens.
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Fragrant perennials, with flat leaves and terminal panicles. (Name from iep6$,

sacred, and x^i grass; these sweet-scented grasses being strewn before church-

doors on saints' days in the North of Europe.) SAVASTANA Schrank.

1. H. odorata (L.) Wahlenb. (VANILLA or SENECA GRASS.) Culms 3-6 dm.

high, from a creeping rootstock
;
leaves short, lanceolate, scab-

rous or smoothish
;
those of the sterile shoots long and scabrous ;

panicle pyramidal, 4-12 cm. long, usually compact but some-
times loose, the slender branches drooping ; spikelets 5 mm.
long, brownish

;
staminate lemmas hisj>id-riliftte on the margins

and below the apex on the keel, awnless ; fertile lemma hairy
at the apex. (H. borealis R. & S.) Moist meadows, chiefly
north w., near the coast, and along the Great Lakes. May-July.
(Eurasia.) FIG. 78. The loose-pan icled form, Savastana
Nashii Bicknell, is not specifically distinct.

2. H. alpina (Sw.) R. & S. Culms 1-4 dm. high, tufted;

upper sheaths inflated
;
blades very small, the lowest and thnxr

of the sterile shoots long and linear, smooth ; panicle con-

tracted, 25 cm. long; spikelets 7-8 mm. long, olivaceous;
staminate lemmas ciliate on the margins, the first short-awned
below the apex, the second with a longer (5-8 mm.) bent a^n

from below the middle; fertile lemma mucronate. Alpine regions, N. E., N. Y.,
and northw. July, Aug. (Eu.)

78. H. odorata.

Closed spikelet ;

same opened and
with glumes sep-
arated x 2.

79. M. t'ffiisum.

Part of panicle X %
Closed and open
spikelets x 8.

22. MILIUM [Tourn.] L. MILLET GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, rhachilla articulated below the floret
;

glumes equal ;
lemma slightly shorter, shining, indurated, the

margins inrolled over a similar palea; grain inclosed within the

lemma and palea, free. Our species perennial with flat leaves

and open panicles. (The ancient Latin name of the millet

which, however, belongs to a different genus of uncertain

meaning.)
1. M. effusum L. Smooth

;
culms rather slender, simple,

1-1.5 m. high ;
leaves 1-3 dm. long, 8-15 mm. wide

; panicle
1-2 dm. long, the slender branches in remote pairs or fascicles,

widely spreading or drooping, spikelet-bearing from about the

middle; spikelets 3-3.5 mm. long; glumes minutely scabrous.
Cold damp woods and mountain meadows, N. S. to 111.,

and north w. The fruit (mature floret) resembles that of

Panicum. June-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 79.

23. ORYZ6PSIS Michx. MOUNTAIN RICE

Spikelets 1-flowered, in narrow few-flowered panicles ; glumes rather broad,
obtuse or abruptly acute; floret with a short obtuse callus; lemma (not over
1 cm. long) convolute, somewhat indurated, including the rather large palea and

perfect flower, terminating in a deciduous simple slender awn; grain oblong-
ellipsoid, tightly included in the indurated lemma. Tufted perennials. (Name
(M imposed of 6pvfa, rice, and 6\f/u, appearance, from a fancied resemblance to

that grain. )
*

Spikelets, excluding awn, 3-4 mm. long.

1. 0. pungens (Torr.) Hitchc. Culms densely tufted, 2-5 dm. high, erect,
slender, simple ;

sheaths usually crowded at the base, smooth or slightly scabrous
;

blades involute-filiform, the basal ones sometimes as long as tin- culm, usually
halt its length, those of the culm short,; panicle 3-0 cm. long, brandies enrt or

ascending ; glumes suliL'qual, obscurely 5-nerved
;
lemma usually as long as

the glumes, appressed-pubescent ; awn 1-2 (rarely 5) mm. long, sometimes

wanting ; palea as long as the I'-mma.
(
O. nun /O/N/S Man. ed. <

;
0. j

liSl'.) Dry rocky or sandy soil, Lab. to N. Y., and westw.
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* *
Spikelets, excluding awn, 6-9 mm. long.

2. 0. asperif&lia Michx. Culms tufted, 2-7 dm. high, erect or geniculate at

the lowest node; sheaths usually crowded at the base; blades erect, scabrous

especially on the glaucous lower surface, those of the base
often exceeding the culm, 5-8 rnm. wide, flat or involute on
the margins, attenuate

;
culm-leaves usually less than 1 cm.

long ; panicle contracted, 5-12 cm. long, the branches simple,
erect ; spikelets, excluding awn, 6-8 mm. long ; glumes subequal,
short-ciliate at the apiculate summit

;
lemma nearly or quite as

long as the second glume, sparingly pubescent ;
awn 5-10 mm.

long; lodicules f the length of the palea.
Wooded hillsides, along waterways, etc., Nfd.

to B. C., s. to Pa., Minn., and N. Mex. June.
FIG. 80.

3. 0. racem6sa (Sm.) Ricker. Culms tufted,

erect, 8-12 dm. high, leafy to the summit ; leaves

1-3.5 dm. long, 4-15 mm. wide, flat, narrowed
/ toward the base, taper-pointed, scabrous below,

pubescent above; panicle 7-25 cm. long, branches

nearly simple, usually ascending ; spikelet, excluding awn, 7-9 mm.
long ; glumes equal, acute

;
lemma somewhat shorter, pubescent,

becoming black in fruit; awn 1.5-2.5 cm. long; lodicules minute.

(Milium Sm.
;

0. melanocarpa Muhl.) Rocky woods, Me. to

Ont., southw. to Del. and la. June-Oct. FIG. 81.

80. O. asperifolia

xiy2 .

Spikelet (below).
Floret (above).

81. O. racemosa.

Spikelet x 1.

24. STIPA L. FEATHER GRASS

Spikelets 1 -flowered, in terminal panicles ; glumes narrow, acute or bristle-

tipped ;
floret with a bearded usually sharp-pointed callus

;
lemma convolute,

indurated, including the small palea and perfect flower, terminating in a simple

strong persistent geniculate twisted awn
; grain cylindrical, tightly included

in the indurated fruiting lemma. Rather large tufted perennials with involute

leaves. (Name from crTv-n-rj, tow, in allusion to the flaxen appearance of the

feathery awns of the original species.)

* Glumes 4-12 mm. long.

*- Callus blunt ; awn 1 cm. or less long.

1. S. canadSnsis Poir. Culms tufted, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves 4-12 cm. long,

narrow, involute, scabrous
; panicle loose, 5-12 cm. long, the opposite few-

flowered branches ascending ; glumes subequal, oblong, subacute, 4 mm. long,

slightly exceeding the pubescent oblong lemma
;
awn 6-10 mm. long. (/$'.

Richardsoni Man. ed. 6, not Link
;
3. Macounii Scribn.) Woods and thickets,

N. B., Me., N. EL, N. Y., n. shore of L. Superior, Sask., and northw.

H- - Callus acute ; awn more than 1.5 cm long.

2. S. viridula Trin. Culms clustered, 5-10 dm. high,

sparingly branched
;

basal sheaths overlapping, the long
usually scabrous involute or sub-involute blades elongated,

upper blades shorter, mostly setaceous
; panicle narrow,

erect, 1-2 dm. long, the branches mostly in pairs, erect,
rather densely flowered from near the base

; glumes 7-9 mm.
long, acuminate-setaceous, exceeding the pale appressed-
pubescent lemma ; awn 2-4 cm. long ;

callus usually rather
short. Prairies and meadows, w. Minn., the Dakotas, and
southwestw. July, Aug. Variable.

3. S. avenacea L. (BLACK OAT GRASS.) Culms tufted,

slender, erect or ascending, 3-10 dm. high, leafy at the base
;

sheaths shorter than the internodes
;
blades 1-1.5 mm. wide, 82. S. avenacea x

usually involute, the basal ones \-\ the length of the culms, Flower and glumes.
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those of the culm 4-10 cm. long; panicle loose, 1-2 dm. long, the slender

branches in pairs, lax, finally spreading : glnmi-s often purplish, S-10 mm. long.

acute, about equaling the dark-lron-ii lemmo. vhirh is smooth h</oi>-, scabrous

above and bears a fringe of short hairs at the summit; awn 4-7.5 cm. /</(/;

callus acuminate, covered with dense brownish hairs. Dry woods, Mass, to Fin.,

w. to Wis. and Tex. May, June. FIG. 82.

* * Glumes 2 cm. long or more.

4. S. comata Trin. & Rupr. Culms erect, simple, 2-12 dm. high ;
sheaths

mostly crowded at the base, the upper often loose and inclosing the base of I lie

panicle; basal blades usually about \ the length of the culm, mostly involute-

filiform, those of the culm 0.5-1.5 dm. long*. 2-4 mm. wide,
flat or involute

; panicle loose, 1-4 dm. long, branches distant,

erect or somewhat spreading, naked below; glumes 2-2.8 cm.

long, tapering into a slender fragile awn, much exceeding the

sparsely pubescent lemma
;
awn 10-24 cm. long, puoesmit to

the geniculation, scabrous and curved beyond ; callus acute.

Dry plains and hills, la., and westw. June, July.
5. S. spartea Trin. (PORCUPINE GRASS.) Culm rather

stout, simple, 0.5-1.2 m. high; sheaths mostly overlapping;
blades usually involute, basal ones f the length of the culm,
those of the culm 1-3 dm. long ; panicle finally exserted,
1-3 dm. long, branches erect, naked below

; glumes 2.8-3.5S. spartea x %.
Floret and base of

iong^ attenuate, exceeding the brownish lemma, which is ap-
lumes.

pressed-pubescent below, and nearly or quite glabrous above
;

awn 11-20 cm. long, rigid, scabrous, minutely pubescent below ; callus acuminate,

very sharp-pointed, densely clothed with silky appressed hairs. Plains and

prairies, Mich, to Mo., and westw. FIG. 83.

25. ARiSTIDA L. TRIPLE-AWNED GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, in usually narrow panicles ; glumes unequal, narrow,
acute or acuminate

;
a hard obconical hairy callus below the floret

;
lemma

somewhat indurated, convolute, including the thin palea and perfect flower, ter-

minating in a trifid awn
; grain elongated, tightly included in the lemma.

Tufted annuals or perennials with narrow leaves. (Name from arista, a
beard or awn.)

Annuals.
Awns separate to the base.

Lateral awns much shorter than the middle one.
Middle awn coiled at base.
Glumes 7-8 mm long
Glumes 12-14 mm. long
Glumes 15-20 mm. long

Middle awn not coiled at base, horizontal .

Lateral awns not much shorter than the middle one.
Glumes T-'.i mm. Ion" 1

; awns 1.4-2.2 cm. long
Glume* 90-80 nun. loag ;

awns 8.5-7 cm. long .

Awns unitc.l In-low in along twistrd neck
Perennlali.
Awns 5-ln cm. long
A \\ us not nvi-r :l cm. long.
Sheaths glabrous
Sheaths woolly .

1. A.
2. A.
>. A.
4. .1.

.1.

.1. <>li<j<t ntlin.

A. tn)>ercnlox,i.

8. A.

9. A.
lo. .1.

1. A. dich6toma Michx. (POVERTY GRASS.) Culms tufted, wiry, much
branched at the base and usually forking at every node, but in depauperate
specimens sometimes nearly simple, l-(5 dm. high ;

xhculhs Ions, ; blades mostly
involute; panicles I'ew-tlmvered, simple, narrow, the lateral ones often

and partially inclosed in the sheaths
; glumes subequal. 7-S mm. long, cuspidate ;

nit,, at ti mm. long, excluding the awns : I, it, -nil (//// r< (!>'<! to minute
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84. A. dichotoma.

Spikelet x 2%.

erect teeth, middle awn 3-6 inm. long, horizontal, coiled at the base in maturity.
Sterile sandy or gravelly soil, Me. to Mo. and southw. Aug. -Oct. FIG. 84.

Var. Curtissii Gray. Differs in being less freely branched
; panicles looser

;

glumes unequal, the second 10-12 mm. long, the first f-f as

long; lemma 7-10 mm. long, excluding the awns. Va. to

Mo., and southw.
2. A. basiramea Engelm. Resembling A. dichotoma, freely

branching at the base ; culms sparingly branched; leaves aver-

aging longer ; panicles looser, the terminal often partly included
in the upper sheaths, small panicles commonly borne in the

basal sheaths ; glumes acuminate, unequal, second 12-14 mm.
long, the first about as long ; lemma about 1 cm. long, exclud-

ing the awns
;
lateral awns 2-7 mm. long, erect or spreading,

middle awn 1-2 cm. long. Dry soil and prairies, 111. to

Minn, and Neb. Aug., Sept.
;]. A. ramosissima Engelm. Culms tufted, wiry, repeatedly branching, the

branches divergent; leaves mostly setaceous; panicle loose, few-flowered
; glumes

1.5-2.5 cm. long, awned from a bifid apex, unequal, the second equaling the

lemma (excluding the awns); lemma 2-2.3 cm. long;
N. lateral awns minute, erect, middle awn 2-3 cm. long,

x. \i reflexed by a loose spiral at base. Dry prairies, Ind.

^X^ |
and 111. to Tenn. and Mo. Aug., Sept.

^*""-^^ 1 4. A. gracilis Ell. Culms slender, in small tufts or

^J solitary, branched at the base, simple or sparingly

I
ft branched above, 1.5-5

%
cm. high ;

sheaths not loose; blades

l\|
2 mm. or less wide, usually involute in drying ; spikelets

If mostly in a slender raceme (if a panicle, the branches
M rarely bearing more than 2 spikelets), rather distant below,

if often crowded above
; glumes unequal, the second equal-

\ ing the floret ; lemma about 6 mm. long, usually mottled ;

middle awn horizontal, 8-15 mm. long, lateral awns erect,

2-6 mm. long. Sandy soil, N.H. to Mo., and southw.

Sept. FIG. 85.

A. intermedia Scribn. & Ball. Similar to the preceding but much larger

85. A. gracilis.

Spikelet x 2.

Sept.

5-

culms 3-7 dm. high, more freely branching, often geniculate at base; leaves

5-15 cm. long, rigid, involute
; panicle 2-4 dm.

long, slender, branches short, appressed ;

glumes attenuate-aristate, subequal or the
second longer, 7-9 mm. long, scabrous, slightly
shorter than the floret

;
lemma scabrous above

the middle, sometimes mottled
;
awns all

spreading, the middle one 18-22 mm. long,
lateral ones 14-17 mm. long, all variable.

Dry soil, la. and Kan. to Miss, and Tex. Aug.
6. A. oligantha Michx. Culms tufted, wiry, branched

at base and at all the nodes, 3-6 dm. high ;
sheaths loose

blades long, usually involute
; panicle or raceme few-flowered,

the axis often flexuous and spikelets spreading ; glumes unequal,

long-awned from a bifid apex, exceeding the floret, the second strongly
7-nerved

;
lemma 17-20 mm. long, scabrous above

;
awns nearly equal,

divergent, 3.5-7 cm. long. Dry sterile soil, N. J. to Neb., and southw.
FIG. 80.

7. A. tuberculbsa Nutt. Culms branched below, 1.5-5 dm. high,
tumid at the joints; leaves long and involute; panicles rigid, loose,
the branches in pairs, one short and about 2-flowered, the other

elongated and several-flowered
; glumes 2.5 cm. long, including

their slender-awned tips; lemma 12-15 mm. long, the twisted

se of the awns of equal length ; awns divergent, subequal,
cm. long. Dry sandy soil near the coast, Mass, to Miss. :

Jreat Lakes. Aug.-Oct. (Mex.) FIG. 87.

86. A. oligantha.

Spikelet x %.

and about the
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Var. paliistris Scribn. Similar to the species ;
culms reclining or ascending,

very slender or almost filiform ; leaves 2-4 cm. long, 2-'.> mm. wide
; panicles

5-10 cm. long, very slender, more loosely floirer< /
, .>/< /Av/r/.s- (excluding the

awn) 2.5 mm. long, usually purple; glumes acute, une<jii/,
the first about ,

the second about \ the length <>f tin- l> /dentate

awned lemma; awn flexuous, 4-6 mm. long. (M. palnxtri*

Scribn.) Swampy ground, D. C. and 111. Sept., Oct.

2. TRICH6CHLOA (Beauv.) Trin. Panicle very loose and

open, the long branches andpedicels capillary ; leaves namm-,
often convolute-bristle-form.

8. M. capillaris (Lam.) Trin. (HAIH GRASS.) Caespitose,

erect, with simple rigid culms, 6-10 dm. high; sheaths overlap-

ping; blades 1-3 dm. long, involute, rigid; panicle nhont 1 the

entire height of the plant, its spreading capillary branch^ l<^, ///

flowered; spikelets purple, 4 mm. long (excluding the awn) ;

gbames subequal, acute, or the second aristate-pointed, about .'.
as

long as the lemma which bears a delicate awn 5-20 mm. long.
91. M. capillaris. Dry sandy or gravelly soil, Mass, to Fla., west to Mo. and Tex.

x3. FlG. 91.

27. BRACHYELYTRUM Beauv.

Spikelets 1-flowered, in a few-flowered narrow panicle ; glumes minute,
unequal ;

floret with a short callus, the rhachilla prolonged
behind the palea into a slender naked bristle

;
lemma firm,

narrow, 5-nerved, terminating in a long straight awn
; palea

firm, nearly as long as the lemma
; grain oblong, inclosed in

the lemma and palea. Perennials, with simple culms from
short knotty rootstocks. (Name composed of ppaxfa, short,
and HXvrpov, husk, from the minute glumes.)

1. B. erSctum (Schreb.) Beauv. Culms erect, 5-10 dm.

high ;
sheaths sparsely retrorse-hispid ;

blades 8-15 cm. long,
1-1.8 rnrn. wide, lanceolate, very scabrous, pilose on the
nerves beneath

; panicle narrow, 1-2 dm. long ; spikelets 1 cm.

long (excluding the awns), on capillary pedicels; first glume
often obsolete, second sometimes aristate

;
floret scabrous.

(B. aristatum Beauv.) Rocky woods, Nfd. to Minn., and 92. r,. -n-<-timi.

southw. July, Aug. FIG. 92. Spikelets x 1%.

II. schoenoides.

Inflorescence x %.
Spikelets x 8.

28. HELE6CHLOA Host

Spikelets 1-flowered, flattened, in dense oblong-ovoid spike-
like panicles ; glumes awnless, shorter than the 1 -nerved lemma
which subtends a palea of nearly equal length. Low raespi-
tose branching annuals, the numerous spike-like panicles

partly included in the inflated sheaths. (Name from ?Xoj,

a meadow, and x^a
-> grass.}

1. H. s< -IIOKNOIIIKS (L.) Host. Usually almost prostrate ;

leaves rather rigid, tapering to a sharp point; spike 1.5-4 cm.

long. Waste places, N. Y. to 1M. and e. Pa. ; also

111. (Bebb). (Adv. from En.) Fi... 88,

29. PHLEUM L.

Spikelets 1-flowered, flattened, in dense cylindrical spike-like panicles;

glumes equal, eiliate on the keels, and abruptly awn-pointed, longer than the
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broad truncate 5-nerved hyaline lemma
; palea nearly equal,

narrow. Erect simple perennials, with flat leaves and terminal

spike-like panicles. (From 0X^ws, a Greek name for a kind
of reed.)

1. P. PRATENSE L. (TIMOTHY, HERD'S GRASS.) Culms
4-10 dm. high, from a swollen base; panicle long-cylindrical,'
awn of glumes 1 mm. long Meadows, commonly cultivated
for hay. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 94.

2. P. alpinum L. Culms 2-6 dm. high; panicle narrowly
ellipsoid or short-cylindrical; awn of glumes 2 mm. long.
Alpine regions of N. E. and northw.

;
also Upper Mich. (Eurasia.)

94. P. pratense.

Floret raised from
the glumes x 3.

30. ALOPECtRUS L. FOXTAIL GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, flattened, falling from the axis entire, in slender spike-
like panicles; glumes equal, awnless, usually connate at the base, ciliate on
the keel, the broad 5-nerved obtuse lemma nearly equal in length, with a
slender erect dorsal awn from below the middle

; margins connate near the
base

; palea none. Branching perennials with flat leaves and soft dense

spike-like panicles. (Name from d\c7T7?, fox, and ovpd, tail, from the shape
of the spike.)

1. A. PRATENSIS L. (MEADOW F.) Erect, glabrous; culms 3-9 dm. high,
from short creeping rootstocks

;
sheaths loose, the upper usually inflated

;

leaves scabrous
; panicle 5-10 cm. long ; spikelets 5 mm. long ;

the lemma equaling the acute long-ciliate glumes ; awn usually
exserted about 5 mm. Meadows and pastures, eastw. May.
(Nat. from Eu.)

2. A. geniculatus L. (FLOATING F.) Glabrous or nearly
so

;
culms slender, decumbent and branched at base, then erect

or ascending, ].5-6 dm. high; leaves slightly scabrous; pani-
cles slender, 2.5-7.5 cm. long; spikelets about 3 mm. long;
lemma shorter than the obtuse long-ciliate glumes; awn bent,
the exserted portion usually twice as long as the glumes.
Moist meadows, banks of streams and ditches, Nfd. to B. C.,
and throughout U. S. June-Aug. (Eurasia.) FIG. 95.

Var. aristulatus Torr. Spikelets slightly smaller, awn very
slender and scarcely exserted. In water and wet places,
common. June-Aug. In the Western States these two forms
seem inseparable and indigenous, but in the eastern portion of

our range the former appears to be introduced and is easily

distinguished by its longer awns and usually geniculate or
creePmg Dase - Tne variety appears to be the same as A.fulvus
Sin. of Eurasia.

3. A. AGRESTIS L. Glabrous
;
culms erect or decumbent at

base, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves scabrous; panicle rather slender, 3.5-10 cm. long;

spikelets 6-7 mm. long ; glumes very short-ciliate on the keels, connate for \ their

length, slightly shorter than the lemma ; awn twice the length of the glumes or
more. Waste places and ballast, Mass., N. J.f Pa.; and on Pacific coast.

(Adv. from Eu.)

95. A. geniculatus.

Inflorescence x %.
Bit of same x 1.

31. SPOR6BOLUS K. Br. DROP-SEED. HUSH GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, awnless, in narrow and spike-like, or loose and spreading,
often partly included, panicles; lemma as long as or longer than the usually

unequal glumes, 1-nerved
; palea equaling or exceeding the lemma, often splitting

between the strong nerves at maturity ; grain readily falling from the spikelet,

pericarp loosely inclosing the seed, often thin and evanescent. Annuals or

perennials with involute or flat leaves. (Name from a-jropd, seed, and pd\\eiv, to

cast forth. )

GRAY'S MANUAL 9
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Panicles contracted.
Rootstocks short or slender or none

;
culms tufted or solitary.

Panicle not more than one-third the entire height of the plant.
Perennials.

Spikelets 5 mm. long or more ; panicle dense.
Floret appressed-pubescent below.
Lemma two-thirds as long as palea I. 8. clandextinua.
Lemma and palea subequal 2. 8. canovirens.

Floret glabrous 8. S. asper.
Spikelets not over 4 mm. long ; panicle interrupted.
Culms smooth ; ligule 0.5 mm. long 4. S. brevifolius.
Culms minutely roughened by septae ; ligule 2 mm. long . 5. S. Jiicfiardnonis.

Annuals.

Spikelets 4 mm. long ;
lemma pubescent 6. S. V(iyin(ft<>t UK.

Spikelets
2.5-3 mm. long; lemma glabrous 7. S. neyleHnx.

Panicle one-third to one-half the entire height of the plant ... 8. 8. indie us.

Rootstocks stout, extensively creeping 9. /S'. virginicus.
Panicles open (often contracted in no. 10).
Glumes very unequal.

Spikelets 2.5-3 mm. long ; glumes ovate or lanceolate.
Sheaths bearded at the throat

; blades flat 10. S. cryptandrm.
Sheaths not bearded ; blades involute 11. S..juncen*.

Spikelets 4-6 mm. long ;
first glume awl-shaped 12. S. heterolepis.

Glumes subequal.
Plants compressed at base

;
leaves conduplicate 18. S. compretmus.

Plants not compressed ;
leaves flat 14. /S. uniflorus.

1. S. clandestinus (Spreng.) Hitchc. Tufted culms 4-12 dm. high; lower
leaves long, subrigid, the margins and involute-filiform tips scabrous; panicle

6-15 cm. long, often partially inclosed in the upper sheath
; spikelets

6-8 mm. long ; glumes unequal, acute, the first \ the length of the
acute lemma, the second \ that of the long-acuminate pointed palea ;

lemma and palea appressed-pubescent toward the base, the lemma f
the length of the palea. (S. asper Man. ed. 6.) Sandy fields and
dry hills, Ct. to 111., Mo., and southw. Sept. FIG. 96.

2. S. can6virens Nash. Similar to the preceding but smaller
;

the shorter leaves hirsute near the base ; panicle smaller
; spikelets

about 6 mm. long ; lemma and palea acute, subequal. Sandy soil,

Tenn., Mo., and south w.
3. S. asper (Michx.) Kunth. Culms stout, 3.5-10 dm. high ;

96. S. eland, sheaths overlapping ;
blades nearly as long as the culm, the upper

Spikele x8.
exceeding the panicle, pilose above at the flat base, the long involute-

filiform tip scabrous; terminal panicle 8-25 cm. long, partly in-

cluded in the inflated upper sheaths, lateral panicles small, usually hidden in

the sheaths, or none; spikelets 5-6 mm. long; glumes unequal, obtuse or sub-

acute, the first about ^ as long as the floret
;
lemma and palea glabrous, the

lemma slightly the longer. (S. longifolius Wood.) Dry
sandy soil, Me. to S. Dak., and southw. FIG. 97.

4. S. brevifblius (Nutt.) Scribn. Tufted culms 3-6 dm.
high, very slender

;
leaves involute- filiform

; ligule 0.5 mm. long,
erose-truncate ; panicle very slender, loosely flowered, 5-10 cm.

long ; spikelets about 4 mm. long ; glumes acuminate, subequal,

| as long as the short-cuspidate lemma, which slightly exceeds
the palea. (8. cuspidatus Wood.) Dry open ground, Wis.

97 s asner
to Mo., and westw.

Snikeiet x 8*
5. S. Richards&nis (Trin.) Merr. Similar to the preceding,

2-5 dm. high ;
culms erect or ascending from a slender horizontal rootstock,

minutely roughened by septae ; ligule 2 mm. long, acute ; panicle 1-6 (rarely 10)
cm. long; spikelets somewhat crowded, 3 mm. long; glumes acute, less than
. as long as the cuspidate lemma (the cusp about 1 mm. long} which t-xr. ids

the palea. (S. cuspidatus, in part, and S. depauperatus Man. ed. 6; #. ///vn-

folius Nash, as to description, not Scribn.) Meadows and along rivers, N. B.
and Me.

; Neb., and in the far West. Aug.
0. S. vaginiflbrus (Torr.) Wood. Tufted culms 2-6 dm. high, slender,

erect to widely spreading ;
leaves about 2 mm. wide, involute toward the end

;

panicles numerous, partially included in the inflated sheaths, or the terminal
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98. 8. neglectus.

Spikelets x 4.

panicle exserted, 2-4 cm. long ; spikelets 4 mm. long ; the acuminate glumes
usually subequal, nearly as long as the acuminate scabrous minutely appressed-

pubescent lemma, which is exceeded by the sharp-pointed palea. Sterile fields

and waste places, s. Me. to S. Dak., and southw. Sept.
7. S. neglSctus Nash. Similar to the preceding, usually more slender

;
the

panicles smaller, mor^ completely inclosed; spikelets 2.5-3 mm. long; glumes,
lemma, and palea ad subequal, acute, thinner in texture, glabrous, white
and shining. Sterile or sandy soil, N. B. to S. Dak., s. to Va.
and Tex. FIG. 98.

8. S. fNDicus (L.) R. Br. (Saiux GRASS.) Tufted culms
3-10 dm. high, erect, wiry ;

leaves 10-30 cm. in length, long-

attenuate; panicle -\ the entire height of the plant; spikelets
2 mm. long, shining, crowded on the slender erect branches;
glumes obtuse, unequal, the second \ as long as the acuminate
lemma which is slightly longer than the obtuse palea. Waste

ground and fields, Va. to Ark., and southw. Aug., Sept.
Panicle frequently affected with a black fungus, hence the com-
mon name. (Nat. from trop. regions.)

9. S. virginicus (L.) Kunth. Glabrous; culms erect, 1.5-5 dm. high;
sheaths overlapping; blades firm, involute, conspicuously distichous on the nu-
merous sterile shoots ; panicles exserted, 3-6 cm. long ; spikelets 3 mm. long ;

the

glumes unequal, the second exceeding the glabrous floret.

Sandy shores, Va. to Fla. Aug., Sept. (Trop. regions.)
10. S. cryptdndrus (Torr.) Gray. Tufted, 4-7 dm. high;

culms rather stout, erect or somewhat spreading ;
sheaths over-

lapping, ciliate on the margin and conspicuously bearded at the

throat; blades 6-12 dm. long, 3-5 mm. wide, flat, scabrous;
panicle lead-colored, usually open, 12-20 cm. long, included at

base in the upper sheath, or sometimes contracted and wholly
included

; spikelets 2-2.5 mm. long ; first glume about | as long
as the second

;
lemma acute, longer than the palea. Sandy

soil, especially on the coast and about the Great Lakes, N. E. to

Minn., s. to Pa. and Tex. Aug., Sept. (Mex.) FIG. 99.

11. S. jiinceus (Michx.) Kunth. Tufted, glabrous, 4-7 dm. high; culms

wiry, erect, leafy at the base, naked above
;
the involute-setaceous basal leaves

12-24 cm. long, spreading ; panicle purplish or chestnut, the short verticillate

branches spreading ; spikelets 3 mm. long ;
first glume about the

length of the second, which is as long as the glabrous subacute

equal lemma and palea. (S. gracilis Merr.
;

tf. ejuncidus Nash.)

Dry sandy soil, Va. to Fla., w. to Tex. Aug. FIG. 100.

12. S. heter61epis Gray. Tufted, 6-9 dm. high ;
culms rather m g iuncei]S

stout, wiry, erect
;

basal leaves about
\

as long as the culm, gpjkeiet x 3

involute-setaceous ; panicles long-exserted, 7-25 cm. long, branches

ascending ; spikelets 4-6 mm. long ; first glume about \-l the length of the

floret, the second acuminate, often cuspidate (varying in length in the same

panicle), exceeding the glabrous obtuse or subacute equal
lemma arid palea ; grain very large, pericarp shining, indu-

rated, splitting the palea. Dry soil and prairies, w. Que. to

Man., s. to Ct., Pa., Mo. and Tex. Aug., Sept. Strong-
scented. FIG. 101.

13. S. compressus (Torr.) Kunth. Perennial from short

scaly rootstocks, flattened at base; culms 3-6 dm. high, leafy
to the top ;

the sheaths overlapping ;
leaves conduplicate ;

panicle $-% the length of the entire plant, loosely flowered
;

elets 2 mm. long ; the acute glumes shorter than the striate scabrous lemma
hich equals the palea. (S. Torreyanus Nash.) Bogs in pine
,rrens, L. I. and N. J. Sept. Spikelets rarely 2-flowered. A
14. S. uniflbrus (Muhl.) Scribn. & Merr. Rootstocks very
nder

;
culms delicate, tufted, erect, 2-4 dm. high ;

leaves 102. 8. uniflorus.

2 mm. wide; panicle ^-| the length of the culm, loosely Spikelet x 3.

99. 8. cryptandrus.

Open spikelet with

glumes detached

X4.

101. S. heterolepis.

Spikelet x 3.
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flowered, branches solitary, much divided
; spikelets 1.5 mm. long; the obtuse

or erose glumes about \ as long as the equal glabrous obtuse lemma and palea.

(S. serotinus Gray.) Bogs and wet sandy soil, Me. to N. J. and Mich. Aug.,
Sept. FIG. 102.

32. AGR6STIS L. BENT GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered
; glumes subequal and acute, longer than the broad ob-

tuse lemma which is awnless or dorsally awned ; palea hyaline, shorter than the

lemma, or obsolete
; grain loosely inclosed in the lemma. Annuals or peren-

nials with usually flat scabrous leaves, membranaceous ligules and open or con-
tracted panicles. (Name from dyp6s, a field, the place of growth. )

Palea at least one-half as long as the lemma, 2-nerved.
Culms erect or decumbent at base 1. A. alba.
Culms prostrate, rooting at the nodes (1) A. alba, v. maritima.

Palea minute and nerveless or wanting.
Awn long and very delicate 2. .1. l-.'lliottiii nn.
Awn short or none.

Panicle diffuse, branches long and capillary 3. A. hyernali$.
Panicle spreading but not diffuse.

Lemma awnless 4. .1. y/-/v-unmix.
Lemma awned.

Spikelets 2 mm. long 5. A. canin/i.

Spikelets 3 mm. long 6. A. borealix.

\. A. alba L. (FIORIN or WHITE B., RED TOP.) Eootstocks creeping or sto-

loniferous ; culms 3-10 dm. high, often decumbent at base; leaves flat, stiff

and upright to lax and spreading, the ligule 4-5 mm. long ; panicle 5-30 cm.

long, contracted after flowering, greenish, purplish, or brown-
ish, the branches slightly rough ;

lemma nearly equaling the

glumes, 3-nerved, rarely short-awned, the palea -f as long.
Meadows and fields; a valuable grass naturalized from Eu.
and native northw. and westw. Var. VULGARIS (With.)
Thurb. (RED TOP, HERD'S GRASS of Pa., etc.) Culms lower,
more slender, with narrow leaves

; panicle smaller and more
divaricate, not contracted after flowering ; ligule short and
truncate. (A. vulgaris With.) Dry knolls and hills. (Nat.
from Eu. and cultivated, also perhaps indigenous.) FIG. 103.

One form (A. stolonifera auth., not L.) is cultivated as a
lawn grass under the name CREEPING BENT. A teratological
form (due to the presence of nematodes in the abortive

ovaries) with floral parts elongated (A. sylvatica L.), occurs
in N.E.

Var. aristata Gray. Culms slender and strict, with small

open panicle ;
lemma awned from near the base. (A. strn-in

Willd.) Open ground, Me. to Va. In habit resembling
A. canina, with which it is often confused.

Var. maritima (Lam.) G. F. W. Mey. Culms densely
tufted, prostrate, rooting at the nodes; leaves mostly short and <7yv"'''-

s'-v" /
,'

panicle confrm-ti-ii, dense, about 1 dm. long. (A. coarctata Ehrh.) Mrackish
meadows or wet sands along the coast, Me. to Del. (Eu.)

2. A. Elliottiana Scliult.cs. Culms delicate, 1-4 dm. high; leaves very slen-

der; panicle open, weak, and drooping; glumes nearly equal, muuhish on the
keel and margins, the lemma shorter, with 2 minute bristles at the truncate apex;
awn 5 mm. long; palea minute. In dry soil, Mo. to Ivy., Tenn., and S. ('.

May-July.
3. A. hyemalis (Walt.) BSP. (!!AIR GRASS.) Culms very slender, erect,

3-6 dm. high ;
leaves short and narrow, the tufted basal ones soon fnrnhitf, the

upper 2-7 cm. long, less than U mm. wide; panicle purplish, the whorll
scabrmin firtnx-hcs >/<//,-/ Ict-fn'uring at ?/>< < ml* ; spikelets 1.5-'J mm. long ;

lemma
awnless or rarely sliort-a\\ ned <m the back, shorter than the rather unequal
very acute glumes; palea obsolete. (A. .vr///.m Willd.) Dry or moist open
woodland, sandy low laud, rocks, etc., common. June-Aug. A form with
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awned lemmas occurs from Me. to Tenn., and especially in the White Mountains
;

at higher altitudes this and also the awnless form tend to be more tufted, with
numerous short radical leaves. ( Trichodium montanum Torr.

;
A. laxiftora,

var. montana Tuckerm.
;
A. scabra, var. montana Man. ed. 6.)

4. A. perennans (Walt.) Tuckerm. (THIN GRASS.) Culms erect or some-
what decumbent, varying from weak and lax to stout and tall, 3-10 dm. high;
leaves numerous, 1-2 dm. long, 1-6 mm. wide

; panicle ovoid-subcylindric, the
slender ascending branches dividing and spikelet-bearing from about the middle,
the pedicels often divergent; spikelets 2-3 mm. long; lemma
shorter than the acuminate unequal glumes. (A. intermedia

Scribn.) Low open ground or damp shaded places, Me. to

Minn., and southw. Sept., Oct. Variable in habit; in deep
shade the culms weak and decumbent, the panicles more open
with fewer branches, conspicuously divaricate. Flowers later 104 A. perennans.
than any other species of Agrostis in the eastern states. FIG. Spikelet x 3.

104. Var. EL\TA (Pursh) Hitchc. Differs in having more
slender and elongated culms, but particularly in the crowding of the spikelets at

the ends of the branches, giving them a more drooping appearance. (A. elata

Trin.
;
A. altissima Tuckerm.

; Cornucopiae altissima Walt, is doubtful, prob-
ably A. alba L.) Swamps near the coast, N. J. to Miss.

5. A. CANINA L. (BROWN BENT GRASS.) Culms 2-6 dm. high, erect, slen-

der
;
basal leaves involute-setaceous, those of the culm flat and broader

; panicle
at first loose, contracted in fruit; spikelets 2 mm. long ; glumes subequal, acute

;

awn inserted about the middle, longer than the glumes, bent.

Meadows, sparingly naturalized eastw.
;

cultivated as a lawn

grass under the name RHODE ISLAND BENT. (Nat. from Eurasia.)
6. A. borealis Hartm. Culms tufted, 1-4 dm. high ;

leaves

tufted at base, few on the culm
; panicle open, the lower branches

whorled and spreading ; spikelets 2.5-3 mm. long ; awn exserted
1-3 mm. beyond the glumes, rarely short or obsolete. {A. rubra
autn - not *'

5
A. canina, var. alpina Oakes

;
A. novae-angliae

Vasey.) Lab. to Alaska and mts. of N. E. and N. Y.
;
also

Roan ML, N. C. (Eu.) Dwarf forms of high altitudes and latitudes approach
dwarf forms of A. hyemails. Some of these have been referred to A. rupestris
All., which seems not to occur in N. A. FIG. 105.

33. POLYP6GON Desf. BEARD GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, in a dense spike-like panicle ; glumes subequal, entire or

2-lobed, bearing a straight awn from the apex ;
lemma much

shorter than the glumes, broad, emarginate or bifid at the

apex, awned
; palea smaller than the lemma

;
stamens 1-3.

Annuals, with flat leaves. (Name composed of TroXtfs, much,
and -rruywv, beard.)

1. P. MONBPELIEN8I9 (L.) Desf. Culms 2-6 dm. high, erect

from a decumbent base, usually tufted
;
blades linear, scabrous

;

panicle 3-10 cm. long, dense, interrupted, pale, and soft silky, 106. P. monsp.
often partly included 'in the uppermost sheath

; spikelets 2.5-3 inflorescence x V5 -

mm. long. Waste places, Me., and southw., mostly near the Spikelet, floret,and

coast. June-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 106. glumes x 2.

34. CALAMOVILFA Hack.

Spikelets 1-flowered, awnless
;
callus densely bearded

; glumes rather firm,

equal, acute
;
lemma 1 -nerved, acute

; palea as long as the lemma, broad,

deeply furrowed between the strong nerves. Rather tall rigid perennials, with
horizontal rootstocks and loosely spreading panicles. (Name from /cdXa^os, a

reed, and Vilfa, a name applied to a genus of grasses by Adanson.)
1. C. brevipilis (Torr.) Hack. Culms 6-12 din. high, tufted, from a short

rizontal rootstock ; the basal sheaths indurated and keeled ; blades long, linear,
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nearly flat or involute
; panicle purplish, 1-2 cm. long, pyramidal, the slender

branches ascending ; pedicels hairy at the summit ; spikelcts 5 mm. long ; glumes
shorter than the floret, mucronate ; callus-hairs less than half
the length of the scabrous lemma and palea, which are bristly-
bearded along the keels. (Calamagrostis Beck.) Sandy
swamps, pine-barrens of N. J. and N. C., rare.

2. C. longif&lia (Hook.) Hack. Culms solitary, 6-18 dm.
high, from running rootstocks, stout

;
sheaths usually pubescent,

at least on the margins ;
leaves elongated, involute above and

tapering into a long thread-like point; panicle pale, 1.5-4.5

dm. long, narrow, the slender smooth branches erect or ascend-
' ' 01 *'

ing ; spikclets 6-7 mm. long ; glumes acute, the second equal to

or exceeding the floret: callus-hairs more than half the length
of the smooth lemma and palea. (Calamagrostis Hook.)-

Sandy shores, Ont. to Rocky Mts., southw. to 111. and Kan., and southwestw.

July-Sept. FIG. 107.

35. CALAMAGR6STIS Adans. REED BENT GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered
;
rhachilla prolonged behind the palea into a hairy bristle

or pedicel ; glumes subequal, usually longer than the floret
;
lemma awned on

the back, usually from below the middle, surrounded at base with copious long
hairs; palea shorter than the lemma, faintly 2-nerved. Tall often reed-like

perennials, with running rootstocks, simple mostly erect culms and many-
flowered panicles. (Name compounded of KdXa/xos, a reed, and Aypuxms, a

grass.) A difficult genus in which the awns and callus-hairs, although furnish-

ing the most used diagnostic features, are exceedingly variable.

Awn bent, exserted more or less.

Sheaths not bearded at the summit . . 1. C. PicJceringii.
Sheaths bearded at the summit.

Palea about as long as the lemma; callus -hairs one fourth to one third
as long 2. C. Porteri.

Palea and callus-hairs three fourths as long as the lemma . . . 8. C. perplexa.
Awn straight, included.

Panicle loose and open, even after flowering.
Spikelets 8-3.5 mm. long 4. C. edintdeiixix.

Spikelets 5-6 mm. long 5. C. LanffidotfU,
Panicle contracted, strict, the short branches erect or appressed after

flowering.
Rudiment hairy throughout.

Panicle dense, more or less spike-like ; leaves involute.
Leaves smooth, soft

; rootstock slender 6. C. neglecta.
Leaves roughish, rigid ; rootstocks stouter 7. C. hyi>< rlmr, n.

'Panicle looser, the branches spreading at flowering time ... 8. C. in&epatua.
Rudiment with copious long hairs at the tip 9. C. cinnoides.

* Awn strongly bent, exserted more or less,' callus-Jiairs usually much shorter

than the lemma.

1. C. Pickeringii Gray. Culms solitary or few, 3-5 dm. high, somewhat
rigid T scabrous below the panicle ;

sheaths smooth
;
blades flat, 4-10 cm. limit,

4-5 mm. wide, erect
; panicle purplish, 7-12 cm. long, the branches erect or

ascending ; spikelets 4 mm. long ; glumes acute, exceeding the obtuse scabrous

lemma, which bears a short stout bent (not twisted) awn from below tin-

middle
; callus-hairs %-\ the length of the lemma, wanting at the back. ( C.

breviseta Scribn.) Mts. of N. Y. and N. E. to Nfd., and northw.
; locally at

A in lover, Mass. (J. Robinson). Aug.-Sept.
Var. lacustris (Kearney) Hitchc. Culms taller (5-10 dm. high); rootstocks

stouter
; leaves more or less involute

; panicle usually longer ;
callus-hairs J-J as

long as the lemma. Mts. of N. E., and along the Great Lakes to Minn.
1. C. PortSri Gray. Culms slender, 0-12 dm. high; blnden 1.5-3 dm. long,

4-8 mm. wide, flat, toper-pointed^ very ron///i. fn-nrtli'd <i tin- .>./(//.>< >rf (!>< //><,-

ligule 4-5 mm. long ; panicle narrow, 8-16 cm. long, rather loosely flowered, the
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short branches erect ; spikelets 4-5 mm. long ; glumes acute, slightly exceeding
the floret; lemma obscurely dentate, awn twisted below; palea about as long
as the lemma, callus-hairs scanty, -| as long. Dry woods, N. Y. and Pa.

Aug.
8. C. perplexa Scribn. Similar to the preceding, slightly glaucous ; panicle

oblong-lanceolate, contracted, 1-1.5. dm. long, the slender fascicled branches
erect or ascending, densely flowered ; spikelets 3.5-4 mm. long; glumes acumi-
nate ; awn slightly twisted below

; palea and copious callus-hairs f the length
of the lemma. (C. nemoralis Kearney, not Philippi.) Rocky woods, Me. and
w. N. Y., local.

* * Awn straight or nearly so, included ; callus-hairs usually not much shorter
than the lemma.

H- Panicle loose and open, even after flowering ; the mostly purple-tinged or
lead-colored strigose-scabrous glumes not closing in fruit ; copious callus-

hairs about equaling the lemma, not surpassed by those of the rudiment;
awn delicate.

4. C. canadSnsis (Michx.) Beauv. (BLUE-JOINT GRASS.) Culms 6-15 dm.
high, clustered

;
leaves 1.5-4 dm. long, flat, involute in drying, glaucous ; panicle

1-3 dm. long, the slender fascicled branches ascending or

spreading ; spikelets 3-3.5 mm. long ; glumes equal, acute,

scarcely exceeding the thin erose-truncate lemma -awn incon-

spicuous ; callus-hairs copious, about as long as the floret.

Wet places, e. Que. to N. J., and westw. June, July. FIG.

108. Var. ACUMIN\TA Vasey. Glumes 4-5 mm. long, attenu-

ate, exceeding the acute lemma
;
awn less delicate and longer. 103 c. canadensis.

Lab., Nfd.; White Mts., N. H.
;
Roan Mt., N. C.

;
and in SpikeletxS.

Rocky Mts.
5. C. Langsd6rfii (Link) Trin. Similar to the preceding ; panicles usually

smaller
; spikelets 5-6 mm. long ; glumes acuminate, somewhat exceeding the

dentate lemma
;
awn as long as the floret, less delicate than in C. canadensis.

Moist meadows, Lab., mts. of N. E., L. Superior, and northwestw. Aug.
(Greenl., Eurasia.)

-<- -- Panicle contracted, strict, its short branches appressed or erect after

flowering ; the scabrous glumes mostly closed; lemma less delicate, some-
times as firm in texture as the glumes ; awn stouter.

6. C. neglScta (Ehrh.) Gaertner, Meyer & Scherbius. Rootstock slender;
culms slender, 4-6.5 dm. high ;

leaves soft, 1-3 cm. long, smooth; panicle nar-

row, glomerate and lobed, 5-10 cm. long; spikelets about 4 mm. long ; glumes
acute

;
callus-hairs a little shorter than the floret, and as long as those of the

rudiment; awn from the middle of the thin lemma or lower, barely exceed-

ing it. (C. stricta Man. ed. 6, not Trin.) Wet shores and mountains, n.

N. E., L. Superior, northw. and westw. (Eurasia.)
7. C. hyperbbrea Lange. Culms and rootstocks stouter than in the preceding ;

culms tufted, 4-10 dm. high ;
leaves involute, rigid, roughish ; panicles 7-15 cm.

long, dense
; spikelets 4-4.5 mm. long ; glumes acute, exceeding

the floret
;
callus-hairs f-f as long as the lemma. (C. lappo-

nica Man. ed. 6, not Hartm.) Moist meadows and calcareous

cliffs, Greenl. to Alaska, s. to e. Que., n. Vt., "Pa.," Minn.
;

and in the Rocky Mts.
8. C. inexpansa Gray. Culms solitary or few, slender,

109. c. inexpansa.
7-12 dm. high ;

leaves 1.5-3 dm. long, 3-5 mm. wide, scabrous

Spikelet with do- above, flat, often involute in drying ; panicles pale, 1-2 dm.
tached plumes x 2. l ng ?

less densely flowered than others of this group ; spikelets
4 mm. long ; glumes rather rigid, sharp-pointed, about \ longer

than the toothed lemma ; awn scarcely exceeding the lemma
;

callus-hairs

$-J shorter than the lemma. (C. confinis Man. ed. 6, not Nutt.) Swamps and
low prairies, N. Y. and N. J. ; Minn, to Mo. and westw. July. FIG. 109.
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9. C. cinnoides (Muhl.) Barton. Glaucous; culms stout,
1-1.8 in. high, solitary or few, erect or leaning; leaves very
scabrous, sometimes sparingly hirsute, 1.5-3 dm. long, 5-10 mm.
wide (those of the innovations shorter, narrow) ; panicles 8-17
cm. long, tapering to summit, usually much contracted

; spike-
lets 6-7 mm. louij ; (/fumes keeled, very scabrous, acuminate-

aristate, the tips usually curved outward, pxcr<'<iin<j tin <tnnni)nitc

lemma which is awned above the middle
;
callus-hairs about

\ the length of the floret, those of the rudiment copious, con-
110. C. cinnoides. fined to the tip, almost equaling the lemma. (C. \nff<//-

Spikelet with de- liana Steud.) Moist ground, Me. to O. and southw. FIG.
tached glumes x 3. HO.

36. AMM6PHILA Host

Spikelets 1-flowered, large, awnless, crowded in a long spike-like panicle ;

rhachilla prolonged behind the palea into a hairy bristle
; glumes firm, subequal,

compressed-keeled, acute
;
lemma of like texture, surrounded

at base with short hairs, 2-toothed at the apex and mucronate
between the teeth

; palea nearly as long, rather firm, the two
nerves close together. A coarse perennial with creeping root-

stocks, rigid culms and involute leaves. (Name from A/u/ios,

sand, and <t>t\eiv, to love.}
1. A. arenaria (L.) Link. (SEA SAND-REED, PSAMMA,

MARRAM, BEACH GRASS.) Culm stout, 0.5-1 m. high, branch-

ing at the base, from firm running rootstocks
;

leaves long,
soon involute

; panicle 1-4 dm. long ; spikelets compressed ;

glumes and lemma scabrous. (A. arundinacea Host.) Sandy in. A. arenaria.

beaches, along the coast, N. B. to N. C.
;
and on the Great Lakes, inflorescence x Vio-

Aug., Sept. (Eli.) An important sand-binder. FIG. 111. Spikelets x i.

37. APERA Adans.

Spikelets 1-flowered
;
rhachilla prolonged behind the palea

into a minute naked bristle
; glumes thin in texture, subequal,

and slightly exceeding the lemma which bears a slender awn
from just below the apex ; palea nearly as long as the lemma,
2-toothed. Annuals with flat leaves and diffuse panicles.

(Name from Airrjpos, unmaimed ; application obscure.)
LA. splcA-vENTi (L.) Beauv. Culms slender, 3-7 dm.

high, tufted, erect or geniculate at the lower nodes
;
blades

linear
; panicle 1-3.5 dm. long, the very slender branches

verticillate, spikelet-bearing near the ends
; spikelets 2 mm.

112. A. spica-venti. long, shining ;
lemma scabrous, awn 5-7 mm. long. Spar-

Spikoiot with de- ingly naturalized eastw. June, July. (Nat. from Eu.) .Fio.
tached glumes x 3. 112.

38. CiNNA L. WOOD REED GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered
;
rhachilla articulated below the glumes, forming a short

naked stipe below the floret, and prolonged behind the palea into a minute
brist le

; glumes narrow, hispidulous on the keel
;
lemma :>-f>-nerved, with a short

awn from between the minute teeth of the bifid apex ; palea 1-nerved, or 2-nerved,
the nerves close together ;

stamen L Tall perennials with flat leaves, conspicu-
ous hyaline ligules, and many-flowered nodding panicles. (From ictvva, a name
used by Dioscorides for a kind of grass.)

1. C. arundinacea L. Culms 0."-1. f> in. high, erect, solitary or few together ;

_>-:) iim. fnn;i. i rm. or less wide (rarely wider), slightly scabrous
; panicle
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113. C. arundinacea.

S pikelets x 2%.

1.5-3 dm. long, the slender branches ascending, somewhat contracted after

flowering ; spikelets 5 mm. long ; glumes scabrous, unequal, the second as long
as the scabrous lemma which bears a minute awn or is

sometimes awnless; palea l-nerved. Moist woods and
shaded swamps; N. S. to Out. and southw. Aug., Sept.
FIG. 113.

2. C. Iatif61ia (Trev.) Griseb. Similar to the preced-

ing ;
blades 1.5-2.5 dm. long, 1-1.5 cm. wide, rarely nar-

rower, scabrous; panicle 1.5-3.5 dm. long, the flexuous

capillary branches spreading or drooping; spikelets 4 mm.
long; glumes scabrous, subequal, and about equaling the

scabrous short-awned lemma
; palea %-nerved, the nerves

close together. (<?. pendula Trin.) Damp woods, Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. E.,
N. Y., the Great Lake region, and westw.; also on mts. of N. C. (Eu.)

39. AIRA L. HAIR GRASS

Spikelets 2-flowered, both flowers perfect ; glumes thin, somewhat scarious,

subequal, acute, awnless, longer than the approximate florets
;
lemmas bidentate,

awned on the back or the lower awnless
; palea a little shorter than the lemma

;

grain included in the slightly indurated lemma and palea, and usually adherent
to them. Delicate annuals. (An ancient Greek name for Darnel.)

1. A. CARYOPHYLLEA L. Culms solitary or few, slender, erect, 8-30 cm. high ;

blades short, setaceous
; panicle open, the silvery shining spikelets clustered

toward the ends of the spreading capillary branches, 3 mm.
long, nearly as broad

;
lemma of both florets with a geniculate

awn 3-1 mm. long from below the middle, the teeth of the apex
setaceous. Waste places, Nantucket to O., and southw.
June. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 114.

2. A. CAPILLARIS Host. Similar to the preceding ; panicle
more diffuse

; spikelets scattered at the ends of the branches,
2.5 mm. long ;

lemma of lower floret awnless or with a minute
awn just below the apex, the teeth of which are short ; lemma

of upper floret bearing a geniculate awn 3 mm. long from below the middle, teeth

of apex setaceous. On the coast, Va., and southw. May, June. (Nat. from Eu.)
3. A. PRAECOX L. Culms tufted, 0.5-20 cm. high, slender, erect or lower

nodes geniculate ;
sheaths slightly inflated

;
blades setaceous

; panicle narrow
and dense, the short branches erect, 1-3 cm. long ; spikelets yellowish, shining,
3.5-4 mm. long ; lemmas of both florets bidentate at apex, and bearing a genicu-
late awn 2-4 mm. long from below the middle, the awn of lower floret shorter
than that of the upper. Sandy fields, N. J. and Del. to Va. May-July. (Nat.
from Eu.)

40. H6LCUS L.

Spikelets 2-flowered, articulated below the glumes ;
the lower floret perfect,

raised on a curved stipe, awnless
;
the upper floret staminate (rarely perfect),

its lemma bearing a dorsal awn from below the apex ; glumes
thin, subequal, compressed, boat-shaped, longer than the

florets
;
lemmas somewhat indurated, boat-shaped ; paleas

thin, nearly as long as the lemmas. Perennials with flat

leaves and densely flowered terminal panicles. (A name used

by Pliny for a kind of grass, from 6\K6s, attractive.}
H. LAN\TUS L. (VELVET GRASS.) Entire plant grayish,

velvety-pubescent; culms erect, 3-6 dm. high; leaves 15 cm.

long or less, rarely longer, 5-10 mm. wide
; panicle purplish,

5-10 cm. long, narrow
; spikelets 4 mm. long, nearly as broad

;

glumes villous, hirsute on the nerves, the second broader than 6

the first, 3-nerved
;
lemmas ciliate at the apex ;

awn of second
s

floret hooklike. Moist, meadows, N. S. to 111., and southw. June, July,
(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 115.

114. A . caryophyllea.

Spikelet x 3.

Flower X 4%.

115. H. lanatus.

Spikelet x 2%.
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41. SPHEN6PHOLIS Scribn. .

Spikelets 2-3-flowered, the pedicels jointed just below the glumes ; rhachilla

prolonged behind the upper palea in a slender pedicel, articulated between the

florets, the glumes and lower floret with joint of pedicel tardily falling together ;

glumes subequal, exceeded by the uppermost floret, the first narrow, the second
much broader, usually obovate, becoming subcoriaceous in fruit, 3-nerved

;

lemma chartaceous, nerves obscure, awnless or awned below the summit, awn
usually straight or divergent ; palea hyaline, narrowed toward the base

; grain
inclosed within the rigid lemma, free. Slender perennials with usually flat

leaves and narrow terminal panicles. (Name from <r^v, a wedge, and <o\is, a

scale, referring to the broadly obovate or wedge-shaped second glume.) EATOXIA
Endlicher and later authors, not Raf.

Spikelets awnless or with the second floret short-awned ; glumes dissimilar, the
first linear, second obovate, becoming chartaceons.

Panicle narrow, densely flowered
;
second glume as broad as long, subcucullate

in fruit 1. S.rt,tnut*i.
Panicle lax, branches more or less spreading, at least in flower.

Glumes subeqnal, second broadly oboyate, obtuse
;
florets obtase, the second

very scabrous 2. >'. tiif>

Glumes unequal, first shorter than the narrowly obovate second one
; florets

mostly acute, glabrous 3. S. pollens.
Spikelets awned ; glumes similar.

Lower floret usually awnless 4. S.pab
Both florets awned" (4) S. paluttrit, \.jits

1. S. obtusata (Michx.) Scribn. Culms slender to rather stout, 3-10 dm.
high ;

sheaths pubescent to nearly glabrous ; leaves 4-15 cm. long, glabrous ; panicle
6-18 cm. long, often glomerate; spikelets 2.5-3 mm. long;
glumes subequal, the second subcucullate, the broad <-lr

margins smooth and shining ; lemmas similar or the second a
little scabrous. Dry soil, Ct. to Fla., westw. to Mo. and Tex.

June, July. FIG. 116. Var. PUBESCENS (Scribn. & Merr.) Scribn.
Sheaths and sometimes culms and leaves pubescent. Ct. to

116 S obtusata
Micn - ancl southw. Var. LOBATA (Trin.) Scribn. SJt-

Spik'eletxs. leaves scabrous, not pubescent; panicle cylindrical, sometimes

interrupted below ; spikelets densely crowded on the short appressed
branches. Dry soil, and prairies, Me. to Fla., westw. throughout the U. S.

;

the commoner form in the North.
2. S. nitida (Spreng.) Scribn. Culms slender, 3-6 dm. high ; sheaths pubes-

cent; leaves 3-6 cm. long, 2-5 mm. wide, pubescent; panicle 5-20 cm. long,
loosely flowered, widely spreading in flower, finally erect

; spikelets 3 mm. long,

cuneiform ; glumes subequal, the broad second glume rounded or abruptly
ulate ; lemmas oblong, obtuse, rarely short-awned just below the apex, second
lemma scabrous especially near the tip and keel. (Eatonia Dudleyi Vasey.)
Woods, Vt. to Mich., and southw. May, June. Var. GLABRA (Nash) Scribn.
Sheaths and leaves glabrous. Va., and southw.

3. S. pallens (Spreng.) Scribn. Culms 3-10 dm. high, usually slender;
sheaths usually glabrous, sometimes pubescent ; leaves 5-20 cm. long, 4.6 mm.
wide, scabrous on the nerves, sometimes sparsely pilose above

;

panicles lax, nodding, 8-20 cm. long; spikelets 3-4 mm. long,

oblong-lanceolate; glumes unequal, scabrous on the A"7s. the

first linear, -| as long as the broadly oblanceolate usually acute
1

i/lntnr; lemmas lanceolate, acute, glabrous except on the
keel near the apex, the second projecting beyond the second m g Ucns
glume, sometimes awned below the apex. (Eatonia pennsylvanica <*nike'iet x s

Gray.) Me. to N. C., w. to Wise., Kan., and Tex. In the

Mississippi Valley this species occurs on prairies, and has a denser panicle ;
in

the Atlantic States, especially southward, it occurs in meadows and along
ditches, and has a more lax panicle. FIG. 117. Var. MAJOR (Torr.) Scribn.

Panicles narrn\rhj laiin-olate or oblong, rather dei>*> I
;/

flmri-rnl. the first ulume
nearly equaling the rather narrow second one. (/ utermedia Rydb.)
Nfd. to Wash., s. to 111., Col., and Ariz.
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4. S. palustris (Michx.) Scribn. Culms 6-10 dm. high; sheaths and leaves

glabrous, or lower sheaths sometimes pubescent ;
leaves 8-12 cm. long, 8-6 min.

wide, scabrous
; panicles 10-20 cm. long, narrow

; spikelets
6-7 mm. long ; glumes similar, lanceolate, acute, subequal ;

lemmas lanceolate, the first acute or acuminate-pointed, awn-
less, rarely short-awned : the second bearing a slender divergent
awn below the acute or 2-toothed apex ;

awn 4-5 mm. long.

( Trisptum pennsylvanicum Man. ed. 6, not Avena pennsylvanica
L.

;
T. palustre Trin.) Low grounds, Mass, to 111. and

southw. Var. FLExu6sA Scribn. Culms 4-6 dm. high; panicles
8-12 dm. long, open, the flexuous branches widely spreading at
least in floiver ; spikelets 4-5 mm. long, the first floret usually
awned. Del (Commons), Pa. (Heller). FIG. 118.

118. S. pal., v. flex.

Spikelet x 3.

119. K. cristata x 2%.

Spikelet. Lower part
of lemma spread

open.

42. KOELERIA Pers.

Spikelets 2-4-flowered
; rhachilla prolonged into a naked pedicel behind the

upper palea ; glumes unequal, slightly shorter than the florets, membranaceous,
acute, the first 1-nerved, the second 3-nerved

;
lemma char-

taceous-membranaceous, the margins scarious, faintly 3-5-

nerved, acute or mucronate
; palea hyaline ; grain loosely

inclosed within the subrigid lemma, free. Tufted perennials
with narrow leaves and densely flowered terminal spike-like

panicles. (Named for Prof. G. L. Koeler, an early writer
on grasses.)

1. K. cristata (L.) Pers. Culms erect, 3-6 dm. high,
leafy at the base

;
sheaths retrorsely pubescent, at least the

lower
;
blades flat or becoming involute

; panicle cylindrical,
4-15 cm. long, often interrupted at base, pale and shining ;

spikelets 4-5 rnm. long ;
the glumes and lemmas scabrous. Dry soil, Ont. and

O. to B. C., and southw.; introduced in N. E. (Eurasia.) Very variable.

FIG. 119.

43. TRISETUM Pers.

Spikelets 2 (rarely 3-5) -flowered, rhachilla prolonged behind the upper palea
as a hairy bristle or pedicel ; glumes unequal, the second
about as long as the florets, keeled

;
lemma membranaceous,

keeled, 2-toothed at the apex, bearing a slender dorsal awn
palea narrow, 2-toothed

; grain smooth, inclosed in the lemma
and palea but free from them. Tufted perennials with nar-

row or spike-like or loose terminal panicles. (Name from

tres, three, and seta, a bristle.)
1. T. spicatum (L.) Richter. Culms slender, erect, 1.5-6

dm. high ;
sheaths and blades more or less puberulent, blades

2-1 Ocm. long, 1-3 mm. wide
; panicle shining, spike-like, 3-12

cm. long, often interrupted below
; spikelets 5-6 mm. long ;

the second glume broader than the first, 3-nerved
;
lemma

minutely scabrous, the awn inserted about $ below the acumi-
nate-toothed apex, 4-5 mm. long, divergent. ( T. subspicatum
Beauv. and var. molle Gray.) Mts. and rocky banks, Lab. m T - spicatum x3.

to Alaska, s. to Ct., N. Y., the Great Lakes; and along the Spikelet and floret,

mts. toN. C. (Eurasia.) FIG. 120.

2. T. melicoides (Michx.) Vasey. Culm 3-8 dm. high ;

sheaths and blades roughish ; panicle shining, lax, nodding,
10-12 cm. long; spikelets 7 mm. long ; callus hairy ;

lemma
minutely scabrous, bluntly 2-toothed at the apex, awn 1-2

mm. long, straight, erect. ( Graphephorum Desv. ) Gulf
of St. Lawrence to the Great Lakes, s. to N. B., Me.,

121. T. mel., v. maj. x 2. and Vt. Var. MA.JUS (Gray) Hitchc. Lower sheaths

Spikelet and floret. pubescent ; upper surface of the leaves pilose ;
lemmas
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entire at the acute apex, awnless. (Dupontia Cooleyi Gray ; Graphephorum
melicoides, var. major Gray.) Gravelly or rocky shores, Me., Vt., Out., and
Mich. FIG. 121.

44. DESCHAMPSIA Beauv.

Spikelets 2 (rarely 3) -flowered ;
rhachilla hairy, prolonged behind the upper

palea as a hairy bristle
; glumes subequal, thin or scarious

;
lemmas thin, 4-nerved

(the midnerve becoming an awn), truncate, 2-4-toothed, bear-

ing a slender dorsal awn from or below the middle. Tufted

perennials (our species) with flat or involute leaves and shining

spikelets in loose or narrow panicles. (Named for Loiseh-ur-

Deslongchamps, a French botanist, 1774-1849.)

* Glumes somewhat shorter than the florets.

1. D. flexubsa (L.) Trin. (COMMON HAIR GRASS.) Culms

erect, 3-8 dm. high, slender, nearly naked above, the numerous
involute-setaceous basal leaves 5-20 cm. long ;

sheaths scabrous ;

blades setaceous; panicle 5-12 cm. long, very loose, rather

few-flowered, the smooth capillary flexuous branches spikelet-

bearing near the ends
; spikelets 4-5 mm. long ; glumes acute ;

florets approximate, lemmas scabrous, ^-toothed, awn inserted

near the base, 5-7 mm. long, twisted
; palea nearly as long as

the lemma, scabrous. Dry places, Nfd., Out., Wise., and

northw., s. to N. C. and Tenn. June, July. (Eu.) FIG. 122.

2. D. caespitbsa (L.) Beauv. Culms erect, 0-12 dm. high,
slender

;
basal leaves flat or becoming involute, not setaceous,

floret 5~15 cm - lonS ;
sheaths smooth ; blades flat, scabrous on the

upper surface
; panicle 10-20 cm. long, the scabrous slender

branches spikelet-bearing near the ends
; spikelets 4 mm. long ;

(jlumes acute or blunt; florets distant (rhachilla half the length <>f jinn-r .^ssilc

floret) ;
lemmas smooth, erose-truncate

;
awn from near the base, but little

longer than its lemma, straight, articulated at the base and
deciduous ; palea nearly equaling the lemma. Moist soil,

mostly along streams, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to N. J. and 111.

June, July. (Eu.) Spikelets rarely 3-flowered. FIG. 123.

* * Glumes longer than the florets.

3. D. atropurpurea (Wahlenb.) Scheele. Culms erect,

1.5-5 dm. high, slender, leafy ;
no tufts of basal leaves ; sheaths

smooth
;

blades flat, 5-10 cm. long, 3-5 mm. wide, nearly

glabrous ; panicle 4-10 cm. long, rather few-flowered
;
the few

smooth capillary flexuous branches spreading, sometimes drooping, spikelet-

bearing at the ends
; spikelets 5-6 mm. long ; glumes acuminate ; florets rather

distant
;
lemmas strigose near the summit, erose-truncate and short-ciliate at

apex ;
awn inserted about the middle, bent, 3-4 mm. long ; palea nearly equaling

the lemma. Alpine summits of N. E. and N. Y. to Lab. and northwestw.

July, Aug. (Eurasia.)

122. D. flexuosa.

Part of panicle x %.
Spikelet and

x2ya .

123. D. caespitosa.

Spikelet x 8%.

45. AVENA [Tourn.] L. OAT

Spikelets 2-6-flowered
;
rhachilla bearded below the florets

; glumes subequal,
membranaceous, many-nerved, longer than the lemmas, usually exceeding the

uppermost floret; lemmas indurated except toward the summit, o-O-nerved,

bidentate at the apex, bearing a long dorsal twisted awn (the awn straight or

wanting in cultivated forms); grain pubescent at least at the summit, often ad-

hering to the lemma and palea. Annuals or perennials with terminal panicles
of large spikelets. (The classical Latin name.)
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* Spikelets more than 2 cm. long ; annuals.

1. A. FATITA L. Culms 4-12 dm. high, in small tufts, erect, stout
;
blades

long, 5-8 mm. wide; panicle loose and open, the slender branches ascending;
spikelets pendulous, 2.2-2.5 cm. long, excluding the awns

;

glumes smooth, striate, acuminate
;
florets approximate ; /

lemmas with a ring of hairs at base and more -or less

appressed-pubescent with long stiff brownish hairs; awn
inserted about the middle, bent and twisted, 3 cm. long
or more. Fields and waste places, Ont. and O. (rare) ;

Wise., 111., and westw. (Nat. from En.) FIG. 124.

2. A. STERILIS L. (ANIMATED OATS.) Larger than
the preceding, the spikelets 3.5-4.5 cm. long, excluding
the awns

;
lemmas usually more densely hairy ;

awns
5-7 cm. long. Occurs sparingly in N. J. and near Phila-

delphia, Pa. (Adv. from Eu.)
A. SATIVA L., the cultivated oat, commonly occurs in

aste places in cities, etc. (Introd. from Eurasia.)

*
Spikelets less than 1.5 cm. long ; perennials.

124. A. fatua.

Spikelet x %.

3. A. PUBESCENS Huds. Culms 6-9 cm. high, in small tufts, erect, slender
;

sheaths and blades, at least the lower, retrorsely pubescent ; panicle rather nar-

row, the slender flexuous branches erect; spikelets upright, 1.2-1.3 cm. long,
excluding the awns

; glumes 3-nerved, the nerves scabrous ; florets approximate,
rhachilla-joints clothed with long white hairs

;
lemmas scabrous, a tuft of white

hairs at the base, a bent and twisted awn inserted about the middle, 2-2.5 mm.
long. Fields, Vt., N. J. (Adv. from Eu.)

46. ARRHENATHERUM Beauv. OAT GRASS

Spikelets 2-flowered, the florets approximate, the lower staminate, its lemma
bearing a geniculate and twisted awn on the back near the base

;
the upper per-

fect, its lemma short-awned from or near the apex, or awnless
;
rhachilla hairy,

prolonged behind the upper palea into a bristle
; glumes unequal, acute, thin

and scarious
;
lemmas of firmer texture, 5-7 -nerved

; palea
ciliate on the nerves. Tall perennials with flat leaves and
long narrow panicles. (Name from &pp-rjv, masculine, and
ad-f)p, awn, in reference to the awned staminate floret.)

1. A. ELA.TIUS (L.) Beauv. (TALL 0.) Culms 1 m. or more
high, erect

;
leaves long, linear, 0.5-1 cm. wide, scabrous on

both surfaces
; panicle pale or purplish and shining, 15-30 cm.

long, narrow, the short branches verticillate, usually spike-

let-bearing from the base
; spikelets 7-8 mm. long ; glumes

minutely scabrous, the second about equaling the florets
;

lemmas scabrous, the awn of the staminate floret about twice
the length of its lemma; paleas as long as their lemmas. (A. avenaceum
Beauv.) Meadows and waste places, Nfd. to Va., Ont., Minn., etc.; often

Itivated. June, July. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 125.

125. A. elatius.

Spikelet with glumes
detached x 2.

47. DANTH6NIA DC. WILD OAT GRASS

Spikelets several-flowered
;
florets not closely approximate, uppermost imper-

fect or rudimentary ; glumes subequal, much longer than the lemmas, usually
exceeding the uppermost floret

;
lemma convex, 2-toothed or bifid at the apex,

with a twisted awn between the teeth
;
awn flat, formed by the extension of the

3 middle nerves of the lemma. Tufted erect perennials with narrow leaves and
small terminal panicles or racemes. (Named for IZtienne Danthoine, a botanist
of Marseilles.)
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Teeth of the lemma triangular, not aristate 1. D. spicata.
Teeth of the lemma aristate.

Florets not over 5 min. long 2. D. compressa.
Florets 7-8 mm. long.

Spikelets nearly sessile, in small crowded panicle, purple . . . . 3. D. intermedia.

Spikelets in loose panicle, pale green.
Sheaths and blades villous

;
lemma silky-hairy 4. D. sericea.

Sheaths and blades glabrous ;
lemma pubescent on margins and base

only 5. D. epili*.

1. D. spicata (L.) Beauv. Culms 2-7 dm. high terete; sheaths and involute

blades glabrous or sparsely pilose, the numerous basal leaves often curled, those

of the culm erect
; panicle few-flowered, the few short branches

erect or ascending, often reduced to a raceme
; spikelets

10-12 mm. long, on short stiff pedicels ; glumes acuminate
;

lemmas 4-5 mm. long, sparsely clothed with stiff hairs, teeth

triangular, the awn longer than the lemma. Dry and sterile

or rocky soil. June-Aug. FIG. 126.

2. D. compr6ssa Aust. Usually taller than the preceding ;

culms flattened, often decumbent at base
;

leaves elongated,
2-3 mm. wide, flat or involute on the margins only ; panicle
more open ;

teeth of the lemma aristate, at least

2 mm. long. Dry woods, Me. to N. Y., and
southw.

3. D. intermedia Vasey. Culms 1-4 dm. high,
with numerous mostly involute basal leaves;
culm-leaves 5-15 cm. long, involute

; spikelets
15 mm. long, rather crowded in a raceme or

simple few-flowered panicle; glumes broad, acu-

minate, purplish, with pale scarious margins;
lemma 7-8 mm. long, glabrous except at the base

and margins below the middle, the teeth aristate
;

awn 7-8 mm. long. Mt. Albert, Gasps' Co.
,

Que. ;
n. Mich. (Farwell), and westw. July,

Aug.
D. sericea Nutt. Culms 5-9 dm. high ;

sheaths and blades

126. D. spicata.

Panicle x %.
Spikelet and floret

x iy2 .

Lemma x 2.

4.

villous, at least the lower ones
;
basal blades elongated, mostly

involute, those of culms flat or involute
; panicle 6-10 cm. long,

rarely longer, rather loose, the branches ascending or spreading ;

spikelets about 1.5 mm. long; glumes narrow, acuminate, pale;
lemma densely clothed with long silky hairs, the aristate teeth more
than \ the entire length of the lemma, awn 12-15 mm. long.

Sandy soil, Mass, to Pa., and southw. FIG. 127.

5. D. 6pilis Scribn. Very similar to the preceding, not so tall
;
sheaths and

blades glabrous ; panicle smaller
;
lemma glabrous, except at the base and on the

margins below the middle. (Z>. glabra Nash, not Philippi.) Sandy soil, N. J.,

and southw., rare. May. Possibly only a variety of the preceding.

7 D s. ri< . a

Lemma x 4.

48. SPARTtNA Schreb. CORD or MARSH GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, flattened laterally, sessile and closely imbricated in 2

rows along one side of a continuous rhachis, forming unilateral spikes which are

scattered along a common axis
; glumes unequal, keeled, acute or bristle-

pointed, the second usually exceeding the obtuse thinner 1-nerved lemma ;

palea equaling or exceeding the lemma. Coarse perennials with si rong creeping

rootstocks, rigid simple culms, and long tough leaves. (
Whence the name, from

(nrapTlv-tj, a cord, such as was made from the bark of the Spartium or broom.)

* Culms stout, usually over 1 m. high; leaves 1 cm. or m<>r>' /-/Wr, flat or

nearly so when fresh.

1. S. Michauxiana Hitchc. (SLOUGH GRASS.) Culms 1-2 m. high;
leaves 0-12 dm. long, 15 mm. wide or less, tapering to a very slender point,
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Spikelet with glumes
detached x 2.

Salt and brackish

Spikelet with glumes
detached x 2.

keeled, flat, but quickly involute in drying, smooth except the margins ; spikes
5-20, scattered, spreading, 0.5-10 cm. long ;

rhachis rough on the margins ;

glumes serrulate-hispid on the keel, the first acuminate and

equaling the floret, the second tapering into an awn 7 mm.
long ; lemma 7-9 mm. long, glabrous except the serrulate-

scabrous midnerve which abruptly terminates below the

emarginate or 2-toothed apex. (8. cynosuroides Am. auth.,
not Roth.) Banks of rivers and lakes, or on wet prairies,
N. S. to Assina., s. to N. J. and Okla. Aug. -Oct. FIG. 128.

2. S. cynosuroides (L.) Roth. (SALT REED GRASS.) Culms
stout, 1-3 m. high, often 2 cm. in diameter near the base

;
leaves

1-2.5 cm. wide, flat or nearly so, roughish underneath as well
as on the margins ; spikes 20-50, forming a

f

dense oblongpurplish raceme ; glumes barely
/J mucronate, the first % the length of the

$ lemma, of which the rough hispid midrib
f reaches the apex. (S. polyxtachya Willd.) -

marshes, Ct.
,
and southw. Aug.-Oct. Specimens from

Dismal Swamp, Va., have only 10-15 spikes. FIG. 129.

3. S. glabra Muhl. (SALT MARSH GRASS.) Culms 0.6-
2.4 m. high, leafy to the top ;

leaves 5-7 dm. long, 1-1.5 cm.

129 8 cynosuroides
wide

'
usuallv flat

>
sometimes involute

; spikes oppressed,
5-15 cm. long, the rhachis slightly projecting beyond the

spikelets; spikelets 10-14 mm. long; glumes glabrous or

sparingly scabrous on the keel, the first scarcely f the length
of the second

;
lemma 8-10 mm. long. (8. stricta, var.

Gray.) Salt marshes, Va., and southw. Odor strong
and rancid. Var. piL6sA Merr. has glumes with scabrous
keels and lemmas sparingly pilose, thus approaching the

European S. stricta Roth. Mass., and southw. FIG. 130.
Var. alterniflbra (Loisel.) Merr. Spikes more slender,

7-12 cm. long, the spikelets somewhat remote, barely over-

lapping, the rhachis continued into a more conspicuous
bract-like appendage ; lemma sparingly pilose ; otherwise
as in the preceding form, into which it passes. ($. stricta^
var. Gray.) Lower St. Lawrence, and southw. (Eu.)
* * Culms slender, rarely 1 m. high ; leaves not over

5 mm. wide, strongly involute when fresh.

4. S. patens (Ait.) Muhl. Culms slender, wiry,
3-8 dm. high, from long slender rootstocks

;
sheaths

overlapping ;
blades 1-3.5 dm. long, involute, spreading ; panicle short-exserted

or included at base, of 2 to several ascending spikes (2-5 cm. long); rhachis
smooth

; spikelets 10-12 mm. long ;
first glume linear, niucronate, scarcely

half as long as the lanceolate acuminate second glume,

MA k which is scabrous on the nerves
;
lemma 5-6 mm. long, thin,

jw ;]

n obtuse, slightly emarginate ; palea slightly longer. Salt

VJ' // marshes and sandy coasts, Nfd. and e. Que. to Va. July,

MW Aug.
V ff Var. jiincea (Michx.) Hitchc. Differs from the species in

Y its greater size, culms 5-12 dm. high, longer erect or ascend-

ing leaves, and stouter rootstocks ; panicles exserted
; spikes

inc>
nearly erect; spikelets 7-10 mm. long. (S.juncea Willd.)

Spikelet with glumes ^ marshe
>

g a
P
nd gand beaches ftlg \he coagt N> H/ to

Fla. and Tex. June-Sept. FIG. 131.

Var. caespit6sa (A. A. Eaton) Hitchc. Differs from the species in its tufted

habit, no creeping rootstocks, taller culms, and awned second glume; blades

approximate near the middle of the stem, glaucous above, as much as 6 dm.

long, with long involute scabrous points. ($. caespitosa A. A. Eaton.) Border
of brackish marshes, N. H. and Mass.

130. S. glabra, v. pilosa.

Part of inflorescence x %.

Spikelet x iy2 .

Same displayed x 1%.
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49. BECKMANNIA Host

Spikelets 1-flowered in our species, broad, laterally compressed, closely imbri-

cated in 2 rows along one side of a continuous rhachis, forming short unilateral

spikes ;
rhachilla articulated below the glumes ; glumes subequal, inflated, boat-

shaped, chartaceous, margin scarious
;
lemma lanceolate,

acuminate, palea nearly as long ; grain free within the

rigid lemma and palea. A rather tall erect perennial,
with flat leaves and a terminal elongated narrow nearly
simple panicle. (Named for Johann Beckmann, 1739-

1811, professor of botany at Goettingen.)
1. B. erucaef6rmis (L.) Host. Light green ;

culms
5-10 dm. high ;

sheaths loose, overlapping ;
blades 1-2.5

dm. long, 5-8 mm. wide, scabrous; panicle 1-2.5 dm.

long, the spikes appressed ; spikelets nearly circular,

132. B. erucaeformis. 3 mm. long ;
the glumes transversely wrinkled

;
the acu-

Part of inflorescence x V5 -
minate apex of the lemma protruding beyond the glumes.

Part of same x V2 - Wet ground, Minn., la., and westw.
;
adv. in O. FIG.

Spikelets and floret x 2. 132.

50. CYNODON Richard. BERMUDA or SCUTCH GRASS

Spikelets 1-flowered, laterally compressed, awnless, singly sessile in 2 rows
along one side of a slender continuous axis, forming unilateral spikes ;

rhachilla

prolonged behind the palea into a blunt pedicel ; glumes un-

equal, narrow, acute, keeled
;
lemma broad, boat-shaped,

obtuse, ciliate on the keel
; palea as long as the lemma, the

prominent keels close together, ciliolate; grain free within the

lemma and palea. Low diffusely branched and extensively

creeping perennials, with flat leaves and slender spikes digitate
at the apex of the upright branches. (Name composed of KVUV,
a dog, and <55o5s, a tooth.} CAPRIOLA Adans.

1. C. DAcxYLON (L.) Pers. Glabrous; culms flattened,

wiry ; ligule a conspicuous ring of white hairs
; spikes 4-5,

2-6 cm. long ; spikelets imbricated, 2 mm. long ;
lemma longer

than the glumes. ( Capriola Ktze.) Fields and waste places, 133. o. Dactylon.
Mass., and southw., where it is cultivated for pasturage. (Nat. inflorescence x V4 .

from Eu. ) Seldom perfects seed. FIG. 133. Spikelet x 4.

51. SCHEDONNARDUS Steud.

Spikelets 1-flowered, sessile and appressed, alternate and distant along one
side of a slender triangular rhachis, forming very slender spikes ; glumes narrow,

unequal, with strong rigid keels, pointed, shorter than the

lanceolate acuminate scabrous lemma;.palea nearly as !<>iii,
r

as the lemma
; grain free within the subrigid lemma and

palea. A low diffusely branching annual with short narrow
leaves and slender paniculate spikes. (Name from <rx(86i>,

wear, and Nardus, from its resemblance to that genus.)
1. S. paniculatus (Nutt.) Trel. Culms 3-5 dm. high, erect

or decumbent at base, leafy below ; sheaths and blades smooth
;

i;;. s. puni.-iikitiia. panicle half or more than half the entire height of the plant,

Part of spike x 1 84.
its axis usually falcate, the spikes solitary and remote, mostly

Spiki-u-txs. along the convex side, ri^id ; spikelets 4 nun. long. (<V t< >-

mi us Steud.) Open ground and saltlicks, 111. to Mont.. Col.,

and Tex. At maturity the panicle becomes much elongated and decumbent,
the axis extending in a large loose spiral. FIG. 134.
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52. GYMNOP6GON Beauv.

Spikelets with 1 perfect flower, sometimes 1 or 2 neuter or starninate subses-
sile florets above the perfect one, remote along one side of a filiform continuous

rhachis, forming slender unilateral spikes; rhachilla prolonged beyond the floret

as a slender often awned rudiment
; glumes narrow, subequal, rigid, scabrous on

the strong keel, equaling or exceeding the florets
;
lemma thin, bearing a slender

straight awn from just below the apex; palea about as long
as the lemma. Perennials, with short rather broad rigid
leaves and numerous slender spikes, at first erect, at length

widely divaricate or reflexed. (Name composed of yv/jLi>6s,

naked, and irtiywv, a beard, alluding to the reduction of the

abortive flower to a bare awn.)
1. G. ambiguus (Michx.) BSP. Culms tufted from a short

rootstock, rigid, erect or ascending, 2-5 dm. high; sheaths

overlapping, blades often approximate, thick, rigid, spreading,
4-0 cm. long, 1 cm. or more wide

; spikes solitary or in 2's

along a striate axis, becoming widely divaricate when exserted

from the sheath, spikelet-bearing to the base; awn of floret

longer than the glabrous lemma; rudiment long-awned. 135

(G. racemosus Beauv. ) Sterile sandy or gravelly ground, Infl

'

enco x y
N. J. to Mo., Fla., and Tex. Aug., Sept. FIG. 135.

SnikeletxS/
2. G. brevif&lius Trin. Resembling the preceding ;

culms
more slender, from a decumbent base; leaves 2-4 dm. long, 4-9 mm. wide,
involute in drying ; spikes usually less numerous, more distant, naked at the

base, spikelet-bearing from about the middle ; awn shorter than the hairy lemma;
one or two sterile florets sometimes present, rudiment usually awnless. Sandy
ground, N. J.

,
and southw.

.

53. CHL6RIS Sw.

Spikelets with 1 perfect floret, sessile in 2 rows along one side of a continuous

achis, forming unilateral spikes ;
rhachilla prolonged behind the palea and bear-

ing 1 or more rudimentary awned sterile lemmas
; glumes unequal, narrow,

acute, keeled
;
lemma often ciliate on the back or margins,

1-3-nerved, the mid-nerve nearly always prolonged into a
slender awn; palea about equaling the lemma; grain free
within the lemma and palea. Usually perennial grasses with
flat leaves and digitate spikes. (Named for Chloris, the god-
dess of flowers.)

1. C. verticillata Nutt. Culms 1-4 dm. high, erect, or de-

136 verticillata
cumoent and rooting at the nodes

;
sheaths compressed ;

leaves

obtuse, light green ; spikes several in 1-3 whorls, slender,
5-10 cm. long; spikelets 3 mm. long, with awns about 5 mm.

long; sterile lemma one. Prairies, e. Kan. and southwestw. June. At
maturity the inflorescence breaks away and forms a tumbleweed. FIG. 136.

54. BOUTELOUA Lag. MESQUITE GRASS

Spikelets 1-2-flowered, crowded and sessile in 2 rows along one side of a con-
tinuous flattened rhachis, which usually projects beyond the spikelets ;

rhachilla

prolonged beyond the perfect floret and bearing a sterile (rarely staminate)
floret, a second or third rudiment often present ; glumes unequal, keeled

;
lemma

broader, 3-5-nerved, 3-5-toothed or cleft, 3 of the divisions usually awn-pointed ;

palea about the length of the lemma, bidentate, the 2 keels scabrous
;
sterile

floret sometimes reduced to the awns, rarely obsolete. Our species perennial,
with narrow flat or convolute leaves, and unilateral spikes nearly sessile along
a common axis. (Named for Claudio Boutelou, a Spanish writer upon flori-

Mlture

and agriculture.)

GRAY'S MANUAL 10
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137. B. oligostachya.

Spikelet with glumes
detached x 3.

1. CHONDR6SIUM (Desv.) Gray. Spikes 1-4, usually curved, of 25 or
more densely crowded pectinate spikelets.

1. B. oligostachya (Nutt.) Torr. Culms slender, erect, from a short root-

stock, leafy at the base, 1.5-5 dm. high ;
sheaths and blades glabrous, the latter

about 2 mm. wide, flat or becoming convolute
; spikes 1-3,

2-5 cm. long ; spikelets 5-6 mm. long ; glumes narrow, the
first about as long as the second, which is sparsely papillose-

pilose on the keel; fertile lemma pilose, 3-cleft, the divisions

awned
;
sterile lemma consisting of 2 truncate lobes and 3

divergent equal awns with a tuft of long hairs at base, second
rudiment obtuse, awnless. Prairies, Wis. and N. Dak. to

Tex.
;
casual eastw. (Mex.) July-Sept. FIG. 137.

2. B. hirsuta Lag. Culms tufted, erect, 2-5 dm. high,

leafy at the base
;
sheaths smooth

;
blades about 3 mm. wide,

flat, sparsely papillose-hairy, especially on .

the margins; spikes 1-4, 1.5-5 cm. long;
the rhachis of the spike produced into a

prominent point beyond the uppermost spikelets; spikelets
about 5 mm. long ;

first glume setaceous, the second equaling
the floret, conspicuously tuberculate-hirsute on the back; fer-

tile lemma pubescent, 3-cleft, the divisions awn-pointed ;

sterile floret of 2 obtuse lobes and 3 equal awns margined 138. B. hirsuta.

below, no tuft of hairs at the base. Sandy plains, Wis. to Spikelet with glumes
Mo., and southwestw. to Mex. July-Sept. FIG. 138. detached x 3.

2. ATHEHOP6GON (Muhl.) Gray. Spikes 15 or more, oj 12 or fewer ascend-

ing spikelets.

3. B. curtipSndula (Michx.) Torr. Culms erect from short running root-

stocks, 3-10 dm. high ;
sheaths pubescent toward the summit

;
blades 1-3 dm.

long, 3-5 mm. wide, flat or involute and setaceous toward
the end, scabrous above, sometimes pubescent beneath

; spikes

numerous, 8-16 mm. long, spreading or reflexed, in a long
mostly 1-sided raceme, the rhachis bifid at the <\rfi')i</<'<l apex;
spikelets 7-10 mm. long ;

first glume less than \ the length
of the second which is very scabrous on the thickened keel,

exceeding the floret
;
lemma scabrous, ending in 3 short

slender awns
;
teeth of palea aristate

;
sterile lemma vitJi

2 acute lobes and 3 straight awns, the lateral one* m/-}t

shorter than the middle awn. (B. racemosa Lag.) Dry
hills and plains, Ct. to Minn., s. to Tex. and Mex. July-

Sept. The sterile lemma variable, rarely reduced to a single awn. FIG. 139.

189. B. curtipendula.

Part of inflorescence

55. CTENIUM Panzer. TOOTHACHE GRASS

Spikelets with 1 perfect flower and 2-5 sterile lemmas,
crowded and sessile, pectinate in 1-sided spikes ; glumes very
unequal, first minute, second nearly as long as the spikelet,

bearing a stout horizontally divergent dorsal awn from about
the middle; first and second lemmas empty or sometimes
with a hyaline palea, awned below the apex, awn erect or

ascending ;
third lemma similar, containing a perfect flower

;

fourth awnless, staininate or empty ;
a fifth rudimentary

lemma often present. Rather tall perennials with solitary
terminal more or less curved spikes. (Name from Kreviov,

a small comb, from the pectinate appearance of the spike.)
CAMPULOSUS Desv.

1. C. aromaticum (Walt.) Hitchc. Culms 1-1. f> m. high,

erect, from scaly rootstocks, old sheaths persistent at the

base
;
blades long, flat or involute, stiff

; spike 0.5-1.5 dm.

140. C. aromatimm.

iTltloIVStVlK .

S|.ikd-t. x _'.

Same with <rhiiiifs

detached x 2.
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long ; spikelets 5-7 min. long ;
first glume warty-tuberculate on the nerves

;

florets stiffly ciliate on the margins. (C. americanum Spreng.) Wet pine
barrens, Va., and southw. Taste very pungent. FIG. 140.

56. DACTYLOCTENIUM Willd. CROWFOOT GRASS

Spikelets several-flowered, the uppermost imperfect, sessile and crowded in

2 rows along one side of a continuous rhachis, which extends beyond the spike-
lets in a naked point ; glumes broad, keeled

;
lemmas boat-

shaped, cuspidate ; palea equaling the lemma, acute, deeply
folded between the ciliate-winged keels

; grain reddish brown,
the loose pericarp transversely wrinkled. Annual, with more
or less decumbent and creeping base, and 2-6 stout unilateral

spikes digitate at the apex of the culm. (Name from

finger, and Kreviov, a little comb, alluding to the digitate and

pectinate spikes.;
1. D. AEGYPTIUM (L.) Richter. Usually glabrous ;

culms

rooting at the lower nodes; spikes 1.5-5 cm. long; glumes
scabrous on the keel, the second cuspidate ;

the awned tip
of lower lemma inflexed, that of the others straight or

curved. (D. aegyptiacum Willd.
;
Eleusine aegyptia Pers.)

Yards and cultivated fields, N. Y., 111., and southw. (Nat.
from tropics of the Old World.) FIG. 141.

141. D. aegyptium.
Inflorescence x %.
Spikelet x 2.

Fruit x 3. Seed x 4.

142. E. indica.

Part of inflorescence x

Spikelet and floret x 2.

Fruit and seed x 4.

57. ELEUSINE Gaertn. GOOSE GRASS. YARD GRASS

Spikelets several-flowered, awnless, florets perfect or uppermost staminate,
sessile and closely imbricated in 2 rows along one side of a continuous rhachis,

which does not extend beyond the terminal spikelet ;

glumes unequal, shorter than the floret, scabrous on the

keels
;
lemmas broader, with a thickened 5-ribbed keel

;

palea shorter, acute, the narrowly winged keels distant
;

grain black, the loose pericarp marked with comb-like

lines, free within the subrigid lemma and palea. Coarse
tufted annuals with stout unilateral spikes digitate or

approximate at the apex of the culms. (Name from

'EXeuo-^i/, the town where Ceres, the goddess of harvests,
was worshiped.)

1. E. fNDicA Gaertn. Glabrous
;
culms flattened, de-

cumbent at base
;
sheaths loose, overlapping, compressed ;

spikes 2-10, 2.5-8 cm. long ; spikelets appressed, 3-5-flowered, about 5 mm. long.
Yards and waste ground, Mass., n. 111., Kan., and southw. (Nat. from tropics

of the Old World.) FIG. 142.

58. LEPT6CHLOA Beauv.

Spikelets 2-several-flowered, the uppermost floret usually
imperfect or rudimentary, sessile or nearly so, in 2 rows

along one side of the slender continuous rhachis
; glumes and

lemmas keeled, the latter 3-nerved, acute, awnless or short-

awned, exceeding the palea. Usually tall annuals with flat

leaves and elongated simple panicles composed of the numer-
ous very slender spikes scattered along the main axis.

(Name composed of Xe-rrrbs, slender, and x^a grass, from
the long attenuated spikes.)

1. L. filif6rmis (Lam.) Beauv. Culms 4-12 dm. high ;

shi'Mhs papillose-hairy ; spikes 20-40, 5-10 cm. long, ascend-

ing; spikelets about 3 mm. long; glumes more or less

mucronate, nearly equaling the 3-4 awnless florets. (L.
mucronata Kunth

;
L. att'enuata Steud.) Fields, Va. to

1, Mo., and southw. Aug. FIG. 143.

143. L. filiformis.

Inflorescence x Vio-

A part of same with

2 spikelets x iy2 .

Spikelet and floret x 3.
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2. L. fascicularis (Lam.) Gray. Smooth; leaves longer than the erect or

geniculate-decumbent and branching culms, the upper sheathing the base of the

panicle; spikes 8-12 cm. long; spikelets slightly pediceled, 1-\\-flowered, the

florets much longer than the lanceolate glumes ; lemmas hairy-margined toward
the base, with 2 small lateral teeth and a short awn in the cleft of the apex.

(Diplachne Beauv.
;
D. acuminata and procumbens Nash.) Brackish meadows,

from Mass, southw. along the coast
;
and from 111. southw. along the Miss. R.

Aug., Sept.

59. BtTCHLOE Engelm. BUFFALO GRASS

Spikelets unisexual
; plants monoecious or dioecious

;
staminate spikelets 2-3-

flowered, sessile in 2 rows along the short 1-sided spikes ; glumes unequal,
obtuse

;
lemmas larger, 3-nerved

; palea a little shorter
than the lemma

; pistillate spikelets 1-flowered, in nearly
capitate 1-sided spikes which are scarcely exserted from
the broad sheaths of the upper leaves

; glumes indurated,
trifid at the apex, united at base and resembling an
involucre

;
lemma narrow, hyaline, inclosing the 2-nerved

palea ; grain free within the hardened glumes. A creep-
ing or stoloniferous perennial with narrow flat leaves,
and dissimilar staminate and pistillate spikelets borne on
the same or on distinct plants. (Name strongly con-
tracted from /Sotf/SaXoj, buffalo, and xX6?7, grass.}

1. B. dactyloides (Nutt.) Engelm. Culms of the
staminate inflorescence 1-3 dm. high ;

the spikes long-
exserted

;
culms of pistillate inflorescence low, much

exceeded by the leaves
;
sheaths overlapping ;

blades
2 mm. wide or less

;
staminate spikes 2 or 3, (5-12 mm.

long ;
cluster of pistillate spikelets ovoid, 6 mm. long. (Bulbilis Raf.) Plains

of the Sask. to Minn., Kan., and Tex. One of the most valuable grasses of the

plains. Seedlings are monoecious, but the staminate and pistillate branches

propagate their own kind. FIG. 144.

144. B. dactyloides.

cf and 9 inflorescence x %.
<f Spikcletand floret (above)

xi%.
$ Spikelet, section of same,
and outer glume x 1%.

60. PHRAGMITES Trin. REED

Spikelets loosely 3-7-flowered
;
rhachilla clothed with long silky hairs

; glumes
unequal, lanceolate, acute

;
lemmas narrow, long-acuminate, that of the lowest

floret somewhat longer, equaling the uppermost florets, ,

empty or subtending a staminate flower, the other florets

perfect ; paleas -|
the length of their lemmas. Tall reed-

like perennials with stout leafy culms and large terminal

panicles. (Name from ^pcry^TTjs, growing in hedges, appar-

ently from its hedge-like growth along ditches.)
1. P. communis Trin. Culms erect, stout, 1.5-4 m.

high, from long creeping rootstocks
;
sheaths overlapping ;

blades 1.5-6 dm. long, 1-5 cm. wide, flat, glabrous ; panicle

tawny, 1.5-4 dm. long, branches ascending, rather densely
flowered

; spikelets 12-16 mm. long ;
the florets exceeded by

the hairs of the rhachilla. (P. vulgaris BSP.
;
P. Phrag-

mites Karst.) In wet places, edges of ponds, ditches, etc.

Rarely perfecting seed, spreading freely from the rootstocks, the leafy stolons

often running on the surface of the ground for a distance of 5-10 m. (Eurasia.)
FIG. 145.

1 l.V P. mminunis.

5 and tf

tlurct x iy2 .

AIM' MM) DONAX L., the GIANT RKKI>, is cultivated for ornament and is occa-

sionally spontaneous southward. IJi'srmblinu; rJirni/mi/is but taller, spikdcts
3-4-flowered

;
flowers all perfect; rhachilla naked; lemmas clothed with long

silky hairs, short-awned from the bifid apex.
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61. TRIDENS R. & S.

Spikelets 3-12-flowered in open or strict panicles ;
florets perfect or the upper-

most staminate
; glumes unequal, keeled, shorter than the spikelet ; lemma

subcoriaceous, convex below, bidentate, 3-nerved, the nerves silky-villous below
and at least the middle one extending in a mucronate point
between the teeth

; palea broad, the nerves nearly marginal.
Perennials with long narrow leaves and terminal panicles.

(Name from tres, three, and dens, tooth.) TRIODIA R. Br.
1. T. flavus (L.) Hitchc. (TALL RED TOP.) Culms erect,

1-2 m. high, viscid in the axis of the panicle and below it
;

sheaths bearded at the summit, otherwise glabrous as are the

long flat or involute tapering blades
;

the showy panicles
2-4.5 dm. long, almost as wide, loose and open, the slender 0^^
branches spreading, naked below ; spikelets purple, 7-8 mm. ?p

* *'

long, 5-8-flowered, on long pedicels; glumes shorter than Lemmau^rolled
the lowest florets, mucronate ; the three nerves of the lemmas
excurrent. {Poa flava L.

; Triodia seslerioides Benth.
;

T. cuprea Jacq.)
Dry or sandy fields, Ct. to Mo., and southw. Aug., Sept. FIG. 146.

2. T. strictus (Nutt.) Nash. Caespitose, 12-14 dm. high ;
culms stout, erect

;

leaves long and rigid ; panicle pale or purplish, dense and spike-like, 1-3 dm. long ;

spikelets about 5 mm. long, 5-8-flowered, nearly sessile ; glumes exceeding the
lower florets, mucronate

; only the midnerve of the lemma excurrent. ( Triodia
stricta Benth.) Moist soil, s.e. Kan., and southw. July-Sept.

62. TRIPLASIS Beauv.

Spikelets 3-6-flowered, the florets remote, the lowest stipitate, perfect or the

uppermost staminate
; glumes unequal, keeled, shorter than the florets

;
lemmas

2-cleft, the 3 nerves strongly ciliate, the midnerve excurrent as a short awn
between the lobes

; palea shorter, broad, the nerves nearly
marginal and densely long-ciliate from the middle to the

apex. Perennials with small nearly simple panicles. (Name
from T/u7rA<f(7io5, thrice as many.}

1. T. purpurea (Walt.) Chapm. (SAND GRASS.) Culms
tufted, widely spreading or ascending, wiry, 3-8 dm. long,
nodes bearded

;
sheaths and the small rigid blades scabrous

;

(

terminal panicles 3-7 cm. long, the few stiff branches finallyx *

divergent ;
smaller panicles (partially hidden in the sheaths)

produced at the nodes late in the season; spikelets short-

pediceled, usually rose-purple, 5-8 mm. long ;
the awn of the lemma scarcely

exceeding the truncate lobes. (Tricuspis Gray; Triodia Hack.) In sand,
Me. to Va., along the coast, and southw.

;
also along the Great Lakes and

southwestw. Aug., Sept. Plant acid to the taste. FIG. 147.

63. ERAGR6STIS Beauv.

Spikelets strongly compressed, 3-many-flowered ;
the uppermost floret sterile

;

rhachilla articulated but sometimes not disjointing until after the fall of the

glumes and lemmas with the grain ; glumes keeled, much shorter than the

spikelets ;
lemmas 3-nerved, broad, keeled

; paleas shorter than their lemmas,
often persistent after their fall, the strong nerves ciliate. Annuals or perennials
with loose or dense terminal panicles. (Name from ^/>, spring, and tiypuTis, a

grass. )

Annuals.
Culms creeping ; plants polygamous 1. E. hypnoides.
Culms erect, ascending or decumbent; flowers perfect.

Spikelets 2-5-flowered. 2-3 mm. long.

Spikelets on long capillary pedicels ; culms branched only at the base . 2. E. capillaris.

Spikelets on pedicels not over 5 mm. long ;
culms branched at the nodes 3. E. Frankii.
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148. E. capillaris.

Spikelet x 2.

Spikelets 5-many-flowered, 5 mm. or more long.

Spikelets not more than 1.5 mm. wide 4. E. pilosa.
Spikelets 2-3 mm. wide.

Florets densely imbricated
; rhachilla-joints and base of florets hidden 5. E. megaatachya.

Florets rather loosely imbricated
; rhachilla-joints or base of florets

visible C. E. mi nor.

Perennials.
Panicle elongated, the branches flexuous I.E. trichorfes.

Panicle diffuse, the branches stiff and spreading.
Pedicels as long as the spikelets or longer 8. E. pectinacea.
Pedicels shorter than the appressed spikelets 9. E. i-rfracttt.

1. E. hypnoides (Lam.) BSP. Extensively creeping ; culms slender, 2-5 dm.
long, with short erect or ascending panicle-bearing branches 5-12 cm. high ;

leaves 1-4 cm. long ; panicles nearly simple, of rather few lanceolate-oblong
spikelets (or in the more fertile plant almost capitate); spikelets lQ-8&-Jlowered,
5-15 mm. long, the flowers perfect and fertile, staminate or pistillate; glumes

and lemmas acuminate. (E. reptans Nees. ) Gravelly or sandy
shores and ditches, Vt. to Ont., westw. and southw. Aug.

2. E. capillaris (L.) Nees. Slender, erect, 1.5-6 dm. high,

branching at the base, simple above ; sheaths overlapping, spar-

ingly pilose or nearly glabrous ;
blades long and narrow

; panicle
more than half the entire height of the plant, oblong-ovoid, the

capillary branches spreading, the lower ascending; spikelets
2-3 mm. long, on long divergent pedicels ; glumes and lemmas acute, the latter

faintly 3-nerved. Sandy dry soil, N. E. to Mo., and south w. Aug., Sept.
Often lemon-scented. FIG. 148.

3. E. Frankii (Fisch, Mey. & Lall.) Steud. Erect from a decumbent base, or

spreading, diffusely branched, 1.5-4 dm. high ;
sheaths glabrous ; ligule pilose ;

blades 5-12 cm. long, 2-4 mm. wide, scabrous above
; panicles oblong, /r.s-s

than half the length of the plant, many-flowered, the short branches spreading ;

spikelets 2-3 mm. long, on more or less appressed pedicels,
1-5 mm. long ; glumes and lemmas very acute, the latter faintly
3-nerved. Low or sandy ground, Mass, to Kan., and south-
westw. Aug. The taller sparingly branched forms, with
rather loose panicles, are difficult to distinguish from glabrous
specimens of the preceding ;

the relative length of the panicle
is the best distinction.

4. E. pi!6sa (L.) Beauv. Erect, decumbent at base or

spreading, 1.5-4.5 dm. high ;
culms slender, diffusely branching

8P5kelet3

near the base
;
sheaths sparingly pilose at the summit

;
blades

l

3-12 cm. long, 2-3 mm. wide
; panicle diffuse, 0.8-2 dm. long,

lower axils usually sparingly bearded; spikelets 5-18-flowercd, becoming lim <n\

4-9 mm. long, 1-1.6 mm. wide, equaling or shorter than the pedicels ;
lemmas

subacute, the lateral nerves faint or rather strong. Sandy
or gravelly open ground, Me. to Minn., and southwest w.

July, Aug. (Mex., Eu., etc.) FIG. 149. Variable, the

commoner form in the north, with rather appressed spikelets

(1.5 mm. wide) about equaling the pedicels, is considered
distinct by some (E. Pnrshii Schrad.), but the characters

used to distinguish it are very inconstant.

5. E. MEGASTA.CHYA (Koeler) Link. Erect or ascending
from a decumbent base, rather flaccid, freely branch ins; ;

culms 2-9 dm. high ;
leaves 5-16 cm. long, 3-6 mm. wide

;

panicles green ish-lead-color, 5-15 cm. long, rather densely
flowered

; spikelets 5-15 mm. long, 3 mm. wide, 10-40-flow-

ered, the florets closely inibricatnl ; pedicels and keels of the

acute glumes and lemmas sparingly glandular; lemmas thin,

scabrous, the lateral nerves prominent. (E. major Host.) Waste places,

common, especially south w. June-Sept. Strong-scented, hence called SUNK
or SNAKK GRASS. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 150.

6. E. MINOR Host. Similar to the preceding, smaller, more slender; panicles
less densely flowered

; spikelets 5-10 mm. long, 2-2.5 mm. wide, 8-20-flowm-d,

E. pilosa.

150. E. megastachya.

Spikelet x 2.
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the florets less densely imbricated, the bases or rhachilla-joints
visible ; lemmas nearly smooth. (E. Eragrostis Karst.) Waste
ground, not common, N. E. to Va., and southw. (Nat. from Eu.)
FIG. 151.

7. E. trichbdes (Nutt.) Nash. Erect, 6-15 dm. high ;
sheaths

overlapping, smooth, pilose at the throat
;
blades 1-7 dm. long,

2-6 mm. wide, rather rigid, involute-taper-pointed ; panicles pale,
oblong, the lower axils sparingly pilose ; spikelets

3-10-flowered, 5-10 mm. long, on capillary flexu- 151 E minor>
ous usually long pedicels ; glumes and lemmas snikeitx2*
acute, scabrous. (E. tennis Gray, not Steud.)
Sandy soil, O. to 111., Kan., and southw. Aug. -Oct. FIG. 152.

8. E. pectinacea (Michx.) Steud. Erect or ascending, 3-8
dm. high; culms rigid, from short stout rootstocks

;
sheaths over-

lapping, sparingly pilose, densely bearded at the throat; blades

152. E trichodes ^~^ ^m> ^on
'
^-8 mm. wide, often involute in drying ; panicles

Spikelet x^2 purple, included at base or exserted after the upper spikelets
have fallen, branches pilose in the axils

; spikelets 5-W-flowered,
3-8 mm. long, on stiffpedicels ; glumes and lemmas acute, minutely scabrous.

Sandy dry ground, Me. to S. Dak., and southw. July-Oct. FIG. 153. Var.
SPECTABILIS Gray. Sheaths glabrous or nearly so

; panicles
rather more exserted than in the species ; spikelets 8-15-flow-
ered. Range of the species, but the commoner form toward
the west.

9. E. refracta (Muhl.) Scribn. Erect; culms less stout than
in the last, 3-9 dm. high ;

sheaths overlapping, glabrous, spar-

ingly villous at the throat; blades 1-3 dm. long, 2-4 mm. wide,
nearly smooth

; panicle usually included at the base, the slender 153. E. pectinacea.

remote branches sparsely pilose in the axils and bearing few Spikelet x 2.

short-pediceled appressed spikelets 6-25-flowered, 6-12 mm.
long; glumes and lemmas acuminate. (E. campestris Trin.

;
E. pectinacea,

var. refracta Chapm. ;
Poa refracta Muhl.) Sandy open ground, Del. 'and

Md. to Fla. and Ala.

64. CATABRdSA Beauv.

Spikelets usually 2-flowered
; glumes unequal, shorter than the lemmas, erose

at the broad summit
;
lemmas subcoriaceous, erose-truncate, strongly 3-nerved

;

palea as long as the lemma, the strong nerves near the margin. A creeping
perennial aquatic with flat leaves and open panicles of small spikelets. (Name
from KaTdppaHTis, an eating, referring to the eroded glumes.)

1. C. aquatica (L.) Beauv. Smooth throughout, decumbent and rooting at

the lower nodes, the ascending culms 1-6 dm. high ;
the loose sheaths overlap-

ping ;
blades soft, 2-12 cm. long, 2-6 mm. wide; panicle 0.5-2 dm. long, the

whorled branches spreading; spikelets 3-4 mm. long. In water or wet places,
coast of N. B., Nfd., and northw. (Eurasia.)

65. MELICA L. MELIC GRASS

Spikelets 2-several -flowered; rhachilla prolonged beyond the fertile florets,

and bearing 2 or 3 gradually smaller empty lemmas, convolute together or

inclosing one another at the apex ; glumes large, unequal, membranaceous, or

papery, scarious-margined, 3-5-nerved, little shorter than the florets
;
lemmas

convex, 7-13-nerved, firm, with scarious margins, awnless or awned below the

bifid apex ; paleas shorter than their lemmas, the strong nerves nearly marginal.
Perennials with simple culms, closed sheaths, usually soft flat leaves and

rather large spikelets in usually narrow panicles. (An old Italian name for

Sorghum, from mel, honey.)
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1. EUMF^LICA Scribn. Glumes broad and papery; sterile lemmas broad and
truncate, convolute around each other; lemmas awnless.

* Glumes subequal, nearly as long as the 2-flowered spikelets.

1. M. mutica Walt. Culms erect from knotted rootstocks, wiry, 6-9 dm. high ;

sheaths usually overlapping, scabrous ; lower blades short, the upper 10-20 cm.

long, 2-10 mm. wide; panicle 0.8-2.5 dm. long, simple, with

filiform ascending branches or reduced to a raceme ; spikelets
7-10 mm. long, pendulous on short pedicels, florets spreading,
6-8 mm. long; lemmas scabrous, obtuse, the intermediate nerves

vanishing above; empty lemmas cucullate above, exceeded by
the fertile ones. Dry rocky open woods and thickets, Pa. to

Fla., w. to Wis., la., and Tex. Apr., May. FIG. 154. From
Va. southw. occasional specimens have sparsely pubescent
sheaths and the blades somewhat pubescent on the lower sur-

face. (J/. diffusa Pursh
;
M. mutica, var. diffusa Gray) ;

not

varietally distinct.

154. M. mutica.

Spikelet displayed
x2.

* * Glumes unequal, shorter than the 3-5-flowered spikelets.

2. M. nitens Nutt. Culms 8-12 dm. high, erect from a short horizontal
rootstock

;
sheaths overlapping, glabrous; blades 1-2 dm. long, 4-8 mm. wide;

panicle 1.5-2.5 dm. long, the slender spreading branches solitary or in pairs,

simple or sparingly branched
; spikelets numerous, 10-12 mm. long, usually

3-flowered, pendulous on short pedicels; lemmas 7-9 mm. long, scabrous, acute;
empty lemmas broad at the summit, exceeded by the fertile ones. (M. diffusa
of recent authors, not Pursh.) Rocky woods, Pa. to Neb., and southw. May,
June.

8. M. Porteri Scribn. Culms erect, slender, 5-7.5 dm. high; sheaths over-

lapping, scabrous; blades 12-23 cm. long, 2-6 mm. wide, scabrous; panicle
1.5-2.5 dm. long; the narrow spikelets pendulous and racemose along the

slender ascending branches, 4-6-flowered, 10-13 mm. long ;
lemmas 7-8* mm.

long, suhacute, scabrous
; empty lemmas like the fertile ones and exceeding

them. (M. parviflora Scribn.) Bluffs and stony hillsides, la. to Mo., and
westw.

2. BROMF^LICA Thurb. Glumes narrow, scartous-margined; sterile lem-
mas similar to the fertile which are awned below the bidentate apex ; spike-
lets 5-9-flowered.

<
4. M. Smfthii ( Porter) Vasey. Culms

erect, slender, 7-12 din. high ;
sheaths sca-

brous
;

blades 10-20 cm. long, 6-12 mm.
wide, lax, scabrous; panicle 1.2-2.5 dm.
long, the solitary remote spreading branches

spikelet-bearing toward the ends
; spikelets

3-6-flowered, 18-20 mm. long, more or less

tinged with purplish chestnut
; glumes acute

;
x %.

lemmas glabrous, about 10 mm. long, ex-

cluding the awn, which is $- as long. (Avena Porter.)
Moist woodlands, n. Mich, and westw. May-July. FIG.

155.

5. M. striata (Michx.) Hitchc. Similar to the preceding,

usually not so tall and more slender; leaves narrower; sheaths

closed to the summit, the ligulc xhenihiiig tin' culm; panicle-
branches ascending or spreading at the ends

; *///,-,/,/> 2.-J-

2.5 cm. long; glumes broader, conspicuously colored as are

M. striutaxl. often the florets which are shot't-hrarddl at the //.-< ; ,nn>

S|,ikdrt with Annies "* long as the lemma or lunger. (Aram Michx.) Rocky
lands, e. Que. to Pa., Minn., and westw. Fi<;.

155. M. Siniihii.

SpikeU-t displayed

separated.

Floret.

wooded
156.
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157. D. diandrax'l.

Spikelet and fruit.

66. DIARRHENA Beauv.

Spikelets 3-5-flowered, the uppermost florets sterile
; glumes unequal, much

shorter than the florets
;
lemmas broad, coriaceous, rigid, smooth and shining,

convex below, 3-nerved, acuminate or mucronate-pointed ;

palea firm, 2-keeled
;
stamens 2, rarely 1

; grain large, usually
exceeding the lemma and palea, obliquely ovoid, obtusely
beaked, with a shining coriaceous pericarp. Nearly smooth

perennials, with simple culms from a creeping rootstock, flat

leaves and narrow few-flowered panicles. (Name composed
of Si's, two, and dpprjv, man, from the two stamens.)

1. D. diandra (Michx.) Wood. Culms 6-9 dm. high;
leaves nearly as long as the culm, 1-1.8 cm. wide; panicle

very simple, 1-2.5 dm. long ; spikelets short-pediceled, 10-16
mm. long. (Festuca Michx.; Korycarpus Ktze.

;
D. americana Beauv.)

Shaded river banks and woods, O. to S. Dak., and southw. July, Aug. FIG. 157.

67. UNIOLA L. SPIKE GRASS

Spikelets compressed, 3-many-flowered, the lower 1-4 lemmas empty ; glumes
compressed-keeled, acute or acuminate

;
lemmas firm-coriaceous, compressed-

I
keeled, faintly many-nerved ; palea rigid, the keels broadly winged,

HiM ne^rly marginal ;
stamens 1 or 3. Erect perennials, with simple

culms, flat or involute leaves and terminal panicles. (Ancient name
of some plant, a diminutive of unio, unity.)

* Panicle contracted, wand-like; spikelets few-flowered

1. U. Idxa (L.) BSP. Culms slender, 6-12 dm. high, in clumps'
with knotted rootstocks; leaves long and narrow; panicles 1.5-4.5

158 U. laxa
dm - lon

'
tne slender branches erect

; spikelets short-pediceled,

Spikelet x 3 &-G-flowered, 5-7 mm. long; lemmas 3-4 mm. long, acuminate,
spreading at maturity; palea arched. (U. gracilis Michx.)

Sandy soil, L. I. to Fla., w. to Ky. and Tex. Aug., Sept. FIG. 158.

* * Panicle expanded, nodding ; the spikelets many-flowered.

2. U. latifblia Michx. Culms 6-15 dm. high ;
sheaths shorter than the inter-

nodes, ligule 1 mm. long, lacerate; blades spreading, 10-22 cm. long, 0.5-2 cm.

wide, often ciliate at the base, margins scabrous; panicle
1-2.5 dm. long, ttie filiform branches bearing a few pendulous
broadly oval spikelets'; these 1.5-3 cm. long, 6-12-flowered;
lemmas 9-12 mm. long, hispidulous on the winged keel;
stamen 1. Shaded slopes and low thickets, Fa. to Kan., and
southw. Aug., Sept. FIG. 159.

3. U. paniculata L. (SEA OATS.) Culms stout, 9-15 dm.

high, with numerous long rigid leaves involute in drying;
ligule a ring of hairs about 1 mm. long; panicles 2-3 dm.

long, the slender branches bearing many short-pediceled oblong-
oval stramineous spikelets ; these 1-2 cm. long, 8-W-floivered ;

lemmas 8-10 mm. long, scabrous on the keel ; stamens 3.

Sand hills and drifting sands coast, Va. to Tex. Sept., Oct.

(ex.,

S. A.)

M \/^ 68. DISTICHLIS Kaf. SPIKE GRASS. ALKALI GRASS

159. U. latifolia.

Spikelet x 1.

Floret and lemma
x2.

1GO. D. spicata x 1.

? Spikelet and floret,

rf Floret.

Spikelets dioecious, 8-16-flowered, compressed ; glumes
unequal, firm, keeled, acute

;
lemmas coriaceous, rigid,

faintly many-nerved. Rigid erect perennials with exten-

sively creeping rootstocks, involute leaves and small crowded

panicles of large smooth spikelets. (Name from 8l<mxos,

two-ranked.)
1. D. spicata (L.) Greene. Pale or glaucous; culms
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1.5-6 dm. high; sheaths overlapping; blades often conspicuously distichous,

rigidly ascending ;
the narrow paniele 2-6 cm. long (rarely longer) ; spikelets

8-18 mm. long, the florets closely imbricated. (Z>. maritima Raf.) Salt
marshes along the coast, N. S. to Tex.

;
also in alkaline soil in the interior.

(Mex.) FIG. 160.

69. BRIZA L. QUAKING GRASS

Spikelets few-several-flowered, broad, often heart-shaped ;
florets crowded,

almost horizontal, the uppermost usually imperfect ; glumes subequal, firm-mem-

branaceous, with broad scarious margins ;
lemmas 5-many-nerved (nerves

often obscure), firm, subchartaceous with a scarious margin, boat-shaped or ven-

tricose, heart-shaped at base
; palea much smaller than its lemma. Annuals or

perennials with flat leaves and showy terminal panicles.

(Bpffa, the Greek name of a kind of grain.)
1. B. MEDIA L. Perennial, erect, 4-7 dm. high ;

sheaths

longer than the narrow blades ; panicle erect, the stiff capil-

lary branches spreading ; spikelets nodding, 5-9-flowered,
6 mm. long, nearly as broad, brown and shining ; lemmas
boat-shaped. Fields and waste places, Ont. and N. E. June.

B. media xiy2 .

(Adv . from Eu .) FlG . 161.
ret

2. B. MINOR L. Annual; culms 1-4 dm. high, often

branching at the base
;
leaves 4-12 cm. long, 4-8 mm. wide

; panicle erect, its

slender branches finally spreading, bearing fascicled branchlets
; spikelets hardly

nodding, 3-6-flowered, pale or plum-color, broadly heart-shaped, 3 mm. long,
slightly broader ;

lemmas strongly ventricose below. Waste places, N. J., Va'.,
and southw. June. (Adv. from Eu.)

70. DACTYLIS L. ORCHARD GRASS

Spikelets 2-5-flowered, compressed, nearly sessile in dense fascicles, these

arranged in a panicle ; glumes unequal, hispid-ciliate on the keel, acute or
mucronate

;
lemmas 5-nerved, ciliate-keeled, short awn-pointed ; paleas a little

shorter than their lemmas. Perennial with flat leaves and

glomerate panicles. (Dactylos, a name used by Pliny for a

grass with digitate spikes, from Sd/cruXos, a finger.)
1. D. GLOMER\TA L. Coarse, tufted, glaucous, scabrous

;

culms erect, 9-12 dm. high; leaves broadly linear; panicle
8-15 cm. long, the few stiff branches naked below, contracted

'

after flowering ; spikelets crowded in dense one-sided clus-

ters at the ends of the branches. Fields and waste places. 162. D. glomerata x 2.

June. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 162. Spikelet displayed.

CYNOSJRUS CRIST\TUS L. (DOG'S-TAIL GRASS), a slender erect perennial
4-7 dm. high, with narrow leaves and erect dense spike-like panicles, the spike-
lets unisexual, arranged in clusters, the terminal ones fertile, the lower larger
and sterile, with very narrow lemmas, strongly scabrous on the keel, occurs

sparingly in fields and by waysides, Nfd. to Ont. (Adv. from Eu.)

71. P6A L. MEADOW GRASS. SPEAR GRASS

Spikelets 2-6-flowered, the uppermost floret imperfect or rudimentary ;

gl miii'.s 1 -'5-nerved, keeled; lemmas herbaceous or membranaceous, mostly
scarious-tipped, acute or obtuse, keeled, awnless, 5-nerved (the intermediate

pair of nerves sometimes very obscure), the dorsal or marginal nerves usually

soft-hairy, often with a tuft of long cobwebby hairs at the base
; palea 2-toothed.

Annuals or perennials, with simple culms, narrow usually flat leaves ending
in a cucullate point, and terminal panicles. (II6a, an ancient Greek name for

grass or fodder.)
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l.

is.

Annuals.
Florets not webby at the base ; lemmas distinctly 5-nerved
Florets webby at the base

;
intermediate pair of nerves obscure

Perennials.
Culms from extensively creeping rootstocks, not tufted.

Culms flattened
; spikelets not over 6 mm. long

Culms terete
; spikelets 8 mm. or more long

Culms tufted.

Creeping rootstocks present.
Panicle crowded ;

culms much exceeding the leaves....
Panicle diffuse

;
culms scarcely exceeding the basal leaves

No creeping rootstocks, but culms sometimes decumbent at base.
Lemma glabrous
Lemma pubescent at least on the keel.

Culms upright from a stout crown or caudex
; leaves short and flat

Culms from a more slender base fonning loose tufts, often decum-
bent.

Culms rarely over 3 dm. high, with lax leaves, the decumbent
bases of the culms forming loose tufts

;
lemma pubescent

but very sparsely webbed ; alpine or northern plants .

Culms taller, or if low, stiff and with scarcely decumbent bases.
Lemma not webbed at base.

Panicle narrow ;
lemma glabrous between the nerves below

Panicle spreading ;
lemma pubescent between the nerves

below . 16
Lemma webbed at base.

Marginal nerves glabrous.
Lemma prominently nerved

;
sheaths scabrous . . .11

Lemma obscurely nerved
;
sheaths smooth . . .14

Marginal nerves pubescent.
Intermediate nerves of lemma obscure

;
florets acute.

Panicle erect, 0.41 dm. long (rarely longer), branches

ascending
Panicle drooping, 1-3 dm. long, branches spreading

Intermediate nerves of lemma prominent ;
florets obtuse

or acutish.
Branches of panicle spikelet-bearing from the middle

;

spikelets 3-4 mm. long

P. annua.
P. Chapmaniana.

P. comprefisa.
P. eminens.

P. pratenfiis.
P. brachyphylla.

P. debilis.

P. alpina.

7.

P. laeea.

P. glauca.

P. autumnulis.

8.

Branches of panicle elongated, spikelet-bearing only at

the ends
; spikelets 5-6 mm. long . . . .

P. trimalis.
P. alsodes.

P. nemor(tlis*
P. triflora.

P. sylvextris.

P. Wolfii.

* Annuals, rarely over 2.5 dm. high, tufted.

1. P. ANNUA L. (Low SPEAR GRASS.) Culms flattened, decumbent at base,
sometimes rooting at the lower nodes

;
sheaths loose ; leaves very soft

; panicle

pyramidal, 3-8 cm. long, rarely longer; spikelets crowded, 3-6-flowered, about
4 mm. long ;

lemma distinctly b-nerved, the nerves hairy below. Cultivated and
waste grounds, everywhere. Apr. -Oct. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. P. Chapmaniana Scribn. Similar to the preceding but more strict in

habit; culms terete, erect; sheaths close, mostly at the base; panicle more

oblong ; florets webbed at the base, the intermediate nerves of lemmas very

obscure, the middle and marginal nerves sometimes hairy below. Dry soil,

Va. to s. 111., and southw. Apr., May.
* * Perennials.

-- Culms from extensively creeping rootstocks, not tufted.

3. P. COMPRESSA L. (CANADA BLUE GRASS. WIRE
GRASS.) Bluish-green, 2-6 dm. high; culms geniculate-

ascending, wiry, flattened; panicles 2-8 cm. long, narrow,
the usually short branches in pairs, spikelet-bearing to the

base
; spikelets crowded, subsessile, 3-6(rarely 9)-flowered,

4-6 mm. long ; lemmas obscurely nerved, more or less bronzed
at the summit. Dry mostly sterile soil, Nfd. to S.C., and
westw.

;
also cultivated as a pasture grass. May-Sept. (Nat.

from Eu.) FIG. 163.

4. P. 6minens J. S. Presl. Glaucous, glabrous, 3-9 dm.

high ;
culms stout, erect, terete ; sheaths overlapping, clus-

tered on the sterile shoots
;
blades thick, 3-8 mm. wide

;

panicle heavy, 8-16 cm. long, contracted
; spikelets 3-5-flow-

ered, 8-12 mm. long; lemmas 4-5 mm. long, distinctly

. P. compressa.

Panicle x V4 .

Spikelet and floret x 2.

Lemma x 3.
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nerved. (P. glumaris Trin.) Gravelly seashores, Lower St. Lawrence R., and
northw.; also Alaska. (E. Asia.)

-i- H- Culms tufted.

w Alpine or high northern plants ; culms 4 dm. high or less.

5. P. alpina L. Culms erect from a stout crown or caudex, rather stout,
0.5-4 dm. high; upper blades much shorter than their sheaths, :J-G mm. wide;
panicle pyramidal, 3-7 cm. long, the filiform branches spreading, mostly naked
at the base

; spikelets rather crowded, broadly ovate, 3-6-flowered', 5-0 mm. long ;

lemmas 4 mm. long, villous on the midrib and margins. Brooksides, open
mountain slopes, etc., N. S., Isle Royale, northern shore of L. Superior, and
northw. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)

6. P. laxa Haenke. Moss-green, forming loose tufts ; culms slender, 2-4 dm.

high; blades about 2 mm. wide; panicle 2.5-7 cm. long, simple, often one-si<ti'<!

and nodding, loosely flowered, the filiform branches erect or ascending, spike-

let-bearing at the ends
; spikelets 2-4-flowered, about 5 mm. long ;

lemma 3-3.5

mm. long, pilose on the midrib and margins toward the base. Alpine regions,
N. E., n. N. Y., and high northw. (En.)

M- - Not strictly alpine; culms taller or if low not decumbent at base.

= Panicle narrow ; lemma not webbed at the base.

7. P. glaiica Vahl. Glaucous; culms strict, rather rigid, 1.5-6 dm. high;
sheaths crowded at the base

;
blades 3-5 cm. long, about 2 imn. wide; ligule not

over 1 mm. long; panicle 3-7 cm. long, rather compact, the short scabrous

branches erect; spikelets often purplish, 2-5-flowered, 5-6 mm. long; glumes
acute or acuminate

;
lemmas 3-3.5 mm. long, villous on the keel and marginal

nerves below; intermediate nerves obscure. (P. caesia Sm.) Rocky shores

and mts., e. Que. and n. N. E. to n. Minn., northw. and westw. (Eurasia.)

= = Panicle open, branches naked toward the base; lemma webbed at the base

except in no. 16.

a. Spikelets numerous, more or less crowded.

b. Marginal and midnerve silky-pubescent.

8. P. nemoralis L. Grass-green, 3-7 dm. high, rarely higher ;
culms slen-

der, less rigid than in the preceding, leafy throughout ;
leaves

lax, 3-8 cm. long, 2 mm. wide ; panicle 4-10 cm. long, open and

spreading ; spikelets 2-5-flowered, 3-5 mm. long ; glumes sharply
acuminate

;
lemmas 2-3 mm. long, intermediate nerves obsc/ir, ,

a few webby hairs at base. Meadows and open woods, Nfd.

to Pa., w. to Minn., northw. and westw. June-Sept. (Eurasia.)

164 P. nemoralis ^IG - 164< Alpine forms may be low and erect, 1-2 dm. hiuli.

Spikelet x 3
with small narrow panicle, while luxuriant forms of lower alti-

tude may be creeping at base.

9. P. triflbra Gilib. (FOWL MEADOW GRASS.) CuIms 3-1 5 dm.h igh ; sheaths

rather loose
; ligule 3-5 mm. long ; blades 8-15 cm. long, 2-4 mm.

wide, soft; panicle often purplish, 1-3 dm. long, pyramidal or

oblong, the filiform spreading branches in remote fascicles 0/3-10,
naked at the base

; spikelets 2-4-flowered, about 4 mm. long,

linrtlly crowded; lemmas 2.5-3 mm. long, intf-mx-tHate nerves

obscure, webby hairs copious. (P. fiava Am. auth., not L.
;
P.

serotina Ehrh.) Wet meadows, Pa. to la., and northw; also 165 p trjflora

cultivated. July, Aug. (Eurasia, n. Afr.) FIG. 165.
BplkdetxS.

10. P. prat6nsis L. (JUNE GRASS, SPKAK <H:ASS, KENTUCKY
. BLUE GRASS.) Culms 3-12 dm. high, sending <>nt mimem us

fr running rootstocks from the base; sheaths compressed, overlap-

IJJJI ping below, ligule 1.6 mm. Inng ; blades 1-6 mm. wide, those

wy of the culm 5-15 cm. long, the basal O>H'* nincli fnugi'r; panicle
TT pyramidal, the slender branches in rather remote fascicles of 3-5,

ir.r,. i'. |>rittenslB. ascending, naked at base; spikelct* rmintnl, ." f>-no\vered. I 5

spikelct x :*. mm. long; lemmas 3 mm. long, copiously webbed at base;
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intermediate nerves strong, glabrous. Fields and meadows throughout the U. S.

and B. C., naturalized in the East, indigenous in the North and West. May-
July. (Eurasia.) FIG. 166.

b b. Marginal nerves glabrous.

11. P. TRIVIALIS L. (ROUGH-STALKED MEADOW GRASS.) Culms erect from
a somewhat decumbent base, 3-9 dm. high, scabrous below the panicle ; sheaths
and blades retrorsely scabrous, ligule 4-6 mm. long; panicle 6-15 cm. long,

resembling that of P. pratensis ; spikelets 2-3-flowered, about 3 mm. long;
lemma strongly nerved, silky-pubescent on the keel only. Moist meadows and
roadsides, e. Que. to S. C. and La., rarely inland. May-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.)

Spikelets fewer, scattered on slender pedicels; plants soft and smooth,
flowering early.

b. Spikelets 2-4 mm. long ; lemmas broad, obtuse.

12. P. sylvSstris Gray. Culms subcompressed, 3-12 dm. high ;
sheaths

shorter than the internodes
; ligule 1 mm. long or less ; blades 2-6 mm. wide,

those of the culm 3-15 cm. long, the basal ones much longer ; panicle 1-2 dm.

long, oblong-pyramidal, the short flexuous filiform branches spreading or

reflexed; spikelets 2-4-flowered, 2.5-4 mm. long; first glume 1-, the second
3-nerved

;
lemmas about 2.5 mm. long, often pubescent below, midnerve pubes-

cent to the summit. Rich woods and thickets, N. Y. to Wis., Neb., and southw.

Apr.-July.
13. P. debilis Torr. Culms terete, iveak, 3-10 dm. high ; sheaths compressed,

much shorter than the internodes; ligule 1-2 mm. long; blades 2.5-11 cm.

long, 2 mm. wide or less (rarely wider) ; panicle nodding, 4-12 cm. long, the few
long capillary branches ascending or spreading at the ends, few-flowered; spike-
lets 2-4-flowered, 3-4 mm. long; lemmas glabrous, except the webbed base.

Rocky woodlands, e. Que. to Ont., southw. to Pa. and la. May, June.

b b. Spikelets 5-6 mm. long ; lemmas lanceolate, acute.

14. P. alsbdes Gray. Culms 2-6 dm. high ;
sheaths thin, the uppermost elon-

gated, often sheathing the base of the panicle; blades 1.2-3 dm. long, 2-5 mm.
wide; panicle 1-2 dm. long, the filiform branches in 3's or 4's,

finally spreading, or the lowest whorl ascending ; spikelets 2-3-

flowered, about 5 mm. long ;
lemmas faintly nerved, villous on

the keel below. Wooded hillsides and thickets, e. Que. to Minn.,
and southw. May, June. FIG. 167.

15. P. W61fii Scribn. Culms slender, 4-9 dm. high ;
leaves

mostly clustered at the base, 2 mm. wide or less, those of the culms
5-10 cm. long, the basal ones much longer ; panicle 8-15 cm. long ;

the spikelets somewhat clustered toward the ends of the ascending
capillary branches, 2-4-flowered, 5-6 mm. long ;

lemmas strongly nerved, the

marginal nerves and midnerve villous. Minn, and 111. to Tenn., rare.

b b b. Spikelets 6-8 mm. long ; lemmas oblong, conspicuously scarious at the

obtuse apex; panicle diffuse, feiv-flowered.

16. P. autumnMis Muhl. Culms slender, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves 5-12 cm.

g, 2-3 mm. wide
; panicle 8-20 cm. long, about as broad, the capillary

uous spreading branches with a few spikelets near the ends
; spikelets 4-6-

ered, about 6 mm. long ;
lemmas pubescent below between the strong nerves,

ivebbed at base. (P.flexuosa Muhl.) Woods, N. J. and Pa. to Mo., and
.thw. Mar.-May.
17. P. brachyphylla Schultes. Culms 3-5 dm. high from running rootstocks,

2-3-leaved
;
the upper leaves 1-5 cm. long, the basal ones about equaling the culm,

abruptly cuspidate-tipped; panicle 7-12 cm. long, the branches mostly in pairs,

spreading, spikelet-bearing at the ends
; spikelets 3-4-flowered

;
lemma webbed

at base, keel and marginal nerves sparingly pubescent, intermediate nerves

prominent, naked. (P. brevifolia Muhl.) Rocky or hilly woodlands, Pa., Va.,

sparingly westw. to Ky. and 111. Apr., May..
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72. SCOL6CHLOA Link.

Spikelets 3-4-flowered
;
callus hairy ; glumes acute

;
lem-

mas firm, convex below, the nerves unequal, one or more
excurrent as slender teeth

; palea as long as its lemma or

longer, 2-toothed
; ovary hairy at the summit. Tall peren-

nials with flat leaves arid ample spreading panicles. (Name
probably from o-xwXos, a prickle, and x^a, grass.}

1. S. festucacea (Willd.) Link. (SPRANGLE-TOP.) Culms
stout, erect, from thick soft rootstocks, 1-2 in. high ;

leaves
2-3 dm. long ; panicles 1.5-3.5 dm. long, the fascicled
branches spreading ; spikelets 6-12 mm. long ; glumes nearly
as long as the florets, 3-5-nerved. Marshes and shallow

water, la., Minn., and northwestw. June, July. FIG. 168.

73. GLYCERIA R. Br. MANNA GRASS

Spikelets few-many-flowered, subterete or slightly compressed, in narrow
or spreading panicles ; glumes unequal, shorter than the florets

;
lemmas convex,

firm, with a scarious margin or apex, and 5-9 strong parallel nerves; paleas
equaling or a little longer than their lemmas, the strong nerves nearly marginal.
Usually tall aquatic perennials, with simple culms, often partially closed sheaths,
flat leaves and terminal panicles. (Name from y\vi<ep6s, sweet, in allusion to

the taste of the grain.) PANICULARIA Fabricius.

S. festucacea.

Panicle x Vio-

Spikelet and floret x 1.

Spikelets 2-7 mm. long, ovate or oblong.
Panicle contracted, narrow.

Panicle linear, 1.5-3 dm. long
Panicle oblong, dense, 7-12 cm. long

Panicle open, lax.

Spikelets 3-4 mm. wide ; lemmas obscurely nerved.

Spikelets ovate, 5-10-flowered

Spikelets oblong, 3-5-flowered

Spikelets not over 2.5 mm. wide
;
lemmas strongly nerved.

Second glume 1 mm. long
Second glume 2-2.5 mm. long.

Panicles ample, many-flowered, 2 dm. or more long
Panicles narrow, few-flowered, rarely 1.5 dm. long

Spikelets 1-4 cm. long, compressed-cylindric.
Lemma obtuse ; palea about the same length.
Lemma 6 mm. long
Lemma 84.5 mm. long.

Spikelets 1.5-2 cm. long, subsessile or nearly so . . . .

Spikelets 1-1.5 cm. long, on slender pedicels one third to two thirds
as long

Lemma acute, much exceeded by the palea '.

1. O. Torrei/dii.
2. G. obtn*<t.

3. G. canadensis.
4. G. taxa.

5. G. nervata.

6. G. (/r<ritifs.
7. G.palUda.

8. G.Jlnit<t)<.

!>. (,'. .v-
j>t, >< frionti/ix.

10. G. borealis.
11. G. a

1. G. Torreyana (Spreng.) Hitchc. Culms solitary or few, erect from a

running rootstock, 6-9 dm. high ;
the smooth sheaths closed nearly to the sum-

mit; blades 3 dm. or more long, 3-6 mm. wide, scabrous; panicle linear, 1.5-3

dm. long, nodding at the summit; spikelets appressed, 3-4-flowered, about \ mm.
long. (G. elongata Trin.) Wet woods, Que. to Minn, and Pa., and in the

mts. to N. C. July, Aug.
2. G. obtusa (Muhl.) Trin. Culms stout, erect, 3-12 dm. high ;

shi-nths <-lnm-d

about half their length, the lower overlapping; blades 2-5 dm. long, 4-8 nun.

wide, smooth below, rough above
; panicle finally exserted,

oblong, dense, 6-18 cm. long; spikelets 3-7-flowered, 5-6 mm.
long; the scarious apex of the lemma often revolute. Bogs
and swampy places, N. B. to Pa., and southw. near the coast.

July, An-
'

'>. G. canad6nsis (Michx.) Trin. RATTLESNAKE GRASS.
( 'ulins solitary or few, stout, erect, 6-10 dm. hi^h ;

sheaths over-

lapping below, compn-ssnl ;
bladrs 1..~i-:!.f, dm. long, 4-8 mm.

wide, scabrous; panirl,' !.."> :; dm. long, nearly as wide, very i !'.'. <;.

loose and open, the capillary remote branches drooping, naked Spikelet x 8.
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170. G. nervata.

below; spikelets 5-10-flowered. ovate, tumid, Briza-like, 5-7 mm. long; lemmas
obtuse or abruptly acute. Bogs and wet places, Nfd. to Out. and Minn., s. to

N. J. and e. Kan. July. FIG. 169.

4. G. laxa Scribn. Similar to tall forms of the preceding, 1-1.5 m. high ;

blades sometimes 6 dm. or more long ; panicle diffuse, 3-4 dm. long, nearly as

wide
; spikelets 3-5-floivered, 4-5 mm. long, 3 mm. wide, oblong ; florets firm but

not tumid; lemmas abruptly acuminate; palea nearly as

long. Swampy places, Me. to N. J. July-Sept.
5. G. flervata (Willd.) Trin. FOWL MEADOW GRASS.

Often in large clumps ;
culms erect, 3-10 dm. high ; sheaths

scabrous, closed almost to the summit, the lower overlap-

ping ;
blades 1.5-3 dm. long, 4-10 mm. wide, scabrous above

;

panicle expanded, nodding, 1-2 dm. long, the capillary
branches drooping, naked below

; spikelets purplish, 3-7-

flowered, 3-4 mm. long ; glumes minute, the second about
g ffi floret x 4

1 mm. long, twice as long as the first. Moist meadows Base Of lemma x 6

and wet places, common, Nfd. to Fla., and westw. June.

(Eu.) FIG. 170. A low strict form (var. STR^CTA Scribn.) occurs from Nfd.
to s. Me., and also in western nits.

6. G. grandis Wats. (REED MEADOW GRASS.) Culms clustered, stout, erect,
1-1.5 m. high ;

sheaths loose, the lower rough, overlapping ;
blades 1.8-3 dm. long,

6-15 mm. wide, smooth or slightly scabrous
; panicle 2-4 dm. long, very com-

pound, loose and open, nodding at the summit
; spikelets numerous, with purple

flor.ets and whitish glumes, 4-7-flowered, 5-0 mm. long ; the palea nearly as long
as the 7-nerved lemma. (Paniciilaria americana MacM.) Banks of streams,
wet meadows, ditches, etc., e. Que. to Alaska, s. to Pa., and westw. July.

7. G. pallida (Torr.) Trin. Culms slender, 3-10 dm. high, ascending from a

creeping base; leaves 5-15 cm. long, 2-8 mm. wide
; panicles lax, few-flowered,

7-15 cm. long, the few slender branches ascending or spreading at the ends,
naked at the base; spikelets pale green, loosely 4-9-flowered, 6-7 mm. long;
glumes obtuse

;
lemmas 7-nerved, scabrous, dentate or erose at the obtuse

apex. Shallow water, N. S. to Va., w. to Ont., Ind., and Ky. May, June.
Var. Fernaldii Hitchc. Culms very slender, usually geniculate and spread-

ing, 2-4 dm. high ;
leaves 4-8 cm. long, 2-3 mm. wide

; panicles 5-7 cm. long,
the fascicled branches lax, flexuous

; spikelets %-5-flowered, 4-5 mm. long ;

glumes and lemmas obtuse, usually erose at the summit. Wet places, e. Que.
to Me. and Minn. July, Aug.

8. G. fluitans (L.) R. Br. Culms somewhat flattened, erect from a creeping

base, 6-10 dm. high ; sheaths overlapping, closed nearly to the summit, smooth
;

blades 6-12 cm. long, 4-8 mm. wide; panicle finally exserted,
2.5-4 dm. long, very slender, the few remote branches appressed
or finally horizontal, a spikelet subsessile in each axil

; spikelets

7-12-flowered, 2-2.5 cm. long, nearly sessile
; glumes acute, scari-

ous and shining ;
lemmas 7-nerved, scabrous, with a shining

scarious margin and summit, narrowed above but obtuse, erose
;

the tip of the palea exceeding the lemma. (Panicularia brachy-

phylla Nash.) Shallow water, Gulf of St. Lawrence
;
near N. Y.

City. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)
9. G. septentrionalis Hitchc. Culms erect, 1-1.5 m. high,

thick and soft; sheaths overlapping, loose, smooth, the upper
G. septen- closed nearly to the summit, ligule 5-6 mm. long, decurrent

;

trionaiis. blades 1.2-2*.5 dm. long, 6-8 mm. wide, nearly smooth, rather

Spikelet x 1%. obtuse
; panicle 2-2.5 dm. long, the subflexuous branches ascend-

ing, a spikelet subsessile in each axil
; spikelets 8-12-flowered,

1.5-2 cm. long, subsessile or on short pedicels; glumes obtuse, scarious and

shining ;
lemmas 4-4.5 mm. long, faintly 1-nerved, hispidulous, with a shining

scarious summit, erose-obtuse, slightly exceeded by the tip of the palea.

((T. fluitans Am. auth., not R. Br.) In shallow water, N. E. to Va., and

B5tw.

Intermediate between G. fluitans and the following, but usually stouter

[ broader leaved than either. FIG. 171.
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10. G. borealis (Nash) Batchelder. Similar to G.fluitans; the leaves com-
monly conduplicate ; panicles 1.5-5 dm. long, often nearly simple, the slender
branches erect or spreading toward the ends, a pediceled spikelet in each axil

;

spikelets usually more numerous, 7-13-flowered, 1-1.5 cm. long, on slender

pedicels ^-f as long ; glumes subacute
; lemmas 3.5-4 mm. long, thinner, strongly

7-nerved, minutely scabrous or glabrous, only the nerves hispidulous, obtuse and
erose at the shining scarious summit, slightly exceeding their paleas. In wet

places or shallow water, Nfd. to la., and northwestw. June-Aug.
11. G. acutiflbra Torr. Culms flattened, weak and slender, 3-9 dm. high;

sheaths overlapping, the uppermost inclosing the base of the panicle ;
blades

0.8-1.5 dm. long, scabrous above; panicle simple, 1.5-3.5 dm. long, the stiff

branches appressed or finally spreading ; spikelets subsessile, 5-12-flowered, 2-4
cm. long ; lemmas 6-8 mm. long, acute, scabrous, exceeded by the long-acumi-
nate bicuspidate paleas. Wet soil and in shallow water, Me. to Del., w. to O.

May, June.

74. PUCCINELLIA Parl.

Spikelets as in Glyceria but lemmas firmer, the nerves obscure, often sub-

acute and minutely pubescent at base. Tufted perennials, mostly glaucous
saline species. (Named for Prof. Benedetto Puccinelli, an
Italian botanist.).

1. P. maritima (Huds.) Parl. (GOOSE GRASS, SEA SPEAR
GRASS.) Culms erect, 3-5 dm. high, from slender rootxtocktt ;

leaves flat or involute, acute or pungent; panicles 8-12 cm.

long; lower branches solitary or in pairs, appressed or ex-

panded ; spikelets 4-10-flowered, 6-12 mm. Jong; lemmas obtuse
or truncate, 3-4 mm. long. Salt marshes and beaches along
the coast, Mass., and northw. July, Aug. Somewhat variable

172. P. uiantima.
j the form of the pan icie and sjze of the florets. (Eu.)

Panicle xVio- FlG . 172 .

vf
k
1
et

2V*
2>

?'
anSustata (R - BrO Rand & Redfield. Culms erect or

ascending, 1.5-4 dm. high, from very slender rontstocks ; leaves

very narrow and involute
; ligule long ; panicles 3-8 cm. long, narrow, the soli-

tary branches appressed or finally ascending ; spikelets 2-4-flowered, 3-6 mm.
long ; lemmas obtuse or subacute, 3 mm. or less long. (P. maritima, var. (?)
minor Wats.) Salt marshes and sandy coasts, Ct., and northw. June, July.

3. P. distans (L.) Parl. No rootstocks ; culms rather stout, 3-6 dm. high,

geniculate below
;
leaves mostly flat, short; ligule short; panicles 5-18 cm. long,

the branches in 4's or 5's, soon spreading and finally defiexed,

usually naked below
; spikelets 3-G-fiowcred, 3-6 mm. long,

crowded; first glume less than half as long as lowest floret;
lemmas truncate-obtuse, about 2 mm. long. Salt marshes along
the coast and on ballast, Del. to N. B. June-Aug. Apparently
much rarer than the last, and perhaps not native. (Eurasia,
n. Afr.) FIG. 173. !73 P

4. P. airoides (Nutt.) Wats. & Coult. Similar in habit to
pikelet x 3.

the preceding ;
blades 5-10 cm. long, often involute

; panicle-
branches ascending or erect or the lowest finally spreading or reflexed

; spikcJrts

2-7-flowered, not crowded; glumes acute or subacute, the jir.f inon- th<m fur if

as long as the lowest floret. In saline soil from the Dakotas southw. and
westw.

; occasionally eastw. in Minn, and Mich.
;
adv. in s. Me. (Parlhi).

6. P. BOKKKKI (Bab.) Ilitchc. Panicle compact, tin- brtim'hi's ninntltj

let-bearing from base and not defiexed. On ballast and waste places along
the coast, from Del. to N. S. (Adv. from Eu.)

75. FESTtJCA L. FESCUE GRASS

Spikelets 2-many-flowered ; glumes unequal, narrow, acute, the first 1-, the

second 3-nerved
;
lemmii firm in texture, at least below, usually narrow, ronvex

or subcarinate, -nerved, acute (obtuse in 2 species) or tapering into a straight
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awn
; palea usually about equaling the lemma. Perennials or annuals with

terminal panicles. (An ancient Latin name- of some kind of grass, of uncertain

meaning.)

1. Annuals ; stamen usually one. VITLPIA (C. C. Gruel.) Reichenb.
Awn more than twice as long as the lemma; spikelets 1-5- flowered.

First glume one third to one half as long as the second . . . 1. F. myuros.
First gluuie two thirds to three fourths as long as the second ... 2. F. sciurea.

Awn not longer than the lemma, spikelets 5-13-flowered . . . 3. F. octqftora.
2. Perennials

;
stamens 3. EUFESTUCA Griseb.

Leaves involute
;
lemma awl-shaped, awned or pointed.

Innovations extravaginal ; spikelets more or less glaucous . . 4. F. rubra.
Innovations intravaginal ; spikelets green.
Awns longer than the membrauaceous lemmas 5. F. occidentails.
Awns shorter than the coriaceous lemmas 6. F. ovina.

Leaves flat.

Lemma indurated, not at all keeled, awnless or tapering into a short awn.
Lemma 5-7 mm. long ; panicle narrow, with short erect branches . 7. F. elatior.
Lemma 4-4.5 mm. long; panicle with long spreading or ascending

branches.
Lemma subacute

; spikelets loosely scattered 8. F. nutans.
Lemma obtuse ; spikelets somewhat aggregated 9. F. Shortii.

Lemma membranaceous, indurated only near the base, keeled above, awned
from a cleft apex . 10. F. gigantea.

1. F. MYUROS L. Culms erect or geniculate at base, solitary or in small tufts,
2-6 dm. high; sheaths smooth, overlapping,' blades smooth, linear, involute or

rarely flat; panicle 7-20 cm. long, narrow, the branches appressed, the tips
somewhat nodding ; spikelets 4-5-flowered, 8-11 mm. long ; glumes very unequal,
the first 1-1.5 mm., the second 4-5 mm. long ; lemma linear-lanceolate, scabrous

above, attenuate into a scabrous awn about twice its length. Dry fields and
waste places, N. E. to O., and southw. June, July. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. F. sciurea Nutt. Similar to the preceding, usually lower
; panicle erect

;

spikelets 4-5 mm. long ; first glume 2 mm., second 3.5mm. long ; lemma sparsely
short pubescent. Sandy ground, s.e. Va., and southw. May, June.

3. F. octoflbra Walt. Culms slender, erect, often tufted, 0.5-4 dm. high ;

sheaths shorter than the internodes ; blades narrowly linear, involute or rarely
flat, soft, erect or ascending ; panicle narrow, erect, 3-12 cm. long, usually re-

duced to a more or less secund raceme ; spikelets 5-12 mm. long ; glumes subu-
late-lanceolate

;
lemma lanceolate, attenuate into a scabrous straight awn 1-7

mm. long. (F. tenclla Willd.) Dry sterile soil, w. Que. to B. C., and through-
out the U. S., especially southw. FIG. 174.

4. F. rubra L. Culms solitary orfew, erect from creeping rootstocks, 4-9 dm.
high ;

sheaths and blades smooth
; panicle 5-20 cm. long, usually contracted,

the branches erect; spikelets 4-6(rarely 10) -flowered, mostly 7-8 mm. long,
often glaucous-purplish ; glumes smooth

;
lemma 5-7 mm. long, smooth or sca-

brous toward the apex, terminating in a scabrous awn usually
about half as long. Brackish meadows or low sandy soil, mostly
near the coast, Lab. to Va. (Eu.) Var. PROI^FERA Piper. Floral

organs abnormally elongated. Mts. of N. E. and Que. Var.
MEGASTACHYS Gaudin. Spikelets 10-12 mm. long. Que., N. J.

(Eu.) Var. MULTIFLORA (Hoffm.) Asch. & Graebn. Blades flat
;

spikelets green. Me. (Eu.) Var. SUBVILLOSA Mert. & Koch.
Spikelets pubescent with short hairs. Local, e. Que. to N. H.

(Briggs~) and Vt. (Jones'). (Eu.)
5. F. occidentalis Hook. Culms densely tufted, no root-

stocks, erect, slender, glabrous and shining, 5-8 dm. high ;
basal

leaves numerous, filiform-involute, soft ; panicle loose, subsecund,
flexuous, 8-20 cm. long ; spikelets loosely 3-5-flowered, 6-10 mm. m F Octofl ra

long; glumes unequal, variable even on the same plant, mostly s'pikelet x3
acute or acuminate

;
lemma 5-6.5 mm. long, awn about as long.

Open woods, Keweenaw Co., Mich. (Farwell} ;
and in the Northwest.

6. F. ovina L. (SHEEP'S FESCUE.) Densely tufted
;
culms erect, 1.5-6 dm.

high ;
leaves pale green, capillary, strongly involute, firm, the basal ones 5-12

cm. long, those of the culm often very short
; panicle contracted after blooming.

GRAY'S MANUAL 11
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170. F. elatior x1%.

5-10 cm. long, branches ascending; spikelets 5-7.5 mm. long,
3-6 (rarely U) -flowered., usually pale ;

florets rather close
; lemma

smooth or slightly scabrous, 3-8.5 mm. long, attenuate into an
awn 1 mm. long or more. Occurs native in nearly typical form
about the Great Lakes and in the White Mts.

;
also introduced

from Eu. FIG. 175. The native form tends to have a strict narrow

panicle, differing in this respect from the typical European plant.
Var. HispfouLA Hack. Lemmas hirsute. Sparingly introduced.
N. Y. and Pa. (Eu.). Var. CAPILIATA (Lam.) Hack. L< nmm
awnless leaves very slender. Me. to N. J., Mich., and north w.

(Nat. from Eu.) Var. BREVIFOLIA (R. Br.) Hack. Culms f>-10

cm. high; sheaths closed; blades soft. Calcareous cliffs, Nfd.,

175. F. ovina. e. Que., Vt., and northw. Var. UURIUSCULA (L.) Koch. Leaf-

8pikeletx5 blades thick, flattened, 0.7-1 mm. wide. Sparingly introduced,
Wis. and la. (Adv. from Eu.)

7. F. EiATiOR L. (TALLER or MEADOW FESCUE.) Loosely tufted, often
with short creeping rootstocks

;
culms erect, 5-12 dm. high, smooth

;
blades

1-6 dm. long, 4-8 mm. wide, scabrous above
; panicle erect,

1-2 dm. long, contracted after blooming, branches spikelet-

bearing nearly to the base ; spikelets 9-11 mm. long ; glumes
lanceolate

;
lemma oblong-lanceolate, scabrous at the summit,

the scarious apex acute, rarely short-awned. (F. pratensis

Huds.) Meadows and waste places, throughout the U. S.

and s. Can. June-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 176.

8. F. niltans Spreng. Culms solitary or few, erect, 4-12
dm. high ;

sheaths glabrous or pubescent ;
blades 1-3 dm.

long, 4-7 mm. wide, scabrous, sometimes puberulent above
;

panicle very loose, 1-2 dm. long, usually subsecund, and l

more or less nodding, branches spikelet-bearing near the ,

as*

ends, at first erect, finally spreading ; spikelets 3^5-flowered,
5-7 mm. long ; glumes firm, the first 3 mm., the second 4 mm. long ;

lemma
smooth, oblong-ovate, subacute, the narrow margin hyaline.
Moist woods and copses, N. S. to Minn., and southw. June,
July. FIG. 177.

9. F. Sh6rtii Kunth. Similar to the preceding ; panicle more

compact, the branches spikelet-bearing from about, the mid<Hc ;

the glumes slightly longer ;
the lemma broader, more obtuse.

Wet prairies, 111., la., Kan., and southw.
10. F. GIGANTEA (L.) Vill. Culms 6-12 dm. high ;

blades

1.2-4 dm. long, 5-15 mm. wide, paler and roughened on the
' ' nu

x g

8 '

upper surface, margins very scabrous; panicle 1-4 dm. long, at

length spreading, somewhat drooping ; spikelets 10-13 mm.
5-9-flowered

; glumes hyaline-margined; lemma sparsely scabrous,
at the scarious apex, bearing an awn more than twice as long. Waste places,
near the coast, Me. to N. Y., rare. (Adv. from Eu.)

76. BR6MUS L. BROME GRASS

Spikelets few-many-flowered ; glumes unequal, acute, 1-5-nerved
;
lemmas

longer than the glumes, convex or sometimes keeled, 5-9-nerved, usually
2-toothed at the apex, awnless or awned from between the teeth or just below

;

palea a little shorter than the lemma, 2-keeled
; grain furrowed, adnate to the

palea. Annuals, biennials, or perennials with flat leaves and terminal panicles
of rather large spikelets. (An ancient name for the oat, from /3/>w/xa, food.}

Annuals or biennials.
Lemma broadly elliptical ; awn wanting or not over 1 cm. long.
Awn, it' present, straight.

Shcatlis f^labroiis 1. B. xecdlinus.
Sheaths pubescent.
Awn about as lon^ as the narrow lemmas.
Panicle rather dense, erect 2. B. fwrdeaceus.
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Panicle open.
Lemma less than 7 mm. long.

Panicle 2-3 dm. long 5. B. arvensis.
Panicle less than 1 dm. long 3. B. racemosus.

Lemma 9-10 mm. long ; panicle drooping 4. B, commutatus.
Awn short or none

;
lemmas very broad 6. B. brizaeformis.

Awn bent or twisted 7. B. japonicus.
Lemma narrow ;

awn over 1 cm. long.
Panicle open, drooping.
Awn about 1.5 cm. long 8. B.tectorum.
Awn 2-3 cm. long .9. B. fsterilis.

Panicle compact, ovoid, erect 10. B. rubens.
Perennials.

Panicles large, open and drooping.
Sheaths shorter than the internodes.
Lemma smooth on the back, ciliate-pubescent along the margins . 11. B. ciliatus.
Lemma evenly pubescent all over 12. B. purgans.

Sheaths longer than the internodes, much overlapping.
Sheaths sparsely pubescent except a conspicuous ring at summit . 13. B. altissimus.
Sheaths densely pubescent 14. B. incanus.

Panicles small, narrow, erect or nearly so.

First glume 3-nerved 15. B. Kalmii.
First glume 1-uerved 16. B.

1 1. EUBROMUS Godron. Annuals or biennials ; glumes rather broad ; lem-
mas broadly elliptical. Species all introduced.

1. B. SECA LINUS L. (CHEAT or CHESS.) Culms 4-9 dm. high ; sheaths smooth
and strongly nerved ; blades sparingly pilose above; panicle open, its branches
somewhat drooping ; spikelets 5-15-flowered, glabrous ; glumes
5-7 mm. long; lemma 8-11 mm. long, becoming at maturity
convex, thick and inrolled at the margins, awns short and
rather weak. Fields and waste places, common. The florets

are somewhat distant, so that, in side view, openings are visible

along the rhachilla at the base of the florets. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. B.'HORDEACEUS L. (SOFT CHESS.) Culms 1-6 dm. high ;

whole plant more or less pubescent; panicle erect and con-

traded; spikelets 6-1 0-flowered
;
lemma 9-10 mm. long, softly

pilose, awn about 1 cm. long. (B. mollis L.) Fields and waste places, infre-

quent, N. S. to Va. Var. LEPTOSTACHYS (Pers.) Beck. Spikelets glabrous or

merely scabrous. Del. to D. C. (Adv. from Eu.)
3. B/ RACEMOSUS L. Culms 3-6 dm. high; sheaths pubescent ; panicle short

(not over 7 cm. long), upright; spikelets 5-8-flowered, glabrous; glumes 6-8
mm. long ;

lemma 7 mm. long, with an awn about 6 mm. long. Waste places,

Que. to Del., rare. (Adv. from Eu.)
4. B. COMMUTATUS Schrad. Differs from the preceding in having an open

drooping panicle as much as 1.5 dm. long, and usually longer awns. Waste

places throughout, especially in the East. Florets more closely imbricated than
in B. secalinus, so that in side view no openings are seen at base of florets;
lemmas thinner and not inrolled at the margins. (Adv. from Eu.)

5. B. ARVENSIS L. Culms 3-9 dm. high, erect or geniculate at the base
;

sheaths pubescent; panicle large, open, with long drooping branches; glumes
4.5-6 mm. long; lemma 7-8 mm. long, smooth or minutely scabrous; awn
about as long, straight or slightly bent. 0. (Stair} and Mo. (Bush}. (Adv.
from Eu.)

6. B. BRIZAEFORMIS Fisch. & Mey. Culms 1-4 dm. high ; panicle open and

drooping ; spikelets broadly ovate, the larger as much as 2 cm. long and 1.3 cm.

wide, awnless. Mass, to Del., Mich., and Ind. (C. P. Smith} ;
rare. (Adv.

from Eu.)
7. B. JAPONIC us Thunb. Culms 1.5-6 dm. high ; panicle open and drooping,

one-sided
; spikelets linear, 2.5 cm. long, G-12-flowered

;
lemmas glabrous, 9

mm. long, with a bent or twisted awn about 12 mm. long. (B. patulus Mertens
& Koch.) Near Boston, Mass. (Swan}; Lafayette, Ind. (Dorner}. (Adv.
from Eu.)
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2. STENOBR^MUS Griseb. Annuals or biennials, inth narrow glumes
and lemmas and long awns. Introduced.

8. B. TECTOKUM L. Culms slender, tufted, 3-6 dm. high ;
sheaths and blades

pubescent ; panicle broad, rather dense, secund, <lroo/>hig, 6-15 cm. long ; spike-
lets 13-20 mm. long, nodding ;

lemma pubescent ;
awn 13-15 mm.

long. Waste places, Me. to 111., and southw. (Nat. from Eu.)
FIG. 179.

9. B. STERILIS L. Similar to the preceding, sometimes less

pubescent; culms usually taller and geniculate at base
; panicle

1-2 dm. long, broad, lax, drooping, the slender branches usually
bearing but one spikelet; spikelets 2.5-3.5 cm. long, drooping;
lemma scabrous or scabrous-puberulent; awn 2-3 cm. long.
Waste places and river banks, Mass, to I). C., ()., and 111.;

179. B. tectorum. also on Pacific coast. June. (Nat. from. Eu.)
Spikelet x i. 10. B. HI-HENS L. Panicle erect, compact, ovoid, usually

purplish, 4-7 cm. long ; awns about 2 cm. long. Waste ground,
N. Billerica, Mass. (Swan) ;

introduced on Pacific coast. (Adv. from Eu.)

3. ZERNA (Panzer) Ledeb. Short-lived erect perennials, with weak drooping
panicles and more or less pubescent florets. Nearly all native.

11. B. ciliatus L. Culms rather slender, 7-12 dm. high; sheaths retrorsely
pubescent or nearly smooth

;
blades 2.5-3.5 dm. long, 1 cm. wide, typically

sparse pilose on both surfaces, but sometimes almost smooth
; panicle broad,

lax and drooping, about 1.5-2.5 dm. long, branches spikelet-bearing
near the ends; spikelets 5-$-flowered, 1.5-2.2 cm. long; glumes
narrow, smooth; lemma? 10-12 nun. long, smooth on the back,

ciliate-pubescent along the margins, distinctly 3-nerved or faintly

5-7-nerved, obtuse and slightly bifid at the apex ;
awn straight,

3-5 mm. long. Moist woods and banks, Nfd. to N. Y., w. to

Man. and Minn. July, Aug. FIG. 180.

12. B. purgans L. Culms rather stout, 7-14 dm. high ; sheaths,
18 -

at least the lower, usually sparsely retrorse-pilose ;
blades 1.5-') <im.

Tong, 5-15 mm. wide, pubescent on the nerves above or smooth ;

panicle large, lax, nodding ; spikelets mostly 1-\\-flowered, 2-2.5
cm. long ; glumes sparsely pubescent ; lemmas 10-12 mm. long, acute or sub-

acute, densely pubescent all over, distinctly 5-nerved, or another pair of nerves

showing at maturity, emarginate ;
awn straight, 4-6 mm. long. (B. ciliatus, var.

Gray.) Moist rocky woodlands, w. N. E. to Fla., w. to Wyo. and Tex.
13. B. altissimus Pursh. Differs from the preceding in having overlapping

sheaths, furnished at the summit with a pubescent ring, otherwise sparsely

pubescent, and in having broader and distinctly 1-nerved lemmas, the pubes-
cence more silky and increasing in density toward the base. (B.
purgans, var. latiglumis Shear.) Wooded hills, Ct. to Pa., w. to

Mont, and Mo.
14. B. incanus (Shear) Ilitchc. Similar to the preceding.

sheaths densely and softly short-pilose; spikelets much as in />.

purgans, but flowering later than that species, with which it is as-

sociated. (B. purgans, var. Shear.) Wooded hills, Pa. to Yu.,

S. Dak., and Tex.
15. B. Kalmii Gray. (WILD CHESS.) Culm slender, 0.5-1 m.

K'llmii
n^n

'
sne}lt '' ls ;lll( ' Blades conspicuously or sparingly villous

; pani-
cle 7-10 cm. Ions ; spikelets drooping on capillary peduncles, closely
7-12-flowered, 1.5-2. 5 cm. long, a'rnsi'li/ silk;/ all nrcr; Jirst gin /in-

distinctly 3-nerved, the wro^d ~>->n-rn'<l ; lemma 8-10 mm. long, 7-nerved, obtuse ;

awn straight, _'-:', nun. long. Dry ground, w. N. E. to Pa., Mo., Minn., and
northw. June. July. FK;. 181.

1*>. B. i:i:i:nrs Muds. Culms erect, 0-9 dm. high, glabrous; slant/is //<</////

a/a/'i-oiis ; blades narrowly linear, sparingly pilose; /tanirli' 1-li dm. long, iriih

few asci'iuli in/ ///( iii-lii's ; spikelets narrow ; first glume l-nerved, srcotnl '.}-//< rr></ ;

Spikelet and

lemma.

1C)181.

Spikelet x
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lemma 10-12 mm. long, acuminate, b-nerved, evenly scabrous-pubescent on back
;

awn 5-6 mm. long. Fields, Me. .o Out., local. (Adv. from Eu.)

77. L6LIUM L. DARNEL

Spikelets several-flowered, solitary in alternate notches of the continuous
rhachis, one edge of each spikelet placed against the rhachis, the glume on that

edge wanting ;
second glume rigid, 5-7-nerved, exceeding

the lowest floret
;

rhachilla flattened
;
lemmas convex,

5-7-nerved, nerves converging above, awned or awnless
;

grain adherent to the palea. Annuals or perennials with

simple erect culms, flat leaves and terminal spikes. (Ancient
Latin name.)

1. L. FERENNE L. (COMMON D., PERENNIAL RAT or
RYE GRASS.) Short-lived perennial; culms 3-6 dm. high,
glabrous ;

the axis of inflorescence glabrous except the

angles ;
leaves usually not over 4 mm. wide, folded in the

bud
; glume shorter than the 8-10-flowered spikelet; lemma

about 5-6 mm. long, awnless. Fields and
roadsides, chiefly eastw. June. This and
the following are cultivated as meadow
grasses. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 182.

2. L. MULTIFLORUM Lain. (ITALIAN
RYE GRASS.) Differs from the preceding
in having the upper portion of the culm
and the convex side of the axis of inflorescence roughened ;

leaves convolute in the bud
; spikelets W-2Q-flowered ; lemmas

7-8 mm. long, usually at least the upper awned. (L. italicum
R. Br. ) Fields and roadsides. June. (Nat. from Eu.)

3. L. TEMULENTUM L. (BEARDED D.) Annual; culms

taller; glume fully equaling the 5-7 -flowered spikelets; awn
longer or shorter than the lemma. Grain fields and waste

places, rare. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 183.

L. FESTucAcEUM Link, a glabrous perennial with approximate spikelets, or the
lower remote, the glume shorter than the awnless florets, occurs occasionally on
ballast and waste grounds in N. J. and Wilmington, Del. (Adv. from Eu.)

182. L. perenne.
Two spikelets x 1

183. L. temulentura.

Spikelets x V2 .

Floret x iy4 .

78. LEPTtTRUS R. Br.

Spikelets 1-2-flowered, awnless, solitary, alternate in ex-

cavations of the articulate rhachis
; glumes equal, placed edge

to edge in front of the florets, except in the terminal spikelet,

coriaceous, rigid, 5-nerved, acute
;
lemma much smaller than

the glumes, hyaline, keeled. Our species a low branching
annual, with slender cylindrical straight or curved terminal

spikes which disarticulate at maturity, the joints falling with
the appressed spikelets attached. (Name from Xe7rr6s, nar-

row, and ovpd, tail, or spike.}
1. L. FILIFORMIS (Roth) Trin. Tufted, 1-2 dm. high,

decumbent at base, glabrous ;
leaves short and narrow

; spikes
3-10 dm. long, included at the base in the sheath, joints and

spikelets 5 mm. long. Borders of brackish marshes, Md.
"

Va.
;
and on ballast northw. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 184.

79. AGROPYRON Gaertn.

184. L. filiformis x 3.

Part of inflorescence

and spikelet.

Spikelets 3-many-flowered, solitary (rarely in pairs) in alternate notches of

ic continuous (rarely articulate) rhachis, the side of the spikelet placed against
rhachis

; glumes equal, opposite or placed edge to edge on the outer side
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of the spikelet, usually subcoriaceous and rigid, several-nerved, usually shorter

than the florets, acute or awned
;
lemmas convex or slightly keeled above, 5-7-

nerved, acute or awned from the apex ; palea shorter than its lemma, bristly-
ciliate on the keels

; grain pubescent at the summit, usually adherent to the

palea. Perennials with simple culms and terminal spikes. (Name from ayp6s,

afield, and irvpbs, wheat.}

Culms solitary or few, erect from creeping rootstocks.
Lemmas densely pubescent
Lemmas glabrous or scabrous.
Leaves flat, thin, with fine scarcely prominent nerves .

Leaves becoming involute, thick, with prominent thick nerves.
Glumes faintly nerved, long-acuminate 1.

Glumes strongly nerved, abruptly narrowed to a rather blunt point 2.

Culms tufted ;
no creeping rootstocks.

Awn not longer than the lemma.
Glumes thin, widened above the middle 5. A. Inflorum.
Glumes firm, narrowed from below the middle 6. A. trm-nnn.

Awn about twice the length of the lemma.
Spike nodding, symmetrical 7. A. can in urn.

Spike erect, one-sided 8. A. Richardsonii.

4. A.

3. A. repens.

A. Suntlnl.
A. pungens.

1. A. Smithii Rydb. (BLUE-JOINT.) Glaucous
;
culms rigid, 3-15 dm.

high ;
leaves rigid, bluish green, scabrous, becoming involute, 1-2 dm. long,

4-6 mm. wide, basal leaves longer; spikes 0.8-1.5 dm. long;
spikelets 7-13-flowered, 1.2-2 cm. long, usually somewhat dis-

tant, glabrous or nearly so, acute, compressed, divergent, some-
times in pairs ; glumes acuminate, | or f as long as spikelet,
nerves usually faint

;
lemmas mucronate or awn-pointed, Ji</r<L

faintly nerved. (A. occidentale Scribn.
;
A. spicatum Scribn. &

J. G. Sm., as to description, not Festuca spicata Pursh.)
Prairies, Mich, to Kan., and westw. July. Rootstock and
lower portion of culms gray or tawny, not bright yellow-green
as in A. repens. FIG. 185.

2. A. PITNGENS (Pers.) R. & S. Glaucous; culms slender,

rigid, 6-9 dm. high ;
leaves 18-24 cm. long, narrowed into a

rigid involute point; spikes 1-1.2 dm. long,, flattened parallel
to the rhachis

;
the broad compressed spikelets along each xt'tlc

of the rhachis, overlapping, usually alternately diverging to the

right and left, thus appearing ^-ranked, 7-11-floweced, 1.5-2
cm. long ; glumes abruptly narrowed to a
blunt point, 8-9 mm. long ;

lemmas about 1 cm.

long, acute, mucronate or very short-awned.

(A. tetrastachys Scribn. & J. G. Sm.) Sandy
seacoast of Me. July. (Nat. from Eu.)

3. A. REPENS (L.) Beauv. (COUCH, QUITCH,
or QUICK GRASS.) Bright green or glaucous,
3-12 dm. high ;

sheaths glabrous or the lower

sparsely pilose ;
blades flat or inrolled, sca-

brous or sparsely pilose above
; spikes 0.5-1.5 dm. long, slender

or stout; spikelets about ^-flowered, 1-1.5 cm. long; glumes
8-10 mm. long, acuminate or awn-pointed, strongly nerved

;

lemmas about 1 cm. long, glabrous or more or less scabrous,

strongly nerved, pointed or terminating in an awn as much as 5 mm. long.

Fields, roadsides and waste places, common. The internodes of the long creep-

ing rootstock and the lower portion of the culm are colored bright greenish

yellow ;
scales of the rootstock distant and often conspicuous. (Nat. from

Eu.) FIG. 186.

4. A. dasystachyum (Hook.) Scribn. Resembling the last, glaucous ;
leaves

narrow ami oftm involute ; the 5-9-flowered usually subterete spikelets <1< n*<hj

downy-hairy all over except the strongly nerved glumes ;
lemmas thinner with

scarious margins, mostly long-acuminate. Sandy shores of Lakes Huron and

Michigan, and northw. Aug.
". A. biflbrum (Brignoli) R. & S. Culms usually decumbent at base, 3-C dm.

186. A. Sinithii.

Spikelet x 3.

1S6. A.

Spikelets x %.
Floret x 1%.
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1ST. A. biflorum.

Spikelet x3.

high ;
leaves often lax, 2-5 inm. wide

; spike dense, 5-10 cm.

long, usually tinged with purple, ; glumes conspicuously 5-7-

nerved, the margins thin and widened above the middle, rather

abruptly narrowed into a short awn ; lemma 8-10 mm. long,

glabrous or nearly so, terminating in an awn shorter than itself.

(A. violaceum Lange.) Alpine regions of the
White Mts., L. Superior, northw. and westw.

June-Sept. (Eu.) FIG. 187.

6. A. tSnerum Vasey. Culms erect, 5-10 dm.
high, rigid ;

leaves subrigid, narrow, flat or invo-

lute in drying ; spike usually almost cylindrical,

green or straw-color, 1-1.5 dm. long; glumes
firm, nearly as long as the spikelet, the scarious

margin narrow, tapering more gradually into the

awned point ; lemma short-awned. Nfd. to Pa.
and Minn.

,
and common in the far West. July, Aug. The

typical form has slender spikes with rather distant spikelets,
which are nearly inclosed in the glumes; this is common westw.
and extends into Minn.

;
also introduced on the

coast of Mass. (Eaton.) FIG. 188. Passing into

a form with stouter and denser spikes and broader
less rigid leaves which extends eastw. to Nfd. and
N. E.

;
this is A. novae-angliae Scribn. and essen-

tially A. pseudorepens Scribn. & J. G. Sm.
7. A. caninum (L.) Beauv. (AWNED WHEAT GRASS.) Culms

erect, 3-10 dm. high ;
leaves flat, rather lax, 8-20 cm. long, 2-6

mm. wide, scabrous
; spike more or less nodding, at least in fruit,

rather dense, 7-15 cm. long; spikelets 1.2-1.5 cm. long exclud-

ing the awns
; glumes pointed or awned

;
lemmas 3-5-nerved

;

awns straight or somewhat spreading, fully twice the length of
the lemma. Sparingly naturalized in cultivated grounds and
meadows

; indigenous along our northern borders, and westw.

July-Sept. (Eu.) FIG. 189.

8. A. Richardsbnii Schrad. Similar to the preceding ;
culms

usually taller and stouter
; spike larger, as much as 2 dm. long,

erect, 1-sided; spikelets 2 cm. long, excluding the awns, which

188. A. teneruin.

Spikelet x 8.

189. A. caninnm.

Spikelet x iy2 .

are often as much as 3-4 cm. long.
and northwestw. June-Sept.

Prairies and shores, e. Que. ; Minn., la.,

80. H6RDEUM [Tourn.] L. BARLEY

Spikelets 1 (rarely 2) -flowered, 3 together in our species at each joint of the

flattened articulate rhachis, the middle one sessile, perfect, the

lateral pair usually pediceled, often reduced to awns and

together with the glumes of the perfect spikelet simulating
a bristly involucre at each joint of the rhachis

;
rhachilla

prolonged behind the palea as an awn, sometimes with a

rudimentary floret
; glumes equal, rigid, narrow-lanceolate,

subulate or setaceous, placed at the sides of the dorsally com-

pressed floret which is turned with the back of the palea

against the rhachis of the spike ;
lemma obscurely 5-nerved,

tapering into an awn
; palea slightly shorter, the 2 strong

nerves near the margin ; grain hairy at the summit, usually
adherent to the palea at maturity. Caespitose annuals or

perennials with terminal spikes which disarticulate at matu-

rity, the joints falling with the spikelets attached. (The
190. H. jubatum. ancient Latin name.)

Three spikelets xl. 1- H. jubatum L. (SQUIRREL-TAIL GRASS). Biennials,

Middle, fertile spike- 3-7 dm. high, erect or geniculate at base
;
leaves 5 mm. wide

let x iy2 . or less, scabrous
; spike nodding, 5-12 cm. long, about as
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191. H. pusilhim.

Three spikelets x 3.

wide; lateral pair of spikelets each reduced to 1-3 spreading awns; glumes of

perfect spikelets awn-like, 3-6 cm. long, spreading ;
lemma 6-8 mm. long, with

an awn as long as the glumes ;
all the awns very slender,

scabrous. Coast, Lab. to N. J.
; prairies and waste ground,

Ont. to 111., Kan., and westw. June-Aug. Often a trouble-

some weed. (Eurasia.) FIG. 190.

2. H. pusillum Xutt. Annual, 1-4 dm. high ;
leaves 6 cm.

or less long, erect, scabrous
; spikes erect, 2-7 cm. long,

1-1.5 cm. wide; lateral pair of spikelets
abortive

; first glume of each, and both

glumes of fertile spikelet, dilated above the

base, attenuate into a slender awn 8-15 nun.

long, equaling the awned lemrna. Plains,

especially in saline soil, O. to Mo., and
westw.

; sparingly introduced, D. C., Va.,
and southw. along the coast. May, June.
FIG. 191.

3. H. nodbsum L. Similar to the pre-

ceding, usually taller
; spike 2-8 cm. long,

about 1.5 cm. wide
;

all the glumes awn-
like, 1-1. 5 mm. long. Thin dry soils, Ind.,

Minn., and north w., s. to Term, and Tex. (Eurasia.) FIG.
192.

4. H. Pammeli Scribn. & Ball. Perennial, erect or geni- Three*s"pikeiete"x8
culate at base, 6-10 dm. high ;

leaves 1.2-2 dm. long, 5-8 mm.
wide, long-acuminate, scabrous

; spikes nodding, 8-17 cm. long, 2-3 cm. wide
;

the lateral pair of spikelets nearly sessile, perfect ; the middle spikelet 2-floiccrc<l
or often with the rudiment of a third floret; glumes 2.3-3.5 cm. long, subulate-
attenuate into slender awns. Prairies, 111., la., S. Dak., and Wyo. June-
Aug. Intermediate between Hordeum and Elymus ; closely related to culti-

vated barley.

81. ELYMUS L. WILD RYE, LYME GRASS

Spikelets 2-6-flowered (uppermost florets imperfect), in pairs (sometimes soli-

tary below, rarely in 3's or 4's), sessile at the alternate notches of the continuous

rhachis; rhachilla articulated above the glumes and between the florets
; glumes

equal, rigid, narrow, 1-3-nerved, acute or awn-pointed, placed edge to edge in

front or toward the sides of the florets (which are dorso-ventral to the rhachis of

the spike) simulating an involucre at each joint of the rhachis
;
lemmas convex,

obscurely 5-nerved, obtuse, acute or awned from the apex ; paleas a little

shorter than their lemmas
; grain hairy at the summit, adherent to the lemma

and palea. Erect tufted perennials with flat leaves and closely flowered
terminal spikes. (Name from Ai/eiy, to roll up, an ancient one for some
grain.)

192. II. nodosum.

6. E. striatits.

2. E.
i. E.

Glumes as long as the florets or nearly so.

Lemmas awned.
Spikelets spreading.

(iliimes a\vl-sliapcd
Glumes narrowly lanceolate.
Glumes indurated below

; spike erect.

Awn long and spreading
Awn short and erect

Glumes not indurated below
; spike nodding.

Spike larire and densely tlowered throughout . . . 4. E.

Spike more slender and less densely flowered, interrupted
below.

Lemma hirsute 8. E. canadenitis.
Lemma minutely scabrous 5. A", brachyttaohyt,

Spikelets appre.ssed to rhachis.

Spikelets in pairs s. A'. <////<//.

Spikelets mostly solitary 7. A', .\fncoiniii.

Lemmas awnless ............ P. A'. <<rt tnirinn.
(;iuiue> reduced to short awns 10. A". <tirt'r#i<jlu>/ns.
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193. E. virginicus.

Two spikelets x 1.

Spikelet with glumes
detached x 2.

Floret x 2.

* Glumes as long as the lemmas or nearly so.

H- Glumes and lemmas rigid, all or only the latter awned.
w Glumes bowed out, the base yellow and indurated for 1-2 mm.

1. E. virginicus L. Green or glaucous ;
culms stout, 6-10

dm. high; sheaths smooth or hairy; blades 1.5-3 dm. long,
4-8 mm. wide, scabrous

; spike 4-14 cm. long, 12 mm. thick,

rigidly upright, often included at the base in the upper sheath
;

spikelets 2-3-flowered
;
the lemmas smooth, bearing a scabrous

awn 4-18 mm. long, exceeding the lanceolate strongly-nerved
awn-pointed glabrous glumes. River banks, moist wood-
lands, etc., N. S. to Fla., and westw. July-Sept. In the
Linnean specimen the spike is exserted and the awn is about
the length of the lemma. FIG. 193. Var. HIRSUTIGLUMIS

(Scribn.) Hitchc. Glumes and lemmas hirsute, glumes some-
what narrower; spike usually more slender. Me. to Va.
and Neb. Var. SUBMUTICUS Hook. Lemma and glumes
awnless or short awn-pointed, scabrous. O. to Minn., Kan.,
and westw.

w ++ Glumes straight, not or but little indurated at base.

= Culms stout ; spikes 1-2 cm. thick.

2. E. australis Scribn. & Ball. Intermediate between E. virginicus and the

next, yrecn; culms 0.7-1.5 m. high, rather slender; leaves 2-4 dm. long,
narrowed toward the base; spike exserted, erect, 8-14 cm. long, 1.5-2 cm. thick;

glumes and lemmas hirsute
;
awns spreading, often

2 cm. long. Woods and prairies, Ct. to Mo., and
southw. Glumes slightly indurated at base.

3. E. canadensis L. Green or glaucous ;
culms

6-15 dm. high ;
leaves often 1-2 cm. broad

; spike
1-2 dm. long, exserted, soon nodding, loose or inter-

rupted below; glumes and lemmas hirsute, with

long spreading awns. Sandy soil, N. S. to Man.,
and southw. FIG. 194. Var. GLAUCIFOLILS (Muhl.)
Gray is the very glaucous form but corresponds
more nearly with the Linnean type.

4. E. robustus Scribn. & J. G. Sm. Differs from
194. E. canadensis x %. ^Q preceding in having a more robust and densely

Two spikelets. flowered spike ; spikelets closely imbricated, not in-
ied>

terrupted at base ; the long awns divaricately spread-

ing. Low prairies, 111., and westw.
5. E. brachystachys Scribn. & Ball. Resembles small specimens of E. cana-

densis ; culms 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves 1-2 dm. long, 6-10 mm. wide, often some-

what involute, scabrous
; spike rather dense, or loose below, somewhat nodding,

8-15 cm. long; glumes and florets scabrous only, not hirsute; awns divergent.
Moist open or shaded grounds, Md. to Mich., S. Dak., and Mex.

I

= = Culms slender,

a. Spikelets spreading.

6. E. striatus Willd. More or less pubescent;
culms 5-10 dm. high ;

leaves 15-20 cm. long, pubescent
on the upper surface

; spike 7-10 cm. long, about
2.5 cm. thick, dense, usually nodding ; spikelets

l-2(rarely 3)-flowered ; glumes awl-shaped, hispid or

hirsute, 2 or 3 times the length of the hirsute floret
which is only 6 mm. long, excluding the capillary awn
(2-3 cm. in length.} Rocky woods and banks, Me.
to S. Dak., s. to N. J. and Ark. July, Aug. FIG. 195.

Var. ARKANSANUS (Scribn. Ball) Hitchc. Glumes

195. E. striatus x

Two spikelets.

Spikelet with glumes detached.

and lemmas glabrous or minutely scabrous. Md., la,., and southw.
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196. E. arenarius x %.
Two spikelets.

Spikelet with glumes detached.

a a. Spikelets appressed to the rhachis.

7. E. Macounii Vasey. Culms 3-8 dm. high ;
sheaths glabrous or the lower

sparsely pilose ;
blades 8-16 cm. long, 4 mm. wide or less, erect, often involute

in drying, scabrous, the lower usually pilose on
the upper surface

; spikes narrow, 6-10 cm. long ;

*itikdets 1-3-floicered, the lower solitary and often

apparently with 3 glumes, the missing spikelet

being reduced to a single glume; glumes linear-

lanceolate, 3-nerved, scabrous, tapering into an
awn

;
lemmas 8-10 mm. long, scabrous above,

with a slender awn 6-10 mm. long. Prairies,
Minn., la., and westw.

8. E. glaiicus Buckley. Glabrous
;
culms 5-1

dm. high ;
leaves 1.5-2 dm. long, 4-8 mm. wide,

rather thin, flat, scabrous; spikes slender, the
internodes 8-10 mm. long; spikelets 3-6-flowered ;

glumes linear-lanceolate, 3-5-nerved, smooth or
scabrous on the nerves, short-awned, shorter

than the nearly smooth lemma which bears an
awn twice its own length. Moist soil, Ont. to Mich., and westw. July, Aug.

- -- Glumes and lemmas not rigid, awnless ; plants reed-like.

9. E. arenarius L. Culms stout, 6-12 dm. high, from extensively creeping
rootstocks ; leaves firm, setaceous-involute toward the ends, the basal ones

crowded, 2-3 cm. long, the upper shorter
; spike stiff, dense, 8-25 cm. long,

1.5-2 cm. thick
; spikelets in pairs or solitary, 3-7-flowered, 2.5-3 cm. long,

often glaucous ; glumes and lemmas acuminate or mucronate, short-villous.

(E. mollis Trin.) Maritime sands, Lab. to Me.; and shores of the Great
Lakes. (Eurasia.) FIG. 196.

* * Glumes reduced to short awns.

10. E. diversiglumis Scribn. & Ball. Culms stout, 9-12 dm. high ;
leaves lax,

1.5-2.5 dm. long, 6-12 mm. wide, scabrous, setaceous-pointed; spike loose

below, 1-1.6 dm. long; spikelets 2-fiowered
;

glumes subulate, scabrous, varying from a mere
point to 1.5 cm. long in the same spike; florets

8-10 mm. long, hirsute, especially toward the

summit, with a divergent awn 2-3 cm. long.
Thickets and open woods, Wis., Minn., and westw.

Approaches Hystrix.

SITANION LONGIF6LIUM J. G. Sm., a western
tufted perennial 3-5 dm. high, with crowded basal

sheaths, long spreading upper leaves, partially
included loose long-awned disarticulating spikes
about 1 dm. long, the glumes divided to the base
into 2 long divergent awns (6-8 cm. long), occurs
in central Kan. and westw. and is reported from
central Minn. FIG. 197.

197. 8. longifolium x %.
Two spikelets.

Spikelet with glumes detached.

82. HYSTRIX Moench. BOTTLE-BRUSH GRASS

Spikelets 2-4-flowered, on very short pedicels, 1-3 together at each joint of

the flattened continuous rhachis, facing it as in Elymus, widely divergent at

maturity ; glumes reduced to short or minute awns, the first usually obsolete,
both often wanting in the upper spikelets ;

lemmas convex, rigid, tapering into

a long awn ; palea strongly 2-keele<l
; grain pubeseent at the summit, free wit.hin

the lemma and palea. Perennials with simple culms, flat leaves and loosely
flowered spikes. (Name from v<rrpi%, ^hedgehog, alluding to the bristly spikes.)
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198. II. patula.

Spikelet x 1.

Floret x 1%.

1. H. patula Moench. Culms 6-12 dm. high ;
leaves spreading, 1-2 dm. long,

8-15 mm. wide, tapering to both ends, scabrous
; spike short-exserted or par-

tially included, 6-12 cm. long; spikelets usually distant, at first

erect, soon widely diverging, 1-1.5 cm. long excluding the awns;
lemmas pubescent at least at the summit or nearly glabrous ;

awns
1.5-4 cm. long. (Asprella Willd.

;
H. Hystrix Millsp.) Moist

woods, N. B. to Minn.
,
and southw. June-Aug. FIG. 198.

83. ARUNDINARIA Michx. CANE

Spikelets 2-raany-flowered, perfect or the upper imperfect,
laterally compressed, in racemes or panicles ; glumes unequal,
shorter than the lemmas, the first sometimes obsolete

;
lemmas

firm, keeled, many-nerved, acute or mucronate
; paleas nearly as

long as their lemmas, 2-keeled and several-nerved
;
lodicules 3

;

styles 2 or 3
; grain free within the lemma and palea. Arbo-

rescent or shrubby grasses with terminal and lateral panicles of large spikelets.

(Name from arundo, a reed.)
1. A macrosperma Michx. (LARGE C.) Culms arborescent, 3-10 m.

high and 1-7 cm. thick at base, rigid, simple the first year, branching the

second, afterwards fruiting at indefinite periods ;
leaves

lanceolate, 2-5 cm. long, 1.5-3 cm. wide, smoothish or pubes-
cent, the sheath ciliate on the margin, fimbriate at the sum-
mit

; panicle lateral, composed of few simple unequal racemes
;

spikelets 3-5 cm. long, 5-15-fiowered, purplish or pale, erect.

River banks, s. Va., Ky., and southw., forming cane
brakes. Apr. FIG. 199.

2. A. tScta (Walt.) Muhl. (SWITCH C., SMALL C.)
Lower and more slender, 1-4 m. high, branching above

;

leaves 8-20 cm. long, 0.8-3 cm. wide, more tapering at base
;

panicles of few aggregated spikelets on long slender branches
with rather loose sheaths, the blades very minute

; spikelets
2.5-4 cm. long, 5-10-flowered. (A. macrosperma, var. suffru-

ticosa Munro.) Swamps, moist soil, or in water, Md., s. Ind., 111., Mo., and
southw. Sometimes blooming several years in succession.

199. A. macrospertna.

Spikelet x %.
Floret x %.

CYPERACEAE (SEDGE FAMILY)

Grass-like or rush-like herbs, with fibrous roots, mostly solid stems (culms),
closed sheaths, and spiked chiefly 3-androus flowers, one in the axil of each of
the glume-like imbricated bracts (scales, glumes), destitute of any perianth, or

with hypogynous bristles or scales in its place ; the l-celled ovary with a single

erect anatropous ovule, in fruit forming an achene. Style 2-cleft with the fruit

flattened or lenticular, or 3-cleft and fruit 3-angular. Embryo minute at the

base of the somewhat floury albumen. Stem-leaves when present 3-ranked. A
large, widely diffused family.

.tV. B. In this family, unless otherwise noted, the figures representing the

inflorescence or a portion of it are on a scale of f ,
while those representing the

achene or perigynium are on a scale of 2|. In a few cases a bit of the surface

of the achene is shown on a scale of 10.

I. Flowers all perfect, rarely some of them with stamens or pistil abortive
;

spikes all of one sort.

Tribe I. SCfRPEAE. Spikelets mostly inany-flowered, with only 1 (rarely more) of the lower

scales empty.

* Scales of the spikelet strictly 2-ranked, couduplicate and keeled.
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-- Flowers destitute of bristles and of beak to the achene
;
inflorescence terminal.

1. Cyperus. Spikelets few-many-tlowered, usually elongated or slender.

2. Kyllinga. Spikelets 1-flowered (but of 3 or 4 scales), glomerate in a sessile head.

+- -i- Flower furnished with bristles ; achene beaked ; inflorescence axillary.

3. Dulichium. Spikelets 6-10-flowered, slender, clustered on an axillary peduncle.

* * Scales of the several-many-flowered spikelet imbricated all round (subdistichous in no. 5).

- Achene crowned with the bulbous persistent base of the style; flowers without inner scales

(bractlets).

M- Hypogynous bristles (perianth) generally present ; culm naked.

4. Eleocharis. Spikelet solitary, terminating the naked culm. Stamens 2-3.

M- -H- Bristles always none
; culm leafy.

5. Dichromena. Spikelets crowded into a leafy-involucrate head, laterally flattened, the scales

more or less conduplicate and keeled. Many of the flowers imperfect or abortive.

6. Psilocarya. Spikelets in broad open cymes. Style almost wholly persistent.

7. Stenophyllus. Spikelets in an involucrate umbel. Style-base persistent.

+- +- Achene not crowned by the bulbous base of the style.

H- Flowers without inner scales.

= Style-base bulbous, deciduous ; perianth none.

8. Fimbristylis. Spikelets in an involucrate umbel. Culm leafy at base. Style wholly
deciduous.

= = Style-base not thickened
; perianth-bristles usually present.

9. Scirpus. Spikelets solitary or clustered, or in a compound umbel ;
the stem often leafy at

base and inflorescence involucrate. Bristles 1-8, or none. Stamens 2 or 8.

10. Eriophorum. As Scirpus, but the silky elongate bristles very numerous. Stamens 1-3.

H- -n- Flower with one or more inner scales.

11. Fuirena. Scales of the spikelet awned below the apex. Flower surrounded by 3 stalked

petal-like scales alternating with 8 bristles.

12. Hemicarpha. Flower with a single very minute hyaline scale next the axis of the spikelet.

Bristles none.

13. Lipocarpha. Flower inclosed by 2 inner scales, one next the axis, the other in front of the

achene. Bristles none.

Tribe II. RYNCHOSPdREAE. Spikelets mostly 1-2-flowered, with 2-many of the lower scales

empty.
14. Rynchospora. Spikelets terete or flattish

;
scales convex, either loosely enwrapping or regu-

larly imbricated. Acheue crowned with a persistent tubercle or beak, and commonly sur-

rounded by bristles.

15. Cladium. Spikelets terete, few-flowered, the scales, etc., as in the preceding. Achene desti-

tute of tubercle. No bristles.

II. Flowers unisexual.

Tribe III. SCLERlEAE. Flowers monoecious
;
the staminate and pistillate in the same or in differ-

ent clustered spikes. Achene naked, bony or crustaceous, supported on a hardened disk.

16. Scleria. Spikes few-flowered; lower scales empty. No bristles or inner scales.

Tribe IV. CARlCEAE. Flowers monoecious in the same (androgynous) or in separate spikes, or

sometimes dioecious. Achene inclosed in a sac (perigyniuni) or spathe.

17. Kobresia. Achene in the axil of a spathe-liko glume.

18. Carex. Achene completely surrounded by the perigynium, the style protruding through a

small aperture at the top.

1. CYPERUS [Tourn.] L. GALINGALE

Spikelets many-few-flowered, mostly flat, variously arranged, mostly in

clusters or heads, which are commonly disposed in a simple or compound ter-

minal umbel. Scales 2-ranked (their decurrent base often forming mar-ins or
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wings to the hollow of the joint of the axis next below), deciduous when old.

Stamens 1-3. Style 2 -3-cleft, deciduous. Achene lenticular or triangular, naked
at the apex. Culms mostly triangular, simple, leafy at base, and with one or
more leaves at the summit, forming an involucre to the umbel or head.
Peduncles or rays unequal, sheathed at base. All flowering in late summer or
autumn. (KuTrei/aos, the ancient name.)

1. Scales deciduous, readily falling away from the somewhat persistent
rhachilla of the flattened spikelet a.

a. Style 2-cleft ; achene lenticular, laterally compressed (the edge turned
to the rhachilla) ;

rhachilla narrow, not winged ; annuals b.

b. Achenes much shorter than the subtending scales c.

c. Achenes orbicular, with narrowly oblong superficial cells .

c. Achenes obovate or narrower, the superficial cells broad d.
d. Achenes oblong-obovate e.

e. Spikelets lance-oblong ;
scales marked with dark brown or

purple, or merely greenish.
Stamens 2; style-branches conspicuously exserted .

Stamens 3
; style-branches scarcely exserted

e. Spikelets lance-linear; scales oblong, yellow or yellowish-
brown throughout; stamens 2

d. Achenes linear-oblong or clavate
;
scales ovate or oblong.

Spikelets brownish, 1.5-2 mm. broad

[Spikelets

greenish, about 1 mm. broad
b. Achenes nearly as long as the subtending scales ....
Style 3-cleft ; achene trigonous /.

/. Annuals g.

g. Scales tapering to recurved slender tips
g. Scales without recurved tips h.

h. Scales 2.5-3.5 mm. long
h. Scales 2 mm. or less long i.

i. Spikelets in globose heads
;

rhachilla wingless or only ob-

scurely winged.
Spikelets green or whitish-brown, oblong; scales acute .

Spikelets reddish-brown or purplish, linear
; scales blunt

or barely mucronate
*'. Spikelets in cylindric or elongate heads

;
rhachilla bearing

freely deciduous scale-like wings
/. Perennials, the bases hardened and conn-like or stoloniferous j.

j. Scales strongly several-ribbed ; achenes 2-3 mm. long.
Spikelets in oblong or narrowly obovoid heads
Spikelets in globose or subglobose heads

j. Scales faintly few-nerved or nerveless ; achenes less than 2 mm.
long k.

k. Culms naked or nearly so, the lower sheath nearly or quite
bladeless

k. Culms leafy below I.

1. Plant not stoloniferous ; rhachilla wingless; stamen 1 .

I. Plant loosely stoloniferous
;
scales decurrent on the rhachilla

as wings ;
stamens 3 rn.

m. Achenes short-obovoid ; scales with free or spreading
mucronate tips

m.. Achenes linear- to oblong-cylindric ;
scales appressed,

blunt or barely mucronate n.
n. Scales chestnut-color.

Involucre shorter than the rays of the umbel, or 1

bract slightly longer
Involucral bracts numerous and much overtopping

the umbel
7?. Scales straw-color or pale brown

2. Rhachillas of the spikelets soon breaking away from the main rhachis ;

the scales falling only in extreme age o.

0. Annuals.
Flowers remote, the successive scales not reaching the bases of

the ones above on the same side
Flowers approximate, the successive scales overlapping the bases

of those above
o. Perennials, with hard conn-like bases p.
p. Spikelets very strongly flattened

p. Spikelets terete, subterete, or only slightly flattened q.

q. Spikelets reflexed, in thick cylindric or obovoid heads r.

r. Culms smooth and glabrous.
Spikelets loosely spicate ; achenes 2.5-3 mm. long
Spikelets densely spicate and overlapping; achenes less

than 2.5 mm. long.
Spikelets 3-0-flowercd. linear-cylindric, not rigid

Spikelets 1-2-flowered, subulate, rigid ....

1. C.flavescens.

2. C. diandrus.
8. C. rivularis.

4. C. Nutlallii.

5. C. microdontus.
6. C. Gatesii.
7. C. flavicomus

8. O. Aristatus.

9. C. comprtfssus.

11. C. acuminatus.

13. C.fusous.

19. C. erythrorhizos.

10. C. Schweinitzii.
34. C.filieulmis.

14. C. haspan.

12. C. pseudovegetus.

15. C. dentatus.

16. C. rotundus.

17. C. Hallii.
18. C. esculentus.

21. C. Engelmanni.

20. C.ferax.

22. C. strigosus.

23. C. refractus.

24. C. lancastriensis.
25. C. hi/stricinus.
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r. Culms scabrous, at least above.
Heads cylindric or subcylindric
Heads obovoid, conspicuously contracted at base

. Spikelets spreading, or only the'basal refracted in age, in glo-
bose or densely short-cylindric heads .

8. Scales appressed" each distinctly overlapping the next above ;

spikelets 1-4-flowered t.

t. Heads mostly on distinct rays ;
achenes linear-oblong, 0.5

mm. broad u.

u. Spikelets very densely crowded and overlapping.
Heads globose or broadly obovoid
Heads cylindric

u. Spikelets slightly crowded, the tips mostly divergent
t. Heads all sessile in a glomerule ; achenes ellipsoid or ovoid,

1 mm. broad
s. Scales not appressed ; spikelets 5 (rarely 4)-15-flowered v.

v. Achenes narrowly obovoid or oblong/about half as broad as

long.

Spikelets in dense heads ; each successive scale reaching
the middle of the one above on the same side

Spikelets in loose heads
;
each successive scale reaching

only the bases of the ones above on the same side

. Achenes trigonous-ovoid, two thirds as broad as long .

26. C. dipsacfformis.
27. C. retrofractua.

28. C. orulari*.
29. C. cylindricus.
30. C. echinatue.

31. C. flavus.

84. C.filiculmis.

:;.'. C. (irai/ii.
33. C. HougMowti.

200. C. tiavescens.

201. 0. diandrus.

1. C. flavescens L. Culms 0.5-4 dm. high ;
involucre

3-leaved, very unequal ; spikelets 0.5-1.5 cm. long,
1.5-2.5 mm. broad, becoming
linear, obtuse, clustered on the
2-4 very short rays ;

scales ob-

tuse, straw-yellow ; stamens 3
;

achene shining, orbicular, its

superficial cells oblong. Low
grounds, N. Y. to Mich., 111.,

and southw. (Eurasia, Afr.,

Trop. Am.) FIG. 200.

2. C. diandrus Torr. Simi-
lar

; spikelets lance-oblong,
0.5-1 cm. long, 2-3 mm. broad, rather loosely flowered,
scattered or clustered on the 2-5 very short or unequal
rays ;

scales rather obtuse, with a narrow purple-brown
margin or merely brown-flecked, thin and membranous ; achene

dull, oblong-obovate, the superficial cells more or less quadrat ;

otherwise much like the last. Low grounds, N. B. to Ont.,

Neb., and southw. FIG. 201.

3. C. rivularis Kunth. Similar
;
the

densely flowered spikelets mostly 1-2
cm. long ; scales firmer, subcoriaceous,
slightly lucid, with broad brown mar-

gins, or brown all over, or rarely pale ;

style-branches slightly or not at all

exserted. (C. diandrus, var. castaneus

Torr.) Low ground, with the last or

by itself. FIG. 202.

4. C. Nuttallii Eddy. Culms 0.5-3 dm. high ; spikelets lance-linear, acute

and very flat, 1-3 cm. long, 2-3 mm. broad, crowded on

the few usually very short (or some of them obvious) simple

rays ;
scales oblong, yellowish-brown, rather loose

;
xt<mn *

2; achene oblong to oblong-obovate (0.6-0.8 mm. broad),

bluntly pointed, minutely bullate and more or less ivtiru-

lated, dull. Mostly in brackish marshes, along the coast,
fr<>m Me. to Fla. FIG. 203.

">. C. microd6ntus Torr. Culms slender, 1-7 dm. high ;

leaves and somewhat spreading elongated bracts of involucre
1 I mm. wide

; spikelets few to many on the 4-8 rays, linear.

acute, 0.8-3 cm. Ion-. l.f>-2 mm. thick, the rhachis often

jot. ( mki.xiontus. branched
;
scales thin, ovate or oblong, acute, closely

202 C. rivularis.

0. Nuttallii.
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205. C. Gatesii.

C. Havicomus.

cated, pale brown ; stamens 2
;
achene linear-oblong

or clavate (0.3-0. 5 mm. broad), short-pointed, grayish
and minutely pitted. (C. polystachyus, var. lepto-

stachyus Boeckl.) Shores, mostly near the coast,
N. J. to Fla. and Tex. FIG. 204.

6. C. Gatdsii Torr. Similar
; very slender

;
leaves

and very long ascending involucral bracts 1-2.5 mm.
broad; spikelets 0.4-1.5 cm.

long; the oblong scales green-
ish; achenes slightly smaller.

Low grounds, Va. to 'Fla., Ark.,
and Tex. FIG. 205.

7. C. flavicpmus Michx. Culm stout, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves of the involucre 3-5, very long ; spikelets linear,
0.7-2 cm. long, spiked and crowded on the whole length
of the branches of the several-rayed umbel, spreading ;

scales oval, very obtuse, yellowish and brownish, with a
broad scarious whitish margin ; stamens 3

;
achene obovate,

mucronate, blackish. Low grounds, Va. to Fla. FIG.

206.

8. C. aristatus Rottb. Dwarf (2-20 cm. high) ;
invo-

re 2-3-leaved
; spikelets brown, oblong becoming linear, 7-20-flowered, 3-10

mm. long, in 1-5 ovoid or subglobose heads (sessile and clustered,
or short-peduncled) ;

scales nerved, tapering to a long recurved

point; stamen 1; achene oblong-obovate, obtuse. (C. inflexus

Muhl.) Sandy wet shores, local, N. B. to

B. C., and southw. Dry plant with odor
of Slippery Elm. FIG. 207.

^.^m.mgZ**// 9. c. compr6ssus L. Culms 0.5-3.5 dm.

^ ,^/ H
* /-

m'gn with a simple sessile or a few umbel-

jjjP^ \*i/ late clusters of oblong to linear spikelets

(15-30-flowered and 0.7-2.5 cm. long),

208. C. compressus.
with crowded strongly keeled and very acute

2Q7< c aristatus>

greenish many-nerved scales; stamens 3
;

achene obovoid, sharply trigonous. Sterile fields along the coast, Pa. to Fla.

and Tex. FIG. 208.

10. C. Schweinitzii Torr. Perennial, propagating by hard clustered corms ;

culm rough on the angles (2-8 dm. high) ; umbel 3-10-rayed, rays very unequal,
erect

; spikelets loosely or somewhat re-

motely G-lQ-jlowered, with convex many-
nerved greenish-brown acute or acumi-
nate scales (3.5-4.5 mm. long) ; joints
of the rhachilla narrowly winged. Dry
sandy shores and ridges, w. N. Y. and
e. Ont. to Man. and Kan. FIG. 209.

11. C. acuminatus . Torr. & Hook.
Slender (0.5-3.5 dm. high) ;

involucre

2-3-leaved
; spikelets ovate, becoming

oblong, 16-30-flowered, pale, in globular
heads

;
scales obscurely 3-nerved, short-

tipped ; stamen 1
;
achene oblong, pointed

at both ends, much exceeded by the

scale. Low ground, 111. to Dak., and
southw. FIG. 210.

$ ^8&V W^ 12- ^' Pseudovegetus Steud. Tall

?^llilt|Pf?5^ perennial (0.3-1 m. high) ;
culm obtusely

^SHlBP^ triangular ;
leaves and involucre very long, keeled

;
umbel

^jp^ compound, many-rayed ; spikelets ovate (3-6 mm. long),
in numerous small greenish heads; achenes pale, linear,

211. C. pseudovegetus. on a slender stipe ;
scales narrow, acutish, obscurely

209. C. Schweinitzii.
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212. C. fuscus.

0. haspan.

3-nerved. (C. calcaratus Nees.) Wet places, Del. to Fla. and Tex.
;
north w.

in the flat country to Mo. and Kan. FIG. 211.

C. FUSCUS L. Low (1-3 dm. high) ; spikelets linear, 3-8 mm. long, the
thin brown scales (greenish

only on the keel) very faintly

nerved; stamens 2
;
achenes

equaling the scales. Locally
on ballast, Mass, to N. J.

(Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 212.

14. C. haspan L. Culms
sharply angled (2-8 dm.

high) ;
leaves linear, often

reduced to membranous
sheaths

;
umbel spreading, the filiform rays mostly longer

than the 2-leaved involucre ; spikelets narrowly linear
;

scales light reddish-brown, oblong, mucronate, 3-nerved ;

wings of rhachilla persistently attached
;
achenes round-

obovoid. Ponds and ditches, Va. to Fla. and Tex. FIG. 213.

15. C. dentatus Torr. Perennial by slender rootstocks

and tuber-bearing stolons; culms slender (1-6 dm. high) ;

leaves rigid and keeled; umbel erect, shorter than the 3-4-

leaved involucre ; spikelets 5-13-flowered
;

scales reddish-

brown, with green keel, ovate, acute, 1-nerved,
the mucronate tips prominent. Sandy shores,
Me. to N.Y., and southw. Spikelets often

abortive and changed into leafy tufts. FIG.

214.

Var. cten6stachys Fernald. Spikelets 15-
40-flowered

; scale-tips less prominent. Mass.
toN. J. FIG. 215.

16. C. rotundus L. (Ncx GRASS.) Peren-
nial by tuber-bearing stolons; culm slender (1-6 dm. high), longer than the

leaves
;
umbel simple or slightly compound, about

equaling the involucre
;

the few

rays each bearing 4-9 dark chest-

nut-purple 1 2-40-flowered acute

spikelets (0.8-2.5 cm. long) ;
scales

ovate, closely oppressed, nerveless

except on the keel
;
achenes linear-

oblong. Sandy fields, Va. to

Fla. and Tex.
;

also adv. near

XPhila.
and N. Y. City. (Trop. and

$/ jfljf/ subtrop. regions.) FIG. 216.

V^vliW 17 - C. Hallii Britton. Similar;

\ ^yLlr^ culm stout, 4-9 dm. high, scarcely

\ ^Sr exceeding the broad (0.5-1 cm.)
leaves ; umbel compound, the
numerous rays much exceeded by

the involucral bracts; spikelets chestnut-purple, 1-1.5 cm. long; the acutish

scales distinctly nerved. Kan. to Tex.
18. C. escu!6ntus L. Similar

;
culms (3-9 dm. high) equaling the leaves

;

umbel often compound, 4-7-rayed, much shorter than the long involucre ; .v/'/Av-

lets numerous, light chestnut or straw color, acutish, 0.5-1.5

cm. long; scales ovate or ovntc-nfilm/i/, >i<trr<>irh/ xc<tri<nis-

margined, nerved, the acutish tips rather loose ; achcm 1
-

oblong-obovoid. Low grounds, along rivers, etc.; spreading

extensively by its small nut-like tubers and somrtimrs

becoming a pest in cultivated grounds. (Kurasia.) FIG. 217.

Var. T.EPT08TACHYUS Boeckl., with spikelets 1.8-3.5 cm. long, is less frequent.
FIG. 218.

214. C. dentatus.

215. C. den tutu a,

v. ctenostacliys.

217. C. escuU-ntiis.

('. t-sculontus,
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219. C. erythrorkizos.

220. C. ferax.

19. C. erythrorhizos Muhl. Annual i culm obtusely
triangular (1-8 dm. high) ;

umbel many-rayed ;
invo-

lucre 4-5-leaved, very long ;
involucels bristle-form

;

spikelets very numerous, crowded in oblong or cylindrical
nearly sessile heads, spreading horizontally, linear, flat-
fish (3-10 mm. long}, bright chestnut-colored; scales

lanceolate, mucronulate. ( C. Halei

Britton, in part, not Torr.) Allu-
vial banks, Mass, to Ont., Minn.,
and southw. FIG. 219. Dwarf
tufted plants are sometimes sepa-
rated as Var. PUMILUS Engelm.

20. C. fdrax Rich. Culm stout,

mostly low (0.3-8 dm. high) ; rays
of the simple or compound umbel mostly all short and
crowded ; spikelets 10-2Q-flowered, yellowish-brown or drab
at maturity (0.5-1.8 cm. long), the short joints of its axis

winged with very broad scaly margins which embrace the

ovoid-triangular achene ; the firm scales ovate, obtusish,
overlapping. (C. speciosus Vahl.) Low grounds and

sandy banks, Mass, to Fla., w. to Ont., Minn., and Tex.
;

Cal. (Trop. re-

gions.) FIG. 220.

21 . C. Engelmanni Steud. Similar
;
but the spikelets more slender and terete,

somewhat remotely b-lb-flowered, the zigzag joints of the axis slender and nar-

rowly winged, and the oblong or oval broadly scarious
scales proportionally shorter, so as to expose a part of the
axis of each joint ; achene oblong-linear, very small.

Low grounds, Mass, to Wise.,
and southw. FIG. 221.

22. C. strig&sus L. Peren-

nial, with hard corm-like
tubers

;
culm 0.1-1 m. high ;

leaves flat, soft
;
most of the

rays of the simple or com-
pound umbel elongated, their

sheaths 2-bristled
; spikelets

several-flowered, 0.7-1.8 cm.

long, spreading, in loose heads ; scales oblong-
lanceolate, appressed, several-nerved, much longer

222. C. strigosus.
than the linear-oblong achene. Damp or fertile

soil, Me. to Ont., Minn., southw. and westw. FIG.
222. Very variable; dwarf plants with the rays scarcely developed are Var.
CAPITA-PUS Boeckl.

Var. robustior Kunth. Spikelets 2-3 cm. long. Local,
Mass, to Fla. and Mo.

Var. comp6situs Britton. Umbel compound; spikelets 0. 5-
1.3 cm. long, in dense cylindric heads. Local, Mass, to Fla.,
La., and la.

23. C. refractus Engelm. Culm smooth, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves soft and flat, 4-8 mm. broad, slightly scabrous
; rays

usually more or less elongated, smooth ; spikelets very slender,
acuminate, subterete, in rather loose heads, divaricate or more
or less reflexed, 2-G-floicered, 1-3 cm. long ; scales appressed,
several-nerved, the lower empty and often persistent after the
fall of the rest

; joints of the rhachilla winged, inclosing the
linear achene. Dry woods and banks, N. J. to Ga. and Mo.
FIG. 223.

24. C. lancastriensis Porter. Culm stoutish, triangular,
smooth, 3-8 dm. high ; leaves rather broad (0.5-1 cm.) ;

umbel
3f C-9 mostly elongated rays : spikelets very numerous in 223. C. refractus.

GRAY'S MANUAL 12

221. C. Engelmanni.
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224. C. lancastriensis. 225. C. hystricinus.

(1-2.5 cm. long), strongly

skort-cylindric or obovoid close heads, soon reflexed, 0.8-
1.5 cm. long, of 3-6 narrow scales, the upper and lower

empty, nearly twice the length of the linear-oblong
achene. Rich soil, N. J. and Pa. to Ga. FIG. 224.

25. C. hystricinus
Fernald. Slender; the

smooth rigid culm 2-5
dm. high, much exceed-

ing the stiff narrow (2-5
mm. broad} smooth

leaves; umbel of 3-10

simple smooth rays,

mostly shorter than the
involucre

; spikelets 1-2-

flowered, subulate, rigid,
3-7 mm. long, densely

crowded in cylindric or narrowly obovoid heads

reflexed, golden-brown at maturity ;
scales closely appressed, the fertile strongly

nerved, the terminal involute-subulate; achene linear, 2-2.5 mm. long. Dry
sand, N. J. to Ga. FIG. 225.

26. C. dipsacif6rmis Fernald. Culm scabrous, at least above, 2.5-8 dm.

high ; leaves shorter than the culm, scabrous-hispid above, 4-0 mm. wide ; umbel
4-12-rayed, some of the smooth rays equaling the involucre

;

spikelets 1-3-flowered, subulate, rigid, 6-11 mm. long, crowded
in cylindric or subcylindric heads (1.5-4 cm. long), strongly
deflexed, yellow-brown at maturity ;

fertile

scales with green midribs
;
achene 3 mm.

long. Sandy barrens and dry woods, N. J.

to Ky. and Ga. FIG. 226.

27. C. retrofrdctus (L.) Torr. Culm
(0.3-1 in. high) minutely downy and rough
on the obtusish angles; leaves hairy, short
and stiff, 0.4-1 cm. wide, the margins becom-

ing revolute
;
umbel with 4-12 upright usu-

ally scabrous rays mostly longer than the

involucre; spikelets slender-awl-shaped, very numerous in

turbinate-obovoid greenish or drab heads (1-2.5 cm. long),
soon strongly reflexed, l-2-floicercd in the

middle (5-8 mm. long) ;
scales usually 4

or 5, the two lowest ovate and empty, the

fertile lanceolate and pointed, the upper-
most involute-awl-shaped ;

achene linear,
2.5-3 mm. long. Sandy or rocky soil, | ty

N. J. to Fla. and Tex.
;
northw. in the low

country to Mo. FIG. 227.

28. C. ovularis (Michx.) Torr. Culm
smooth, sharply triangular (2.5-7 dm. high) ;

um-
bel 1-6-rayed ; spikelets (50-100) in a globular
head, ^-flowered, oblong, blunt (3-5 mm. long) ;

scales ovate, obtuse, a little longer than the linear-

oblong achene. Sandy dry soil, s. N. Y. to 111.,

Kan., and southw.
; rarely on ballast, Mass. FUJ.

228. Var. i;<mf sirs Boeckl. is a form with large-

heads, the spikelets 3-4-flowered (7-10 mm. long).
111. to Ark., and south w.
20. C. cylindricus (Ell.) Britton. Similar to

the last, but the heads short-cylindrical; spik*-l<tx

usually 2-flowered. (C. Torreyi Britton.) L.I.
to Fla., w. to Tex. FIG. 220.

230. C. echinatus. 30. C. echinatus (Ell.) Wood. Culm smooth

226. C. dipsacifonnis.
227. C. retrofractus.

C. ovularis. 229. C. cylindricus.
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231. C. tiavus.

232. C. Grayii.

(1.5-6 dm. high), much exceeding the smooth (or scabrous-

margined) liat (2-5 mm. wide) leaves
;
umbel with numer-

ous ascending rays, the longest half as long as the involucre
;

heads globose, 1-1.5 cm. in diameter; spikelets 20-40,
greenish, rather loosely spreading, lance-cylindric, slightly

compressed, of 5-8 membranous veiny ovate-lanceolate scales

(the 2 lowest and the subulate
terminal one empty) ;

achene ob-

long, 1.5-2 mm. long. Rich

sandy soil, Va. and Mo., southw. FIG. 230.

31. C. riAvcs (Vahl) Boeckl. Culms sharply

angled, smooth and wiry (2-5 dm. high), much exceed-

ing the smooth flat leaves
;
heads 3-6, cylindric (1-1.7

cm. long), sessile in a glomerule ; involucral bracts

divergent or reflexed
; spikelets crowded, 2.5-5 mm.

long, dull, pale brown
;
scales thin and veiny, the lowest

often persistent. Waste ground, about Philadelphia.

(Adv. from the Tropics.) FIG. 231.

32. C. Grayii Torr. Culm thread-form
, wiry (0. 5-3

dm. high) ;
leaves almost bristle-shaped, channeled

;

umbel simple, 4-10-rayed ; spikelets in a loose head, spread-

ing ; joints of the axis winged; scales rather obtuse, green-
ish-chestnut-color, barely exceeding the oblong or narrowly
obovoid achene. Barren sands,
Mass, to N. J., near the coast.

FIG. 232.

33. C.Hought&niiTorr. Culms
obtusely angled (2-7 dm. high),
much exceeding the smooth nar-
row leaves

;
umbel subsessile or

with a few elongate upright rays,

mostly shorter than the invo-
lucre

; spikelets linear-oblong, in

loose heads, spreading-ascending ;

scales roundish, strongly nerved, mucronate, yellow-
brown, barely exceeding the broad-obovoid achene.

Sandy soil, w. N. E. to Man. and Ore., locally s. to

Va., Kan., and Ariz. FIG. 233.

34. C. filiculmis Vahl. Culm slender, wiry, often
reclined (1.5-6 dm. high) ;

leaves linear or filiform
; spikelets

numerous and clustered in one sessile dense head, or in 1-7

additional looser heads on spreading rays of an irregular

umbel, those of the principal glomerules 8-12-flowered (1-1.6
cm. long) ; joints of the axis naked or winged ;

scales blunt,
or the upper mucronate, thin, yellowish-green ;

achene 2 mm.
long. ( C. Bushii Britton. ) Dry sterile soil, Mass, to la.,

and southw.
;
rare northw. FIG. 234.

Var. macilSntus Fernald. Usually low
; spikelets . 4-8-

flowered (3-8 mm. long) ;
scales firm, greenish ;

achenes
235. c.fll.v.macil. shorter. Me. to Ont., s. to Va., O., and 111. FIG. 235.

233. C. floughtonii.

234. C. filiculmis.

2. KYLLINGA Rottb.

Spikelets of 3 or 4 two-ranked scales, 1-1 ^-flowered ;
the

2 lower scales minute and empty ; style 2-cleft and achene
lenticular

; spikes densely aggregated in solitary or triple sessile

heads. Culms leafy at base
;

involucre 3-leaved. (Named
after Peder Kylling, a Danish botanist of the 17th century.)

1 . K. pumila Michx. Annual
;
culms 0.5-3 dm. high ;

head

globular or 3-lobed, whitish-green, 4-8 mm. broad
; spikelets 236. K. pumila.
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strictly 1 -flowered
; upper scales ovate, pointed, rough on the keel

;
stamens and

styles 2
;
leaves linear. Low grounds, Md. to ()., 111., and southw. Aug. -Oct.

FIG. 236.

3. DULICHIUM Pers.

Spikelets linear, flattened, sessile in 2 ranks on peduncles
emerging from the sheaths of the leaves

;
scales lanceolate,

decurrent, forming flat wing-like margins on the joint below.
Perianth of 0-0 downwardly barbed bristles. Stamens 3.

Style 2-cleft above. Achene flattened, linear-oblong, beaked
with the long persistent style. A perennial herb, with a
terete simple hollow culm (2-10 dm. high), jointed and

leafy to the summit
;
leaves short and flat, linear, 3-ranked.

(Name of uncertain origin.)
1. D. arundinaceum (L.) Britton. (Z>. spathaceum

Pers.) Wet swamps and borders of ponds, Nfd. to Wash.,
and southw. July-Get. FIG. 237.237. D. arundinaceum.

4. ELE6CHARIS R. Br. SPIKE RUSH

Spikelet few-many-flowered. Scales imbricated in many (rarely in 2 or

8) ranks. Perianth of 3-12 (commonly 6) bristles, usually rough or barbed

downward, rarely obsolete. Style 2-3-cleft, its bulbous base persistent as a
tubercle jointed upon the apex of the lenticular or triangular achene. Leafless

(rarely with basal capillary leaves), chiefly perennial, with tufted culms sheathed
at the base, from matted or creeping rootstocks

; flowering in summer. (Name
from Xos, a marsh, and x^/us, grace; being marsh plants.)

1. E. iii

2. E. <jini(l I'iniij

3. E. Kobbinsii.

E
H. ulirntcea.

a. Spikelet hardly if at all thicker than the spongy-cellular culm ;
scales

firmly persistent.
Spikelet cylindric, many-flowered ; scales coriaceous, faintly nerved

or nerveless.
Culm terete

Culm sharply 4-angled
Spikelet linear- or lance-awl-shaped, few-flowered ;

scales herba-

ceous, distinctly nerved
a. Spikelet much thicker than the culm (or, if slender, with deciduous

scales) b.

b. Achenes lenticular or biconvex ; styles mostly 2-cleft c.

c. Upper sheaths loose, with white scarious tips.
Scales white, with green midribs
Scales purple-brown, with green midribs

c. Upper sheaths close and firm, green, not scarious, the tips often

dark-margined d.
d. Plants tufted, mostly annual, without conspicuous rootstocks e.

e. Mature achenes black
;
tubercle saucer-shaped ; upper sheath

oblique at tip, the elongate tooth narrow-deltoid.

Spikelet 1.5-2 mm. thick
;
achene 0.5 mm. long . . 6. E.

Spikelet 2.5-3 mm. thick ; achene 1 mm. long.
Scales whitish-brown, with greenish rib ; achenes jet

black 7. A'. <;t/,/t,tf<i.

Scales purple-brown ; achenes purple-black . . (7) E. <-<i/>ifnf<t. v. <

e. Mature achenes whitish to pale brown ; tubercle conic or

deltoid; upper sheath with nearly truncate tip, the
short tooth broad-deltoid f.

f. Tubercle less than two-thirds as broad as the achene.
Tubercle depressed turban-shape, broader than high ;

bristles wanting or rudimentary . . . 8. E.
Tubercle deltoid-conic, higher than broad ; bristles

much exceeding the achene 9. E. orntu.

f. Tubercle nearly or quite as broad as the achene.
Tubercle depressed-conic, concaved toward the tip, one-

third as high as the achene ; hristlo much exceeding
the achene 10. A'. <>?>fn.\n.

Tubercle Hat-deltoid, with straight sides, one-fourth as

high a> the achene ; bri>tles scarcely or not at all ex-

ceeding the achene.
I'.ristles alioiit equaling the achene . . .11. A", /-.'iitf, limi nui.

Bristles rudimentary or wanting . . (11) A'. Wnglmanni,v.detonMk
d. Plants not tufted, perennial from' elongate rootstocks . . 12. E. iilnnirix.
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6. Achenes triangular or turgid ; style 3-cleft g.

g. Acheues regularly reticulate or cross-lined.'

Spikelets flattened, 3-9-tIowered
;
the thin scales 2-3-ranked . 13. E. acicularis.

Spikelets terete
;
the scales many-ranked.

Upper sheaths loose, with white scarious tips ; achenes

finely cross-lined between the strong ribs . . . .14. E. Wolfii.

Upper sheaths close and firm, not scarious
;
achenes distinctly

reticulate.

Tubercle conic-subulate, much smaller than the achene . 15. E. tortilis.

Tubercle cap-shaped, as large as the achene . . .16. E. tuberculosa.

g. Achenes smooth or papillose, not regularly reticulate h.

h. Tubercle depressed, as broad as high or broader.
*. Achenes white 17. E. Torreyana.
i. Achenes yellow, brown, or black j.

j. Achenes smooth.
Tubercle flattened and closely covering the top of the

black achene 18. E. mefanocarpa.
Tubercle short-conic, constricted below, narrower than

the olive-brown achene 19. E. albida.

j. Achenes papillose-roughened.
Achene with prominent keel-like angles . . . . 20. E. tricostata.
Achene with the angles not keeled.

Tips of the upper sheaths dark-girdled ;
achenes

golden-yellow or orange-brown (in age drab),

conspicuously papillose-roughened, plump, with
rounded angles.

Culms filiform, 4-angled 21. E. tennis.

Culms flattened 22. E. acuminata.
Tips of the upper sheaths whitish

;
achenes whitish-

yellow, minutely roughened, with distinct angles 23. E. nitida.
h. Tubercle long-conic, higher than broad.

Tubercle clearly distinct from the achene.
Tubercle conic-subulate, much narrower than the plump

achene.
Bristles exceeding the achene 24. E. intermedia.
Bristles wanting (24) E. intermedia, v. Ilabereri.

Tubercle conic-deltoid, nearly as broad as the compressed
achene 25. E. Macounii.

Tubercle seemingly confluent with the achene . . .26. E. rostellata.

238. E. interstincta.

1. E. interstincta (Vahl.) R. & S. Culms large and stout

(0.5-1 m. high), knotted as if jointed by many cross-partitions;
basal sheaths often leaf-bearing ; spikelets 2-4 cm. long ;

scales

in several ranks, pale, with scarious mar-

gins ;
achene with transversely linear-rec-

tangular reticulation and a conical-beaked
tubercle

;
bristles 6, rigid, or wanting. (E.

equisetoides Torr.) Shallow water, Mass.
to Fla., w. to Mich, and Tex. (W. I.,

S. A.) FIG. 238.

2. E. quadrangulata (Michx.) R. & S.

Similar
;
culm continuous and sharply

^-angled; spikelet 2-0 cm. long ;
achene finely reticulated,

with a conical flattened distinct tubercle. (E. mutata

Britton, not R. & S.) Shallow water, Ct. to Mich., and

southw., rare. FIG. 239.

3. E. Robbinsh Oakes. Flower-bearing
culms exactly triangular, rather slender,

erect (2-7 dm. high), also producing tufts of capillary abortive

steins or fine leaves, which float in the water
;
sheath obliquely

truncate
; spikelet l-2..

r
> mm. long ;

scales only

3-9, few-ranked, convolute-clasping the long

flattened joints of the axis, lanceolate, with thin

scarious margins; achene oblong-obovate, tri-

angular, minutely reticulated, about half the

length of the bristles, tipped with a flattened awl-shaped tubercle.

241. E. ochreata. Shallow water, N. B. to Fla., w. to Mich, and Ind. FIG. 240.

4. E. ochreata (Nees) Steud. Similar in habit to the next;

the capillary culms 3-30 cm. high ; spikelets 2-6 mm. long ;
scales

239. E. quadrangulata.

240. E. Eobbinsii.

Spikelet x 2%.
chene x 10.
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242. E. olivacea.

S pikelet x 2%.
Achene x 10.

very pale and thin, 1.5-2.5 mm. long ;
achene often equaling the bristles, tipped

by a short slender conical tubercle. Wet places, Va. to Fla. (W. I., S. A.)
FIG. 241.

5. E. olivacea Torr. Culms flattish, grooved, diffusely tufted

on usually slender matted rootstocks, 2-15 cm. high; spikflct

oblong-ovoid, acutish, 2Q-3Q-flowered, 3-7 mm. long ;
.sw//r .s

ovate, obtuse, rather loosely imbricated, 2-3 mm. long, with a

slightly scarious margin ;
achene obovoid, dull, green to blackish,

1 mm. long, shorter than the 6-8 bristles;
tubercle capping of the summit of the

achene, saucer-shaped, tipped by a long conic-

subulate beak. Wet shores, Me. to Out.,
s. to N. C., Pa., O., and Mich. FIG. 242.

0. E. atropurpurea (Retz.) Kunth. Dwarf
tufted annual

;
culms capillary, arcuate, 3-7 243. E. atropurpurea.

cm. long ; spikelet oblong-ovoid, 2-4 mm.
Spikelet x 227

long; scales ovate, thin-membranaceous, blunt, dark brown, Achene xio.
3

with pale midrib and margin ;
achene lenticular-obovoid,

lustrous, black, with a minute saucer-shaped tubercle
;
bristles white, shorter

than the achene. Wet sand, "la." to Col., and southvv. (Eurasia, W.I.)
FIG. 243.

7. E. capitata (L.) R. Br. Culms terete, 0.3-3 dm. high ;

spikelets ovoid to cylindric (3-5 mm. long), obtuse, 15-40-flowered
;

scales thickish, round-ovate, obtuse, pale brown, with green keel

and paler margins ;
stamens 2

;
achene obovoid, black, about

equaling the 6-8 bristles, tipped with a flattened or

saucer-shaped tubercle. In sand or gravel near

sloughs, Md. to Fla. and Tex. (W. I., S. A.)
FIG. 244.

Var. dispar (E. J. Hill) Fernald. Scales purple-
brown

;
achenes purple-black. (E. dispar E. J.

Hill.) Wet sand, Lake Co., Ind.

8. E. diandra C. Wright. Erect or depressed ;

culms 0.1-5 dm. long ; spikelet ovoid, obtuse or acutish, 2-7 mm.
long, 2-3.5 mm. thick; scales barely appressed, ovate to ovate-

oblong, blunt, dull, pale brown, with prominent green midrib;
achene obovoid or inverted-pyriform, 1 mm. long. Sandy shores

of the Androscoggin, Merrimac and Connecticut Rivers, and of

Oneida L. (N. Y.) Differing constantly from the next in its depressed tubercle

and paler scales, as well as in the absence of bristles. FIG. 245.

9. E. ovata (Roth) R. & S. Erect or depressed ;
culms

0.3-5 dm. long; spikelet globose-ovoid to ovoid-cylindric,

obtuse, densely flowered, 2-7 mm. long, 2-4 mm. thick
;

scales oblong to narrowly ovate, obtuse, purple-brown, with

pale midrib and white scarious margin ;
achene obovoid or

inverted-pyriform, about 1 mm. long. Wet places, N. B. to

Ct. and Mich.
;
Ore. (Eurasia.) FIG. 246.

10. E. obtusa (Willd.) Schultes. Simi-

lar
;
culms 0.5-7 dm. high ; spikelet globose-

ovoid to ovoid-oblong, obtuse, 2-13 mm.
long, 2-5 mm. thick

;
scales ovate-oblong to

suborbicular, with rounded tips, densely
crowded in many r<nik#, <!nll brown; style 3(rarely 2)-cleft ;

itrlii-iii' turbinate-obovoid with narrow base, pale brownish,
shining, shorter than the 6-8 bristles, nlhjhtly l>ro<l< r than

the short-deltoid acute and flattened tubercle. (K. rn>i

Man. ed. 6.) Muddy places, N. S. to Out., and southw.
;

B.C. and Wash. Fi<;. 247. Like all the annual species,

very variable in si/r and hal'it.

11. E. Engelmanni Steud. Similar; culms 1.5-3 dm.

E. capitata.

Spikelet x 2%.
Achene x 10.

i. I'., diandra.

Spikelet x 2%.
Acheuo x 10.

247. E. ulitusa.

x 2%.
x 10.
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249. E. palustris.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene X 10.

248. E. Engelmanni.

Spikelet x 2%.
Achene x 10.

high ; spikelet cylindric, 5-20 mm. long, 2-4 mm. thick, acutish
;
scales close-

appressed, brown
;
achenes with broad much flattened tubercle j bristles about

equaling the achene. Local, Mass, to Mo. FIG. 248. Var.

DETONSA Gray. Bristles wanting or rudimentary. More

frequent, Mass, to Neb., s. to Pa., Ind., and Ariz.

12. E. palustris (L.) 11. & S. Culms nearly terete, striate,
0.1-1.5 m. high ; spikelet slender, sub-

cylindric, pointed, many-flowered ; scales

ovate-oblong, loosely imbricated, reddish-

brown with a broad and translucent

whitish margin and a greenish keel, the

upper acutish, the lowest rounded and
often enlarged ;

achene obovoid, some-
what shining, crowned with a short ovate
or ovate-triangular flattened tubercle,
shorter than the usually 4 bristles.

Very common and variable, either in

water, where it is rather stout and tall, or in wet grassy

grounds, where it is slender and lower. (Eurasia.) FIG.

249. Var. GLAUCESCENS (Willd.) Gray. Culms slender or

filiform
;
tubercle narrower, acute, beak-like, sometimes half as long as the

achene. With the type. Var. CALVA (Torr.) Gray. Bristles none
;
tubercle

short, but narrower than in the type. Local. Var. V!GENS

Bailey. Culms very stout, rigid ;
achene more broadly obovoid.

Lake margins, northw.

13. E. acicularis (L.) R. & S. Culms finely capillary, 3-10

cm. high (becoming much elongate when submersed), more or

less \-angular; spikelet 2-6 mm. long; scales

ovate-oblong, rather obtuse (greenish with purple 250. E. acicularis.

sides) ;
achenes obovate-oblong, only the lowest

maturing, with B-ribbed angles and 2-3 times as

many smaller intermediate ribs, also transversely

striate, longer than the 3-4 very fugacious bristles
;
tubercle coni-

cal-triangular. Muddy shores, across the continent. (W. L,

Eurasia.) FIG. 250.

14. E. W61fii Gray. Culms slender (2-3 dm. high), from very
small creeping rhizomes, 2-edged ; spikelet slender-ovoid, acute,

0.5-1 cm. long ;
scales ovate-oblong, obtuse, scarious, pale purple ;

achene pyriform, shining, with 9 nearly equidistant obtuse ribs

having transverse wrinkles between them; tubercle depressed, truncate, more
or less apiculate ;

bristles none. Wet prairies, 111., Minn., and la. FIG. 251.

15. E. t6rtilis (Link) Schultes. Culms tufted from fibrous

roots, sharply triangular, capillary, twisting when dry ; spike-
let turgid-ovoid, 3-6 mm. long, few-flowered; scales firm-

membranaceous, persistent, ovate
;

bristles stout, barbed,
as long as the striate and pitted-reticu-
late achene and its conic-beaked tuber-

cle. N. J. to Fla. FIG. 252.

16. E. tubercul&sa (Michx.) R. & S.

Similar; culms flattish, striate; spike-
let 5-13 mm. long, many-flowered ;

tubercle flattish
- cap - shaped. Wet

sandy soil, from Mass, along the coast

to Fla. FIG. 253.

17. E. Torreyana Boeckl. Tufted culms capillary,

1-6 dm. high ; spikelet small (2-5 mm. long), sometimes

proliferous, the one or more short new culms from the

axil of its lowest scale, which persists as an herbaceous

bract; scales thin, ovate, acutish, whitish-green and

brown ; achene tiny, white, with sharp angles and a short

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

251. E. Wolfii.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

252. E. tortilis.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

253. E. tuberculosa.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.
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254. E. Torreyana.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

255. E. melanocarpa.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

conical tubercle, which is hardly equaled by the 3-6 slender
bristles. Wet pine-barrens, etc., Ct. to Fla. FIG. 254.

1 8. E. melanocarpa Torr. Tufted, from a short thick caudex ;
culms flattened, grooved, wiry, erect (2.5-7 dm. high), the close
basal sheaths with truncate mucronate tips;
spikelet cylindrical-ovoid, thick, obtuse,

densely many-flowered (7-15 mm. long) ;

scales closely many-ranked, roundish-ovate, very obtuse,
brownish, with broad scarious margins; achene glossy, obo-

void-top-sltftjKil, obtusely triangular, the broad summitentirely
covered by the flat depressed tubercle, which is raised in the

center into a short abrupt triangular point; bristles often

obsolete; achene soon blackish. Wet sand, Mass, to Fla.
;

also n. Ind., where the culms are sometimes proliferous at

tip (Hill). (Bermuda.) FIG. 255.

11). E. albida Torr. Tufted, from a slender creeping
base; culms slender, wiry, striate, 1-4 dm. high, the basal

sheaths with very oblique tips; spikelet cylindric-ovoid, blunt, 4-9
mm. long ; scales obtuse, whitish to light brown, with narrow scari-
ous margin; achenes smooth, not glossy, trigonous-
pyriform, 1 mm. long, contracted below the conic-

deltoid pale tubercle, and usually exceeded by the

reddish bristles. Damp chiefly brackish soil, Md.
to Fla., etc. (Mex., W. I.) FIG. 25(5.

20. E. tricostata Torr. Rootstock stout and
tough ;

culms flattish (2-6 dm. high) ; spikelet soon

cylindrical, densely many-flowered'((>-! 8 mm. long) ;
l '

scales ovate, very obtuse, rusty brown, with broad
scarious margins ; achene obovoid, with 3 prominent

257 - E - tricostata -

angles, minutely rough-wrinkled, crowned with a
short-conical acute tubercle ; bristlesnone. N. Y. to Fla. FIG. 257.

21. E. te"nuis (Willd.) Sclmltes. Culms almost capillary, erect from running
rootstocks, ^-angular (0.5-7 dm. high), the sides concave

;

let ellipsoidal, acutish, 20-BQ-flowered (3-10 mm. long) ;

ovate, obtuse, chestnut-purple, with a broad
scarious margin and green keel, the outer 2 or
3 mm. long ; achene plump, obovoid, roughish-
ivrinkled, 1-1.3 mm. long, crowned with a small

depressed tubercle, persistent after the fall of

the scales
;
bristles as long as the achene or

none. Nfd. to Man~, and southw. June-Aug.
FIG. 258.

22. E. acuminata (Muhl.) Nees. Similar;
rootstock generally stouter and stiffer

;
culms

flat, striate, tufted, usually coarser
;

scales

lance-ovate, the uppermost acute. (E. compressa
Sulliv.) Wet places, oftenest in calcareous soil, N. Y. and
Ont., southw. FIG. 250. Perhaps a variety of the last.

E. nitida Fernald. Perennial, from slender rootstock
;

culms capillary, 4-angled, striate, 2-8 cm. high; spikelet ovoid.

acutish, 2. 5-4. 5 mm. long, 1.6-2.5 mm. thick, 8-20-flowered ; >///. s

elliptic-oblong, with rounded tips, purplish-brown, with greenish
ribs and very narrow scarious margins, the hnrmnont 1-1.2 mm.
I'Di.g ; achenes whitish-straw-color, narrowly obovoid, shitr/>l>/

trigonous, very minutely (under a lens) roughened, 0.7-1 mm.
long, the very narrow crown-like tubercle with a short point in

the middle. Springy spots, valley of the Ottawa R.. Can. (J.
Mocnnn}. Early June. FIG. 260.

24. E. intermedia (Muhl.) Srlmltes. Culms r, //*///,////. striato-grooved,

densely tufted from fibrous roots, diffusely spreading or reclining (0.2-1 dm.

Spikelet x 2.

Aclii'ne x 10.

258. E. teuuis.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

Cross-section of

culm x 5.
259. E. aouininnta.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

Cross-section of

culm x .">.

K. nitida.

Spik.-lot x2.
Achene x 10.
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S pikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

62. E. Macounii.

Spikolet x 2.

Achene X 10.

long); sheaths with oblique tips; spikelet cylindric-ovoid, acu-

tish, loosely 5-20-flowered (2-7 mm. long); scales oblong, obtuse,
green-keeled, the sides purplish-brown ; achene
obovoid with a narrowed base, beaked with
a slender conical-awl-shaped tubercle, which
nearly equals the 6 bristles. Wet places,

Gaspe" Co., Que., to w. Out., s. to n. Me.,
w Ct N. J., Pa., and la. FIG. 261. 261 . E . intermedia .

Var. HABERERI Fernald. Bristles absent or

rudimentary. Shores of Oneida L., N.
'

Y.

(J. V. Haberer).
25. E. Macounii Fernald. Annual

;
culms

weak, 2 or 2.5 dm. long; spikelet lance-ellip-

soid, 1 cm. long, densely flowered
;
scales

ovate-lanceolate, acutish or blunt, dark brown ;

achene much compressed, trigonoits-obovoid, twice as long
as the broad deltoid-conical tubercle. Border of marsh,
North Wakefield, Que. (J. M. Macoun}. FIG. 262.

26. E. rostellata Torr. Perennial, from short thick

caudex; culms flattened and striate-grooved, wiry, erect (3-12
dm. long), the sterile ones reclining, rooting and proliferous
from the apex, the sheath transversely truncate

; spikelet

spindle-shaped, 12-20-flowered, 6-15 mm. long ;
scales ovate,

obtuse (light brown); achene obovoid-triangular, narrowed
into the confluent pyramidal tubercle, which is overtopped
by the 4-6 bristles. Salt marshes, N. H. to Fla., and locally
in alkaline situations inland. (Mex., Cuba.) FIG. 263.

5. DICHR6MENA Michx.

Spikelets few-flowered, all but 3 or 4 of the flowers usually imperfect or
abortive. Scales imbricated somewhat in 2 ranks, more or less conduplicate or

boat-shaped, keeled, white or whitish. Stamens 3. Style
2-cleft. Perianth, bristles, etc., none. Achene lenticular,
wrinkled transversely, crowned with the persistent and broad
tubercled base of the style. Culms leafy, from creeping
perennial rootstocks

;
the leaves of the involucre mostly white

at the base (whence the name, from 5ls,

double, and x/ouVut, color}.
1. D. colorata (L.) Hitchc. Culm

triangular (0.25-1 m. high) ;
leaves nar-

row; those of the involucre 4-7, linear;
achene truncate, not margined. (Z). leuco-

cephala Michx.) Damp pine-barrens,
N. J. to Fla. and Tex.

; very rare northw. July-Sept. (Mex.,
W. I.) FIG. 264.

2. D. latifblia Baldw. Culm stouter, nearly terete;
leaves broadly linear

;
those of the involucre linear-lance-

olate, 8 or 9, tapering from base to apex ; achene round-

obovoid, faintly wrinkled, the tubercle decurrent on its

edges. Low pine-barrens, Va. to Fla. and Tex. FIG. 265.

E. rostellata.

Spikelet x 2.

Achene x 10.

264. D. colorata.

265. D. latifolia.

6. PSILOCARYA Torr. BALD RUSH

Spikelets ovoid, terete, the numerous scales all alike and regularly imbri-

d, each with a perfect flower. Stamens mostly 2. Style 2-cleft, its base

irging and hardening to form the beak of the lenticular or tumid more or

wrinkled achene. Annuals, with leafy culms, the spikelets in terminal and
illary cymes. (Name from \f/i\6s, naked, and Kdpvov, nut.)
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1. P. scirpoides Torr. Annual (0.2-3 dm. high), leafy;
leaves flat

; spikelets 20-30-flowered
;
scales oblong-ovate, acute,

chestnut-colored
;
achene finely roughened, somewhat margined,

beaked with a long sword-shaped almost wholly persistent style.
Wet sandy shores and swamps, Mass, and R. I.; n. Ind.

y V Aug.-Oct. FIG. 266.

VI 2. P. nitens (Vahl) Wood. Similar; often be-

Q | coming 5-7 dm. high ; faces of the achene with

OUR T> irio strong transverse ribs : tubercle depressed, bro<i<i<T
zoo. 1 . scirpoiaes. -5 ,

than high. Wet sandy shores and bogs, L. I. and 267. l*. nitens.

Del., southw.; n. Ind. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 267.

7. STENOPHYLLUS Raf.

Spikelets as in Fimbristylis, the comparatively large scales in few ranks.

Stamens 2 or 3. Style 2-3-cleft, filiform, glabrous, its base swollen and forming
a persistent colored tubercle. Otherwise as in Fimbristylis ; standing in the

same relation to that genus as Eleocharis to Scirpus. Leaves primarily basal,

narrowly linear or filiform, the sheaths hairy or ciliate. (Name
, y from <TTv6s, narrow, and (fyu\\ov, leaf.)

\(Jf 1. S. capillaris (L.) Britton. Low annual, densely tufted

^NjV (0.3-3 dm. high) ;
culms and leaves nearly capillary, the latter

I short, minutely ciliate
;
umbels compound or panicled, loose or

268. 8. capillaris. compact (in dwarf plant often much reduced) ; spikelets ovoid-

oblong, brown to blackish
;
stamens 2

;
achene acutely triangular,

minutely wrinkled, very blunt. ( Fimbristylis Gray . ) Sandy fields, Me. to Fla.
,

w. to the Pacific. July-Oct. (Trop. Am.) FIG. 208.

8. FIMBRISTYLIS Vahl.

Spikelets several-roany-flowered, terete
;
scales all floriferous, regularly imbri-

cated in several ranks. Stamens 1-3. Style 2-3-cleft, often with a dilated or

tumid base r which is deciduous from the apex of the naked lenticular or trian-

gular achene. Otherwise as in Scirpus. Spikelets in our

species umbelled, and the involucre 2-3-leaved. (Name com-

pounded of fimbria, a fringe, and stylus, style, which is

fringed with hairs in the genuine species.)

* Style 2-cleft ; achene lenticular.

-- Spikelets mostly on elongate rays style ciliate.

1. F. spadicea (L.) Vahl. Perennial, rigid; the thickened

base covered with firm dark sheaths culms wiry, 0.3-1 m.

high, nearly naked
;
leaves pale and firm,

involute ; umbel 3-10-rayed, the rays very
unequal, some simple, others forking ;

spikelets ovoid to short-cylindric, 0.7-1.7

cm. long, the firm somewhat lustrous <t<trk

scales all glabrous ; stamens 2 < ">
;

achene broadly obovate, lustrous, minutely
striate and reticulated. Sand-dunes and
brackish shores, Va. to Fla. and Tex.

Aug.-Oct. (Trop. Am.) FIG. 269.

2. F. castanea (Michx.) Vahl. Similar; more slender

(1.5-7 dm. high) and /m7// xtnlinu'fi-nmti ; /In btimil xhi-tith*

xuftrr <ni<! tliitiin-r; the minis and the t/in inl-f<>rni r con-

voluti'-<-tinni> />,/ II-IIITS sniiHith nnd somewhat ri-id ; .s-//7v /V/s

amid , lli)isi(! ().")-! rni. Inntj, becoming cylindrical, chestnut-cnlnr ; //// wuh'.*

suffer a ml f/ii/n/i r, <it Inixt the lower />/it,<r/i/, nt. ( /'. sf><li<-,-<i. var. (Jray.)
Salt marshes and sand, along the coast from N. V. to Fla. and Tex.; extending
northw. in the interior to Ont., Mich., 111., and Neb. July-Oct. FIG, 270.

270. F. castanea.
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271. F. laxa.

Var. pub6rula (Michx.) Britton. Leaves and scapes
pubescent. Ga. and Fla. to Tex.

;
also n. in the flat country

to Ind., 111., and Mo.
3. F. laxa Vahl. Culms slender (0.5-7 dm. high) from

an annual root, weak, grooved and flattish
;
leaves linear,

flat, ciliate-denticulate, glaucous, sometimes hairy; spike-
lets ovoid, acute (0.4-1 cm. long) ;

stamen 1
;

achene conspicuously 6-S-ribbed on each side,
and with finer cross-lines. Low ground, near
the coast, Pa. to Fla and Tex.

;
n. in the flat

country to 111. and Mo. July-Oct. (Trop.
Am.) FIG. 271.

->- *- Spikelets glomerulate ; style glabrous.

4. F. Vahlii (Lam.) Link. Dwarf tufted annual (0.3-2 dm.
high); the culms, leaves and very elongated upright bracts fill-

272 F. Vahlii. form; glomerule 0.3-1 cm. in diameter; spikelets 3-8, sub-

cylindric, greenish or pale brown, the narrow scales acuminate
;

achene minute, transversely reticulate. Damp sands,
etc., N. C. to Fla., Tex., and Mo.; introd. near Phila.

July-Oct. FIG. 272.

* *
tttyle 3-cleft ; achene triangular.

5. F. autumnalis (L.) R. & S. Annual (1-4 dm.
high), in tufts; culms flat, slender, diffuse or erect \

leaves flat, acute
;
umbel compound or decompound, the

very numerous slender-cylindric to fusiform brown spike-
lets 4-10 mm. long ;

the rnucronate-acuminate ovate-
lanceolate scales appressed stamens 1-3; achenes very

minute, 0.5 mm. long, smooth or

minutely roughened. Low grounds,
Pa., 111., and Mo., southw. July-
Sept. (Trop. Am.) FIG. 273.

6. F. Frdnkii Steud. Similar,
0.1-2 dm. high ;

the umbel simple or slightly compound
(or the spikelets solitary in dwarf plants); spikelets ellip-
soid or narrowly ovoid, castaneous, the slender tips of the

scales slightly spreading; achenes 0.75 mm. long. (F.
autumnalis Man. ed. 6, in part.) Sandy shores, Me. to

274. F. Frankii. Ont., and southw. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 274.

273. F. autumnalis.

9. SCIRPUS [Tourn.] L. BULRUSH OR CLUB RUSH

SpikeleCs few-many-flowered, solitary or in a terminal cluster when it is sub-
tended by a 1-several-leaved involucre (this when simple often appearing like a
continuation of the culm); the scales in several ranks, or rarely inclining to be
2-ranked. Flowers to all the scales, or to all but one or two of the lowest, all

perfect. Perianth of 1-6 (or 8) bristles, or sometimes wanting. Stamens 2 or
3. Style 2-3-cleft, simple, wholly deciduous, or sometimes leaving a tip or

point to the lenticular or triangular achene. Culms sheathed at base. (The
Latin name of the bulrush.)

a. Involucre none, or merely the modified outer caducous scale of the soli-

tary terminal small (2.5-7 mm. long) spikelet ;
achene trigonous,

smooth b.

b. Perianth-bristles terete and setulose.
Scales of the flattened spikelet membranous and awnless

; bristles

retrorsely barbed ; achenes beaked.
Achene 1 mm. long, constricted below the beak . . . 1. /S. nanus.
Achene 2-2.5 mm. long, the pale beak continuous with the body 2. S. pauciflorus.

Scales of the terete spikelet with firm green midribs, that of the
outermost prolonged into a blunt awn

; bristles setulose with
spreading or ascending fine hairs

;
achenes beakless.
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Only the outermost scale awned 3. S. flintonii.
All the scales awned 4. ,S'.

6. Perianth-bristles ligulate and barbless ;
scales chartaceous, the midrib

of at least the outer prolonged into a rigid awn.
Culms terete and smooth at tip; achene 2 mm. long, slightly ex-

ceeded by the perianth 5. S.

Culms trigonous and scabrous above ; achene about 1 mm. long ;

the perianth becoming '2 -3 cm. long G. /S.

a. Involucre foliaceous or appearing to be a continuation of the culm c.

c. Involucral bract 1 (occasionally with a secondary small involucel), ap-
pearing to be a continuation of the culm d.

d. Spikelet solitary ; culms flaccid 7. S.

d. Spikelets normally more than 1
;
culms firm e.

e. Spikelets crowded into a subterminal short spike . . . 8. S. rufus.
e. Spikelets distinct, paniculate or glomerulate /.

/. Spikelets sessile or in glomerules g.

g. Annuals with tufted roots
;
culms terete or obtusely angled.

Achenes transversely wrinkled 9. S. Hallii.
Achenes smooth or merely pitted.
Achenes unequally biconvex or lenticular.

Bristles surpassing the achene 10. S. debilix.
Bristles wanting (10) S. debilit, v. Williamnii.

Achenes plano-convex, one face distinctly flattened.
Bristles wanting 11. S. Smithii.
Bristles present (in S. Smithii, v. tietosux.

g. Perennials with running rootstocks
;
culms sharply trigonous 1i.

h. Involucral leaf erect.

Involucral leaf 4-15 cm. long ; spikelets pointed.
Scales reddish-brown, ciliate, awn-tipped ;

achene plano-
convex, broadly obovoid, short-inucronate . . 12. S. americanus.

Scales yellowish-brown, entire, mucronate ; achene

trigonous, oblong-obovoid, long-mucronate . . 13. S. Torreyi.
Involucral leaf 1-3 cm. long; spikelets obtuse . . .14. S. Olneyi,

h. Involucral leaf strongly divergent 15. S. mucronatus.
f. Spikelets more or less loosely umbellulate or paniculate i.

i. Culms triangular, from a short rootstock ; basal sheath bear-

ing a long triangular leaf; involucral leaf keeled, much
overtopping the loose umbel 16. S. elubercitfdtti*.

i. Culms and short involucral leaf terete, the latter shorter than
the 1-sided compound umbel-like panicle of tawny spike-
lets

;
basal sheaths mostly bladeless j.

y. Achenes lenticular
; bristles 4-6, subequal, about as long as

the achenes.
Achenes 2 mm. long, nearly equaling the scales . . 17. S. validux.
Achenes 2.5-8 mm. long, much exceeded by the scales . 18. S. occhlt nt<tUx.

j. Achenes trigonous ; bristles very unequal, mostly shorter
than the achenes 19. S. Jieterochattns.

c. Involucral bracts 2 or more, leaf-like
;
culms leafy k.

k. Spikelets large, 1-5 cm. long, 0.5-1 cm. thick ; midrib of the scales

extended beyond the somewhat lacerate or 2-cleft apex as an
awn ; culms sharply trigonous ;

rootstocks cord-like, with fre-

quent tuber-like thickenings.
Achenes sharply and equally trigonous 20. S.fluriatili*.
Achenes lenticular, plano-convex or obscurely trigonous.

Scales of the spikelets rufesceut, bearing numerous elongate
red markings 21. S. robusfux.

Scales whitish to castaneous, not rufescent.
Scales whitish-brown 22.

Scales drab to castaneous.

Spikelets all or mostly in a dense glomerule . (22) S. cdmpestris, v.

Spikelets 1-several on mostly elongate rays.
Spikelets long-cylindrio, 2-5 cm. long (22) N. c<t/n/>t '.v/r/\, v

Spikelets ovoid, 1-2 cm. long .... (22) S. campestri*, \.

k. Spikelets small, 2-15 mm. long, 1-3 mm. thick, very numerous, in

decompound mnbelliform panicles I.

I. Bristles retrorsely barbed
; spikelets in glomerules ;

culms mostly
solitary; the short caudex bearing thick scalv stolons HI.

m. Lower sheaths (at least) red -tinged; bristles barbed nearly to

base n.
ii. Achenes lenticular; style-branches 2 ; bristles 4.

Primary and BOdODOCry rays of the intlo-.-esceiice mostly
elongate, the ultimate glomerules mostly pcdmicled ". 23. S.

Primary and secondary rays abbreviated, most of the ulti-

mate glomerules crowded in irregular masses (28) S. ri<ltrot//<ct .v, v. i-oi(f'crtns.

n. Achenes trigonous ; style branches ;i
; bristles :; or (1.

Spikelets narrowly ovoid. :'.-'> mm. long . . . .24. S. n.i/f niti'di*.

Spikelets cylindrie, <>-14 mm. long . . . ('J4) X. Ki/lrtitii-n', \ . />//.*< ////.

m. Sheaths uniformly greenish, not red ; bristles barbed only above
the middle <>.
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o. Bristles shorter than or about equaling the achene p.
p. Lower leaves and sheaths nodulose-reticulate

; bristles

nearly or quite equaling the achene.
Scales of the spikelet dark brown, orbicular-ovate, ab-

ruptly mucronate, 1.5-2 rnin. long, one-third longer
than the achenes.

Some of the rays of the inflorescence elongate and defi-
nite 25. S. atrovirena.

All the rays abbreviated and hidden in the dense inflo-

rescence (25) S. atrovirens, v. pycnocephalus.
Scales of the spikelet light brown, elliptic-ovate, narrowed

to a long setulose awn, about twice as long as the
achenes 26. S. pallidus.

p. Lower leaves and sheaths smooth and hardly nodulose ;

bristles shorter than the achene or often wanting . . 27. S. georgianus.
o. Bristles twice as long as the achene.

Spikelets ovoid, 2.5-3.5 rnm. long 28. S. polyphyllus.
Spikelets cylindric, 5-8 mm. long . . (28) S. polyphyllus, v. macrostachys.

I. Bristles smooth or with few scattered or ascending hairs (not
regularly retrorse-barbed), bent or curled

;
non-stoloniferous

plants in tufts or stools q.

q. Bristles at maturity scarcely exceeding the scales.

Bristles firm, appressed, shorter than or about equaling the
achene 29. S. divaricatus.

Bristles weak, loosely ascending, about twice as long as the
achene.

Scales with the strong green midrib prolonged into a sharp
point 30. 8. lineatus.

Scales blunt, the midrib inconspicuous SI. S. Peckii.
q. Bristles at maturity much exceeding the scales r.

r. Spikelets all in glomerules of 3 to 15.

Involucels reddish-brown.

Spikelets ovoid, 3-6 mm. long 32. S. cyperinus.
Spikelets cylindric, 7-10 mm. long . . (32) 8. cyperinus, v, Andrewsii.

Involucels dull brown or drab, with blackish bases.

Rays elongate, the glomerules mostly distinct . (32) S. cyperinus, v. pelius.
Kays abbreviated, the glomerules crowded in dense irreg-

ular masses (32) S. cyperinus, v. condematus.
r. Lateral spikelets of each group mostly pediceled (pedicels

short and obscure only in a variety with congested pan-
icles) s.

s. Involucels brown or reddish.
Involucels bright red-brown or terra-cotta . . . 33. S. Eriophorum.
Involucels dull brown, not reddish.

Spikelets 3-6 mm. long, pale brown to straw-color . 34. S pedicellatus.
Spikelets 7-10 mm. long, drab . . . (34) 8. pedicellatus, v. pullus.

s. Involucels black.

Kays mostly elongate, the raylets usually definite . . 35. S. atrocinctus.

Kays and raylets abbreviated, the spikelets crowded in

irregular masses (35) S. atrocinctus, v. brachypodus.

1. S. nanus Spreng. Culms densely tufted, bristle-like, flattened and grooved
(1-7 cm. high); spikelet ovoid, 3-8-flowered

;
scales ovate, the

upper rather acute
;
bristles mostly longer than the ovoid achene, $ |%

sometimes wanting. {Eleocharis pygmaea Torr.) Brackish TV
marshes of the Atlantic coast

; locally inland in N. Y., Mich., and
Minn. July-Sept. (Eu., n. Afr., Mex., Cuba.) FIG. 275.

2. S. pauciflbrus Lightf. Culms striate-angled, very slender

(0.5-4 dm. high), scarcely tufted, on slender running root-

stocks, with a short truncate sheath at base
;
scales chestnut-

brown, pointless, all flower-bearing, the two lower larger ;

bristles 3-6, about as long as the achene. (Eleocharis Link.)

276 s nauciflorus
~ Wet calcareous soil, Que. to B. C., s. to n. N. E., N. Y.,

Pa., 111., etc. June-Sept. (Eurasia.) FIG. 276.

3. S. Clintbnii Gray. Culms acutely triangular, almost bristle-like
;
sheaths

at the base bearing a very slender almost bristle-shaped leaf shorter (usually
very much shorter) than the culm

;
outer scale mostly shorter

than the pale-chestnut ovoid spikelet; achene 1.5-2 mm. long, ^ ffl

compressed, broadly obovoid, equaled or exceeded by the bristles.
[
^

- Dry banks, N. B. and Me. to w. N. Y. and Mich.;
" N. C." m g clintonii

May, June. FIG. 277.
4. S. planifblius Muhl. Culms triangular, leafy at base

;
leaves linear, flat,
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278 S planifolius

279. S. caespitosus.

Culms slender,

280. S. hudsonianus.

as long as the culm, and like it rough-edged ;
outer scale

usually overtopping the ovoid or subcylindric straw-colored
or brownish spikelet ;

bristles mostly about as long as the

achene. Dry open woods, Mass, and Vt. to Del., Pa., and
Mo. May, June. FIG. 278.

5. S. caespitbsus L. Culms terete, wiry, 1-5 dm. high, densely sheathed
at base, in compact turfy tufts

;
the upper sheath bearing a very short awl-

shaped leaf ; spikelet ovoid, rust-color
;

outer rigid-pointed
scale scarcely surpassing the spikelet ;

bristles smooth, longer
than the abruptly short-pointed achene. Mts., cold shores

and swamps, Lab. to Alaska, s. to N. S., n. N. E., N. Y., 111.,

Minn., etc.
;
and on the summits of the s.

Alleghenies. (Eurasia.) FIG. 279.

6. S. hudsonianus (Michx.) Fernald.

many in a row from a running rootstock (1.5-4 dm. high),
scabrous, naked

;
sheaths at the base awl-tipped ;

scales

brownish, oblong-lanceolate ;
bristles white, crisped, many

times exceeding the narrowly obovoid apieulate arh <'>'.

(Eriophorum alpinum L., not S. alpinus Schleich.) Cold

bogs and wet shores. Nfd. to Hudson Bay and B. C., s.

to Ct -> N - Y -> Micn" and M
'

inn - May-Aug. (Eu.) FIG.

280.

7. S. subtermini lis Torr. Aquatic, rarely emersed
;

rootstock slender; culms (0.3-1 m. long, thickish-filiform)

partly and the shorter filiform leaves wholly submersed,
cellular

;
the filiform green bract 1-5 cm. long, surpassing

the subcylindric to ovoid spikelet (6-13 mrn. long) ;
scales

green or straw-color, somewhat pointed ;
bristles bearded

downward, rather shorter than the abruptly pointed achene.
Slow streams and ponds, Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. J., Pa., 281. S. subtenninalis.

Mich., n. Ind., etc. FIG. 281.

8. S. rufus (Huds.) Schrad. Freely stoloniferous
;

culms

smooth, subterete, compressed, 1-6 cm. high, taller than the sub-

terete channeled callous-tipped firm mostly basal leaves
; */>/

distichous, 1-2 cm. long, consisting of closely crowded 2-5-^?o?'vmZ

spikelets ; involucre 1-5 cm. long, sometimes wanting; scales

castaneous, conduplicate, pointed ;
bristles 0, or 3-6, upwardly

barbellate, much shorter than the plano-convex ellipsoid long-beaked
282. s. rufus. achene (4.5-5.5 mm. long) . Brackish marshes, e. N. B.

and Que. July, Aug. (Eurasia.) FIG. 282.

9. S. Hallii Gray. Culms slender, terete, 1-4 dm. high ; upper
sheath rarely distinctly leaf-bearing ; spikelets 1-7 in a sessile or
sometimes geminately rproliferous cluster, ovoid becoming cylindri-

cal, acute, greenish (0.5-1.5 cm. long); scales ovate, strongly keeled,

cuspidate-acuminate ;
stamens 2 or 3

; style 2-cleft
;

?>?/*//*

none; achene obovate-orbicular, mucronate, plano-convex, str<><il>j

wrinkled transversely. (S. supinus, var. Gray.) Wet shores, 111.

to Fla. and Tex.; also Winter Pond, Winchester, Mass. Aug.,
Sept. FIG. 283.

10. S. dSbilis Pursh. Culms obtusely triangular, with somewhat hollowed

sides, 1-6 dm. high, yellowish-green, shining; spikelets 1-12,

capitate, ovoid, obtuse (0.5-1 cm. long) ;
involucral loaf often

horizontal at maturity; scales roundish, with tawny margins;
stamens 3

; style 2-3-cleft
;
bristles 6, stout, downwardly barlu <!,

equaling or two surpassing the broadly obovoid tun/id abruptly

mucronate-pointed achene. Sandy or muddy shores, Me. to

Minn., and soutliw. Aug., Sept. FIG. 284. Var. WIII.IAM-II

Fernald. Hristlcs wanting. Massapoai;- L., Sharon, Mass.

11. S. Smlthii Gray. Culms terete, slender. O..V i din. hiirh,

284. 8. debilis. often leaf-bearing from the upper sheath, dull green as aiv ihu

283. S. Hallii.
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Smithii.

1-5 ovoid acutish spikelets (0.5-1 cm. long); involucral leaf always
erect

;
scales oblong-oval ; style 2-cleft

;
bristles I or 2 minute

rudiments or none ; achene cuneate-obovate. Wet shores, local,
Me. to Pa., 111., Mich., and Out. July-Sept. FIG. 285. Var.
SEx6sus Fern aid. Perianth of 4 or 5 slender retrorsely barbed

bristles, mostly exceeding the achenes. Me.;
Mass.

;
and 111.

12. S. americanus Pers. Running rootstocks

long and stout ; culms sharply 3-angled through-
out (0.2-1 m. high) with concave sides; leaves

1-3, elongated (1-3 dm. long), keeled arid chan-
neled

;
involucral leaf pointed; spikelets 1-6, capitate, ovoid,

mostly 0.5-1 cm. long ;
scales ovate, sparingly ciliate, 2-cleft

at the apex; anthers tipped with an awl-shaped minutely fringed
appendage; style 2-cleft (rarely 3-cleft); bristles 2-6, shorter
than the smooth achene. (S. pungens Vahl.) Borders of

286 S americanus salt and fresh Ponds and streams, temperate N. A. Aug.-
Oct. (Eu., S. A.) FIG. 286.

13. S. Torrdyi Olney. Bootstocks slender and weak; culm 3-angled, with
concave sides, rather slender (0.4-1.5 m. high), leafy at base ; leaves 2 or 3, more
than half the length of the culm, triangular-channeled, slender

;

involucral leaf blunt; spikelets 1-4, oblong or spindle-shaped,
acute, distinct, 1-1.5 cm. long ;

scales ovate, smooth, barely mu-
cronate

; style 3-cleft ; bristles longer than the unequally triangular
very smooth long-pointed achene. Borders of ponds, brackish

and fresh, Me. to Pa., la., and Man. Aug., Sept.
FIG. 287.

14. S. OlnSyi Gray. Culm S-wing-angled, with

deeply excavated sides, stout (0.5-2 m. high), the

upper sheath bearing a triangular leaf or none;
spikelets 6-12, closely capitate, ovoid, obtuse, over-

topped by the short involucral leaf
;
scales orbicular, 287 s Torreyi

smooth, the inconspicuous mucronate point shorter
than the scarious apex ;

anthers with a very short and blunt

minutely bearded tip ; style 2-cleft ; bristles 6, scarcely equaling
the narrowly obovate plano-convex and mucronate achene. Salt

s oinevi niarshes, N. H. to Fla.; also in Mich., and on the Pacific coast.
'

July-Sept. (W. I.) FIG. 288.

15. S. MUCRON\TUS L. Resembling the last, 3-9 dm. high ;
involucral leaf

divergent; spikelets numerous in a dense cluster, oblong-ovoid; scales ovate,
mucronate, firm, scarcely at all scarious; style 3-cleft;
achene unequally trigonous, broadly obovate. In a

single locality in Delaware Co., Pa.; probably introd.
from s. Eu.

16. S. etuberculatus (Steud.) Ktze. Culm (1-2 m.high)
3-an(/l<

j
d, usually sharply so above, obtusely below, the

sheath at base extended into a long slender triangular and
channeled leaf; involucral leaf similar (1-2.5 dm. long),
continuing the culm

; spikelets cylindric (1-2 cm. long),
single or sometimes proliferously 2 or 3 together, nodding
on the, apex of the 5-9 long filiform and flattened peduncles
or rays of the dichotomous umbel-like corymb, or the
central one nearly sessile

;
scales loosely imbricated,

oblong-ovate, acute, pale, thin and scarious, with a green-
ish nerved back; bristles 6, firm, furnished above with

spreading hairs rather than barbs, equaling the slender

abrupt beak of the obovoid-triangular shining achene
(4mm. long). (8. Canbyi Gray; S. cylindricus Britton.)
Swamps and ponds, Md. to Fla., etc. June-Aug.

FIG. 289. 289. S. etuberculatus.
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17. S. vilidus Vahl. (GREAT B.) Rootstock stout, scaly, horizontal;
culm 0.5-2.5 in. high. 0.8-2.5 cm. thick at base, soft, light green ;

bawl
sheaths soft, with soon lacerate hyaline margin ; decom-

pound panicle lax, the rays 1-6 cm. long, slender and
flexuou* ; bractlets brownish, pubescent at ///>, funbriate-

ciliate, with strongly exntrrent midrib; spikelets solitary or

in glomerules of 2-5, rufescent, ovoid, acutish, 5-10 mm.
long ;

scales suborbicular, a little pubes-
cent on the back, ciliate, mucronate ; style
2-cleft

;
achene fuscous or dull black

when ripe, broad-obovoid, plano-convex,
mucronate, 1.3-1.5 mm. broad. (S. lacus-

tris, mostly of Am. auth., not L.) Mar-

gins of ponds and quiet streams. July,
290. S. validus.

*
ug> p̂ 290

18. S. occidentalis (Wats.) Chase. Similar; the culms

harder, olive-green ;
basal sheaths firmer, the margins becom-

ing fibrillose ; panicle compound, the rays 0.5-5 cm', long,

stiff; bractlets red-spotted, viscid at tip, lacerate-fimbriate,

abruptly mucronate; spikelets mostly in glomerules of 2-7,

rarely solitary, drab to reddish-brown, subcylindric, 1-2 cm.
291 g occidenta i is

long ;
scales oblong-ovate, aristate, red-dotted, viscid above ;

achene biconvex, 1.7-1.9 mm. broad. Lake-borders, Nfd. to B. C., s. to Mass.,
N. Y., Great Lakes, Mo., etc. Aug., Sept. FIG. 291.

10. S. heterochafctus Chase. Similar
;
the culms slender, rarely 1 cm. thick

at base, pale green ; panicle compound, the suberect very slender rays 1-9 cm.

long; bractlets pale, aristate-acuminate, glabrous ; spike-
lets solitary, ellipsoid, 8-14 mm. long, pale brown ; antics

ovate-oblong, exceeding the achenes, emarginate, short-

aristate, slightly red-dotted, glabrous, with erose-fimbriate

margins ; style 3-cleft ; bristles

fragile, 2-4
;
achene greenish

or yellowish, 2.5-3 mm. long,
1 . 7-2 mm. broad. Marshes
and sheltered shores, e. Mass.
and Vt. to 111., Neb., and Ore.

July, Aug. FIG. 292.

20. S. fluviatilis (Torr.)
Gray. (RIVER B.) Culm very^ ^ m ^- . ^

flat, broadly linear (0.7-2 cm. wide), tapering gradu-
ally to a point, the upper and those of the very long
involucre very much exceeding the compound umbel;
rays 5-12, elongated, recurved-spreading, each bearing
1-5 ovoid to cylindrical acute pale-brown spikelets

(1.5-4 cm. long); scales slightly lacerate, the awns
much exceeding the cleft tip ;

achene obovoid, sharply and

exactly triangular, conspicu-
ously pointed, opaque, about

equaling the 6 rigid bristles.

Borders of lakes and large streams, e. Mass, and
Vt. to I). C., w. to Minn., Kan., etc. July-Sept.
Fio. 29...

21. S. robustus Pursh. Leaves flat, green, 4-10 mm.
broad, as long as or longer than the stout culm (0.7-
1.2 m. high), those of the involucre 3 or 4, very unequal,
the longest 2.5-4 < Int. l<nj ; *)>ikc!>tx 1-15, ruf<*<-it,

ovoid to cylindric, 1.5-3 cm. l<uiu, (5-12 mm. thick,
s. robustus. some sessile, the others borne on short (2-6 cm. long)

292. S. heterochaetus.

298. S. fluviatilis.
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295. S. camp., v. palud.

rays ;
scales all pubescent, the awns soon recurved and many times exceeding

the cleft tip ; achene broadly to narrowly obovoid, compressed, flat on one side,
convex or obtuse-angled on the other, short-pointed, shining ;

the bristles unequal
and deciduous or obsolete. (S. maritimus, in part, Am. authors.) Brackish
or salt marshes, Mass, to Fla. and Tex. July-Sept. FIG. 294.

22. S. campSstris Britton. Culms 0.3-1 m. high, usually exceeding the stiff

pale leaves (3-9 mm. broad); involucral leaves 2 (or 8), the longer 1-2 dm. long ;

spikelets whitish-brown, ovoid to cylindric, 1-2 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick, 2-
11 in a dense glomerule, occasionally a few in a secondary glomerate; scales

puberulent, or the outermost glabrous except at tip,

the slightly curved awn twice or thrice exceeding the

cleft tip. (8. maritimus, in part, of authors.)
Prairies, etc., Man. and Minn., westw. and southw.
Var. pALUD6sus (A. Nelson) Fernald. Similar, but
with the scales drab to castaneous. (S. paludosus
A. Nelson.) Alkaline situations inland, and in salt

marshes, Gulf of St. Lawrence to N. J. July-Sept.
FIG. 295. Var. N^VAE-ANGLIAE (Britton) Fernald.

Usually taller (1-2 m. high); the involucral leaves

3 to 5, the longest 2-3.5 dm. long; the looser inflo-
rescence with 3 to 9 curved rays (2-10 crn. long) ;

spikelets dark brown, cylindric, 2-5 cm. long. (S.
novae-angliae Britton.) Mass, to s. N. Y.; also w. N. Y. Passing to Var.
FEHNALDI (Bicknell) Bartlett. Spikelets short-ovoid, 1-2 cm. long, on mostly
elongate rays. (S. Fernaldi Bicknell.) Me. to Mass.

23. S. rubrotinctus Fernald. Culm rather stout, 4-9 dm. high; leaves

broadly linear, the upper equaling or slightly exceed-

ing the inflorescence, the sheaths mostly red-tinged at

base, the blades smooth, 4-13 mm. broad
;
involucral

leaves mostly 3, the longest equaling or exceeding the
inflorescence

; rays numerous, the 3-5 longest ones
0.5-1.5 dm. long, stiff, ascending, subequal, the many
shorter ascending and divergent ; spikelets 4-9 mm.
long, ovoid to cylindric, in glomerules of from 3 to

many ;
scales ovate, blunt, or the terminal mucronate,

finely suffused with green and black; stamens %. (S.
sylvaticus, var. digynus Man. ed. 6, not Boeckl.)
Damp open soil, Nfd. to Assina., s. to Ct., N. Y.,
Great Lakes, etc. Fr. July, early Aug. FIG. 296.

Var. CONFERTUS Fernald. Glomerules compacted into dense clusters 1.5-4 cm.
across. Nfd. to Me., local.

24. S. sylvaticus L. Similar; tall and coarse, 0.5-2 m. high ; upper sheaths

mostly green, leaf-blades with scabrous margins,
1-2 cm. broad

; rays very numerous, mostly ascend-

ing but flexuous, the 1-4 longest 0.5-4 dm. long;
spikelets 3-5 mm. long, ovoid, in glomerules of

from 2-8
;

stamens 3. By brooks and in wet
swamps, s. Me. to Fla., and Mich. Fr. Aug.
(Eurasia.) FIG. 297.

Var. Biss611ii Fernald. Spikelets cylindric, 6-14
mrn. long, mostly 5-20 in a glomerule. Local,
Ct. and N. Y. An anomalous plant, combining
characteristics of 8. sylvaticus and 8. rubrotinctus ;

fruiting earlier than the former, later than the

latter.

25. S. atr6virens Muhl. Rather stout, 0.8-1.5 m.

high ;
leaves pale green, with scabrous margins.

7-15 mm. wide, at least the lower nodulose-reticu-

late, the ribs 0.25-0.3 mm. apart ; spikelets dull

nish-brown or rufescent, narrowly ovoid to 297. s. sylvaticus.

296. S. rubrotinctus.

CRAY'S MANUAL 13
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298. 8. atrovirens. paiiidus.

cylindric, 3.5-8 (rarely 10) mm. long, in gloineiules of 10-30
;
scales 1.5-2 mm.

fang; bristles sparsely and strongly barbed, nearly straight, as long as the

conspicuously pointed and obovoid-oblong trigonous achene.
- Meadows and bogs, Me. to Sask., s. to Ga. and Mo. Fr.

late July, Aug. FIG. 298. Var. PYC\OCEPIIAH:S Fernald.

Hays abbreviated
; glomerules crowded in a dense irregular

head. Flats of the Mohawk K., N. Y., local (Haberer}.
26. S. pallidus (Britton) Fernald. Similar; leaves very

pale; spikelets pale brown, very numerous in irregular
ylomeruh's ; scales 2-3 mm. long, with the conspicuous paU
midribs prolonged into long setulose aicns. (,V. at

var. Britton. ) Man. to Kan. and the Kocky
Mts. Fr. July. FIG. 299.

27. S. georgianus Harper. Slender, 3-12
dm. high, bright green ; leaves smooth, rarely ^
nodulose below, numerous, crowded at base,

0.5-1 cm. broad, the ribs 0.15-0.2 mm. apart ; spikelets 2-4 mm. long, numerous
in the glomerules; the greenish-brown or rufescent scales mucronate, 1-1.5 mm.

long, slightly exceeding the ellipsoid achenes. Que. to

Mich., Ga., and Ark. Fr. July. Occasionally proliferous.
28. S. polyphyllus Vahl. Culm usually very leafy

*

spikelets yellow-brown or reddish, ovoid, 2.5-3 mm. long,
clustered 3-8 together in small heads on the short ultimate
divisions of the open decompound umbel; scales rounded,
mucronate, 1-1.5 mm. long, about equaling the broadly
obovoid short-tipped achene

;
bristles 6, usually tn-ici-

bent, about twice the length of the achene. Swamps and
borders of ponds, w. N. E. to Ga., w. to Minn, and Ark.

July-Sept. Often proliferous. FIG. 300. Var. MACHOS-
TACHYS Boeckl. Spikelets cylindric, 5-8 mm. long.

Local, Ct. and N. Y.
29. S. divaricatus Ell. Slender, weak, 0.5-1.5 m. high ;

leaves very numerous, deep green, soft and smooth, 4-10 mm.
wide

;
inflorescence loose, often proliferous, with elongated

widely divergent flexuous rays ; spikelets mostly pediceled,

very slender, cylindric, at first 3 or 4 mm. long, the axis

elongating to 1 cm., 1-2 mm. thick; scales whitish or pal<'

brown, blunt, incurved, with broad green midrib; achene

firm, sharply trigonous, ovoid, apicu-
late. Swamps, etc., Va. to Mo., and
southw. June-Aug. FIG. 301.

30. S. lineatus Michx. Culms re-

motely leafy, 0.5-1.5 m. high ;
leaves

linear, flat, pale green, stiff, rather
broad (0.5-1 cm. wide), rough on the

margins ; involucre and involucels pale
brown at base; umbels terminal and
sometimes axillary, loose, 0.5-2 dm.
high, subsecund, the terminal with a
1-3-leaved involucre much shorter than the long slender

ascending, nodding-tipped rays; spikelets oblong, becom-
ing cylindrical (0.5-1 cm. long), on thrrml-likr <iroopiinj

pedicels; scales pale brown, ovate, green-keeled, pointed, the tips asci-inlhig, not

oppressed; achene firm, brown, sharp-pointed. (Eriophorvm B. & II.) Low
grounds, Yt. to Ga., and westw. June-Aug. FIG. 302.

31. S. Pe"ckii Britton. Culms slender, 0.8-1.7 m. high ; leaves pale green,
"> -'.' mm. broad, the margins scabrous; involucre and involucels blackish <tt

base; inflorescence 0.5-2 dm. high, the 2-5 longest stiff rays ascending, the
others shorter, ascending or divergent, the tips scarcely drooping; spikelets
oblong-cylindric, 5-9 mm. long, mostly sessile or subsessile in glomerult* of

801. divaricatus.

lineulus.
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803. S. Peckii.

304. S cyperinus.

2-7
;

scales oblong-ovate, acutish or obtuse, blackish-

ferruginous above the pale base
;
achene soft, whitish,

oblong. Meadows and bogs, N. H., Vt., and n. N. Y
July, Aug. FIG. 303.

32. S. cyperinus (L.) Kunth. (WOOL GRASS.) Culm
nearly terete (1-1.5 in. high) ;

leaves narrowly linear,

long, rigid, those of the involucre

3-5, longer than the loose umbel
(1.5-3 dm. long), the tips of the

rays at length drooping ; involucels
reddish-brown ; spikelets exceedingly
numerous, ovoid, clustered, woolly
at maturity (3-6 mm. long) ;

the rust-colored bristles much
longer than the pointless reddish-brown scales; achene
short-pointed. (Eriophorum L.) Wet meadows and
swamps, N. E. to Va., Tenn., and Ark. Aug., Sept. FIG.
304. Var. ANDREWSII Fernald. Involucels reddish-brown ;

spikelets cylindric, 7-10 mm. long. Local, Ct.
Var. pdlius Fernald. Involucels blackish at base;

bristles drab or smoke-color. The common form northw.
;

Nfd. to Ont., s. to Ct., N. Y., and Mich. Perhaps dis-
tinct. Var. CONDENSXTUS Fernald. Similar, but with
rays all or nearly all abbreviated, the glomerules in dense

irregular masses. Local, range of last. Aug.-Oct.
33. S. Eri6phorum Michx. Coarse and tall (1-2 m.) ;

the culm 2.5-6 mm.
thick below the ample (1.5-3 dm. high) inflorescence; leaves pale green, firm,
6-11 mm. broad; rays very elongate, mostly ascending, drooping at tip; the
involucels deep red-brown or terra-cotta ; spikelets ovoid, 3-6 mm. long, the
lateral pediceled ;

scales red-brown; wool slightly paler. Mostly near the coast,
Ct. to Fla., La.

,
and Ark. July-Sept.

34. S. pedicellatus Fernald. Similar; the culm rather stout (2-4 mm.
thick below the inflorescence) ;

leaves pale green, firm, 3-10
mm. broad ; inflorescence ample, 1-2.5 dm. high, the numerous

ascending subequal rays very slender, with nodding tips ;

involucels brown to dull straw-color ; spikelets 3-6 mm. long ;

scales pale brown; wool whitish-brown. Alluvial thickets

and swamps, e. Que. to Ct., N. Y., and Wis., mostly in the

interior. July, Aug. FIG. 305. Ordinarily very distinct,

occasionally approaching the preceding or the following as in

Var. PULLus Fernald. Spikelets dull brown or drab, 7-10 mm.
long. Local, and perhaps as nearly related to the next (including 8. atrocinc-

tus, var. grandis Fernald).
35. S. atrocinctus Fernald. Slender (0.5-1.2 m. high); the culm 1-2 mm.

in diameter below the inflorescence
;
leaves bright green, rather soft, 2-5 mm.

broad; inflorescence 0.5-1.8 dm. high, the slender rays very unequal ;
involucels

and base of involucre black; spikelets 2.5-6 mm. long, mostly pediceled; scales

greenish-black; wool drab or olive-brown. Meadows and swamps, abundant
northw.

;
Nfd. to Hudson Bay and Sask., s. to Ct., Pa., Mich., and la. June,

July (Aug. in colder regions). Var. BRACKYPODUS Fernald. Spikelets on
shortened pedicels, in irregular dense clusters; rays usually much reduced.

Frequently occupying large areas, especially northw. and at higher altitudes

than the typical form.

305. S. pedicellatus.

10. ERI6PHORUM L. COTTON GRASS

Kristles
naked, very numerous, silky and becoming greatly elongated. Other-

as in Scirpus. Spikelets single or clustered or umbellate, when involu-

crate with leaf-like bracts, upon a leafy or naked stem
;
scales membranaceous,

1-5-nerved, some of the lowest usually empty. Style very slender and elongated,
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3-cleft. Achene acutely triangular. (Name composed of epiov, wool or cotton,
and 0o/?6y, bearing.)

1. Spikelet solitary ;
involucre none

;
the lowest scale of the spikc-

let enlarged and thickened ;
stem-leaves reduced to mostly

bladeless sheaths a.

a. Stolonifcrous. culms solitary ; empty scales at base of spikelet
few (7 or less) ; flowering spikelet cylindric, in fruit becom-
ing obovoid.

Bristles reddish or cinnamon-color 1. E. Chamfatonif.
Bristles white (1) K. Chamissonis, v. albidum.

a. Nonstoloniferous, culms tufted
; empty scales 10-15; flowering

spikelet obovoid or globose, in fruit becoming depressed-
globose.

Densely tufted, the culms very many; upper sheaths dis-

tinctly inflated ; culm trigonous and scabrous at tip . 2. E. callitrix.

Loosely tufted, culms very few ; upper sheath close; culm
terete, glabrous at tip 3. E. opacum.

2. Spikelets 2-several ; involucre of 1-several leafy bracts b.

b. Leaves very slender, 1-1.5 mm. broad, triangular-channeled
throughout ; involucre a single erect short bract.

Upper cauline leaf with the sheath longer than the blade . 4. E. gracilf.

Upper cauline leaf with the sheath shorter than the blade . 5. E. tenellum.
b. Leaves broader, flat at least below the middle

;
involucral

bracts 2 or more c.

c. Scales of spikelet with only 1 prominent rib ; stamens 8.

Midrib of scale prominent only below the membranous tip ;

upper leaf-sheaths dark -girdled at summit.
Leaves 1.5-4 mm. broad 6. E. a nguxtifolium.
Leaves 5-8 mm. broad (6) E. angutstifolium, v. majus.

Midrib prominent to the tip of the scale : leaf-sheaths not
dark-girdled.

Spikelets mostly peduncled I.E. viridi-carinatum.
Spikelets sessile in a glomerule ... (7) E. riridi-carinatutn, v. Fellotcsii.

c. Scales of the spikelet with several prominent ribs
;
stamen 1.

Bristles copper-color or brown 8. E. mrginicum.
Bristles white except at base (8) E. virgin icum, \. album.

1. E. Chamiss&nis C. A. Mey. Culms soft, subterete, 1-8 dm. high ;
basal

leaves slender, channeled, the upper scarcely 'inflated sheaths mostly bladeless
;

flowering spikelet 1.5-2 cm. long ;
its scales brownish lead-color with broad

whitish margins, bluntish ; bristles reddish. (E. russeolum Fries.) Locally
in bogs, Lab. to N. S. and N. B.

;
Ont.

; Rocky Mts., etc. Fr. July, Aug.
(Eurasia.) Var. ALBIDUM (F. Nylander) Fernald. Bristles white. Que. and
N. B.

; Alaska, etc. (Eurasia.)
2. E. callitrix Cham. (HARE'S TAIL.) Culms stiff and wiry, densely tufted,

1.5-7 dm. high; basal leaves filiform-trigonous, scabrous; upper bladeless
sheaths inflated ; flowering spikelet obovoid or globose, 0.8-1.5 cm. long ; scales

lead-color with pale margins, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate ; fruit-

ing spikelet 2.5-5 cm. broad
;

bristles bright white. (E. vaginalnm Am.
authors, not L.). Bogs and mountain slopes, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Pa.,
Mich., Wis., and Man. Fr. May^July. (Asia.)

3. E. opacum (Bjornstr.) Fernald. Similar; culms terete, glabrous, fili-

form, forming loose small tufts; leaves glabrous; upper sheaths close; fl

spikelet rarely 1 cm. long; scales lead-color, lance-attenuate; fruiting
2-3.5 cm. broad

;
bristles sordid white. Locally on bogs, South Ashburnham.

Mass. (Forbft) ;
< >nt. to Sask. and the Rocky Mts. Fr. June, July. (Eurasia. )

4. E. grdcile Hoth. Weak and slender, glabrous, the subterete culm LM>
dm. high, with no young basal leaves developed at flowering season; >//>/><')'

cauline leaf-blade smooth. ron>i</-ti/>pcd, 1-4 cm. long; involucre dark at base ;

spikelets 2-5, mostly on short slender pubescent peduncles (0.r>-3 cm. long),
in an thesis 7-10 mm. long, in fruit 1.5-2 cm. long ;

scales lead-color or blitrkfah;
achenes 1.6-2 mm. long; bristles white. Cold bogs and swamps. Gulf of St.

Lawrence to B.C., s. to Ct., Pa., Mich., Neb., and Cal. Fr. May^July.
(Eurasia.)

5. E. tenSllum Nutt. Culms stiff, obtusely trigonous, scabrous above, 3-9
dm. high, ///// long slender green pointed tatoZtaHfe*; upper cauline leaf-blade
scnln-nns, ptn'nti-il, .".-18 cm. long; involucre brown or straw-color at b<t.*t ;

spikelets 3-6, on scabrous peduncles, in fruit 2-2.8 cm. long; scales greenish
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straw-color to reddish-brown; achenes 2.5-3 mm. long; bristles whitish.

(E. gracile, var. paucinermuin Engelm. ;
E. paucinervium A. A. Eaton.)

Swamps and bogs, Nfd. to Ont., s. to N. J. and 111. Fr. July, Aug.
0. E. angustifblium Roth. Culms 2-6 dm. high, slender, obtusely angled ;

basal leaves broad, conduplicate above the middle ; cauline leaves few, stiff, flat
at base, 1.5-15 cm. long, 1.5-4 mm. broad, scabrous on the margins; spikelets

2-10, mostly on stout glabrous or glabrate peduncles (0.5-7 cm. long), in

anthesis ovoid, 1-2 cm. long, in fruit 2.5-4.5 cm. long; scales lead-color to

castaneous, 4-10 mm. long, the nerveless tip membranous; anthers 2.5-5 mm.
long; achenes 2.7-3.5 mm. long; bristles bright white. (E. polystachion L.,
in part.) Cold bogs, Arctic Am., s. to Nfd., N. S., N. B., Me., L. Superior,
etc. Fr. June, July. (Eurasia.) Var. M\JUS Schultz. Stout and tall

(3-9 dm.) ;
the leaves 4-8 mm. broad. South to Me., Ont. y 111., Wise., la., etc.

(Eurasia.)
7. E. viridi-carinatum (Engelm.) Fernald. Culms 2-9 dm. high; leaves

flat except at tip, 2-6 mm. wide
; spikelets 3-30, on slender simple or forked

minutely hairy peduncles, in anthesis slender-ovoid, 6-10 mm. long, in fruit
1.5-3 cm. long ; scales greenish-drab to lead-color, the prominent often scabrous
midrib extending to the tip; anthers 1-1.25 mm. long; bristles whitish or pale
buff. (E. polystachion of most Am. authors.) Bogs and wet meadows, Nfd.
to Sask. and B. C., s. to Ct., N. Y., O., Mich., Wis., and said to extend to Ga.
Fr. May-Aug. Var. FELIXVWSII Fernald. Spikelets all sessile. Local, Me.
and Mass.

8. E. virginicum L. Culms wiry, terete below, trigonous above, smooth,
4-12 dm. high ;

leaves flat, stiff, elongate-linear, with close sheaths, the upper-
most 1-2.5 dm. long, 1.5-4 mm. wide; involucral bracts somewhat divergent;

spikelets mostly crowded in a dense glomerule, in anthesis 6-10 mm. long, in

fruit 1-2 cm. long ; scales with strongly striate-ribbed greenish or straw-colored

body and thin nerveless red-brown margin ; bristles tawny or copper-color.

Bogs and meadows, Nfd. to Ont. and Minn., s. to Ga. Fr. July-Sept. Var.
ALBUM Gray. Bristles whitish. Ct. and N. Y.

11. FUIRENA Rottb. UMBRELLA GRASS

Spikelets many-flowered, terete, clustered or solitary,

axillary and terminal. Scales imbricated in many ranks,
awned below the apex, all floriferous. Perianth of 3 ovate

or heart-shaped petaloid scales, mostly on claws, and usu-

ally with as many alternating small bristles. Stamens 3.

Style 3-cleft. Achene triangular, pointed with the per-
sistent base of the style. Culms from a usually perennial

root, obtusely triangular. (Named for G. Fuiren, a Danish

botanist.)
1. F. squarr&sa Michx. Annual, 0.5-3 dm. high ;

stems

glabrous ;
leaf-sheaths more or less hispid ; spikelets 2-8

;

perianth-scales narrowly to broadly oblong or ovate, long-

stipitate and attenuate to a long retrorsely barbed awn;
barbed bristles usually exceeding the yellow-brown achene,
which is equaled by the persistent style. (Var. pumila
Torr.) Sandy shores and swamps, Mass, to Fla.; Mich. 306. F. squarrosa.

and Ind. Aug. -Oct. FIG. 306.

2. F. hispida Ell. Perennial; stem (2.5-8 dm. high) leafy; leaves and

sheaths densely hairy; spikelets ellipsoid (0.5-1.2 cm. long), bristly with the

spreading awns of the scales
; perianth-scales rhombic or deltoid-

f
ovate, with a short thick smooth terminal awn or point, the inter-

posed mostly barbed bristles shorter than the yellow achene, which

is twice as long as the persistent style. (F. squarrosa, var.

SOT. F. hispida. Chapm.) Sandy wet places, N. J. to Fla. and Tex., n. in the

Fruit x 2%. low country to Ky. and I. T. July-Oct. FIG. 307.
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3. F. simplex Valil. Perennial, 1-8 dm. high ;
leaf-sheaths

hairy; pcrinn f/i -SCU/I-H ovate-oblong, the retrorsely barl>t <?/'//*

arising from below the tip, bristles equaling or exceeding the
8. F. simplex, white achene. Sandy or saline soil, Mo. and Kan. to Mex.
Fruit x 2%. Aug. -Oct. FIG. 308.

II. micrantha.

Plant x %. Spikelet x 2%.
Achene x 10.

12. HEMICARPHA Nees & Am.

Spikelet, flowers, etc., as in Scirpus, except that

there is a minute translucent scale (readily overlooked)
between the flower and the axis of the spikelet. Sta-

men only 1. Style.2-cleft. Bristles or other perianth
none. (Name from rim-, half, and :ctp0os, straw or

chaff, in allusion to the single inner

scalelet.)
1. H. micrantha (Vahl) Britton.

Dwarf or minute annual (0.2-15 dm.
high); involucre 1-leaved, as if a
continuation of the bristle-like culm,
and usually with another minute

leaf; spikelets, 1-3, short-cylindric or ovoid (2-4 mm. long) ;

scales oblong or narrowly obovate, brown, tipped with a short
recurved point ; achenes cylindric, brown, slightly reticulated,
with many close rows of crowded low papillae, (H. sub-

squarrosa Nees.) Sandy borders of ponds
and rivers, N. H. to Fla., w. to the Pacific

;

chiefly on the coastal plain and in the flat

country of the interior. Aug. -Oct. (Mex.,
S. A.) FIG. 309.

2. H. Drumm6ndi Nees. Similar
;
scales broadly obovate

or rhombic, the broad green midrib barely projecting as a blunt

oppressed tip ; achenes narrowly obovoid, ashy, scarcely reticu-

lated, the papillae fewer and somewhat remote. Damp sand,

etc., w. Ont., Ind., and 111. to Ark., Kan., arid Tex. July-
Oct. FIG. 310.

3. H. occidentalis Gray. Spikelets globose, the wide-spread-
ing lanceolate or narrowly ovate scales tapering to slender re-

curved awns (as long as the blades") ; achenes as in the latter.

Damp sand, w. Ont.
;
Wash, to Cal. July-Oct. FIG. 311.

310. H. Drummondi.

Spikelet x 2%.
Achene x 10.

311. H. occidental!*.

Spikelets x -J-
;i

.

Achene x 10.

13. LIPOCARPHA R. Br.

Spikelets terete, many-flowered, in a terminal close cluster

involucrate by leafy bracts. Scales spatulate, regularly im-

bricated in many ranks, awnless, deciduous, a few of the

lowest empty. Inner scales
(bracelets)

2 to each flower, thin,
one between the scale of the spikelet and the flower, one
between the latter and the axis of the spikelet. Stamens 1

or -2. Style 2-3-cleft. Achene flattish or triangular, naked
at the tip. Culms leafy at base. (Name formed of XtVos,

fat, and Kdp<f>os, <-lni[J\ fn>m the thickness of the inner scales

of some species.)
1. L. maculata (Michx.) Torr. Annual; culm (0.5-2.6

dm. high) much longer than the linear concave leaves;

spikelets (8-4 mm. long) green and dark-spotted; inner
scales delicate

;
stamen i

;
achene oblong with a contracted

base. Springy or miry places, Va. to Fla.; near Philadelphia, probably adv.

July-Oct. FIG. :ili'.
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14. RYNCH6SPORA Vahl. BEAK RUSH

Spikelets panicled or variously clustered, ovate, globular, or spindle-shaped,
terete, or sometimes flattish

;
but the scales open or barely concave (not boat-

shaped nor keeled) ;
the lower commonly loosely imbricated and empty, the

uppermost often subtending imperfect flowers. Perianth of bristles. Stamens

mostly 3. Achene lenticular, globular, or flat, crowned with a conspicuous
tubercle or beak consisting of the persistent indurated base or even of the greater

part of the style. Chiefly perennials, with more or less

triangular and leafy culms
;
the spikelets in terminal and

axillary clusters
; flowering in summer. (Name composed

of pifyxos, a snout, and cnropd, a seed, from the beaked
achene. )

1. Spikelets lanceolate, acuminate, in fruit flattish,

cymose-panicled, of only one perfect and 1-4 staminate

flowers ; scales few ; bristles rigid, minutely scabrous

upward; style simple or barely 2-toothed, filiform

v and gradually thickened downward, in

fruit persistent as an exserted slender

aid-shaped upwardly roughened beak,
several times longer than the smooth

flat obovate achene ; coarseperennials ;

spikelets in flower 1-1.5, in fruit (in-

cluding the projecting beak} 2-3 cm.

long.

1. R. corniculata (Lam.) Gray.

(HORNED RUSH.) Culm 0.5-2 m. high;
leaves 0.6-2 cm. wide

; cymes decompound, diffuse ; bristles

awl-shaped, stout, unequal, shorter than the achene. Wet
places on the coastal plain, Del. and Pa. to Fla. and Tex.,

locally northw. in the Miss. Basin to Mo., Ind., and 0.

June-Sept. FIG. 313.

2. R. macrostachya Torr. Erect and rather stiff
;

the

glomerules mostly of 10-50 spikelets, strongly ascending,
sessile or on few short rays; bristles capillary, twice the

length of the achene. Borders of ponds, Mass, to Fla. and

Tex., locally northw. in the Miss. Basin to Kan. and Ind.

314 E macrostachya Aug.-Oct. FlG. 314.

Var. immdata (Oakes) Fernald. Cymf loosely decom-

pound, the numerous rays wide-spreading or flexuous
;
the spikelets solitary

or 2-6 in loose glomerules. (Var. patula Chapm.) Mass, to Fla.

2. Spikelets terete or biconvex, few-many-flowered ; style conspicuously 2-

cleft, its base only forming the tubercle of the mostly lenticular achene ;

bristles usually present, merely rough or barbed-denticulate (rarely plu-

mose}.

* Achene transversely wrinkled; bristles mostly 6, upwardly denticulate.

3. R. cymdsa Ell. Culm slender 0.3-1 m. high, triangular;
leaves linear (1-4 mm. wide)', cymes corymbose, the brown spike-
lets crowded and clustered ; achene round-obovoid, faintly wrinkled,

twice the length of the bristles, four times the

length of the depressed-conical narrow tubercle.

Low grounds, N. J., Pa., 111., and southw. June-

Aug. (W. I., S. A.) FIG. 315.

nressa""
4 - R " compr6ssa Carey. Similar; culm rather

stout
;
leaves pale and firm, 3-7 mm. wide ; achene

strongly wrinkled, the tubercle with broad depressed thin-edged
base. Ga. and Fla. to La., northw. in the low country to Mo.

July. FlG. 316. 315. H, cymosa.
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5. R. Torreyana Gray. Culm nearly terete, slender; leaves

involute-filiform ; cymes panicled, somewhat loose, the ascend-

ing brown spikelets mostly pediceled; achene

compressed, oblong-obovoid, longer than the

bristles, thrice the length of the broad com-

pressed-conical tubercle. Swamps and bogs,
East Washington, N. H. (C. F. Parker} ;

pine-barrens of N. J. to Ga. July-Oct. FIG.

317.

6. R. inexpansa (Michx.) Vahl. Culm
triangular, slender

;
leaves narrowly linear,

2-3 mm. wide, becoming involute
; spikelets

spindle-shaped, mostly pediceled, in drooping

panicles; achene oblong, half the length of

the slender bristles, twice the length of the
rreyana. trianguiar_subuiate tubercle. Low grounds,

Va. to Ga. July-Sept. FIG. 318.

* * Achene smooth and even. 318. R. inexpansa.

310. 11. fusca.

t- Bristles 6, long and conspicuous, upwardly denticulate.

7. R. fusca (L.) Ait. f. Loosely stoloniferous
;
culm 2-6"

dm. high ;
leaves bristle-form, channeled; spikelets ovoid-

fusiform, few, clustered in 1-4 loose heads (chestnut-color)
overtopped by the slender bracts

;
achene obo-

void, about | the length of the bristles, nearly

equaling the triangular-sword-shaped acute

tubercle, which is rough-serrulate on the mar-

gins. Boggy places, Nfd. to Out., s. to Del.

and Mich. July-Sept. (Eu.) FIG. 319.

8. R. graci!6nta Gray. Culms very slender, 3-8 dm. high ; g2
leaves narrowly linear; spikelets ovoid, in 2-4 small clusters,

the lateral long-peduncled ; achene ovoid, rather shorter than
the bristles, about the length of the flat-awl-shaped tubercle.

Low grounds, s. N. Y. and N. J. to Fla. Aug., Sept. (W. I.,

S. A.) FIG. 320.

9. R. oligantha Gray. Culm and leaves filiform, 1.5-4
dm. high ; spikelets very few (1-4), ovoid-fusiform

;
bristles

plumose below the middle; achene obovoid-oblong. bearing a

^nical tubercle
-J

its length. Del. to Fla. July, Aug.
321. R. oligantha. FiG. 321.

f- t- Bristles none, or 1-3 and minute ; spikelets pale, l-flowered.

10. R. pallida M. A. Curtis. Culm (3-8 dm. high) acutely
triangular ;

leaves and spikelets as in the next species, but only
a terminal dense cluster, which is less white or turns pale
reddish-tawny ; achene obovoid-lenticular, tipped with a minute
//r/./v.s-.w and apiculate tubercle; the delicate bristles 4-5 times
shorter or obsolete. Bogs in pine-barrens, N. J. and N. C.

Aug., Sept. (VV. I., S. A.) FIG. 322. 322. R. pallida.

--*- Bristles loixt. <lrnti<'nlnte tl<>n-)ttf(/r<1, or both ways in no. 1 ">.

+ Spikclt'fx ifhid' <>r ii'hifish, becoming tawny with Offe, perfecting n//!// n

flower ; stamens usually 2 ; bristles 9-12, or even 20*.

11. R. alba (L.) Vahl. Culm slender (1.5-6 dm. high), triangular above;
leaves narrowly linear or almost bristle-form; spikelets lanceolate, densely
crowded in a head-like terminal corymb (O.f>-1. f> cm. broad) and usually one o'r

two lateral ones
;
achene oblong-obovate with a narrowed base, scarcely longer

than the flattened-awl-shaped tubercle, shorter than the bristles. Bogs. Nt'd
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. R. alba.

to Alaska, s. to Fla., Ky., the Great Lake region, and n. Cal.

July-Sept. (Eurasia, Porto Rico.) FIG. 323. Var. M!CRA Clarke.

Coarser, 4-8 dm. high ;
terminal corymb often 2-4 cm. broad.

The common southern form, extending n. to central N. Y. and Mass.

.w t-c Spikelets chestnut-colored, few-several-flowered ;

A/K\ stamens 3
;
bristles usually 6.

/O| 12. R. capillacea Torr. Culm 1-4.5 dm. high,
Mr slender

;
leaves bristle-form ; spikelets 3-6 in a ter-

\ m minal cluster, and commonly 1 or 2 on approximate

w|P or remote axilliary peduncles, oblong-lanceolate (pale

yjjj chestnut-color) ;
achene oblong-ovoid, stipitate, very

obscurely wrinkled, about half the length of the (6, rarely 12)
stout bristles, and twice the length of the lanceolate-beaked

004 P p-miihpp tubercle. Marly bogs and wet limestone rocks, e. Que. to
'

w. Ont., s. very locally to N. J., Pa,, 0., Mich., and Mo. July-
Sept. FIG. 324. Var. LEVISETA E. J. Hill. Bristles perfectly
smooth. Local, Me., Ont., Mich., and Ind.

13. R. Knieskernii Carey. Culm 1-0 dm. high, slender;
leaves narrowly linear, short; spikelets numerous, crowded in
4-6 distant clusters, oblong-ovoid, 2-3 mm. long ;

achene obovoid,
narrowed at base, equaling the bristles, twice the length of the

triangular flattened tubercle. Pine-barrens of N. J. (on bog
iron ore exclusively) to Va.

;
rare. July-Sept. FIG. 325.

14. R. glomerata (L.) Valil. Culms 0.1-1 in. high ; leaves

linear, flat; spikelets numerous in distant clusters or heads (0.5-1.5 cm. broad)
often in pairs from the same sheath, ovoid-oblong ; achene

obovoid, margined, narrowed at base, as long as the lance-

awl-shaped flattened tubercle, which equals the always down-
wardly barbed bristles. Low grounds, N. B. to Ont., and
southw. July-Sept. FIG. 326. Var. DISCUTIENS Clarke.
Bristles barbed only at the tip or quite smooth.

N. J.
,
and southw.

Var. paniculata (Gray) Chapm. Coarse
and tall (1-2 m.)> the very elongate inflores-

cence bearing numerous loose clusters of

heads.- Md. and Ind., southw.
15. R. axillaris (Lam.) Britton. Culm

stout (0.4-L2 in. high); leaves narrowly
linear, flat, keeled; spikelets very numerous, crowded in 2 or 3

or more dense globular heads (1.5-2.5 cm. thick}, which are dis-

tant (and often in pairs), oblong-lanceolate, dark brown
;
achene

orbicular-obovoid, margined, narrowed at base, 2-2. 5 mm. long, 327 i>. axillaris.

about as long as the awl-shaped beak
;

bristles twice longer,

stout, barbed downward and sometimes also upward. (R. cephalantha Gray.)
Sandy swamps, L. I. and N. J. to Fla. and La. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 327.

Var. microcephala Britton. More slender, and usually lower
; glomerules

0.7-1.5 cm. thick
;
achenes smaller. N. J. to Fla. and La.

325. R. Knies-

kernii.

R. glomerata.

15. CLADIUM P. Br. TWIG RUSH

Spikelets ovoid or oblong, of several loosely imbricated scales
;

the lower

empty, one or two above bearing a staminate or imperfect flower
;
the terminal

flower perfect and fertile. Perianth none. Stamens 2. Style 2-3-cleft, decidu-

ous. Achene ovoid or globular, somewhat corky at the summit, or pointed,
without any tubercle, in which it differs from Eynchospora. (Diminutive
of K\d8os, "a branch, from the repeatedly branched cyme of the original

species.)
1. C. mariscoides (Muhl.) Torr. Perennial; culm obscurely triangular
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(0.4-1 m. high); leaves narrow (1-3 mm. wide"), channeled,
scarcely rough-margined; panicle 0.5-3 dm. long, 2-5 cm.

broad, of 2-4 umbelliforrn cymes, the rays rigidly ascend-

ing ; spikelets clustered in heads 3-10

together on few peduncles ; achene miter-

shaped, the truncate base slightly flaring.

Bogs and wet sandy shores, either

fresh or brackish, N. S. to Ont., s. to

Fla., Ky., Ind., and la. Aug.-Oct. FIG.
328.

2. C. jamaic6nse Crantz. (SAW
GRASS.) Tall (1-3 m.) and coarse

;

0. mariscoides.
leaves broad ('5~1 Cm')' Sti& and $at"<
the margins and midrib beneath harshly

serrate; panicle 3-9 dm. long, the numerous rays bearing
abundant fascicled small chestnut-colored spikelets ;

achene

obovoid, the truncate base not flaring. (C. effusum Torr.)
Shallow water, Va. to Fla. and Tex. (W.I.) FIG. 329. 329. C. jamaicense.

16. SCLERIA Bergius. NUT RUSH

Flowers monoecious
;
the fertile spikelets 1-flowered, usually intermixed with

clusters of few-flowered staminate spikelets. Scales loosely imbricated, the
lower empty. Stamens 1-3. Style 3-cleft. Achene globular, stony, bony, or

enamel-like in texture. Perennials, with triangular leafy
culms, mostly from creeping rootstocks

; flowering in summer
;

all in low ground or swamps. Inflorescence, in our species,
of terminal and. axillary clusters, the lower clusters usually
peduncled. (Name cncXypla, hardness, from the indurated

* Achene smooth.

1. S. triglomerata Michx. Culm (0.5-1 m. high) ftmi

broadly linear (3.5-9 mm. wide) leaves roughish ; fascicles of

spikelets few, the lowest peduncled, the upper somewhat in

threes; achene ovoid-globose or depressed, 2-3 mm. long, on
an obscure crustaceous disk. Low, usually
sandy soil, e. Mass, and Vt. (according to John
Torrey} to Ont., la., and southw. June-Aug.
FIG. 330. Var. GRACILIS Britton. Culms
slender (3-6 dm. long) ;

leaves narrower
;

fascicles few-flowered, the lower (2-%-flowered)

880. 8. triglomerata.
on very Jon ff filiform peduncles ; achene nar-

rower, 1-1.5 mm. long, acutish. (Var. minor
Britton.) N. Y. and N. J.

J. S. oligdntha Michx. Culms slender, the angles somewhat
winged ;

leaves linear (3-5 mm. wide), smooth except the scabrous

apex ;
lateral fascicles 1 or 2, usually on long exserted peduncles ;

achene ovoid, on a tuberculate disk. Woods, D. C. to Fla. and
Tex. May^July. FIG. 331.

* * Achene papillose, granulose or warty.

3. S. pauciflbra Muhl. Smoothish or slightly hairy ; culm
slender (2-6 dm. high) ;

leaves narrowly linear, l-'J mm. broad
;

fascicles few-flowered, the lateral pedunculate, sessile, or want-
ing ; bracts ciliate

; achene globose, 1.5-2 mm. in diameter; the
disk ;i narrow ring lirariim ';! />,//>* <>f <1i$tiut't mfinitr tubercles.

Barrens and dryish meadows, N. ,1.' to ()., s. to Fla. and Tex.
Junr-Aim. (W. I.) Fi;. :;:ii>.

Var. caroliniana (Willd.) Wood. Very slender; Iran'*,
and m-nlrx r,r>j j.ttbescent. Local, Mass..' <>., Ind.. and southw.
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Var. kansana Fernald. Very slender and pubescent ; each

pair of tubercles bearing a smaller intermediate one. Sandy soil,
Cherokee Co.

,
Kan. FIG. 333.

4. S. ciliata Michx. Usually coarser,
0.5-1 m. high, glabrous, or slightly pubescent
below

;
leaves firm, 1-2.5 mm. wide, becoming

revolute ; fascicles 1 or 2, usually solitary, 0.7-2.5 cm. long ;

bracts ciliate
;
scales smooth ; achene 2-3 mm. in diameter,

the disk bearing 3 broad shallow entire or barely notched
tubercles. Pine-barrens, etc., Va. and
Mo. to Fla. and Tex. July, Aug.
(W. I.) FIG. 334.

5. S. Ellitittii Chapm. Coarser and
lower, 3-5 dm. high ;

the culms and flat

334. S. ciliata. leaves (2.5-6 mm. wide) pubescent ;
fascicles 2 or 3, usually subapproximate,

forming an interrupted head 1.5-3.5 cm. long; bracts

coarsely ciliate
;

scales ciliate on the back ; achene with
3 low broad tubercles, each 2-lobed. Pine-barrens and

dry ground, Va. and Mo., southw. May-
July. (W. I.) FIG. 335.

* * * Achene reticulated or wrinkled.

6. S. reticularis Michx. Culms slender,
335. S. Elliottii.

erect, smooth (1.5-7 dm. high); leaves linear (1.5-4 mm. wide),
smooth

;
lateral fascicles 1-3, loose, remote, nearly erect, on

short often included peduncles; bracts glabrous;
achene globose, regularly reticulated and pitted,
the pits often vertically arranged, not hairy, resting

upon a double greenish conspicuously 3-lobed

disk, the inner appressed to and deciduous with the

achene. Damp sand and pine-barrens, local, e.

Mass, to Fla.
;
n. Ind. Aug., Sept. FIG. 336.

336 S reticularis
Var> Pub$scens Britton. Culms weak, diffuse, 0.3-1 m.

high, slightly scabrous or smooth
;
leaves linear (2-7 mm. wide),

smooth
;
lateral fascicles loose, on more or less elongated and drooping filiform

peduncles ; achene irregularly pitted-reticulated or pitted-rugose with the ridges

often somewhat spirally arranged and more or less hairy. (S. Tor-

reyana Walp. ;
N. trichopoda C.Wright.) Pine-barrens, etc., Ct.

and Ind. to Fla. and Tex. (W. I.) FIG. 337.

7. S. verticillata Muhl. Smooth
;
culms simple, slender (1-9

dm. high); leaves narrowly linear; fascicles 4-6, few-flowered, ses-

sile in an interrupted spike; achene globose, somewhat triangular
at base, rough-wrinkled with short elevated ridges ; disk obsolete.

Pine-barrens, damp sand, and wet rocks, Mass, to Ont., Minn., and
southw. July-Sept. (W. I.) FIG. 338.

17. KOBRESIA Willd.

Spikelets unisexual and one-flowered, or with two flowers (one

338 S verti- Pistillate
i
one staminate) in short spikes aggregated in elongate

ciliata
heads or panicles ;

the pistillate flower consisting of a 'spathiform

glume (homologous with the perigynium of Carex) wrapping about
the base of the achene and subtended by the scale of the spikelet. Perennial
herbs of northern regions, resembling the first group ( Vigneae} of Carex, but
with the perigynium replaced by the open glume which has its margins connate
at base. (Named for von Kobres, a nobleman of Augsburg and patron of

botany in Willdenow's time.)
1. K. elachycarpa Fernald. Densely tufted

;
the wiry compressed culms 2-5.5
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dm. high, scabrous above
;
leaves 1-2 nun. wide, flat, about half

as long as the culms; heads slender, 1-2.5 cm. long, of 2-7 remote

appres-sed-ascending spikes; spikes either staminate (clavate),

androgynous, or pistillate (ovoid) ;
bracts ovate, concave

; glumes
ovate, subspathiform, emarginate at tip, more or less marked with

green and brown
; style with 2 elongate branches, the slender

base becoming chartaceous and subpersistent, finally separating

K el-ich -
from ^ne truncate subterete nerveless pale achene (1.2-1.5 mm.
long); stamens 2, the anthers much exceeding the filaments.

Wet banks of Aroostook R., Me.; local. June, July. FIG. 339.

18. CAREX [Ruppius] L. SEDGE

Flowers unisexual, destitute of floral envelopes, disposed in spikes ;
the

staminate consisting of three stamens, in the axil of a bract, or scale ; the pistil-

late comprising a single pistil with a bifid or trifid style, forming in fruit a hard

achene, which is inclosed in a sac- (perigyniurn) borne in the axil of a bract, or
scale. Staminate and pistillate flowers borne in different parts of the spike

(spike androgynous), or in separate spikes on the same culm, or rarely the

plant dioecious. Perennial grass-like herbs with mostly triangular culms,
3-ranked leaves, and spikes in the axils of leafy or scale-like bracts, often aggre-

gated into heads. An exceedingly critical genus, the study of which should be

attempted only with complete and fully mature specimens.
1

(The classical

Latin name, of obscure signification ;
derived by some from Kdpeiv, to cut, on

account of the sharp leaves as indicated in the English name Shear-grass.)

1. Spikes mostly uniform and sessile, bearing the staminate flowers at base or

apex or sometimes scattered amongst the pistillate ; stigmas 2 and achenes
lenticular. VtGNEAE [Beauv.] Koch. (For 2, see p. 209.)

A. Staminate flowers scattered or at the base of the spikes (only in

exceptional individuals and in the often dioecious C. gi/noerates
and C. exilin the entire spike staminate) B.

B. PERIGYNIA WITH THIN OK WINGED MARGINS C.

C. Perigynia ascending, the tips only sometimes wide-spreading or

recurved, not spongy at base, the margins winged at least
toward the beak D.

D. Bracts wanting or setaceous, if broad at most twice as long as
the inflorescence E.

E. Strongly stoloniferous
; culms rising from an elongated

rootstock
; perigynla firm, 5-6 mm. long ... 4. C. siccata.

E. Not strongly stoloniferous
;
culms solitary or in stools F.

F. Perigynia less than 2 mm. broad G.
Q. Perigynia 5 mm. or more long II.

II. Perigynia 7-10 mm. long ; spikes long-cylindric,
pointed, 1.5-2.5 cm. long . . . . . 1. C. musk iinjn.

II. Perigynia shorter (or, when exceptionally 7 mm. long,
in shorter spikes) /.

/. Perigynia half as broad as long, plump, nerveless
or obscurely short-nerved on inner face . . 22. < '. <t, n, it.

1. Perigynia one third as broad as long J.
J. Perigynia thin, scale-like, scarcely distended over

the achenes, distinctly nerved on the inner
face and prominently exceeding the subtend-
ing scales.

Leaves at most 8 mm. wide
; spikes 3-9, glossy

brown or straw-colored, pointed.
Inflorescence oblong-ovoid or subcylindric,

with ascending approximate spikes . . 2. C. KCOJKI fin.

[nfloreaoenoe momHiomi . . (y) C. xcopa ;/</. \. mmiiliformia.
Inflorescence Mil^lnliose or broad-ovoid.

spikes crowded and divergent . . (-') /
'. Ncn/mn'ii, v. condensct.

Leaves more than :< nun. wide
; spikes s-14,

green or dull brown, blunt . . . . :?. <\ti-ibuloide8.

1 The peri-\nial characters are here based on study of mature plants. In gen-
eral the peri^ynia at the tip of the spike are less characteristic than those nearer
the middle; and, if possible, tin- latter alone should be used in critical comparisons.
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7. C. pratensis.

. 3. C. tribuloide*.

(8) C. tribuloides, v. turbata.
(8) (7. tribuloides, v. reducta.

J, Perigynia firm, obviously distended over the achenes,
nerveless or obscurely' nerved on the inner face, equaled
by the subtending scales.......

G. Perigynia less than 5 mm. long K.
K. Perigynia thin, scale-like, scarcely distended over the achenes

;

leaves 3-8 mm. broad.

Perigynia with appressed tips.
Inflorescence cylindric ; spikes approximate
Inflorescence moniliforui

; spikes scattered .

Perigynia with spreading tips ;
inflorescence flexuous

K. Perigynia firm, obviously distended over the achenes L.
L. Perigynia elongate-lanceolate or subulate, less than one third

as broad as long, at most 1.4 mm. broad.

Tips of the perigynia conspicuously exceeding the lance-

subulate dull scales.

Culms 1-4 dm. high ; leaves 1-2.5 mm. wide
; spikes

3-7 mm. long 5. C. Crawfordii.
Culms taller; leaves broader; spikes 8-11 mm. long (5) C. Crawfordii, v. vigens.

Tips of the perigynia equaled by the ovate bluntish glossy
dark scales 6. C. oronensis.

L. Perigynia broader, nearly or quite half as broad as long M.
M. Tips of perigynia distinctly exceeding the subtending scales N.

N. Leaves 2.5 mm. or more wide O.
O. Spikes compactly flowered, the mature perigynia with

recurved or spreading tips concealing the scales

O. Spikes with ascending or slightly spreading perigynia ;

scales apparent P.
P. Mature perigynia greenish or pale straw-colored, in

loose spikes ; inflorescence more than 2.2 cm. long
(if shorter, with dark chestnut scales).

Spikes approximate in ovoid or short-cylindric heads.

Scales pale, not strongly contrasting with the

perigynia
Scales dark chestnut, strongly contrasting with

the perigynia (10) C. mirabilis, v. tineta.

Spikes scattered in a moniliform inflorescence (10) C. mirabilis, v.perlonga.
P. Mature perigynia brown, in dense spikes ;

heads at

most 2.2 cm. long; scales pale brown
N. Leaves narrower.

Inflorescence stiff, with crowded closely flowered spikes
Inflorescence flexuous and moniliform, or at least with

the loosely flowered spikes scattered
M, Tips of perigynia equaled by the subtending scales Q.

Q. Inflorescence stiff and erect, or at least with spikes
approximate.

Spikes brown or ferruginous
Spikes brownish-white

Q. Inflorescence flexuous, or at least with the lower spikes
remote.

Perigynia nerveless or minutely short-nerved on the
inner face.

C. cristata.

10. C. mirabilis.

18. C. Eebbii.

18. C. Bebbii.

11. C, straminea.

20. C. leporina.
21. C. xerantica.

Mature perigynia straw-colored or pale brown, one
third as broad as long 7. C. pratensis.

Mature perigynia olive-green or bronze, half as broad
as long 22. O. aenea.

Perigynia with strong ribs the length of the inner face
;

spikes silvery-green 19. C. foenea.
F. Perigynia 2 mm. or more broad R.
R. Tips of the perigynia distinctly exceeding the subtending scales S.

S. Perigynia thin and scale-like, barely distended over the achenes,
one fourth to one third as broad as long.

Perigynia 7-10 mm. long 1. C. mnskingumensis.
Perigynia shorter . . . 2. a scoparia.

S. Perigynia firmer, obviously distended over the achenes, nearly
or quite half as broad as long T.

T. Perigynia lance-ovate, about half as broad as long U.
10. C. mirabilis.

12. C. hormathodes.

Leaves 2.5 mm. or more broad
U. Leaves narrower.

Perigynia distinctly about 10-nerved on the inner faces,

4-6 mm. long.

Spikes 8-12 mm. long; perigynia 4.8-6 mm. long

Spikes 5-8 mm. long ; perigynia 4-5 mm. long (12) C. hormathodes, v. invisa.

Perigynia 3-5-nerved on the inner faces, mostly less than
4 mm long.

Perigynia with ascending inconspicuous tips . . 11. C. straminea.

Perigynia with divergent conspicuous tips . (11) C. straminea, v. echinodes.

T. Perigynia with broad-ovate to orbicular bodies V.

V. Inflorescence moniliform and flexuous, with mostly clavate-

based spikes.
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Spikes brownish-white, of closely appressed ob-

scurely beaked firm perigynia . . . . 14. C. silicea.

Spikes ferruginous; the abrupt slender beaks of
the perigvnia with loosely ascending or spread-
ing tips (12) C. hormathodes, v. Richii.

V. Inflorescence stiff (or, if flexuous, with brown or

ferruginous spikes) W.
W. Perigvnia 5.0-7.7 mm. long, very thin, scale-like,

almost.transparent; scales blunt . . . 13. C. Bicknettii.
W. Perigynia less than 5.6 mm. long, firm and opaque

(when exceptionally longer in C. alata, with
aristate scales) X.

X, Scales long-acuminate or aristate ; perigynia
4-5.5 mm. long ; achenes oblong.

Spikes green or finally dull brown ;
scales lance-

subulate ; perigynia obovate, 2.8-3.7 mm.
broad, abruptly narrowed at base

Spikes becoming dark brown or ferruginous ;

15. C. a/atfi.

perigynia 2.3-2. S mm. broad.

Spikes closely approximate ; scales ovate-
lanceolate ; perigynia ovate, tapering
gradually to the beak . . . . 16. C. tsuberecta.

Spikes scattered in a flexuous inflorescence ;

scales lanceolate ; perigynia orbicular,

abruptly slender-beaked . . (12) C. hormathodes, v.

X. Scales blunt or at most acutish.

Spikes gray-green or finally dull brown, with

strongly appressed-ascending very firm

perigynia 3.5-4 (very rarely 4.5) mm. long 9. C. albolutescenx.

Spikes straw-colored or ferruginous, with

spreading-ascending perigynia 4-5.5 mm. long.
Inflorescence of 5-10 mostly distinct spikes . 17. G.fexlu<-ti<; >/.

Inflorescence of 3-6 approximate spikes (17) C. festucacea, v. In-evioi

R. Tips of the perigynia equaled by the subtending scales Y.

Y. Inflorescence stiff and erect, or at least with approximate
spikes Z.

Z. Spikes whitish or gray-green.
Perigynia lance-ovate, 4-4.8 mm. long, nerveless on

the inner face, golden -yellow at base . . . 21. C. -jreranlica.

Perigynia broad-ovate to suborbicular.

Perigynia strongly ribbed the length of the inner

face, 2 mm. broad 19. C. foenen.
Perigynia nerveless or faintly nerved on the inner

face, broader 9. C. albolutescenn.
Z. Spikes bronze or ferruginous.

Perigynia distinctly concave on the usually nerved
inner face

; achene 1 mm. broad . . . .20. C. leporina.
Perigynia flat or convex on the usually nerveless

inner face, very plump ; achene 2 mm. broad
Y. Inflorescence flexuous, at least the lower spikes remote a.

a. Perigynia nerveless or only faintly short-nerved on the
inner lace.

Perigynia ovate-lanceolate, one third as broad as

long; achene 1 mm. broad
Perigynia ovate, half as broad as long ;

achene 1.5 mm.
broad v

a. Perigynia distinctly nerved on the inner face.

Perigynia 2.8-4.4 mm. long, at most 2.4 mm. broad,
7-13-ribbed on the inner face, abruptly beaked.

Inflorescence of 4-9 spikes 6-10 mm. long; peri-

gynia 2.8-4 mm. long 1

Inflorescence of 6-15 spikes 10-17 mm. long;
perigvnia 8.5-4.4 mm. kmg . . . <r.')

IVrigyiiia \-~>.:\ mm. long, 2.5-3 mm. broad, 3-fi-

nerved on the inner face, obscurely broad-beaked 14. <\#ilicea.
f>. I'.raets loaf-like, much prolonged, the lowest 1-2 dm. long;

spikes crowded ; perigynia subulate
' '. IVrigynia horizontally spreading

or retlexed when mature, spongy
at base, with thin but scarcely winged margins b.

b. Spikes solitary and terminal, pistillate or .-laminate, or with
flowers variously -cattered.

Stoloniferoiis; the filiform culms at most 3dm. high, from fili-

form root stocks

C. adusta.

7. <7. pratensis.

22. C.aene<i.

forum, v. />?>]>/>
-

24. C. sychnoci I'finl,!.

Not stoloniferous ; the wiry culms 2-7 dm. high, in caespitose
stools

ft. Spikes 2-s. veral ..

c. Perii:\ ni:i broadest at base ; beak rough or serrulate if.

</. IVrigynia ;,t most half as l,r..:ni as long, finally yellowish, with
blender beak nearly equaling the body ;

scales pointed t
1

.

'-'"' ' gynocrate*.

26. C. ,.rifi.
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e. Perigynia ovate, 8-4 inui. long.

Spikes at most 12-ttowered.
Inflorescence 1-3 cm. long, the 2-6 spikes subap-

proximate ........ 27. C. sMlulata.
Inflorescence 2-0 cm. long, the 2-4 spikes very re-

mote, the terminal with a clavate base 0.5-1
cm. long ...... (27) C. stellulata, v. ormantha.

Spikes with more flowers.
Leaves 1-2.5 mm. broad; spikes scattered, 12-20-

flowered
; perigynia less than half as broad as

long ........ (27) C. stellulata, v. excelsior.
Leaves 2-4 mm. broad ; spikes mostly approximate,

1540-flowered
; perigynia half as broad as .

long ....... (27) C. stellulata, v. cephalantha.
e. Perigynia lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, 2.5-3 mm. long ;

inflorescence of 2-0 approximate spikes . . (27) C. stellulata, v. angustata.
d. Perigynia more than half as broad as long (narrower only

in var. of no. 29), firm, brownish or dark green;
beak one fourth to one half as long as the body.

Scales sharp-pointed; leaves 2.5-4.5 mm. broad; inflo-

rescence 1.5-3.5 cm. long ; spikes 15-50-flowered ;

coarse plant ........ 28. C. sterilis.

Scales blunt ; leaves narrower
;

inflorescence 1-2 cm.
long ; spikes 5-15-flowered ; slender plants.

Leaves 1-2 mm. broad
; perigynia faintly nerved or

nerveless on the inner face.

Perigynia deltoid-ovate, spreading . . . . 29. C. scirpoides.
Perigynia lance-subulate, ascending . . (29) C. scirpoides, v. Josselynii.

Leaves narrower
; perigynia strongly nerved (29) C. scirpoides, v. capillacea.

G. Perigynia broadest near the middle, less than 2 mm. broad,
very thin and conspicuously nerved, with short smooth
beak ; spikes remote ....... 30. C. seorsa.

B. PKIUGYNIA NOT TIIIX-WINGED, ASCENDING FROM THE FIRST, PLANO-
CONVEX /.

/. Perig3'nia 4 mm. or more long, long-beaked.
Spikes lance-cylindric, in a loose linear-cylindric inflorescence ;

perigynia 1-1.3 mm. broad, strongly nerved; scales ob-

long; leaves 1-2.5 mm. broad ...... 34. C. bromoides.

Spikes ovoid or ovoid-cylindric ; perigynia 1.6-1.9 mm. broad,

faintly nerved or nerveless ;
scales ovate ;

leaves 2-5 mm.
broad ........... 35. 0. Deweyana.

f. Perigynia less than 4 mm. long a.

g. Perigynia with serrulate beaks or margins h.

h. Infloorescence elongate, from slender to thickish-cylindric i.

Perigynia ovate, broadest at base ; spikes mostly or all

31. C. arcta.approximate in a thick cylindric inflorescence

i. Perigynia broadest near the middle.
Plant glaucous ; leaves 2-4 mm. broad ; spikes with

many appressed-ascendiug glaucous obscurely
beaked perigynia.

Spikes 6-10 mm. long, approximate or the lowest

rarely 1.5 cm. apart ; perigynia 2.3-3 mm. long .

Spikes 4-7 mm. long, subapproximate or remote;
perigynia about 2 mm. long . . . (32) C. canescens, v. subloliacea.

Spikes 0-12 mm. long, remote, the lowest 2-4 cm.

apart ....... (32) C. canescens, v. disjui/cta.
Plant green, not glaucous ;

leaves 1-2.5 mm. broad ;

spikes with few looselv spreading dark green or

brown distinctly beaked perigynia . . . .

Ji. Inflorescence subglobose, of 2-4 closely approximate sub-

globose loosely flowered silvery 'spikes; perigynia
oblong, beakless, nerved, 3-3.4 mm. long . . .

g. Perigynia smooth throughout j.

j. Spikes whitish, silvery green or pale brown.
Inflorescence elongate, at least the lower spikes scattered.

Uppermost spikes divaricate-pedunculate, lowermost
subtended by a leaf-like bract ; perigynia usually
more than 3 mm. long.

Leaves flat, 1-2 rnm. broad...... 37. C. trisperma.
Leaves setaceous, 0.3-0.5 mm. broad . . (37) C. trisperma, v. Billingxii.

Spikes continuous in a linear-cylindric loose inflores-

cence, bractless or only short-bracted ; perigynia
2-3 mm. long ........ 32. C. canescens.

Inflorescence subglobose, of 2-4 closely approximate sub-

globose loosely flowered spikes ; perigynia beakless,
3 mm. or more long ...... 36. C. tenuiflora.

j. Spikes ferruginous or dark brown ; terminal spikes with

conspicuous clavate base ; perigynia abruptly beaked ;

32. C. canescens.

33. C. brunnescens.

36. C. tenuiflora.

culms smooth (or harsh only at tips).
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Spikes distinct; the lowest t-:> mm. thick; the tcr-

iniiiiil 1-1.8 ctn. long; pi'rigynia pale, about equaled
by the yellowish-brown blunt scales ....

Spikes approximate : the lowest less than 4 mm. thick;

plant weak, lax
;
leaves involute, 0.5-1.5 mm. broad

;

perigvnia pale brown or drab.

Pcrigynia fusiform (
'.

41. C. rosea.
(41) C. roxcd, v. rintiatii.

(41) C. rosed, v. ininnr.

42. C. retrofit

IVrigvnia ovoid ...... (^9) C
1

- fffaPGoitt, v.

A . Staminate flowers borne at the top of the spikes k.

k. IVrigvnia ellipsoid-ovoid, scarcely compressed, nearly terete . 40. C.leiiel/d.

k. Perigynia compressed I.

I. Spikes 2 or more in a simple or compound spicate or paniculate
inflorescence m.

m. Rootstocks short and thick ;
culms in terminal tufts or stools n.

n. Spikes green or nearly so when mature (becoming brown
only when over-ripe) o.

o. Broadest leaves 1-4.5 mm. wide p.
p. Perigynia very spongy below the middle, the nerve-like

margins inflexed q.

q. Perigynia with minutely serrulate margins ;
scales

blunt ; spikes mostly remote.

Perigynia quickly becoming squarrose.
Culms erect ; spikes 6-15-flowered
Culms loosely spreading ; spikes 2-6-flowered

Perigynia ascending in fruit

q. Perigynia with smooth margins ;
scales acuminate

;

spikes mostly approximate.
Perigynia ovoid

Perigynia lance-subulate .... (42) C. retrojlexa, v.

p. Perigynia of essentially uniform (membranous) texture

throughout, not conspicuously spongy below the
middle

; margins slightly if at all inflexed r.

r. Perigynia 4-6 mm. long 4:?. C.

r. Perigynia less than 4 mm. long .

s. Leaves and culms stiff and wiry ;
heads 2 (rarely

1.5) 4 cm. long.

Perigynia distinctly nerved 44. r.

Perigynia nerveless .... (44) C. Muhlenberyii, \. < "//, ///*.

. Leaves and culms soft; heads 0.7-1.5 (rarely 1.8)
cm. long.

Perigynia elliptic-ovate, broadest below the

middle, narrowest at base . ; . . 45. C. cephalophum.
Perigynia cordate-deltoid, broadest at the cor-

date or subcordate base . . . .46. C. Leavenwortltii.
o. Leaves 5-10 (the narrowest rarely 4.5) mm. wide t.

t. Perigynia uniformly firm throughout, the outer face

nerveless or very faintly nerved u.

u. Perigynia wing-margined to the base; spikes mostly
distinct in a moniliforrn inflorescence . . .47. C. xptiryanoides.

11. Perigynia wing-margined only above the middle
;

spikes approximate in a cylindric or ovoid head.

Perigynia broad-ovate to suborbicular, nearly
equaled by the long-pointed scales.

Culms 2-5 dm. high ;
leaves subbasal .

Culms 6-12 dm. high ;
leaves remote

. Perigynia lance-ovate, twice as long as the
white scale

t. Perigynia spongy below the middle, the outer face

prominently ribbed
. Spikes yellowish or tawny when mature T.

. v. Perigynia firm and uniform in texture, not spongy nor

"conspicuously inflated below, the beak shorter than
or barely equaling the body w.

w. Perigynia straw-color, thin, distinctly flattened on the
inner face 05.

. Membranous band of the leaf-sheath not cross-puck-
ered

;
scales acuminate, rarely awned //.

y. Leaves 2-3 mm. wide ; culms linn, without thin

wing-margins
y. Leaves 4-8 mm. wide

;
culms soft, with almost win.ir-

like angles.
Beak nearly as long as the narrow ovate body

of the pcrigynium
Beak one third M lonir as the broad-ovate or sub

orbicular body of the pcrigynium.
Culms '2 "> dm. \\\\i\\ ; leaves subbasal
Culms Ci-l-J dm. hitrh ; lea\e> rem..tc (50) C.

<f. Membranous or chartacecms band of the loaf-sheath

cross-puckered, at least in age ;
scales awn-tipped.

. 50. C. yntriiln.
. (50) C. grarii/n. v.

thin

48. C. cephaloidea.

55. C. conjunct^.

4:?. (\

i '.

."(I. < '.

grit r i,l, i. v. t,urifoliti.
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Leaves equaling or exceeding the culms . . .51. C. vulpinoidea.
Leaves distinctly shorter than the culms.

Perigynia lanceolate or lance-ovate . . . 52. O. setacea.
Perigynia broad-ovate to suborbicular . . (5*) C. setacea, v. ambigua.

w. Perigynia drab to dark brown or purplish, plump, some-
what biconvex.

Perigynia obovoid, narrow-margined, abruptly short-
beaked ......... 58. C. decomposita,

Perigynia ovoid, with rounded margins, tapering
gradually to a beak.

Inflorescence dark brown, stiff, dense, spiciform . 54. O. diandra.
Inflorescence light brown, flexuous, loose, sub-

paniculate ....... (54) C. diandra, v. ramosa.
vi. Perigynia prominently enlarged and spongy at base, con-

spicuously nerved, the slender beak much longer than
the body.

Perigynia 4-5 mm. long, tapering gradually from base
to tip ........... 56. (7. stipata.

Perigynia 6-9 mm. long, abruptly enlarged below into

a disk-like base ........ 5T. C. crus-corvi.
m. Rootstock slender and elongate ;

culms mostly scattered, or if

tufted bearing slender stolons at base z.

z. Perigynia thin-margined ; heads elongate, 2-8 cm. long, of
numerous distinct spikes.

Perigynia wing-margined ;
inner side of leaf-sheath carti-

laginous to chartaceous, nerveless . . . . 58. C. aren aria.
Perigynia not wing-margined ;

leaf-sheath green and uni-

formly ribbed, except at the orifice . . . . 59. C. Sartwellii.
z, Perigynia plump, not thin-margined ;

heads ovoid to glo-
bose, 0.5-1.5 cm. long, of few congested spikes.

Perigynia flat on the inner face, faintly nerved . . 60. C. stenophylla.
Perigynia plano-convex, strongly nerved . . . 61. C. chordorrhisa.

1. Spike solitary, terminal, globular or short-ovoid . . . .62. C. capitata.

2. Some of the spikes strictly pistillate ; stigmas 3 and achenes trigonous ; or,

ifstigmas 2 and achenes lenticular, some of the spikespeduncled. EUCAREX
Griseb. A.

A. Achenes lenticular or piano convex; stigmas 2 (very rarely and
exceptionally 3) ; perigynia beakless or very short-beaked, with
entire or merely emarginate orifice B.

B. Perigynia dull C.

C. Scales aristate or subulate-tipped, much exceeding the perigynia ;

pistillate spikes all peduncled D.
D. Scales appressed-ascending ; basal sheaths rarely fibrillose. .

Awns longer than the blades of the scales
; spikes on wide-

spreading or drooping capillary peduncles ;
old leaves

revolute .......... 63. C. maritima.
Awns shorter than the blades of the scales

; spikes strongly
ascending ;

old leaves involute . . . . 64. C. salina, v. cuspidata.
D. Scales spreading ;

basal leafless sheaths fibrillose.

Leaf-sheaths glabrous.
Perigynia inflated, wrinkled in drying.
Spikes flexuous or drooping, the pistillate 3.5-10 cm.

long .......... 65. C. crinita.

Spikes suberect or spreading, 1-3.5 cm. long . . (65) C. crinita, v. minor.
Perigynia tight, not inflated ..... (65) C. crinita v. Porteri.

Leaf-sheaths scabrous-hispid.
Pistillate spikes 2.5-10 cm. long, drooping . . (65) C. crinita, v. gynandra.
Pistillate spikes suberect or spreading, 1-3.5 cm. long (65) C. crinita, v. simulans.

C. Scales obtuse or acute, not aristate
;
if subulate-tipped with the

upper spikes mostly sessile E.
erinia coE. Perigynia compressed, lenticular or plano-convex F.

F. Culms solitary or few
;
lower sheaths slightly if at all fibril-

lose G.
G. Perigynia nerveless //.

//. Perigynia plane, not twisted at tip /.

/. Culms leafy and tall, somewhat caespitose ;
leaves

scabrous on the veins and margins ; basal off-

shoots chiefly erect J.
J. Green, scarcely glaucous ; pistillate spikes atten-

uate at tip ...... 64. C. salina, v. cuspidata.
J. Strongly glaucous ; pistillate spikes full and

Bounded at tip.
Scales conspicuous, dark, nearly- or quite equal-

ing the perigynia.
Scales blunt or acutish.

Pistillate spikes 3-4.5 mm. thick . . .66. C. aquatilis.

GRAY'S MANUAL 14
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Pistillate spikes 5-8 mm. thick . . (66) <'. aquatilix, v. elatior.

Scales cuspidate (66) C. aqvattUt. v. cuxphlata.
Scales hidden by the perigynia . . . ((56) C. aquatilis, v. virescen*.

I. Culms low
;
leaves mostly basal, smooth ; basal off-

shoots chiefly repent 67. C. rigida.
II. Perigj nia elongate, with an empty twisted tip . . 68. C. torta.

G. Perigynia nerved.

Caespitose, not stoloniferous ; green central portion
of the scale about as broad as the darker margins . 69. C. lenticularis.

Stoloniferous ; green midrib of the purple or blackish
scale very slender 70. C. Goodenotcii.

F. Culms numerous in stools
;
lower sheaths fibrillose.

Perigynia elliptic, tapering about eoually to base and apex.
Pistillate spikes dense, mostly full at base ; scales blunt,

slightly if at all exceeding the perigynia.
Pistillate spikes 2-7 cm. long 71. C. strict,!.

Pistillate spikes 0.5-1. 5 cm. long . . . . (71) C. ttricta, \. cnrtixxhna.
Pistillate spikes rather loose, long-attenuate at base ;

scales acutish (71) (7. stricta, v. aiKjnutnta.

Perigynia obovate or orbicular, shorter than the attenuate
scales (71) C. stricta, v. decora.

E. Perigynia plump, subterete.

Mature perigynia fleshy, pyriform or subglobose, orange or

brownish, glabrous 72. C. aurea.
Mature perigynia not fleshy, ellipsoid, slender-stipitate,

white, pulverulent 73. C. bicolcr.

B. Perigynia lustrous.

Perigynia nerved.
Leaves flat; bracts ascending 180. C. Grahami.
Leaves soon involute

;
bracts divergent 181. (\rotundata.

Perigynia nerveless.

Leaves flat; pistillate spikes subglobose or short-cylindric,
5-8 mm. thick 179. C. xasatilix.

Leaves involute or filiform
; pistillate spikes slender, 8-7 mm.

thick (179) C. saxatilis, v. miliarix.
A. Achenes trigonous; stigmas 3 (very rarely and exceptionally 2) K.

A'. SPIKES SOLITARY, TKKMINAL L.

L. Spikes naked or without large leafy bracts M.
M. Leaves tongue-shaped, 2-4 cm. broad 77. C. Fraseri.
M. Leaves grass-like, narrow W.
N. Spikes monoecious, green or straw-color ; perigynia gla-

brous O.

0. Spikes staminate at tip, few-flowered : perigynia with entire

tips.
in a linear-cylindricPerigynia appressed-ascending,

spike, beakless.

Perigynia 2.5-3.5 mm. long; achenes lustrous, not

puncticulate, obtusely trigonous . . . 75. C. leptalea.
Perigynia 4-5 mm. long ; achenes puncticulate, barely

lustrous, sharply trigonous ..... 76. (7. Ifarperi.
Perigynia soon refracted, slender-beaked . . .74. C. paueiflora.

O. Spikes staminate at base, many-flowered ; perigynia with

long bldentate beaks.
Scales of pistillate flowers subulate-tipped . . . 161. C. aquarrona.
Scales blunt ......... 162. C. typhinoides.

JV. Spikes dioecious, purplish-brown; perigynia pubescent.
Culms shorter than the leaves

;
scales short-aristate, ex-

ceeding the perigynia ....... 116.
Culms exceeding the leaves; scales blunt, shorter than

the perigynia
L. Spikes subtended by long leafy bracts.

Perigynia somewhat 2-edged.
Scales all bracteate, overtopping the perigynia . . ~.

Only the lowest scales overtopping the pe'rigynia .

Perigynia globose, with slender cylindric beak
*

. . .

A' -MMKKS .' <>i: MI it K /'.

/'. I'l'i'liji/nin nnt riijitlli/ hiifftitufi'. ///' orific? entire or emar-
ginaie,, the teeth &prMHt *<>t't ami t/u'it Q.

Q. Ti-niiiii;il
spikt- bt'arintr some pistillate flowers JR.

It. Terminal spike pistillate throughout, brown or purplish, the
lower spike much smaller; porigynia hairy . . .

R. Terminal spike with both staminate Mid
plsttwWfl

tlouci-s N.

S. Terminal spike pistillate only at base ; the capillary pt'dun-
di-s ofic n basal : jierigynia sharply antrl.-d . . .

S. Terminal spike pistillate at'siiintnit, or. if pistillate at base,
the spikes mostly near the tip of the culm T.

T. IVrigvnia ascending U.
I . -rales brown to purplish-black ; spikes globose, ovoid

or thick-cylindric V.

92. C. tsdrpoidea.

89. C. BticJcii

90. C.

91. C.

92. C. scirpoidea.

118. C. pedunculate.
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the perigynia.
Scales rough-awned ;

coarse' southern plant .

Scales blunt ; slender northern plants.
Spikes sessile,

148. C. verrucosa.

closely approximate in an irregular head 78. C,

Spikes mostly peduncled, spreading or drooping . . 79. C.

ding the perigvnia.

Halleri.

atrata, v. ovata.
V. Scales much exceeding the perigynia.

Spikes sessile, erect 80. C. polygama.
Spikes peduncled, spreading or drooping . . . 111. C. paupercula.

U. Scales white or greenish, or if very brownish the spikes
linear-cylindric W.

. W. Spikes mostly sessile or subsessile and erect X.
X. Spikes mostly remote

; leaves glabrous, short and broad
(4-10 mm. broad) 135. C. granularis.

X. Spikes approximate or overlapping ; leaves long and
slender (1-1 mm. broad), at least the sheaths hairy.

Perigynia smooth, or when young slightly hairy.
Leaves smooth (81) C. triceps, v. Smithii.
Leaves hairy 81. C. triceps, v. hirsuta.

Perigynia very hairy.
Terminal spike (including the staminate base) 1.8-4

cm. long, one tenth to one seventh as thick . 82. C. virescens.
Terminal spike 9-18 mm. long, one fifth to one

third as thick (82) C. virescens, v. Swanii.
W. Spikes mostly peduncled, spreading or drooping Y.

Y. Perigynia 2 mm. or more thick.
Scales blunt or cuspidate, much shorter than the

perigynia i .

Scales lorig-awned, usually equaling the perigynia .

Y. Perigynia less than 2 mm. thick Z.

Z. Bracts with distinct long sheaths
; perigynia bluntly

angled a.
a. Perigynia rounded or narrowed but not definitely

stipitate at base b.

b. Perigynia less than 4 mm. long, beakless.
Sheaths glabrous ; perigynia obtuse .

Sheaths pubescent ; perigynia acutish
b. Perigynia 4 rum. or more long.

Leaves hairy ; perigynia beakless
Leaves smooth

; perigynia beaked.
Scales white or whitish ; perigynia with long

conic-cylindric beaks ....
Scales with dark-brown margins ; perigynia

with short-conic beaks ....
a. Perigynia with slender stipitate bases .

Z. Bracts sheathless
; perigynia sharply angled

T. Perigynia wide-spreading or reflexed.

Perigynia orbicular to broadly elliptic, compressed, nerve-

less, with tiny short point ; bracts erect

Perigynia terete, beaked , strong-ribbed ; bracts divergent.
Beak about as long as body of perigynium.
Beak much shorter than body of perigynium .

Q. Terminal spike staminate throughout c.

c. Lowest foliaceous bracts of the inflorescence sheathless, or with
short colored sheaths or colored auricles, sometimes wanting
or reduced to mere colored sheaths d.

d. Perigynia pubescent (if rarely glabrous, the spikes mostly
crowded at the base of the densely tufted leaves) e.

e. Spikes subtended by colored tubular sheaths which are
without green blades.

Pistillate spikes cylindric, 1-2 cm. long ;
scales exceeding

the perigynia 120. C. Richardsoni.
Pistillate spikes subglobose, 4-7 mm. long; scales much

shorter than the perigynia 119. C. concinna.
e. Spikes bractless or the lowermost with green foliaceous bracts /.
/. Leaves and culms soft-pubescent 101. C. pubescens.
f. Leaves and culms glabrous g.

g. Leaves mostly basal, the culms naked or with short
reduced leaves h.

h. Scales rough-cuspidate ; perigynia yellowish-brown . 102. C. caryophyllea.
h. Scales smooth

; perigynia green or whitish i.

i. Plant strongly stoloniferous, the elongate often leaf-

less stolons scaly-bracted and creeping.
Beak one fourth to one fifth as long as the body of
. the perigynium 100. C. pennsylvanica.
Beak about as long as the body . (100) C. pennsylvanica, v. lucorum.

i. Plant caespitose or slightly stoloniferous, the basal

leafy shoots strongly assurgent j.

j. Some (or all) of the culms short and more or less

hidden by the bases of the leaves k.

88. C. formosa.
84. C. Davisii.

85. C. gracillima.
86. C. aestivalis.

87. C. owylepis.

146. C. debilis, vars.

147. C. renusta, v. minor.
145. C. arctata.
115. C. prasina.

88. C.Shortiana.

138. C.flava.
139. C. Oederi.
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95. C. deflexa.

96. C. albicans.

, C. varia.
C. varia, v. colorata.

C. novae-analiae.

k. Remnants of the old leaves persisting as stiff tufted

shreds; scales acuminate, sharp-pointed, nearly
or quite equaling the perigynia.

Perigynia 1.7-2.4 ram. thick.

Beak nearly or quite as long as the body of the

perigynium.
Perigynia puberulent 98. C.

Perigynia glabrous (98) C. umbell<tt<i. \.

Beak one third as long as the body . (93) C. utnbellata, v. brevirostriA.

Perigynia 1.3-1.6 mm. thick 94. C. nigro-marginata.
k. Remnants of old leaves soft, slightly if at all shredded ;

scales blunt or acute, much shorter than the

perigynia
j. Culms elongate, none of them hidden at the base of the

plant I.

I. Perigynia much exceeding the scales ; spikes closely

approximate .... ...
I. Perigynia nearly or quite equaled by the scales m.
m. Mature leaves 3-5 mm. wide (if exceptionally nar-

rower, the spikes remote) 97. C. communis.
m. Mature leaves 1-2.5 ram. wide (if ^exceptionally

broader, the spikes approximate).
Staminate and pistillate spikes all sessile.

Scales of pistillate spikes whitish or greenish . 9

Scales purplish (98)

Staminate and the lowermost pistillate spikes
short-peduncled 9

g. Culms leafy, the leaves elongate n.

n. Pistillate spikes sessile or subsessile ; basal sheaths fibrillose.

Staminate spike overtopping the pistillate .... 154. C. re*1ita.

Staminate spike shorter than the pistillate . . . (154) C. vestita, v. Kennedyi
n. Pistillate spikes (or at least the lower) distinctly peduncled ;

sheaths not fibrillose.
-

Leaves soft, ribbon-like, dark green, the lower bract ex-

ceeding the culm ; perigynia long-beaked .

Leaves firm, short, glaucous ;
the bracts short ; perigynia

barely beaked
d. Perigynia glabrous o.

o. Leaves setaceous, basal ;
culms setaceous, naked

; bracts reduced
to pale tubular sheaths

o. Leaves flat or plicate p.
p. Leaves lanceolate, 1.5-3 cm. broad, firm and evergreen ; culms

slender, bearing numerous tubular colored sheaths and
remote slender spikes

p. Leaves linear or linear-lanceolate, less than 1.5 cm. broad q.

q. Perigynia beakless or with minute entire beaks r.

r. Pistillate spikes mostly on capillary peduncles, wide-spread-
ing or drooping .

. Scales brownish or purplish, nearly equaling or exceed-

ing the compressed short-tipped perigynia t.

t. Spikes globose to oblong-cylindric, rarely 2 cm. long ;

scales exceeding the perigynia u.

u. Scales long-attenuate with subulate tips, much ex-

ceeding the perigynia.
Scales dark brown or purplish throughout.

Pistillate spikes 4-8 mm. long .... 111. C. paupercula.
Pistillate spikes 1-1 .6 cm. long . . (Ill) C. paupercula, v. irrigiia.

Scales green with pale-brown or yellowish margins
(111) C. paupercula, r.jxitfMM

u. Scales obtuse or acute, barely exceeding the perigynia.
Leaves involute, 0.5-1 mm. wide, glaucous ; scales

brown 112. C. limosa.
Leaves flat, 1-8 mm. wide, dark green ;

scales

imrple-black 118. C. rariflora.
t. Spikes linear-cylindric, 2-5 era. long; scales barely

equaling the perigynia 114. C. littoral ix.

8. Scales whitish, much shorter than the sharply trigonous
attenuate perigynia 115. C. pratsina.

r. Pistillate spikes sessile or short-peduncled, erect v.

v. Plant glaucous, loosely stoloniferous; staminate spikes
long-stalked, their scales mostly purple-brown.

Leaves 2.5-.
r
> HUM. wide, revolute in drying, harsh;

culms harsh ; perigynia brown . .

"

. . . 103. C. glauca.
Leaves 1-3 mm. wide,' becoming plicate or involute,

smooth; culms smooth; periirvnia pale green or
whiti-h ......... 1M. 0. livida.

v. Plant green, densely tufted
; staminate spikes sessile or

short-stalked, their scales pale brown or straw
color.

150. O. scalrata.

103. C. glauca.

117. C. elurnea.

121. C. plantaginea.
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109. C. abbreviata.

137. C. extensct.

138. C.flava.
C. Oederi.

Spikes all sessile and approximate ; perigynia obovoid,
prominently ribbed, retuse, with a distinct short
entire beak

Lowest spike peduncled ; perigynia narrowly obovoid,
faintly nerved or nerveless, narrowed to the beakless

tip 110 C.palle
q. Perigynia distinctly beaked w.
w. Spikes sessile, or the lowermost short-pediceled, erect or

oblique ;
the bracts very long and much exceeding the

inflorescence, rarely 5 mm. broad.
Leaves involute
Leaves flat.

Beak about equaling body of perigynium ....
Beak much shorter than body of perigynium .

w. Spikes mostly long-pediceled, spreading or drooping, if ses-

sile and erect the bracts more than 5 mm. wide a?.

x. Leaves broad (usually 5 mm. or more) ; scales strong-
ribbed ; spikes dense, the perigynia firm, dull, wide-

spreading y.

y. Leaves soft, ribbon -like, dark green ;
lower bract 5-10

mm. wide, much exceeding the inflorescence

y. Leaves firm, glaucous ;
lower bract 1^4 mm. wide, about

equaling the inflorescence.

Perigynia spreading-ascending, glaucous, faintly-nerved
or nerveless, gradually tapering to the short beak .

Perigynia squarrose, deep green or brownish, strongly
many-ribbed, abruptly beaked

oc. Leaves narrow (usually less than 5 mm. wide) ;
scales thin,

nerveless or slightly nerved
; spikes loosely flowered,

the thin lustrous perigynia strongly ascending z.

z. Perigynia abruptly contracted to "an awl-shaped beak
as long as the body

z. Perigynia gradually contracted to the beak.
LeaVes pubescent; pistillate spikes 5-8 mm. thick
Leaves glabrous ; pistillate spikes 2-4 mm. thick .

, Lowest foliaceous bract of the inflorescence with a prominent closed

green sheath a.
a. Perigynia nerveless or with few nerves most prominent toward

the base, not uniformly and conspicuously nerved from base
to orifice (excepting the marginal nerves) b.

b. Plant caespitose, scarcely stoloniferous, the rootstock short and
thick

; perigynia with long-attenuate beaks c.

c. Perigynia abruptly contracted to a slender beak as long as the

Perigynia hairy, remote
Perigynia smooth, approximate

c. Perigynia gradually contracted to the beak d.
d. Pistillate spikes oblong-cylindric, densely flowered.

Spikes 5-10 mm. thick.
Leaves glabrous ;

scales white
Leaves pubescent ; scales brown

Spikes 2-4 mm. thick.
Plant 0.5-1.5 dm. high ; spikes approximate .

Plant taller
; spikes remote . . . . (144)

d. Pistillate spikes linear-cylindric e.

e. Basal sheaths reddish-purple or castaneous /.

/. Basal leaves 6-10 mm. broad, scabrous at base
; peri-

gynia stipitate, ovoid-trigonous ....
/. Basal leaves 3-7 mm. broad, smooth at base

;

gynia fusiform, obscurely trigonous
Perigynia glabrous.

150. C. acalrata.

148. C. verrucosa.

149. C. macrokolea.

'141. C. longirostris.

143. C. castanea.
144. C. capillaria.

peri-

140. C. assiniboinensia.
141. C. longirostris.

142. C. cherokeensis.
148. C. castanea.

144. C. capillaris.
. capillaris, v. elongata.

145. C. arctata.

Perigynia mostly overlapping.
Perigynia 6-9 mm. long, twice as long as the

white scales 146. C. debilis.

Perigynia 4.56.5 mm. long ;
the scales straw-

color or greenish-brown.
Perigynia twice as long as the scales

;
leaves 2-4

mm. wide (146) C. debilis, v. Rudgei.
Perigynia one third longer than the scales

;
leaves

4-6 mm. wide (146) C. debilis, v. strictior.

Perigynia alternate and mostly remote, not over-

lapping (146) C. debilis, v. inlerjecta.

Perigynia hairy (146) C. debilis, v. pubera.
e. Basal sheaths dull pale brown .... (127) C. lamiflora, v. leptonervia.

b. Plant loosely stoloniferous, the elongate rootstock slender ;

perigynia beakless or with short or abrupt beak g.
<j. Perigynia hairy 102. C. caryophyllea.
y. Perigynia not hairy h.
h. Perigynia beakless or with a very short oblique tip i.
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i. Perigynia granulose-roughened ; spikes very remote, ses-

sile or short-stalk<-.l, in nearly all the leaf-axils . . 136. C. Craicei.
i. Perigynia not granulo.-e ; spikes (except in rare cases

long-stalked basal ones) borne only toward the sum-
mit of the culm j.

j. Leaves white-glaucous, quickly becoming plicate or
involute 104. (7. livida.

J. Leaves green, slightly if at all glaucous, flat, in age be-

coming revolute.
Culms obtusely angled, smooth throughout . . 10ft. C.panicea.
Culms acutely angled, scabrous at summit.

Spikes slender-cylindric, 3.6mm. thick.

Spikes mostly close-flowered, the perigynia over-

lapping 106. C. tetaniea.

Spikes loosely flowered, most of the perigynia
remote (106) <?. tetaniea, v. Woodii.

Spikes oblong-cylindric, 6-10 mm. thick . . (106) ('. fet<t>iic<i, v. Meauii.
h. Perigynia with a straightish slender beak.

Culm stiff, harsh above ; spikes stiffly erect, densely many-
flowered . 107. C. polymorpha.

Culm flexuous, smooth throughout ; spikes spreading or

drooping, loosely few-flowered 108. C. vayinata.
a. Perigynia with numerous uniform nerves from base to orifice (ex-

treme specimens of nos. 106, 107, 108 might be sought here) k.
k Tall and slender, with linear-cylindric spikes .... 147. C. venusta, v. minor.
k Low, or if tall with thick-cylindric to globose spikes I.

I. Perigynia sharply angled, with plane faces (forms of C. laxi-

jtora might be sought here) tn.

tn. Perigynia 5-7 mm. long ;
staminate spikes dark brown or

purplish 122. C. Careyana.
tn. Perigynia 2^4 mm. long; staminate spike straw-color or

pale brown n.
n. Basal leaves 1-3 cm. broad ; pistillate spikes sessile and

erect 123. C. platyphytta.
n. Basal leaves narrower, or, if rarely 1 cm. broad, the spikes

flexuous on capillary peduncles.
Scales acuminate or aristate ; lowest bract slightly if at

all overtopping the inflorescence.
Basal leaves 6-12 mm. broad.

Perigynia 2.8-3.2 mm. long 124. C. laaticulmis.

Perigynia 8.3-4 mm. long . . . . (124) C. laxiculmia, v. copulata.
Basal leaves 2-5 mm. broad 125. C. digitalis.

Scales blunt ; lowest bract greatly overtopping the in-

florescence 126. C. ptychocarpa.
I. Perigvnia obtusely angled, or plump and scarcely if at all angled o.

o. Perigynia strongly ascending, beakless or with broadly
conic oblique tips ; spikes mostly scattered ; bracts

strongly ascending p.
p. Perigynia fusiform to fusiform-obovoid, tapering sub-

equally to the conic tip and the long gradually con-
tracted base, obtusely trigonous q.

q. Perigynia bearing distinct elevated ribs ; scales smooth r.

r. Perigynia with several ribs on each face .

8. Staminate spike prominent, usually projecting
above the pistillate ;

culms slightly if at all

ancipital t

t. Pistillate spikes distinct, not closely crowded.

Perigynia plum p-obovoid, the short beak ab-

ruptly bent to one side.

Pistillate spikes mostly 1.5-8 cm. long . . 127. C. laxiftorn.
Pistillate spikes mostly 0.5-1.8 cm. long

(127) C. laxiflora, v. gracillima.
Perigynia ellipsoid-fusiform, the elongate beak

siitrhtly oblique.
I'eriirynia appressed-ascending in an alter-

nate-flowered spike. . . (127) r. luxiflora, v. patulifvlia.
Perigynia oblique or divergent, mostly over-

lapping in the densish spike.
Basal leaves 7-12 mm. broad . (127) C. laxiflora, v. Micham-ii.
Basal l.-avcs :M nun. wide . . (127) C. laxiflora, v. atylofleva.

t. Uppermost pistillate spikes approximate at the
base of the staminate .... (1'27) (\ laxijlora, v. variatix.

. Staminate spike small and nearly or quite hidden
among the pistillate; culms nncipital.

I'.asal leaves elongate, linear-lanceolate, .%-14 mm.
broad (127) C. laxiflora, v. blanda.

Basal leaves lanceolate, 1JM cm. broad . (127) C. faw^fofW, v. latifolia.
i-. Perigynia nerveless or with 1-8 nerves on each face

(127) C. lttj-{ffur<i, v. /tjtfo/n/ / /./
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Perigynia closely impressed-nerved ;
scales

awned.
rough-

Sheaths pubescent
Sheaths glabrous

>. Perigynia oblong-ovoid to obovoid or globose, rounded to
the sessile or abruptly short-stipitate base u.

u. Closely caespitose, not stoloniferous v.
v. Culms 1-6 cm. high, more than twice exceeded by the

leaves and bracts .

128. C. Hitchcockiana.
129. C. oligocarpa.

130. C. katahdinemis.
y. Culms taller; bracts proportionately shorter w.
uv. Uppermost bract slightly if at all overtopping the

staminate spike ; perigynia impressed-nerved 131. C. conoidea.
tv. Uppermost bract much overtopping the staminate

spike (if rarely shorter, the perigynia with
prominent ribs) ac.

x. Perigynia impressed-nerved y.
y. Style jointed below the middle.

Leaves thin and soft, slightly if at all glaucous.
Spikes borne principally in the upper axils.

Perigynia oblong.
Perigynia turgid, beakless, scarcely

angled ......
Perigynia scarcely turgid, trigonous,

narrowed to a beak . . (182) C. grisea, v. rigida.
Perigynia subglobose . . . (132) C. grisea, v. globosa.

Spikes borne from the lowest as well as the

upper axils .... (132) C. grisea, v. angustifolia.
Leaves thick and firm, very glaucous . . 138. C. glaucodfa.

Style jointless; perigynia golden-brown . . 134. C. flaccosperma.
Perigynia with elevated ribs and short point or

beak.

Perigynia plump-ovoid to globose . . . 135. C. granularis.
Perigynia oblong .... (135) C. granularis, v. Haleanq.

132. C. grisea.

u. Culms solitary, from slender stoloniferous base
o. Perigynia wide-spreading or squarrose, slender-beaked ;

spikes mostly toward the summit of the culm ; bracts

divergent z.

136. C. Craicei.

137. C. extensa.* Leaves involute
; perigynia spreading-ascending

z. Leaves flat
; perigynia squarrose aa,

aa. Beak about as long as the body of the perigynium, often

bent, at least in maturity.
Staminate spike sessile or very short-stalked, some-

times pistillate at tip ; pistillate spikes mostly
contiguous.

Fruiting spikes 9-12 mm. thick, short-cylindric or

globose ; beaks spreading in all directions . 138. C. Jlava.
Fruiting spikes 6.5-8 mm. thick, mostly short-

cylindric perigynia mostly wide-spreading and
straightish (188) C. Jlava, v. rectirontra.

Staminate spike usually peduncled ; pistillate mostly
remote, the curved perigynia usually retrorse . (138) C. flava, v. elatior.

aa. Beak distinctly shorter than body of the perigynium,
straight or slightly bent, ascending or horizontally
spreading.

Staminate spike usually peduncled ; pistillate scat-
tered

Staminate spike usually sessile, often more or less

pistillate ; pistillate spikes mostly approximate (139]
P. Beak or tip ofperigynium sharply bidentate, the teeth acerose bb.
bb. Perigynia firm and tough, closely investing the achene cc.

cc. Teeth less than 1 mm. long, erect dd.
dd. Perigynia pubescent.

Leaves involute-filiform

Leaves broad and flat.

Scales mostly equaling the densely hairy perigynia . . 152. C. lanuginosa.
Scales mostly shorter than the sparsely hairy perigynia 153. C. Houghtonii.

dd. Perigynia glabrous.
Perigynia broadly ovoid

Perigynia narrowly ovoid.

Perigynia more than 5 mm. long, becoming lustrous.

Perigynia less than 5 mm. long, dull and minutely papillose
cc. Teeth more"than 1 mm. long, divergent or recurved ee.

ee. Scales of staminate spike hairy
ee. Scales of staminate spike glabrous.

Perigynia hairy.

Perigynia ovoid, in slender cylindric spikes
Perigynia lance-subulate, in short-cylindric or ovoid

spikes
Perigynia glabrous.

139. C. Oederi.

C. Oederi, v.pumila.

151. C. filiformis.

155. C. striata, v. brevis.

159. C. riparia.
160. C. acutiformis.

157. C. hirta.

. 158. C. trichocarpa.

(158) C. trichocarpa, v. turbinata.
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Perigynia obscurely ribbed (158) C. trichocarpa, v. Dewyi.
Perigynia prominently ribbed.
Sheaths hairy (158) C. trichocarpa, v. urixtnfu.

Sheaths glabrous (158) C. trichocarpa, v. imberbix.

bb. Perigynia thin and papery, usually more or less inflated ff.

ff. Staminate spike solitary or none or the terminal only partly

"&.

staminate (rarely a very short secondary spike at the base
of the other) gg.

gg. Leaves involute-filiform
; perigynia broadly conic-ovoid, 5-6

mm. loi

gg. Leaves flat

Mi. Perigynia obconic or broadly obovoid, truncate or abruptly
rounded above to long subulate beaks ;

terminal spike
often mostly pistillate.

Perigynia longer than the scales.

Pistillate scales subulate-tipped or awned
Pistillate scales blunt

Perigynia shorter than the rough-awned scales .

Mi. Perigynia from subulate to ovoid or globose, if abruptly
beaked the terminal spike staminate ii.

ii. Pistillate spikes oblong-cylindric or narrower jj.

jj. Perigynia scarcely inflated, rigid, lance-subulate, slender-

stipitate, with prominent rigid crowded ribs, soon
retrorse.

Teeth of the perigynia nearly parallel ....
Teeth of the perigynia strongly divergent

jj. Perigynia inflated, if stipitate

156. C. oUgosperma.

161. C. squarrosa.
162. C. typhinoides.
163. C. Frankii.

164. C. Pseudo-Cyperus.
165. C. comosd.

large and bladder-like kk.
kk. Mature perigynia less'than 12 mm. long 11.

II. Pistillate scales mostly with thin serrulate awns ;

perigynia not falcate mm.
mm. Staminate scales with rough awns

; plants
caespitose.

Perigynia slightly inflated, narrowly conic;
achenes obovoid 166. C. hystericina.

Perigynia with bladdery-inflated subglobose
bodies and abrupt beaks

;
achenes narrowly

ellipsoid-ovoid.
Pistillate spikes 1.5-2 cm. thick ; perigynia 7-10

mm. long 167. C. lurida.
Pistillate spikes 1-1.3 cm. thick

; perigynia 5-7
mm. long (167) C. lurida, v. gradlis.

mm. Staminate scales smooth, scarcely if at all awned
;

plant loosely stoloniferous .... 168. C. Schwcinitstii.
II. Pistillate scales smooth, or only the lowest

serrulate nn.
nn. Plant caespitose, forming tussocks

; perigynia
somewhat falcate.

Spikes mostly clustered and sessile at the tip of
the culms

; perigynia retrorse.

Perigynia 8-10 mm. long .... 169. C. retrorsa.

Perigynia 5-6 mm. long . . . (169) C. retrorsa, v. Robinsonii.
Spikes scattered, mostly long-peduncled.

Perigynia wide-spreading or retrorse . (169) C. retrorsa, v. Hartii.

Perigynia ascending . . . (169) C. retrorxa, v. Macoitnii.
nn. Plant not caespitose, the culms solitary from slen-

der rootstocks
; perigynia not falcate . . 170. C. Halei.

kk. Mature perigynia more than 12 mm. long.
Achene rhomboid-ovoid, the angles prominently

nipple-tipped
Achene narrowly ellipsoid-ovoid, the angles scarcely

nipple-tipped."
illatr

172. C. Inpuliformis.

173. C. Ia 1
1 n I i n ti.

167. <'.lnri<lu.

Pistillate spikes mostly crowded, sessile or sub-
sessile ........

Pistillate spikes mostly peduncled, the lowermost
remote ...... (173) <'. Iitpnlinu. \. /;/ //nci/fdfd.

ii. Pistillate spikes globose or subglobose oo.

oo. Staminate scales prolonged into rough thin awns
oo. Staminate scales smooth /,/>.

ji/i. Teeth of the beak erect or ascending qq.
</i/. Mature prrigynia trrccn.

IVriirvnia elongate rhomboid, ouneate at b;

Pmgvnta glabrous ...... 174. C. Grai/i.
IVrii/yni.-i liN|.idu]iis ..... (174^ <'. ffnii/i. v.

Perigynia ovoid to narrowly conic, rounded at

DAM.
IVriirv nia ovoid conic, half as broad as long . 17.

r
>. <\ in1.ume.xcen*.

IVriVynia I.-IIK-.- -conic, one fourth to one third
a> broad a-^ lung . . . (175) C. intumescens, v. fernaldii.

qq. Mature perigynia straw-colored.
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pp.
inat

Leaves 0.5-1.5 cm. broad
Leaves 1.5-3.5 nun. broad

Teeth of the beak strongly refracted

ff. Staminate spikes 2 or more rr.

176. C.follieulata.
177. C. Michauxiana.
178. C. subulata.

rr. Achene distinctly broader than long, its faces strongly con-
caved ..." ........ 171. C. gigantea.

rr. Achene longer than broad, the faces flat or slightly convex ss.

ss. Culm thick and spongy at base, generally smooth and
bluntly angled above ;

leaves prominently nodulose.

Perigynia flask-shaped, rather abruptly contracted to the

beak, 3-6 mm. long.
Stout

; spikes cylindric, 2-10 cm. long .... 183. C. rostrala.
Slender

; spikes globose or short-cylindric, 1-2.5 cm.
long ......... (183) C. rostrata, v. ambig&ns.

Perigynia tapering gradually to the beak, 0.5-1 cm.
long ........ (183) C. rostrata, v. utriculata.

ss. Culm scarcely spongy at base, sharp-angled above, often
harsh

;
leaves slightly if at all nodulose tt,

tt. Beak of the perigynia usually slightly roughened or
serrulate.

Pistillate spikes cylindric, 2.5-5 cm. long. 1-1.5cm. thick 184. C. bullata.
Pistillate spikes globose to thick-cylindric, 1-4 cm. long,

1.5-2 cm. thick ....... (184) C. bullata, v. Greenii.
tt. Beak of perigynia smooth uu.
uu. Mature perigynia 5-6.5 mm. thick .....
uu. Mature perigynia not more than 4 mm. thick WD.
w. Perigynia ascending, straight; leaves firm, 2-7 mm.

wide.

Perigynia bladdery inflated.

Perigynia ovoid-conic, tapering gradually to the
beak ........

Perigynia rounded-ovoid, rather abruptly tapering
to the beak.

Perigynia 6 mm. long.

Spikes cylindric, 2-7 cm. long . . . (18'

Spikes globose to short-cylindric, 1-2.5 cm.
long . . ..... (182) C. venicaria, v. distenta.

Perigynia 4-5 mm. long .... (182) C. vezicaria, v. jejuna.
Perigynia barely inflated, conic-subulate . (182) C. vesicaria, v. Raeana.

vv. Perigynia retrorse or wide-spreading, slightly falcate
;

leaves soft and ribbon-like, 0.5-1 cm. wide . . 169. C. retrorsa.

185. C. Tuckermani.

182. C. vesiearia.

C. vesicaria, v. monile.

1. C. muskingumensis Schwein. Culms 1 ra. or less

high, very leafy ; leaves subcordate at their junction with
the loose green sheaths, those of the
sterile shoots crowded and almost dis-

tichous
;
inflorescence oblong, of 5-12

appressed-ascending pointed spikes ;

perigynia very thin and scale-like,

barely distended over the achenes.

Meadows, swamps, and wet woods,
O. to Man. and Mo. July, Aug. FIG.
340.

2. C. scoparia Schkuhr. Culms
0.2-1 m. high, mostly slender and
erect

;
leaves narrow (at most 3 mm.

wide), shorter than the culm
;

inflo-

rescence of 3-9 straw-colored or brownish mostly shining
and ascending approximate ovoid pointed spikes (0.5-1.5

cm. long) ; perigynia ^(rarely 4)-6.5 mm.
long. Low ground or even dry open
soil, rarely in woods, Nfd. to Sask. and
Ore., and southw. May-Aug. FIG. 341. Var. MQNILIFORMIS
Tuckerm. Spikes scattered, the lowest remote. Less common.
Var. CONDENSA Fernald. Spikes spreading, crowded in a globose
or subglobose head. N. B. to Ont. and Ct. FIG. 342.

3. C. tribuloides Wahlenb. Culms loose, 0.3-1 m. high,

sharply trigonous ;
leaves soft and loose, 3-8 mm. broad, numer-

ous, the upper often nearly or quite overtopping the culm, those
of the sterile shoots crowded and somewhat distichous; inflo-

341. C. scoparia.

340. C. muskingumensis.

342. C. scoparia,
v. condensa.
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843. 0. tribuloides.

rescence compact, the 8-14 obovoid ascending somewhat crowded
gray-green or dull-brown spikes 7-12
mm. long ; perigynia 3.7-5 mm. long,
f lii-ir tips appressed. Swales and rich

open woods, N. B. to Sask., ahd
southw. June-Sept. FIG. 343. Var.
TUKBA.TA Bailey. Spikes remote.
Less common.

Var. rediicta Bailey. Inflorescence

usually flexuous, at least the lowest

spikes scattered
; perigynia with loosely

recurved tips. (Var. moniliformis Brit-

ton, in part.) Gulf of St. Lawrence
to Ont., s. to Ct., N. Y., and la. FIG.

344.

4. C. siccata Dewey. Culmsslender,
1-6 dm. high ;

leaves stiff, 1-3 mm.
wide

;
inflorescence of 3-7 approximate or scattered glossy brown spikes, the

staminate and pistillate flowers variously mixed or in distinct spikes; perigynia
obviously distended over the achene, 2 mm. broad, usually
with distinct serrulate wings. Dry or sandy soil, Me. to

B. C. and Alaska, s. to Mass., Ct., N. Y.,

O., Mich., and westw. May-July. FIG.
345.

5. C. Crawfordii Fernald. Slender,
the culms forming close stools; leaves

narrow (1-2.5 mm. wide), often equaling
or exceeding the culms

; inflorescence dull

brown, subcylindric or ovoid, often sub-
tended by an elongate filiform bract

;

spikes 3-12, subcylindric or narrowly
ovoid, ascending, 3-7 mm. long, approximate ;

the linear-

lanceolate perigynia plump at base, about 1 mm. wide. (C.

scoparia, var. minor Boott.) Open soil,

rarely in woods, Nfd. to B. C., s. to n. Ct., and Mich. June-
Sept. FIG. 346. Var. V!GENS Fernald. Stouter throughout ;

culms 3-0 dm. high ;
leaves 2.5-3 mm. broad;

spikes mostly greener and longer, densely
crowded. Less common. FIG. 347.

6. C. orone'nsis Fernald. Culms few in
loose stools, tall and erect, 0.5-1 m. high,

847 C Crawfordii
snarply angled and harsh above ; leaves smooth,

v. vigens.

'

2.5-4 mm. broad, much shorter than the culms
;

inflorescence thick-cylindric, erect; spikes 3-9,
ascending, dark brown, rhomboid-ovoid, pointed, 0.5-1 cm. long ;

scales dark, with pale scarious margins ; peri-

gynia appressed, about 4 mm. long, 1.3 mm.
broad, very narrowly winged above. Dry
fields, thickets, open woods, and gravelly banks, Orono and
Bangor, Me. June-July. FIG. 348.

7. C. pratSnsis Drejer. Culm* snntnfh and sli'mli-r. :'.-<>

dm. high, overtopping the smooth flat ('2-:\.5 mm. broad)

leaves; inflorescence slender, flcsuons, nuniilifonu ; #)n'kcs 3-7,

silrrt-if-hrnirn, mostly remote, pointed, frir-floircrrtl. 7-1.7 mm.
long, mostly long-clavate at base; i><ri<jiii<i r<tt<-l<ntc<>olate,

- mm. long, 1.5-2 mm. broad. Open woods, clearings.
and prairies, Lab. to B. C., s. to N. S., n. Me., L. Superior, etc.

Juno-Aug. (Greenl.) FIG. 31'.'.

8. C. cristata Schwein. Culms 1 m. or less high, hnruli

S4H. <'. pratensis. above ; leaves soft and flat, 3-7 mm. broad, often equaling

345. C. siccata.

346. C. Cnuvfordii.

c orom . Ilsis .
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350. C. cristata.

351. C. albolutescens.

the culms, sheaths loose ; inflorescence usually dense, cylin-
dric to ellipsoid ; spikes 0-15, globose, closely flowered,

greenish or dull brown, 0.5-1 cm. long ; perigynia 3-4 mm.
long, their tips rosulate-spread-

ing. ( C. tribuloides, var. Bailey ;

C.cristatella Britton.) Swales
and wet woods, e. Mass, and Vt.

to Pa., Mo., Sask., and B. C.

June-Aug. FIG. 350.

9. C. albolutescens Schwein.
Culms stout and stiff, 2-8 dm.

high ;
leaves erect, long-pointed,

pale green, 2-5 mm. wide, shorter
than the culms

;
inflorescence

stiff, linear-cylindric to subglobose, with or without

elongated bracts
; spikes 3-30 (sometimes compound),

conic-ovoid to subglobose, 0.6-1 cm. long; perigynia 2-3 mm. broad, rhombic-
ovate to suborbicular, pale, with short
deltoid firm greenish tips. {C. straminea,
vars. foenea Torr. and cumulata Bailey.)
Damp or even dry soil, chiefly on the

coastal plain, N. B. to Fla. and Mex..

rarely inland
;

also L. Huron to Man.
July-Sept. FIG. 351.

10. C. mirdbilis Dewey. Culms 0.3-

1.5 m. high, very loose and smooth ; leaves

soft and thin, 2.5-6 mm. wide, the sheaths
352 c mirat)iiis-

rather loose
; spikes 4-12, greenish, sub-

globose or ovoid, 5-9 mm. long, mostly approximate; peri-

gynia lance-ovate, 3-4 mm. long, with divergent tips. (C.

straminea, var. Tuckerm.) Dry banks, open woods, and rich

copses, Me. to Man., N. C. and Mo. June,
July. FIG. 352. Var. PERLONGA Fernald.

Spikes remote. Less common. FIG. 353.

Var. tincta Fernald. Spikes 3-7, ovoid,

approximate, brown-tinged; scales brown
with a pale margin. N. B. and n. N. E.

853 c mir v perl
Plant comparatively small.

11. C. straminea Willd. Culms very
slender, 3-7 dm. high, smooth except at summit

;
leaves 854 c Btramiuea.

0.5-2 mm. wide; spikes 3-8, yellow-brown, or rarely green
ovoid or subglobose, 4-8 mm. long, usually forming a moniliform or linear-

cylindric flexuous inflorescence ; perigynia
rarely 4 mm. long, lance-ovate, the inner

faces 3-5-nerved or nerveless, the ascend-

ing tips inconspicuous. (C. tenera

Dewey.) Meadows, dry banks, or open
woods, N. B. to B. C., Ky., and Ark.

June-Aug. FIG. 354.

Var. echinbdes Fernald. Tips of the

slightly longer perigynia divergent and

conspicuous. Vt. (Brainerd} ;
Ont. and

Mich, to la. FIG. 355.

12. C. hormathddes Fernald. Culms
355. C. str., v. echin. dender and flexuous, sharply angled,
smooth except at summit, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves shorter than

or rarely exceeding the culms, very ascending, 1-2.5 mm.
wide

; inflorescence slender, moniliform (or on late culms

congested), of 3-9 broadly ovoid brownish spikes (8-12 mm.
long} ,

with or without subtending elongated bracts
; perigynia 356. c. horuiathodes.
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358. C. horm.,
v. Richii.

elongate-ovate, ascending or rarely spreading, distinctly about 10-

nerved on each face; scales lance-attentuate or aristate. (C.
straminea, var. aperta Boott

;
C. tenera Britton, not Dewey.)

Fresh or brackish marshes, commonest near the

coast, e. Que. to Del. and la.
;
B. C. June-Aug.

FIG. 350. Lower small-spiked (5-8 mm. long)
plants have been separated as var. INvisA (W.
Boott) Fernald. FIG. 357.

Var. Richii Fernald. Perigynia 4-5 mm. long,
with suborbicular bodies abruptly contracted to con-

spicuous loosely ascending or spreading tips. (C.
tenera, var. Fernald.) Mass, to D. C. FIG. 358.

13. C. Bicknellii Britton. Culms comparativelym "
stout, 4-9 din. high, smooth except at summit

;
leaves

perigvnUInlsa<
ascending, rather short and firm, 2-4.5 mm. broad

;

inflorescence of 3-7 silvery-brown or greenish ovoid, obovoid or subglobose
approximate or slightly remote spikes (8-14 mm. long) ; perigynia ascending,

with broadly ovate or suborbi-

cular bodies, the tips becoming
conspicuous, broadly wing-mar-
gined, when mature becoming
almost translucent and about 10-

nerved on each face. (C. stra- SjjS$(
minea, var. Crawei Boott.) Dry "SSSLsMfe, fffy,
or rocky soil, Me. to Man., N. J., j$to]$jj? M
O., and Ark. May-July. FIG.

359.

14. C. silicea Olney. Culms
slender, stiff, 3-8 dm. high ;

leaves

erectish, usually glaucous, 2-4.5
mm. wide, often becoming involute;
inflorescence of 3-12 usually remote conic-ovoid and clavate-
based whitish spikes (1-1.5 cm. long) ; perigynia firm
and opaque, 4-5 mm. long, 2.2-3 mm. broad, short-beaked,
broad-winged, the body distinctly 3-5-nerved on the inner,
Q-12-nerved on the outer face. (C. foenea, var. subu-
lonum Gray.) Sands and rocks
near the sea, Gulf of St. Law-
rence to N. J. June-Aug. FIG.
360.

15. C. alata Torr. Culms rather

stout, smooth except at summit,
0.5-1 m. high; leaves mostly short and harsh,
2.5-4.5 mm. wide, the sheath green and strongly nerved

nearly or quite to the narrow xnl>clt<irt<tceous auricle;
head oblong or ovoid, of 3-8 compact approximate
conic-ovoid or subcylindric spikes (8-15 mm. long) ;

perigynia appressed-ascending, firm and opaque, broad-

winged, very faintly nerved or nerveless, much broader
than the usually rough-awned scales.

(C. straminea, var. Bailey.) Marshes
and wet woods, N. H. to Mich, and Fla.; mostly coastal. June,
July. FIG. ::<ii.

16. C. suber6cta (Olney) Britton. Similar
;
slender

;
the

3-5 irr< ijnhn-hj clustered spikes finally tawny or ferruginous ;

l>< ri<j>ini unite, 4-5 mm. long, 2.3-2.8 nun. broad
;

tsnih-ft

lance-ovate, mostly awnless. (C.. tenera, var. Olney; C. alata,
var. ferruginea Fernald.) Out. and O. to Mich., 111., and la.

FIG. 362.

c. sni,iTfcta. 17. C. festucacea Schkuhr. Culms stiff, 0.5-1 m. high ;

359. C. Bicknellii.

360. C. silicea.

361. C. alata.
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C. festucacea.

365. C. Bebbii.

leaves stiff, erect, shorter than the culms, 2-4 mm. wide, the

sheath with a thin barely nerved or nerveless pale band
extending down from the membranous auricle ; inflorescence

cylindric, rarely ovoid, of 5-10 distinct or rarely approxi-
mate subglobose or broadly ovoid-conic yellow-brown or green-
brown ascending spikes (7-12 mm. long); perigynia broad-

ovate to suborbicular, strongly 7-15-nerved on the outer,
nerveless or faintly nerved on the inner face ; achenes sub-

orbicular. (C. straminea, var. Tuckerm.) Dry or rocky
soil, Me. to Man. and Pa. June-Aug. FIG. 363.

Var. brevier (Dewey) Fernald. Lower,
rarely more than .0.6 m. high, and more

slender; spikes 3-6, approximate or subap-
proximate. (C. straminea, var. Dewey.)
Commoner, reaching B. C., Ark., etc. May-
July. FIG. 364.

18. C. BSbbii Olney. Culms rather slen-

der, 2-6 dm. high, smooth except at tip ;

leaves mostly shorter, ascending but not stiff,

1.7-4.5 mm. wide
; inflorescence short, corn-

ellipsoid, brown, 1-2 cm. long, of 3-12 globose or ellipsoid

ascending spikes (5-8 mm. long); perigynia narrowly ovate,
3-3.5 mm. long, 1.5-2 mm. broad, mostly dull brown, and
loosely ascending, faintly few-nerved or nerveless; scales oblong,
bluntly acuminate. ( C. tribuloides, var. Bailey.)
Low grounds, Nfd. to w. Mass., N. Y., 111.,

Col., B. C., and northw. June-Aug. FIG. 365.

19. C. foenea Willd. Culms slender and

lax, smooth except at tip, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves

soft and loose, pale green or glaucous, mostly shorter, 2-4 mm.
broad

; inflorescence linear-cylindric or moniliform, erect or

flexuous, of 4-9 globose or ovoid clavate-based appressed-

ascending whitish-green or silvery-brown spikes (6-10 mm.
long} ; perigynia ovate, 3-4
mm. long, 1.8-2.2 mm. broad,

appressed-ascending, finally a
little spreading. Dry woods
and banks, Me. to B. C. and
Md, July. FIG. 366. Var.
PERPLEXA Bailey. Coarser, and often taller

;

inflorescence heavier, mostly nodding, the 6-15

spikes larger (1-1.7 cm. long}, the terminal

36T. C. foenea, v. perplexa.
n
p
e8 ften crowded

; perigynia
3.5-4.4 mm. long. Com-

moner, Nfd. to Man. and Va. June-Aug. FIG. 367.

20. C. LEPORINA L. Culms stiff and ascending, 2-8 dm.

high; leaves mostly short and firm, 1.5-4 mm.
broad

; inflorescence from subglobose to cylindric,

of 3-6 obovoid or ellipsoid approximate or sub-

approximate brown or ferruginous ascending
spikes (0.8-1.4 cm. long) ; perigynia 3.8-4.5 mm.
long, 1.8-2.3 mm. broad, ascending. Dry hill-

sides, rocky banks, etc., local, Nfd. to Mass, and
N. Y.

;
and occasional on ballast southw. June-

Aug. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 368.

21. C. xerdntica Bailey. Culms stiff, sca-

brous above, 3-6 dm. high; leaves short, mostly near the base,

2-3 mm. broad; inflorescence linear-cylindric, of 3-6 distinct

ascending ellipsoidal brownish-white spikes (8-13 mm. long) ;

300. c. xerantica. perigynia appressed, 4-4.8 mm. long, 2-2.3 mm. broad, the inner

. C. foenea.

f
368. C. leponna.
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370. C. aenea.

face, nerveless or only slightly nerved at the golden-yellow base. Open prairies,

Man. to Kan., and westw. July. FIG. 369.

22. C. adnea Fernald. Culms smooth and wiry, but
more or less flexuous at tip, 0.25-1.2 m. high; leaves

much shorter, rather soft and flat, 2-4 mm. broad
;

inflorescence loosely cylindric or moniliform, of 3-12
obovoid mostly clavate-based brownish or ferruginous
spikes (0.8-2.5 cm. long, in luxuriant plants olten

peduncled or compound) ; peri-

gynia loosely ascending, dark

green or brown when mature,
4-5 mm. long, 1.9-2.7 mm. broad

;

achene 1.3-1 .7 mm. broad. Open
woods, dry banks, or rarely in low

ground, Lab. to B. C., s. to Ct.,

Mich., etc. May-July. FIG. 370.

23. C. adusta Boott. Culms stiffly erect, smooth,
2-8 dm. high ;

leaves usually shorter, 2-5 mm. broad
;

inflorescence erect, dense and stiff, ovoid or cylindric,
often subtended by a stiff promi-
nent bract, of 3-15 simple or com-

pound full and rounded brownish

spikes (6-12 mm. long) ; perigynia 4-5 mm. long, 2-3 mm.
broad; achene 1.8-2.1 mm. broad. Dry woods, gravelly
banks, etc., Nfd. to Mt. Desert I., Me., w. to Minn, and far

northw. June-Sept. FIG. 371.

24. C. sychnoc&phala Carey. Culms smooth, 2-6 dm.
high ;

leaves soft, ascending, 2-4 mm. wide
;
bracts very

unequal ; spikes 4-10, subcylindric, 8-1 ">

mm. long, forming a dense ovoid or ellipsoid
head ; perigynia lance-subulate, 5mm. lonjr,

barely 1 mm. wide, firm, slightly nerved
or nerveless. Meadows, ditches, and wet

872. G. sychnocephala.

371. C. adusta.

and B. C. July, Aug. FIG. 372.

25. C. gyn6crates Wormsk. CuIms 0.6-3 dm. high, mostly
exceeding the setaceous leaves; spikes 0.5-2 cm. long, some 373.0.
staminate and linear, with oblong mostly blunt-tipped scales,
others staminate above, with one or morepistillate flowers below, others thick-

cylindric and strictly pistillate, with 6-12 rather plump subterete but thin~e>!<je<(

strongly nerved conic-beaked perigynia. (C. Redowskitnm

Bailey, not C. A. Mey.) Swamps and bogs, Lab. to

Alaska, s. to N. B., Me., N. Y., w. Pa., Mich., and Col.

June-Aug. (Eurasia.) FIG. 373.

26. C. exilis Dewey. Culms rigid, usually much exceed-

ing the filiform stiff leaves ; spikes mostly solitary, 1-3 cm.

long, staminate, pistillate, or with the flowers variously situ-

ated; perigynia ovate-lanceolate, with serrulate tit in mar-

gins, strongly convex on the outer,

flattish and fcic-nerved or nerveless

on the inner face. Bogs and mead-
ows near the coast, locally from Lab. to N. J.

;
ran -ly

inland to Vt., Ont., N. Y., Mich., and Minn. May-An-j;.
FUJ. 374.

27. C. stellulata Good. Caespitose ;
the cnlm s ruthrr

'////, 1 1 ilm. hi.n'li ; leaves shorter than or equaling the

culms, 1-'J.."> MUM. wide
; inflorescence, linear-cylindric,

!-:{ cm. /ON;/, of '2 ', sHlxtpproximate or slightly remote

snb^lohosc or snlx-ylindric 3-12-_/lo?/v/vJ spikes ; ))cri<n/i<t

ovate, early ascending, later wide-spreading, faintly nerved or nerveless

874 C exilis

.ST.
r
). ('. stcllnliit.-i.
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37T. C. stell.,

v. excelsior.

on the inner face, o-4 nnn. long, | or \ exceeding the ovate pointed
brownish scale. (C. echinata, var. microstachys Boeckl.

;
C. sterilis

Am. auth., not Willd.) Open low ground, Lab. to Alaska, s. to

Md., 0., Mich., etc. June-Aug. (Eurasia.) FIG. 375.
Var. ormantha Fernald. Inflorescence 2-6 cm.

Jong, of 2-4 very remote 3-9-flowered spikes, the ter-

minal one with a clavate base 0.5-1 cm. long ; peri-

gynia as in the typical form, mostly twice as long
as the scales. Less common. FIG. 376.

Var. excelsior (Bailey) Fernald. Tall and slen-

der. 0.3-1 m. high ;
inflorescence 3-5.5 cm. long,

spikes 3-9, distinct, only the .lowermost remote,
12-20-flowered, at first ellipsoid, with the perigynia
ascending, later subglobose, with strongly reflexed 375 c stell

perigynia | longer than the scales. Nfd. to Mich. v ormantha
and N. C. FIG. 377.

Var. cephalantha (Bailey) Fernald. The coarsest form,
3-7 dm. high ; inflorescence cylindric or slightly moniliform,
3-7.5 cm. long, the 4-8 short-cylindric spikes lb-4Q-flowered ;

perigynia ovate. (<7. echinata, var. Bailey.) Nfd. to Mich.,
B. C., andN. C. FIG. 378.

Var. angustata Carey. Extremely slender or almost seta-

ceous, 1-2 dm. high (in shade often higher) ;
leaves 0.5-1.5 mm.

wide ; inflorescence 0.75-2.5 cm. long, the few 3-15-

flowered spikes approximate; the divaricate peri-

gynia lanceolate or lance-ovate, 2.5-3 mm. long,
twice exceeding the scales. (C. echinata, var. Bailey ;

C. sterilis, var. Bailey.) N. S. to Ct., w. Que.,
111., and Wise. FIG. 379.

28. C. sterilis Willd. Coarse, 1 m. or less tall
;

leaves flat, shorter than or equaling the culms
;
in-

florescence of3-6 subglobose or thick-cylindric densely
flowered olive-green crowded or distinct spikes ; the thick strongly
many-nerved perigynia broad-ovate, 3-3.5 mm. long, 2-3 mm.

broad, squarrose or with recurved tips. ( C.

nata, var. conferta and C. atlantica Bailey.
Coastal bogs and pine-barrens, Nfd. to Fla., rarely
inland to n. Me., Adirondack Mts., N. Y., and
Mt. Sorrow, Pa. June, July. FIG. 380. 378 c 8tell

29. C. scirpoides Schkuhr. lender, 1.5-5 dm. v . cephalantha.
high; the leaves 1-2.5 mm. wide; the 2-5 spikes
all fertile, all sterile, or variously mixed, usually subglobose,
4-5 mm. in diameter, the terminal long-clavate at base; peri-

c sterilis ffyn ^a fir "> plump, olive-green or -brown, more or less nerved
or essentially nerveless, broadly deltoid-ovate, obscurely short-

beaked and with slightly thickened margin, 2.3-3.2 mm. long,
1.5-2 mm. broad, finally wide-spreading or recurved,
much exceeding the oblong or ovate blunt scales.

(C. interior Bailey.) Damp or wet soil, e. Que.
to Hudson Bay, B. C., Fla., and Ariz. May-Aug.
FIG. 381.

Var. capillacea (Bailey) Fernald. Stiff, culms
almost bristle-like; leaves about 0.5 mm. broad,
often involute

; perigynia strongly nerved. (C. in-

\
LJL tcrior, var. Bailey.) N. H. to N. Y., N. J., and Pa. 331. c. scirpoides.

Var. Josselynii Fernald. Perigynia lance-subu-

late, barely 1 mm. broad, mostly ascending. By St. John R., Me.

30. C. se6rsa E. C. Howe. Culms soft, in loose stools, 3.5-6.5

dm. high; leaves shorter, soft, pale, 2-4 mm. broad; inflorescence

U82. o. seorsa. 2.5-7 cm. long, of 2-6 mostly remote subglobose or ellipsoid 6-20-

3T9. C. stell.,

v. angustata.

z-d mm.
[C. echi- (

"ley.) \>
T*QVi1v ^

380.
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885. C. canesc.,

v. subloliacea.

flowered green spikes (3.5-7 mm. long), the terminal usually with a long-clavate

base, the lower often subtended by a setiform bract
; perigynia elliptic-ovate,

with a narrow substipitate base, wide-spreading or recurved, much exceeding
the acutish scales. Wet woods and swamps, e. Mass, to centr.

N. Y. and Del. May, June. FIG. 382.

31. C. arcta Boott. Pale green or somewhat glaucous ;
culms

very soft, in loose stools, 1.6-0 dm. high, often overtopped by the

soft flat leaves (2.5-4 mm. broad) ;
inflorescence of

5-13 ovoid or subcylindric spikelets (6-11 mm.
long); perigynia cordate-ovate, with a rather definite

beak, strongly nerved on the outer, faintly on the

C arcta
inner face 2~^ mm

:
lon 1.2-1.5 mm. broad, some-

what exceeding the acute often brown-tinged scales.

(C. canescens, var. polystachya Boott.) Wet woods, alluvial

thickets, etc., Me. and Que. to B. C., s. to Mass., N. Y., Mich.,
and Minn. June-Aug. FIG. 383.

32. C. canescens L. Culms soft, in loose stools, 1.5-6 dm.

high ;
leaves soft and flat, shorter than or exceeding the culms

;

inflorescence 2.5-5 cm. long, of 4-7 short-cylindric
to narrowly obovoid appressed-ascending approxi- 884. C. canescens.

mate or slightly remote spikes ; perigynia ovoid-

oblong, usually serrulate toward the short-pointed tip, 1.3-1.7 mm.
broad, more or less nerved on both faces, somewhat exceeding
the ovate pointed scale. Wet places, Lab. to B. C.,

locally s. toCt., and Mich. May-Aug. (Eurasia.)
FIG. 384.

Var. subloliacea Laestad. Smaller
;
the spikes

short-oblong or subglobose ; perigynia smaller, Imn-hj
2 mm. long, smooth throughout. Similar range.

(Eu.) FIG. 385.

Var. disjuncta Fernald. Tall and lax, 3-8 dm. high ; inflo-

rescence elongated, flexuous, 0.5-1.5 dm. long; spikes 5-8, ellip-

soid to cylindric, all but the terminal remote;
perigynia as in the species. Nfd. to Wise., O.,

and Pa., common. FIG. 386.

33. C. brunn6scens Poir. Very slender and
lax ; culms 1.5-7 dm. high ;

leaves soft, flat
;

inflorescence 1-6 cm. long, of 3-6 more or less

remote or approximate subglobose or ellipsoid

spikes (3-7 mm. long); perigynia 2-2.7 mm.
long, 1-1.5 mm. broad, serrulate at the base
of the distinct beak, loosely spreading when
mature. (C. canescens, vars. alpicola Wah-
lenb. and vulgaris Bailey.) Open woods and

dry rocky banks, Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. C., Mich., Wise., etc.

June-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 387.

34. C. bromoides Schkuhr. Very slender and

lax, green, scarcely glaucous ;
the culms 3-8 dm.

long, mostly exceeding the soft flat leaves
;

inflorescence loosely subcylindric, 2-5.5 cm.

long, of 2-6 approximate or slightly scatt< r/
spikes (0.6-2. cm. long) ;

beak of the peri</>/nhtin

\- 1 as long as the strongly nerved body, slightly

exceeding the oblong pointed scale. Rich low
woods and swamps, N. S. to Ont., and southw.

May-July. Fi.;. 388.
.'55. C. Deweyana Schwcin. Very lax, glau-

cous; the culms 2-1 2 dm. long, much exceeding
the soft flat leaves

;
inflorescence flexuous, 2-6

888. 0. bromoides. cm. long; the 2-7 spikes, 3-12-flowered (5-12 389. C. De\vy:ma.

887. C. brunnescens.
C. canesc.,

v. disjuncta.
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390. C. tenuitiora.

mm. long), the upper subapproximate or scattered, the lowest very remote,
usually subtended by an elongate slender bract

;
beak about \ as long as the

body of the perigynium, somewhat exceeding the ovate acumi-
nate or short-cuspidate pale scale. Rich open woods and banks,
Que. to B. C., s. to Pa., Mich., Wise., N. Mex., etc. May-Aug.
FIG. 389.

36. C. tenuiflbra Wahlenb. Lax, the culms 2-6 dm. long,

mostly exceeding the very narrow (0.7-2 mm. broad) pale green
leaves

; spikes 3-10-flowered
; peri-

rynia 1.5-1.7 mm. broad, with the

bluntish tips smooth or rarely with
1 or 2 teeth, about equaled by the
ovate or ovate-oblong white scale. Bogs and wet
mossy woods, local, Hudson Bay to Man., s. to N. B.,

Me., Mass., N. Y., Mich., Wise., and Minn. June,
July. (Eu.) Apparently hybridizes with C. tri-

sperma in n. Me. FIG. 390.

37. C. trisperma Dewey. Culms almost filiform,

2-7 dm. long, usually much overtopping the soft
narrow (1-2 mm. wide} leaves; the 2 or 3 spikes
2-5-flowered ; the finely many-nerved beaked peri-
gynia 3.3-3.8 mm. long, 1.6-1.8 mm.

3J1. C. trisperma. broad, slightly exceeding the ovate-

oblong pale obtuse to mucronate-
acuminate scales. Mossy woods and bogs, Nfd. to Sask., s. to

Md., the Great Lakes, and Neb. June-Aug. FIG. 391.
Var. Billingsii Knight. Leaves nearly setaceous, 0.3-0.5 mm.

wide; the 1 or 2 spikes 1- or 2-flowered
; perigynium 2.5-3.3

mm. long. Boggy spots, local, N. S. and Me. to N. J.

38. C. noryggica Willd. Glaucous and freely stoloniferous;
culms smooth and soft, 1-4.5 dm. high, mostly overtopping the
soft flat rather narrow (1-2.5 mm. broad) leaves

;
inflorescence

1.5-5.5 cm. long, of 2-6 ovoid or thick-cylindric spikes, the
lower 5-12 mm. long; perigynia faintly nerved, 2.5-3.3 mm.

392 c norveo.

ica

long, 1.6-2 mm. broad, conic-rostrate, usually abruptly contracted
'

to a substipitate base. Damp, usually brackish soil, locally on the coast from
Me. northw. June-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 392.

x C. HELVOLA Blytt is a hybrid of this with no. 32, occurring in N. B. and
n. Eu.

39. C. glarebsa Wahlenb. Culms acutely angled, mostly curved, scabrous at

tip, 1-3 dm. high, once and a half or twice exceeding the flaccid narrow blue-green
leaves; inflorescence narrowly ellipsoid or obovoid, 0.7-2 cm.

long, icith 2-4 appressed-asce tiding obovoid spikes, the lower 4-9
mm. long, the terminal larger, 6-11 mm. long ; perigynia fusi-
form, with narrow smooth beak, striate-nerved, 2.5-3 mm. long,
barely 1 mm. broad, exceeding the ferruginous or purplish white-

edged ovate acutish or obtuse scales. Shores of the lower St.

Lawrence, Que., and north w., local. June-Aug. (Ku.)
Var. amphigena Fernald. Perigynia broadly

ellipsoid, ovoid or obovoid, 1.3-1.9 mm. long,

abruptly beaked. Commoner, Arctic coast to

Que. and N. B. (Eurasia.) FIG. 393.

40. C. tenella Schkuhr. Exceedingly slender, 1-6 dm. high, in

loose tufts; leaves flat, soft, and weak, mostly shorter than the

culm
; spikes l-3-flowered, or the terminal 4-6-flowered, scattered

on the upper part of the culm, the bracts obsolete or the lowest

394 c tenella Present and very short
; perigynium very plump, finely nerved, the

minute beak entire, longer than the white scale, usually at length

splitting and exposing the dark achene. Cold swamps and wet woods, Nfd. to

B. C., s. to N. J., Pa., Mich., Col., etc. May-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 394.

GRAY'S MANUAL 15

393.

v. amphigena.
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895. C. rosea.

41. C. rbsea Schkuhr. Always slender and weak, erect, 2-7 dm. high,
culms exceeding the narrow (1.5-3 mm. broad) leaves

; spikes 3-8, 6-15-flowered,
the uppermost aggregated, the others 0.5-2.5 cm. apart, the lowest

usually with a setaceous bract; perigynium lance-ovoid, plano-
convex, shining, nerveless, rough on the edges above, with a flat

Indentate beak, perfectly squarrose, very green, 2.5-4 mm. long,
about twice longer than the translucent white scale. Open dry
woods, N. S. to Man., and southw. May-July. FIG. 395.

Var. radiata Dewey. Much more slender, the loose culms
sometimes almost capillary ; spikes 2-5, scattered.

2-4:-Jlowered ; perigynium mostly narrower. Rich

woods, e. Que. to Ont., and southw.
;
commonest

in the Alleghenies.
Var. minor Boott. Erect, very slender; spikes

3-10-flowered
; perigynia ascending. Local, s.

Me. to Mich.
42. C. retrofl6xa Muhl. Similar; stiff, 1-6 dm.

high ; spikes 3-8, mostly aggregated, the lower 1 or 2 slightly

separated and commonly subtended by a conspicuous bract, often 396. C. retroflexa.

brownish; perigynium ovoid, smooth throughout, very promi-
nently corky and swollen at the base, at maturity widely spread-
ing ;

scales brownish and sharp, at length deciduous. ( C. rosea,
var. Torr.) Dry open woods, Mass, to Ont. and Tex. May.
June. FIG. 396.

Var. texe"nsis (Torr.) Fern aid. Spikes 3-5; perigynium lance-

ovoid or lance-subulate. (C. rosea, var. Torr. C. texensis

Bailey.) Ky. to Mo., and southw.
43. C. MURICXTA L. Culm 1.5-8 dm. high, rough, longer than

the narrow leaves
; spikes 5-10, variously disposed, but usually

some of them scattered, frequently all aggre-

gated, rarely tawny; perigynium heavy, ovate,
897. C. muricata. 4-6 mm. long, shining, nerveless, the long beak

minutely rough, spreading, a little longer than

the sharp green or brownish scale. Dry fields, local, s. Me.
to Va. and O. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 397.

44. C. Muhlenb6rgii Schkuhr. Plant very stiff through-
out, pale, growing in small tufts, 2.5-8 dm. high ;

culms much
prolonged beyond the few narrow (2.5-4 mm. broad) and at

length plicate or involute leaves; head 1.5-4 cm. long, the

individual spikes clearly defined ; spikes globular, 3-10
; peri-

gynium nearly circular, very strongly nerved on both faces,

broader than the rough-cusped scale and about as loni:.

Open sterile soils; s. Me. to Ont., and southw. June, .Inly.

FIG. 398. Var. ENERVIS Boott. Perigynium nearly or entirely
nerveless. (Var. xalapensis Britton.) Mass, to Neb., and
southw.

45. C. cepha!6phora Muhl. Strict but soft,

899. C. cephalophora.
2~7 dm - hiSh 5

leaves 2-4 - 5 lnm ' wide
5

'"''"'

small, 0.7-1.8 mm. long, globular or very short-

cylindric, never interrupted, the lower 1 or 2 spikes usually bearing
a very setaceous short bract

; perigynium elliptic-ovate, about
2 mm. long, slightly longer than the acute or rough-cuspcd
scale. Dry woods and knolls, Me. to Ont., and southw. May-
July. Fro. 800k

46. C. Leavenworthii Dewey. In habit resembling the last,

usually more lax, !-"> <lin. high ;
leaves 1-3 mm. wide; head 0.7-1.5 cm. long;

periffynia <-r<l<trr-</rltn;<l. exceeding the acutish rarely cuspidate scab

ctphalopkora, var. ///>////.sV/YM/m Boott.) Damp woods and banks, Ont. t> Ky.,

Fla., and Tex. May,'June. FIG. 400.

47. C. sparganibides Muhl. Culm 4-10 dm. high; leaves very broad

898. C. liuhlenbergiL

400. C. I.r;i\rn-

worthii.
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(5-9 mm.) and flat, their sheaths conspicuously clothing the

base of the culm ; spikes 6-12, the 2 or 3 upper ones con-

tiguous, the remainder entirely separate, very green, short-

cylindric, the lowest often compound, all truncate at top,

perigynium ovate, 3-4 mm. long, rough on the short beak,
often obscurely nerved on the outer face, considerably longer
than the whitish sharp-pointed scale. Rich woods, N. H. to

Ont., Mo., and Va. June, July. FIG. 401.

48. C. cephaloidea Dewey. Lax, very green, 3-9 dm.
high ;

leaves broad (5-8 mm.) and thin,
shorter than the long soft culm

;
head 1.8-3.8

cm. long, rather dense ;perigynium narrowly
ovate, 3.54.5 mm. long, pale green, nerve-

less, with long rough beak, spreading.
Rich woods and thickets, local, N. B. to

Pa., Wise., and Ont. May-July. FIG. 402.

49. C. alopecoldea Tuckerm. Stout but
rather soft, 4-9 dm. high ;

culm rather sharp,

402. C. cephaloidea.
th

?;
k and soft in texture

J
leaves 4-8 mm. 401. C.sparganioides.

wide, about the length of the culm, very
green ;

head 2-6 cm. long, straw-color or tawny, occasionally a little compound,
the spikes many and compactly or somewhat loosely disposed or the lowest
often separate and all mostly short-cylindric ; perigynium 3-4
mm. long, 1.5-2 mm. broad, tapering into a rough beak, very
prominently stipitate, with a few brown nerves on the outer

face, ascending, about equaling or a little exceeding the scale
;

achene obovate, 1 mm. broad, style not thickened at base.

Open swales and low thickets, Me. to Ont.
and 111.

;
local. June, July. FIG. 403.

50. C. gravida Bailey. Low, the culm
thin and sharply angled, 2-5 dm. high; leaves

rather firm, shorter than the culm
;
head 2-4

cm. long, greenish to pale brown, short-cylindric, the lowest

spikes rarely distinct; spikes globular; perigynium 3-4.5 mm.
long, 2-3 mm. broad, sessile, plump and somewhat polished at

maturity, prominently spreading ;
achene sub-

orbicular, 1.5-2 mm. broad, style bulbous-
thickened at base. Ind. and Wise, to Neb.

,

and southw. FIG. 404. Var. LAXIF6LIA

Bailey. Much larger, 6-12 dm. high ;
leaves

broader and lax
;

head large and dense,
ovoid or thick-cylindric, scarcely interrupted. Ky. to S. Dak.
and Mo.

51. C. vulpinoidea Michx. Mostly rather

stiff, 0.3-1 m. high; culm very rough, at least

above; leaves 2-5 mm. broad, mostly flat and

longer than the culm; head 2-15 cm. long,

usually much interrupted or dense or somewhat
compound, varying from dull brown to almost

green at maturity, commonly provided with

many very setaceous short bracts
; spikes very

numerous, ascending and densely flowered
; peri-

(jtjnium ovate or lance-ovate, mostly ascending,
1.7-3 cm. long; scales mostly long-awned. Low places, variable.

June-Aug. FIG. 405.

52. C. setacea Dewey. Resembling the last
;
culms stiff,

0.4-1 m. high, much exceeding the rather broad (2-7 mm.) stiffish

leaves; head usually simple, 3.5-9 cm. long, of approximate or

remote spikes; perigynia lanceolate to lance-ovate, tapering
406, C. setacea. gradually to the serrulate beak, usually dull brown or drab in

alopecoidea

404. C. gravida.

lpinoi(lon .
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407. C. set.,

v. ambigua.

408. C. decomposite.

409. C. diandra.

maturity ;
scales short-awned. Vt. to Ont. and Ky. ; June-Aug.

FIG. 406.

Var. ambigua (Barratt) Fernald. Perigynia broad-ovate to

orbicular, abruptly short-beaked, often golden-brown. (C. vul-

pinoidea, var. ambigua Barratt
; C. xanthocarpa

Bicknell.) Dry soil, s. Me. to la., and southw.
FIG. 407.

53. C. decomp6sita Muhl. Stout, exceed-

ingly deep green, 0.5-1 in. high, in stools
; culm

very obtusely angled, almost terete below
; leaves

firm, channeled below, 5-8 mm. wide, longer
than the culm,' panicle 1-1.5 dm. long, the
lower branches ascending and 1.5-3.5 cm. long ;

perigynium very small, few-nerved, hard and
at maturity shining, the abrupt short beak entire

or very nearly so
;
scale acute, about the length of the peri-

gynium. Swamps, N. Y. to Mich., and southw.; local.

July, Aug. FIG. 408.
54. C. diandra Schrank. Slender but

mostly erect, 3-8 dm. high, in loose stools
;

culm rather obtuse, rough at the top, mostly
longer than the narrow (1-3 mm. broad)
plicate leaves; head 1.5-5 cm. long, 0.5-1

cm. thick
; perigynium very small, truncate

below, bearing a few inconspicuous short nerves on the outer

side, stipitate, firm and at maturity blackish and shining, the

short beak lighter colored
;
scale the length of

the perigynium. (C. teretiuscula Good.)
Bogs and wet meadows, e. Que. to the Yukon,

s. to Ct, Pa., Mich., Neb., etc. May-July. (Eu.) FIG. 409.

Var. ram&sa (Boott) Fernald. Tall (0.5-1.2 m.) ;
head 3-8 cm.

long, the upper portion often nodding, the usually pale spikes
scattered and the lowest often slightly compound ;

perigynia brown. (C. teretiuscula, vm.prairea
Britton.) Bogs, e. Que. to B. C., s. to Ct., Pa.,

O., 111., Minn., and Utah. FIG. 410.

'"'. C. conjuncta Boott. Strict but rather

weak, 0.5-1 m. high ;
culm soft and sharply

triangular or nearly winy-angled, becoming
ribbon-like when pressed ;

leaves soft. 5-10 mm.
broad; head 3.5-7.5 cm. long, interrupted, pale

green, infrequently bearing a few setaceous

bracts
; perigynium lance-ovate, light-colored, whit

thickened below, the beak lightly notched and roughish

equaling or a little exceeding the cuspidate scale.

Swales and glades,^ Pa. to Ky., 111., la., and

Minn.; local. June. FIG. 411.

-'';. C. stipata Muhl. Stout, 0.2-1 m. high,
in clumps ;

culm rather soft, very sharp ;
leaves flat and soft,

I r> mm. wide
;
head 2-10 cm. long, often somewhat compound

at base, interrupted, the lowest spikes o.7-'J cm. long; pcri-

i/!/)iii/in linii-,-nl,ifi-, !>rtr)>-<'ri-<><f, the beak toothed and roiigh-

ish, about twice the length of the body, and mwh Imujrr Hum
the scale. Swales, common and variable. May-Aug. FIG.

412.

67. C. crus-c6rvi Shuttlw. Stout, glaucous, 0.5-1 in. high ;

culm rough, at least above
;
leaves flat and very wide ((>-12 mm.); 412 c sti] ,.lta .

lii-tiil inin-li In-titn-lnil "ml <-tn/> in/,1, ('..."> -Jo ////. /<///;/; i>t'r>(1>liittn

l<>>ii/-linifrn/<ttr, fin' slmrt liitsi- r i rii thick <i ml tUxk-lik>\ the roughish and

very slender beak thrice the length of the body or more, 3-4 times the length

410. C. diandra,
v. rainosa.

it'Ji/tixh and
almost

411. C. conjuncta.
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414. C. srenoria.

H

of the inconspicuous scale. Swamps and bottoms,
hid. to Minn., Neb., and southw.

;
rare northw. June,

July. FIG! 413.

58. C. ARKN\RIA L. Extensively creeping, 0.7-5 dm.
high ;

leaves very narrow and very long-pointed, shorter
than the culm; head dense or some-
times interrupted, ovoid or cylindric ;

spikes few to many, those at the apex
of the head usually staminate, the
intermediate ones staminate at the

summit, the lowest entirely pistillate 413. c. crus-corvi.

and subtended by a bract 1-3 cm.

long ; perigynium very strongly nerved on both faces, wing-
margined above, sharply long-toothed, about the length of

the brown subulate-acuminate scale. Sea-beaches near Nor-

folk, Va. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 414.

59. C. SartwSllii Dewey. Culms stiff and strict, 0.3-1.2

m. high, from an elongate dark rootstock ; leaves (2-5 mm.
wide) produced into a long slender point, mostly shorter than
the culm

;
staminate flowers variously disposed, frequently whole

spikes being sterile
;
head 2.5-7 cm. long and rather narrow,

the individual spikes usually clearly defined, or occasionally the

head interrupted below, tawny-brown; perigynium 3-5 mm.
long, elliptic or lance-elliptic, nerved on both sides, very gradu-
ally contracted into a short beak

;
scale blunt, smooth, hyaline-

edged, about the length of the perigynium. Bogs, centr. N. Y.
to B. C., s. to O., 111., la., S. Dak., etc. June,

July. FIG. 415.

60. C. stenophylla Wahlenb. Stiff, tufted,
0.5-2.5 dm. high ;

leaves pale, involute and
shorter than the culm

; perigynium ovate,

416. c. stenophylla. gradually contracted into a short and entire
415 . c . Sartwellil .

rough-edged beak, tightly inclosing the achene,
at maturity longer than the hyaline acutish scale. Dry grounds, n. la. to

the Kocky Mts., and northw. June, July. (Eurasia.) FIG. 416.

61. C. chordorrhiza L.f. Very extensively stoloniferous;
culms mostly lateral and solitary, 1-4.5 dm. long; leaves

involute, shorter than the culm
; perigynium compressed-ovoid

to sub-globose, short-pointed and entire,
about the length of the acute scale.

Cold bogs and soft lake-borders, Que. to

B. C., s. to Me., Vt., Pa., 111., la., etc.;

infrequent. May-July. (Eurasia.) FIG.
41

n 417. C. chordorrhiza.

62. C^capitata L. Eigid, 0.7-5 dm. high ;
leaves fili-

form, shorter than the culm
;
head uniformly staminate

above, brown, very small, 0.5-1 cm. long ;

perigynium broadly ovate, very thin, whitish,

prominently beaked, nerveless or nearly so,
erect and appressed, longer than the very
thin and obtuse scale. Alpine region of

Mt. Washington, N. H. June-Aug. (Eu.) 418. c. capitata.

FIG. 418.

63. C. marftima O. F. Mueller. Mostly stout
;
culm

sharp, smooth or rough above, 2-7 dm. high, usually over-

topped by the leafy tufts and the broad bracts
;

leaves

smooth and flat, strongly ribbed, 3.5-10 mm. broad
; pis-

tillate spikes 2-6, scattered, 2-8 cm. long, 0.8-2 cm. thick,
often staminate at tip ;

staminate spikes 2-4, unequal,
419. c. maritima. the terminal 2-6 cm. long ; perigynium nearly orbicular,
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pale, few-nerved or nerveless, the beak very short and entire, or nearly so
;

.sr<//r

trfiifixti. <>r broirn, i>ro<litc<'(l into a pale rough <iirn 3-8 times as long <is ///
t

,/'

i/i/ninm. Brackish or saline shores, Lab. to Mass. June-Aug. (Eu.) Fi<;. 419.

64. C. saliua Wahlenb., var. cuspidata Wahlenb. Rather stout. :{-{> dm.
high ;

culm rather sharp, smooth
;
leaves narrow (2-5 mm. wide) but flat

; pistillate

spikes 2-4, somewhat approximate, erect, 2-7 cm. long and rather thick, the
lower subtended by leaf-like bracts; staminate spikes 1-3; perigipnum elliptic,
somewhat granular, marked with 2 or 3 nerves, or nerveless, the minute beak
entire

;
scale brown-margined^ mostly produced into a lighter and rough </n-,/

much exceeding theperig^nium. Salt marshes, Lab. to Mass. Apparently
hybridizes with C. stricta. July, Aug. (Eu.)

<M. C. crinita Lam. Robust and mostly stout, 0.3-1.6 m. high ;
culm sharp and

rough or sometimes smooth
;
leaves 4-10 mm. broad, flat, more o* less rough

on the nerves and margins, the lower short and at the base of the culm re-

duced to smooth fibrillose sheaths; pistillate spikes 3-6, somewhat scattered, all

variously peduncled, mostly secund, 3.5-10 cm. long, narrowly and evenly cylin-

dric, often staminate at tip ;
staminate spikes usually 2, rarely pistillate at tip ;

i>< riyynia suborbicular to ovate, 2-3 mm. long, thin and inflated, bi'<-<miin<j

wrinkled in drying, nerveless, puncticulate or granular, with a minute entire

beak
; scales greenish-brown and rough-awned, 2-3 times as long as the peri-

gynia. Swales and damp thickets, generally common. Hybridizes with C. torta

and C. scabrata. June-Aug.
Var. minor Boott. Much smaller in all parts ;

4-6 dm. high ;
leaves 4-"> nun.

wide; spikes 1-3.5 cm. long, ascending; perigynia 2 mm. long; scales less

prominent. Me. to N. Y., scarce.

Var. Portdri (Olney) Fernald. Like small C. crinita, but spikes very slen-

der
; perigynia compact, not inflated, oblong-lanceolate, distinctly beaked

;
scales

lance-attenuate. (C. gynandra, var. Porteri Britton.) Moosehead Lake, Me.

(Porter).
Var. gynandra (Schwein.) Schwein. & Torr. Harsher; leaves broad (4-12

mm.), the sheaths hispidulous ; culms tall; staminate spikes 1 or 2, generally

pistillate above
; pistillate spikes soft, loosely flowered, drooping, 2.5-10 on.

long; perigynia ascending, elliptic or ovate-lanceolate, 3-4 mm. long, subin-

flated. (C. gynandra Schwein.) Nfd. to Wise., and in the mts. to Ga.
Var. simulans Fernald. Harsh as in var. gynandra; low

;
leaves 4-6 mm . broad

;

spikes suberect, the terminal androgynous, 1-3.5 cm. long, scarcely drooping;
perigynia 3 mm. long. Nfd. to Vt. and Mass., chiefly in the mts.

66. C. aquatilis Wahlenb. Glaucous, 3-9 dm. high; cit/m /// obtuse and

smooth; leaves cxc<'H >/<//;/ long, 4-7 nun. broad, the bracts broad and pro-

longed far beyond the culm
; pistillate spikes 3-5, 1.5-5.5 cm. long, very com-

pact or the lowest sometimes attenuate below, erect; perigynia round-ovate or

broadly elliptic, nerveless, greenish, imbricated ;
*<-til<-s dark, nlioi-t<-i- ffi</n or

equaling the peri<jyni. Swamps and lake margins. Que. to B. C., s. to the

Potomac R., w. N. Y., Ind., etc. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)
Var. elatior Bab. Robust, 0.0-1.5 m. high ;

leaves 6-8 mm. broad ; jn'stil /</(>'

spikes stout and heavy, 3.5-8 cm. long. Me. to Man., s. to N. Y.. <>., and Mich.

Var. cuspidata Laestad. Spikes slender, 3-4 mm. thick
;
scales cuspidate,

exceeding tin- pt-riijunia. Local, Que. to N. J.

Var. vir6scens Anders. ,sVw/r.s
t
,,tle. and short, hidden by the crowded peri-

gynia. Local, Vt. to Out, and Mich.
i7. C. rfgida Good. Somewhat stolon iffrom*, low (0.5-4.") dm. high); /n-<s

*hrti i' (It'in the mostly smooth <-nlms, rather crowded at base, smooth, dark
M, linn, broad (3-7 mm.), becoming i-i-rolnd' in

iltytng ; pistillate spik'-*

I-."). snlnilnh<mi- to s/iurf-ri/H ,,'/ri<\ (folUft 0.5-2.5 C1I1. It'll-. i-'> mill, thick, the

lowest bractless i>r leat'v-l>ractel ; staminate spike 1 (rarely '2], sometimes pistil-

late at base; f,i rlijijnin i
////>f i<-, greenish or ])iirplish ; *((//< s i>//i/if/<\ f-ron-n In

inu'i>h'-bl,/i-k. Arctic ivuions, south to mts. of <
v)iu-., Uocky Mts.. etc. .July.

Auur
. (I'-nrasia.) -Passing to the formal \'ar. Bn.Ki.mvn (Torr.) Tuckerm.,

with )n'*tflhiti- *,<//,<
* ilnHinite (1.5-4 cm. long, 2 ;">-."> mm. thick), the lower

<it lmx< . Extending s. to mts. of n. N. E. and N. Y. (Eu.)
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420 c torta

68. C. t6rta Boott. Slender but erect, 2-9 dm. high, in clumps, with exceed-

ingly tough and cord-like roots ; culm rather sharp, smooth or roughish above
;

leaves flat and rather soft, those of the culm very short (2-5 mm.
wide); pistillate spikes 2-6 (rarely compound), mostly somewhat

approximate or the lower remote, the upper sessile and ascending,
but the others often spreading or drooping, long and slender (1.5-9
cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick) ;

staminate spike 1 (rarely 2)-peduncled,
1.5-4 cm. long, occasionally with some pistillate flowers

; peri-
ium lance-ovate, green, the slim upper half empty and more or

less tortuous, the beak entire or erose
;

scale

purple-margined and very obtuse, shorter than
the perigynium. By streams, rarely in swamps,
e. Que. to Minn., s. to N. C. and Mo. May-July.
FIG. 420.

69. C. lenticularis Michx. Rather slender

but erect, pale throughout, 1-6 dm. high ;
culm

sharp, usually slightly rough above
;
leaves very

narrow (1-3 mm. wide), numerous, much sur-

passing the culm ; spikes 3-8, more or less aggre-

gated or the lowest remote, the terminal andro-

gynous or staminate, mostly sessile, erect, 1-4.5

cm. long, 2.5-4 mm. thick
; perigynia ovate,

minutely granular, brown-nerved, the tip empty
and entire

;
scales obtuse, about \ the length of

the perigynia. Gravelly or sandy shores, Lab.
to the Mackenzie, s. to Mass., N. Y., Mich.,

Minn., etc. June-Sept. FIG. 421.

70. C. Goodendwii J. Gay. Loose or slightly caespitose,
0.5-9 dm. high; culm sharp, smooth or rather rough above;
leaves narrow (1-3 mm. wide) and stiff, shorter than the culm,

glaucous-blue, the margins involute in drying ; pistillate spikes

1-4, all sessile or rarely the lowest very short-stalked, short

421. c. lenticularis. and erect (0.8-4.5 cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick), very densely
flowered or sometimes becoming loose below, the lowest usually

subtended by a bract 2-10 cm. long ; perigynia appressed, oval or round-ovate,

mostly fine-striate toward the base, the beak entire or very nearly so, bright

green becoming tawny; scale ovate and very obtuse, conspicuously narrower and
shorter than the perigynia. ( C. vulgaris Fries. ) Across the continent northw. ,

extending s. in swales and open places, chiefly along the seaboard, to Mass, and
e. Pa. May-Sept. (Eurasia.)

71. C. stricta Lam. Tall and slender but erect, 0.5-1.3 m. high, generally
in dense clumps when old, or rarely in small tufts; culm sharp, rough above;
leaves long and narrow (2-4 mm. wide), rough on the edges, the lowest sheaths

usually becoming prominently fibrillose ; 1 or 2 lowest bracts leafy and equaling
the culm

; pistillate spikes 2-6, scattered, the lowest often more or less pedun-
cled and clavate and the others sessile, erect or ascending, oblong or cylindric,
2-7 cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick, compactly flowered above but often attenuate at

base, the upper often staminate at top, all greenish-purple or pallid ; perigynia

becoming tawny, mostly lightly few-nerved and somewhat granular, the beak

very short and commonly entire
;

scale brown, with a pale middle, nearly or

quite equaling the perigynia. Swales, throughout; abundant and variable.

May-Aug. Hybridizes with C. filiformis and C. salina, var. cuspidata.
Var. curtissima Peck. Scales of the very short (0.5-1.5 cm. long) pistillate

spikes much shorter than the perigynia. N. B. to Ct. and N. Y., rare.

Var. angustata (Boott) Bailey. Spikes longer and narrower (3-11 cm. long,
2-4 mm. thick), more approximate and mostly attenuate at base, usually with

long staminate tips ;
scales narrower, mostly longer than the perigynia. (In-

cluding var. xerocarpa Britton.) Same range as the type, but less common.
Var. dec&ra Bailey. Usually smaller

;
basal sheaths less fibrillose : spikes

1-4 cm. long, 4-7 mm. thick, sessile or very nearly so, rarely attenuate at base,
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422. C. aurea.

slightly if at all staminate at tip ;
scales very sharp and spreading, longer than

the perigynia. (C. Haydeni Dewey.) Me. to Ky., Out., and la.

72. C. aurea Nutt. Low and slender, 0.5-5 dm. high; leaves pale green,
narrow (1-3 mm. wide); 2 or 3 of the bracts exceeding the culm

; spike's :;.",,

all but the lowest usually approximate, peduncled or the upper one
or two sessile, erect, loosely few-flowered or sometimes becoming
2 cm. long, at maturity yellow or brown, the terminal one fre-

quently pistillate above
; perigynium fleshy at maturity, plump,

nerved, about 2 mm. long, rounded or slightly depressed at tip,

longer than the blunt white or pale-brown scale.

Wet meadows and springy banks, Nfd. to B. C.,
s. to n. Ct., centr. N. Y., n.w. Pa., Ind., Wise., etc.,

mostly in calcareous regions. June-July. FIG. 422.

73. C. bicolor All. Similar
; spikes mostly

crowded, only the lowermost subtended by an

elongated bract, the others short-bracted or bract-

less, the terminal mostly pistillate ; mature peri-

gynia dry and firm, white, pulverulent, tapering to

the short tip;' scales dark brown or purplish. Wet ledges and
*

gravelly shores, Lab. to n. Me.
;
n. shore L. Superior. June-Aug. (Greenl.,

Eu.) FIG. 423.

74. C. pauciflbra Lightf. Very slender but erect, stiff,

0.5-6 dm. high ;
leaves very narrow, usually much shorter

than the culm
;
staminate and pistillate flowers 2-5

; peri-

gHnia straw-color, subulate, several times longer
than the inconspicuous scales, at maturity
d<flexed and easily detached. Cold bogs, Nfd.
to Alaska, locally s. to Ct., Pa., Mich., Minn.,
etc. June, July. (Eu.) FIG. 424.

75. C. leptalea Wahlenb. Capillary, erect

or slightly diffuse, 0.5-5 dm. high ;
leaves mostly 425. C. leptalea.

shorter than the culm
; spike 0.4-1.6 cm. long,

staminate portion small, the subalternate thin green nervose oblong or narrowly
ellipsoid blunt perigynia about twice longer than the broutnish mostly obtuse

caducous scales. (C. polytrichoides Muhl.) Bogs and wet

Jfa
meadows, Nfd. to B. C., s. to Pa,, the Great Lakes, Mo., Col.,

A W and Ore.
;
and in the mts. to N. C. June-Aug. FIG. 425.

Aft 'V 76. C. Harpdri Fernald. Similar, 2.5-7 dm.

high ;
the more crowded spike with strongly

overlapping linear-oblong perigynia and whitish
if acuminate scales. Bogs and swampy woods,

Pa. to Fla. and Tex. May-July. FIG. 426.

77. C. Fraseri Andrews. Caespitose ;
culm

2-5 dm. high, naked or the lower portion in-

cluded in loosely sheathing leaves, smooth and stiff
;
leaves

brnail, destitute, of midrib, closely many-ribbed, very thick and

persistent, pale, l.fWJ dm. long; spike, solitary, the pistillate

globular, the longer staminate tip oblong; perigynia
straw-colored, papery, ovoid, faintly nerved,

42<> 0<F|

much longer than the whitish scales. Rii-h

mountain woods, Va., W. Va., and south w.
;

local. May-July. FIG. 427.

78. C. Halleri Gunn. Small and slender, 1-6 dm. high ; culm
thina)idnlittis< , smooth or nmghish, naked above

;
leaves narrow

and flat, shorter than the culm ; spikes 2-4, aggregated. 1-S rum.

long, sessileor rarely the lowest short-stalked
; prrigyiiia orbicu-

lar to elliptic, nerveless or nearly so, the short beak slightly

notched, a little longer than the ovate purple-brown obtuse seutes.

(C.alphia Sw.) Cold wet rocks, e. <^ue., L. Superior re-ion,
428. C. Halleri. Rocky Mts., and far north w. July, Aug. (Eu.) Fiu. 428.

424. C. pauciflora.

426. C. Harperi.

Inflorescence ami

leaf-tip.
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430. C. polygaraa.

79. C. atrata L., var. ovata (Rudge) Boott. Very slender but erect, 2-9
dm. high ;

culm rather sharp, roughish above
;
leaves narrow but flat, shorter

than the culm
; spikes 3-6, all but the terminal one on

slender stalks, drooping when mature, 1-2.5 cm. long, ellip-
soid or short cylindric, reddish-brown to purplish-black;
perigynia broadly ovate, thin and puncticulate, very short-

beaked, the orifice slightly notched
;

scales blunt, thin-

margined, about as long as the perigynia.

(C. atratiformis Britton.) By streams
and in cold ravines, Nfd. to Athabasca,
locally s. to the mts. of n. N. E. June-
Aug. FIG. 429.

80. C. polygama Schkuhr. Rather
slender but stiff, 2-9 dm. high ;

culm

sharp, roughish above
;
leaves very nar-

row, rough, mostly shorter than the 429. C. atrata, v. ovata.

culm : spikes 2-7, the terminal rarely all

staminate, sessile and approximate or the lowest very short-

stalked, from globular to narrowly cylindric, 0.7-5 cm. long,
dark brown or variegated; perigynia elliptic and beakless,
whitish and granular, nearly nerveless, the orifice entire

;

staminate scales very long-lanceolate, the pistillate lance-ovate and very sharp,

conspicuously longer than the perigynia. (C. fusca Man. ed. 6, not All.
;

C. Buxbaumii Wahlenb. ) Bogs and wet shores, e. Que. to Alaska,
s. to Pa., Great Lake region, Mo., Utah, and Cal.

;
and in the mts.

toN. C.. May-July. (Eu.) FIG. 430.

81. C. triceps Michx., var. hirsuta (Willd.) Bailey. Slender;
leaves narrow, hairy; spikes 2-4 (usually 3), all contiguous or

occasionally the lowest somewhat removed, sessile, thick-cylindric
to globular, green or brown (4-7 mm. thick); perigynia broad-

ovoid, flatfish, very obtuse, often sparsely hirsute

when young but smooth at maturity; staminate
scales very sharp ; pistillate scales acute or short-

awned, about the length of or shorter than the

perigynia. (<7. triceps Britton in part, not Michx.)
Copses and dryish meadows, N. E. to Out., and

southw., rare northeastw. May-July. FIG. 431.

Hybridizes with C. gracillima.
Var. Smithii Porter. Tall, slender, olive-green, the leaves

very long, very nearly smooth; spikes small, globular to cylin-

dric, the lowest often somewhat remote, all more inclined to be

peduncled ; perigynia globular and turgid, brown, squarrose,

exceeding the brownish scales. (C. caroliniana Schwein.)
Fields and woodlands, Gulf States, locally n. to

N. Y., 111., and Mo. May, June.
82. C. vir6scens Muhl. Slender, erect or

spreading, 0.4-1 m. high ;
leaves very narrow,

more or less hairy ; spikes 2-4, sessile or slightly

stalked, compact, linear-cylindric, 2-4 mm. thick;

perigynia dlipsoid-ovoid, compressed, costate,

usually longer than the thin whitish acute scales. (Var. costata

Dewey ;
C. costellata Britton.) Dry banks and copses, s. Me.

to s. Out., and southw. June, July. (W. I.) FIG. 432. Hy-
bridizes with C. arctata and C. debilis, var. Rudtjci.

Var. Swanii Fernald. Lower, 1.5-8 dm. high, the 2-5 thick-cylindric to

subglobose spikes 3-5 mm. thick ; the perigynia less strongly ribbed. (C. vires-

cens Man. ed. 6, not Muhl.) Similar range. FIG. 433.

83. C. formbsa Dewey. Slender, erect, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves flat, often

pubescent, 3-7 mm. broad, those of the culm short
; spikes 3-5, scattered, ellip-

soid or cylindrical, 1-3 cm. long, compact, all flexuose or drooping ; perigynia

431. C. triceps,

v. hirsuta.

432. C. viresccns.
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,\ ^
484. 0. forraosa.

greenish, inflated, ovoid, puncticulate, obscurely nerved,
short-beaked with a slightly notched orifice, all but the
lowest one or two twice longer than the blunt or
whitish scales. Woods and copses, w.
N. E. to Ont. and Mich.

;
local. May,

June. FIG. 434.

84. C. Davisii Schwein. & Torr.
Similar

; spikes, 3-7, heavier, 1.5-4.5 cm.

long ; perigynia more inflated, strongly
nerved and prominently toothed, equaled
by the conspicuously awned and spread-
ing scales. Meadows and wet woods,

w. Mass, to s. Minn., and southw.
;
rare eastw. and north w.

May, June. FIG. 435.

85. C. gracillima Schwein. Tall and slender, sometimes
diffuse, 0.3-1 m. high ;

leaves broad and flat (the radical 5-9
mm. wide}, very dark and bright green ; spikes 3-6, scattered,

the terminal rarely stami- f

nate, densely flowered ex-

cept at base, peduncled and drooping, or
sometimes ascending,
green, 2-6 cm. long, 2-3
mm. thick

; perigynia ovoid,

436. C. gracillima.
thin and slightly swollen,

nerved, obtuse, orifice en-

tire, twice longer than the very obtuse whitish scale. Wood-
lands and meadows, generally common. May-July. FIG. 436.

Var. HUMILIS Bailey is apparently a starved form. Hybridizes
with C. triceps, var. hirsuta, C. pubescens, and C. aestivalis.

86. C. aestivalis M. A. Curtis. Slender but erect, 2.5-6
dm. high ;

leaves very narrow, 1.5-3 mm. wide, flat, shorter
than the culm, the sheaths pubescent; spikes 3-5, erect or

spreading, 1.5-4.5 cm. long and very loosely flowered, short-

stalked
; perigynia ovoid, scarcely pointed and the orifice

entire, few-nerved, about twice longer than the
obtuse or mucronate scale. Rocky woods,
mostly on upland slopes, N. H. to Ga., rare.

June-Aug. FIG. 437.

87. C. oxylepis Torr. & Hook. Similar;
2-8 dm. high ;

leaves 3-7 mm. wide ; perigynia
487 - c - aestivalis -

4-5 mm. long, ellipsoid, acute, prominently
few-nerved, glandular-dotted, slightly exceed-

ing the long-acuminate white scales. Kich

woods, S. C. to Mo., and southw. April, May.
FIG. 438.

88. C. Shortiana Dewey. Tall, 3-9 dm.

high, in small clumps ;
leaves 0.4-1 cm. broad,

flat, rough on the nerves
; spikes 3-6, some-

what approximate near the top of the culm,
the lowest 2 or 3 short-peduncled, erect, 1-3.5

188. G. oxylepte.
rln - l<>ug. 4--0 mm. thick, evenly <->//ii/<h'i<-<i/,

exceedingly densely jlnn-i-ml ; jn'riiiyuia sca-

lii'nn*, sh<trj>-('<f<(nl. i he orifice entire, squarrose; scales thin

and blunt, about the length of the perigynia. Meadows
and low woods, Pa. to Out., la., and southw. May, June.
FIG. 439.

89. C. Backii Boott. Forming dense mats
;
leaves dark

green, 3-5 mm. broad, stiff, very abundant and overtopping
the very unequal culms; spikes solitary, terminating short
and long slender culms (0.1-3 dm. long); stain inate flowers Sh.irtiana.
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440. C. Backii.
441. C. Willdenowii.

about 3
; pistillate 2-5

; perigynia gradually beaked
;

scales

very broad and leaf-like, entirely enveloping the spike. (C.

durifolia Bailey.) Dry rocky or sandy wooded slopes, e. Que.
to Assina. and B. C., locally s. to Mass., N. Y., the Great Lake

region, Neb., and westw. May-July. FIG. 440.

90. C. Willden6wii Schkuhr. Similar,
softer and paler; leaves 1.5-4 mm. wide;
spike compact ; pistillate flowers 3-9, stami-

nate 6-12
; perigynia with a rougher beak

;

scales chaffy, nerved, as broad as and some-

what longer than the perigynia, or the

lowest rarely overtopping the spike. Rocky
woods, Mass, to Mich., and southw., local.

May-July. FIG. 441.

91. C. Jamesii Schwein. Similar
;
leaves

1-2 mm. wide, much surpassing the culm
;

spike very small
;
staminate flowers 8-20

;

pistillate 1-3 and loosely disposed ; perigynia produced into a very long and

roughened nearly entire beak
;

scales narrow, the lowest often elongate, the

upper often shorter than the perigynia. Woods, N. Y. and Ont.

to Mo., and southw.; frequent. May, June. FIG. 442.

92. C. scirpoidea Michx. Strict, the pistillate plant mostly
stiff, 1-7 dm. high ;

staminate plant smaller
;

leaves flat, shorter than the culm; spike 1.5-4

cm. long, densely cylindrical, very rarely with a

rudimentary second spike at its base
; perigynia

ovoid, short-pointed, very hairy, exceeding the

ciliate purple scales. Arctic regions, s. by
cold streams and in alpine districts to Cape
Breton, N. S., n. N. E., n. N. Y., L. Huron,
Rocky Mts., etc. June-Aug. (Eurasia.) FIG.

443.

93. C. umbellata Schkuhr. Low and con-

spicuously caespitose, forming dense mats
leaves rather stiff, 0.5-4.5 dm. long, 1-4.5 mm.
wide

;
culms mostly short and crowded at the base

of the leaves, or some elongate (rarely 2 dm.),

bearing either staminate or pistillate spikes, or both
;

pistillate spikes 0.5-1 cm. long, mostly sessile
; peri-

gynia plump, stipitate, pubernlent, 3.2-4.7 mm.
long, the slender beak nearly equaling the ellipsoid-

ovoid to subglobose body, and about equaled by
the acuminate green or purple-tinged scales. (C. deflexa, var.

media Bailey and var. Farwellii Britton.) Dry
sandy or rocky soil, P. E. I. to centr. Me., w. to A
Sask. and B. C., s. to N. J., D. C., and I. T. Apr.- fi
July. FIG. 444. Var. TONSA Fernald. Similar;

perigynia glabrous or merely puberulent on the

angles of the long beak. Local. FIG. 445.

Var. brevir6stris Boott. Ferigynia smaller, the

broad beak about | as long as the hairy body. Que. to Sask.

and B. C., s. to n. N. E., N. Mex. and Cal. FIG.

446.

94. C. nigro-marginata Schwein. Leaves mostly stiffer, often

2-4 dm. long, 2-4 mm. wide
;
some of the culms prolonged ;

perigynia smooth or nearly so, fusiform, 3-4 mm. long ;
scales

ordinarily purple-margined, giving the spikes a very dark or

variegated appearance, equaling or exceeding the perigynia.

Dry sandy or rocky soil, on the coastal plain, extending locally 447. c.

n. to Ct. Apr. -June. FIG. 447.

442. C. Jamesii. 443. C. scirpoidea.

445. C. umb.,
v. tousa.

446. C. umb.,
v. brev.

444. C. umbellata.

inarginata.
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96. C. deflexa Ilornem. Diffuse and low, tuf(l ; leaves soft. 1-;, mm.
wide; culms 0.2-4 dm. high, setaceous, more or less cnrred <>r sf>r<'</i//</,

little exceeding or shorter than the leaves; staminate spike small,
JL mk/ sometimes invisible in the head; pistillate spikes 2-3, 2-8-

\f jp flowered, green, or green and brown, all Aggregated into <i Intnl.

1 I or the lowest one slighty remote, short-pediinc/ed and subtended

by a leafy bract
;

radical spikes usually present ; perigynia very
l-

small and much contracted below, sparsely hairy or nearly
smooth, the beak flat and very short, longer than the scales. (Including
var. Deanei Bailey.) Open woods, clearings, 'and mountain slopes, Nfd.
to Alaska, s. to Mass., Pa., Mich,, Minn., Wash., etc. May-Aug. (Greenl.)
FIG. 448.

96. C. dlbicans Willd. Slightly caespitose ;
culms straightish, 1-5.5 dm. tall,

much exceeding the soft narrow (1.5-3 mm. wide) pale leaves; pistillate

globose or short-ovoid, 1-3, all approximate, or the lowest slightly

remote, naked or subtended by a narrow bract ; staminate spike
sessile, often hidden in the head perigynia ellipsoid, pubescent,
with a short cylindric beak, mostly exceeding the broad scales.

Open woods or cool rocky banks, chiefly in calcareous regions,
e. Que. to the Yukon, s. to Mass., Pa., Mich., and Minn. May-
July. FiG.449. 449. C.albi<,u,,

97. C. communis Bailey. Forming small tufts, never sto-
1 loniferous

;
culms 1-6 dm. high, much exceeding the lea res;

leaves flat, becoming 2-5.5 mm. wide; inflorescence 1-8 cm.

long ;
the 1-5 pistillate spikes mostly distinct, often remote, rarely

1 cm. long, the lowest often leafy-bracted; staminate spike from

green to chestnut, sessile or stalked, 3.5-20 mm. long ; perigynia
hairy, 2.5-4 mm. long, the body subglobose to broadly ellipsoid.
the base elongate and spongy, the beak broad

;
scales ovate,

acuminate, greenish-brown to reddish, about equaling the peri-

gynia. (Including var. Wheeleri Bailey ;
C. pedicellaia Britton

;

C. pilulifera Fernald, not L.) Dry open woods, etc., e. Que.
to B. C., s. to Pa., O., Wise., and la.

;
and along the mts. to

450. C. communis. ~, ,,
'

T ,

' ?_
Ga. May-July. FIG. 450.

98. C. varia Muhl. Densely tufted; leaves soft and very nar-

row
;
the capillary culms variable in length, lax, often twice longer

than the leaves, 1-5 dm. long ; pistillate spikes closely aggregated.
or rarely somewhat loosely disposed but never scattered, all strictly

sessile, green ;
radical spikes none ; lower bract usually present ;

perigynia about the length of the sharp scale. Banks and dry
woods, Me. to Ont., and southw. Apr.--July. FIG. 451. In

var. coLOiiArA Bailey the scales are purple. 451. c. vuri.

i>!). C. n&vae-eingliae Schwein. Very slender and

soft, loosely caespitose, 1-4 dm. high; culms little longer than the

very narrow pale-green leaves ; staminate spike exceedingly narrnir

(0.5-1 cm. long, 0.5-1 mm. thick), mostly minutely peduncled ; i>iatil-

late spikes 2, or rarely 3, the upper one near the base of

the staminate spike, the lower very short-pedunch-d
and remote and subtended by a leafy bract which

nearly or quite equals the culm, rather loosely 3-10-

flowered; perigynia very narrow, small, very thin.

slightly hairy, the beak sharp and prominent. open
woods, Que. and N. S. to Mass, and N. Y.

;
com-

>'< ni.vio
mon nortnw -' rare wiithw. .June, July. FIG.

KM>. C. pennsylyanica Lam. Wrongly stolonife-

rous, the small tufts with reddish bases and usually with persist-
ent brush-like tufts offibers ; leaves 1. ">-.">.."> mm. broad, shorter than,

equaling or often exceeding the slender culms (0.5-4 dm. high); pistillate spikes

1-4, globose or ovoid, approximate or remote, the lowest often leafy-bracted ;
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454. C. penn.,
v. lucorum.

staminate spike clavate, 1-2 cm. long, sessile or short-stalked, usually reddish,

rarely paler ; perigynia puberulent, globose to obovoid, the short beak \ to as

long as the body; the scales usually red-tinged. Dry or sandy
soil, s. Me. to Alb., and southw. May, June. FIG. 453.

Var. lucbrum (Willd. ) Fernald. Perigynia puberulent to gla-
brate, the conspicuous slender beak about as long as the body.
Richer, usually damper soil, Me. to Mich., and the mts. of N. C.

May-July. FIG. 454.

101. C. pubescens Muhl. Lax, 2-8 dm. high, pubescent through-
out; leaves flat (0.5-1 cm. wide} and soft, shorter than the
culm

; spikes 2-4, the upper approximate, the lower 1 or 2

short-peduncled, short-cylindric, 0.7-2.3 cm. long, loosely flow-
ered, erect; perigynia very hairy, sharply 3-angled, conspicu-
ously beaked and minutely toothed, straight, about the length
of the truncate and rough-cuspidate thin scales. Copses and
moist meadows, N. E. to Ky., and westw., local. May, June.
FIG. 455.

102. C. CARYOPHYLLEA Lat. Slightly stoloniferous, stiff;

the culm sometimes curved, 0.8-3 dm. high ;
leaves flat, shorter

than the culm
;

staminate spike prominently
clavate, mostly sessile ; pistillate spikes 2-3, all

contiguous, sessile or the lowest very short-

peduncled and subtended by a bract scarcely as long as itself,

all ellipsoid or short-cylindric, the lowest 0.7-1.5 cm. long; peri-

gynia trigonous-obovoid, the very short brak

entire or erose, thinly hispid-hirsute. (C. prae-
cox Jacq.) Fields, Me. to IX C., local. May,
June. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG 456.

456. C. caryoph.
103. C. GLAUCA Scop. Very stoloniferous

and glaucous; the culms stiff, 1-6 dm. high; leaves shorter,

firm, with revolute scabrous margins, 3-6

mm. broad
;
staminate spikes 2 (rarely 1),

clavate, the terminal 2-3.5 cm. long, pe-
duncled

; pistillate 1-3, cylindric, 1.5-3.5

cm. long, 4-6 mm. thick, remote, mostly

peduncled, erect
;
the subglobose or ellip-

soid puncticulate perigynia slightly ex-

ceeding the oblong blunt or mucronate

purplish scales. Dry open soil, local,

N.S., Que., and Ont. June, July. (Nat.
from Eu.) FIG. 457.

104. C. livida (Wahlenb.) Willd. Very

glaucous and stoloniferous; culms 1.5-6

dm. high ;
leaves narrow, often becoming 458- c iivida>

/\ involute; pistillate spikes 1 or 2, sub-

approximate or remote, sessile or nearly so,

\T erect, or rarely basal and long-stalked, narrow,
0.7-2.5 cm. long, 3-6 mm. thick; perigynia

ovoid-oblong, nerved, granular, beakless, the

point straight or nearly so, orifice entire
;
scale

obtuse, brown- or purple-margined, mostly a little shorter than

the perigynia. Bogs, chiefly in calcareous regions, Lab. and

Nfd. to Alaska, locally s. to Ct., N. J., Mich., Minn., etc. May-
July. (Eu.) FIG. 458.

105. C. panicea L. Strict, often stiff, glaucous-blue, 1.5-6

dm. high ;
culm smooth; bracts broad and short, 1-6 cm. high ;

pistillate spikes 1-3, scattered, colored, mostly peduncled, erect,

rather compact or loose below, 1-3 cm. long, 5-7 mm. thick ;

perigynia ovoid, yellow or purple, somewhat turgid, scarcely

nerved, the point usually curved, mostly longer than the purple- 459. C. panicea

l.">7. 0. glauca.
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460. C. tetanica.

461. C. tet.,

v. Mradii.

margined scale. Bogs and meadows, near the coast, N. S. to

Ct., local. May-July. (Perhaps introd. from Eu.) FIG. 459.
106. C. tetanica Schkuhr. Slender, rarely glaucous, some-

what stoloniferous
;

culms scabrous, at least above, l-(5 dm.
high ;

leaves 1.5-4.5 mm. wide
; spikes all peduncled, the upper

one very shortly so, pale, all more or less attenuate

below, 0.7-4 cm. long, the lower borne in the axils

of bracts 0.5-2 dm. long ; periyynia not turgid, green-
ish, somewhat nerved, the beak strongly bent

;
scale

obtuse or abruptly mucronate, all except the lowest

mostly shorter than the perigynia. Meadows and

bogs, w. N. E. to Man., and southw. May-July. FIG.
460. Var. WOODII (Dewey) Bailey. Very slender;
leaves narrow, very long and lax

; spikes mostly alter-

nate-flowered throughout ;
scales often sharper.

Mass, to Ont., Mich., and D. C., local.

Var. Meadii (Dewey) Bailey. Stiffer ; leaves

mostly broader (2.5-5 mm. broad) and stricter ; spikes
thick and densely flowered, not attenuate at base,

the upper one often sessile
; perigynia larger. (Var. Canbyi Porter

;
C. Meadii

Dewey.) Pa. to Man., and southw. FIG. 461.

107. C. polym6rpha Muhl. Stout, 3-6 dm. high, from
stout cord-like rootstocks; leaves rather broad (3.5-5 mm.),
short

; spikes 1-2, short-stalked, erect, compact
or rarely loose, usually staminate at the apex,
1.5-4 cm. long, 5-9 mm. thick

; perigynia long-
ovoid, obscurely nerved

;
the very long and

nearly straight beak oblique or lipped at the

orifice; scales reddish-brown, obtuse, shorter
than the perigynia. Open woods and meadows,
s. Me. to N. C., local. June-Aug. FIG. 462.

108. C. vaginata Tausch. Very slender and
more or less diffuse, strongly stoloniferous,
2-8 dm. high ;

leaves narrow (1.5-5 mm. broad)
and soft, shorter than the culm

; spikes 1-3,

scattered, all peduncled and more or less spread-
ing, loosely 3-20-flowered ; perigynia small,

nearly nerveless, thin, the beak straightish ;

scales loose, acute, shorter than the perigynia.

(C. saltuensis Bailey ;
C. altocaulis Britton.) Bogs and mossy

woods, Lab. to the Yukon, s. to N. B., n. N. E., N. Y., Mich.,
Minn., All)., and B. C. June-Aug. FIG. 463.

100. C. abbreviata Prescott. Stiff, 1-5-5 dm. high; culm
and leaves thinly pubescent; spikes globose to thick-cylindric,
0.5-1.5 cm. long; perigynia equaling or exceeding the mostly
cuspidate scales. (C. Torreyi Tuckerm.) Wooded slopes,
Minn, to Sask. and Col.

; supposed to have been collected in
N.Y. by Torrey, and in Pa. by Schweinitz.

June, July. FIG. 464.

110. C. pallSscens L. Slender, erect, 1-6
dm. high ;

litres narrow, flat, the lower slightly

pubfscent, particularly on the sheaths; spikes
2-4, 0.5-2 dm. long, densely flowered, all but
the upper one very shortly peduncled, erect

4;i. c abi.iwiau <>r *l> r( '''i (lmg ; perigynia about the length of

the cuspidate scales. Glades and meadows,
Nfd. to Pa., Wise., ami Out. May-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 465.

111. C. pauprcula Michx. Slender but erect, iin't,,i, 1-2.5
<hn. liti/fi. ghtnrnii* ; leaves flat and lax, somewhat shorter
than the culm

;
Imcent bract as wide as the leaves or nearly !'>:>. 0.

462. C. polymoi-pha.

468. C. vaginata.
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466. C. paup., v.

irrigua.

467. C.limosa.

468. C. rariflora.

so and exceeding the culm ; spikes 2-3, approximate, all slen-

derly stalked, spreading or drooping, 4-8 mm. long ; perigynia
orbicular or broad-ovate, nerved in the middle, -f the length

of the castaneous scales. Alpine bogs, e. Que. Aug.
Var. irrigua ( Wahlenb.) Fernald. Taller, 1-8 dm. high;

culm glabrous; spikes cylindric, 1-1.6 cm. long; scales cas-

taneous. (C. magellanica Man. ed. 6, not Lam.) Bogs,
Arctic regions, s. to Mass., Pa.

,
Ont.

,
and Utah. June-Aug.

(Eu.) FIG. 466.

Var. pallens Fernald. Tall, the culms usually
scabrous ; spikes cylindric, 1-1.8 cm. long ;

scales

green with pale brown or yellowish margins.
Bogs and mossy woods, e. Que. to B. C., s. to Ct.,

N. Y., Mich., and Minn. June, July.
112. C. limftsa L. Slender but rather stiff,

1.5-6 dm. high, very stoloniferous ; culm sharp,

rough above ; spikes 1-2, nodding on short stalks or the upper one

erect, subcylindric, 1-2.5 cm. long, springing from the axil of a

very narrow bract which is nearly always shorter than the culm ;

perigynia very short-pointed, about the length of
the broad brown or purplish scales. Bogs, e. Que.
to Sask. and B. C M s. to Pa., Great Lake region,

Col., and Cal. May-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 467.

113. C. rarifldra Smith. Very small but stiff, 0.7-3.5 dm.

high, slightly stoloniferous ;
culm obtuse and very smooth ; spikes

1-3, only 3-10-flowered, drooping,
borne in the axil of a minute awl-like

and purple-auricled bract; perigynia
ovate, nearly pointless, obscurely

nerved, mostly a little shorter than
the purple-black enveloping scales. Cold bogs and

granitic slopes, Arctic regions ; very locally s. to

Gulf of St. Lawrence
; Table-topped Mt., Gaspe Co.,

Que. ;
and Mt. Katahdin, Me. (Goodale). (Eu.)

FIG. 408.

114. C. littoralis Schwein. Somewhat slender

but erect, 4-9 dm. high, stoloniferous ; leaves 3-6 mm.
broad, stiff, flat, glaucous, shorter than the sharp
and nearly smooth often solitary culms

;
staminate

spikes 1-3, dark purple, 5.5 cm. long or less, the

scales obtuse
; pistillate spikes 1-4,

somewhat approximate, on thread-

like peduncles, narrowly cylindric

(2-5 cm. long, 5-7 mm. thick), usu-

ally staminate at top ; perigynia
lance-oval, faintly nerved, the minute
beak entire, mostly longer than the

obtuse purple scale ; bracts promi-

nently purple-auricled. Wet woods
and bogs, oftenest near the coast,

May, June. FIG. 469.

115. C. prasina Wahlenb. Slender, somewhat flexuous, 3-7

dm. high; culm rather sharp, smooth
;
leaves 2.5-5 mm. wide,

soft and flat, rough ; spikes 2-4, li?iear-cylindric, peduncled and

spreading or drooping, somewhat approximate, green, 1.5-6 cm.

long, loosely flowered
; perigynia pale, thin, nearly nerveless, produced into a

short but slender entire or minutely toothed beak ; scale very thin and acute,

nearly colorless. Wet woods and glades, w. Me. to Ont., Mich., D. C., and

Del.
;

and along the mts. to Ga. May-July. FIG. 470.

116. C. picta Steud. Kather weak, 1.5-3 dm. high ;
leaves flat and firm,

C. littoralis.

Ct., and southw., local.
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(/

persisting through the winter, at least twice longer than the culm
;
a

purple scale at the base of the spike ; stmninate spike :i.o-0 cm. long, clavate in

anthesis, the purple scale.* emling in a very short and blunt wln'tixli

tip,' pistillate spike narrower and mostly longer, the scales more
abruptly contracted into a colored cusp and at length deciduous

;

perigynia much contracted below into a stipe-like base, very strongly
nerved, pointless, hairy above, covered by the scales. In a wooded
ravine near Bloomington, Ind. (Dudley) ;

also Ala. and La. FIG. 471.

117. C. eburnea Boott. Tufted from a rigid pale
brown stoloniferous base; culms capillary, iciry,
1-4 dm. high ;

leaves involute-Jiliform, shorter than

theculin; staminate spike very small (4-8. mm. long),
sessile or very short-peduncled, overtopped by the two

upper pistillate spikes; pistillate spikes 2-4, approxi-
mate or the lowest remote, all stalked, erect, 2-6-

flowered ; perigynia very small (1.5-2 mm. long),

471. C. nicta.
almost nerveless, smooth and becoming black and 4T .> c. eburnea.

shining at full maturity ;
scales white and thin, obtuse,

shorter than the perigynia. ( C. setifolia Britton. ) Limestone ledges or shingle,

rarely in sand, e. Que. to the Mackenzie, s. locally to Va.,

Ky., Mo., and Neb. May-Aug. FIG. 472.

118. C. pedunculata Muhl. Low and diffuse, 0.5-3 dm.

high, forming mats
;
leaves abundant, very green, flat and

firm, 2-5 mm. wide, mostly longer than the weak culm*;
staminate spike small, usually slightly pistillate at bate ; j>ixtil-

late spikes 2-4 on each culm, scattered and lonij-i-dn IK-IK!

from green sheaths, erect or spreading, many other sjn'krs

nearly or quite radical and very long-stalked, all 3-8-flowered ;

perigynia smooth or very slightly pubescent above, the short

and nearly entire beak somewhat oblique ;
xc1?s green to

purple, truncate and cuspidate, mostly a little longer than the

perigynia. Rich woods and banks, e. Que. to

Sask., s. to Va., O., Mich., and Minn. Apr.-
June. FIG. 473.

119. C. concinna K. Br. Loosely caespi-
tose

;
culms slender, curving, 0.5-2 dm. high ;

leaves dark green, mostly shorter, 1-3 nun.

473. C. pedunculate.
wide

5
staminate spike 4-7 mm. long, sessile or

short-peduncled ; pistillate 2 or :J, the upper
sessile and approximate, 3-lQ-Jloioered ; perigynia narrowly trigonous-ov<>i</,

hairy, blunt, 2.5-3 mm. long, much exceeding the dark pale-

margined roundish scales. Mossy knolls and cold wooded
banks, e. Que. to the Mackenzie, s. to n. N. B., Ont.

,
and

Mont. June, July. Fin. 474.

120. C. Richardsbni K. Br. Rather stiff, 1-3 dm. high ;

stoloniferous; sheaths short, purple or brown; leaves "2-\

mm. wide
; staminate spike stout and mostly short-pi duncled,

1.5-2.5 cm. long; pistillate spikes 1-3, the very short stalks

included, erect, compact; perig;/iii<( <>/><>rt>i<}, linn, hairy, the

very short beak entire or erose
;
scales brown, with <t COIIXJU'I-H-

. ous white-hyaline margin, obtuse or pointless. Dry ground.
Ont, to B. C., s. to w. N. Y., 111., la., S. Dak., etc. May,
I une. FIG. 475.

_

121. C. plantagfnea Lam. Slender but erect, 2.6-5.5 dm.
high ; leaves veri/ firm, <i^i>i-(irhig nftrr t/n' //////> and per-
sisting over winter, shorter than the culm

;
staminate spike

purple and clavate, stalked, 1 .3-2. 6 cm. lm- ; pistillate spikes
3-4, scattered, loosely few-flowered, 1-L>..~> cm. loiiir. erect, the

peduncles mostly included in the leafless sheutlm; />rri//i/)ii<(

475. C. Richardson!. 3-4.5 mm. long, sharply 3-angled, prominently beaked, slightly
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C. Caivvana.

476. C. plantaginea x %.
Fruiting culrn, perigyn-

ium, and leaf-tip.

longer than the sharp scales. Rich woods, N. B. to Man.,
s. to N. C., Ind., and 111. Apr.-June. FIG. 476.

122. C. Careyana Torr. Tall and slender, mostly
erect, 3-8 dm. high ;

leaves bright green, firm, 1-1.5 cm.
wide, . shorter than the long culm

; bracts leafy; staminate
spike heavy and stalked,* 1.3-2.3 cm.
long; pistillate spikes 2-3 (mostly 2),
erect, the upper usually near the ter-

minal spike, and nearly sessile, the other
remote and long-peduncled, loosely 2-8-
flowered

; perigynia very sharply angled,
the beak oblique, finely many-nerved,
twice longer than the sharp scales.
Rich woods, N. Y. and Ont. to Mich, and
D. C., local. May, June. FIG. 477.

123. C. platyphylla Carey. Low,
spreading, glaucous, 1-4 dm. high ;

leaves

mostly shorter than the culms
;

bracts
with thin and sharp-pointed leaf-Wee tips ;
staminate spike stalked ; pistillate spikes
2-3, scattered, all more or less pe-
duncled, alternately 2-10-flowered

; peri-

gynia strongly many-striate, about the

length of the acute or cuspidate scales.

Rich shady woods and banks, s. Me.
to Ont., s. to Va. and 111. May, June.
FIG. 478.

124. C. laxiciilmis Schwein. Caespitose; culms slender and lax, 1.5-5.5 din.

long ;
leaves usually very glaucous, mostly shorter than the culms, broad (C-12

mm.); staminate spike usually peduncled, 1-2 cm. long;
pistillate 3-5, very remote, on capillary flexuous peduncles,
0.7-1.5 cm. long, 3.5-5 mm. thick; the spreading-ascending

sharply trigonous-ovoid peri-
gynia 2.8-3.2 mm. long,

equaling or exceeding the
scales. Glades and rich

woods, s. Me. to Va., and
Mo. May-July. FIG. 470.
In the interior passing to

var. copuiAxA (Bailey) Fer-
nald. Glaucous or some-
times deep green ; spikes 1-2
cm. long; perigynia 3.3-4
mm. long. (C. digitalis,

var., Bailey.) Vt. to Del.,

O., Mich., and Ont.
125. C. digitalis

Very slender, bright
tufted, 1.5-5 dm. high

479. C. laxiculmis. 480. C. digitalis,
narrow

;
staminate

short-stalked
; pistillate spikes

2-4, on filiform stalks, ascending or slightly spreading, linear, 1-3 cm. long,
alternately flowered ; perigynia 2.5-3 mm. long, longer than the acute whitish
scales. Dryish woods and glades, Me. to Ont., Mich., and southw. May-July.
FIG. 480.

126. C. ptychocarpa Steud. Low, glaucous; culms 0.3-1. 8 dm. high; leaves
flat and rather broad (4-8 mm.), much exceeding the culms; bracts leafy and
much prolonged; staminate spike very small and sessile, mostly overtopped by
the upper pistillate spike; pistillate spikes 2-3, sessile or short-stalked or rarely
the lowest long-peduncled, erect, 0.7-1.5 cm. long; perigynia tawny, narrowly

GRAY'S MANUAL 16

Willd.

green,
leaves

spike 47S. A. platyphylla.
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482. C. laxitlora.

483. C. lax.,

v. gracillima.

trigonous-ovoid, twice longer than the very thin obtuse scales.

Low woods, Mass, to Fla. and La., local. June, July.
FIG. 481.

127. C. laxiflbra Lam. Slender but mostly erect, 2-5.7

dm. high ;
basal leaves 2.5-7 mm. wide, rather soft

;
lami-

nate spike peduncled or at least conspicuous;

pistillate spikes 2-4, scattered, peduncled or

the upper one sessile,

loosely flowered, cylin-

dric, 1.5-3 cm. long,
erect or the lower loosely

spreading ; perigynia

obovoid, conspicuously
nerved, the short entire

beak much bent or re-

curved; scales thin and

white,blunt orcuspidate,

mostly shorter than the

perigynia. Rich woods
and meadows, e. Que.
to w. Ont., and southw.

May-July. FIG. 482.

Exceedingly variable,

passing by many transi-
481. C. ptychocarpa. iong to tfae following.

Var. gracillima Boott. Similar
;
but with short (0.5-1.3 cm. long) oblong

closer-flowered spikes. Vt. to Ont., and southw. FIG. 483.

Var. patulifblia (Dewey) Carey. Leaves
0.6-2 cm. broad

;
staminate spike prominent,

mostly stalked
; pistillate spikes long (2-4.5

cm.) and alternately flowered, scattered and

peduncled ; perigynia 2.5-4 mm. long, ellipsoid,

attenuate at both ends, mostly less prominently
nerved, and the beak not strongly recurnd.

Me. to Va., O., Mich., and Ont. FIG. 484.

Var. Michaiixii Bailey. Tall and compara-
tively stout, 4-0 dm. high ;

leaves 0.7-1.2 cm.
broad

;
staminate spike large and stalked

; pis-

tillate spikes scattered, all but the upper one

prominently peduncled, 1.2-3 cm.

long ; perigynia very large, 4-5
mm. long, divaricate. (Var. divari-

cata Bailey. ) Pa. to Ala. and
Tex. FIG. 485.

Var. styloftexa (Buckley) Boott.

Very weak and slender, 3-9 dm.

high ;
leaves 3-6 mm. wide

;
stam-

inate spike usually peduncled ;

pistillate 2-3, scattered, few-flow-

ered, 0.5-2 cm. long, lowest droop-
ing ; perigynia oblong-fusiform,

1-5 mm. long, very long-pointed; scales often brown-tinged. (C.
stylnflexa Buckley.) Ct. to Fla. and Tex. FIG. 486.

Var. varians Bailey. Culms often ancipital, 2.5-5 dm. high ; 4S(
.

(
, hx

leaves 0.3-1.2 cm. broad
; pistillate spikes 1-3 cm. long, linear-

"

v
! stvl

'

ojlindric to narrow-<>l>lun<j, the two upper more or less contiguous
to the staminate spike and sessile or nearly so

;
bracts leafy and prolonged.

Me. to Ont., la., and southw.
Var. blanda (Dewey) Boott. Leaves 0.5-1.4 cm. broad

;
culms soft, <n-i/>i-

ttii. 1 .")-<} dm. high; pistillate spikes oblong, 0.5-2 cm. long, the upper sessile

484. C. lax., v. put.

/

\
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488. C. lax.,

v. latifolia.

and aggregated about the inconspicuous staminate

spike, the lowest usually long-exserted. (Var. stri-

atula Carey.) Vt. and e. Mass, to Ont., and southw.
FIG. 487.

Var. latifblia Boott. Rather low, 2-6 dm. high ;

culms winged; leaves 1.5-4 cm. broad; staminate

spike sessile or very nearly so, hidden by the pistil-

late; pistillate, spikes cylindric and loose, 1.5-8 cm.

long, the upper one or two contiguous ;
bracts very

broad. (C. albursina Sheldon.) Deep rich woods,

kw.

Que. and Vt. to Ont., and southw. FIG. 488.

Var. Iepton6rvia Fer-
A / nald. Slender, 1.5-7 dm.

( sfi ft t\ nish ;
leaves - 5~1 cm -

\f sli 1 I I broad
; Pistillate spikes

\ *4 * if i I If linear-cylindric, loosely

Mfell/ flowered, 1-2.5 cm. long,
the 2 or 3 upper crowded
at the base of the staminate, the lower
remote

; perigynia oblong-fusiform,
faintly nerved or nerveless. Nfd. to

Ont., s. to n. N. E., N. Y., and Mich.
;

and in the mts. to N. C. FIG. 489.

128. C. Hitchcockiana Dewey.
Erect, 3-7 dm. high ;

leaves 3-7 mm. broad

2-4, all more or less peduncled, very loosely

~

few-

B^MSJ
|W I flowered, erect, 1-2.5 cm. long, the bracts elongate

If 1]

' and leafy ; perigynia triangular-ovoid, many-striate,
J 4-5 mm. long, the strong beak prominently oblique,

C. Hitch- 8horter than the scales. Rich woods, Vt. to Ont.,

; Lt
na<

s - to Ky. and Mo. May-July. FIG. 490.
129. C. oligocarpa Schkuhr. Diffuse, 1-5 dm. high ;

leaves

2-4.5 mm. wide
;
bracts elongate, spreading ;

staminate spike sessile or stalked
;

pistillate spikes 2-4, scattered, stalked or the uppermost sessile, loosely 2-8-

floicered, erect, 0.5-1.5 cm. long ; perigynia 3.5-4 mm. long,
hard, finely impressed-nerved, abruptly contracted into a con-

spicuous mostly oblique beak, the orifice entire
;

scales very
loosely spreading, longer than the perigynia. Dry woods and
copses, Vt. to Ont., la., and southw. May-July. FIG. 491.

130. C. katahdingnsis Fernald. Densely
caespitose ;

leaves 1-2.5 dm. long, 3-4 mm.
broad, with the similar bracts much (2-6

times') overtopping the low (1-6 cm. high}
rough-angled culms ; pistillate spikes 3 or 4

,

approximate, or the lowest remote, short-

pediceled, 8-14 mm. long, 5-W-flow.ered ;

staminate spike 5-8 mm. long, generally
hidden among the pistillate ; perigynia ellip-

soid, 3-4 mm. long, many-nerved, beakless,

mostly exceeding the whitish green-awned
scales. Gravelly shore of a pond, Mt.

Katahdin, Me.
; rocky bank, Lake St. John,

491. C. oligocarpa. Que. (Brainerd). July, Aug. FIG. 492. m c katahdinensi,s
131. C. conoidea Schkuhr. Slender but

strict, 1.5-7 dm. high ;
staminate spike long-peduncled or rarely nearly sessile ;

pistillate spikes 2-3, scattered, short-stalked or the upper one sessile (the
lowest frequently very long-stalked), narrowly ellipsoid, 0.7-2. 5 cm. long, rather

closely flowered, erect
; perigynia oblong-conical, 3-4 mm. long, impressed-

nerved, gradually narrowed to a point, the orifice entire
;
scales loosely spread-

ing and rough-awned, equaling or exceeding the perigynia. Moist grassy
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. C. conoidea.

41)4. C. grteea.

places, N. B. to Ont.
,

s. to Pa. and la.
;
and in the mts. to N. C.

May-Aug. FIG. 41)3.

132. C. grisea Wahlenb. Stout, 3-8 dm. high ;
leaves 3-7 mm.

broad, slightly glaucous ;
bracts broad and leaf-

like, diverging, very much exceeding the culm
;

staminate spike small and sessile
; pistillate

spikes 3-5, oblong, 0.7-2.5 cm. long, 4-7 nun.

thick, the highest two usually contiguous to the
staminate spike and sessile, the others somewhat
remote and peduncled (but not from the lowest

axils), all erect; perigynia oblong, pointless,
marked with impressed nerves, turgid and cylin-

dric, appressed-ascending, 4.5-5.5 mm. long, all

but the lowest longer than the narrow, cuspi-
date or blunt, nerved scale. Low woods and
meadows, s. Me., westw. and southw. May,
June. FIG. 494. Var. R/GIDA Bailey. Much
more slender

;
leaves scarcely half so wide ; the

bracts, especially, much narrower and shorter

and more erect
; spikes slender

; perigynia
scarcely inflated, triangular-oblong, bearing a

beak-like point, 2-ranked. (Var. angustifolia Man. ed. 6, not

Boott.) Local, Mass, and N. Y., southw. Var. GLOBOSA

Bailey. Very slender
; spikes few-flowered, often with but 2 or 3

perigynia; perigynium short, inflated, very blunt, nearly glnbw <>r

Lift obovoid ; scale short, not prominently cuspidate or

^f the upper ones wholly blunt. Mo., Kan., and
V southw.

Var. angustif61ia Boott. Leaves rather narrow,
long and erect

;
staminate spike often peduncled ;

pistillate spikes very scattered, all more or less

stalked, the lowest borne from near the base; perigynia tri-

angular-oblong, hard, longer than the cuspi-
date ascending scale. ( C. amphibola Steud. )

D. C. to Fla. and Tex. FIG. 495.

133. C. glauc&dea Tuckerm. Lax or some-
what strict (1-0 dm. high), densely glaucous ;

leaves flat, thick and firm, 0.5-1 cm. wide
;

spikes as in C. grisea ; perigynia firm, not

inflated, prominently
impressed -nerved,

glaucous, 3-4 mm.
lonfo mostly exceed-

ing the short-cuspi-
date or blunt thin

497 c flaccosperma .

and appressed scale.

Upland woods and rich meadows, e. Mass, and Vt. t>

Ont., and southw., local. June, July. FIG. 4W.
1:51. C. flaccosperma Dewey. Similar; I, <n-,s ^lightly

or scarce/;/ gt<ntc<mx, thinner; perigyiiin 4.5 r. nun. lung.

2-3 times exceeding the brownish scales. Kich \\<>,M|>

and swamps, N. C. to Mo., and southw. May, June.

FIG. 497.

135. C. granularis Muhl. Erect or spreading. 2..~> '.'

dm. high, somewhat ijhinrnns ; leaves flat, the basal "> -12

mm. wide; br<irt.t broad ami long, tnm-h exceeding the

culm; njiiki* '-' 1. >cattciv(l, all but. tin- upper peduncfod,
rivet or ascending, compact, short-ellipsoid to eylindric,

0.8-:', em. loim. :> i\i,nn. thick; staminate spike small and

usually sessile
j perigynia ovoid to globose, 2-:). 5 mm.

495. C. gris.,

v. ang.

4w. C.
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99. C. gran.,
v. Haleana.

500. C. (Jrawei.

long, very strongly nerved, the nearly entire short beak usually bent; scale
thin and pointed, about \ the length of the perigynia. Woods and
meadows, Vt. to Out., and southw. June, July. FIG. 498.

Var. Haleana (Olney) Porter. Lower and more slender; pis-
tillate spikes more slender, 3-5 mm. thick; perigynia oblong. (C.

Shriven Britton.) Me. to Sask., s. to Va.,
O., Mich., and Wise. FIG. 499.

136. C. Crawei Dewey. Low, strict, stoloniferous,
0.5-4 dm. high ;

leaves 2-4 mm. wide
;

bracts scarcely
exceeding the culm ; spikes 2-5, scattered, the lowest radi-
cal or nearly so, short-peduncled or the upper sessile,

erect, compact, 1-2.7 cm. long; staminate

spike generally peduncled ; perigynia ovoid,
usually resinous-dotted, nearly nerveless
or few-nerved, very short-pointed, longer
than the obtuse or short-pointed scale.

Moist places, in calcareous districts, Cape
Breton I. to Man., locally s. to n. Me.,
n. Pa., the Great Lake region, and Kan.
June, July. FIG. 500.

137. C. EXTENSA Good. Slender but
strict, 3-8 dm. high ;

leaves involute ; spikes
2-4, the lowest remote and short-peduncled,
the remainder approximate and sessile,
short (0.8-2.5 cm. long) and compact;
perigynia ovoid, narrowed at the base, very
strongly nerved, ascending, the short stout

beak sharply toothed, longer than the blunt brown-edged scale.

Sandy shores, Long Island and Coney Island, N. Y.
; Norfolk, 601. C. exteusa.

Va. June-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 501.

138. C. flava L. Tufted, 2-8 dm. high,
yellowish throughout; leaves flat, 2-5 mm.
wide, mostly shorter than the culms, bracts

promine'nt, divergent; pistillate spikes 2-6,

aggregated, or the lowest distinct, subgl obese
or short-cylindric, 0.8-1.5 cm.

long ; perigynia ovoid, yellow-
brown, produced into a long
deflexed beak, strongly nerved,
twice or thrice longer than the

blunt brown scale. Damp
places, Nfd. to Sask. and Alb.,
s. to Ct., n. N. J., w. Pa.,

Mich., Minn., and Mont.

(Eu.) FIG. 502. Hybridizes with C. OederL
Var. rectir6stra Gauclin. Low and slender

;
leaves

1-3 mm. wide
;

the smaller straightish perigynia
greenish or greenish-yellow. (Var. graminis Bailey.)

Nfd. to R. I. and Mich. (Eu.) FIG. 503.

Var. elatior Schlecht. Pistillate spikes remote,
6-9 mm. thick, the curved perigynia spreading or

usually very retrorse. (C. lepidocarpa Tausch.)
Gaspe" Co.

, Que. ,
to R. I. and N. Y. ( Eu. ) FIG. 504.

139. C. Oederi Retz. Similar, plant greenish,
0.5-3 dm. high; leaves 1-3 mm. wide; pistillate 504 c flava>

spikes 2-4, mostly scattered, 5-15 mm. long, 4-8 mm. v

'

eiati r.

thick
;
the plump greenish-brown short-beaked peri-

gynia ascending or wide-spreading, % longer than the obtuse scale.

Bogs, meadows and shores, Nfd. to Hudson Bay and Me. June-
505. o. Oederi. Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 505. Hybridizes with C. flava.

502. C. tiava.

June-Sept.
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506. C. Oederi,
v. puinila.

50T. C. assiiii-

boinensis.

Var. pumila (Cosson & Germain) Fernald. Plant 0.5-6 dm.
high; pistillate spikes 3-10, mostly crowded. (C. viridula
Michx.

;
C. flava, var. viridula Bailey.) Nfd.

to B. C., s. to N. E., Pa., O., Ind., etc. (Eu.)
FIG. 506.

140. C. assiniboinSnsis W. Boott. Tufted,
slender, 4.5-9 dm. high, purplish-brown at base;
leaves 2-3 mm. wide, the bracts short, rarely

prolonged ;
staminate spike long-stalked, 2-3 cm.

long; pistillate spikes 2, very remote, peduncled,
with 3-6 remote alternate flowers; perigynia
5-6.5 mm. long, lance-subulate, about equaling
the scales. Damp thickets and gravelly shores,

Man. and n. Minn. June. FIG. 507.

141. C. Iongir6stris Torr. Slender but erect, 0.3-1 m. high,

growing in stools, the base dull brown and re-

taining coarse shreddy tufts; leaves 3-4 mm.
wide, flat, loose

;
staminate spikes 1-4, pe-

duncled
; pistillate spikes 2-5, 1-5 cm. long,

loosely flowered, slender-peduncled and mostly drooping;
perigynia thin, slightly inflated, green, spreading, about the

length of the awned scales. Rocky woods or dry alluvial

thickets, N. B. to Sask., N. J., Pa., and Neb., local. May-
July. FIG. 508.

142. C. cheroke6nsis Schwein. Rather slender, 2-7 dm.

high, the base castaneous ; leaves flat, the

basal 3-6 mm. broad
;
staminate spikes 2-4,

whitish; pistillate 2-10, remote, often in

2'sor 3's, 1.5-5 cm. long; perigynia conic-

ovoid, pale green or straw-color, promi-
nently few-ribbed, slightly exceeding the

broad pale scales. Woods and river

swamps, Ga. and* Fla. to Tex.; northw.
in the flat country to Mo. April, May.
FIG. 509.

143. C. castanea Wahlenb. Slender
but erect, 3-9 dm. high ; leaves, 3-6 mm.
broad, flat, hairy, much shorter than the

rough culm
;

staminate spike 0.7-2 mm.
long, very short-peduncled ; pistillate spikes

tri9 '

2-5, approximate, widely spreading or

drooping on filiform stalks, 0.8-2.5 cm. long, rather dense,

tawny ; perigynia narrowly conic, the beak \ as long as the

body, thin, with a nerve on each side, longer than the br<>"-n

acute thin scales. Alluvial woods and thickets, rarely in bogs.
in calcareous districts, Nfd. to Ont., locally s. to Ct., N.Y., and
the Great Lake region. May-July. FIG. 510. Hybridizes with

C. arctata.

144. C. capillaris L. Densely tufted, very slender but erect,

0.3-2.5 dm. high; culm smooth, longer than the narrow flat or at

length involute leaves
; spikes 2-4, approximate, the lowst r<u-i />/

2 cm. apart, all more or less long-peduncled and drooping, borne
in the axils of sheathing bracts, very small (3-12-

flowered} ; pt'riijijniiun thin, very small, oblong-
obovoid, the beak hyaline-lipped, longer than the

n ></ obtuse white scale. Alpine or subalpine

regions, Mt. Kineo, Me.
;
Mt. Washington, N. H.

;

and high northw. July, Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 511.

Var. elongata Olney. Loose mid tall (1.5-8

////.),' the spikes remote, the lowest 2.5-10 cm. 511. C. capillaris.

509. C. cherokecnsis.

610. C. castam-a.
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512. C. arctata.

513. C. debilis.

apart. Wet rocks and mossy woods, in calcareous regions, Nfd. to Alaska,
southw. to s. N. B., Me., N. Y., Mich., Col., etc. June, July.

145. C. arctata Boott. Slender, erect, 2.5-10 dm. high ; radical leaves much
shorter than the culm and very broad, flat

;
bracts broad and

short, long-sheathing ; spikes 3-5, usually spreading or droop-
ing on filiform stalks, 1.5-8 cm. long, slender

; perigynia
3.5-4.5 mm. long, abruptly and conspicuously stipitate and
abruptly contracted into a beak, 3-cornered, prominently

few-nerved, green, mostly spreading, slightly

longer than the very sharp or cuspidate scale.

(Including var. Faxoni Bailey, which was
.based on pathological material.) Woods
and copses, e. Que. to Ont., s. to Pa., Mich.,
and Minn. June-Aug. FIG. 512. Hybrid-
izes with C. castanea and C. virescens. .

146. C. debilis Michx. Resembling the

last; very slender and lax, 0.3-1.2 m. high ;

leaves narrow and lax
; spikes 3 or 4, the

upper approximate, the lower remote, mostly
overtopped by the leafy bracts, slender-pedi-
celed and flexuous, 3-6 cm. long ; perigynia
soft and thin, 6-9 mm. long, faintly nerved
or nerveless, the white-edged scales blunt. Woods and copses
IX C. to Fla. and Tex. May, June. FIG. 513.

Var. Rudgei Bailey. Culms 0.1-1 m. high ; spikes 1.5-6 cm. long ; perigynia
4.5-6 mm. long, rusty when ripe, appressed, twice longer than the tawny scales.

(C. tennis Rudge.) Open woods, thickets and meadows, Nfd. to

Wise., s. to N. C. June-Aug. FIG. 514. Hybridizes with C.
virescens. Var. STRICTIOR Bailey. Usually tall, strict; leaves
broader and firmer ; spikes stiffer, simply spreading or even erect;
perlgynia mostly shorter and greener, t often little

exceeding the scales. White Mts., N. H.
Var. interjecta Bailey. Perigynia firmer, more

trigonous, scattered; the alternate-flowered spikes 4-8
cm. long. Ct. to O. and n. N. J., local.

Var. pubera Gray. Perigynia usually more slen-

der, more nerved and minutely pubescent. Pa. to
- T >^* i iK C "' locaL

147. C. veniista Dewey, var. minor Boeckl.
Slender but strict, 3-8 dm. high ;

basal leaves 4-12 mm. wide,
strict, the upper and the bracts about as long as the culm

;

spikes 2-5, the upper pistillate ones approxi-
mate, usually ascending, the terminal some-
times staininate at top, 1.5-5 cm. long; peri-
gynia ascending, 5.5-8 mm. long, firm, prominently nerved,
the very short and stout beak prominently toothed, thrice

longer than the rusty narrow scale. (C. oblita Steud.)
Sphagnous swamps and low woods, N. Y. and N. J., southw.,
local. June. FIG. 515.

148. C. verruc6sa Muhl. Glaucous, stout and stiff, 0.6-

1.5 m. high; leaves long, rough-angled, becoming revolute ;

spikes 3-10, 2-6 cm. long, 6-9 mm. thick, scattered to

loosely aggregated, ascending or pendulous, often somewhat
staminate above, variously peduncled ;

scales thin, brown,
emarginate, shorter than the ovoid glaucous perigynia, but
the hispid awn from 2-3 times longer to nearly obsolete;
beak short, entire. Swamps and wet shores, Va., Mo.,
and southw. July-Sept. FIG. 516.

149. C. macrokblea Steud. Similar, slender, 4-7 dm. high ; spikes 2-5,
1.5-4 cm. long, ascending, on slender peduncles ;

scales lanceolate to ovate,

KtA ^ A v
O14-. O. 06D.,

v Eud<"ei

516. C. verrucosa.
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517. C. macrokolea.

c. scabrata.

short-awned, exceeded by the plump subglobose or obovoid
at millfly ribbed abruptly beaked perigynia. ( C. Joorii Bailey. )

Swamps and wet shores, Mo. to Fla.

and Tex. Aug. FIG. 517.

150. C. scabrata Schwein. Rather stout,

?>/// leafy, 2-8 dm. high ;
culm sharply and

renj roughly angled; leaves 6-18 mm.
broad, flat, very rough; spikes 3-6, scat-

tered, the upper 1 or 2 sessile, the remainder
often long-peduncled and sometimes nod-

ding, 1-6 cm. long, narrowly cylindrical
and compactly flowered : perigynia broadly
ovoid, prominently few-nerved, rough, the

beak nearly as long as the body and
slightly toothed; scales acute and rough-
tipped, green-nerved, about as long as the

body of the perigynia. Wet meadows
and glades, e. Que. to Ont., s. to the mts.

of S. C. andTenn., O., and Mich. June-Aug. FIG. 518.

Hybridizes with C. crinita.

151. C. filif6rmis L. Tall and very slender but erect,
0.5-1.2 m. high; culm obtuse, smooth; leaves very Imuj.

involute-filiform, rough ; spikes 1-3, ses-

sile, somewhat scattered, erect, short and
thick, 1-5 cm. long, 5-7 mm. thick; peri-

gynia very short-ovoid, the teeth very
short, the few nerves obscured by the dense stiff hairs; sr<ili-s

thin and blunt, about as long as the perigynia. Bogs and
shallow water, Nfd. to B. C., s. to Pa. and the Great Lake

region. May-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 519.

152. C.lanuginbsaMichx. Similar
;
lower

;

culm mostly rough above; leaves flat, 2-5
mm. broad

; spikes usually somewhat slim-

mer, the lowest usually peduncled ; scales

mostly sharper and longer. (C. filiformis,
var. latifolia Boeckl.) Swales and low

meadows, N. B. to Sask. and B. C., s. to Pa.,

111., Kan., etc. June-July.
153. C. Houghtbnii Torr. Stiff, 1.5-6.5

dm. high, extensively creeping ; culm ratln'r

sharply angled, rough, exceeding the leaves
;

leaves flat and very sharp-pointed ;

1-3, sessile or the lowest

short-stalked, erect, varying
from nearly globular to cylin-

dric, 1-4. 5 cm. long, 7-12 mm.
520. c. Honghtonii.

thick
i compact; perigynia

short-ovoid, stiffly pubescent,
prominently nerved and toothed

;
scales thin-margined, acute or

awned. Dry sandy or uravrllv soil, e. <jur. to Athabasca, s. to
n. N. K., N. Y., Mich., and Minn. May-Aim. Fi.;. f>-jO.

1~>. C. vestita Willd. Stout and 0^ 3-8 dm. high, freely
stolonifefous f culm sharply angled, smooth or somewhat rough :

leaves n<irr<>ir ami rather short, rouuhisli ; xtunihuiti'
.sy

*//< 1.

rarely L', sessile or nearly so, >2-~) rut. 'hmg ; pistillate spikes 1-3,

subapproximatr, ,, r rarefy the lowest subradical, often staminate
at top, ellipsoid or short-cylindrie. <).H-'J.8 cm. long, compactly
flowered; pericrania ovoid, nerved, *///tf// huh-y, short-beaked, the
l<tk often purple and n-liilr-hiinline of tin- nr(rir<>. ir/n'cfi Ixi-nnn*
more or less *j>/ it "//// ///, ,-

scales thin and blunt or acute, shorter JWi. 0, v^tita.

519. C. tilitor
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523. C. oligosperma.

than the perigynia. In sandy soils, from s. Me. to e. N. Y., and D. C.
;
"south

to Ga." May-July. FIG. 521. Var. KENNEDYI Fernald. Staminate spike
about I cm. long, hidden by the pistillate. Wilmington,
Mass. {Kennedy}.

155. C. striata Michx., var. brdvis Bailey. Stiff, 3-8
dm. high, extensively creeping ; culm sharply angled, smooth
or slightly rough above, mostly exceeding the leaves

;
leaves

narrow and stiff, becoming involute; spikes 1-2, mostly
closely sessile, considerably separated when two, short

(1-5 cm. long} and rather thick, erect
; perigynia broad-

ovoid with impressed nerves, smooth, ascending, short-
beaked and very short-toothed

;
scales thin, obtuse or

acutish, mostly about \ as long as
the perigynia. ( C. Walteriana, var.

Bailey.) Pine-barren swamps, s. e.

Mass., south w., local. June-Aug.
FIG. 522.

156. C. oligospSrma Michx.

Very slender, but stiff, 2.5-9 dm.
high ;

culms solitary or few from a
slender stoloniferous base; leaves
and bracts very narrow, becoming
involute; Staminate spike pedun-
cled

; pistillate spikes 1 or 2, rarely
3, sessile or the lowest very short-

peduncled, globular or short-oblong
(0.7-2 cm. long} few-flowered ; peri- 522> c striat brev
gyma turgid, shining, gradually
contracted into a very short and minutely toothed beak,
prominently few-nerved, yellowish, nearly twice longer

than the blunt scales. Bogs and wet shores, Lab and Nfd. to the

Mackenzie, s. to Pa., and the Great Lake region. June-Aug.
FIG. 523.

157. C. IIIRTA L. Variable in size (2-6 dm. high), widely creep-
ing ; culm rather slender but erect, obtuse and smooth or slightly

rough above
;

leaves soft and flat, generally sparsely hairy and
the sheaths very hirsute, rarely smooth

; spikes 2-3, distant, more
or less shortly peduncled, erect or nearly so,
1.5-4 cm. long, rather loose; perigynia long-
ovoid, nerved, soft-hairy, the prominent beak
slender-toothed

; scales thin and green-nerved,
awned, mostly a little shorter. Groves, fields,
and made-lands, e. Mass, to centr. N. Y. and
Pa.

;
local. June-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.)

FIG. 524.

158. C. trichocarpa Muhl. Stout and tall,

0.6-1.2 m. high ;
culm sharply angled, rough

above
; leaves numerous, flat, 3-6 mm. wide,

very rough, but not hairy, much exceeding the

culm
; spikes 2-5, scattered, the lower stalked

and more or less spreading, 3-8 cm. long,
1-1.5 cm. thick, heavy, but loosely flowered
at base

; perigynia ovoid, many-costate, sparsely

short-hairy, about twice as long as the mem-
branaceous, acute or acuminate scales. 524 c. hirta

Marshes, s. w. Vt. to Ont., s. to Pa. and 111.

June-Aug. FIG. 525. Var. TURBIN\TA Dewey. Spikes 2-2.5 cm. long, 1.8-1.8

cm. thick
; perigynia lance-subulate. Dutchess Co., N. Y.

Var. DewSyi Bailey. Leaves narrower, often becoming somewhat involute,

smoother
; spikes short, 1.5-5 cm. long, all but the lowest one sessile ; perigynia

525. C. trichocarpa.
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526. C. trich.,

-V27. G trich.,

v. aristata.

528. C. riparia.

smooth, thick in texture, becoming polished with age, the nerves imj
scales sharp, mostly a little shorter than the perigynia. la. to

Kan., and northwestw. FIG. 526.

Var. aristata (R. Br.) Bailey. Mostly stouter
;
leaves

4-10 ram. wide, more or less hairy on the under surface
and sheaths; perigynia lance-ovoid, smooth, the teeth

longer and more spreading ;
scales long and sharp. ( C.

aristata R. Br.) Ont. to Sask. and B. C., s. to N. Y.,
Mich.. Wise., Neb., etc. FIG. 527. Var. IMBERBIS Gray.
Sheaths glabrous. Ont. to N. Dak. and Mo.

159. C. riparia W. Curtis. Very large and stout,
0.6-1.3 ra. high, stoloniferous ;

ZearesO.5-l.5cm. broad, flat, rough,
glaucous, much longer than the sharply angled
culm ; spikes 2-4, scattered and all more or less

peduncled, the lowest often very long-stalked, vary-

ing from almost globular to slender-cylindric, 2-10 cm. long,
erect or the lower somewhat drooping, loosely
flowered below

; perigynia lance-ovi<L cori-

aceous, rather lightly many-nerved, the beak
short and thick; scales varying from blunt to

awned, shorter or longer than the perigynia.

Swamps and wet shores, N. B. to Man.,
and southw. May^July. (Eu.) FIG. 528.

160. C. ACCTIFORMIS Ehrh. Stout, 0.4-
1.2 m. high; culm thick and sharp, mostly
smooth

; leaves broad, flat and glaucous, much
prolonged ; spikes 2-5, all but the uppermost peduncled, spread-

ing or drooping, narrowly cylindric, 2-5.5 cm.

long, loosely flowered below; perigynia ovoid,

very strongly many-nerved, the short beak

slightly toothed ;
scales rough-awned and longer

than the perigynia. Boggy meadow, New
Bedford, and formerly at Dorchester, Mass.

June, July. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 529.

161. C. squarrbsa L. Caespitose, 3-9 dm. high ;
culm .<//<///>/</

angled, more or less rough above
;

leaves

2.5-6 mm. broad, weak, roughish, exceeding
the culm

;
bracts slender, elongate ; spikes

1-4, thick, the terminal always two thirds

pistillate or more, the remainder more or less

stalked, erect or slightly nodding, globular or short-cylindric,
1.5-3 cm. long, 1.5-2 cm. thick, brown,
exceedingly densely flowered; perui'mia
squarrose, the beak rough ;

scale short
and usually hidden. Swamps and wet

woods, w. N. E. to Neb., and southw.,
local. June-Sept. FIG. 530.

162. C. typhinoides Schwein. Coarser,
the glaucous or pale leaves 0.5-1 cm. broad ;

spikes 1.5-5 cm. long, 1-2.2 cm. thick, pale
brown ; perigynia less squarrose, the iii-nk*

nsrt )!in<i. Meadows and alluvial woods,
w. Que. and w. N. E. to la. and southw.

June-Oct. FIG. 531.

163. C. Frankii Kunth. Stout and very
leafy. ">-8 dm. high ;

culm o>>( >(*>!>/ a

< tvphin.M.i.-
Vrr> s "> M1|th

;
leaves 4-9 mm. broad, rough

on the nerves, the upper and the bra.-ts

very much longer than the culm ; terminal spike often pis-
tillate at top ;

other spikes 3-7, the uppermost sessile on the

f>-_>9. ('. aoutifonnis.

530. C. squarrosa.
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533. C. Pseudo-Cyperus.

zigzag rhachis, 1.5-4 cm. long, 1 cm. thick, evenly

cylindrical, often stain inate at top ; perigynia very

abruptly contracted into a short but slender toothed

beak. (C. stenolepis Torr.) Swamps and mead-

ows, Pa. to 111. and southw. June-Sept. FIG.

532.

164. C. Pseudo-Cypdrus L. Tall and rather

stout, 0.5-1 m. high, in clumps ;
culm thick and

very sharply triangular, rough throughout ;
leaves

very long, rough-margined, 0.5-1 cm. wide
; spikes

3-5, slenderly peduncled and more or less droop-

ing, somewhat contiguous, 2.5-7.5 cm. long, nar-

rowly cylindrical (8-11 mm. thick}, very compactly
flowered ; perigynia strongly reflexed, more or less

2-edged, many-costate, the beak shorter than the

body, with erect short (0.5-1 mm. long) teeth;
scales very rough-awned, about the

length of the perigynia. Bogs and
shallow water, Gulf of St. Lawrence
to Sask., locally s. to Ct., centr.

N. Y. and the Great Lakes. June-

Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 533.

165. C. combsa Boott. Mostly
stouter (0.5-1.5 m. high), the leaves

broader (6-16 mm. wide) ; spikes
'

1.3-1.7 cm. thick, more loosely flow-
ered ; perigynia longer, the beak mostly longer than the body and the teeth

long (1.2-2 wwi.) and spreading. (C. Pseudo-Cyperus, var. americana Hochst.)
Swamps, N. S. to Wash., s. to Fla., La., and s. Cal.

June-Aug. FIG. 534.

166. C. hystericina Muhl. Slender but erect, 2.5-1 m.

high ;
culm very sharply angled and rough, at least above

;

leaves 3-10 mm. broad, roughish ; spikes 2-5, borne near
the top of the culm, rarely very remote, the upper often

sessile, the remainder on more or less filiform stalks,

spreading or drooping, 1.5-6 cm. long, 1-1. 5 cm. thick, com-

pactly flowered ; perigynia greenish
or straw-colored, strongly 15-20-

nerved, the very slender beak

strongly toothed
;

scale nearly or

quite as long as the perigynium.
Swales, throughout ; frequent.

June-Aug. (Jamaica). FIG. 535.

Tall specimens with long pen-
dulous spikes have been separated
as the scarcely distinguishable var.

COOLEYI Dewey (var. Dudleyi

Bailey).
167. C. lurida Wahlenb. Vari-

able in size, 0.2-1 m. high, stout
;

culm rather obtusely angled and
smooth

;
leaves long and loose,

4-6 mm. wide, rough, the bracts

leafy, elongated; spikes 2-4, vari-

ously disposed, the 1 or 2 upper sessile, nearly erect or often drooping, the

others more or less peduncled, approximate or remote, very densely flowered,

globose to thick-cylindric, 1.5-6 cm. long, 1.5-2 cm. thick; perigynia thin

and turgid, somewhat shining, about IQ-nerved, the body barely equaling the

slender long-conic beak
;

staminate spike single ;
scales linear, half as long

as the perigynia or more. Swamps and wet woods, N. S. to Ont., and southw.
;

535. C. hvstericina. 536. C. lurida.
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abundant eastw. FKS. ">3<>. Ilybridi/cs with C. lii/>nl/ii. Very variable,

passing to many scarcely distinguishable forms, and to

Var. gracilis (Boott) Bailey. Slender, 3-7 dm. high ;
b-r, *

2-3 mm. wide; npikett 1-4 cm. long, 1-1. :> cm. thick. (C.

Baileyi Britton). Cool woods and meadows, Me. to w. N. Y.,

and in the mts. to Tenn., local. FIG. 537.

108. C. Schweinitzii Dewey. Soft bnt erect, 2.5-7 dm.

high, yellowish-green, becoming straw-colored in drying ;
culm

solitary, from creeping rootstock,

flattish and smooth
;
leaves 0.5-1 cm.

broad, the radical longer than the

culm, the others mostly short
; spikes

3-5, the lower one or two short-pe-

duncled, the others subsessile and

7 r h, v rrae approximate, narrowly long-cylhtdri-
ur., v. grac.

thick)>

538. C. Schvveinit/ii.

ascending ; perigynia thin and somewhat inflated, few-

nerved, the long beak short-toothed, ascending ;
scales

awned.and commonly rough at the tip, a little shorter

than the perigynia. Swamps and wet calcareous soil,

s. Vt. to Ont., s. to Ct., n. N. J., and Mich. June,

July. FIG. 538.

169. C. retrtirsa Schwein. Stout, 0.4-1 m. high ;

culm obtusely angled and smooth or nearly so
;
leaves

and bracts 0.4-1 cm. broad,

soft, roughish, much longer
than the culm

;
staminate

spikes 1-4, sessile or shrt-

pedunded; pistillate spikes

3-8, approximate near the

top of the culm or the lowest

remote, all but the lovt-sf

I or 2 sessile or sulMMt'le, 1,5-5 cm. long, 1.7-2 cm.

thick, compactly flowered, erect or spread/ >KJ ; ]>< //-

gynia very thin and papery, much inflated, promi-
nently nerved, strongly reflexed, conic-ovoid, long-

beaked, 8-10 mm. long, much exceeding the acuminate
scales. Wet places, e. Que. to the Saskatchewan
and B. C., s. to Pa., the Great Lakes, la., Ida., and
Ore. July-Oct. FIG. 539.

Hybridizes with C. rostrata.

Var. RonixsoNii Fernald.

Spikes slender, 1.2-1.5 cm.
thick. Local, Me. to Ida.

Var. Hartii (Dewey) Gray.
The remote, often long-pe<lm/-
cled spikes usually more slen-

der, 2-8 cm. long; perigynia wide-spreading. Local,
N. H. to Ont. and Mich.

Var. Macounii (Dewey) Fernald. Similar to the last.

but perigynia ascending. (C. ////<//////*/ x retrorsa Dud-

t ley.) N. Y., Ont., and Mich.
170. C. Halei Carey. Culms xulitnrii, sli-ml, r. smooth,

2-6 dm. high; leaves and bracts soft, roughish, :>-', mm.
broad, over-topping the inflorescence

;
stamimife *j>i/>-< long-pedunded ;

2-4, mostly scattered, se$*il<\ r tin 1 loirest thort-p&lwicled,

globose, 2-3.5 cm. long, 2-2.5 cm. thick ;
the rather frtr /n rnjynia conic-ovoid,

thin, bladdery. 10-12 mm. long, with a rather abrupt slender-conic beak, twice as

long as the firm ovate acuminate scales. (('. hnihinnica Bailey.) Swamps.
Fla. to Tex., north w. in the lowlands to Mo. .June-Aug. FIG. 540.

1;
589. C. retrorsa.

Mil. C. llalt-i.
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171. C. gigantea Rudge. Loosely caexpitose or somewhat stoloniferous, stout,
0.5-1.2 m. high ;

leaves 0.7-1.5 cm. broad; staminate spikes 2-4
; pistillate 2-4,

scattered, the lowest long-peduncled and remote, rather

loosely flowered, 3-7 cm. long, 2-2.7 cm. thick; peri-

gynia swollen below but very abruptly contracted into

a slender beak 3-4 times as long as the body, spreading
at right angles or nearly so, never

becoming yellow ;
scales narrow,

smooth. (C. grandis Bailey.)
Swamps, Del., Ky., and Mo., southw.

July-Sept. FIG. 541.

172. C. Iupulif6rmis Sartwell.

Stout, tall, 0.0-1.2 m. high; leaves

0.6-1.3 cm. broad, conspicuously
elongate ;

bracts broad and far ex-

ceeding the culm
;
staminate spike

usually peduncled ; pistillate spikes

3-5, 3-8 cm. long, cylindrical (2-3.5 ^ c gigantea .

cm. thick), at least the lower pe-

duncled, erect or ascending, somewhat scattered or the

upper approximate, becoming yellowish brown ; perigynia
Vf narrowly conic-ovoid, 1.3-2 cm. long, mostly twice exceed-

ing the firm lance-attenuate scales, ascending. (C. lupu-

lina, var. polystachya Schwein. & Torr.) Rich swamps,
meadows, and prairies, Vt. to Minn., s. to Del.

,
111.

,
and

La. July-Oct. FIG. 542.

173. C. lupulina Muhl. Very stout and leafy, 4-9 dm.

high ;
leaves 0.6-1 cm. broad, loose

;
bracts broad and

elongate ; pistillate spikes 2-6, approximate at the top of
the culm, all closely sessile or the lower sometimes short-

peduncled, thick-cylindrical to subglobose, very heavy and

densely flowered, 3-6 cm. long, 2-3 cm. thick; staminate

spike sessile; perigynia much inflated, rather soft, 1.3-2

cm. long, erect or but slightly spreading, giving the spike
a hop-like aspect (whence the name); scales firm, lance-

ovate, mostly much shorter than the perigynia. Swamps
and wet woods N. B., to Ont., la., and southw. July-
Oct. FIG. 543. Frequently hybridizes with other

species.
Var. pedunculata Dewey. Often taller

; spikes more

or less scattered, some or all prominently peduncled;
staminate spike usually conspicuous, generally pe-

duncled; perigynia more spreading. Locally more
abundant.

174. C. Grayii Carey. Rather stout, 0.3-1 m. high ;

leaves 6-11 mm. wide, flat, harsh, pale green; pistillate

spikes 1 or 2, the lowest often peduncled, perfectly

globular and compactly 6-30-flowered, the perigynia

firm., much inflated, glabrous, 1.5-2 cm. long, spread-

ing or deflexed and prominently many-nerved. (C.

Asa-Grayi Bailey.) Wet alluvial woods and meadows,
w. N. E.'to Ont., la., and Mo., local. June-Oct. FIG.

544.

Var. hispidula Gray. Perigynia hispidulous.

to Mo., and southw.
54

175. C. intum^scens Rudge. Slender, 0.3-1 m.

high ;
leaves and bracts 3-8 mm. wide, soft, much elongate, dark green ; pistil-

late spikes 1-3, subglobose or short-ovoid, loosely 1-12-flowered ;
the perigynia

thin, bladdery, green, 1-1.5 cm. long, 5-8 mm. thick, spreading, many-
nerved. Swamps, meadows, and alluvial woods, throughout ;

the typical

54S. C. lupulina.
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Rather slender, 0.3-

545. C. intumescens.

form commonest from Mass, southw. June-Sept
FIG. 545.

Var. Fernaldii Bailey. Perigynia more slender,
less inflated, 1.2-1.7 cm. long, 3-5 mm. thick.

Nfd. to Man., s. to Mass., N. Y., Mich., and Wise.;
and on the mts. of N. C.

;
the common form

northw.
176. C. folliculata L.

1.2 m. high ;
leaves very

broad and flat, yellowish-

green, lax ; pistillate spikes

2-5, mostly scattered, all but
the uppermost prominently
peduncled ; perigynia conic-

subulate, very sfi</ht/>/ in-

flated, many-nerved, 1-1.5

cm. long ;
scales awned and

often nearly as long. Wet
woods, meadows and bogs,
Nfd. to Out., s. to Md.,
W. Va., and Mich.; locally
abundant. June-Aug. FIG. m c folliculata

177. C. Michauxiana Boeckl. Slender but stiff and erect, 2.5-6 dm. high,

yellowish; leaves narrow andflrm, shorter than the culm
; spikes 2-4, the lowest

usually remote and short-peduncled, \

the remainder aggregated and sessile

perigynia lance-subulate, not inflated,
8-13 mm. long, erect or spreading,
twice longer than the blunt scales.

( C. abacta Bailey. ) Bogs and lake-

borders, Nfd. to L. Mistassini, s. to

n. N. E., n. N. Y., and Mich.; local.

June, July. FIG. 547.

178. C. subulata Michx. Green,
very slender but erect, 1.5-6 dm. high ;

leaves soft, 1.5-4 mm. wide, shorter
than the culm

;
bracts leafy, sheath-

ing; pistillate spikes 2-5, scattered,

2-Q-flowered ; perigynia subulate, 1-1.5
cm. long, deflexed. ( C. Collinsii Nutt.)

Bogs and white cedar swamps, R. I.

to e. Pa., and southw.
; very local. ^s c 8UbUiata

June, July. FIG. 548.

179. C. saxatilis L. Low, 2-3 dm. high; lew* 2-5 mm.
wide, flat, becoming involute, nearly or quite equaling the

culm; staminate spike 1 (rarely 2); pistillate

1-3, sessile or short-peduncled, tubglobose or
s^"r^cy^ndric, 0.5-2 cm. long, 5-8 mm. thick

;

perigynia purple or purple-tin <j<-<1, ux/tnlli/

f'-ss, ovoid, 3-4 mm. long, with a short subentire beak,
slightly exceeding the blunt purple scale; stigmas
usually 2. By an alpine pond, Mt. Katahdin,
Me.; Lab. and Greenl. July, Aug. (Eu.) Fi<;.

549.

Var. miliaris (Michx.) Bailey. Slender and taller,
L'.'i ii dm. high ;

leaves nearly filiform; {>i*ti!f</t<'

spikes mostly paler and more slender, 1-2.5 cm. long,
.

r
>"><>. C.UUUK, 3-7 mm. thick. (C. militir/s Michx.) Margins of
\. miiiuii.s. rivers and lakes, Nfd. to Hudson Bay, locally s. to W9. c. saxatilis.

M: <' Michauxiana
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. Graham}

s. N. B. and centr. Me. July-Sept. FIG. 550. Apparently
hybridizes with C. vesicaria.

180. C. Grahami Boott. Slender, 2-7 dm. high; leaves

jlat, 1.5-3 mm. wide
;
staminate spikes 1-3

; pistillate 1-3, the
lowest mostly short-peduncled, slightly spreading or ascending,
1.2-1.8 cm. long, 6-10 mm. thick; perigynia straw-colored,' thin,

ovoid, 4-5 mm. long, few-nerved, with a slender
subentire beak, ascending, twice as long as the
blunt purple scale. Margin of a pond, Mt.

Katahdin, Me. July, Aug. (Scotland.) FIG.
551. Much of the American material previ-
ously referred to this species is apparently a

hybrid between C. saxatilis, var. miliaris arid

forms of C. vesicaria. ( C. miliaris, var. aurea

Bailey ;
C. Eaeana Britton, not Boott

; C. main-
ensis Porter.)

181. C. rotundata Wahlenb. Slender, 6 dm.
or less high ; leaves soon becoming involute /
staminate spike 1 (rarely 2 or 3); pistillate

552. c. rotundata. J
or 2 *. f^ and compact, 8-13 mm. 55L

long, 6-8 mm. thick, the lower subtended by a

divergent bract (4-5 cm. long} ; perigynia pale or ferruginous, plump, sub-

globose-ovoid, few-nerved, about 3 mm. long, abruptly short-beaked, the beak
entire or short-toothed, one half longer than the purplish scales. Outlet of

Moosehead L., Me. Aug. (Greenl., n. Eu.) FIG. 552.

182. C. vesicaria L. Comparatively slender, 0.4-1 m. high ;
the culms

sharply angled and generally harsh above, usually overtopped by the bracts;
leaves 4-7 mm. wide, loosely ascending or spreading ;

staminate

spikes mostly 2 or 3, peduncled ; pistillate spikes 2-3, remote,
sessile or short-peduncled, cylindric, 2-7 cm. long,
1-1.5 cm. thick; perigynia slightly turgid, ovoid
to oblong-conic, gradually tapering to the beak,
when mature 7-9 mm. long, twice exceeding the
ovate-lanceolate acute or acuminate scales. Mead-
ows and low ground, e.. Que. to B. C., s. to Pa.,
the Great Lake region, etc. June-Aug. (Eu.)
FIG. 553. A very variable northern species, pass-

ing freely with us into the following arbitrarily

distinguished tendencies. Var. MONILE (Tuckerm.)
Leaves 2-5 mm. wide

; pistillate spikes as in the

species ; perigynia more turgid, roundish-ovoid, about 6 mm.
long, rather abruptly tapering to the beak. (C.
monile Tuckerm.) Nfd. to Sask., Ky., and Mo.,

generally common. FIG. 554. Var. JEJUNA Fer-
nald. Smaller and more slender; pistillate spikes
thinner, 5-8 mm. thick. Common northw. Var.
DISTENTA Fries. Slender

; pistillate spikes 1 or 2,

short and thick, 1-2.5 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick;

perigynia subglobose or ovoid, abruptly beaked. Local, Nfd. and

Que. to Me. and Vt. Var. RAEANA (Boott) Fernald. Very slen-

der
;

leaves 2 mm. wide, tending to become involute at tip; pis-

tillate spikes slender, 4-8 mm. thick; perigynia scarcely inflated,

narrow and elongate. Local, Que. to Athabasca, s. to Me.
FIG. 555.

183. C. rostrata Stokes. Culm 0.3-1 m. high, rather stout,
5o5 . c. ves.,

thicfeisll and spongy at base, generally smooth and bluntly angled
above

;
leaves elongated, flat, usually equaling or exceeding the

culms, pale green or glaucous, 0.2-1 cm. wide, prominently nodulose, espe-

cially after drying ;
staminate inflorescence peduncled, of 2-4 distinct spikes ;

pistillate spikes mostly 2-4, sessile or the lower peduncled, cylindric, dense,

Fernald.

553. C. vesicaria.
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556. C. rostrate.

557. C. rost., v. utric.

2-10 cm. long, fi-12 mm. thick; perigynia ascending or slightly spreading,

flask-shaped, 3-0 nun. long, the abrttj>t cytimlrir /><(>/, somewhat exert-ding
the bluntish or acute oblong or lanceolate purple-tinged
scale. (C. utriculata, var. minor Boott.) Wet swamps
and shallow water, Nfd. and Lab. to Sask. and B. C.,
s. to Ct., N. Y., 111., Utah, and
Cal.

;
common northw., local

southw. (Eu.) FIG. 556.

Var. utriculata (Boott) Bailey.

Coarser; mature spikes 1-2 cm.

thick, often longer than in the

species ; perigynia ellipsoid-ovoid
to conic-cylindric,
0.5-1 cm. long, taper-

fug gradually to the

leak. ( C. utricu-

lata Boott.) Ex-

tending s. to N. J.,

O., etc. FIG. 557.

Var. ambigens
Fernald. Very slen-

der, 3-5 dm. high ;

culms barely 1 mm.
in diameter below the spikes ; leaves 2-5
mm. broad

;
staminate spikes 1 or 2

; pis-
tillate 1-3, 1-2.5 cm. long; perigynia as 558. C. bullata.

in the species. Que., N. B., and n. Me.
184. C. bullata Schkuhr. Slender, 4-9 dm. high, the long stiff leaves !-'>

mm. wide; staminate spikes mostly 2 or 3, long-peduncled ; pittilluh- */<//>*

mostly 2, remote, cylindric, densely flowered, 2.5 ">

cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick; perigynia strongly nerved,
firm, dull or slightly shining, very turgid, 5-8 mm.
long, spreading-ascending, the usually xerrtdtitc <

slightly roughish conic-cylindric beak much exceeding
the acute or bluntish scale. (C. Olncyi Boott; C.

bullata x utriculata Bailey.) Swales and \vet mead-
ows, local, Mass, to Del. June, July. FIG. 558.

Var. Grednii (Boeckl.) Fer-
nald. More slender and lower

;

leaves 2-4 mm. wide ; pistil lo-t<-

spike 1 (or if-2, remote}, shorter
and thicker," rather loosely flow-

ered
; perigynia lustrous, 6-9

mm. long. (C. bullata Man. ed.

6.) Commoner, s. Me. to Pa.
and Ga. FIG. Anil.

185. C. Tuckermani Dewey.
Culms slender, 1 in. or less high,

forming loose stools
;
leaves 3-5

mm. wide
;
bracts very leaf-like

and usually much prolonged ;

staminate spikes 2 or :5, long-pednncled ; pistillate */>//*
2 or 3, slender-peduncled or the upper sessile, thn-k-

cylindric, 1MI cm. long, 1.2-1.8 cm. thick, loosely flowered ;

i>'Ti(iiiiii,i -lossy, extremely membranaceous and bladder- - fn r Tn .

like, Btrongb nerved, globose-ovoid, 1 cm. lontj, 5-0.5 mm.
thick, tapering gradually to the slender cylindric beak, much exceeding the

oblong-ovate acute or acuminate scales. Rich alluvial shores, rarely in swamps,
N. B. to Lake St. John, Que., and Ont., s. to N. J., Ind., and Minn. June-
Aug. FIG. 560.

559. C. bullata, v. Gn.-nii.
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ARACEAE (ARUM FAMILY)

Plants with acrid or pungent juice, simple or compound often veiny leaves,

and flowers crowded on a spadix, which is usually surrounded by a spathe.

Floral envelopes none, or of 4-6 sepals. Fruit usually a berry. Seeds with

fleshy albumen, or none, but filled with the large fleshy embryo. A large family,

chiefly tropical. Herbage abounding in slender rhaphides. The genuine

Araceae have no floral envelopes, and are almost all monoecious or dioecious
;

but the genera of the third and fourth sections, with more highly developed

flowers, are not to be separated.

* Spadix elongated, enveloped in a spathe ;
flowers destitute of perianth, monoecious or dioecious.

1. Arisaema. Flowers covering only the base of the spadix. Leaves not sagittate.

2. Peltandra. Flowers covering the spadix. Leaves sagittate.

* * Spadix short-cylindric, subtended by an open spreading petaloid spathe ;
flowers (at least the

lower ones) perfect, without perianth.

3. Calla. Flowers covering the. whole spadix.

* * * Spadix globose, enveloped in a very fleshy ovoid spathe ;
flowers perfect and perianth present.

4. Symplocarpus. Sepals 4, hooded.

* * * *
Spadix cylindrical without obvious spathe ;

flowers perfect, perianth present.

5. Orontium. Spadix narrow, naked, terminating the terete scape.

C. Acorus. Spadix cylindrical, borne on the side of a leaf-like scape.

1. ARISAEMA Martius. INDIAN TURNIP. DRAGON ARUM

Spathe convolute below and mostly arched above. Flowers monoecious or

by abortion dioecious. Sterile flowers above the fertile, each of a cluster of

almost sessile 2-4-celled anthers, opening by pores or chinks at the top. Fertile

flowers a 1-celled ovary containing 5 or 6 erect orthotropous ovules; in fruit a

l_few-seeded scarlet berry. Low perennial herbs, with a tuberous rootstock

or conn, sending up a simple scape sheathed with the petioles of the simple or

compound veiny leaves. (Name from dpls, a kind of arum, and afyia, blood, from
the spotted leaves of some species.)

1. A. triphyllum (L.) Schott. (INDIAN TURNIP, JACK-IN-THE-PULPIT.)
Leaves mostly 2, divided into 3 elliptical-ovate pointed leaflets; spadix mostly

dioecious, subcylindric or club-shaped, obtuse, much shorter than the spathe,
which is smooth or corrugated in its tubular part and incurved-hooded at its flat

ovate-lanceolate pointed summit. (A. pusillum Nash
;
A . Stewardsonii Britton.)

Rich woods. May. Corm turnip-shaped, wrinkled, farinaceous, with an

intensely acrid juice ; spathe with the petioles and sheaths pale green, or often

dark purple or variegated with dark purple and whitish stripes or spots.

2. A. Drac6ntiuin (L.) Schott. (GREEN DRAGON, DRAGON ROOT.) Leaf
usually solitary, pedately divided into 7-11 oblong-lanceolate pointed leaflets

;

spadix often androgynous, tapering to a long and slender point beyond the

oblong and convolute-pointed greenish spathe. Low grounds, w. N. E. to Fla.,

w. to Ont., Minn., e. Kan., and Tex. June. Corms 'clustered
; petiole 3-6 dm.

long, much exceeding the peduncle.

2. PELTANDRA Raf. ARROW ARUM

Spathe elongated, convolute throughout or with a dilated blade above.

Flowers thickly covering the long and tapering spadix throughout (or only its

apex naked). Anther-masses sessile, naked, covering all the upper part of the

spadix, each of 4-6 pairs of cells embedded in the margin of a thick and shield-

shaped connective, opening by terminal pores. Ovaries at the base of the

spadix, each surrounded by 4-5 distinct, scale-like white staminodia, 1-celled,

bearing 1-few amphitropous ovules at the base. Berries in an ovoid fleshy
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head enveloped by the base of the leathery spathe. Stemless herbs, with arrow-

shaped or hastate palmately 3-nerved and pinnately veined leaves, and simple
scapes from a thick fibrous or subtuberous root. (Name from TJ-AT??, a small

shield, and drfp, for stamen, from the shape of the latter.)
1. P. virginica (L.) Kunth. Scape 2-3.5 din. high, about equaling the

leaves
;
basal lobes of the leaves rather long and often acutish

; spathe convolute

throughout, wavy on the margin, mostly green ;
sterile portion of the spadix

several times longer than the pistillate ;
ovules several

;
fruit green; seeds 1 (-3).

(P. undulata Raf.) Shallow water, s. Me. to Fla., w. to s. Ont., Mich., and
Mo. June.

3. CALLA L. WATER ARUM

Spathe ovate (abruptly pointed, the upper surface white), persistent. Lower
flowers perfect and 6-androus

;
the upper often of stamens only. Filaments slen-

der
;
anthers 2-celled, opening lengthwise. Ovary 1-celled, with 5-9 erect

anatropous ovules. Berries (red) distinct, few-seeded. A low perennial herb,

growing in cold bogs, with a long creeping rootstock, bearing heart-shaped long-

petioled leaves, and solitary scapes. (An ancient name, of unknown meaning.)
1. C. paliistris L. Cold bogs, N. S. to N. J., w. to Mich, and Minn., and

northw. June. Seeds surrounded with jelly. (Eurasia.)

4. SYMPLOCARPUS Salisb. SKUNK CABBAGE

Stamens 4, opposite the sepals, with at length rather slender filaments
;

anthers extrorse, 2-celled, opening lengthwise. Style 4-angled and awl-shaped ;

stigma small. Ovule solitary, suspended, anatropous. Fruit a globular or ovoid

mass, composed of the enlarged and spongy spadix, inclosing the spherical
seeds just beneath the surface, which is roughened with the persistent fleshy

sepals and pyramidal styles. Perennial herb, with a strong odor like that of

the skunk, and also somewhat alliaceous
;
a very thick rootstock, and a cluster

of very large and broad entire veiny leaves, preceded in earliest spring by the

nearly sessile spathes, which barely rise out of the ground. (Name from

ffvu-rrXoic/i, connection, and Kapir6s, fruit, in allusion to the coalescence of the

ovaries into a compound fruit.)
1. S. foltidus (L.) Nutt. Leaves ovate, cordate, becoming 3-C dm. long,

short-petioled ; spathe spotted and striped with purple and yellowish-green,

ovate, incurved. (Spathyema Raf.) Bogs and moist grounds, N. S. to N. C.,
w. to Ont., Minn., and la.

5. OR6NTIUM L. GOLDEN CLUB

Spathe incomplete and distant, merely a leaf-sheath investing the lower part
of the slender scape, and bearing a small and imperfect bract-like blade. Lower
flowers with 6 concave sepals and 6 stamens

;
the upper ones with 4. Filaim-nts

flattened
;
anthers 2-celled, opening obliquely lengthwise. Ovary 1-celled, with

an anatropous ovule. Fruit a green utricle. An aquatic perennial, with a

deep rootstock, and long-petioled entire oblong and nerved floating leaves.

(Origin of the name obscure.)
1. 0. aquaticum L. Ponds, Mass, to Fla. May.

6. ACORUS L. SWEET FLAG. CALAMUS

Sepals 6, concave. Stamens 6
;

filaments linear
;
anthers kidney-shaped,

1-celled, opening across. Ovary 2-3-celled, with several pendulous orthotropous
ovules in each cell. Fruit at length dry, gelatinous inside, 1-few-seeded.

Aromatic, especially the thick creeping rootstocks (calamus of the shops).
L.avr.s sword-like; the upper and more foliaceous prolongation of the scape

may be considered as a kind of open spathe. ("Axopas, the ancient name, of no
known meaning.)

1. A. Calamus L. Scape leaf-like and prolonged far beyond the (yellowish-

green) spadix. Margins <f rivulets, swamps, etc. (Eurasia.)
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LEMNACEAE (DUCKWEED FAMILY)

Minute stemless plants, floating free on the water, destitute of distinct stem

and foliage, being merely a frond, producing one or few monoecious flowers

from the edge or upper surface, and commonly hanging roots from underneath ;

ovules rising from the base of the cell. Fruit a \-l-seeded utricle. Seed large.

Embryo straight. The simplest, and some of them the smallest of flowering

plants, propagating by the proliferous growth of a new individual from a cleft

in the edge or base of the parent frond, also by autumnal fronds in the form of

minute bulblets, which sink to the bottom of the water, but rise and vegetate in

spring ;
the flowers (in summer) and fruit scarce, in some species hardly ever

seen. These plants may be regarded as very simplified Araceae.

1 . Spirodela. Frond 5-15-nerved, with several rootlets.

2. Lemna. Frond 1-5-nerved, with a single rootlet.

3. Wolffla. Frond thick, ovoid or ellipsoidal, very minute (0.5-1.3 mm. long), without rootlets.

4. Wolfflella. Fronds strap-shaped, thin, without rootlets.

1. SPIRODELA Schleid.

Anther-cells bilocellate by a vertical partition and longitudinally dehiscent.

Ovules 2. Rootlets several, with axile vascular tissue. Otherwise as Lemna.
(From a-rreTpa, a cord, and 577X05, evident.}

1. S. polyrhiza (L.) Schleid. Fronds round-obovate (3-8 mm. long), thick,

purple and rather convex beneath, dark green above, palmately (mostly
7-) nerved. Common in ponds and pools, except near our n. limits. (Temp,
and trop. regions.)

2. LEMNA L. DUCKWEED. DUCK'S-MEAT

Flowers produced from a cleft in the margin of the frond, usually three

together surrounded by a spathe ;
two of them staminate, consisting of a stamen

only ;
the other pistillate, of a simple pistil ;

the whole therefore imitating a

single diandrous flower. Ster. Fl. Filament slender
;
anther 2-celled, didy-

mous
;
the cells dehiscent transversely. Pert. Fl. Ovary 1-celled

; style and
truncate or funnel-shaped stigma simple. Ovules and seeds 1-7. Fronds

1-5-nerved, producing a single rootlet beneath (which is destitute of vascular

tissue), proliferous from a cleft in the margin toward the base. (An old Greek
name of uncertain meaning.)

* Fronds oblong, long-stalked at base, remaining connected.

1. L. trisulca L. Fronds oblong to oblong-lanceolate (6-10 mm. long), at-

tenuate at base into a slender stalk, denticulate at the tip, very obscurely 3-nerved,
often without rootlets, usually several series of offshoots remaining connected

;

spathe sac-like; seeds ovate, amphitropous, with small round operculum.
Ponds and springy places, N. S. to N. J., Tex., and w. to the Pacific. (Temp,
and trop. regions.)

* * Fronds oblong to elliptical or round-ovate, sessile, soon separating.

2. L. valdiviana Philippi. Fronds elliptic-oblong, small (2.5-4 mm. long),
rather thick, usually somewhat falcate, obscurely \-nerved; spathe broad-reni-

form; utricle long-ovate, pointed by the long style ;
seed orthotropous, oblong,

with a prominent acute operculum. (L. minor, var. cyclostasa Ell.
;
L. cyclo-

stasa of auth.) Pools, Mass, to Fla. and westw. across the continent.

(S. A.)
3. L. perpusilla Torr. Fronds obovate or roundish-obovate, oblique (2-3

mm. long), obscurely 3-nerved; utricle ovate
; style rather long ;

seed orthotro-

pous, ovate or oval, obtuse, with scarcely apiculate operculum. Mass, to Fla.,

and w. to Dak. and Kan. Var. TRINERVIS Aust. has larger distinctly

3-nerved fronds, and an equally cordate seed. N. J. to Kan. and I. T.
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4. L. minor L. Fronds roundr to elliptic-obovate (2-5 mm. in diameter),
rather thick, very obscurely 3-nemed; spathe sac-like ; utricle short-urn-shaped,
tipped with a short style ;

seed oblong-obovate, amphitropous, with prominent
rounded operculum. Stagnant waters, except along our n. borders. (Temp.
regions.)

3. W6LFFIA Horkel.

Flowers central, bursting through the upper surface of the globular (or in

some foreign species flat) and loosely cellular frond, only 2
;
one consisting of a

single stamen with a 1-celled 2-valved anther
;
the other of a globular ovary,

tipped with a very short style and a depressed stigma. Ovule orthotropous,
rather oblique in the cell. Utricle spherical. Albumen thin. Fronds root-

less, proliferous from a cleft or funnel-shaped opening at the base, the offspring
soon detached; no rhaphides. The simplest and smallest of flowering plants,

floating as little grains in or on the water. (Named for Johann Friedrich Wolff,
who wrote on Lemna in 1801.)

Not dotted
; upper surface strongly convex ....... 1. W.

Dotted.

Upper surface flattish ........... 2. W. punctufn.
Upper surface low-conical .......... 3. W. papulifera.

1. W. columbiana Karst. Globose or globular, 0.7-1.5 mm. long, very
loosely cellular, light green all over, not dotted

;
stomata 1-6

;
the opening at

the base circular and with a thin border. Floating rather beneath the surface
of stagnant waters, Ct. to Fla., w. to Minn, and La.

2. W. punctata Griseb. Oblong, smaller and more densely cellular, flattish

and deep green with many stomata above, tumid and pale below, brown-dotted
all over, anterior edge sharp ; opening at base circular. ( W. brasiliensis of

auth., not Weddell.) Ont. to the Gulf of Mex. Growing with the preceding
but floating on the surface.

3. W. papulifera C. H. Thompson. Lower surface hemispherical, the upper
flattish at the margin, rising at the center to a single low papilla ;

flowers

unknown. Mo. (Bush, Thompson).

4. WOLFFIELLA Hegelm.

Flowers and fruit unknown. Fronds (in ours) linear-attenuate or flagellate,
falcate or sigmoid, many times longer than wide, punctate, solitary or cohering
at the base and radiating in a stellate manner. Pouch single, triangular, basal.

Small genus of imperfectly known plants. (Name a diminutive of Wolffia.}
1. W. floridana (J. D. Sm.) Thompson. Fronds hollow, gradually attenuate

from base to flagelliforin apex, 6-8 mm. long. ( Wolffia gladiata, var. J. D. Sm.)
Mo. to Fla. and Tex.

ERIOCAULACEAE (PIPEWORT FAMILY)

Aquatic or marsh herbs, stemless or short-stemmed, with a tuft of fibrous

roots, a cluster of narrow and often loosely cellular (jrass-like leaves, and )ink> <l

scapes sheathed at the base, bearing dense heads of monoecious or rarely

dioecious small 2-3-merous flowers, each in the axil of a scarious bract; the

perianth double or rarely SI?H/</> , clmffy; anthers introrse ; the fruit a 2-3-

celled 2-3-seeded capsule ; seeds pendulous, orthotropous ; embryo at the apex
of mealy albumen. Chiefly tropical plants, a few in northern temperate regions.

1. Eriocaulon. IVriaiith double, the inner (corolla) tubular-funm-l-form in the staininutr

ll.iw.T-. st:mirn> tsvirr as many as the corolla-lobes (4). Antlin-s U-.-i-llc.!.

'_'. Syngonanthus. IVihmth usin the last. Stamens only as many as the corolla-lobes (3). An-

thers _' i-fllril.

K. Lachnocaulon. Perianth simple, of 8 sepals. Stamens 3, monadelphous below. Anthers
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1. ERIOCAULON [Gronov.] L. PIPEWORT

Flowers monoecious and androgynous, i.e. both kinds in the same head, either

intermixed, or the central ones sterile and the exterior fertile, rarely dioecious.

Ster.FL Calyx of 2 or 3 keeled or boat-shaped sepals, usually spatulate or dilated

upward. Corolla tubular, 2-3-lobed. each of the lobes bearing a black gland or

spot. Stamens inserted one at the base of each lobe and one in each sinus.

Pistils rudimentary. Fert. Fl. Calyx as in the sterile flowers, often remote from
the rest of the flower (therefore perhaps to be viewed as a pair of bractlets).
Corolla of 2 or 3 separate narrow petals. Stamens none. Ovary often stalked,
2-3-lobed

; style 1
; stigmas 2 or 3, slender. Capsule membranaceous, loculicidal.

Leaves mostly smooth, loosely cellular and pellucid, flat or concave above.

Flowers, also the tips of the bracts, etc., usually white-bearded or woolly.

(Name compounded of '4pi.ov, wool, and Kav\6s, a stalk, from the wool at the

base of the scape. ) Our species are all stemless, wholly glabrous excepting at

the base and the flowers, with a depressed head and dimerous flowers.

1. E. decangulare L. Leaves obtuse, varying from lanceolate to linear-awl-

shaped, rather rigid, 6-40 crn. long ; scapes 10-12-ribbed (3-9 dm. high) ;

head hemispherical, becoming globose (6-14 mm. in diameter) ;
scales of the

involucre acutish, straw-color or light brown ; chaff (bracts among the flowers)

pointed. Pine-barren swamps, N. J. and Pa. to Fla. and Tex.
2. E. compressum Lam. Leaves spreading (5-12 cm. long), grassy-awl-

shaped, rigid, or when submersed thin and pellucid, tapering gradually to a

sharp point, mostly shorter than the sheath of the W-ribbed scape ; scales of the

involucre very obtuse, turning lead-color; chaff obtuse. {E. gnaphalodes
Michx.) Pine-barren swamps, N. J. to Fla.

3. E. articulatum (Huds.) Morong. Peduncles 1-several
;

leaves 2-8 cm.

long, awl-shaped, pellucid, soft and very cellular
; scape ^-1-striate, slender, 5-15

cm. high or when submersed becoming 3-20 dm. long according to the depth of

the water
; chaff acutish ; head 5-9 mm. broad, at length depressed-globose ;

bracts, chaff, etc., lead-colored except where whitened by short but coarse

beard; anthers longer than broad. (E. septangulare With.) In ponds or

along their borders, Nfd. to N. J., w. to Ind., Mich., Minn., and Ont. July,

Aug. (Ireland and adjacent islands.)
4. E. Parkdri Robinson. Leaves lance-linear, 3-6 cm. long, attenuate from

a base 3-4 mm. broad to a very sharp tip ; peduncles 10-22, erect, slightly rigid ;

heads small (3-4 mm. in diameter), even in fruit surrounded by a campanulate
involucre; chaff and flowers nearly glabrous; anthers as broad as long.
Banks of the Delaware R. near Camden, N. J. (T. P. James, Parker.}

2. SYNGONANTHUS Ruhland.

Stamens as many as the (often involute) lobes of the funnel-form corolla in

the sterile flowers, and opposite them, commonly 3, and the flower ternary.
Petals of the fertile flowers united to the middle. Otherwise nearly as in

Eriocaulon. (Name from <rtyyovos, connate, and Avdos, flower, from the united

petals. )

1. S. flavidulus (Michx.) Ruhland. Tufted, stemless; leaves bristle-awl-

shaped (2-7 cm. long) ; scapes (1-4 dm. high) very slender, simple, minutely

pubescent, 5-angled ;
bracts of the involucre oblong, pale straw-color, those

among the flowers mostly obsolete
; perianth glabrous ; sepals and petals of the

fertile flowers linear-lanceolate, scarious-white. (Paepalanthus Kunth.) Low
pine-barrens, s. Va. to Fla. and Ala.

3. LACHNOCAULON Kunth. HAIRY PIPEWORT

Flowers monoecious, etc., as in Eriocaulon. Calyx of 3 sepals. Corolla

none! Ster. Fl. Stamens 3; filaments below coalescent into a club-shaped
tube around the rudiment of a pistil, above separate and elongated ;

anthers

1-celled ! Fert. Fl. Ovary 3-celled, surrounded by 3 tufts of hairs (in place of
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a corolla). Stigmas 3, two-cleft. Scape slender, bearing a single head, 2-3-

angled, hairy. (Name from Xdxvos, wool, and Kav\6s, stalk.}
1. L. anceps (Walt.) Morong. Leaves linear-awl-shaped, tufted, villous.

(L. Michauxii Kunth.) Low pine-barrens, Va. to Fla. and Tex.

XYRIDACEAE (YELLOW-EYED GRASS FAMILY)

Hush-like herbs, with narrow leaves sheathing the base of a naked sctijw, vltlch

is terminated by a head of perfect 3-androus flowers, with extrorse anthers, <jlu-

maceous calyx, dnd a regular colored corolla ; the 3-valved mostly l-celled <'<>i>-

sule containing several or many orthotropous seeds with a minute embryo at the

apex offleshy albumen.

1. XYRIS [Gronov.] L. YELLOW-EYED GRASS

Flowers single in the axils of coriaceous scale-like bracts, which are densely
imbricated in a head. Sepals 3

;
the 2 lateral boat-shaped and persistent ;

the

anterior one larger, enwrapping the corolla in the bud and deciduous with it.

Petals 3, yellow (rarely white), with claws, which cohere more or less. Fertile

stamens 3, inserted on the claws of the petals, alternating with 3 sterile filaments,
which are cleft and in our species plumose or bearded at the apex. Style 3-cleft.

Capsule oblong, free, l-celled, with 3 parietal more or less projecting placentae,

3-valved, many-seeded. Ours apparently all perennials. (Ev/ofs, a name of

some plant with 2-edged leaves, from frpbv, a razor.} .

Lateral sepals about equaling the subtending bracts and concealed by them.
Base not bulbous

;
keel of the lateral sepals with an erose wing.

Heads ovoid.
Leaf-blades strictly linear or broadest at the base ; scape narrowly 2-

margined.
Heads narrowly ovoid ; flower-bearing scales few (4-7) at length dark

brown \. X. montana.
Heads broadly ovoid

; flower-bearing scales usually numerous, greenish
or pale brown 2. X. caroliniana.

Leaf-blades broadest in the middle
; scape much flattened, conspicuously

2-winged 8. X. difformis.
Heads ellipsoidal or subcylindric (southern) 4. X. elatti.

Base bulbous ;
keel of the lateral sepals ciliolate f>. X.flexuona.

Lateral sepals evident, much exceeding the subtending bracts or exserted

laterally.
Keel of the lateral sepals slightly lacerate or erose 6. X. SmaUiann.
Keel of the lateral sepals conspicuously fringed.

Base neither bulbous nor indurated 7. X.fimbriata.
Base bulbous and indurated, dark brown 8. X. arenicola.

1. X. mont^na TCies. Dwarf and very slender, l-(rarely)3 dm. high, some-
what caespitose from a more or less branching rootstock

;
leaves narrowly linear,

+ * rarely more than 4 cm. long, about one fourth or one third

/I /mV tlie lengtn f tlie nearly filiform stipes ;
heads at maturity

mm 4-6 mm. thick
;

seeds subcylindric-spindle-shaped, regularly
ribbed. (X. flexuosa, var. punilla Gray.) Chiefly in peat

I Hfiflf bogs, Nfd. to Mt. Desert, Me., the uplands of

\[ N. Y., and e. Pa.
;
also on L. Superior. FIG.

561,

2. X. caroliniana Walt. Varying much
Lateral sepal x 8%. in g jze . leayeg grass_ljke? mostly 6-20 cm.

Innjr, one third to two thirds as long as the

slightly ancipital stipe ;
roots a tuft of delicate fibers

;
root-

stock apparently not developed; fruiting heads 8-10 mm. in 562. X. caroliniana.

diameter; seeds ovoid-spindle-shaped somewhat irregularly Lateral sepal x 8%.

about 13-ribbed, when ripe claret-colored. Wet sandy shores Seed x88.

of lakes arid pools, centr. Me. to Ind., and south w. Fi<;. "><>-.

3. X. diff6rmis Chapm. Rather stout : leaves lance-linear, 7-12 mm. broad

in the middle, thickish
; scape strongly flattened, conspicuously 2-winged, 2-3
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563. X. flexuosa.

Lateral sepal x 3%.

mm. broad
;
heads subglobose, in fruit about 1 cm. in diameter

;
seeds about 25-

ribbed. Sandy shores, Md. (Canby}, and southw.
4. X. elata Chapra. Tall (4-8 dm. high) ;

leaves grass-like (2-4 dm. long),
linear or gladiate from broadened strongly equitant bases

; scape slender, only
moderately compressed, ancipital but not winged ;

heads ellip-
soidal or subcylindric, 1.4-3 cm. long ;

floriferous scales numer-

ous, suborbicular. Sandy shores, Va. to Fla. and Miss.

5. X. flsxubsa Muhl. Leaves narrowly linear, pale green,

thickish, twisted, from a small bulb-like base
; stipe 3-6 dm.

high, twisted and flexuous, slightly compressed toward the

summit, not winged ;
head subglobose, about 1 cm. in diameter

;

scales suborbicular, pale brown, the greenish area small and ill-

defined
;
lateral sepals ciliolate on the keel. -

Wet places, chiefly in sandy soil, e. Mass, to

Minn.
,
Tex.

,
and S. C. FIG. 563.

6. X. Smalliana Nash. Tall (4-9 dm. high) ;
leaves broadly

linear or sword-shaped, 2.5-6 dm. long, often nearly 2 cm. broad
at the equitant and commonly proliferous base, neither twisted

nor flexuous
; scape rather slender, straight, compressed near

the summit
;
heads obovoid or ovoid-ellipsoidal, at maturity

about 10-12 mm. in diameter
;
scales broadly ovate, green with

a stramineous or pale-brown border
;
lateral sepals long and

narrow, erose-lacerate on the usually narrow wing ;
seeds for

the genus long, subcylindric, regularly ribbed, pale in color. Chiefly on boggy
shores rich in decaying vegetation, often in water, e. Mass,
to Fla. The northern form, which has the lateral sepals a

little less lacerate on the keel, has been published as X. Cong-
doni Small. FIG. 564.

7. X. fimbriata Ell. Tall, strict; leaves

broadly linear, straight ; scape straight or

nearly so, 5-8 dm. high, compressed and

roughened on the edges toward the summit;
heads ellipsoidal, about 12-15 mm. in diameter,

nearly 2 cm. long ; fringed sepals conspicuous,

nearly twice as long as the bracts. Pine-

barrens, N. J. to Fla. and Miss. FIG. 565.

8. X. arenlcola Small. Base thick and

bulb-like, surrounded by broad chestnut-

colored scales, the enlarged and hardened persistent bases of

former leaves
;
slender stipe and very narrow thickish leaves

twisted and flexuous; head cylindric, 1-2.5 cm. long, acutish,

fringed sepals conspicuous. (X. torta of auth., notSm.)

564. X. Smalliana.

Lateral sepal x 3%.

565. X. fimbriata.

Lateral sepal x 3V3 .

566. X. arenicola.

Lateral sepal x 3%.

8-10 mm. thick

Pine-barrens, N. J. to Fla. and Miss. FIG. 566.

MAYACACEAE (MAYACA FAMILY)

Moss-like aquatic plants, densely leafy, with narrowly linear sessile pellucid

leaves, axillary naked peduncles terminated by a solitary perfect 3-androus

Jlowcr, herbaceous calyx, white corolla, and a 3-valved l-celled several-seeded

capsule. A single genus.

1. MAYACA Aublet.

Perianth persistent, of 3 herbaceous lanceolate sepals, and 3 obovate petals.

Stamens alternate with the petals. Ovary with 3 parietal'iew-ovuled placentae ;

style filiform
; stigma simple. Creeping or floating in shallow water

;
leaves

entire, minutely notched at the tip ; peduncle solitary, sheathed at base. (An
aboriginal name.)
L M. Aubldti Michx. Peduncles deflexed in fruit

; capsules about 9-seeded.

(M. Michauxii Schott & Endl.) Va. and 0. to Fla. and Tex.
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COMMELINACEAE (SPIDERWORT FAMILY)

Herbs, with fibrous or sometimes thickened roots, jointed and often branching

leafy stems, and chiefly perfect and Q-androus often irregular flowers, with the

perianth free from the 2-3-celled ovary, and having a distinct calyx and corolla,'

viz., 3 persistent commonly herbaceous sepals, and 3 petals, ephemeral, decay-

ing or deciduous. Stamens hypogynous, often some of them sterile
;
anthers

with 2 separated cells. Style 1
; stigma undivided. Capsule 2-3-celled, 2-3-

valved, loculicidal, 3-several-seeded. Seeds orthotropous. Leaves entire, paral-

lel-veined, sheathed at base
;
the uppermost often dissimilar and forming a kind

of spathe. Chiefly tropical.

1. Tradescantia. Bracts leaf-like or small and scarious. Petals equal. Perfect stamens 6;

filaments bearded.

2. Commelina. Cyme sessile within a cordate or connate bract (spathe). Petals unequal.

Perfect stamens 3; filaments naked.

1. TRADESCANTIA [Rupp.] L. SPIDERWORT

Flowers regular. Sepals herbaceous. Petals all alike, ovate, sessile. Sta-

mens all fertile
;
filaments bearded. Capsule 2-3-celled, the cells 1-2-seeded.

Perennials. Stems mucilaginous, mostly upright, nearly simple, leafy. Leaves
keeled. Flowers ephemeral, in umbeled clusters, axillary and terminal, pro-
duced through the summer

;
floral leaves nearly like the others. (Named for

the elder Tradescant, gardener to Charles the First of England.)

1. T. roaea.Umbels long-peduncled ; bracts short, subscarious
Umbels sessile or nearly so, much surpassed by the leaf-like bracts.

Dwarf, rarely over 1 dm. high, villous ; pedicels 2-6 cm. long, thread-like . 2. T. brevicaulis.

Taller, 3-8 dm. high.
Stem geniculate, the subsessile umbels axillary as well as terminal . . 3. T. pilosa.
Stem straight, simple or branched ; umbels terminal.

Sepals entirely glabrous, or one or more of them with a tuft of hairs
near the involute slightly hooded apex 4. T. reJUva.

Sepals villous with non-glandular hairs 5. T. virginiana.
Sepals glandular-villous.
Bracts broader than the leaves 6. T. bracti*nf<i.

Bracts npt broader than the leaves 7. T. occidental!*.

1. T. rbsea Vent. Small, slender (1.5-4 dm. high), smooth, erect from a

running rootstock
;
leaves linear, grass-like, 1-5 (rarely as much as 11) mm.

broad. Sandy woods, Md. to Fla., w. to Mo. and "Tex."
2. T. brevicaulis Raf. Often stemless or nearly so, very hairy ;

roots a clus-

ter of dark more or less thickened fibers
;
leaves lance-linear

; sepals ovate-lan-

ceolate, 1-1 .5 cm. long, villous ; petals large, purplish-blue or more often rose-

colored. (T. virginica, var. villosa Wats.) Moist sandy soil, centr. Ind. (H.
IL Bartlett) to Ky., Tex., and Kan. Apr., May.

3. T. pi!6sa Lehm. Tall, stout, 4-7 dm. high, zigzag ; leaves large, flat, often

3-4 cm. wide, dark green above, finely pubescent on both surfaces, rarely sub-

glabrous ; sepals pilose or smoothish, ovate-oblong, 6-9 mm. long ; petals blue.

(T.flexuosa llaf. ) Woods and shaded banks of streams, Pa. to Mo. and Ga.
4. T. reflSxa Rat'. Slcudfr, glabrous or nearly so, glau<-<>"* ; leaves narrow,

linear-attenuate from a lanceolate base, strongly involute
;
umbels terminal on

the stems and branches, many-flowered ;
narrow brt/rt* <nni <>I<{t-oi<x pedicels

soon drjli .'' '/; sepals ^ovate-lanceolate, 8-13 nun. lon^. i/lnlirnus except at the

often liifi'ii /;/,; petals blue, 10-14 mm. long. Wet places, O. to Mich.,
Minn., Kan., Tex., and S. C.

r>. T. virginiana L. Green
;
leaves flat, linear or lance-linear, the upper

limn- MI- less pubescent; brads leaf-like, elongated, usually ascending; pcili<;l.

,n/<l M-fHils rillnHs, the latter about 1.6 cm. long; petals rich purplish-blue,
1.6-2 cm. long. Alluvial soil, Ct. to Pa. and S. C. ;

also introd, northw.
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6. T. bracteata Small. Sordid glandular-villous above; bracts relatively

large, conduplicate, recurved, their bases 2-2.8 cm. broad; flowers large, 2.5-3
cm. in diameter. Prairies,

"
Minn.," and la. to Tex. and B. C.

7. T. occidentalis (Britton) Smyth. Slender, 3 dm. high ;
leaves narrowly

linear, involute, their bases often enlarged and scarious
;
the bracts scarcely if at

all broader than the foliar leaves; sepals glandular-pubescent, about 1 cm. long ;

petals blue (or roseate), about 1.4 cm. long. "la." to Neb., Tex., and N. Mex.
T. MONT!NA Shuttlw., not Heyne, a southern species distinguished from

T. virginiana chiefly by its smaller flowers and smoother calyx and from T.

reflexa by its broader greener leaves, is said to extend as far north as Va. and Ky.

2. COMMELINA [Plum.] L. DAY-FLOWER

Flowers irregular. Sepals somewhat colored, unequal ;
the 2 lateral partly

united. Two lateral petals rounded or kidney-shaped, on long claws, the odd
one smaller. Stamens unequal, 3 of them fertile, one of which is bent inward

;

3 of them sterile and smaller, with imperfect cross-shaped anthers
;
filaments

naked. Often procumbent and rooting at the joints. Leaves contracted at base
into sheathing petioles ;

the floral one heart-shaped and clasping, folded together
or hooded, forming a spathe inclosing the flowers, which expand for a single

morning and are recurved on their pedicel before and afterward. Petals blue.

Flowering all summer. Ours all with perennial roots, or propagating by striking
root from the joints. (Dedicated to the early Dutch botanists J. and Or.

Commelin.)
* Ventral cells 2-ovuled (usually 2-seeded), the dorsal l-ovuled.

1. C. communis L. Slender and creeping, nearly glabrous ;
leaves lanceo-

late, 2-5 cm. long; spathe cordate, acute, with margins not united; seeds shal-

lowly pitted, granulate-reticulated. (C. nudiflora auth., not L.) Alluvial

banks, Del. to Fla., w. to Kan. and Tex. A frequent weed of dooryards and

gardens, northeastw. to e. Mass. (E. Asia, Trop. reg.)
2. C. hirtSlla Vahl. Stout, erect, 6-12 dm. high ;

leaves large, lanceolate,
the sheaths brown-bearded; spathes crowded, with margins united; seeds

smooth. River-banks, Pa. to Fla., w. to I. T. and Tex.

** Cells l-ovuled, l-seeded; seeds smooth ; spathe cucullate ; roots subtuberous.

3. C. erecta L. Slender, often low; leaves linear ; cells all dehiscent. Pa.

to Fla. and Tex.
4. C. virginica L. Slender, usually tall

;
leaves lanceolate to linear

;
dorsal

cell indehiscent, scabrous. Damp rich woods and banks, s. N. Y. to Fla., w. to

Mich., Kan., and Tex.

BROMELIACEAE (PINEAPPLE FAMILY)

Herbs (or scarcely woody plants, nearly all tropical), the greater part epi-

phytes, with persistent dry or fleshy and channeled crowded leaves, sheathing at

the base, usually covered with scurf.

1. TILLANDSIA L. LONG Moss

Perianth plainly double, 6-parted ;
the 3 outer divisions (sepals) membrana-

ceous
;
the 3 inner (petals) colored

;
all connivent below into a tube, spreading

above, lanceolate. Stamens 6, hypogynous or the alternate ones adhering to

the base of the petals ;
anthers introrse. Ovary free; style thread-shaped ;

stigmas 3. Capsule cartilaginous, 3-celled. Seeds several or many in each cell,

anatropous, club-shaped, pointed, raised on a long hairy-tufted &stalk, like a
coma. Scurfy-leaved epiphytes. (Named for Prof. TiUands of Abo.)

1. T. usneoides L. (COMMON LONG Moss or BLACK Moss.) Stems thread-
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shaped, branching, pendulous ;
leaves thread-shaped ; peduncle short, 1-flow-

ered
;
flower yellow. E. Va., s. to Fla., and westw.

; growing on the branches

of trees, forming long hanging tufts.

PONTEDERIACEAE (PICKEREL-WEED FAMILY)

Aquatic herbs, with perfect more or less irregular flowers from a spalhe ; the

petal-like 6-merous perianth free from the 3-celled ovary; the 3 or 6 mostly

unequal or dissimilar stamens inserted in its throat. Perianth with the (>

divisions colored alike, imbricated in 2 rows in the bud, the whole together

sometimes revolute-coiled after flowering, then withering away, or the base

thickened-persistent and inclosing the fruit. Anthers introrse. Ovules anat-

ropous. Style 1
; stigma 3-lobed or 6-toothed. Fruit a perfectly or incompletely

3-celled many-seeded capsule or a 1-celled 1-seeded utricle. Embryo slender,

in floury albumen.

1. Pontederia. Spike many-flowered. Perianth 2-lipped, its fleshy persistent base inclosing

the 1-seeded utricle. Stamens 6.

2. Heteranthera. Spathe 1-few-flowered. Perianth salver-shaped. Stamens 3. Capsule

many-seeded.

1. PONTEDERIA L. PICKEREL-WEED

Perianth funnel-form, 2-lipped ;
the 3 upper divisions united to form the 3-

lobed upper lip ;
the 3 lower spreading, and their claws, which form the lower

part of the curving tube, more or less separate or separable to the base
;
tube

after flowering revolute-coiled. Stamens 6 ;
the 3 anterior long-exserted ;

the

3 posterior (often sterile or imperfect) with very short filaments, unequally
inserted lower down

;
anthers versatile, oval, blue. Ovary 3-celled

;
two of the

cells empty, the other with a single suspended ovule. Utricle 1-celled. Stout

herbs, with thick creeping rootstocks, producing erect long-petioled leaves, and
a 1-leaved stem, bearing a spike of violet-blue ephemeral flowers. Root-leaves

with a sheathing stipule within the petiole. (Dedicated to Pontedera, Professor

at Padua in the 18th century.)
1. P. cordata L. Leaves heart-shaped, blunt

; spike dense, from a spathe-
like bract

; upper lobe of perianth marked with a pair of yellow spots (rarely
all white); calyx-tube in fruit crested with 6-toothed ridges. N. S. to Out..

Minn., and Tex. July-Sept. (Trop. Am.) Var. ANGUSTII^LIA Torr. Leaves

lanceolate or triangular-attenuate, roundish or truncate at base. Same range.

2. HETERANTHERA R. & P. MUD PLANTAIN

Perianth with a slender tube
;
the limb somewhat equally 6-parted, ephemeral.

Stamens in the throat, usually unequal ;
anthers erect. Capsule 1-celled or

incompletely 3-celled by intrusion of the placentae. Low herbs, in mud or

shallow water, with a 1-few-flowered spathe bursting from the sheathing side

or base of a petiole. (Name from rfya, different, and &v$T)p<i, anther.)

* Stamens unequal; 2 posterior filaments with ovate yellow anthers; the other

longer, with a larger oblong or sagittate greenish anther; capsule incom-

pletely 3-celled ; leaves rounded, long-petioled; creeping or floating plants.

1. H. renif6rmis H. & P. Leaves round-kidney-shaped to cordate and acute
;

spathe 3-5-flowered; flowers white or pale blue. Ct. to Neb., and southw.

(S. A.)
2. H. Iim6sa (Sw.) Willd. Leaves oblong or lance-oblong, obtuse at both

ends; spathe 1-flowered
;
flowers larger, blue. Va. to Neb., and southw.

(S. A.)
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* * Stamens alike, with sagittate anthers; capsule l-celled, with % parietal pla-
centae ; leaves linear, translucent, sessile ; submerged grass-like herbs, with

only the flowers reaching the surface.

3. H. dubia (Jacq. ) MacM. The slender branching stems clothed with leaves

and bearing a terminal 1-flowered spathe (becoming lateral); flowers small, pale

yellow, with a very long thread-like tube. (H. graminea Vahl.) N. E. to Ont.,
westw. and southw.

JUNCACEAE (RUSH FAMILY)

Grass-like or rush-like herbs, with small regular and hypogynous persistent

flowers, 3 glumaceous sepals, and 3 similar petals, 6 or rarely 3 stamens with

2-celled anthers, a single short style, 3 filiform hairy stigmas, and an ovary
either 3-celled or I-celled with 3 parietal placentae, forming a loculicidal

8-valvcd capsule. Seeds anatropous, with a minute embryo inclosed at the base

of the fleshy albumen. Flowers liliaceous in structure, but sedge-like in aspect

and texture.

1. Juncus. Capsule 3-celled (sometimes imperfectly so), many-seeded. Plants never hairy.

2. Luzula. Capsule 1-ceiled, 3-seeded. Plants often hairy.

1. JUNCUS [Tourn.] L. RUSH. BOG RUSH

Capsule 3-celled, or 1-celled by the placentae not reaching the axis. Stamens
when 3 opposite the 3 sepals. Chiefly perennials, and in wet soil or water,
with pithy or hollow and simple (rarely branching) stems, and cymose or clus-

tered small (greenish or brownish) flowers, chiefly in summer. (The classical

name, from jungere, to join, alluding to the use of the stems for bands.)

a. Inflorescence appearing lateral
;
the involucral leaf erect, similar to

and continuing the naked or essentially naked scape ;
rootstock

creeping 6.

b. Sheaths at base of the scape leafless.

Stamens 3.

Capsule tipped by a crown-like blunt mucro, formed by the
thick base of the style ;

inflorescence densely capitate . 17. J. conglorneratus.
Capsule truncate or emarginate at tip, without a distinct mucro.

Inflorescence loose, the primary
"

ry branches conspicuous . . 1C. J. effusus.
Inflorescence a dense head, the primary branches short and

inconspicuous (16) J. effusus, v. compactus.
Stamens 6.

Flowers greenish ; capsule broadly ovoid, barely mucronate,
about equaling the calyx 15. J.filiformis.

Flowers brown
; capsule more or less trigonous, distinctly mu-

cronate.

Calyx 2-2.7 mm. long, much exceeded by the capsule . . 18. J. Smithii.

Calyx 3.5-5 mm. long, nearly or quite equaling the capsule
14. J. baltieus, v UttoraUs.

b. Sheaths (or at least the inner ones) bearing long terete scape-like
leaves.

Flowers solitary at the tips of the ultimate ramifications of the

cyme ; capsule subglobose, 3-4 mm. in diameter, about equaled
by the spreading sepals . . 10. J". setaceus.

Flowers clustered at the tips of the ultimate branchlets
; capsule

trigonous, barely 2 mm. broad ; sepals and petals appressed-
ascending.

Capsule broadly ovoid, about equaling the calyx ; seeds ovoid,
obtuse 19. J. Roemerianus.

Capsule ellipsoid, exceeding the calyx ;
seeds with long caudate

tips 20. J. maritimus.
a. Inflorescence terminal c.

c. Leaves flat, or somewhat terete, or setaceous and channeled, but
never septate d.

d. Annuals with soft bases and fibrous roots.

Sepals much shorter than the rigid petals ;
flowers in dense

clusters
; stamens 3

; capsule subulate . . . . 42. J. repens.
Sepals equaling or exceeding the petals ; stamens 6

; capsule
ellipsoid or ovoid.
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Sepals and petals all long-attenuate and exceeding the capsule ;

seeds ovoid, apiculate.
Flowers scattered singly along the one-sided usually dichoto-

mous branches 1. J. bufonius.
Flowers clustered . (1) J. bufonius, v. congestus.

Petals blunt or obtuse, shorter than or only slightly exceed-

ing the capsule ;
seeds truncate . . . . (1) J. bufonius, \. haluphilua.

d. Perennials e.

e. Flowers prophyllate, i.e. subtended by bracteoles (2) in addi-
tion to the bractlet at base of pedicel /.

/. Leaf-sheaths with nmbriate auricles
; flowers 1-4, 5-20 times

exceeded by the thread-like subtending leaf.

Basal sheaths with setiform scarcely leaf-like blades ; can-
line leaves mostly crowded at the summit

;
flowers

usually 2-4 . 2. J. trljidus.
Basal sheaths bearing long leaves

;
cauline leaves scattered ;

flowers usually solitary (2) J. tri/idus, v. monanthos.
f. Leaf-sheaths with entire (or merely erose) auricles ;

flowers

(except in depauperate individuals) numerous g.

g. Leaf-sheaths covering one half the stem or more ;
the brown

3. J. Gerardi.

11. J. Vaseyi.

12. J.

13. J. Greenei.

and greenish sepals obtuse, and incurved at tip

g. Leaf-sheaths covering one fourth the stem or less
; sepals

acute or acuminate h.

h. Seeds with long caudate appendages.
Inflorescence exceeding the erect bracts ; capsule 4.5-6

mm. long, usually exceeding the calyx .

Inflorescence exceeded by the bracts
; capsule much

shorter than the calyx
h. Seeds short-pointed or blunt i.

i. Capsule reddish or castaneous, ellipsoid, much exceed-

ing the calyx
i. Capsule green or straw-colored (brown in age), shorter

than or about equaling the calyx j.

j. Leaves flat (or in age becoming involute) k.
k. Auricles at the summit of the sheaths scarious,

whitish, conspicuously extended beyond the

point of insertion
; bracts exceeding the inflo-

rescence 1.
*

I. Capsule at least two thirds as long as the spread-
ing-ascending sepals.

Flowers mostly clustered at the tips of the
branches of the inflorescence

Flowers scattered and secund along the
branches.

Branches of inflorescence loosely ascending,
elongate, the ultimate floriferous branch-
lets elongate and ascending . . (4) J. tenui*, v. anthelatus.

Ultimate floriferous branchlets widely spread-
ing, 0.5-2 cm. long .... (4> J. ten tu' *, v. Williamsii.

I. Capsule less than one half as long as the closely
appressed sepals

k. Auricles at the summit of the sheaths not conspicu-
ously extended beyond the point of insertion.

Bracts shorter than the cymes ; flowers 2.5-8.5
mm. long, scattered and secund along the as-

cending or incurved branches
Bracts (or at least the lowermost) exceeding the

cymes ; flowers mostly larger, not conspicu-
ously secund.

Inflorescence and basal sheaths straw-colored
or the latter somewhat darker.

Sheaths and auricles membranaceous, pale ;

perianth erect
Sheaths and auricles cartilaginous, darker;

perianth spreading 8. J. I>nill, i/i.

Inflorescence brownish ; inner basal sheaths

strongly purple-tinged . . (9) J. dic/mfomiin, v. i>l(tti/j>hyllus.

,j. Leaves terete, or at most slightly grooved along the

upper surface
. Flowers eprophyllate, i.e. with only the bractlet at the base of

the very short pedicel in.

m. Capsules at imt 1 nun. long, rarely exceeding the calyx;
Mowers gloinenilate. mostly in freely branched cymes.

Leaves terete, scape-like.

Capsule broadly ovoid, about equaling the calyx ;
seeds

ovoid, obtuse

Capsule ellipsoid, .slightly exceeding the calyx; seeds with
long caudate tips

Leaves flat, grass-like.

4. J. tennis.

G. J. monoHtichns.

7. J. secundus.

5. J. intt-//>/.

19. J. Roemerianus.

20. J. maritimus.
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Stamens included in fruit.

Petals ovate or oblong, blunt 43. J. marginatus.
Petals lance-attenuate, aristate . . . (43) J. marffinatus, v. setosus.

Stamens persistent and exserted in fruit . . . . 44. J. aristulatus.
m. Capsules 6-9 mm. long, much exceeding the calyx ;

flowers

few, in 1-4 terminal glomerules . . . . 41. J. stygius, v. americanus.
c. Leaves hollow, nodulose, i.e. with septa at regular intervals n.

n. Seeds with definite caudate tips o.

o. Leaves papillose-scabrous ;
stamens 6; seeds 2-3 mm. long . 21. J. asper.

o. Leaves smooth ; stamens 3
;
seeds shorter p.

p. Flowers with the mature fruit about 2.5 (rarely 3.5) mm. long ;

sepals obtuse ;
seed ellipsoid, barely 1 mm. long, with

very short tails . .... 22. t/. brachycephalus.
p. Flowers with mature fruit about 4 mm. long ; petals attenu-

ate, acute; seed spindle-shaped, with conspicuous tails.

Inflorescence (when well developed) ovoid or broader, one
third longer than broad ; the glomerules many-flowered ;

capsule equaling or slightly exceeding the calyx.
. Capsule abruptly short-pointed ;

seed 1-1.8 mm. long . 24. J. canadensis.

Capsule gradually tapering to tip ;
seed scarcely 1 mm.

long (24) J. canadensis, v. subcaudatus.
Inflorescence elongate, strict, and narrow, 3-6 times longer

than broad ; capsule much exceeding the calyx, gradu-
ally tapering ;

seed about 1 mm. long ....
n. Seeds merely pointed or blunt, not caudate q.

q. Stamens 3 r.

r. Capsule attenuate to tip or subulate, distinctly exceeding the

calvx .s.

s. Heads 2-7-flowered ; capsule not subulate.
Mature fruit 3.5 mm. long
Mature fruit 5 mm. long 37. J. di/usissimus.

s. Heads densely many-flowered ; capsule subulate.

Leaves flattened, obscurely septate ; sheaths without
auricles at summit

; cyme large, with widely divergent
branches and branchlets

Leaves terete, distinctly septate ;
sheaths with definite auri-

cles at summit
;
branches and branchlets ascending.

Blade of the uppermost leaf much shorter than its

sheath
Blade of uppermost leaf much longer than its sheath .

r. Capsule shorter than or about equaling the calyx, if longer,

abruptly tipped (not subulate) t.

t. Capsule half or two thirds as long as the calyx, tapering
gradually to a conic-subulate beak; glomerules spher-
ical ; the rigid subulate sepals much exceeding the

petals ;
rootstock thick, white, horizontal

t. Capsule nearly equaling or exceeding the calyx, abruptly
tipped; glomerules hemispherical; sepals and petals

subequal ;
stems tufted or with merely thickened base.

Basal leaves abundant, tufted from a thickened base, often

elongate and floating, obscurely septate ;
stems lax,

decumbent or repent, 0.5-2.5 drn. high ; petals blunt 27. J. bulbosus.
Basal leaves few, erect ; plant erect, 3 dm. or more high ;

petals acuminate.
Heads 1-50, on ascending-spreading branches; flowers

3-3.5 mm. long
Heads 200-500, on widely divergent branches ;

flowers

2-2.5 mm. long 38. J. robustus.

q. Stamens 6 u.

u. Upper cauline leaves bladeless (or essentially so), consisting
of firm tawny or colored sheaths 2.5-5 cm. long; the

middle leaf erect, much overtopping the inflorescence

u. Upper cauline leaves with blades, or, if bladeless, very small v.

v,. Flowers solitary or in 2's, often accompanied or replaced by
fascicles of small leaves.

Stem erect, from a horizontal rootstock; flowers secnnd
on the branchlets of a loose dichotomous cyme ;

fas-

cicles of reduced leaves confined to the inflorescence ;

anthers much exceeding the filaments

Stem repent or floating, bearing scattered fascicles of re-

duced leaves ;
roots tufted ;

flowers 1 or 2 on axillary
or subterminal peduncles ;

anthers about equaled by
the filaments

V. Flowers more numerous, in glomerules w.
w. Lower leaves elongate, filiform, floating, upper stouter;

glomerules mostly bearing fascicles of small leaves-;

capsule blunt
w. Leaves uniform, none floating ; glomerules without fasci-

cles of leaves as.

J. brevicaudatus.

5. J. debilis.

29. J. polyeephalus.

34. J. megacephalus.
33. J. scirpoides.

32. J. brachycarpus.

35. J. acuminatus.

28. J. militaris.

25. J. pelocarpus.

26. J. subtilis.

27. J. bulbosus.
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x. Glomerules spherical ; sepals subulate ; capsules subulate or lance-
subulate ; involucral bract usually exceeding the inflorescence.

Flowers 3-4 mm. long, reddish-brown ; petals equaling or exceed-

ing the sepals 30. J. nodosus.
Flowers 4-5 mm. long, greenish or dull brown ; petals much shorter

than the sepals 31. J. Torreyi.
a. Glomerules hemispherical ; sepals blunt or acuminate, at most mu-

cronate-tipped ; capsules ovoid or ellipsoid ; involucral bract
much shorter than the inflorescence y.

y. Sepals acuminate ; branches of the inflorescence widely divergent.
Flower brown or brownish

; capsule dark brown, 3-4 in in. long,
gradually tapering to the mucronate tip .... 40. J. articulatus.

Flower greenish ; capsule pale brown, 2.5-3 mm. long, abruptly
mucronate (40) J. articulatus, v. obtusatus.

y. Sepals blunt, often mucronate-tipped ;
branches of inflorescence

erect or strongly ascending.
Branches strictly erect ; glomerules loosely few-flowered, gener-

ally with one or more flowers elevated on slightly elongate
pedicels.

Flowers castaneous 39. J. alpinus.
Flowers greenish or straw-colored (39) J. alpinus, v. insignia.

Branches spreading-ascending ; glomerules compactly and regu-
larly flowered (39) J. alpinus, v. fuscescens.

1. Flowers prophyllate, i.e. subtended by bracteoles (2) in addition to the

bractlet at base of pedicel.

*
Inflorescences mostly terminal; leaves flat or canaliculate, rarely terete.

1. J. bufbnius L. Stems low and slender (0.3-3.5 dm. high), leafy, often

branched from the base
; cyme spreading ; flowers remote, greenish (3-7 mm.

long), rarely viviparous, or even converted into leafy tufts
;

sepals and petals linear-lanceolate, awl-pointed ;
stamens short

;

filaments slightly longer than the anthers
;
seeds narrowly ovoid

or ellipsoidal (0.3-0.6 mm. long). Damp open ground, road-

sides, etc., common. June-No v. (Cosmop.) FIG. 507.

Var. congSstus Wahlb. Flowers mostly in glomerules. In-

frequent. (Eu.)
Var. halophilus Buchenau & Fernald. More fleshy through-

out; flowers mostly in 2's or 3's; whitish petals obtuse
;
seeds

short-cylindric, abruptly truncate at one end.

Brackish shores, Gulf of St. Lawrence to

Mass.
;
Neb. to Rocky Mts., etc. June-Sept.

(Eu.) FIG. 568.

2. J. trlfidus L. Stems densely tufted from
matted creeping rootstocks, erect (1-4 dm.

high), sheathed and mostly leafless at base,
2-u-leaved at the summit,' flowers brown (3-4 mm. long) ;

sepals ovate-lanceolate, acute, equaling or rather shorter than
the ovate beak-pointed deep-brown capsule;- anthers much
longer than the filaments

;
seeds few, oblong, angled (1.5-2

mm. long), short-tailed. Alpine summits, Lab. to N. E. and
N. Y. June-Aug. (Greenl., Eurasia.)

Var. monanthos (Jacq.) Bluff & Fingerhuth. Taller (2.5-6
din. high), the numerous basal leaves often equaling the culms.

Local, mts. of s. N. Y. to Va. and N. C. (Ku.)
3. J. Gerardi Loisel. (BLACK GRASS.) Stems scarcely flattened, rigid (1.5-

8 dm. high) ; cyme contracted, usually longer than the bracteal leaf; flowers

3-4 mm. long ; sepals oval-oblong, nearly or quite as long as the ovoid obtuse
and mucronate capsule ;

anthers much longer than the short filaments
; style as

long as the ovary ;
seeds (0.4-0.5 mm. long) obovoid, delicately ribbed and cross-

lined. Salt marshes; common along the coast, rarely inland in Me., Vt.,
N. Y., and about the Great Lakes. June-Sept. (Kiirasiu, n. Atr. )

4. J. tSnuis Willd. Stem wiry (0.5-6 dm. high) ; cyme. 1-8 cm. long, loose,
or barely crowded

; flowers green (3-4.5 mm. long), mostly aggregated (it (he tips

f (In- I'l-iiiii'ltfs; sepals lanceolate, very acute, spreading in fruit, longer than

f>>7. J. bufonius.

Part of inflores-

cence x %.
Seed x 50.

568. J. buf., v. hal.

Part of inflorescence

x%.
S.T.1 x 30.
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569. J. tenuis.

570. J. interior.

Inflorescence x

the ovoid retuse scarcely pointed green falsely 1-celled cap-
sule

;
anthers much shorter than the filaments

; style very
short; seeds small (3-4 mm. long), delicately ribbed and
cross-lined. Fields and roadsides, very
common. June-Sept. (Eu., n. Afr.)
FIG. 569.

Var. anthelatus Wiegand. Tall (4-9
dm. high) and loose

; cyme loose, 6-18
cm. long ; flowers usually 2.5-3.5 mm.
long. Me. to Mo. and Tex.

Var. Williams!! Fern aid. Compara-
tively low (2.5-5 dm. high) and slender

;

inflorescence 3-8 cm. long ; capsule about

equaling the calyx. Gulf of St. Law-
rence to Ct. and N. Y. (Eu.)

5. J. interior Wiegand. Compara-
Inflorescence x v tively stout, 4.5-9 dm. high ;

leaves about

Sheath with auricles one third as lon as tne scapes ;
inflores-

x 2. cence 3-10 dm. long, with very ascend-

ing branches, the flowers 3-4 mm. long ;

capsule obscurely 3-celled
;
anthers much shorter than the

filaments
;
seeds 3.5-5 mm. long. Prairies, 111. to Wyo.

and Tex. Apr.-July. FIG. 570.

6. J. mon6stichus Bartlett. Erect, 3-5 dm. tall
;
culms compressed ;

leaves

basal, .^ f as long as the culms, the blades involute in drying, the auricles as in-

J. tennis; inflorescence 4-8 cm. long, much exceeded by the
lowest bract, finally stramineous, the branches 1-2.5 cm. long,
often incurved, bearing 3-9 secund flowers

; perianth 4-5 mm.
long, the sepals lance-acuminate, entirely concealing the trig-

onous-ovoid falsely 1-celled capsule (2 mm. long) ;
seeds

ovoid, coarsely reticulate, with longitudinally oblong areoles.

Ind. and Ark. FIG. 571.

7. J. secundus Beauv. Strict (1-8 dm.

high); the short flat leaves mostly tufted,

rarely more than one third as long as the

scapes ; sheaths with rounded membranous
auricles

;
inflorescence 3-14 cm. long, the

branches closely flowered
; sepals erect, barely

exceeding the distinctly , 3-celled capsule ;

anthers exceeding the filaments. (J. tenuis,
var. secundus Engelm.) Sandy or sterile

soil, Me. to Vt. and N. C.; also in the Miss.

Val. from Tenn. to 111. and Mo. June-Oct.

571. J. monostichus. FlG. 572.

Inflorescence x %. 8 - J- Dudley! Wiegand. Stiff (0.3-1 m. 572. J. secundus.

Fruiting flower x 3. high)-; leaves about half as long as the inflorescence x %.

scapes; inflorescence 1.5-7 cm. long, the

flowers rather closely aggregated, 4-5 mm. long, the segments spreading-

ascending, yellowish-green, barely exceeding the imperfectly 1-celled trigonous

capsule ;
filaments slightly exceeding the anthers; seeds 3.5-4.5

mm. long. Damp or open (mostly calcareous) soil, Que. to

Sask. and the Rocky Mts., s. to Pa., Mich., Wise., Minn., and
Kan. June-Sept. FIG. 573.

9. J. dich6tomus Ell. Stems rigid (0.4-1 m. high) from a
tumid base

;
leaves filiform, two thirds as long as the scapes,

the broad brown or purplish sheaths with rounded cartilagi-
nous auricles

; cyme loose or dense (2-8 cm. long), often with

1-sided forked branches, mostly longer than the involucral 573. J. Dudley!,

leaf
;
flowers greenish brown (3.5-4 mm. long) ; sepals lance- Sheath with auri-

olate, sharp-pointed, spreading in fruit, as long as the ovoid cles x 2.
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574. J. dichotomus.

Inflorescence x %.

575. J. setaceus.

Inflorescence x %.

beaked light mahogany-colored obscurely 1-celled cap-
sule

;
anthers nearly as long as Liu? filaments. Low

sandy grounds, L. I. to Fla. (Trop. Am.) FIG. 574.

Var. platyphyllus Wiegand. Leaves
flat or merely involute as in J. tcnuix :

auricles less cartilaginous, often nearly
scarious

; cyme loose. Along the

coast, Mass, to Tex.
10. J. setaceus Rostk. Scape slen-

der (0.3-1 m. high) ; cyme loose, rather

few-flowered
;

flowers greenish (3-4
mm. long) ; sepals and petals lanceo-

late, sharp-pointed, especially the 3

shining sepals; capsule beak-pointed,

greenish or light brown
;

anthers as

long as the filaments
; style conspicu-

ous
;
seeds (0.6-0.8 mm. long) irregu-

larly obconic, long-stipitate, ribbed geed'x 25
and cross-lined. Low usually brack-

ish ground, Del. and Mo. to Fla. and La. June-Sept. FIG. 575.

11. J. Vaseyi Engelm. Stems rigid (2.5-8 dm. high), densely tufted
;
leaves

nearly terete, very slightly channeled on the inner side
; cyme 1-4 cm. long,

often longer than the involucral leaf
;
flowers few, often one-

sided; capsule oblong, greenish; sepals lanceolate, acute, ap-

pressed ;
anthers as long as the filaments

; style very short
;

seeds slender (1 mm. or more long), the tails half as long as

the dark body. Damp thickets, shores, etc.,

n. N. B. to Sask., s. to centr. Me., n. N. Y.,

Mich., 111., la., and Col. July-Aug. FIG.

676.

12. J. oron6nsis Fernald. Similar; of

paler straw-color throughout ;
the inflores-

cence elongate, 2.5-9 dm. long, subdichoto-

mous, the flowers secund and distinct along
the secund suberect branches

; capsule oblong-

trigonous, truncate-emarginate, the sides flat

or a little concave toward the tip, miu-h

shorter than the sepals ;
seeds 1 mm. long,

the tails \ as long as the

body. Thickets, Me., local.

FIG. 577.

13. J. Greenei Oakes &
inflorescence x%. Tuckerm> Stems rigid (2-8
Fruiting flower x 3. dm high)

. ^^ nearly
terete, very deeply channeled (almost involute) on the inner

side
; cyme 1-6 cm. long, usually much shorter than the prin-

cipal erect involucral leaf, generally dense, the numerous
flowers often one-sided (4-5 mm. long) ; sepals lanceolate,

acute, light brown, appressed ;
anthers as long as the filaments

;

style very short; seeds ovoid (0.5mm. long), ribbed and deli-

cately cross-lined. Sandy or barren soil, Me. to Vt. and N. J.
;

locally about the Great Lakes. June-Sept. FIG. 578.

577. J. oronensis.

Seed x 40.

f<iteral; the im-,<hin;U It, if erect,
t<> ami. cnntlii iiimj tin n, ik <'<l scape ; leaves i>-<i utimj.

14.
J. balticus Willd., var. littoralis Kngelm. Scapes rigid

(0.3-1 m. high) ; cymes loose or dense (1-1) em. long) ;
flowers

chestnut-brown with gn-en ; sepals ovate -lanceolate, sharp-pointed, petals
obtusish

; eapsule ellipsoidal, rather triangular, obtuse and mucronate. deep
brown; anthers much lon-er than the broad tihuneiits; style about the length
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579. J. bait., v. lit.

Inflorescence x %.
Fruiting flower x 3.

of the ovary ;
seeds rather large (about 1 mm. long), nearly

obtuse, delicately ribbed and cross-lined. Sandy (mostly
brackish) shores, Nfd. to N. Y. and Pa.; the Great Lakes, and
westw. FIG. 579.

15. J. filif6rmis L. Scape very slender (1.5-6 dm. high),

pliant ; cyme few-flowered, almost simple ;
flowers 3 mm.

long ; sepals lanceolate, petals a little shorter and less acute,

mostly longer than the obtuse greenish' capsule ;
anthers

shorter than the filaments
; style very short

;

seed (0.5 mm. long) short-pointed at both

ends, indistinctly reticulated. Wet shores

and bogs, Nfd. to Sask., Pa., Mich., Rocky
Mts.,etc. June-Aug. (Eurasia, Patagonia.)
FIG. 580.

16. J. effusus L. (COMMON or SOFT

RUSH.) Scape soft and pliant (3-12 dm.

high) ;
inner sheaths awned

; cyme diffusely
much branched, many-flowered ; prophyllum below the indi-

vidual flowers broad-ovate
;

flowers small (2-2.5 mm. long),

greenish ; sepals lanceolate, very acute, as long as the narrow 550. j.

triangular-obovoid retuse and pointless greenish-brown capsule ; inflorescence x %.
anthers as long as the filaments

; style very short
;
seeds small Seed x 25.

(0.5 mm. long), with short pale points. Marshy ground, very
common. (Cosmop.) Var. COMPACTDS Lejeune & Courtois. Inflorescence

dense, glornerulate. Less common, except in N. S., where abundant.
17. J. conglomerates L. Similar to the last

; scapes more rigid (3-7 dm.

high), distinctly sulcate or even costate below the inflorescence
; glomerule 1-2

cm. in diameter
; prophyllum lanceolate

;
flowers about 3 mm.

long, brown or greenish ; sepals somewhat exceeding the

short-rnucronate capsule ;
anthers shorter than the fila-

ments. (J. Leersii Marsson). Ditches, etc., Nfd. and N. S.

(Eurasia.)
18. J. Smithii Engelm. Scape rather slender (6-9 dm.

high) ; cyme few-flowered, nearly simple ; sepals lanceolate,

acute; petals a little shorter, obtusish, shorter than the

broadly ovoid rather triangular acute deep chestnut-brown

capsule ;
anthers as long as the filaments

; style short
;
seeds

large (nearly 1 mm. long), obtuse, short-appendaged at

both ends, many-ribbed and reticulated. (J. gymnocarpus
Coville). Sphagnous swamps and wet woods, very local,

Schuylkill Co., Pa.
;
Walton Co., Fla. FIG. 581.

2. Flowers eprophyllate, i.e. with only the bractlet at base of the very short

pedicel.

* Leaves terete, scape-like, not septate.

19. J. Roemerianus Scheele. Scape stout and rigid (0.5-1.5 m. high), its

apex as well as the leaves pungent ; cyme compound, open and spreading,

brown; 3-6 greenish or light brown flowers (3-3.5 mm. long) in a cluster;

sepals lanceolate, sharp-pointed, longer than the obtusish petals ;
anthers much

longer than the broad filaments
; styles shorter than the ovary ;

seeds (0.7 mm.
long) very delicately ribbed. Brackish marshes, N. J. to Fla. and Tex.

20. J. maritimus Lam. Resembling the last, but with a rigid contracted green

cyme, an ovary attenuated into a style of nearly its own length, a greenish acute

capsule which usually exceeds the acute sepals, and seeds with distinct tails and

stronger ribs, Coney Island, N. Y. (Widely distr.)

* * Leaves nodulose, i.e. with septa at regular intervals.

21. J. asper Engelm. Stems tufted, erect (0.4-1 m. high), terete, stout,

rigid, and with the rigid leaves rough ; cyme with rigid slightly spreading

GRAY'S MANUAL 18

581. J. Smithii.

Inflorescence x %.
Seed x20.
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i. oaper.

Part of inflorescence x %.
Seed x 25.

583. J. brachycephalus.
Part of inflorescence x %.
Seed x 18.

branches, bearing scattered few(2-6)-flowered heads
;

flowers greenish with brown (4.5 mm. long) ; sepals
ovate-lanceolate, awl-pointed, rigid and strongly nerved,
shorter than the similar petals, these a little shorter
than the triangular-ovoid beaked incompletely 3-celled
brown capsule ; ovary taper-

ing into a conspicuous style ;

seeds large, subcylindric,
with white or often reddish

appendages. (J. caesarien-
sis Coville). Sphagnous
swamps, s. N. J., very local.

Aug.-Sept. FIG. 582.

22. J. brachycephalus
(Engelm.) Buchenau. Stem
slender (2.5-7 dm. high),
bearing numerous small 3-5-

flowered heads in a large

(0.5-2.5 dm. long) spread-

ing cyme ;
flowers green-

ish or light brown
; sepals

shorter than the petals and
the brown abruptly short-pointed capsule. (J. canadensis, var. Engelm.)

Marshes and wet shores, n. Me. to Wise., s. to Ct., Pa., and
111. July-Sept. FIG. 583.

23. J. brevicaudatus (Engelm.)
Fernald. Stern slender (1.5-7 dm.

high), bearing few deep-brown 3-7-
flowered heads in a somewhat erect

contracted cyme (2.5-15 cm. long) ;

flowers 2. 6 mm. long ; sepals acute, the

petals rarely obtusish, much shorter
than the prismatic gradually pointed
deep-brown capsule. (J. canadensis,
vars. brevicaudatus and coarctatus En-

gelm.) Muddy or damp places, Nfd.
to Ont., W. Va., and Minn. June-
Sept. FIG. 584.

24. J. canadensis J. Gay. Stems
tufted, stout and rigid (4-12 dm. high), r

bearing in a decompound somewhat Part of inflorescence x %.

spreading cyme the numerous 5-50-
'

flowered heads
;
flowers greenish or light brown (2.5-3.5 mm. long) ; sepals and

petals awl-pointed, mostly shorter than the abruptly short-pointed capsule ;
seeds

conspicuously tail-pointed. Marshy places, Nfd. to

Minn., Ga., and La. Aug. -Oct. (S. A.) FIG. 585.

Var. subcaudatus Engelm. Stem slender, often decum-
bent (3-9 dm. high), bearing in simpler spreading cymes
fewer 8-20-flowered heads

;
flowers greenish ; sepals awl-

shaped, but not so rigid ; capsule mostly tapering; seeds
with short white membranous appendages. R. I. to Pa.
and Ga. Perhaps specifically distinct.

26. J. pelocarpus Mey. Stems slender (0.5-5 dm.

high), bearing few thread-like slightly knotted leaves,

branching above into a compound spreading cyme ;
flow-

ers small (2.5 mm. long), greenish with ml ; sepal? and
petals oblong, obtuse, the petals longer, but shorter than
the slender taper-beaked 1 -celled capsule; style slender;
seeds (0.5 mm. long) obovoid, short-pointed. Sandy,
wet or swampy places, Nfd. to N. J., Pa., Minn., and

34. J. brevicaudatus.

Inflorescence x %.
Seed x 16.

585. J. canadensis.

580. .J. pelocarpus.

Part of inflorescence x %.
Same, proliferous x %.
Flower x 8.
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58T. J. subtilis.

Plant x %. Flower x 3.

Ont. Aug., Sept. The proliferous plants are usually sterile and much larger,
with larger diffuse panicles. FIG. 586.

26. J. subtilis Mey. Creeping or floating, capillary, reddish, in water

becoming 4 or 5 dm. long, with elongate capil-

lary leaves, on shore forming rosettes (0.5-2 dm.
broad) with a tuft of primary leaves (2 or 3 cm.

long) and repent branches bearing small fasci-

cles of small leaves and axillary or terminal
flowers either sessile or short-

peduncled ;
flowers and capsule

much as in preceding, but fila-

ments longer. (J. pelocarpus,
var. Engelm.) Margins and
shores of ponds and streams,

Nfd., Que., and Me. Aug., Sept. FIG. 587.

27. J. bulbbsus L. Similar, but with hardened bulbous

bases, coarser habit, several-flowered gloraerules, sharper sepals
and petals, and blunt capsule. Margins and shores of ponds,
streams or pools (generally floating). Lab., Nfd., and N. S.

(Eu., n. Afr., Pacific I.) FIG. 588.

28. J. militaris Bigel. Stem stout (3.5-9 dm. high), from
a thick creeping rootstock, bearing a solitary stout erect leaf

(3-7 dm. long) below the middle, which overtops the crowded
and rather contracted cyme ;

heads numerous, 5-12 (rarely 25)-
flowered; flowers brownish (3 mm. long); sepals and petals

lanceolate, the sepals awl-pointed, as long as the nar-

rowly-ovoid triangular taper-beaked 1-celled capsule ;

anthers longer than the filaments; ovary attenuate
into a slender style ;

seeds (0.6 mm. long)
globose-obovoid, ob-

tuse, abruptly pointed.
Margins of ponds

and streams, N. S. to

n. N. Y. and Ala.
Sometimes producing,
in deep water, num-
berless long capillary
submersed leaves from
the rootstock. FIG.
589.

29. J. polycSphalus
Michx. Stout (0.5-1.2 m. high), from a stout

horizontal rootstock
;
leaves laterally flattened

(3-9 mm. wide) ; cyme large (1-3 dm. long),

spreading, bearing many distant heads (nearly
1 cm. in diameter); flowers 3.5 mm. long; the subulate sepals longer than the

similar petals ;
anthers about as long as the filaments. (J.

scirpoicles, var. Engelm) . Swamps, s. Va. to Fla. and Tex.
FIG. 590.

30. J. nodbsus L. Stem erect (1.5-6 dm. high), slender,
from a creeping thread-like and tuber-bearing rootstock,

mostly with 2 or 3 slender leaves
;
heads few or several, rarely

single, 8-20-flowered (7-11 mm. in diameter), overtopped by
the involucral leaf; sepals nearly as long as the slender

triangular taper-pointed 1-celled capsule ;
anthers oblong,

shorter than the filaments
; style very short

;
seeds (0.5 mm.

long) obovoid, abruptly mucronate. Swamps and gravelly

banks, e. Que. to Sask., s. to Va., 111., and Neb. July, Aug. 591. J. nodosus.

FlG. 591. Inflorescence x %.

589. J. militaris.

Part of inflorescence x %.
Seed x 18.

590. J. polycephalus.

Part of inflorescence x %.
Seed x 30.
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592. J. Torreyi.

Inflorescence x %.
Fruiting flower x 3.

. brachycarpus.

Inflorescence x %.
Fruiting flower x 3.

31. J. Torrdyi Coville. Similar to the last; stem stouter (0.4-1 m. high),
with thick leaves

;
heads few and large (1-1.5 cm. in diameter), 30-80-flowered

;

anthers linear, shorter than the filaments. (J. nodosus,
var. megacephalus Torr.) Low sandy soil, Mass, to Sask.,
westw. and southw. July-Get. FIG. 592.

32. J. brachycarpus Engelm. Stem erect (4-9 dm.

high), from a thick white horizontal rootstock, bearing
about 2 leaves and 2-10 densely flowered spherical heads

(7-11 mm. in diameter) in a slightly

spreading crowded cyme much exceed-

ing the involucral leaf
;
flowers pale green

(4 mm. long) ;
anthers much shorter

than the filaments
; style very short

;

seeds (0.3 mm. long) abruptly apiculate.

Damp light soil, Mass, to N. C.
;
Ont.

to Miss, and Tex. June-Aug. FIG. 593.

33. J. scirpoides Lam. Stem erect (2.5-9 dm. high),
rather slender, from a thick horizontal rootstock, bearing
about 2 terete leaves with wide and open sheaths, and a cyme
of few or many densely flowered pale green irregularly spheri-
cal heads, much longer than the involucral leaf, its branches
erect and often elongated ;

heads (6-13 mm. in diameter)
15-40-flowered

;
flowers 3-4 mm. long; sepals and petals rigid,

awl-shaped and (especially the sepals) bristly-pointed, at

length pungent, as long as the stamens and nearly equaling
the oblong-triangular taper-pointed 1-celled capsule ;

anthers

very small
; style elongated or very short

;
seeds ovoid,

abruptly pointed at each end (0.5 mm. long.) Wet sandy soil, N. Y. to Fla.,

Mo., and Tex. July-Sept.
34. J. megacephalus M. A. Curtis. Stouter

;
leaves terete

;
branches of the

compact cyme short; heads larger, spherical, 40-80-flowered
;
flowers 4 mm.

long; sepals and petals narrower and more sharply pointed,
the sepals a little longer than the petals ;

stamens shorter

and anthers longer than in the preceding, and seeds rather

smaller and more slender. (J. scirpoides, var. echinotus

Engelm.) Va. (?) to Fla.

35. J. acuminatus Michx. Stems tufted, erect, slender

(3-7 dm. high), bearing about 2 leaves and a very loose

spreading cyme ;
heads rather few and large (0.5-1 cm.

broad), 5-many-flowered, greenish, at length straw-colored

or darker
; sepals and petals lance-awl-

shaped, sharp-pointed, equal, as long as

the ovoid-prismatic short-pointed 1-celled

straw-colored or light brown capsule ;
an-

thers a little shorter than the filaments
;

style almost none; seeds small (0.3-0.4
mm. long), acute at both ends, ribbed and
reticulated. N. Y,. to Ga., Minn., and
Tex. May-Aug. Heads often prolifer-
ous in autumn. (Mex.) FIG. 594.

36.
J. d6bilis Gray. Stems slender

(2-8 dm. long), flaccid, erect, decumbent,
or even rooting at the nodes

;
heads green, 2-7-flowered, in a

loose cyme (0.5-2.5 dm. long) ;
flowers small (2.5 mm. long);

capsule oblong-prismatic, short-mucronate. (J. ar//w///'////.,var. inflorescence x%.
Kngrlm.) - Wet sandy soil, R. I. to Mo., and southw. May- Fruiting flow, r x'.?.

Aug. FI.I. :>!.->.

'57.
J. diffusissimus Buckley. Slender and erect (2.."i Odin, high) ; headsvery

numerous, '-'-"-flowered, in a very diffuse and loosely dichotomous cyme (1-2.5
dm. long), the branches suberect

;
flowen greenish or pale brown, 3 mm. long, the

594. J. acuminatus.

Inflorescence x %.
Fruiting flower x 3.

Seed x 25.

505. .1. <M>ilis.
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596. J. diffusissimus.

Part of inflorescence x %.
59T. J. robustus.

Part of inflorescence

Seed x 30.

linear-subulate sepals and petals subequal ; capsule linear-

prismatic. Ind. to Ga. and Tex. June, July. FIG. 596.
38. J. robustus (Engelm.) Coville. Stem stout, tall

(0.5-1.2 m.), bearing 2 or 3 long
erect distinctly septate leaves, numer-
ous 5-8-flowered light brown heads
in a large much branched cyme (1-3
dm. long) ; ovoid-prismatic capsules
scarcely longer than the sepals ;

seeds
fusiform-ovoid. (J. acuminatus, var.

Engelm.) Deep swamps, 111. to La.
and Tex. June, July. FIG. 597.

39. J. alpinus Vill. Stem erect
or slightly decumbent (0.5-3.5 dm.
high), from a creeping rootstock, with
1 or 2 slender erect leaves

; cyme
meager (1-15 cm. long), with erect

branches bearing distant dark-brown heads, each of 3-10
flowers (2-2.5 mm. long) and usually with one or more

flowers elevated on slender pedicels ; sepals' oblong, obtuse,
inucronate or cuspidate and usually longer than the rounded

oblong petals, as long as or shorter than the obtuse short-

pointed incompletely 3-celled castaneous capsule ;
anthers as

long as the filaments
; style short

;
seeds (0.5 mm. in length)

spindle-shaped. Wet shores and marshes, Arctic Am., s. to

Nfd., N. B., n. Me., n. Vt., Oneida Co., N. Y. (Haberer),
and L. Superior. July, Aug. (Eurasia.) FIG. 598.

Var. insignis Fries. Similar, usually taller (sometimes
6 dm. high) ;

the flowers greenish or straw-color
;
the capsule

pale brown. (J. Eichardsonianus Schultes.) Sandy shores,

etc., e. Que. to B. C., s. to

centr. Me., Pa., 0., Ind.,

111., etc. (Eurasia.)
Var. fuscescens Fer-

nald. Branches spreading-
ascending ; glomerules com-

pactly and regularly flow-

ered, only exceptionally
with any of the greenish or

straw-coloredflowers raised

on elongate pedicels. Vt. to B. C. and Mo.
40. J. articulatus L. Stems (1.5-6 dm.

high), tufted from a short creeping rootstock,
with 1-3 slender leaves; cyme short (2-9 cm.

long), spreading, the crowded heads 3-10-

flowered
;
flowers brown (2.5-3 mm. long) ;

petals a little longer than the sepals, shorter

than the slender-conic incompletely 3-celled

deep chestnut-brown shiningcapsule ;
anthers

as long as the filaments
; ovary attenuate into

a short style ;
seeds (0.5 mm. long) obovoid,

attenuate below, abruptly pointed above.

Wet grounds, Nfd. toN. J., Ont., and Mich.

Var. obtusatus Engelm. Inflorescence pale, usually larger (sometimes 1.5

dm. long), the green flowers smaller, the abruptly mucronate pale capsule
shorter and duller. Me. to N. J. and Vt., oftenest in brackish soil.

* * * Leaves flat and grass-like or filiform, not septate.

41. J. stygius L. Stems (1-3 dm. high) from slender branching rootstocks,

1-3-leaved below, naked above, the leaves filiform
;
heads 1-4, of 1-4 flowers,

J. alpinus.

Inflorescence x %.
Fruiting flower x 3.

599. J. articulatus.

Inflorescence x %. Fruiting flower x 3.

July, Aug. (Eurasia.) FIG. 599.
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about the length of the sheathing scarious awl-pointed bract
;
flowers pale and

reddish (3-4 mm. long) ; sepals lanceolate, acute; petals obtusish, f the length
of the trigonous-ovoid acute or acuminate pale capsule (5-6 mm. long), as long
as the slender stamens

;
filaments many times longer than the oblong anthers

;

recurved stigmas shorter than the style ;
seeds oblong, with a very loose coat

prolonged at both ends (2-2.5 mm. long). Eurasia.

Var. americanus Buchenau. Often taller (1-4.5 dm. high) ;
heads 1 or 2;

flowers larger (4.5-5.5 mm. long); the distinctly mucronate-tipped capsule
longer (6-9 mm. long) ;

seeds 3-4 mm. long. Peat-bogs, Lab.
and Nfd. to Ont., s. to N. S., Me., N. Y., Mich., and Minn., very
local. July, Aug. (E. Prussia.)

42. J. rdpens Michx. Stems ascending (0.5-2 dm. high)
from a fibrous annual root, at length creeping or floating ;

leaves short, linear, those of the stem nearly opposite and
fascicled; heads few in a loose leafy cyme, 3-12-flowered;
flowers green (0.5-1 cm. long) ; sepals and petals rigid, lance-

subulate, sepals as long as the linear triangular obtuse capsule,
the petals much longer ;

stamens as long as the sepals ;
fila-

J repens.
nients much longer than the oblong anthers; seeds obovoid,

Inflorescence x v 'slightly pointed, very delicately ribbed and cross-lined. Miry
banks and ditches, Del. to Fla. and La. June-Oct. FIG. 600.

43. J. marginatus Rostk. Stem erect, from a bulbous and stoloniferous
base (2-7 dm. high) ; leaves linear

;
heads 3-12-flowered, in simple or compound

cymes ;
flowers purplish and green (3.5 mm. long) ; sepals and

petals oblong, the sepals acute and slightly awned, petals longer,
mostly obtuse, as long as the subglobose scarcely mucronate cap-
sule

;
stamens shorter than the sepals, early shriveling ;

anthers
shorter than the filaments; style very short

;
seeds (about 0.5

mm. long) slender, pointed at both ends and strongly ribbed.

Moist sandy places, Me. to Ont., Neb., and
southw. July-Sept. FIG. 601.

Var. set&sus Coville. Similar to the species,
but with lance-attenuate aristate petals.
Kan. to La. and Tex.

44. J. aristulatus Michx. Coarser (0.4-1 m.

Fruiting flower x 8.
hiSh ) '

the larger inflorescence (0.5-2 dm. high)
with abundant 2-5-flowered brown heads

;
stamens equaling or

exceeding the sepals, persistent and usually exserted in fruit. (J. marginatus, var.

biflorus Engelm.) Wet sandy barrens, Mass, to Mich., and southw., mostly near
the coast. FIG. 602.

2. LtZULA DC. WOOD RUSH

Capsule 1-celled, 3-seeded, 1 seed to each parietal placenta. Perennials,
often hairy, usually in dry ground, with flat and soft usually hairy leaves, and
spiked, crowded, or umbeled flowers. (From Gramen Luzulae, or Luxulae,
diminutive of lux, light, a name given to one of the species from its shining
with dew.) JUNCOIDES [Dill.] Adans. JUNCODES Ktze.

a. Flowers solitary at the tips of the ultimate branches of the inflorescence.
Inflorescence an umbel, the filiform peduncles l(rarely 2)-flowered ;

flow-
ers 8-4.5 mm. long 1. L. salttti'Unix.

I n ilorescence a loose decompound cyme; flowers 2 mm. long . . . 2. L. parvitforn.
a. Flowers crowded in spikes or glomeriiles b.

b. Flowers white 8. L. nemoroaa.
b. Flowers brown or straw-colored (rarely green in shade) c.

c. Flowers in dense nodding spiko-likt- panicle 5. L. spicata.
O. Flowers in mostly |N.lmiclcd ^lomerules d.
d. Leaves flat, with blunt callous tips ; bracts at base of the flowers entire

or merely lacerate.

Flowers flMtaneoni (6) L. campestris, v.frigida.
Flow.-rs frmiirinoiis, pale brown or yellowish.
Kay* all strongly ascending 6. L. campextrix. \. mult(flora.
Ka\ - lor Minn' i.f tin-in) strongly divergent . . (0) /. i-<nnj>t'Ktrix, \. Inilbosa.

d. Leaves'with involute subulate tips; bracts at base of flowers ciliate-

flmbriate 4. L. confuna.

602. J. aristulatus.

601. J. marginatus.

Inflorescence x %.
Fruiting flower x8.
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1. L. saltuSnsis Fernald. Plant loosely caespitose, often stoloniferous, 1-4
dm. high ;

leaves lance-linear, hairy, the basal 0.5-1 cm. wide
;
umbel mostly

simple, the peduncles loosely ascending or spreading ; sepals and petals broadly
lanceolate, pale brown or straw-colored, with hyaline margins, shorter than the
conic-ovoid pointed capsule ;

seeds with a long curved appendage. (L. vernalis
Man. ed. 6, not DC.

;
J. pilosum Coville, not Ktze.) Woods and banks, Nfd. to

Sask., N. Y., Mich., and Minn., and in the mts. to Ga. Apr., May. (E. Asia.)
2. L. parviflbra (Ehrh.) Desv. Nearly smooth (1.5-9 dm. high); leaves

broadly linear, the basal 7-13 mm. wide
; corymb decompound, loose ; pedicels

drooping ; sepals pointed, straw-color, about the length of the minutely pointed
and brown (tardily black) capsule ;

seeds not appendaged. (L. spadicea, var.

melanocarpa Mey.) Low woods and mountain slopes, Lab. to Alaska., s. to

N. B., Me., White Mts., w. Mass., n. N. Y., Great Lakes
;
and in the Rocky Mts.

June, July. (Eurasia.)
3. L. NEMOR6SA (Poll.) Mey. Loosely caespitose (4-8 dm. high); leaves

long, linear, erect, more or less hairy, the basal 3-5 mm. wide
;
inflorescence

diffusely corymbiform, 3-15 cm. long, the ultimate branchlets terminated by
3-8-flowered gloinerules ; sepals and petals lanceolate, acute, the sepals dis-

tinctly shorter, about equaled by the apiculate-beaked trigonous-ovoid dark

capsule. Open woods, Riverdale, N. Y.
; Niagara Falls, Ont. June, July.

(Introd. from Eu.)
4. L. confusa Lindeberg. Caespitose (0.5-3 dm. high); leaves linear, chan-

neled
; spikes 1-5, on unequal ascending or rarely recurved peduncles, ovoid,

chestnut-brown, the largest 5-8 mm. thick
; sepals taper-pointed, longer than

the obtuse capsule ;
seeds not appendaged. (L. arcuata Man. ed. 6, not Mey. ;

L. hyperborea R. Br., in part.) Alpine summits, Me., N. H., and far northw.

July, Aug. (Eurasia.)
5. L. spicata (L.) DC. Densely caespitose (1-5 dm. high); leaves channeled,

narrowly linear
; flowers in sessile clusters, forming an interrupted spiked pan-

icle, brown ; sepals bristle-pointed, scarcely as long as the abruptly short-pointed

capsule ;
seeds merely with a roundish projection at base. Alpine regions,

N. E. and n. N. Y., and far northw. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)
6. L. campSstris (L.) DC. Loosely caespitose and strongly stoloniferous

(0.5-2 dm. high); leaves linear, flat, hairy; spikes 2-6, globose ((5-7 mm. thick),

irregularly urnbeled, 1 or 2 subsessile, the others on wide-spreading or decurved

peduncles ;
flowers castarieous, 3 mm. long ; sepals bristle-pointed, longer than

the obtuse capsule ;
seeds with a conical appendage at base. Eurasia.

Var. multiflbra (Ehrh.) Celak. Densely caespitose (1.5-6 dm. high); spikes

3-12, subglobose or subcylindric (5-6 mm. thick), mostly on ascending or erect

simple or slightly forked peduncles (sometimes congested) ;
the ferruginous or

pale brown (rarely green) calyx 2.5-3 mm. long, often equaled by the capsule.

(L. campestris Am. auth., not DC.) Fields,- meadows, and open woods, very
common, Nfd. to the Pacific, s. to Pa., Great Lakes, etc. Apr.-July. (Eur-
asia.)

Var. frigida Buchenau. Similar to var. multiflora, but with the subglobose

short-peduncled heads castaneous or nearly black. Lab. and Nfd. to N. B. and
Me. (N. Eu.)

Var. bulbbsa A. Wood. Somewhat resembling var. multiflora, but with some
or all of the rays divergent, and the base sometimes but not always producing
small bulblets. (Juncoides Small.) Woods, generally near streams, D. C. to

Ind., Kan., and southw.

LILlACEAE (LILY FAMILY)

Herbs, or rarely woody plants, with regular and symmetrical almost always

6-androus flowers ; the perianth not glumaceous, free from the chiefly 3-celIed

ovary,' the stamens I before each of its divisions or lobes (i.e. 6, in one in-

stance 4), with 2-celled anthers; fruit a few-many-seeded pod or berry ; the

small embryo inclosed in copious albumen. Seeds anatropous or amphitropous
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(orthotropous in Smitox). Flowers not from a spathe, except in Allium ; the

outer and inner ranks of the perianth colored alike (or nearly so) and generally

similar, except in Trillium.

Tribe I. NARTHEClEAE. Flowers perfect, small, spicate-raceinose. Perianth of 6 distinct seg-

ments. Style none
; stigma small, slightly lobed or undivided. Fruit a loculicidal capsule.

1. Narthecium. Filaments woolly. Perianth-segments linear-lanceolate, yellowish. Capsule

short-cylindric, attenuate, many-seeded.

Tribe II. HELONlEAE. Flowers (small) perfect or dioecious, racemo-spicate. Perianth of 6

distinct segments. Styles 8, distinct. Fruit a loculicidal capsule.

2. Xerophyllum. Flowers perfect. Seeds 2 in each cell.

3. Helonias. Flowers perfect. Seeds many in each cell, linear and with a tapering appendage
at each end.

4. Chamaelirium. Flowers dioecious. Seeds numerous, somewhat wing-appendaged at the
ends.

Tribe III. VERATREAE. Flowers perfect or polygamously monoecious. Perianth of 6 nearly

or quite distinct segments. Styles 3, distinct. Fruit a septicidal capsule.

5. Tofieldia. Flowers perfect. Anthers 2-celled. Leaves 2-ranked, equitant.

6. Amianthium. Flowers perfect. Anthers confluently 1-celled. Leaves several-ranked.

Permnth-segments glandless.

7. Stenanthium. Flowers polygamous. Perianth-segments lanceolate, acuminate, glandless.

Stem from a bulbous base.

8. Zygadenus. Flowers perfect or monoecious. Leaves several-ranked, linear. Perianth-

segments glandular at the base, ovate or oblong. Stem glabrous.

9. Melanthium. Flowers polygarno-monoecious. Stem pubescent above, from a running root-

stock. Perianth-segments free from the ovary, their long claws adnate to the filaments.

10. Veratrum. Flowers polygamo-monoecious. Stem pubescent above, from a running root-

stock. Perianth-segments without claws, slightly adnate to the ovary.

Tribe. IV. UVULARlEAE. Flowers perfect. Perianth-segments distinct. Style 3-cleft to below

the middle. Fruit a loculicidal capsule. Flowers terminal or axillary. Stem leafy.

11. Uvularia. Stem terete. Leaves perfoliate. Flowers terminal. Capsule truncate, 3-lobed.

12. Oakesia. Stem angled. Leaves sessile but not perfoliate. Flowers appearing opposite the

leaves. Capsule rounded or more or less pointed at the summit, acutely 8-winged.

Tribe V. ALLlEAE. Flowers perfect, umbellate. Perianth-segments 6, nearly or quite distinct,

1-nerved. Style single, long; stigma uncleft, or only slightly 3-lobed. Fruit a loculicidal

capsule. Seeds few (1-7) in each cell.

13. Allium. Seeds 1-2 in each cell. Plants with a strong odor.

14. Nothoscordum. Seeds several in each cell. Plants without strong odor.

Tribe VI. HEMEROCALLfDEAE. Flowers perfect. Perianth-segments united below the middle

into a funnel-shaped tube, not conspicuously roughened. Style single, long, declined, not

cleft. Fruit a loculicidal capsule.

IT). Heroerocallis. Flowers large. Perianth yellow or brownish-red.

Tribe VII. LILlEAE. Flowers perfect. Perianth-segments distinct, petaloid. Style single,

elongated, uncleft. Fruit a loculicidal capsule. Seeds numerous in each cell. Stem from a

scaly l>iill> or from a conn.

16. Lilium. Stem leafy, from a scaly bulb. Seeds flattened.

17. Erythronium. Stem a scape from a solid bulb. Leaves 2, basal. Seeds obovoid.

Tribe VIII. SCfLLEAE. Flowers perfect. Perianth -segments distinct and 8-several-nerved, or

united into an urceolate. short-toothed tube, not roughened externally. Style single, slender,

uncleft.. Fruit a loculicidal capsule. Stem seapose from a tunicate luilh.

18. Camassia.
"
Flowers light blue, long-racemose. Filaments filiform. Perianth-segments

distinct.

19. Ornithogalum. Flowers greenish-white, subcorymbo.se. Filaments dilated. Perianth -seg-

ments distinct.

20. Muscari. Flowers blue. Perianth gamophyllous, globose-urceolatc ; limb short-toothed.
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Tribe IX. YUCCEAE. Flowers perfect, racerao-paniculate. Perianth campanulate ; its segments
(large) distinct or somewhat connate near the base. Fleshy 3-lobed stigmatophore nearly or

quite sessile. Fruit a loculicidal capsule. Cells many-seeded.
21. Yucca. Leaves sword-shaped, rigid.

Tribe X. POLYGONATEAE. Flowers perfect. Style single, entire or shortly 3-cleft at the
summit. Fruit a berry.

* Proper leaves reduced to scarious scales, the apparent (phyllodial) leaves filiform.

22. Asparagus. Stem excessively branched. Flowers small, axillary.

* * Leaves neither scale-like nor filiform.

+- Perianth-segments distinct.

23. Clintonia. Scapose. Flowers umbellate or subumbellate.

24. Smilacina. Leafy-stemmed. Flowers 6-parted, racemose or paniculate.
25. Maianthemum. Low

;
stem 1-3-leaved. Flowers 4-parted.

26. Disporum. Leafy-stemmed. Flowers few in terminal umbels.

27. Streptopus. Leafy-stemmed. Flowers axillary on bent pedicels.

-H -i- Perianth-segments connate.

28. Polygonatum. Stem leafy. Peduncles axillary, 1-8-flowered. Perianth cylindrical.
29. Convallaria. Leaves sheathing the scape. Flowers racemose. Perianth bell-shaped.

Tribe XI. PARfDEAE. Flowers perfect. Perianth-segments distinct. Style-branches distinct.

Fruit a berry. Oauline leaves whorled.

30. Medeola. Cauline leaves in 2 whorls. Flowers umbellate. Styles filiform.

31. Trillium. Cauline leaves 3 in a single whorl. Styles short, thick, the stigmatic surface

irregular.

Tribe XII. ALETREAE. Flowers perfect. Perianth (small, white or yellow) gamophyllous,

conspicuously roughened. Style single, slightly cleft at the summit. Ovary partly inferior.

Fruit a loculicidal many-seeded capsule.

32. Aletris. Scapose. Flowers in a spicate raceme.

Tribe XIII. SMILACEAE. Flowers dioecious, umbellate. Fruit baccate. Leaves net-veined.

Tendrils usually present.

33. Smilax. Periant i-segments distinct, deciduous, small, greenish or yellowish.

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO GENERA
a. Flowers dioecious.

Inflorescence umbellate
;
fruit a berry 33. SMILAX.

Inflorescence a spicate raceme
;
fruit a pod 4. CHAMAELIRIUM.

a. Flowers perfect or monoecious &.

b. Perianth gamophyllous, urceolate or campanulate, with a shortly
toothed limb.

Stem leafy ; leaves ovate, oblong, or lanceolate 28. POLYGONATITJJ .

Stem scapoid, leafy only at the base.
Leaves oblong ; perianth white . 29. CONVALLARIA.
Leaves very narrow, lanceolate to linear or terete.

Perianth smooth, blue . 20. MUSCARI.
Perianth roughened, white or yellow 32. ALETRIS.

b. Perianth cleft at least to the middle or divided to the base c.

c. Fruit a berry d.
d. Cauline leaves whorled.

Cauline leaves 3, in a single involucre-like whorl . . . .31. TRILLIUM.
Cauline leaves in 2 whorls 30. MEDEOLA.

d. Cauline leaves alternate or none.
Leaves all basal 23. CLINTONIA.
Leafy-sternined .

Real leaves scale-like ; apparent leaves filiform . . . .22. ASPARAGUS.
Leaves foliaceous. never filiform.

Flowers 4-parted 25. MAIANTHEMUM.
Flowers 6-parted.
Flowers racemose or paniculate 24. SMILACINA.
Flowers umbellate 26. DISPORUM.
Flowers axillary, solitary or in pairs 27. STREPTOPUS.

c. Fruit a capsule e.

e. Style none or very short and fleshy. (See also Tulipa, p. 289)
Flowers small

;
leaves distichous 1. NARTIIECIUM.

Flowers large ;
leaves several-many-ranked 21. YUCCA.
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e. Style or styles filiform '/.

/. Style single, entire or more or less deeply parted g.

g. Style 8-parted to below the middle.
Leaves perfoliate 11. UVULARIA.
Leaves sessile, not perfoliate 12. OAKESIA.

g. Style entire or slightly 3-lobed at the summit h.

h. Stern rhizomatose at the base 15. HEMEROCALI.IS.
Ti. Stem bulbous at the base i.

i. Bulb solid (a corm) ; leaves 2, basal 17. EBYTHKONIUM.
*. Bulb scaly ;

stem leafy 16. LILIUM.
i. Bulb tunicate.

Perianth-segments 1-nerved.

Herbage with the odor of onion 13. ALLUTM.
Herbage without strong odor 14. NOTHOSCORDUM.

Perianth-segments 8-several-nervetl.
Perianth blue ;

filaments thread-like . . . .18. CAMASSIA.
Perianth greenish-white ;

filaments broad . . .19. ORNITHOGALUM.
/. Styles 8, distinct to the base j.

j. Stigmas linear.

Perianth-segments purplish ; seeds many in each cell . . 8. HELOMAS.
Perianth-segments white

;
seeds 2 in each cell ... 2. XEROPIIYLLUM.

j. Stigmas terminal.
Anthers 2-celled 5. TOFIELDIA.
Anthers confltiently 1-celled.

Stem pubescent.
Perianth-segments clawed 9. MELANTHIUM.
Perianth-segments essentially sessile . . . .10. VERATRTM.

Stem glabrous.
Perianth-segments glandular near the base ... 8. ZTGADENUS.
Perianth-segments not glandular.
Flowers polygamous 7. STENANTIUI M.

Flowers perfect 6. AMIANTIIIUM.

1. NARTHECIUM [Mohring] Juss. Boo ASPHODEL

Sepals 6, linear-lanceolate, yellowish, persistent. Anthers linear, introrse.

Seeds ascending, appendaged at each end with a long bristle-form tail. Root-
stock creeping, bearing linear equitant leaves, and a simple stem or scape termi-

nated by a simple dense bracteate raceme
; pedicels bearing a linear bractlet.

(Name an anagram of Anthericum, from dv0tpiKos, supposed to have been the

Asphodel.)
1. N. americanum Ker. Stem 2.5-4 dm. high; leaves 0.7-1.5 mm. wide,

7-9-nerved
;
raceme dense (2-5 cm. long) ; perianth-segments narrowly linear

(4-5 ,mm. long), scarcely exceeding the stamens. (Abama Morong.) Sandy
bogs, pine-barrens of N. J. June, July.

2. XEROPHYLLUM Michx.

Perianth widely spreading; sepals petal-like (white), oval, distinct, without

glands or claws, 6-7-nerved, at length withering, about the length of the awl-

shaped filaments. Anthers 2-celled, short, extrorse. Styles thread-like, stig-
matic down the inner side, persistent. Capsule globular, 3-lobed, obtuse (small).
Seeds collateral, 3-angled, not margined. Herb with the stem simple, from a
thick tuberous rootstock, bearing a simple dense bracteate raceme of showy
flowers, and thickly beset with needle-shaped leaves, the upper reduced to

bristle-like bracts
;
those from the root in a dense tuft, reclined, rough on the

margin, dry and rigid. (Name from 7;/>6j, arid^ and ^tfXXov, leaf.}
I '. X. asphodeloides (L. ) Nutt. Stem 3-12 dm. high. (X. setifolium Michx.)
Pine-barrens, N. J. to e. Tenn., and Fla. June.

3. HEL6NIAS L.

Perianth of spatulate-oblong purple segments, persistent, several-nerved.

glandless, turning green, shorter than the thread-like filaments. Anthers

2-celled, roundish-oval, blue, extrorse. Styles revolule, sti^niatir down the
inner side, deciduous. Capsule obcordately 3-lobed, loculicidally .'5-valved

;
the

valves divergently 2-lobed. A smooth perennial, with many oblong-spatulate
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or oblanceolate evergreen flat leaves, from a tuberous rootstock, producing in

early spring a stout hollow sparsely bracteate scape (3-6 dm. high), sheathed with
broad bracts at the base, and terminated by a simple and short dense raceme.
Bracts obsolete

; pedicels shorter than the flowers. (Name probably from <?\os,

a swamp, the place of growth.)
1. H. bullata L. Wet places, s. N. Y., and e. Pa. to Va., rare and local.

4. CHAMAELIRIUM Willd. DEVIL'S BIT

Perianth of 6 spatulate-linear (white) spreading 1-nerved sepals, withering-
presistent. Filaments and (white) anthers, as in Helonias ; fertile flowers
with rudimentary stamens. Styles linear-club-shaped, stigmatic along the inner
side. Capsule ellipsoid, not lobed, of a thin texture, loculicidally 3-valved
from the apex. Seeds linear-oblong. Smooth herb, with a wand-like stem
from a (bitter) thick and abrupt tuberous rootstock, terminated by a wand-
like spiked raceme (1-3 dm. long) of small bractless flowers

;
fertile plant more

leafy than the staminate. Leaves flat, lanceolate, the lowest spatulate, tapering
into a petiole. (Name formed of xa/xa/, on the ground, and \dpiov, lily, the

genus having been founded on a dwarf undeveloped specimen.)
1. C. luteum (L.) Gray. (BLAZING STAR.) Stem 3-12 dm. high; fruiting

pedicels 1-5 mm. long; capsule 7-10 mm. long. (C. carolinianum Willd.)
Low grounds, w. Mass, to Fla., w. to Mich., Neb., and Ark. June.

2. C. obovale Small. Similar; flowers larger ; fruiting pedicels about equal-

ing the larger (12-14 mm. long} capsules. Woods, N. Y., N. J.; and in the
mts. from W. Va. to N. C. and Ala. Species not seen.

5. TOFIELDIA Huds. FALSE ASPHODEL

Perianth more or less spreading, persistent ;
the sepals (white or greenish)

concave, oblong or obovate, without claws, 3-nerved. Filaments awl-shaped ;

anthers short, innate or somewhat introrse, 2-celled. Styles awl-shaped ; stig-
mas terminal. Seeds oblong, horizontal. Slender perennials, mostly tufted,
with short or creeping rhizomes, and simple stems leafy only at the base, bearing
small flowers in a close raceme or spike. Leaves 2-ranked, equitant, linear, grass-
like. (Named for Mr. Tofleld, an obscure English botanist of the 18th century.)
* Glabrous ; pedicels solitary, in a short raceme or head ; seeds not appendaged.

1. T. palustris Huds. Scape leafless or nearly so (6-19 cm. high), slender,

bearing a globular or subcylindric head or short raceme of whitish flowers
;
leaves

tufted, 2-4 cm. long. Gaspe" Co., Que., to Minn., and northw. (Greenl., Eu.)
* * Stem and inflorescence pubescent ; pedicels fascicled in threes; seeds caudate.

2. T. glutinbsa (Michx.) Pers. Stem (1.5^.5 dm. high) and pedicels very

glutinous with dark glands; leaves broadly linear, short; perianth not becom-

ing rigid ; capsule thin
;
seeds with a contorted tail at each end. Moist grounds,

Nfd. to centr. Me., 111., Minn., northw. and westw.
;
also s. in the Alleghenies.

June, July.
3. T. racem6sa (Walt.) BSP. Stem (3-9 dm. high) and pedicels roughened

with minute glands ; leaves longer and narrower
; perianth rigid about the firm

capsule ;
seeds with a short white appendage at each end. (T.pubens Michx.)

Pine-barrens, N. J. to Fla. and Ala. July.

6. AMIANTHIUM Gray. FLY Potsox

Perianth widely spreading ;
the free white segments oval or obovate, without

claws or glands, persistent. Filaments capillary. Anthers, capsules, etc., nearly
as in Melanthium. Styles thread-like. Seeds 1-4 in each cell. Glabrous, with

simple stems from a bulbous base or coated bulb, scape-like, few-leaved, termi-

nated by a simple dense raceme of handsome flowers, turning greenish with age.

(From a/j.iai>Tos, unspotted, and &v0os, flower ; a name formed with more regard
to euphony than to good construction, alluding to the glandless perianth.)
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1. A. muscaet6xicum (Walt.) Gray. (FLY POISON.) Leave* broadly linear,

elongated, obtuse (4-27 mm. wide); raceme simple; capsule abruptly 3-horned
;

seeds oblong with a fleshy red coat. ( Chrosperma Ktze. ) Open woods, L. I.

to Fla., w. to Ky. and Ark. June, July.

7. STENANTHIUM (Gray) Kunth.

Perianth spreading ;
the sepals narrowly lanceolate, tapering to a point from

the broader base, where they are coherent to the base of the ovary, much longer
than the short stamens. Seeds nearly wingless. Smooth, with a wand-like

leafy stem from a bulbous base, long and grass-like conduplicate-keeled leaves,
and numerous small flowers in compound racemes, forming a long terminal

panicle ; flowering in summer. (Name composed of ore^s, narrow, and Aj/0os,

flower, from the slender sepals and panicles.)
1. S. gramineum (Ker) Kunth. Stem leafy (1-1.6 m. high), slender ; leaves

4-10 mm. broad; panicle elongated, very open, with slender flexuous branches
or subsiinple ;

flowers nearly sessile or the fertile on short pedicels ; sepals linear-

lanceolate (white), 4-8 mm. long; capsule mostly reflexed, narrowly oblong-
ovate, with spreading beaks. (S. angustifolium Kunth.) In the Alleghenies
from Va. to Ga., westw. to Mo. S. ROBUSTUM Wats., separated on its stouter

habit, dense panicle, broader leaves, and erect capsule, is doubtfully distinct.

8. ZYGADENUS Michx.

Flowers perfect or polygamous. Perianth withering-persistent, spreading ;

the petal-like oblong or ovate sepals 1-2-glandular near the more or less narrowed
but not unguiculate base. Stamens free from the sepals and about their length.

Anthers, styles, and capsule nearly as in Melanthium. Seeds angled, rarely at

all margined. Smooth and somewhat glaucous perennials, with rather large

panicled greenish- white flowers in summer. (Name composed of "vy6s, a yoke,
and dS?^, a gland, the glands being sometimes in pairs.)

* Stem from a creeping rootstock ; 2 conspicuous orbicular glands on each divi-

sion of the perianth above the claw.

1. Z. glab6rrimus Michx. Stems 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves grass-like, channeled,

conspicuously nerved, elongated, tapering to a point ; panicle pyramidal, many-
flowered

;
flowers perfect; sepals nearly free (12 mm. long), ovate, becoming

lance-ovate, with a short claw. Grassy low grounds, Va. to Fla. and Ala.

** Stem from a more or less bulbous base; glands less obvious, covering the

base of the perianth-segments.

2. Z. chloranthus Richards. Stem 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves flat, carinate

;

raceme simple or sparingly branched and few-flowered
;
bracts ovate-lanceolate

;

base of the perianth coherent with the. base of the ovary, the thin ovate or obo-
vate sepals marked with a large obcordate gland, the inner abruptly contracted
to a broad claw. (Z. elegans of auth., not Pursh.) Calcareous soils, (iaspe* Co.,

Que., to Man., southw. to n. N. B., n. Vt., n. N. Y., n. ()., n. 111., and (?) Mo.
3. Z. Nuttallii Gray. Like the last; raceme rather densely flowered, with

narrow bracts
; perianth free ; sepals with an ill-d<ji>n'<l ijlmnl </( /mxp, not at

all clawed
;
seeds larger (6 mm. long). Kan. to Tex.

4. Z. leimanthoides Gray. Stem 7-15 dm. high, slender
;
leaves narrowly

linear
;
flowers small (8 mm. in diameter) and numerous, in a few crowded pan-

icled racemes
; only a yellowish spot on the contracted base of each division of

the free perianth. Low grounds, pine-barrens, L. I. to Ga.

9. MELANTHIUM L.

Perianth of separate and free widely spreading somewhat heart-shaped or

oblong and halberd-shaped or oblanceolats sepals, raised on slender claws,
cream-colored or greenish. Filaments shorter than the divisions of the perianth,
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adhering to their claws often to near the summit, persistent. Anthers heart-

shaped or kidney-shaped, confluently 1-celled, shield-shaped after opening,
extrorse. Capsule ovoid-conical, 3-lobed, of 3 inflated membranaceous several-
seeded carpels ;

seeds flat, broadly winged. Steins tall and leafy, from a thick
rootstock, roughish-downy above, as well as the open and ample pyramidal pan-
icle (composed chiefly of simple racemes), the terminal part mostly fertile.

Leaves linear to oblanceolate or oval, not plaited. (Name composed of /xAas,
black, and &v6os, flower, from the darker color which the persistent perianth
assumes after blossoming.)
* Perianth-divisions with a conspicuous double gland at the summit of the claw.

1. M. virginicum L. (BUNCH-FLOWER.) Stem. 8-16 dm. high, leafy, rather

slender; leaves linear (1-3 cm. wide); divisions of the perianth flat, ovate to

oblong or slightly hastate (5-8 mm. long); capsule 1.4 cm. long; seeds 10 in

each cell, 4-6 mm. long. Wet meadows,
" R. I.," N. Y. to Minn., Tex., and

Ga.
2. M. latifblium Desr. Leaves more oblanceolate, often 5 cm. broad

;
divi-

sions of the perianth undulate (5 mm. long), the very narrow claw nearly
equaling the orbicular or ovate blade

; capsule 12-16 mm. long, on pedicels
8-18 mm. in length ;

seeds 4-8 in each cell, 6-8 mm. long. (M. racemosum
Michx.) Ct. to S. C.

Var. longipedicellatum A. Brown. Leaves somewhat narrower
; pedicels

2-2.5 cm. long. Wooded slopes, w. Va. (Judge Brown}.
* * Perianth-divisions oblanceolate, without glands.

3. M. parviflbrum (Michx.) Wats. Stem rather slender (0.6-1.6 m. high),
sparingly leafy, naked above

;
leaves oval to oblanceolate (5-10 cm. wide), on

long petioles ; perianth-divisions 4-6 mm. long, oblanceolate or spatulate, those
of the sterile flowers on claws

;
stamens very short

; capsule 1.5 cm. long ;

seeds 4-6 in each cell, 5 mm. long. (Veratrum Michx.) In the Alleghenies,
Va. to S. C.

10. VERATRUM [Tourn.] L. FALSE HELLEBORE

Perianth of 6 spreading and separate obovate-oblong (greenish or brownish)
divisions, more or less contracted at the base (but not clawed), nearly free from
the ovary, not gland-bearing. Filaments free from and shorter than the sepals,

recurving. Anthers, pistils, fruit, etc., nearly as in Melanthiitm. Somewhat
pubescent perennials, with simple stems from a thickened base producing coarse
fibrous roots (very poisonous), 3-ranked plaited and strongly veined leaves,
and racemed-panicled dull or dingy flowers

;
in summer. (Name from vere,

truly, and ater, black.)
1. V. viride Ait. (AMERICAN WHITE HELLEBORE, INDIAN POKE.) Stem

stout, very leafy to the top (6-20 dm. high); leaves broadly oval, pointed,

sheath-clasping ; panicle pyramidal, the dense spike-like racemes spreading;
perianth yellowish-green, moderately spreading, the segments ciliate-serrulate

ovary glabrous ; capsule many-seeded. Swamps and low grounds.
2. V. Wo6dii Bobbins. Stem slender, sparingly leafy (8-14 dm. high);

leaves oblanceolate, only the lowest sheathing ; panicle very narrow; perianth
greenish-purple, with entire segments ; ovary tomentose, soon glabrate ; capsule
few-seeded. Woods and hilly barrens, s. Ind. to Mo.

11. UVULARIA L. BELLWORT

Perianth narrowly bell-shaped, lily-like, deciduous
;
the 6 divisions spatulate-

lanceolate, acuminate, obtusely gibbous at base, with a deep honey-bearing
groove within bordered on each side by a callus-like ridge. Stamens much
shorter, barely adherent to their base. Capsule truncate, coriaceous, 3-lobed,
loculicidal at the summit. Seeds few in each cell, obovoid, with a thin white
aril. Stems terete, from a short rootstock with fleshy roots, naked or scaly at

base, forking above, bearing oblong perfoliate flat and membranaceous leaves
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with smooth margins, and yellowish drooping flowers, in spring, solitary on ter-

minal peduncles. (Name
" from the flowers hanging like the uvula, or palate.")

1. U. perfoliata L. Glaucous throughout, 2-5 dm. high, with 1-8 leaves

below the fork
;
leaves glabrous, oblong- to ovate-lanceolate, acute

; perianth-

segments granular-pubescent within (1.8-3.6 cm. long) ;
stamens *h<'t<-r than

the styles; tip of the connective acuminate; cells of the capsule with 2 dorsal

ridges and 2-beaked at the apex. Rich woods, e. Mass, to Ont.
,
Dak. and southw.

2. U. grandiflbra Sm. Yellowish green, not glaucous ; stern naked or with
a single leaf below the fork

;
leaves whitish-pubescent beneath, usually some-

what acuminate
; perianth-segments smooth within or nearly so (2.5-4.5 cm.

long); stamens exceeding the styles, obtusely tipped; capsule obtusely lobed.

(U.flava Sm.) Rich woods, w. N. H. to Ga., westw. to Minn, and Kan.

12. OAKESIA Wats.

Flowers resembling those of Uvularia, but the segments obtuse or acutish,

carinately gibbous and without ridges within. Capsule membranous, elliptical,
acutish at each end or shortly stipitate, triquetrous and acutely winged, very
tardily dehiscent. Seeds globose, with a very tumid spongy rhaphe. Stem
acutely angled, from a slender creeping rootstock, with sessile clasping leaves

scabrous on the margin, and 1 or 2 flowers terminal on slender peduncles but
soon appearing opposite the leaves by the growth of the branches. (Dedicated
to William Oakes, New England botanist, 1799-1848.) *j

1. 0. sessilif61ia (L.) Wats. Leaves lance-oblong, acute at each end, pale, <
x

glaucous beneath, sessile or partly clasping; divisions of the perianth 1.4-2.5 ,ty
cm. long; anthers obtuse; capsule short-stipitate, 1.2-2 cm. long. (Uvularia

'

L.) Woods and thickets.

2. 0. pub6rula (Michx.) Wats. Slightly puberulent ; leaves bright green
both sides and shining, oval, mostly rounded at base, with rougher edges;
styles separate to near the base, not exceeding the acute anthers

; capsule not

stipitate, 2-2. 5 cm. long. (Uvularia Michx.
;
O. sessilifolia, var. nitida Britton.)

Pine-barren swamps and mountain woods, N. J. to S. C.

13. ALLIUM [Tourn.] L. ONION. GARLIC

Perianth of 6 entirely colored sepals, which are distinct, or united at the very
base, 1-nerved, often becoming dry and scarious and more or less persistent ;

the 6 filaments awl-shaped or dilated at base. Style persistent, thread-like
;

stigma simple or only slightly 3-lobed. Capsule lobed, loculicidal, 3-valved,
with 1-2 ovoid-kidney-shaped amphitropous or campylotropous black seeds

in each cell. Strong-scented and pungent herbs
;
the leaves and usually

scapose stem from a coated bulb
;

flowers in a simple umbel, some or all of

them frequently replaced by bulblets
; spathe scarious, 1-2-valved. (The an-

cient Latin name of the Garlic.)

Ovary not crested.

Capsule strongly 3-lobed, cells 1-ovuled
;
leaves elliptic-lanceolate, 2-5 cm.

broad 1. A. tricoccum.

Capsule ovoid to obovoid, slightly lobed ; cells 2-several-ovuled ;
leaves

linear or terete.

Umbel capitate ; the pedicels shorter than or little exceeding the peri-
anth 2. A.

Umbel open (except when as in A. canadente and A. vineale the
flowers are more or less replaced by sessile bulblets) ;

the pedicels
much ox. linir tin- perianth.

Stem leafy to or above the middle
; bulb-coats fibro-membranous, not

stn>ii^i v reticulated 8. A. vinenlf.
Stem leaty only near the base ; bulb-coats in ape stronplv netted.

1'mbel t'eu--tlouered. riearh always converted partially or wholly
into an ovoid inclosed head of bulblets 6. A. cnnaflenne.

Umbel nifuiy-tlovvered ; hulhlets none ~. .1. mnt<il>ilf.

Ovarv and c:i|i.-iile cun-[iicuouMy crested.
I'mbel nodding 8. A. iv minim.
Umbel erect ; stamens and style exserted 4. A. xleJUttmn.
Umbel erect

;
stamens and style included 5. A. rftH-nf>it>tni.
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1. A. tric6ccum Ait. (WILD LEEK.) Scape (1.5-4 dm. high, from clustered

pointed bulbs 3.5-5 cm. long) bearing an erect many-flowered umbel
; leaves

10-23 .cm. long and 3-6 cm. wide ; segments of the perianth oblong (greenish
white), equaling the nearly distinct filaments

; capsule strongly 3-lobed. Rich
woods, N. B. to Minn, and la., s. in the mts. to N. C. Leaves appearing in

early spring and dying before the flowers are developed.
2. A. Schoen6prasum L., var. sibiricum (L.) Hartm. Scape (2-4 dm. high)

bearing a globular capitate umbel of many rose-purple flowers
; segments of the

perianth lanceolate, pointed, longer than the simple downwardly dilated fila-

ments
;
leaves awl-shaped, hollow ; capsule not crested. Ledgy shores, Nfd. to

Alaska, s. to N. S., n. N. E., the Great Lake region, etc. (Eurasia.) The typi-
cal form of the species (the Chives of vegetable gardens) is a lower and more
slender but not sharply separable plant.

3. A. cSrnuum Roth. (WILD ONION.) Scape angular (2.5-6 dm. high),
nodding at the apex, bearing a loose or drooping few-many-flowered umbel;
leaves linear, flattened, sharply keeled (3 dm. long); segments of the perianth
oblong-ovate, acute, rose-color to purple, shorter than the slender filaments
and style ; capsule 6-crested. (? A. allegheniense Small.) N. Y. to S. C., and
westw.

4. A. stellatum Ker. Scape terete (3-5 dm. high), slender, bearing an erect

umbel ; bulb-coats membranous
; capsule prominently 6-crested. Rocky slopes,

Minn, to w. 111., Mo., and westw.
5. A. reticulatum Don. Scape 1-1.8 dm. high ;

bulbs densely and coarsely
fibrous-coated ; spathe 2-valved

;
umbel rarely bulbiferous

; sepals ovate to

narrowly lanceolate, thin and lax in fruit, a third longer than the stamens ;

capsule crested. Sask. to la. and N. Mex.
6. A. canadense L. (WILD GARLIC.) Scape 3 dm. high or more

;
bulb

small (1.2-1.8 cm. in diameter); bulb-coats somewhat fibrous; umbel densely
bulbiferous, the flowers few or often none; segments of the perianth narrowly
lanceolate, equaling r exceeding the stamens

; capsule not crested. Moist

meadows, N. B. to Ont., s. to Fla. and Tex. May, June.
7. A. mutabile Michx. Similar in stature, habit, and flowers to preceding ;

umbels not normally bulbiferous, many (16-43) -flowered ;
bulbs 2-3 cm. in

diameter. Prairies and borders of woods, Mo. (Bush.} to Fla., Tex., and Neb.
8. A. VINEALE L. (FIELD GARLIC.) Stem slender (3-9 dm. high), clothed

with the sheathing bases of the leaves below the middle
;
leaves terete and

hollow, slender, channeled above
;
umbel often densely bulbiferous ; filaments

much dilated, the alternate ones cuspidate on each side of the anther. Moist
meadows and fields, locally abundant, Mass, to Mo., and Va. June. (Nat. from

Eu.)

14. NOTHOSC6RDUM Kunth.

Flowers greenish or yellowish white. Capsule obovoid, somewhat lobed,

obtuse, with the style obscurely jointed on the summit
;

cells several-ovuled

and -seeded. Filaments filiform, distinct, adnate at base. Bulb tunicated,
not alliaceous. Otherwise as in Allium. (Name from v60os, false, and <TK6pdiov,

garlic. )

1. N. bivalve (L.) Britton. Scape 1.5-3.5 dm. high; bulb small, often

bulbiferous at base
;
leaves narrowly linear

;
flowers few, on slender pedicels,

the segments narrowly oblong, about 1 cm. long ;
ovules 4-7 in each cell. (N.

striatum Kunth.) Prairies and open woods, Va. to 0., Neb., and southw.

115.

HEMEROCALLIS L. DAT LILY

Perianth funnel-form, lily-like ;
the short tube inclosing the ovary, the

spreading limb 6-parted ;
the 6 stamens inserted on its throat. Anthers as in

Lilium, but introrse. Filaments and style long and thread-like, declined and

ascending ; stigma simple. Capsule (at first rather fleshy) 3-angled, loculi-

cidally 3-valved, with several black spherical seeds in each cell. Showy
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perennials, with fleshy-flbrous roots
;
the long and linear keeled leaves 2-ranked

at the base of the tall scapes, which bear at the summit several bracted and
large flowers

;
these collapse and decay after expanding for a single day (whence

the name, from Tjntpa, a day, and /cdXXoy, beauty.}
1. H. ptf LVA L. (COMMON D.) Inner divisions (petals) of the tawny orange

perianth wavy and obtuse. Roadsides, escaped from gardens. (Introd. from

Eu.)

16. LILIUM [Tourn.] L. LILY

Perianth funnel-form or bell-shaped, colored, of 6 divisions, spreading or
recurved above, deciduous. Anthers linear, extrorsely attached near the
middle to the tapering apex of the long filament, which is at first included, at

length versatile
;
the cells dehiscent by a lateral or slightly introrse line. Style

elongated ; stigma 3-lobed. Capsule subcylindric ;
seeds densely packed in 2

rows in each cell. Bulbs scaly, producing simple stems, with numerous alternate-

scattered or whorled narrow sessile leaves, and from one to several large and
showy flowers in summer. (The classical Latin name, from the Greek \fLp(.ov.}

* Flowers erect ; sepals narrowed below into claws bulbs not rhizomatous.

fi
1. L. philadSlphicum L. (WILD ORANGE-RED L., WOOD L.) Stem 4-9

v dm. high ;
leaves linear-lanceolate, chiefly whorled

; floioers 1-3, open-bell-

shaped, reddish-orange, spotted with purplish inside
;
the lanceolate segments

^^,1 little or not at all recurved at the obtusish or shortly acuminate summit; pod
somewhat rounded at base. Dry or sandy ground, N. E. to Ont. and N. C.

Separated by no constant character from
Var. andinum (Nutt. ) Ker. Leaves, all but the uppermost, scattered

; peri-
anth divisions mostly deep red

; pod attenuate at the base. (L. umbdlatum
Pursh

;
L. lanceolatum Fitzpatrick.) Rich soil of prairies, and in bogs, Ont.

and O. to Ark., and northwestw.
2. L. CatesbaSi Walt. (SOUTHERN RED L.) Leaves linear-lanceolate,

scattered; flower solitary, open-bell-shaped, the large and long-clawed divisions

of the perianth wavy on the margin and recurved at the caudate-attenuate sum-

mit, scarlet, spotted with dark purple and yellow inside
;
bulb-scales thin, narrow

and leaf-bearing. Pine-barrens, N. C. to Fla., w. to "Ky.," "s. 111.," and
"Mo."

* * Flowers nodding ; sepals sessile ; bulbs rhizomatous.

3. L. superbum L. (TURK'S-CAP L.) Stem 9-23 dm. high ;
lower leaves

whorled, lanceolate, attenuate at both ends, 3-nerved, smooth
;
flowers (3-40) in

a pyramidal raceme
; perianth-divisions (7-8 cm. long) strongly revolute, orange,

with numerous dark purple spots inside. Rich low grounds, N. B. to Va., w.
to Minn, and Mo.

4. L. carolinianum Michx. Nearly related to the preceding and with very
similar flowers

;
stem 4-7 dm. high, 1-3 flowered

;
leaves obovate to oblanceo-

late, obtusish or short-acuminate. Borders of mountain woods, Va. (SmalD.
and southw.

6. L. canadSnse L. (WILD YELLOW L.) Stem G-20 dm. high ;
Jritn-it

remotely whorled, lanceolate, strongly 3-nerved, the margins and nerves rough;
flowers long-peduncled, narrowly bell-shaped, the periantk-divuions (5-8 cm.

long) recurved-spreading above, yellow or orange, usually spotted with brown.
Moist meadows and bogs, e. Que. to Ga., w. to Mo., Minn., and Ont.

6. L. Grayi Wats. Stems 6-9 dm. high ;
leaves in whorls of 4-8, lanceo-

late, acute or slightly acuminate, smooth
; flowers 1 or 2, nearly horizontal, the

perianth -divisions (3.6-<{ cm. long) but little *)>n-<nling above the rather lm<nl

base, rather abruptly acute, deep reddish-orange, thickly spotted within. IVaks
of Otter, Va., and southw. in the nits, to N. C.

7. L. THJKIXI-M Kcr. (TioKR L.) Tall, pubescent above; leaves acnttiml,

nnrnni'lij l<mr<>i>l<it<\ dark green, 6-7-nerved, the upper axils bulbif<-rout; il<>\vrrs

laruv, resembling those of L. superbum. An escape from gardens. (Introd.
from E. Asia.)
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17. ERYTHRdNIUM L. DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLET

Perianth lily-like, of 6 lanceolate recurved or spreading divisions, deciduous,
the 3 inner usually with a callous tooth on each side of the base, and a groove in

the middle. Filaments 6, awl-shaped ;
anthers oblong-linear. Style elongated.

Capsule obovoid, contracted at base, 3-valved, loculicidal. Seeds rather numer-
ous. Nearly stemless herbs, with two smooth and shining flat leaves tapering
into petioles and sheathing the base of the commonly one-flowered scape, rising
from a deep solid scaly bulb. Flowers rather large, nodding, in spring. (The
Greek name for the purple-flowered European species, from tpv6p6s, red. )

1. E. americanum Ker. (YELLOW ADDER'S-TONGUE). Scape 1.5-2 dm.
high ;

leaves elliptical-lanceolate, pale green, mottled with purplish and whitish
and often minutely dotted

; perianth light yellow, often spotted near the
base (2-4 cm. long); style club-shaped ; stigmas united. Rich ground, N. B. to

Fla.
,
w. to Out. and Ark.

2. E. albidum Nutt. (WHITE DOG'S-TOOTH VIOLET.) Producing subter-
ranean offshoots from the base of the corm

;
leaves elliptical-lanceolate, less or

not at all spotted ; perianth pinkish-white ; inner divisions toothless
; style more

slender except at the apex, bearing 3 short spreading stigmas. Rich ground,
Ont. to N. J., w. to Minn, and Tex.

3. E. mesochbreum Knerr. JVb basal offshoots; leaves narrowly lance-

oblong or linear-lanceolate, not mottled
; perianth-divisions bluish or lavender-

tinted, scarcely or not at all revolute
; stigmas spreading. Prairies, w. la.

(Burgess) and Mo. to Kan. and Neb.
4. E. propullans Gray. Offshoot arising from the stem, near the middle;

leaves smaller and more acuminate
; flowers bright rose-color, yellowish at base

(12 mm. long); style slender ; stigmas united. In rich soil, Minn, and Ont.

TfjLiPA SYLVESTRIS L.
,
a wild tulip of Europe, readily recognized by its soli-

tary subscapose large yellow flowers, 6-divided perianth and thickish subsessile

stigma, is said to be established in e. Pa. (Fretz). (Adv. from Eu.)

18. CAMASSIA Lindl.

Perianth slightly irregular, of 6 blue or purple spreading 3-7-nerved divisions
;

filaments filiform. Style thread-like, the base persistent. Capsule short and
thick, 3-angled, loculicidal, 3-valved, with several black roundish seeds in each
cell. Scape and linear leaves from a coated bulb

;
the flowers in a simple

raceme, mostly bracted, on jointed pedicels. (From the native Indian name
quamash or camass.)

1. C. esculnta (Ker) Robinson. (EASTERN CAMASS, WILD HYACINTH.)
Scape 1.5-7 dm. high ;

leaves keeled
;
raceme elongated ;

bracts longer than
the pedicels ;

divisions of the perianth pale blue, 3-nerved, 10-14 mm. long ;

capsule acutely triangular-globose. (Scilla Ker
;

C. Fraseri Torr.
; Quamasia

esculenta Covillej Q. hyacinthina Britton.) Rich ground, w. Pa. to Minn.,
Tex., and Ga. This species should be carefully distinguished from the larger-
flowered plant of the Northwest, which has long passed as C. esculenta Lindl.,

a name which must be replaced by Camassia quamash Greene.

19. ORNITH6GALUM [Tourn.] L. STAR OP BETHLEHEM

Perianth of 6 (white) spreading 3-7-nerved divisions. Filaments 6, flattened-

awl-shaped. Style 3-sided
; stigma 3-angled. Capsule roundish-angular, with

few dark and roundish seeds in each cell, loculicidal. Scape and linear chan-

neled leaves from a coated bulb. Flowers corymbed, bracted
; pedicels not

jointed. (A whimsical name from &pvis, a bird, and yd\a, milk.)
1. 0. UMBELL\TUM L. Scape 1-2.5 dm. high ;

flowers 5-8, on long and

spreading pedicels ; perianth-divisions green in the middle on the outside. Es-

caped from gardens. (Introd. from Eu.)

GRAY'S MANUAL 19
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2. 0. NtTANS L. Scape 3 dm. high or more
;
flowers 5-6, large (2-2.5 cm.

long), nodding on very short pedicels; filaments very broad. Rarely escaped
from gardens ;

Pa. to D. C. (Introd. from Eu.)

20. MUSCARI [Tourn.] Mill. GRAPE HYACINTH

Perianth globular or ovoid, minutely 6-toothed (blue, rarely pink or white).
Stamens 6, included

;
anthers short, introrse. Style short. Capsule loculicidal,

with 2 black angular seeds in each cell. Leaves and scape (in early spring)
from a coated bulb

;
the small flowers in a dense raceme, sometimes musk-

scented (whence the name).
1. M. BOTRYOIDES (L.) Mill. Leaves linear, 6-10 mm. broad

; flowers globu-
lar (3-5 mm. long), deep blue, appearing like minute grapes. Escaped from

gardens into copses and fence-rows. (Introd. from Eu.)
2. M. RACEM6suM (L.) Mill. Leaves 2-3 mm. broad

; flowers oblong-urceo-
late (4-5 mm. long), deep blue, fragrant. Rare escape, s. N. Y. to Va.

(Introd. from Eu.)

21. YUCCA [Rupp.] L. BEAR GRASS. SPANISH BAYONET

Perianth of 6 large white or greenish oval or oblong and acute flat with-

ering-persistent segments, the 3 inner broader, longer than the 6 stamens.

Stigmas 3, sessile. Capsule oblong, somewhat 6-sided, 3-celled, or imperfectly
6-celled by a partition from the back, fleshy, at length loculicidally 3-valved
from the apex. Seeds very many in each cell, flattened. Stems woody, in

ours very short, bearing persistent rigid linear or sword-shaped leaves, and an

ample panicle or raceme of showy flowers. (The native Haytian name for the

root of the Cassava-plant.)
1. Y. glaiica Nutt. Leaves very stiff and pungent, 2-6 dm. long, 4-12 nun.

wide, filiferous on the margin ;
raceme mostly simple, nearly sessile (3-12 dm.

long); flowers 3.5-6 cm. wide; stigmas green, shorter than the ovary ; capsule
6-sided (7 cm. long); seeds 10-12 mm. broad. (Y. angustifolia Pursh.) Dak.
to la., Mo., N. Mex., and Wyo. May, June.

2. Y. filamentbsa L. (ADAM'S NEEDLE.) Caudex 3 dm. high or less, from
a running rootstock

;
leaves numerous, coriaceous, more or less tapering to a

short point, rough on the back, 4-6 dm. long, 2-4 cm. wide, filiferous on the

margin ; panicle pyramidal, densely flowered, on a stout bracteate scape, 1-3 m.

high; flowers large; stigmas pale, elongated; capsule 3.5 cm. long; *<<<'<h (\

mm. broad. Near the coast, Md. (where of the formal var. LATIFOLIA Engelm.
with leaves 5-9 cm. wide) to Fla. and La. July. Very variable. Occasionally
spontaneous about old gardens.

22. ASPARAGUS [Tourn. J L. ASPARAGUS

Perennials, with much branched stems from thick and matted rootstocks, and
small greenish-yellow axillary flowers on jointed pedicels. The narrow, com-

monly thread-like, so-called leaves are really branchlets, acting as leaves, clus-

tered in the axils of little scales which are the true leaves. (The ancient Greek

name.)
1. A. OFFiciN\Lis L. (GARDEN A.) A frequent escape. June. (Introd.

from Eu.)

23. CLINT6NIA Raf.

Perianth of 6 divisions, lily-like, deciduous. Filaments long and thread-like ;

anthers extrorsely fixed 1>\ a point above the base. Ovary ovoid-snbcylindric,
2-3-celled ; styl'- long. Short-stemmed perennials, with slender creeping root-

stocks, bearing a naked peduncle sheathed at the base by the stalks of 2-4

large oblong or oval eiliate leaves; flowers umbeled, rarely single. (Dedicated
to De Witt < 'lit/ ton, prominent statesman, several times governor of New York.)
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1. C. borealis (Ait.) Raf. Scape and leaves 14-25 cm. long ;
terminal umbel

,,

3-6-flowered (sessile lateral umbels often present on the same scape) ; perianth
greenish-yellow, somewhat downy outside (12-18 mm. long) ; berry ovoid, blue

; /lo'
ovules 20 or more. Cold moist woods, Lab. to N. C., w. to Man. and Minn.

2. C. umbellulata (Michx.) Morong. Flowers half as large as in the last,

white, speckled with green or purplish dots; umbel many-flowered; berry
globular, black; ovules 2 in each cell. (C. umbellata Torr.) Rich woods,
N. Y., N. J., and in the Alleghenies to Ga.

24. SMILACINA Desf. FALSE SOLOMON'S SEAL

Perianth 6-parted, spreading, withering-persistent. Filaments 6, slender
;

anthers short, introrse. Ovary 3-celled, with 2 ovules in each cell
; style short

and thick
; stigma obscurely 3-lobed. Berry globular, 1-2-seeded, at first

greenish or yellowish-white speckled with madder brown, at length a dull sub-
translucent ruby red. Perennial herbs, with simple stems from creeping or
thickish rootstocks, alternate nerved mostly sessile leaves, and white, sometimes
fragrant flowers. (Name a diminutive of Smilax.}
* Flowers on very short pedicels in a terminal racemose panicle ; stamens exceed-

ing the small (2 mm. long} segments; ovules collateral; rootstock stout,

fleshy.

1. S. racem6sa (L.) Desf. (FALSE SPIKENARD.) Minutely downy (4-10
dm. high) ;

leaves numerous, oblong or oval-lanceolate, taper-pointed, ciliate,

abruptly somewhat petioled. ( Vagnera Morong.) Moist copses and banks.

** Flowers larger (4-5 mm. long}, on solitary pedicels in a simple few-flowered
raceme; stamens included; ovules not collateral; rootstock rather slender.

2. S. Stellata (L.) Desf. Plant (2-5 dm. high) nearly glabrous, or the 7-12

oblong-lanceolate leaves minutely downy beneath when young, slightly clasping;
raceme sessile or nearly so. (Vagnera Morong.) Moist banks, frequent.
(En.)

3. S. trifblia (L.) Desf. Glabrous, dwarf (1.3-2 dm. high) ; leaves 3 (some-
times 2 or 4), oblong, tapering to a sheathing base; raceme peduncled. ( Vag-
nera Morong.) Cold bogs, Lab. to N. J., westw. to B. C. (Siber.)

25. MAIANTHEMUM [Weber in] Wiggers.

Perianth 4-parted, and stamens 4. Ovary 2-celled
; stigma 2-lobed. Other-

wise as in Smilacina. Flowers solitary or fascicled, in a simple raceme upon
a low 2-3-leaved stem. Leaves ovate- to lanceolate-cordate. (Name from
Mains, May, and &v0e/j.ov, a flower.}

1. M. canadense Desf. Pubescent or glabrous (6-22 cm. high) ;
leaves

lanceolate or ovate, cordate at base with a very narrow sinus, sessile or very
shortly petioled ; perianth-segments 2 mm. long. ( Unifolium Greene.) Moist

woods, Lab. to N. C., w. to la., Dak., and Man.

26. DISPORUM Salisb.

Perianth narrowly bell-shaped, the 6 lanceolate or linear divisions deciduous.
Filaments thread-like, much longer than the linear-oblong blunt anthers. Ovary
with 2 ovules (in our species) suspended from the summit of each cell; style
one

; stigmas 3, short, recurved-spreading, or sometimes united into one ! Berry
ovoid or subcylindric, pointed, 3-6-seeded, red. Downy low herbs, with creep-

ing rootstocks, erect stems sparingly branched above, closely sessile ovate thin

leaves, and greenish-yellow drooping flowers on slender terminal peduncles, soli-

tary or few in an umbel. (Name from 8ts, double, and ff-rropd, seed, in allusion

to the 2 ovules in each cell.)
1. D. lanuginbsum (Michx.) Nichols. Leaves taper-pointed, rounded or
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slightly heart-shaped at base
;
flowers solitary or in pairs ; perianth (18 mm.

long) soon spreading, twice the length of the stamens, greenish ; stigmas 3.

Rich woods, Ont. and w. N. Y. to O., Tenn., and Ga.

27. STREPTOPUS Michx. TWISTED-STALK

Perianth recurved-spreading from a bell-shaped base, deciduous
;
the 6 divi-

sions lanceolate, acute, the 3 inner keeled. Anthers arrow-shaped, extrorse,
fixed near the base to the short flattened filaments, tapering above to a slender
entire or 2-cleft point. Berry red, roundish-ovoid, many-seeded. Herbs, with
rather stout stems from a short or creeping rootstock, ordinarily forking and

divergent branches, ovate and taper-pointed rounded-clasping membranaceous
leaves, and small (extra-) axillary flowers, either solitary or in pairs, on slender

thread-like peduncles, which are abruptly bent or contorted near the middle

(whence the name, from a-Tpe-n-Tds, twisted, and TTOI/S, foot or stalk}.
1. S. amplexifblius (L.) DC. Stem 3-9 dm. high, glabrous; leaves very

smooth, glaucous underneath, strongly clasping; flower greenish-white (about
1 cm. long) ; perianth-segments wide-spreading or recurved from near the middle ;

anthers many times exceeding the filaments, tapering to a slender entire point ;

stigma entire, truncate; fruit ellipsoid or globose, 1-2 cm. long, scarlet. Cold
moist woods, Greenl. to Alaska, s. to N. E., Pa., O., Minn., and in the ints. to

N. C. and N. Mex. (Eurasia.)
2. S. rbseus Michx. Lower (2-6 dm. high) ;

rootstock short and thick ;

leaves green both sides, finely ciliate ; the branches sparingly beset with .si mil

bristly hairs; flower rose-purple (8-12 mm. long), more than half the length of

the slightly bent peduncle, the perianth-segments with only the tips rcc/in-,,1 ,'>/.

age ; anthers ovate, 2-horned, about equaling the filaments
; stigma 3-cleft ;

fruit subglobose, 1 cm. in diameter, cherry-red. Cold damp woods, Nfd. to the

mts. of Ga., w. to Wise, and Man. May, June.
3. S. 16ngipes Fernald. Similar; rootstock slender and wide-creeping;

stem ciliate-hispid above, 3-4 dm. high; leaves ciliate, sessile, pale beneath;
perianth campanulate, reddish; anthers and stigmas as in no. 2. Woods, Mar-

quette Co., Mich.

28. POLYG6NATUM [Tourn.] Hill. SOLOMON'S SEAL

Perianth cylindrical, 6-lobed at the summit
;
the 6 stamens inserted on or

above the middle of the tube, included
;

anthers introrse. Ovary 3-celled,
with 2-6 ovules in each cell

; style slender, deciduous by a joint ; stigma obtuse
or capitate, obscurely 3-lobed. Berry globular, black or blue; the cells 1-2-

seeded. Perennial herbs v with simple stems from creeping knotted rootstocks,
naked below, above bearing nearly sessile or half-clasping nerved leaves, and

axillary nodding greenish flowers; pedicels jointed near the flower. (Name
from TroXtf-, many, and y6w, knee, alluding to the numerous joints of the root-

stock.)
1. P. biflbrum (Walt.) Ell. (SMALLS.) Glabrous, except the ovate-oblong

or lance-oblong nearly sessile leaves, which are commonly minnf</>/ i>nin-x<T)>t

, as well as pale or glaucous underneath; stem slender (.'>-!> dm. high) ; i><ilnitchs

w 1-3- but mostly ^-flowered; perianth 10-12 mm. long ; filaments pnpiU<>x<-r<>n<ilt-

<!, inserted toward the summit of the perianth. (? P. l>rtl< (Jreene;'P.
cuneatum Greene; Ralomonia biflora Farwell.) Wooded hillsides, N. B. to

Fla., w. to Ont., e. Kan., and Tex.
2. P. commutatum (H. & S.) Dietr. (GREAT S.) Glabrous thrmnjh ,, i,t ;

stem stout (0.0-2 in. high), terete; leaves ovate, partly clausing (TJ-1S cm.

long), r the upper oblong and nearly sessile, many-nerved ; /iK/iinr/fs no-t rul

(2-S )-//./'-. I't-if. jointed below the flower; flowers 12-20 mm. long; jltnm-nrx
MN0OM "/"/ miked, or nearly so, inserted on the middle of the tube. (P.
tfii/initi'iini Dietr. ;' /'. rir<ji iiicnin Greene

;
^<il<nnnnl<t cinnmHtata Farwell.)

Meadows ami river-banks, \v. N. 11. and K. I. to Ga. and w. to the Rocky Mts.

June.
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29. CONVALLARIA L. LILY OF THE VALLEY

Perianth bell-shaped, white, with 6 short recurved lobes. Stamens 6, in-

cluded, inserted on the base of the perianth ;
anthers introrse. Ovary 3-celled,

tapering into a stout style ; stigma triangular. Ovules 4-6 in each cell. Berry
few-seeded, red. Perennial herb, glabrous, stemless, with slender running root-

stocks, 2 or 3 oblong leaves, and an angled scape bearing a one-sided raceme of

sweet-scented nodding flowers. (From Lilium convallium, the popular name.)
1. C. majalis L. High mountains, Va. to S. 0. Apparently identical

with the European LILY OF THE VALLEY of the gardens which occurs as an occa-
sional escape from cultivation elsewhere within our limits.

30. MEDEOLA [Gronov.] L. INDIAN CUCUMBER-ROOT

Perianth recurved
;
the 3 sepals and 3 petals oblong and alike, pale greenish-

yellow, deciduous. Stamens 6
;

anthers shorter than the slender filaments,

oblong. Styles stiginatic down the upper side, recurved-diverging from the

globose ovary, long and thread-form, deciduous. Berry globose, dark purple,
3-celled, few-seeded. A perennial herb, with a simple slender stem (3-9 dm.
high, clothed with flocculent and deciduous wool), rising from a horizontal
white tuber (with taste of cucumber), bearing near the middle a whorl of 5-9
obovate-lanceolate leaves

;
also another of 3 (rarely 4 or 5) much smaller ovate

ones at the top, subtending a sessile umbel of small recurved flowers. (Named
after the sorceress Medea, for its supposed great medicinal virtues.)

1. M. virginiana L. Rich damp woods, N. B. to Ont., Minn., and Fla.

June.

31. TRILLIUM L. WAKE ROBIN. BIRTHROOT

Sepals 3, lanceolate, spreading, herbaceous, persistent. Petals 3, larger,

withering in age. Stamens 6
;

anthers linear, on short filaments, adnate.

Styles awl-shaped or slender, spreading or recurved above, persistent, stig-
matic down the inner side. Seeds ovate, horizontal, several in each cell.

Low perennial herbs, with a stout and simple stem rising from a short and prae-
morse tuber-like rootstock, bearing at the summit a whorl of 3 ample, com-

monly broadly ovate, more or less ribbed but netted-veined leaves, and a
terminal large flower

;
in spring. (Name from tres, three

;
all the parts being

in threes.) Monstrosities are not rare with the calyx and sometimes petals

changed to leaves, or the parts of the flower increased in number.
* Ovary and fruit Q-angled and more or less winged.

-t- Flower sessile ; leaves usually mottled.

1. T. sessile L. Leaves sessile / sepals spreading ; sessile petals erect-spread-

ing, narrowly lanceolate or oblanceolate, dark and dull purple, varying to

greenish ;
fruit globose, 1.2 cm. long. Moist woods, Pa. to Minn, and southw.

2. T. viride Beck. Larger (3-4 dm. high) ;
leaves sessile, ovate, acuminate

;

sepals spreading ; petals linear, 3-5 cm. long, greenish. Rich woods and open
hillsides, Kan., Mo., and southeastw.

3. T. recurvatum Beck. Leaves contracted at the base into a petiole, ovate,

oblong, or obovate ; sepals reflexed ; petals pointed, the base narrowed into a

claw, oblong-lanceolate to -ovate, dark purple ;
fruit ovoid, strongly winged

above, 1.8 cm. long. Rich woods, O. to Minn., Ark., "Miss.," and Tenn.

*- t- Flower pediceled ; connective narrow, not produced; leaves subsessile.

<-* Anthers at anthesis exceeding the stigmas.

4. T. erSctum L. Leaves very broadly rhombic, shortly acuminate
; peduncle

(2-8 cm. long) usually more or less inclined or declinate
; petals ovate to lanceo-

late (18-36 mm. long), brown-purple or often white or greenish or pinkish ;

stamens exceeding the stout distinct spreading or recurved stigmas; ovary
purple; fruit ovoid, 2.5 cm. long, reddish. Rich woods, e. Que. to Ont.,
southw. to Pa. and in the mts. to N. C. Flowers ill-scented.
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5. T. grandiflbrum (Michx.) Salisb. Leaves less broadly rhombic-ovate;

pedicel erect or ascending ; petals oblanceolate, often broadly so (4-6 cm. long),
white turning rose-color or marked with green ;

stamens with stout filaments

(persistently green about the fruit) and anthers, exceeding the very slender erect

or suberect and somewhat coherent stigmas; fruit subglobose. Rich woods,
w. Que. and w. Vt. to Minn., Mo., and N. C.

* -4-4. Anthers at anthesis surpassed by the stigmas.

6. T. c6rnuum L. Leaves very broadly rhombic-ovate
; peduncles (833 mm.

long) usually recurved; petals white or pink, ovate- to oblong-lanceolate (12-
24 mm. long), wavy, recurved-spreading ; filaments nearly or quite equaling
the anthers; ovary white or pinkish ; stigmas stoutish, tapering from the base

to the apex; fruit ovoid. Moist woods, Nfd. to Man., southw. to Pa., Mich.,

Minn., and in the mts. to Ga.
7. T. declinatum (Gray) Gleason. Leaves broadly rhombic

; peduncles (4-6
cm. long) usually horizontal; petals white, ovate-oblong (2-3.5 cm. long); fila-

ments less than half as long as the anthers ; stigmas short, stout, tapering
from the base to the apex ; ovary white or pinkish. (T. erectum, var. Gray.)
Woods, O. and s. Mich, to s. Minn, and Mo.

* * Ovary and fruit 3-lobed or -angled, not winged ; filaments slender, about

equaling the anthers; pedicel erect or inclined; leaves petiolate.

8. T. nivale Riddell. (DWARF WHITE or SNOW T.) Small (5-10 cm. high) ;

leaves oval or ovate, obtuse (2.5-5 cm. long) ; petals oblong, obtuse (12-30 mm.
long), white, scarcely wavy, spreading from an erect base, equaling the

peduncle; styles long and slender; fruit depressed-globose, with 3 rounded

lobes, 6-8 mm. long. Rich woods, w. Pa. and Ky. to Minn, and la.

9. T. undulatum Willd. (PAINTED T.) Leaves ovate, taper-pointed; petals

ovate or oval-lanceolate, pointed, wavy, widely spreading, white painted n-;th

purple stripes at the base, shorter than the peduncle ;
fruit broad-ovoid, obtuse,

14-18 mm. long. ( T. erythrocarpum Michx. ) Cold damp woods and bogs, e.

Que. to Ont. and Wise., southw. in the mts. to Ga.

32. ALETRIS L. COLIC-ROOT. STAR GRASS

Perianth cylindrical, wrinkled and roughened outside by thickly set points,
the tube adhering below to the base of the ovary, 6-cleft at the summit.

Stamens 6, inserted at the base of the lobes
;
filaments and anthers short,

included. Style awl-shaped, 3-cleft at the apex ; stigmas minutely 2-lobed.

Capsule ovoid, beaked, inclosed in the roughened perianth ;
seeds numerous,

minute, costate. Perennial and smooth stemless herbs, very bitter, with

fibrous roots, and a spreading cluster of thin and flat lanceolate leaves
;
the

small flowers in a spike-like raceme, terminating a naked slender scape (4-10
dm. high). ('AXerpJs, a female slave who grinds corn

;
in allusion to the ap-

parent mealiness of the blossoms.)
1. A. farinbsaL. Flowers tubular, white

;
lobes lanceolate-oblong. Grassy

or sandy woods, s. Me. to Fla., Ark., and Minn. July, Aug.
2. A. aiirea Walt. Flowers bell-shaped, yellow, fewer and shorter than in

the preceding; lobes short-ovate. Barrens,
"
Va.," S. C. to Fla. and Tex.

33. SMiLAX [Toum.] L. GREEN BRIER. CAT BRIER

Flowers dioecious in umbels on axillary peduncles, small, s?reenish or yellow-
ish, regular, the perianth-segments distinct, deciduous. Filaments linear, in-

serted on the very base, the introrse anthers linear or oblong, fixed by the base,

apparently 1-relle.l. Ovary of fertile flowers 3-celled (1-celled, with single

stigma in S. laurifnlin) ;
sti-mas thick and spreading, almost sessile; ovules 1 or

_' in each cell, pendulous, orthotropous. Fruit a small berry. Shrubby or her-

baceous, usually climbing or supported by a pair of tendrils on the petiole of the
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ribbed and netted-veined simple leaves. (An ancient Greek name, of obscure

meaning.)

1. Stems herbaceous, not prickly ; flowers carrion-scented; ovules 2 in each

cell; leaves membranous, mucronate-tipped ; berries bluish-black with a
bloom.

1. S. herbacea L. (CARRION-FLOWER.) Stem climbing, 1-5 m. high; leaves
ovate or rounded, mostly heart-shaped or truncate at base, abruptly acute to

short-acuminate, 7-9-nerved, smooth
; petioles 1-4 cm. long ; peduncles 4-20

cm. long, often much exceeding the leaves, 20-40-flowered
;
seeds 2-6. Moist

meadows and river-banks, common, N. B. to Man. and Tex. June. Variable.
Var. PULVERULENTA (Michx.) Gray. Leaves sparingly to densely puberulent
on the veins beneath. (S. pulverulenta Michx.) Pa. to Ont., w. to Mont, and
Kan.

2. S. tamnifblia Michx. Stem upright or climbing ;
leaves mostly 5-nerved,

smooth, broadly ovate to lanceolate, truncate or cordate at base, abruptly
acute to acuminate, some of them hastate with broad rounded lobes; peduncles
longer than the petioles; berry smaller, 2-3-seeded. Pine-barrens, Pa. and
N. J. to S. C.

3. S. ecirrhata (Engelm.) Wats. Erect, 1.5-9 dm. high, without tendrils

(or only the uppermost petioles tendril-bearing) ;
lower leaves reduced to narrow

scale-like bracts, the rest thin, 5-7-nerved, broadly ovate-elliptical to roundish,
acute, mostly cordate at base, 4-12 cm. long, pubescent beneath; peduncles and
petioles 3-7 cm. long ;

umbels 10-20-flowered
; berry 3-seeded. O. and Md. to

S. C., Wise., "Minn.," and Mo.

2. Stems woody, often prickly ; ovules solitary ; glabrous throughout.
* Leaves ovate or roundish, etc., most of them rounded or heart-shaped at base,

and 5-9-nerved, the three middle nerves or ribs stronger and more con-

spicuous.

-*- Peduncles (4-13 mm. long} shorter or scarcely longer than the petioles, flat-
tened ; leaves thickish, green both sides.

4. S. Walter! Pursh. Stem low, somewhat angled, prickly near the base or
unarmed

;
leaves ovate to ovate-lanceolate or oblong, somewhat heart-shaped

or rounded at base (5-11 cm. long): berries coral-red. Pine-barrens, N. J. to
Fla.

5. S. rotundifblia L. (COMMON GREEN BRIER, HORSE BRIER.) Stem as well
as the terete branches armed with scattered prickles ;

branchlets more or less

4-angular ;
leaves ovate or round-ovate, often broader than long, slightly heart-

shaped, abruptly short-pointed, obscurely denticulate or entire
;

berries blue-

black, with a bloom. Moist thickets, N. S. to Ga., w. to Minn, and Tex.

Very variable, passing into var. QCADRANGULARIS (Muhl.) Wood., which has

branches, and especially branchlets, 4-angular, and is more common westw.

-i- H- Peduncle longer than but seldom twice the length of the short petiole, flat-

tened; leaves tardily deciduous or partly persistent; berries black, with a
bloom.

6. S. glaiica Walt. (SAW BRIER.) Terete branches and somewhat 4-an-

gular glaucous branchlets armed with scattered stout prickles, or naked
;
leaves

ovate, rarely subcordate, glaucous beneath and sometimes also above (5-7 cm.

long), abruptly mucronate, the edges smooth and naked. Dry thickets, e.

Mass, to Fla., w. to Tex.
7. S. B&na-nox L. Branches and the angular (often square) branchlets

sparsely armed with short rigid prickles ;
leaves varying from round-heart-

shaped and slightly contracted above the dilated base to fiddle-shaped and hal-

berd-shaped or 3-lobed, green and shining both sides, cuspidate-pointed, the

margins often somewhat bristly-ciliate or spinulose. (S. tamnoides Man. ed. 5
;

probably not L.) Thickets /Nantucket, Mass.; N. J. to Fla., w. to 111., Mo.,
and Tex.
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I- -*- -i- Peduncle 2-4 times the length of the petiole; leaves ample (7-12 cm.

long), thin or thinnish, green both sides; berries black; stem terete and
branchlets nearly so.

8. S. hlspida Muhl. Rootstock cylindrical, elongated ;
stem (climbing high)

below densely beset with long and weak blackish bristly prickles, the flowering
branchlets mostly naked; leaves ovate and the larger heart-shaped, pointed,
slightly rough-margined, membranaceous and deciduous; peduncles 2-5 cm.
|I>MU ; perianth-divisions lanceolate, almost 6 mm. long. Moist thickets, Ct. to

Va., w. to Ont., Minn., Kan., and Tex. June.
9. S. pseudo-china L. JRootstock tuberous; stems and branches unarmed,

or with very few weak prickles ;
leaves ovate-heart-shaped, or on the branchlets

ovate-oblong, cuspidate-pointed, often rough-ciliate, becoming firm in texture
;

peduncles flat (5-7 cm. long). Dry or sandy soil, N. J. to Fla., w. to s. Ind.
and Kan. July.
* * Leaves varying from oblong-lanceolate to linear, narrowed at base into a

short petiole, &-5-nerved, shining above, paler or glaucous beneath, many
without tendrils; peduncles short, seldom exceeding the petioles, terete;
the umbels sometimes panicled ; branches terete, unarmed.

10. S. lanceolata L. Leaves thinnish, rather deciduous, ovate-lanceolate or

lance-oblong ; stigmas 3
;
berries dull red. Rich woods and margins of swamps,

Va. to Fla., w. to Ark. and Tex. June.
11. S. laurifblia L. Leaves thick and coriaceous, evergreen, varying from

oblong-lanceolate to linear (6-12 cm. long); stigmas solitary and ovary l-celled;
berries black when ripe, 1-seeded, maturing in the second year. Pine-barrens,
N. J. to Fla., w. to Ark., and Tex. July, Aug.

HAEMODORACEAE (BLOODWORT FAMILY)

Perennial stoloniferous herbs with fibrous roots, equitant leaves, and perfect

3-6-androus regular woolly flowers; the tube of the 6-lobed perianth coherent

with the whole surface, or with merely the lower part, of the ^-celled ovary.

Anthers introrse. Capsule crowned or inclosed by the persistent perianth,

8-celled, loculicidal, 3-many-seeded. A small family ; chiefly of the southern

hemisphere. Ours with dense compound cymes of dingy yellow flowers.

1. Lachnanthes. Stamens 3. Ovary inferior.

2. Lophiola. Stamens 6. Ovary nearly free.

1. LACHNANTHES Ell. RED-ROOT

Perianth 6-parted down to the adherent ovaiy. Stamens opposite the 3 lamer
oi

1 inner divisions; filaments long, exserted
;
anthers soon curved or coiled,

attached near the base. Style thread-like, exserted, declined. Capsule globula r.

Seeds few on each fleshy placenta, flat and rounded, fixed by the middle.

Leaves clustered at the base and scattered on the stem, which is hairy at the

top and terminated by a dense compound cyme of dingy yellow and loosely
\\oollv Mowers, (whence the name, from \dxvrj, wooL and &vdos, blossom).

1. L. tinctbria (Walt.) Ell. Erect, 3-10 dm. high. (Uurothcca Salisb.)

Sandy swamps, near the coast, Cape Cod. Mass., K. I., and N. J. to Fla. July-
Sept.

2. LOPHiOLA Ker.

Divisions of the perianth nearly equal. spreading, lon-er than the <i stamens.
which are inserted at their liase. Anthers lixed by the base. Capsule ovoid,

free from the perianth except at ihe base, pointed \\ith the awl-shaped style.

v.hich finally splits into .", di\ isi.ms. one terminating each valve. Seeds numer-
ous, oblong, ribbed, anutropous. Slender herb with linear and nearly smooth
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leaves
;

inflorescence and upper part of the stem whitened with soft matted
wool. Perianth-lobes naked only toward the tip, each clothed with a woolly tuft

near the base (whence the name, from Xo0tct, a crest}.

1. L. aiirea Ker. Perianth-segments dull yellow within. (L. americana

Coville.) Boggy pine-barrens, N. J. to Fla. June-Aug.

DIOSCOREACEAE (YAM FAMILY)

Plants with twining stems from large tuberous roots or knotted rootstocks,

and ribbed and netted-veined petioled leaves, small dioecious G-androus and

regular flowers, with the Q-cleft calyx-like perianth adherent in the fertile plant

to the ^-celled ovary. Styles 3, distinct. Ovules 1 or 2 in each cell, anatropous.

Fruit usually a membranaceous 3-angled or -winged capsule.

1. DIOSCOREA [Plumier] L. YAM

Flowers very small, in axillary panicles or racemes. Capsule loculicidally

3-valved by splitting through the winged angles. Seeds flat, with a membrana-
ceous wing. (Dedicated to the Greek naturalist, Dioscorides.}

1. D. villbsa L. (WILD YAM-ROOT.) Herbaceous; stems slender, from

knotty and matted rootstocks, twining over bushes
;

leaves mostly alternate,
sometimes nearly opposite or in fours, more or less downy beneath,, heart-shaped,

conspicuously pointed, 9-11-ribbed
;
flowers pale greenish-yellow, the sterile in

drooping panicles, the fertile in drooping simple racemes
; capsules 1.6-2.5 mm.

long. Thickets, s. N. E. to Fla., w. to Ont., Minn., Kan., and Tex. Ac-

cording to C. G. Lloyd the typical villous-leaved form has a matted rootstock

the divisions of which are scarcely thicker than the stems. He distinguishes, as

var. GLABRA Lloyd, a form with a thick knotted rootstock and glabrous leaves.

This form or possibly state, occurring in Ky. and probably elsewhere, is said

to be inferior for pharmaceutical use. The relation between the smooth foliage
and thickened rootstock does not, however, appear to be definite.

AMARYLLIDACEAE (AMARYLLIS FAMILY)

Chiefly bulbous and scape-bearing herbs, not scurfy or woolly, with linear flat

root-leaves, and regular (or nearly so) and perfect Q-androus flowers, the tube

of the corolline Q-parted perianth coherent with the ^-celled ovary ; the lobes im-

bricated in the bud. Anthers introrse. Style single. Capsule 3-celled, several-

many-seeded. Seeds anatropous or nearly so, with a straight embryo in the axis

of fleshy albumen.
* Fruit a 3-valved loculicidal capsule ; plant glabrous.

-t- Perianth with a conspicuous crown in the throat.

1. HymenocalliS. Perianth-tube slender, the lobes narrow, recurved ;
a cup-shaped crown con-

necting the filaments.

2. Narcissus. Perianth-tube produced at the base of the spreading ovate lobes into a true

crown. Filaments without a connecting cup.

-i- +- Perianth naked in the throat.

H- Low bulbous plants with 1-flowered scapes.

3. Zephyranthes. Anthers versatile on filiform somewhat elongated filaments; tube of the

perianth shorter than the throat and limb.

4. Cooperia. Anthers dorsifixed near the base
;
filaments short

;
tube of the perianth much ex-

ceeding the throat and limb.

-n- ++ Tall, not bulbous ;
flowers spicate.

5. Agave. Perianth equally 6-cleft, without crown ;
leaves fleshy.

* * Fruit indehiscent ;
anthers sagittate ; plant villous.

6. HypoziS. Perianth 6-parted nearly down to the ovary, persistent ;
bulb solid.
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1. HYMENOCALLIS Salisb.

Capsule thin, 2-3-lobed
;
seeds usually 2 in each cell, basal, fleshy, often like

bulblets. Scapes and leaves from a coated bulb. Flowers white, fragrant, large
and showy, sessile in an umbel-like head or cluster, subtended by 2 or more sca-

rious bracts. (Name composed of v^v, a membrane, and KdXXos, beauty.)
1. H. occidentalis (Le Conte) Kunth. Leaves strap-shaped, glaucous, 3-5

dm. long, 18-3f> mm. broad
; scape 3-6-flowered

;
bracts narrow, 5 cm. long :

perianth-tube about 8-10 cm. long, the linear segments scarcely shorter
;
the

crown 2.5-3 cm. long, tubular below, broadly funnel-form above, the margin
deltoid and entire, or 2-toothed and erose, between the white filaments, which
are twice longer; anthers yellow; style green. Marshy banks of streams, s.

Mo. and s. 111. to n. Ga., and Ala.

2. NARCISSUS [Tourn.] L.

Capsule thin, 3-celled
;
seeds numerous in each cell, affixed in 2 series to the

axile placenta. Flowers (in our species) solitary on leafless scapes subtended

by a deciduous or marcescent spathe. (Name of the youth who, according to a
Greek myth, was changed into this flower.)

1. N. PSEUDO-NARCISSUS L. (DAFFODIL.) Crown at least as long as the

perianth-segments, yellow. Established in meadows, Pa. and N. J. (Introd.
from Eu.)

2. N. POETICUS L. (POET'S NARCISSUS.) Crown less than half as long as the

perianth-segments, white edged with pink. Established in meadows, N. E.,
L. I., and Pa. (Introd. from Eu.)

3. ZEPHYRANTHES Herb.

Perianth funnel-form, from a tubular base
;
the 6 divisions petal-like and

similar, spreading above
;

the 6 stamens inserted in its naked throat. Pod
membr.anaceous, 3-lobed. (From &<f>vpos, a wind, and Arfes, Jfotoer.)

1. Z. Atamasco (L.) Herb. (ATAMASCO LILY.) Leaves bright green and

shining, very narrow, channeled, the margins acute
; scape 2-3.5 dm. high ; pe-

duncle short
; spathe 2-cleft at the .apex ; perianth white and pink, 6-9 cm. long ;

stamens and style declined. (Atamosco Greene.) Pa. to Fla. June.

4. COOPERIA Herb.

Perianth-tube very long and slender, the limb widely spreading, 6-parted. tho

short stamens borne on the throat. Spathe single, membranaceous. Capsule
depressed-globose; seeds numerous. Leaves grass-like from a tunicate bulb.

(Named in honor of Daniel Cooper, an English botanist of the early part of the
19th century.)

1. C. Drumm6ndii Herb. Scape slender, 2-5 dm. high; perianth white or

rose-tinged, the stalk-like tube often 1 dm. in length. Prairies, s. Kan. and
south westw.

5. AGAVE L. AMERICAN ALOE

Perianth (urmlai tunnel-form, persistent, 6-parted ;
the divisions nearly ennal,

narrow. Stamens 6
;
anthers linear, versatile. Capsule coriaceous, many-seeded ;

seeds flattened. Leaves thick and fleshy, often with cartilaginous or spiny
teeth, clustered^at the base of the many-flowered scape, from a thick lilmms-

rooted crown. (Name from cryau^, noble, not inappropriate as applied to

A. AMI.IMI \\\, the CENTURY PLANT.)
1. A. virginica L. (FALSE ALOB.) Herbaceous

;
leaves entire or denticulate ;

scape 1-2 m. hi-h ; flowers scattered in a loose wand-like sj>ike. greenish-yellow,
fragrant; perianth 18-24 mm. >long, its narrow lulu- twice loii-cr than the

erect lobes. Dry or rocky banks, Md. and Va. to Fla., w. to s. O., s. Ind.,

Mo., and Tex.
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6. HYP6XIS L. STAR GRASS

Perianth spreading. Fruit crowned with the withered or closed perianth.
Seed globular. Stemless small herbs, with grassy and hairy linear leaves and
slender few-flowered scapes. (An old name for a plant having sourish leaves,
from U7rous, sub-acid.}

1. H. hirsuta (L.) Coville. Leaves linear, grass-like, longer than the um-
bellately 1-4-flowered scape ;

divisions of the perianth hairy and greenish out-

side, yellow (rarely whitish) within. (//. crecta L.) Meadows and open
woods, s. w. Me. to Fla., Assina., e. Kan. and Tex.

IRIDACEAE (!RIS FAMILY)

Herbs, with equitant 2-ranked leaves, and regular or irregular perfect flowers ;

the 3 petals and 3 petal-like sepals convolute in the bud, the tube adnate to

the ^-celled ovary, and 3 distinct or monadelphous stamens, alternate with the

petals, with extrorse anthers. Flowers from a spathe of 2 or mote leaves or

bracts, usually showy. Style single, usually 3-cleft
; stigmas 3, opposite the

cells of the ovary, or 6 by the parting of the style-branches. Capsule 3-celled,

loculicidal, many-seeded. Seeds anatropous ; embryo straight in fleshy albu-

men. Rootstocks, tubers, or conns mostly acrid.

* Branches of the style (or stigmas) opposite the anthers.

1. Iris. Sepals spreading or recurved. Petals spreading or erect. Stigmas petal-like.

* * Branches of the style alternate with the anthers
;
flower regular.

2. Nemastylis. Stem from a coated bulb. Filaments united. Style-branches 2-cleft.

3. Belamcanda. Stems from a creeping rhizome. Filaments distinct. Stigmas dilated.

4. Sisyrinchium. Boot fibrous. Filaments united. Stigmas thread-like.

1. IRIS [Tourn.] L. FLEUR-DE-LIS

Tube of the flower more or less prolonged beyond the ovary. Stamens dis-

tinct
;
the oblong or linear anthers sheltered under the over-arching petal-like

stigmas (or rather branches of the style, bearing the true stigma in the form of

a thin lip or plate under the apex) ;
most of the style connate with the sepals

and petals into a tube. Capsule 3-6-angled, coriaceous. Seeds depressed-
flattened, usually in 2 rows in each cell. Perennials, with sword-shaped or

grassy leaves, and large showy flowers
;
ours with creeping and more or less

tuberous rootstocks. (

T
!/HS, the rainbow.}

* Stems leafy and rather tall, from usually thickened rootstocks, often branch-

ing ; tube much shorter than the sepals, which are usually much larger
than the petals.

-t- Sepals neither bearded nor crested.

++ Spathes all terminal or at the tips of elongate peduncles.

= Flowers violet-blue, variegated with green, yellow, or white, andpurple-veined.

a. Ovary and capsule obtusely angled.

1. /Seeds in 2 rows in each cell.

1. I. versicolor L. (LARGER BLUE FLAG.) Stem stout, angled on one side,

1.5-9 dm. high ;
leaves sword-shaped (0.5-2.5 cm. wide), glaucous; ovary ob-

tusely triangular, with flat sides
;
flowers (5-8 cm. long) short-pediceled, varie-

gated with green, yellow and white toward the center, the funnel-form tube

shorter than the ovary ; petals flat, oblanceolate or narrowly obovate, half as

long as the sepals; style-branches with slightly overlapping petaloid lobes; cap-
sule firm, subcylindric, turgid, with rounded angles, stout-beaked; seeds 4-6 mm.
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broad, flattened on the sides, the rhaphe not apparent. Wet places, Nfd. to Man.
and southw. May-July.

2. I. set&sa Pall., var. canadensis Foster. Stems slender, terete, 1.5-5 dm.
high, mostly flecked at base with purplish ;

leaves bright green, strongly nerrt-,1,

0.5-1 cm. broad
;
flowers short-pediceled, strongly marked with white toward

the center
;
the inconspicuous involute or tubular pointed petals \ as long as the

sepals; style-branches with spreading lobes; capsule subcylindric or ovoid, blunt,

or barely mucronate, the thin elastic icalls pale, flecked with purple, the angles
obtuse or rounded

;
seeds 2-3.5 mm. broad, with plump sides and prominent

rhaphe. (L Hookeri Penny. ) Seabeaches and headlands, Lab. and Nfd. to
the lower St. Lawrence

;
and along the coast to e. Me. June, July.

2. Seeds in I row in each cell.

3. I. caroliniana Wats. Tall (1 m. or less high); leaves bright green, soft,
1-3 cm. broad; flowers subsessile or short-pediceled, "lilac, variegated with

yellow, purple and brown;" petals more than half the length of the sepals;
seeds, with flattened sides, 8-10 mm. broad. Swamps, s. Va. to Ga. and La.
June.

a a. Ovary and capsule sharply angled.

4. I. prismatica Pursh. (SLENDER BLUE FLAG.) Stem very slender, terete,
2.5-9 dm. high, from a slender rootstock

;
leaves narrowly linear (3-7 rum.

wide); flowers slender-pediceled (4-6 cm. long), the tube extremely short;
ovary 3-angled. Marshes near the coast, N. S. to Ga. June, July.

= = Flowers brown or yellow.

5. I. fiilva Ker. Stem and leaves as in no. 1
; flowers copper-colored or dull

reddish-brown, variegated with blue and green ; petals widely spreading ; tube

cylindrical, as long as the 6-angled ovary ; style-branches narrow. Swamps,
s. 111. and Mo. to La. and Ga. May.

I. PSEUDAcoRus L., the YELLOW IRIS of European marshes, with several very
long linear leaves, bright yellow beardless flowers, and erect petals, is becoming
established in N. E., N. Y., and N. J.

I. ORIENTA.LIS Mill. (/. ochroleuca L.), an Asiatic species, with stem-leaves
few and reduced, and pale-yellow or whitish flowers, is freely cultivated, and
tends to become naturalized in marshes on the coast of Ct. (Mrs. M. E.

Russell}.

*- -* Spathes mostly subsessile or on inconspicuous peduncles in the axils of the

upper conspicuous leaves ; flowers large, blue-violet.

6. I. hexagona Walt. Stem terete, flexuous, 3-9 dm. tall
;
leaves green, not

glaucous, the upper very elongated and much overtopping the flowers, 1-3 cm.
broad

;
flowers mostly axillary, resembling those of no. 1, but larger ; capsule

very firm, 6-angled, short-beaked
;
seeds in 2 rows in each cell. (/. foliosa

Mack. & Bush.) Rich low woods and shores, local, O. to Mo., and southw.
to S. C., Fla., and Tex. May, June.

*- -- Claw and lower part of blade of sepals beaded.

7. I. GERM^NICA L. (FLEUR-DE-LIS.) Leaves broad, glaucous ; spathes 2-3-
flowered

; perianth-tube greenish, cylindrical; sepals dark violet-purple, pendent
with bright yellow beard

; petals equaling the sepals in length and breadth, lilac
;

capsule trigonous. Established in Va. and W. Va. (Introd. from Eu.)
* * Stems low (0.6-1.6 dm. high), from tufted <! ov,,///^/ sln,<!cr (or here <nl

there tuberous-thickened) rootstocks, l-3-/?wv/v</ ,
tn'n' of the jterittuth

long and slender; the violet-blue sepals and petals nearly equal.

8. I. verna L. (DWARF IRIS.) Leaves linear, grass-like (3-10 nun. wide),
rather glaucous ;

the thread-like tube about the length of the sepals and petals,
which are oblong-obovate and on slender claios, the sepals slightly hairy down
the orange-yellow base, rrestless ; capsule obtusely triaixjnhir. \Yoodcd hill-

sides, Pa. to Ky., and southw. Apr., May. Flowers sometimes white with

yellowish center.
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0. I. cristata Ait. (CRESTED DWARF IRIS.) Leaves lanceolate (1-2 dm.

long when grown, 1-2 cm. broad); those of the spathe ovate-lanceolate, shorter

than the thread-like tube, which is 4-5 cm. long and much longer than the light-
blue obovate short-clawed sepals and petals; sepals crested but beardless

; cap-
sule sharply triangular. Rich woods, Md. to Ga., locally w. to O., Ind., and
Mo. Apr., May. Flowers fragrant.

10. I. laciistris Nutt. (LAKE DWARF IRIS.) Tube rather shorter than the

sepals and petals (yellowish, 1-2 cm. long), dilated upward, not exceeding the

spathe ;
otherwise as in the last, and too near it. Gravelly shores of Lakes

Huron, Michigan, and Superior. May.

2. NEMASTYLIS Nutt.

Sepals and petals similar and nearly equal, spreading. Style short, its slen-

der 2-parted branches exserted between the anthers
; stigmas minute, terminal.

Capsule obovoid, truncate, dehiscent at the summit. Seeds globose or angled.
Stems terete, with few plicate leaves, and few fugacious flowers from 2-bracted

spathes. (Name from vrm-a., a thread, and <rrv\ls, style, for the slender style-

branches.)
1. N. acuta (Bart.) Herb. Stem 1-6 dm. high; spathes 2-flowered

;
flowers

pale blue-purple, 4-7 cm. broad, the divisions oblong-obovate ; capsule 1-1.3 cm.

long. (JV. geminiflora Nutt.) Prairies and barrens, Mo. to Tenn., La., and
Tex. Apr.-June.

3. BELAMCANDA Adans. BLACKBERRY LILY

Sepals and petals widely and equally spreading, all nearly alike, oblong with

a narrowed base, naked. Stamens monadelphous only at base
;
anthers oblong.

Style club-shaped, 3-cleft. Capsule pear-shaped ;
the valves at length falling

away, leaving the central column covered with the globose black and fleshy-

coated seeds, imitating a blackberry (whence the popular name). Perennial,
with rootstocks, foliage, etc., of an Iris; the branching stems (0.5-1 m. high)

loosely many-flowered ;
the orange-yellow flower mottled with crimson-purple

spots. (An East Indian name for the species.) GEMMINGIA Fabricius.

1. B. CHINENSIS (L.) DC. Roadside thickets, open woods, etc., near

towns, Ct. to Kan. and Ga.
;
common southw. June, July. (Nat. from Asia.)

4. SISYRINCHIUM L. BLUE-EYED GRASS

Sepals and petals (perianth) alike, spreading. Capsule globular, 3-angled.

Seeds globular. Low slender perennials, with fibrous roots, grassy or lanceo-

late leaves, 2-edged or winged stems, and fugacious umbeled-clustered small

flowers from a usually 2-leaved spathe. (A meaningless name, of Greek origin.)

a. Spathes sessile and terminal b.

&. Spathes 2, with a single outer leaf-like bract.

Stems subterete, scarcely wing-margined ;
filaments free above ;

anthers 4.5 mm. long 1. S. hostile.

Stems flattened, distinctly wing-margined ;
filaments united to the

summit ;
anthers at inost 2.5 mm. long . . . . 2. S. albidum.

b. Spathes solitary.
Flowers yellow 3. S.flaviflorum.
Flowers blue, violet, or white.
Outer elongate bract with the margins free to the base ; cap-

sules pale 4. 8. campestre.
Outer bract with the margins united above the base.

Pedicels loosely spreading, much exceeding the inner bract;

capsules 2-4 mm. high 5. 8. mucronaturn.
Pedicels suberect, scarcely exceeding the inner bract ; cap-

sules 4-6 mm. high.

Capsules drab or dull brown 6. S. angu&tifohum.
Capsules whitish-green or straw-color 1. S. montanum.
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a. Spathes peduncled from the axil of the leaf-like bract c.

c. Old leaf-bases persisting as tufts of straight bristle-like fibers.

Capsules pale straw-color or whitish, 8-4 mm. high .

Capsules dark brown, 4-C mm. high
c. Old leaf-bases soon deciduous, or, if persisting, merely loose irregular

soft shreds d.
d. Capsules pale straw-color or whitish

; peduncles and pedicels strictly
erect

d. Capsules brown or drab.
Inner bract of the spathe 1.5-3 cm. long ;

stems broadly winged.
Pedicels loosely spreading, much exceeding the inner bract
Pedicels strongly ascending, rarely exceeding the inner bract

Inner bract of the spathe 1-1.5 cm. long ;
stems slender and nar

rowly margined.
Capsules not beaked

Capsules tipped by a short stout macro ....

8. S.FarwdUi.
9. S. arenicola.

10. S. strictum.

11. S. gramineum.
6. S. angustifolium.

12. S. atlanticum.
13. S. apiculatutn.

1. S. hastile Bicknell. Stiff and erect, dull green, about 4 dm. high, the

stem (1-1.5 mm. wide) narrowly margined but not winged; leaves firm and stiff,

slender and conduplicate, barely 1 mm. broad, except at the flat-

tened base
;
the 2 spathes closely sessile, each 4-bracted, the lance-

attenuate strongly nerved inner bracts 1.5-2.5 cm. long, much
exceeded by the linear outer bract

; pedicels barely exserted

beyond the inner bracts. Sandy shores, Belle Isle, Detroit R.,
Mich. May, June.

2. S. albidum Raf. Erect, pale green or glaucous, 1.5-4.5 dm.

high ;
steins 1-3 mm. wide, usually twice exceeding the flat leaves ;

spathes with lance-acuminate pale or purple-tinged inner bracts

(1.3-2.3 cm. long), usually twice exceeded by the erect outer
bract

; pedicels with slightly spreading exserted tips ; flowers about
1 cm. long, white to violet; capsules subglobose (2.5-4 mm. high},

' '

2 ,

ld l

pale straw-color. O. and w. Ont. to Wise., and southw
; locally

introd. in Ct. May, June. FIG. 603.
3. S. flaviflbrum Bicknell. Erect (2-2.5 dm. high), pale green or glaucous;

stems flat, wing-margined, 1.5-3 mm. broad, usually exceeding the flat slightly
broader leaves

;
bracts of the spathe pale green with conspicuous

narrow hyaline margins, the inner bract 2-3 cm. long, twice
exceeded by the outer

; pedicels shorter than the inner bract.

Open woods, borders of prairies, w. Mo. May, June.
4. S. camp6stre Bicknell. Caespitose, glaucous, slender (1-5

dm. high); the flat stems (1-3 mm. broad} winged, somewhat
exceeding the leaves

; spathes gibbous, green or tinged with pink,
the outer bract (2.5-4.5 cm. long) with margins free to the base,

rarely twice exceeding the inner; pedicels with curved tips,

equaling or exceeding the inner bract ; perianth pale blue or ^^- s - campestre

white ; capsules 2-4 mm. high. Prairies, Wise, to N. Dak.,
x 2

/3-

and southw. Apr.-June. FIG. 604.
6. S. mucronitum Michx. Similar but greener ;

stems 0.5-1.5 mm. broad,

narrowly winged, usually twice longer than the slightly broader leaves
; spathes

usually purple-tinged, not gibbous, the outer bract with the mar-

gins united a little above the base, 2-7 cm. long, the inner 1-2 cm.

long; perianth violet (rarely white) ; capsules straic-color or

greenish-yellow. Meadows, fields, and open woods, w. Mass, to

Va. and Mich. May, June. FIG. 605.

6. S. angustifdlium Mill. Erect or ascending,
stiff, glaucous, 1-5 dm. high ;

the simple (rarely

605. s. mucro-
for>ked) stems 1.5-3 mm. wide, distinctly winged,

natum x /, exceeding the scarcely broader leaves
; */></? Jn-x green,

rarely purplish, the outer bract with ma ruin* united
3-6 mm. above the ban/', 2-(5.f> cm. long, the inner 1-3 cut. lung ;

perianth violet (rarely white) ; cajixiih'* dull hr<nn> ur ]>urple-

tinged. Meadows, fields, and damp sandy soil, Nfd. to B. C.,
s. to Va., Pa., Mich., Minn.; and in the Rocky Mts. May-July. 606. s.anpusti-
FMI. (5IMJ. folium x Vs-
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7. S. montanum Greene. Similar, pale green or glaucescent ; spathes pale
green or straw-color, the outer bract 3.5-8 cm. long, the inner 1.5-3.5 cm.
long ; capsule whitish-green to straw-color. Gaspe" Penins., Que.; Mich.

; Minn. ;

Rocky Mts. June, July.
S. INTERMEDIUM Bicknell appears to include inconstant and not very clearly

marked forms intermediate between 8. mucronatum, 8. angustifolium, and
S. gramineum.

8. S. Farwellii Bickuell. Loosely tufted, from a fibrous-sheathed base;
stems flexuous, branched, slightly glaucous, 2-3 dm. high, 1-2 mm. broad,
winged, twice exceeding the slightly broader leaves; bracteal leaf loosely
clasping, shorter than the (4-11 cm. long) curved slender peduncles ; spathes
1.7-2 dm. long, the bracts subequal, yellowish-green, thin and membranous;

iowers

pale blue, on flexuous exserted })edicels. Local, s. e. Mich.
9. S. arenicola Bicknell. Similar, but usually blackening in drying, and

rather stouter, the violet flowers on erect or

f\Q & only slightly curved pedicels. Sandy soil,

(\T //O near tne coast
'
Mass, to N. J.

/fP\t f\ if
10 - S> strictum Bicknell. Bright green,

// m^^ |(\
3 dra -

!"
h

J
the winged stems 1.5-2 mm.

I
j\ wide, slightly exceeding the scarcely broader

W III ** \V
leaves

;
bracteal leaf about equaling the strict

peduncles, 6-9 cm. long; spathes 1.5-2 cm.

long, pale green, tinged with purple, the
bracts subequal, or the inner longer ; pedi-
cels strict, barely exserted ; flowers violet.

Montcalm Co., Mich.
11. S. gramineum Curtis. Loosely tufted,

bright green or glaucescent, 1-5 dm. high,
the ascending flexuous or even geniculate
broad-winged flat stems 2-6 mm. wide, usu-

ally exceeding the grass-like leaves
;
bracteal

leaf broad, usually shorter than the flat

peduncles ; spathes green, erect, the bracts

subequal, 1.5-2 cm. long, or
the outer somewhat elon-

gated ; flowers blue ; cap-
sules subglobose, 4-6 mm.
high. (S. anceps Man.
ed. 6

;
S. graminoides Bick-

nell.) Wet meadows and
damp woods, N. H. to Minn.,
and southw. Apr.-June.
FIG. 607.

12. S. atlanticum Bick-
nell. Loosely tufted, pale

and glaucous, 2-7 dm. high ;
stems wiry and slender, flexuous

or geniculate, narrowly margined, 1-3 mm. wide, much exceed-

ing the narrow leaves
;
bracteal leaf usually shorter than the

slender peduncles ; spathes often oblique and tinged with pink,
the subequal bracts thin, 1-1.5 cm. long, the outer acute, the

inner obtuse ; pedicels erect, scarcely exserted; perianth violet
;

capsules slightly higher than broad, 3-4.5 mm. high. Damp
soil, Me. to Vt. and Fla., mostly on the coastal plain. FIG.
608.

13.

607. S. gra

x/s.

ineum 608 _ g> at]anticum

609. S. apiculatum

S. apiculatum Bicknell. Similar; stems 3 dm. high,
nearly or quite twice as long as the narrowly linear grass-like basal leaves

;

the pedicels (1-1.8 cm. long) distinctly exserted, and the rather smaller capsules
tipped by stout short beaks. Lake shores, etc.

, Muskegon Co.
,
Mich. FIG.

609.
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MARANTACEAE (AKROWROOT FAMILY)

Herbs with distichous pinnaMy veined commonly asymmetrical leaves, irregu-

lar perfect flowers, and strongly reduced asymmetrical androeciuni, only one half

of one anther polleniferous, the other half as well as the anthers of the remain-

ing stamens sterile and petaloid. Ovary inferior
;
cells 3 or by abortion fewer,

1-ovuled. Style single, more or less unilateral or declined. Seeds arillate
;

embryo curved in copious albumen.

1. THALIA L.

Erect scapose aquatic herbs with ovate-lanceolate long-petioled leaves, col-

ored caducous bracts, and open panicles of showy usually purple flowers.

Sepals 3, equal or nearly so, usually much shorter than the 3 nearly or quite
distinct petals. Staminodia somewhat connate, petaloid, one of them enlarged,
deflexed and lip-like. (Named for Johann Thai, a German physician and nat-
uralist who died in 1583.)

1. T. dealbata Roscoe. White-powdery ; scapes 1-2 in. high; leaf-blades

ovate-lanceolate, acute at apex, rounded or subcordate at base
;

corolla and
bracts pale blue, the staminodia purple or violet. Marshes, Mo. to S. C. and
Tex.

BURMANNIACEAE (BURMANNIA FAMILY)

Small annual herbs, often with minute and scale-like leaves, or those at the

root grass-like; the flowers perfect, with a 6-cleft corolla-like perianth, the tube

of which adheres to the \-celled or ^-celled ovary ; stamens 3 and tJistinrt, oppo-
site the inner divisions of the perianth; capsule many-seeded, the seeds very

minute. A small, chiefly tropical family.

1. BURMANNIA L.

Ovary 3-celled, with the thick placentae in the axis. Filaments 3, very short.

Style slender
; stigma capitate-3-lobed. Capsule often 3-winged. (Named for

J. Burmann, an early Dutch botanist.)
1. B. biflbra L. Slender (7-12 cm. high), 1-several-flowered

; perianth
(5 mm. long) bright blue, 3-winged. Peaty bogs, Va. to Fla. and La.

ORCHIDACEAE (ORCHIS FAMILY)

REVISED BY OAKES AMES

1I< ,'bs, distinguished by perfect zygomorphic gynandrousflowers, with fi-i/TM//s

(sometimes apparently 5-merous) perianth adnate to the \-celled ovary, u-ith

innumerable ovules on 3 parietal placentae, and n-itft i-ithcr \ or - ffrtili- tlmm //.-,

the pollen cohering in masses. IVrianth usually of <> divisions; the 3 outer

(sepals) mostly of the same texture as the 3 inner (petals), of the inner

series, one, termed the lip, differs from the rest in shape, and is sometimes

prolonged at the base into a spur. The lip is really the posterior petal, but

by a twist of the pedicel or ovary of half a turn it is more commonly directed

downward and becomes apparently anterior. At the base of the lip, in the

axis of the flower, is the column, composed of a single fertile stamen, or, in
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Cypripedium, of two stamens and the rudiment of a third, variously coalescent

with the style. Anther 2-celled, each cell containing' one or more masses of

pollen (pollinia}, or the pollen granular (in Cypripedium}. Stigma viscid or

(in Cypripedium} rough. Fruit a 1-celled 3-valved capsule. Flowers solitary,

racemed, or spiked, often showy, each flower usually subtended by a bract.

Leaves parallel-nerved, solitary, or several and alternate, sometimes apparently

opposite or whorled. Perennials, often with corms or with tuberoid roots
;

sometimes rootless saprophytes. A cosmopolitan family comprising about 7000

species largely dependent on insects for pollination.

I. Fertile anthers 2.

Tribe I. CYPRIPEDlEAE. Perfect anthers lateral, the sterile one forming a dilated fleshy append-

age above the terminal stigma. Pollen granular, not in masses.

1. Cypripedium. Stems more or less leafy. Perianth spreading ; lip an inflated sac.

II. Fertile anther solitary.

* Anthers persistent.

Tribe II. OPHRYDEAE. Pollinia prolonged at the base of the anthers into filaments or caudicles

which are attached to viscid disks or glands.

2. Orchis. Viscid disks contained in a pouch, or bursicule, of the rostellum.

3. Habenaria. Viscid disks naked, not contained in a pouch, or bursicule, of the rostellum.

* * Anthers caducous or readily detachable.

Tribe III. NEOTTlEAE. Pollen-masses usually soft or granulose.

-H Anther terminal.

4. Pogonia. Lip without hypochil, free. Column not winged.
f>. Calopogon. Lip without hypochil, free. Column winged at apex.

G. Arethusa. Lip without hypochil, united to the base of the gynostemium. Column winged
to the base.

7. Serapias. Lip provided with a hypochil.

-i- +- Anther dorsal.

H- Upper sepal and petals connivent or lightly adherent.

8. Spiranthes. Pollen waxy or powdery, not divided into a large number of definite masses.

Li]) with appendages at the base
;
not saccate.

9. Epipactis. Pollen divided into a large number of definite masses. Lip saccate, unappendaged.

H- ++ Sepals and petals free.

10. Listera. Lip retuse or cleft.

Tribe IV. EPIDENDREAE. Pollen-masses smooth and waxy.

= Pollen-masses 4, unappendaged.

a. Leafless plants.

11. Corallorrhiza. Plants brownish or yellowish, with coralline rhizomes.

&. Plants with leaves.

12. Malaxis. Lip not saccate, cordate at base. Leaves several.

13. MicrostyliS. Lip not saccate. Leaf solitary on the stein.

14. Liparis. Lip not saccate, obovate. Leaves several.

15. Calypso. Lip saccate. Leaf solitary.

16. Aplectrum. Lip not saccate. Leaf solitary from a tuber.

= = Pollen-masses 4, each attached by a very short filament to the viscid disk or gland.

17. Tipularia. Flowers small, greenish, in a many-flowered raceme. Lip 3-lobed.

<= = = Pollen-masses 8.

IS. Hexalectris. Leafless plants.

GRAY'S MANUAL 20
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ARTIFICIAL KEY TO GENERA
a. Two fertile anthers ; lip an inflated sac 1. CYPEIPEDIUM.
a. One fertile anther b.

b. Flowers with a distinct slender spur (this at least 2 mm. long).
Leaves present at flowering time.

Caudicles of pollinia divergent, not contained in a special pouch or
bursicule 8. HABENARIA.

Caudicles of pollinia convergent, contained in a special pouch or
bursicule 2. ORCHIS.

Leaves absent at flowering time 17. TIPULARIA.
b. Flowers without a conspicuous spur, the lip sometimes saccate e.

c. Leaves one or more (in Spiranthes, Arethusa, and Aplectrum some-
times absent or inconspicuous at flowering time); plant green d.

d. Perianth at least 15 mm. across
; sepals and petals more or less

spreading, not strongly recurved e.

e. Leaves linear to linear-lanceolate, grass-like, sheathing the scape
near the base.

Flowers several, resupinate, with one floral bract ... 5. CALOPOQON.
Flowers solitary, rarely 2, not resupinate, with 2 floral bracts,

one posterior, the other anterior, subtending the ovary . 6. ARETHUSA.
. Leaves elliptic-oblong, ovate, or cordate, sometimes whorled.

Lip saccate, bearded 15. CALYPSO.
Lip not saccate, with a longitudinal more or less tuberculate

crest or beard 4. POGONIA.
Lip saccate, not bearded 7. SERAPIAS.

d. Perianth less than 15 mm. across; sepals and petals con nivent or

spreading.
Petals joined to the upper sepal but not coalescent with it.

Lip saccate at base, devoid of basal callosities
;
leaves variegated 9. EPIPACTIS.

Lip not distinctly saccate, with a horn-like callosity within on
each side at base ;

leaves not variegated .... 8. SPIRANTHES.
Petals and sepals free.

Petals filiform or linear, less than 2 mm. broad.
Leaf solitary 18. MICROSTYLIS.
Leaves 2, near the middle of the stem 10. LISTEKA.
Leaves 2, basal ; lip not pointed 14. LIPAKIS.
Leaves basal

; lip pointed 12. MALAX is.

Petals not filiform, at least 2 mm. broad 16. APLECTRUM.
c. Leaves wanting ; scaly saprophytes with yellowish or purplish stems.

Lip with a callus on each side of the mid-nerve at base . . . 11. CORALLOKKHI/A.
Lip with 5 or 6 longitudinal crests 18. HEXALEOTRIS.

1. CYPRIPEDIUM L. LADY'S SLIPPER. MOCCASIN FLOWER

Sepals spreading, all three distinct or in most cases two of them united into

one under the inflated sac-like lip. Petals mostly spreading, linear or oblong.
Column declined, on each side a fertile stamen with its short filament bearing
a 2-celled anther

; pollen loose and pulpy or powdery-granular, the face of the

anther converted into a viscid film
;
on the upper side of the column a dilated

petaloid, but thickish staminode, or infertile stamen
; stigma terminal, obscurely

3-lobed, moist and roughish. Roots coarsely fibrous. Leaves many-nerved and

plaited, sheathing at the base. Stems pubescent. Flowers solitary or few,

large and showy. (Name incorrectly Latinized from Ki/7rpts, Venus, and irtdiKov,

a shoe, therefore by some authors spelled Cypripedilum.}
1. The three sepals separate.

1. C. arietinum R. Br. (RAM'S HEAD L.) Stem slender, 15-30 cm. high;
leaves 3 or 4, elliptic-lanceolate, nearly glabrous ; upper sepal ovate-lanceolate,
acute, lower sepals and the petals linear, similar, madder-purple, 1.5-2 cm. long,

exceeding the whitish crimson-veined lip, which is silky pubescent within.

(
< 'rinsdnthes borealis Raf.) Swamps and rich woods, rare and local, Que.

to Man., s. to Me., Mass., N. Y., and Minn. May, June. (China.)

2. The two lower .svjm/s united.

* Stem elongated, leafy to the top, 1-3-flowered ; lip slipper-shaped, not fissured
in front, but with a rounded open orifice.

*- Sepals and linear twisted petals acute, longer than the lip.

H. Lip yellow.

2. C. parvifl&rum Salisb. (SMALLER YELLOW L.) Stem 19-60 cm. high;
and sepals greenish, much suffused with madder-purple, 3-6 cm. long;
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lip 2-3 cm. long. Mostly in swampy or boggy places. Frequently indis-

tinguishable from the following variety, into which it seems to pass. Both the

species and the variety widely distributed throughout our range. May-July.
Var. pubescens (Willd.) Knight. (LARGER YELLOW L.) Stem 23-70 cm.

high; leaves oval, acute, 11-20 cm. long, 5-11 cm. wide, mostly distant on the
stem at anthesis

; sepals ovate-lanceolate, greenish-yellow, dotted and streaked
with madder-purple markings, usually exceeding 5 cm. in length ; lip golden-
yellow, 3.5-5 cm. long. (C. pubescens Willd.

;
C. hirsutum auth., not Mill.)

Mostly in woods.
M- -w- Lip white.

3. C. cdndidum Muhl. (SMALL WHITE L.) Stem 16-28 cm. high, 1-flowered;
leaves oval-lanceolate, acute, mostly crowded at anthesis

; petals and sepals

greenish, spotted with madder-purple; sepals ovate-lanceolate; lip 18-20 mm.
long, striped with purple inside at base. Swamps, N. Y. and N. J. to s. Minn.,
n. e. Neb., s. to Mo. and Ky. May, June.

H- H- Sepals and petals not twisted, shorter than the lip, or nearly equaling it.

4. C. hirsutum Mill. (Snowy L.) Stem 4-8 dm. high, hirsute
;
leaves ovate,

acute
; sepals round-ovate, or orbicular, rather longer than the oblong petals ; lip

much inflated, white, crimson-magenta in front, about 4 cm. long. (C. spectabile

Salisb.) Swamps and wet mossy woods, Nfd. to Ga. and Wise. June, July.
5. C. passerinum Richards. Stem about 2 dm. high, villous-pubescent ;

leaves elliptic-lanceolate, acute
; upper sepal yellowish, nearly orbicular, about

1.5 cm. long ; lip spherical, pale magenta, spotted with deep magenta at the base
within. Woods, n. Ont.

;
L. Superior, westw. and northwestw.

** Stems short, 2-leaved; leaves basal, next the ground; scape terminated

by a solitary bract, 1-flowered ; sepals and petals greenish-brown, shorter
than the drooping lip, which is fissured in front.

6. C. acaiile Ait. (STEMLESS L.) Leaves oval
; scape 15-38 cm. high ;

sepals ovate-lanceolate, nearly as long as the linear-lanceolate petals ; lip obovoid,
crimson-pink (rarely white, and petals yellow-green), nearly 5 cm. long, veiny ;

staminode rhomboid. (Fissipes Small.) Dry woods, Nfd. to Minn., Win-

nipeg, and northwestw.
;

s. to N. C. and Tenn. May, June.

2. 6RCHIS [Tourn.] L.

Flowers ringent. Sepals and petals nearly equal. Lip turned downward,
coalescing with the base of the column, spurred below. Anther-cells contiguous
and parallel. Pollen cohering in numerous coarse waxy grains, which are col-

lected on a cobwebby elastic tissue into two large masses (one filling each
anther cell) borne on slender stalks, the bases of which are attached to the

glands or viscid disks of the stigma; the two glands contained in a common
little pouch, or bursicule, placed just above the orifice of the

spur. Flowers magenta-pink, showy, in a loose raceme. Leaves
one or two. .("Opxis, the ancient name.)

1. 0. rotundif61ia Banks. Leaf solitary, varying from almost
orbicular to oblong, 3-8 cm. long ; scape naked, 12-23 cm. high ;

flowers magenta; lip white, spotted with magenta, 3-lobed (the
lateral lobes oblong and the larger middle lobe dilated and notched
at the apex), 6-8 mm. long, exceeding in length the ovate-oblong

petals and sepals and the slender depending spur. (Habenaria 610. o. rotundi-

Richards.) Damp woods and swamps, local, e. Que. to N. Y., folia x 1.

Wise., northw. and northwestw. June, July. FIG. 610.

2. 0. spectabilis L. (SHOWY O.) Leaves two, basal, oblong-obovate, shining,
7-15 cm. long; scape 4-5-angled, 4-17 cm. high; bracts leaf-like, lanceolate;
floral bracts exceeding the flowers

; sepals and petals contiguous, forming a

vaulted galea behind the column
; lip ovate, white, or rarely magenta-pink,

undivided. (Galeorchis Rydb.) Rich woods, N. B. and N. E., s, to Ga.,
westw. to Mo. and Dak. May, June.
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3. HABENARIA Willd. REIN ORCHIS. FRINGED ORCHIS

Flowers usually small, in loose or dense racemes. Sepals spreading, mostly
similar

; petals erect, connivent with the upper sepal. Lip entire, toothed or

fringed laterally, or tripartite, the divisions wedge-shaped and variously toothed

or fimbriate. Spur shorter or longer than the lip. Glands or viscid disks (to
which the pollen masses are attached) naked and exposed, separate, sometimes

widely so. In some of our species the stigma has two or three appendages.
Glabrous plants with one or more leaves. Tuberoids elongated, fusiform, or

(in no. 1) somewhat palmate. (Name from habena, a thong or rein, in allusion

to the shape of the lip or spur of some species.) An arnphigean genus often

separated by authors into numerous genera.
* Lip not fringed.

-- Leaves cauline, several, at least more than two.

-w Lip S-toothed at the apex.

1. H. bracteata (Willd.) R. Br. Stem 15-60 cm. high, rather stout; lower

leaves oblanceolate to obovate, the upper oblong to lanceolate, acute
;

floral

bracts 2-4 times the length of the green flowers
;
raceme 10-30-

fiowered
; petals linear; lip oblong or slightly spatuhite. i_'-:'>-

toothed at the apex, more than twice the length of the saccate

whitish spur; tuberoids somewhat palmate, the divisions elon-

gated, tapering. (Coeloglossum Parl.) Damp woods and

thickets, N. S. to Alaska, s. to Wash., Minn., and Pa.; and

along the mts. to N. C. May-Aug. (China and

Japan.) FIG. 611.

++ -H- Lip hastate, with a tubercle at the base.

Gil.

H.^racteata ^ R ^^ (L } Qr&y ^^ ^^ cm j^.
leaves ovate-oblong or oblong-lanceolate, the upper-

most linear-lanceolate, passing into the bracts of the elongated 012. 11. i!:i\-a

raceme
; petals ovate ; lip truncate, sometimes retuse, with a tooth x 11,3.

or protuberance on the median line near the base; spur slender,
4-6 mm. long. (H. virescens Spreng. ;

Perularia flava Farwell.) Wet places,
N. S. to Minn., and common southw. June, July. FIG. 612.

-**-- Lip lanceolate, entire.

3. H. hyperbbrea (L.) R. Br. Stem leafy, leaves oblong-lanceolate; raceme
loose or dense; flowers greenish; upper sepal ovate, lateral sepals somewhat

lanceolate; petals lanceolate, erect
; Up lanceolate, deflexed, or curved upwards ;

spur about as long as the lip, slender, or clavate at the apex ;

glalands of the stigma orbicular. (Limnorchis Rydb.) Peat
and wet cold woods, Nfd. to Alaska, southw. to Pa., Neb., and
vvestw. June-Aug. (Iceland.) A species variable in height, in

the length and breadth of the leaves, in the size of the flowers,

and in the relative length of the lip and spur; therefore

supposed by some authors to include several species.
'

x ;
4. H. dilatata (Pursh) Gray. Similar to the pre-

ceding; flower.x n'/iitr. more delicate iti texture: ///<

lanceolate with a dilated r/niil>i<l</l //*/, stium a narrow. (Lim-
unri-his Rydb.) Meadows, bogs, and wet woods, Nfd. to Alaska,

N. J., Minn., and westw. May-Aug. (Iceland.) FIG. 613.

Var. mfcdia (Rydb.) Ames. A greenish-flowered form of the

species distinguishable by the rhomboidal base of the lip from
,-,,.,_ n mv ,. :i

//. /ii//n r/>n/-i (i . x 1%.
f>. H. nivea (Nutt.) Spreng. Stem slender. :: Cdm. long; leaves

numerous, the lower ones lance-linear, 10-10 em. long, the others passing into

linear bracts; raceme lax or dense; (lowers white, numerous; p<t<il* <nnl ///>

narrowly oblong ; spur slender, ascending, as long as the white untwisted ovary :
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615. H. clavellata.

Flower x 1. Lip x 1

Column x 2.

appendages of the stigma oblong. (Gymnadeniopsis Rydb.) Swamps along
the coast, Del. to Fla., westw. to Ark. and Tex. June-Aug. FIG. 614.

t- H- Leaves cauline, one or two.

*- Lip crenulate.

6. H. Integra (Nutt.) Spreng. Stem about 37 cm. high, several-leaved
;
the

lower leaves elongated, oblong-lanceolate, the others becoming smaller and
bract-like; raceme densely many-flowered, cylindrical ; flowers small, yellow ;

lip ovate, entire or slightly crenulate, or short-toothed along the margin, shorter

than the awl-shaped descending spur ; appendages of the stigma two, lateral,

oblong, fleshy. (Gymnadeniopsis Rydb.) Wet pine-barrens, N. J. to Fla., w.
to Tenn. and Tex. July, Aug.

w -w- Lip ^-toothed at the apex.

7. H. clavellata (Michx.) Spreng. Stem 19-40 cm. high, slender, with one
or two oblong or oblanceolate obtuse leaves, and two
or three linear-lanceolate bracts above

;
raceme

3-16-flowered, subcylindric ;
flowers greenish-white ;

lip wedge-oblong, truncate, with three short apical
teeth or lobes ; spur slender, slightly clavate, curved

upwards, longer than the ovary ; appendages of the

stigma 3, oblong, clavate-tuberculate, one outside each
orbicular gland, and one between them rising as high
as the anther-cells. (H. tridentata Hook.

; Gymna-
deniopsis clavellata Rydb.) Bogs and moist soil,

Nfd. to Minn, and southw. July, Aug. FIG. 615.

-t- -i- -i- Leaves radical.

++ Lip less than 5 mm. long.

8. H. unalasce"nsis (Spreng.) Wats. Plant slender, 3-5 dm. high, leafy at

base
;

leaves oblanceolate, withering before the flowers open ; sepals slightly

gibbous at base, 1-nerved, narrowly oval, lateral ones adnate at base to the lip ;

petals lanceolate, obtuse
; lip oblong-hastate ; spur filiform or slightly clavate,

shorter than the ovary. (Piperia Rydb.) Damp woods, Anticosti I., Que.;

Ont., westw. to Alaska and Cal. June-Sept.

w H-*. Lip more than 5 mm. long.

= Spur about equal to the lip.

9. H. obtusata (Pursh) Richards. Plants 10-26 cm. high ; leaf solitary,

basal, obovate or spatulate-oblong ;
flowers greenish or whitish, 5-15 in a loose

raceme at the summit of a naked scape ; upper sepal broad and

rounded, lateral sepals and the petals lance-oblong; lip entire,

linear-lanceolate, deflexed, 6 mm. long, about the length of the

tapering curved spur. (Lysiella Rydb.) Swamps and rich

woods, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to N. Y., Minn, and Col.

July, Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 616.

= = Spur two or more times longer than the lip.

10. H. Hookeri Torr. Leaves orbicular or

elliptical, near the ground, 3.5-10 cm. broad;

scape usually ebracteate, 12-16 cm. high, having 8-20 upright

yellowish-green flowers in a strict raceme 2-4 cm. through ;

sepals ovate-lanceolate, the upper sepal dilated at base, acumi-

nate; lip lanceolate, pointed, about I cm. long; spur slender, acute, 2cm. long.

(Lysias Hookeriana Rydb.) Dry or damp woods, e. Que. to Pa., w. to Minn.

June, July. FIG. 617.

11. H. orbiculata (Pursh) Torr. Leaves orbicular or elliptical, 6-19 cm.

broad, spreading flat on the ground, shining above, silvery beneath
; scape with

one or more lanceolate bracts, 6-32 cm. high, having 10-20 or more greenish-

white flowers in a loose raceme 4-6 cm. through ; upper sepal orbicular, lateral

616. II. obtusata

x iy3 .

617. H. Hookeri
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618. H. cristata

x !/,.

ones ovate; lip oblong-linear, obtuse, 1.5-2 cm. long; spur 1.5-2.5 cm. long;
anther-cells strongly projecting at the free beak-like base ; glands nearly mm.
apart. (Lysias Rydb.) Rich deep woods, Lab. to Alaska, s. to S. C., Minn.,
and Wash. July, Aug.

12. H. macrophylla Goldie. Similar to the preceding, but larger in all its

A_ parts ; spur 3-4 cm. long. Moist coniferous woods, Nfd. to Ont., s. to Ct. and
Mich. June-Aug.

* *
Lip fringed, not divided or tripartite. (Blephariglottis Raf.)

13. H. cristata (Michx.) R. Br. Stem 2-6 dm. high ;
lower leaves linear-

lanceolate, elongated, the upper becoming gradually reduced to acute bracts
;

floral bracts nearly as long as the orange-yellow flowers
;

raceme 2-3 cm. through ; sepals elliptical ; petals oblong,
fringed at the top ; lip ovate, copiously fringed, 5 mm. long ;

spur slender, 5-9 mm. long, longer than the lip. Bogs, N. J.

to Ark., and southw. July, Aug. FIG. 618.

14. H. ciliaris (L. ) R. Br. (YELLOW FRINGED O.) Stem
4-6 dnt. high ;

leaves linear-oblong or lanceolate, the upper
ones passing into pointed bracts shorter than the ovaries;
raceme 4-6 cm. through ;

flowers orange-yellow ;
lateral sepals

orbicular
; petals linear-oblong or linear-lanceolate, toothed

at the apex ; Up oblong, 1 cm. long, copiously fringed, the basal segments often

branched; spur 2-2.5 cm. long. Peaty bogs and meadows, Vt. and Mass, to

Mich., Mo., and southw. July, Aug.
15. H. blepharig!6ttis (Willd.) Torr. (WHITE FRINGED O.)

Similar to the preceding in habit
;
flowers white

;
lateral sepals

orbicular, upper sepal elliptical, concave
; petals linear-oblong,

somewhat pointed, cristate above or toothed
; lip narrowly ovate-

lanceolate, 8-10 mm. long, fringed, the segments once divided
or simple ; spur about 2 cm. long. Bogs and peaty land, Nfd.
to Fla., w. to Mich, and Miss. July, Aug. FIG. 610. Var.
coNSpfcuA (Nash) Ames. Racemes lax

; spur 4 cm. long.

Occurring southw. Var. HOLOPETALA (Lindl.) Gray. Petals

narrower, with the toothing obsolete and the lip less fringed.
x H. Cdnbyi Ames. (H. blephariglottis x H. cristata.) Lip

about 7 mm. long, deeply fringed ; spur 12 mm. long. Swamp
near Lewes, Del., July, 1878 (Canby~). Intermediate in color

and size of flowers between the parent species.

* * * Lip 3-parted, divisions toothed or fringed.

- Flowers greenish or whitish.

w Petals entire.

16. H. lacera (Michx.) R. Br. (RAGGED FRINGED 0.) Stems 3-6 dm. high ;

leaves oblong or lanceolate; raceme loose or dense, many-flowered; petals

oblong, divisions of the lip narrow, deeply incised, the segments
capillary; spur about the length of the ovary, 1.6 cm. long;
glands oblong-linear, as long as the stalk of the pollen-masses.
Wet or moist open ground, Nfd. to Minn., southw. to Mo. and
Ala. July, Aug. FIG. 620.

019. ]i.i,ip,,harl-

glottis x i.

w ** Petals minutely cut-toothed.

17. H. leucopha&a (Nutt.) Gray. Stem 6-12 dm. high;
leaves oblong-lanceolate ;

raceme commonly elongated, loose
;

fi"o H lacera xi ^ne ^ar e flowers fragrant; petals obovate
; divisions of the lip

17-20 mm. Iciiir, many cleft to the middle into a copious fringe ;

spur 3.5 cm. long; glands transversely oval. Wet meadows and prairies,
N. S. and Me. to Minn., southw. w. of the Allegheny Mts. to La. June,
July.
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-- -i- Flowers pale or deep magenta (purplish).

18. H. psycbdes (L.) Sw. Usually about 5 dm. high; lower leaves 2-4,
oval to lanceolate or oblanceolate, passing into the linear-lanceolate bracts;
raceme cylindrical, about 3-3.5 cm. through, often densely many-
flowered

;
lower sepals round-oval

; petals variable, mostly
wedge-obovate to spatulate, more or less denticulate

; lip spread-

ing, 3-parted, usually 1-1.2 cm. broad, the three divisions mostly
fringed less than ^ their depth. Wet open meadows and

swamps, Nfd. to Minn.,south w. to N. C. July, Aug. FIG. 621.

x H. AndrSwsii White. (H. lacera x H. psycodes.) Lower
leaves as in H. lacera; raceme loosely flowered; flowers white,
rose-tinted

; petals cuneate-spatulate, obtuse or slightly retuse,
denticulate above

;
divisions of lip narrowly cuneate, deeply

cleft as in H. lacera. Pownal, Vt.
;

S. Chesterville, Me. July,

Aug.
19. H. fimbriata (Ait.) R. Br. Usually a little taller than the preceding

species ;
lower leaves 3-5, oval to lanceolate and oblanceolate, passing into

lanceolate bracts
; spike usually subcylindrical, mostly 5-6 cm. through, loosely

flowered
;
lower sepals ovate ; petals more or less oblong, denticulate

; lip usually
1.8-2 cm. wide, 3-parted ;

the divisions mostly fringed to of their depth or

more. (H. grandiflora Torr.) Rich wet deciduous woods and borders, Nfd.

to N. Y.
;
southw. in the mts. to N. C. Late June to early Aug. Most obvi-

ously distinguished from H. psycodes by the larger paler flowers and greater
diameter of the raceme

;
leaves broader

; generally blooming somewhat earlier

than H. psycodes.
20. H. peramodna Gray. Lower leaves oblong-ovate, the upper lanceolate

;

spike cylindrical, densely flowered
;
lower sepals round-ovate

; petals rounded-

obovate, raised on a claw
;
divisions of the large lip very broadly wedge-shaped,

irregularly eroded-toothed at the broadly dilated summit, the lateral ones

truncate, the middle one 2-lobed. Moist meadows and banks, Pa. and N. J.

to 111., s. to Mo.; and in the mts. to Ala. June-Aug. Flowers large and

showy (violet-purple) ; lip 16-20 mm. long, variably toothed, but not fringed.

4. POG6NIA Juss.

Sepals and petals free. Lip papillose-crested. Column free, slender below
the summit

;
anther terminal, operculate, with a distinct stalk, fleshy, thick

;

pollen-masses 2, powdery-granular, without caudicles or gland. (nwyuvlas,
bearded, from the lip of some of the original species.)

* Lip lacerate-toothed, otherwise not lobed.

1. P. ophioglossoides (L.) Ker. Plants 1-3 dm. or more

high, glabrous, bearing a single oval or lance-ovate leaf near

the middle and a bract below the usually solitary terminal

flower
; sepals narrowly oval, about 2 cm. long ; petals similar,

but broader
; lip spatulate, inclosing the column at base

;
crest

yellow to white, otherwise the flowers magenta-pink, very rarely
622. P. ophioglos- white. Bogs, Nfd. to Minn., southw. to Fla. June, July,

soides x%. pIG g22.

* * Lip three-lobed, merely fimbrillate-margined.

H- Leaves several, distinctly alternate, not wlwrled.

2. P. trianth6phora (Sw.) BSP. Plants 3-20 cm. high, from ovoid or sub-

cylindrical tuberoids
;

leaves 1-4, broadly ovate, about 1 cm. long ;
flowers

several, drooping, transitory, borne in the axils of the upper leaves, on

slender pedicels ; perianth about 15 mm. long ; lip ovate, slightly papillose

along the middle, lateral lobes obtuse. (P. pendula Lindl.
; Triphora pendula

Nutt.) Woods, Me. to Wise, and Mo., southw, Aug,
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*- - Leaf solitary.

3. P. divaricata (L.) R. Br. Plants 3-6 dm. high, bearing above the middle
an oblong-lanceolate leaf 6-18 cm. long, and next the flower a leafy bract;

sepals brownish, ascending, linear-lanceolate, 4-5 cm. long,

exceeding the spatulate magenta-pink or whitish petals ; lip

wedge-oblong, the lobes apical and rounded, with a linear-

grooved partly papillose crest along the middle. Swamps and
moist pine-barrens, N. J. to Ga. May, June. FIG. 62:].

-*-*- Leaves 5 in a whorl at the top of the stem.

4. P. verticillata (Willd.) Nutt. Plants 2-3 dm. high, naked
except for a few scales at base and a whorl of five obovate or

lanceolate sessile leaves at the summit
;
flow-

ers solitary, rarely 2
; sepals madder-purple,

623. P. divaricata line&r, conduplicate, 4.5 cm. long ; petals ob-

x %. long-lanceolate ; lip wedge-oblong, 3-lobed near
the apex, with a linear partly papillose crest

down the middle
;
leaves about 4 cm. long at flowering time,

larger when the erect fruit matures. (Isotria Raf.) Woods,
N. E. to Fla. w. to Wise.

;
not common. May, June.

FIG. 624.

5. P. affinis Aust. Plants about 2 dm. high; leaves nar-

rower than in the preceding, 2-5 cm. long ;
flowers (not rarely in pairs) yellow-

ish or greenish ; peduncle much shorter than the ovary and capsules ; sepals as

long as or longer than the petals, somewhat narrowed at base
; lip crested over

the whole face and on the middle of the lobes. (Isotria Rydb.) Woods,
very local, Vt. (Mrs. Henry Holt) and Mass, to N. J. and Pa.

5. CALOP6GON R, Br.

Flowers in a loose raceme, resupinate. Sepals and petals spreading, distinct.

Lip linear-oblong at base, dilated and bearded above with numerous clavate

hairs, papillose at the apex. Column free, slender, winged at the summit ;

anther terminal, operculate; pollen-masses 4 (2 in each anther-cell); pollen-

grains connected by filaments. Scape from a solid bulb, sheathed below by the

base of the solitary grass-like leaf, naked above. (Name composed of xa\6s,

beautiful, and irwyuv, beard, from the bearded lip.) LIMODORUM L., in part.
1. C. pulchSllus (Sw.) R. Br. Plant 15-40 cm. high ;

raceme 4-12-flowered;
flowers magenta-crimson, rarely white; lateral sepals ovate-lanceolate, faleate.

upper sepal narrower; petals lanceolate, obtuse, constricted near the middle :

lip as if hinged at base, its hairs yellow and magenta-crimson. In open bogs
and meadows, Nfd. to Fla., w. to Minn, and Mo. July (in our range).

6. ARETHtTSA [Gronov.] L.

Flowers ringent. Sepals and petals nearly alike, erect, united at base, arch-

ing over the column. Lip partly erect, the apical half abruptly recurved. Col-
umn adherent to the lip, dilated above, petal-like; anther lid-like, attached by
a well defined membrane, 2-celled

; pollen-masses 2 in each cell of the anther,

powdery, granular. Scape smooth from a solid white or greenish bulb. Leaf

solitary, linear, nerved, hidden in the sheaths of the scape, protruding after

the flower opens. (Named for the nymph Arethusa.)
1. A. bulbbsa L. Plant 10-25 cm. high from an ovoid bulb

; scape termi-

nated by a solitary flower 2.5-5 cm. long, rarely 2-flowered ; sepals and petals

magenta-pink, rarely white, the former oblong, acute or obtuse, the lateral ones

falcate, the petals oblong, obtuse or obscurely pointed ; lip oblong, narrowed
toward the base, with ."-"> fringed yellow or white crests

; margin of lip timbril-

late, spotted and striated with magenta-crimson or plain ;
column denticulate or
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toothed at the dilated apex ; stigma protuberant, turned down. Bogs, Nfd. to
Ont. and Minn., Pa., and mts. of S. C. May, June.

7. SERAPIAS L.

Flowers in a loose or somewhat dense bracteose raceme. Sepals ovate-

lanceolate, strongly keeled. Petals shorter, ovate, acute. Lip strongly saccate
at base, the apical part broadly cordate, acute, with a raised acallus in the middle
and two inconspicuous nipple-like protuberances on each side near the point of

union with the sac. Column broad at the top, the basal part narrower
;
anther

sessile, behind the broad truncate stigma on a slender-jointed base
; pollen

farinaceous, becoming attached to the gland capping the small
rounded beak of the stigma. Stem leafy. (Named for the

Egyptian deity Serapis.) EPIPACTIS of auth., not Boehm.
1. S. Helleborine L. Plants 25-60 cm. high ;

leaves clasp-

ing the stem, conspicuously nerved, broadly ovate to lanceolate,

acute; perianth about 8 mm. long, green suffused with madder-

purple; lip similarly colored, but darker within, the apical por-
tion as if jointed with the sac, bituberculate at base. (Epipactis

625 ' S '

Crantz
;
E. latifolia All.

;
E. mridiflora Reichenb.) Rare and

local, Que. and Ont. to Mass., N. Y., and Pa. Probably introduced from Europe
in early times on account of supposed medicinal value. July-Aug. (Eu.)
FIG. G25.

8. SPIRANTHES Richard. LADIES' TRESSES

Perianth somewhat ringent. Lateral sepals lanceolate, the upper sepal united
with the oblong petals. Lip short-stalked, with a callus protuberant within on
each side of the base, the somewhat dilated summit spreading or recurved, crisped,

wavy, or rarely toothed or lobed. Column short, bearing the ovate stigma on
the front, and the sessile or short-stalked (mostly acute or pointed) 2-celled

erect anther on the back
; pollen-masses 2 (1 in each cell), narrowly obovoid,

each 2-cleft and split into thin and tender plates of granular pollen united by
elastic filaments, coherent to the narrow viscid gland, which is set in the slender

or tapering thin beak which terminates the column. After the removal of the

gland, the beak is left as a 2-toothed or forked tip. Roots clustered. Stem
bracted above, leaf-bearing below or at the base. Flowers small, white, yellow-
ish- or greenish-white in a more or less spirally twisted raceme (whence the

name, from <nrdpa, a coil or curl, and &v0os, a flower). GYROSTACHYS Pers. ;

IBIDIUM Salisb.
* Flowers in a single rank, often secund.

-- Leaves fugacious, ovate or elliptic.

w. Eoot solitary ; Up white.

1. S. Beckii Lindl. Plants with a solitary subcylindrical or spindle-shaped

root, and bearing a small slender raceme of white flowers; perianth 2-3 mm.
long. (8. simplex Gray.) Dry soil, near the coast, Mass, to

Fla. and Tex., inland in the Miss. Valley to Ky. and Ark. Aug.,

Sept. FIG. 626. Root of preceding year often persistent.

H- Soots fasciculate ; lip green.

2. S. grdcilis (Bigel.) Beck. Plants from a cluster of thickened

roots, slender, 2-8 dm. high, bearing a slender many-flowered
mostly one-sided or spirally twisted raceme

; perianth about 5 mm.
long ; lip greenish, with a white crisped margin. Dry soil, N. S.

626. s. Beckii.
to L winn}peg an<i Tex. July-Sept.

*- *- Leaves persistent, oblong-lanceolate to linear-lanceolate.

w- Lip ovate to ovate-oblong, pubescent beneath.

3. S. vernalis Engelm. & Gray. Plant 15-56 cm. high ;
roots elongated,

fusiform
;
leaves 7-15 cm. long, 8-9 mm. wide, tapering to both ends, mostly
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basal, the lower ones usually withering before flowering-time ; scape smooth
below, densely pubescent above

;
floral bracts longer than the ovaries, with dis-

tinct hyaline margins ;
raceme elongated, slender, 1-ranked, 8-15 cm. long ;

perianth 8-10 mm. long, yellowish. (#. praecox Man. ed. 6, in part.) Dry
soil along the coast, Mass, to Fla. and N. Mex.

;
northw. through the Miss.

Valley to 111. and Kan.; rare. Aug., Sept.
x S. intermedia Ames (S. gracilis x S. vernalis.) Resembling S. vernalis,

but slenderer throughout, with shorter narrowly elliptic-lanceolate leaves
; lip

nearly oblong, greenish with green callosities. Dry fields, Easton, Mass.

(A. A. Eaton).
*+ ++ Lip oblong, smooth beneath.

4. S. pra&cox (Walt.) Wats. & Coult. Scape 4-8 dm. high, slender, glabrous
below, slightly pubescent above

;
roots clustered, fleshy; feaves linear, grass-

like, 1-2.5 dm. long, upper ones passing into acute sheathing hyaline-margined
bracts; perianth 6-9 mm. long ;

flowers white, often veined with green, in more
or less one-sided racemes. A southern species, extending along the Atlantic

coast from N. J. to Tex. Spring; Aug., Sept. at the North.

* * Flowers apparently in several ranks.

- Lip not constricted, or only rarely so.

-* Lip quadrate, yellow (May-July).
5. S. lucida (H. H. Eaton) Ames. Scape 7-20 cm. high ;

leaves oblong or

oblong-lanceolate, 9 cm. long, 1 cm. wide on the average, 3--5-nerved, contracted

into a sheathing base
;
raceme slender, 2-7 cm. long ; perianth 5-7 mm. long ;

lip yellowish. (S. latifolia Torr.
;
Neottia lucida H. H. Eaton. ) Moist banks,

Me. to Ont. and Wise., s. to Va. May-July.
w ++ Lip ovate (Sept., Oct.).

6. S. ovalis Lindl. Similar to the preceding in habit
; perianth 4-5 mm.

long; lip few-nerved, membranaceous. (S. cernua, var. parviflora Chapm.)
In shady moist woods and on high wooded hills, rare, 111. and Mo. to Ga.

, Miss.,
and Tex. Sept., Oct.

*-. 4-*. ^-. Lip ovate-oblong.

= Leaves mostly radical, lowermost longest.

7. S. c6rnua (L.) Richard. Plants 14-38 cm. high, from slender fleshy

roots, leafy below
;

leaves linear-lanceolate, variable, sometimes distinctly

petioled ;
cauline bracts 4 or 5, usually closely appressed to the scape ; scape

pubescent above
;
floral bracts exceeding the ovaries by about half the length of

the perianth ;
flowers in two or three spiral or vertical ranks

;
racemes 3-12 cm.

long ; perianth 7-10 mm. long ; lip ovate-oblong, about as long as the sepals,

apical margin crisped or erose. Bogs and wet land, Nfd. to Ga., Minn., and
Neb. Sept., Oct. Very variable in size and foliage, often losing the root-leaves

at flowering time. Var. ocHROLEtrcA (Rydb.) Ames. Growing in dry ground
and blooming somewhat later, having greenish, cream-colored, or white flowers

and longer floral bracts. Me. to S. Dak., s. to Ga. and N. Mex. Sept., Oct.

= = Leaves extending up the stem.

8. S. odorata (Nutt.) Lindl. Plant 4-10.5 dm. high ;
roots coarse, fleshy ;

leaves several, mostly basal, lanceolate, acute, about 12 cm. long, 2 cm. wide
;

perianth 8 mm. long, yellowish-white, often white, fragrant ;
basal half of the

lip dilated, rhomboidal, tapering to the obtuse erose-margined apex, veined and
suffused with greenish-yellow, callosities prominent. Swamps and wet ground,
Coast States, Va. to Tex. Sept.-Dec.

*- -t- Lip constricted at the middle or near the apex.

9. S. Romanzoffiana Cham. Plants 8-47 em. tall, from roots 5-8 mm. thick,

leafy below and Icatv-bracted above
;
leaves varying from oblong-lanceolate to

linear
; scape glandular-pubescent above

;
cauline bracts 2-3

;
raceme dense,

cylindrical, variable in length ; perianth yellowish or whitish, 6-12 mm. long ;
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bracts of the raceme often much longer than the flowers
; sepals and petals all

connivent, forming a galea above the column
; lip pandurate, apex strongly

recurved, callosities minute, globular. (Includes Gyrostachys stricta Rydb.)
Swamps and moist soil, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to Ct., N. Y., the Great Lake region,
S. D., Col., Utah, and Cal. July-Sept. (Ireland.)

9. EPIPACTIS [Haller] Boehm. RATTLESNAKE PLANTAIN

Lip saccate, with a straight or recurved tip, sessile, entire, without callosities

at base. Upper sepal and the petals united into a hood over the lip. Anther
borne on the back of the short column

; pollen-masses 2, the narrow gland to
which they are attached held between the forked or 2-toothed beak which
terminates the column. Root of thick fibres from a somewhat fleshy creeping
rootstock. Leaves all basal, dark green, or re.ticulate-veined with white. Scape,
raceme, and the whitish flowers glandular-downy. (Ancient Greek name of

Helleborus.} PERAMIUM Salisb. GOODYERA, R. Br.

* Raceme loosely flowered ; saccate lip with an elongated tip and flaring or
recurved margin.

t- Flowers in a l-sided raceme; anther short, blunt, or with a short blunt tip;
beak shorter than the body of the stigma.

\. E. rdpens (L.) Crantz. Stem 1-2.5 dm. high; leaves ovate to oblong-
lanceolate, 1-3 cm. long, 5-nerved with subhorizontal dark veins

;

raceme about 4.5 cm. long; perianth 4 mm. long; lip strongly
saccate, inflated, with a recurved tip. (Goodyera R. Br.)
An old world species, represented in eastern N. A. by the follow-

ing variety.
Var. ophioides (Fernald) A. A. Eaton. Generally a little

lower than the species ;
veins of the leaves conspicuously bordered

with white. Cold mossy woods, Nfd. to Man., s. to N. E., N. Y.,
and Mich., and in the mts. to S. C. July, Aug. FIG. 627.

627. E. repens,
v. ophioides x!2/3.

-t- -t- Flowers mostly in a loose spiral ; anther acuminate ; beak as long as, or

longer than, the body of the stigma.

2. E. tesselata (Lodd.) A. A. Eaton. Stem averaging 2 dm. high ;
leaves

3-8 cm. long, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, extremely variable, faintly or some-
times conspicuously penciled with white

;
raceme about 6 cm.

long; perianth 5 mm. long. (Goodyera Lodd.) In upland
coniferous woods, Nfd. to Ont., s. to N. E. and N. Y. July, Aug.
* * Raceme rather densely flowered, l-sided ; lip scarcely saccate,

elongated, with the margin involute.

3. E. decipiens (Hook.) Ames. Stem stout, 3.5^.5 dm. high ;

leaves 5-10 cm. long, ovate-lanceolate, dark green, plain or partly
reticulate-veined with white

;
raceme about 10 cm. long ; peri-

< i2/-

1P anth 8~9 mm> lon
'
antner ovate, long, acuminate

;
slender beak

longer than the body of the stigma. (Spiranthes Hook.
;
Good-

yera Menziesii Lindl.) Dry woods, e. Que. to B. C., s. to

N. S., N. B., n. Me., L. Huron, and Ariz, and Cal. July, Aug.
FIG. 628.

* * * Raceme densely many-flowered ; lip strongly saccate, with

a short blunt tip, the margin not recurved or flaring.

4. E. pub6scens (Willd.) A. A. Eaton. Stem stout, 1.5-4

dm. high ;
leaves dark green, ovate to ovate-lanceolate, 3-6.5 cm.

long with 5 or 7 white nerves and many fine white reticulating

veins; raceme about 7 (3-11) cm. long; perianth 4-5.5 mm.
long ; lip globose, ventricose

;
anther blunt

; stigma with 2 short

teeth. (Goodyera R. Br.) Common ; generally in dry coniferous woods, rarer

in deciduous woods, N. E. to Fla. and Minn. Aug., Sept. FIG. 629.

E. pubescena
x 1%.
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10. LISTERA R. Br. TWAYBLADE

Sepals and petals nearly alike, spreading or reflexed
; lip mostly drooping,

longer than the sepals, 2-lobed or 2-cleft at the summit. Column wingless.

Stigma with a rounded beak
;
anther borne on the back of the column at the

summit, erect, ovate
; pollen powdery, in two masses, joined to a minute gland.

Roots fibrous. Stem bearing in the middle a pair of nearly opposite sessile

leaves. The small flowers greenish or madder-purple in a terminal raceme.

(Dedicated to Martin Lister, 1038-1711, a celebrated English naturalist.)

* Column very short (0.5 mm. or less) lip not dilated above.

*- Lip with a tooth on each side at base ; raceme glabrous.

1. L. cordata (L.) R. Br. Leaves round-ovate, somewhat heart-shaped,
12-25 mm. long; stem pubescent just above the leaves; flowers about 3 mm.

across, on pedicels not longer than the ovary ; lip narrowly oblong,
2-cleft. Mossy woods and swamps, Lab. to N. J., w. to Mich.,
Col., and Cal., northw. to the Arctic coast. (GreenL, Iceland,

Eu., and Japan.) FIG. 630.

630 L cordata

x J 2 /

*- *- Lip not toothed at base ; raceme glandular.

2. L. australis Lindl. Leaves ovate
;
raceme loose and slen-

der
;
flowers small, on minutely glandular-pubescent pedicels which

equal or exceed the glabrous ovaries; lip linear, 6-10 mm. long,
cleft one third to two thirds the way down into linear-setaceous divisions.

Shady woods, La. and Fla. to N. J.
; Oswego Co., N. Y.

; Ottawa, Out.

* * Column 2-3 mm. long.

- Lip auriculate at base, more or less ciliate.

3. L. auriculata Wiegand. Leaves elliptic-oval or elliptic-ovate, 35-50 mm.
long, inserted above the middle of the stem

;
flowers numerous, in a loose raceme ;

rhachis pubescent ; pedicels glabrous, mostly shorter than the

glabrous ovaries
; lip 6-8 mm. long, slightly ciliate, oblong, cleft

one third to one fourth of its length, auricles incurved. Cedar
swamps and mossy banks, e. Que. to n. N. II. and n. Vt.
FIG. 631.

-t- -i- Lip not auriculate at base.

-< Ovary glandular. * i%-

4. L. convallarioides (Sw.) Torr. Leaves oval or roundish and sometimes

slightly heart-shaped, 3-5 cm. long; raceme many-flowered, loose; rhachis

densely glandular-pubescent ; pedicels glandular, slightly longer than the ovaries ;

lip 9-11 mm. long, ciliate on the margin, narrowly cuneate,

retuse, lobes rounded, on each side of base a short triangular
tooth. Moist woods, Nfd. to n. N. E., Mich., and the Kocky
Mts., westw. and northw. FIG. 632.

. -M. Ovary glabrous.

5. L. Smallii Wiegand. Leaves borne at or below the middle
of the stem, 15-25 mm. long, ovate-reniform, mucronate, often

apiculate ;
raceme loose, few-flowered; rhachis glandular: pedicels glabrous,

(imaling or exceeding the ovaries in length ; lip 9mm. long, not ciliate, broadly
obovate, cleft at the apex, on each side of base a curved oblong obtuse tooth.

Damp woods in the nits., Pa. to N. C. (E. Asia.)

631. L. auriculata

L. convalla-

rioides xl.

11. CORALLORRHiZA [Iluller] R. Br. CORAL ROOT

Perianth somewhat ringrnt. gibbous or obscurely spurred at base. Sepals
and petals oblong-lanceolate, nearly alike, 1-.>-nerved ; lateral sepals ascending,
forming with the lip the gibbosity or short spur which is mostly adnate to the
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ovary. Lip slightly adherent to the base of the compressed column. Anther
terminal

; pollen-masses 4. soft-waxy, free. Brownish or yellowish herbs des-
titute of green foliage, with much branched and toothed coral-like underground
rootless stems, sending up a simple scape which has sheaths in place of leaves,
and a raceme of lurid flowers. Fruit reflexed. (Name*composed of KopdXXiov,

coral, and pifa, root.)

*
Lip '3-lobed, or with a curved tooth on each side of base.

-- Lip white, not spotted.

1 . C. trifida Chatelain. Plant slender, yellowish, 4-19 cm. high, 4-12-flowered
;

perianth 5 mm. long ; lip white, somewhat hastately 3-lobed above the base,
with thick rather short lamellae

; spur a very small protuberance ;

capsule ovoid or ellipsoid, green until mature. (O. innata R. Br.
;

C. Corallorrhiza Karst.) Wet shaded situations, Nfd. to Alaska,
s. to N. J., Pa., ()., Mich., Minn., and in the mts. to Ga. May-
July. (Eurasia.) FIG. 633.

-t- 1- Lip white, spotted with magenta-crimson.

2. C. maculata Raf. Plant stout, madder-purple or yellow-
ish, 2-4 dm. high, 10-30-flowered

; perianth 5-18 mm. long ; lip

deeply 3-lobed, lateral lobes small, middle lobe rather square,
rounded at the apex ;

two narrow longitudinal lamellae near
middle of lip ;

column yellow, with magenta spots on the inner surface
; cap-

sule smooth, inflated, compressed. (C. multiflora Nutt.) Woods. July, Aug.
Pale forms, without spots on the lip, petals or sepals, occur rarely.

* * Lip entire or margin denticulate.

H- Lip without striations or conspicuous veins.

3. C. Wisteriana Conrad. Plant 1.5-4 dm. high, yellowish or madder-purple;
flowers 12-10 in a loose raceme

; perianth about 7 mm. long; sepals and petals
more or less spreading ; lip 5 mm. long, 4 mm. broad, oval or suborbicular,

retuse, margin denticulate or undulate
;
callosities linear. (C. maculata Greene,

not Raf.) Woods, Pa. and southw. Spring.
4. C. odontorhiza ]Sutt. Plant slender, bulbous-thickened at base, light

brown or madder-purple, about 16 cm. high, 6-20-flowered
; perianth about

4 mm. long; sepals and petals scarcely spreading, one-nerved; lip 2.5-3 mm.
long, white, spotted with magenta-crimson, oval or broadly ovate, abruptly con-
tracted at base, with two short inconspicuous lamellae

; capsule globular or
ovoid

;
column nearly as long as the petals. (Includes C. micrantha Chapm.)

Woods; a southern species extending sparingly northw. to s. Me., s. Ont.
and 111. Aug., Sept.

-- t- Lip conspicuously striate-veined with madder-purple.

5. C. striata Lindl. Plants stout, madder-purple, 15-40 cm. high, 15-25-
flowered

; perianth about 8 mm. long ; sepals and petals with three madder-

purple nerves
; lip somewhat concave, ovate, with two short lamellae near the

base
; capsule cylindrical. Woods

;
a northwestern species, rare and local as

far east as Mich, and Ont. May, June.

12. MALAXIS Soland.

Sepals lanceolate, spreading. Petals much smaller. Lip 3-nerved, lanceolate,

apiculate, shorter than the lateral sepals. Small plants with minute flowers in

elongated racemes. (Md\ctis, a softening, perhaps in allusion to the tender

nature of the plant.)
1. M. paludbsa (L.) Sw. Scape filiform, 7-10 cm. high ;

leaves 2-5, basal,

ovate, obtuse. New York Mills, Otter Tail Co., Minn. (//. L. Lyon), the only
American station known. (Eurasia.)
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13. MICROSTYLIS (Nutt.) Eaton. ADDER'S MOUTH

Sepals oblong, spreading. Petals filiform or linear, spreading. Lip auricled

or ovate at base, narrowing toward the summit, entire or nearly so. Column
very smalt, terete, with 2 teeth or auricles at the summit and the

erect anther between them
; pollen-masses 4, in one row (2 in each

anther-cell), cohering in pairs, waxy, without stalks, filaments, or

gland. Low herbs from solid bulbs producing simple stems which
bear a single leaf and a raceme of numerous minute greenish
flowers. (Name composed of iMKpfa, small, and vrvXis, a column
or style.) ACHROANTHES Raf. (without description).

634. M. mono- 1. M. monophyllos (L.) Lindl. Scape slender, 10-15 cm. high,

phyllos x 3%. with a sheathing, ovate-elliptical leaf above base
;

raceme spiked, long and slender, about 7 mm. in

diameter
; pedicels nearly equal to the ovaries in length ; lip

roundish at base, terminating in a long point. In damp shady
woods or swamps, occasional from Que. to Man., s. to Pa., Ind.,
and Minn., rare southw. June, July. (Eurasia.) FIG. 634.

2. M. unif&lia (Michx.}
BSP. Plant 7-22 cm. high; leaf

near the middle, ovate, clasping ;
raceme short, 8-20 mm. in

diameter; pedicels much longer than the ovaries; lip truncate,
3-lobed at the summit, the middle lobe small. (M. ophioglos-
soides Eaton.) Occasional in bogs and woods, Nfd. to Man., and (535. M. unifolla

southw. July, Aug. FIG. 635. x3%.

14. LiPARIS Richard. TWAYBLADE

Sepals oblong-lanceolate. Petals linear or filiform. Lip entire. Column
2-3 mm. long, curved, stout at base, with narrow wings above

;
anther termi-

nal, operculate ; pollen-masses 4 (2 in each anther-cell), slightly united in pairs,
without stalks, filaments, or gland. Low herbs, with solid

bulbs, producing two root-leaves and a low scape which bears
a few-flowered raceme. (Name from \nrap6?, fat or shining,
in allusion to the smooth or unctuous leaves.)

1. L. Iiliif61ia (L.) Richard. Plants 10-17 cm. high ;
leaves

636 L iirf r
eniptical or ovate, acute or obtuse, glossy ; scape angled ;

'

\.
"

flowers 5-15
; sepals oblong-lanceolate, similar; petals pendent,

madder-purple ; lip wedge-obovate, translucent, madder-purple ;

column with 2 gland-like tubercles on the inner face at base. Woods, N. H.
and Mass, to Minn., Mo., and Ala. June, July. FIG. 636.

2. L. LoesSlii (L.) Richard. Plants 8-22 cm. high ;
leaves elliptic-lanceolate

or oblong, keeled
; lip obovate or oblong, 6 mm. long, yellowish-green ; column

about 2 mm. long. Swamps, damp fields, and moist thickets, rather local, be-

coming rare southw. June, July. (Eu.)

15. CALYPSO Salisb.

Sepals and petals similar, ascending, spreading, oblong-lanceolate, acute,

magenta-crimson, rarely white. Lip larger than the rest of the flower, saccate,
with three longitudinal rows of yellow (or white) glass-like hairs in front and
with a translucent apron-like appendage (formed by the overlapping of the lip)

spotted with madder-purple, the sac (bearing two conspicuous horns at its base)
whitish, with irregular purple-madder markings. Column winged, having the

operculate anther just below the apex; pollen-masses waxy, 2, each 2-]>urti>il,

all sessile on a square gland. Leaf solitary. Scape one-flowered. (Named
for the goddess Calypso.)

1. C. bulbbsa (L.) Oakes. Plant 6-18 cm. high ;
leaf oval or ovate, veiny,

its margin wavy. Hie petiole triangular; scape smooth, with nu'iniinniacvous

sheathing bracts
;
both leaf and scape produced separately from tin* summit of

a rounded or elongated corm; pedicel of the flower subtended by a petaloid
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bract. (C. borealis Salisb.) Deep mossy woods, across the continent northw.,
very locally south to n. N. E., Mich., Minn., Ariz., and Cal. May-July. (Eu.)

16. APLECTRUM (Nutt.) Torr. PUTTY-ROOT. ADAM-AND-EVE

Perianth neither gibbous nor with any trace of a spur or sac at base. Lip
free, 3-lobed, with three longitudinal crests. Column compressed ; pollen-
masses 4. Scape about 4 dm. high, from near the summit of a globular bulb.
Leaf solitary ; petiole distinct. The slender naked rootstock produces each year
a globular solid bulb or corm, often 2.5 cm. in diameter (tilled
with exceedingly glutinous matter), which sends up late in sum-
mer a large oval many-nerved plaited leaf lasting through the
winter

; early in the succeeding summer the scape appears, ter-

minated by a loose raceme of lurid flowers. (The name is com-
posed of a- privative, and ir\T)KTpov, a spur, from the total want
of the latter. )

1. A. hyemale (Muhl.) Torr. Flowers about 10
; sepals ob-

long, greenish or yellowish, tinged with madder-purple ; petals
shorter, arching over the column, oblong, obtuse, yellowish,
tinged with madder-purple above

; lip white or nearly so, spar-
ingly marked with magenta. (A. Shortii Rydb.) "Rich woods, Vt. to Sask.,
and southw., local. May, June. FIG. 637. Pale forms occur devoid of mark-
ings on the perianth.

7. A. hyemale
X 2

/3-

17. TIPULARIA Nutt. CRANE FLY ORCHIS

Flowers greenish, tinged with madder-purple, numerous in an elongated
loose bractless raceme. Sepals oblong-oval, obtuse, upper sepal narrower.

Petals oblong, obtuse. Lip with a slender spur, 3-lobed
;
lateral

lobes obtuse, obscurely toothed
; apical lobes broad at base, margin

deflexed at the middle, apex expanded. Column wingless ;
anther

operculate, terminal
; pollen-masses 2, waxy, each 2-parted, con-

nected by a linear stalk with the transverse small gland. Corms
connected in a horizontal series, producing in autumn a single ovate

slender-petioled nerved and plaited leaf, purplish beneath, and
in summer a long slender scape. (Name from a fancied resem-
blance of the flowers to insects of the genus Tipula.')

1. T. discolor (Pursh) Nutt. Leaf green above, purplish

T discolor
^eneatn

i disappearing before the flowers are produced ; scape

x

'

2 / 25-45 cm. high ; spur about 2 cm. long, twice longer than the

ovary. (T. unifolia BSP.) A southern species, extending
northw. to N. J.

; reported but unverified from farther north. FIG. 638.

18. HEXALECTRIS Raf.

Sepals and petals nearly equal, free, somewhat spreading, several-nerved
;

perianth not gibbous or spurred at base. Lip obovate, 3-lobed, with 5 or 6

prominent ridges down the middle, the middle lobe somewhat concave.
Pollen-masses 8, united into a single fascicle. Leafless plants
with stout or somewhat coralline annulated rootstocks. (Name
probably derived from

, six, and e\eKTpv6v, a cock, from the
crest of the lip.)

1. H. aphylla (Nutt.) Raf. Plants 3-6 dm. high, with
short sheathing purplish scales

;
flowers racemed, bracteate,

madder-purple, about 2 cm. long ; sepals narrowly oval, obtuse
; 639. H. aphylla x 2

/a-

petals shorter, similar. (Arethusa spicata Walt. ?) Rich

woods, Ky., Mo., and southw. July, Aug. TIG. 639.

Flower.

Expanded lip.
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PIPERACEAE (PEPPER FAMILY)

Herbs, with joined stems, alternate entire leaves, and perfect flowers in spikes,

entirely destitute offloral envelopes, and with 3-5 more or less separate or united

ovaries; ovules few, orthotropous. The characters are those of the Tribe

Saurureae, the Piperaceae proper (wholly tropical) differing in having a 1-celled

and 1-ovuled ovary.

1. SAURtRUS [Plum.] L. LIZARD'S TAIL

Stamens mostly 6 or 7, hypogynous, with distinct filaments. Fruit somewhat
fleshy, wrinkled, of 3-4 indehiscent carpels united at base. Stigmas recurved.

Seeds usually solitary, ascending. Perennial marsh herbs, with heart-shaped
converging-ribbed petioled leaves, without distinct stipules ;

flowers (each with
a small bract adnate to or borne on the pedicel) crowded in a slender wand-like
and naked-peduncled terminal spike or raceme (its appearance giving rise to the

name, from <ravpos, a lizard, and oupd, tail').

1. S. cSrnuus L. Flowers white, fragrant ; spike nodding at the end
;
bract

lanceolate
;
filaments long and capillary. Swamps and shallow water, near the

coast, R. I. to Fla.
;
and from s. Ont. and O. to Minn, and southw. June-Aug.

SALICACEAE (WILLOW FAMILY)

Dioecious (or by exception monoecious) trees or shrubs, with both kinds of

flowers in catkins, one to each bract (scale), without perianth ; the fruit a l-celled

and 2-1-valved pod, with 2-4 parietal or basal placentae, bearing numerous seeds

furnished with long silky down. Stigmas 2, often 2-lobed. Seeds ascending,

anatropous, without albumen. Cotyledons flattened. Leaves alternate, undi-

vided, with scale-like and deciduous, or else leaf-like and persistent, stipules.

Wood soft and light ;
bark bitter.

1. Saliz. Scales entire or merely toothed. Flowers with small glands at base; disk none.

Stamens few. Stigmas short. Buds with a single scale.

2. Populus. Scales lacerate. Flowers with a broad or cup-shaped disk. Stamens numerous.

Stigmas elongated. Buds covered by several scales.

1. SALIX [Tourn.] L. WILLOW. OSIER

Sterile flowers of 3-10, mostly 2, distinct or united stamens, accompanied by
1 or 2 small glands. Fertile flowers also with a small flat gland at the base of

the ovary ; stigmas short. Trees or shrubs, with mostly terete and lithe

branches. Leaves mostly long and pointed, entire or glandular-toothed.
Buds covered by a single scale, with an inner usually adherent membrane.
Catkins appearing before or with the leaves. (The classical Latin name. )

Species largely wind-pollinated and very freely hybridizing.
JV. B. In this genus, unless otherwise noted, the figures of the leaves are on

a scale of \, while those of the fruit are on a scale of 3J.

1. Arnents borne on short lateral leafy branchlets ; scales yellowish, fall ing

before the capsules mature ; fllaments hairy below, all free ; style very short
or obsolete ; stigmas thick, notched.

* Stamens 3-6 or more.

t- Leaves with no petiolar glands; sterile aments elongated, slender-cylindri-

cal; flowers somewhat remotely subverticillate ; scales crisp-villous <i tin'

inside.

1. S. nigra Marsh. (BLACK W.) Shrub, or, when well developed, a rough-
barked tree 5-30 in. high ;

leaves narrowly lanceolate, very long-attenuate from
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S. Wardi.

near the roundish or acute base to the tip, often downy when
young, at length green and glabrous except the short (2-6 mm.
long) petiole and midrib, closely serrulate

with tine incurved teeth
; stipules large,

semicordate, pointed and persistent, or

small, ovate and deciduous
;

scales soft-

pubescent outside; fruiting ainents (3-7 cm.

long) more or less dense
; capsules ovoid-

conical, gibbous below, glabrous, 3-5 mm.
long, the wide-spreading slender pedicels
1-2 mm. long, much exceeding the gland.
Banks of streams and lakes, N. B. to Ont.,

Dak., and southw. FIG. 640. Var. FAL-
CATA (Pursh) Torr. Leaves narrower and

scythe-shaped. Commoner northeastw.
2. S. Wardi Bebb. (WARD'S W.) Simi-

lar
;
small tree

;
leaves lanceolate or ovate-

?ia '

lanceolate, conspicuously glaucous andveined

eneath; petioles 2-7 mm. long ; stipules large, round-reni-

form, persistent ;
aments long, loosely

flowered, 5-11 cm. long ;
scales glabrous

outside except at base ; capsules globose-
conical, 4.5-6 mm. long, glandular-
granulose. (S. nigra, var. Bebb

;
S. longipes Britton, not

Shuttlew.) Rocky and gravelly shores, Md. to Va., Ky.,
and Mo. FIG. 641.

3. S. amygdaloides Anders. (PEACH-LEAVED W.) Leaves
lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, attenuate-cuspidate, pale or

glaucous beneath; petioles slender, 1-3 cm. long ; stipules

minute, very early deciduous; fertile aments becoming very
loose in fruit, 4-10 cm. long ; capsule globose-conical, gla-

brous, 4-6 mm. long, slender-pediceled. W. Que. and
centr. N. Y. to B. C. and Tex.

;
common westw. FIG.

642.

*- *- Petioles glandular at apex ; sterile aments thick, short-

cylindrical or ellipsoid -ovoid, densely flowered ; leaves
642. s. amygdaloides. lustrous above, glandular-serrate ; branchlets lustrous.

*-< Leaves green on both surfaces ; fruit mature in early summer.

= Capsule conic-subulate; pedicel twice exceeding the gland; mature leaves

short-acuminate.

4. S. PENTANDRA L. (BAY-LEAVED W.) Leaves ovate or oblong-ovate,
rounded at base, finely and closely glandular-serrate, glabrous

from the first, in maturity 3.5-10 cm. long, 2-5 cm. broad;
staminale aments 2.5-5 cm. long, 1-1.5 cm. thick, the fertile

becoming 2.5-5 cm. long ;
the mature straw-colored or pale

brown slightly lustrous capsule rounded or cordate at base,

5-8 mm. long ; shrub or small tree. Cultivated and rarely

ping, N. E. to O. (Introd. from Eu.) FIG. 643.

= Capsule conic-ovoid ; pedicel 3 or 4 times exceeding the

gland ; mature leaves with long-acuminate curved tips.

5. S. lucida Muhl. (SHINING W.) Leaves ovate-lance-

olate or narrower, finely serrate, when young pubescent with

crisp rufescent or sordid caducous hairs, in maturity cori-

aceous, shining on both sides, 5-15 cm. long, 2-5 cm. broad
;

stipules small, oblong or semicircular
;

staminate aments 2-5

cm. long ; fertile becoming 3-5 cm. long ;
the straw-colored

or pale-brown or greenish dull capsules rounded at base,

4.5-6.5 mm. long; 'shrub or small tree. Wet ground and 643. S. pentandra.

t> o

r.

GRAY'S MANUAL 21
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644. S. lucida.

banks of streams, Nfd. to Man., s. to Pa., 111., and Neb. FIG.
(544. Var. ANGUSTIFOMA Anders. Leaves glabrous, elongate-
lanceolate, 1-1.6 cm. broad. Nfd. and e. Can.

Var. intdnsa Fernald. Branchlets of the first year and under

surfaces of the elliptic-lanceolate attenuate-based leave* /<>/-

ma'nently pubescent with sordid or rufous hairs. Que., N. B.,
and n. and w. N. E.

M- *-< Leaves pale or white beneath / fruit
mature in autumn.

6. S. serissima (Bailey) Fernald. (AU-
TUMN W.) Leaves elliptic-lanceolate or ob-

long-lanceolate, short-acuminate, in maturity
coriaceous, 4-8 cm. long, 1-3 cm. broad, closely

serrulate; staminate aments 1-1.5 cm. long,
1-1.2 cm. thick

;
the fertile becoming loosely

flowered, 2-3.5 cm. long ;
the olive- or brown-

tinged finally lustrous indurated capsule conic-

subulate, 7-10 mm. long, the pedicel twice

exceeding the gland ; tall shrub. Mossy
swamps, mostly in calcareous regions, e. Que.
to Alb., s. to w. Ct., n. N. J., w. N. Y., and
the Great Lakes. FIG. 645.

* * Stamens 2.
645. S

-- Leaves lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, long-acuminate, closely serrate.

7. S. FRAGILIS L. (CRACK W.) Leaves glabrous from the first, green both

sides, or only slightly paler beneath, in maturity 1-1. 5 dm. long, 2.5-4 cm. broad,
rather coarsely undulate-serrate, with about 5 (4-7) taih
to each cm. of the margin; stipules when 'present half-

cordate
;
aments slender

;
the staminate

3-5 cm. long ;
the fertile becoming 5-7

cm. long ; capsule subulate-conical, 5 mm.
long, short-pediceled. A large tree, early

planted, and now established, Que. to Ky.
Freely hybridizing with & alba. (Nat.

from Eu.) FIG. 646.

8. S. ALBA L. (WHITE W.) Leaves

pale icith silky pubescence on both sides,
in maturity 5-12 cm. long, 1-3 cm. broad,

finely serrulate, with about 9 (6-12) teeth

to each cm. of margin ; stipules ovate-

lanceolate, deciduous
; capsule ovoid-coni-

cal, 3-5 mm. long, sessile or nearly so.

The typical tree, with greenish branch-
lets and leaves permanently silky, is sometimes planted and

rarely established in Am. FIG. 647. Var. vi- /
TKI.UNA (L.) Koch, with yellow or reddixlt

branchlets and the old leaves glabrous, white

beneath, is a familiar large tree of rapid growth,
commonly planted and freely spreading. Var.

CAERULEA (Sm.) Koch is similar, but with

branchlets and bluish-green leaves. Hybridizes with
S. froijilis, S. lucida, etc. (Nat. from Eu.)

'.. S. BABYLONICA L. (WEEPING W.) Leaves at first silky,

quickly glabrate, pale, beneath, in maturity 6-12 cm. long, 0.5-1.5 cm.
l>r< 'd<l. r,r 11 slender-attenuate, sharply toothed ; aments 1.5-2 cm. long ;

the sessile plump c<ij>snl<'x 1-1.5 mm. long. Planted for ornament,
and locally spread along river-banks and lake-shores, particularly C4S. s.

from Ct. westw. and southw. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 648.

647. s. alba.

G46. S. fragilis.

louica.
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- S. longifolia.

Leaves linear- or oblong-lanceolate, short-acuminate, remotely denticulate
with projecting teeth.

10. S. Iongif61ia Muhl. (SAND BAR W.) Leaves 3-15 cm.
long, 4-15 mm. broad, tapering at each end, nearly sessile, more
or less silky when young, at length smooth and green both sides,
with 2-3 teeth to each cm. of margin ; stipules small, lanceolate,
deciduous

;
aments slender-cylindric, often clustered at the ends

of the branchlets
; capsule short-pediceled, blunt

; stigmas large,
sessile. (8. fluviatilis auth., not Nutt.

;
S. interior Rowlee.)

A shrub or small tree, spreading extensively in alluvial deposits
and forming dense clumps, e. Que. to Man., s. to Del. and La.

;

common and characteristic inland. FIG. 649.

2. Aments lateral or terminal, with or without bracts ; scales

persistent, colored at the tip ; stamens 2 (usually 1 in no. 17).

* Filaments glabrous and distinct.

-- Capsules glabrous.

w- Erect or ascending shrubs or small trees.

= Leaves lanceolate to ovate, acute or acuminate, serrate ; sterile aments very

silky, with a few bracts at base, becoming 2-4 cm. long, the fertile in fruit
2.5-10 cm. long,

a. Leaves glabrous or quickly glabrate ; capsules distinctly pediceled.

1. Stipules persistent, usually conspicuous.

O Leaves dull above, the young pubescent with early-deciduous soft hairs.

+ Fruiting aments 2.5-6 cm. long ; mature capsule 4-7 mm. long.

11. S. cordata Muhl. Twigs glabrous or soon glabrate;
leaves oblong-lanceolate or narrower, on the flowering
branches often tapering at base, sharply serrulate, green both

sides or slightly paler beneath, on vigorous shoots mostly
rounded, truncate, or cordate at base, not turning black in

drying ; stipules reniform or ovate, serrate, usually large ;

aments rather slender ; capsules green-
ish or rufescent. In wet places, along
streams, etc.

;
a widely distributed

shrub, freely hybridizing. FIG. 650.

Var. MYRICOIDES (Muhl.) Carey. Twigs
cinereous or canescent with permanent
pubescence ;

leaves elongate, even those

of the most vigorous shoots tapering
and rather acute at base, glaucous or

glaucescent beneath and sparsely ap-

pressed-hairy ; stipules small, ovate,

pointed ; capsules often silky when
young, becoming glabrate, short-pedi-
celed

; twigs brittle at base. Mass,

to Wise, and Kan. Perhaps a hybrid with S. sericea.

+ + Fruiting aments 6-10 cm. long ; mature capsules
8-10 mm. long.

12. S. missouri6nsis Bebb. Tree or large shrub (3-16
m. high), with black bark and permanently pubescent

twigs ;
leaves lanceolate to ovate-oblong, rarely obovate, glaucous beneath.

Mo. to Neb. and I. T. A poorly understood tree, said to flower earlier than

S. cordata; perhaps a variety (var. vestita Anders.) of that species. FIG. 651.

O O Leaves glossy above, glabrous from the first.

13. S. glaucophylla Bebb. Leaves from ovate or obovate to oblong-Ianceo-

650. S. cordata.

651. S. missouriensis.
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late, with a broadly rounded base, 4.5-12 cm. long, 2-4.5 cm. wide, short-acumi-

nate, glandular-serrate, subcoriaceous, glabrous throughout, dark green and

shining above, glaucous beneath, the young drying black
;

stipules large, ear-shaped, dentate
;

aments dense, thick-

cylindrical t very silky, the staminate 3.5-5 cm. long, the

r'
stillate becoming 4-7 cm. long ; capsules attenuate-rostrate,
11 mm. long, greenish, drying brown. Shrub or shrubby

tree (1-5 in. high), forming extensive thickets on sandy or

alluvial shores of rivers and lakes,
e. Que. to Alb., s. to N. B., Me.,
and the Great Lakes. FIG. 652.

Var. ANGUSTIF6LIA Bebb. Leaves
narrower (8 cm. long, 2 cm. wide),

pointed at both ends. Same range.
Var. BREVIF6L1A Bebb. Leaves
obovate or oblong, 2.5-3.5 cm. long,

strongly veined. Mich.

2. Stipules obsolete or minute.

14. S. balsamifera Barratt.

Leaves short-oval to oblong-lance-
652. S. glaucophylla. ^^ broad ,y rounded and

b
usually

subcordate at base, at first very thin, subpellucid and
of a reddish color, balsamic-fragrant, at length firm but

thin, dark green above, paler or glaucous and promi- g^ g balsamifera.

nently reticulate-veined beneath, slightly glandular-ser-
rulate

; petioles long and slender
; fertile aments becoming very lax in fruit, the

long slender pedicels 6-8 times the length of the gland ; style short. Low
woods and thickets, Nfd. and Lab. to Mackenzie and B. C., s. to n. N. E., N. Y.,

Mich., and Minn. A much-branched shrub, rarely a tree 7 in. high, with

shining reddish-castaneous or olive twigs. FIG. 653.

b. Leaves clothed, even when fully grown, with a long silky tomentum on both

sides, which is finally deciduous; capsule subsessile.

15. S. syrtfcola Fernald. Leaves ovate or very broadly lanceolate, cuspi-

date-acuminate, dull green both sides, very closely serrate with fine projecting

gland-tipped teeth
; stipules conspicuous, ovate-cordate, glandular-serrate, ex-

ceeding the short stout petioles, which are dilated at base and embrace the

obtuse silky buds
;
aments leafy-peduncled, the fer-

tile not rarely becoming 1 dm. long,

densely flowered. (S. adenophylla
Am. auth., not Hook.) Shores of

the Great Lakes. A large strag-

gling shrub, with stout tomentose

twigs and crowded leaves. FIG. 654.

= = Leaves oblotf-!hi <><tr In clff/itir-

obovate, entire; sterile aments

sparingly jmlxsrcnf r t/ftii>rntc,

1-2 cm. /owf/, the fertile in fruit
1-3 cm. long; rtiffmas sessile or

654. S.syrticola.

16. S. pedicellaris Pnrsli. Leaves 655. s.

1.5-7 cm. long, obtuse or somewhat pointed, acutish at base,
smooth on both sides, somewhat coriaceous when mature, revolute, reticulated,
pale or glaucous beneath ; fertile aments thick-eylindrie, loosely few-flowered,
borne on long leafy peduncles ; capsules mulish-given; pedicels slender, twice
the length of the nearly smooth greenish-yellow scale. (S. wijrtillniile.s Man.
ed. (>, not L.) Cold bogs and wet meadows, e. Que. to B. C., N. J., Pa., and
n. Ja. FIG. 055.
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657. S. herbacea.

(Eu.) 'FIG. 657.

M. -M- Prostrate or creeping and matted alpine shrubs.

17. S. Uva-ursi Pursh. Leaves elliptical and pointed, orobovate and obtuse,
0.5-2.5 cm. long, tapering at base, slightly toothed, strongly veined, smooth and

shining above, pale and rather glaucous beneath
;
aments borne

on slender lateral leafy peduncles, thick-cylindric. the fertile

lengthening to 2 or 3 cm. and becoming narrowly cylindric,
densely flowered above, often loose below

; scales obovate, rose-
red at the tip, covered with long silky hairs ;

stamen 1 (rarely 2); capsule ovoid-conical,
brownish at maturity ; pedicel scarcely
exceeding the gland; style distinct. Lab.
to Alaska, s. to alpine summits of n. N. E.
and N. Y. Closely prostrate, spreading

S. Uva-ursi.
^rom a stout central root over an area 3-9
dm. broad. FIG. 656.

18. S. herbacea L. Leaves roundish oval, heart-shaped,
obtuse or retuse, 1-3 cm. long, serrate, smooth and shining,
reticulately veined

;
aments terminating 2-leaved branchlets,

small, ovoid, l-lQ-flowered ; scales concave, obovate, obtuse,
glabrous or slightly pubescent ; capsule subsessile. Arctic

Am., s. to alpine regions of Mt. Katahdin, Me., and Mt.

Washington, N. H. A very small herb-like species, the

half-underground stems creeping and rooting in moss or

humus, the branches seldom rising 0.5 dm. from the ground.
-- - Capsule pubescent.

Fruiting pedicel 3-6 times the length of the gland; style short or none (elon-
gate in no. 25).

= Mature leaves glabrous or glabrate beneath, or at most with a few scattered

hairs. (Extreme forms o/S. rostrata may be looked for here.}

a. Aments sessile on the old wood, naked at base, appearing before the leaves ;

scales dark red, brown, or blackish; mature capsule 7-12 mm. long.

19. S. discolor Muhl. (GLAUCOUS W.) Leaves lanceolate to elliptic, smooth
and bright green above, soon smooth and glaucous beneath, irregularly crenate-

serrate, the serratures remote at base, closer, finer and becom-

ing obsolete toward the point ; stipules 1 cm. or more long and
sharply toothed, or small and nearly entire

; aments thick,

cylindrical, 2.5-7 cm. long, appearing in earliest spring ; scales

copiously clothed with long glossy hairs; style short but
distinct. FIG. 658. Var. ERIOCEPHALA (Michx.) Anders.
Aments more densely flowered and more silvery-silky ;

leaves

sometimes retaining a ferruginous pubescence beneath even
when fully grown. (S. eriocephala Michx.) Var. PRINOIDES

(Pursh) Anders. Aments more loosely flowered, less silky ;

capsules more thinly tomentose
; style longer; stigma-lobes

laciniate
;
leaves narrower. (8. prinoides Pursh.)

Includes narrow-leaved forms of the type, and
others which are probably hybrids with S. cor-

data. Large shrub or small tree of low mead-
ows and river-banks, common. The just

expanding leaves are often overspread with evan-

escent ferruginous hairs.

b. Aments short-stalked, leafy-bracted at base,

appearing with the leaves ; scales pale brown
658. s. discolor. or yellowish ; mature capsule 4-6 mm. long.

20. S. petiolaris Sm. Leaves narrowly lanceolate, taper-

pointed, finely and evenly serrate, slightly silky when young,
soon smooth

; stipules linear or semicordate, deciduous ;
fertile 659. S. petiolaris.
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GtiO. 8. humilis.

aments ovoid-cylindric, at first 1-2 cm. long, in fruit broad and loose from the

lengthening of the pedicels, becoming 2-4 cm. long ; capsule rostrate from an
ovoid base, blunt. Low shrub of damp soil, N. B. to the Great Lake region
and Man., s. to Tenn. FIG. 659.

= = Mature leaves pubescent at least beneath,

a. Aments sessile on the old wood, naked at base, appearing before the leaves.

1. Leaves dull, grayish-tomentose, undulate-crenate or subentire ; capsules slen-

der-beaked.

21. S. humilis Marsh. (PRAIRIE W.) Leaves oblanceolate or oblong-lan-
ceolate, rarely obovate, 5-15 cm. long, above downy becoming glabrate, beneath

glaucous, rugose-veined and softly tomentose, the margin revo-

lute, undulate-entire
; stipules medium-sized, semi-ovate, entire

or oftener toothed
; petioles distinct ; aments ovoid or ellipsoid,

often recurved, 1.5-4 cm. long. Dry plains and barrens, Nfd.
to Minn, and N. C. A shrub, 1-3 m. high, vary-
ing much in the size and shape of the leaves.

FIG. 660.

Var. rigidiiiscula Anders. Leaves narrowly
oblanceolate to lance-oblong, 0.5-1 dm. long, rigid,

strongly ascending, very rugose and glabrescent
beneath. 0. to Ga. and Kan. Shrub or small
tree.

22. S. tristis Ait. (DWARF GRAY W.) Leaves
similar to those of the last, small (1-5 cm. long),

crowded, linear-oblanceolate, tapering to a very short petiole; 661. s. tristis.

stipules minute, deciduous; aments very small, globular or ovoid,
1-1.5 cm. long in fruit. Sandy plains or on the borders of hillside thickets,
N. E. to Minn, and southw., mostly near the coast. A tufted shrub, 0.5 m.

high. FIG. 661.

2. Leaves lustrous beneath with minute silky pubescence, fine-serrate ; capsules
blunt.

23. S. serfcea Marsh. (SILKY W.) Leaves narrowly lanceolate, V4-1 dm.
long, 1-2.5 cm. broad, finely serrate, at first (principally beneath) very silky,

turning black in drying ; stipules narrow, deciduous
;
aments nar-

rowly cylindrical, the fertile densely flowered, in maturity 2-:5 cm.

long ; capsule sericeous, ovoid-oblong, round-tipped, its pedicel
about equaling the short-hairy scale and twice exceeding the gland.

Large shrub of wet places, N. B. to N. C. and Mich. FIG. 662.

b. Aments leafy-bracted at base, appearing with the leaves.

1. Leaves strongly rugose in age, grayish-pubes-
cent or glabrate beneath ; capsule gray-pubes-
cent, its pedicel several times exceeding the

subtending scale.

24. S. rostrata Richards. Leaves obovate to

elliptic-lanceolate, 3-10 cm. long, acute or acumi-

nate, dull green and minutely downy above, serrate,

crenate, or subentire, thin, becoming rigid ; stipules when pres-
ent semi-cordate, toothed, acute

;
sterile aments narrowed at

base, the fertile fnnst'hj flowered, 2-6 cm. long ; capsules tapering
to a very long slender beak

; pedicels thread-like, much excwliny
the pale rose-tipped linear thinly villous scales ; style scarcely
any ; stigma lobes entire or deeply parted. (#. Bebbiana Sarg.)

Shrub or small tree of moist or dry ground, Nfd. to Alaska,
a. to N. J., Pa., 111., la., etc. FIG. 663. 668. s.

r,r,_>. s.
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2. Leaves scarcely rugose, lustrous-white beneath; capsule white-pubescent, its

pedicel scarcely exceeding the subtending scale.

25. S. argyrocarpa Anders. Leaves'2.5-5 cm. long, repand-crenate, tapering
to both ends, acute, or the earliest obovate and obtuse, at length rigid, the

margin slightly revolute
; petiole short; stipules minute, fugaceous;

fruiting ament short (1.5-2.5 cm. long}, lax
; capsule tapering,

densely silky-silvery, style elongate ; gland of the staminate flower

variously doubled. Moist ravines and alpine slopes, Lab. to the

highest mts. of Que., Me., and N. H. A bushy-branched shrub,
erect or depressed at base, rarely 0.5 m. high. FIG. 664.

Hybridizes with 8. phylicifolia.
20. S. coactilis Fernald. Leaves oblong or lance-ovate, long-

acuminate, at first reddish-white beneath with lustrous felt-like pubes-
cence, later velvety with distinct hairs, in maturity 6-18 cm. long,
2-5 cm. broad, remotely and coarsely glandular-dentate; stipules

semi-ovate, gland-toothed, 4-5 mm. long, persistent; aments in an-

thesis 2-3.5 cm. long, in fruit 4-5.5 cm. long, 7 mm. thick; scales

oblong or obovate, dark brown or black, very long-hairy ; capsule conic-subulate,
5 mm. long, white-villous ; the pedicel about five times as long as the gland.
Banks of the Penobscot R.

,
Me. A large shrub with coarse dark branchlets,

the younger ones puberulent.

w- -M- Fruiting pedicel at most twice the length of the gland.

= Leaves distinctly pubescent beneath.

a. Pubescence of the leaves and branchlets a dull white floccu-
lent tomentum.

27. S. Candida Fliigge. (SAGE W., HOARY W.) Leaves oblong
to linear-lanceolate, 4-12 cm. long, rather rigid, downy above,

becoming glabrate, beneath covered with a dense white tomentum,
the revolute margin subentire

; stipules lanceolate, about as long
as the petioles; aments cylindrical, densely flowered, 3-5 cm.

long in fruit
;
anthers red

;
the dark gland elongated ; capsule

densely white-woolly ; style dark red
; stigmas short, spreading,

notched. Cold bogs, Nfd. and Lab. to Athabasca, s. to N. J.,

Pa., O., la., etc. A hoary shrub, 0.5-2 m. high ; young shoots

white-woolly, the older red. FIG. 665. Var. DENUDATA Anders.
Leaves dark green and glabrate above, sparingly pubescent or glabrate beneath.

Gaspe" Co., Que. to Wise, and Ct.

b. Pubescence of the leaves lustrous.

1. Leaves pubescent beneath with minute satiny hairs.

28. S. VIMINALIS L. (OSIER.) Large shrub or small tree;
branchlets greenish or pale brown ;

leaves lanceolate or linear-lan-

ceolate, taper-pointed, green and glabrous above, 6-15 cm. long;
aments sessile or subsessile on the old wood, the pis-

tillate becoming 5-7 cm. long ; capsule subsessile,

minutely puberulent, 6-8 mm. long. Cultivated and

occasionally established. (Introd.fromEu.) FIG. 666.

2. Leaves, at least when young, lustrous beneath

with velvety pubescence.

29. S. pellita Anders. Large shrub or small tree

with dark reddish or olive branchlets
;
leaves lance-

linear to oblanceolate, subentire, green and glabrous

above, white-velvety to pale green and glabrate be-

neath, 4-1 2 cm. long ;
aments leafy-bracted at base, the fertile 2-5 cm.

long ; capsule 4-5 mm. long, densely white-hairy ; style yellowish,

turning brown. TCiver banks and swamps, Gulf of St. Lawrence to if

Lake St. John, Que., and Lake Winnipeg, s. to Me. and Vt. FIG. 667. 667. s. pellita.

665. S. Candida.
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= = Leaves glabrous, or the youngest occasionally with arachnoid hairs.

30. S. phylicifblia L. Leaves elliptic-lanceolate to oblong, somewhat equally

pointed or obtuse at both ends, remotely and minutely repand-
toothed, 2.5-7 cm. long, very smooth on both sides, dark green
and shining above, glaucous beneath, at length coriaceous

;

stipules obsolete ; aments sessile with a few small bracts '

at

base, 1.5-3 cm. long, rather densely flowered, short-cylindric,
the fertile becoming in fruit somewhat stalked, 3.5-4.5 cm.

long ;
scales dark, silky-villous ; capsule conic-rostrate from

an ovoid base
; stigmas bifid or entire, yellow, drying black.

(/$'. chlorophylla Anders.) Lab. to Alaska, s. to alpine dis-

tricts of Que., Me., N. H., and Vt. A divaricately much
branched shrub 0.5-3 in. high ; twigs glabrous, purplish, some-
times covered with a glaucous bloom. (Eu.) FIG. 668.

* * Hairy filaments and often the reddish anthers
united so as to appear as one.

31. S. PUKPtjREA L. (PURPLE W.) Leaves oblance-

olate or tongue-shaped, slightly serrulate, very
smooth, glaucescent, subopposite ; stipules obsolete

;

aments densely flowered, narrow-cylindrical, the

sterile at least closely sessile, with only very small bracts at base
;

scales small, round, crisp-villous, tipped with dark purple ; capsules

grayish-tomentose, ovoid-conical, obtuse, sessile, 2-3 mm. long.
Low grounds ; originally cultivated for basket rods

;
now established.

(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 669.

2. P6PULUS [Tourn.] L. POPLAR. ASPEN

Flowers from a cup-shaped disk which is obliquely lengthened in front. Sta-

mens 8-30, or more
;
filaments distinct. Stigmas 2-4. Capsules 2-4-valved.

Trees, with broad and more or less heart-shaped or ovate toothed leaves, and
often angular branches. Buds scaly, covered with resinous varnish. Catkins

long and drooping, appearing before the leaves. (The classical Latin name, of

uncertain origin.)

1. Styles 2, with 2-3 narrow or filiform lobes; capsules thin, slender-conical^

2-valved, small, on very short pedicels' scales silky; stamens 6-20; leaves

ovate, on laterally flattened petioles ; terminal buds small, slightly gluti>/"i/s.

1. P. ALBA L. (WHITE P., SILVER-LEAVED P., ABELE.) The younger
branches and the under surface of the rhombic-oval sinuate-toothed acute
leaves white tomentose ; scales crenate, fringed. Frequently cultivated for

shade, spreading widely by the root, and occasionally spontaneous. (Introd.
from Eu.)

2. P. tremuloides Michx. (AMERICAN A.) Tree 6-20 in. high, with smooth
greenish-white bark; bud-scales glabrous or merely ciliate ; leaves mniulixli-

heart-shaped, with a short sharp point, and small somewhat regular teeth, smooth
on both sides, with serrulate margins, downy when young, on long slender peti-
oles

; scales cut into 3-4 deep linear divisions, fringed with long hairs. Light
soils, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Pa., Mo., etc.

.". P. grandidentata Michx. ( L.VK<;K-TOOTIIKI> A.) Tree often 20 m. high,
with smoothish gray hark

; lmtl-xi;tl,-* tiwntose; leaves roundi$h-or<it<. n-ith

Itirijr Hint irrrijiilur xinimh t< <tli. when young densely covered with white silky

wool, at length smooth both sides
;
snrh's cut into ">-(' ////r<////// snxtll dirhinux,

slightly fringed. Kieh woods and borders of streams, N. S. to the mts. of N. C.,
w. to Out., Minn., and la.

2. Styles 2-4, with dilated /"/->; r^/i*///, > lnr<j<\ <>fi< ,, thick. sul><jlul,<>xi-
t<>

ellipsoid, 2-4-valved; scales mostly glabrous} terminal buds large and
very glutinous.
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* Petioles terete or channeled, but little if at all laterally flattened.

H- Young leaves and petioles white-tomentose ; capsule slender-pediceled.

4. P. heterophylla L. (DOWNY P.) Tree 10-25 in. high ;
leaves ovate, with

a somewhat truncate or cordate base, obtuse, crenate, at length nearly smooth,
except on the elevated veins beneath

;
fertile catkins few-flowered

;
stamens

12-00; capsules 1-1.3 cm. long, equaling the pedicels. Borders of river

swamps, Ct. to Ga.
;
also from 0. to Ark. and La.

*- -t- Young leaves and petioles not white-tomentose; capsule stout-pediceled.

5. P. balsamifera L. (BALSAM P., TACAMAHAC.) Tree 6-30 m. high, the

large buds varnished with a copious fragrant resin
;

leaves ovate-lanceolate
to cordate-ovate, gradually tapering and pointed, finely crenate, smooth on both

sides, silvery and reticulately veined beneath
;

scales dilated, slightly hairy ;

stamens 20-30
; capsule ovoid, %-valved. Borders of rivers and swamps, Lab.

to Alaska, s. to n. and w. N. E., Mich., Minn., etc.

6. P. CANDICANS Ait. (BALM OF GILEAD.) Leaves broader and more or less

heart-shaped, petiole and lower surface hairy. (P. balsamifera, var. Gray.)
Common in cultivation and freely escaping ; perhaps of Asiatic origin.

(Introd.)
* * Petioles laterally flattened.

7. P. deltoides Marsh. (COTTON-WOOD, NECKLACE P.) Tree 15-30 m. high ;

leaves broadly deltoid, with numerous crenate serratures and narrow very acute

acumination, sometimes ovate, rarely cordate, on elongated petioles ;
scales

lacerate-fringed, not hairy ;
stamens 00 or more; capsules on slender pedicels,

0-10 mm. long, in long catkins, ellipsoid-ovoid, %-k-valved. (P. momlifera
Ait.) Borders of streams, w. Que. and N. H. to Fla., w. to the Rocky Mts.

P. xrGRA L., the BLACK P. of Eu., a pyramidal tree somewhat resembling the

preceding but with the less lustrous rhombic-deltoid smaller leaves broader
than long, more finely crenate, and its var. ITALICA Du Roi, the LOMBARDY P.,
with strictly ascending branches, are spreading from cultivation. (Introd.
from Eu.)

MYRICACEAE (SWEET GALE FAMILY)

Monoecious or dioecious shrubs, with each kind of flowers in short scaly cat-

kins, and resinous-dotted often fragrant leaves, differing from the Birches

chiefly in the 1-celled ovary with a single erect orthotropus ovule, and the drupe-

like nut. Involucre and perianth none.

1. MYRICA L.

The only genus. Flowers solitary under a scale-like bract and with a pair
of bractlets, the sterile in ellipsoid or cylindrical, the fertile in ovoid or globular

catkins, from axillary scaly buds
;
stamens 2-8

;
filaments somewhat united

below
;
anthers 2-celled. Fruit small, globular or shorr,-cylindric, dry, coated

with resinous grains or wax. (Mvpfci?, the ancient name of the Tamarisk or

sqme other shrub
; perhaps from /xvpifetj/, to perfume.)

* Mostly dioecious ; fertile catkins ovoid ; ovary with 2-4 scales at base ; nut

globular ; leaves entire or somewhat serrate.

1. M. Gale L. (SWEET GALE.) Shrub 1-1.5 in. high; leaves wedge-lan-
ceolate, serrate toward the apex, pale, later than the flowers; sterile catkins

closely clustered; nuts imbricated in heads, 2-winged by the two thick ovate

scales which coalesce with its base. Borders of ponds, and in swamps, Lab. to

N. E., along the Great Lakes to Minn., and northwestw.
;

s. in the mts. to Va.

April, May. (Eurasia.)
2. M. cerifera L. (WAX MYRTLE.) Leaves (1-1.6 cm. broad} lanceolate,

narrowed at the base, entire or sharply toothed toward the acute apex, shining
and resinous-dotted both sides, somewhat preceding the flowers, fragrant ; sterile
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catkins scattered, oblong ;
scales wedge-shaped at the base

;
nuts scattered and

naked, bony, 2.5-3 mm. in diameter, and incrusted with white wax. Sandy
soil, Md. to Fla., Tex., and Ark. March, Apr.

3. M. carolinSnsis Mill. (BAYBERRY.) Shrub 1-2 in. high ;
leaves oblong,

entire or somewhat crenately toothed, thinner and more flaccid than in the pre-

ceding, mostly obtuse, 1.5-4 cm. broad, green and resinous-dotted on both sides
;

fruit 3.5-4 mm. in diameter. (M. cerifera Man. ed. 6, in great part.) Sandy
or sterile soil, chiefly near the coast, P. E. I. and N. B. to Fla. and La.

;
also on

L. Erie.

* * Frequently monoecious ; fertile catkins globular ; ovary surrounded by 8 long
narrowly awl-shaped persistent scales ; nut ovoid-subcylindric ; leaves pin-
natijid with many rounded lobes.

4. M. asplenifolia L. (SWEET FERN.) Shrub 3-6 dm. high, with sweet-
scented fern-like linear-lanceolate leaves

; stipules half heart-shaped ;
scales of

the sterile catkins kidney-heart-shaped, pointed. (Comptonia Ait.
;

C. pere-

grina Coult.) Sterile soil, N. B. and N. S. to N. C., Ind., and the Saskatchewan.

Apr., May.

LEITNERlACEAE (CORK WOOD FAMILY)

Dioecious shrubs or small trees, with each kind of flowers in catkins opening

before the leaves; the sterile catkins many- the fertile few-flowered; calyx and

corolla none; stamens 3-12, whorled, the filaments short, distinct, hypogynous;

ovary \-celled with solitary ascending amphitropous ovule and thickish terminal

style with lateral groove. Leaves simple, entire, alternate
; stipules obsolete

or none. Flowers solitary in the axils of ovate pubescent scales, sessile. Fruit

an obovoid somewhat compressed leathery drupe.

1. LEITNERIA Chapm.

Characters of the family. (Named in memory of Dr. E. T. Leitner, a German
naturalist who traveled and was killed in Florida.)

1. L. floridana Chapm. (CORK WOOD.) Stout arborescent shrub 1-7 m.

high ;
leaves oblong or obovate, somewhat canescent-tomentose on the lower

surface; sterile catkins about 3 cm. long, the fertile half as long; drupe 1-2
cm. long. Swamps, s. Mo. and southwestw.

;
also Fla. March.

JUGLANDACEAE (WALNUT FAMILY)

Trees, with alternate pinnate leaves, and no stipules ; flowers monoecious, the

sterile in catkins (aments) with an irregular calyx adnate to the bract; the fertile

solitary or in a small cluster or spike, with a regular 3-5-lobed calyx adherent

to the incompletely 2-4-celled but only \-ovuled ovary. Fruit a khni <>f <lnj

drupe, with a crustaceous or bony nutshell, containing a large 4-/<>/>t'<l nrtho-

tropous seed. Albumen none. Cotyledons fleshy and oily, sinuous or corru-

gated, 2-lobed
;
radicle short, superior. Petals sometimes present in the fertile

flowers. A small family of important trees, consisting chiefly of the two

following genera.

1. jtTGLANS L. WALNUT

Stamens 12-40
;
filaments free, very short. Fertile flowers solitary or several

together on a peduncle at the end of the branch, with a 4-toothed calyx, bearing
4 small petals at the sinuses. Styles 2, very short

; stigmas 2, somewhat club-

shaped and fringed. Fruit with a fibrous-fleshy indehiscent epicarp, and a

mostly rough irregularly furrowed endocarp or nutshell. Trees, with odd-
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pinnate leaves of many serrate leaflets. Pith in plates. (Name contracted
from Jams glans, the nut of Jupiter. )

1. J. cinerea L. (BUTTERNUT, WHITE W.) Leaflets 7-17, oblong-lanceo-
late, pointed, rounded at base, downy especially beneath, the petioles and
branchlets downy with clammy hairs; fruit ellipsoid, clammy, pointed, the nut
deeply sculptured and rough with ragged ridges, 2-celled at the base. Rich
woods, N. B. to the mts. of Ga., w. to Ont.,

"
Dak.," e. Kan. and Ark. Trunk

16-30 m. high, with gray bark, widely spreading branches, and lighter brown
wood than in the next.

2. J. nigra L. (BLACK W.) Leaflets 11-17 (-" 23 "), ovate-lanceolate, taper-
pointed, somewhat heart-shaped or unequal at base, smooth above, the lower
surface and the petioles minutely downy ; fruit spherical, roughly dotted, the
nut corrugated, 4-celled at top and bottom. Rich woods, w. Mass, to Fla., w.
to Ont., Minn., and Tex. A large and handsome tree, with rough dark bark
and valuable purplish-brown wood.

2. CARYA Nutt. HICKORY

Stamens 3-10
;
filaments short or none, free. Fertile flowers 2-5 in a cluster or

short spike, on a peduncle terminating the shoot of the season
; calyx 4-toothed;

petals none. Stigmas sessile, 2 or 4, large, papillose, persistent. Fruit with a
4-valved firm and at length dry exocarp (involucre), falling away from the
smooth and crustaceous or bony endocarp or nutshell, which is incompletely
2-celled, and at the base mostly 4-celled. Fine timber-trees with hard and
very tough wood, and scaly buds, from which in spring are put forth usually
both kinds of flowers, the sterile below and the fertile above the leaves. Nuts
ripen and fall in October. (Kaptfa, an ancient name of the Walnut.) SCORIA
Raf. (1808); HICORIUS Raf. (1817); HICORIA Raf. (1836).

1. Sterile catkins fascicled (no common peduncle or sometimes a very short one}
from separate lateral scaly buds near the summit of shoots of the preceding
year ; bud-scales few ; fruit elongated ;

the thin-shelled nut 2-celled below ;
seeds sweet ; leaflets short-stalked, numerous.

1. C. illinoSnsis (Wang.) K. Koch. (PECAN.) Minutely downy, becoming
nearly smooth

;
leaflets 0-17, oblong-lanceolate, tapering gradually to a slen-

der point, falcate, serrate; nut olive-shaped. (C. olivaeformis Nutt.; Hicoria
Pecan Britton.) River bottoms, s. Ind. to la., e. Kan., Tex., and Ala.
A large tree (25-50 m. high), with delicious nuts.

2. Sterile catkins in threes (rarely more*) on a common peduncle from the axil

of an inner scale of the common bud, therefore at the base of the shoot of
the season, which, then bearing 3 or 4 leaves, is terminated by the fertile

flowers; fruit globular or ovoid; nut 4-celled at base; leaflets sessile or

nearly so.

* Bud-scales numerous, about 10, successively inwrapping, the inner ones accres-

cent, becoming thin and membranaceous and rather tardily deciduous;
husk of the fruit splitting promptly into 4 more or less thick and when dry
hard or woody valves ; seed sweet and delicious. (The HICKORY NUTS of
the market.)

2. C. ovata (Mill.) K. Koch. (SHELL-BARK or SHAG-BARK H.) Bark of trunk

shaggy, exfoliating in rough strips or plates ;
inner bud-scales becoming large

and conspicuous, persistent till the flowers are fully developed ; leaflets 5-7,
when young minutely downy beneath, finely serrate, the three upper obovate-

lanceolate, the lower pair much smaller and oblong-lanceolate, all taper-pointed ;

fruit globular or depressed ;
nut white, flattish-globular, barely mucronate, the

shell thinnish. (C. alba Nutt.; Hicoria ovata Britton.) N. E, and w. Que.
to north shore of L. Huron, e. Minn., Tex., and Fla. A large and handsome
tree (20-28 m. high, or more), yielding the principal HICKORY NUT of the
markets. Hicoria carolinae-septentrionalis Ashe appears to be merely a small-
fruited extreme of this species
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3. C. lacinibsa (Michx. f.) Loud. (Bic SHELL-BARK, KING NUT.) Bark,

etc., as in no. 2
; leaflets 7-9, more downy beneath

; fruit ovoid, 4-ribbed
above the middle, the husk very thick

;
nut large (3-5 cni. long) and usually

angular, dull white or yellowish, thick-walled, usually strongly pointed at both

ends. (C. sulcata Nutt.; Hicoria laciniosa Sarg.) Centr. N. Y. and Pa. to

s. Ind., la., e. Kan., and I. T. Trunk 20-30 m. high, or more, in rich soil of

bottom lands.

4. C. alba (L.) K. Koch. (MOCKER NUT, WHITE-HEART H.) Bark close,

rough, but not shaggy nor exfoliating on old trunks
; catkins, shoots, and lower

surface of the leaves tomentose when young, resinous-scented; leaflets 7-(

.,

lance-obovate or the lower oblong-lanceolate, pointed ; fruit globular or ovoid,
with a very thick and hard husk

;
nut globular, not compressed, 4-ridgrd toward

the slightly pointed summit, brownish, very thick-shelled, 2.5 cm. in diameter
or smaller. (C. tomentosa Nutt.; Hicoria alba Britton.) E. Mass, to n.

shore of L. Erie, e. Neb., and s. to the Gulf. Tree 20-30 m. high, usually on rich

upland hillsides. A species not to be confused with C. alba Nutt., which is

now to be called C. ovata.

5. C. microcarpa Nutt. With rough close bark, small ovoid buds, and the

glabrous foliage, etc., of no. 7; fruit small, subglobose, with rather thin husk;
nut thin-shelled, not angled. (Hicoria Britton

;
H. glabra, var. odorata Sarg.;

H. borealis Ashe ?) "Que." and e. Mass, to Del., Mich., and Mo.

* * Bud-scales numerous or few ; husk of the fruit thin and rather friable at

maturity, 4-valved only to the middle or tardily to near the base ; seed more
or less bitter.

+- Bark of trunk exfoliating in long strips.

6. C. aquatica (Michx. f.) Nutt. (BITTER PECAN.) Bud-scales few, sub-

valvate
; leaflets 9-15, falcate-lanceolate, attenuate, serrate, of firm texture

;

nut strongly compressed and sharply angled ; seed very bitter. (Hicoria
Britton.) River swamps, Va. to s. 111., Mo., Tex., and Fla.

*- t- Bark not exfoliating.

7. C. glabra (Mill.) Spach. (PIGNUT or BROOM H.) Bud-scales nearly
as in no. 4, but smaller, caducous

; shoots, catkins, and leaves glabrous or nearly
so

; leaflets 5-7, oblong- or obovate-lanceolate and taper-pointed, serrate
;
fruit

pear-shaped to ovoid; nut (3-5 cm. long) with thick bony shell; the oily
seed at first sweet in taste, then bitterish. (C.porcina Nutt.; Hicoria glo^ra
Britton.) Dry woodlands, s. Me. to Fla., w. to Ont., Minn., e. Neb., and
Tex. Tree 20-30 (rarely 37) m. high. Passing to

Var. villbsa (Sarg.) Robinson. Petioles, rhachises, and peduncles snrih',1-

villous ; the lower surface of the leaflets mostly paler, covered with broader and
more numerous peltate scale-like glands. (Hicoria glabra, var. Sarg. ;

H. vil-

losa and H. pallida Ashe.) Va. to Mo. and southw.
8. C. cordif6rmis (Wang.) K. Koch. (BITTER NUT or SWAMP H.) Scales of

the small yellowish buds about 6, valvate in pairs, caducous in leafing ;
catkins

and young herbage more or less pubescent, soon becoming almost glabrous ;

leaflets 7-11, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate ;
fruit turgid-ellipsoid, narrowly

6-ridged ;
nut turgid, smoothish, shallowly reticulate-sulcate, ylnl,nl<(i\ ahnrt-

pointed, white (barely 2.5 cm. long), thin-walled, with slender-conical beak and

persistent expanded stigma ;
seed at first sweet-tasted, soon extremely bitter.

(C. amaraNutt.
;
Hicoria minima Britton.) Rich woods, w. Que. and N. E. to

Fla., n. shore of L. Huron, Minn., e. Neb., and Tex. Tree 15-30 m. hiirh ;

husk and shell thinner and less hard than in other species. Koch, who lirst

1 1 ausferred Juglans cordiformis Wang, to Carya, confused other material with it,

but the binomial technically rests on the plant of Wangenheiin.

BETUL-ACEAE (Hi urn FAMILY)

Monoecious (rarely dioecious trees <>r shr/tlix, n-ifft <i/t<r//<it< *ii>t]>t< N//V /;////-

leaves and deciduous stipules; the sterile flowers in catkins, On- f<-riih'
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clustered, spiked, or in scaly catkins; the l-celled and l-seeded nut with or

without a foliaceous involucre. Ovary 2-celled, with 2 pendulous anatropous

ovules in each cell
;
fruit seemingly l-celled and 1-ovuled

; styles 2. Seed with

no albumen, filled with the embryo, and with 1 integument.

Tribe I. CORYLEAE. Sterile catkins pendulous, with no calyx ;
stamens 3 or more to each bract

and more or less adnate to it, the filaments often forked (anthers l-celled). Fertile flowers in a

short ament or head, 2 to each bract, and each with one or more bractlets which form a folia-

aceous involucre to the nut.

* Bract of staminate flower furnished with a pair of bractlets inside ; fertile flowers few.

1. Corylus. Involucre leafy-coriaceous, inclosing the large acorn-like nut.

* * Bract of staminate flower simple ;
fertile flowers in short catkins; nut small, achene-like.

2. Ostrya. Each ovary and nut included in a bladdery and closed bag.

3. Carpinus. Each nut subtended by an enlarged spreading leafy bractlet.

Tribe II. BETULEAE. Flowers in scaly catkins, 2 or 3 to each bract. Sterile catkins pendulous.

Stamens 2-4, and calyx usually 2^-parted. Fertile flowers with no calyx, and no involucre

to the small compressed and often winged nut.

4. Betula. Stamens 2, bifid. Fertile scales thin, 3-lobed, deciduous with or soon after the nuts.

5. Alnus. Stamens 4. Fertile scales thick, becoming woody, long-persistent.

1. C6RYLUS [Tourn.] L. HAZELNUT. FILBERT

Sterile flowers consisting of 8 (half-) stamens with l-celled anthers, their

short filaments and pair of scaly bractlets cohering more or less with the inner

face of the scale of the catkin. Fertile flowers several from a scaly bud ; ovary

tipped with the short limb of the adherent calyx, one of the ovules sterile
; style

short
; stigmas 2, red, elongated and slender. Nut ovoid or subglobose, inclosed

in a leafy or partly coriaceous cup or involucre consisting of the two bractlets

enlarged and often grown together and lacerated at the border. Cotyledons very
thick (raised to the surface in germination), sweet and edible

;
the short radicle

included. Shrubs or small trees, with thinnish doubly-toothed leaves (folded

lengthwise in the bud), flowering in early spring ;
sterile catkins single or fas-

cicled from scaly buds of the axils of the preceding year, the fertile terminating

early leafy shoots. (The classical name, probably from icbpvs, a helmet, from
the involucre.)

1. C. americana Walt. (HAZELNUT.) Twigs and petioles often glandular-

bristly ; leaves roundish-heart-shaped, pointed; involucre open above down to

the globose nut, of 2 broad foliaceous cut-toothed almost
^distinct bracts, their

bases coriaceous and downy or with glandular bristles intermixed
; pericarp

bony. Thickets, N. E. to Sask., and southw.
2. C. rostrata Ait. (BEAKED H.) Twigs and petioles not glandular-bristly ;

leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, somewhat heart-shaped, pointed ;
involucre of

united bracts, much prolonged above the ovoid nut into a narrow tubular beak,

densely bristly ; pericarp thinnish and membranaceous. Que. to B. C., s. to

Del., Mich., Mo., and westw.; also in the mts. to Ga.

2. 6STRYA [Mich.] Scop. HOP HORNBEAM. IRONWOOD.

Sterile flowers consisting of several stamens in the axil of each bract
;

fila-

ments short, often forked, bearing l-celled (half-) anthers
;
their tips hairy.

Fertile flowers a pair to each deciduous bract, each of an incompletely 2-celled

2-ovuled ovary, crowned with the short bearded border of the adherent calyx,

tipped with 2 long-linear stigmas, and inclosed in a tubular bractlet, which in

fruit becomes a closed bladdery ellipsoid bag, very much larger than the small

smooth nut
;
these inflated involucres loosely imbricated to form a sort of stro-

bile, in appearance like that of the Hop. Slender trees, with very hard wood,
brownish furrowed bark, and foliage resembling that of Birch

;
leaves open and

concave in the bud, more or less plaited on the straight veins. Flowers appear-

ing with the leaves
;
the sterile catkins 1-3 together from- scaly buds at the tips
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of the branches of the preceding year ;
the fertile single, terminating short leafy

shoots of the season. (The classical name.)
1. 0. virginiana (Mill.) K. Koch. (AMERICAN HOP H., LEVERWOOD.)

Leaves oblong-ovate, taper-pointed, very sharply double-serrate, downy beneath,
with 11-15 principal veins; buds acute; involucral sacs bristly-hairy at the
base. (O. virginica Willd.) Rich woods, N. S. to Man., Minn., Neb., and
southw.

3. CARPINUS [Tourn.] L. HORNBEAM. IRONWOOD

Sterile flowers similar to those of Ostrya. Fertile flowers several, spiked in

a sort of loose terminal catkin, with small deciduous bracts, each subtending a

pair of flowers
;
the single involucre-like bract open, enlarged in fruit and foli-

aceous, merely subtending the small ovate several-nerved nut. Trees or tall

shrubs, with close gray bark, in this and in the slender buds and straight-veined
leaves resembling the Beech

;
leaf-buds and inflorescence as in Ostrya. (The

early Latin name.)
1. C. caroliniana Walt. (AMERICAN H.

;
BLUE or WATER BEECH.) Leaves

ovate-oblong, pointed, sharply double-serrate, soon nearly smooth
;
bractlets

3-lobed, halberd-shaped, sparingly cut-toothed on one side, acute. Along
streams, N. S. to w. Ont., and southw.

4. BETULA [Tourn.] L. BIRCH

Sterile flowers 3 (the bractlets 2) to each shield-shaped scale or bract of the cat-

kins, consisting each of a calyx of one scale bearing 4 short filaments with 1 -celled

anthers (or strictly of two 2-parted filaments, each division bearing an anther-

cell). Fertile flowers 2 or 3 to each 3-lobed bract, without bractlets or calyx,
each a naked ovary, becoming a winged and scale-like nutlet (or small samara)
crowned with the two spreading stigmas. Outer bark often separable in sheets,
that of the branchlets dotted. Buds sessile, scaly. Sterile catkins terminal and

lateral, sessile, formed in summer, remaining naked through winter, and expand-
ing in early spring, with or preceding the leaves

;
fertile catkins ovoid to cylin-

drical, usually terminating very short 2-leaved early lateral branches of the season.

(The ancient Latin name. )

* Trees or shrubs; the leaves with the 8 or more pairs of nerves impressed
above; fruiting catkins thick (1 cm. or more}, short-cylindric to ovoid, their

scales rather persistent ; wing offruit not broader than the seed-bearing body.

t- Bark and twigs sweet-aromatic; leaves membranaceous, ovate to oblong-ovate,
with rounded or cordate bases, regularly serrate, green both sides ; fertile
catkins se'ssile, erect.

1. B. lenta L. (CHERRY, SWEET, or BLACK B.) Bark of tnmk dark brown,
close, in age becoming ashy-brown and furrowed, very sweet-aromatic

;
leaves

ovate or ovate-oblong from a more or less heart-shaped base, acuminate, sharply
and finely double-serrate, when mature bright green above and glabrous except
on the veins beneath

; fruiting catkins short-cylindric (1.5-2.5 cm. long) ;
the

scales firm and smooth, with short and divergent lobes. Rich woods, Nfd. to

Ont., s. to Del., Ind. and centr. la.
;
also along the mts. to Fla. and Tenn.

2. B. lutea Michx. f. (YELLOW or GRAY B.) Bark of trunk yellowish- or
silver>j-<jr<

i
ij, di-firc/iint/ in very thin filmy layers, less aromatic

;
leaves slightly or

not at all heart-shaped and often narrowed toward the base, duller mvcn above
and usually more downy on the veins beneath; fruithuj cutkius mirmw-ovoid
to subglobose, the more foliaceous scales mostly lon-cr. ///<//<',rr/ and with nar-

rower Itiircly spri-fi<liny ciliate lobes. Rich moist woods, Nfd. to Man., s. to Del..

111., and Minn.
;
also along the mts. to Trim, and N. C. Trees with character-

istics somewhat, intermediate between this and B. l<>)tf<i have been called />.

is I > ri t ton .

1- Bark not aromatic; leaves firm, rhombic-ovate, riunt/tc t

, whitish bfnt-atlt ; fertile ad/cins ]>< </nnc/l,
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3. B. nigra L. (RIVER or RED B.) Tree with greenish-brown somewhat
laminate bark and reddish twigs ;

leaves acutish at both ends, when young
downy underneath ; petioles, peduncles, and thick-cylindric catkins toinentose

;

bracts with oblong-linear nearly equal lobes. Banks of streams and in swamps
e. of the Alleghenies from e. Mass, to Fla., thence w. to Tex.; and through the

bottom-lands of the Mississippi R. system.

* * Trees or shrubs with slender cylindric fruiting catkins, their scales readily
deciduous ; leaves (of the fruiting branches) with 7 or less pairs of

prominent veins.

t- Wing distinctly broader than the body of the fruit ; trees or stout shrubs with

white, whitish, or brown papery bark.

+* Bark dull, chalky- or ashy-white, smooth and close, the layers not readily

exfoliating ; staminate catkin usually solitary.

4. B. populifblia Marsh. (WHITE, GRAY or OLD FIELD B.) Trunk usually

ascending, rarely 10 m. high; leaves triangular (deltoid), very taper-pointed

(usually abruptly), truncate or nearly so at the broad base, smooth and shining
both sides, except for the resinous glands when young, tremulous on very slender

petioles ; fruiting catkins slender-stalked, ascending, 1-3 cm. long, 5-7 mm. thick
;

the drab or ashy-brown wide-spreading scales 2.5-4 mm. long, their lobespuberu-
len t. p or sandy or rocky soil, commonest near the coast, P. E. I. to Del., w.

to L. Out.

M- -w Bark lustrous, creamy- or pinkish-white to bronze, freely splitting into

paper-like layers ; staminate catkins mostly 2 or 3.

= Branchlets and leaves strictly glabrous from the first.

5. B. pSndula Roth. (WHITE or CANOE B.) Branches slender and flexuous,
often drooping, the branchlets usually verrucose with resiniferous atoms

;
leaves

glutinous when young, firm, rhombic-ovate to deltoid or broad-ovate, subcuneate,

truncate, or subcordate at base, long-acuminate, slender-petioled ;
fertile catkins

pendulous, 1.5-3 cm. long, 6-9 mm. thick
;
the ascending brown or straw-colored

scales 3-5 mm. long, glabrous except for the ciliate margin. (B. verrucosa

Ehrh.) Rocky upland woods and slopes, Que. to Alaska, locally s. to Me., Vt.,

111., Man., etc. (Eurasia.) A polymorphous boreal species, of which the N. E.

phase has recently been designated as B. caerulea Blanchard (BLUE B.).

= = Branchlets puberulent or pubescent ; young leaves (except in var. minor}
pubescent beneath.

6. B. alba L. (PAPER, CANOE or WHITE B.) Branches and branchlets ascend-

ing
pointed,

green at

and unequally double-serrate; fruiting catkins 1.5-4.5 cm. long, 0.5-1.5 cm.

thick, spreading or drooping on slender peduncles ;
the mostly ciliate-margined

ascending scales 3-7 mm. long. (B. pubescens Ehrh.) Large shrub or medium-
sized tree, Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. E., the Great Lake region, etc. (Eurasia.)

Passing to the commoner American
Var. papyrifera (Marsh.) Spach. Usually a larger tree, with mature leaves

6-9 cm. long. (B. papyrifera Marsh.) Nfd. to Alaska, s. to Pa., Ind., n. la.,

Neb., Wyo., and Wash.
Var. glutinbsa (Wallr.) Trautvetter. Branches pendulous ; leaves 3-5 cm.

long, pilose on the veins beneath
;
catkins on straight peduncles. Wassataquoik

Valley, Me. (Eu.)
Var. cordifblia (Regel) Fernald. Leaves broad-ovate, cordate, pilose on the

veins beneath. Cool woods and mts., Lab. and Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. E., L.

Superior, la., and westw. Becoming a dwarf shrub on alpine slopes.

Var. minor (Tuckerm.) Fernald! Stout dwarf shrub; leaves elliptic- or

truncate-ovate, glutinous, glabrous, 1.5-4 cm. long; staminate catkin often soli-

tary ; fruiting catkins mostly ascending, 1 .3-3 cm. long, 0.5-1 cm. thick. (B.
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IHilt'irnrni, var. 'I'uckenu.) Alpine regions and cold bogs, Lab. to Sask., 8. to

11. N. E. and Minn. ((Jreenl.)

^_ .H. Wings narrower than or rarely as broad as the body of the fruit, or want-

ing ; shrubs with dark scarcely pajtrry ba.rk, xubsessile or short-petioled
thickish or coriaceous small leaves, and narrowly ovoid or cylindric mostly
erect sessile or short-peduncled catkins.

w Young bra nchlets pubescent with long soft hairs.

7. B. pumila L. (Low or SWAMP B.) Stems 0.5-3 m. high, erect or ascending,
not glandular; young branches and lower face of young leaves mostly son-

downy; leaves obovate, orbicular, or renifonn, 1-3.5 cm. long, not resiniferoii*.

pale beneath, veinlets on both faces finely reticulated; fruiting catkins 0.7-3 cm.

long, 5-9 mm. thick. Bogs, Lab. and Nfd. to Out., s. to n. N. J., (_)., Ind., 111.,

and Minn. (Eurasia.)
Var. glandulifera Hegel. Young branchlets and leaves resiniferous or glandu-

lar-dotted. Ont. and Mich, to Minn, and Sask.

w Young branchlets glabrous or at most minutely puberulent, conspicuously
dotted with resinous wart-like gland*.

8. B. glandulosa Michx. (DWARF B.) Stems erect or depressed, 0.3-2 in.

high, or when alpine procumbent ;
leaves wedge-obovate, 0.5-3 cm. long, green

and glabrous both sides, slightly reticulated; fruiting catkins 0.5-2.5 cm. 'ion-,

3-7 mm. thick. Arctic barrens, s. to mts. of N. B., Me., and N. H.
;

L.

Superior, Minn., etc. (Asia.) Var. ROTUNDIFOLIA (Spach) Regel. Very
dwarf

;
leaves orbicular or reniform. Arctic regions to mts. of Me. and N. H.

(Alaska; Asia.)

5. ALNUS [Tourn.] Hill. ALDER

Sterile catkins with 4 or 5 bractlets and 3 (rarely 0) flowers upon each short-

stalked shield-shaped scale
;
each flower usually with a 3-5-parted calyx and

as many stamens
;
filaments short and simple ;

anthers 2-celled. Fertile catkins

ovoid or ellipsoid ;
the fleshy scales each subtending 2 flowers and a group of

4 little scalelets adherent to the scales or bracts of the catkin, which are woody
in fruit, wedge-obovate, truncate, or 3-5-lobed. Shrubs or small trees with
few-scaled leaf-buds and solitary or often racemose-clustered catkins. (The
ancient Latin name. )

* Flowers developed with the leaves ; the sterile catkins from naked bud* fonm-d
the preceding season; the fertile from scale-covered buds; fruit with a

conspicuous thin wing.

1. A. crispa (Ait.) Pursh. (GREEN or MOUNTAIN A.) Shrub with ymttiti

branches and peduncles sparingly puberulent or glabrate ; leaves round-oval,
ovate or slightly heart-shaped, in maturity 3-6 cm. long, glutinous and smooth,
or slightly pubescent on the principal veins beneath, irregularly serrulate or

liisci i ulate with very fine and sharp closely set teeth, the margins often puck-
ered

;
fertile catkins slender-stalked, loosely racemose, in maturity 1-1.5 mi.

long. (A. viri'ti's Man. ed. 6, in part, not DC.; A. Ahmbt-titlft Am. auth.. in

part, not. K. Koch.) Cool shores and mts., Lab. to N. B.
;
Mt. Katahdin, Me.

;

Mt. Washington, X. II.; Whiteface Mt., N. Y.
;
and on the mts. to N. C.

'2. A. m6llis Fcrnald. (Dowvv (IRKKX A.) Shrub or small tree; >/nf/
branflifs ami /tcil/nn-lcs permanently soft /// *-. tit; leaves pemiatientlij mr, r> </

beneatli n-ith tli-nx<> soft Imirx, in maturity l.-~> 1 1 rut. hit/ ; mature fertile catkins

1.2-2 cm. long. (.1. riridis Man. ed. 0, in part, not DC.: .1. M in.lt nla Am.
aiith., in part, not K. Koch.) Damp thickets and exposed rocky banks, s. Nt'd.

to L. Winnipeg, s. to s. Me. and N. II., w. Mass., N. Y., and L. Superior.

Ordinarily distinct, but possibly an extreme variation of A. crix/m.

* * Flnirt'i-s iltTt'lii/nil in i-iirlit'xt ftfiri/iii fn-fnre the learcs : the cutkitis all fmm
naked bn<l* fnnmd tin i>r<*elin<j season ; fruit tcintiti** r u-ith a narrow
coriaceous manj in.
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3. A. incana (L.) Moench. (SPECKLED or HOARY A.) Shrub or small
tree (rarely 6 m. high) ;

leaves broadly elliptical to ovate, mostly rounded at

base, sharply and doubly serrate, the upper surface dark green and with impressed
nerves, the lower mostly downy at least on the nerves and ferruginous to glau-
cous

; stipules lanceolate
;

fruit (samara) orbicular. Swamps and borders of

streams, Nfd. to Sask., s. to Pa., n. la., and Neb.; the common Alder along our
northern borders. (Eurasia.)

4. A. rug6sa (DuKoi) Spreng. (SMOOTH A.) Shrub or small tree
;
leaves

obovate, acute at base, sharply and almost regularly serrate with minute teeth,

thiokish, green both sides, rarely impressed-nerved, smooth or sparingly pubes-
cent beneath ; stipules oval

;
fruit ovate. (A serrulata Willd.) Me. to Fla.

and Tex., rarely inland to Minn.; mostly on the coastal plain northw., more
general southw. Many shrubs near the n. limits of this range appear inter-

mediate between this and the last species.
5. A. VULGA.RIS Hill. (BLACK A. of Europe.) Tree with dark green

flabellate-obovate or suborbicular coarsely dentate glutinous leaves. Escaped
from cultivation and locally established, Nfd. to N. J. and Pa. (Introd. from Eu.)
* * * Flowers in autumn (Sept.) from catkins of the season; the fertile mostly

solitary in the axils of the leaves, ripening the fruit a year later; fruit

wingless.

6. A. maritima (Marsh.) Muhl. (SEA-SIDE A.) Glabrous
;

leaves oblong,

ovate, or obovate, with a wedge-shaped base, slender-petioled, sharply serrulate,

bright green, or rather rusty beneath
; fruiting catkins large, ovoid or ellipsoid

(1.6-2.5 cm. long). Del. and Md., near the coast; also I. T. A small tree.

FAGACEAE (BEECH FAMILY)

Monoecious trets or shrubs, with alternate simple straight-veined leaves,

deciduous stipules, the sterile /lowers in catkins or capitate clusters, the fertile

solitary or slightly clustered, the 1-celled and l-seeded nut inclosed (or partly

inclosed) in a cupule consisting of more or less consolidated bracts, which

become indurated. Ovary 3-7-celled
;
ovules 1 or 2 in each cell (only 1

ripening); styles 3. Seed with no albumen, filled by the embryo, and with

2 integuments.
* Sterile flowers in a small head on drooping peduncles.

1. Fagus. Cupule 2-flowered, 4-valved, containing 2 sharply triangular nuts.

* * Sterile flowers in slender catkins.

2. Castanea. Cupule 2-4-flowered, forming a prickly hard bur, 2-4-valved when ripe.

3. Quercus. Cupule 1-flowered, scaly and without valves
;
nut terete.

1. FAGUS [Tourn.] L. BEECH

Sterile flowers with deciduous scale-like bracts
; calyx bell-shaped, 5-7-cleft

;

stamens 8-16
;
filaments slender

;
anthers 2-celled. Fertile flowers usually in

pairs at the apex of a short peduncle, invested by numerous awl-shaped bract-

lets, the inner coherent at base to form the 4-lobed involucre
; calyx-lobes 6,

awl-shaped ; ovary 3-celled with two ovules in each cell
; styles thread-like,

stigmatic' along the inner side. Nuts usually 2 in each urn-shaped and soft-

prickly coriaceous involucre, which divides to below the middle into 4 valves.

Cotyledons thick, folded and somewhat united, but rising and expanding in

germination. Trees with a close and smooth ash-gray bark, a light horizontal

spray, and undivided strongly straight-veined leaves, which are open and convex

in the tapering bud and plaited on the veins. Flowers appearing with the

leaves, the yellowish staminate flowers from the lower, the pistillate from the

upper axils of the leaves of the season. (The classical Latin name, from

<t>ayeii>, to eat, in allusion to the esculent nuts.)

GRAY'S MANUAL 22
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1. F. grandif61ia Khrh. Large tree
;
leaves oblong-ovate, mostly cuneate at

base, taper-pointed, distinctly and often coarsely toothed, light green ; petioles
and midrib soon nearly naked

; prickles of the grayish or yellowish fruit subu-

late-filiform, elongated, recurved or spreading. (F. ferruginea Ait.
;

F. ameri-
cana Sweet.) Rich uplands, N. B. to w. Ont., s. to Va., Mich, and Minn.

Var. caroliniana (Loud.) Fernald & Rehder. Leaves ovate to short-obo-

vate, darker green, mostly rounded or subcordate at base and often less coarsely
toothed

; prickles of the rufescent fruit short, subulate. Coastal plain, N. J.

to Fla. and Miss.
;
also from O. to Mo. and Tex.

*

2. CASTANEA [Tourn.] Hill. CHESTNUT

Sterile flowers interruptedly clustered in long and naked cylindrical catkins
;

calyx mostly 6-parted ;
stamens 8-20

;
filaments slender

;
anthers 2-celled.

Fertile flowers usually 3 together in an ovoid scaly prickly involucre
; calyx

with a 6-lobed border crowning the 3-7-celled &-14-ovuled ovary ;
abortive sta-

mens 5-12
; styles linear, exserted, as many as the cells of the ovary ; stigmas

small. Nuts coriaceous, inclosed usually 2-3 together or solitary in the
involucre. Cotyledons very thick, somewhat plaited, cohering, remaining
underground in germination. Leaves strongly straight-veined, undivided.
Flowers later than the leaves, cream-color

;
the catkins axillary near the ends

of the branches, wholly sterile or the upper androgynous with the fertile flowers
at the base. (The classical name, from that of a town in Thessaly.)

1. C. dentata (Marsh.) Borkh. (CHESTNUT.) A large tree
;
leaves oU<nj-

lanceolate, pointed, serrate with coarse pointed teeth, acute at base, when mature
smooth and green both sides; nuts 2 or 3 (rarely even 7-9) in each involucre,

flattened on one or both sides, very sweet. (C. sativa, var. americana Sarg.)
Rocky woods and hillsides, s. Me. to Ont., and southw.

2. C. pumila (L.) Mill. (CHINQUAPIN.) A spreading shrub or small tree;
leaves oblong, acute, serrate with pointed teeth, whitish-downy beneath; in-

volucres small, often spiked ;
the ovoid pointed nut scarcely half as large as the

common chestnut, very sweet, solitary, not flattened. Dry woods and thickets,
N. J. to Ind., and southw.

;
introd. northw.

3. QUERCUS [Tourn.] L. OAK

Sterile flowers in naked catkins
;
bracts caducous

; calyx 2-8-parted or-lobed
;

stamens 3-12
;
anthers 2-celled. Fertile flowers scattered or somewhat clus-

tered, consisting of a nearly 3-celled and 6-ovuled ovary, with a 3-lobed stigma,
inclosed by a scaly bud-like involucre which becomes an indurated cup (cupulc}
around the base of the rounded nut or acorn. Cotyledons remaining underground
in germination ;

radicle very short, included. Flowers greenish, yellowish, or
reddish. Sterile catkins single or often several from the same lateral scaly bud,
filiform and hanging in all our species. All the species inclined to hybridize
freely. (The classical Latin name.)

1. l&ark pale, often scaly ;
leaves and their lobes or teeth obtuse (rarely with sharp teethX never

bristle-pointed ; stamens 6-8; scales of the cup more or less woodv and kimbhy at b.-i-r;

stigmas sessile or nearly so; abortive ovules at the base of the perfect seed : loner surtaee
<>t -hell of nut glabrous; fruit maturing the first year; kernel commonly sweeti>h.
I.K.iMDOBi.i.ANUs Endl. a.

a. Leaves deciduous, sinuate-toothed or lobed b.

b. Leaves lyrate or sinuate-piruiatifid c.

c. Mature leaves glabrous beneath 1. Q. uttxi.

c. Mature leaves linely pubescent beneath d.
d. Scales of the rap naked, not uwned.

Fruit nearly sessile
;
the fine-scaled saucer-shaped cup one

third to half as high as the ovoid acorn .... 2. Q. stelUtta.
Fruit ped u noled

; the coarse-scaled cup nearly eoverini: the

depressed-globose acorn '*. Q. lyrattt.
d. Upper scales of th<- eup Ionian nrd 4. Q. inacrocarpa.

b. Leaves coarsely sinuate-toothed, but not Inbed (exeept slightly in

no. To. CIIKSIM-T OAKS e.

t. Fruiting peduncle 2.5-6 cm. long, much exceeding the petioles . :>. (J. bicolor.
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6. Q. Michauxii.

Muhlenbergii.
prinoides.
Prinus.
virginiana.

)ristle-pointed (at

11. Q.rubra.

12. Q.palustris,

13. Q. coccinea.

). texana.
). ellipsoidalis.
~>. velutina.

~>.falcata.

I ilici/olia.

e. Fruit sessile or on very short peduncles.
Cup 2.5-3 GUI. broad

;
scales free to the base ....

Cup at most 2.5 cm. broad, only the small tips of the scales
distinct.

Leaves with acute or pointed teeth.
Leaves with 8-13 teeth on each margin .... 7.
Leaves with 3-7 teeth on each margin .... 8.

Leaves with somewhat rounded teeth ..... 9.

a. Leaves coriaceous, evergreen, entire or rarely spiny-toothed . . 10.
2. Bark dark, furrowed; leaves deciduous, their lobes and teeth acute and

least in youth) ; stamens mostly 4-6
; cup-scales membranaceous

; styles long a'nd spread-
ing ; abortive ovules near the top of the perfect seed

;
inner surface of shell tomentose

;

fruit maturing the second year. ERYTHROBALANUS Spach. (RED
or BLACK OAKS.) f.

f. Leaves pinnatifid or lobed, slender-petioled, not coriaceous, the lobes
or teeth conspicuously bristle-pointed g.

g. Mature leaves green on both sides; species closely related and
freely hybridizing h.

h. Longest lobes of the leaf about equaling (never twice as long as)
the breadth of the broadish middle portion of the leaf .

h. Longest lobes of the leaf 2-6 times as long as the breadth of the
narrow middle portion of the leaf *.

i. Scales of the cup closely appressed j.

j. Expanded saucer-shaped portion of the cup 3-5 mm. high,
1-1.5 cm. broad .........

j. Cups larger.

Cups brown or castaneous, the scales finally glabrate and
lustrous .........

Cups ashy with persistent dull pubescence.
Cup 2-2.6 cm. broad

;
acorn 1.8-2.3 cm. thick .

Cup 1.2-1.8 cm. broad ; acorn 0.8-1.7 cm. thick

*. Upper scales of the cup loosely imbricated ....
g. Mature leaves whitish or grayish beneath with close down.

Lobes elongate, at least the terminal falcate ..... 17.

Lobes broadly triangular......... 18.

/. Loaves entire or with few teeth (or somewhat 3-5-lobed at summit),
commonly bristle-pointed ;

acorns globular, small (rarely over
13 mm. long) k.

k. Leaves widening or often much dilated upward and more or less

sinuate or 3-5-lobed.
Leaves glabrous ; cup saucer-shaped or hemispherical . . . IsJ. Q. nigra.
Leaves rusty-pubescent beneath ; cup turbinate . . . . 20. Q. marilandica.

k. Leaves not dilated upward, generally entire.

Leaves permanently stellate-pubescent beneath . . . . 21. Q. imbricaria.
Leaves glabrous or 'glabrate beneath ...... 22. Q.pheUos.

1. Q. alba L. (WHITE O.) Leaves when young
white-lanate beneath, when mature pale or glaucous
beneath, bright green above, obovate-oblong, obliquely
cut into 5-9 oblong or linear and obtuse mostly entire

lobes; cup hemispherical-saucer-shaped, rough ortuber-
cled at maturity, puberulent, much shorter than the

ovoid or ellipsoid (2-3 cm. long) acorn. Dryish or

upland woods, s. Me. to Ont., Minn., and southw.
FIG. 670.

2. Q. stellata Wang. (Posx
O., IRON 0.) Leaves grayish-
or brownish-downy under-

neath, dark green and rough
above, thickish, sinuately cut

into 5-7 rounded divergent

670. Q. alba. lobes, the upper ones much
larger and often 1-3-notched ;

acorn 1-2 cm. long. (Q. minor Sarg.) Sandy or

sterile soil, Mass, to la., Neb., and southw. FIG. 671.

Q. MARGARETTA Ashe, with narrower small leaves

glabrate and with lobes merely rounded at tip, is pos-

sibly a hybrid of Q. stellata and Q. alba.

3. Q. lyrata Walt. (OVER-CUP O., SWAMP POST 0.)
Leaves crowded at the end of the branchlets, obovate-

oblong, acute at base, more or less deeply 7-9-lobed, 071. c^. stellata.
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whitc-tomentose beneath or at length smooth >*h ,

the lobes triangular to oblong, acute or obtuse,
entire or sparingly toothed

; cup round-ovoid,
thin, with rugged pointed scales

;
acorn about 2

cm. long. River swamps, N. J. to Ind., Mo.,
and southw. FIG. 672.

4. Q. macrocarpa Michx. (Bun O., OVKK-
CCP or MossY-crr ( ). ) Leaves obovate or oblong,
lyrately pinnatifid or deeply sinuate-lobed, or

nearly parted, sometimes nearly entire, irregular,

downy or pale beneath; the lobes sparingly and
obtusely toothed,
or the smaller ones
entire ; cup deep,
thick and woody
(2-5 cm. across),
icith hard and thick

pointed conspicu-
ously imbricated
scales, the upper

672. Q.lyrata. QM8 '^^ .

ally making a mossy-fringed border
;
acorn broadly

ovoid, half immersed in or entirely inclosed by the

cup. Rich soil, N. S. to Man., s. to w. Mass.,
Ky., and Tex. A large and valuable tree

;
ex-

tremely variable in the size and fringe of the

cups. FIG. 673. Var. OLIVAEFORMIS (Michx. f.)

Gray is a narrower-leaved form with small sub-

cylindric acorns.

5. Q. bicolor Willd. (SWAMP WHITE O.) Leaves
obovate or oblong-obovate, wedge-shaped at base,

coarsely sinuate-crenate and often rather pinnati-
fid than toothed, usually soft-downy and white-hoary beneath, the primary veins

lax and little prominent ; cup -\ as long as the acorn, woody, the upper scales

awn-pointed, sometimes forming a mossy-fringed
margin ;

acorn 2-3
cm. long. (Q.
platanoides Sud-
worth. ) Borders
of streams and
swamps, s. Me. to

Ont., Minn., and
southw. A large

tree, with flaky
bark. FIG. (171.

0. Q. Michauxii
Nutt. (BASKKTO.,
Cow O.) Leaves
oval or obovate,

acute, obtuse, or

even cordate at

base, regularly
dentate (seldom
deeply), rather

rigid, commonly
tomentose beneath; stamens usually K>; fruit

short-peduncled ; cup shallow, tuberculate with
hard and stout acute scales, tips of the inner-
most often forming a stiff fringe ;

acorn ovoid-

subcylindric, twice as high as the cup, about 675. Q. Michauxii.

678 macrocarpa .

674. (I bicolor.
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67C. Q. Muhlenbergii.

Q. prinoides.

3 cm. long. Borders of streams and swamps, Del.
to Mo., and southvv. FIG. 675.

7. Q. Muhlenbergii Engelm. (YELLOW O., CHEST-
NUT 0.) Leaves (1-2 dm. long) slender-petioled,
often oblong or even lanceolate, usually acute or

pointed, mostly obtuse or rounded at base, almost

equally and rather sharply toothed,' cup subsessile,
shallow, thin, of small appressed scales ; acorn glo-
bose or obovoid, 1.5-2 cm. long. (Q. acuminata
Houba.) Dry limestone hillsides

and rich bottoms, Vt. to Del., along
the mts. to n. Ala., w. to Minn.,
e. Neb., and Tex. A tall tree,
with thin eventually . flaky bark.
FIG. 670.

^W "vNk^ 8> Q- Prinoides Willd. Like the

fr ^^f^ last
'
but f low stature (usually

/I \ /; |^
1-3 in. high), with smaller more
undulate leaves on shorter petioles

(rarely 1 cm. long), and deeper
cups with more tumid scales. Dry
soil, N. H. to Minn., and southw.

Branchlets glabrous ;
leaves cov-

ered beneath with a close white tomentum. FIG. 677. Var.
RUFESCENS Rehder differs in having the young branchlets

pubescent and some tawny wool mixed with the white to-

mentum on the under surface of the leaves. Damp woods
and pine-barrens, e. Mass, to N. C.

9. Q. Prinus L. (CHESTNUT 0.) Leaves thick, obovate or oblong to lanceo-

late, sometimes acuminate, with an obtuse or acute base, undulately crenate-

toothed, pale and minutely downy beneath, the

primary ribs 10-16 pairs, straight, prominent
beneath

; fruiting peduncles shorter than the

petioles, often very short
; cup thick, mostly tu-

berculate with hard and stout scales. Rocky
banks arid hillsides, s. Me. to Ont., and southw.
A large tree, with thick and deeply furrowed

bark. FIG. 678.

10. Q. virginiana Mill. (LIVE O.) Leaves

small, oblong or elliptical, hoary beneath (as well

as on the branchlets) ; peduncle
usually conspicuous, 1-3-fruited

;

cup top-shaped ;
acorn subcylin-

dric
; cotyledons completely united

into one mass. (Q. virens Ait.)

Along the coast from Va. to Fla.

and Tex. Becoming a large tree,
or in sterile soil dwarf. FIG. 679.

11. Q. rubra L. (REDO.) Cup
saucer-shaped or flatfish, with a

narrow raised border, 1.8-2.5 cm.

broad, of rather fine closely ap-

pressed scales, sessile or on a very
abrupt narrow stalk or neck, very much shorter

than the narrow-ovoid or ellipsoid acorn, which
is 2-3 cm. long; leaves rather thin, turning dark red after frost, moderately

(rarely very deeply) piunatifid, the lobes acuminate from a broad base, with a

few coarse teeth
;
bark of trunk dark gray, smoothish. Common both in rich

and poor soil. Timber coarse and poor. FIG. 680. Along our northern

borders passing to Var. AMBfcuA (Michx. f.) Fernald. (GRAY O.) Cups

679. Q.

virginiana.

678. Q. Prinus.
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\
681. Q. palustris.

OSO. Q. rubra.

tending to be deeper and somewhat turbinate. (Q.
ambigua and borealis Michx. f.

; Q. coccinea, var.

ambigua Gray.)
12. Q. palustris Muench. (SWAMP SPANISH or PIN

O.) Cup flat-saucer-shaped, sometimes contracted into
a short scaly base or stalk, fine-scaled, very much
shorter than the usually glo-
bose or depressed acorn, which
is 1-1.5 cm. long ;

leaves

deeply pinnatifid with diver-

gent lobes and broad rounded
sinuses. Low grounds, chiefly
on the coastal plain and in

the Miss, basin
;
Mass, to Va.,

w. to Kan. and Ark. FIG. 681.

13. Q. coccinea Muench.

(SCARLET O.) Cup top-

shaped, or hemispherical
with a conical base (1.5-2.2
cm. broad), coarsely scaly,

covering half or more of the subglobose or short ovoid
acorn (1.3-2 cm. long), the scales brown, appressed
and glabrate ; leaves, at least on full-grown trees,

bright green, shining above, glabrous beneath, turning
red in autumn, deeply pinnatifid, the slender lobes

divergent and sparingly cut-toothed
;
buds small; bark of the trunk gray, the

interior reddish. Dry light soil, s.

Me. to Ont., Minn., arid Neb., s. to

N. C. and 111., chiefly eastw. FIG.
682.

14. Q. texana Buckley. (RED
O.) Cup deeply saucer-shaped or
somewhat turbinate, 2-2.6 cm. broad,
the light brown or ashy scales per-

manently tomentulose, except on the

margin, covering one third to one
half of the ovoid large (1.5-4 cm.

long} acorn ; leaves in maturity
bright green and glabrous above,
paler and with axillary tufts of hairs

beneath, turning dark red or brown
in autumn, the 5-9 oblong lobes

682. Q. coccinea.

slightly broadened upward and toothed at

summit; bark gray, becoming in old trees

reddish-brown and broken into plates.
Bottom-lands and limestone hills, Ind. to

la., s. to* N. C., Fla., and Tex. A
large tree with conspicuously buttressed
base.

16. Q. ellipsoidalis E. J. Hill. (YEL-
LOW or BLACK O.) Cup turbinate or

deeply saucer-shaped, 1.2-1.8 cm. broad^
the pale brown or ashy scales puberulent,
covering from one third to more than one 683. Q. ellipsoidalis.
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. half of the dark-brown puberulent often

lyfl i striped ellipsoid to subglobose small (1.2-2

l\ l/f cm ' ^ony) (tcorn ; leaves smooth and lus-

11 / \L// trous in age, with axillary tnfls beneath,

) Y\ I If becoming yellow or pale brown in autumn,

tj \\J /
the 5-7 oblong lobes coarsely toothed at suin-

\T \ / ., mit ; bark gray, close and smooth, or in age\ \ / ^
""^y shallowly fissured. light tjellow within. Clay\ \ >/ / or gravel, s. Mich, to Man. and la. A me-

\ \ / V^ dium-sized tree, in habit said to resemble the
\ \l y^ eastern Q. pal tintr is. FIG. 683.

+J xx^ ]
'(s
y /^ 16. Q. velutina Lam. (QUERCITRON, YEL-

\ \^~ /Jfe! LOW-KARKEP or BLACK O.) Cup turbtnate,

\ \ I
^

T$t$'fc<~,
'

or ln' mi
'

itph fi'ict rt w'th a conical l>anc. 1.8-

\ \
| ^^^^^^^- 2.8 cm. broad, its upper pubescent thin light-

\ \| ^^C^5^^^ ohostnut scales loosely imbricated or squar-\ YT rose when dry ; acorns ovoid to hemispherical,

^^l^^^y 1.2-2 cm. long, light-brown, often pubescent;

y[ /4' leaves variously divided, ordinarily with hairy

11^^ tufts in the axils beneath, turning brownish,
e^ orange, or dull red in autumn

;
bark dark-

'M. i>. volutina. brown and rough, internally oranc/e. (Q.
tinctoria Bartr. ; Q. coccinea, var. tinctoria

A. DC.) Dry or gravelly uplands, s. Me. to w. Ont.,
and southw. The bark is largely used in tanning.
FIG. 684. Var. MISSOURIENSIS Sarg. Leaves with

permanent rusty pubescence beneath, and cup-scales
tomentose. Mo. and Ark.

17. Q. falcata Michx. (SPANISH O.) Leaves gray-
ixh-doirny or fitlcons underneath, 3-5-lobed above

(sometimes entire); the lobes prolonged, mostly nar-
row and more or less scythe-shaped, especially the
terminal one, entire or sparingly cut-toothed

;
acorn

globose, 8-10 mm. long; cup saucer-shaped with a
somewhat top-shaped base and about half the length
of the acorn. (Q. digitata Sudworth

; Q. pagodae-
folia Ashe.) Dry or sandy soil, N. J. to Fla.; and
"from s. Ind. to Mo. and Tex. A large or small tree,

extremely variable in foliage; bark excellent for tan-

ning. Fu;. (>S">.

18. Q. ilicifblia Wang. (BEAR or BLACK SCKIH
O.) Dwarf (1-8, rarely 6. in. high), straggling;
leaves (5-10 cm. long) thickish, oborate, wedge-
shaped at base, angularly about 5(8-7WoftZ,
white-downy beneath; lobes short and triangular,

spreading ;
acorn 10-12 mm.

long. ( Q. nana Sarg. ) Sandy
barrens and rocky hills, N. E. to O. and Ky.

186. Q. falcata.

FIG.

19. Q. nigra L. (WATER O.) Leaves

glabrous and shining. o&ovafcMJpofltiato
or narrowly wcdgc-fornt, trith a long

tapering base and an often obscurely
8-lobed summit, varying to oblanceolate.

( Q. aq ua t ic < i W aftA Wet ground ,

around ponds, etc., Del. to the Gulf;
and from Ky. and Mo. to Tex. Tree
8-12 m. high ; running into many vari-

eties, especially southw.
;
the leaves on

seedlings and strong shoots often in- 0>7. Q.nlgnu
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6SS. Q. mnrilandica.

cised or sinuate-pinnatifid (then mostly
bristle-pointed). FIG. 687.

20. Q. marilandica Muench. (BLACK
JACK or BARREN O.) Leaves broadly wedge-
shaped, but sometimes rounded or obscurely
cordate at the base, widely dilated and

somewhat 3 (rarely

5)-lobed at the

summit, occasionally
with one or two
lateral conspicuously
bristle-tipped lobes
or teeth, rusty-pubes-
cent beneath, shin-

ing above, large,
1-2.5 dm. long. (Q.
nigra Man. ed. 6,
not L.) Dry sandy
barrens, or heavy clay soil, L. I. to s. Minn., e. Neb.,
and southw. A small tree of little value. FIG. 688.

21. Q. imbricaria Michx. (LAUREL or SHINGLE ().)
Leaves lanceolate or lance-oblong,
thickish, smooth and shining above,

downy beneath, the down usually

persistent; cup between saucer-

shaped and top-shaped. Rich wood-

lands, Pa. to Ga., w. to s. Wise., e.

Neb., and Ark.
; locally, e. Mass. (Kennedy). Tree 8-27 m.

high. FIG. 689.

22. Q. phSllos L. (WILLOW O.) Leaves linear-lanceo-

late, narrowed to both ends, soon glabrous, light green
(about 1 dm. long) ; cup saucer-shaped. Bottom-lands or
rich sandy uplands, Staten I., N. Y. to Fla., w. to Ky.,
Mo., and Tex. FIG. 690. Var. LAURIFOLIA (Michx.)

Q. imbricaria.

Chapm. (LAUREL O.) Leaves oblong, usually larger. (Q.
laurifolia Michx.) N. J. to Fla. and La. Mo. q. phcllos.

URTICACEAE (NETTLE FAMILY)

Plants with stipules, and monoecious or dioecious or rarely (in the Elm Tribe)

perfect flowers, furnished with a regular calyx free from the I (rarely ty-wllcd

ovary ichich forms a l-seeded fruit; the embryo in the albumen when thrrc is

any, its radicle pointing upward; stamens as many as the lobes of the calyx and

opposite them, or sometimes fewer. Cotyledons usually broad. Stipules often de-

ciduous. A large family (far the greater part tropical).

Tribe I. tJLMEAE. Flowers mostly polygamous, upon the last year's brandies. Anthers erect

in the bud. extrorse. Styles or stigmas 2. Seed suspended. Embryo Straight.
- Trees, with

alternate serrate [(innately veined leaves and fuiraeioiis stipules.

1. Ulmus. Ovary l-'J-ovuled. Fruit winded all around.

'.'. Planera Flowers appearing with the leaves. Ovule one. Fruit wingless, nut-like.

Tribe II. CELTfDEAE. As in Tribe I., but the monoecious-polygamous (lowers upon branches

of the same year. A nthers introrse. Fruit a drupe. F.mhryo curved.

.".. CeltiS. <>\ar\ 1 ovuled. Flowers appearing with the h-av e-. Leaves 8-nerf0dT at 1

Tribe III. CANNABfNEAE. Flowers dioecious ; the sterile racemod or panicled ; the fertile in

clusters or catkins, the calyx of one s,-pal embracing the ovary. Filaments short, erect in the

bud. Stigmas 2, elongated. Ovary 1-oelled, with a pendulous ovule, forming a small glandular
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achene in fruit. Embryo curved or coiled. Herbs with watery juice, mostly opposite lobed

or divided leaves and persistent stipules.

4. Cannabis. Fertile flowers spiked-clustered. Leaves 5-7-divided. Erect.

5. Humulus. Fertile flowers in a short spike forming a membranaceous catkin in fruit.

Leaves 3-5-lobed. Climbing.

Tribe IV. M6REAE. Flowers unisexual
; calyx becoming fleshy or juicy in fruit. Anthers in-

flexed in the bud. Ovule pendulous. Fruit an achene. Embryo curved. Trees or shrubs,
with milky juice, alternate leaves, and fugacious stipules.

6. Maclura. Sterile flowers in loose racemes
;
fertile in globose heads. Leaves entire.

7. Broussonetia. Sterile flowers in dense catkins
;
the fertile in globose heads. Leaves serrate,

often lobed.

8. Morus. Fertile and sterile flowers in separate spikes. Leaves dentate, 3-nerved.

Tribe V. URTfCEAE. Flowers unisexual. Filaments inflexed in the bud. Style or stigma

simple. Ovary 1 -celled, with an erect ovule, forming an achene in fruit. Embryo straight.

Herbs with watery juice.

*
Calyx in the fertile flowers of 2-5 separate or nearly separate sepals,

-i- Plant beset with stinging bristles.

9. Urtica. Sepals 4 in both fertile and sterile flowers. Achene straight and erect, inclosed by
the 2 inner and larger sepals. Stigma capitate-tufted. Leaves opposite.

10. Laportea. Sepals 5 in the sterile flowers, 4 in the fertile, or apparently only 2. Stigma long-
subulate. Achene very oblique, deflexed, nearly naked. Leaves alternate.

-H -*- Plant wholly destitute of stinging bristles
; leaves opposite.

11. Pilea. Sepals 3 or 4, those of the fertile flowers unequal, all or all but one small. Achene

partly naked, straight and erect. Stigma pencil-tufted. Smooth and shining.

* * Fertile calyx tubular or cup shaped, inclosing the achene
; unarmed.

12. Boehmeria. Flower-clusters spiked, not involucrate. Style long and thread-shaped, stig-

matic down one side. Leaves opposite, serrate.

13. Parietaria. Flowers in involucrate-bracted clusters. Stigina tufted. Leaves alternate,

entire.

1. ULMUS [Tourn.] L. ELM

Calyx bell-shaped, 4-9-cleft. Stamens 4-9, with long and slender filaments.

Ovary 1-2-celled, with a single anatropous ovule suspended from the summit of
each cell; styles 2, short, diverging, stigmatic along the inner edge. Fruit a
1-celled and 1-seeded membranaceous samara. Albumen none

; cotyledons large.
Flowers purplish or yellowish, in lateral clusters. Leaves strongly straight-

veined, short-petioled, and oblique or unequally somewhat heart-shaped at base.

Stipules small, caducous. (The classical Latin name.)
* Flowers nearly sessile ; fruit orbicular, not ciliate ; leaves very rough above.

1. U. fulva Michx. (SLIPPERY or RED E.) Buds before expansion soft-

downy with rusty hairs
;
leaves ovate-oblong, taper-pointed, doubly serrate, 1-2

dm. long, sweet-scented in drying, soft-downy beneath or slightly rough down-
ward

;
branchlets and pedicels downy ; calyx-lobes and stamens 5-9; fruit (1.6-

1.8 cm. wide) with the cell pubescent. Rich soil, w. Que. and N. E. to*L. Huron,
the Dakotas, and southw. Mar., Apr. A small or middle-sized tree (15-20 m.
high), with tough reddish wood, and a very mucilaginous inner bark.

2. U. CAMPESTRIS L. (ENGLISH E.) A large irregularly branched tree with

glabrous pedicels and large suborbicular glabrous fruit. Commonly planted for

shade, and tending to escape. Variable; some forms with corky-winged
branchlets. (Introd. from Eu.)
* * Flowers on slender drooping pedicels, wldch are jointed above the middle ;

fruit ovate or oval, fringed-ciliate ; leaves smooth above or nearly so.

H- Flowers vernal, appearing before the leaves.

3. U. americana L. (AMERICAN or WHITE E.) Buds glabrous; branches
not corky ; leaves obovate-oblong or oval, abruptly pointed,' sharply and often
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doubly serrate (6-10 cm. long), soft-pubescent beneath or soon glabrate ; flowers
in close fascicles ; calyx with 7-9 roundish lobes; fruit glabrous except the

margins (1.2 cm. long), its sharp points incurved and closing the notch. Moist

woods, especially along rivers, in rich soil. Apr. A large and well-known
ornamental tree, variable in habit, usually with spreading branches and droop-
ing branchlets.

4. U. racem&sa Thomas. (CORK or ROCK E.) Bud-scales downy-ciliate and
somewhat pubescent, as are the young branchlets

; branches often with corky
ridges leaves nearly as in the last, but with veins more simple and straight ;

flowers racemed ; fruit much as in the last, but rather larger. (U. Thomasi

Sarg.) River-banks and calcareous ridges, w. Que. and w. Vt. to Ont. and
Minn., s. to Mo. and Ky. A large and very valuable tree.

5. U. alta Michx. (WAHOO or WINGED E.) Bud-scales and branchlets

nearly glabrous ; branches, at least some of them, corky-winged; leaves downy
beneath, ovate-oblong and oblong-lanceolate, acute, thickish, small (3-6 cm. long);
calyx-lobes obovate

;
fruit downy on the face when young. Va. to s. Ind., s.

Mo., and southw. Mar. A small tree.

-- H- Flowers autumnal, appearing long after the leaves.

6. U. ser6tina Sarg. Tree of moderate size
;
leaves narrowly obovate, acumi-

nate, doubly serrate, paler and soft-pubescent beneath
;
flowers racemose

; calyx
cleft nearly to the base, its divisions very narrow

;
fruit rhombic-ovate, 2-horned,

6 mm. broad. Limestone hills and bottoms, s. Ky. to n. Ala. and Ga.

2. PLANERA J. F. Gmel. PLANER TREE

Flowers monoeciously polygamous. Calyx 4-5-cleft. Stamens 4-5. Ovary
ovoid, 1 -celled, 1-ovuled, with 2 spreading styles which are stigmatose down the

inner side, in fruit becoming coriaceous. Trees with small leaves, like those of

Elms, the flowers appearing with them in small axillary clusters. (Named for

J. J. Planer, 1743-1789, a German botanist and professor at Erfurt.)
1. P. aquatica (Walt.) J. F. Gmel. (WATER ELM.) Nearly glabrous;

leaves ovate-oblong, small
;
fruit stalked in the calyx, beset with irregular rough

projections. Coastal swamps, N. C. to Fla. and Tex.
;
inland in the Miss, basin

to Mo., s. III. and Ky. Apr. A rather small tree.

3. CELTIS [Tourn.] L. NETTLE-TREE. HACKBERRY

Calyx 5-0-parted, persistent. Stamens 5-6. Ovary 1-celled, with a single

suspended ovule
; stigmas 2, long and pointed, recurved. Cotyledons folded

and crumpled. Flowers greenish, axillary, the fertile solitary or in pairs.

peduncled, appearing with the leaves, the lower usually staminate only, fascicled

or racemose along the base of the branches of the season. (A name of Pliny's
for an African species of Lotus, transferred to this genus perhaps on account
of the sweet berries).

1. C. occidentals L. (SUGARBERRY.) Leaves reticulated, ovate, cordate-

ovate and ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, usually conspicuously and sharply so,
more or less oblique at base, sharply serrate, sometimes sparingly so or only
toward the apex, scabrous but mostly glabrous above, usually soft-pubescent
beneath, at least when young ;

fruit reddish or yellowish, taming dark purple at

maturity, its peduncle once or twice the length of the petiole. (C. canina Raf.)
Woods and river-banks, w. Que. and N. E. to Man., and southw. Apr., May.
A small or sometimes large tree, with the aspect of an Elm, bearing sweet and

edible fruits as large as bird-cherries, at first obovoid, ripe in autumn
;
the flesh

thin. Variation as to stature, foliage, form and color of fruit, etc., great in

extent but without clear correlation. Var. P^IMILA Muhl. is a dwarf form, being
merely a low strati ing shrub. Var. OH \ssii YU.IA (Lam.) Gray is a tree and
may often be distinguished by its pubescent branchlets and large (9-13 cm.

long) commonly cordate leaves scabrous on the upper surface.

2. C. mississippiSnsis Bosc. Leaves entire (rarely few-toothed), very long-
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taper-pointed, rounded at base, mostly oblique, thin, and smooth
;
fruit small.

Chiefly in rich bottom-lands, s. Ind. to Mo. (Bush}, and s. to Fla. and Tex.
A small tree with warty bark. (Mex., Bermuda.)

4. CANNABIS [Tourn.] L. HEMP

Flowers green ;
the sterile in axillary compound racemes or panicles, with 5

sepals and 5 drooping stamens. Achene crustaceous. Embryo simply curved.
A tall roughish annual, with digitate leaves of 5-7 linear-lanceolate coarsely

toothed leaflets, the upper alternate
;
the inner bark of very tough fibers. (The

ancient Greek name, of obscure etymology.)
1. C. SATIVA L. Waste and cultivated ground. (Adv. from Asia.)

5. HtTMULUS L. HOP

Flowers dioecious
;
the sterile in loose axillary panicles, with 5 sepals and

5 erect stamens. Fertile flowers in short axillary and solitary spikes or catkins
;

bracts foliaceous, imbricated, each 2-flowered, in fruit forming a sort of mein-
branaceous strobile. Achene invested with the enlarged scale-like calyx. Em-
bryo coiled in a flat spiral. Twining rough perennials, with stems almost

prickly downward, and mostly opposite heart-shaped and palmately 3-7-lobed
leaves. (A late Latin name, of Teutonic origin.)

1. H. Lupulus L. (COMMON H.) Leaves mostly 3-5-lobed, commonly longer
than the petioles ; bracts, etc., smoothish

;
the fruiting calyx, achene, etc.,

sprinkled with yellow resinous grains, which give the bitterness and aroma to
the hop. Alluvial banks, rubbish heaps, etc., common. July. (Eurasia.)

2. H. JAPONICUS Sieb. & Zucc., with smaller more deeply 5-lobed leaves and
herbaceous bracts without glandular atoms, occasionally escapes from frequent
cultivation. (Introd. from Japan.)

6. MACLtTRA Nutt. OSAGE ORANGE. Bois D'ARC

Flowers dioecious
;
the staminate in loose short racemes, with 4-parted calyx,

and 4 stamens inflexed in the bud
;
the pistillate in a dense globose head, with

a 4-cleft calyx inclosing the ovary. Style filiform, long-exserted ;
ovule pen-

dulous. Fruit an achene, buried in the greatly enlarged fleshy calyx. Albu-
men none. Embryo recurved. Trees with entire pinnately veined leaves,

axillary peduncles, and stout axillary spines. (Named for the early American
geologist, William Maclure.)

1. M. pomifera (Raf.) Schneider. A tree 10-15 m. high; leaves ovate to

oblong-lanceolate, pointed, mostly rounded at base, green and shining ; syncarp
globose, yellowish-green, 7-10 cm. in diameter. (loxylon Raf.

; Toxylon Sarg. ;

M. aurantiaca Nutt.) Rich soil, s. Mo. to n. Tex.
; extensively used for

hedges and sometimes spontaneous eastw. Wood bright orange.

7. BROUSSONETIA L'He>.

Flowers dioecious
;
the sterile in flexuous aments

; calyx 4-parted ;
stamens 4

;

filaments inflexed in bud
;

fertile flowers in dense globular tomentose heads.

Leaves alternate, ovate, often irregularly lobed, pubescent and more or less

scabrous. (Named for Auguste Broussonet, of Montpellier, physician and

naturalist.)
1. B. PAPYRfFERA (L.) Vent. (PAPER MULBERRY.) Often cultivated and

said to escape in the Middle Atlantic States and southw. (Introd. from Asia.)

8. M6RUS [Tourn.] L. MULBERRY

Flowers monoecious or dioecious. Calyx 4-parted ;
lobes ovate. Stamens 4

;

filaments elastically expanding. Ovary 2-celled, one of the cells smaller and

disappearing ; styles 2, thread-form, stigmatic down the inside. Achene ovate,
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compressed, covered by the succulent berry -like calyx, the whole spike thus

becoming a thickened oblong and juicy (edible) aggregate fruit. (The classical

Latin name.)
1. M. rubra L. (RED M.) Leaves heart-ovate, serrate, rough above, downy

beneath, pointed (on young shoots often lobed) ;
flowers frequently dioecious

;

fruit dark purple, long. Rich woods, w. N. E. to s. Ont., the Dakotas, e. Kan.,
and southw. May. Large tree, ripening its blackberry-like fruit in July.

2. M. ALBA L. (WHITE M. ) Leaves obliquely heart-ovate, acute, serrate,
sometimes lobed, smooth and shining; fruit whitish. Spontaneous near
houses. (Introd. from Eu.)

9. URTICA [Tourn.] L. NETTLE

Flowers monoecious, or rarely dioecious, clustered, the clusters mostly in

racemes, spikes, or loose heads. Ster. FL Sepals. 4. Stamens 4, inserted

around the cup-shaped rudiment of a pistil. Pert. FL Sepals 4, in pairs ;
the

2 outer smaller and spreading ;
the two inner flat or concave, in fruit inein-

branaceous and inclosing achene. Stipules in our species distinct. Flowers

greenish ;
in summer. (The classical Latin name

;
from urere, to burn.)

* Perennials ; flower-clusters in branching panicled spikes, often dioecious.

H- Petiole more than half as long as the leaf-breadth.

1. U. gracilis Ait. Slender (0.6-3 m. high), sparingly bristly and often with
some short grayish pubescence ;

leaves narrowly lance-oblong, 1-5 cm. broad,
pointed, serrate, 3-5-nerved from the rounded or scarcely heart-shaped base,
almost glabrous, with relatively small teeth (25-35 on each side the middle leaves) ;

spikes slender and loosely panicled. Fence-rows and moist ground, common.
2. U. Lyallii Wats. Sparingly bristly and sometimes grayish pubescent ;

leaves ovate or ovate-lanceolate, mostly 3-7 cm. broad, usually cordate, with
fewer and coarser teeth (15-23 on each side) ;

otherwise much like the pre-

ceding. Alluvial thickets and waste places, Nfd. to Ct. and w. N. Y.
;
also

Rocky Mts. and westw.

*- >- Petioles less than half as long as the leaf-breadth.

3. U. DiofcA L. (STINGING N.) Very bristly and stinging, 6-9 dm. high ;

leaves ovate-heart-shaped, pointed, very deeply serrate, downy beneath as well as

the upper part of the stem
; spikes much branched. Waste places and road-

sides, rather rare. (Nat. from Eu.)
* * Annuals; flower-clusters chiefly axillary and shorter than the petiole,

androgynous.

4. U. tiRENS L. Leaves elliptical or ovate, very coarsely and deeply serrate

with long spreading teeth, the terminal teeth not longer than the lateral ones
;

flower-clusters 2 in each axil, small and loose. Waste grounds, near dwellings,
eastw.; scarce. Plant 1-3 dm. high, with sparse stings. (Nat. from Eu.)

5. U. chamaedryoides Pursh. Leaves ovate and mostly heart-shaped, the

upper ovate-lanceolate, coarsely serrate-toothed
; flower-clusters globular, 1-2 in

each axil, and spiked at the summit. Alluvial shaded soil, from Ky. to the

Gulf States
;
casual northw. Slender, 2-7 dm. high, sparsely beset with stings.

10. LAP6RTEA Gaud. WOOD NETTLE

Flowers monoecious or dioecious, clustered, in loose cymes ;
the upper widely

spreading and chiefly or entirely fertile
;
the lower mostly sterile. Ster. FL

Sepals and stamens '5, with a rudiment of an ovary. Fert. FL Calyx <>t 1

sepals, the two outer or one of them usually minute, and the two inner much
larger. Stigma hairy down one side, persistent. Achcnc ovate, flat, reflcxcd

"ii the Winged or margined pedicel, nearly naked. Perennial herbs with lur-rc

sen-ate leaves, and axillary stipules. (Named for Frtnirm'ti L. d<-

Count of Castelnau, Entomologist of the 19th century.)
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1. L. canadensis (L.) Gaud. Stem 6-9 dm. high; leaves ovate, pointed,
strongly feather-veined (7-15 cm. long), long-petioled ;

fertile cymes divergent ;

stipule single, 2-cleft. ( Urticastrum divaricatum Ktze.) Rich woods, N. B.
to Out., Minn., and south vv. July-Sept.

11. PILEA Lindl. RICHWEED. CLEARWEED

Flowers monoecious or dioecious. Ster. JFl. Sepals and stamens 3-4. Pert.
Fl. Sepals 3, more or less unequal, a rudiment of a stamen commonly before
each in the form of a hooded scale. Stingless, mostly glabrous and low
herbs, with united stipules ;

the staminate flowers often mixed with the fertile.

(Named from the shape of the larger sepal of the fertile flower in the original

species, which partly covers the achene, like the pileus, or felt cap, of the

Romans.)
1. P. pumila (L.) Gray. Low (1-5 dm. high); stems smooth and shining,

pellucid ;
leaves ovate, coarsely toothed, pointed, 3-ribbed and veiny ;

flower-
clusters much shorter than the petioles ; sepals of the fertile flowers lanceolate,
scarcely unequal. (Adicea Raf.) Cool and moist shaded places. July-Sept.

12. BOEHMERIA Jacq. FALSE NETTLE

Flowers monoecious or dioecious, clustered
;
the sterile much as in Urtica ;

the fertile with a tubular or urn-shaped entire or 2-4-toothed calyx inclosing
the ovary. Style elongated-awl-shaped, stigmatic and papillose down one
side. Achene elliptical, closely invested by the dry and persistent compressed
calyx. No stings. (Named after G. R. Boehmer, professor at Wittenberg in

the 18th century.)
1. B. cylindrica (L.) Sw. Perennial, smoothish or somewhat pubescent ;

stem

(3-9 dm. high) simple; leaves chiefly opposite (rarely all alternate), ovate to

ovate- or oblong-lanceolate, pointed, serrate, 3-nerved
; stipules distinct

; petioles

mostly elongated; flowers dioecious, or the two kinds intermixed, the small
clusters densely aggregated in simple and elongated axillary spikes, the sterile

interrupted, the fertile often continuous, frequently leaf-bearing at the apex.
Moist or shady ground, centr. Me. to Ont., and southw. Very variable.

Var. scabra Porter. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, less sharply pointed, smaller,
and scabrous-pubescent. N. J. and Pa.

,
and southw. and westw.

13. PARIETARIA [Tourn.] L. PELLITORY

Flowers monoeciously polygamous ;
the staminate, pistillate, and perfect

intermixed in the same cymose axillary clusters
;

the sterile much as in the

last
;
the fertile with a tubular or bell-shaped 4-lobed and nerved calyx inclosing

the ovary and the ovoid achene. Homely diffuse or tufted herbs, not stinging,
with alternate entire 3-ribbed leaves, and no stipules. (The ancient Latin

name, because growing on old walls.)
1. P. pennsylvanica Muhl. Low, annual, simple or sparingly branched,

minutely downy ;
leaves oblong-lanceolate, thin, veiny, roughish, with opaque

dots
; flowers shorter than the involucre ; stigma sessile. Shaded rocky banks,

Little Cranberry I., Me. (Redfield} ;
e. Mass, and Vt. to Ont., Minn., and

. southw. June-Aug.
1*. DEBILIS Forst., with small ovate leaves (8-11 mm. long), few-flowered

axillary clusters, and short involucres (about equaling the flowers'), has been

found once on Pautuckaway Mt., s.e. N. H. (Eaton}, where probably of casual

introduction. (Eurasia, Pacific N. Am., S. Am.)

SANTALACEAE (SANDALWOOD FAMILY)

Herbs, shrubs, or trees, with entire leaves the 4-5-cleft calyx valvate in the

bud, its tube coherent with the l-celled ovary ; ovules 2-4, suspended from the
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apex ofa stalk-like free central placenta which rises from the base of the cell, but

the (indehiscent) fruit always l-seeded. Seed destitute of any proper seed-coat.

Stamens equal in number to the lobes of the calyx, and inserted opposite them

into the edge of a fleshy disk. Style 1. A small family, chiefly tropical.

1. Comandra. Flowers perfect, in umbel-like clusters. Low herbaceous perennials.

2. Pyrularia. Flowers dioecious or polygamous. Shrub, with alternate leaves.

3. Nestronia. Flowers dioecious. Shrub, with opposite leaves.

1 . COMANDRA Nutt. BASTARD TOAD-FLAX

Flowers perfect. Calyx bell- or urn-shaped, lined above the ovary with an
adherent disk which has a 5-lobed free border. Anthers connected by a tuft of

thread-like hairs to the calyx-lobes. Fruit drupe-like or nut-like, crowned
by the persistent calyx-lobes. Smooth (sometimes parasitic) perennials, with
herbaceous stems from a rather woody base, alternate and almost sessile leaves,
and greenish-white flowers. (Name from /c6^, hair, and avyp, a man, in allu-

sion to the hairs on the calyx-lobes which are attached to the anthers.)
1. C. umbellata (L.) Nutt. Rootstock underground ; flowering stems

1.5-4 dm. high, branched, very leafy ;
leaves oblong, thin, pale beneath, 1-3.5

cm. long, the pale midrib prominent beneath ; inflorescence an ellipsoid

panicle with many cymules of small flowers on divergent branches; calyx-tube
conspicuously continued as a neck to the dry globular-urn-shaped fruit ; the

lobes oblong ; style slender. Dry ground, centr. Me. to Wise, and Ga. May,
June. Root forming parasitic attachments to the roots of trees and shrubs.

2. C. Richardsiana Fernald. Rootstock superficial, very elongate and freely

branching ; flowering stems 0.5-2.5 dm. high, very leafy ;
the strongly ascending

green leaves lanceolate to ovate, firm, not paler beneath, obscurely veiny ; inflo-

rescence corymbose, 1-3 cm. broad, of 1-6 few-flowered cymules on ascending
branches. Dry sandy or gravelly soil, e. Que. to Assina., s. to the Great Lakes,
Mo., and Kan. May-Aug.

3. C. pdllida A. DC. Leaves narrower, more glaucous and acute, linear to

narrowly lanceolate (or those upon the main stem oblong), all acute or some-
what cuspidate ; fruit ovoid, larger (6-10 mm. long), sessile or on short stout

pedicels. Minn, to N. Mex. and westw.
4. C. livida Richards. Peduncles slender, axillary, 3-5-flowered, shorter than

the oval leaves
; calyx-tube not continued beyond the ovary, the lobes ovate ;

style short; fruit pulpy when ripe, red. Bogs, sterile soil, etc., Lab. to Mac-

kenzie, s. to s. N. B., mts. of n. N. E., Mich., and B. C. June, July.

2. PYRULARIA Michx. OIL-NUT. BUFFALO-NUT

Calyx 4-5-cleft, the lobes recurved, hairy-tufted at base in the male flowers.

Stamens 4 or 5, on very short filaments, alternate with as many rounded glands.
Fertile flowers with a pear-shaped ovary invested by the adherent tube of the

calyx, naked at the flat summit
; style short and thick. Fruit fleshy, pear-

shaped. Shrubs or trees, with alternate short-petioled deciduous leaves and
small greenish flowers in short and simple spikes or racemes. (Name a diminu-
tive of Pyrus, from the shape of the fruit. )

1. P. pubera Michx. Shrubby, straggling (1-4 m. high), minutely downy
when young ;

leaves obovate-oblong, acute or pointed at both ends, soft, very
veiny, minutely pellucid-punctate ; spike few-flowered, terminal

; calyx 5-cleft
;

fruit 2.5 cm. long. Rich woods, mts. of Pa. to Ga. May. Whole plant,

especially the fruit, imbued with an acrid oil.

3. NESTR6NIA Raf.

Calyx 4-5-lobed. Staminate flowers in 3-8-flowered slender-ped uncled um-
bels

;
the pistillate solitary, jointed upon short peduncles springing from opposite
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axils. Leaves oval, thin, deciduous, short-petioled. (Name said by its author
to be derived from a Greek word for Daphne.) DARBYA Gray.

1. N. umbellula Raf. Low shrub, 3-8.5 dm. high; leaves 3-6 cm. long,

mostly acute
;
flowers small, greenish ; drupes at length globose, 1-1.3 cm. in

diameter. (Darbya umbellulata Gray.) Parasitic on roots of trees, Va. to S. C.

and Ala. Apr., May.

LORANTHACEAE (MISTLETOE FAMILY)

Chiefly shrubby plants with coriaceous greenish, yellowish, or olive-brown

foliage, parasitic on trees.

1. Phoradendron. Anthers 2-celled. Berry globose, pulpy. Leaves foliaceous.

2. Arceuthobium. Anthers 1-celled. Berry compressed. Leaves scale-like, connate.

1. PHORADENDRON Nutt. FALSE MISTLETOE

Flowers small, dioecious, in short catkin-like jointed spikes, usually several
to each short fleshy bract or scale, and sunk in the joint. Calyx globular,
3 (rarely 2-4)-lobed ;

in the staminate flowers a sessile anther is borne on the
base of each lobe

;
in the fertile flowers the calyx-tube adheres to the ovary ;

stigma sessile, obtuse. Berry 1-seeded, pulpy. Yellowish-green woody para-
sites on the branches of trees, with jointed much-branched stems and thick

firm persistent leaves. (Name composed of <j>wp, a thief, and dtvSpov, tree ; from
the parasitic habit.)

1. P. flavSscens (Pursh) Nutt. (AMERICAN MISTLETOE.) Leaves obovate,
glabrous. On various deciduous trees, chiefly at low altitudes, N. J. and e. Pa.
to Fla. and N. Mex., inland in Miss, basin to Mo., s. Ind., and centr. O.

2. ARCEUTH6BIUM Bieb.

Calyx mostly compressed ;
the staminate usually 3-parted, the pistillate

2-toothed. Anthers a single orbicular cell, opening by a circular slit. Berry
compressed, on a short recurved pedicel. Parasitic on Conifers, glabrous, with

rectangular branches and connate scale-like leaves. (From &pKev0os, the juniper,
and pios, life.}

1. A. pusillum Peck. (DWARF MISTLETOE.) Very dwarf, the slender scat-

tered or clustered stems 6-20 mm. high, usually simple, olive-green to chestnut
;

scales obtuse; flowers solitary in most of the axils; fruit narrowly ellipsoid,
2 mm. long. (Razoumofskya Ktze.) On Picea and Larix, Nfd. and e. Que.
to Pa. and n. Mich. ( Wheeler). Apr., May. Often causing

" witch's brooms "

on the host-plant.

ARISTOLOCfflACEAE (BIRTHWORT FAMILY)

Twining shrubs, or low herbs, with perfect flowers, the conspicuous lurid

calyx valvate in bud and coherent (at least at base) with the Q-celled ovary,

which forms a many-seeded Q-celled capsule or berry in fruit: Stamens 5-12,

more or less united with the style; anthers adnate, extrorse. Leaves petioled,

mostly heart-shaped and entire. Seeds anatropous, with a large fleshy rhaphe,

and a minute embryo in fleshy albumen. A small family of bitter-tonic or

stimulant, sometimes aromatic, plants.

1. Asarum. Sternless herbs. Stamens 12, with more or less distinct filaments.

2. Aristolochia. Caulescent herbs or twining shrubs. Stamens 6, the sessile anthers adnate to

the stigma.
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1. ASARUM [Tourn.] L. ASARABACCA. WILD GINGER

Calyx regular; the limb 3-cleft or -parted. Petals 0-3, when present rudi-

mentary, awl- shaped, alternate with the calyx-lobes. Tips of the filaments

usually continued beyond the anther into a point. Capsule rather fleshy, globu-
lar, bursting irregularly or loculicidal. Seeds large, thick. Steinless perennial
herbs, with aromatic-pungent creeping rootstocks bearing 2 or 3 scales, then one
or two kidney-shaped or heart-shaped leaves on long petioles, and a short-

peduncled flower close to the ground in the lower axil
;
in spring. (An ancient

name, of obscure derivation.)

1. Calyx-tube wholly adnate to the ovary, the tips inflexed in bud ; filaments
slender, much longer than the short anthers ; style barely Q-lobed at the sum-

mit, with 6 radiating thick stigmas ; leaves a single pair, unspotted.

1. A. canadSnse L. Soft-pubescent ;
leaves membranaceous, kidney-shaped,

more or less pointed (1-1.5 dm. wide when full grown); calyx bell-shaped, the

upper part of the short-pointed lobes more or less spreading, brown-purple inside.

Rich woods; common, especially northw. Var. REFLEXUM (Bicknell) Robin-
son. Calyx-segments short, deltoid, early and rather abruptly reflexed. (.1.

reflexum Bicknell.) Ct., southw. and westw. Var. ACUMIN.\TI M Ash-.

Calyx-segments caudate-acuminate. (A. acuminatum Bicknell.) From Ct.

westw.
;
the commonest form in the prairie states.

2. Calyx-tube inflated bell- or flask-shaped, its base adnate to the lower half of
the ovary ; limb 3-cleft, short; anthers sessile or nearly so, oblong'-linear ;

styles 6, fleshy, diverging, '2,-cleft, bearing a thick extrorse stigma below the

cleft; leaves thickish, persistent, usually only one each year, often whitish-

mottled ; peduncle very short; rootstocks clustered, ascending. HEXASTYLIS
Raf. ( 1 and 2 connect in foreign species.)

2. A. virginicum L. Nearly glabrous ;
leaves round-heart-shaped (about ">

cm. wide) ; calyx short, campanulate, about 2 cm. long, reticulated within
;
anthers

pointless. (A minus Ashe
; Hexastylis virginica Small.) W. Va. and Va. to

Ga., in the mts.

A. HETEROPHYLLUM Ashe (with
"
campanulate

"
calyx and "oval" seed)

and A. MEMMINGERI Ashe (with "urceolate" calyx and "
sharply trianiiiil a r

"

seed) cannot be satisfactorily distinguished in the material at hand.
3. A. grandiflbrum (Michx.) Small. Closely similar in habit and foliage ;

calyx very large, open-campanulate, 2.5-5 cm. long. (A. macranthum Small
;

A. Shuttleworthii Britten; Hexastylis Shuttleworthii Small.) Mts. of Va.,
Tenn., and N. C.

4. A. arifolium Michx. Leaves halberd-heart-shaped (6-15 cm. long) ; calyx

short-tubular, with very short and blunt lobes
;
anthers obtusely short-pointed.

(Hexastylis Small.) Va. to Fla. and La. A form (not always distinguishable)
with a more flask-shaped calyx has been described as A. Ruthii Ashe.

2. ARISTOL6CHIA [Tourn.] L. BIRTHWORT

Calyx tubular
;
the tube variously inflated above the ovary, mostly contracted ;

sessile anthers wholly adnate to the short and fleshy 3-6-lobed or -angled style.

Capsule naked, septicidally 6-valved. Seeds very flat. Twining, climbing, or

sometimes upright perennial herbs or shrubs, with alternate leaves and lateral or

axillary greenish or lurid-purple flowers. (Named from reputed medicinal proper-

ties).
* Calyx-tube bent like the letter S, enlarged at the two ends, the sutoll

limb obtum-ly -\-lnhc.d; low herbs.

1. A. Serpentaria L. (VIRGINIA SNAKKROOT.) Stems (1.2-4.5 dm. high)
branched at base, pubescent ;

leaves ovate or oblong, from a heart-shaped base

or halberd-form, mostly acute or pointed; flowers all next the root, short-

peduncled. Rich woods, Ct. to Fla., w, to Mich., Mo., and La. July. The
fibrous aromatic-stimulant root is well known in medicine.
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Var. hastata (Nutt.) Duchartre. Leaves narrow, lanceolate or linear-
oblong, sagittate or auriculate-hastate. (A. hastata Nutt. ; A. Nashii Kearney.)

S. C. to Fla. and La.
;
said to reach our southern limit in Va.

* *
Calyx-tube strongly curved like a Dutch pipe, contracted at the mouth, the

short limb obscurely 3-lobed ; very tall twining shrubs.

2. A. macrophylla Lam. (PIPE VINE, DUTCHMAN'S PIPE.) Nearly gla-
brous; leaves round-kidney-shaped (sometimes 4 dm. broad); peduncles with a
clasping bract

; calyx (3 cm. long) with a brown-purple abrupt flat border. (A.
Sipho L'He"r.) Rich woods, Pa. to Ga., w. to Minn, and Kan. May.

3. A. tomentbsa Sims. Downy or soft-hairy; leaves round-heart-shaped,
very veiny (8-16 cm. long) ; calyx yellowish with an oblique dark purple closed
orifice and a rugose reflexed limb. Rich woods, N. C. to Fla., w. to s. 111. and
Mo. June.

* * *
Calyx-tube straight, open, with ample 6-lobed limb, the lobes appendaged;
anthers equidistant; erect herbs ; flowers in axillary cymose fascicles.

4. A. CLEMATITIS L., with long-petioled cordate leaves, sometimes cultivated,
has become locally established in the Atlantic States from N. Y. to Md. (Introd.
from Eu.)

POLYGONACEAE (BUCKWHEAT FAMILY)

Herbs, with alternate entire leaves, and stipules in theform of sheaths (ocreae,
these sometimes obsolete) above the swollen joints of the stem ; theflowers mostly
perfect, with a more or less persistent calyx, a \-celled ovary bearing 2 or 3 styles
or stigmas, and a single erect orthotropous seed. Fruit usually an achene, com-

pressed or 3-4-angled or -winged. Stamens 4-12, inserted on the base of the

3-6-cleft calyx.
* Flowers involucrate

; stamens 9
; stipules none.

1. Eriogonum. Involucre several-flowered, with flowers exserted. Calyx 6-cleft.

* * Flowers without involucre
;
stamens 4 to 8.

+- Stipular sheaths manifest
;
ovule erect from the base of the cell.

H- Sepals 4 or 6, the outer row reflexed, the inner erect and enlarging in fruit.

2. Oxyria. Sepals 4. Stigmas 2. Achene orbicular-winged. Leaves reniform.

3. Rumex. Sepals 6. Stigmas 3. Achene 3-angled.

-n- -H- Sepals 5 (sometimes 4), equal and erect in fruit
; achene triangular or lenticular.

4. Polygonum. Embryo slender, curved around one side of the albumen. Achenes inclosed by
the somewhat enlarged fruiting calyx (or exserted in a few species with lanceolate or

linear leaves).

5. Fagopyrum. Embryo in the albumen, its very broad cotyledons twisted -plaited. Fruit much
exserted from the scarcely enlarged calyx. Leaves deltoid, sagittate or hastate.

C. Polygonella. Embryo slender, nearly straight. Pedicels solitary. Leaves linear, riant

heath-like.

-- -i- Stipules obsolete ;
ovule hanging from the apex of a slender stalk.

7. Brunnichia. Calyx 5-parted, in fruit with a wing decurrenton the pedicel. Tendril-climber.

1. ERIOGONUM Michx.

Flowers perfect, involucrate
;
involucre 4-8-toothed or -lobed, usually many-

flowered
;
the more or less exserted pedicels intermixed with narrow scarious

bracts. Calyx 6-parted or -cleft, colored, persistent about the achene. Stamens

9, upon the base of the calyx. Styles 3
; stigmas capitate.

"
Achene triangular.

Embryo straight and axial, with foliaceous cotyledons. Leaves entire, without

stipules. (Name from epiov, wool, and 76, knee.)
1. E. Iongif61ium Nutt. Perennial, erect

;
leaves oblanceolate, acute or

acutish, canescent beneath, the lower cuneate at base; sepals linear, caudate-

GRAY'S MANUAL 23
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attenuate, villous-canescent. Sandy woods and barrens,
'

s. Mo." to Fla.

and Tex.
2. E. Alleni Wats. Perennial, erect

;
leaves oblong, canescent-tomentose

beneath, flocculent or glabrate above, the lower rather abrupt at base; inflores-

cence leafy ; sepals elliptical, yellow, nearly glabrous. Dry soil, nits, of W.
Va. and Va.

2. OXYRIA Hill. MOUNTAIN SORREL

Outer sepals smaller and spreading, the inner broader and erect (but un-

changed) in fruit. Stamens 6. Stigmas 2, sessile, tufted. Achene lenticular,

thin, flat, much larger than the calyx, surrounded by a broad veiny wing.
Embryo straight, in center of the albumen, slender. Low alpine perennial,
with round-kidney-form and long-petioled leaves chiefly from the rootstock,

obliquely truncate sheaths, and small greenish to crimson flowers clustered in

panicled racemes on a stoutish 1-2-leaved stem. (Name from 6tfj, sour, from
the acid leaves.)

1. 0. digyna (L.) Hill. Alpine regions of the White Mts., N. H., and far

northw.
; Rocky Mts. (Eu.)

3. RUMEX L. DOCK. SORREL

Calyx of C sepals ;
the 3 outer herbaceous, sometimes united at base, spread-

ing in fruit
;
the 3 inner larger, somewhat colored (in fruit called valves} and

convergent over the 3-angled achene, veiny, often bearing a grain-like tubercle

on the back. Stamens 6. Styles 3
; stigmas tufted. Embryo slightly curved,

lying along one side of the albumen, slender. Coarse herbs, with small and

homely (mostly green) flowers, which are crowded and commonly whorled in

panicled racemes
;
the petioles somewhat sheathing at base. (The ancient

Latin name
;
of unknown etymology.)

a. None of the leaves halberd- or arrow-shaped b.

It. Valves entire or denticulate, 8-27 mm broad c.

c. Grains of fruiting calyx 0, or single and minute, not one third as

long as the valves.

Valves very large, 15-27 mm. broad . . . . \. R. venosus.
Valves 4-7 mm. broad.

Pedicels with tumid joints 2. R. Patientia.
Pedicels obscurely jointed 3. R. occidental.

c. Grains 1-3, well developed, mostly one half to three fourths as

long as the valves d.

d. Pedicels filiform, curved or flexuous e.

e. Leaves crisped on the margin.
Grains chiefly plump and rounded at both ends . . 5. R. crispus.
Principal grains tapering at summit 6. R. elongatus.

6. Leaves flat /.

/. Pedicels with tumid joints, rarely exceeding the coriaceous

greenish, straw-colored, or dull brown calyx.
Grains 3,

As broad as or broader than the wings of the valves . 7. BtpaiUdlH,
Narrower than the wings 8. . fiMC0fatM.

Grain 1 '.".A'. oittctfaMM.

/. Pedicels obscurely jointed. moMly exceeding the meinbra-
nous finally purplish calvx.

Grains 3 4. R. Erlta ?i ni,-n.

Grain solitary 3. R. oc<'i<ft'nt<ili*.

d. Pedicels clavate, deflezed. straightish and slightly rigid, 2-3

times as long as the subaeuminate valves .... 10. B.
l>. Valves entire or nearly so, scarcely "2 mm. broad, grain -bearing . 11. A*. <-<>y/o/i<>

-

h. Valves with long sharp salient teeth at least near the base.

Perennial ; pedicels filiform, longer than the subhcrl.acc.ms valves 1'J. A', nf^iixi/utiux.
Perennial : pedicels thick, shorter than tlw thiekish indurated

valves 13. A', jitilffirr.

Annual ; teeth of the valves ln-istle-form 14. A'. j>, /*/<,///

a. Some or all the leave* halberd- or arrow-shaped.
Valves much exceeding the fruit

; leaves arrow-shaped . . .15. /?. Acrf*<t.
Valves much exceeding the fruit ; leaves halt>erd-shapcd . . . lt'>. A', hattatwlwi.
Fruit c.vseried from the minute scarcely changed calyx . . .17. R.
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691. E. venosus.

Fruiting calyx x 1,

692. K. Patientia.

Fruiting calyx x 1 .

1. LAPATHUM [Tourn.] DC. (DOCK.) Flowers perfect or monoeciously
polygamous; herbage not sour or scarcely so. (Flowering through the

summer.)
1. R. venbsus Pursh. Stems from running

rootstocks, erect (2-6 dm. high or less), with
conspicuous dilated stipules ;

leaves on short
but rather slender petioles, ovate or oblong to

lanceolate, acute or acuminate, only the low-
est obtuse at base

; panicle nearly sessile, short,
dense in fruit

;
valves entire, without grains,

cordate with a deep sinus, rose-color. Sask.
to centr. Mo., and westw. FIG. 691.

2. R. PATIENTIA L. (PATIENCE D.) A very
tall species, green and glabrous or nearly so, with
ovate-oblong and lanceolate

leaves (broadest above the

base), those from the root

6-9 dm. long and 1-1.5 dm. broad
; pedicels with tumid-

joints ; one of the heart-shaped nearly or quite entire valves

(6 mm. broad) usually bearing a very small grain, or its

midrib merely thickened at base. Rich open soil, Nfd. to

N. Y. and Pa. (Nat. from Eurasia.) FIG. 692. Var. KUR-
DICUS Boiss. Grain conspicuous, 2-3 mm. long. Mich, to

Mo., and westw. (Nat. from Eurasia.)
3. R. occidentalis Wats. Smooth, stout, erect, usually purple-tinged ;

leaves

large, flattish
; pedicels obscurely jointed ; valves broadly ovate

or orbicular, somewhat obtusely pointed, often denticulate,
6-9mm. broad, all naked or one of them grain-bearing. Rich

(often brackish) soil, Lab. to Alaska, s. to e. Me., Minn., N.

Dak., Col., and Cal. FIG. 693.

4. R. Britannica L. (GREAT WATER D.)
(1-2 m. high); leaves oblong-lanceolate, rather

acute at both ends, transversely veined, and
with obscurely erose-crenulate margins (the lowest, including
the petiole, 3-6 dm. long, the middle rarely truncate or ob-

scurely cordate at base) ;
racemes upright in a large com-

pound panicle, nearly leafless
;

whorls
crowded

; pedicels obscurely jointed; valves

orbicular or round-ovate, very obtuse, ob-

scurely heart-shaped at base, finely reticu-

lated, entire or repand-denticulate, all

grain-bearing. Wet places, Nfd. to N. J., w. to Ont., Minn.,
and Kan. FIG. 694.

5. R. CRISPUS L. (YELLOW D.) Smooth, 0.9-1.6 m.

high ;
leaves with strongly wavy-curled margins, lanceolate,

acute, the lower truncate or scarcely heart-shaped at base
;

whorls crowded in prolonged wand-like racemes, leafless

above; pedicels with tumid joints; valves round-heart-

shaped, obscurely denticulate or entire, 4-6 mm. broad,

mostly all grain-bearing ;
the grains very plump, subglobose

to ellipsoid, with rounded ends. In cultivated and waste

ground, very common. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 695.

6. R. ELONG\TUS Guss. Resembling R. crispus, and per-

haps a variety of it
; grains lance-ovoid, attenuate. Widely

distr., and becoming common. (Nat. from Eu.)
7. R. pallidus Bigel. (WHITE D.) Depressed or ascend-

ing ;
root white

;
leaves glaucous, narrowly lanceolate, or

the lowest oblong ;
the lowest branches of the dense panicle

spreading at nearly right angles; pedicels much shorter than

the whitish-brown fruiting calyx; valves deltoid-ovate, 3-4

Tall and stout
')!:?. R. occidentalis.

Fruiting calyx x 1.

K. Hritannica.

Fruiting calyx x. 1.

>us.'5. R. cris

Leaf x y3 .

Fruiting calyx x ! 2/5 .
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R.
mexicanus.

Fruiting
calyx x 12/3.

69f>. U. pallidus.

Leaf x %.

mm. long, the tips but slightly exceeding the conspicuous
whitish ovoid or lance-ellipsoid large grains; achenes 2-3
mm. long. (R. salicifolius Man. ed. 6, in part, not Wein-

mann.) Salt marshes, beaches and rocks, coast of N. S.,
N. B., and N. E. FIG. 696.

8. R. mexicanus Meisn. Upright; leaves linear-lance-

olate to narrowly oblong, pale green or glaucous ; panicle
very dense, its branches strict or strongly ascending ; pedi-
cels shorter than or sometimes exceeding the olive- to

ruddy-brown deltoid-ovoid calyx; valves 3.5-6
mm. long, the tips much exceeding the narrowly
ellipsoid to subulate brown grains; achenes
1.7-2.3 mm. long. (R. salicifolius Man. ed. 6,

in part, not Weinmann.) Rich (often brack-

ish) soil, Lab. and Nfd. to Assina. and B. C.,

locally s. to centr. Me., Mich., and Mo.
;
and

abundant along the Rocky Mts. to centr. Mex.
FIG. 6W7.

9. R. altissimus Wood. (PALED.) Rather
tall (1-2 m. high); leaves ovate- or oblong-lanceolate, acute,

pale, thickish, obscurely veiny (the cau-

line, 7-15 cm. long, contracted at base
into a short petiole); racemes spike-like
and panicled, nearly leafless

;
whorls

crowded
; pedicels nodding, shorter than

the fruiting calyx; valves broadly ovate Fruiting calyces x

or obscurely heart-shaped, obtuse or acut-

ish, entire, loosely reticulated, one with a conspicuous grain,
the others with a thickened midrib or naked. Alluvial

soil, Ct. to Neb., and south w. (Mex.) FIG.
698.

10. R. verticillatus L. (SWAMP D.) Rather
tall (1-1.6 m. high); leaves lanceolate or oblong-
lanceolate, rather obtuse, thickish, pale green,
the lowest often heart-shaped at base

;
racemes

nearly leafless, elongated, loose, the whorls
crowded or the lower ones distant

; fruit-bear-

ing pedicels slender, club-shaped, abruptly re-

flexed, 3-4 times longer than the fruiting
calyx; valves dilated-rhomboid, obtusely some-
what pointed, strongly rugose-reticulated, each

bearing a very large grain. Wet swamps,
w. Que. and Vt. to w. Ont., and south w. FIG.
699.

11. R. coNGLOMKitVn s Murr. Smoothish
;

leaves oblong ; panicle leafy ; pedicels short
;

obtuse, subentire, <ilf <jr<iin-b<><iring, the

callosities rd<ttir<-lij large <m<l conspicu-
ous. Va. (Curtiss according to Tre-

lease) to S. C.
;
also Cal. (Adv. from

Eu.)
12. R. OBTlSllni.il S L. (BlTTKR D.)

Stem ronghish ;
1<nr<'st leaves ovate-heart-

stuijH-il, !>/, t use, rather downy on the veins beneath,
somewhat wavy-margined, the upper ol>1on<j-l<m<-t'o-

late, acute; whorls loose <nnl <list<nit ; mires ovate-

Base of leaf x %.
"' '"'*' strongly reticulated. Fields, roadside

Two whorls of itifloresence x i. ditches, etc., very common. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG.

Fruiting calyx x 2%. 700.

i:. altissimus.

Leaf x %.
Fruiting calyces x 1

690. II. ver-

ticillatus.

Leaf x %.
Fruiting ca-

lyces x 1.
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701. E. pulcher.

A bit of inflores-

cence x 1.

Fruiting calyx x 2.

702. R. per-
sicarioides.

Fruiting
calyx x 2.

13. R. PILCHER L. Leaves oblong, frequently constricted
above the base, mostly acute

;
valves ovate, many-toothed,

soon coriaceous, very strongly reticulated. Ballast grounds,
etc., Va. to La.

;
Cal. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 701.

14. R. persicarioides L. (GOLDEN D.) Mi-
nutely pubescent, diffusely branched, 2-0 dm. high ;

leaves lance-linear, wavy-margined, the lower au-
ricled or heart-shaped at base

;
whorls excessively

crowded in leafy and compact or interrupted spikes ;

valves rhombic-oblong, lance-pointed, each bearing
2-3 long awn-like bristles on each side, and a large
grain on the back. (7?. maritimus Man. ed. 6, not

L.) Sea-shore, Que. to N. C.
;
also in brackish or saline places,

Out. to 111., and westw. FIG. 702.

2. ACET.6SA [Tourn.] DC. (SORREL.) Flowers dioecious,
small, in a terminal naked panicle; heritage sour ; some
leaves arrow- or halberd-shaped ; smooth perennials,
spreading by running rootstocks, flowering in spring.

15. R. ACETOSA L. (GARDENS.) Erect,
3-9 dm. high ;

leaves oblong or broadly
lanceolate, arrow-shaped; valves rounded at
the apex, 4 mm. broad. Lab. to Pa., and
westw.

; frequent near Quebec, compara-
tively local southw. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG.
703.

16. R. hastatulus Baldw. Stem simple,
3-6 dm. high ;

leaves linear or lanceolate,
some of them hastate with divaricate basal
lobes ; valves ovate, 2.5 mm. broad. Sandy
soil, near the coast, e. Mass, to Fla. and
Tex.

;
inland in Miss, basin to 111., Mo., and

Kan. FIG. 704.

17. R. ACETOSELLA L. (FIELD or SHEEP
S.) Low (1-3 dm. high); leaves narrow-
lanceolate or linear, halberd-form, at least

the lowermost, the narrow lobes entire, widely spreading ; Fruiting"calyces x 2.

pedicels jointed at the summit; sepals
scarcely enlarged in fruit, exceeded by the naked achene.
A common weed. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 705.

- - fa_Q*^Jh 7/2 *y,.v

4. POLYGONUM [Tourn.] L. KNOTWEED .

Calyx 4-6(mostly 5)-parted; the divisions often petal-

like, all erect in fruit, withering or persistent. Stamens
3-9. Styles or stigmas 2 or 3

;
achene accordingly lentic-

ular or 3-angular. Embryo placed in a groove on the

outside of the albumen and curved halfway around it
;
the radicle and usually

the cotyledons slender. Pedicels jointed. Ours all herbaceous, with fibrous

roots (except in P. viviparum), flowering through late summer and early
autumn. (Name composed of TroXtf-, many, and y6w, knee, from the numerous

joints.)

1. AVICULARIA Meisn. Flowers in axillary fascicles or spicate with folia-
ceous bracts; leaves and bracts jointed upon a very short petiole adnate to

the short sheath of the 2-lobed or lacerate scarious stipules; stems striate ;

calyx 5-6-parted, usually more or less herbaceous ; stamens 3-8, the 3 inner

703. II. Acetosa.

Leaf x i/2 .

Fruiting calyx x 2.
704. R. hastatulus.

Leaf x

705. R. Acetosella.

Leaf x 1.

Fruiting calyx x 2.
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filaments broad at base; styles 3; cotyledons incumbent; albumen horny]
glabrous annuals, except nos. 1 and 2.

Achenes conspicuously exserted.

Prostrate, maritime
;
achene broadly ovoid-pyramidal

oliage nearl /'. null' it i in inn.

P. Fowlt-ri.
P. exsertunt.

5. /'. tivn'ulitre.

K-

Calyx-lobes petaloid, broadly obovate ; foliage nearly white .

Calyx-lobes subherbaceous, oblong ; foliage pale green ....
Erect ; achene elongated, lanceolate-pyramidal

Achenes nearly or quite included by the fruiting calyx.
Branches terete or nearly so.

Flowers small
; sepals (normally 5) white or roseate, 1.3-1.8 mm. long;

pedicels included.

Erect, much branched ;
leaves linear-oblong, slightly rigid ; flowers

much surpassed by the bristle-like remnants of the stipules
Prostrate or rarely erect ; leaves not firm, bluish green ; flowers

mostly exserted beyond the hyaline flaccid torn stipules
Flowers larger, the pedicels exserted ; sepals (often 6) 2-3 mm. long.
Leaves elliptical, yellowish green, obtuse 6. P.
Leaves lanceolate, acute 7. P.

Branches rather sharply angled.
Leaves strongly plicate ;

flowers erect 8. P.
Leaves flat with revolute margins ; flowers nodding . . . . 9. P. Douglasii.

1. P. maritimum L. Prostrate, very
glaucous, nearly white ; leaves mostly
small, linear-oblong, very thick, usually

exceeding the short internodes ; stipules

silvery ; sepals broadly obovate, petaloid,
contracted at the base, the broad ro-

seate tips inclining to spread in fruit.

Sandy sea-coast, Mass, to Fla., local.

(Eu.) FIG. 706.

2. P. Fowldri Robinson. Prostrate,

pale green ; leaves narrowly elliptic,

about equaling the full grown inter-

nodes; sepals oblong, herbaceous with
white or roseate margin, not con-
tracted at the base, rather closely ap-

pressed to the achene. (P. Rayi Am.
auth., not Babington.) Sea-coast, e.

Canada and Me.; also Wash, to Alaska. FIG. 707.

3. P. exsSrtum Small. Erect much branched annual, 3-8
Fruufng cah-x x 3.

dm. high; leaves lanceolate, rather light or pale green, 1-3

cm. long, usually exceeded by the internodes
; sepals oblong,

green, normally 5, unequal, closely appressed to the base

of the much exserted chestnut-colored ovate-lanceolate achene.
Brackish meadows, N. B. to.N. J.

;

and on sand-bars and prairies, 111., Mo.,
and Neb. to the Saskatchewan. FIG.

708.

4. P. prolificum (Small) Robinson.
Erect or nearly so, much branched,
slightly rigid, 3 dm. high; leaves Ihn-nr-

nlilniKj, obtuse or acute, firm, in a dried

state veiny ; stipules soon frayed to

bristle-like remnants xnr)><n*nin<i c<msi<lt'r<il>1tj (In sum]!

.s-r.s-.sv7r roseate .Vparted jlotwrx. ( /'. i'<itH:<>si#xii>uiin, var.

Small.) Sea-shore, e. Que. to Va.
;

also Mo., Neb., and
Kan. Fu;. 701).

6. P. aviculare L. Slender, mostly prostrate or <iwnd-

ing, l)luixh-<jr<'i')i ; leaves lanceolate, 0-20 mm. long, usually
acuie or acutish : ,svy^//.s hard]>i - nun. !<>H<I. green with

pinkish margins; stamens S (rarely 5); achene dull and

F^weYing branches
""""'''Iv granular-st riate. mostly included. Common every-
where in yards, waste places, etc. (Eurasia.) FKJ. 710 a.

706. P. maritimum.

Flowering branch x %.
Fruiting calyx x 3.

8tern-leaf x 1.

V
707. P. F..

Upper part of stem

708. P. exsertum.

Fruiting calyx x :!.

Stem leaf x"%.

Tint 1' proiiticiim
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Var. littorale (Link) Koch. Leaves
thick, often obtuse

;
achenes slightly

shining, obscurely punctate or punctate-
striate. (P. littorale Link.) A mari-
time and littoral form sometimes char-

acteristic, but passing to the typical
form and separated by no constant
character. (Ku.) FIG. 710 b.

Var. vegetum Ledeb. Larger, erect
or nearly so

;
the leaves (often 3 cm.

long) oblong or narrowly elliptic, thin,
the margins crisped. Rich soil and in

shade. (Eu.) FJG. 710 c.

Var. angustissi-mum Meisn.
Leaves linear, 5-9
times as long as

broad. Summit
of Mt. Monad-
nock, N. H., and

doubtless elsewhere. (Eu.) FIG. 710 d.

6. P. ere"ctum L. Stout, erect or ascending, yellowish-

green ;
leaves elliptical, 1.3-6 cm.

lone/, usually obtuse
; flowers yel-

lowish-green, about 3 mm. long,
on more or less exserted pedicels;
stamens 5-6

;
achene dull, included. ~

Waysides, waste places, etc. FIG.
711. 711. P. erectum.

7. P. rampsissimum Michx. Flowering branch x %.
Erect or ascending, 0.6-1.9 m. high,

yellowish-green; leaves lanceolate (2-5 cm. long),
acute; sepals 6, the 3 outer 2-3 mm. long, carinate,
cucullate at the summit, drying green with yellow mar-

gins ;
the inner sepals smaller, yellow ;

stamens 3-6
;

achene smooth, shining, included. (P. camporum of

710. P. aviculare.

a. Typical form x %.
b. v. littorale x %.
c. Stem-leaf of v. vegetum x

d. Stem-leaf of v. angust. x

712. P. ramosissimum

Fruiting calyx X 3.

,f flowering branch x %. auth in p&^ not Meisn.) Sandy soil, Me. and Mass.,
local; w. Pa.

;
111. to Minn., Tex., and westw. FIG.

712. Forma ATL^NTICUM Robinson. Sepals 5 or rarely 6, roseate, not drying
yellow, nor even yellowish. Frequent on the coast, Me. to R.I. In habit
identical with the typical western form.

8. P. tenue Michx. Stem angled, erect (1.5-4 dm. high),
glabrous, or slightly scabrous at the nodes

;
leaves narrowly lan-

ceolate to linear, 2-5 cm. long, acute at each end,

strongly plicate; flowers usually solitary, nearly

sessile, erect ; stamens 8
;

achene included, dull

black. Dry soil, s. Me. to S. C., w. to Man., Minn., ?18. p - tenue -

Neb., and Tex. FIG. 713.

9. P. Douglasii Greene. Stem angled, erect
;

leaves lanceolate to linear, acute at each end, slightly

rigid, the margins revolute but the surface not plicate ; pedicels
P. Doug- short but slender; flowers soon deflexed. Rocky or sterile soil,

w. Me. to n. N. Y., Ont., and westw., local; common in Rocky
Mts. FIG. 714.

2. BIST6RTA [Tourn.] L. Glabrous alpine perennials, with thick bulb-like

<-<index and simple stems; flowers in a spike-like raceme; calyx colored,

deeply 5-deft ; stamens 8
; styles 3, limy.

10. P. viviparum L. Smooth, dwarf (4-35 cm. hiyh), bearing a linear erect

spike of flesh-colored flowers (or often little red bulblets in their place) ;
leaves

Stem-leaf (cut

to show plicate

nature) x %.

lasii.

Stem-leaf x
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lanceolate. Alpine summits of N. E., shores of L. Superior, Col., and Utah to

Alaska and Greenl. (Eurasia.)

3. PERSICAlUA [Tourn.] L. Flowers in dense spikes, icith small scario us

bracts; leaves not jointed on the petiole ; sheaths cylindrical, t.rtnu-nte. entire,
naked or ciliate-fringbd or margined ; calyx colored, ^-parted, appressed to

the fruit ; stamens 4-8
; filaments filiform ; cotyledons accumbent.

Sheaths nearly or quite free from ciliation.

Annual; achene compressed.
Faces of the achene umbonate ; style or stamens exserted . . 17. P. lonyixtyfuin.
Faces of the achene concave ; style and stamens included.
Achene 2.5-2.9 mm. broad.
Leaves glabrous beneath 16. P. pennnylnanicum.
Leaves more or less flocculent-tomentose beneath, or tardily

glabrate 12. P. tomentoimm.
Achene 1.5-2 mm. broad 11. P. l<t]><itli (folium.

Perennial.

Spikes several in pedunculate panicles 13. P. denHiflorum.
Spikes solitary or in pairs.
Leaves elliptical, obtuse or acuto ; spikes 1.2-2.4 cm. long; pe-

duncles glabrous or nearly so 14. P. amphibia in.

Leaves lanceolate or ovate, acuminate; spikes 3-10 era. long;
peduncles hispid, often glandular 15. P. Muhlenbergii.

Sheaths bristly-ciliate.
Stein and peduncles glandular-hispid 18. P. Careyi.
Stem and peduncles not glandular-hispid.
Sepals dotted with dark glands.
Achene dull 19. P. Hydropiptr,
Achene shining 20. P. acre.

Sepals not dark-dotted.
Annual.
Leaves ovate ; ^heaths often with an herbaceous border . 21. P.orienMf.
Leaves lanceolate

;
sheaths without herbaceous border . . 22. P. Pf.rsicar/a.

Perennial.
Sheaths with a spreading herbaceous border (14) P. amphibium, v.

Sheaths without herbaceous border.

Appressed-bristly 23. P.

Finely strigose or smoothish 24. P.hydropiperoide*,

11. P. lapathifblium L. Annual, branching, 0.6-2.4 m. high, glabrous or

the peduncles obsoletely glandular ; leaves lanceolate, attenuate upward from
near the cuneate base and acuminate, somewhat scabrous with short appressed
hairs on the midrib and margin ;

sheaths and bracts rarely somewhat ciliolate
;

spikes slender (1-5 cm. long), somewhat panicled, dense, erect or nodding;
flowers white or pale rose-color

;
stamens 6

; achene ovate, rarely 2 mm. br<i>/.

(P. incarnatum of auth. and ? Ell., the latter merely a robust large-leaved form
with long drooping spikes.) Wet places, common and variable. (Eu.) Var,
NOIIOSUM (Pers. ) Weinmann is a stout form with strongly nodose stems spotted
with red dots.

12. P. toment&sum Schrank. Annual, simple or moderately branched, 1-5

dm. high ; leaves lanceolate or lance-oblong, acute or barely acuminate, at least

the lower retaining more or less flocculent lament nm <i the innier .in\f<n; .

peduncles distinctly ylandiihn- ; xju'kes thickish, the lateral scared;/ /
<iii<'lrii ;

flowers larger itml numtli/ paler than in the last. Moist ground, Nfd., e. ( 'anala.
ami N. E. to Cal. and 15. C. (Eu.) Passes to the usually dwarf var. INOAM M

Schmidt
)

(Jiirke with leaves all permanently white-woolly underneath. (P.
/n/Hif/ii/nl/inu, var. Koch.) Sandy shores, sphagnum lions and occasionally on
rnl.l.ish lieajis. N. E. to N. .1. and westw., chiefly along tin- (ireat Lakes. (Eu.)

1'J. P. densiflbrum Meisn. Perennial, very stout ; leaves lanceolate, atten-
uate at each end, _?-:! dm. long, :!-(l cm. broad ; xy^'/vx sevenil, slender, densely
flowered, rotfuT rit/idh/ r/vr/. /itniint/ifti- ; slti-iitlix tiirnhinti'. much exceeded by
the slender pedicels; styles 2; achene dark brown, strongly biconvex, smooth
and shining, !."> nun. broad. (P. portoricense Bertero.) S. Mo. to S. C., La.,

and Tex. (Trop. Am.)
14. P. amphibium L. Perennial, aquatic or rooting in the mud, glabrous or

nearly so, rarely branching above the rooting base; //>vx usually floating,
smooth and shining above, mostly louy-petioled, <'lliptical to oblong or some-
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times lanceolate, obtuse or acutish, rounded or rarely subcordate at the base

(5-12 cm. long); peduncles glabrous: spike terminal, dense, ovoid or short-

cylindric (1.2-2.4 cm. long); flowers bright rose-color, 3-6 mm. long; the 5 sta-

mens and 2-cleft style exserted. Lakes and pools, e. Que. to N. J., and westw.
;

widely distributed and rather common. (Eurasia.) Var. TERRESTRE Leers is

an erect terrestrial state with narrower acutish shortly petioled leaves scabrous

on the margin and often strigose-pubescent ;
sheaths without herbaceous bor-

der. Occasional with the typical form (also Eu.), and passing in Am. to Var.

HARTWRI'GHTII (Gray) Bissell with spreading foliaceous borders on the stipular
sheaths. (P. Hartwrigttfii Gray.) An ambiguous plant, sometimes clearly a

mere terrestrial and mostly sterile state occurring on the same rootstock as the

typical form
;
but elsewhere seemingly a normal and well marked fertile variety.

15. P. Muhlenbergii (Meisn.) Wats. Perennial, in muddy or dry places,

rarely in shallow water, decumbent or suberect, scabrous with short appressed
hairs

;
leaves lanceolate to ovate, narrowly acuminate (1-2 dm. long) ; peduncles

hispid and often glandular ; spikes 3-10 cm. long, often in pairs ;
flowers and

fruit nearly as in the last. (P. emersum Britton.) Que. and Me. to Fla., and
westw. Exceedingly variable in foliage and pubescence; aquatic states often

have essentially glabrous and cordate leaves, while in plants of drier situations

these are sometimes narrowly lanceolate, acute at base, and conspicuously ap-

pressed-pubescent on both surfaces.

16. P. pennsylvanicum L. Annual; leaves lanceolate ; branches above and

especially the peduncles beset with stipitate glands; flowers uniform, bright

rose-color, in short erect spikes, .often on exserted pedicels; stamens usually 8;

achene nearly orbicular, over 2 mm. broad, at least one surface concave. Moist

soil, in open waste places, centr. Me., westw. and southw. Neither the stamens
nor style conspicuously exserted.

17. P. longistylum Small. Very like the preceding in habit and foliage;

flowers dimorphous, either the stamens or style conspicuously exserted ; achenes

orbicular, shining, both surfaces convex in the middle. From s. 111. and Mo. to

w. Kan. (Mcehan}, and southw.
18. P. Cardyi Olney. Annual, erect, the stem (0.6-1.6 m. high) and pedun-

cles glandular-bristly; leaves narrowly lanceolate, attenuate to both ends,

roughish ;
sheaths ciliate or sometimes margined ; spikes slender, loose and nod-

ding ;
flowers purplish ;

stamens mostly 5. Swamps and recent clearings, Me.
to N. J., Ont., and Mich.

19. P. Hydrtipiper L. (COMMON SMARTWEED or WATER PEPPER.) Annual,
3-6 dm. high, smooth ;

leaves narrowly lanceolate, very acrid and peppery;

spikes nodding, usually short or interrupted ;
flowers mostly greenish ; stamens

6; style 2-3-parted ;
achene dull, minutely striate. Moist or wet grounds;

apparently introduced southeastw., but indigenous northw. and westw. (Eu.)
20. P. acre HBK. (WATER SMARTWEED.) Perennial, nearly smooth;

stems rooting at the decumbent base, 0.6-1.6 m. high ;
leaves lanceolate, atten-

uate, 7-12 cm. long, taper-pointed ; spikes erect, rather dense, distinctly pedun-
cled ; flowers white or flesh-color

;
stamens 8

; style mostly ^-parted ; achene

smooth and shining. (P. punctatum Ell., including var. robustius Small.)

Wet places; e. Mass., westw. and southw. (Trop. Am.)
Var. leptostachyum Meisn. Annual, erect or slightly repent at the base,

3-6 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate, smaller, thinner, and lighter green than in the

type ; spikes elongated and very loosely flowered, not distinctly peduncled, the

widely scattered flowers commonly extending down to the upper leaf-axils. (P.

punctatum, var. Small.) Moist ground, common ;
sometimes well marked, at

other times passing imperceptibly into the typical form.

21. P. ORIENTALE L. (PRINCE'S FEATHER.) Tall branching annual, soft-

hairy; leaves ovate or oblong, pointed, distinctly petioled; sheaths ciliate or

often with an abrupt spreading border ; flowers large, bright rose-color, in dense

cylindrical nodding spikes; stamens 7. Sparingly escaped from gardens into

waste grounds. (Introd. from India.)
22. P. PERSICARIA L. (LADY'S THUMB.) Nearly smooth and glabrous (3-5

dm. high) ;
sheaths more or less bristly-ciliate ;

leaves lanceolate, pointed,
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roughish, often marked with a dark triangular or lunar spot near the middle
;

.s-y/i/.-rx ovoid or short-cylindric, dense, erect, on smooth (or at least not glandular)
peduncles; stamens mostly 6

; styles ha/f2-3-cleft ; achene gibbous-flattened or
sometimes triangular, smooth and shining. Waste and damp places, very
common. (Nat. from Eu.)

23. P. setaceum Baldw. Perennial, stout, erect from a decumbent and
somewhat repent base, appressed-hirsute ; sheaths fringed with very long coarse
bristles

;
inflorescence and flowers as in the next, the achenes slightly larger,

black, shining. Mo. to S. C., Fla., and Tex. (Asia.)
24. P. hydropiperoides Michx. (MILD WATER PEPPER.) Perennial, not

acrid; stem smooth (3-9 dm. high), branching; the narrow sheaths hairy;
leaves narrowly lanceolate, sometimes oblong ; spikes erect, slender, sometimes
filiform, often interrupted at base (3-6 cm. long); flowers small, flesh-color or

nearly white
; sepals not dotted ; stamens 8; achene sharply triangular, smooth

and shining. (P. opelousanum Riddell.) Wet places and in shallow water,
centr. Me., westw. and southw. Var. sTRio6suM Small (var. Macouni Small)
has the stem strigose, and is less frequent throughout our range.

4. TOVARA (Adans.) Gray. Perennials; flowers in loose naked long and
slender spikes; calyx rather herbaceous (greenish}, unequally ^-parted;
stamens 5

; styles 2, distinct, rigid and persistent on the smooth lenticular

achene.

25. P. virginianum L. Almost smooth
;
stem terete, upright (6-12 dm.

high) ;
sheaths cylindrical, hairy and fringed ;

leaves ovate, or the upper ovate-

lanceolate, taper-pointed, rounded at the base, short-petioled, rough-ciliate

(7-15 cm. long) ;
flowers 1-3 from each bract, somewhat curved, the styles

deflexed in fruit, minutely hooked. Thickets in rich soil, N. H. to Ont., Minn.,
and southw. (Asia.)

5. ECHINOCAtJLON Meisn. Erect or reclining annuals, armed with reflex

prickles on the angles of the stem, petioles, etc. ; flowers capitate or fefi in

a raceme ; leaves arrow- or halberd-shaped.

26. P. arifblium L. (HALBERD-LEAVED TEAR-THUMB.) Stem ^grooved-
angled; leaves halberd-shaped, taper-pointed, long-petioled ; flowers somewhat
racemed (few); peduncles glandular-bristly; calyx often 4-parted ;

stamens 6
;

styles 2, very short
;
achene lenticular (large). Low grounds, N. B. to Ont., s.

to Ga., O., and Mich. (Asia.)
27. P. sagittatum L. (ARROW-LEAVED TEAR-THUMB.) Stem ^-angled ;

leaves arrow-shaped, short-petioled; flowers capitate ; peduncles smooth ;
stamens

mostly 8
; styles 3, slender; achene sharply %-angled. Low grounds, common.

Slender, smooth except the angles of the stem and midrib beneath, which are
armed with fine and very sharp saw-toothed prickles. (Asia.)

6. TINlARIA Meisn. Twining (except dwarf var. of no. 29), unarmed;
leaves ovate-heart-shaped ; flowers in panicled racemes; outer calyx-lobes
keeled or winged.

28. P. CONVOLVULUS L. (BLACK BINDWEED.) Annual, twining or procum-
bent, low, roughish, the joints naked; leaves halberd-heart-shaped, pointed ;

flowers in small interrupted corymbose racemes
;
outer oilijx-lobes keeled or nar-

rowly wiii^-d ;
achene minutely roughened, dull, black. Cultivated and waste

grounds, common- (Nat. from Eu.)
21>. P. ciUllMe nliohx, Perennial, minutely doinnj ; the sheaths frimji <> at

tin- base with reflcxed bristles ; leaves heart-shaped and slightly halberd-shaped.
taper-pointed; racemes panicled; calyj'-t <>!><'* l>s<-nrcly keeled; achene very
smooth and shining. Copses and rocky hills, e. Que. to nits, of N. C., w. to

Minn, and Athabasca. Var. KKKCTIM IVrk <\ar. hrrre Peck) is a dwarf erect

form with the compound racemes chiefly terminal.
o(>. P. scandens L. (CLIMMIM; FAI.SI; Pr K\\ III:A r. ) P<-r<-nni<il, smooth;

filn-ntlis niiki-tl ; leaves heart shaped or slightly halberd-shaped, pointed;
racemes interrupted, leafy ;

the 3 outer calyx-lobes strongly keeled and in fruit
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broadly winged, 10-15 min. long ;
the wings often crisped, subentire

;
achene

smooth and shining, 4 rnm. long. (P. dumetorum, var. Gray.) Moist thickets,
common except on our northern borders. Twining 2-4 m. over bushes.

(Japan.)
31. P. dumet6rum L. Similar to the preceding; fruiting calyx smaller,

5-7 mm. long; wings subentire; achene black, shining, 2.6-3 mm. long.
Woods and rich open places, Mass, to Fla. and Tex., near the coast

;
inland in

Miss, basin. (Eu.) Forma CRIST\TUM (Engelm. & Gray) Robinson (P. cristatum

Engelm. & Gray) differs only in having the calyx-wings toothed. Not rare

with and often scarcely distinguishable from the typical form.

7. PLEUROPTERUS (Turcz.) B. & H. Erect perennials, unarmed; leaves

round-ovate; flowers in panicled racemes.

32. P. CUSPID\TUM Sieb. & Zucc. Stout and tall, glabrous except in the loose

axillary panicled racemes
;
leaves round-ovate, shortly acuminate, truncate or

cordate at base
;
outer sepals broadly winged in fruit. (P. ZUccarinii Small.)

Occasionally escaped from gardens. (Introd. from Japan.)

5. FAGOPYRUM [Tourn.] L. BUCKWHEAT

Calyx petal-like, equally 5-parted. Stamens 8. Styles 3
; stigmas capitate.

Achene 3-sided. Embryo large, in the center of the albumen, which it divides

into 2 parts, with very broad and foliaceous plaited and twisted cotyledons.

Annuals, with triangular-heart-shaped or halberd-shaped leaves, semicylindrical

sheaths, and corymbose racemes of white, greenish, or rose-colored flowers.

(Name from fagus, the beech, and irvp6s, wheat, from the resemblance of the

grain to the beech-nut
;
so the English name Buckwheat, from the German Buche,

beech.)
1. F. ESCULENTUM Moencli. (BUCKWHEAT.) Smoothish

;
flower with 8

honey-bearing yellow-glands interposed between the stamens
;
achene acute and

entire, smooth and shining. (F. Fagopyrum Karst.) Old fields, remaining as

a weed after cultivation, and escaping into copses. June-Sept. (Introd. from

Eu.)
2. F. TATARICUM (L.) Gaertn. (INDIA-WHEAT.) Flowers very small, on

shorter pedicels ;
achene very dull and roughish, the sides sulcate. An occa-

sional escape from cultivation, especially in n. N. E. and adjacent Canada.

(Introd. from Asia.)

6. POLYGONELLA Michx.

Calyx 5-parted, petaloid, loosely persistent about the achene, the 3 inner

divisions often enlarging in fruit, in which case the outer are usually spreading.
Stamens 8. Styles 3, and achene 3-angular. Embryo slender,

straight or nearly so, toward one side of the albumen. Slen-

der glabrous annuals or perennials, with
alternate mostly linear leaves jointed at the

base, and rather rigid truncate or oblique
naked sheaths or bracts. Flowers on solitary

pedicels (nodding in fruit) jointed near the

base, borne in slender panicled racemes.

(Diminutive of Polygonum.)
1. P. articulata (L.) Meisn. Annual,

erect, branching, glaucous, 1-3 dm. high ;

leaves linear-filiform, deciduous
;
flowers rose-color or white,

nodding, in very slender racemes, sepals subequal, all erect

and connivent about the fruit; achene exserted, smooth.
T]6< p aim.

1
.ican .

l .

Dry sandy soil, Me. and n. N. H. to N. J. and southw.
;

also Branca

'

x j

in the interior, chiefly in the region of the Great Lakes. An Bit of fruiting ra-

anomalous species with the calyx of a Polygonum. FIG. 715. cerae x 1.

2. P. americana (Fisch. & Mey.) Small. Perennial, frutes- Fruiting calyx x 2.

715. P. articulata.

Branch x 1.

Bit of fruiting raceme
xl.
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cent: leaves linear, persisting; flowers larger; fruit. 4 mm. long; the 2 outer

sepals small, at length rrtli-.i-wi. ; /'. rricoides Engelin. & Gray.) S. Mo.

(Bush) to Ga. and Tex. Fu;. 71(1.

7. BRUNNICHIA Banks

Calyx-divisions somewhat petal-like, oblong,
connivent and coriaceous in fruit, the base and
almost the whole length of the pedicel winged
on one side. Stamens 8

;
filaments capillary.

Styles 3, slender; stigmas depressed-capitate.
Ovule pendulous on a slender erect funiculus

;

seed erect, 6-grooved. Achene obtusely trian-

gular, partly 3-celled, inclosed in the indurated

calyx. Somewhat shrubby, with grooved
stems, climbing by tendrils from the ends of

the branches. (Named for M. T. Brunnich, a
Norse naturalist of the 18th century.)

1. B. cirrh6sa Gaertn. Leaves ovate, pointed,
entire

; petioles dilated at base, but with no dis-

tinct sheath or stipules ;
flowers greenish, 2-5

717. B. cirrhosa. in a fascicle, crowded in axillary and terminal

Leaf xy2 . racemes; fruiting calyx with the wing 2.4-2.7

Bit of fruiting raceme x 1. cm. long. Thickets, s. 111. and Mo. to Tex.,

Fla., and S. C. FIG. 717.

CHENOPODlACEAE (GOOSEFOOT FAMILY)

Chiefly herbs, of homely aspect, more or less succulent, with mostly alternate

leaves and no stipules nor scarious bracts, minute usually greenish floiri />. /////<

the free calyx imbricated in the bud, the stamens as many as its lobes, or occa-

sionally fewer, and inserted opposite them or on their base ; the 1 -celled ovary

becoming a 1-seeded thin utricle or rarely an achene. Embryo <-<>i!<-<i into a

ring around the mealy albumen, when there is any, or ch<- <-<nltij>li<-<it<'. <>r

spiral. Calyx persistent, mostly inclosing the fruit. Styles or stigmas 2,

rarely 3-5. Mostly inert or innocent, weedy plants ;
several are pot-herbs,

such as Spinach and Beet.

* Embryo coiled into a ring about the usually copious central albumen ;
leaves flat, not spiny ;

stem not jointed.

+- Flowers perfect (or stamens only occasionally wanting), clustered or panicled ; calyx 3-6-toothed

or -parted, obvious, persistent; seed-coat crustaceous.

1. Cycloloma. Calyx 5-cleft, in fruit surrounded by a horizontal continuous inembranaceous

wing. Seed horizontal, crustaceous. Leaves sinuate-toothed.

2. Kochia. hike no. 1, but wing 5-lobed and seed-coat inembranaceous. Leaves out in-.

;*. Roubieva. Calyx 3-5-toothed, becoming saccate and reticulated. Leaves pinnatifld.

4. Chenopodium. Calyx 3-5-parted, unchanged or becoming fleshy in fruit.

+- + Flowers monoecious or dioecious; the staminate in clusters, mostly spiked, the calyx 3-5-

parted ; the pistillate without calyx, inclosed between a pair of appressed axillary bracts.

.

r
. Atriplex. Fruiting bracts ith maririns often dilated and sides often nmricatc.

+- +- +- Flowers polygamous, clu.-tered in the axils, 1-sepaled, ehracteolate.

G. Monolepis. Annii.il herb with lanceolate-hastate leaves ;
fruit a utricle.

i- -i- -i- -i- Flowers perfect, naked or 1-scpaled, solitary in the axils of the reduced upper leaves.

7. Corispermum. Pericarp oval, flattened, adherent to the vertical seed. Leaves linear.

** Kmbryo narrowly horseshoe-shaped or conduplieate ; no albumen ; stein fleshy, jointed: leave-

reduced to opposite fleshy scales or teeth
;
flowers densely spiked, perfect.
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8. Salicornia. Flowers sunk in hollows of the axis of the fleshy spike. Calyx utricle-like.

* * * Embryo coiled into a spiral ;
albumen mostly none

;
leaves fleshy, alternate.

9. Suaeda. Embryo flat-spiral. Calyx wingless. Leaves succulent.

10. Salsola. Embryo conical-spiral. Calyx in fruit horizontally winged. Leaves spinescent.

1. CYCLOL6MA Moq. WINGED PIGWEED

Flowers perfect or pistillate, bractless. Calyx with the concave lobes

strongly keeled, at length apperidaged with a broad
and continuous horizontal scarious wing. Stamens
5. Styles 3 (rarely 2). A much branched coarse

annual, with alternate sinuate-toothed petioled
leaves, and very small scattered sessile flowers in

open panicles. (Name composed of KikXos, a circle,

and XU/JLO., a border, from the encircling wing of the

calyx. )

1. C. atriplicifblium (Spreng.) Coult. Diffuse

(1.3-5 dm. high), more or less arachnoid-pubes-
C. atriplicifolium. cent Qr glabrate 5

jignt green or often deep purple.
Flowering branch x %. ^ piatyphyUum Moq.) Sandy soil, Man. to s.
Mature flower from abovex ii/3 .

ind .^Ark./and westw. across the plains; locally
introd. eastw. FIG. 718.

2. KdCHIA Roth.

Characters nearly as in Cycloloma, but the seed-coat membranaceous and
the albumen wanting. (Named for W. D. J. Koch, a German botanist, 1771-

1849.)
1. K. SCOPARIA (L.) Schrad. Annual, erect, puberulent or glabrate,

branching ;
leaves narrowly lanceolate to linear

;
flowers in small axillary

clusters, sessile
;
each sepal at length developing a narrow thickish dorsal wing

or appendage. Frequently cultivated for its bright autumnal color
; locally

established as a weed. (Introd. from Eu.)

3. ROUBIEVA Moq.

Flowers minute, perfect or pistillate, solitary or 2-3 together in the axils.

Calyx urceolate, 3-5-toothed, contracted at the apex and inclosing the fruit.

Stamens 5, included
; styles 3, exserted. Fruit membranaceous, compressed,

glandular-dotted. Seed vertical. Embryo annular. Perennial glandular herb,
with alternate pinnatifid leaves. (Dedicated to Prof. G. J. Roiibieu of Mont-

pellier.)
1. R. MULTfriDA (L.) Moq. Prostrate or ascending, branching and leafy;

leaves lanceolate to linear (1.2-1.8 cm. long), deeply pinnatifid with narrow
lobes

; fruiting calyx obovate. Sparingly introduced in the Atlantic States.

(Adv. from S. A.)
'

4. CHENOP6DIUM [Tourn.] L. GOOSEFOOT. PIGWEED

Flowers all bractless. Calyx 5 (rarely 4) -parted or -lobed, more or less en-

veloping the fruit. Stamens mostly 5
;
filaments filiform. Styles 2, rarely 3.

Seed lenticular, horizontal (i.e. with its greatest diameter at right angles to the

floral axis) or vertical
; embryo coiled partly or fully round the mealy albumen.

Weeds, usually with a white mealiness, or glandular. Flowers sessile in

small clusters collected in spiked panicles. (Named from x^ v
i
a goose, and

iroris, foot, in allusion to the shape of the leaves.) Our species are mostly
annuals, flowering through late summer and autumn.
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a. Glandular, more or less aromatic.
Flowers glomerate ; glomerules in bracteateor almost naked spikes
Flowers solitary, sessile in open forking cymes, these in loose spikes.

Flowers pubescent ; lobes of leaves angled, obtuse
Flowers merely pulverulent-gland 11 lar

;
lobes of leaves not an-

gled, acutish
it. Not glandular or aromatic, often mealy and heavy-scented b.

b. Seeds all vertical ; styles filiform, one fourth to one half as long as
the diameter of the utricle.

Flowers in glomerules becoming red and berry like ia fruit .

Flowers spicate, not succulent in fruit

b. Seeds vertical and horizontal in the same inflorescence
; style-

branches short.
Leaves bright green, chiefly acute.
Flowers in leafy spikes ; seed 1 mm. broad ....
Flowers in axillary glomerules ; seed 0.5 mm. broad .

Leaves pale at least beneath, obtuse
6. Seeds all horizontal

; style-branches short c.

c. Pericarp coherent to the surface of the seed d.
d. Leaves large, green, sharply few-toothed, abrupt or usually

cordate at base
d. Leaves small, entire, ovate, about as broad as long, very fetid .

d. Leaves longer than broad, cuneate at the base.
Seeds 1.3-1.5 mm. in diameter; flowers glomerate, usually

mealy ;
leaves rhombic, irregularly few-toothed

Seeds about 1 mm. in diameter
;
inflorescence generally loose.

Leaves small, conspicuously mucronate, all entire or the
lower 1-3-toothed on each side

; plant flowering at the
summit

Leaves rhombic-ovate with several to many acuminate
teeth on each side.

Seeds dull
; inflorescences short, spreading, axillary,

rather loose
Seeds (not pericarp) shining ; inflorescences suberect,

moniliform
Leaves ovate-oblong, entire, not mucronate

; plant flower-

ing from the base to the summit
c. Pericarp loose, readily detached from the seed.

Leaves thin, entire or somewhat toothed, scarcely at all mealy
Leaves entire, linear or nearly so, very mealy at least beneath

1. C. ambrosioide*.

2. C. Botrys.

3. C. inciftwm.

4. C. cnpitatum.
5. C. Bonus-Henricus.

7. 0. knmile.
8. C. glaueum.

9. C. hybridum.
10. C. Vulvaria.

11. C. album.

12. C. Berlandieri.

13. C. murale.

14. r. urbicum.

15.

16. (\ lin

17. (7. leptophyttum.

1. C. AMimosioiDES L. (MEXICAN TEA.) Annual, smoothish
;
leaves slightly

petioled, oblong or lanceolate, repand-toothed or nearly entire, the upper
tapering to both ends

; spikes densely flowered, leafy, or intermixed with leaves
;

fruit perfectly inclosed in the calyx. Waste places, throughout our range,
especially southw. (Nat. from Trop Am.)

Var. ANTHELMfNTiciiM (L.) Gray. (WORMSEED.) Perennial (at least south-

ward) ;
leaves more strongly toothed, the lower sometimes almost laciniate-

piimatifid ; spikes more or less elongated, mostly leafless. Same range,
si mil-times appearing distinct, but all differential characters inconstant. (Nat.
from Trop. Am.)

2. C. iNclsuM Poir. Annual, glandular-pulverulent and aromatic
;

1> ons
sinuate-pinnatifid or -toothed, the lobes ovate-lanceolate, entire or nearly *<,

I'-iHish; flowers minute, nearly smooth, in open forking cymes borne in elon-

gated mostly leafy inflorescences. Thoroughly established and abundant in

cultivated fields, North Berwick, Me. (Parlin). (Adv. from Trop. Am.)
3. C. BOTRYS L. (JERUSALEM OAK. KKVTHER GERANIUM.) (ilandular-

pubescent and viscid
; leaves flendef^petioled, oblong, obtuse, sinuate-pinnatilid,

thf /ii/it's an<!// (UK/ niitiixi'- raceme* cyme-like, x)>r<'<t<ii)t<(, loom', imjiess; fruit

not perfectly inclosed. Widely introduced. (Nat. from En.)
4. C. capitatum (L.) Asch. (StRAWBBRBY BMTE.) Stem ascending,

branching; leaves triangular and somewhat halberd-shaped, sinuate-toothed ;

rfiisti-rx xim/tlr (large)] /<///////*//-///// N/*//vW, the upper leafless; stamens !-">
;

calyx berrii-lil.-t' in fruit ; seed ovoid, ilattish, smooth, with a very narrow
margin. ', llfitum L. j Light soil and newly cleared land. e. t^nc. lo Alaska,
s. t.o N. .1.. Pa.. III.. .Minn., and in the Rocky Mts. The calyx becomes pulpy
and bright red in fruit, when the large (dusters look like strawberries. (Ku. i

f>. C. HoM --lIl.\i:M i
- L. ( (iooi, KIN,. I|I:M:K) Stmtt, ,,;<( Ml. 8-3 III.

high), mostly simple ;
fctm-* hrnadiij rritintinl<tr-lt<i*(<iti' (5-12 cm. long), .sv<//-
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sinuate or entire ; flowers somewhat densely paniculate-spiked ; seed with obtuse

edges. Sparingly in waste places. (Adv. from Eu'.)
6. C. rubrum L. (COAST BLITE.) Stem angled, much branched

;
leaves

thickish, triangular-lanceolate, tapering below into a wedge-shaped base and
above into a slender point, sparingly and coarsely toothed, the upper linear-

lanceolate
;
clusters scattered in axillary leafy spikes; calyx-lobes 2-4, rather

fleshy; stamens 1-2
;
seed shining, 1 mm. broad, the margin acute. Salt marshes,

Nfd. to N. J., and in saline places to Minn, and the Pacific coast. (Eu.)
7. C. humile Hook. Similar, dwarf

;
leaves lanceolate or spatulate, occasion-

ally hastate
; flowers in axillary glomerules ; seed 0.5 mm. broad. Brackish or

saline soil, coast of Me. (Miss Furbish); Man. to the Pacific.

8. C. GLAUCUML. (OAK-LKAVEDG.) Low, spreading, glaucous-mealy ; leaves

sinuately pinnatijid-toothed, oblong, pale green above, white beneath; clusters

in axillary spikes, small
;
seed sharp-edged. Waste places. (Nat. from Eu.)

9. C. hybridum L. (MAPLE-LEAVED G.) Bright green throughout; stem

widely much branched (6-12 dm. high); leaves thin (5-15 cm. long), somewhat

triangular and heart-shaped, taper-pointed, sinuate-angled, the angles extending
into a few large and pointed teeth; racemes diffusely and loosely panicled,

leafless; calyx not fully covering the fruit, its lobes keeled. Woods; also

frequent in waste places and about cities, centr. Me.
,
westw. and southw.

10. C. VULVARIA L. Low and spreading, branched from the base
;

leaves

entire, broadly ovate, acutish (1 cm. long), on slender petioles nearly their own
length, very fetid when rubbed or crushed; inflorescences small, scattered.

Waste places, chiefly about cities. (Adv. from Eu.)
11. C. ALBUM L. (LAMB'S QUARTERS, PIGWEED.) Erect, more or less

mealy ; leaves varying from rhombic-ovate to lanceolate or the uppermost even

linear, acute, all or only the lower more or less angulatc-toothed ; clusters

spiked-panicled, mostly dense
; calyx (2-2.7 mm. broad) with strongly carinate

lobes, nearly or quite covering the seed. Introduced everywhere. (Nat. from

Eu.) Var. vfRiDE (L.) Moq. is less mealy and has a less dense inflorescence.

Frequent, especially eastw.

12. C. BerlandiSri Moq. Slender, 3-6 dm. tall
;
leaves rhombic and somewhat

hastately l-several-toothed upon each side
;
the upper leaves elliptical, entire,

mucronate ; inflorescence a loose pyramidal panicle; flowers smaller and less

glomerate than in C. album. Ottawa, Ont. (Macoun) to Fla. and Mex. A
doubtful species, perhaps only a variety of the preceding.

13. C. MURA.LE L. Resembles the preceding, but less erect, loosely branched

(3-6 dm. high); leaves rhombic-ovate, acute, coarsely, sharply, and unequally
toothed, thin, bright green ; spikes or racemes diverging, somewhat corymbed ;

calyx-lobes scarcely keeled
;
seed sharp-edged. Waste places. (Adv. from Eu.)

14. C. URBICUM L. leather pale or dull green, nearly destitute of mealiness,
with erect branches (3-9 dm. high); leaves triangular, acute, coarsely and

sharply many-toothed ; spikes erect, crowded in a long and narrow racemose

panicle;- calyx-lobes not keeled; seed with rounded margins. Apparently
throughout our range. (Nat. from Eu.)

15. C. POLYSFKRMUM L. Low, often spreading, green and wholly destitute

of mealiness ; leaves all entire, oblong or ovate and on slender petioles ;
flowers

very small, in slender panicles in all the axils, the thin lobes of the calyx very

incompletely inclosing the fruit; seed obtuse-edged. Sparingly naturalized in

the Eastern States. (Adv. from Eu.)
16. C. Boscianum Moq. Erect, slender (6-9 dm. high), loosely branched,

often nearly glabrous; leaves oblong- to linear-lanceolate (3-5 cm. long),
attenuate into a slender petiole, acute, the lower sinuate-dentate or often all

entire : flowers small, solitary or in small clusters upon the slender branchlets
;

calyx not strongly carinate. Ct. (Bissell) to the Great Lakes, s. to N. C.

and Tex.
17. C. leptophyllum Nutt. Densely mealy or sometimes nearly glabrous (2-7

dm. high), simple or branched, often strict; leaves linear (1.5-2.5 cm. long),

entire, rather shortly petioled ; flowers closely clustered, in dense or interrupted

spikelets ; calyx-lobes strongly carinate. (C. album, var. Moq.) Near the
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coast, Me. to N. J. and Pa..; n. shore of L. Erie
;
and from w. Wise, to Col.,

N. Mex., and westw. Var. OBLONGIIOLIUM Wats, is a form with somewhat
broader oblong or oblong-lanceolate leaves. S. Me. (Parlin) ;

Mo. (Bush),
and south westw.

5. ATRIPLEX [Tourn.] L. ORACH

Flowers monoecious or dioecious
;
the staminate like the flowers of Cheno-

podium, but sterile by the abortion of the pistil ;
the fertile consisting simply

of a naked pistil inclosed between a pair of appressed foliaceous bracts, which
are enlarged in fruit, and sometimes united. Seed vertical. Embryo coiled

into a ring around the albumen. In one section, including the Garden Orach,
there are some fertile flowers with a calyx, like the staminate, but without

stamens, and with horizontal seeds. Herbs (ours annuals), usually mealy or

scurfy with bran-like scales and with spiked-clustered flowers
;

in summer and
autumn. (The ancient Latin name, a corruption of the Greek, drpd^a^.)

1. A. ROSEA L. Hoary-mealy ;
leaves short-petioled or the upper sessile,

rhombic-ovate or oblong with a wedge-shaped base, coarsely sinuate-toothed;
fertile flowers mostly clustered in the axils

; fruiting bracts broad, often cut-

toothed and warty. Sparingly introduced at the East. (Adv. from Eu.)
2. A. patula L. Erect or prostrate (3-12 dm. high), glabrous or somewhat

scurfy ;
leaves narrowly lanceolate-hastate (2-10 cm. long), the lower sometimes

opposite, entire or sparingly sinuate-dentate, petioled, the upper lanceolate to

linear
;

flowers clustered in rather slender spikes, the two kinds together or

separate ; fruiting bracts ovate-triangular or rhombic-hastate, entire <>r toothed,
often muricate on the back, united to near the middle. Nfd. to N. J., Mo., and
B.C. (Eu.) Very variable; the marked extremes are: Var. HASTATA (L.)
Gray. Erect or spreading, stout, at least the lower leaves l>r<><i<Uij triiuigular-

hastate, often coarsely and irregularly toothed. Nfd. to Va., Mo., and north-
westw., chiefly in saline places and along the Great Lakes. (Eu.) Var. MTTO-
R\LIS (L.) Gray. Slender; leaves linear-lanceolate to linear, rarely subhastate
or toothed. P. E. I. to N. J., and westw. along the Great Lakes.

3. A. arenaria Nutt. Silvery-mealy, diffusely spreading ;
leaves obl<i(/, nar-

rowed at base, n,',irly wnsi'le ; fruitiuy bracts broadly wedye-sluiped, united,

3-nerved, 2-5-toothed at the summit, and usually strongly muricate and reticu-

late on the sides. Sandy beaches, along the coast, Mass, to Fla.

4. A. arg6ntea Nutt. Usually low, much branched, gray-scurfy, leafy ;
leaves

deltoid or subrhombic, often subhastate
;
staminate flowers in terminal spikes ;

fruiting bracts round-rhombic, indurated, united, the free margins more or less

dilated and deeply toothed, the sides variously appendaged. Red River Valley,
Minn., southw. and westw.

6. MON6LEPIS Schrad.

Flowers small, glomerate in the upper axils. Sepal 1, green, entire, bract-

like, fleshy, obtuse. Utricle moderately flattened. Seed vertical, much com-
pressed. Embryo annular about copious albumen. (Name from /j.6vos, one,
ami XCTT^S, scale.)

1. M. Nuttalliana (11. & S.) Wats. Branched from the base, 0.7-:', dm.
high, somewhat fleshy, rather pale green, scarcely or not at all mealy ;

leaves

narrow, slender-petit >led, hastate, passing gradually into foliaceous bracts.

Saline and alkaline soil, from the Great Plains westw., extending east to Man.,
and Minn.

;
and introd. in Mo.

7. CORISPERMUM [A. Jiiss.] L. BUG-SEED

Calyx of a single delicate sepal on the inner side. Stamens 1 or 2, rarely 5.

Styles 2. Fruit oval, flat, with the outer face rather convex and the inner con-

cave, sharp-margined, seed vertical. Embryo slender, coiled around a central

albumen. Low branching annuals, with narrow linear alternate 1 -nerved
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leaves. (Name formed of Kbpis, a bug, and
,
seed. )

1. C. hyssopif61ium L. Somewhat hairy
when young, pale ;

floral leaves or bracts

awl-shaped from a dilated base or the upper
ovate and pointed, scarious-margined ;

fruit

Part of inflorescence wing-margined. Sandy beaches along the

x i
Great Lakes; Mo. to Tex., and northwestw.

Fruit x 2. FlG. 719.

719. C. hyssopi-
folium.

8. SALIC6RNIA [Tourn.] L. GLASSWORT. SAMPHIRE

Flowers perfect, 3 together immersed in each hollow of the thickened upper
joints, forming a spike ;

the two lateral sometimes sterile. Stamens 1 or 2.

Styles 2, united at base. Seed vertical, without albumen. Embryo thick, the

cotyledons incumbent upon the radicle. Low saline plants, with succulent

leafless jointed stems, and opposite branches
;

the flower-bearing branchlets

forming the spikes. (Name composed of sal, salt, and cornu, a horn
;
saline

plants with horn-like branches.)

Annuals ;
middle flower higher than the lateral ones.

Scales mucronate-pointed and conspicuous, especially when dry . . . 1. S. mucronata.
Scales blunt or bluntish, inconspicuous.
Joints much longer than thick, conspicuously exceeding the middle flower 2. S. europaea.
Joints about as thick as long, scarcely exceeding the middle flower . . 3. S. rubra.

Perennial; flowers nearly equal in height 4. S. ambigua.

1. S. mucronata Bigel. Unbranched or with strongly ascending simple or

slightly forked branches, rather stout (0.5-3 dm. high), turning red in age ;

spikes thick, blunt, closely jointed ; the joints thicker than long; middle flower

half higher than the lateral ones or less, occupying nearly the whole length of

the joint; fruit pubescent ;
seed 1-1.5 mm. long. (S. Bigelowii Torr.) Salt

marshes, N. S. to Fla. and Tex.
;
also Cal.

2. S. europaea L. Erect (1-4.5 dm. high), from simple to freely branched,
the branches ascending, green, turning red in autumn

;
scales obscure and very

blunt, making a truncate barely emarginate termination of the long joints of the

stem or elongated slender (1.5-2.5 mm. thick) tapering spikes ; middle flower
much higher than the lateral ones, shorter than the joint ; fruit pubescent ;

seed
1.3-2 mm. long. (S. herbacea L.) Salt marshes of the coast, N. B. to Ga.

;

interior salt springs, N. B. and N. Y.
;
and on the Pacific coast. (Eurasia.)

Var. PACIIYSTACHYA (Koch) Fernald has the spikes much thicker (3-4.5 mm.
thick). Similar range, less common. (Eu-)

Var. prostrata (Pall.) Fernald. Branches horizontally spreading or droop-

ng, very soft and lax, the lowest much elongated and decumbent ; or the whole
lant depressed and matted. Brackish or alkaline shores, e. Que. to e. Me.

;

k. (Eurasia.)
3. S. rubra Nelson. Bushy-branched (0.5-2 dm. high), the abundant simple

r forking branches ascending, turning red in autumn
;
scales broadly triangu-

lar, blunt or subacute
; spikes slender-cylindric (2-3.5 mm. thick), blunt, rather

closely jointed ; flowers crowded, the middle one higher than the others and

usually reaching the tips of the joints ; fruit pubescent ;
seed 1 mm. long. Low

alkaline places, Man. and w. Minn, to centr. Kan., and westw. to the Rocky Mts.
4. S. ambigua Michx. Numerous tufted stems (1-3 dm. long) decumbent

or ascending from a hard and rather woody creeping base or rootstock, greenish,

turning lead-colored
; spikes slender, short-jointed, the scales short, acutish or

acute ; flowers nearly equal in height and equaling the joint; seed pubescent,
0.7 mm. long. Sea-coast, Mass, to Fla.

;
also Pacific coast .

9. SUAEDA Forskal. SEA ELITE

Flowers sessile in the axils of leafy bracts. Calyx 5-parted, fleshy, inclosing
the fruit (utricle) and often carinate or crested. Stamens 5. Stigmas 2 or 3.

GRAY'S MANCTAT, 24
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Seed vertical or horizontal, with a flat-spiral embryo, dividing the scanty albu-

men (when there is any) into two portions. Fleshy saline plants, with alternate

nearly terete linear leaves. (An Arabic name.) DONDIA Adans.

Leaves linear or slender-cylindric, not broadened at base
; plants of Atlantic coast.

Seed 2 mm. broad 1. S. maritiinu
Seed 1.2-1.5 mm. broad.

Sepals rounded (not carinntr) on the back 2. S. Richii.

Sepals (or some of them) carinatc on tin- back.
1 or 2 sepals more cucullate-carinate than the others . . . .3. S. (t>/tt/'ic<t/t<i.

Sepals equally carinate 4. S. fiiit-in-in.

Leaves strongly dilated at base
; plants of western plains 5. & <fprMff.

1. S. maritima (L.) Dumort. Comparatively low, 0.5-4 (rarely 5 or 6) dm.

high, ascending or depressed, subsimple or witli spreading-ascending or decumbent

subsimple branches, or even forming depressed mats
;
leaves usually yhnu-oux.

acutish, semicylindric (flat above, convex beneath'), 5 cm. or less long ;
those of

the flowering branches shorter, and much exceeding the 1-4 axillary flowers
;

sepals pale green, rounded or obscurely keeled on the back
;
seed red-brown or

black. (Dondia Druce.) Common on salt marshes, e. Que. to Ct., and occa-

sionally south w. to La. Fr., June-Sept. (Eu.)
2. S. Richii Fernald. Stems procumbent, forming mats 5 dm. or less across

(sometimes fruiting when 1 cm. long); leaves dark green, not glaucous, subcylin-

dric, dorsally compressed, obtuse, the lower 1.5 cm. or less in length ;
those of

the flowering branches broader and shorter (4-5 mm. long) ;
seed black.

Salt marshes and wet sand, coast of N. S. and Me. Fr., July-Sept.
3. S. americana (Pers.) Fernald. Stems procumbent, the branches 2 or 3

dm. long, only the abundant densely flowered spiciform ultimate branches as-

cending ;
leaves linear, thickish (flat above), acute, the lower about 2 cm. long,

those subtending the crowded flowers broader and shorter
; sepals very irreg-

ular, 1 or 2 strongly keeled. (Salsola salsa, var. Pers.) Salt marshes, lower
St. Lawrence R. to s. Me. Fr., late Sept.-Nov. Mature plant purplish through-
out.

4. S. linearis (E1J.) Moq. Erect or ascending, 2-9 dm. high, profusely

branched; the slender branches ascending or wide-spread, not procumbent;
leaves narrowly linear, acute, deep green, not glaucous, the lower 4 cm. or less

long, the upper similar but shorter
; sepals equally carinate. (Dondia americana

Britton, not fialsola salsa, var. americana Pers.) Sandy coast, Me. to Tex.

Fr., Sept. -Nov.
5. S. depr6ssa (Pursh) Wats. Decumbent or erect, branching from the

base
;
leaves broadest at base, the cauline 1-4 cm. long, the floral lanceolate to

ovate
;
one or more of the calyx-lobes very strongly carinate or crested. (Don-

dia Britton.) Saline soil, Man. and w. Minn, to Neb., and westw. across the

plains.

10. SALSOLA L. SALTWORT

Flowers perfect, with 2 bractlets. Calyx 5-parted, its divisions at length

horizontally winged on the back, the wings forming a broad scarious border.

Stamens mostly 5. Styles 2. Seed horizontal, without albumen. Herbs or

slightly shrubby branching plants with fleshy and rather terete or awl-shaped
leaves and sessile axillary flowers. (Diminutive of salsus, salty, alluding to the

saline habitat of most of the species.)
1. S. Kali L. (COMMON S.) Annual, diffusely branching, bushy, j>n!'s-

ci-iit (rarely glabrous) ;
leaves all alternate, >//-.s7m/<r</, >v//?/W/, prickty-poiiUed ;

flowers single ; calyx with con verging lobes forming a sort of beak over the fruit,

the yellowish to lead-colored wings nearly orbicular and spreading. Sandy
sea-shore, Nfd. to Ga., and saline places inland. Aug. (Eu.) Var. CAKOI.IN-

I\NA (Walt.) Nutt. Glabrous throughout* (rarely pubescent); the wings
larger, roseate. Similar range. (Eu.)

Var. TKM 11 OI.IA G. F. W. Mey. (RUSSIAN TIIISTLK.) Erect or ascending,

very bushy ;
leaves especially on the young and vegetative stems Imujcr (3-7 era.
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in length), more slender, filiform; flowers somewhat variable but apparently
showing no constant difference from those of the typical form. (S. Tragus of

auth., but scarcely of L.) A weed of recent introduction, exceedingly abundant
and pernicious in the Northwestern States

;
also locally established eastw. (Nat.

from Asia.)

AMARANTHACEAE (AMARANTH FAMILY)

Weedy herbs, ivith nearly the characters of the preceding family, but the

flowers mostly imbricated with dry and scarious persistent bracts ; these often

colored, commonly 3 in number. The greater part of the family tropical.

* Anthers 2-celled
;
.leaves alternate.

+- Ovary 1-ovuled
;
filaments separate and distinct.

1. Amaranthus. Flowers monoecious or polygamous, all with a calyx of 5 or sometimes 3 dis-

tinct erect sepals, not falling off with the fruit.

2. Acnida. Flowers dioecious. Calyx none in the fertile flowers.

+- - Ovary 2-S-ovuled
;
filaments united at base.

3. Celosia. Flowers perfect. Calyx 5-parted.

* * Anthers 1 -celled
;
leaves opposite.

4. Iresine. Calyx of 5 sepals. Filaments united below into a cup. Flowers paniculate.

5. Froelichia. Calyx 5-cleft. Filaments united into a tube. Flowers spicate.

6. Gomphrena. Calyx of 5 sepals or 5-cleft. Filaments united into an elongate tube. Flowers

capitate.

1. AMARANTHUS [Tourn.] L. AMARANTH

Flowers 3-bracted. Calyx glabrous. Stamens 5, rarely 2 or 3, separate ;

anthers 2-celled. Stigmas 2 or 3. Fruit an ovoid 1-seeded utricle, 2-3-beaked
at the apex, mostly longer than the calyx, opening transversely or sometimes
bursting irregularly. Embryo coiled into a ring around the albumen. Coarse
annual weeds, with alternate and entire petioled setosely tipped leaves, and
small green or purplish flowers in axillary or terminal spiked clusters

;
in late

summer and autumn. (Afidparroi, unfading, because the dry calyx and bracts
do not wither.)

1. Utricle thin, circumscissile, the top falling away as a lid; flowers polyga-

* Flowers in terminal and axillary simple or mostly panicled spikes ; stem erect

(0.3-2 m. high) ;
leaves long-petioled ; stamens and sepals 5.

H- Sepals spatulate.

1. A. PALMERI Wats. Erect; leaves ovate, long-petioled; spikes, especially
the terminal, very long (1-3 dm.) ; sepals somewhat unguiculate ; bracts pun-
gent. By railroads and about towns, Mo. and Kan.; and locally, e. Mass.
(Adv. from the S. W.)

- --
Sepals ovate-lanceolate to oblong.

2. A. RETROFLEXUS L. (GREEN A., PIGWEED.) Roughish and more or less

pubescent ;
leaves dull green, long-petioled, ovate or rhombic-ovate, undulate

;

the thick spikes crowded in a stiff glomerate panicle ; bracts awn-pointed, rigid,
exceeding the acute or obtuse sepals. Cultivated grounds, common ; indigenous
southwestw. (Adv. from Trop. Am.)

3. A. HYBRIDUS L. (GREEN A., PIGWEED.) Similar, but smoother and
deeper green, with more slender-cylindric more or less flexuous spikes, the
lateral ones spreading ;

bracts rather long-awned, and sepals acute or acuminate.
(A. chlorostachys Willd.) Cultivated grounds, common. (Nat. from Trop.
Am.) Forma HYPOCHONDRIACUS (L.) Robinson. (PRINCE'S FEATHER.)
Leaves, bracts, and flowers purple-tinged or livid. (A. hypochondriacus L.)
Sometimes cultivated, and occasionally found on waste ground. It is to be
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distinguished from the following species chiefly by its smoother character, thicker

spikes, and longer-awned bracts.

4. A. PANICUL\TUS L. (PURPLE A.) Stem mostly pubescent; leaves

oblong-ovate or ovate-lanceolate
; spikes long, numerous and slender, panicled,

spreading; bracts merely awn-pointed; flowers small, green tinged with red, or

sometimes crimson
; fruit 2-3-toothed at the apex, longer than the calyx. (A.

hybridus, var. Uline & Bray.) Roadsides, etc. (Adv. from Trop. Am.)
* * Flowers crowded in close and small axillary clusters ; stems low, spreading

or ascending; stamens and sepals 3, or the former only 2.

5. A. graecizans L. (TUMBLE WEED.) Smooth, pale

green ;
stems whitish, erect or ascending, diffusely branched

;

leaves small, obovate and spatulate-oblong, very obtuse or

retuse
;

flowers greenish ; sepals
acuminate, half the length of the

rugose fruit, much shorter than
the subulate rigid pungently pointed

bracts; seed small, 0.8mm. broad.

(A. albus L.) Waste grounds,
common. FIG. 720.

6. A. blitoides Wats. Like the

last, but prostrate or decumbent;
spikelets usually contracted

;
bracts

ovate-oblong, shortly acuminate;
sepals obtuse or acute

; fruit not rugose ; seed about
1.5 mm. broad. From Minn, to Mo., Tex., and
westw.

;
also introduced eastw.

, chiefly on railroad

720. A. graecizans

721. A. blitoides.

ballast. FIG. 721. Tip of branch x 2
/3 . Seed x 4.

2. Utricle thinnish, bursting or imperfectly circtimscissile ; flowers monoecious.

7. A. spiN6sus L. (THORNY A.) Smooth, bushy-branched ;
stem reddish

;

leaves rhombic-ovate or ovate-lanceolate, dull green, a pair of spines in their

axils ; upper clusters sterile, forming long and slender spikes ;
the fertile globular

and mostly in the axils
;
flowers yellowish-green, small. Waste grounds, Me.

to Minn., and southw. (Nat. from Trop. Am.)

3. EtlXOLUS (Raf.) Gray. Utricle remaining closed or bursting irregu-

larly ; no spines ; bracts inconspicuous.

* Leaves relatively large (2-3 cm. in breadth).

8. A. LfviDus L. Stem fleshy, red
;
leaves emarginate, ovate

or obovate, 2-4 cm. long, on petioles two thirds as long ;
bracts

very short
;
utricle thin, smooth. About Atlantic ports, not very

common. FIG. 722. (Adv. from Trop. Am.)
9. A. vfRiDis L. Similar, but with a warty

utricle. About Atlantic ports; also reported in

O. FIG. 723. (Adv. from Trop. Am.) ;_>:?. A. viridis.

* * Leaves smaller. ( !ll
.
vx ail(1 utrlcle

10. A. pumilus Raf. Low or prostrate ;
leaves fleshy and

obovate, emaruinate, stroimlv nerved; flower-clusters small and aorilliiry ;

stamens <n><\ .sv-/^/s 6, the latter half the length of the obscurely 5-ribbed fruit.

Sandy beaches, R. I. to N. C.

11. A. ]>KIM':XUS L. Low, spreading; leaves ovate, thin, flat ; spikes HneMy
terminal, thiekish, bluntly cordate; utricle ovoid, smooth, 5-nerved, much

longer than the sepals. Waste land near the larger Atlantic ports. (Adv.
from Eu.)

]'2. A. rinsi-rs (Lesp. & The'v.) A. Br. Very slender, procumbent, pubes-

cent; leaves small, light green, rhm,ibi,--ovate to -lanceolate, acute, the mar-in

rrisjn;t and undulate; Mowers in small axillary clusters; bracts and aepau

scarious, oblanceolate, acute or obtuse
;
utricle about as long, roughened, neither

722. A. lividus.

Calyx and utricle

x8.
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nerved nor angled. Streets of Albany, New York City, and Brooklyn ;
doubt-

less introduced, but the native habitat unknown.

2. ACNIDA L. WATER HEMP

Habit of Amaranthus. Bracts 1-3, unequal. Staminate calyx of 5 thin

oblong mucronate-tipped sepals, longer than the bracts
;
stamens 5, the anther-

cells united only at the middle. Stigmas 2-5, often long and plumose-hispid.
Fruit somewhat coriaceous and indehiscent, or a thin membranous utricle

dehiscing irregularly (rarely circumscissile), usually 3-5-angled. (Name from
a- privative, and Kvid-rj, a nettle.)

* Fruit indehiscent, with firm and close pericarp ; salt-marsh plants.

1. A. cannabina L. Usually stout, 1-2 m. high or more, glabrous; leaves

lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, acuminate, long-petioled ; sepals of sterile flowers

ovate-oblong, obtuse or acutish
;
bracts usually thin, lax, and much shorter than

the fruit, sometimes more rigid and longer ;
fruit about 3 mm. long, obovoid

;

seed usually less than 3 mm. long, shining. (A. rusocarpa Michx.) Salt or

brackish marshes, coast of N. H. to Fla.

* * Fruit dehiscing irregularly, the pericarp thin, loose and usually roughened;
not salt-marsh plants.

2. A. tuberculata Moq. Tall and erect, with flexuous branches
;

leaves

lanceolate to rhombic-ovate, acute or acutish
; sepals of sterile flowers lanceo-

late, acute or acuminate
; pistillate flowers closely clustered in more or less

dense naked or leafy axillary and terminal spikes (or the axillary capitate) ;

bracts rather rigid, acuminate, equaling or exceeding the fruit
;
utricle about

1 mm. long ;
seed shining, 0.7 mm. in diameter. (A. tamariscina, var. Uline &

Bray.) Vt. and Mass. (Ammidown) to Dak. and La.
Var. subnuda Wats. Often decumbent

;
leaves smaller, obtusish

;
flowers

aggregated into distinct globose glomerules (7-15 mm. in diameter). (A. tama-

riscina, var. concatenata Uline & Bray, not A. cannabina, var. concatenata

Moq.) Sandy bottom lands, w. Que. to Wise, and Mo. Passing into the

typical form.
Var. prostrata (Uline & Bray) Robinson. Prostrate, much branched; leaves

(1-2 cm. long, 3-10 mm. broad) and glomerules (4-6 mm. in diameter) small.

(A. tamariscina, var. Uline & Bray.) Similar situations, w. Que. to Minn., and
southw.

* * * Fruit regularly circumscissile ; western.

3. A. tamariscina (Nutt. ) Wood. With the habit of the preceding species
but readily distinguished by the fruit. {Amaranthus Nutt.) Prairies, etc.,
" Dak. 1 ' to Tex. and N. Mex.

;
said to occur as far e. as 111.

3. CEL6SIA L.

I

Flowers subtended by a bract and two bractlets. Calyx scarious, in fruit

erect and (in our species) concealing the utricle. Stamens 5. Fruit a thin

inembranaceous utricle, circumscissile or dehiscing irregularly, ovoid or subglo-
bose. (Name from KiJXeos, a burning, on account of the seared appearance of

the flowers.)
1. C. ARGENTEA L. Erect glabrous herb, 3-12 dm. tall

;
leaves lanceolate,

short-petioled, acute
;

inflorescence a simple dense cylindrical spike ; sepals
white or roseate-tinged, much longer than the bracts; style conspicuous,
exserted. Montgomery Co., Pa. (Porter}. (Adv. from the Tropics.)

4. IRESINE P. Br.

Flowers mostly polygamous or dioecious, 3-bracted. Calyx of 5 sepals. Sta-
mens mostly 5. Fruit a globular utricle, not opening. Herbs, with opposite
petioled leaves, and minute scarious-white flowers crowded into clusters or
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spiked and branching panicles; the calyx, etc., often bearing long wool (whence
the name, from dpeffubvii, a wreath or staff entwined with fillets of wool).

1. I. paniculata (L.) Ktze. Nearly glabrous, annual, erect, slender (6-12
dm. high) ;

leaves ovate-lanceolate
; panicles very slender, often broad and

diffuse, naked
;
bracts and calyx silvery-white, the fertile calyx twice longer

than the broad bracts and densely silky-villous at base. (7. celosioides L.)
Dry banks, O. to Kan., and far southw. Sept. (Trop. regions.)

5. FROELiCHIA Moench.

Flowers perfect, 3-bracted. Calyx tubular, 5-cleft at the summit, below 2-5-
crested lengthwise, or tubercled and indurated in fruit, inclosing the indehiscent
thin utricle. Filaments united into a tube, bearing 5 oblong 1-celled anthers,
and as many sterile strap-shaped appendages. Hairy or woolly herbs, with

opposite sessile leaves, and spiked scarious-bracted flowers. (Named for Joseph
Aloys Froelich, a German botanist, 1766-1841.)

1. F. floridana (Nutt.) Moq. Root annual
;
stem leafless above (0.3-1.5 in.

high) ;
leaves lanceolate, silky-downy beneath

; spikelets crowded into an inter-

rupted spike ; calyx very woolly, becoming broadly winged, the wings irregu-

larly toothed. (Including F. campestris Small.) Dry sandy places, Del. to

Fla.
;
and from 111. to Minn., southw. and westw.

2. F. gracilis Moq. More slender, with narrow leaves, the spikelets smaller,
and the crests of the matured calyx of nearly distinct rigid processes. Prairies

of Kan. and Neb. to Col. and Tex.

6. GOMPHRENA L.

Flowers perfect, subtended by a bract and two bractlets. Calyx often lanate

at the base, its segments more or less unequal, sessile between the bractlets.

Fruit a compressed ovoid 1-ovuled utricle. Seed inverted, suspended by a

long funicle from the apex of the utricle. Erect or prostrate herbs, generally

rough-pubescent and with swollen nodes. (Altered from Gromphacna, the

classical name of some related plant, probably Amaranthus tricolor, from ypd<t>eiv,

to write or to paint, in allusion to the variegated leaves.)
1. G. GLOBOSA L. (GLOBE AMARANTH, IMMORTELLE.) A low branching

pubescent annual with oblong nearly sessile leaves
;

flowers in dense round

heads, crimson, rose-color, or white. Common in cultivation, and occasionally

escaping to roadsides, etc., 0. (Gleason}. (Introd. from Trop. Asia.)

PHYTOLACCACEAE (POKEWEED FAMILY)

Plants with alternate entire leaves and perfect flowers, having the general

characters of Chenopodiaceae, but usually a several-celled ovary composed of as

many carpels united in a ring, and forming a berry in fruit.

PHYTOLACCA [Tourn.] L. POKEWEED

Calyx of 6 rounded and petal-like sepals. Stamens 5-30. Ovary of 5-12 carpels
united in a ring, with as many short separate styles, in fruit forming a depressed-

globose 5-12-celled berry, with a single vertical seed in each cell. Embryo
curved in a ring around the albumen. Tall and stout perennial herbs, with

large petioled leaves, and terminal racemes which become lateral and opposite
the leaves. (Name compounded of <f>vr6v, plant, and the French lac, lake, in

allusion to tin- crimson coloring matter which the berries yield.)
1. P. decdndra L. (COMMON POKK or SCOKK, ( J VKCKT, PICKON BERRY.)

A smootli plant, with a rather unpleasant odor, and a very larg- poisonous
root (often 1-1. "i din. in diameter) sending up stout stalks at length 2> in.

high ; calyx white
;
stamens and styles 10

; ovary green ; berries in long racemes,
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dark-purple, ripe in autumn. Low grounds and rich soil, s. Me. to Ont., Minn.,
and southw. July-Sept.

NYCTAGINACEAE (FOUR-O'CLOCK FAMILY)

Herbs (or in the tropics often shrubs or trees}, with mostly opposite and entire

leaves, stems tumid at the joints, a delicate tubular or funnel-form calyx which is

colored like a corolla, its persistent base constricted above the 1-celled \-seeded

ovary and indurated into a sort of nut-like pericarp; the stamens few, slender,

and hypogynous ; the embryo coiled around the outside of mealy albumen, icith

broad foliaceous cotyledons (in Abronia monocotyledonous by abortion). Rep-

resented in our gardens by the FOUR-O'CLOCK or MARVEL OF PERU (MIRABILIS

JAL\PA), in which the calyx is commonly mistaken for a corolla, the cup-like

involucre of each flower exactly imitating a calyx.

1. OXYBAPHUS L'Her.

Flowers 3-5 in the same 5-lobed membranaceous broad and open involucre,
which enlarges and is thin and reticulated in fruit. Calyx with a very short tube

and a bell-shaped (rose or purple) deciduous limb, plaited in the bud. Stamens

mostly 3 (3-5), hypogynous. Style filiform; stigma capitate. Fruit achene-

like, several-ribbed or angled (pubescent in ours). Herbs, abounding on the

western plains, with very large and thick perennial roots, opposite leaves, and

mostly clustered small flowers. (Name 6vpd(j>ov, a vinegar-saucer, or small shal-

low vessel; from the shape of the involucre.) ALLIONIA Loefl.

* Leaves all petioled except the uppermost reduced ones.

1. 0. nyctagineus (Michx.) Sweet. Nearly smooth; stem becoming re-

peatedly forked-, 0.3-1.5 m. high ;
leaves broadly ovate, cordate ; inflorescence but

slightly pubescent ; pedicels slender, becoming 1 cm. in length, the lower axillary,

solitary, the upper crowded upon short floral axes
;
involucres at length very

large, 2 cm. in diameter
;
fruit cylindric-obovoid, 4 mm. in length, rather acutely

angled. Man., Minn., and Wise, to Tex. and La.
;
also introd. eastw. The

leaves vary to oblong or ovate-lanceolate and abrupt or even cuneate at the base.

2. 0. floribiindus Chois. Similar but with mostly narrower ovate to oblong
leaves (not cordate} : involucres smaller and more numerous, glomerate upon
the elongated branches of an open cyinose panicle ; pedicels short, seldom over

6 mm. in length. ( O. nyctagineus, var. oblongifolius Gray ;
Allionia ovata

Pursh, not 0. ovatus Vahl.)
"
0.," Mo. (Bush), southwestw. and northwestw.

* * Leaves sessile or nearly so.

3. 0. hirsutus (Pursh) Sweet. More or less glandular-hirsute, especially
about the nodes and the usually contracted inflorescence, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves

lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, sessile and cuneate at base or narrowed to a
short petiole ;

stamens often 5
;
fruit with thickened obtuse angles. (Allionia

Pursh
;
A. bracteata Rydb. ; Calymenia pilosa Nutt. ?) Plains of the Sask. to

Tex., Wise., O. (Louth), and casual eastw. in N. Y. and Ct.

4. 0. albidus (Walt.) Sweet. Similar but smoother; stem whitish
;
leaves

oblong, elongated, obtuse; flowers in weak individuals few, axillary, in stronger
ones numerous in a terminal panicle. (Allionia Walt.; A. lanceolata Rydb.)
Kan. and Mo., S. C. and Tex

; occasionally adventive northeastw.
5. 0. linearis (Pursh) Robinson. Often tall, glabrous except the more or

less hirsute peduncles and involucres
;

leaves linear, thick and glaucous,* often

elongated, 5-15 cm. long. (0. angustifolius Sweet; Allionia linearis Pursh;
also A. Bushi Britton, a low form.) Minn, to Mo., Tex., westw. and north-
westw. ; established on sandy ground, North Haven, Ct. (.Evans},
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ILLECEBRACEAE (KNOTWOUT FAMILY)

Herbs, with mostly opposite and entire leaves, satrious stipules (except in

Scleranthus} ,
a -b-toothed or -parted herbaceous or coriaceous persistent calyx,

stamens borne on the calyx, as many as the lobes and opposite them or fewer,

styles 2 and often united, and fruit a \-seeded utricle. Seed upon a basal

funicle, the embryo (in ours) surrounding the mealy albumen. Small diffuse

or tufted herbs, with small greenish or whitish flowers in clusters, or dichoto-

mous cymes, with petals minute or none.

1. Scleranthus. Stamens borne on the throat of the indurated 5-cleft and pointless calyx.

Styles 2. Stipules none.

2. Anychia. Stamens on the base of the 5-parted awnless calyx. Styles hardly any.

3. Paronychia. Stamens on the base of the 5-parted calyx ;
the sepals hooded at the summit

and bristle-pointed. Style 1, 2-cleft at the top.

1. SCLERANTHUS L. KXAWEL

Sepals 5, united below into an indurated cup, inclosing the utricle. Stamens
10 or 5. Styles 2, distinct. Homely little weeds, with awl-shaped leaves, ob-
scure greenish clustered flowers, and no stipules. (Name from a-K\ijp6s, hard,
and &v8os, flower, from the hardened calyx-tube.)

1. S. ANNUUS L. Much branched, spreading (7-12 cm. high); flowers sessile

in the forks; calyx-lobes scarcely margined. Waste places and roadsides.

(Nat. from Eu.)

2. ANYCHIA Michx. FORKED CHICKWEED

Sepals 5, scarcely concave, indistinctly mucronate on the back, greenish. Sta-
mens 2-3, rarely 5. Stigmas 2, sessile. Utricle larger than the calyx. Radicle
turned downward. Small many times forked annuals, with small stipules ;

the
minute flowers in the forks, produced all summer. (A contracted derivative of

Paronychia.)
1. A. polygonoides Raf. More or less pubescent, short-join f^l. Ion- <t<l.

spreading leaves somewhat petioled, mostly very narrowly lanceolate or ob-
lanceolate

;
flowers nearly sessile and somewhat clustered. (A. dichotoma Man.

ed. 6, not Michx.) Mostly in open places, N. E. to Fla., w. to Minn, and Ark.
2. A. canadensis (L.) BSP. Smooth, longer-jointed, slender and fr t ; Imri-s

thinner, broader and longer (1-3 cm. long) ;
flowers more stalked and inflores-

cence diffuse. (A. dichotoma Michx.; A. capillacea DC.) Dry woodlands

through nearly the same range; more abundant north w., and extending w. to

Neb.

3. PARONYCHIA [Tourn.] Adans. WHITLOW-WORT

Sepals 5, linear or oblong, concave, awned at the apex. Petals (or staminodia)
bristle-form, or minute teeth, or none. Stamens o. Style 2-cleft at the apex,
Utricle inclosed in the calyx. Radicle ascending. Tufted herbs (ours peren-
nial), with dry and silvery stipules, and clustered flowers. (Greek name fora
whitlow, and for a plant thought to cure it.)

1. P. argyr6coma (Michx.) Nutt. Forming broad tufts, freely Itranched,

few of tin' lirdiirln-fi fi-rtilt- ; leO9 linear,//"/. /XT/HH in'tit/;/ *///// ; inflorescence

densely cymosc, surrounded by conspicuous large silvery bracts; calyx hairy.

short-awned, the awns Aattitk and uxunllij tin />;/; petals mere teeth between
the stamens. Rocky slopes anionu the nits., \v. Va. to Tenn. and (i;i.

Var. albimontana Kernald. llnnn-ln's month/ jlorifi'miix ; /tar,-* ijlabrate,
the margin* ; nrn/ntr; cymes mostly lax; calyx usually longer, the atm* snlin-

l,ii<>. i/hiln-t'si-i-nt.
~

I tare mountain slopes, w. Me. and N. H.
;
and locally by the

Merrimac R., Newburyport, M
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2. P. dich6toma (L.) Nutt. Smooth, tufted
;
stems (1.5-3 dm. high) ascend-

ing from a rather woody base; leaves (1.2-3.6 cm. long) and bracts narrowly
awl-shaped; cymes open, repeatedly forked' sepals short-pointed; minute
bristles in place of petals. Rocks, Md. to N. C. and Tex. July-Sept.

AIZOACEAE

A miscellaneous group, chiefly offleshy or succulent plants, with mostly oppo-
site leaves and no stipules. Differing from Caryophyllaceae and Portulacaceae

by having the ovary and capsule 2-several-celled, and the stamens and petals
sometimes numerous, as in Cactaceae (but the latter wanting in most of the

genera). Seeds with the slender embryo curved about mealy albumen. Our

genera apetalous and with the calyx free from the ovary.

1. Sesuvium. Calyx-lobes 5, petaloid. Stamens 5-60. Capsule circumscissile. Succulent.

2. Mollugo. Sepals 5. Stamens 3 or 5. Capsule 3-valved. Not succulent.

1. SEStrVIUM L. SEA PURSLANE

Calyx 5-parted, purplish inside, persistent, free. Petals none. Stamens 5-
60, inserted on the calyx. Styles 3-5, separate. Pod 3-5-celled, many-seeded,
circumscissile, the upper part falling off as a lid. Usually prostrate maritime
herbs, with succulent stems, opposite leaves, and axillary or terminal flowers.

(An unexplained name.)
1. S. maritimum (Walt.) BSP. Annual, procumbent or sometimes erect

;

leaves oblong- to obovate-spatulate, obtuse
;
flowers sessile

;
stamens 5. (S.pen-

tandnim Ell.) Sea-coast, L. I. to Fla.

2. MOLLIFGO L. INDIAN CHICKWEED

Sepals 5, white inside. Stamens hypogynous, 5 and alternate with the sepals,
or 3 and alternate with the 3 cells of' the ovary. Stigmas 3. Capsule 3-celled,
3-valved, loculicidal, the partitions breaking away from the many-seeded axis.
Low homely annuals, much branched

;
the stipules obsolete. (An old Latin

name for some soft plant.)
1. M. VKRTICILLATA L. (CARPET WEED.) Prostrate, forming mats

;
leaves

spatulate, clustered in whorls at the joints, where the 1 -flowered pedicels^

tform

a sort of sessile umbel; stamens usually 3. Sandy river-banks, road-^P'
sides, and cultivated grounds. June-Sept. (Immigrant from farther south.)

i

CARYOPHYLLACEAE (PINK FAMILY)

Herbs, with opposite entire leaves, symmetrical 4-5-werows flowers, with or

without petals ; the distinct stamens no more than twice the number of the sepals,

either hypocjynous or perigynous ; styles 2-5 (or rarely united into one} ; seeds

several or usually many, attached to the base or to the central column of the

l-cellcd (rarely 3-5-celled} pod, with a slender embryo coiled or curved around
the outside of mealy albumen, in Dianthus nearly straight. Bland herbs

;
the

steins usually swollen at the joints ; uppermost leaves rarely alternate. Leaves

often united at the base. Calyx persistent. Styles stigmatic along the inside.

Seeds amphitropous or campylotropous.

Tribe I. ALSfNEAE. Sepals distinct or nearly so, imbricated in the bud. Petals when present
without claws, mostly imbricated, and with the stamens inserted at the base of the sessile

ovary, or into a little disk. Styles separate to the base. Stamens opposite the sepals, when not

more in number. Low herbs.
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*
Stipules present ; pod short.

1. Spergularia. Styles 8. Pod 3-valved. Leaves opposite.

2. Spergula. Styles 5. Valves of the pod opposite the sepals. Leaves whorled.
' * *

Stipules none.

>- Styles alternate with the sepals ;
stamens as many, or twice as many.

3. Sagina. Petals 4 or 5, entire, or none. Styles 4 or 5. Pod short, 4-5-valved.

+- +- Styles opposite the sepals, or, when fewer, opposite those which are exterior in the bud.

++ Pod short, splitting into as many valves as styles ;
valves often bifid or 2-parted.

4. Arenaria. Petals entire. Styles usually 3. Valves of the pod entire, bifid, or 2-parted.

5. Stellaria. Petals 2-cleft or none. Styles usually 3. Valves bifid or 2-parted.

H- -M- Pod cylindrical, dehiscent by twice as many equal teeth as styles.

6. Cerastium. Petals notched or 2-cleft. Styles 5 or 4. Seeds fixed edgewise.

7. Holosteum. Petals denticulate or notched. Styles usually 3. Seeds fixed by the face.

Tribe II. SIL^NEAE. Sepals united into a tube or cup. Petals (mostly convolute in the bud)
and stamens (10) borne on the stipe or stalk of the ovary, the former with slender claws, to the

base of which the corresponding filaments often adhere. Seeds numerous. Stipules none.

Flowers often large and showy.

* Calyx naked ;
seeds globular or kidney-shaped ; embryo curved or coiled.

8. Agrostemma. Calyx 5-toothed, 10-nerved. Styles 5, opposite the unappendaged petals.

9. Lychnis. Calyx 5-toothed, 10-nerved. Styles 5, alternate with the often appendaged petals.

10. Silene. Calyx 5-toothed, 10-nerved. Styles =<.

11. Saponaria. Calyx ovoid or sub-cylindrical, obscurely nerved, terete or 5-angled. PCM! shortly

4-valved. Styles 2.

I-.'. Gypsophila. Calyx top-shaped or campanulate. Pod deeply 4-valved. Styles 2.

* * Calyx with scaly bractlets or small leaves at the base
;
seeds flattened on the back, attached by

the face
; embryo nearly straight ; styles 2.

13. Tunica. Calyx top-shaped or prismatic, with 5 strong nerves
;
flowers small.

14. Dianthus. Calyx cylindric or nearly so, with many fine nerves
;
flowers showy.

1. SPERGULARIA J. & C. Presl. SAND SPURREY

Sepals 5. Petals 6, entire. Stamens 2-10. Styles and valves of the many-
seeded pod 3, very rarely 5, when the valves alternate with the sepals ! Em-
bryo not coiled into a complete ring. Low herbs, ours annuals or biennials,

mostly on or near the sea-coast, with filiform or linear opposite leaves, and
smaller ones often clustered in the axils

; stipules scaly-membranaceous ;
flow-

ering all summer. (Name a derivative of Spergula.) TISSA & BUDA Adans.
LEPIGONUM Wahlb.

* Not fleshy ; stipules lanceolate, attenuate.

1. S. rilbra (L.) J. & C. Presl. Nearly glabrous below the summit of the pros-
trate or ascending slender stems, peduncles, and sepals usually glandular-pubes-
cent

;
leaves linear, flat, scarcely fleshy ; stipules lanceolate, entire or cleft

;

pedicels longer than the bracts; pods and pink-red corolla small (3 mm. long),
nhout equaling the calyx; $cc<lx rmtgh irith projecting points, semi-obovad <

gibbous-wedge-shaped, wingless. Dry sandy soil, e. Que. to Va. and ()., chiefly
near the coast, but rarely maritime. (Eu.)
* *

Distinctly fleshy, annual; root flbrous ; stipules ovate or <l<-lt<>i<i, m-nininate.

2. S. marina (L.) Griseb. Much branched, procumbent or suberect, pale

green, mostly glandular-pubescent ; sepals nearly or quite ax ln<i n* tin <>r<>i<l

acutish pod; seeds pale brown, very minute. (,V. xalimt .F. X ('. Presl; Buda
marina Man. ed. (>

;
VVs.sv/ moriim P>ritton. ) Brackish sands, etc., N. B. to

Fla.
;
also on the Pacific Slope and in saline regions of the interior. (Eurasia.)

3. S. canad6nsis (Pe,rs.) Don. Diffusely branched, greener, smoother and
somewhat, more slender than the preceding s|eeies ; .sr/<a/.s rounded at the apex,
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about half as long as the very blunt pod; seeds dark brown, relatively large.

(Buda borealis Wats.; Tissa canadensis Britton
;

8. borealis Robinson.)
Coast of Lab. to li. I. (J. F. Collins}.

* * *
Fleshy biennial with a thick root.

4. S. mdia (L.) C. Presl. Stout root perpendicular; stems spreading;
flowers large ; pods at length 7 mm. long, exceeding the calyx; seeds mostly
winged. Near Salina, N. Y. (Fry); also Cal. (Eu.)

2. SPERGULA L. SPURREY

Stamens 5 or 10. Styles 5. The 5 valves of the pod opposite the sepals. Em-
bryo spirally annular. Leaves in whorls. Otherwise as Spergularia. (Name
from spargere, to scatter, from the seeds.)

1. S. ARVENSIS L. (CORN S.) Annual, bright green, scarcely or not at all

viscid
;

leaves numerous, in whorls, thread-shaped (2-5 cm. long) ; stipules
minute

; petals white
;

seeds roughened with minute whitish papillae. Grain

fields, etc., common. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. S. SATIVA Boenn. Similar but dull green and distinctly viscid

;
flowers ill-

scented
;
seeds margined, obscurely dotted, not papillate. Sparingly adventive

in fields, Ct. (Graves) and Vt. (Jones) to Ont. (Fletcher).

.
3. SAGINA L. PEARLWORT

Sepals 4 or 5. Petals 4 or 5, undivided, or often none. v Stamens as many as

the sepals, rarely twice as many. Styles as many as the sepals and alternate

with them. Pod many-seeded, 4-5-valved to the base ; valves opposite the se-

pals. Little matted herbs, with thread-like or awl-shaped leaves, no stipules,
and small flowers terminating the stems or branches

;
in summer. (Name from

sagina, fattening ; previously applied to the Spurrey.)

Upper leaves not proliferous ; petals not longer than the sepals:
Seeds at maturity orange-brown, -dotted with resinous atoms . > . : . 1. S. decunibens.
Seeds at maturity dark or grayish brown, smoothish or roughened but with-

out atoms '. .2. S. procumbent.
Upper leaves with fascicles of-r.ediiced loaves in their axil*; petals decidedly

longer than the sepals
'

. .3. S. nodosa.
''

:. ' ^ '
.

'

1. S. deciimbens (Ell.) T. & G. Animal, ascending; the peduncles? and

calyx with the margins of the upper leaves at first glandular-pubescent ; .leaves
short, often bristle-tipu^dv^xsepals and valves 5

r pr, Kar^ly 4
; pod oblong-ovpio;

nearly twice longer JliaiVilie,. calyx. ^ (8> (ti><:t<il<i Ain.' a.uth.4 no.t Ard.) Mass.
to 111., Mo., and southw, Var. SMI'THII (Gray) \Vats.

t
a slender form, apetal-

ous, at least in the hater flowecs. ! In waste ground near Philadelphia, and in

sandy fields at Somer# JjointJ, N"...T."C. 7. S.mW.i).
2. S. procumbens L. An-nnal 05 perennial, depressed or spreading on the

ground, glabrous; leaves linearr-thread-shaped ; apex of the peduncle often
hooked soon after flowering"fpe&z/s shorter than the broadly ovate obtuse sepals,
sometimes none. Springy places and damp rocks, chiefly near the coast, Nfd.
to Pa. and Del.; also Ont. and Mich. (Eu.)

3. S. nodbsa (L.) Fenzl. Tufted perennial, erect, glabrous; upper leaves

very short, proliferous in their axils; petals 5, white, conspicuous. Rocky
shores, etc., Cutler, Me. (Kennedy), Isle Royale, L. Superior, and northw.

(Eu.) Var. GLANDUL6SA (Bess.) Asch. Peduncles, etc., more or less glandu-
lar-puberulent. Cape Ann, Mass., to Me. (Eu.)

4. ARENARIA L. SANDWORT

Sepals 5. Petals 5, entire, sometimes barely notched, rarely wanting. Sta-

mens 10. Styles 3, rarely more or fewer, opposite as many sepals. Pod short,

splitting into as many or twice as many valves as there are styles, few-many-
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seeded. Low usually tufted herbs, with sessile exstipulate leaves and small
white flowers. (Name from arena, sand, in which many of the species grow.)

The following sections are by many botanists taken for genera.

1. MOEHRlNGIA (L.) Fries. Ovary at first ^-celled; seeds few, smooth,
with a thickish appendage at the hilum ; perennials with broadish leaves.

1. A. lateriflbra L. Sparingly branched, minutely pubescent ;
leaves oval

or oblong, obtuse (1-2 cm. long) ; peduncles 2(rarely ii-4)-flowered, soon be-

coming lateral
; sepals oblong, obtuse. (Moehringia Fenzl.) Gravelly shores,

thickets, etc., Nfd. to Pa., Mo., and northw. May, June. (Eu.)
2. A. macrophylla Hook. Similar; leaves lance-oblong, acute; sepals

lanceolate, acuminate. (Moehringia Torr.) N. Guilford and Durham, Ct.

(G. H. Bartlett, Harger), Vt., Lab., L. Superior, and northwestw.

2. AMMODENIA (Patrin) B. & H. Styles, cells of the ovary and valves of
the fleshy pod 3, rarely 4 or 5

;
seeds few, smooth, short-beaked at the naked

hilum; disk under the ovary more prominent than usual, glandular, 10-

lobed ; flowers almost sessile in the axils, sometimes dioecious or polyga-
mous ; perennial.

3. A. peploides L. Stems (simple or forking from long rootstocks) and
ovate partly clasping leaves (1.5-2 cm. long) very fleshy. (Ammodenia Rupr.)

Sea-shore, N. J. to Me. and northw. June. (Eu.)

3. ARENARIA proper. Pod splitting wholly or part way down into 3 or at

length 6 valves; seeds many, naked at the hilum.

4. A. SERPYLLIFOLIA L. (THYME-LEAVED S.) Roughish-pubesccnt or pu-
berulent, 5-15 cm. high ;

leaves ovate, small, acute
; cymes leafy ; sepals lanceo-

late, pointed, 3-5-nerved, about equaling the petals ; capsule flask-shaped, of
firm texture. Sandy or rocky soil, chiefly about towns. June-Aug. (Nu't.
from Eu.)

5. A. LEPTOCLADOS Guss. Similar to the preceding ;
leaves lanceolate ;

cymes nearly naked
; capsule subcylindric, papery. (A. serpyllifolia, var. ten-

uior Koch.) Locally, Me. to Mich. (Farwell), and westw. (Adv. from Eu.)

4. ALSiNE (Gaertn.) B. & H. Pod splitting to the base into 3 entire valcr* ,-

seeds many, usually rough, naked at the hilum ; flowers terminal or cy-
mose ; leaves linear or subulate.

Sepals lanceolate, acuminate.
Lateral nerves of the leaves none or much smaller than the midnerve.

Petals retuse 6. A.patula.
Petals entire.

Capsule longer and petals shorter than the sepals . . 7. A. litorea.

Capsule shorter and petals much longer than the sepals ... 8. A.ftfricta.
Leaves with 8 nearly equal nerves 9. A. verna, v. j>rjii>i<jii(i.

Sepals obtuse or obtusish, inconspicuously veined, not nerved.
Leaves rigid, pungent ; petals entire 10. A. carolin num.
Leaves soft, herbaceous

; petals usually retuse 11. A. groenlamlim.

6. A. patula Michx. Diffusely branched from a slender root; stems 5-
30 cm. long ;

branches of the cyme divergent ; peduncles long ; sepals JlVm-rved.

Ky. to n. 111., Minn., and southw. to Tex. and Fla.

7. A. litorea Fernald. Perennial, densely tufted; stems several to many,
6-14 cm. high, leafy chiefly toward the base

;
leaves firm, subulate, commonly

proliferous in the axils
; sepals 3-nerved

; capsule 5 mm. long, well erx<Ttl \\\

maturity. Gravelly beaches and calcareous bluffs, e. Que. ;
and north shore of

L. Superior (Loring, G. S. Miller).
8. A. strfcta Michx. Erect or diffusely spreading from a small root, smooth ;

leaves slender, between awl-shaped and Itristlt'-fnrnt. "//// many nthm clustered
in the axils; cyme diffuse, naked, many-tloweml ; .sv/nr/.s

:

>

>-/-/7>//r</. ovate. (A.
Michauxii Honk, f.) Rocks and dry wooded banks, Mt. Washington, X. 11.

(Manning) ;
Vt. to S. C., Minn., westw. and southwestw. July.
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Var. texana Robinson. More rigid ;
leaves shorter (6-10 mm. long), chiefly

near the base
; cymes rather dense ; sepals attenuate, rigid. (A. texana Brit-

ton.) Rocky hills, s. Mo. to Kan. and Tex.
9. A. verna L., var. propinqua (Richards.) Fernald. Dwarf, tufted or loosely

matted, 2-12 cm. high, glandular-puberulent ;
leaves awl-shaped, somewhat

triquetrous ; stems chiefly 2-5-flowered
; sepals rather abruptly acuminate, com-

monly longer than the oblong or spatulate often inconspicuous petals. (A.
propinqua Richards. ; A. verna, var. hirta auth., in part.) Limestone or ser-

pentine rocks and barrens, Lab., e. Que., Smuggler's Notch, Vt. (Pringle,
Egglcstori), northw. and \vestw.

10. A. caroliniana Walt. (PINE-BARREN S.) Densely tufted from a deep
perpendicular root

;
leaves closely imbricated, but spreading, awl-shaped, pun-

gent, short, channeled ; branches naked and minutely glandular above, several-

flowered
; sepals obtuse, ovate, shorter than the pod. (A. squarrosa Michx.)

In pure sand, s. New York, N. J., and southw. along the coast. May-July.
11. A. groenlandica (Retz.) Spreng. (MOUNTAIN S.) Densely tufted from

slender roots
;
stems filiform (5-20 cm. high), erect

;
leaves linear, obtuse, flac-

cid ; petals obovate, commonly retuse, about twice as long as the oblong nerve-

less sepals. Greenl., Lab., ints. of N. E., N. Y., and higher A lleghenies to N. C.
;

also coast of N. S. and Me.
; Middletown, Ct., etc. June-Sept. An apetalous

form occurs.

5. STELLARIA L. CHICKWEED. STARWORT

Sepals 4-5. Petals (white) 4-5, deeply 2-cleft, sometimes none. Stamens

8, 10, or fewer. Styles 3, rarely 4 or 5, opposite as many sepals. Pod ovoid,

1-celled, opening by twice as many valves as there are styles, several-many-
seeded. Seeds naked. Flowers solitary or cymose, terminal or appearing
lateral by the prolongation of the stem from the upper axils. (Name from stella,

a star, in allusion to the star-shaped flowers.) ALSINEL. in part, not Wahlenb.

Stems and flower-stalks glabrous.
Petals distinctly shorter than the sepals or none.
Leaves lanceolate.
Flowers axillary or in leafy-bracted cymes 1. S. borealis.
Flowers chiefly in short lateral scaly-bracted cymes 2. S. uliginosa.

Leaves spatulate 3. S.fontinaUs.
Petals equaling or exceeding the sepals.
Flowers axillary, solitary, or in leafy-bracted cymes.
Leaves lanceolate.

Leaves of soft texture, flat or nearly so.

Mature sepals 3-4 mm. long, two thirds as long as the pod . 4. S. craasifolia.
Mature sepals less than 3 mm. long, half the length of the pod . 1. S. boreatis.

Leaves of firm texture, carinate 7. S. longipes.
Leaves elliptic-ovate 5. S. humifusa.

Flowers cymose ;
bracts small, scale-like.

Petals 8-12 mm. long ;
leaves linear, glaucous 6. S. glauca.

Petals 3-6 mm. long.
Lower pedicels erect, elongated ;

fruit blackish 7. S. longipes.
Lower pedicels deflexed, arcuate

;
fruit pale.

Leaves linear or nearly so
; inflorescence lateral . . . 8. S. longifolia.

Leaves lanceolate
;
inflorescence terminal 9. S. graminea.

Stems and flower-stalks pubescent.
Leaves narrowlv lanceolate.

Flower 1 cm. in diameter
;
fruit blackish, on erect pedicels . . 7. S. longipes.

Flower 2 cm. in diameter ;
fruit straw-colored, on nodding pedicels . . 10. S. Ilolonted.

Leaves elliptical, chiefly sessile 11. 8. pitbera.
Leaves ovate, the lower on petioles of nearly their own length.

Styles 3-4
; pods narrowlv ovoid, subcyliiidric 12. S. media.

Styles 5
; pods broadly ovoid 13. 8. aquatica.

1. S. borealis Bigel. Stems flaccid, many times forked, at length resolved into

a leafy cyme ; leaves bright green, rather broadly lanceolate ; petals 2-5, minute,
or none ; sepals acute

; styles usually 4
;
seeds smoothish. (Alsine Britton.)

Shaded or wet places, Nfd. and Lab. to Alaska, s. to N. J., Pa., Mich., Minn.,
Col., and Cal. (Eu.)

2. S. uliginbsa Murr. Stems weak, decumbent or diffuse, at length pro-

longed, leaving the naked and usually sessile cymes lateral ; leaves lanceolate or
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lance-oblong; seeds roughened. (Alsine Britton.) Swamps and rills, Md. to

P. E. I. and Nfd.
;
also Mich., infrequent. (Eu.)

3. S. fontinalis (Short & Peter) Robinson. Stems flaccid, regularly dichoto-

mous, bearing flowers in the forks ; leaves linear-spatulate, obtusish
; petals

none. (Sagina Short & Peter; Alsine Britton.) Moist cliffs, etc., Ky. and
Tenn.

4. S. crassif61ia Ehrh. Stems diffuse or erect, flaccid
;
leaves rather fleshy,

oblong-lanceolate, acutish
; petals longer than the sepals ; seeds rugose-roughened.

(Alsine Britton.) Springy places, Lab. and Gulf of St. Lawrence to 111., and
northwestw. (Eu.)

5. S. humifusa Rottb. Spreading or creeping ;
stems and branches (5 cm.

high) 1-3-flowered
;
leaves fleshy, ovate or elliptical (4-6 mm. long) ; petals a

little longer than the sepals; seeds smooth. ( Alsine Britton. ) Salty or brackish

marshes, Little Cranberry I., Me. (Redfleld) to Lab., Greenl., and Hudson B.;

rarely on inland shores, Upper St. John R., Me. (Goodale) ;
also on the Pacific

coast. June-Aug. (Eu.)
6. S. GLAUCA With. Tall (3-5 dm. high) and very slender, pale green ;

flowers large, on long pedicels (often 6 cm. in length) ; sepals lance-linear, acute,

considerably exceeded by the petals ;
leaves (2-4 cm. long) narrow, not at all

ciliolate at the base. Grassy places along the railway, near St. Anne de

Beaupre", Que. (Churchill, Murdoch}. (Nat. from Eu.)
7. S. 16ngipes Goldie. Erect or decumbent, 3 dm. high, essentially glabrous ;

leaves linear-lanceolate, gradually attenuate from near the base, shining or

glaucescent, spreading, 2-4.5 cm. long ;
inflorescence terminal, dichotomous

;

pedicels 2-3.5 cm. long; pod narrowly ovoid, exserted, shining, nearly black.

(Alsine Coville.) Woods, etc., near L. Ontario
;
and in varying forms from the

Sask. far northw. and westw.
Var. laSta (Richards.) Wats. Usually very glaucous, 1-2 dm. high ;

leaves

shorter and relatively broader, erect and somewhat rigid, 1-2 cm. long ;
inflores-

cence often reduced to 1 or 2 flowers. The commoner form northeastw.; on

sandy or gravelly beaches about the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Hudson B., northw.

and westw. June.
8. S. longiffclia Muhl. Stem erect, weak, often with rough angles (2-5 dm.

high) ;
leaves linear, aoutish at both ends, spreading ; cymes scaly-bractrd. at

length lateral, peduncled, many-flowered f the slender pedicels spreading or

deflexed
;
fruit pale straw-colored; seeds smooth.' (Alsine Britton.) Grassy

places, Nfd. to Md., and westw. June, July. (Eu.)
9. S. GRAMMA L. Stems weak, ascending or reclining, 3-5 dm. high,

rhombic in section
;
leaves narrowly lanceolate, broadest a little above the cilin-

late base ; inflorescence pedunculate, terminal, diffuse, many-flowered ;
seeds

strongly but minutely roughened. (Alsine Britton.) Grassy places, frequent.

(Introd. from Eu.) Var. LATir6LiA Peterm. is a form with somewhat broader

ovate- or oblong-lanceolate leaves, the lowest subpetiolate. In similar situations.

10. S. HOLOSTEA L. Rather tall; leaves long (3-8 cm.), sessile, conspicuously

attenuate, ciliolate on the margin and midnerve beneath
; petals large, obovate,

usually cleft only a fourth to half their length. (Afsinr Britton.) Often culti-

vated, and tending to become established. (Adv. from Eu.)
11. S. pubera Michx. (GREAT C.) Boot perennial; leaves elliptic-o^l'></,

ciliolate, 1.5-5 cm. long, sessile or the lowest somewhat pctiolate ; petals longer
than the calyx; stamens 10. (Alsine Britton.) Shaded r,.rks, N. J. and I'a.

to Ind. and southvv. May. The petals are cleft sometimes half their length.

sometimes nearly to the base. Late shoots produce much larger leaves and
often reduced flowers.

12. S. MKDIA (L.) Cyrill. (COMMON C.) Annual or nearly so; stem hairy
in lines; leaves ova(<' to ovate-oblong, the lower on hairy petioles ; petals shorter

than the calyx, I'-partcd ; stamens 3-7
;
seeds scarcely roughened. (Alsine ~L.)

A conimnii weed. (Nat. from Eu.) Var. I-IMM-KKA Klett & Kichter (S.

nri/lrct.a Wcihc) with 10 stamens and more or less eresied seeds, has been

reported by Holm from Washington, D. C.; Sable L, N. S.; Man.; and B. C.

(Adv. from Eu.)
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13. S. AQUATIC A (L.) Scop. Perennial, glandular-pubescent ;
leaves large,

ovate, acute, cordate, the lower petiolate ; petals much exceeding the glandular-
pubescent sepals. (Alsine Britton.) Occasional on waste land, in parks, etc.,
in the Eastern States, w. Que. and Ont. (Adv. from Eu.)

6. CERASTIUM L. MOUSE-EAR CHICKWEED

Sepals 5, rarely 4. Petals as many, 2-lobed. or -cleft, rarely entire, often

wanting in some of the flowers. Stamens 10 or fewer. Styles mostly 5, rarely
4 or 3, opposite the sepals. Pod 1-celled, usually elongated, -often

1

Curved,
membranaceous, opening at the summit by twice as njany teeth as thete were

styles, many-seeded. Seeds rough. (Name from Ktpas, a horn, alluding^ the

shape of the pod.)

Perennial.
[jj

Petals much longer than the sepals 1, C. arvense. ^ T

Petals equaling or shorter than the sepals or wanting . . . . 2. C. vulgatum:'
'

Annual.
Pedicels 4-10 mm. long.

Sepals lanceolate, attenuate.
Bracts not scarious-margined ; petals (if present) ciliolate at base . 3. C. mseosum.
Bracts scarious-margined ; petals (if present) naked . .

,
4. C. 8einidecan$rum.

Sepals oblong, merely acutish
; petals (if present") naked . . . f>. f. l'fn'hypddwm.

Pedicels, at least the lower ones, 1.5-5 cm. long . . .
;

. r * 6- C. nutans.

1. C. arv6nse L. (FIELD M.) Stems ascending or erect, tufted, downy
or nearly smooth, slender (1-2 dm. high), naked and few^-several-flowered
at the summit

;
leaves linear or narrowly lanceolate

; petals obcordate, more than
twice the length of the calyx ; pods (about 1 cm. long) one third to two thirds

longer than the calyx. Dry or rocky places, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Del., Pa.,
Ind., Mich., Minn., etc., and along the mts. to Ga. May-July. (Eu.)

Var. oblongifdlium (Torr.) Hollick & 'Britten. Usually taller, pubescent;
leaves narrowly to broadly oblong or oblong-lanceolate ; pod about twice as

long as the calyx. (C. oblongifolmm Torr.) Rocky places, -chiefly (Serpen-

tine, N. Y. to Minn., Col., and southw. Var. viLi,6suM Hollick & Britton.

Similar, but densely mllous-pubescent^ ;
and the leaves lanceqlate to ovate-

lanceolate. (Var. velutinum Britton",.) -^- Serpentine barrens, etc., e. Pa. ; also

reported at Hamilton, Ont. (Dickson according to J. M. Macoun).
2. C. vuLcAxuM L. (COMMON M.) Stems clammy-hairy, spreading (1.5-4

dm. long); leaves chiefly oblong (varying to spatulate and oVate-lanceolate) ;

upper bracts nearly herbaceous ; flowers at first clustered
; -sepals 4-6 mm. long,

obtusish
; pedicels longer, the fruiting- ones- qtucii longer than->the -calyx. (C.

viscosum of the Linnean herbarium
;

C. triviale Link.) Fields, dooryards,
etc.; common. May-July. (Nat. from Eu.)

3. C. VISCOSUM L. Hairy and rather clammy, nearly^ erect ^1-2 dm./high);
eaves ovate to obovate or oblong-spatulate ;

bracts herbaceous,; flowers smalt,'
at first in close clusters; pedicels even in fruit Hot longer thw the very acute

sepals ; petals shorter than the calyx. (C. vulgatum of the Lluhean herbarium;
C. glomeratum Thuill.) Grassy places, chiefly in the miditle Atlantic, Gulf,
and Pacific States. (Nat. from Eu.)

4. C. SEMIDKCAXDRUM L. Similar to the preceding but smaller
;
bracts con-

spicuously scario its-margined ; pedicels in fruit slightly exceeding the sepals.

Dry soil, locally established, Nantucket (Churchill} and Ct. (Graves} to

Va. (Adv. from Eu.)
5. C. brachypodum (Engelm.) Robinson. Pale green, viscid-pubescent;

leaves oblong ;
flowers in a dense or sometimes open dichotomous cyme ; pedicels

about equaling the capsules; these usually 2-3 times as long as the sepals.

(C. nutans, var. Engelm.) Near St. Louis, Mo. (Engelmann} to La., westw.
and northwestw.

6. C. nutans Raf. Stems erect, slender, grooved, diffusely branched (1.5-5
rim. high); cyme loose, many-flowered; leaves oblong-lanceolate, acute, tlie

lowest spatulate ; peduncles elongated, more or less hooked
; petals (sometimes
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reduced or wanting) a little longer than the calyx ; pod* nodding on the stalks,

curved upward, nearly or quite thrice the lenyth of the calyx. (C. longe pednn-
culatum Muhl., as nomen subnudum.*) Moist rich soil,

" N. S."; and Vt. to

Athabasca, southw. and westw. May-July.

7. HOL6STEUM [Dill.] L. JAGGED CHICKWEED

Sepals 5. Petals 5, usually jagged or denticulate at the point. Stamens 3-5,

rarely 10. Styles mostly 3. Pod ovoid, 1-celled, many-seeded, opening at the

top by 6 teeth. Seeds rough, flattened on the back, attached by the inner face.

Annuals or biennials, with several (white) flowers in an umbel borne on a

long terminal peduncle. (Name from oXforeov, a word used by Dioscorides for

some unknown plant. )

1. H. UMBELLATUM L. Leaves oblong ; peduncle and upper part of the stem

glandular-pubescent ; pedicels reflexed after flowering. Roadsides, fields, etc.,

N. J. and Pa. to Ga. Apr., May. (Nat. from Eu.)

8. AGROSTEMMA L. CORN COCKLE

Calyx ovoid, with 10 strong ribs
;
the elongated teeth (in ours 2-3 cm. long)

exceeding the 5 large unappendaged petals. Stamens 10. Capsule 1-celled.

Leaves linear. Tall silky annual or biennial. (Name from ayp6s, field, and

ffrtpfjia, crown.}
1. A. GITHAGO L. Flowers 2.5-4 cm. in diameter

; petals purplish -red, paler
toward the claw and spotted with black. (Lychnis Scop.) Grainfields, and
less frequently by roadsides. (Introd. from Eu.) Seeds poisonous.

9. LYCHNIS [Tourn.] L. CAMPION

Styles 5, rarely 4, and pod opening by as many or twice as many teeth
;

otherwise nearly as in Silene. (Ancient Greek name for a scarlet or flame-

colored species, from \^x^os, a light or lamp.)
* Calyx-teeth twisted; petals large; plant white-woolly.

1. L. CORONARIA (L.) Desr. (MULLEIN PINK.) Stem 4-0 dm. high ;
leaves

oval or oblong ; petals crimson. Showy plant, often cultivated and now locally

established, Me. to N. Y. and Mich. (Introd. from Eu.)
* *

Calyx-teeth not twisted; petals showy, much exserted; plant green.

-- Flowers perfect.

2. L. FLOs-cfrcuLi L. (RAGGED ROBIN.) Perennial, erect, slightly downy
below, viscid above

;
leaves narrowly lanceolate

; flowers in loose pcnn'clca ; cah x

short, glabrous; petals red, 4-lobed, lobes linear. Moist or marshy places,

and in waste land, N. B. to N. J. and Pa. Often cultivated. (Introd. from Eu.)
3. L. CHALCEDONICA L. (SCARLET LYCHNIS.) Stout erect perennial with

ovate leaves and hemispherical clusters of scarlet flowers ; /><'t<i/s hifid. Culti-

vated, and locally escaped in the Northern States. (Introd. from Japan.)

*- - Flowers dioecious or polygamous.

4. L. DiofcA L. (KKD C.) Leaves ovate to lance-oblong; flowers red to

ran-ly white, inodorous, diurnal; cahjx-tct'th triangular-lanceolate, acute;

capsule globose with a wide mouth at dehiscence. (L. dinnm Sibth.) Waste

grounds and roadsides, common, especially eastw. (Adv. from Eurasia.)

r>. L. AI.IIA Mill. (WmTS C.) Similiar in foliage; flowers white or pink,

fragrant, opening in the evening; calyx-teeth longer, attenuate; capsule ovoid-

conical, narrow-mouthed at dehiscence. (L. vexpcrtina Sibth.) Same situ-

ations, but less common. (Adv. from Old World. ) Resembles Silene n<>rt(rtr<i

but has 5 styles.
/ nv+-<s\.
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* * *
Calyx-teeth not twixted ; petal* small, included or scarcely exserted.

6. L. Drumm6ndii (Hook.) Wats. Ciiiereous-puberulerit ;
stems erect, al-

most naked above
;
leaves narrow

; pedicels often long, erect
; calyx ovoid-cylin-

dric. Dry plains, Neb. ( Webber} to e. Minn. (Sheldon), Man. and westw.

10. SILENE L. CATCHFLY. CAMPION

Calyx 5-toothed, 10-many-nerved, naked at the base. Stamens 10. Styles 3,

rarely 4. Pod 1 -celled, sometimes 3-celled at least at the base, opening by 3 or

6 teeth at the apex. Flowers solitary or in cymes. Petals mostly crowned
with a scale at the base of then- blade. (Name from <ria\ot>, saliva, from the vis-

cid exudation on the stems and calyx of many species. The English name

Catchfly alludes to the same peculiarity.)

* Calyx many-ribbed ; annual.

1. S. CONICA L. Puberulent to tomentulose
;
stems usually several (1.5-5

dm. high), leafy ;
leaves linear-lanceolate, acute

; calyx ovoid, strongly ribbed,
1.5 cm. long, the teeth attenuate

; petals small, purple or pink. Waste places,

casual, Dartmouth, Mass. (Hervey} ; "Clyde, 0." (Adv. from Eu.)
* * Calyx -i-lO-nerved, not inflated except by the enlarging pod ; annuals.

- Glabrous, a portion of each joint, of the stem glutinous ; flowers not racemose.

2. S. antirrhina L. (SLEEPY CATCHFLY.) Stem slender (2-9 dm. high) ;

leaves lanceolate or linear; flowers small, paniculate; calyx ovoid; petals ob-

cordate, crowned, opening transiently in sunshine. Dry soil
;
common in waste

places and open woods, centr. Me,, westw. and southw. June-Sept.
Var. divaricata Robinson. Still more slender, the filiform branches and

peduncles usually spreading ; petals none. Dry woods, Mass, to 111., Mo., and
Kan.

3. S. ARMERIA L. (SWEET WILLIAM CATCHFLY.) Glaucous; leaves ovate-

lanceolate; flowers in flat cymes, open in sunshine; calyx club-shaped; petals
rose-colored or white, notched, crowned with awl-shaped scales. Escaped

ui gardens. (Adv. from Eu.)

Pubescent and more or less viscid; flowers racemose; pedicels short.

4. S- GALLICA L. Leaves spatulate, obtuse, mucronate (1.5-3.5 cm. long);
racemes simple, terminal, one-sided

; calyx ovoid, villous-hirsute
; petals small.

(S. anglica L.) Fields and waste places, local. (Adv. from Old World.)
5. S. DICHOTOMA Ehrh. Tall, more or less hirsute

;
leaves lanceolate or ob-

lanceolate ; racemes branched; flowers short-pediceled, one in each fork, the
others solitary at the nodes of the spreading rhachises

; calyx-ribs 5, hirsute,
simple; petals much exserted, white or pink. Clover fields, etc., N. E. to Tex.,
and on the Pacific Slope. (Introd. from Eu.)

*- H- t- Pubescent and viscid; flowers cymose.

6. S. NOCTIFL6RA L. (NIGHT-FLOWERING CATCHFLY.) Tall (3-9 dm. high) ;

lower leaves large and spatulate, the upper lanceolate
;

flowers few, large,
ped uncled, white or nearly so, fragrant, opening at night; calyx-tube 2.5 cm.
long, with awl-shaped teeth. Cultivated grounds.
* * * Calyx 5-lQ-nerved, elongated or club-shaped, not inflated except by the

enlarging pod; flowers cymose or clustered; perennial, pubescent with
viscid hairs, especially the calyx.

t- Petals white or rose-color.

1. S. Menziesii Hook. Weak, low, dichotomously branched
; flowers small,

white, in leafy cymes ; calyx obconical
; petals 2-cleft, usually crownless. S.

Mo. (Blankinship} to Neb., Assiria., and westw.
S. NfcTANs L. Leafy chiefly near the base

;
stems 3-6 dm. high, slender,

bearing a narrow panicle of nodding pink flowers; petals rather deeply bifid,

GRAY'S MANUAL 25
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crowned. Mt. Desert I., Me. (Miss Minot} and Stateu I., N. Y. (Kerr) ;

doubtfully established. (Adv. from Eu.)
9. S. pennsylvanica Michx. (WILD PINK.) Stems low (1-2 dm. high) ;

root-leaves narrowly spatulate, nearly glabrous, tapering into hairy petioles ;

stem-leaves (2 or 3 pairs) lanceolate ; flowers cymosely clustered, short-stalked
;

calyx club-shaped ; petals wedge-form, slightly notched and eroded, pink. (S.
caroliniana Walt. ?) Gravelly and rocky places, e. Mass, to N. Y., Ky., and
southw. Apr.-June.

- H- Petals long, deep crimson or scarlet, crowned.

10. S. virginica L. (FmE PINK, CATCHFLY.) Stems slender (3-6 dm.

high) ;
leaves thin, spatulate, or the upper oblong-lanceolate ; flowers few and

loosely cymose, peduncled ; calyx subcylindrical, soon obconical
; petals oblong,

2-cleft, deep crimson, the limb 2.5 cm. long. Open woods, s. N. J. to w. N. Y.,
s. w. Ont., Minn., and southw. June-Aug.

11. S. rdgia Sims. (ROYAL CATCHFLY.) Stem roughish, erect (1 m. high);
leaves thickish, ovate-lanceolate, acute

; flowers numerous, short-stalked, in

clusters, forming a strict panicle ; calyx ovoid-club-shaped in fruit
; petals spatu-

late-lanceolate, mostly undivided, deep scarlet. Prairies, O. to Mo., and southw.

July.
12. S. rotundif61ia Nutt. (ROUND-LEAVED CATCHFLY.) Viscid-hairy ;

stems

weak, branched, decumbent (6 dm. long) ;
leaves thin, round, abruptly pointed,

the lower obovate
;
flowers few, loosely cymose, stalked

; calyx elongated ; petals

2-cleft and cut-toothed, deep scarlet. Shaded banks, s. O., Ky., and south w.

June-Aug. Leaves and flowers large.

* * * * Calyx bladdery-inflated ; perennial ; flowers panicled, white, in summer.

13. S. stellata (L.) Ait. f. (STARRY CAMPION.) Stem 7-10 dm. high, with
a large and open pyramidal panicle ;

leaves in whorls of 4, ovate-lanceolate,

taper-pointed ; calyx bell-shaped ;
corolla 2 cm. broad

; petals cut into a fringe,
crownless. Wooded banks, Mass, to Minn., Neb., and southw.

14. S. nivea (Nutt.) Otth. Leaves opposite, lanceolate or oblong, taper-

pointed ; calyx subcylindric ; petals wedge-form, 2-cleft, minutely crowned. 8.

alba Muhl., as nomen subnudum.} Pa. to D. C., w. to Minn, and Neb., rare
;

also cultivated, and occasionally escaped elsewhere.
15. S. LATIF6L1A (Mill.) Britten & Rendle. (BLADDER CAMPION.) Glau-

cous; leaves opposite, ovate-lanceolate; calyx globular, much inflated, elegantly
veined

; petals 2-cleft, nearly crownless. (S. inflata Sm.
;

S. Cucubalus Wibel
;

N. vulgaris Garcke.) Fields, roadsides, and alluvial banks, e. Que. to Ont., s.

to N. J., 111., and la. Flowers loosely cymose. (Nat. from Eu.)
***** Dwarf, alpine, tufted, smooth, perennial ; flowering shoots \-flow>"/ <>.

10. S. acaiilis L. (Moss CAMPION.) Tufted like a moss; leaves linear,
crowded

;
flowers almost sessile, or rarely on a naked peduncle ; petals purple or

rarely white, notched or entire, crowned. Alpine summits of the White^Moun-
tains, N. H., and northw.

;
also western mountains. July. (Eu.)

11. SAPONARIA L.

Calyx narrowly ovoid or subcylindric, 5-toothed, obscurely nerved, naked.
Stamens 10. Styles 2. Pod 1-celled, or incompletely 2-4-celled at base,
4-toothed at the apex. Coarse annuals or perennials, with large flowers.

(Name from sapo, soap, the mucilaginous juice forming a lather with water.)
1. S. OFFICIN\LIS L. (SoAPwoin, BOUWCIHG BKT.) Flowers in corymbed

clusters
; calyx, terete; petals crowned with an appendage at the top of the claw ;

leaves oval-lanceolate. Roadsides, etc. July-Sept. A stout perennial, with

large rose-colored flowers, commonly double. (Adv. from Eu.)
L'. S. VACCARIA L. (Oow-HBRB.) Annual, glabrous ;

flowers in corymbed
cymes; calyx b-angled, enlarged and wing-angled in fruit; petals pale red, not

crowned; leaves ovate-lanceolate. (Vac<-<iri ruhjiiri* Host
;

V. Varrariu Brit-

ton.) Occasionally spontaneous, or a weed in graintields. (Adv. from Eu.)
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12. GYPS6PHILA L.

Calyx narrowly top-shaped or campanulate, 5-nerved, 5-toothed, naked at

base. Petals not crowned. Stamens 10. Styles 2. Pod 1-celled, 4-valved at

the apex, sessile. Slender glaucous annuals or perennials, with numerous small

flowers. (Name from yfyos, gypsum, and 0i\etV, to love.)
1. G. MUR\LIS L. Annual, much branched; leaves very narrowly linear;

flowers on slender pedicels, solitary in the forks
; calyx turbinate, the teeth short,

obtuse; petals purplish, crenate or emarginate. Fields, roadsides, etc., Me. to

N. J., Ont., and Minn. (Nat. from Eu.)

13. TUNICA [Rupp.] Scop.

Calyx 5-ribbed, bluntly toothed. Petals 5. Styles 2. Slender wiry-stemmed
herbs with small terminal flowers and linear leaves. (Name from tunica, a tunic,

referring probably to the close-fitting calyx.)
1. T. SAxfFRAGA (L.) Scop. Low, many-stemmed ;

leaves less than 1 mm.
broad

;
bractlets 2 pairs, scarious except in the middle

;
small petals purplish,

notched. Roadsides, etc., Flushing, L.I. (J. Schrenk) ; London, Ont. (Bur-
gess). (Adv. from Eu.)

14. DIANTHUS L. PINK. CARNATION

Calyx cylindrical, nerved or striate, 5-toothed, subtended by 2 or more im-

bricated bractlets. Stamens 10. Styles 2. Pod 1-celled, 4-valved at the apex.
Seeds flattish on the back; embryo scarcely curved. Ornamental plants, of

well-known aspect and value in cultivation. (Name from Aids, of Jupiter, and

dbtfos, flower, i.e. Jove's own flower.)
1. D. PROLIFER L. Annual, smooth, slender; flowers clustered; bractlets

ovate, dry, concealing the calyx ;
leaves few, narrow, linear, erect

; petals small,

pink. Roadsides and fields, s. e. N. Y. to Del.; also Cleveland, O. (Beardslee).
(Nat. from Eu.)

2. D. DELTOIDES L. (MAIDEN P.) Perennial; leaves short, narrowly
lanceolate, glabrous or rough ish

; flowers solitary ; bracts ovate, half as long as

the tube
; petals rose-color or white, toothed. Dry open places, e. N. E. to

Mich., becoming more frequent. (Nat. from Eu.)
3. D. BARB.VTUS L. (SWEET WILLIAM.) Perennial; flowers fascicled;

leaves large, lanceolate; bracts filiform-attenuate, equaling the calyx. Culti-

vated, and sparingly spontaneous. (Introd. from Eu.)
4. D. ARMERIA L. (DEPTFORD P.) Annual; flowers clustered; bractlets

of the calyx and bracts lance-awl-form, herbaceous, downy, as long as the tube
;

leaves linear, hairy ; petals small, rose-color with white dots, crenate. Fields,

tc., Mass, to Va., w. to s. Ont., Mich., and la. July. (Adv. from Eu.)

;

PORTULACACEAE (PURSLANE FAMILY)

Herbs, with succulent leaves, and essentially regular but unsymmetrical

flowers, viz., sepals fewer than the petals ; the stamens opposite the petals when

of the same number, but often indefinite ; otherwise nearly as duckweeds.

Sepals 2. Petals 5, or sometimes none. Stamens mostly 5-20. Styles 2-8,

nited below, or distinct, stigrnatic along the inside. Pod 1-celled, with few or

many campylotropous seeds rising on stalks from the base. Embryo curved

around mealy albumen. Insipid and innocent herbs, with entire leaves. Co-

lla opening only in sunshine, mostly ephemeral, then shriveling.

*
Calyx free, persistent.

Montia. Petals 3-5, usually unequal, sometimes slightly connate at the base. Stamens as

many. Ovules 2 or 3. Koots fibrous.
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2. Claytonia. Petals and somewhat perigynous stamens 5, equal. Ovules about 8. Peren-

nials with conns or thick caudex.

* * Calyx free, deciduous.

8. Talinum. Stamens hypogynous, usually more numerous than the petals. Pod many-
seeded.

* * * Calyx partly adnate to the ovary.

4. Portulaca. Stamens 7-20, perigynous. Pod opening by a lid to which the calyx-lobes are

attached.

1. M6NTIA [Mich.] L.

Sepals 2, persistent. Petals 3-5, usually a little unequal and often connate
at the base. Stamens as many, adhering to the base of the petals. Style-
branches 3. Ovules few. Seeds 2-3. Annuals or fibrous-rooted sonietimss
rhizomatose or stoloniferous perennials, ours with opposite leaves. (Named
for Professor Giuseppe Monti of Bologna.)

1. M. fontana L. (BLINKS.) Small, procumbent, rooting at the nodes
;

leaves obovate to linear-spatulate, 3-12 mm. long ;
flowers minute

; petals 3,

white, scarcely exceeding the calyx, connate at base, unequal, the tube slit

down on one side
;
few-flowered racemes terminal or axillary. Wet places,

along the coast, islands near Mt. Desert, Me. (Rand, Itedfield), to Lab.
;
and

on the Pacific Slope. (Eurasia.)
2. M. Chamissoi (Ledeb.) Durand & Jackson. Procumbent or ascending,

propagating by slender bulblet-bearing runners
;
leaves several pairs, oblong-

spatulate, 2.5-5 cm. long ; petals 5, pale rose-color, much exceeding the calyx.

(Claytonia Chamissonis Esch.) Moist ground, Minn.
;
also Rocky Mts., etc.

3. M. PEKFOLIATA (Donn) Howell, with single pair of cauline leaves con-
nate into a suborbicular disk about the stem, is said to be established near

Painesville, O. (Introd. from w. N. A.)

2. CLAYT6NIA [Gronov.] L. SPRING BEAUTY

Sepals 2, ovate, free, persistent. Stamens 5, adhering to the short claws of

the petals. Style 3-cleft at the apex. Pod 1-celled, 3-valved, 3-6-seeded.

Perennials, our two species sending up simple stems in early spring from a small

deep tuber, bearing a pair of opposite leaves, and a loose raceme of pretty flow-

ers. Corolla rose-color with deeper veins, opening for more than one day !

(Named in honor of Dr. John Clayton, one of our earliest botanists, who con-
tributed to Gronovius the materials for the Flora Virginica.)

1. C. virginica L. Leaves linear-lanceolate, elongated (7-15 cm. long).
Moist open woods, N. S. to Sask., and southw.

; common, especially westw. and
southw.

2. C. caroliniana Michx. Flowers rather smaller and fewer; leaves xjmtu-

late-oblong or oval-lanceolate (2.5-5 cm. long). N. S. to Sask. and Minn., and
southw. along the Alleghenies.

3. TALINUM Adans.

Sepals 2, distinct and free, deciduous. Petals 5, ephemeral. Stamens 6-oc.

Style 3-lobed at the apex. Pod 3-celled at the base when young, 3-valved, with

many seeds on a globular stalked placenta. Ours perennials, subscapose from
a thickish rootstock. Leaves linear, subterete, much exceeded by the peduncles.
Flowers white or rose-colored, cymose. (Derivation obscure.)

1. T. parviflbrum Nutt. 1'ctals :>. pale, _'-:! nun. long; stamens 5
; capsule

ovoid. PipeStOne City, Minn. ( Slit'Uhni) to Ark., and southwest w.

2. T. teretifblium 1'ursh. Petals :>, roseate, K mm. l<>nu

anthers nhlmj ; lolies of the stiunia very short
; capsule globose. --Serpentine

and rarely other rucks, Pa. to Ind., Minn., and southw. June-Aug.
3. T. rugosp6rmum Holzinger. Biennial (?), in appearance closely like the
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preceding ; stigma-lobes a fourth to a third as long as the style ;
anthers short,

almost spherical; seeds roughened. Prairies, Ind., Wise., and e. Minn.
4. T. calycinum Engelm. Larger ; petals usually 8-10

;
stamens 30 or more.

Sandy soil or rocks-, s. Mo. (Blankinship) to Neb. and southwestw.

4. PORTULACA [Tourn.] L. PURSLANE

Calyx 2-cleft
;
the tube cohering with the ovary below. Petals 5, rarely 6,

inserted on the calyx with the 7-20 stamens, fugacious. Style mostly 3-8-

parted. Pod 1 -celled, globular, many-seeded, opening transversely, the upper
part (with the upper part of the calyx) separating as a lid. Fleshy annuals,
with mostly scattered leaves. (An old Latin name, of unknown meaning.)

1. P. OLERACEA L. (COMMON P.) Prostrate, very smooth; leaves obovate
or wedge-form ;

flowers sessile (opening only in sunny mornings) ; sepals keeled
;

petals pale yellow ;
stamens 7-12

; style deeply 5-Q-parted ; flower-bud flat and
acute. Cultivated and waste grounds ;

common. Seemingly indigenous westw.
and southwestw. (Nat. from Eu. )

2. P. neglScta Macken/ie & Bush, known to us from description only, appears
to be a more luxuriant plant with ascending stems, larger leaves (2.5-5 cm.

long, 1.2-2.5 cm. broad), and more numerous (15-18) stamens. Rich bottom

lands, Mo. and Kan.
3. P. retusa Engelm. Leaves often retuse ; calyx-lobes obtuse in the bud;

petals small or minute
; style shorter, 3-A-cleft ; seeds larger, sharply tubercu-

late
;
otherwise like P. oleracea. Ark. to Tex. and westw.

; reported from
Kan., la., and Minn.

4. P. pi!6sa L. Ascending or spreading, copiously hairy in the axils ; leaves

linear-subulate, nearly terete, 0-12 mm. long ; petals red or purple. Barrens,
:o. and Kan. to Tex., etc.

CERATOPHYLLACEAE (HORNWORT FAMILY)

Aquatic herbs, with whorled finely dissected leaves, and minute axillary and
sessile monoecious flowers without floral envelopes, but with an 8-12-cleft invo-

lucre in place of a calyx, the fertile a simple l-celled ovary, with a suspended

'hotropous ovule ; seed filled by a highly developed embryo with a very short

licle, thick oval cotyledons, and a plumule consisting of several nodes and
ves. Consists only of the genus

1. CERATOPHYLLUM L. HORNWORT

o

I

Sterile flowers of 10-20 stamens, with large sessile anthers. Fruit an achene,
beaked with the slender persistent style. Herbs growing under water; the
sessile leaves cut into thrice-forked thread-like rigid divisions (whence the
name from K^/ms, a horn, and QtiXXov, leaf).

1. C. demersum L. Fruit smooth, marginless, beaked with a long persistent
style, and with a short spine or tubercle at the base on each side. Slow streams
and ponds, across the continent. (Eu., etc.) Var. ECHINATTJM Gray has the
fruit mostly larger (6 mm. long), rough-pimpled on the sides, the narrowly
winged margin spiny-toothed. Similar range.

NYMPHAEACEAE (WATER LILY FAMILY)

Aquatic perennial herbs, with horizontal rootstocks and peltate or sometimes

only cordate leaves floating or emersed; the ovules borne on the sides or back

(or when solitary hanging from the summit) of the cells, not on the ventral
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suture; the embryo inclosed in a little bag at the end of the albumen next the

hilum, except in Nelumbium, which has no albumen. Cotyledons thick and

fleshy, inclosing a well-developed plumule. Flowers axillary, solitary. Verna-

tion involute. Rootstocks apparently endogenous.

SUBFAMILY I. NYMPHAEOfDEAE

Sepals 4-6, and petals numerous in many rows, persistent or decaying away,

either hypogynous or variously adnate to the surface of the compound 8-30-

celled ovary, which is formed by the union of as many carpels ;
the numerous

ovules inserted over the whole inner face of the cells, except at the ventral

suture. Stigmas radiate as in the Poppy. Fruit baccate, with a firm rind.

Petioles and peduncles from a (usually thickish) rootstock.

1. Nymphaea. Petals (very small and stamen-like) and stamens inserted under the ovary.

2. Castalia. Petals adnate to the ovary, large ;
the stamens OR its summit.

SUBFAMILY II. NELUMBONOfDEAE

Sepals and petals numerous in several rows, passing gradually into each

other, and with the indefinitely numerous stamens hypogynous and deciduous.

Pistils several, 1-ovuled, separately immersed in the obconical receptacle,

which is much enlarged and broadly top-shaped at maturity, the imbedded

nut-like fruits resembling small acorns. Embryo large ;
no albumen. Petioles

and peduncles all from the tuberous rootstock, the centrally peltate leaves and

the flowers large.

. Nelumbo. Character of the subfamily.

SUBFAMILY III. CABOMBOfDEAE

Sepals and petals each 3 or sometimes 4, hypogynous and persistent. Stamens

definite (3-18). Pistils 2-18, free and distinct, coriaceous and indehiseent,

1-3-seeded on the dorsal suture. Stems slender, leafy, coated with mucilage.

Flowers small.

4. Brasenia. Stamens 12-18. Carpels 4-18. Leaves all peltate.

5. Cabomba. Stamens 8-4. Carpels 2-8. Submersed leaves capillary-multifid.

1. NYMPHAEA [Tourn.] L. YELLOW POND LILY. SPATTER-DOCK

Sepals 5, 6, or sometimes more, roundish, concave. Petals numerous, small

and thickish, stamen-like or scale-like, inserted with the very numerous short

stamens on the receptacle under the ovary, not surpassing the disk-like 7-:M-

rayed sessile stigma, persistent and at length recurved. Fruit ovoid, naked,

usually ripening above the water. Aril none. Kootstock creeping, cylindrical.

Leaves with a deep sinus at the base. Flowers yellow or sometimes tinuvd

with purple, produced all summer. (Name formerly used for the white-flowered

water lilies, dedicated by the Greeks to the Water Nymphs.) NUPIIAR Sibth.

& Sm.
1. N. ddvena Ait. (Cow LILY). Sepals 6, unequal (yellow, mostly tinged

with green or brown) ; petals shorter than the stamens and resembling them,
thick and tleshy, truncate; stigma nearly entire, \^-2.\-r<njL yellow or pale

red; ovary and fruit (3.5-5 cm. long) scarcely contracted above; thin sub-

mersed leaves seldom present; floating or emersed and erect leaves thick (!.' :'.
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dm. long), from roundish to ovate or almost oblong, the sinus open, lobes

subtriangular. (Nuphar Ait. f.) Very common in still or stagnant water,

especially from N. Y., southw. and westw. Northw. and northeastw. largely

replaced by Var. VARIEGATA (Engelm.) Fernald, which has flowers partly

purple and leaves with a closed sinus and relatively shorter rounder lobes. (N.
variegata G. S. Miller.)

x ? N. rubrodisca (Morong) Greene. More slender
;

leaves somewhat
smaller (12 dm. long); flowers usually smaller (sepals 2.53 cm. long); stigma
9-13-rayed, crenately toothed, bright red or crimson

;
fruit (2.5 cm. long)

decidedly contracted above. (N. hybrida Peck; Nuphar advena, -var. minus

Morong.) N. B. to Mich, and Pa. Probably a hybrid between N. advena,
var. variegata and the next species.

2. N. microphylla Pers. Very slender and with slender rootstock; sub-

mersed leaves thin, round-reniform, the floating broadly elliptical, 3.5-10 cm.

long, with a deep narrow sinus; sepals usually 5; flowers 2.5 cm. or less in

diameter
; petals spatulate or obovate

; stigmas 1-lQ-rayed, dark red ; fruit

globular (1.2-1.8 cm. in diameter) with a short neck. (N. Kalmiana Sims;
Nuphar Ait. f.) N. B. to Pa. and Minn., and northw. Doubtfully distinct

from N. minima Reichenb. of Eu.
3. N. sagittifblia Walt. Rootstock stout

;
leaves narrowly oblong to oblong-

lanceolate (1.5-3 dm. long), with short sinus
;
flowers small, 2.5 cm. broad.

(Nuphar Pursh.) S. Ind. and 111. (Schneck), and southw.

2. CASTALIA Salisb. WATER NYMPH. WATER LILY

4, green outside, nearly free. Petals numerous, in many rows, the
innermost gradually passing into stamens, imbricately inserted all over the

ovary. Stamens indefinite, inserted on the ovary, the outer with dilated fila-

ments. Ovary 12-35-celled, the concave summit tipped with a globular projec-
tion at the center, around which are the radiate stigmas ;

these project at the

margin, and are extended into linear and incurved sterile appendages. Fruit

depressed-globular, covered with the bases of the decayed petals, maturing under
water. Seeds enveloped by a sac-like aril. Flowers white, pink, yellow, or

blue, very showy. (Kaa-raXta, a mythical fountain on Parnassas, sacred to

Apollo and the Muses.) NYMPHAEA L. in part.
1. C. odorata (Ait.) Woodville & Wood. (SWEET-SCENTED WATER LILY.)

Rootstock with few and persistent branches; leaves orbicular (0.5-2.2 dm.
wide), deeply-cordate-cleft at the base, the margin entire, often crimson beneath

;

stipules broadly triangular or almost kidney-shaped, notched at the apex,
appressed to the rootstock; flower white, very sweet-scented (0.5-1.3 dm. in

diameter, when fully expanded, opening early in the morning, closing in the

afternoon); petals obtuse; anthers blunt
;

aril much longer than the distinctly

stipitate ellipsoid seeds, these about 3 mm. long. (Nymphaea odorata Ait.,

including var. minor Sims.) Ponds and still or slow-flowing water
;
common.

June-Sept. Passing to the somewhat ill-defined forma R6sEA (Pursh) Britton,
with pink or bright pink-red flowers. Shallow ponds, mostly near the coast.

Var. GIGANTEA (Tricker) Fernald. Larger ;
leaves 2-4 dm. broad, the margins

turned up ; flowers (white or nearly so) 1-1.5 dm. in diameter, less fragrant;
sepals greenish. (Nymphaea odorata, var. Tricker.) Del. to Fla. and La.

(Mex., W. I., S. A.)
2. C. tuberbsa (Paine) Greene. Leaves reniform-orbicular, mostly larger

(2-4 dm. wide) and more prominently ribbed than in the last, rarely purplish
beneath

; rootstock bearing numerous spontaneously detaching often compound
tubers; flower scentless (or with a slight odor as of apples), white, never pink,
1-2 dm. in diameter, the petals proportionally broader and blunter than in

no.l
;
the fruit more depressed, and with fewer but much larger (i.e. twice

as broad) globular-ovoid seeds, which when mature are barely inclosed by the
aril and not stipitate. (Nymphaea Paine

;
N. reniformis of auth., not Walt.)

Slow rivers, etc., n. Vt. to Del. (Commons'), e. Neb., and Ark.
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3. NELUMBO [Tourn.] Adans. SACRED BEAN

The only genus of the subfamily. (Name Ceylonese.)

1. N. lutea (Willd.) Pers. (YELLOW NELUMBO, WATER CHINQUAPIN.)
Leaves usually raised high out of the water, circular, 3-G dm. in diameter, with
the center depressed or cupped ;

flower pale yellow, 1.2-2.5 dm. broad
;
anthers

tipped with a slender hooked appendage. (Nelumbium luteum Willd.) C'on-

cord and Osterville, Mass., s. Ct. (probably of Indian introduction) to L. Ontario,
L. Erie, Mich., Minn., e. Neb., and southw.

;
rare in the Middle States. Tubers

farinaceous and edible. Seeds also eatable. Embryo like that of CastaUa on a

large scale
; cotyledons thick and fleshy, inclosing a plumule of 1 or 2 well-

formed young leaves, inclosed in a delicate stipule-like sheath.

N. NucfFERA Gaertn., the oriental LOTUS, with pink flowers, has become
established about Bordentown, N. J., where artificially introduced.

4. BRASENIA Schreb. WATER SHIELD

Sepals 3 or 4. Petals 3 or 4, linear, sessile. Stamens 12-18
;
filaments fili-

form
;
anthers innate. Pistils 4-18, forming little club-shaped indehiscent pods ;

stigmas linear. Seeds 1-2, pendulous on. the dorsal suture ! Kootstock creep-

ing. Leaves alternate, long-petioled, centrally peltate, oval, floating. Flowers

axillary, small, dull-purple. (Name of uncertain origin.)
1. B. SchrebSri Gmel. Leaves entire or shallowly crenate, 2-10 cm. across.

(B. peltata Pursh.
;
B. purpurea Casp.) Ponds and slow streams. June-Aug.

(Asia, Afr., Austral.)

5. CAB6MBA Aublet.

Sepals 3. Petals 3, oval, bi-auriculate above the very short claw. Stamens

3-6; anthers short, extrorse. Pistils 2-4, with small terminal stimnas. Seeds

3, pendulous. Slender, mainly submersed, with opposite or verticillate capil-

lary-dissected leaves, a few floating, alternate and centrally peltate. Flowers

single on long axillary peduncles. (Probably an aboriginal name.)
1. C. caroliniana Gray. Floating leaves linear-oblong or -obovate, often witli

a basal notch
;
flowers 1.2-1.8 cm. broad, white with yellow spots at base

;
sta-

mens 6. Ponds, s. 111. (Schneck) to Fla. and Tex. May-Sept.

RANUNCULACEAE (CROWFOOT FAMILY)

Herbs or sometimes woody plants, with a colorless and usually acrid juice,

polypetalous, or apetalous with the calyx often colored like a corolla, hypogyium* ;

the sepals, petals, numerous stamens, and many or few (rjv/// xhnjl<-} pistil* U

(HstiiK't and unconnected. Flowers regular or irregular. Sepals.'!-!"), ivtals

L' 1">. MI- winning. Stamens indefinite, rarely few. Fruits either dry pods, or

seed-like (achenes), or berries. Seeds anatropous (when solitary and suspended

the rhaphe dorsal), with hard albumen and a minute embryo. Leaves often dis-

sected, their stalks dilated at the base, sometimes with stipule-like appendages.

A large family, including some acrid-narcotic poisons.

Tribe I. ANEMONEAE. Sepals 8-20. often petal-like, imbricated in the bud. Stamen.-. mostly

numerous. AHi.-nrs numerous or several, in a liea<l or spike. Herbs, never climbing ;
leaves

alternate or radical, the upper sometimes opposite or whorle.l.

* Petals evident ; sepals usually 5; achenes many.

1. Ranunculus. IVtals ,
r
> (or rarely more), yellow or white, with a scale or gland at l>u>e.

Achenes numerous, capitate. Seed erect or ascending.
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2. MyosuniS. Sepals spurred. Petals 5, white. Achenes in a long spike. Scapes 1-flowered.

Seed suspended.
3. Adonis. Sepals and petals (5-16, crimson or scarlet) flat, unappendaged. Seed suspended.

* * Petals none
; sepals 3-5, caducous

;
seed erect

;
leaves alternate.

4. Trautvetteria. Achenes numerous, inflated, 4-angled. Flowers corymbose. Filaments

white, clavate.

* * * Petals none (rarely some staminodia) ;
seed suspended.

-i- Leaves alternate, compound ;
flowers panicled, often dioecious.

5. Thalictrum. Sepals usually 4, petal-like or greenish. Achenes few.

+- +- All but the lower leaves opposite or whorled
; peduncles 1-flowered.

6. Anemonella. Stigma terminal, broad and flat. Radical leaves and involucre compound.
IViUincles umbellate. Achenes 4-15, many-ribbed.

7. Hepatica. Involucre close to the flower, of 3 oval bracts, calyx-like. Leaves radical, simple
and lobed. Pistils several.

8. Anemone. Involucre leaf-like, remote from the flower. Leaves compound or dissected.

Pistils very many.

Tribe II. CLEMATIDEAE. Sepals normally 4, petal-like, valvate in the bud, or with the edges
bent inward. Petals none, or small. Achenes numerous, tailed with the feathery or hairy

styles. Seed suspended. Leaves all opposite.

9. Clematis. Climbing by the leafstalks, or erect herbs.

Tribe III. HELLEB6REAE. Sepals imbricated in the bud, rarely persistent, petal-like. Petals

oftrn nectariferous or reduced to staminodia or none. Pods (follicles) or berries (in nos. 21

and 22) few, rarely single, few-many-seeded. Leaves alternate.

* Ovules and commonly seeds more than one pair ; herbs.

-- Flowers regular, not racemose ; petals reduced to inconspicuous nectaries or slender or none
;

sepals tardily deciduous.

-H- Follicles separate.

10. Isopyrum. Petals (in ours) none. Sepals broad, white. Pods few. Leaves compound.
11. Caltha. Petals none. Sepals broad, yellow. Leaves kidney-shaped, undivided.

12. Trollius. Petals 5-20, narrow, pitted above the base. Pods sessile. Leaves palmately lobed.

13. Coptis. Petals 5-6, small, hollowed at apex, white. Pods long-stalked. Leaves radical,

trifoliolate.

14. Helleborus. Petals small, tubular, 2-lipped. Sepals 5, broad, persistent and turning green.
Pods sessile.

15. Eranthis. Petals merely small 2-lipped nectaries. Sepals 5-8, narrow, deciduous. Flower

solitary, involucrate.
++ -H- Follicles connate.

16. Nigella. Petals small, unguiculate, the blade bifid. Sepals 5, regular, peteloid, deciduous.

-(- *- Sepals and large spur-shaped petals regular, each 5.

17. Aquilegia. Pistils 5, with slender styles. Leaves ternately compound.

--<-*- Flowers unsymmetrical and irregular ; sepals 5.

18. Delphinium. Upper sepal spurred. Petals 4, of two forms
;
the upper pair with long spurs,

inclosed in the spur of the calyx.

19. Aconitum. Upper sepal hooded, covering the two long-clawed small petals.

---*--- Flowers regular, racemose ; sepals caducous
; petals very small, stamen-like, or none ;

leaves decompound.
20. Cimicifuga. Flowers in long often paniculate racemes. Pistils 1-8, becoming many-seeded

pods.

21. Actaea. Flowers in a single short raceme. Pistil forming a many-seeded berry.
* * Ovules a single pair ;

flowers regular ; rootstocks yellow and bitter.

22. Hydrastis. Flowers solitary. Sepals 3, petal-like, caducous. Petals none. Stamens numer-

ous. Pistils several, becoming 2-seeded berries. Leaves simple, lobed.

23. Zanthorhiza. Flowers in compound racemes. Sepals 5. Petals 5, small, 2-lobed, with

claws. Stamens 5-10. Pods 1-seeded. Shrub with pinnate leaves.
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1. RANtlNCULUS [Tourn.] L. CROWFOOT BUTTERCUP.

Annuals or perennials ;
stem-leaves alternate. Flowers solitary or somewhat

corymbed, yellow, rarely white. (Sepals and petals rarely only 3, the latter often
more than 5. Stamens occasionally few.) (A Latin name for a little frog;
applied by Pliny to these plants, the aquatic species growing where frogs abound. )

1. FICARIA Boiss. Hoots tuberous- thickened ; sepals 3; petals about 8,

yellow, with a free scale over the honey gland.

1. R. FIC\RIA L. (LESSER CELANDINE.) Glabrous and somewhat succu-

lent; leaves basal on long stoutish petioles, ovate, rounded, deeply cordate, sub-

orenate
;
flowers scapose, 2 cm. in diameter. (Ficaria Karst.) Wet places,

occasional
;
Mass, to D. C. Apr., May. (Introd. from Eurasia.)

2. BATRACHIUM DC. Petals with a spot or naked pit atlxt.r. v-Jn'tc, or

only the claw yellow; achenes marginless, transrerxchj crinkled; aq until-

or subaquatic perennials, with the immersed foliage repeatedly dissected

(mostly by threes') into capillary divisions ; peduncles 1-flowered, opposite
the leaves.

* Receptacle hairy.

2. R. circinatus Sibth. (STIFF WATER C.) Leaves all under water and
sessile, with broad conspicuous stipules, the divisions and subdivisions short,

spreading in one roundish plane, rigid, not collapsing when withdrawn from the

water. (R. divaricatus auth., not Schrank ace. to Hiern.) Ponds and slow

streams, Vt. to Pa., la., northw. and westw., rather rare. (Eu.)
3. R. aquatilis L., var. capillaceus DC. (COMMON WHITE WATER C.)

Leaves all under water and mostly petioled, their capillary divisions and suit-

divisions rather long and soft, usually collapsing more or less when \riih<ir<tir,,

from the water ; petiole rather narrowly dilated. (R. aquatilis, var. tri<'h(>j'>It!/I-

lus Gray ;
Batrachium trichophyllum Bosch

;
B. Jlaccidum Rupr. ;

B. Drone tn

Nym. ;
and B. confervoides auth., not Fries.) Common, especially in slow-

flowing waters, the eastern form with more soft and flaccid leaves. June-

Aug. (Eu.) Var. CAESPiT6sus DC. A dwarf terrestrial variety or possibly
mere state, rooting at the nodes, the small leaves somewhat fleshy, with broader

rigid divisions. S. 111. (Schneck), and westw. (Eu.)
* *

Receptacle glabrous ; no submersed leaves.

4. R. HEDERACEUS L. Rooting freely in shallow water
;
leaves all reniform,

angulate-lobed. {Batrachium S. F. Gray.) - Fresh-water marshes, Nfd.
;

. s. Md.
;

s. e. Va. (Nat. from Eu.)

3. HALODES Gray. Petals yellow, with nectariferous pit and scale; carpels

thin-walled, striate, in a subcylindric head ; scapose, spreading by runners.

"). R. Cymbalaria Pursh. (SEA-SIDE C.) Glabrous; scapes 4-:^ cm. high,

1-7-flowered; leaves clustered at the root and on the joints of the long rooting

runners, roundish-heart-shaped or kidney-shaped, crenate, rather fleshy, long-

petioled ; petals 5-8. (Oxygraphis Prantl.) Lab. to N. J., also along the Great
Lakes and in alkaline soil of the interior. June-Aug. (Greenl., Eurasia.)

Var. alpinus Hook. Dwarf; leaves 3-toothed, only 3-0 mm. broad. Cape
Breton I., N. S., e. Que., and norihw.

4. EURANtJNCULUS Gray. Petals with a little scale at tin- base, yellow;
achenes nerveless.

* Achenes smooth, or nearly so ; mostly perennial.

H- Aquatic; immersed leaves Jiliformly dissected ; as in I'atraehiiun.

'. R. delphinif61ius Torr. (YELLOW WATER C.) Steins floating or im-

mersed, witli the leaves all repeatedly 3-forked into long filiform divisions, or

sometimes em-ping in the mud (perennial by rooting from the nodes, if at all) ;

petals f>-S, deep bri-ht yellow, 8-12 mm. long, much larger than the sepals ;
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carpels in a round head, pointed with a straight beak, slightly roughened, and

margined toward the base with a conspicuous tumid border. (R. multifidus

Pursh, not Forskal.) Quiet water, centr. Me. to Grit., s. to N. C. and Ark.
;

also B. C. to Cal. When rooting out of water or left in the mud of drying ponds
it becomes the so called var. TERRESTRIS (Gray) Farwell (R. mixsouriensis

Greene), a mere state, although differing conspicuously in its firmer less finely
cut leaves of roundish outline, pubescent petioles, and smaller flowers.

7. R. Purshii Richards. Wholly immersed and glabrous or creeping upon
muddy banks and sparingly to copiously appressed-pubescent ;

leaves orbicular

in outline, 1-2 cm. in diameter (the submersed somewhat larger), radially 3-

cleft, the segments again cut into 2-5 rounded lobes
;
flower about 1 cm. broad

;

petals bright yellow, not much exceeding the broad similarly colored sepals ;

carpels small, ovoid, turgid, smooth, without a distinct border; style short,

straightish. Shallow pools and on shores, e. Que. to Alaska, s. to P. E. I.,

N. S., N. B., Mich., Minn., N. Dak., and in the Rocky Mts. to N. Mex. June-

Sept. (Siber.)

- - Arctic species barely entering our northern limits; leaves all 3(-5)-cZe/fc or

3-parted, glabrous.

8. R. Iapp6nicus L. Creeping ;
leaves deeply 3-parted, 1.5-4 cm. broad,

segments obovate, cuspidately several-toothed
; scapes 6-10 cm. high, 1-leaved

near the base
;
flower 7-12 mm. broad

; petals oblong, yellow with orange veins
;

achenes somewhat fusiform. (Anemone nudicaulis Gray.) In sphagnum
bogs, etc., Greenl. and n. Lab. to the n. shore of L. Superior, n. Minn., and
Alaska. (Siber., n. Eu.)

-- -i- -t- Usually terrestrial but growing in very wet places, glabrous or nearly
so ; leaves entire or barely toothed, all or else all but the lowest lanceolate

or linear; carpels forming a globular head. (SPEARWORT.)

0. R. laxicaiilis (T. & G.) Darby. (WATER PLANTAIN S.) Stems ascend-

ing (3-6 dm. long), often rooting from the lower joints ;
leaves lanceolate or the

lowest oblong, mostly denticulate (4-10 cm. long), contracted into a margined
half-clasping petiole ; petals 5-7, bright yellow, oblong (4-6 mm. long); carpels

flattened, large (2 mm. long}, pointed with a long narrow-subulate beak. (E.
obtusiuscnlus Raf.?; R. ambigens Wats.) Ditches and muddy places, s. Me.
to Ga. and Tenn., chiefly at low altitudes; and from w. N. Y. and s. Ont. to

Minn, and Ark. June-Aug. An aquatic state with reduced but undivided
leaves occurs.

10. R. Flammula L. (SMALLER S.) Stem reclining or ascending, rooting
below

;
leaves lanceolate or linear, or the lowest ovate-oblong to lanceolate, en-

tire or nearly so, mostly petioled (2-5 cm. long); petals 5-7, much longer than
the calyx, bright yellow ; carpels small, flattish but turgid, mucronate with a
short abrupt point. Nfd.

;
also Ore. (Eurasia.) Passing by insensible grada-

tions through an undefmable var. INTERMEDIUS Hook., into

Var. rSptans (L.) Mey. (CREEPING S.) Small, slender, the filiform creep-

ing stems rooting at all the joints ; leaves linear, spatulate, or oblong (6-25 mm.
long); flowers small. ( R. reptans L.) Gravelly or sandy shores

;
Nfd. to Pa.,

northw. and westw. June-Sept. (Eu.) Passing in its turn into the still more
slender var. FILIFORMIS (Michx.) Hook., With filiform leaves. Similar situations.

11. R. oblongifblius Ell. Usually annual
;
stem erect or ascending, often

pubescent below, slender (3-6 dm. high), diffusely branched above and many-
flowered; leaves serrate or denticulate, lower long-petioled. ovate or oblong
(1-3.5 cm. long), uppermost linear; flowers 6-10 mm. broad

; petals 5, bright

yellow (3-6 mm. long) ;
stamens 12-20

; carpels minute, almost globular, the

small style deciduous. Swamps and low ground, near the coast, Del. to Fla.

and Tex., n. in Miss, basin to Mo. and 111. Apr.-Sept.
12. R. pusillus Poir. Stem ascending, weak, loosely branching (1.5-4.5 dm.

long); leaves entire or obscurely denticulate, the lowest round-ovate or heart-

shaped (0.7-2 cm. long), long-petioled, the upper oblong or lanceolate (2-4 cm.

long); flowers very small; petals 1-5, pale yellowish, about 2 mm. long, scarcely
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surpassing the sepals ;
stamens 3-10

; carpels very turgid, smooth or slightly

papillose, tipped with a minute sessile stigma. Wet places, near the coast,
s. N. Y. to Fla. and Tex., n. in the Miss, basin to Mo. and Tenn. Apr.-Sept.

- t- -- - Terrestrial, but often in wet places ; leaves mostly cleft or divide.

++ Root-leaves (or most of them) not divided to the very base; achenes

marginless.

= Carpels in a globose head, upon a turgid subglobose receptacle.

13. R. rhomboideus Goldie. (DWARF B.) Low (1-2 dm. high), hairy; root-

leaves roundish or rhombic-ovate, rarely subcordate, toothed or crenate
;
lowest

stem-leaves similar or 3-5-lobed, the upper 3-5-parted, almost sessile, the lobes
linear

; carpels obovate with a minute beak, in a globose head
; petals largi;

deep yellow. (R. ovalis Raf. ?) Prairies and dry hills, w. Que. to Mich., la.,
and northw. Apr., May.

= = Carpels in an ovoid or cylindric head, on an elongated receptacle.

a. Stigma essentially sessile.

\. Root-leaves all %-parted or -lobed ; the lobes again lobed or toothed.

14. R. sceleratus L. (CURSED C.) Annual, glabrous ;
root-leaves 3-lobed,

rounded
;
lower stem-leaves 3-parted, the lobes obtusely cut and toothed, the

uppermost almost sessile, with the lobes oblong-linear and nearly entire
; carju'ls

barely mucronulate, very numerous, in ellipsoidal or ci/liii<iri<-<il hc<i<h ; petals

scarcely exceeding the calyx. Wet ditches and bogs ;
sometimes appearing as if

introduced. June-Aug. Stem thick and hollow; juice acrid and blistering;
leaves thickish

;
flowers small, pale yellow. (Eu.)

2. Most or all of the root-leaves merely crenate.

16. R. micrdnthus Nutt. Villous ; roots often fusiform-thickened, fascicu-

late
;
root-leaves for the most part broadly obovate, scarcely if at all cordate at

the base, some of them 3-parted or pedately 3-divided
;
the cauline subsessile.

divided into 3(-5) narrowly oblong leaflets
;
flowers very small

; petals incon-

spicuous, light yellow ; receptacle glabrous. (R. abortivus, var. Gray.) Open
deciduous woods, s. Me. to the Sask., and southw.

16. R. abortivus L. (SMALL-FLOWERED C.) Biennial, slightly succulent ;

stem 1.5-0 dm. high, covered with a short sparse sometimes fugacious pubes-
cence

; primary root-leaves round-heart-shaped with a wide shallow xi'mix or

kidney-form, barely crenate, the succeeding often 3-lobed or

sy 3-parted ;
those of the stem and branches 3-5-parted or divided,

V^ subsessile, the divisions oblong or narrowly wedge-form, mostly

724. R. abortivus.
toothed

; petals pale yellow, shorter than the xtnull r<j!<\r></ <,,/,/., ,

Carpel x 41/ receptacle villous ; carpels minute, merely mucronulate. Shady
hillsides and along brooks, common. Apr.-June. Fi<;. TiM.

Var. eucyclus Fernald. Stem slender, flexuous, not succulent
;
r<>nt-lnn;-*

larger (often 5-0 cm. broad), orbicular, deeply cordate with a narrow sinux.
thin. Rich low woods, N. B. and Que. to Ct.

b. Stigma borne on a distinct at first struightish at length inure or less re-

curved style.

17. R. allegheni6nsis Britton. Habit and foliage closely as in R. aborti-

vus; stem glaucous; petals minute, pale yellow; achenes pro-
rii/r<l with a distinct recurved beak. Moist places in rich woods,
e. Mass, to Vt., e. N. Y., and southw. to N. C., locally abundant.
FIG. 725.

18. R. HarvSyi (Gray) Britton. Also with the habit and
'

foliage of R. abortivus; root a fascicle of fusiform fibers; oirwl x4V
petals 5-8, oblong, 5-7 mm. in length, much larger than in

the related species preceding; achenes tipped with a weak straight ish beak.

(B. abortivus, var. Gray.) Rocky ground, s. Mo. (Rush) and Ark.
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7215. It. fascicularis.

Base of plant x %.

M- -H. Leaves variously cleft or divided; achenes in globular or ovoid heads, com'

pressed, with an evident firm margin; hirsute or pubescent.

Achenes with long recurved beak ; root-leaves rarely divided.

19. R. recurvatus Poir. (HOOKED C.) Hirsute, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves of

the root and stem nearly alike, long-petioled, deeply 3-cleft, large ;
the lobes

broadly wedge-shaped, 2-3-cleft, cut and toothed toward the apex ; petals
shorter than the reflexed calyx, pale. Woods, common. May, June.

= Style long and attenuate, stigmatose at the tip, persistent or the upperpart
usually deciduous; early root-leaves only '3-parted, the later 3-5-foliolate ;

petals bright yellow.

20. R. fascicularis Muhl. (EARLY C.) Low, ascending, 1-2.5 dm. high,

pubescent with close-pressed silky hairs
;
root a cluster of thickened fleshy fibers ;

radical leaves appearing pinnate, the long-stalked
terminal division remote from the sessile lateral

ones, itself 3-5-divided or -parted and 3-5-cleft, the

lobes oblong or linear
; petals often 6 or 7, spatu-

late-oblong, twice the length of the spreading calyx ;

carpels scarcely margined, tipped with a slender

straight or rather curved beak. Dry or moist

hills, e. Mass, to Ont. and southw. Apr., May.
FIG. 726.

21. R. septentrionalis Poir. (SWAMP B.) Usu-

ally villous
;
stems 3-8 dm. long, erect, ascending,

or in wet ground some of them pro-
cumbent or forming long runners; I

lower petioles very long ;
leaves 3-di- JL

vided, the divisions all stalked (or at E/3
ast the terminal one), broadly wedge-shaped or ovate, unequally ^jjjr

3-cleft or parted and variously cut
; petals broadly obovate, much

larger than the spreading calyx ;
mature

carpels 3-3.4 mm. broad, strongly margined,
pointed by a stout straightish beak. Moist
or shady places, etc., May-Aug. FIG. 727.

22. R. hispidus Michx. Root a cluster of stout fibers
;

stem 1.5-4 dm. high, flexuous, not repent, hirsute or smooth-
ish

;
leaves 3-divided or the basal only 3-lobed

;
divisions

or lobes variously cleft, teeth mostly acutish
; petals oblong,

bright yellow, much exceeding the spreading
mature achenes green, obscurely margined,
2-2.6 mm. broad, tipped with a rather slender
beak. Moist places, chiefly in upland woods,
Vt.. southw. and westw. FIG. 728. A
moothish form occurs.

= /Style short, recurved, stigmatose
along the inner margin, mostly persistent.

23. R. ripens L. (CREEPING B.) Creep-
ing, in habit and foliage closely similar to the
last two species ;

leaves frequently white-

variegated or spotted; flowers 2-2.6 cm.
broad

; sepals not reflexed in anthesis. In
low grounds ; generally in ditches and along
water courses, near the coast and probably
introduced from Europe, but indigenous
westw. FIG. 729.

24. R. PARVULUS L. Hirsute, not creep-

ing, similar to but much smaller than the

preceding ;
leaves rarely over 3 cm. broad

;

727. R. septen-
trionalis.

Carpel x 4%.

728. E. hispidus.

Flower x /7 .

Carpel x 4%.

729. R. repens.

Base of plant x y2 . Flower x 5
/7 .

Carpel x 4y2 .
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flowers 1-1 ;8 cm. in diameter; sepals reflexed in anthesis
;
head of fruit ovoid'

achrnes small, flat, strongly margined, the laces sometimes a little warty ; style

short, erect. Waste places, ballast, etc., Philadelphia and southw. (Adv.
from Eu.)

25. R. pennsylvnicus L. f. (BRISTLY C.) Stout and erect from a usually
annual root, hirsute with widely spreading bristly hairs, leafy to the top, 4-0 dm.

high ;
leaves all ternately divided or compound, the stalked leaflets unequally

3-cleft, sharply cut and toothed, acute
;
flowers inconspicuous ; sepals reflexed

;

carpels obscurely margined, in a short-cylindric head ; receptacle cylindro-conical.
Wet places. June-Aug. (Asia.)
26. R. Macounii Britton. Resembling the last, but the ascending or reclin-

ing stems few-leaved, rarely if ever rooting, not always hirsute
; petals (about

6 mm. long) surpassing the hardly reflexed and soon decidu-

ous calyx ;
achenes with a stout straight beak, in a f/lobose

or ovoid head; receptacle thick, obovoid. (R. hispidiis Man.
ed. 6.) Que. to L. Superior, "la.," and westw. FIG. 730.

27. R. BULB6sus L. (BULBOUS C. or B.) Hairy ;
stem

780. it. Macounii. (3 dm. high) erect from a bulb-like base; radical leaves

Flower x 5/7-
3-divided

;
the lateral divisions sessile, the. terminal stalked

Carpel x 4y2 . and 3-parted, all wedge-shaped, cleft and toothed
; peduncles

furrowed
; petals round, wedge-shaped at base

; calyx re-

flexed
; carpels tipped with a very short beak. Fields; very abundant only in

e. N. E.
;
rare westw. May-July. Leaves appearing as if pinnate. Petals

often 6 or 7, deep glossy yellow, the corolla more than 2.5 cm. broad. (Nat.
from Eu.)

28. R. XCRIS L. (TALL C. or B.) Hairy ;
stem erect (6-9 dm.high) ;

leaves

3-divided
;
the divisions all sessile and 3-cleft or parted, their segments cut into

lanceolate or linear crowded lobes
; peduncles not furrowed

; petals obovate,
much longer than the spreading calyx. Fields; common, especially eastw.

June-Aug. Flowers nearly as large as the last, but not so deep yellow.

(Nat. from Eu.) Var. STEV^NI (Andrz.) Lange. Leaf-segments broadly ob-

lanceolate or even obovate-cuneate. Moist meadows, N. E. and northeastw.
;

not rare. (Nat. from Eu.)

* * Achenes beset with rough points or small prickles ; annuals.

29. R. MURicXxus L. Nearly glabrous ;
lower leaves roundish or reniform,

3-lobed, coarsely crenate
;
the upper 3-cleft, wedge-form at the base

; petals

longer than the calyx; carpels flat, spiny-tuberculate on the sides, strongly

beaked, surrounded with a wide and sharp smooth unarmed margin. \\\-\

places, e. Va. and southw. (Nat. from Eurasia.)
30. R. ARVENSIS L. Similar to the preceding, but segments of the cauline

leaves more narrow and acute
; carpels armed on the thick border as well as the

surfaces. Waste places, N. J. to O. (Sparingly adv. from Eu.)
31. R. PARViFL6Rus L. Hairy, slender and diffuse

;
lower leaves roundish-

cordate, 3-cleft, coarsely toothed or cut
;
the upper 3-5-parted ; petals not lonyi r

than the calyx; carpels minutely hispid and rough, beaked, narrowly margined.
Waste places, etc., Md. and Va. to Fla. and Tex. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. MYOStRUS [Dill.] L. MOUSE-TAIL

Sepals 5, spurred at the base. Petals 5, small and narrow, raised on a slen-

der claw, at the summit of which is a nectariferous hollow. Stamens 5-20.

Achenes numerous, somewhat 3-sided, crowded on a \ery loim ami slender spike-
like receptacle (whence the name, from /j.vs. <i iiimisi . and oiipd. </ tuil), the seed

suspended. Little annuals, with tufted narrowly linear-spatnlate root-leaves,

and naked 1-flowered scapes. Flowers small, greenish.
1. M. minimus L. Fruiting spike 2-5 cm. long; achenes quadrate, blunt.

Alluvial ground, etc., 111. to Assina., N. Mex., and Fla.; also .-it I'.elleville, Out.

(JfoCOtm) ;
and reported from e. Va. (Eu.)
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3. AD6NIS [Dill.] L.

Sepals and petals (5-16) flat, unappendaged, deciduous. Achenes numerous,
in a head, rugose-reticulated. Seed suspended. Herbs with finely dissected al-

ternate leaves and showy flowers. ("ASomj, a favorite of Venus, after his death

changed into a flower.)
1. A. AUTUMN\LIS L. (PHEASANT'S EYE.) Low leafy annual with scarlet

or crimson corolla darker in the center. (A. annua L., in part.) Occasional
in fields. (Sparingly introd. from Eu.)

I 4. TRAUTVETTERIA Fisch. & Mey. FALSE BUGBANE

Sepals 3-5, usually 4, concave, petal-like, very caducous. Petals none.
Achenes numerous, capitate, membranaceous, compressed, somewhat 4-angled
and inflated. Seed erect. A perennial herb, with alternate palmately-lobed
leaves, and corymbose white flowers. (For Prof. E. R. von Trautvetter, an able
Russian botanist of the 19th century.)

1. T. carolinSnsis (Walt.) Vail. Stems 0-9 dm. high; root-leaves large,

5-11-lobed, the lobes toothed and cut. (T. palmata Fisch. & Mey.) Moist

ground along streamlets, Md. and s. w. Pa. to Mo. and Ga.

5. THALICTRUM [Tourn.] L. MEADOW RUE

Sepals 4-5, petal-like or greenish, usually caducous. Petals none. Achenes
4-15, grooved or ribbed, or else inflated. Stigma unilateral. Seed suspended.

Perennials, with alternate 2-3-ternately compound leaves, the divisions and
the leaflets stalked

; petioles dilated at base. Flowers in corymbs or panicles,
often polygamous or dioecious. (A Greek name of an unknown plant, men-
"oned by IMoscorides.)

* Flowers perfect; filaments club-shaped, erect or spreading.

1. T. clavatum DC. Stem slender, glabrous, 3-4 dm. high, 1-3-leaved
;

radical leaves biternate
;

leaflets large, thin, glaucous beneath, suborbicu\ar,
coarsely and crenately 3-7-toothed

;
flowers white, few

;
achenes 5-10, flat,

falcate, tapering into a long and very slender stipe. By mountain streams,
W. Va. and Va. to Ga. and Ala. May, June.

* * Flowers dioecious or polygamous.

-- Aehenes sessile, regularly ribbed, their walls offirm texture.

2. T. confine Fernakl. Glabrous and glaucous, 3-10 dm. high, from a slen-
der elongate caudex

;
leaflets often 2-4 cm. broad, suborbicular, veins scarcely

prominulous beneath
;
achenes maturing 2-5, about 8 mm. long including the

Ki^ak.

Rocky and gravelly banks of streams, e. N. B., Que., and n. Me. to
N. Y. and Man. June, July.

t- Achenes broadly spindle-shaped, conspicuously stalked; filaments thread-
>

like; leaves 3-4-ternate.

3. T. coriaceum (Britton) Small. Soots stout, bright yellow; common
tioles of the stern-leaves more or less developed, the base much dilated and

amplexicaul ;
leaflets broadly obovate to suborbicular, 3-9-toothed or -lobed,

pale and glabrous beneath
; style nearly as long as the achene. Mts. of Pa. to

Ky., N. C., and Tenn.
4 . T. caulophylloides Small. Similar; roots not yellow ; leaflets commonly

arge, reniform-suborbicular, broader than long, pale beneath
; style thickish,

often hooked, about half as long as the achene. Mountain slopes and alluvial

banks, Md. to Ky. and Tenn.
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or suhnrttsifr, thi n-ivalled, the ribs often connected by
transverse reticulations; leaves 3--ternate.

w Filaments capillary, soon droopiny ; pHioles of the stem-leaves well devel-

oped,' vernal.

5. T. dioicum L. (EARLY M.) Smooth and pale or glaucous, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaves (2-3) all with general petioles ;
leaflets thin, light green, drooping, sub-

ofbicular, 3-7-lobed
;
flowers dioecious; sepals purplish or greenish white.

Rocky woods, etc., centr. Me., westw. and south w., common. Apr., May.
** -w. Filaments capillary or slightly Hub-shaped, soon drooping; petioles of the

stem-leaves short or none ; aestival.

6. T. dasycarpum Fisch. & Lall. Stem 6-12 dm. high, usually purplish ;

leaflets shortly oblong, mostly 3-toothed, more or less veiny, pale and usually
covered with a fine non-glandular pubescence beneath

;
flowers dioecious

;
se-

pals and capillary filaments commonly purplish white. ( T. purpurascens Man.
ed. 6, in part.) Alluvial soil, N. J. to the Saskatchewan, and southwestw.

7. T. revolutum DC. Habit and flowers much as in the preceding ;
leaflets

thicker, under a lens finely glandular-puberulent, the glands or waxy globules
sessile or shortly stipitate. ( T. purpurascens Man. ed. 6, in part, including
var. ceriferum Aust.) Rocky upland woods, etc., also on river banks, e.

Mass, to N. J., s. w. Ont., s. Ind., and N. C. Emitting a heavy odor.

.M. .M. +H. Filaments club-shaped, ascending or spreading until after anthesis.

8. T. polygamum Muhl. (TALL M.) Glabrous or pubescent but not glan-

dular, 0.5-2.6 m. high; stem-leaves sessile; leaflets rather firm, roundish to

oblong, commonly with mucronate lobes or tips, sometimes puberulent beneath
;

panicles very compound \, flowers white (rarely purplish), the fertile ones with
some stamens

;
anthers not drooping, small, oblong, blunt, the mostly white

filaments decidedly thickened upwards; achenes glabrous. (T. Cornuti Man.
ed. 6, not L.) Wet meadows and along rivulets, Nfd. to O. and south w., com-
mon. July-Sept. Var. HEBECAKPUM Fernald. Leaflets usually pubescent
beneath

;
achenes pubescent. Nfd. to s. Ont. and N. H.

6. ANEMONELLA Spach.

Involucre compound, at the base of an umbel of flowers. Sepals 5-10, white
and conspicuous. Petals none. Achenes 4-15, ovoid, terete, strongly 8-10-

ribbed, sessile. Stigma terminal, broad and depressed. Low glabrous peren-
nial

;
leaves all radical, compound. (Name a diminutive of Anemone, to which

this plant has sometimes been referred.)
1. A. thalictroides (L.) Spach. (RUE ANEMONE.) Stem and .slender peti-

ole of radical leaf (1-3 dm. high) rising from a cluster of thickened tuber. u is

roots
;
leaves 2-3-ternately compound ;

leaflets roundish, somewhat 3-lobed at

the end, cordate at the base, long-petiolulate, those of the 2-3-leaved 1-2-ternate

involucre similar
;
flowers several in an umbel

; sepals oval (1.2 cm. long, some-
times pinkish), not early deciduous. (ywR*ik> Hoffmannaegg. ;

Tholictrnm
anemonoides Michx.) Woods, common, s. N. H. to Minn., Kan., Tenn., and
n. w. Fla. Rarely the sepals, stamens or involucre are variously modified.

7. HEPATICA [Rupp.] Hill. LIVERLEAF. HEPATICA

Leaves heart-shaped and 3-lobed, thickish and persistent through the winter,
the new ones appearing later than the flowers, which are single, on hairy scapes.
Name from a fancied resemblance to the liver in the shape of the leaves.)

1. H. triloba Cliaix. Leaves with 3 ovate obtuse or rounded lobes
;
those

of the involucre also obtuse
; sepals 6-12, blue, purplish, or nearly white

;
achenes

several, in a small loose head, ovate-oblong, pointed, hairy. (H: llt-i>ntica

Kai-st.) Woods, eo'.nmon from N. S. to Fla., Mo., and Minn.; more abundant
eastw. (Alaska, Ku.)
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2. H. acutiloba DC. Leaves with 3 ovate and pointed lobes, or sometimes
5-lobed

;
those of the involucre acute or acutish. {H. acuta Britton.) Woods,

w. Que., southw. through w. N. H. to Ga., Mo., and Minn., more abundant
westw.

; York, Me. (Bicknell). Passes into the preceding.

8. ANEM&NE [Tourn.] L. ANEMONE

Sepals few or many, petal-like. Petals none, or in no. 1 resembling abortive
stamens. Achenes pointed or tailed, flattened, not ribbed. Seed suspended.

Perennial herbs with radical leaves
;
those of the stem 2 or 3 together, oppo-

site or whorled, and forming an involucre remote from the flower
; peduncles

1-flowered, solitary or umbellate. (The ancient Greek and Latin name, a cor-

ruption of Na'man, the Semitic name for Adonis, from whose blood the crimson-
flowered Anemone of the Orient is said to have sprung.)

1. PULSATfLLA Pers. Carpels numerous in a head, with long hairy styles
which in fruit form feathery tails, as in Clematis

; flower large, usually
with some minute or indistinct gland-like abortive stamens answering to

petals.

1. A. patens L., var. Wolfgangiana (Bess. ) Koch. (PASQUEFLOWER.) Silky-
villous

;
flower erect, solitary ;

leaves ternately divided, the lateral divisions

2-parted, the middle one stalked and 3-parted ; segments of the leaves and ses-

sile involucre deeply cleft into narrowly linear and acute lobes
; sepals 5-7, pur-

plish blue to whitish (15-35 mm. long), spreading when in full anthesis. (Var.
Nuttalliana Gray ;

Pulsatilla hirsutissima Britton.) Prairies, Wise., 111., Tex.,
northw. and westw. March, Apr. (Eu., Siber.)

2. ANEMONE proper. Styles short, not plumose. Staminodia none.

* Achenes densely long-woolly, compressed; involucre far below the flower.

-t- Rootstock tuberous ; sepals usually 10-20
; style filiform.

2. A. caroliniana Walt. Stem 7-15 cm. high ;
root-leaves once or twice

3-parted or cleft
;
involucre 3-parted, its wedge-shaped divisions 3-cleft

; sepals
10-20, oblong-linear, purple or whitish; head of fruit ellipsoid. Dak. to III,

Fla., and Tex. May. A. DECAPETALA Ard., said to reach e. Kan., is doubt-

fully distinct, its strongest character being the greater prevalence of simply ter-

nate basal leaves with crenate uncleft leaflets.

- t- Rootstock not tuberous ; sepals usually 5-8
; styles filiform.

3. A. parviflbra Michx. Stem 1-3 dm. high, from a slender rootstock, 1-

flowered ; root-leaves 3-parted, their broadly wedge-shaped divisions crenate-
iricised or lobed

;
involucre 2-3-leaved

; sepals 5 or 6, oval, white, with bluish
bases

;
head of fruit globular. Wet limestone rocks, Lab. to Alaska, s. to e.

Que., Ont., Minn., Col., and Ore. May-Sept. (Siber.)
4. A. multlfida Poir. Stems from a branching caudex, silky-hairy (1-4 dm.

high); principal involucre 2-3-leaved, bearing one naked and one or two Z-leaved

peduncles ; leaves of the involucre short-petioled, similar to the root-leaves,
twice or thrice 3-parted and cleft, their divisions linear

; sepals (sometimes
numerous) obtuse, red, greenish yellow or whitish

;
head of fruit spherical or

ovoid. (A. Hudsoniana Richards.) Gravelly and ledgy (calcareous) shores
and banks, e. Que. to Alaska, s. to N. B., n. Me., n. Vt., n. N. Y., Mich.,
S. Dak.; and in the mts. to Ariz. June. (Extra-trop. S. A.)
- f- *- Taller, commonly branching above or producing two or more peduncles ;

involucral haves long-petioled ; sepals 5-8, silky or downy beneath, oval or

oblong; style subulate. (THIMBLEWEEDS.)
5. A. cylindrica Gray. Slender, pubescent ;

flowers 2-6, on very long up-
right naked peduncles ; involucral leaves twice or thrice as many as the pedun-
cles, 3-divided

;
their divisions wedge-lanceolate, the lateral 2-parted, the middle

3-cleft
;

lobes cut and toothed at the apex ; sepals 5, rather obtuse, greenish
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white; head of fruit cylindrical (2-8,5 cm. long). Rocky woods and dry bar-

rens, w. Me. to Sask., s. to N. J., Pa., 111., Mo., Kan., N. Mex., and Ariz.

May-July.
6. A. riparia Fernald. Less conspicuously pubescent ;

leaflets thinner,

greener, less strongly veined
;
those of the involucre lanceolate, cuneate at the

base; sepals 5, large (1.5 cm. long), obtuse, white or rarely reddish, mostly
petaloid ;

head of fruit subcylindric, the styles suberect. Calcareous river-

banks, etc., Gasp6 Co., Que., to Alberta, s. to Me., w. Ct., e. Pa., and w. N. Y.

May, June.
7. A. virginiana L. Loosely pubescent or glabrate ;

involucral leaves 3, 3-

parted ;
their divisions ovate-lanceolate, pointed, cut-serrate, the lateral 2-parted,

the middle 3-cleft
; peduncles elongated, the earliest naked, the others with a 2-

leaved involucel at the middle, repeatedly proliferous ; sepals 5, acute, greenish
(in one variety white and obtuse) ; head of fruit ovoid or thick-cyUndric, the

styles divergent. Woods and meadows, centr. Me. to Minn., and southw.

June-Aug. Plant 0.0-1 m. high ;
the upright peduncles 1.5-3 dm. long.

* * Achenes naked, orbicular, compressed, wing-margined; sepals 5, obovate ;

involucre sessile.

8. A. canadensis L. Hairy, rather low
; primary involucre 3-leaved, bear-

ing a naked peduncle, and soon a pair of branches or peduncles with a 2-leaved
involucre at the middle, which branch similarly in turn

;
their leaves broadly

wedge-shaped, 3-cleft, cut and toothed
;
radical leaves 5-7-parted or cleft

;
se-

pals white (1.2-1.8 cm. long); head of fruit spherical. (A. pennsylvanica L.)
River-banks and prairies, e. Que. to Assina., s. to N. S., centr. Me., w. N. E.,

N. J., Pa., Great Lake region, Mo., Kan., and Col.; escaped from cultivation

elsewhere.

* * * Achenes rather few, nearly naked, ovate-oblong ; stems slender, l-flowercd ;

^fclE ,^iX leaves radical.

9. A. quinquef61ia L. (Wooo A.) Low, smoothish
;
stem perfectly simple,

from a thick-filiform whitish or brown rootstock ; involucre of 3 long-petioled

trifoliolate leaves, their leaflets wedge-shaped or oblong, and laciniately toothed
or the lateral ones 2-parted ;

a similar radical leaf in sterile plants solitary from
the rootstock

; peduncle not longer than the involucre
; sepals 4-7, oval, white,

or tinged with purple outside
; carpels only 1 5-20, oblong, with a hooked beak.

(A. nemorosa of Man. ed. 6, not L.) Margin of woods. Apr., May. A
delicate vernal species ;

the flower 2 cm. broad.
The European A. NEMOR6SA L., with thicker blackish rootstock, has been

found as an escape from cultivation in e. Mass. (Sears").
10. A. trifblia L. Similar in habit, somewhat stouter

;
the leaflets of the

involucre lanceolate to ovate, 2-3 cm. broad, rather regularly serrate, not in-

cised ; flower 2.8-3.5 cm. in diameter
; sepals oval, white. Woods, mts. of s.

Pa. to Ga. (Eu.)

9. CLEMATIS L. VIRGIN'S BOWER

Perennial herbs or vines, mostly a little woody, and climbing by the bending
or clasping of the leafstalks, rarely low and erect. (KX^ar/s, a name of I)is-

corides for a climbing plant with long and lithe branches.)

1. FLAMMULA DC. Flowcrx cymnw-piunnilalr, rather small, in our spe-
cies dioecious r tin- pistillate with some sterile stnn'ns. Sepals petal<>id,

whitish, spreading, thin. Petals none. Antln-rs xlim-t. blunt.

1. C. virginiana L. Leaves normally 3-foliolate
;
leaflets ovate, acute, thin,

dark green above, when young silky-villous beneath, in age more or less com-

pletely glabrate, heart-shaped at the base, variously few-toothod. River-banks,

etc., common ; climbing over shrubs. July, Aug. A variation, found in the

lower Missouri Valley and having more persistent pubescence and "
marginless

"

achenes, has been described as C. missouriciists Ky<U>.
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2. C. ligusticifblia Nutt. Very similar, but the leaves 5-foliolate or quinate-
ternate

;
leaflets small, 1.5-4 cm. broad, pale green, thickish, of linn texture.

Mo. (Bush), Neb., and w. to the Pacific.

2. VIORNA Reichenb. Flowers large, solitary on long peduncles, usually
nodding. Sepals thick, erect and connivent at base, mostly dull purple.
Petals none. Anthers linear.

* Stems climbing; leaves at least in part pinnate ; calyx (and foliage) gla-
brous or puberulent.

+- Tails offruit plumose.

3. C. Vi6rna L. (LEATHER FLOWER.) Calyx ovoid and at length bell-

shaped ;
the purplish sepals (2-3 cm. long) very thick and leathery, wholly con-

nivent or only the tips recurved
; long tails of the fruit very plumose ; leaflets

3-7, ovate or oblong, sometimes slightly cordate, 2-3-lobed or entire, not reticu-

lated; uppermost leaves often simple. (C. glaucophylla and C. flaccida Small.)
Rich soil, Pa. to Mo., and southw. May-Aug.
4. C. Addisbnii Britton. Suberect, 6-9 dm. high ; leaves all or many of

them simple, sessile, broadly ovate, deep green above, glaucous beneath, obtuse,

the later ones pinnate with prehensile petiolules and elliptic ovate leaflets;

flowers and fruit as in C. Viorna. Alluvial soil, Va. (Addison Brown), N. C.,

and Tenn. x C. VIORNIOIDES Britton is intermediate between this and C.

Viorna.
5. C. versicolor Small. Climbing, glabrous or nearly so

;
leaves pinnate ;

leaflets oval, reticulated; sepals lanceolate, glabrous on the outer surface,

slightly recurved at the tip ;
achenes with plumose tails. Dry ledges, Mo.

(Bush}, and Ark. (according to Small).

I- H- Tails offruit silky or glabrate.

6. C. Pitchdri T. & G. Calyx bell-shaped ;
the dull purplish sepals with

narrow and slightly margined recurved points ; tails of the fruit filiform and
naked or shortly villous ; leaflets 3-9, ovate or somewhat cordate, entire or 3-

lobed, much reticulated; uppermost leaves often simple. (C. Simsii of auth.,

not Sweet according to Gray.) S. Ind. to Neb. and Tex. June.

7. C. crispa L. Calyx cylindrical below, the upper half of the bluish-purple

sepals (2.5-4 5 cm. long) dilated and widely spreading, with broad and wavy
thin margins; tails of the fruit silky or glabrate ;

leaflets 5-9, thin, varying
from ovate or cordate to lanceolate, entire or 3-5-parted. (C. cylindrica.Sims.)

Va. near Norfolk, and south w. May-Aug.
* * Low and erect, mostly simple ; flowers solitary, terminal; leaves sessile or

nearly so, undivided, strongly reticulated.

C. ochroleuca Ait. Leaves broadly ovate, entire or sometimes 3-lobed,

silky beneath ; sepals yellowish within
; peduncles long ; tails of the fruit tawny-

plumose, the achenes nearly symmetrical, 3.5 mm. broad. Copses, s. N. Y. to

Ga.
;
rare. May.

9. C. ovata Pursh. Very similar in habit
;
leaves narrowly ovate, entire,

glabrate; sepals purplish; achenes oblique, 4-5 mm. broad, their silky tails

white or nearly so. Dry slaty hillsides, White Sulphur Springs, W. Va. to

S. C.

10. C. Frem6ntii Wats. Leaves crowded, thick, often coarsely toothed,

sparingly villous-tomentose
; peduncles very short ; tails villous or glabrate, not

plumose. Mo., Neb., and Kan.

3. ATRAGENE DC. Some of the outer filaments enlarged and more or less

petaloid ; peduncles bearing single large flowers; the thin sepals widely

spreading.

11. C. verticillaris DC. Woody-stemmed climber, almost glabrous; leaves

trifoliolate, with slender common and partial petioles ;
leaflets ovate or

slightly heart-shaped, pointed; flower pinkish-purple, 5-7.5 cm. across; tails

of the fruit plumose, 5 cm. long. (Atragene americana Sims.) Rocky
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woods, chiefly in calcareous districts, e. Que. to Hudson B. and L. Winnipeg,
locally s. to Del., Va., W. Va., Mich, and Minn. May, June.

10. ISOPYRUM L.

Sepals 5, petal-like, deciduous. Stamens 10-40. Pistils 3-6 or more, pointed
with the styles. Pods ovate or oblong, 2-several-seeded. Slender smooth
perennial herbs, with

2-3-ternately compound leaves
;

the leaflets 2-3-lobed.

Flowers axillary and terminal, white. (From ivbirvpov, the ancient name of a

Fumaria.}
1. I. biternatum (Raf.) T. & G. Petals none

;
filaments white, club-shaped ;

pistils 8-6 (commonly 4), divaricate in fruit, 2-3-seeded
;

seeds smooth.
Moist shady places, s. Ont. (Dearness} to Minn., and southw. May. Fibers
of the root thickened here and there into little tubers.

11. CALTHA [Rupp.] L. MARSH MARIGOLD

Sepals 6-9, petal-like. Pistils 5-10, with scarcely any styles. Pods (folli-

cles) compressed, spreading, many-seeded. Glabrous perennials, with round
and heart-shaped or kidney-form large leaves. (An ancient Latin name for

the common Marigold.)
1. C. paliistris L. Stem hollow, furrowed, not creeping ;

leaves round or

kidney-shaped, either crenate or dentate or nearly entire
; sepals broadly oval,

bright yellow. Swamps and wet meadows, Nfd. to Sask., s. to S. C.. Tenn.,
and Neb. Apr.-June. Often called incorrectly Cowslips; used as a pot-herb
in spring, when coming into flower. (Eu.) Var. FLABELLIFOLIA (Pursh)
T. & G. is a weak slender form (not creeping) ,

with open reniform leaves and
smaller flowers (2 cm. broad or less), occurring in cold mountain springs, N. Y.
to Md. Var. RADIOANS (Forst.) Hartm. is a decumbent or procumbent form,

creeping at the base, usually more slender and smaller-flowered than the typi-
cal form. Arctic Am. and (according to Rydberg) in swamps near Woodlawn
and W. Hampton, N. Y. (Boreal Eurasia.)

2. C. natans Pall. Stems commonly floating ;
leaves ovate-reniform, thin,

subentire
;
flowers small (1-1.2 cm. broad); sepals white or pinkish; carpels

numerous (3 mm. long)^ in a globose head. In ponds or on muddy shores,
n. Minn., and northwestw. June-Sept.

12. TR6LLIUS L. GLOBEFLOWER

Sepals 5-15, petal-like. Petals small, 1-lipped, the concavity near the base.

Stamens and pistils numerous. Pods 9 or more, many-seeded. Smooth peren-
nials with palmately parted and cut leaves, like Ranunculus, and large solitary
terminal flowers. (Name a latinization of Troll from Trollblume, the Germanic
vernacular designation.)

1. T. laxus Salisb. (SPREADING G.) Leaves 6-7-parted ; pale greenish-yel-
low sepals f)-6, spreading ; petals 15-26, inconspicuous, much shorter than the

stamens. Deep swamps, w. Ct. to Del., Pa., and Mich.
; Rocky Mts. May.

13. C6PTIS Salisb. GOLDTHREAD

Sepals 5-7, petal-like, deciduous. Petals 6-7, small, club-shaped, hollow at

the apex. Stamens 16-25. Pistils 3-7, on slender stalks. Tods divergent.

rnembranaceous, pointed with the style, 4-8-seeded. Low smooth perennials,
with ternately divided root-leaves, and small white flowers on scapes. (Name
from KbirTfiv, t<> a//, alludiim i<> the divided leaves.)

1. C. trifdlia (L.) Salisb. Rootstocks of long bright yellow bitter libers:

leaves evergreen, shining; leaflets ;}, obovate-wrdgr form, sharply toothed.

obscurely 3-lobed
; scape naked, slender, 7-13 cm, high, 1 (rarely 2)-flowered.

--
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Mossy woods and swamps, Lab. to Alask., s. to Md., mts. of N. C. and Tenn.,
Mich., and n. e. la. May-July. (Greenl., Eurasia.)

14. HELLEBORUS [Tourn.] L. HELLEBORE

Sepals 5, petal-like or greenish, persistent. Petals 8-10, very small, tubular,

2-lipped. Pistils 3-10, sessile, forming coriaceous many-seeded pods. Peren-
nial herbs, with ample palmate or pedate leaves and large solitary nodding early
vernal flowers. (An ancient name of unknown meaning.)

1. H. vfRiois L. (GREEN H., CHRISTMAS FLOWER.) Root-leaves glabrous,

pedate; calyx spreading, greenish. Has been found wild on L. I., in Pa.,
N. J.,. and W. Va. Dec. -Apr. (Nat. from Eu.)

15. ERANTHIS Salisb. WINTER ACONITE

I Sepals 5-8, petal-like, deciduous. Petals small 2-lipped nectaries. Carpels
w, stipitate, several-seeded. Perennial herbs, with palmately multifid radi-

cal leaves, the scape bearing a single large yellow flower surrounded by an
involucre of a single leaf. (Name from ^p, spring, and Avdos, flower.)

1. E. HYEMALIS (L.) Salisb. Dwarf
;
flowers cup-shaped, shorter than the

stamens. (Cammarum Greene.) Often cultivated; established in e. Pa.

Feb., March. (Nat. from Eu.)

16. NIGELLA [Tourn.] L. FENNEL FLOWER

Sepals 5, regular, petaloid. Petals small, ungeniculate, the blade bifid.

Pistils 5, partly united into a compound ovary, so as to form a several-celled

capsule. An Old World genus, with blackish aromatic seeds, noteworthy in

the family in having a somewhat compound ovary. (Name a diminutive of

niger, black, from the color of the seeds.)
1. N. DAMASCENA L. (LOVE-IN-A-MIST.) Flower bluish, overtopped by a

finely divided leafy involucre. Sometimes cultivated, and occasionally spon-
eous around gardens. (Introd. from Eurasia.)

17. AQUILEGIA [Tourn.] L. COLUMBINE

Sepals 5, regular, colored like the petals. Petals 5, all alike, with a short

spreading lip, produced backward into large hollow spurs, much longer than
the calyx. Pistils 5, with slender styles. Pods erect, many-seeded. Per-

ennials, with 2-3-ternately compound leaves, the leaflets lobed. Flowers large
and showy, terminating the branches. (Name of doubtful origin.)

1. A. canadSnsis L. (WILD C.) Flowers 5 cm. long, scarlet, yellow inside,

nodding, so that the spurs turn upward, but the stalk becoming upright in fruit
;

spurs nearly straight ;
stamens and styles longer than the ovate sepals. Rocks,

open woods, etc. Apr.-June. Var. PHIPPENII J. Robinson with salmon-colored

flowers, and var. FLAviFL6RA (Tenney) Britton with yellow flowers, are color

forms with paler foliage. A. COCCINEA Small robust and with acuminate

sepals 13-21 mm. long is a more or less marked and perhaps distinct species
f the South and West.

2. A. VULG\RIS L. (GARDEN C.) Flowers blue, purple, pink, or white
;

spurs hooked. Established in many places, especially northw. (Introd. from

Eu.)

18. DELPHINIUM [Tourn.] L. LARKSPUR

Sepals 5, irregular, petal-like ;
the upper one prolonged into a spur at the

base. Petals 4 (rarely only 2, united into one), irregular, the upper pair con-

tinued backward into long spurs which are inclosed in the spur of the calyx, the

lower pair with short claws. Pistils 1-5, forming many-seeded pods in fruit.

Leaves palmately divided or cut. Flowers in terminal racemes. (Name
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from Delphin, in allusion to the shape of the flower, which is sometimes not
unlike the classical figures of the dolphin.)

Introduced annuals; pistil 1.

Follicle 1 cm. long, glabrous 1. D. Consolida.
Follicle 1.2-2 cm. long, pubescent 2. D. Ajacia.

Indigenous perennials ; pistils 8.

Roots short, tuberous ; pods strongly divergent . . . . . . 3. D. tricome.
Roots elongated, woody ; pods nearly or quite erect.

Flowers purplish blue.

Petals bearded with yellow hairs
;
inflorescence loose, pyramidal ;

plant glabrous 4. D. Trelea^ei.
Petals bearded with white hairs

;
racemes virgate.

Stem glabrous 5. D. exalta t >/>/>.

Stem velvety-pubescent 6. />. \ortnn id num.
Flowers sky-blue ; raceme lax, few-flowered 7. D. uzure ion.

Flowers white or nearly so
; raceme virgate 8. D. I'> mn-ni.

1. D. CONSOLIDA L. (FIELD L.) Leaves dissected into narrow linear lobes
;

inflorescence loosely paniculate ; pedicels shorter than the bracts
; pod glabrous.

Old grain-fields, and sparingly along roadsides, N. J., southw. and westw.,
rare. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. D. AjAcis L. Flowers more numerous and spicately racemose ; pods pubes-
cent. Fields, roadsides, and wet places, Vt. to Mo. and N. C. June-Aug.
(Nat. from Eu.)

3. D. tric6rne Michx. (DWARF L.) Root a tuberous cluster
;
stem simple,

1.5-9 dm. high ;
leaves deeply 5-parted, their divisions unequally 3-5-cleft

;
the

lobes linear, acutish
;
raceme few-flowered, loose; flowers bright blue, some-

times white, occasionally numerous; spur straightish, ascending; pods strongly

diverging. W. Pa. to Minn., Neb., and southw. Apr., May.
4. D. Treleasei Bush. Essentially glabrous throughout, 7-10 dm. high,

loosely branching ;
leaf-segments deeply cleft, the lobes long, linear, acute

;
lower

pedicels much elongated, often 10-14 cm. in length ; calyx rich bluish purple;
the lamina of each sepal more or less distinctly spotted with yellow or brown

;

petals with a conspicuous yellow beard. Barrens of s. Mo. {Bush). May,
June.

5. D. exaltatum Ait. (TALL L.) Stems slender, 6-15 dm. high; leaves

deeply 3-5-cleft, the divisions narrowly wedge-form, diverging, 3-cleft at the

apex, acute
;
racemes wand-like, panicled, many-flowered ; flowers purplish blue,

downy ; spur straight ; pods erect. (D. urceolatum of auth., not Jacq.) Rich

soil, Pa. to Minn., Neb., and southw. July.
6. D. Nortonianum Mackenzie & Bush. Erect, simple, 8 dm. high ;

stem leafy,
covered with copious spreading yellowish and somewhat viscid pubescence ;

leaf-segments deeply cleft, the lobes narrowly linear, acutish
;
racerm xintilf.

wand-like, the lower pedicels scarcely longer than the upper; flowers bluish

purple ;
the spur erect or nearly so. Barrens of the Ozark Mts., s. Mo. (Bush).

May, June.
7. D. azureum Michx. Stem 3-6 dm. high, finely cinereous-pubescent ;

leaves deeply 3-5-parted, the divisions 2-3 times cleft
;
the lobes all narrowly

linear
; Jlnm-rn xku-Mue; spur ascending or horizontal, usually curved upward ;

jnnis erect. (? D. carolinianum Walt.) Va., N. C. and Ga. to Ark., Mo.,
Minn., and Sask. May, June.

8. D. Penardi Huth. Simple, erect, pubescent and generally glandular ;

raceme strict, elongated ; flowers numerous, white or ncarf;/ *", xnft-i,ni><'*<-< //( ;

the spur chiefly ascending or erect. (D. camporum Greene ; D. albescent Kydb.)
Prairies and open deciduous woods, 111. and Wise, to N. Mex. and the Rocky

Mts.

19. ACONiTUM [Tourn.] L. ACONITE. MONKSHOOD. WOLFSBANE

Sepals 5, petal-like, very irregular ;
the upper one (helmet) hooded or hel-

met-sluiped, larger than the others. Upper petals 2, consisting of small spur-

shaped bodies raised on long claws and concealed under the helmet
;
other petals

6 or fewer, much reduced or wholly wanting. Pistils 3-5. Pods several-seeded.
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Seed-coat usually wrinkled or scaly. Perennials, with palmately cleft or dis-

sected leaves, and showy flowers in racemes or panicles. (The ancient Greek
and Latin name, of uncertain origin.)

1. A. noveboracSnse Gray. Erect from tuberous-thickened roots, high, leafy,
the summit and strict loosely flowered raceme pubescent; leaves rather deeply
parted, the broadly cuneate divisions 3-cleft and incised

;
flowers blue

;
the hel-

met gibbous-obovoid with broad rounded summit and short descending beak.

Chenango, Orange, and Ulster Cos., N. Y.
;
also Summit Co., 0.

;
and reported

from Allamakee Co., la. (Pammel).
2. A. uncinatum L. (WILD M.) Glabrous; stem slender, from tuberous-

thickened roots, erect, but weak and disposed to climb
;
leaves firm, deeply 3-5-

lobed, petioled, the lobes ovate-lanceolate, coarsely toothed
; flowers blue ; hel-

met erect, obtusely conical, compressed, slightly beaked in front. Rich shady
soil along streams, Pa., and southw. in the mts.

;
Wise. June-Aug.

3. A. reclinatum Gray. (TRAILING W.) Glabrous
;
stems trailing, 1-3 m.

long; leaves deeply 3-7'-cleft, petioled, the lower orbicular in outline, 12-15
cm. wide

;
the divisions wedge-form, incised, often 2-3-lobed

; flowers white,
1.8 cm. long, nearly glabrous, in very loose panicles ;

helmet soon horizontal,

elongated-conical, with a straight beak in front. Cheat Mt., Va., and southw.
in the Alleghenies. Aug.

20. CIMICIFUGA L. BUGBANE

Sepals 4 or 5, falling off soon after the flower expands. Petals, or rather
transformed stamens, 1-8, small, on claws, 2-horned at the apex. Stamens as in

Actaea. Pistils 1-8, forming dry dehiscent pods in fruit. Perennials, with

2-3-ternately divided leaves, the leaflets cut-serrate, and white flowers in elon-

gated wand-like racemes. (Name from cimex, a bug, andfugere, to drive away. )

1. ACTIN6SPORA (Turcz.) B. & H. Pistils 3-8, stipitate ; seeds flattened

laterally, covered with chaffy scales, in one row in the membranaceous

pods; style awl-shaped; stigma minute.

1. C. americana Michx. (AMERICAN B.) Stem 6-12 dm. high; racemes

slender, panicled ;
ovaries mostly 5, glabrous ; pods flattened, veiny, 6-8-seeded.

Watkins, N. Y. (according to Britton) ;
mountains of s. Pa., and southw.

Aug.-Sept.

2. MACR6TRYS (Raf.) T. & G. (as Macrotys). Pistil solitary or sometimes

2-3, sessile; seeds smooth, flattened and packed horizontally in the pod in

two rows, as in Actaea
; stigma broad and flat.

2. C. racembsa (L.) Nutt. (BLACK SNAKEROOT, BLACK COHOSH.) Stem
1-2.6 m. high, from a thick knotted rootstock

;
leaves 2-3-ternately and then

often quinately compound ;
leaflets subcuneate to subcordate at the base

;
racemes

in fruit becoming 3-9 dm. long; pods ovoid. Rich woods, s. N. E. to Wise.,
and southw.

;
cultivated and escaped eastw. July. Var. DISSECTA Gray.

Leaves irregularly pinnately decompound, the rather small leaflets incised.

Local, s. w. Ct. (Eames} to Del. (Commons').
Var. cordif61ia (Pursh) Gray. Leaflets few (about 9), very large (1-2.5 dm.

long), at least the terminal one deeply cordate. '(C. cordifolia Pursh.) Damp
woods, mts. of s. w. Va. to N. C. and Tenn. Said to flower later than the

typical form.

21. ACTAEA L. BANEBERRY. COHOSH

Sepals 4 or 5, falling off when the flower expands. Petals 4-10, small, flat,

spatulate, on slender claws. Stamens numerous, with slender white filaments.

Pistil single ; stigma sessile, depressed, 2-lobed. Seeds smooth, flattened, and
packed horizontally in 2 rows. Perennials, with ample 2-3-ternately compound
leaves, the ovate leaflets sharply cleft and toothed, and a short and thick ter-
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minal raceme of white flowers. (From ciKT<?a, actaea, ancient names of the Elder,
transferred by Linnaeus.)

1. A. rubra (Ait.) Willd. (RED B.) fiaceme ovoid ; petals rhombic-spatu-
late, much shorter than the stamens

; pedicels slender ; berries cherry-red,
poisonous, ovoid-ellipsoid. (A. spicata, var. Ait. ) Rich woods, common,
especially northw. Apr., May. A form with decompound leaves and incised
leaflets is var. DISSECTA Britton. Lincoln Co., Ont. Forma NEGLECTA
(Gillman) Robinson has white berries on long slender green pedicels. (A.
neglecta Gillman; A. eburnea Rydb.) Not rare. Worthy of further study
and perhaps distinct.

2. A. alba (L.) Mill. (WHITE B.) Leaflets more incised and
sharply

toothed
;
raceme ellipsoid; petals slender, mostly truncate at the end, appearing

to be transformed stamens
; pedicels thickened in fruit, as large as the peduncle

and red, the globular-ovoid berries white. Rich woods, flowering a week or two
later than the other, and more common westward and southward.

22. HYDRASTIS Ellis. ORANGE-ROOT. YELLOW PUCCOON

Pistils 12 or more in a head, 2-ovuled
; stigma flat, 2-lipped. Ovaries becom-

ing a head of crimson 1-2-seeded berries in fruit. A low perennial herb, send-

ing up in early spring, from a thick and knotted yellow rootstock, a single radical

leaf and a simple hairy stem, which is 2-leaved near the summit and terminated

by a single greenish white flower. (Name unmeaning.)
1. H. canadensis L. (GOLDEN SEAL.) Leaves rounded, heart-shaped at

the base, 5-7-lobed, doubly serrate, veiny, when full grown in summer 1-2 dm.
wide. Rich woods, w. N. E. to Minn., and southw. Apr., May.

23. ZANTHORHiZA L'He'r. SHRUB YELLOW-ROOT

Sepals 5, regular, spreading, deciduous. Pistils 5-15, with 2 pendulous ovules.

Pods 1-seeded, oblong, the short style becoming dorsal. A low shrubby plant ;

the bark and long roots deep yellow and bitter. Flowers polygamous, brown-

purple, in compound drooping racemes, appearing along with the 1-2-pinnate
leaves from large terminal buds in early spring. (Name compounded of av6bs,

yellow, and {>tfa, root.} XANTHORRHIZA Marsh., a better but later form.
L Z. apiifblia L'He'r. Stems clustered, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaflets cleft and
toothed. Shady banks of streams, Pa. and s. w. N. Y. to Ky. and Ga.

MAGNOLIACEAE (MAGNOLIA FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, ivith the leaf-buds covered by membranous stipules, polypeta-

lous, hypogynous, polyandrous, polygynous ; the calyx and corolla colored alike,

in three or more rows of three, and imbricated (rarely covolute} in the bud.

Sepals and petals deciduous. Anthers adnate. Pistils many, mostly packed

together and covering the prolonged receptacle, cohering with each other, and
in fruit forming a sort of fleshy or dry cone. Seeds 1 or 2 in each carpel,

anatropous ; albumen fleshy; embryo minute. Leaves alternate, not toothed,

marked with minute transparent dots, feather-veined. Flowers single, large.

Bark aromatic and bitter.

1. MAGNOLIA L.

Sepals 3. Petals 6-9. Stamens imbricated, with very short filaments, and

long anthers opening inward. Pistils coherent, forming a fleshy and rather

woody cone-like red fruit ; each carpel at maturity opening on the back, from
which the 1 or 2 berry-like seeds hang by an extensile thread. (Named for

P. Magnol, professor of botany at Montpellier in the 17th century.)
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* Leaves all scattered along the branches; leaf-buds silky.

1. M. virginiana L. (SMALL or LAUREL M., SWEET BAY.) Leaves oval to

broadly lanceolate, 8-15 cm. long, obtuse, glaucous beneath ; flower globular,

white, 5 cm. long, very fragrant ; petals broad; cone of fruit small, ellipsoid.

(M. glauca L.) Swamps, from near Cape Ann and N. Y. southw., near the

coast; in Pa. as far w. as Cumberland Co. May-July. Shrub 1-6 m. high,
with thickish leaves, which farther south are evergreen.

2. M. acuminata L. (CUCUMBER TREE.) Leaves thin, oblong, pointed, green
and a little pubescent beneath, 13-25 cm. long; flower slender-bell-shaped,

glaucous-green tinged with yellow, 5 cm. long ;
cone of fruit 5-7 cm. long,

cylindrical. Rich woods, w. N. Y. to 111., Ark. and southw. May, June. Tree

18-27 m. high ;
fruit when young slightly resembling a small cucumber.

3. M. macrophylla Michx. (GREAT-LEAVED M.) Leaves obovate-oblong,
cordate at the narrowed base, pubescent and white beneath ; flower open-bell-

shaped, white* with a purple spot at base; petals ovate, 15 cm. long; cone of

fruit ovoid. Ky., Ark., and southw. May, June. Tree 6-12 m. high;
leaves 3-9 dm. long, somewhat clustered on the flowering branches.

* * Leaves crowded on the summit of the flowering branches in an umbrella-like

circle; leaf-buds glabrous; flowers white, slightly scented.

4. M. tripetala L. (UMBRELLA TREE.) Leaves obovate-lanceolate, pointed at

both ends, soon glabrous, 3-6 dm. long ; petals 9-12 cm. long. (M. Umbrella

Desr.) S. Pa. to Ky., Mo., and southw. May. Small tree.

5. M. Fraseri Walt. (EAR-LEAVED UMBRELLA TREE.) Leaves oblong-
obovate or spatulate, auriculate at the base, glabrous, 2-5 dm. long; petals

obovate-spatulate, with narrow claws, 1 dm. long. Swamps and along streams,
Va. and Ky., along the Alleghenies, and southw. May. A slender tree 9-15

high.

2. LIRIODENDRON L. TULIP TREE

Sepals 3, reflexed. Petals 6, in two rows, making a bell-shaped corolla.

Anthers linear, opening outward. Pistils flat and scale-form, narrow, imbricating
and cohering in an elongated cone, dry, falling away whole, like a samara or key,

indehiscent, 1-2-seeded in the small cavity at the base. (Name from \ipiov, lily

or tulip, and Stvdpov, tree.}
1. L. Tulipifera L. Leaves very smooth, with 2 lateral lobes near the base,

and 2 at the apex, which appears as if cut off abruptly by a broad shallow
notch

; petals 5 cm. long, greenish yellow marked with orange ;
cone of fruit

7.5 cm. long. Rich soil, Worcester Co., Mass., to Ont., Wise., and southw.

May, June. A most beautiful tree, sometimes 40 m. high and 2-3 m. in diam-
eter in the Western and Southern States, the timber commonly called POPLAR or

WHITE WOOD.

J

CALYCANTHACEAE (CALYCANTHUS FAMILY)

Shrubs with opposite entire leaves, no stipules, the sepals and petals similar

indefinite, the anthers adnate and extrorse, and the cotyledons convolute;

fruit like a rose-hip. Chiefly represented by the genus

1. CALYCANTHUS L. CAROLINA ALLSPICE

I

Calyx of many sepals, united below into a fleshy inversely .conical cup (with
some leaf-like bractlets growing from it) ;

the lobes lanceolate, mostly colored

like the petals, which are similar, in many rows, thickish, inserted on the top
of the closed calyx-tube. Stamens numerous, inserted just within the petals,
short

;
some of the inner ones sterile (destitute of anthers). Pistils several or

many, inclosed in the calyx-tube, inserted on its base and inner face. Aromatic
shrubs with brownish purple flowers terminating leafy shoots. (Name com-
posed of KCL\V, a cup or calyx, and Avdos, flower.} BUTNERIA Duham.
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1. C. fl6ridus L. Leaves oval, soft-downy underneath; flowers when crushed

yielding somewhat the fragrance of strawberries. (Butneria Britton.) Va.

(?) and southw., on hillsides in rich soil
;
common in gardens. Apr.-Aug.

2. C. fSrtilis Walt. Leaves oblong or ovate, thin, either blunt or taper-pointed,

bright green and glabrous on both sides, or pale beneath
;
flowers inodorous.

(C. glaucus and laevigatus Willd.
;
Butneria fertilis Britton.) Franklin Co.,

Pa. (Porter}, and southw. along the Alleghenies. May-Aug.

ANONACEAE (CUSTARD APPLE FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, with naked buds and no stipules, a calyx of 3 sepalu, am/

corolla of 6 thickish petals in two rows, valvate in the bud, hypogynous, poly-

androus. Anthers adnate, extrorse
;
filaments very short. Pistils several or

many, separate or cohering in a mass, fleshy or pulpy in fruit. Seefls anatropous,

large, with a minute embryo at the base of the ruminated albumen. Leaves

alternate, entire, feather-veined. Flowers axillary, solitary. Tropical,

excepting

1. ASIMINA Adans. NORTH AMERICAN PAPAW

Petals 6, increasing after the bud opens ;
the outer set larger than the inner.

Stamens numerous in a globular mass. Pistils few, ripening 1-4 large thick-

cylindric pulpy fruits
;
seeds several, horizontal, flat, inclosed in a fleshy aril.

Shrubs or small trees with unpleasant odor when bruised
;
the lurid flowers soli-

tary from the axils of last year's leaves. (Name from Asiminier, of the French

colonists, from the Indian name assimin.)
1. A. triloba Dunal. (COMMON?.) Leaves thin, obovate-lanceolate, pointed ;

petals dull purple, veiny, round-ovate, the outer ones 3-4 times as long as the

calyx. Banks of streams in rich soil, N. J. to L. Erie, Mich., n. e. la., s. e.

Neb., and southw. Apr., May. Tree 3-12 m. high, the young shoots and

expanding leaves clothed with a rusty down, soon glabrous. Flowers appearing
with the leaves, 3-4 cm. wide. Fruits 7-13 cm. long, green or at length dark

brown, the pulp sweet and edible in autumn.

MENISPERMACEAE (MOONSEED FAMILY)

Woody climbers, with palmate or peltate alternate leaves, no stipules, tin-

sepals and petals similar, in three or more rows, imbricated in the bud; /<///<".'/>/-

nous, dioecious, 3-Q-gynous; fruit a l-seeded drupe, with a large or long <-urri

embryo in scanty albumen. Flowers small. Stamens several. Ovaries nearly

straight, with the stigma at the apex, but often incurved in fruiting so that the

seed and embryo are bent into a crescent or ring. Chiefly a tropical family.

*
Sepals and petals present ; anthers 4-celled ;

seed incurved.

1. Cocculus. Stamens, petals, and sepals each 6.

2. Menispermum. Stamens 12-24, slender. Petals 6-8.

* * Petals none
;
anthers 2-celled

;
seed saucer-shaped.

8. Calycocarpum. Stamens In the sterile flowers 12
;

in the fertile flowers 6, abortive.

1. C6CCULUS DC.

Sepals, petals, and stamens 6, alternating in threes, the two latter short.

Anthers 4-celled. Pistils 3-6 in the fertile flowers
; style pointed. Drupe and

seed as in Menispermum. Flowers in axillary racemes or panicles. (An old

name, a diminutive of coccus, KOKKOS, a berry.)
1. C. carolinus (L.) DC. Minutely pubescent ;

leaves downy beneath, ovate

or cordate, entire or sinuately or hastately lobed. variable in shape ; flowers
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greenish, the petals in the sterile ones auriculate-inflexed below around the fila-

ments
; drupe red (as large as a small pea). (Cebatha Britton.) River banks,

Va. to s. 111., Kan., and southw. July, Aug.

2. MENISPERMUM [Tourn.] L. MOONSEED

Sepals 4-8. Petals 6-8, short. Stamens 12-24 in the sterile flowers, as long
as the sepals ;

anthers 4-celled. Pistils 2-4 in the fertile flowers, raised on a

short common receptacle ; stigma broad and flat. Drape globular, the mark of

the stigma near the base, the ovary in its growth after flowering being strongly
incurved so that the (wrinkled and grooved) laterally flattened stone takes

the form of a large crescent or ring. The slender embryo therefore is horseshoe-

shaped ; cotyledons filiform. Flowers white, in small and loose axillary pani-
cles. (Name from n^vy, moon, and ffirtpua, seed.}

1 . M. canadense L. Leaves peltate near the edge, 3-7-angled or -lobed.

Banks of streams, w. Que. and w. N. E., westw. and southw. June, July.

rapes black with a bloom, ripe in September, looking like frost grapes.

3. CALYCOCARPUM Nutt. CUPSEED

Sepals 6, petaloid. Petals none. Stamens 12 in the sterile flowers, short
;

anthers 2-celled. Pistils 3, spindle-shaped, tipped with a radiate many-cleft

stigma. Drape globular ;
thin crustaceous putamen hollowed out like a cup on

one side. Embryo foliaceous, heart-shaped. Flowers greenish white, in long
racemose panicles. (Name from /cd\u, a cup, and Kapir6s. fruit.}

1. C. Lybni (Pursh) Nutt. Leaves large, thin, deeply 3-5-lobed, cordate at

the base
;
the lobes acuminate; drupe 2.5cm. long, black when ripe. Rich

il, Ky. to s. 111., Kan., and southw. May. Climbing to the tops of trees.

BERBERIDACEAE (BARBERRY FAMILY)

Shrubs or herbs, with the sepals and petals both imbricated in the bud, usu-

ally in two rows of 3 (rarely 2 or 4) each; the hypogynous stamens as many as

the petals and opposite to them; anthers opening by 2 valves or lids hinged at

the top. (Podophyllum is an exception in having more numerous stamens, the

anthers opening along the sides
; Jeffersonia, in having the sepals in one row.)

Pistil single. Filaments short. Style short or none. Fruit a berry or a pod.

Seeds few or several, anatropous, with albumen. Embryo small, except in

beris. Leaves alternate, with dilated bases or stipulate.

* Petals 6-9
;
stamens 8-18

;
fruit many-seeded ; herbs.

1. Podophyllum. Petals 6-9. Stamens 12-18
;
anthers not opening by uplifted valves. Fruit

a large berry.

2. Jeffersonia. Petals and stamens usually 8
;
anthers opening by uplifted valves. Pod opening

by a lid.
* * Petals and stamens 6

;
fruit few-seeded.

3. Diphylleia. Herb with white flowers ; petals much longer than the sepals. Berry 2-4-seeded.

4. Caulophyllum. Herb with greenish flowers
; petals thick, much shorter than the sepals.

Ovary soon bursting ;
the two seeds left naked.

5. Berberis. Shrubs, with yellow flowers and wood
;
a pair of glandular spots on the base of

each petal. Fruit a berry.

1. PODOPHYLLUM L. MAY APPLE. MANDRAKE

Flower-bud with three green bractlets, which early fall away. Sepals 0,

fugacious. Petals 6 or 9, obovate. Stamens twice as many as the petals in our

species ;
anthers linear-oblong, not opening by uplifted valves. Ovary ovoid ;
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stigma sessile, large, thick and undulate. Fruit a large fleshy berry. Seeds

covering the very large lateral placenta, in many rows, each seed inclosed in

a pulpy aril. Perennial herbs, with creeping root-stocks and thick fibrous roots.

Stems 2-leaved, 1-flowered. (Name from Trotfs, a foot, and <f>v\\ov, a Iraf,

probably referring to the stout petioles.)
1. P. peltatum L. Stamens 12-18; leaves 5-9-parted, the lobes oblong,

rather wedge-shaped, somewhat lobed and toothed at the apex. Rich woods,
w. Que. and w. N. E. to Minn., and southw. May. Flowerless stems termi-

nated by a large round 7-9-lobed leaf, peltate in the middle, like an umbrella
;

flowering stems bearing two one-sided leaves, and a nodding white flower from
the fork; fruit ovoid, 2.5-5 cm. long, ripe in July, sweet and slightly arid.

edible.

2. JEFFERS6NIA B. S. Barton. TWINLEAF

Sepals 4, fugacious. Petals 8, oblong, flat. Stamens 8
;
anthers oblong-

linear, on slender filaments. Ovary ovoid, soon gibbous, pointed ; stigma 2-

lobed. Pod pear-shaped, opening halfway round horizontally, the upper part

making a lid. Seeds many, in several rows on the lateral placenta, with a fleshy
lacerate aril on one side. A perennial glabrous herb, with matted fibrous roots,

long-petioled root-leaves parted into 2 half-ovate leaflets, and simple naked 1-

flowered scapes. (Named in honor of Thomas Jefferson.}
1. J. diphylla (L.) Pers. Low; flower white, 2.5 cm. broad, the parts

rarely in threes or fives. (J. binata B. S. Barton.) 'Woods, n. N. Y. to Wise.,
n. e. la., and southw. Apr., May. Called RHEUMATISM ROOT in some places.

3. DIPHYLLEIA Michx. UMBRELLA LEAF

Sepals 6, fugacious. Petals 6, oval, flat. Stamens 6. Ovary ellipsoid ; stigma
depressed, subsessile. Ovules 5 or 6, attached to one side of the cell below the

middle. Berry globose, few-seeded. Seeds oblong, with no aril. Glabrous

perennial, with thick horizontal rootstocks, sending up each year either a huge
centrally peltate and cut-lobed rounded umbrella-like radical leaf, on a stout

stalk, or a flowering stem bearing two similar (but smaller and more 2-cleft)
alternate leaves which are peltate near one margin, and terminated by a cyme
of white flowers. (Name from Sly, double, and 0tf\Xoj>, leaf.)

1. D. cymbsa Michx. Root-leaves 3-6 dm. in diameter, 2-cleft, each division

5-7-lobed
;
lobes toothed

;
berries blue. Wet or springy places, mts. of Va.

and southw. May.

4. CAULOPHYLLUM Michx. BLUE COHOSH

Sepals 6, with 3 or 4 small bractlets at the base, ovate-oblong. Petals 6 thick

gland-like somewhat kidney-shaped or hooded bodies, with short claws, much
smaller than the sepals, one at the base of each of them. Stamens 6. Pistil

gibbous ; style short
; stigma minute and unilateral

; ovary bursting soon after

flowering by the pressure of the 2 erect enlarging seeds, and withering away ;

the spherical seeds naked on their thick seed-stalks, looking like drupes, the

llesliy integument turning blue; albumen horny. A perennial glabrous herb,
with matted knotty rootstocks, sending up in early spring a simple and naked

stem, terminated by a small raceme or panicle of yellowish green flowers, and a

little below bearing a large triternately compound sessile leaf (whence tin- name.
from *auX65, stem, and <f>6\\ov, leaf, the stem seeming to form a stalk for the

great leaf.)
1. C. thalictroides (L.) Michx. (PAPFOOSK ROOT.) Stems 3-7.5 dm. high ;

leaflets obovate-wedge-fonn, 2-3-lobed, a smaller biternate leaf often at the base

of the panicle ;
flowers appearing while the leaf is yet small. Deep rich woods,

N. B. to Man., and southw. Apr., May. Whole plant glaucous when young,
as also the seeds, which are as large as peas.
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5. BERBERIS [Tourn.] L. BARBERRY

Sepals 6, roundish, with 2-6 bractlets outside. Petals 6, obovate, concave,
with two glandular spots inside above the short claw. Stamens 6. Stigma cir-

cular, depressed. Fruit a 1-few-seeded berry. Seeds erect, with a crustaceous

integument. Shrubs, with yellow wood and inner bark, yellow flowers in

drooping racemes, sour berries, and 1-9-foliolate leaves. Stamens irritable.

(Derived from Berberys, the Arabic name of the fruit.)
1. B. canadSnsis Mill. (AMERICAN B.) Leaves repandly toothed, the teeth

less bristly-pointed ;
racemes few-flowered ; petals notched at the apex; berries

ovoid ; otherwise as in the next. Alleghenies of Va., southw. and westw.
;
not

in Canada. June. Shrub 3-9 dm. high.
2. B. VULG\RIS L. (COMMON B.) Leaves scattered on the fresh shoots of

the season, mostly reduced to sharp triple or branched spines, from the axils

of which the next season proceed rosettes or fascicles of obovate-oblong closely
bristle-toothed leaves (the short petiole jointed !), and drooping many-flowered
racemes ; petals entire

;
berries ellipsoid, scarlet. Thickets and waste grounds

in e. and s. N. E., where it has become thoroughly wild
;
elsewhere occasionally

ntaneous. May, June. (Nat. from Eu.)

LAURACEAE (LAUREL FAMILY)

Aromatic, trees or shrubs, with alternate simple leaves mostly marked with

minute pellucid dots, and flowers with a regular calyx of 4 or colored sepals,

imbricated in 2 rows in the bud, free from the l-celled and \-ovuled ovary, and

mostly fewer than the stamens; anthers opening by 2 or 4 uplifted valves.

Flowers clustered. Style single. Fruit a 1-seeded berry or drupe. Seed

anatropous, suspended, with no albumen, filled by the large almond-like embryo.

* Flowers perfect, punicled ;
stamens 12, three of them sterile, three with extrorse anthers.

1. Persea. Calyx persistent. Anthers 4-celled. Evergreen.
* * Flowers dioecious, or nearly so

;
stamens in the sterile flowers 9

;
teaves deciduous.

2. Sassafras. Flowers in corymb- or umbel-like racemes. Anthers 4-celled, 4-valved.

0. Litsea. Flowers few in involucrate umbels. Anthers 4-celled, 4-valved.

4. Benzoin. Flowers in umbel-like clusters. Anthers 2-celled, 2-valved.

1. PERSEA [Plum.] Gaertn. f.

Flowers perfect, with a 6-parted calyx, persistent at the base of the berry-like
fruit. Stamens 12, in four rows, the 3 of the innermost row sterile and gland-
like, the rest bearing 4-celled anthers {i.e. with each proper cell divided trans-

versely into two), opening by as many uplifted valves
;
the anthers of 3 stamens

turned outward, the others introse. Trees, with persistent entire leaves, and
small panicled flowers. (An ancient name of some oriental tree.)

1. P. Borbbnia (L.) Spreng. (RED BAY.) Tree of medium size
;
branch-

lets early glabrate ;
leaves oblong, soon shining above, pale and at length gla-

brate beneath
;
common peduncle about equaling the petiole ; berry dark blue,

on a red stalk. (P. carolinensis Nees.) Swamps, s. Del. to Fla. and Tex.
2. P. pubescens (Pursh) Sarg. Small tree

;
branchlets velvety ;

lower sur-

face of lance-oblong leaves retaining more or less pubescence ; peduncles con-

siderably longer than the petioles. Swamps, Fla. to N. C.; and reported from
s. Va.

2. SASSAFRAS Nees

Flowers dioecious, with a 6-parted spreading calyx ;
the sterile kind with 9

stamens inserted on the base of the calyx in 3 rows, the 3 inner with a pair of

stalked glands at the base of each
;
anthers 4-celled, 4-valved

;
fertile flowers

/
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with 6 short rudiments of stamens and an ovoid ovary. Drupe ovoid (blue),
supported on a club-shaped and rather fleshy reddish pedicel. Trees, with

spicy-aromatic bark, and very mucilaginous twigs and foliage ;
leaves decidu-

ous, often lobed. Flowers greenish yellow, naked, in clustered and peduncled
corymbed racemes, appearing with the leaves, involucrate with scaly bracts.

(The popular name, applied by the early French settlers in Florida.)
1. S. variif61ium

(Salisb.)
Ktze. Trees 4-38 m. high, with yellowish

green twigs ;
leaves ovate, entire, or some of them 3-lobed, soon glabrous. (S.

officinale Nees & Eberm.
; S. Sassafras Karst.) Rich woods, s. Me. (Deane,

Parlin) to s. Ont., Mich., e. la., and Kan., and s. to the Gulf. Apr.

3. LiTSEA Lam.

Flowers dioecious, with a 6-parted deciduous calyx ;
the sterile with 9 sta-

mens in 3 rows
;

their anthers all introrse, 4-celled, 4-valved ; fertile flowers

with 12 or more rudiments of stamens and a globular ovary. Drupe globular.
Shrubs or trees, with entire leaves, and small flowers in axillary clustered

umbels. (Name of Chinese origin.)
1. L. geniculata (Walt.) Nicholson. (Poxi> SI-ICE.) Flowers (yellow)

appearing before the deciduous oblong leaves, which are hairy on the midrib
beneath

;
branches forked and divaricate, the branchlets zigzag ;

involucres

2-4-leaved, 2-4-flowered
;
fruit red. (Malapoenna Coult.) Swamps, Va. to

Fla. Apr.

4. BENZOIN Fabric. WILD ALLSPICE. FEVER BUSH

Flowers polygamous-dioecious, with a 6-parted open calyx ;
the sterile with

9 stamens in 3 rows, the inner filaments 1-2-lobed and gland-bearing at base
;

anthers 2-celled and 2-valved
;

fertile flowers with 15-18 rudiments of stamens
in 2 forms, and a globular ovary. Drupe obovoid, red, the stalk not thickened.

Deciduous-leaved shrubs, with honey-yellow flowers in almost sessile lateral

umbel-like clusters, appearing before the leaves (in our species); the clusters

composed of smaller clusters or umbels, each of 4-0 flowers and surrounded by
an involucre of 4 deciduous scales. Leaf-buds scaly. (So named from its odor,
which resembles that of benzoin, an oriental gum.)

1. B. aestivale (L.) Nees. (SPICE BUSH, BENJAMIN BUSH.) Nearly smnnth

(2") in. high); leaves oblong-obovate, pale underneath. (Lindcra Benzoin
Blume

;
B. Benzoin Coult.) Damp woods, s. Me. to Ont., Mich., e. Kan., and

southw. March, Apr.
2. B. melissaefblium (Walt.) Nees. Young branches and buds piihcwnt ;

leaves oblong, obtuse or heart-shaped at base, downy beneath
;
umbels few.

(Lindera Blume.) Low grounds, N. C. to Fla
,
w. to s. 111. and Mo. Apr.

PAPAVERACEAE (POPPY FAMILY)

Herbs with milky or colored juice, regular yfofvr.s /'//// th<- /i<irtx in ("* <>/

fours, fn(/<t<-i, , us sepals, polyandrous, hypof/y nous, the ovary l-cdh-d n-ith ("' or

more parietal placentae. Sepals 2, rarely 3, falling when the flower expands.

IVtals 4-12, spreading, imbricated and often enimpled in the bud, early de-

ciduous. Stimiens rarely as few as 10, distinct. Fruit a dry 1-celled pod (in

1',1/n/rrr imperfectly many-celled, in Qlancimn 2-celled). Seeds numerous,

anatropons, often crested, with a minute embryo at the base of fleshy and oily

albumen. Leaves alternate, without stipules, ivdum-lrs mostly 1 -flowered.

Juice narcotic or a. -rid.
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* Petals 8-12, not crumpled in the bud
; pod 1-celled, 2-valved.

1. Sanguinaria. Petals white. Leaves and 1-flowered scape from a short rootstock.

* * Petals 4, crumpled in the bud ; pod with 2 or more valves.

Pod 2-4-valved, the valves separating to the base from the placentae ;
leaves pinnately parted ;

flowers yellow.

2. Stylophorum. Pod bristly ; style distinct
; stigmas and placentae 8-4.

3. Chelidonium. Pod linear, smooth
; style almost none

; stigmas and placentae 2.

4. Glaucium. Pod rough, long-linear, 2-celled by a spongy partition ; style none.

-j- -i- Pod 4-20-valved, dehiscent only at the top or to the middle.

5. Papaver. Ovary incompletely many-celled ; stigmas united into a radiate sessile crown.

6. Argemone. Stigmas (sessile) and placentae 4-6. Pod and leaves prickly.

1. SANGUINARIA [Dill.] L. BLOODROOT

Sepals 2. Petals 8-12, spatulate-oblong. Stamens about 24. Style short
;

stigma 2-grooved. Pod ellipsoid or fusiform, turgid, 1-celled, 2-valved. Seeds
with a large crest. Low perennial ;

its thick prostrate rootstocks (surcharged
with red-orange acrid juice) sending up in earliest spring a palmate-lobed leaf

and 1-flowered scape. Flower white, handsome, the bud erect, the petals not

crumpled. (Name from the color of the juice.)
1. S. canadensis L. Open rich woods

;
common. Apr., May.

BOCCONIA CORDATA Willd., the PLUME POPPY, a stout plant with glaucous
cordate lobed leaves, and panicles of small greenish apetalous flowers, is frequent
in cultivation and has been found as an escape in Madison Co., O. (Mrs. Sharp).
(Introd. from China.)

2. STYL6PHORUM Nutt. CELANDINE POPPY

Sepals 2, hairy. Petals 4. Style distinct, columnar; stigma 2-4-lobed.
Pods bristly, 2-4-valved to the base. Seeds conspicuously crested. Perennial
low herbs, with stems naked below and oppositely 2-leaved, or sometimes 1-3-

leaved, and umbellately 1-few-flowered at the summit
;
the flower-buds and the

pods nodding. Leaves pinnately parted or divided. Juice yellow. (From
o-rOXos, style, and (frtpeiv, to bear, one of the distinctive characters.)

1. S. diphyllum (Michx.) Nutt. Leaves pale beneath, smoothish, deeply
pinnatirid into 5 or 7 oblong sinuate-lobed divisions, and the root-leaves often
with a pair of small distinct leaflets; peduncles equaling the petioles ;

.flower

deep yellow (5 cm. broad) ; stigmas 3 or 4
; pod ovoid. Damp woods, w. Pa. to

Wise.,
"
Mo.," and Tenn. May. Foliage and flower resembling Celandine.

3. CHELIDONIUM [Tourn.] L. CELANDINE

Sepals 2. Petals 4. Stamens 16-24. Style almost none
; stigma 2-lobed.Pod linear-cylmdric, smooth, 2-valved, the valves opening from the bottom up-ward. Seeds crested. Biennial herb with brittle stems, saffron-colored acrid

juice pinnately divided or 2-pinnatifid and toothed or cut leaves, and small yel-low flowers in a pedunculate umbel
;
buds nodding. (Ancient Greek name,:-om xe\i84v, the swallow, because its flowers appear with the swallows )

I. C. MAJUS L. Kich damp soil about towns, centr. Me. to Ont andsouthw., common from s. Me. to Pa. May-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.)

4. GLAUCIUM [Tourn.] Hill. HORN POPPY. SEA POPPY
Sepals 2. Petals 4. Style none

; stigma 2-lobed or 2-horned Pod very
long and linear, completely 2-celled by a spongy false partition; seeds crest-
3ss -Annuals or biennials, with saffron-colored juice, clasping leaves, and

solitary yellow flowers. (The Greek name, 7Xaiteio*, from the glaucous foliage )
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1. G. FLA.VUM Crantz. Lower leaves pinnatifid ; upper ones sinuate-lobed

and toothed, cordate-clasping ; pods rough, 1.5-2.5 din. long. ((T. luteinn Scop. ;

G. Grlaucium Karst. ) Waste places, s. e. N. E., Md., and Va.j also about

Syracuse, N. Y.
;
not common. (Adv. from Eu.)

5. PAPAVER [Tourn.] L. POPPY

Sepals mostly 2. Petals mostly 4. Stigmas united in a flat 4-20-rayt-d

crown, resting on the summit of the ovary and capsule ;
the latter short and

turgid, with 4-20 many-seeded placentae projecting like imperfect partitions.

opening by as many pores or chinks under the edge of the stigma. Herbs with

a white juice ;
the flower-buds nodding. (Derivation obscure.) Four annual

species of the Old World are sparingly adventive
;
viz. :

1. P. soMNfFERUM L. (COMMON P.) Smooth, glaucous ;
leaves clasping,

wavy, incised and toothed
; pod globose; corolla mostly white or purple. Near

dwellings in some places. (Introd. from Eu.)
2. P. RHOKAS L. (CORN P.) Bristly; leaves pinnatifid; pods obovoid, tur-

binate
;
corolla bright scarlet, often dark at center. Rubbish heaps and rarely

fields. (Introd. from Eu.)
3. P. IH'-BIUM L. Pinnatifid leaves and the long stalks bristly ; /><]* <-Jnl>-

shaped, smooth; corolla light scarlet. Cultivated fields and waste grounds,
R. I., and southvv., rare. (Adv. from Eu.)

4. P. ARGEMONE L. Smaller, with finer-cut leaves and paler flowers than

the last; pods club-shaped and bristly. Waste grounds, near Philadelphia.

(Adv. from Eu.)

6. ARGEM6NE L. PRICKLY POPPY

Sepals 2 or 3, often prickly. Petals 4-6. Style almost none
; stigmas 3-6,

radiate. Pod ellipsoid, prickly, opening by 3-6 valves at the top. Seeds

crested. Annuals or biennials, with prickly bristles and yellow juice. Leaves

sessile, sinuate-lobed, and with prickly teeth, often blotched with white.

Flower-buds erect, short-peduncled. (Name from &pye^a, a disease of the eye,
for which the juice of a plant so called by the Greeks was a supposed remedy.)

1. A. intermedia Sweet. Stout, very glaucous; peduncles leafy; cr<>/la

white, 8-10 cm. in diameter. (A. platyceras Man. ed. 6, not Link & Otto.)

Meredosia, 111. (Seymour} to Neb., southw. and westw.
2. A. MEXICXNA L. (MEXICAN P.) Less glaucous ; flowers smaller, 3-<i cm.

broad, yellow or rarely cream-colored (Var. OCHROLETTOA Lindl.). Waste

places and ballast, southw.; casual northw. (Adv. from Mex.)
A. ALBA Lestiboudois, a southern species with white flowers on naked pedun-

cles, is said to occur in Mo.

FUMARIACEAE (FUMITORY FAMILY)

Delicate smooth herbs, with watery juice, compound dissected lear<-s. irn-int-

lar flowers, with 4 somewhat united petals, 6 <Ii<}<'l/>fi<t* uttum-m*. <nnl '2-mi-wHs

pods and seeds like those of the Poppy Family. Sepals _', small and scah -like.

Corolla flattened, closed
;
the 4 petals in two pairs ;

the outer with spreading

tips, and one or both of them spurred or saccate at the base ; inner pair nar-

rower, and their callous-crested tips united over the stigma, Stamens in two

sets of 3 each, placed opposite the larger petals, hvpogynoiis ; their filaments

often united
;
middle anther of each set 2-celled, the lateral ones 1-celled. Pod

1-celled, either 1-seeded .and indehiscent, or several-seeded with 2 parietal pla-

centae and deciduous valves. Leaves delicate, usually alternate, without stip-

ules. Slightly bitter innocent plants.
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* Corolla bigibbous or 2-spurred, the 2 outer petals alike
; pod several-seeded.

1. Adlumia. Petals united into a spongy persistent subcordate corolla. Seeds crestless.

2. Dicentra. Corolla cordate or 2-spurred at base, less united. Seeds crested.

* * Corolla with but one petal spurred at base, deciduous.

3. Corydalis. Pod with few to many crested or ariled seeds.

4. Fumaria. Fruit a globular 1-seeded nutlet. Seed crestless.

1. ADLtFMIA Raf. CLIMBING FUMITORY

Petals all permanently united into a cordate-ovate corolla, becoming spongy
cellular and persistent, inclosing the small few-seeded pod. Seeds not crested.

Stigma 2-crested. Filaments monadelphous below in a tube which is adherent
to the corolla, diadelphous at the summit. A climbing biennial, with thrice-

pinTiate leaves, cut-lobed delicate leaflets, and ample panicles of drooping white
or purplish flowers. (Dedicated to Major J. Adlum, amateur botanist.)

1. A. fungdsa (Ait.) Greene. Wet or recently burned woods; e. Que. to

Ont., Wise., and s. in the ints. to N. C. June-Oct. (A. cirrhosa Raf.)
Handsome delicate vine climbing by the slender young leaf-stalks over high

hes
;
often cultivated, and frequently escaping.

2. DICENTRA Bernh.

in

"

H

Petals slightly cohering into a heart-shaped or 2-spurred corolla, either de-

ciduous or withering-persistent. Stigma 2-crested and sometimes 2-horned.
Filaments slightly united into two sets. Pod 10-20-seeded. Seeds crested.

Low stemless perennials (as to our wild species) with ternately compound and
dissected leaves, and racemose nodding flowers. Pedicels 2-bracted. (Name
from 8is, twice, and K^vrpov, a spur accidentally printed DICLYTRA in the first

instance, which by an erroneous conjecture was changed afterwards into

IELYTRA.) BIKUKULLA Adans. BicucuLLA Millsp.

* Raceme simple, few-flowered.

1. D. Cucullaria (L.) Bernh. (DUTCHMAN'S BREECHES.) Scape and slen-

der-petioled leaves from a sort of granulate bulb ; lobes of leaves linear
;
corolla

with 2 divergent spurs longer than the pedicel ;
crest of the inner petals minute.

(Bicuculla Millsp.) Rich woods, N. S. to L. Huron and Minn., s. to N. C.

and Mo. A very delicate plant, sending up in early spring, from the cluster

of grain-like tubers crowded together in the form of a scaly bulb, the finely cut

leaves and the slender scape, bearing 4-10 pretty, but odd, white flowers tipped
with cream-color.

2. D. canadnsis (Goldie) Walp. (SQUIRREL CORN.) Subterranean shoots

bearing scattered gram-like tubers (resembling peas or grains of Indian corn,

yellow) ;
leaves as in no. 1

;
corolla merely heart-shaped, the spurs very short and

rounded; crest of the inner petals conspicuous, projecting. {Bicuculla Millsp.)
Rich woods, N. S. to Ont. and Minn., s. to Va., Ky., and Mo. Apr., May.~
owers greenish white tinged with rose, with the fragrance of hyacinths.

* * Racemes compound, clustered.

3. D. eximia (Ker) Torr. Subterranean shoots scaly ;
divisions and lobes

of the leaves broadly oblong ;
corolla oblong, 2-saccate at the base

;
crest of the

inner petals projecting. (Bicuculla Millsp.) Rocks, w. N. Y., rare, and
southw. along the Alleghenies. May-Aug. Coarser-leaved than the others

;

pes 1.5-2.5 dm. high.

3. CORYDALIS [Dill.] Medic.KCorolla 1-spurred at the base (on the upper side), deciduous. Style per-
,ent. Pod many-seeded. Seeds crested or ariled. Flowers in racemes.

Our species are biennial, leafy-stemmed, and pale or glaucous. (The ancient

H-eek

name for the crested lark.) CAPNOIDES Adans. CAPXODES Ktze.

GRAY'S MANUAL 27
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v* * Stem strict ; flowers purplish or rose-color with yellow tips.

1. C. semp6rvirens (L.) Pers. (PALE C.) Plant 1-6 dm. high.; racemes

panicled ; spur of. the corolla very short and rounded
; pods erect, slender,

elongated. (C. glauca Pursh
; Capnoides Borkh.) Rocky places and recent

clearings, e. Que. to Alaska, s. to Ga., Ky., Minn., and Mont. May-Aug.
* * Low, ascending ; flowers yellow.

- Outer petals wing-crested on the back.

2. C. fldvula (Raf.) DC. Pedicels slender, conspicuously bracted; corolla

pale yellow, 0-8 mm. long, spur very short
; tips of the outer petals pointed,

longer than the inner; crest 3-4-toothed ; pods torulose, pendulous or spread-
ing; seeds acutely margined, rugose-reticulated; arils loose. (Capnodes Ktze.)

N. Y. to Minn., Kan. (according to Britton), and south w.
3. C. micrantha (Engelm.) Gray. Pedicels short and bracts small; co-

rolla pale yellow, 8 mm. long, with short spur and entire crest, or flowers often

cleistogamous and much smaller, without spur or crest
; pods ascending, toru-

lose
;
seeds obtuse-margined, smooth and shining. (Capnoides Britton.) Va.

to Minn., Kan. (Shear, Hitchcock), and southw.
4. C. crystallina Engelm. Pedicels shortj erect

;
corolla bright yellow, 1.7

cm. long, the spur nearly as long as the body ;
crest very broad, usually toothed

;

pods terete, erect, densely covered with transparent vesicles; seeds acutely mar-

gined, tuberculate. (Capnodes Ktze.) Prairies and fields, s. w. Mo., Kan.
and Ark.

*- *- Outer petals merely carinate on the back, not crested.

5. C. aiirea Willd. (GOLDEN C. ) Corolla golden-yellow, 1.2 cm. long, the

slightly decurved spur about half as long, shorter than the pedicel ; pods spread-

ing or pendulous, becoming torulose
;
seeds obtuse-margined. ( Capnodes Ktze. )

Rocky (calcareous) banks and recent clearings, e. Que. to Mackenzie, s. to

Vt., Pa., Wise., and Mo.; also in the Rocky Mts. to Ariz.

Var. occidentalis Engelrn. Flowers rather larger, the spur nearly as long
as the body ; pods less torulose, on short pedicels ;

seeds acutish on the margin.

(Capnoides montanum and ? C. campestre Britton.) Rocky barrens and

prairies, Mo., westw. and southw.

4. FUMARIA [Tourn.] L. FUMITORY

Corolla 1 -spurred at the base. Style deciduous. Fruit indehiscent, small.

globular, 1-seeded. Seeds crestless. Branched and' leafy-stemmed annuals,
with finely dissected compound leaves, and small flowers in dense racemes or

spikes. (Name from fumus, smoke, presumably from the nitrous odor of the

roots when first pulled from the ground.)
F. oFFiciNXus L. (COMMON F.) Sepals ovate-lanceolate, acute, sharply

toothed, narrower and shorter than the corolla (which is flesh-color tipped with

crimson); fruit slightly notched. Waste places, about dwellings. (Adv. from

Eu.)

CRUCIFERAE (MUSTARD FAMILY)

Hi'i'hs, with a pungent watery juice an<l <"m<-ifnnn ti'tr<ni>itnini<>nx rc</itlnr

flowers ; fruit a silique or silirh . Sepals 4, deciduous. Petals 1. hypo^ynous,

their spreading limbs forming a cross. Stamens 6, two of them inserted lower

down and shorter (rarely only 4 or 2). Pod usually 2-celled by a thin partition

stretched between the two marginal placentae, from which when ripe the valves

separate, either much longer than broad (a N/V/v/j/f), or short (a xilh'h . some-

times indehiscent ami nut-like, or separating across into 1-seeded joints. Seeds

campylotropous, without albumen, rilled by the large embryo, which is curved

or folded in various ways : i.e. the cotyledons accumbent, viz., their margins on
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one side applied to the radicle, so that the cross-section of the seed appears thus

O= ;
or else incumbent, viz., the back of one cotyledon applied to the radicle,

thus O II- In these cases the cotyledons are plane ;
but they may be folded upon

themselves and round the radicle, as in Brassica, where they are comluplicate,

thus O. In Leavenworthia alone the whole embryo is straight. Leaves

(except in Lunaria) alternate
; stipules none. Flowers in terminal racemes or

corymbs ; pedicels rarely bracted. A large and natural family, of pungent or

acrid, but not poisonous plants. The pods and seeds give the chief characters

of the genera.

Tribe I. ALYSSEAE. Pubescence, at least in part, branched or stellate. Pods orbicular to

(rarely) linear, short, dehiscent, flattened parallel to a broad partition. Cotyledons mostly
accumbent.

* Fruit oval, short-oblong, lanceolate, or rarely linear; seeds wingless.

1. Draba. Petals entire, emarginate or (in Erophila) bifid. Seeds numerous, in 2 rows in

each cell. Pubescence stellate.

* * Fruit orbicular or broadly elliptical.

2. Berteroa. Petals bifid. Filaments toothed near the base. Pubescence stellate, not ap-

pressed. Capsule-valves flat. Seeds few, winged.
3. Lobularia. Petals entire. Filaments toothed near the base. Hairs 2-lobed, attached in the

middle, appressed.

4. Alyssum. Petals entire or retuse. Pubescence stellate. Capsules orbicular; valves con-

vex
;
cells (in our species) 2-seeded.

Tribe II. PHYSARlEAE. Fruit short, very turgid, subglobose or didymous, dehiscent. Coty-
ledons accumbent. Pubescence stellate.

. Lesquerella. Pod globose or nearly so.

Tribe III. LEPIDlEAE. Fruit 2-celled, dehiscent, short, strongly obcompressed (except in the

aquatic genus Subularia). Pubescence of simple hairs or none.

* Pod strongly obcompressed or didyrnous, with narrow partition ;
flowers white,

-i- Seeds several
; cotyledons accumbent.

6. Thlaspi. Pods orbicular, obovate or obcordate, winged.

-i- - Seeds solitary in the cells.

7. Lepidium. Pods ovate or orbicular, flat, scale-shaped.

8. Coronopus. Pods didymous ; valves rugose or tuberculate, separating at maturity from the

little partition as 2 closed nutlets. Cotyledons incumbent, narrow.

* * Pod ovoid or globular.

9. Subularia. Dwarf, aquatic. Leaves awl-shaped. Flowers minute, white.

Tribe IV. CAMELfNEAE. Fruit short, scarcely longer than broad. Cotyledons incumbent.
Some or all of the hairs branched.

* Pod 2-valved, dehiscent.

10. Capsella. Pod (in ours) obcordate-triangular, wingless. Flowers white.

11. Camelina. Pod somewhat turgid, obovoid. Flowers yellow.

* * Pod indehiscent.

12. Neslia. Pod compressed-globose. Flowers yellow.

Tribe V. CAKfLEAE. Fruit transversely 2-jointed ;
cells unequal, each 1-seeded, the ovule in

the upper erect, in the lower pendulous. Cotyledons accumbent.

I:'.. Cakile. Corolla white or purplish. Fleshy herbs.

Tribe VI. BRASSfCEAE. Fruit elongated. Cotyledons conduplicate (folded about the radicle).

Hairs simple or none.
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* Fruit indehisccnt, often moniliform, 1-celled or transversely several-celled, the partitions spongy
or pithy.

14. Raphanus. Petals large, pale yellow or purplish. Fruit stout, beaked.

^ * * Fruit longitudinally 2-celled, dehiscent.

15. Brassica. Seeds globose, in a single row in each cell.

16. Diplotaxis. Seeds ovoid, in 2 rows in each cell.

Tribe VII. SISYMBRlEAE. Stigma, when lobed, with lobes over the placentae. Fruit lance-

oblong to linear, 2-celled, dehiscent. Cotyledons incumbent.

* Cauline hairs simple or stellate, not regularly bifid.

-t- Petals small (not over 1 cm. long), yellow, white, or pale purple.

IT. Conringia. Glabrous. Leaves elliptical, entire, cordate, sessile.

18. Alliaria. Glabrous or pubescent. Leaves orbicular or reniform, broadly cordate, toothed,

petiolate.

19. Sisymbrium. Pubescent. Leaves various but not as in either of the two preceding. Parti-

tion of fruit 1-nerved or, if not nerved, of thin-walled elongated cells.

20. Braya. Pubescent. Leaves small, narrowly oblong or spatulate, toothed or subentire, ses-

sile. Partition of the fruit without midnerve, its cells thick-walled.

+- -i- Petals large (1.5-2 cm. long), deep purple.

21." Hesperis. Tall. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, denticulate, the lower long-petioled. Pods very

long and slender.

* * Cauline hairs 2-branched, the branches vertical and appressed.

22. Erysimum. Petals yellow or orange. Leaves lanceolate to linear, not clasping, entire or

toothed.

Tribe VIII. ARABfDEAE. Fruit 2-celled, dehiscent, globose to long and slender, terete or

flattened parallel to a broad partition. Cotyledons accumbent (in Learemcorthia the embryo
sometimes nearly straight).

* Fruit globose to ovoid or oblong and terete ; petals yellow or white.

23. Radicula. Flowers small. Leaves toothed, lobed, or pinnate.

* * Fruit either terete and elongated or elliptic- or linear-oblong and strongly compressed parallel

to a broad partition.

- Petals yellow.

24. Barbarea. Pods slender, terete or nearly so. Biennials.

25. Selenia. Pods broadly elliptic-oblong, very flat. Low annual.

+- +- Petals white, pink, or purple, not yellow except sometimes near the base.

H- Pods long and slender, not at all compressed parallel to the partition.

26. lodanthus. Lateral sepals somewhat horned on the back near the apex. Petals broadly

spatulate, purple.

-*- -n- Pods elliptic-oblong or lance-elliptic, about 2.5 cm. broad, very flat.

27. Lunaria. Petals purple. Leaves deltoid-ovate.

+* +* + Pods distinctly compressed parallel to the partition, but not over 1 cm. broad.

= Peduncles radical, 1 -flowered.

28. Leavenworthia. Pods oblong, sometimes torulose. Flowers purple or white with a yellow

eye.
peduncles not radical, several-flowered.

_".'. Dentaria. Glabrous or pnl.orcnt with simple hairs. Kootstoek tleshy, toothed, or monili-

Coriii-tiiberoiis. Stem naked below, bearing near the middle _' :i vertieillate or alternate

leaves : these tor the rm>>t part palmately :! 7-foliolate, petiolate. Seeds \vii

::n. Cardamine. ;ial>n>u> or pube-eent .with simple hairs, lihrous routed, rarely tuber-bearing.

Stem leafv ; leaves alternate, from ovate and eremite-dentate to pinnate. Seeds AN injrlrss.

::| Arabis. I'siially pubeseeiit. some or all of the hair- beinir braiiehed. Hoots tibroiis ; no

tubers. Seeds usually winded or wing-margined. Leaves alternate simple or pinnatifid.
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5. LESQUERELLA.
12. NEBLIA.
11. CAMELINA.

4. AI.YSSUM.
1. DRABA.

23. EADICULA.
25. SELENIA.

14. EAPIIANUS.

1C. DIPLOTAXIS.

15. BRASSICA.
19. SlSYMBRIUM

22. ERYSIMUM.

31. ARABIS.
17. OONRINGIA.

19. SlSYMBRICM.

19. SlSYMBRIUM.

24. BARBAREA.
19. SlSYMBRIUM.

ARTIFICIAL KEY TO GENERA

a. Petals present, with yellow blade and yellowish or whitish claw b.

b. Fruit short, not more than 3 times as long as broad.

Pubescence stellate.

Pods thick.

Pods globose.
Pods dehiscent
Pods indehiscent

Pods obovoid
Pods thin.

Pods orbicular
Pods oblong

Pubescence simple or none.
Pods subglobose or cylindrical
Pods very flat and thin

b. Fruit much more than 3 times as long as broad.
Pods 1-celled or with spongy cross partitions
Pods longitudinally 2-celled.

Seeds 2-rowed in each cell

Seeds 1-rowed in each cell.

Petals 7-15 mm. long.
Pods thickish, 2-6 mm. in diameter
Pods linear, about 1 mm. in diameter

Petals smaller.
Stem-hairs vertical, attached by the middle, appressed .

Stem-hairs (if present) otherwise.
Stem-leaves lanceolate, sessile, subentire ;

stem villous at

base
Stem-leaves elliptical, sessile, entire ;

stem glabrous .

Stem-leaves petiolate, toothed or pinnate.
Leaves bipinnatifid
Leaves simple or pinnatifid.
Pods awl-shaped, tapering, closely appressed
Pods linear, cylindrical or compressed.
Pods (when ripe) 2-5 cm. long
Pods (when ripe) 7-9 cm. long

Petals (when present) with blade white or purplish (sometimes yellow
at the base) c.

c. Peduncles 1-flowered, radical

c. Poduncles several-flowered, not radical d.
d. Dwarf aquatic with awl-shaped entire leaves
il. Otherwise e.

e. Fruit transversely 2-celled ; plant fleshy
e. Fruit longitudinally 2-celled /.

/. Pods short, rarely 3 times as long as wide g.

ff. Pods compressed contrary to a narrow partition.

Carpels thickish, tuberculate-crested or deeply wrinkled . 8. CORONOPUS.
Carpels compressed, smoothish.
Pods wedge-shaped at the base

;
some or all of the hairs

branched 10. CAPSELLA.
Pods not wedge-shaped at the base

;
hairs simple or none.

Seeds several in each cell 6. THLASPI.
Seeds solitary in each cell 7. LEPIDICM.

g. Pods compressed (if at all) parallel to the broadish partition.
Pods 2-3 cm. broad .27. LUNARIA.
Pods narrower.
Hairs none or all simple 23. EADICULA.
Hairs at least in part branched or attached by the middle.

Hairs vertically 2-forked, appressed, apparently attached

by the middle 3. LOBULARIA.
Hairs otherwise.
Seeds 2 in each cell ; pods orbicular .... 4. ALYSSUM.
Seeds several to many in each cell.

Petals deeply bifid.

Scapose, 1 dm. or less high 1. DRABA.
Leafy-stemmed, 3-8 dm. high . . . .2. BERTEROA.

Petals nearly or quite entire 1. DRABA.
Is 4-co times as long as wide h.

Hairs simple or none.
Leaves palmately divided 29. DENTARIA.
Leaves otherwise.
Fruit thickish, 4-7 mm. in diameter 14. EAPHANUS.
Fruit slender, 1-3 mm. in diameter.

Petals purple or rose-colored.
Lateral sepals with a hump (often tufted) just below

the summit 26. IODANTHUS.
Lateral sepals uuappendaged 30. CARDAMINK.

28. LEAVENWORTHIA.

9. SUBULARIA.

18. CAKILE.
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Petals white.
Valves of pod conspicuously keeled
Valves of pod rounded or flat.

Pods terete

Pods more or less flattened

18. ALLIARIA.

23. RADKTI.A.
30. CARDAMINK.

h. Hairs at least in part branched.

Stigma obtusely cone-shaped ; petals purple, 15-20 mm. long . . . 21. HKSPKKIS.

Stigma otherwise ; petals smaller.

Pods terete or 4-angled, sometimes torulose.

Tall, 6-12 dm. high ; pods 8 cm. long....... 31. ARAIH-.
Not over 3 dm. high ; pods shorter.

Annual; pods not torulose ........ 19. SISYMHKIUM.
Perennial ; pods more or less torulose ...... 20. BRAYA.

Pods decidedly flattened.

Pods lanceolate to narrowly oblong, rarely over 13mm. in length . 1. DRABA.
Pods linear, when normal and mature 15-80 mm. long . . .81. ARABIS.

1. DRABA [Dill.] L.

Pod oval, oblong, or even linear, flat
;
the valves plane or slightly convex

;

the partition broad. Seeds several or numerous, in 2 rows in each cell,

marginless. Cotyledons accumbent. Filaments not toothed.

Low herbs with entire or toothed leaves, and white or yellow
flowers; pubescence often stellate. (Name from 8pd^, applied

by Dioscorides to some cress
; meaning unknown.)

\NJfft 1. ER6PHILA (DC.) Reichenb. Annual or Mrnn 'ml ; flowers
\. J white, cleistogamous ; petals 2-cleft.

V f
,

1. D. VERNA L. (WHITLOW GRASS.) Small (scapes 2.5-8 cm.

high) ;
leaves all radical, oblong or lanceolate ;

racemes elongated in

781 D verna
^ruit

' Poc*s varvin from round-oval to oblong-lanceolate, smooth,

Part of fruiting
snorter tnan tne pedicels. Sandy waste places and roadsides,

raceme x a/
e - Mass. to Minn, and southw. A species remarkable as an

Petal x 1%. aggregate of many closely related forms which, from their cleis-

togamy, seldom cross or intergrade. Apr., May. (Nat. from

Eu.) FIG. 731.

2. DRABELLA DC. Winter annuals ; leafy stems short; leaves oblong or

obovate, hairy, sessile; petals entire or merely emarginate, white (yellow in

no. 4) ; style none.

2. D. caroliniana Walt. Small (2.5-12 cm. high) ; pedun-
cles scape-like ; petals usually twice the length of the calyx ;

raceme short or corymbose in fruit (1.2-2.5 cm. long); pods
broadly linear, smooth, much longer than the ascending pedi-
cels. Sandy and waste fields, e. Mass, to Minn., Neb.,
and southw. March-May. FIG. 7:52. Petals often wanting
in the later racemes, especially in the var. MICRAXTHA (Nutt.)

Gray, with minutely rough-hairy pods,
which is found with the other, westw.

3. D. cuneifblia Nutt, Leaves obovate,
wedge-shaped, or the lowest spatulate,
toothed

;
raceme somewhat elong<it<'<! in.

fruit (2.5-7.5 cm.), at length equaling the

naked peduncle; petals emarginate, much
longer than the calyx ; />nds <>hlon<i-h'ni'in\

inhinti'l)! liuiriji fniit/i rth<ni flu- spreading
pedicels. Grassy places, Ky., 111.? to e.

Kan., southw., and southwestw. March,
Apr. FIG. 733.

4. D. brachycdrpa Nutt. Low (5-10
cm. high), minutely pubescent; >/;/>

leaf;/ to the l>asc of the dense at length
784. D. brachycarpa. elongated rarrme

;
leaves (4-^8 mm. long) 788. D. cuneifolia.

Inflorescence x */8 . narrowly oblong or the lowest ovate, few- Fruiting raceme x Vs-

732. D. caroliniana.

Fruiting raceme x 2
/3 .

Fruit with valves re-

moved x
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I

735. D. nemorosa.

Part of fruiting

raceme x 2
/3 .

toothed or entire
;

flowers small
; pods smooth, narrowly

oblong, acutish (4 mm. long), about the length of the ascend-

ing or spreading pedicels. Open ground, Va. to Kan., and
south w. Apr. FIG. 734. Petals sometimes minute, some-
times none.

5. ,D. nemor6sa L. Leaves oblong or somewhat lanceo-

late, more or less toothed; racemes elongated (1-2 dm. long
in fruit); petals emarginate. small; pods elliptical-oblong,

half the length of the horizontal or widely spreading pedi-

cels, pubescent or smooth. Fort Gratiot, Mich., n. Minn.,
northw. and westw. (Eu.) FIG. 735.

3. DRABAEA Lindblom. Petals not notched or cleft; perennial or bien-

nial, leafy-stemmed, leaves finely stellate-pubescent; flowers white; style

definite.

6. D. styla ris.
1. D. rumottissima.
8. D. arabisans.

Pods pubescent.
Style less than 1 mm. long
Style 2-1 mm. long

Pods glabrous

6. D. stylaris J. Gay. Caudex simple or branching ; flowering stems simple
or slightly branched, pilose, 0.5-3.5 dm. high, remotely leafy ;

basal rosettes with
oblanceolate entire or remotely dentate canescent leaves (1-4 crn. long), the

cauline leaves ovate to oblong, usually dentate
;
racemes loose

; pedicels short,

ascending ; pods narrowly oblong to lanceolate, sometimes twisted, 7-12 mm.
long. (D. incana Man. ed. 6, not L.) Dry calcareous cliffs and ledges,

locally from Lab. to N. B. and n. Vt.; Rocky Mts. May, June. (Eurasia.)
7. D. ramosissima Desv. Darker green, less pubescent; leaves laciniate-

toothed ; racemes corymbosely-branched ; pedicels elongate,

spreading ; pods oval-oblong or lanceolate, strongly twisted,
4-10 mm. long.

'

Cliffs, Va. to Ky., and southw. Apr.-
June.

8. D. arabisans Michx. Caudex usually much-branched,
the flowering stems simple or slightly branched, 1.5-4.5 dm.

high, sparingly pubescent ; basal leaves oblanceolate or spatu-

late, entire or somewhat dentate, thin, green, sparingly stel-

late, 1-7 cm. long, cauline scattered, serrate-dentate
;
racemes

loose
; pedicels divergent ; pods elliptic-lanceolate, much twisted,

9-15 mm. long; style about 1 mm. long. (D. incana, var.

arabisans Wats.) Rocky (usually calcareous) banks, Nfd.
to Ont., locally s. to Me., Vt., and n. and w. N. Y. May-
July. FIG. 736.

Var. orthocarpa Fernaid & Knowlton. Low (1-3 dm. high); pods flat, 5-10

mm. long. Lab. to N. B. and n. Vt.

Var. canadSnsis (Brunet) Fernald & Knowlton. Low (1-1.5 dm. high);

pods elliptic-ovate to suborbicular, 5-7 mm. long. St. Joachim, Que.

736. D. arabisans.

Part of fruiting

raceme x %.

J7. B. incana.

Petal x 2.

Pod x 2.

2. BERTER6A DC.

Pod -elliptic ;
seeds several, winged. Petals white, 2-parted.

Pubescence stellate. (Carlo Guiseppe Bertero, Piedmontese
botanist. )

1. B. INCANA (L.) DC. Tale green, 3-6 dm. high, branched
;

leaves entire, lanceolate
; pods canescent-pubescent, plump, 2.5-

>.~y mm. thick. (Alyssum L.) Recently introduced (with clover

seed ?), becoming common in N. E.
;
occasional in other Atlantic

States, and extending inland. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 737.

2. B. MUTABILIS (Vent.) DC. Similar; pods sparingly pubes-
cent or glabrate, flatfish, 4.5-6 mm. broad. Roadsides and
cultivated ground, Mass.

;
less frequent than the preceding. (Adv.

from Eu.)
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3. LOBULARIA Desv. SWEET ALYSSUM

Pod as in Alyssum. Petals white, entire. Cotyledons accumbent. Hairs of

the stem and leaves 2-pointed, appressed, attached in the middle. (Latin
lobulus, a little lobe, probably referring to the 2-lobed hairs. )

1. L. MAIMTIMA (L.) Desv. Slightly hoary; leaves linear; flowers small,

honey-scented. (Alyssum Lam.; Koniga R. Br.) Often cultivated, and occa-

sionally spontaneous. (Introd. from Eu.)

4. ALYSSUM [Tourn.] L.

Pod small, orbicular, with only one or two wingless seeds in a cell
;
valves

nerveless, somewhat convex, the margin flattened. Flowers yellow or white.

Cotyledons accumbent. Plant stellate-pubescent. (Greek name
of a plant reputed to check hydrophobia, as the etymology
denotes.)

788 A alvssoides
' ! A. ALYSSO!DES L. Dwarf hoary annual, with linear-

Pod with persistent
sPatulate leaves, pale yellow or whitish petals little exceeding

calyx xV ^ne Pers istent calyx, and orbicular sharp-margined 4-seeded

pod, the style minute. (A. calycinum L.) Occasional in

grass-land. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 738.

5. LESQUERELLA Wats.

Pod mostly globular or inflated, with a broad orbicular to ovate hyaline par-
tition nerved to the middle, the hemispherical or convex thin valves nerveless.
Seeds few or several, in 2 rows. flat. Cotyledons accumbent. Filaments
toothless. Low herbs, hoary with stellate hairs or lepi-
dote. Flowers mostly yellow. (Named for Leo Lesque-
reux, distinguished bryologist and paleobotanist, 1806-

1889.)
1. L. globbsa (Desv.) Wats. Minutely hoary all over

stems spreading or decumbent from an annual or biennial

root; leaves oblong or lanceolate, with a tapering base,
rep<tnd-toothed or nearly entire

;
raceme at length elon-

gated, with filiform diverging pedicels ; petals light yellow ;

style filiform, much longer than the small globose acutish
about 4-seeded pod ;

seeds marginless.
( Vesicaria Shortii Torr. ) Rocky banks,
Ky. and Tenn. May, June. FIG. 7:'.'..

2. L. argSntea (Pursh) MacM. Bien-
nial or perennial ; pubescence compact ;

leaves lincar-oblance-

olate, mostly entire; pods pubescent, pendulous on recurved pedi-
cels

; style long. (L. ludoviciana Wats.) Minn, to Neb. and
southwestw.

3. L. gracilis (Hook.) Wats. Annual, slender
; pubescence

very fine
;
leaves narrowly oblanceolate

; pods glabrous, *ni>tn < >

on ascending or curved pedicels, stipitate ; style long. ( Vcsi<-<n-i<i

Hook. ) Mo. and Kan. to Tex. FIG. 740.

789. L. globosa.

Part of fruiting raceme

740. L. gracilis.

Part of fruiting

raceme x 2/3 .

6. THLASPI [Tourn.] L. PENNY CRESS

Pod orbicular, obovate, or obcordate, flattened contrary to the narrow par-
tition, the midrib or keel of the boat-shaped valves extended
into a wiim. Seeds -j-S in each cell. Cotyledons accumbent.
Petals equal. Low plants, with root-leaves undivided, sti-ni-

leaves arrow-shaped and claspinu. and small white or purplish
flowers. (Name from 0\<eu/. t rnisli. from the flattened

pod.)
1. T. AHVKNSI: L. (Fii:i,i P. Or MlTHBIDATH MI<T\I;I>.) 711. T. arvense.

Smooth annual
;
Jmwr leaves wing-petioled, the I/P/XT >/////- P<MIX/S.
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tate-clasping ; broadly winged pod 1.2 crn. in diameter, deeply notched at

top ; style minute. Waste places ;
not common, except along our northern

borders, where too abundant and called " FRENCHWEED." (Nat. from Eu.)
FIG. 741.

2. T. PERFOLIATCM L. Leaves sessile, the upper subperfoliate ; pod
smaller (5mm. broad). Reported as occurring near Hamilton, Out. (Adv.
from Eu.)

7. LEPIDIUM [Tourn.] L. PEPPERWORT. PEPPERGRASS

Pod roundish, much flattened contrary to the narrow partition ;
valves boat-

shaped. Seeds solitary in each cell, pendulous. Cotyledons incumbent, or in

no. 1 accumbent ! Flowers small, white or greenish. (Name from \eirldiov, a
little scale, alluding to the fruit.) Ours are annuals or biennials, except the
last.

Leaves all with a tapering base, the upper linear or lanceolate and entire, the

lower and often the middle ones incised or pinnatifid.

Stamens 2
; pods orbicular or oval, slightly notched at top; style minute or

none; fruiting pedicels slender, widely spreading ; plant green.

1. L. virginicum L. (WILD PEPPERGRASS.) Cotyledons accumbent and
seed minutely margined ; pod marginless or

obscurely margined at the top ; petals present,

except in some of the later

flowers. A common weed
of roadsides and waste

places. June-Sept. FIG.

742.

2. L. APETALUM Willd.

Nearly scentless ; leaves

toothed or pinnatifid ; coty-
ledons incumbent as in the

following ; pod orbicular,

minutely wing-margined at

the top ; petals usually want-

ing. (L. intermedium Man. 748. L. apetalum.
ed. 6.) Dry places, espe- Leaf and tip of raceme

cially roadsides, by rail- x 2/3.

roads, etc., perhaps native Pod x 2%.
in the West, recently introd. Cross-section of seed

eastw. (Eurasia.) FIG. x4 -

743.

3. L. RUDERALE L. Very fetid; lower leaves

bipinnatifid ;
the smaller and oval pods and seeds

marginless ; petals none. Roadsides and waste

places, chiefly near Atlantic ports. (Nat. from Eu.)

^jsli (ffi
*- *- #tawens 6; pods ovate, winged;

^Wf/^f] NT style more evident in deeper notch ;

^ii ^ML, pedicels thickish, compressed, as-
^^ v cending ; plant very glaucous.

744. L. ruderale. 4 L SATiVUM L. (GARDEN CRESS.)
Leaf and tin of raceme x 2A. Glabrous annual (3 dm. high); lower

leaves bipinnatifid ;
racemes long and

stiff
; petals present. Common salad

plant, tending to escape from cultivation. (Introd. from Eu. )

FIG. 745.

742. L. virginicum.

a. Leaves and tip of raceme x 2
/,

b. Septum, pod, and petal x 2%.
c. Cross-section of seed x 4.

744. L. ruderale.
'

and tip of raceme x 2/3 .

Pod x 2y3 .

('ros>-soction of seed X 4.

745. L. sativum.

Part of fruiting

raceme x 2
/3.
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* * Stem-leaves with a sagittate partly clasping base, rather crowded.

5. L. CAM^ESTRE (L.) R. Br. Minutely soft do >'//>/; leaves

arrow-shaped, somewhat toothed
; pods ovate, winged, rough,

the style longer than the narrow notch.

Fields, roadsides, etc., becoming common. (Nat.

746. L. campestre.
from Eu.) FIG. 746.

6. L. DuAuA L. Perennial, obscurely hoary ;

leaves oval or oblong, the upper with broad clasp-

ing auricles
;

flowers corymbose ; pods heart-

shaped, winnless, thickish, entire, tipped" with a conspicuous
style. Waste places and cultivated grounds; not common. Part of fruiting

Part of fruiting

raceme x %.

747. L. Draha.

(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 747. raceme x 2
/3 .

Old

8. COR6NOPUS Ludwig. WART CRESS. SWINE CRESS

Pod flattened contrary to the narrow partition ;
the two

cells indehiscent, strongly wrinkled or tuberculate, 1-seeded.

Cotyledons narrow and incuinbently folded transversely.
Diffuse or prostrate fetid annuals or biennials, with minute
whitish flowers. Stamens often only 2. (Name from Kopuvij,

crow, and Trotfs, foot, from the deeply cleft leaves.) SENE-
IUERA Poir.

I. C. nfnvMus (L.) Sin. Leaves 1-2-pinnately parted;
pod* notched at the apex, rough-wrinkled. (Senebiera I

Waste places, chiefly near ports. (Adv. from the

World and now widely distributed as a cosmo-

politan weed.) FIG. 748.

2. C. FROctfMBENS Gilibert. Leaves less di-

vided, with narrower lobes; pods not notched
at the apex, tubercled. ( C. Coronopus Karst.

;

Senebiera Coronopus Poir.) Ballast, infrequent,
748. C. didymus. much rarer than the preceding species. (Adv. 749. 0.

Leaf and pod x 2%. from Eu.) FlG. 749. Pod x 2%.

9. SUBULARIA L. AWLWORT

Pod ovoid or globular, with a broad partition ;
the turgid valves 1 -nerved.

Seeds several. Cotyledons long and narrow, incuinbently folded transversely,

i.e., the cleft extending to the radicular side of the curvature. Style none.

A dwarf stemless perennial, aquatic ;
the tufted leaves awl-shaped (whence the

name). Scape naked, few-flowered, 2-8 cm. high. Flowers minute, white.

1. S. aquatica L. The only species. Margins of lakes and slow streams,

Nfd. to B.C., southw. to centr. N. E., Wyo., and Cal.
;

local. Aug., Sept.

(Eu., Siber.)

10. CAPSELLA Medic. SHEPHERD'S PURSE

Pod obcordate-triangular, flattened contrary to the narrow partition ; the

valves boat-shaped, wingless. Seeds numerous. Cotyledons incumbent.

Annuals; petals small, white. (Name a diminutive of capsa, a box.)
1. C. Bi'Rsv-rASToius (L.) Medic. Stem-leaves arrow-shaped, sessile.

( /iiirxa Britton.) Common weed; Apr. -Sept. (Nat. from Ku.) Kxtrcmely
variable in foliage and outline of pod. Upon these characters Almquist has

proposed sixty-three forms or elementary species.

II. CAMELINA Crantz. FALSE FLAX

Pod obovoid or pear shaped, pointed, margined; partition broad; valves

1 -nerved. Si eds numerous, oblong. Cotyledons incumbent. Style slender.

Flowers small, yellow. (Name from x ^"1^ dieai'f, and \ivov, flax.}
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750. C. sativa.

Part of fruiting
raceme x %.

751. C. microcarpa.

Part of fruiting

raceme x .

1. C. SATIVA (L.) Crantz. Annual
;
leaves

lanceolate and arrow-shaped ; pods large (6-7
mm. broad), on pedicels 1.2-3 cm. long. A
weed in newly planted fields, etc. (Nat. from

Eu.) FIG. 750.

2. C. MICROCARPA Andrz. More slender
;

racemes long ; pedicels 8-18 mm. in length ;

pods smaller, 4-5 mm. broad. (C. silvestris

Wallr.) Roadsides, newly seeded fields, etc.

(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 751.

'12. NESLIA Desv. BALL MUSTARD

Pod subglobose, compressed, beaked, indehiscent, 1-celled or

obscurely 2-celled, the surface reticulated. Seed 1 (rarely 2).

Cotyledons incumbent. Style slender. Flowers small, yellow.
(Named for J. A. N. de Nesle of Poitiers.)

1. N. PANICI;L\TA (L.) Desv. Slender annual or biennial,
somewhat stellate-pubescent, simple up to the inflorescence

;

leaves oblong, sagittate-clasping ;
racemes elongate ; pedicels 752. N. paniculata.

slender, spreading, 5-9 mm. long ; capsule 2-3 mm. in diameter.
Grain fields and waste places, e. Que. to B. C., locally s. to

Pa. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 752.

Part of fruiting

raceme x 2
/3.

Pod x 1%.

13. CAKILE [Tourn.] Ludwig. SEA ROCKET

Pod short, 2-jointed across, fleshy, upper joint separating at maturity ;
each

Joint indehiscent, 1-celled and 1-seeded, or the lower sometimes seedless. Seed
erect in the upper, suspended in the lower joint. Cotyledons obliquely accum-
bent. Seaside fleshy annuals. Flowers purplish. (An old Arabic name.)

1. C. edentula (Bigel.) Hook. (AMERICAN S.) Leaves obovate, sinuate
toothed

;
lower joint of the fruit obovoid, emarginate ;

the upper ovate, flattish

at the apex. (C. americana Nutt.) Atlantic coast and snores of the Great -"5-
Lakes. July-Sept. Joints nearly even and fleshy when fresh

;
the upper one

4-angled and appearing more beaked when dry.

14. RAPHANUS [Tourn.] L. RADISH

Pods linear or oblong, tapering upward, indehiscent, several-seeded,
continuous and spongy within between the seeds, or necklace-form by
constriction between the seeds, with no proper partition. Style long.
Seeds spherical and cotyledons conduplicate. Annuals or biennials.

(Name from pg., quickly, and 0ai'j>e<r0cu, to appear, alluding to

the rapid germination.)
1. R. RAPHANfSTRUM L. (WlLD R., JOINTED CHARLOCK.)

Pods 2-8 seeded, necklace-form, slender-beaked
;
leaves lyre-

shaped, rough ; petals yellow, turning
whitish or purplish, veiny. A trouble-

some weed in fields, Nfd. to Ont. and
Pa. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 753.

\ ,y/
2. R. SATIVUS L. (RADISH.) Pet-

als pale purple ; pods thick, scarcely

moniliform, 2-3-seeded, with conical

beak. Persistent about old fields,

R. Raphanistrum. frequent. (Introd. from Eu.) FIG. 754. R. sativus.

54. Bud x 12/3 . Podx 2
/8.

Pod x 2/3 . Bud x iy3 .

Pod slender or thickish, nearly terete or 4-sided, with a stout often 1-seeded

beak; valves 1-5-nerved. Seeds globose, 1-rowed. Cotyledons conduplicate.

15. BRASSICA [Tourn.] L. MUSTARD. TURNIP
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Annuals or biennials, with yellow flowers. Lower leaves mostly lyrate,

incised, or pinnatifid. (The Latin name of the Cabbage.)
* Beak of the pod large, flat or conspicuously angled, usually containing one

seed in an indehiscent cell ; leaves not clasping at the base.

1. B. ALBA (L.) Boiss. (WHITE M.) Pods bristly, ascending on spreading
pedicels, more than half their length occupied by the sword-shaped beak ; leaves

all pinnatifid ;
seeds pale, (tiinapis L.) Cultivated, and

occasionally spontaneous. (Introd. from Eu.)
2. B. ARVENSIS (L.) Ktze. (CHARLOCK.) Knotty pods

fully one third occupied by a stout 2-cdged beak; upper
leaves rhombic, scarcely petioled, merely toothed

; fruiting
pedicels short, thick; pods smooth or rarely bristly. 4 cm.

long. (B. Sinapistrum Boiss.; Sinapis
arvensis L.) Noxious weed in grain-

fields, etc. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 755.

* * Beak smaller, conical, seedless ; leaves

not clasping.

755. B. arvensis.

Stein-leaf and part of

fruiting raceme x %.

756. B. juncea.

3. B. JUNCEA (L.) Cosson. Nearly
glabrous, somewhat glaucous; upper
leaves oblong, subentire, attenuate at

the base
;

the lower lyrate ; pedicels

slender, spreading ; pod at length 3.5 cm. long. Roadsides,
grain-fields, etc., recently introduced but already common. Stem-leaf and part of

(Nat. from Asia.) FIG. 756.
frultln

<>
r raceme x %

4. B. JAP6NICA Siebold. (CURLED M.) Leaves crisped and much cleft;.
otherwise similar to the last. Occasionally established after cultivation.

(Introd. from Asia.)
5. B. NIGRA (L.) Koch. (BLACK M.) Hirsute with scattered hairs, green;

leaves slender-petioled, the lower with a very large terminal lobe and a few
small lateral ones; pods short, 1.5-1.8 cm. long,
on short erect pedicels, oppressed ; seeds dark, very
pungent. Roadsides and waste

places, common. (Nat. from Eu.)
FIG. 757.

* * * Leaves cordate- or auricu-

late-clasping at the base.

6. B. CAMPESTRIS L. (RUTA-
BAGA.) Glaucous, hispidulous with
scattered hairs at least when
young ;

leaves lyrately lobed
;

flowers rather large, pale yellow
(Fi<;. 758); also B. NX PUS L.

(RAPE), which is very similar but

entirely glabrous ;
and B. R\PA

L. (TURNIP), which is greener, and has smaller brighter yellow
flowers and a thickened root

;
all tend to escape from or persist

after cultivation, and are often noxious weeds. (Introd. from Eu.) B. OLKKATKA
L. (CABBAGE), with broad fleshy glaucous leaves, is occasionally found in a
half-wild state. (Introd. from Eu.)

16. DIPLOTAXIS DC.

Seeds ovoid, in two rows in each cell
;
other characters as in Brassica.

Leaves toothed or piimutitid ;
flowers yellow. (Name from the Greek, alluding

to the biseriate seeds. )

1. D. MURA.LIS (L.) DC. Annual or biennial, smooth or sparingly hispid,

leafy only near the branching base; leaves oblong, toothed or somewhat pin-

T:>7. B. nigra.

Leaves and part of fruiting raceme

x%.
758. B. campestris.

Stem-leaf and part
of fruiting raceme
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natifid with short lobes
;
flowers small

; fruiting pedicels 8-16 mm. long, spread-
ing ; pods linear-terete, erect. About Atlantic ports, and rarely inland. (Adv.
from Eu.)

2. D. TENuirdLiA (L.) DC. Similar but perennial and more caulescent
;

leaves pinnatifid, and lobes longer ;
flowers larger, I cm. long; pedicels in fruit

2-3 cm. long. Similar localities. (Adv. from Eu.)

17. CONRINGIA [Heist.] Link. HARE'S-EAR MUSTARD

Pods long, linear, 4-angled, somewhat rigid. Seeds oblong, one row in each
cell. Cotyledons incumbent. Glabrous annuals with sessile elliptic entire stem-

clasping leaves. (Named for Prof. Hermann Conring of Helmstadt, 1606-1661.)
1. C. ORIENTALS (L.) Dumort. Tall, slightly succulent

;
flowers pale yellow.

( C. perfoliata Link. ) Waste places and newly seeded ground, becoming more
common. (Adv. from Eu.)

18. ALLIARIA Adans. GARLIC MUSTARD

Pods long, linear, angled ;
valves keeled, 3-nerved

; stigma simple, sessile or

nearly so. Oval sepals caducous. Pubescence simple or none. Ours biennial
with deltoid-ovate cordate dentate petiolate leaves and small white flowers.

(Name from Allium, onion or garlic, referring to the odor.)
4

1. A. OFFICINALIS Andrz. Tall
; pods 2.5-5 cm. long, spreading, borne on

short thick pedicels. (A. AUiana Britton.) Roadsides and near habitations,
eastw., local. (Introd. from Eu.)

19. SISYMBRIUM [Tourn.] L. HEDGE MUSTARD

Pod terete, flattish or 4-6-sided, the valves 1-3-nerved. Seeds oblong, margin-
s, in 1 or 2 rows in each cell. Cotyledons incumbent. Calyx open. Flowers

small, white or yellow. Pubescence spreading. (Latinized from an ancient Greek
name for some plant of this family.) Ours are mostly annuals or biennials.

Leafy-stem rned ;
leaves pinnate or pinnatifid.

Stigma 2-lobed
; pubescence, when present, of simple hairs.

Pods awl-shaped, 1-1.5 cm. long 1. S. officinale.
Pods linear-cylindric, longer.
Pods firm, 6-10 cm. long 2. S. altissimum.
Pods delicate, 3-4 mm. long 3. S. Irio.

Stigma simple ; pubescence forked or stellate, or reduced to minute granules ;

pods delicate.

Srt'ds 2-ranked in each cell 4. S. canescens.
Seeds 1-ranked in each cell.

Leaves pinnatifid or bipinnatitid ; pods 6-15 mm. long . . . . 5. S. incisum.
Leaves tripinnate ; pods about 2 cm. long 6. S.Sophia.

ives chiefly basal, entire or barely toothed 1. S. Tltalianum.

1. S. OFFICINALE (L.) Scop. Leaves
runcinate

;
flowers small, yellow ; pods thick-

walled, at maturity firm in texture, pubes-
cent or tomentulose, close-pressed to the

few-branched stem, scarcely stalked.

Waste ground, Me. and Ont., local
;

also

Cal., etc. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 759.

Var. LEioclRFUM DC. Pods essentially

glabrous. A common and unsightly weed.

(Nat. from Eu.)
2. S. ALTfssiMUM L. (TUMBLE MUS-

TARD.) Tall
;
leaves deeply pinnatifid with

narrow segments flowers pale yellow ; pods
rigid, very long, divergent, hardly thicker
than the short thickish pedicels. Waste TOO. S. aitissimuin.

places, roadsides, etc., a recent immigrant, locally abundant Leaf and part of fruit-

as a pernicious weed. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 760. ing raceme xy3 .
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3. S. IRIO L. Similar
;

leaves runcinate-pinnatifid, the terminal portion

large ; pods ascending on slender pedicels. Meadow, Grand Rapids, Mich.

(.l/V.s'.s- Cole) ;
ballast at Atlantic ports. (Adv. from Eu.)

4. S. canscens Nutt. Leaves pinnatih'd to tripimiatifid, canescent with

soft short hairs; flowers yellowish, very small; pods in long racemes, oblong-

club-shaped or linear-cylindric, shorter than the horizontal pedicels ;
seeds

2-ranked in each cell. (Sophia pinnata Howell.) Pa. to Fla. and westw.

Passing by various intermediates to

Var. brachycdrpon (Richards.) Wats. Green; stems at most cinereous-

stellate at base, usually glabrous or glandular-pulverulent. (Sophia Rydb. )

Que. to Assina., s. to Ky., Mo., Kan., etc.

r>. S. incisum Engelm. Similar
; green or greenish ; pods more slender, 7-15

mm. long, about equaling the spreading pedicels; seeds mostly \-ranked.

(Sophia Greene.) A western polymorphous species, extending eastvv. to Ont.

and Minn.
Var. filipes Gray. Pedicels thread-like, spreading, much exceeding the

pods. Minn., and westw.
Var. Hartwegianum (Fourn.) Wats. The very numerous short pods on

still shorter suberect pedicels. Minn., and westw.
0. S. S6PHIA L. A similar hoary species, with decompound leaves

; pods
slender, about 2 cm. long, ascending ;

seeds l-ranked. (Sophia Britton.)

Sparingly in waste places. (Nat. from Eu.)
7. S. THALIA.NUM (L.) J. Gay. (MOUSE-EAR CRESS.) Slender, branched,

hairy at the base
;
leaves obovate or oblong, entire or barely toothed ; flowr*

white; pods linear, somewhat 4-sided, longer than the slender spreading pedi-

cels. (Stenophragma Celak.) Old fields and rocky places, Mass, to "Minn.,"
Kan. and southw. Apr., May. (Nat. from Eu.)

20. BRAYA Sternb. & Hoppe

Pods cylindric to linear, often torulose, the septum of peculiar and charac-

teristic structure with its cells elongated transversely or obliquely. Flowers

white or purplish, capitate in anthesis. Arctic perennials with single root and
branched hairs. (Named for Count F. G. de Bray of Rouen.)

1. B. humilis (C. A. Mey.) Robinson. Sparingly pubescent, 1-2 dm. high
or less

;
leaves narrowly oblanceolate, mostly with coarse and sharp teeth ;

pods narrow, subcylindrical, 8-18 mm. long, ascending on short pedicels, beaked

by a short style ;
seeds l-ranked. (Sisymbrium C. A. Mey.) vLimestone cliffs.

Willoughby Mt., n. Vt., Isle Royale, Mich., and northw.
;
and in the Canadian

Rocky Mts. (Siber.)

21. HESPERIS [Tourn.] L. ROCKET

Pod linear, nearly cylindrical ; stigma lobed, erect. Seeds in 1 row in each

cell, oblong, marginless. Cotyledons incumbent. Biennial or perennial, with

serrate sessile or petiolate leaves, and large purple flowers. (Name from

(<rirtpa, evening, from the evening fragrance of the flowers.)
1. H. MATBOKALIB L. (PvMF.'s VIOLBT.) Tall: leaves lanceolate, acumi-

nate ; pods ">-10 cm. long, spreading. Sometimes cultivated, and spreading to

roadsides, etc. (Introd. from Eu.)

22. ERYSIMUM [Tourn.] L. TREACLE MUSTARI>

Pod linear, 4-sided. the valves keeled with a strong midrib : stigma broadly
Seeds in 1 n>w in each cell, oblong, > marginless. Cotyledons in ours

(often obliquely) inemnbeiit, Chiefly biennials, with yellow flowers; the

leaves not clasping. Pubescence of appressed 2 .".-parted hairs. (Name from

tpveiv, (<> dm a- lil inters.)
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762. E. parviflorum.

1. E. cheiranthoides L. (WOKM-SEED MUSTARD.)
Minutely roughish, branching, slender

;
leaves lanceolate,

scarcely toothed
;

flowers small
; pods small and short

(1-2 cm. long}, very obtusely angled, ascending on slender

divergent pedicels. Banks of streams
or in open sterile soil. July, Aug.
(Eu.) FIG. 761.

2. E. parvifl6rum Nutt. Perennial;
stem erect, often simple ;

leaves linear-

oblanceolate, entire or the lowest

\J|/\M coarsely toothed
; flowers small (6 mm.

'

\>v
lony}'' P as "arrow, 2.5-6.2 cm. long,

x1

ascending on short pedicels. (E. incon-

[. E. cheiranthoides. jpfctttiro
MacM.

;
E. syrticolum Shel-

f and part of fruiting
don). Out. and Minn, to Kan. and

raceme x%. westw - * IG - 7(>2 -

3. E. REPANDUM L. Resembling the

last, but annual ; leaves repand-denticulate ; flowers 7-9 mm.
long; pods 4-8 cm. long, slender, divergent, on very short

thick pedicels. Waste places, O. to Mo. and Kan.
;
and

about Atlantic ports. (Adv. from Eu.)
4. E. asperum DC. (WESTERN WALL-FLOWER.) Plant

stout, 3-6 dm. high, minutely roughish-hoary ;
stem simple;

leaves lanceolate to linear, entire or somewhat toothed
;
the

bright orange-yellow flowers crowded
; petals 1.5-2. 5 cm. long, orbicular, on very

slender claws
; pods nearly erect or widely spreading on short pedicels, elongated

(7-10 cm. long), exactly 4-sided
; stigma 2-lobed. Nfd. (Waghorne}', Mingan I.,

Que. (Macoun); 0. (on limestone cliffs) to Ark., S. Dak., and common westw.

Kune,

July.

23. RADICULA [Dill.] Hill. WATER CRESS

Pod a short silique or a silicle, varying from slender to globular, terete

ur nearly so
;

valves strongly convex, nerveless. Seeds usually numerous,
small, turgid, marginless, in 2 irregular rows in each cell (except in 72. sylvestris").

Cotyledons accumbent. Aquatic or marsh plants, with yellow or white flowers,
and commonly pinnate or pinnatifid leaves, usually glabrous. (Name meaning
a little radish.) RORIPA Scop. NASTURTIUM R. Br.

1. Petals white, twice the length of the calyx,' pods linear ; leaves pinnate.

1. R. NASTURTIUM-AQUATICUM (L.) Britten & Rendle. (TRUE W.) Peren-

nial; stems spreading and rooting; leaflets 3-11, roundish or oblong, nearly
entire; pods (1.2-1.6 cm. long) ascending on
slender widely spreading pedicels. (Sisymbrium
L.

; Nasturtium officinale R. Br.
; JRoripa Nas-

turtium Rusby.) Brooks, ditches, etc., origin-

ally cultivated. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 763.

2. Petals yellow or yellowish, seldom much
exceeding the calyx; pods linear, short-cylin-

dric, or even ovoid or globular ; leaves mostly
pinnatifid.

* Perennial from creeping or subterranean
shoots ; flowers rather large, yellow.

763. It. Nasturtium -aquaticum.
Leaf arid part of fruiting raceme x %.

2. R. KYLVESTRIS (L.) Druce. (YELLOW CRESS.) Stems ascending ;
leaves

pinnately parted, the divisions toothed or cut, lanceolate or linear
; pods (0-12

mm. long) on slender pedicels, linear and narrow, bringing the seeds into one
row; style very short. (Nasturtium R. Br.

; Eoripa Bess!) Wet meadows,
Nfd. to Va., westw. to Ont., Mich., and 111.

; becoming more frequent. (Nat.
from Eu.)
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764. R. sinuata.

Leaves and part of

fruiting raceme x %.

3. R. sinuata (Nutt.) Greene. Stems low, diffuse; leaves pinnate/ 1/ clcff,
the short lobes nearly entire, linear-oblong; pods linear-oblong (0-10 inin.

long), on slender pedicels ; style slender. (Nasturtium
Nutt.

; Eoripa Hitchc.) Banks of the Miss, and westw.
June. FIG. 764.

** Annual or biennial, rarely perennial (?), with simple
fibrous roots; flowers small or minute, greenish or

yellowish ; leaves somewhat lyrate.

4. R. sessilifl&ra (Nutt.) Greene. Stems erect, rather

simple ;
leaves obtusely incised or toothed, obovate or

oblong ; flowers minute, nearly sessile; pods elongate-oblong
(1-1.2 cm. long), thick; style very short. (Nasturtium
Nutt.; Eoripa Hitchc.) Richmond, Va. (Churchill) to

Neb., e. Kan. and southw. Apr.-June.
f>. R. obtusa (Nutt.) Greene. Stems much branched,

diffusely spreading; leaves pinnately parted or dicidcd, the
divisions roundish and obtusely toothed or repand ; flowers
minute, short-pediceled; pods longer than the pedicels, vary-
ing from linear-oblong to short-oval ; style short. (Nas-
turtium Nutt.

; Eoripa Britton.) Low ground, n. Mich.

( Farwell) to Tex. and westw.
Var. sphaerocdrpa (Gray) Robinson. Pods globular, about equaling the

pedicels. (Nasturtium Gray; Eoripa Britton.) 111., and southwestw.
6. R. palustris (L.) Moench. (MARSH CRESS.) Stem erect,

3-8 dm. high, mostly glabrous ;
leaves pinnately cleft or parted,

or the upper laciniate
;

the lobes oblong, cut-

toothed
; pedicels about as long as the small

flowers and mostly longer than the short-cylindric

ellipsoid or ovoid pods; style short. (Nastur-
tium DC.

; Eoripa Bess. ) Wet places or in

shallow water
;
common. June-Sept. (Eurasia.)

FIG. 765.

Var. hispida ( Desv.) Robinson. Hirsute
; pods globose or nearly

so. (Eoripa hispida Britton; Nasturtium palustre, var. Gray.)
Withthetype ;

the commoner form eastw. (Eurasia.) Fi<;.7(>0.

Petals white, much longer than the calyx; pods ovoid or globular; leaves

undivided, or the lower ones pinnatifid ; root perennial.

7. R. aquatica (Eat.) Robinson. (LAKE CRESS.) Aquatic ;
immersed leaves

1-3-pinnately dissected into numerous capillary divisions
;
emerged leaves oblong,

entire, serrate, or pinnatifid; pedicels widely spreading; pods ovoid, ^-celled,
a little longer than the style. (Eoripa americana Britton

;
Nasturtium Inrxstrr

Gray.) Lakes and rivers, w. Que. and n. Vt. to Minn, and southw. July-
Aug.

8. R. ARMOR\CIA (L.) Robinson. (HORSERADISH.) Root-leaves very large,

oblong, crenate, rarely pinnatifid, those of the stem lanceolate
; fruiting pedicels

ascending; pods globular (seldom formed) ; style very short. (Eoripa Hitchc.)
Escaped from cultivation into moist ground. (Introd. from Eu.) Roots

large and long ;
a well-known condiment.

24. BARBAREA R. Br. WINTER CRESS

Pod linear, terete or somewhat 4-sided, the valves being keeled by a mid-
nerve. Seeds in a single row in each cell, maririnle.ss. Cotyledons suvumbont.

Mostly biennials, resembling Iindi<'uln ; (lowers yellow. (Anciently called

the Herb ->f St. Barbara.)
1. B. vulgaris R. Br. (COMMON W., YELLOW ROCKET.) Smooth perennial ;

Ion-, ) /Kirrs fi/ratc, t)i>' tt-nnhnil dirision round ami usually large. (//< Intern/

1_4 pairs or rarely wanting ; upper leaves obovate, cut-toothed, or pinnatifid at

766. R. palustris,

var. hispida.

Part of fruiting

raceme x %.

3.

765. R. palu.stris.

Part of fruiting

rutvnie X 2
/8 .
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the base
; flowers bright yellow, somewhat racemose even in anthesis; pods erect

or ascending on spreading pedicels. (B. lyrata Asch.
j
B. Barbarea MacM.)

Low grounds and roadsides ; apparently introduced in the Eastern and Central

States, but indigenous from L. Superior northw. and westw. (Eu.)
2. B. stricta Andrz. Closely similar in foliage ; flowers paler, during anthe-

sis corymbosely aggregated at the summit of the raceme ; pods appressed.
Shores and meadows, e. Que. to Alaska, s. to Va., Great Lake region, Mo., and
westw. (Eu.)

3. B. VERNA (Mill.) Asch. (EARLY W.) Leaves with 5-8 pairs of lateral

lobes and pods longer, on very thick pedicels. (B. praecox Sm.) Somewhat
cultivated as a winter salad, under the name of SCURVY GRASS, and naturalized

iroin Mass, southw. (Introd. from Eu.)

25. SELENIA Nutt.

Pod large, oblong-elliptical, flat
;
the valves nerveless. Seeds in 2 rows in

?h cell, rounded, broadly winged ; cotyledons accumbent ;
radicle short. A

w annual, with once or twice pinnatifid leaves and leafy-bracteate racemes of

ellow flowers. (Name from treX?^, the moon, with allusion to Lunaria, which
is genus somewhat resembles in its pods.)
1. S. aiirea Nutt. Lobes of the simply pinnatifid leaves entire or toothed

;

pod 1.2 cm. long, on elongated spreading pedicels, beaked by the long slender

style. Sandy soil, Mo. and Kan. to Tex.

26. IODANTHUS T. & G.

:

Pod long, linear, somewhat flattened
;
valves 1-nerved

; stigma entire but

slightly elongated over the placentae. Seeds 1-ranked in each cell, oblong,
marginless. Cotyledons essentially accumbent. Erect perennial with purplish
flowers. (Name from iudris, violet-colored, and &v6os, flower.)

1. I. pinnatifidus (Michx.) Steud. Glabrous, 3-9 dm. high ;
root-leaves

und or heart-shaped, on slender petioles ;
stem-leaves auricled, ovate-oblong

and ovate-lanceolate, sharply and often doubly toothed, tapering to each end,
the lower into a winged petiole, rarely bearing a pair or two of small lateral

lobes
; pods 1.8-3 cm. long, on short diverging pedicels, pointed by a short style.

(Thelypodium Wats.) Alluvial river-banks, w. Pa. (Porter) to Minn., Mo.,
and southwestw. Fl. May, June

;
fr. July, Aug.

27. LUNARIA L. MOONWORT

Pods very large and flat. Seeds large, winged. Cotyledons accumbent.-
Tall herbs with large purple flowers and ovate-deltoid cordate dentate leaves, of

which the earliest are opposite. (Name from luna, the moon, alluding to the

persistent silvery septum of the fruit.)
1. L. ANNUA L. (HONESTY.) Annual or biennial; pods broadly elliptic,

rounded at each end. Often cultivated, and escaping in s. w. Ct. and e. Pa.

(Introd. from Eu.)
2. L. REDIVIVA L. Perennial

; pods broadly lance-oblong, somewhat pointed
at each end. Also cultivated, and established, it is said, near Niagara. (Introd.
from Eu.)

28. LEAVENW6RTHIA Torr.

Pod broadly linear or oblong, flat
;
the valves nerveless, but minutely reticu-

late-veined. Seeds in a single row in each cell, flat, surrounded by a thick

wing. Embryo straight ! or the short radicle only slightly bent in the direction
which if continued would make the orbicular cotyledons accumbent. Little

winter animals, glabrous and often stemless, with lyrate leaves and short 1-few-
flowered scape-like peduncles. (Named for Dr. M. C. Leavenworth, a southern
botanist of the last century.)

GRAY'S MANUAL 28
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1. L. uniflbra (Michx.) Britton. Scapes 5-15 cm. high ;
leaf-lobes usually

numerous (7-15); petals purplish or nearly white with a yellowish base, obtuse
;

pods not torulose, oblong to linear (1.2-3 cm. long); style short. (L. Michantii

Torr.) Barrens, s. Ind. to Tenn. and Mo.
2. L. torulbsa Gray. Similar, but pods torulose even when young, linear

;

style 2-4 mm. long ;
seeds acutely margined rather than winged ; petals eraargi-

nate. Barrens of Ky. and Tenn.

29. DENTARIA [Tourn.] L. TOOTHWORT. PEPPER-ROOT

Pod lanceolate, flat. Style elongated. Seeds in one row, wingless, the funic-

ulus broad and flat. Cotyledons petioled, thick, very unequal, their margins
somewhat infolding each other. Perennials, of damp woodlands, with long
fleshy sometimes interrupted scaly or toothed rootstocks, of a pleasant pungent
taste

;
steins leafless below, bearing 2 or 3 petioled compound leaves about or

above the middle, and terminated by a corymb or short raceme of large white
or purple flowers. (Name from dens, a tooth.)

Stem glabrous.
Kootstock continuous, prominently toothed 1. D. diphylla.
Rootstock interrupted by distinct constrictions.
Rootstock elongate, composed of several fusiform or subcylindric dis-

tinctly toothed segments.
Cauline leaves with ovate or obovate petiolulate leaflets . . . . 2. D. maxima.
Cauline leaves with lanceolate sessile leaflets 3. D. incisifolia.

Rootstock of readily separable obscurely toothed fusiform tubers . . 4. D. h eteroji/i yU,i.
Stem pubescent, at least above.
Rootstock of readily separable fusiform tubers ; sepals 6-9 mm. long.
Leaves 3-parted, with linear to oblong segments 5. D. laeiniatn.
Basal leaves with ovate or rhombic leaflets 4. D. heteropli i/ll .

Rootstock elongate, interrupted by constrictions
; sepals 3-4 mm. long . 6. D. anoiiuita.

1. D. diphylla Michx. Rootstock long and continuous, often branched, the

annual segments slightly or not at all tapering at the ends; stems in anthcsis

1.5-3 dm. high, stoutish
;

leaves 3-foliolate, the basal

and cauline similar, the latter 2 (rarely 3), opposite or

subopposite, leaflets 4-10 cm. long, short-petiolulatc,
rhombic-ovate or oblong-ovate, coarsely cr<'ix/ti\ tl-

teeth bluntly mucronate; flowers white; sepals 5-8 mm.
long, half the length of the petals; pods rarely maturing.

Rich woods and thickets, e. Que. to s. Ont. and Minn.,
s. to S.C. and Ky. Apr., May. Rootstocks 2-3 dm.

long, crisp, tasting like Water Cress. FIG. 767.

2. D. maxima Nutt. Kootstock interrupted, consist-

ing of several elongate strongly toothed segments wh'u'h

are constricted at each end, the older commonly retaining
shreds of old stems

;
cauline leaves 2-3, alternate, ofti-n

remote, leaflets 2-6 cm. long, ovate or obovate, petiolnl<it>,

767 D diphylla
more or less ciliolate, sharply and coarsely t'mt/tcii <nnl

Cauline leaves and root-
somewhat cleft; flowers white or purple-tinged; sepals

stock xvT ?~7 mm - lonS' half a8 lonS * l
.

he Petals. By streams
in rich woods, local, s. Me. to Mich, and Pa. Apr., May.

3. D. incisifblia Eames. Rootstock much as in the last; cauline Ifm-ix 2

and opposite, rarely 3 and alternate, the leaflets 4-0 cm. long, lanceolate, st-ssil>',

glabrous tlimn<jhout, coarsely tncised-dentate ;
basal leaves similar, with

bn>;ulrr leaflets; flowers white or somewhat purple-tinged; sepals 6-7 mm.
loiig; petals 1.6-2 cm. long. Rich hillside woods, Sherman, Ct. (Eames).
May.

4. D. heterophylla Nutt. Tubers near the surface ; stems, in anthesis. 1.-V4

dm. high, glabrous or sparingly pubescent above
;
^inline leaves 2-3. variously

, the leaflets 1.5-5.5 cm. long, distinctly petiolulate, oblonff-lanceolate to

; ciliate, entire to deeply crenate, rarely laciniate
;
basal leaves with ovate

to rhonibic-obovatc usually lobed leaflets; flowers purplish ; sepals purple-tinged,
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6-9 mm. long; petals 1-1.8 cm. long. N. J. and Pa. to Ky., and southw.

Apr., May.
5. D. laciniata Muhl. Tubers deep-seated; stems pubescent above; cauline

leaves 3, whorled or nearly so, the lateral leaflets deeply cleft, glabrous or

pubescent, the segments linear to narrowly oblong,
conspicuously gash-toothed ; basal leaves, when present,
similar

;
flowers white or purplish ; calyx 6-9 mm.

long ; petals 1-2 cm. long. Rich damp woods, w.

Que. and Vt. to Minn., and southw. Apr., early May.
FIG. 768. Var. ^NTEGRA (Schulz) Fernald. Leaves

strictly ternate, the lateral leaflets entire or slightly

toothed, not cleft. N. Y. to 111.

6. D. an6mala Eames. Eootstock with pronounced
constrictions between the fusiform tuber-like annual
segments, deep-seated; stems somewhat pubescent;

768. D. laciniata. leaves 3-foliolate, pubescent on both surfaces ; the
Cauline leaves andtubers x y4 . cauline 2 (rarely 3), subopposite, their leaflets 2-5.5

cm. long, short-petiolulate, ovate to rhombic, coarsely
and irregularly dentate or even incised or cleft; basal leaves, when present,
similar

;
flowers white, tinged with purplish ; sepals 3-4 mm. long ; petals 1-1.2

cm. long. Rich moist woods, Plainville, Ct. (Bissell). May. Perhaps a

hybrid of nos. 1 and 5, with which it grows.

30. CARDAMINE [Tourn.] L. BITTER CRESS.

Pod linear, flattened, usually opening elastically from the base
;
the valves

nerveless and veinless, or nearly so
; placentae and partition thick. Seeds in

a single row in each cell, wingless ;
the funiculus slender. Cotyledons accum-

bent, flattened, equal or nearly so, petiolate. Mostly glabrous perennials,
leafy-stemmed, growing along watercourses and in wet places. Flowers white
or purple. (A Greek name, used by Dioscorides for some cress, from its cordial
or cardiacal qualities.)

*
Simple-leaved perennials with tuberous base.

1. C. bulbbsa (Schreb.) BSP. (SPRING CRESS.) Stems upright from a
tuberous base and slender rootstock bearing small tubers, simple, or rarely
forking, glabrous, in anthesis 1.5-5 dm. high; root-leaves oblong to cordate-

ovate, stem-leaves 5-8, scattered, the lower ovate or oblong and somewhat
petioled, the upper sessile, almost lanceolate, all often toothed

; sepals greenish,
ith white margin ; petals white, 7-12 mm. long ; pods linear-lanceolate, pointed
ith a slender style tipped by a conspicuous stigma ;

seeds oval. ( C. rhom-
idea DC.) Wet meadows and springs, e. Mass, to Minn., and southw.

ay, June.
2. 0. Douglassii (Torr.) Britton. Similar; stem usually somewhat pubes-
nt, in anthesis 1-2.5 dm. high; root-leaves orbicular or suborbicular ; stem-
aves 2-6, the upper border (ovate to oblong) ,

more or less approximate ; sepals
urple-tinged ; petals rose-purple, 1-1.8 cm. long. ( C. rhomboidea, var. purpurea

r.) Rich low woods, Ct. to s. Ont. and Wise., s. to Md. and Ky. Apr.,
ly May.

* * Fibrous-rooted perennials with l-3-foliolate leaves; southern.

3. C. rotundifblia Michx. (MOUNTAIN WATER CRESS.) Stems branching,
weak or decumbent, making long runners ; root fibrous ; leaves all much alike,

roundish, somewhat angled, often heart-shaped at the base, petioled ; pods
small, linear-awl-shaped, equaled or exceeded by the pedicels ; style slender

;

seeds oval-oblong. Cool shaded springs, Carrollton, N. Y. (Peck) and Middle-
town, N. J. ( Willis) to Ky., and southw. along the nits. May, June. Flowers
white, smaller than in no. 1.

4. C. Clematitis Shuttlw. Glabrous and lax, with slender rootstock; small
'ical leaves kidney- or heart-shaped, with or without a pair of smaller lateral
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leaflets
;
stem-leaves on sagittately appendayed petioles ; terminal leaflet mostly

3-lobed
; pods 2.5-3 cm. long, much exceeding the pedicels. Springy places in

the mts.
,
s. Va. and southw.

* * * Fibrous-rooted alpine perennial with simple leaves northern.

5. C. bellidifblia L. Dwarf (2-3.6 cm. high), densely tufted; leaves ovate,

entire, or sometimes with a blunt lateral tooth, 2-10 mm. long, slender-petioled ;

flowers 1-5, white; pods 1.5-2 cm. long, upright, linear; style extremely short,

stout. Arctic regions and alpine districts of the n. hemisphere. Represented
with us by

Var. laxa Lange. Looser and taller (4-11 cm. high) ;
leaves 6-15 mm. long,

on very long petioles; pods 2-3 cm. long. By alpine brooks, and in cold

ravines, Lab. to Mt. Katahdin, Me., and Mt. Washington, N. H.
; by a brook,

W. Baldwin, Me. (Miss Furbish). June, July. (Greeul.)

* * * * Boot perennial ; leaves pinnate ; flowers showy.

6. C. pratSnsis L. (CUCKOO FLOWER.) Stem ascending from a short root-

stock, simple ;
leaflets numerous, those of the lower leaves rounded and stalked,

of the upper oblong or linear, entire, or slightly angle-toothed ; petals (white
or rose-color) thrice the length of the calyx ; pod 2-3 cm. long, 2 mm. broad

;

style short. Wet places and bogs, Lab. to Vt., N. J., Minn., and north w.
;

rare. May. Also introduced or a local escape in e. and s. N. E. (Eu.)
* * * * # Root mostly biennial or annual,' leaves pinnately 6-ll-/0Wolate;

flowers small, white.

*- Stamens 4; leaflets strigose-hispid upon the upper surface.

7. C. hirsuta L. Leaves chiefly radical, with short and broad leaflets, but

those on the erect stem reduced and with narrow leaflets
; pods erect, on

ascending or appressed pedicels. Moist places, s. Pa. to N. C., and "Mich."

(Eu.) Perhaps introduced. A doubtful specimen from w. Mass. (Miss Vail).

1- -- Stamens normally 6; leaflets glabrous; stem leafy.

8. C. parvifl6ra L. Very slender, subsimple, glabrous or slightly pubescent
upon the stein

; leaflets of the radical leaves oval or the terminal suborbicular
;

those of the cauline very narrow, linear, not confluent ; pods erect, on ascending
pedicels. (C. hirsuta, var. sylvatica of some Am. auth.) Rocky and barren

soil, Me. to Ga. and westw. (Eu.) A form more branched from the base and
with leaflets all narrow and often toothed has been described as C. arenicola

Britton, growing in sandy soil in the Atlantic States but lacking constant

characters.

9. C. pennsylvanica Mulil. Larger, nearly or quite glabrous ; leaflets 7-11,
the terminal one obovate, the lateral oblong, tending to be confluent along the

rhachis ; pods erect, on ascending pedicels. (C. hirsuta Man. ed. (>, in givnt

part.) Moist ground, common. Passes imperceptibly into a form (C. flexuosa

Britton, perhaps Withering) with fewer more flabelliforin leaflets and spreading

pods. Brooks, etc.

31. ARABIS L. ROCK CRESS

Pod linear, flattened
; placentae not thickened

;
the valves plane or convex,

more or less 1-nerved in the middle, or longitudinally veiny. Seeds margin-
less or winged. Cotyledons accumbent or a little oblique. Leaves seldom
divided. Flowers white or purple (rarely yellowish). (Name from the

country, Arabia.)

1. SISYMBRlNA Wats. Seeds oblong or <///>//////. >-,/// *>/?,///, >rin</lrs*, in

one row ; <'<>tt//i <!<nix nftcn more or less oblique; />i<>)/i<tl or perennial,
bran chin 1 1 from

1. A. lyrata L. Mostly glabrous, except tin- hji-<it<--i>inn<it(iiii root-leaves;

stem-leaves scattered, spatulate or linear with a tapering base, sparingly toothed
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or entire
; petals white, much longer than the yellowish calyx ; pods long and

slender, flat, ascending or spreading; style slender, 0.8 mm. long. On rocks
or sandy shores, w. N. E. to Man., and southw. Apr.-July. Usually biennial,
but southw. decidedly perennial. Var. OCCIDENTALS Wats. Stigma sessile or
on a very short thick style (0.5 mm. or less in length). Point Pelee, u. shore
of L. Erie

; Rocky Mts. to Alaska. (Kamchatka.)
2. A. dentata T. & G. Roughish-pubescent, slender; leaves oblong, very ob-

tuse, unequally and sharply toothed
;
those of the stem numerous, half-clasping

and auricled, of the base broader and tapering into a short petiole ; petals

(whitish) scarcely exceeding the calyx ; pods widely spreading, very slender,

short-stalked; style scarcely any. N. Y. to Minn., Neb., and southw. May,
June.

3. A. glabra (L.) Bernh. (TOWER MUSTARD.) Tall (6-12 dm. high), glau-
us ; stem-leaves oblong or ovate-lanceolate, entire

; petals yellowish white, little

longer than the calyx ; pods very narrow (8 cm. long) and pedicels strictly erect ;
seeds marginless ; cotyledons often oblique. (A. perfoliata Lam.) Rocks and
~elds, N. B. to B. C., s. to N. J., Pa., Great Lake region, S. Dak., Utah and

1. May-July. (Eu.)

2. TURRlTIS [Dill.] Gaudin. Seeds not so broad as the partition, in two
more or less distinct rows in each cell, at least when young ; strict and very
leafy-stemmed biennials ; cauline leaves partly clasping by a sagittate base.

"

Calyx essentially glabrous ; pods erect or loosely spreading.
Pubescence of the basal rosettes none or sparse and of simple or of 2-

pointed hairs attached by the middle 4. A. Drummondi.
Pubescence of the basal rosettes dense, stellate 5. A.brachyearpa,
lyx stellate-pubescent ; pods deflexed or pendulous 6. A. Uolboellii.

4. A. Drumm6ndi Gray. Nearly glabrous, somewhat glaucous, 3-9 dm. high ;

stem-leaves oblong or narrowly lanceolate, the basal spatulate-lanceolate; pods
straightish, 3.5-10 cm. long, 1.3-2.3 mm. broad. (A. conflnis Wats., in great
part.) Rocky places, e. Que. to B.C., s. to N. S., s. N. E., N. Y., O., 111.,

Utah, and Ore.

Var. connSxa (Greene) Fernald. Stout
; pods 3-3.3 mm. wide. Riviere du

up, Que. ;
and mts. of w. N. A.

5. A. brachycarpa (T. & G.) Britton. Similar in stature and habit; basal
leaves densely pubescent with ^-pointed hairs, the cauline glabrous ; pedicels
widely spreading ; pods 1.7-9 cm. long, 1-2 mm. broad, widely spreading. (A
confinis Wats., in part; Turritis brachycarpa T. & G.) Sandy woods, rocky
banks, etc., e. Que. to Sask. and Assina., s. to N. B., n. Vt., N. Y., Great Lake

igion, Col., etc.

6. A. HolboSllii Hornem, Stems 1-several, 2-9 dm. high, leafy, somewhat
osely stellate-pubescent at the base, glabrous or glabrate above ; pedicels soon

deflexed
; petals pink or pinkish, 7-10 mm. long; pods 4-8 cm. long, 1.5-2.5

mm. broad, blunt, secund and strongly deflexed. Rocky (calcareous) or sandy
places, e. Que. ;

Thunder Bay, L. Huron ( Wheeler} to the mts. of B. C. and Cal.

(Greenl.)

3. ARABIS proper. Seeds in one row in each cell, orbicular or nearly so,
more or less wing-margined ; cotyledons strictly accumbent.

* Low, chiefly biennials, diffuse or spreading from the base.

7. A. virginica (L.) Trel. Nearly glabrous, often annual; leaves all pin-
ly parted into oblong or linear few-toothed or entire divisions, those of the

wer leaves numerous
; pedicels very short

;
flowers small, white

; pods rather

broadly linear, spreading, flat; seeds winged. (A. ludoviciana Mey.) Open

fund,

Va. to Kan., and southw. Mar.-May.
Erect leafy-stemmed biennials, with simple leaves, white or whitish flowers,
narrow but flattened ascending or erect pods, and nearly wingless seeds.

1. A. patens Sulliv. Downy with spreading hairs, erect (3-6 dm. high);
tn-leaves oblong-ovate, acutish, coarsely toothed or the uppermost entire,

*.
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partly clasping by the heart-shaped base
; petals (bright white, 8 mm. long) the

length of the calyx; pedicels slender, spreading; pods spreading or ascending,
tipped with a distinct style. Pa. to Minn, and southw. Apr., May.

0. A. hirsuta (L.) Scop. Rough-hairy, sometimes smoothish, strictly erect;
stem-leaves oblong or lanceolate, entire or toothed, partly clasping by a some-
what arrow-shaped or heart-shaped base

; petals (greenish white) small, but

longer than the calyx-; pedicels and pods strictly upright; style scarcely any;
immature seeds somewhat 2-rowed. Gravelly shores and calcareous rocks,

especially northw. May, June. (Eu.)
* * * Erect leafy-stemmed biennials (3-9 dm. high), with small whitish flowers,

recurved-spreading or pendulous flat pods (7-10 cm. long'), and broadly
winged seeds, the funiculus adherent to the partition; root-leaves rarely

lyrate.

10. A. laevigata (Muhl.) Poir. Smooth and glaucous, upright ;
stem-leaves

partly clasping by the arrow-shaped base, lanceolate or linear, mostly toothed,
sometimes (var. LACINIATA T. & G.) incised

; petals scarcely longer than the

calyx; pods long and narrow, recurved-spreading on ascending or merely
spreading pedicels. Rocky places, w. Me. to S. Dak. and southw. May.

Var. Burkii Porter. Leaves narrower, those of the stem essentially.entire,
not auricled at the base. Dry hills, Pa. to Va.

11. A. canadSnsis L. (SICKLE-POD.) Stem upright, smooth above
;

.*/,//?-

leaves pubescent, pointed at both ends, oblong-lanceolate, sessile, the lower
toothed

; petals twice the length of the calyx, oblong-linear ; pods very flat,

scythe-shaped (4 mm. wide), hanging on rough-hairy pedicels. Rocky woods
and ravines, e. Mass, and Vt. to Ont., and southw. June-Aug.

CAPPARIDACEAE (CAPER FAMILY)

Herbs (when in northern regions) with cruciform flowers, but 6 or more not

tetradynamous stamens, a l-celled pod with 2 parietal placentae, and khhii'tj-

shaped seeds. Pod as in Cruciferae, but with no partition ;
seeds similar, but

the embryo coiled rather than folded. Leaves alternate, mostly palmate. Often

with the acrid or pungent qualities of Cruciferae (as in capers, the flower-buds

of Capparis spinosa).

* Pod sessile or short-stiped ;
stamens 6-00.

1. Polanisia. Petals subequal, emarginate.

* * Pod long-stiped ;
stamens 6.

2. Cleome. Stamens 6. Pod linear, many-seeded, long-stipitate.

1. POLANfSIA Raf.

Petals with claws, notched at the apex. Stamens 8-32, unequal. Receptacle
not elongated, bearing a gland behind the base of the ovary. Pod linear or

oblong, veiny, turgid, many-seeded. Fetid annuals, with glandular or clammy
hairs. Flowers in leafy racemes. (Name from TroXtf-, many, and Avuros, unequal.
points in which the genus differs in its stamens from Cleome.}

1. P. gravdolens Raf. Leaves with 3 oblong leaflets; stamens about 11,

scarcely exceeding the petals ; style short
; pod slightly stipitate. Gravelly

shores and banks, w. Que. to Chesapeake Bay, and westw. June-Aug.
Flowers small (4-6 mm. long) ; calyx and filaments purplish ; petals yellowish
white.

2. P. trachysperma T. & G. Flowers larger (8-10 mm. long); the stamens

(12-16) long-exserted ; style 4-6 mm. long; pod sessile
;
seeds usually rough.

la. to Kan., southw. and westw.
;
also by a stream, Salisbury, Ct. {Mrs. Phelps,

. where probably introduced.
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2. CLE6ME L.

Petals entire, with claws. Stamens 6. Receptacle somewhat produced be-
tween the petals and stamens, and bearing a gland behind the stipitate ovary.
Pod linear to oblong, many-seeded. Our species animals with bracteate ra-

cemes. (Name of uncertain derivation, early applied to some mustard- like

plant.)
1. C. serrulata Pursh. (STINKING CLOVER.) Glabrous

;
leaves 3-foliolate

;

leaflets lance-oblong, mostly entire
; petals white or rose-colored, short-clawed

;

stipe of pod as long as the pedicel. (C. integrifolia T. & G.) Dry mostly
saline soil, Minn, to n. 111., Mo., Kan., westw. and northwestw.

; rarely eastw.

along railroads. Flowers showy.
2. C. spiN6sA L. (SPIDER-FLOWER.) Viscid-pubescent ;

leaflets 5-7, lanceo-

late, serrulate; petals white or rose-colored. Cultivated, and occasionally
escaping to waste grounds. (Introd. from the tropics.)

3. C. lutea Hook. Lower leaves 5-foliolate
;
flowers yellow. Western spe-

cies, reported from Weeping Water, Neb. (Webber).

RESEDACEAE (MIGNONETTE FAMILY)

Herbs, with unsymmetrical -1-merous small flowers, a fleshy 1-sided hypogy-
nous disk between the petals and the (3-40) stamens, bearing the latter. Calyx
not closed in the bud. Capsule 3-Q-lobed, 3-Q-horned, l-celled, with 3-6 parietal

placentae, opening at the top before the seeds (which are as in Cappariddceae)
are full grown. Leaves alternate, with only glands for stipules. Flowers in

terminal spikes or racemes. A small and unimportant family of the Old

World, represented by the Mignonette (Reseda odorata} and the Dyer's Weed.

1. RESEDA [Tourn.] L. MIGNONETTE. DYER'S ROCKET

Petals 4-7, cleft, unequal. Stamens 12-40, on one side of the flower. (Name
from resedare, to calm, in allusion to supposed sedative properties.)

1. R. LUTEOLA L. (DYER'S WEED or WELD.) Leaves lanceolate; calyx
4-parted ; petals 4, greenish yellow ;

the upper one 3-5-cleft, the two lateral

3-cleft, the lower one linear and entire
; capsule depressed. Roadsides and

ballast, Mass, to Pa., local. Plant 6 dm. high, used for dyeing yellow. (Adv.
from Eu.)

2. R. LUTEA L. Low, decumbent; leaves irregularly pinnate-parted or

bipinnatifld ; flowers pale yellow; sepals and petals 0; stamens 15-20.
Meadows and waste places, Mass, to Pa.; also Mich. (Adv. from Eu.)

3. R. ALBA L. Tall, erect; leaves pinnately and rather regularly parted ;

flowers greenish white ; stamens 12-15; petals 5-6. Waste places, becoming
more common. (Adv. from Eu.)

SARRACENIACEAE (PITCHER-PLANT FAMILY)

Polyandrous and hypogynous bog-plants, with hollow pitcher-formed or

impet-shaped leaves, comprising one plant of Guiana, another (Darling-
>nia Torr.) in California, and the following genus.

1. SARRACENIA [Tourn.] L.

Sepals 5, with 3 bractlets at the base, colored, persistent. Petals 5, oblong
or obovate, incurved, deciduous. Stamens numerous, hypogynous. Ovary
>mpound, 5-celled, globose, crowned with a short style, which is expanded at
he summit into a very broad and petal-like 5-angled 5-rayed umbrella-shaped
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body, the 5 delicate rays terminating under the angles in as many little hooked
stigmas. Capsule with a granular surface, 5-celled, with many-seeded placentae
in the axis, loculicidally 5-valved. Seeds anatropous, witli a small embryo at
the base of fleshy albumen. Perennials, yellowish green and purplish; the
hollow leaves all radical, with a wing_on one side, and a rounded arching hood
at the apex. Scape naked, 1-flowered

;
flower nodding. (Named for Dr.

Michel Sarrasin, physician at the Court of Quebec early in the 18th century,
who sent our northern species to Europe. )

1. S. purpurea L. (SIDE-SADDLE FLOWER, PITCHER-PLANT, HUNTSMAN'S
>" CUP.) Leaves pitcher-shaped, ascending, curved, broadly winged ;

the hood

erect, open, round heart-shaped, covered within by reflexed bristles
; flower

ijlobose, scapose, deep purple the fiddle-shaped petals arched over the greenish
yellow style. Peat-bogs, Lab. to Mackenzie, s. to Fla., Ky., the Great Lake
region, and s. e. la. June. The curious leaves are usually half filled with
water and drowned insects. Var. HETEROPHYLLA (Eat.) Torr., has greenish
yellow flowers and no purple veins in the foliage. With the typical form.

2. S. flava L. (TRUMPETS.) Leaves long (3-10 dm.) and trumpet-shaped,
erect, with an open mouth, the erect hood rounded, narrow at the base

; wing
almost none

; flower yellow, the petals becoming long and drooping. Bogs, Va.
and southw. Apr.

DROSERACEAE (SUNDEW FAMILY)

Bog-herbs, mostly glandular-haired, with regular hypogynous flowers, pen-
tamerous and withering-persistent calyx, corolla, and stamens, the anthers fixed

by the middle and turned outward, and a l-celled capsule with twice as vnmnj

styles or stigmas as there are parietal placentae. Calyx imbricated. Petals

convolute. Seeds numerous, anatropous, with a short and minute embryo at the

base of the albumen. Leaves, in bud, rolled up from the apex to the base as

in Ferns. Small family of insectivorous plants.

1. DR6SERA L. SUNDEW

Stamens 5. Styles 3, or sometimes 5, deeply 2-parted so that they are taken
for 6 or 10, slender, stigmatose above on the inner face. Capsule 3(rarely 5)-
valved

;
the valves bearing the numerous seeds on their middle for the whole

length. Low perennials or biennials
;
the leaves, in our species, all in a tuft at

the base (often scattered in submersed plants), clothed with reddish gland-
bearing bristles

;
the naked scape bearing the flowers (rarely solitary) in a

1-sided simple (or sometimes forking) raceme-like inflorescence, which nods at

the undeveloped apex, so that the fresh-blown flower (which opens only in sun-

shine) is always highest. The plants yield a purple stain to paper. The glands
of the leaves exude drops of a clear glutinous fluid, glittering like dew-drops
(whence the name, from dpoo-ep6s, dewy).

Leaf-blades linear to orbicular, usually distinct from the petioles.
Scapes glabrous.

Leaf-blades as broad as or broader than long ;
seeds spindle-shaped, with

a loose testa 1. D.rotnn<1ift<lia.
Leaf-blades distinctly narrower than long.
Seeds spindle-shaped, the testa loose and produced at the ends ; stipules

initiate 2. Z>. angticu.
Seeds ellipsoid or ellipsoid-ovoid, with a close testa.

Leaf-Mades spat ulate or spatulatc-obovate ; stipules nearly free . . 8. D. longifolia.
Leaf-blades linear ; stipules adnate to the petioles . . . .4. D.lintarit,

Scapes glandular ; seeds ellipsoid, with a close testa f>. 1>. In-frifolia.
Leaves filiform, with no distinction of blade and petiole 6. D.JIM/arml*.

1. D. rotundifftlia L. (Ror\p-i,KAVKi> S.) Learns 'xufmrbicnlar or trans-

n-rxi'hj /-iiii,/-i ///'/,f/i\ abruptly narrowed into the N/I/V /nl>>/// /ittir// /fi/, N ;

scape 1 "> ilm. liiuh, 1 2;">-Hmvered
;

flowers white (rarely pinkish), 4-7 mm.

J^t- broad, the parts sometimes in sixes
;
seeds very slender, chaff-like. Common
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in peat-bogs and moist sandy ground, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Pa., the Great Lake
region, Minn., and in the mts. to Ala., Mont., and Cal. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)

Var. combsa Fernald. Dwarf
; inflorescence 1-few-flowered, usually capi-

tate; calyx crimson or roseate; petals greenish or crimson, sometimes folia-

ceous
; carpels, and sometimes other parts of the flower, modified to green

gland-bearing leaves. Marly bogs, Gaspe
1

Co., Que. ;
and Herkimer and Oneida

Cos.,N. Y. (Hdberer).
2. D. anglica Huds. Leaves erect, linear- to obovate-spatulate, with smooth or

sparsely hairy petioles, the blade 1.5-5 cm. long, 3-7 mm. broad
; scapes 0.6-3

dm. high, 1-8-flowered
;
corolla white; seeds blackish, loosely faveolate. (D.

longifolia L., in part.) Marly bogs, Nfd. and e. Que. to B. C., s. to Mich.,
Ida., and n. Cal. June-Aug. (Eurasia, Sandwich I.)

3. D. longifblia L. Leaves spatulate, tapering into the long rather erect
naked petioles ; scape 0.2-2 dm. high, 1-20-flowered

;
flowers white; seeds red-

dish brown, with a close papillose coat. (D. intermedia Hayne.) Bogs and
sandy shores, Nfd. to Fla. and La.

;
and locally inland to the Great L. region.

June-Aug. (W. L, Eu.)
4. D. linearis Goldie. Leaves linear, obtuse, the blade 1-6 cm. long, 1.5-3

mm. wide, on naked erect petioles about the same length ; scape 2-10 cm. long,
1-8-flowered

;
flowers white or pinkish ;

seeds black, with a smoothish close coat.

Marly bogs and springy places, e. Que. to Alberta, locally s. to n. Me., Mich.,
Wise., and Minn. June, July.

5. D. brevifdlia Pursh. Leaves spreading, very delicate, cuneate-ob ovate,
0.5-1.5 cm. long (including the smooth dilated petioles) ; stipules nearly obsolete

;

scape filiform, glandular, 1-10 cm. high, 1-7-flowered
;
the white corolla 1-1.5

cm. broad. Wet banks and ditches, Va. to Fla. and Tex. Apr., May.
6. D. filif6rmis Raf. Leaves very long (1-3 dm.) and filiform, erect, glan-

ular throughout ; flowers numerous, purplish (0.7-1.5 cm. broad); seeds spindle-
shaped. Wet sand, near the coast, Cape Cod, Mass., to Del. June-Sept.

01
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PODOSTEMACEAE (RIVER WEED FAMILY)

Aquatics, growing on stones in running water, some with the aspect of Sea-

weeds, or others of Mosses or Liverworts
;
the minute naked flowers bursting from

a spathe-like involucre as in Liverworts, producing a 2-3-celled many-seeded
ribbed capsule. Represented in North America by

1. PODOSTEMUM Michx. RIVER WEED

Flowers solitary, nearly sessile in a tubular sac-like involucre, destitute of
floral envelopes. Stamens 2, borne 011 one side of the stalk of the ovary, with
their long filaments united into one for more than half their length, and 2 short
sterile filaments, one on each side

;
anthers 2-celled. Stigmas 2, awl-shaped.

Capsule pedicellate, oval, 8-ribbed, 2-celled, 2-valved. Seeds minute, very
numerous, on a thick persistent central placenta, destitute of albumen. Leaves
2-rauked. (Name from irotfs, foot, and o-r^/xwf, stamen ; the two stamens being
apparently raised on a stalk by the side of the ovary. )

1. P. ceratophyllum Michx. Leaves rigid or horny, dilated into a sheathing
base, above mostly forked into thread-like or linear lobes. On rocks in streams,
N. B. to Ont., Minn., and southw., local. July-Sept. A small olive-green
plant, of firm texture, resembling a Seaweed, tenaciously attached to loose stones

by fleshy disks or processes in place of roots.

CRASSULACEAE (ORPINE FAMILY)

Herbs, succulent (except in 1 genus), with perfectly symmetrical flowers ;

viz., the petals and pistils equaling the sepals or calyx-lobes in number (3-20),
and the stamens the same or double their number, technically different from
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Saxifrageae only in this complete symmetry, and in the carpels (in most of the

genera) being quite distinct from each other. Also, instead of a perigynous

disk, there are usually little scales on the receptacle, one behind each carpel.

Fruit dry and dehiscent
;
the pods (follicles) opening down the ventral suture,

many (rarely few)-seeded. Stipules none. Flowers usually cymose, small.

Leaves mostly sessile, in Penthorum not at all fleshy.

* Not succuleut
; carpels united, forming a 5-celled capsule.

1. Penthorum. Calyx-lobes 5. Petals none. Stamens 10. Pod 5-beaked, many-seeded.

* * Leaves, etc., thick and succulent ; carpels distinct.

2. Tillaea. Calyx-lobes, petals, stamens, and pistils 3-4. Seeds few-many.

3. Sedum. Calyx-lobes, petals, and pistils 4-5. Stamens 8-10. Seeds many.
4. Sempervivum. Calyx-lobes, petals, and pistils 6-a> . Stamens mostly twice as many.

1. PENTHORUM [Gronov.] L. DITCH STONECROP

Calyx-lobes 5. Petals rare, if any. Stamens 10. Pistils 6, united below,

forming a 6-aiigled 5-horned and 5-celled capsule, which opens by the falling

off of the beaks, many-seeded. Upright weed-like perennials (not fleshy like

the rest of the family), with scattered leaves, and yellowish green flowers loosely

spiked along the upper side of the naked branches of the cyme. (Name from

irtvre, five, and 6>os, a mark, from the quinary order of the flower.)
1. P. sedoides L. Leaves lanceolate, acute at both ends. Open wet places,

N. B. to Fla., w. to Minn., e. Kan., and Tex. July-Get. Parts of the flower

rarely in sixes or sevens.

2. TILLAEA [Mich.] L.

Calyx-lobes, petals, stamens, and pistils 3-4. Pods 2-many-seeded. Very
small tufted annuals, with opposite entire leaves and axillary flowers. (Named
in honor of Michael Angela Tilli, an early Italian botanist.)

1. T. aquitica L. Rooting at the base (1-8 cm. high); leaves linear-oblong ;

flowers solitary, nearly sessile; calyx half the length of the (greenish white)

petals and the narrow 8-10-seeded pods, the latter with a scale at the base of

each. (T. simplex Nutt.) Brackish muddy shores, near the coast, local, Que.
to Md., and southw

;
also on the Pacific coast. July-Sept. (Ku., n. Afr.)

2. T. Vaillantii Willd. Similar
; peduncles slender, about an long //* thr

leaves. P. E. I. (Churchill)] Nantucket, Mass. (Mrs. M. P. Robinson,

Floyd}. Perhaps not specifically distinct from the last. (Eu., n. Afr.)

3. SEDUM [Tourn.] L. STONECROP. ORPINE

Calyx-lobes and petals 4-5. Stamens 8-10. Follicles many-seeded; a little

scale at the base of each. Chiefly perennial smooth and thick-leaved herbs,

with cymose or one-sided inflorescence. Petals almost always narrow and acute

or pointed. (Name from sedere, to sit, alluding to the manner in which these

plants fix themselves upon rocks and walls .)

Flowers perfect.
Leaves thick (from linear-cylindric to thick-ovate).

Leaves eliisi-ly imlirieatei!, thick-ovate; flowers yellow .... 1. 8. acre.

Leaves not imbricated, linear-cylindric.
Flowers yellow.
OentnJ H<>\V<T ot'eymo .Vim-roiis ;ui<l 10-androus, the others 4-inerous

ami > amlrou-* 2. .V. .\'><tt<t/i(i>tn>.

All the !lo\\,T> ;. in.Tons and 10-androus 7. S. rt>ri<:t'n>n.

Flowers white to purplish 8. S. puh'h-tllnm.
Leaves Hat and broad.

Cauline leaves opposite or whorled.
Leaves entire, ehietly iii whorls of 8; flowers white .... 4. S. t,-rn,ttit,i>.

1. 1:1 ves crenate, opposite ; flowers pink or purplish . . . C>. X. xfalon ifinnn
Cauline leaves alternate or spirullv arranged.
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Low slender plant with basal rosettes
; cyme loose, of 3 scorpioid

branches 5. S. Nevii.
Coarse upright plants without rosettes

;
flowers in a dense corymb.

Follicles long-attenuate 8. S. telephioides.
Follicles abruptly pointed 9. S. purpurewm.

Flowers dioecious, mostly 4-merous and S-androus 10. S. roseum.

1. S. ACRE L. (Mossv S.) Spreading on the ground, moss-like
;
leaves very

small, alternate, imbricated on the branches, ovate, very thick ; petals yellow.
Escaped from cultivation to rocky roadsides, etc., e. Que. to Ont., and Va.

June, July. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. S. Nuttallianum Raf. Annual

;
stems simple or branched from the base,

5-10 cm. high ;
leaves flat or teretish, scattered, oblong, 4-0 mm. long ; petals

rather longer than the ovate sepals; carpels at length widely divergent. (8.
Torreyi Don.) Dry ground, Mo. to Ark. and Tex. May.

3. S. pulche'llum Michx. Stems ascending or trailing, 1-3 dm. high; leaves

terete, linear-filiform, much crowded
; spikes of the cyme several, densely

flowered; petals rose-purple. On rocks, Va. to Ga., w. to Ind., e. Kan., and
Tex.; also cultivated-. May, June.

4. S. ternatum Michx. Stems spreading, 7-15 cm. high ;
leaves flat, the

lower whorled in threes, wedge-obovate, the upper scattered, oblong; cyme
3-spiked, leafy; petals white. Rocky woods, Ct. to Ga., w. to Mich., Ind., and
Tenn. May.

5. S. Ndvii Gray. Stems spreading, simple (7-13 cm. high); leaves all

alternate, those of the sterile shoots wedge-obovate or spatulate, on flowering
stems linear-spatulate and flattish

; cyme about 3-spiked, densely flowered
;

petals white, pointed. Rocks, mts. of Va. to Ala. and 111. May, June.
6. S. sxoLoxfFERUM Ginel. Low perennial, with stoutish decumbent stems,

the flowering branches ascending, 1-2 dm. high ;
leaves opposite, obovate, cre-

nate above the cuneate base
; cyme rather dense, the short branches numerous ;

flowers about 1 cm. broad; petals pink or purplish. Roadsides and fields,

local, N. S. and Me. June, July. (Introd. from Asia.)
7. S. REFLEXUU L. Glabrous, erect, 3 dm. high ;

leaves crowded, cylin-
dric, subulate-tipped, spreading, or reflexed; flowers yellow, pediceled. Local,
e. Mass, and w. N. Y., rare. (Adv. from Eu.)

8. S. telephioides Michx. Stems ascending, 1.5-3 dm. high, stout, leafy
to the top ; leaves oblong or oval, entire or sparingly toothed

; cyme small
;

petals flesh-color, ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed ; follicles tapering into a slender

style. Sandstone knobs and cliffs, from w. N. Y. to n. Ga. and 111. Aug., Sept.
9. S. PURpfrREUM Tausch. (GARDEN O., LIVE-FOR-EVER.) Stems erect, 6

dm. high, stout
;
leaves oval, obtuse, toothed

; cymes compound ; petals purple,
oblong-lanceolate ; follicles abruptly pointed ivith a short style. (S. Telephium
Man. ed. 6, not L.

; 8. Fabaria Koch.) Rocks and banks, escaped from culti-

vation in some places. Aug., Sept. (Introd. from Eu.)
10. S. rbseum (L.) Scop. (ROSEROOT.) Stems erect, 1.2-2.5 dm. high;

leaves oblong or oval, small
;
flowers in a close cyme, greenish yellow, or the

fertile turning purplish. (8. Rhodiola DC.
;
Bhodiola rosea L.) Greenl. and

., along the coast to cliffs of e. Me.
;
also locally at Chittenango Falls, N. Y.

House} and on cliffs of Delaware R., Pa. May, June. (Eu.)

twir

4. SEMPERVIVUM L. HOUSELEEK

Calyx-lobes, petals, and many-seeded carpels 6-many. Stamens usually
twice as numerous. Succulent perennials with imbricated leaves and cymose-
paniculate yellow or purple flowers. (Semper, ever, and vivus, alive, from the
tenacious vitality.)

1. S. TECTftRUM L. (HKN-AND-CHICKENS.) Leaves of the dense basal and
ateral rosettes (on short thick offsets) ovate, acute, ciliate but otherwise gla-
brous

;
those of the stem more oblong, clammy-pubescent ;

flowers rose-purple.
Often planted, and persisting long after or escaping from cultivation. (Introd.

from Eu.)
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SAXIFRAGACEAE (SAXIFRAGE FAMILY)

Herbs or shrubs, of various aspect, distinguishable from Rosaceae by having

copious albumen in the seeds, opposite as well as alternate leaves, and usually

no stipules, the stamens mostly definite, and the carpels commonly fewer than

the sepals, either separate or partly so, or all combined into one compound

pistil. Calyx either free or adherent, usually persistent or withering away.
Stamens and petals almost always inserted on the calyx. Ovules anatropous.

Tribe I. SAXIFRAGEAE. Herbs. Leaves alternate (rarely opposite in nos. 4, 7, and S). Fruit

dry, capsular or follicular, the styles or tips of the carpels distinct.

* Ovary 2(rarely 3)-celled with axile placentae, or of as many nearly distinct carpels.

1. Astilbe. Flowers polygamous, panicled. Stamens (8 or 10) twice as many as the small

petals. Seeds few. Leaves decompound.
2. Sullivantia. Flowers perfect. Stamens 5. Calyx nearly free. Seeds wing-margined.

8. Boykinia. Flowers perfect. Stamens only as many as the petals, which are convolute in

the bud and deciduous. Calyx-tube adherent to the ovary. Seed-coat close.

4. Saxifraga. Flowers perfect. Petals 5. Stamens 10. Seeds numerous, with a close coat.

* * Ovary 1 -celled, with 2 parietal placentae alternate with the stigmas.

5. Tiarella. Calyx nearly free from the slender ovary. Petals entire. Stamens 10. Placentae

nearly basal.

6. Heuchera. Calyx bell-shaped, adherent to the ovary below. Petals small, entire. Sta-

mens 5.

7. Mitella. Calyx partly adhering to the depressed ovary. Petals small, pinnatifld. Sta-

mens 10.

8. Chrysosplenium. Calyx-tube adherent to the ovary. Petals none. Stamens 10.

* * * Ovary 1-celled, with 8-4 parietal placentae opposite the sessile stigmas; glanduliferous scales

alternating with the stamens.

9. Parnassia. Sepals, petals, and proper stamens 5. Peduncle scape-like, 1-flowered.

Tribe II. HYDRANGBAE. Shrubs. Leaves opposite, simple. Ovary 2-5-celled
;

the calyx

adherent at least to its base. Fruit capsular.

* Stamens 20-40.

10. Philadelphia. Calyx-lobes conspicuous. Petals 4-5, convolute in the bud. Filaments

linear. Styles 3-5.

11. Decumaria. Calyx-lobes small. Petals 7-10, valvate in the bud. Filaments subulate.

Style I.

* * Stamens 8 or 10.

12. Hydrangea. Calyx-lobes minute in complete flowers. Petals valvate in the bud.

Tribe III. ESCALLONiEAE. Shrubs. Leaves alternate and simple. Ovary 2-5-celled. Fruit

capsular.

13. Itea. Calyx 5-cleft, free from the 2-celled ovary, which becomes a septicidal capsule.

Tribe IV. RIBESlEAE. Shrubs. Leaves alternate and simple, with stipules adnate to the

petiole or wanting. Fruit a berry.

14. Ribes. Calyx-tube adnate to the 1-celled ovary. Placentae 2, parietal, many-seeded.

1. ASTfLBE Hamilton. FALSE GOAT'S BEARD

Flowers dioeciously polygamous. Calyx 4-5-parted, small. Petals 4-6,

rtulate,
withering-persistent. Ovary almost free, many-ovuled ; styles _',

rt. Capsule 2-celled, separating into 2 follicles. Seed-coat loose and thin,

tapering at each end. Perennial herbs, with twice or thrice ternately-com-
pound ample leaves, cut-lobed and toothed leaflets, and small white or yellowish
flowers in spikes or racemes, which are disposed in a compound panicle. (Nairn-

composed of d- privative and o-rfX/S?;, sheen, because the foliage is not shining.)
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1. A. biternata (Vent.) Britton. Somewhat pubescent (1-2 m. high); leaf-

lets mostly heart-shaped ; petals minute or wanting in the fertile flowers
;

stamens 10. (A. decandra Don.) Mt. woods, s. e. Ky. (Kearney} and s. w.
Va. to N. C. and Ga. Closely imitating Aruncus Sylvester, but coarser.

2. SULLIVANTIA *T. & G.

Calyx bell-shaped, adhering below only to the base of the ovary, 6-cleft.

Petals 5, oblanceolate, entire, acutish, withering-persistent. Stamens shorter
than the petals. Capsule 2-beaked, many-seeded, opening between the beaks

;

seeds imbricated upward. Low and reclined-spreading perennial herbs with
rounded and cut-toothed or slightly lobed smooth leaves on slender petioles,
and small white flowers in a branched loosely cymose panicle raised on a nearly
leafless slender stem (1.5-4 dm. long). Peduncles and calyx glandular; pedicels
recurved in fruit. (Dedicated to the distinguished bryologist William Starling
Sullivant, who discovered our species.)

1 . S. Sullivantii (T. & G. ) Britton. (S. ohionis T. & G.) Limestone cliffs,

O. and Ind. to la. and Minn. June.

3. BOYKINIA Nutt.

Calyx-tube top-shaped, adherent to the 2-celled and 2-beaked capsule. Sta-
mens 5, as many as the deciduous petals, these mostly convolute in the bud.
Otherwise as in Saxifraga. Perennial herbs, with alternate palmately 5-7-lobed
or cut petioled leaves, and white flowers in cymes. (Dedicated to the late Dr.

Boijkin of Georgia.)
1. B. aconitifblia Nutt. Stem glandular (2-6 dm. high); leaves deeply

6-7-lobed. ( Therofon Millspaugh.) Rocky banks, W. Va. (ace. to Millspaugh)
and mts. of Va. to Ga. and Tenn. July.

4. SAXIFRAGA [Tourn.] L. SAXIFRAGE

Calyx either free from or adhering to the base of the ovary, 5-cleft or

parted. Petals entire, imbricated in the bud, commonly deciduous. Styles 2.

Capsule 2-beaked, 2-celled, opening down or between the beaks, or sometimes
2 almost separate follicles. Chiefly perennial herbs, with the root-leaves clus-

tered, those of the stem mostly alternate. (Name from saxum, a rock, and
frangere, to break

; many species rooting in the clefts of rocks.)

Acaulescent, the principal leaves in a basal rosette
; scapes naked below

the inflorescence.
Flowers mostly replaced by leafy tufts 1. S. stellaris, v. comosa.
Flowers all perfect.

Sepals reflexed.
Leaves conspicuously and coarsely dentate.

Petals unequal ;
follicles strongly ribbed 2. S. leucanthemifolia.

Petals uniform
;

follicles obscurely or not at all ribbed.
Leaves abruptly contracted to long petioles . . . 3. S. caroliniana.
Leaves gradually narrowed to the base 4. S. micranthidifolia.

Leaves finely or shallowly crenate-dentate.
Leaves rnembranaceous, pilose beneath 5. S. Forbesii.
Leaves leathery, glabrate beneath 6. S. pennsylvanica.

epals ascending.
Petals white, exceeding the sepals 7. S. virginiensis.
Petals green, much shorter than the sepals, or wanting (7) S. cirginiensis, v. ehlorantha.

uilescent tufted or matted plants, branching at base, the flower-

ing branches mostly leafy below the inflorescence.
Leaves with 3-5 lobes or coarse teeth.
Leaves (basal) rounded, on slender petioles 8. S. rivularis.
Leaves gradually narrowed to the base, rigid, with 8 sharp teeth . 9. S. tricuspidata.

Leaves entire or with regularly many-toothed or ciliate margins.
Leaves linear-lanceolate, entire (sometimes sparingly ciliate), alter-

nate
; flowers yellow 1(J. S. aieoides.

Leaves toothed or cfltale.

Leaves mostly in basal rosettes
; scapes upright, bearing numerous

whitish tfowers 11. 5. Aizoon.
Leaves crowded and opposite along the matted branches

;
flowers

solitary, purple 12. 8. oppositfolia.
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1. S. stellaris L., var. combsa Willd. Leaves small, spatulate, wedge-
shaped, more or less toothed

; scape (7-1(5 cm. high) bearing a contracted

panicle ;
most of the flowers changed into tufts of green leaves

; petals unequal,
lanceolate, with a claw. (S. comosa Britton.) Arctic Am., locally s. to Mt.

Katahdin, Me., and mts. of Col. July. (Eurasia.)
2. S. leucanthemifblia Michx. Leaves spatulate-oblong, coarsely toothed or

cut, tapering into a petiole ;
stems (2-5 dm. high) bearing one or more leaves

or leafy bracts and a loose spreading corymbose or paniculate cyme ; petals
white, lanceolate, the 3 larger ones with a heart-shaped base and a pair of

yellow spots, the 2 smaller with a tapering base and no spots. (S. Michauxii

Britton.) Wet cliffs, mts. of Va. to N. C. and Ga.
3. S. caroliniana Gray. Viscid with glandular hairs

;
leaves oval or elliptical

(2-0 cm. broad), coarsely toothed, rather abruptly or somewhat cuneately con-
tracted to Jong hairy petioles; stem 3-4 dm. high ; panicle ample ; petals ovate,
obtuse, white with two purple spots ;

filaments clavate
;
follicles united only

at the base, widely spreading (S. Grayana Britton.) Wet limestone rocks,
mts. of s. w. Va.

4. S. micranthidifblia (Flaw.) Britton. (LETTUCE S.) Leaves oblong or

oblanceolate, obtuse, sharply toothed, 6-14 cm. in length, tapering into a mar-
gined petiole nearly as long; scape slender, 3-9 dm. high ; panicle elongated,
loosely flowered

; pedicels slender
; calyx reflexed, entirely free, nearly as long

as the oval obtuse (white} petah ; filaments club-shaped ; follicles nearly separate,

diverging, narrow, pointed, 4-0 mm. long. (S. erosa Fursh.) Cold mt. brooks
and wet rocks, Pa. to N. C. and Tenn.

5. S. Forbdsii Vasey. Stem stout, 6-12 dm. high ;
leaves denticulate, oval

to elongated-oblong (1-2 dm. long) ; sepals oblong ; petals pure white, consid-

erably exceeding the calyx-lobes; filaments filiform ; follicles short, ovate.

Shaded cliffs, near Makanda, s. 111. (Forbes); and (?) e. Mo. (Lettermann},
where showing some transition to S. pennsylvanica.

6. S. pennsylvanica L. (SWAMP S.) Large (3-6 dm. high); leaves oblanceo-

late, thickish, obscurely toothed (1-2 dm. long), narrowed at base into a short
and broad petiole ; cymes in a large oblong panicle, at first clustered

;
lobes of

the nearly free calyx deltoid, about the length of the linear-lanceolate (green-
ish) small petals ; filaments awl-shaped; follicles at length divergent. Low
meadows, N. E. to Va., w. to Minn, and Mo. A form with crimson petals occurs
in Vt. and N. H. (Miss E. Robinson, Miss Dearborn).

7. S. virginieVsis Michx. (EARLY S.) Low (1-3 dm. high); leaves obonttr
or oval-spatulate, narrowed into a broad petiole, crenate-toothed, thickish

;

flowers in clustered at length open and loosely panicled cymes; follicles united

merely at the base, divergent, purplish. Exposed rocks and dry hillsides
;
N. B.

and Que. to Ga., and w. to Minn., Mo., and Tenn.; common, especially northw.

Apr.-June. Var. CHLORANTIIA Oakes is an anomalous plant of Essex Co., Mass.,
with tiny green pubescent petals or these modified to stamens.

8. S. rivularis L. (ALPINE BROOK S.) Small
;
stems weak, 3-5-flowered

;

lower leaves rounded, %-b-lobcd, slender-petioled, upper lanceolate
; petals whiff,

ovate. Arctic Am., locally s. to Mt. Washington, N. H.; and in tin- Rocky
Mis. to Mont. June, July. (Eu.)

!). S. tricuspidata Rottb. Stems tufted (4-16 cm. high), naked above
;

flowers corymbose; leaves oblong or spatulate, with 3 rigid sharp teeth at the

summit; petals obovate-oblong, yellow. Rocks, Arctic Am., s. to L. Superior,
L. Winnipeg, and mts. of B. C. June-Aug. (Eu.)

10. S. aizoides L. (YELLOW MOUNTAIN S.) Low, matted or ascending;
branches >.: :; dm. long, with few or several corymbose flowers

;
leaves nuiner-

ous, fleshy, distantly spinulose-ciliate ; petals >i<l I <nr. */><>/?, <l /////< <>r<i)ui<\ of>J<i</.

(S. autumnalis L.) Wet calcareous rocks, Arctic Am., s. to Gulf of St. Law-
rence, mts. of n. Vt., w. N. Y., n. Mich., Alb., and B. C. June-Aug. (Eu.)

11. S. Aizbon Jacq. Scape 1-5 dm. high : lir<-x in-r*i*t>-ut, thick, xjitnl<it< .

with i'-hit<' r,n'tilniiimnm toothed inaryinit ; calyx partly adherent ; petals oho-

vate, cream-col<>r. often spotted. Calcareous rocks, (ireenl. and Lai), to Sask..

locally s. in N. S.. N. B., mts. of n. Vt. and L. Superior, June, July. (Eurasia.)
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12. S. Oppositif61ia L. (MOUNTAIN S.) Leaves (2-4 mm. long) fleshy, ovate,

keeled, ciliate, imbricated on the sterile branches; petals purple, much longer
than the 5-cleft calyx. Calcareous rocks, Arctic Am., s. to Gulf of St. Law-
rence, mts. of n. Vt., Mont, and Ida. May, June, rarely Aug. (Eurasia.)

5. TIARELLA L. FALSE MITERWORT

Calyx bell-shaped, 5-parted. Petals 5, with claws. Stamens long and slen-

der. Styles 2. Capsule membranaceous, 2-valved
;
the valves unequal. Seeds

few, at the base of each parietal placenta, globular, smooth. Perennials
;
flow-

ers white. (Name a diminutive from rtdpa, a tiara, or turban, from the form
of the pistil, which is like that of Mitella, to which the name of Miterwort
properly belongs.)

1. T. cordifblia L. Leaves from the rootstock or summer runners, heart-

shaped, sharply lobed and toothed, sparsely hairy above, downy beneath
;
stem

(1-4 dm. high) leafless or rarely with 1 or 2 leaves
;
raceme simple ; petals ob-

long, often subserrate. Rich rocky woods, N. S. and N. B. to Minn., Ind., and
southw. in the mts. Apr.-June.

6. HEUCHERA L. ALUM ROOT

Calyx 5-cleft. Petals 5, spatulate. Styles 2, slender. Capsule 1-celled,
with 2 parietal many-seeded placentae, 2-beaked, opening between the beaks.
Seeds oval, with a rough and close seed-coat. Perennials, with the round
heart-shaped leaves principally from the rootstock

;
those on the stems, if any,

alternate. Petioles with dilated margins or adherent stipules at their base.
Flowers in small clusters borne in a narrow panicle, greenish or purplish.

(Named for J. H. Heucher, a German botanist of the 17th and 18th centuries.)

Calyx regular or essentially so.

Calyx in anthesis 1.5-2 mm. long.
Leaves with prominent triangular lobes.
Lower leaf-surfaces glabrous or merely villous along the nerves . . 1. IT. mllosa.
Lower leaf-surfaces villous 2. H. macrorhiea.

Leaves reniform, with obscure rounded lobes 8. H. 'parviflora.
Calyx in anthesis 3-6 mm. long 4. H. americana.

Calyx oblique, often very irregular.
Stamens about equaling or slightly exceeding the calyx-lobes.

Petioles hairy 5. H. hispida.
Petioles at most granular- or

glandular-puberulent 6. H. pubescent.
Stamens about twice as long as the calyx-lobes 7. //. hirouUcaulix.

1. H. villbsa Michx. Rootstock elongate, 0.5-1 cm. in diameter ; stems slen-

der (1-3 mm. in diameter at base}, 2-9 dm. high, more or less villous with rusty
hairs, especially below

;
leaves basal, thin, acutely 7-9-lobed, on slender rusty-

villous petioles ;
bracts of the loose panicle linear ; calyx and pedicels some-

what glandular-hispid ; petals spatulate-linear, about as long as the exserted

stamens, soon twisted. (H. crinita Rydb.) Shallow soil on rocks, Md. to

111., s. to Ga. and Tenn. June-Aug.
2. H. macrorhiza Small. Similar; rootstock stout, woody, 1.5-2 cm. in

diameter; stems stout (4-8 mm. in diameter at base}, sometimes leafy, 3-10 dm.
high, very densely villous with sordid hairs

;
basal leaves thick, suborbicular,

densely pubescent beneath, sparingly so above, on stout rusty-villous petioles ;

bracts of the panicle oblong. Limestone cliffs and river-bluffs, Ky. and Tenn.
3. H. parviflbra Bartl. Stems slender, 1.2-6 dm. high, glandular-hirsute

(rarely glabrate), as well as the petioles, etc.; leaves round-reniform, with 7-9
short and broad rounded lobes; flowers very small (2 mm. long}; petals linear-

spatulate, twice as long as the calyx-lobes ;
fruit narrow. (H. Mugelii Shuttlw.)

Shaded cliffs, Va. to s. 111., Mo. and Ga.
4. H. americana L. (COMMON A.) Stems (6-9 dm. high), etc., glandular

and more or less hirsute with short hairs; leaves roundish, with short rounded
lobes and crenate teeth

; calyx very broad, 4 mm. long, the spatulate petals
ualing or slightly longer than its lobes. (H. lancipetala Rydb.) Rocky A
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woodlands, Ct. to'N. C., w. to Minn., e. Kan., and Miss. Var. <;i,.u'rA (Raf.)
Rosendahl. Steins, leaves, etc., glabrous or nearly so, often glaucous. (//.

cjlauca Raf.; II. Curtisii T. & G. ?) N. Y. to Tenn. and X. C.

5. H. hlspida Pursh. Stems 5-12 dm. high, hispid or hirsute with long
spreading hairs (occasionally almost glabrous), scarcely glandular ; panicle
very narrow

; calyx 6-8 mm. long ; leaves rounded, slightly 5-9-lobed
;
stamens

soon exserted, longer than the spatulate petals. Mts. of Va. and N. C. to Minn.,
e. Kan., and north westw. May, June.

0. H. pubSscens Pursh. Stem (3-9 dm. high) and petioles granulnr-im-
bescent or glandular above, not hairy, below often glabrous ;

leaves round-re ni-

1'orm, with shallow rounded lobes; calyx 6-8 mm. long; stamens shorter tlmn
or slightly exceeding the lobes of the calyx and the spatulate petals. (//. roseola
and H. longiflora Rydb.) Rich woods, in the mts., from Pa. to Ky., and
southw. June, July.

7. H. hirsuticaulis (Wheelock) Rydb. Stems (5-7 dm. high) and petioles
hirsute with long whitish hairs; leaves reniform or suborbicular, with 7-11

shallow rounded crenate-toothed lobes, white-hirsute on the veins beneath
;

inflorescence hirsute and glandular; calyx about 5 mm. long; petals greenish
or purplish, usually shorter than the oblong calyx-lobes ; stamens long-exstrt' <!.

Bluffs and rocky banks, s. Mich, and Ind. to Mo. May.

7. MITELLA [Tourn.] L. MITERWORT. BISHOP'S CAP

Calyx short, adherent to the base of the ovary, 6-cleft. Petals 5, slender.

Stamens 5 or 10, included. Styles 2, very short. Capsule short, 2-beaked,
1-celled, with 2 parietal or rather basal several-seeded placentae, 2-valved at the
summit. Seeds smooth and shining. Low and slender perennials, with round

heart-shaped alternate slender-petioled leaves on the rootstock or runners, and
naked or 2-few-leaved flowering steins. Flowers small, in a simple slender
raceme or spike. Fruit soon widely dehiscent. (Diminutive of mitra, a cap,

alluding to the form of the young pod.)
1. M. diphylla L. Hairy; leaves heart-shaped, acute, somewhat 3-5-lobed,

toothed, those on the many-flowered stem 2, opposite, nearly sessile, with inter-

foliar stipules ;
flowers white, in a raceme (1.5-2 dm. long) ;

stamens 10. Rich

woods, Que. and N. E. to N. C., w. to Minn., la., and Mo. May.
2. M. prostrata Michx. Similar, but with the elongate flowering stem bear-

ing prominently angulate-lobed alternate leaves quite to the inflorescence.

L. Champlain (Michaux) ; Gaylordsville, Ct. (C. K. Averill) . Very little

known and possibly an aberrant plant.
3. M. nuda L. Small and slender

;
leaves rounded or kidney-form, deeply

and doubly crenate
;
stem usually leafless, few-flowered, very slender (1-1.5 dm.

high); flowers greenish; stamens 10. Deep moist woods, in moss, Lab. to

Mackenzie, s. to Ct., Pa., Mich., Minn., and Mont. May-July.

8. CHRYSOSPLENIUM [Tourn.] L. GOLDEN SAXIFRAGE

Calyx-lobes 4-5, blunt, yellow within. Stamens 8-10, very short, inserted on
a conspicuous disk. Styles 2. Capsule inversely heart-shaped or 2-lobed, flat-

tened, very short, 1-celled, with 2 parietal placentae, 2-valved at the top. many-
seeded. Low and small smooth herbs, with tender succulent leaves, and small

solitary or leafy-cymed flowers. (Name compounded of xP vff^i ffohl, and <nr\^v,
the spleen; probably from some reputed medicinal qualities. )

1. C. americanum Schwein. Stems slender, dx-innhmt and forking; 1,-nns

princtjKilh/ (>j>i>nxit.<\ roundish or somewhat heart-shaped, obscurely crenate-

lolied
; flowers iHsfm/f, inconspicuous, nearly sessile, greenish, tinged with yel-

low or purple. Cold wet places, e. Que. to n. Ga., w. to Minn, and la.

2. C. tetrandrum Fries. Mr,//* erect; leave* nlftnxitc. reniform-cordate,

doubly crenate or somewhat lobed
; flowers cori/itifmxi' ; stamens 4 (rarely 5-8).

(C. altcrnifnlinm Man. ed. 6, not L.
;

C. intn-nsi' Kydl>. ) In wet moss. Deco-

rah, la. (llolway), to the Rocky Mts., and northw. (Kurasia.)
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9. PARNASSIA [Touni ]
L. GRASS OF PARNASSUS

Sepals 5, imbricated in the bud, slightly united at the base, persistent. Petals

6, spreading, imbricated in the bud
;
a more or less cleft gland-bearing scale

at the base of each. Stamens 5, alternate with the petals, persistent. Ovary
1-celled, with 4 projecting parietal placentae ; stigmas 4, sessile. Capsule

4-valved, the valves bearing the placentae on their middle. Seeds very numer-

ous, anatropous. Embryo straight; cotyledons very short. Perennial smooth

herbs, with entire leaves, and solitary flowers on long scape-like stems, which

often bear a single sessile leaf. Petals white, with greenish or yellowish veins.

(Named from Mount Parnassus.)

Calyx-lobes elongate, herbaceous throughout, ascending in fruit
;
scales dilated

below, 5-oo -cleft about to the middle.
Leaves gradually tapering at base ; petals elliptic-oblong . . . . 1. P. parviflora.
Leaves cordate

;" petals ovate 2. P. paluatt'in.

Calyx-lobes short-oblong, firm, with scarious margins, reflexed in fruit; scales
"

3-cleft to the base.
Petals sessile.

Scales shorter than or barely equaling the stamens 3. P. caroliniana.
Scales much exceeding the stamens 4. P. grandifolia.

Petals abruptly contracted into a claw 5. P. axarifolia. .

1. P. parviflbra DC. Scapes 0.5-3 din. high, slightly angled ;
leaves ovate

or oblong, slender-petioled ; petals 5-8 mm. long, slightly exceeding the calyx-
lobes

;
scales mostly h-1-cleft; capsule with thin firm walls. Meadows, wet

rocks, etc., Nfd. to Alaska, s. to Cape Breton I., Mich., Wise., S. Dak., and
Utah. July, Aug.

2. P. paliistris L. Scapes subterete, 0.5-4 dm. high ;
leaves firm, cordate-

ate, slender-petioled ; petals 10-13 mrn. long, much exceeding the calyx-lobes ;

ales mostly 0-15-cte#. Lab. to Alaska, locally s. to e. Que., Mich., Minn.,
. Dak., and Wyo. July, Aug. (Eurasia.)
3. P. caroliniana Michx. Scapes 1.5-6 dm. high ;

leaves coriaceous, ovate

to orbicular, often subcordate
; petals ovate-oblong, 10-18 mm. long, many-

veined, twice or thrice exceeding the scales. Swamps or wet mostly calcareous

ks, somewhat local. Aug., Sept.
4. P. grandifolia DC. Similar but stouter, with larger leaves and flowers

;

^'land-tipped cilia filiform, much exceeding the stamens and nearly equaling the

'petals. Mts., Va. to Fla. and Mo. (according to Wheelock). Aug., Sept.
5. P. asarifblia Vent. Scapes angled, 2-5 dm. high ;

leaves coriaceous,

reniform, the basal slender-petioled ; petals oblong-elliptic, 10-18 mm. long,

many-veined ; scales mostly shorter than the stamens. Bogs, wet rocks, etc.,

ts. from Va. southw. Aug.-Oct.

ut

i
to

V6L

?
gla

10. PHILADELPHUS L. MOCK ORANGE OR STRINGA

Calyx-tube top-shaped ;
the limb 4-5-parted. spreading, persistent, valvate in

the bud. Petals rounded or obovate, large. Styles united below or nearly to

the top ; stigmas oblong or linear. Capsule 3-5-celled, splitting at length into

as many pieces. Seeds very numerous, with a loose membranaceous coat pro-

longed at both ends. Shrubs, with opposite often toothed leaves, no stipules,
and solitary or cymose-clustered showy white flowers. (An ancient name,
applied by Linnaeus to this genus for no obvious reason.)

1. P. inod6rus L. Glabrous; leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, pointed, entire

or with some spreading teeth
;
flowers single or few at the ends of the diverging

branches, pure white, scentless
; calyx-lobes acute, scarcely longer than the

tube. Mts. of Va. to Ga. and Ala.
;
sometimes established northw.

2. P. grandif!6rus Willd. A tall shrub, like the last, but somcirhnt pubescent,
with long and recurved branches, larger flowers, and the calyx-lobes long and

f^r-pointed.

Along streams, Va. to Fla. Often cultivated.

P. CORON\RIUS L.
,
the common MOCK ORANGE or SYRINGA of cultivation,

m s. Eu., with racemose cream-colored odorous flowers, sometimes escapes.

CRAY'S MANUAL 29
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11. DECUMARIA L.

Flowers all fertile. Calyx-tube turbinate, 7-10-toothed. Petals oblong.
Stamens 20-30. Styles united into one, persistent. Stigma thick, 7-10-rayed.
Capsule 10-15-ribbed, 7-10-celled, many-seeded, bursting at the sides, the thin

partitions at length separating into numerous chaffy scales. Smooth climbing
shrub, with ovate or oblong entire or serrate leaves, no stipules, and numerous
fragrant white flowers in compound terminal cymes. (Name said to be derived
from decumanus, of the tenth part, referring to the often 10-merous flowers. )

1. D. barbara L. Leaves shining, sometimes pubescent ; capsule with the

persistent style and stigma urn-shaped, pendulous. Banks of streams, Dismal

Swamp, Va., to Fla. and La.

12. HYDRANGEA [Gronov.] L.

Calyx-tube hemispherical, 8-10-ribbed, adherent to the ovary ;
the limb 4-5-

toothed. Petals ovate, valvate in the bud. Stamens 8-10, slender. Cap-
sule 16-ribbed, 2-celled below, many-seeded, opening by a hole between the
2-4 diverging styles. Shrubs, with opposite petioled exstipulate leaves. The
marginal flowers of the compound cymes usually sterile and radiant, consisting

merely of a showy membranaceous and colored flat and dilated calyx. (Name
from v5wp, water, and dyyeTov, a vessel, from the shape of the capsule. )

1. H. arbor6scens L. (WILD H.) Glabrous or nearly so, 3-25 dm. high ;

leaves ovate, rarely heart-shaped, pointed, serrate, usually somewhat paler green
beneath

; cymes flat
;
flowers often all fertile, rarely all radiant. Rocky banks,

s. N. Y. to Fla., w. to la. and Mo.
2. H. cinerea Small. Branches cinereous-puberulent ;

leaves densely tomen-

tose, much paler beneath. (H. radiata Man. ed. 6, not Walt. ) S. C. and Ga.
to Tenn, and Mo.

13. fTEA [Gronov.] L.

Calyx 5-cleft, free from the ovary or nearly so. Petals 5, lanceolate, much
longer than the calyx, and longer than the 6 stamens. Capsule oblong, 2-

grooved, 2-celled, tipped with the 2 united styles, 2-parted (septicidal) when
mature, several-seeded. Shrubs, with simple alternate petioled exstipulate

leaves, and small white racemose flowers in simple racemes. (Greek name of

the Willow.)
1. I. virgfnica L. Leaves deciduous, oblong, pointed, minutely serrate. -

Swamps, chiefly on the coastal plain, N. J. and Pa. to Fla. and Tex.
;
inland in

Miss, basin to 111. and Mo. May, June.

14. RIBES L. CURRANT. GOOSEBERRY

Calyx 5-lobed, often colored
;

the tube adherent to the ovary. Petals 5,
inserted in the throat of the calyx, small. Stamens 6, alternate with the petals,
i )\ary 1-celled, with two parietal placentae and 2 distinct or united styles.

Berry crowned with the shriveled remains of the calyx. Low sometimes

prickly shrubs, with alternate palmately lobed leaves, which are plaited in tire

bud (except in one species), often fascicled on the branches ; the small llowrrs

from the same clusters, or from separate lateral buds. (Kibes, the Arabic

name.)

* Peduncles l-4(raroly 5) -flowered, stems mostly bearing spines at the base of tin' le:ifst:ilks or

clusters of leaves, and often with scattered bristly prickles. (Our species are indiscriminately
called WILD < HM.SKIU.KKY.)

Calyx-lobes decidedly shorter than the tube; berries apt to be prickly.

Leaves densely soft-pubescent 1. R. Cynosibati.
Leaves only sparinplv pilose . . . . . . (1) R. Oi/iioxtxiti. v. t/lnhr<

Calyx tube narrowly cylindric '-'. A'. // tini,nx<-.
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Calyx-lobes as long as or exceeding the tube.
Stamens at length equaling or exceeding the calyx-lobes ; berry smooth.
Calyx 9-12 mm. long 3. R. gracile.
Calyx 5-7 mm. long.

Petioles usually bearing only simple elongate glands ;
bracts of the

raceme mostly rounded at tip 4. R. rotundifolium.
Petioles bearing mostly compound elongate trichomes

; bracts of
the raceme mostly pointed.

Principal leaves cuneate to truncate at base.
Mature leaves glabrate or slightly pilose beneath ... 5. R. oxyacanthoides.
Mature leaves densely soft-pubescent . . (5) R. oxyacanthoides, v. calcicola.

Principal leaves subcordate at base ... (5) R. oxyacanthoides, \. saxosum.
Stamens distinctly shorter than the calyx-lobes ; berry hairy or glandular 6. R. Grossularia.

* * Flowers several in elongate racemes. (CURRANTS.)

Calyx campanulate to saucer-shaped.
Leaves sprinkled, at least beneath, with resinous atoms

; calyx cam-
panulate ;

fruit black.

Calyx-tube equaling the lobes.

Bracts shorter than the pedicels 8. R. nigrum.
Bracts longer than the pedicels 7. R.floridum.

Calyx open-campanulate, the lobes much exceeding the short tube . 9. R. hudsonianum.
Leaves with no resinous atoms (except occasional glands on .the pedi-

cels) ; calyx Hattish.

Stems densely covered with prickles ;
fruit black . . . . 10. R. lacustre.

Stems without prickles ;
fruit red.

Ovary and berries glandular-bristly 11. R. prostratum.
Ovary and berries smooth.

Upright shrub ;
middle lobe of leaf ovate ; pedicels without capi-

tate glands ; calyx yellowish 12. R. vulgare.
Decumbent shrub

;
middle lobe of leaf deltoid

; pedicels with
capitate glands ; calyx purplish 18. R. triste.

Calyx salver-form, with elongate tube 14. R. aureum.

1. R. Cyn6sbati L. (PRICKLY G., DOGBERRY.) Infra-axillary spines slender,
0.5-1 cm. long; leaves round-ovate, rounded or subcordate at base, soft-pubesr
cent ; racemes loose, 2.5-6 cm. long ;

stamens and undivided style not longer than
the broadly bell-shaped calyx; berries large, armed with long prickles or rarely
smooth. Rocky woods, w. Me. to the mts. of N. C., w. to Man. and Mo.
Var. GLABRATUM Fernald. Leaves glabrate or only sparingly pilose on the

rves beneath. O. to N. C.

2. R, huronSnse Rydb. Said to resemble R. Cynosbati, but with shorter

mes, calyx-tube slender, and styles united only below the middle. L. Huron.
3. R. gracile Michx. (MISSOURI G.) Spines often long (7-17 mm.), stout

and red; peduncles long and slender ; flowers white or whitish
; filaments capil-

lary, 1-1.5 cm. long, generally connivent or closely parallel, soon conspicuously
longer than the oblong-linear calyx-lobes. (R. missouriense Nutt.) Ct. to S.

Dak. and southw.
4. R. rotundif&lium Michx. Spines short (2-5 mm. long) ;

leaves rather firm,
sparingly pilose beneath, mostly rounded at base; peduncles short; flowers
greenish or the lobes dull purplish ; filaments slender, 4-7 mm. long, more or
less exceeding the narrowly oblong-spatulate calyx-lobes. Rocky banks, w.
Mass, and N. Y., s. in the Alleghenies to N. C.

5. R. oxyacanthoides L. (SMOOTH G.) Spines 3-8 mm. long; leaves thin
but leathery, glabrescent, the petioles often with some naked glands among the

compound trichomes ; peduncles very short ; flowers greenish yellow to dull pur-
plish ;

stamens usually equaling the rather broadly oblong mostly glabrous calyx-
lobes. Nfd. to Pa., w. to N. Dak. and Man. The common smooth-fruited

gooseberry of the North, the whitish prickles and spines often numerous. Var.
CALcfcoLA Fernald. Leaves densely soft-pubescent; calyx pubescent. Marly
swamps and limestone rocks, e. Que. and n. Mich. Var. SAXOSUM (Hook.)
Coville. Calyx and subcordate leaves essentially glabrous. Nfd., e. Que., Cape
reton I.

,
L. Superior, Rocky Mts.

6. R. GROSSULARIA L. (EUROPEAN G.) Spines stout, 1-1.5 cm. long;
^uncles very short, \(rarely Z) -flowered ; calyx hirsute, its lobes oblong.

(R. Uva-crispa L.) Escaped from cultivation and locally established in Que.,
N. E., and the Middle States. (Introd. from Eu.)'

7. R. fldridum L'He'r. (WILD BLACK C.) Leaves slightly heart-shaped,

var,

2

^/ov

Bre

U
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sharply 3-5-lobed, doubly serrate; raceme* dron/, ///</. v,, ?/////. tin- elongate bracts

persistent ; flowers large, yellow and whitish ; <((/>/.> titbular-bell-shaped, smooth,
8-10 mm. long. Alluvial thickets and rich banks, N. B. to Assina., and southw.

8. R xioiM'M L. (BLACK C. of gardens.) Similar, but the unbexct'iit ctilij.f,

5-6 mm. long, the tube broadly campanula te, <jr<< nisJt jmrpb- <m<l tiiill n-ltitixh.

Cultivated, and occasionally escaping to thickets, etc. (Introd. from. Eu.)
9. R. hudsonianum Richards. Similar, but the short rut-eme* //////*//// or

spreading, the short bracts caducous; the white calyx 4-5 mm. l<nnj, tin- tube

much shorter than the spreading-ascendiny lobes. Swamps, Hudson Bay to

Minn., westw. and northwestw.
10. R. lacustre (Pers.) Poir. (SWAMP BLACK C.) Young stems clothed with

bristly prickles and with weak thorns; leaves heart-shaped, 3-5-parted, with the

lobes deeply cut; racemes loosely spreading or drooping, the rharJtis. />e<!i<'f/s.

and ovary glandular-bristly; calyx broad and flat; stamens and style not

longer than the petals; fruit bristly, purplish black. Cold woods and swamps,
Nfd. to B. < '.. s. to n. N. E.

, Mich., Minn., Col., andn. Cal., and in the tuts, to 1'a.

11. R. prostratum I/Her. (SIU;NK C
1

.) Stems reclined; leaves deeply
heart-shaped, 5-7-lobed, smooth, the lobes ovate, acute, doubly serrate

;
racemes

erect, slender
; calyx flattish

; pedicels and red fruit glandular-bristly. Damp
woods and rocks, Lab. to Athabasca, s. to n. JS

T
. E., Mich., Minn., and along

the mts. to N. C.

12. R. vi L(.\HK Lam. (Rt-:t> C. of gardens.) Suberect ; leaves mostly cordate,

slightly pnl esceiit beneath or glabrate, the mature blades ,3.5-6.5 cm. wide, broad-
ened upv< (}, :! Vlobed, the lobes mostly short-ovate; racemes borne chit-fly

among the leafy shoots, spreading in anthesis, drooping in fruit, 8-5 (becoming
7) cm. long, the rhachis glabrous though often glandular ; pedicels mostly gland-
less

; calyx yellow-green, its segments oval and abruptly narrowed below the

middle
; petals narrowly cuneate ;

disks between the stamens and the slightly
cleft style a hii;h narrow ring with round-scalloped margin ;

fruit plump and

juicy. (11. rubrum Man. ed.O, not L.) Commonly cultivate. 1. and frequently

escaping to fence-rows, thickets, and open woods. (Nat. from Eu.)
13. R. triste Pall. (SWAMP KKU C.) Straggling or reclining, the branches

often rooting freely; leaves somewhat heart-shaped, the mature Hades 5-10 em.

broad, the sides nearly parallel, the lobt-x inoxtlij broml <b lioi<i. permanently
white-tomentose beneath; raceme* burnt-' </ the <>/</ n-noo

1

rhirflij b, /<> flu- b-<ify

tufts, drooping, :5.5-(
.) cm. long ; pedicels mostly glandular ; <-nh/.r smokr-mlnr

to purplish, the segments broadly cuneate to subrhomhic, as broad as or broader

than long; petals broadly cuneate; disk a low broad pentagon ; style deeply
cleft

;
fruit mostly small and hard. (E. rubnnn. \ar. sKliifltinditlnsnni Maxim. >

-

Cold woods, swamps, and subalpine regions. Nfd. to Alaska, s. to Me. and N't.

(Asia.) Var. AUUNKRVIUM (Michx.) Fernald. Leaves glabrous or glabrate
beneath. More common, extending s. to N. S., N. H., Vt., Mich.. Wise., etc,

14. R. aureum Pursh. (MISSOURI or Bi KI \r,<> C.) Tall spineless shrub :

leaves 3-5-lobed, rarely at all cordate, comnlutr in bn<l ; racemes short : jinn-,-,-*

golden -ij< 1 1 n-. s/iii-!/-f/-in/fttnt ; tube of salver-form <-<ihj.r .'5-4 times !<>n<j<r Hum
the oval lnln-x ; stamen's sltorl ; berries yellow or black. Hanks of streams.

Minn, to Mo., Ark., and westw.
;
also common in cultivation.

HAMAMELIDACEAE (WiTni-iiA/.t i. KVMILY)

Shrub* Of />vr.s, with alternate sim^h' h-nn-s </>> deCiduOU8 Stipules;

in heads r >y///Ts. often /infi/i/i/nttnts or nnio<-fi<nts ; ///>' rah/.,- mUieriiiy to

the base of th< or<ir;i. /////'// I'misists of L' r isfils nnit.il bi-loir, mut forms a

l-bt-tikt il !-<< U, <1 ironih/ rnjixtili-, ofteninif ill tin- sinilmit. "-/f/i ,i *i)iifl<- bony *ei'<l

in <'(/<// ,-,ll, of xi-rero-l, onhj oin of fn-o of tin m r/jienini/. 1'elals inserted on

the calyx, narrow, valvate oj- involute in the bud. or often nmie at all. Stamens

twice as many as the petals, and half of them sterile and changed into -rales, or
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numerous. Seeds anatropous. Embryo large and straight, in scanty albumen
;

cotyledons broad and flat.

* Flowers with a manifest calyx, or calyx and corolla, and a single ovule suspended from the

summit of each cell.

1. Hamamelis. Petals 4, strap-shaped. Stamens and scales each 4, short.

2. Fothergilla. 1'etals none. Stamens about 24, long ;
filaments thickened upward.

I*

Flowers naked, with mere rudiments of a calyx and no corolla, crowded into catkin-like heads;

ovules several or many in each cell.

Liquidambar. Monoecious or polygamous. Stamens very numerous. Capsules consolidated

by their bases into a dense head.

1. HAMAMELIS L. WITCH-HAZEL

t

Flowers in little axillary clusters or heads, usually surrounded by a scale-like

3-leaved involucre. Calyx 4-parted, and with 2 or 3 bractlets at its base. Petals

4, strap-shaped, long and narrow, spirally involute in the bud. Stamens 8,

very short; the 4 alternate with the petals anther-bearing, the others imperfect
and scale-like. Styles 2, short. Capsule opening loculicidally from the top ;

the outer coat separating from the inner, which incloses tire single large and

bony seed in eacli cell, but, soon bursts elastically into two pieces. Tall shrubs
or small trees, with straight-veined leaves, and yellow perfect or polygamous
flowers. (Ancient Greek name applied to' the Medlar, or some similar tree.)

1. H. virginiana L. Leaves obovate or oval, wavy-toothed, somewhat
downy when young ; blossoming late in autumn, when the leaves are falling,
and maturing its seeds the next summer. Damp woods, N. S. to Fla., w. to e.

Minn, and " Tex. 1 '

2. FOTHERGILLA Murr.

Flowers in a terminal catkin-like spike, mostly perfect. Calyx bell-shaped,
the summit truncate, slightly 5-7-toothed. Petals none. Stamens about 24,
borne on the margin of the calyx in one row, all alike

;
filaments very long,

thickened at the top (white). Styles 2, slender. Capsule" adhering to the
base of the calyx, 2-lobed, 2-celled, with a single bony seed in each cell. A
low shrub

;
the oval or obovate leaves smooth, or hoary underneath, toothed at

the summit; the flowers appearing rather before the leaves, each partly covered

by a scale-like bract. (Dedicated to the distinguished Dr. John Fothergill.)
1. F. Garden! Murr. (F. Carolina Britton.) Low grounds, Va. to Ga.

pr., May.
3. LIQUIDAMBAR L. SWEET GUM TREE

Flowers usually monoecious, in globular heads or catkins
;
the sterile arranged

a conical cluster, naked
;
stamens very numerous, intermixed with minute

scales
;
filaments short. Fertile flowers consisting of many 2-celled 2-beaked

ovaries, subtended by minute scales in place of a calyx, all more or less cohering
together and hardening in fruit, forming a spherical catkin or head

;
the cap-

sules opening between the 2 awl-shaped beaks. Styles 2, stigmatic down the
inner side. Ovules many, but only one or two perfecting. Seeds with a wing-
angled seed-coat. Catkins racemed, nodding, in the bud inclosed by a 4-leaved
deciduous involucre. (A mongrel name, from liquidus, fluid, and the Arabic

ambar, amber
;
in allusion to the fragrant terebinthine juice which exudes from

the tree.)
1. L. Styraciflua L. (SWKKT GUM, BILSTED.) Leaves rounded, deeply
7-lobed, smooth and shining, glandular-serrate, the lobes pointed. Swampy
oods, near the coast, s. Ct. to Fla. and Tex.

;
inland in Miss, basin to Mo. and

111. Apr., May. (Mex., Centr. Am.) A large and beautiful tree, with fine-

grained wood, the gray bark commonly with corky ridges on the branchlets.
Leaves fragrant when bruised, turning deep crimson in autumn. The woody

ds filled mostly with abortive seeds, which resemble sawdust.
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PLATANACEAE (PLANE TREE FAMILY)

Trees, with watery juice, alternate palmately-lobed leaves, sheathing stipules,

and monoecious flowers in separate and naked spherical heads, destitute of calyx

or corolla ; the fruit merely club-shaped l-seeded nutlets, furnished with a ring

of bristly hairs about the base. Only the following genus (of uncertain rela-

tionship).

1. PLATANUS [Tourn.] L. SYCAMORE. BUTTONWOOD

Sterile flowers of numerous stamens, with club-shaped little scales inter-

mixed
;
filaments very short. Fertile flowers in separate catkins, consisting of

inversely pyramidal ovaries mixed with little scales. Style rather lateral, awl-

shaped or thread-like, simple. Nutlets coriaceous, small, tawny-hairy below,
containing a single orthotropous pendulous seed. Embryo in the axis of thin

albumen. Large trees, with the bark deciduous in broad thin brittle plates ;

dilated base of the petiole inclosing the bud of the next season. (The ancient

name, from TrXartfs, broad.}
1. P. occidentalis L. Leaves mostly truncate at base, angularly sinuate-

lobed or toothed, the short lobes sharp-pointed ;
fertile heads solitary, hanging

on a long peduncle. Rich soil, s. Me. to n. Vt., Ont., s. e. Minn., e. Kan., and
southw. Our largest tree, often 25-40 m. high, with a trunk 2-4.2 m. in

diameter.

ROSACEAE (ROSE FAMILY)

Plants with regular flowers, numerous (rarely few} distinct stamens inserted

on the calyx, and \-many pistils, which are quite distinct, or (in the second

tribe} united and combined with the calyx-tube. Ovules (anatropous} \-few in

each ovary ; seeds almost always without albumen. Embryo straight, with large.

and thick cotyledons. Leaves alternate, with stipules, these sometimes caducous,

rarely obsolete or wanting. Calyx of 5 (3-8) sepals (the odd one superior),

united at the base, often appearing double by a row of bractlets outside. Petals

as many as the sepals (rarely wanting), mostly imbricated in the bud, and in-

serted with the stamens on the edge of a disk that lines the calyx-tube. Trees,

shrubs, or herbs.

Tribe I. SPIRAEEAE. Ovary superior and not inclosed In a calyx-like tube ; carpels 1-12, dry at

maturity and (in ours) dehiscent, 2-seyeral(rarely l)-seeded.

*
Carpels inflated

;
leaves simple, often palmately lobed.

1. Physocarpus. Stamens co
,
in several rows. Carpels 2-5, splitting into 2 valves. Seeds with

hard shining coat. Shrubs.
* * Carpels not inflated.

+ Carpels alternate with (or of a different number from) the sepals or calyx-lobes.

2. Spiraea. Stamens on the margin of a disk-like expansion of the lloral axis. Carpels splitting

chielly along the ventral suture. Leaves simple. Shrubs.

:',. Aruncus. Dioecious. Stamens borne on the upper (inner) surface of a disk-like expansion of

the floral axis. Leaves compound. Herds.

+- +- Carpels (normally 5) opposite the 5 sepals or calyx-lobes.

4. Sorbaria. IVtnls imbricated in bud. Seeds pendulous. Flowers small, corymbose.

5. Gillenia Petals convolute in bud. Seeds ascending. Flowers long-pediincled.

Tribe II. POMEAE. Carpels few, mostly definite (2-5) and usually connate, borne within and

adnate to a cup-like or urn like depression in the enlarged summit of tin- floral axis (resembling

a calyx-tube), the whole united to form a fleshy fruit. Trees and shrubs, with stipules free

from the petiole.
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* Mature carpels papery or soft-cartilaginous.

+- Cells of the compound ovary as many as the styles, without false or partial partitions.

6. Pyrus. Fruit depressed-globose to ellipsoidal or obovoid
;
its carpels enveloped in the fleshy

receptacle, papery or soft-cartilaginous, usually 2-ovuled and 2-seeded. Leaves simple or

compound.
- +- Cells of the compound ovary subdivided by partial partitions projecting inward from the back.

7. Amelanchier. Carpels usually 5. Leaves simple. Unarmed.
* * Mature carpels very hard and bony, distinct or firmly coherent in the fleshy fruit.

8. Crataegus. Ovules in each cell either solitary or if 2 unequal, one sessile and fertile, the

other stalked and sterile. Shrubs and small trees, usually armed. Leaves simple, mostly
serrate or dentate, thin or coriaceous.

9. Cotoneaster. Ovules 2 in each cell, equal. Armed shrub with coriaceous oval crenulate

evergreen leaves.

Tribe III. POTENTfLLEAE. Carpels few-many, l(-2)-ovuled, becoming dry achenes, not in-

closed at maturity. Chiefly herbs.

*
Styles not elongated after anthesis, mostly deciduous.

- Receptacle pulpy and much enlarged in fruit.

10. Fragaria. Petals white. Leaves 3-foliate. Bractlets alternating with the calyx-lobes. Re-

ceptacle juicy.

11. Duchesnea. Petals yellow. Receptacle spongy, not juicy.

+- +- Receptacle dry or nearly so, not greatly enlarged in fruit.

H- Stamens 5.

12. Sibbaldia. Stamens alternate with the petals. Leaflets mostly 3-toothed at the end.

13. Chamaerhodos. Stamens opposite the petals. Leaflets cleft into linear segments.

H- -H- Stamens numerous.

= Carpels 1-ovuled.

14. Waldsteinia. Achenes few, 2-6, rarely 10.

15. Potentilla. Achenes numerous. Petals 5 (rarely 4), conspicuous. Calyx-lobes as many,
with an alternating set of bractlets.

= = Carpels 2-ovuled.

16. Filipendula. Leaves pinnate ; stipules kidney-formed.

* *
Styles persistent and elongating after anthesis, often plumose or jointed.

17. Geum. Calyx-lobes usually with 5 alternating small bractlets. Stamens and carpels numer-

ous ; styles becoming plumose or hairy tails, or naked and straight or jointed.

Tribe IV. RUBEAE. Pistils several or numerous, becoming drupelets in fruit. Ovules 2 and

pendulous, but seed solitary. Perennials, herbaceous or with biennial soft-woody stems.

18. Rubus. Pistils mostly numerous, fleshy in fruit, crowded upon a spongy receptacle.

19. Dalibarda. Pistils 5-10, in the bottom of the calyx, nearly dry in fruit.

Tribe V. POTERlEAE. Pistils 1-4, becoming achenes, completely inclosed in the dry and firm

calyx-tube, which is constricted or nearly closed at the throat. Herbs with compound or lobed

leaves. Petals often none.

20. Alchemilla. Calyx urceolate, bracteolate. Petals none. Stamens 1-4. Flowers minute,
clustered.

21. Agrimonia. Calyx top-shaped or bell-shaped, with a margin of hooked prickles. Stamens

5-12. Flowers yellow, in long racemes.

22. Sanguisorba. Calyx-lobes petaloid ;
tube 4-angled, naked. Petals none. Flowers densely

capitate or spicate.

Tribe VI. R6SEAE. Pistils many, becoming bony achenes, inclosed in the globose or urn-shaped

fleshy calyx-tube, which resembles a pome. Petals conspicuous. Stamens numerous.

23. Rosa. The only genus. Prickly shrubs with pinnate leaves.

Tribe VII. PRlTNEAE. Ovary superior and not inclosed in the calyx-tube at maturity. Calyx

deciduous, without bractlets. Pistil solitary, becoming a stone-fruit. Ovules 2, but seed

almost always solitary. Style terminal. Trees or shrubs, with simple mostly serrate leaves.

24. Prunus. Flowers perfect. Petals and calyx-lobes 5. Stone of the drupe bony.
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1. PHYSOCARPUS Maxim. NINE-BARK

Carpels 1-5, inflated, 2-valvecl ; ovules 24. Seeds roundish, \\ith a smooth
and shining crustaceous testa and copious albumen. Stamens 30-40. Other-

wise as Spiraea. Shrubs, with simple palmately lobed leaves and umbel-like

corymbs of white flowers. (Name from 000-a, a pair of bellows, and Kap?r6s,

fruit.)
1. P. opulifblius (L.) Maxim. Shrub, 1-3 in. high, with long branches, the

old bark loose and separating in numerous thin layers ;
leaves roundish, some-

what 3-lobed and heart-shaped ;
the purplish membranaceous pods usually 3,

essentially glabrate, very conspicuous. (Spiraea L.
; Opulaatcr Kt/.e.) Rocky

banks of streams, Que. and N. E. to Fla., w. to 111. Often cultivated.

Var. intermSdius (Rydb.) Robinson. Pods permanently pubescent. (Opu-
laster intermedius Rydb.) Similar situations, s. Mich, to S. Dak., Ark., and
Ala.

2. SPIRAEA [Tourn.] L.

Calyx 6-cleft, short, persistent. Petals 5, obovate, equal, imbricated in the

bud. Stamens 10-50. Pods (follicles) 5-8, not inflated, few-several-seeded.

Seeds linear, with a thin or loose coat and no albumen. Shrubs, with simple

leaves, and white or rose-colored flowers in corymbs or panicles. (The Greek

name, from aireipav, to twist, from the twisting of the pods in some of the

original species.)

Flowers in compound corymbs.
Calyx-tube top-shaped, pubescent 1. S.japonica.
Calyx-tube bell-shaped, smoothish.
Leaves 2.5-5 cm. broad 2. 8. corymbotta.
Leaves 1-1.6 cm. broad 3. 8. virginiana,

Flowers racemosely or spicately panicled.
Leaves smoothish, scarcely paler beneath.

Pedicels fascicled, I.
1
) cm. long; flowers usually double . . . .4.

Flowers densely raccmo-paniculate ; pedicels 2-6 mm. long.
Inflorescence toim-ntulose .

r
>.

Inflorescence subglabrous or sparingly villous (i. >'.

Leaves green above, densely tomentose and white or tawny beneath . . 7. S. tomentosa.

1. S. JAPONIC v L. f. Stems 1 m. or more high ;
leaves 7-9 cm. long, glau-

cous beneath; petals pink to deep rose-color. Frequent in cultivation, and

occasionally escaping, s. Ct. (Graves) and e. Pa. (Introd. from Asia.)
2. S. corymbbsa Raf. Stems erect, dark purple, simple or nearly so

;
leaves

oval or broadly oblong, smoothish, of firm, texture, toothed from near the middle
to the rounded or obtuse apex, 2.5-5 cm. broad

; flowers white; corymbs 4-10

cm. broad. (S. betulifolia, var. Wats.) In the Allegheny Mts., N. J. (accord-

ing to Britton) to W. Va. and Ga.
3. S. virginiana Britton. Glabrous, much-branched

;
leaves lance-oblong,

1-1.6 cm. broad, often acute or acutish at the base
;
flowers white, about (5 mm.

broad
; pedicels and calyx glaucous. On rocks, W. Va. (Millspaugh) to N. C.

and Tenn. Not seen
; description compiled.

4. S. I'Ki-NiKohiA Sieb. & Zucc. Finely pubescent; leaves ovate-oblong,

obtuse, cuneate at the base, serrulate
;
flowers white, often double, 1 cm. in

diameter. Persisting after cultivation, and tending to escape to roadsides, e.

Mass, and Ct. (Introd. from Japan.)
5. S. salicifblia L. (Mi. VPOW-SWKKT.) Erect shrub, 3-V2 dm. high, with

tough yel/nii-is/i-}>ri>irn stems,' leaves finely serrate, lance-oblong, 5-7 em. long,

1-1.8 cm. broad, rather linn' in texture ; inflorescence thyrs>jd, toinentulosr
;

flowers 6-8 mm. in diameter; petals sub<.rl>irular. white. Chiefly in low

ground, N. V. to X. C., Mo., and northwest w. ('Asia.)

6. S. Iatif61ia Borkh. (MKAKOW-SWKKT.) ,S7r?/<s )/<! or purplish-brown f

leaves thin, more rom-xi /// x.-ri-utt . mostly l.:>-4cm. broad
; inflorescence smooth-

: pish; petals white or pink. The common Meadow-sweet in e. N. A.; in rocky

pastures, etc.. N't'd. to Va.

S- tomentdsa I>. ( HAUIHI \< K. Suini. lii -n. 8ten* .//// Ivuxsr sw-
s c
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face of the ovate or oblong serrate leaves very woolly ; flowers in short racemes
crowded in a dense panicle, rose-color, rarely white-; pods woolly. Low
grounds, N. B. and N. S. to the mts. of Ga., w. to Minn, and Kan.

3. ARUNCUS [L.] Adans. GOAT'S BEARD

Dioecious. Carpels 3-4, splitting at the ventral suture. Flowers sessile or

nearly so on the long spike-like branches of a large open panicle, the fertile

flowers reflexed in fruit. Petals small, narrow, white. Tall, essentially her-

baceous. Leaves 2-3-pinnate, the leaflets rather large, ovate-oblong. (Aruncus,
a word used by Pliny to designate the beard of a goat. )

1 . A. Sylvester Kosteletzsky. Stem erect, subsimple, bearing a few large com-

pound petiolate leaves and a large pyramidal spicate panicle ;
leaflets 6-14 cm.

long, green on both sides, sharply and somewhat doubly serrate, acuminate, the
base mostly abrupt or subcordate, petiolulate. (/Spiraea Aruncus L.; Aruncus
Aruncus Karst.) Rich soil, wooded ravines, etc., N. Y. to Ga., I. T., and
Alaska. (Eurasia.)

4. SORBARIA A. Br.

Flowers perfect, paniculate. Carpels mostly 5, opposite the calyx-lobes.
Leaves regularly odd-pinnate, the leaflets lance-oblong, sessile, sharply serrate.

(Name from Sorbus, the Mountain Ash, from the similar foliage.)
1. S. SORBIFOLIA (L.) A. Br. Suffruticose or nearly herbaceous, erect; leaves

1-4 dm. long, 13-21-foliolate
;
leaflets caudate-acuminate, with man> straightish

mostly simple veins springing from the midnerve
; panicle ample, pyramidal,

terminal; petals white. (Spiraea L.) Common in cultivation, and escaping
waste land and copses. (Asia.)

5. GILLENIA Moench. INDIAN PHYSIC

Calyx narrow, somewhat constricted at the throat, 5-toothed
;
teeth erect.

Petals 5, rather unequal, linear-lanceolate, inserted in the throat of the calyx,
convolute in the bud. Stamens 10-20, included. Pods 5, included, at first

lightly cohering with each other, 2-4-seeded. Perennial herbs, with almost
sessile 3-foliolate leaves

;
the thin leaflets doubly serrate and incised. Flowers

loosely paniculate-corymbed, pale rose-color or white. (Dedicated to an obscure
German botanist or physician, A. Gille, or GiUenius.) PORTERANTHUS Britton.

1. G. trifoliata (L.) Moench. (BOWMAN'S ROOT.) Leaflets ovate-oblong,
pointed, cut-serrate

; stipules small, awl-shaped, entire or slightly incised.

Rich woods, N. Y. to Ga., Mo., and Mich.
2. G. stipulata (Muhl.) Trel. (AMERICAN IPECAC.) Leaflets lanceolate,

deeply incised; stipules large and leaf-like, doubly incised. (G. stipulacea
Nutt.

;
Porteranthus stipulatus Britton.) Moist rich woods, w. N. Y. to Kan.,

La., and Ala.

6. PYRUS [Tourn.] L.

Calyx-like receptacle urn-shaped, bearing 5 sepals. Petals roundish or ob-
ovate. Stamens numerous. Styles 2-5. Fruit a large fleshy pome, or smaller
and berry-like, the 2-5 cells imbedded in the flesh, papery or cartilaginous,

mostly 2-seedecl. Trees or shrubs, with showy flowers in corymbed or umbel-
like cymes. (The classical name of the Pear-tree.) A large genus, often sub-

divided, but with sections less strongly or constantly marked than our few species
would suggest.

1. PIROPHORUM Focke. (PEAR.) Leaves simple; orijice of concave re-

ceptacle partially or almost completely closed by a disk-like cushion ; flesh

of large obovoid fruit copious, containing sclerotic (gritty} cells.

1. P. coMMf'Nis L. The common Pear of cultivation. Stray seedlings with

degenerate fruit occasionally found in copses or woods near orchards. (Introd.
from Eu.)
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2. MALUS (Hill) S. F. Gray. (APPLE.) Leaves simple; orifice of concave

receptacle open; flesh of large subglobular fruit copious, free from sclerotic

cells. MALUS [Tourn.] Hill.

* Leaves and usually the outer surface of the calyx-lobes glabrate.
-*- Calyx-lobes deciduous in fruit.

2. P. BACCATA L. (SIBERIAN CRAB.) Small tree; leaves ovate-oblong, ser-

rate but not lobed, acuminate, at length subcoriaceous
; petals narrowly oblong,

with cuneate-attenuate base
; pedicels slender, fascicled

; pome 2-3 cm. in diam-

eter, usually yellow with reddish cheek. (Mains Borkh.) Common in cultiva-

tion, and locally established as an escape in borders of woods, etc., Me., Ct., and
doubtless elsewhere. (Introd. from Eurasia.)

x P. PRUNIFOLIA Willd. A highly variable group of hybrids between P.

baccata and P. Mains, combining in differing degrees the characteristics of the

two parents. Cultivated as CRAB APPLES, and not rarely spontaneous by
roadsides, in open woods, etc. (Introd. from Eu.)

3. P. angustifblia Ait. Small tree
;
branchlets often hardened and spine-

like
;

leaves elliptic-oblong to lance-oblong, serrate-dentate to nearly entire,

those of the sterile shoots often shallowly and somewhat pinnately lobed, the

midnerve commonly glandular above
;
flowers in 3-7-flowered umbel-like cor-

ymbs ; petals oblong to obovate, contracted at the base to a cuneate claw
;

pome greenish-yellow, hard and sour, 2-2.6 cm. in diameter, depressed-globose.

(Mains Michx.) River thickets, etc., N. J. to 111., "Kan.," and southw.

-*- t- Calyx-lobes persistent in fruit.

4. P. coronaria L. (AMERICAN CRAB.) Tree, somewhat armed, 6-10 m.

high ;
leaves ovate or elliptic, usually rounded or even cordate at the base

;
those

of the sterile shoots somewhat triangular-ovate and lobed, sharply serrate
;

petals broadly obovate, white or nearly so; fruit much as in the preceding.

(Malus Mill.) Thickets and open woods, N. J. to Ont., Kan., and southw.

* * Leaves at least on the lower surface and outer surface of the calyx-lobes
clothed with a persistent white or gray tomentum.

6. P. ioSnsis (Wood) Bailey. Similar in habit to the two preceding;
leaves chiefly oblong or ovate-oblong, glabrate, dull green, and somewhat rugose

above, very pale and densely tomentose beneath, doubly serrate or pinnately

several-lobed, usually narrowed at the base; petioles woolly; flowers mostly
2-3 in a corymb ;

the pedicels slender, tomentose, becoming 2.5-3.5 cm. lony in

fruit; calyx-lobes persistent. (Pyrus coronaria, var. Wood; Mains Britton.)
111. and Wise, to Minn., Kan., and Okla.

x P. Souldrdi Bailey. A hybrid between P. ioensis and P. Malus, and
of intermediate character, is said to occur in a wild state from Minn, to Tex.

It may be distinguished from P. ioensis by its shorter thicker pedicels, usually
about 2 cm. long, and somewhat larger fruit.

6. P. MALUS L. (APPLE.) Leaves ovate-oblong, rounded or cordate at the

base, sub-equally serrate
; pedicels stout, woolly, 2-2.8 cm. long; fruit 4 cm. or

more in diameter. (Malus Britton.) The commonest fruit tree of cultivation,

often escaping to woods. (Introd. from Eu.)

3. ADEN6RHACHIS DC. (CHOKEBERRY.) Leaves simple, the midrib

</l<nnlnl(ir (dour/ the, upper sirfc ; cymes compound; styles united at base,

fruit small, berry-like. A RON iA Medic.

7. P. arbutifblia (L.) L. f. Shrub, 1-2.6 m. high ; leaves oblong-oblanceo-

late, mostly acute or acuminate, finely glandular-serrate, grcrn and glabrous
or glabrate above, paler and permanently ctniesrait-tiiincntnse below; pedirrfs,

ruh/.f. and young fruit cumwiit-t<>mrnf<w ; petals white or reddish ; ripe fruit

ml, about 7 mm. in diameter
; cynics numerously (mostly 9-18-) fruited.

Aronia Ell.) Swamps and low woods, N. Y. to O., Ark., and Fla. Appearing
to pass without sharp distinction into

Var. atropurpurea (Britton) Robinson. Cymes less numerously (mostly
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3-10-) fruited
; fruit larger, 8-10 mm. in diameter, claret-colored to purplish-

black. (Aronia Britton.) Similar habitats, centr. Me., southw. and westw.
;

common.
8. P. melanocarpa (Michx.) Willd. Shrub, similar in habit, generally of

lower stature
;
leaves varying from rather broadly oblong and acuminate to

spatulate-oblanceolate and scarcely pointed, glabrous or early glabrate beneath
as well as above

; pedicels and calyx also nearly or quite smooth ; fruit very dark

purple or essentially black. (Aronia nigra Britton.) Moist woods, but also

rocky uplands ;
common northw. and extending southw. in the Alleghenies at

least to N. C.

The members of this section occasionally form natural hybrids with those of

4. These may be recognized usually by their imperfectly pinnate or pinnatirid
leaves.

4. S6RBUS (L.) S. F. Gray. (MOUNTAIN ASH.) Leaves odd-pinnate, with
rather numerous leaflets; cymes compound; styles distinct ; pome berry-
like, small. Trees or tall shrubs. SORBUS [Toura.] L.

9. P. americana (Marsh.) DC. (AMERICAN M.) Nearly glabrous or soon

coming so
; leaflets 13-15, lanceolate, taper-pointed, sharply serrate with

pointed teeth, bright green ; cymes large and flat
;
berries globose, bright red,

not larger than peas. (Sorbus Marsh.) Woods, Lab. to Man., s. to n. and
w. N. E., N. Y., the Great L. region, and in the mts. to N. C.

;
common.

10. P. sitchSnsis (Roem.) Piper. Nearly glabrous; leaflets oblong, oval,
or lance-ovate, mostly obtuse or abruptly pointed, serrate (often doubly)
with more spreading teeth, rather pale beneath, of firmer texture than in the

preceding ;
flowers (earlier) somewhat larger (8-11 mm. broad) ;

fruit 8-10
mm. in diameter. (P. sambucffolia Man. ed. 6, not C. & S.

;
Sorbus Roem.)

River-banks and damp rocky uplands, Lab. to centr. Me., westw. and north-
westw. to the Pacific.

11. P. AUCUPARIA (L.) Ehrh. (EUROPEAN M., ROWAN TREE.) Leaflets

narrowly oblong, mostly obtuse, rather pale beneath, always more or less pubes-
cent or tomentose at least on the lower surface. (Sorbus L.) Extensively
cultivated for ornament, and now tending to become naturalized. (Introd.
from Eu.)

7. AMELANCHIER Medic. JUNEBERRY

Calyx 5-cleft. Petals obovate to oblong, rarely linear. Stamens numerous,
short. Styles 5, united below. Ovary 5-celled, each cell 2-ovuled, but with a

projection growing from the back of each and forming a false cartilaginous
partition, the sweet and edible berry-like pome thus 10-celled, with one seed
in each cell (when all ripen). Small trees or shrubs, with simple leaves,
and white racemose flowers. (Name said to be barbaric, the derivation not

satisfactorily explained.)

Petals narrowly oblong, 14-25 mm. in length ; early flowering ;
leaves finely

and sharply serrate 1. A. canadensis.
Petals oblong to obovate, 4-12 mm. in length.
Flowers racemed ; racemes normally 5-oo -flowered

;
leaves (at first folded

lengthwise) mostly obtuse, sometimes even cordate at base.

Flowering early (mostly 1 Apr.-15 May, fruit ripe June-July) ;
leaves

oblong or suborbicular-oblong, finely serrate 2. A. oblongifolia.
Flowering later (mostly 15 May-25 June, fruit ripe Aug.-Sept.); leaves

suborbicular-oblong, coarsely dentate 3. A. spicata.
Flowers solitary or 24 in terminal fascicles ; leaves (flat even in very early

stages) acutish or subcuneate at base 4. A. oligoearpa.

1. A. canadlnsis (L.) Medic. (SHAD BUSH, SERVICE BERRY.) Tree or

shrub, 3-12 m. high, nearly or soon glabrous; leaves (when young folded

lengthwise and brownish-purple) ovate to ovate-oblong, usually somewhat cor-

date at base, pointed, finely and sharply serrate, 4-9 cm. long, 3-6 cm. wide
;

bracts and stipules very long-silky-ciliate ;
flowers large, in drooping racemes

;
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fruit on elongated pedicels, globose, crimson or purplish. Dry open woodlands,
common. Dwarf forms with somewhat smaller flowers are found in sterile

rocky ground.
Var. Botryapium (L. f.) T. & G. Leaves densely tomentose when young,

retaining a sparing soft pubescence even in age or tardily glabrate ;
in other

respects like the typical form. Open ground and wooded hillsides, s. Me. to

n. N. H., Mich., and southw.
2. A. oblongif61ia (T. & G.) Roem. Shrub or small tree, 2-6 m. high ;

the

young leaves and racemes densely white-tomentose
;

leaves o1>l<>n<j, usually
rounded at each end or mucronate, finely and evenly serrate, at length glabrate,

usually pale-green especially beneath, 4-6 cm. long, 1.0-2.8 cm. broad
;
flowers

numerous, smaller, in rather dense racemes
; petals obovate or short-oblong ;

fruit similar, but more juicy and on shorter pedicels. (A. cauadensis, var.

T. & G.) Moist woods and rocky uplands, N. B. to Va., Mo., and Minn.

Hiuhly variable, passing into forms with broader elliptical or ovate-lanceolate

acutish leaves of deeper green color (being the A. spicata of many auth., not

C. Koch) . Apparently intergrades with other species. Noteworthy is

Var. micropetala Robinson. Dwarf, 3-0 dm. high ; petals 4-7 mm. long,

spatulate-oblong to narrowly obovate. Exposed ledges of rocky hills or dry
sandy soil, e. Mass, to Ct., near the coast.

3. A. spicata (Lam.) C.-Koch. Shrub, 1-3 m. high ;
leaves at first covered

especially beneath with dense pale yellow tomentum (tardily deciduous as floc-

culent wool), oval or suborbicular, 3-8 cm. long, 2.3-5.5 cm. wide, rmf/'.W//

dentate toward the end or more often nearly to the base; veins stronger,

straighter, and more numerous than in the other species; fruit dark purple,
autumnal. (Mespilus canadensis, var. rotundifolia Michx.

;
A. rotumlifolia

Roem.; A. alnifolia of some auth., not Nutt.) Banks of streams, e. Que.
to centr. Me., and westw. about the Great Lakes; s. on ints. to w. Mass.

(^Hoffmann) .

4. A. oligocarpa (Michx.) Roem. Shrub, 1-3 m. high, early glabrate or nearly
so

;
leaves thin, oblong or oval, finely serrate, 3-5 cm. long, usually acute at

the base
;
flowers few, solitary and terminal or in terminal fascicle-like racemes

of 2-4
; petals oblong-obovate ; fruit often broadly pyriform, at length usually

subglobose, dark purple, with dense bloom. (A arguta Nutt.) Cold swamps
and mt. woods, Lab. to-n. N. E., and westw. to L. Superior.

8. CRATAEGUS L. HAWTHORN. WHITE THORN

REVISED BY W. W. EGGLESTON

Calyx-tube cup-shaped or campanulate, adnate to the carpels, the limb 5-cleft.

Petals 5, white (rarely pink), roundish, inserted on the margin of the disk in

the throat of the calyx. Stamens 6-25, inserted in 1-3 rows
;
filaments filiform

;

anthers oblong, white, yellow, or red. Ovary inferior or its summit free
;
car-

pels 1-5; styles 1-5, distinct, persistent, usually surrounded at base by touien-

tum
; stigmas terminal. Pome small, yellow, red, more rarely blue or black

;

containing 1-5 bony nutlets, each usually 1-seeded. Seed erect, the testa mem-
branaceous. Thorny shrubs or small trees, with simple usually lobed leaves

(those on vigorous vegetative shoots often of different shape and more deeply

cut); stipules linear-lanceolate, very deciduous (those on vegetative shoots much
wider and often persistent). Flowers in corymbs. (Name from Kpdros, utrai'jtli,

because of the hardness and toughness of the wood.) A genus of exceptional

taxomic difficulty, best developed in the great limestone areas of temperate

eastern America, the numerous nearly related species still subject to widely

different interpretation by specialists and capable at the present time only of a

tentative and provisional treatment.
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jy. B. In this genus, the figures are of the leaves and flowers on a scale of

|, the whole fruit, lateral and terminal views of the fruit with the upper part of

the flesh removed, and in some cases ventral views of nutlets, all natural size.

KEY TO SECTIONS, ETC.

a. Introduced species; leaves deeply 3-5-lobed
;
fruit red; calyx-lobes entire, short; nutlet

solitary 1

<i. Native species b.

b. Nutlets with cavities on their ventral faces.

Nutlets with shallow cavities.

Cavities 1 on each ventral face, often faint or wanting; fruit red 16

Cavities several on each ventral face, shallow
;
fruit black 18

Nutlets with 1 deep cavity on each ventral face 17

b. Nutlets without cavities on their ventral faces c.

e. Nest of nutlets without sinuses : fruit small.

Nutlets 2
;
leaves deeply lobed or cut 10

Nutlets 5 ; leaves slightly lobed or entire 9

c. Nest of nutlets with sinuses ;
fruit large or small d.

d. Loaves conspicuously deltoid-cordate, glabrous 15

d. Leaves not deltoid-cordate e.

e. Calyx-lobes foliaceous. persistent on fruit
;
flowers 1-3 (-6) 7

e. Calyx-lobes not foliaceous, often deciduous /.

f. Corymbs 3-7-flowered.
Leaves short-obovate to spatulate, very glandular 6

Leaves elliptic-ovate, slightly glandular 5

/. Corymbs many-flowered g.

g. Leaves obovate or spatulate.
Leaves coriaceous, dark green and shining above 2

Leaves membranaceous, dull, impressed-veiued above.
Fruit glabrous ; nutlets acute at both ends

; calyx-lobes entire . . . 3

Fruit slightly tomentose ;
nutlets obtuse at the apex ; calyx-lobes serrate no. 49

'. Leaves not obovate or spatulate h.

h. Leaves 3-lobed toward the apex 4

h. Leaves not 3-lobed i.

i. Leaves glabrous (when mature) j.

j. Leaves broadest at the middle.
Fruit firm when ripe.
Nutlets 2-3 no. 3

Nutlets 4-5 no. 9

Fruit soft when ripe nos. 24, 25, 26, 28

,j. Leaves broadest toward the base.
Fruit firm when ripe 12

Fruit soft.

Leaves small (3-6 cm. wide) ;
sinuses between the nutlets shallow ;

nutlets usually 3-4 11

Leaves large (4-10" cm. wide) ; nutlets 3-5 . . . . nos. 50, 52, 53

. Leaves pubescent (at least along the veins below).
Leaves broadest at the middle nos. 23, 27, 28, 29, 8

Leaves broadest toward the bn>e.
Mature leaves usually glabrous above ; young foliage bronze-green . 13

Mature leaves tomentose above: young' foliage yellow-green . . 14

AUXILIARY KEY (For use in default of mature fruit)

*lyx-lobes entire (sometimes glandular-margined).
Leaves conspicuously deltoid-cordate, glabrous 15

Leaves not deltoid-cordate.
Leaves glabrous beneath, pubescent above ; region of the apper Great Lakes . . 18

Leaves pubescent beneath (at least along the veins).
Leaves deeply lobed

;
introduced 1

Leaves entire or slightly lobed ; native.

Leaves broadest toward the apex.
Leaves obovate to oblong.
Leaves coriaceous, dark green and shining above 2

Leaves membranaceous, dull, impressed-veined above 3

Leaves spatulate 9

Leaves broadest at the middle
; apex often 3-lobed .

'

4

Leaves broadest toward the base, membranaceous, glabrous 11

Calyx-lobes serrate b.

b. Leaves deeply lobod 10

b. Leaves entire or slightly lobed c.

c. Corymbs few(l-7)-flowered.
Calyx-lobes foliaceous, laciniate T

Calyx-lobes not foliaceons, glandular-serrate.
Leases short-obovate, very glandular 6

Leaves elliptical-ovate, slightly glandular , , , . , , t .
5
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Corymbs many-flowered.
Leaves broadest toward the apex .

Leaves broadest at the middle.

Calyx-lobes serrate
;
nutlets plane

Calyx-lobes deeply serrate ; nutlets pitted
Leaves broadest toward the base.

Leaves glabrous
Leaves pubescent ....

nos. 5, 10, 49

no. , 8

816,8"

..... nos. 32, 33, and 12......... 13, 14

1. OXYACANTHAE Loud. Leaves ovate, 3-15-lobed or -cleft, acute at the

apex, cuneate to truncate at the base, serrate, 1-4 cm. long, 1-4.5 cm. wide,
dark green and glabrous above (when mature'}, paler and slightly pubescent
beneath (especially along the veins}; corymbs many-flowered, glabrous;
flowers about 1.5 cm. wide ; calyx lobes deltoid, entire, obtuse ; stamens about
20

;
anthers pink ; styles 1-2

; fruit globose or subglobose, red, about 6 mm.
thick; calyx-lobes reflexed, persistent ; flesh of fruit yellow, mealy; nutlets

usually 1
;
shrubs or small trees, 5-9 m. tall, with strongly ascending

branches and dark brown scaly bark; thorns sharp, about 1 cm. long.

1. C. OXYACANTHA L. (ENGLISH H.) Characters of the section. Sparingly

escaped from cultivation. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept. (Introd. from Eu.)

2. CRUS-GALLI Loud. Leaves obovate to elliptical, coriaceous, dark green
and shining above, acute or rounded at the apex, cuneate at the base ;

petiole slightly winged above, (/landless, 1-2 cm. long ; corymbs many-
flowered ; calyx-lobes lanceolate-acuminate, usually entire ; stamens 10-20;
anthers usually pink; fruit subcylindric-ovoid to globose, red, the c</l>/.>-

flattened and the flesh hard, thin, greenish ; nutlets 1-3 (in no. 4 sometimes
as many as 5), strongly ridged on the back; trees or shrubs, usually with

spreading branches forming a broad crown ; bark dark gray, scaly ; spines

many, strong, straight, chestnut-brown, 3-18 cm. long.

Corymbs and leaves glabrous.
Leaves 2-10 cm. long, 1^4 cm. wide

;
nest of 1-2 nutlets longer than thick

Leaves 2-6 cm. long, 2-5 cm. wide.
Nutlets 2-3 ;

nest of nutlets about as long as thick ..... 3. C. pralensis.
Nutlets 3-5

;
nest of nutlets longer than thick

Corymbs and leaves hairy.
Leaves large, 8-9 cm. long, 2-7 cm. wide
Leaves small, 26 cm. long, 1-4 cm. wide

2. C. < 'rnx-<j<t!l i.

3. C. pralensi
4. C. Canbyi.

5.

6. C.

2. C. CruB-gdlli L. Leaves 2-10 cm. long, 1-4 cm. wide, sharply serrate ex-

cept toward the base
; corymbs glabrous ; flowers about 1.5cm. wide

; calyx-lobes

glabrous or slightly pubescent ;
stamens about 10

; styles 1-3
; fruit ellipsoidal-

ovoid to subglobose, about 1 cm. thick, greenish to dull red
; flesh hard and dry ;

nutlets usually 2, 8-9 mm. long, 3.5-4.5 nun.

thick. Sandy soil, near Montreal, L. Cham-
plain, Nantucket, Mass, (where probably intro-

duced), Ct., the lower Hudson Valley to s.

Ont., s. Mich., s. e. Kan., and s. to Ga. Fi<;.

7<>0. Var. PYUACANTHIFOL1A Ait. has more
acute leaves and small bright red fruit. Occa-

sional, n. Del. to O. Var. OBLONG\TA Sarg.
Fruit ellipsoidal, bright red; nutlets acute.

Del. and e. Pa. Var. CAPILL\TA Sarg. Leaves
thinner

; corymbs slightly pubescent ;
nutlets

solitary. Wilmington, Del. Yar. KXI'-.I v

(Sarg.) Eggleston. Fruit ellipsoidal, bright

crimson; nutlets solitary. Ct. Var. I'WNI-
H'M i \ (Poir.) T. & G. Leaves sometimes 7 cm.
wide. (C. Bartrmuimm Sari;-.) Occasional.

Fl. May. June ; fr. Oct.

C. Crus-gAlli x macracantha Eggleston.
Hroad-leaveil forms with foliar- as in var.

j>rn nifolin, the corymbs pubescent, tin 1

calyx-
. C Crus-galli. lobes'serrate, the nutlets 'J- ::, their pits varying
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from shallow to deep, have all the appearance of natural hybrids between these

two species. (C. persimilis Sarg. ;
C. prunifolia of European gardens, in part.)

Occasional.

3. C. pratensis Sarg. Leaves ovate-orbicular, 2-6 cm. long, 2-5 cm. wide,
coarsely or doubly serrate

;
flowers about 1 cm. wide

; calyx-lobes remotely
glandular-serrate, glabrous ;

stamens about 10
;
anthers yellow or pink ; styles

2-3
; fruit short-ovoid to compressed-globose, dull reddish-green ;

flesh somewhat
succulent, mealy, yellow ;

nutlets 2-3, about 5 mm. long ; nest of nutlets about
5 mm. thick. (C. Palmeri Sarg.; C. grandis Ashe.) Low rich soil, 111. and
Mo. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

4. C. Canbyl Sarg. Leaves oblong-obovate, 2.5-8 cm. long, 2-6 cm. wide,
doubly serrate, often lobed toward the apex ; corymbs glabrous ;

flowers about
1.5 cm. wide; styles 3-5; fruit short-ellipsoidal to globose, 1-1.5 cm. long,
dark crimson; flesh bright red, succulent

;
the 3-5 nutlets 7-8 mm. long; nest

of nutlets 6-7 mm. thick. ((7. Pennypackeri Sarg.) Occasional, e. Pa. and
Md. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

5. C. feciinda Sarg. Leaves oblong-obovate to oval, 3-9 cm. long, 2-7 cm.

wide, doubly serrate, the veins strongly marked
; corymbs slightly villous

;

flowers about 2 cm. wide ; calyx-lobes coarsely glandular-serrate ; stamens about
10

;
anthers purple ; styles 2-4

; fruit short-ellipsoid to subglobose, 2-2.5 cm.

long, orange-red, slightly pubescent; calyx-lobes erect; flesh thick; nutlets

usually 2-3, 8-10 mm. long; nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. Rich bottom

lands, s. w. Ind. to s. e. Mo. Fl. May; fr. Oct.

6. C. berberifblia T. & G. Leaves oblong-cuneiform, spatulate, or obovate,
2-6 cm. long, 1-4 cm. wide, rounded or acute and serrate toward the apex,
rough-pubescent above, white-pubescent or -tomentose beneath; petioles 1 cm.

long-, densely tomentose
; corymbs densely villous

;
flowers about 1.5 cm. wide

;

calyx-lobes slightly villous; stamens about 20; anthers yellow; styles 2-3;
fruit subglobose, about 1 cm. thick, orange or red, slightly pubescent; flesh

yellow ;
nutlets 2-3, about 6 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets about 6 mm. thick.

Gulf States. A specimen from Mercersburg, Pa. (Porter") appears intermediate
between this and the following.

Var. Engelmdnni (Sarg.) Eggleston. Less pubescent; stamens about 10;
thers pink. Va. and Mo. Fl. May; fr. Oct.

3. PUNCTATAE Loud. Leaves obovate to oblong, impressed-veined and
usually rather dull above, mostly pubescent beneath particularly along the

I

veins, acute or acuminate at the apex, sharply cuneate at the base, serrate,

doubly serrate, or slightly lobed, but nearly entire loicard the base, subcoria-
ceous ; petioles 1-2 cm. long, slightly winged above; corymbs many-flowered ;

calyx-lobes lanceolate-acuminate, entire or sometimes glandular-margined;
stamens 10-20 ; styles 2-5 ; fruit green, yellow, or red ; flesh hard, thick ;

calyx usually flattened ; nutlets 2-5, ridged on the back ; flat-topped trees,
3-10 m. high, with grayish-brown bark; spines straight, 2-7 cm. long.

\

r.

uit ellipsoidal, glabrous ;
nutlets usually 3^4.

Leaves brig-lit yellow-green above ;
nest of nutlets longer than thick . 7. C. pausiaca.

Leaves dull gray-green above ;
nest of nutlets about as long as thick . 8. C. punctata.

Fruit globose, glabrous or pubescent ; calyx somewhat prominent ;
nutlets 4-5.

Fruit glabrous, green to scarlet
;
Canadian 9. C. suborbicwlata.

Fruit villous, red
;
southern 10. C. collina.

7. C. pausiaca Ashe. Leaves oblanceolate-obovate, 3-6 cm. long, 1.5-4 cm.

wide, dark vivid yellow-green and glabrous above ; corymbs pubescent ;
flowers

1.2-1.5 cm. wide; calyx glabrous, its lobes slightly pubescent inside; stamens

10-15; anthers dark pink; fruit ellipsoidal-pyriform, about 8 mm. thick, dull

brick-red; flesh greenish-yellow; nutlets usually 3, 7-10 mm. long; nest of

nutlets 6-10 mm. thick. Abundant in Pa. Intermediate between C. Crus-

galli and C. punctata, and to be expected wherever these two species are found.
Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

8. C. punctata Jacq. Leaves 2-8 cm. long, 1-5 cm. broad, dull gray-green
nd strongly impressed-veined above; corymbs tomentose

;
flowers about 2 cm.
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770. C. pnnctata.

broad; ciihj.i'-t nhc pubescent, its lobes less so; stamens usually about 20; an-

thers white to pink; fruit yellow (var. AI'KEA Ait.) or red (var. uriiKA Ait.),
1.2-2.5 cm. thick

;
nutlets usually 3-4. 8-9 mm. long; nest of nutlets 8-10 mm.

thick. Falls of Montmorency, Que., to s. e. Minn., s. (through w. N. E.) to 1'a..

n. 111., and la., and along the mts. to n. <ia.;

ascending in N. C. to about 1800 m. Fl.

May, June
;

fr. Oct. FIG. 770. Var.
< AM'.SCKNS Britton is a more canescent
form occasionally seen.

9. C. suborbiculata Sarg. Leaves omte-

orbicular, 2-7 cm. long, 2-6 cm. wide,

membranaceous, dull dark green above, <jl<t-

brous ; petioles winged above, glandular;
corymbs glabrous; flowers about 2 cm.
broad

; calyx-lobes slightly glandular-mar-
gined ;

stamens about 20
;

anthers rose-

colored
; styles 4-5

; fruit globose or com-

pressed-globose, 1-1.5 cm. thick, dull green
to scarlet; calyx somewhat prominent;
flesh yellow, containing commonly 5 nut lets

(6-7. 5 mm. long); nest of nutlets 8-10 mm.
thick. Limestone ridges in the region of

Montreal. Fl. May, June
;

fr. Oct.

10. C. collina Chapm. Leaves obovate
to oval, 2-6 cm. long, 1.5-5 cm. wide, yellow-

green, somewhat pubescent when yonng;
petioles slightly pubescent, winged ; corymbs
and calyx pubescent; flowers 1.5-2 em.
wide

; calyx-lobes glabrous or slightly pu-
bescent inside. gl(uln]<n'-ciliate ; stamens

about 20
;
anthers yellow ; styles 3-5

; fruit globose or compressed-globose, dull

red, 9-12 mm. thick; calyx somewhat prominent; calyx-lobes persistent; flesh

yellow, dry ;
nutlets usually 5, 6-7 mm. long; nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick.

Common, s. w. Va. to centr. Ga. and n. Miss. Fl. May; fr. Oct.

Var. s6rdida (Sarg.) Egglestou. Corymbs rather few-flowered
; flmr,> r*

2.5-3.5 cm. broad; anthers pink ; nutlets 3-4. Occasional, s. e. Mo. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

Var. Lettermani (Sarg.) Eggleston. Stamens about 10; fruit subglobose or

pyriform, orange-red. Occasional, s. e. Mo. Fl. May; fr. Oct.

4. VfRIDES Beadle. Leaves oblong-ovate to oval, obtuse, acute, or acumi-
nate (often %-lobed) at the apex, cuneate at the b<ts<\ serrat( <>r do/i/>l>/ sir-

rate or lobed, dark green, shining, and glabrous above, paler and somewhat-

pubescent along the veins beneath, usually membranaceous ; petioles 1-3 on.

long, slightly winged above; corymbs few-many-flowered, glabrous; cl>j.r-
Inlies entire or slightly glandular-margined, trin<inl<ir t<> hmceolut, .,/rumi-

nate ; stamens 10-20; anthers yellow; styles 2-5; fruit <jl<ii,rnns. nJ,

snlxjlobose to elli/>soi<lol ; flesh hard; nutlet* :',-."> (2 in no. in. rl<l<je<l
<>

the back; trees or large shrubs, 6-11 m. high, icith ascending r nirl<j
erect branches, dark brown bark, and straight spines 2-5 cm. long.

Nutlets -J; 1'riiit lai-L'e. ^ !."> mm. thick ; lobes of the leaves m-natc . . 11. (''. Mnnj<trtttii.
Nutlets 3-5; fruit, small, :>-! mm. thick ; lobes dentate.

Fruit hriu'ht ivd. -lauenus, <', mm. tliick 12. <'. rh-i-li*.

Fruit dull dark red. tJ-'j mm. thick 13. C.niti>/,i.

11. C. Margarita Ashe. Leares 2-6 cm. long, 2-4 cm. wide, obtuse or acute
at the apex, crcndte-loltrd, slightly pubescent when young, ^labratc ; eorymlis
5-12-flowered, slightly pubescent at first; flowers 1.5-2 em. wide ; calyx-lobes

slightly pubescent inside; styles 1 '>
; fruit dull rnshj <jr<

< n to red, S-15 mm.
thick ; flesh yellow, dry and mealy ; nutlets usually 2, about ('. mm. long, about
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Clt^

:j

3 rum. thick
;
a tree, with a narrow open

crown, 4-8 m. high. (C. Brownii Brit-

ton ?) Woods and banks of streams, s.

Ont. to.centr. la., s. to centr. Pa., w. Va.,
and Mo. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

12. C. viridis L. Leaves 2-8 cm. long,
2-5 cm. wide, serrate ; flowers 1-1.5 cm.
wide

; calyx-lobes slightly pubescent in-

side
; styles 4-5

; fruit globose or de-

pressed-globose, bright red, glaucous, 4-6
mm. thick; nutlets usually 5, 3.5-5 mm.
long; nest of nutlets 3.5-5.5 mm. thick.

Moist soil of the lowlands, Chesapeake
City, Md. (Warff), Va. (Clayton) to Mo.,

to Fla. and Tex. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct.

13. C. nitida (Engelm.) Sarg. Leaves
cm. long, 2-6 cm. wide, coarsely ser-

rt<> ; corymbs many-flowered, 1.2-2 cm.
wide

; calyx-lobes lanceolate, acuminate
;

fruit globose to short-ellipsoidal, dark dull

red, 6-9 mm. thick ; flesh yellow, mealy ;

nutlets 3-5, 4.5-7 mm. long ;
nest of nut-

lets 5-7 mm. thick
;
tree sometimes 9 m.

high, with a broad crown. Rare, s. 111.

tos.e. Kan. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct. FIG. 771.

5. INTRICATAE Sarg. (BOYNTONIANAE Beadle; BILTMOREANAE Beadle.)
Leaves elliptic-ovate, acute and varying from attenuate to truncate, doubly
serrate or lobed (the teeth gland-tipped}, subcoriaceous, yellow-green,
bright above; petioles 1-3 cm.long, glandular, slightly winged above ; young
foliage usually yellow-green; corymbs 3-7-flowered; bracts very glandular,
deciduous ; calyx-lobes lanceolate-acuminate or acute, for the most part
strongly toothed toward the apex, often entire at the base; stamens about
10

;
anthers usually yellow ; styles 2-5

; fruit greenish or reddish-yellow to

reddish-brown, globose to pyriform, bluntly angular; calyx prominent, its

lobes reflexed; flesh of the fruit hard, thick; nutlets usually 3-4, strongly
ridged on the back ; irregularly topped shrubs or small trees, 1-8 m. high
(with occasional spines), preferring rocky woods and cliffs, more common
and typical in the southern mountains.

Foliage, corymbs, and fruit glabrous,
(.'alyx-lobes nearly entire

;
fruit globose, yellow-green ; nutlets 3-5; leaves

ovate or oval

Calyx-lobes serrate
;
nutlets usually 3 t.

Leaves ovate to oval
;
fruit globose, red-brown or orange-red .

Leaves elliptical-ovate ;
fruit usually pyriform, yellow-green, tinged with

red

Foliage and fruit pubescent ; corymbs villous.

Fruit globose : anthers yellow.
Mature fruit reddish-brown

;
nutlets 3-4

Mature fruit yellow ;
nutlets 4-5

Fruit pyriform, yellow ;
nutlets 3-4

;
anthers pink

771. C. nitida.

14. C. Boyntoni.

15. C. foetida.

16. C. apposita.

17. C. coccinea.
18. C. biltmoreana.
19. C. Stonei.

14. C. Boynt6ni Beadle. Leaves broadly ovate or oval, glabrous, 2-5 cm.

long, 2-5.5 cm. wide; corymbs glabrous; flowers about 2 cm. broad; calyx-
lobes entire, except near the apex ; styles 3-5

; fruit globose or depressed-glo-
bose, yellow-green, tinged with red, 1-1.5 cm. thick; nutlets 3-5, 6-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 7-9 mm. thick. In woods and on banks of streams, between
400 and 900 m. elevation, s. w. Va., N. Car., and Tenn. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

15. C. foetida Ashe. Leaves elliptical-ovate to oval, 4.5-7 cm. long, 4-6 cm.

wide, glabrous ; corymbs glabrous; flowers about 2 cm. wide
; styles 3-5; fruit

subglobose, 1-1.5 cm. thick, orange-red or red-brown; nutlets usually 3-4, 6-8
mm. long; nest of nutlets 6-9 mm. thick. (C. Baxteri Sarg.) Common,

Mass, to s. Ont., s. to Va. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct.

GR A Y ?
S M AM ' A L 3< )
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772. C. coccinea.

16. C. app6sita Sarg. Leaves elliptical-ovate, 2-7 cm. long, 1.5-5 cm. wide,
lobed (the lower pair of lobes often deeply cut}, glabrous ; corymbs and calyx

glabrous ;
flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide

; fruit pyriform to ellipsoidal, yellow-green,

tinged with red, about 1 cm. thick
;
the 3-4 nutlets 5-7 mm. long ;

nest of nut-

lets 6-8 mm. thick. (C. coccinea, var. viridis T. & G., in part ;
C. coccinea

Britton, not L.
;

C. intricata Sarg., not J.

Lange.) Rocky woods, s. w. Vt. and Mass.
to N. Y. and Va. Fl. May, June

;
fr. Oct.

Var. Bisse"llii (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves
more entire

;
anthers pink ;

fruit orange-red.
Ct.

17. C. coccinea L. Leaves rough-pubescent,
sometimes becoming very scabrous, 2-7 cm.

long, 1.5-5 cm. wide; corymbs and calyx vil-

lous; flowers about 2.5 cm. wide ; stamens
about 10

;
anthers light yellow ; fruit sub-

globose to ellipsoidal, pubescent, sometimes

becoming nearly glabrous, 8-10 mm. thick,

yellow-green, becoming dark reddish-brown
when fully ripe ;

nutlets usually 3-4, 5-7 mm.
long ;

nest of nutlets 6-8 mm. thick. ((7. coc-

cinea, var. viridis T. & G., in part ;
(7. intricata

J. Lange ; C. modesta Sarg. ;
(7. premora

Ashe.) Rocky woods, e. Mass. "to s. w. Vt.,
s. e. N. Y., w. Pa., and N. C. Fl. May, June

;

fr. Oct., Nov. FIG. 772.

18. C. biltmoreana Beadle. Leaves ovate-elliptical to broadly ovate, 2-9 cm.

long, 2-7 cm. wide, pubescent on both sides
; corymbs and calyx villous ; flowers

2-2.5 cm. wide; fruit globose to subglobose, 1.2-1.5 cm. thick, greenish-yellow,
yellow, or orange ; nutlets usually 4-5, 5-7 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 7-10 mm.
thick. Mountainous regions, Va. to N. C. and (?) Mo. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

19. C. St6nei Sarg. Leaves oblong to oblong-ovate, 7-8 cm. long, 4-6 cm.
wide, scabrate above, slightly villous along the veins beneath

; corymbs rillcnts;
flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide; calyx villous

;
anthers pink; fruit pyriform to short-

ellipsoidal, 1.2-1.4 cm. thick, light yellow or yellow-green tinged with red,

slightly villous; the 3-4 nutlets 6-8 mm. long ;
nest of"nutlets 6-8 mm. thick.

(C. Peckii Sarg.) Centr. Mass, to Albany, N. Y. Fl. May, June
;

fr. Oct.

6. FLAVAE Loud. (EUFLAVAE Beadle.) Leaves short-obovate to spatula te,

membranaceous and together with the petioles and corymbs conspicuously
glandular; corymbs few-flowered; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate; fruit

usually soft, green, orange, or red, subglobose to ellipsoidal; calyx promi-
nent, its lobes reflexed; nutlets 3-5, ridged on the back; shrubs or aiimll

trees, 1-10 m. high, frequently with undulating or zigzag branches, ttnm-d

with straight spines 2-6 cm. long. A group very abundant both in species
and individuals south of our range'.

20. C. aprica Beadle. Leaves obovate, rhombic-ovate, or orbi<-ul<tr, 1.5-5 cm.

long, 1.5 cm. wide, slightly pubescent, becoming very glabrous, acute at the

apex, abruptly cuneate or rounded at the base,
dentate, crenate-dentate, or lobed above the middle,
dark vrllnw-groen ; petioles 7-20 mm. long, wing-
niargined ; corymbs %-ft-flowewd, pubescent; sta-

mens 10
;
anthers yellow"; fruit f/lohoae, i>-14 linn.

thick, red or orange-red ;
nutlets about 7 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 8-8 mm. thick. " Sunny exposures
in the mountains," s. Va., w. N. C., e. Tenn., and
n. Ga. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept., Oct. FIG. 773.

C. FLAVA Ait. (described from English botani-
cal gardens) has oval to obovate glabrous leaves, 778. C.
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10 stamens, pink anthers, and pyriform yellow-green fruit.
in s. Va.

It should be sought

7. PARVIFOLIAE Loud. (UNIFLORAB Beadle.) Leaves rather small, spatu-
late, obovate, or oval, obtuse, rounded, or acute at the apex, cuneate at

the base, crenate, crenate-dentate, or serrate, subcoriaceous, shining above,
very pubescent when young, becoming scabrate above when mature ; petioles

very short, pubescent, winged ; corymbs tomentose, 1-6-flowered ; calyx-lobes

long and foliaceous, slightly pubescent, laciniate ; stamens about 20;
anthers white ; styles 5-7

; fruit pubescent, globose or pyriform, greenish-
yellow or red; calyx prominent, its lobes reflexed; flesh firm; nutlets

usually 5, often more; shrubs, 1-4 m. tall, armed with slender straight
often foliaceous spines 1-6 cm.

:

Leaves obovate or spatulate, usually obtuse ; corymbs 1-3-flowered
ves ovate, usually acute

; corymbs 3-6-flowered
21. C. tomentosa.
22. C. Vailiae.

21. C. tomentdsa L. Leaves obovate to spatulate, obtuse or rounded at
e apex, 1.5-4 cm. long, 1-3 cm. wide, crenate

; corymbs l-3-flowered, flowers
1-1.5 cm. wide; fruit subglobose, 1-1.5 cm. thick, yellow-green; nutlets 7-9
m. long, grooved on the back

;
nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. (C. uniflora

Muench.
;

C. parvifolia Ait.) Sandy soil, L. I. to

Fla., w. Ky., Mo., and centr. Tex. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct.

FIG. 774. Var. SM^THIX (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves
serrate; fruit red. Near Philadelphia. Fl. May;
fr. Sept.

22. C. Vailiae Britton. Leaves 2-6.5 cm. long,
1-4.5 cm. wide, oval or ovate, acute at the apex,
cuneate at the base, crenate-serrate, often slightly
3-5-lobed

; petioles 4-10 mm. long ; corymbs 3-6-

flowered; flowers 1-1.5 cm. wide; fruit globose,
8-10 mm. thick, reddish-brown; nutlets 5-6 mm.
long ;

nest of nutlets 7-8 mm. thick. Va. to n. w.
Ga.

; Greensboro, Ala.

8. ROTUNDIF6LIAE Eggleston. (COCCINEAE
Sarg.) Leaves elliptical-ovate to orbicular,

doubly serrate or lobed, subcoriaceous, dark

yellow-green and shining above ; petioles glandu-
lar, slightly winged above, 1-5 cm. long ; young
foliage usually yellow-green ; corymbs many-
flowered ; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate, usually

lanceolate-acuminate; stamens 5-20; anthers

usually yellow ; styles 2-5
; fruit depressed-glo-

bose to short-ovoid, red ; flesh soft ; calyx-lobes

reflexed ; nutlets usually 3-4, ridged on the back ;

T74 C tomentosa round-topped shrubs and trees, 3-10 m. high,
with numerous curved spines (2-7 cm. long").

Leaves elliptic-ovate, sharply cuneate, deeply-incised
Leaves ovate-orbicular, broadly cuneate or truncate at base.

Calyx prominent ;
fruit subglobose ....

Calyx obscure.

23. C. columbiana.

24. C. Macauleyae.

Fruit pyriform, yellow-red 25. C. Oakesiana.
Fruit globose, red.

Fruit angular in cross-section.
Fruit glabrous ; flowers 2-2.5 cm. wide

; leaves slightly lobed . . 26. C. Jackii.
Fruit pubescent ;

flowers about 1.5 cm. wide
; leaves sharply lobed . 27. C. irrasa.

Fruit round in cross-section.
Nest of nutlets shorter than thick

;
fruit about 1 cm. thick, dark

red
; leaves 3-6 cm. wide

;
anthers yellow 28. C. rotundifolia.

Nest of nutlets longer than thick ; fruit about 1.5 cm. thick, carmine-
red

;
leaves 4-S cm. wide

;
anthers pink 29. C. Jonesae.

23. C. columbiana Howell. Leaves cuneate-obovate or oblong, 2-6 cm. long,
1-5 cm. wide, incisely 5-9-lobed above the middle, acute to acuminate, sparingly
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villous
; corymbs slightly villous; flowers about 1."* cm. broad

; calyx glabrous,
its lobes triangular-acuminate, slightly villous inside, often red-tipped ;

stamens
about 10; styles 2-5; fruit scarlet, short-pyriform, 8-12 mm. long ; calyx-
Jobes persistent; flesh glutinous; nutlets usually 3-4, 0-8 mm. long; nest
of nutlets 6-7 mm. thick. Columbia R. and tributaries, e. of Cascade Mts.

Fl. May; fr. Aug., Sept. Var. FH-KHI (Britton) Eggleston. Leaves more pubes-
cent

; corymbs varying from slightly to densely pubescent ;
fruit pubescent.

With the typical form westward, but extending e. to s. Minn, and L. Superior.
Var. Brunetiana (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves often ovate, 2-0 cm. long, 2-8

cm. wide; corymbs slightly pubescent; calyx-lobes lanceolate-acuminate.
Nfd. to L. Superior., s. to N. S. and centr. Me. Fl. June

;
fr. Sept,

x? C. laurentiana Sarg. Similar to var. Piperi, but usually with 4-5 nutlets

with occasional shallow pits on their ventral faces. A possible hybrid, occurring
near Montreal.

24. C. Macauleyae Sarg. Leaves ovate or oval, 4-6 cm. long, 3.5") cm.

wide, acute, abruptly cuneate or rounded at the base, membra nacrous, glabrous,
dull dark green ; corymbs glabrous; flowers 1.6-1.8 cm. broad

; calyx glabrous,
its lobes pubescent inside

;
stamens about 20

;
anthers small, yellow ; styles 4-">

;

fruit subglobose to short-ellipsoidal, dark crimson, 1-1.2 cm. thick ; ',////./ t
, routi-

nent ; flesh thin, yellow, dry ;
the 4-5 nutlets 7-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 7-8
mm. thick. Occasional, w. N. Y. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.

25. C. Oakesiana Eggleston. Leaves ovate to broadly ovate, acute or acumi-

nate, gradually or abruptly cuneate, slightly pubescent above, becoming glabrate,
3-7 cm. long, 3-6 cm. wide, doubly serrate toward the apex; corymbs slightly

villous; flowers about 2 cm. wide; calyx villous, its lobes glabrous outside,

slightly villous inside; stamens about 20; anthers yellow; styles 3 ~: fruit

pyriform-ellipsoidal, slightly angular, yellowish-red, about 1 cm. thick
; sepals

deciduous; flesh soft, mealy, light yellow; the 3-5 nutlets 6-7 mm. long-
nest of nutlets 7-8 mm. thick. Valley of the Connecticut, n. e. Vt. Fl.

May ;
fr. Aug., Sept.

26. C. Jackii Sarg. Leaves ovate-orbicular to obovate, 3-6 cm. long, 2. ">-">

cm. wide, acute, cuneate to rounded at base, dull dark green above, slightly

pubescent, glabrate ; corymbs slightly villous
; flow-

ers 2-2.5 cm. wide ; calyx glabrous, its lobes sharply
glandular-serrate, slightly pubescent inside

;
stamens

5-10 ;
anthers yellow ; styles 2-3; fruit ovoid-ellip-

soidal, 1-1.5 cm. thick, dull dnrfr red. prominently
angled ; flesh thick, reddish

;
the 2-3 nutlets 7-0 mm.

long ;
nest of nutlets 0-10 mm. thick. (('. mtnn-

data Sarg.) Isle of Montreal to s. Out. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept.
27. C. irrasa Sarg. Leaves ovate to elliptical,

acute, broadly cuneate, or truncate at base, u-ith

4-0 pairs of acute lobes, 3-6 cm. long, 3-0 cm. wide,
membranaceous, slightly pubescent, becoming gla-
brous above, pubescent beneath, particularly along
the veins

; corymbs slightly villous
; flov<-r* about

1.r> cm. wide; calyx villous. its lobes slightly villous

inside ; stamens about 2<> ; styles :!-;")
;

fruit sub-

globose to short-ellipsoidal, slightly angled, sparingly

pubegctnt, dull red, about 1 era. thick, with persistent

calyx-lobes and reddish tlesh ; the 3-5 nutlet* -S

mm. long; nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. Isle of

Montreal and Montmorency Falls, Que. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept.

Corymbs more villous ; fruit scarlet ; nutlets usually

775. C. rotumlifulia.

Var. div6rgens Peck.
:'.. NVar Albany, N. Y.

Var. Blanchardi (Sarg. 1 Eggleston. Corymbs and calyx more villous than in

ilie typical form; anthers pink ; fruit dark cherry -red. Deertield Valley. Vt.

28. C. rotundif61ia Moeiich. Li-nri-n oi-nti'-url>icnf<n- or obovate. :', -" cm.
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r
low

long, 2-6 cm. wide, acute, broadly cuneate, doubly serrate with rather coarse
teeth and with 3-4 pairs of acute Jobes, glabrous ; corymbs glabrous or slightly
pubescent; flowers about 2 cm. wide; calyx-lobes slightly villous inside; sta-

mens 5-10
; styles 2-4

;
fruit 1 cm. thick, red

;
flesh yellow, dry," sweet ; nutlets

usually 2-3, 6-7 mm. long ;
nest of nutlets 7-9 mm. thick. (C. glandulosa Ait.

;

C. coccinea, var. rotundifoUa Sarg. ;
C. Dodgei Ashe.) N. IS. to s. Minn., s. to

n. 111., and in the AJleghenies to Va. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept. FIG. 775.

Var. Bicknllii Eggleston. Leaves somewhat sharply lobed toward the apex ;

calyx-lobes long, laciniate, persistent on the fruit
;
nutlets usually 4-5. Nan-

tucket I., Mass. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept.

Var. Fax6ni (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves, corymbs, and fruit pubescent. (C.
cinea Linnean herbarium, in part.) Completely intergrading with the

pical form and of the same range. Fr. Aug., Sept.
Var. chrysocarpa (Ashe) Eggleston. Leaves slightly smaller and fruit yel-

ovv-red
;
otherwise like the preceding variety. (<7. Sheridana Nelson.) Cook

Co., Minn. (MacMillan), to Col. and Assina.
29. C. Jonesae Sarg. Leaves elliptical-ovate, 4-10 cm. long, 3-8 cm. wide,

acute or obtuse, cuneate, glabrous except along the veins beneath, the lobes acute
and tips reflexed ; petioles slightly pubescent, 3-5 cm. long ; corymbs somewhat
villous; flowers about 2.5 cm. wide; calyx villous, its lobes linear, acuminate,
glabrous outside, slightly pubescent inside

;
stamens about 10

;
anthers large,

pink ; styles 2-3
; fruit short-ellipsoidal to pyriform, about 1.5 cm. thick, bright

carmine-red, slightly pubescent ;
flesh thick, yellow ; calyx-lobes long, ap-

pressed; nutlets usually 3, about 9 mm. long; nest of nutlets about 8 mm.
thick. Alt. Desert I. and adjacent coast to Falmouth, Me. (Chamberlain^.
Fl. June

;
fr. Oct.

9. MICROCARPAE Loud. Leaves spatulate to oblanceolate, 8-35 mm.
long, -1-20 mm. icide, acute or rounded and sometimes 3-5-lobed at the apex,
sharply cuneate into a winged petiole, crenate-serrate, dark green and

slightly villous along the veins above when young,
then glabrate, membranaceous; flowers in many-
flowered glabrous corymbs, about 1 cm. wide ; calyx-
lobes deltoid, entire; stamens about 20

;
anthers red;

styles 3-5
; fruit globose to snbglobose, red, 4-6 mm.

thick, with reflexed calyx-lobes and dry mealy flesh ;

nutlets 3-5, slightly ridged on the back, 3-4.5 mm.
long, bare at the apex; nest of nutlets 3.5-4.5 mm.
thick; shrub or small tree, 6-8 m. high; branches

upright and spreading ; bark grayish-brown, slightly

scaly ; twigs reddish-brown, glabrous ; thorns sparse,

straight, 3-4 cm. long.

776. C. spathulata.

30. C. spathulata Michx. The only species of the

section. Moist rich soil of the coastal region, Va. to

Fla. and Tex.
;
also s. Ark. and s. e. Okla. FIG. 776.

10. APIIFOLIAE Loud. Leaves broadly ovate to orbicular, 1-4 cm. long,
1-4 cm. wide, acute, slightly cordate to cuneate at the base, pinnately 5-7-

lobed, simply or doubly serrate, pilose above when young, often glabrate,

pilose beneath, especially along the veins, membranaceous; petioles 2.5-5

cm. long, tomentose ; flowers about 1.5 cm. wide, in 3-Y2-flowered villous

corymbs; calyx-l<>b<'K lanceolate, acuminate, serrate, glabrous outside,

slightly pubescent inside ; stamens about 20
;
anthers dark red ; styles 1-3

;

fruit ellipsoid or ovoid, 4-7 mm. long, scarlet, slightly pubescent with reflexed

calyx-lobes and thin firm flesh; nutlets commonly 2, 5-6.5?wm. long, smooth
on the back, bare at the apex; nest 3-3.5 mm. thick, with no sinus between
the nutlets; shrubs or small trees, 2-6 m. high, with nearly horizontal

branches and smooth gray bark; twigs light red, long-tomentose but gla-

brate; thorns few, chestnut-brown. 2.5-4 cm. long, straight.
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31. C. Marshallii Eggleston. The only species
of the section. (Mespilus apiifolia Marsh.

;
C. (ij>ii-

folia Michx., not Medic.) Along streams and
about swamps in the lowlands, s. Va. to Fla., w. to

Mo. and Tex. FIG. 777.

11. TENUIF6LIAE Sarg. leaves ovate, serrate,

doubly serrate, or lobed, acute or acuminate,
slightly villous Imt gldbrate, dark yellow-green
above, paler beneath ; petioles slender, 1.5-3 cm.

long; young foliage usually bronze-green;
corymbs many-flowered; calyx-lobes lanceolate-

fffaffib

^^^^ acuminate, usually entire (often glandular-
NH* \V ijf margined), slightly pubescent inside; stamens

5-20
;
anthers usually pink ; styles 2-5

; fruit

ellipsoidal, ovoid, or pyriform, red, glabrous,
with rather persistent erect or spreading calyx-
lobes and succulent edible flesh ; nutlets usually

3-4, strongly ridged on the back; shrubs or small trees, 2-7 m. high, u-ith

ascending branches and strong curved spines 2-7 cm. long. This section

is the most troublesome of any in our range, specific lines being here

particularly hard to draw.

Fruit ellipsoidal, ovoid, or pyriform.
Calyx-lobes serrate.

Leaves broadly ovate, flabellate, the lobes reflexed 82. C. crudelis.
Leaves oblong-ovate, the lobes spreading or ascending . . . . 88. C. lucorum.

Calyx-lobes entire.

Fruit small, 6-9 mm. thick, with rather firm flesh
; leaves conspicuously

lobed .

Fruit large, 1-1.8 cm. thick, with soft flesh; leaves not conspicuously
lobed

Fruit compressed-globose or subglobose.
Lobes of the leaves reflexed

;
leaves flabellate

Lobes of the leaves spreading or ascending.
Terminal leaves cuneate or rounded at the base 87. ('. alnnrnm.
Terminal leaves cordate 88. C.pojm //on.

777. C. Marshallii.

84. C. roanensis.

85. C. macrosper

86. C. (initjdna.

32. C. crud&lis Sarg. Leaves ovate to broadly ovate, 3-7 cm. long, 2.5-6 cm.

broad, sharply lobed (the tips of the lobes often recurved}, broadly cuneate or

truncate, rarely cordate at the base, slightly villous above, becoming scabrate

or glabrate ; corymbs slightly villous at first; flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide; calyx-
tube and inside of the lobes slightly villous

;
stamens about 10

; styles 3-5
;
fruit

ellipsoidal, 8-12 mm. thick, scarlet or crimson
;
the 3-6 nutlets 6-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 6-8 mm. thick. (Mespilus flabellata Bosc, not C. flabellata

Heldreich; C. blandita Sarg.) Caughnawaga Reservation to Falls of Montmo-
rency, Que. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept.
33. C. luc&rum Sarg. Leaves oblong-ovate to broadly ovate, 3-6 cm. long,

2-6 cm. wide, acute or acuminate at the apex, broadly cuneate or rounded at

the base, finely and doubly serrate or lobed; corymbs slightly villous; flowers

about 2 cm. broad
; calyx glabrous except for a slight pubescence on the inner

surface of the lobes; stamens about 20; anthers small, deep pink ; styles -1 5 ;

fruit pyriform-ellipsoidal, crimson, 1.5-2 cm. long. Occasional, n. 111. and
s. e. Wise. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept.
Var. fnsolens (Sarg.) Eggleston. Styles 3-5

;
fruit ellipsoidal, scarlet, gla-

brous, 1-1.2 cm. long; flesh rather firm; nutlets usually 3-4, 6-7 mm. Ion- ;

nest of nutlets 6-7 mm. thick. Rare, n. e. Vt.

34. C. roan6nsis Ashe. Leaves ovate or oblong-ovate, 2.5-7 cm. long, 2-6

cm. wide, with 3-6 pairs of acuh usually strahjJit fnhi-a. the Ixtw broadly cuneate

to cordate; corymbs glabrous or slightly vllloofl; flowers about 1.5 cm. wide
;

calyx-lobes slightly villous inside
;
stamens 5-20. usually 5-10

; styles 2-5 ; fruit
7-9 mm. thick, '.'l:! mm. long, crimson; jl^h rutln r Jinn ; nutlets 6-8 mm.
long; nest of nutlets 6-7 mm. thick. (C. Jluvuttilis Sarg. ;

C. ascendens Sarg. ;
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778. C. macrosperraa.

C. uber Ashe.) Montreal to Wise., s. through w. N. E. to Pa., and in the mts.

(ascending to 1800 m.) to N. C. and Tenn. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept.

35. C. macrosperma Ashe. Leaves elliptical-ovate to broadly ovate, rounded
to truncate or rarely cordate at the base, 2.5-7 cm. long, 2-7 cm. wide, the lobes

acute; corymbs glabrous or slightly villous
;
flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide; stamens

5-10(-20) ; styles 2-5 ; fruit ellipsoidal or pyri-

form, 1-1.8 cm. thick, scarlet to crimson, often

glaucous ;
nutlets usually 3-4, 6-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 6-8 mm. thick. N. S. and n.

Me. to n. Mich, and s. e. Minn., s. to Pa.,
n. 111., and in the mts. to N. C. and Tenn. Fl.

May ;
fr. Sept. FIG. 778. Var. PENTANDRA

(Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves sharply cuneate at

the base. Vt. to Va. Var. DKMfssA (Sarg.)

Eggleston. Leaves and fruit smaller. Occa-

sional, w. N. E. to n. 111. and w. Va.
Var. pastbrum (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves

more nearly entire
;
fruit dark crimson. Low

grounds, w. N. E. and N. Y. Var. MAT^RA
(Sarg.) Eggleston. Lobes of the leaves acumi-

nate, often recurved. Range of the typical
form. Fr. Aug., Sept. Var. ACUT^LOBA (Sarg.)

Eggleston. Lobes of leaves acuminate, re-

curved
;
leaves of vegetative shoots often cor-

date. Coast of N. S. and N. E.
36. C. Grayana Eggleston. Leaves flagel-

late, 2.5-8 cm. long, 2-7 cm. wide, acuminate,

broadly cuneate to truncate at the base, slightly

pubescent above, glabrate, the lobes 4-6 pairs, often acuminate, their tips

recurved; corymbs slightly villous; flowers about 1.5 cm. wide; calyx-tube
villous below, the lobes glabrous outside, slightly villous within, somewhat
glandular-margined ;

stamens about 20
; styles 3-5

; fruit subglobose to short-

ellipsoidal, angular, dark cherry-red, with reflexed calyx-lobes and thick yellow
mealy flesh

;
nutlets usually 4-5, 6-7.5 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 6-7 mm. thick,

strongly ridged on the back. (C. flabellata Sarg., not Mespilus flabellata Bosc.)
Montmorency Falls to Montreal, Que., w. N. E. and n. e. N. Y. Fl. May ;

fr. Aug., Sept.
37. C. alndrum Sarg. Leaves ovate, 3-7 cm. long, 2.5-6.5 cm. wide, broadly

cuneate to truncate
; corymbs glabrous; flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide

;
stamens about

20
; fruit subglobose, 1.2-1.5 cm. thick, slightly angular, dark cherry-red ;

flesh

yellow, acid
;
the 3-5 nutlets 7-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 8-9 mm. thick. (C.
Edsoni Sarg.) N. E. to s. Mich, and Pa. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept.
38. C. popiilnea Ashe. Leaves broadly ovate to elliptic-ovate, 2.5-6.5 cm.

long and wide, broadly cuneate to truncate at the base, those on vegetative shoots

usually cordate; corymbs glabrous; flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide; stamens 5-10;
styles 2-4; fruit globose to short-ellipsoidal, scarlet, 1-1.5 cm. thick, with ap-

pressed or spreading deciduous sepals and yellow flesh
;

nutlets usually 3-4,
7-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 7-8 mm. thick. (C. stolonifera Sarg.) Occa-

sional, s. Ont. to Pa. and Del. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept.

12. PRUINOSAE Sarg. (SILVICOLAE Beadle.) Leaves ovate, acute or acumi-
nate at the apex, broadly cuneate to truncate (occasionally cordate} at the

base, doubly serrate or lobed, membranaceous .to subcoriaceous, blue-green,

glabrous; petioles slightly glandular, 1-3 cm. long ; young foliage usually

bronze-green; corymbs many-flowered, glabrous; calyx-lobes deltoid-acu-

minate, often serrate at the base, glumaceous ; stamens 10-20; anthers

usually pink ; styles 3-5; fruit usually depressed-globose to short-ellipsoidal,

strongly angled, red, pruinose, with prominent spreading persistent calyx-
lobes and hard thick flesh ; nutlets usually 4-5, strongly ridged dorsally ;

nest of nutlets shorter than thick, with deep sinuses between the nutlets;
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shrubs or trees, 3-8 m. high, with irregular ffscending braiic/icx and imnn r-

ous curved chestnut-brown spines 3-6 cm. long. Kocky woods.

Fruit conspicuously angled, strongly pruinose.
Leaves usually cuneate 39.

Leaves cordate 40.

Fruit without conspicuous angles, slightly pruinose.
Leaves ovate, cuneate or cordate.

Leaves usually cordate 41. C. sifaicv/u .

Leaves usually cuneate.
I, <>l>es of leaves shallow, acute 42. C. beata.
Lobes of leaves deep, cominate . 4-. C. leiophylla.

Leaves elliptic-ovate, cuneate 44. C. Jvxnj>i.

30. C. pruinbsa (Wendl.) C. Koch. Leaves elliptic-ovate to broadly ovate,
2.5-6 cm. long and wide, membranaceous ; flowers about 2 cm. wide; stamens

about 20
;
anthers pink, rarely yellow ; fruit

apple-green, bertmiing warlct or purple, 1.2-

1.5 cm. thick; flesh yellow, sweet
;

nutlets

6-8 mm. long ;
nest of nutlets 8-0 mm. thick.

Common, w. N. E. to s. Wise., Mo., A'a.,

and s. in the mts. Fl. May; fr. Oct., Nov.
FIG. 779. Forma DfssosA (Sarg.) Eggleston.
Stamens 10. With the typical form.

Var. Iatis6pala (Ashe) Eggleston. Leaves
more nearly entire

;
fruit reddish-brown.

(C. cognata Sarg.) With the typical form.
Var. PHILADELPHIA (Sarg.) Eggleston.
Leaves with more acuminate lobes, those on

vegetative shoots usually cordate. (C.fusca
Sarg.) Range of typical form.

Var. conjiincta (Sarg.) Eggleston. Fruit
less angular and not highly colored

;
anthers

light yellow. Kange of typical form.
Var. Ported (Uritton) Eggleston. Fruit

pyriforin, reddish-brown. Pocono Mt. and

adjacent region, e. Pa.

40. C. deltoides Ashe. Leaves broadly
ovate, 3-7 cm. long and broad, abruptly
acuminate at the apex, cnrdntf or truncate

at the base, with 4-6 pairs of broad acumi-
nate lobe*; flowers about 2 cm. broad;

stamens about 10
; fruit depressed-globose, bright red, 1-1.5 cm. thick ; flesh

yellow ;
nutlets 6-7 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. Dutchess Co.,
N. Y., and e. Pa. Fl. May ;

fr. Oct.
41. C. silvicola Beadle. Leaves triangular-ovate, 2-7 cm. long, 2-6 cm. wide,

rounded, truncate, or on vegetative shoots cordate at the base, incisely lobed
;

flowers about 1.5 cm. wide; stamens 10
; fruit globose, 1-1.1 cm. thick, slit/filly

angular, red; the 3-5 nutlets 6-8 mm. long; nest of nutlets 7-8 nun. thick.

N. Ala. and n. w. Ga.
Var. Beckwithae (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves sharply lobed

;
ilo\\ers about 2

cm. wide; fruit subglobose to compressed-globose, cherry red. 1.2-1."> cm.
thick

;
nutlets 6-8 nun. Ion- : not of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. (C. Rol>binni<iini

Saixr
. :

'
'. xn/mis Ashe.) Frequent, w. N. E. to s. Mich., and s. to Pa. Fl.

May : fr. Dot
-t_. C. beata Sarg. Leaves 3-8 cm. lonu. 2..V-7 cm. wide, broadly cuneate

to truncate at the base, aciiti-ly lob,- t l. niembranaceous. dull ; [lowers about 2 cm.
wide; stamens about 20; fruit xlmrt-clli/ixniditl, slightly angular, crimson,
xfifllitl;/ /iriiinose, 1-1.6 cm. thick

;
the 4 - "> nutlets <>--S mm. loni: ;

nest of nutlets

O-'ll mm. thick. Occasional, w. N. V. and s. Out. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct.

Var. c6mpta (S;iru.) E^leston. Leaves on vegetative shoots sometimes
subcordate, sulicoriaceous ; (lowers about !.."> cm. wide; stamens 7-10

;
nutlets

3-4. Similar rang-. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct.

779. C. pruinosa.
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43. C. leiophylla Sarg. Leaves broadly ovate, 3-7 cm. long and wide, broadly
curieate to truncate at the base, subcoriaceous, dull, with 3-5 pairs of acuminate
spreading lobes; flowers about 2 cm. wide; stamens about 20

;
anthers yellow;

fruit pyriform-subglobose, 1.2-1.4 cm. thick, slightly angular, dark green, be-

coming bright red, slightly pruinose ;
flesh yellow ;

nutlets usually 4, 7-8 mm.
long ;

nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. Frequent, w. N. Y. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct.

Var. Maineana (Sarg.) Eggleston. Stamens about 10; anthers pink; fruit

globose, dark scarlet
;
nutlets 0-7 mm. long. Similar range. Fl. May ;

f r. Oct.
44. C. Jesupi Sarg. Leaves elliptic-ovate, 3.5-7 cm. long, 2-5.5 cm. wide,

broadly cuneate to truncate-cordate at the base, yellow-green above, with 4-5
pairs of acute lobes; flowers about 2 cm. wide

; calyx-lobes entire; stamens
about 10

;
anthers dark red; fruit short-ellipsoidal to pyriform, dark red, about

1 cm. thick, slightly angled, destitute of bloom when mature ; calyx-lobes
mostly deciduous

;
flesh yellow ;

nutlets usually 3-4, 6-8 mm. long ;
nest of

nutlets 7-9 mm. thick. Twin Mts., \V. Kutland, Vt.
;

e. Pa.; s. Mich.; s. w.
Wise.

13. COCCfNEAE Loud. (FLABELLATAE Sarg.) Leaves large, ovate (often
broadly so), simply or doubly serrate or lobed, membranaceous to subcoria-

ceous, when young bronze-green ; corymbs many-flowered ; calyx-lobes
lanceolate, acuminate, glandular-serrate ; stamens 5-20

;
anthers red;

styles 3-5 ; fruit usually red ami pubescent, subglobose, ellipsoidal, or

pyriform, with soft thick flesh and commonly persistent calyx-lobes; nutlets

usually 4-5, slightly ridged on the back; nest of nutlets usually with deep
sinuses; round-topped trees or shrubs, 3-10 m. high, with ascending
branches and curved spines 2-8 cm. long. In this section belongs C. coc-
cinea Mill.

;
T. & G.

t yellow ;
western 45. C. Kelloggii.

Fruit red.

Leaves oblong-ovate
Leaves sharply lobed ; eastern.

Corymbs nearly glabrous 46. C. Holmesiana.
Corymbs vory pubescent 47. C. anomala.

Leaves subentire ; southwestern.

Corymbs and fruit very tomentose 48. C. lanuginosa.
Corymbs and fruit nearly glabrous 49. C. pyriformis.

Leaves broadly ovate.

Corymbs and fruit glabrous ;
stamens about 20 50. C. coccinioidfs.

Corymbs and fruit pubescent or tomentose.
Leaves on vegetative shoots cuneate.
Leaves concave, 3-8 cm. long, 3-7 cm. wide 51. C. Pringlei.
Leaves plane, 3-10 cm. long, 3-9 cm. wide 52. C. pedicellata.

Leaves on vegetative shoots cordate 53. C. polita.

45. C. Kell6ggii Sarg. Leaves broadly ovate to suborbicular, 3-7 cm. long,
2.5-7 cm. wide, rounded at the apex, broadly cuneate or truncate at the base,
lobed above the middle, dark yellow-green, slightly pubescent but glabrate
above, pubescent along the veins beneath

; petioles 2-3 cm. long, slender, villous
when young; corymbs pubescent; flowers about 1.6 cm. wide; calyx slightly
pubescent, its lobes glabrous on the outer surface, slightly villous within

;

stamens about 20
; styles 5

; fruit subglobose to short-ovoid, bright yellow,
2-2.5 cm. thick, with spreading calyx-lobes and yellow mealy flesh

;
nutlets 5,

slightly grooved on the back, about 8 mm. long ;
nest of nutlets 9-10 mm. thick

;

tree 0-8 m. high, with nearly erect branches, dark furrowed bark, and occa-

sionally straight chestnut-brown spines about 3 cm. long. St. Louis, Mo.,
uncommon. Fl. Apr.; fr. Sept.

46. C. Holmesiana Ashe. Leaves elliptic-ovate, 2.5-9 cm. long, 2-6 cm.
wide, membranaceous, acute or acuminate at the apex, cuneate at the base,
pubescent at length scabrous above, pubescent along the veins beneath, the
4-6 pairs of acute or acuminate lobes often with reflexed tips; petioles 2-3 cm.
long, slightly pubescent ; corymbs glabrous or slightly pubescent ; flowers about
1.5 cm. wide ; stamens 5-10

; styles 3-5
; fruit pyriform to ellipsoidal, crimson,

about 1.2 cm. thick, with enlarged erect persistent calyx-lobe* and yellow mealy
id flesh

; nutlets usually 3-4, 7-9 mm. long ;
nest of nutlets 6-8 mm. thick

;
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sinuses shallow ; tree sometimes 9 m. high, with ascending branches, gray-brown

scaly bark, and occasional spines 4-6 cm. long. Moist hillsides, Montreal,
centr. Me., R. I., Pa., s. Mich., and s. in the nits, to s. N. C. Fl. May ;

fr. Aug.,
Sept. The form occurring from Pa. southw., var. V/LLIPES Ashe (C. tenuifolia

Britton), has the corymbs more pubescent.
47. C. an6mala Sarg. Leaves oblong to ovate, 3-9 cm. long, 2-8 cm. wide,

acute at the apex, broadly cuneate to truncate at base, acutely lob<-<l, slightly

pubescent becoming scabrous above, densely villous along the veins beneath,
yellow-green ; petioles pubescent, 1-2 cm. long ; corymbs and calyx villous, the
inside of the calyx-lobes but slightly so

;
flowers about 1.5 cm. wide

;
stamens

about 10
; styles 4-5

; fruit pyriform- ellipsoidal, 1.5-2 cm. thick, crimson, with

prominent calyx, persistent spreading slightly pubescent calyx-lobes and light

yellow juicy flesh
;

nutlets 7-9.5 mm. long ;
nest of nutlets 8-9 mm. thick.

(C. oblongifolia Sarg.) Montreal I. to centr. Me., North Adams, Mass., and

Albany, N. Y. Fl. May ;
fr. Oct.

48. C. lanuginbsa Sarg. Leaves ovate to suborbicular, 2.5-7 cm. long, 2-6
cm. wide, acute at the apex, broadly cuneate to truncate at the base, coarsely
and doubly serrate, appressed-pubescent becoming scabrous above, densely
white-tomentose beneath ; petioles 5-25 mm. long, tomentose

; corymbs white-

tomentose; flowers about 2 cm. wide; calyx densely white-tomentose, its lobes

ovate-lanceolate, acute
;
stamens about 20

; styles 5
; fruit subglobose to short-

ellipsoidal, about 1.5 cm. thick, bright cherry-red, tomentose, with prominent
calyx, spreading calyx-lobes, and orange dry and mealy flesh

;
nutlets 5, 6-8 mm.

long ;
nest of nutlets 8-11 mm. thick

;
tree with spreading and erect branches,

armed with many straight thorns 3-9 cm. long, the young thorns often nn/r-

ing undeveloped leaves. Common near Webb City, s. w. Mo. Fl. May;
fr. Sept.

49. C. pyrif6rmis Britton. Leaves broadly oval to obovate-oval, 3-7 cm.

long, 2-6 cm. broad, obtuse at the apex, cuneate at the base, sharply and some-
times doubly serrate, slightly pubescent
but glabrate above, pubescent especially

along the veins beneath, yellow-green,
membranaceous ; petioles 1-3 cm. long,

winged above, tomentose to scabrous
;

corymbs villous
; flowers about 2.5 cm.

broad; calyx villous, the lobes slightly

pubescent ;
stamens about 20

; styles 4-5 ;

fruit ellipsoidal-pyriform, about 1.2 cm.

thick, bright cherry-red, with reflexed

calyx-lobes and light yellow juicy flesh
;

nutlets ear-shaped, about 8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets about 1 cm. thick. (C.
dispessa Ashe.) Rich bottom lands,
s. e. Mo. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept.
50. C. coccinioides Ashe. Leaves

broadly ovate, acute at the apex, rounded
or truncate at the base, doubly serrate

and with several pairs of broad a^ntc

lobes, 4-9 cm. long, 3.5-8 cm. \vide, dark

green above, paler and slightly tonien-

tose along the veins beneath, m^inbrana-
VM//X; petioles glandular, 2-3 cm. long:

corymbs 5-7 -flowered, glabrous ;
flowers

about 2 cm. wide; calyx-lobes ovate,

acute, glandular-serrate; stamens about
20 ; styles .'5-5 ; fruit subglobose, oblnm hj

1.5-2 cm. thick, dark crimson, with prominent nili/s, spreading sepals,

780. C. cnccinloides.

and sul.aeid red-tinged flesh : nntl,-t* usually -4-5, 7-9 nun. long, 4.6-6.6 mm,
thick, grooved on the back. (C. /;>/</< rtii Urit ton.) Occasional, s. w. Ind. to
e, Kan. FIG. 780.
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Var. dilatata (Sarg.) Eggleston. Corymbs 7-12-flowered
;

flowers about
2.5 cm. broad

;
fruit with less prominent calyx, the calyx-lobes more deciduous.

(<7. speciosa Sarg.) Montreal I. to R. I., and w. to Mo. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept.

51. C. Pringlei Sarg. Leaves concave, ovate to oval, 3-8 cm. long, 2.5-7 cm.

wide, obtuse at the apex, rounded or abruptly cuneate at the base, very shallowly
lobed, pubescent but glabrate above, pubescent along the veins beneath, bright

yellow-green; petioles 1-3 cm. long, pubescent; corymbs pubescent; flowers
about 2 cm. wide

;
stamens about 10

; styles 3-5
;
fruit short-ellipsoidal to pyri-

form, red, pubescent, about 1.5 cm. thick, with persistent spreading calyx-lobes
and yellow acid edible flesh; nutlets 7-9 mm. long; nest of nutlets 7-9 mm.
thick. Common, w. N. E. to n. 111., s. to Pa. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept. Var. EX-
CLUSA (Sarg.) Kggleston. Leaves less concave

; corymbs densely pubescent.
Vt. and n. e. N. Y. Var. LOBULATA (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves more deeply
cut. (C. cristata Ashe.) With the typical form.

52. C. pedicellata Sarg. Leaves broadly ovate, 3-10 cm. long, 3-9 cm. wide,
acute or acuminate at the apex, broadly cuneate to truncate at base, slightly

pubescent becoming scabrous above, nearly glabrous beneath, membranaceous
;

corymbs glabrous or slightly villous
;
flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide

; calyx glabrous,
its lobes slightly villous on the upper side

;
stamens 10-20

; styles 3-5
; fruit

pyriform to short-ellipsoidal, scarlet, glabrous, 1.5-2 cm. thick, with rather per-
sistent erect or spreading calyx-lobes and dry mealy flesh

;
nutlets usually 4-5,

7-8 mm. long ;
nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. Frequent, s. Ct. to s. Ont. and

n. 111., s. to Pa. and Del. Fl. May; fr. Sept. Var. ELLWANGERIANA (Sarg.)

Eggleston has densely villous corymbs, fruits slightly villous, and nutlets 3-5.

Similar range.
53. C. polita Sarg. Leaves broadly ovate to oblong-ovate, cordate, truncate,

or broadly cuneate at the base, 3-9 cm. long and wide, membranaceous, gla-
brous wheu mature, yellow-green; corymbs glabrous; flowers 1.5-2 cm. wide;
calyx glabrous, its lobes slightly pubescent above

;
stamens 5-10

; styles 3-4
;

fruit subglobose to short-ellipsoidal-pyriform, glabrous, cherry-red, 1-1.5 cm.

thick, with deciduous calyx-lobes; nutlets sharply ridged on the back, 6-8 mm.
long; nest of nutlets 6-8 mm. thick. Occasional, w. N. E. to s. Mich., s. to

Del. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept. Var. TATNALLIANA (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves

slightly pubescent ; corymbs, calyx, and fruit villous
;
nutlets 3-5. With the

typical form.

14. M6LLES Sarg. Leaves large, ovate, pubescent or tomentose becoming
scabrate above, acute at the apex, broadly cuneate to cordate at base, doubly
serrate or lobed, yellow-green, subcoriaceous or membranaceous ; petioles
2-4 cm. long, pubescent oV tomentose ; young foliage yellow-green ; corymbs
many-flowered, densely tomentose ; calyx-lobes glandular- serrate, somewhat

tomentose; stamens 10-20; anthers yellow; styles 3-5; fruit large, red,

pubescent, globose, ellipsoidal, or pyriform, with swollen erect or spreading
calyx-lobes and thick soft edible flesh ; nutlets usually 4-5, slightly ridged
on the back ; nest of nutlets with deep sinuses ; round-topped trees, some-
times 13 m. high, with curved spines 3^5 cm. long.

Leaves on vegetative shoots cuneate at the base.
Lobes of the leaves? shallow, broad, acuminate

;
Mass, and Ct. . . 54. C. Arnoldiana.

Lobes deep, narrow, acute.
Fruit globose or nearly so

; calyx rather prominent ;
leaves subcori-

aceous 55. C. canadensis.
Fruit ellipsoidal-pyriform ; calyx obscure ;

leaves membranaceous . 56. C. submollis.
Leaves on the vegetative shoots cordate.
Leaves 4-13 cm. long, 4-10 cm. wide, rugose, membranaceous ; western 57. C. mollis.

Leaves 3-11 cm. long, 3-9 cm. wide, plane, subcoriaceous ; Chainplain
Valley 58. G. champlainensis.

54. C. Arnoldiana Sarg. Leaves broadly ovate to oval, 3-10 cm. long, 2.5-

8.5cm. wide, broadly cuneate to truncate at the base, with broad shallow acu-

minate lobes; flowers about 2 cm. wide
;
stamens about 10

; fruit globose or

.bglobose, 1.5-2 cm. thick, bright crimson, with scarcely enlarged spreading
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781. C. Arnoldiana.

calyx-lobes ;
flesh yellow, acid

;
nutlets 8-9

cm. long ;
nest of nutlets 9-10 mm. thick.

Rare, e. Mass, and w. Ct. Fl. May ;
fr.

Aug. FIG. 781.

55. C. canadensis San:. Leaves ovate,

broadly cuneate to truncate at the base,

acutely lobed toward the apex, 3-8 cm. long,
2.5-7.5 cm. wide, subcoriaceous

;
flowers

about 2 cm. wide
;
stamens about 20

; fruit

short-ellipsoidal to subglobose, crimson,
1-1.5 cm. thick, with rather prominent calyx,

spreading persistent calyx-lobes and yellow

mealy flesh
;
nutlets usually 5, about 7 mm.

long ;
nest of nutlets 9-10 mm. thick.

Region of Montreal. Fl. May ; f r. Sept. ,
Oct.

56. C. subm611is Sarg. Leaves ovate.

broadly cuneate, acutely lobed, 4-11 cm.

long, 3-9 cm. wide, membranaceous, yellow-

green ;
flowers about '2.~> em. wide ; xtain<'iis

about 10; fruit short-ellipsoidal to /<////-

form, orange-red, 1.5-2 cm. thick, with

persistent calyx -find yellow subacid 11' -sh :

nutlets strongly ridged on the back, (i-8

mm. long ;
nest of nutlets 7-9 mm. thick.

Falls of Montmorency, Que. , to s. Ont.,

s. to Me., Mass., and Albany, N. Y. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept.

57. C. m611is (T. & G.) Scheele. Leaves broadly ovate, 4-1 :-J cm. long,
4-10 cm. wide, cordate to truncate at the base, slightly rugose, membranaceous,

densely tomentose below, with narrow acute lobes ; flowers about 2.5 cm. wide :

stamens about 20
; fruit short-ellipsoidal to subglobose, scarlet, 1.5-2.5 cm. thick.

with deciduous calyx-lobes and yellow flesh
;
nutlets usually 5, 7-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 9-10 mm. thick. (C. coccinea, var. T. & G.) Common, s. Out.

to e. S. Dak., e. Kan., and s. to Ky. Fl. May ;
fr. Aug., Sept.

Var. sfcra (Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves oblong-ovate ;
fruit pyriform-ellipsnidal,

dull dark red. Occasional, s. Ont., s. Mich., and n. 111. Fl. May ;
fr. < >ct.

. 58. C. champlain6nsis Sarg. Leaves 3-11 cm. long, 3-9 cm. wide, subcori-

aceous; stamens about 10; fruit short-ellipsoidal to pyrit'orm, bright scarlet ;

calyx rather prominent, its lobes spreading, persistent; nutlets strongly ridged
on the back, 7-8 mm. long ;

nest of nutlets 8-10 mm. thick. Montreal I., s.

through the Champlain Valley. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept., Oct.

15. CORDATAE Beadle. Leaves ovate-

triangular, simply or doubly serrate

(often conspicuously Z-5-lobed), acu-

minate at the apex, rounded to cordate
at the base, 2-8 cm. long and ~wi<i<\

bright green above, paler beneath, gla-
brous ; petioles 1.5-5 cm. long, slen<!< /

,

corymbs m<iii>/-jf<>n-< red, glabrous;
flowers (ibmit 1 fin. n-iii, ; calyx-lobes
deltoid, cntirr. /it</n'sct')tt on the mar-
gin ; st-iiiH'tix itb,,nt'20\ anthers pink;
Styles I') ; fruit il,-i>n:xs,;l-gln1nitte,

4-6 mm. t1ii<-k. smrfi-t. with deciduous

calys-lobi-s <i,/<l thin jinn jh-sh ; nut-

lets 5, 3-4 mm. lung, '2-'2J> mm. thick,
smooth <>n tin- Ixn-k ; iii>c.i- ourr; si-

nUB between tl niitl</* s/i<tl/<>n' ; shrubs nr simrlf trees. ;")-'. m. tall,

nnirhj <r<<-{ ni'iiin-lii's <t ml t/rayish-brown scaly bark ; tn-igs

thorns 2 "> on. long.

Ttt. 0. phaonopyram.
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59. C. phaenopyrum (L. f.) Medic. Only species of the section. (Mespilus
L. f. ; C. cordata Ait., not Mespilus cordata Mill.) Along streams in the

Appalachian Mts., Va. to n. Ga. and n. Ala.; s. 111., s. Mo., and n. w. Ark.;
naturalized northw. to e. Pa. and s. N. J. Fl. June

;
fr. Oct. FIG. 782.

16. AN6MALAE Sarg. Leaves elliptical to ovate, finely and doubly serrate

or lobed, acute at the apex, abruptly cuneate to rounded at the base, subcori-

aceous or membranaceous, bright green above, pubescent (particularly along
the veins beneath); petioles slightly winged above, 1-4 cm. long; corymbs
many-flowered ; calyx-lobes lanceolate, acuminate, glabrous outside, slightly

pubescent within, glandiuar-serrate ; stamens 5-20; anthers pink ; styles
2-5

; fruit subglobose to s.'iort-ellipsoidal, red, with reflexed calyx-lobes and
thin succulent or glutinous flesh; nutlets usually 2-4, commonly having a
shallow pit on the ventral face (a feature often lacking in individual nut-

lets}. Species appearing as if natural hybrids between the Macracanthae
and Tenuifoliae, but seeming now to be thoroughly established as species.

Many of the group are still in need of careful study.

Fruit and corymbs pubescent ; calyx-lobes sharply glandular-serrate . . 60. C. pertomentosa.
Fruit and corymbs glabrous ; calyx-lobes remotely glandular-serrate . .61. C. Brainerdi.

=

60. C. pertomentbsa Ashe. Leaves oblong to ovate, 8-7 cm. long, 2-6 cm.

ide, slightly villous but glabrate above, villous beneath particularly along the

veins, vivid dark green, subcoriaceous
; petioles about 1 cm. long, villous

;

corymbs and calyx densely villous ; flowers about 2 cm. wide
; calyx-lobes deeply

serrate ; stamens 10-15
; styles 2-3

; fruit globular or nearly so, cherry-red,
8-13 nun. thick, villous when young; flesh yellow, succulent, mealy; nutlets

2-3, 5-6.5 mm. long, 2.5-3 mm. thick. (C. campestris Britton. ) Rocky
barrens in the prairies, centr. la., w. Mo., and e. Kan. Fl. May ;

fr. Sept.
61. C. Brainrdi Sarg. Leaves ovate, acute or acuminate, 3-9 cm. long,

2-6 cm. wide, mcmbranaceous, glabrate; corymbs glabrous; flowers about 2

cm. wide
; calyx-lobes remotely glandular-serrate ;

stamens about 20
; styles

2-4
; fruit short-ellipsoidal to subglobose, about 1 cm. thick, cherry-red ;

flesh

yellow, mealy, succulent, acid
;
nutlets usually 3-4, 5-7 mm. long, 2.5-3.5 mm.

thick. ( C. /Schuettei Ashe.) N. E. to s. Wise., s. to Pa. and la. Var. SC\BRIDA

(Sarg.) Eggleston. Leaves oval to obovate, sharply cuneate, scabrate on the

upper surface, pale yellow-green ;
stamens 5-20. Range of typical form.

Var. Egglestbni (Sarg.) Robinson. Leaves oval to orbicular, dark green
and shining above, subcoriaceous ;

flesh of the fruit rather glutinous ;
nutlets

usually 2-3. N. S. and N. E. to Wise, and Pa. Var. Asi'ERiF6LiA (Sarg.)
Eggleston. Leaves oval, acute or acuminate, subcoriaceous, scabrate

;
stamens

10
;
fruit bright scarlet

;
flesh of the fruit rather firm. Range of typical form.

17. MACRACANTHAE Loud. (TOMENTOSAE Sarg.) Leaves rhombic-ellip-
tical, acute at the apex, cuneate at the base, doubly serrate with fine sharp
teeth, subcoriaceous to coriaceous, pubescent when young and at least along
the veins beneath at maturity; petioles slightly winged above, 1-2 cm. long ;

corymbs many-flowered, pubescent; calyx-lobes lanceolate, acuminate,
glandular-laciniate, villous; stamens 10-20

;
anthers pink ; styles 2-4 ; fruit

globose, short-ellipsoidal, or pyriform, red, with reflexed calyx-lobes and
thin glutinous mealy flesh ; nutlets usually 2-3, dorsally ridged and with a

deep pit on the ventral face; trees or shrubs, with ascending branches and
numerous curved spines 3-10 cm. long.

38 coriaceous, dark green and shining above ...... 62. C. macracantha.
ves thin, dull green, pubescent, and with impressed veins above.

Leaves 4-11 cm. long, 8-8 cm. wide; fruit and pits small; corymbs
many-flowered.......... . 63. C. Chapmani.

Leaves 2-7 cm. long, 1.5-5 cm. wide; fruit and pits large; corymbs 3-8-
flowered .......... . ". . 64. <

'

62. C. macracantha Lodd. Leaves rhombic-ovate to obovate, 3-8 cm. long,
2.5-6 cm. wide, coriaceous, dark green and shining above; corymbs slightly
villous

; flowers about 2 cm. wide ; stamens about 10
;
anthers large ; styles 2-4

;
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fruit subglobose, about 8 mm. thick, dark cherry-red, shining, villous
;
nutlets

usually 2-3, 5-7 mm. long, 2. 5-3.5 mm. thick. (C. coccinea, var. Dudley.)
N. S. (C. B. Robinson) to Minn., s. in the mts. to

Va. Fl. May ;
fr. Sept. FIG. 783. Var. RHOM-

BIF6LIA (Sarg.) Eggleston is a form with more
villous corymbs and smaller fruit. With the typi-
cal form. Var. OCCIDENT\LIS (Britton) Eggleston.
Leaves ovate to broadly oval, sometimes 8 cm.
wide. ( C. Colorado Ashe

;
C. coloradcnsis Nelson. )

Frequent, s. Man. to e. Kan., Col., and Ida.

Var. succulSnta (Schrad.) Eggleston. Stamens
about 20

;
fruit larger than in the typical form.

Occasional, with the typical form.

Var. neofluvialis (Ashe) Eggleston. Stamens

10-20; anthers small; fruit small. Occasional,
w. N. E. to Wise, and Pa.

,
and s. in the mts.

63. C. Chapmani (Beadle) Ashe. Leaves

rhombic-ovate, 4-11 cm. long, 3-8 cm. wide, acute
or acuminate, those on vegetative shoots obtuse
and more entire than the others, pubescent on both

sides, becoming scabrate above, subcoriaceous, dull

green ; petioles pubescent ; corymbs white-tomen-
tose

; flowers about 1.5 cm. wide ; stamens 10-20,

usually about 20
;
anthers small ; styles 2-4 ; fruit

globose or subglobose, 8-10 mm. long, bright red;
flesh yellow ;

nutlets usually 2-3, about 5 mm.
783. C. macracantha. long, 2.5 mm. thick, slightly ridged on the back.

(C. tomentosa, var. microcarpa Chapm. ;
C. tomen-

tosa, var. Chapmani Beadle.) Frequent, s. Ky. (C. L. Boynton) and Va. to n.

Ga. Fl. May ;
f r. Sept.

Var. Pluken&tii Eggleston. Fruit pyriform to ellipsoidal, 1-1.5 cm. long,

orange-red, villous
;

flesh yellow ;
nutlets usually 2-3, more strongly ridged

on the back, 5-7 mm. long, 2.5-3 mm. thick.

(C. leucophleos Moench? C. tomentosa of the

Linnean herbarium and auth., not of the Lin-
nean description.) Common, s. Ont. to w.
N. J., w. to s. Minn, and e. Kan.; and in the
mts. to Ga. Fl. June

;
fr. Sept.

64. C. missouriSnsis Ashe. Leaves ellipti-

cal-ovate, 2-7 cm. long, 1.5-5 cm. wide, sub-

coriaceous, simply or doubly serrate, rmujh
pubescent and shining above, pale-tomentose
beneath ; petioles 5 mm. long ; corymbs 3-8-

jlnn-i )'<'<!., densely white-tomentose
; flowers

1.2-1.5 cm. wide; stamens about 20; anthers

pink ; styles 3-5 ; fruit subglobose or pyriform,
about 1 cm. thick, bright red, slightly villous

;

fl">U sweet; nutlets 5.5-6.5 mm. long, with

hn'(ii- drrji i'its on the ventral faces
;

nest of

nutlets 6-7 mm. thick
;
thorns straight, slender,

4-7 cm. long. Uocky bluffs, s. Mo.; Tenn.

(Ashe). Fl. May; fr. Sept.

18. DOUGLASIANAE [Load.] Sarg. /.

i,r<it<' to obovatc, acute or obtuse at the

apex, cuneate at the base, doubly serrate

and lobed except near the base^ dark green ^ (
,

D,,ii"hMi

the JV///N). tjliibrons bflnir. siibcitrinc, 'nits ; petiolet Slightty H'hii(fil, pubi'sc, lit

<i,i'f i//ini(ln/i>r ; corymbs //l<i/>r<>i<s or m'r!y so ; tfoir, ,-s of,out \.'> cm. !'(<>>' ;
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calyx-lobes acute or acuminate, entire, villous above, tinged with red;
stamens 10-20; anthers light yellow ; styles 3-5

; fruit short-ellipsoidal,

black, 8-10 mm. thick; flesh yellow, sweet; nutlets 3-5, 5-6 mm. long,
2.5-3.5 mm. thick, ear-shaped, ridged on the dorsal and roughly pitted
on the ventral face ; trees or shrubs, 3-13 m. high, with ascending branches
and dark brown scaly bark ; twigs reddish ; thorns usually 1-2 cm. long.

Go. C. Douglasii Lindl. The only species of this section within our range.
(C. glandulosa, var. /3 brevispina Nutt.) Common on Keweenaw Peninsula,
Mich.; Michipicoten I., L. Superior; Thunder Bay I., L. Huron; and far

rthwestw. Fl. May ;
fr. Aug., Sept. FIG. 784.

9. COTONEASTER [Rupp.] Medic.

Calyx small, adherent to the 2-5 carpels, the 5 lobes short, persistent as teeth.

Styles free, stigmatic at the slightly enlarged summit. Carpels at maturity
bony, 1-seeded. Fruit small, berry-like, mealy. Much branched shrubs with
small alternate usually coriaceous and often evergreen leaves, and small white

cymose flowers. (Name New Latin implying resemblance to the quince.)
1. C. PYRACANTHA (L.) Spach. (FIRE THORN.) Shrub, armed with slender

spreading purple spines ;
leaves elliptic-oblanceolate, crenate-serrate, coriaceous,

3-6 cm. long; fruit globose, scarlet. (Pyracantha coccinea Roem.) Attrac-
tive shrub, used for formal hedges, etc., said to have escaped from cultivation

and become established in thickets, s. Pa., and southw. (Introd. from Eu.)

10. FRAGARIA [Tourn.] L. STRAWBERRY

Flowers nearly as in Potentilla, but in varying degrees polygamo-dioecious.
Styles deeply lateral. Receptacle in fruit much enlarged and conical, becoming
pulpy and scarlet, bearing the minute dry achenes scattered over its surface.

Stemless perennials, with runners, and with white cymose flowers on scapes.
Leaves radical

;
leaflets 3, obovate-wedge-form, coarsely serrate

; stipules coher-

ing with the base of the petioles, which with the scapes are usually hairy.

Flowering in spring and early summer. (Name from the fragrance of the fruit.)

*
Inflorescence umbelliform or a flatfish-topped cyme with subequal primary

branches ; calyx-lobes lanceolate, tending to be appressed or connivent about
the young fruit ; achenes inpi-ts of the pulpy receptacle.

1. F. virginiana Duchesne. Leaves, peduncles, and runners from a subsim-

ple caudex at the end of a simple thickish rhizome
;
leaflets of a firm slightly

coriaceous texture
;
the hairs of the villous (rarely glabrate) scapes subappressed

or widely spreading; pedicels silky. Moist rich woodlands, fields, etc.; com-
mon. The typical form is a rather slender plant with the hairs of the scape
loosely appressed or more or less spreading. A form with the pubescence gen-
erally more sparing, the hairs on the scapes being subappressed, is sometimes

distinguished. (F. canadensis Michx., in part.) Common northw. Another

scarcely separable form has the hairs on both scapes and petioles sparse and
subappressed. (F. terrae-novae Rydb.) Northeastw. and less frequent.

Var. illinoensis (Prince) Gray. Coarser and larger ; scapes and pedicels
tomentose with somewhat spreading to divaricate hairs. (F. illinoensis Prince

;

F. virginiana, var. Grayana Rydb.) Rich soil, w. N. Y. to Minn., and south-
westw.

*
Inflorescence soon irregular and somewhat raceme-like, the primary branches

of the cyme distinctly unequal; calyx-lobes lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate,

loosely spreading or reflexed, much shorter than the early exposed fruit ;

achenes superficial or nearly so, slightly smaller than in the preceding.

2. F. vesca L. Usually stoutish
;

leaflets rather deeply toothed, strongly
veined above

; pubescence of the petioles and stipe mostly wide-spreading, that
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of the pedicels apprised : receptacle broadly ovoid-conic or subglobose.
Dooryards, old fields, dry open woods, etc.; chiefly from X. E. to Pa., often a]'

pearing as if introduced, but apparently passing without sharp limit into (In-

following clearly indigenous vnr. ar*erteana, (Introd. from Eurasia?) Var.

ALBA (Ehrh.) Rydb. Receptacle white. N. E., N. Y., and Pa.

Var. americana Porter. Slender, thin-leaved
; pubescence of the scapes as

well as of the pedicels and sometimes also of the petioles more, or less closely

appressed, often sparse ; receptacle more narrowly conical or subcylindnc-ovoid.

(F. americana Britton.) Common, chiefly in open rocky woods.

11. DUCHESNEA Sin. INDIAN STRAWBERRY

Calyx 5-parted, the lobes alternating with much larger foliaceons spreading
3-toothed appendages. Petals 5, yellow. Receptacle in fruit spongy but not

juicy. Flowers otherwise as in Fragaria. Perennial herb with leafy runners
and 3-foliolate leaves similar to those of the true strawberries. (Dedicated to

Antoine Nicolas Duchesne, an early monographer of Fragaria.)
1. D. fNDiCA (Andr.) Focke. Fruit red, insipid. (Fragaria Andr.) Waste

ground, grassy places, etc., s. N. Y. and e. Pa. to Fla., Ark., and Mo. (Introd.
from Eurasia.)

12. SIBBALDIA L.

Calyx flattish, 5-cleft, with 5 bractlets. Petals 5, linear-oblong, minute.
Stamens 5, alternate with the petals, inserted into the margin of the woolly disk

which lines the base of the calyx. Achenes 5-10; styles lateral. Low and

depressed perennials. (Dedicated to Dr. Hubert Sibbald, professor at Edin-

burgh at the close of the 17th century.)
1. S. procumbens L. Leaflets 3, wedge-shaped, 3-toothed at the apex ; petals

yellow. Arctic Am., s. to mts. of e. Que., White Mts., N. H.
;
and in the

Rocky Mts. to Utah. (Eurasia.)

13. CHAMAERHODOS Bunge.

Calyx top-shaped, 6-cleft, without bractlets. Petals 5, obovate, white or

purplish, about as long as the calyx-lobes. Stamens 5, opposite the petals.

Carpels 6-20
; styles decidedly lateral or basilar, articulated near the base.

Ovule solitary, ascending. Erect pubescent essentially herbaceous plants with

3-foliolate leaves
;
the leaflets cleft into linear segments. (Name from x -/^ -^ on

the ground, low, dwarf, and pbdov, a rose.)
1. C. erlcta (L.) Bunge. .Glandular-pubescent; root woody; stem erect,

1-3 dm. high, often with ascending branches, leafy ;
flowers small, crowded in

small rounded cymes. Sandy soil, arid prairies, etc., n. w. Minn, to Col.,

Mont., and Assina. (Siber.)

14. WALDSTEiNIA Willd.

Calyx-tube inversely conical
;

the limb f>-eleft, with "> often minute and de-

ciduoua bractlets. Petals f>. Stamens many, inserted into (he throat of the

calyx. Achenes 2-0, minutely hairy; the terminal slender styles deciduous
from the base by a joint. Seed erect; radicle inferior. Low perennial herbs,

with chiefly radical "- ">-loUd m- divided leaves, and small yellow flowers mi
In-acted scapes. (Named in honor of Francis A<l<mi. ('mint of H"" '</>/< ///-Warten-

burg. a (lennan botanist. )

1. W. fragarioides (Michx.) Trattinick ( HAKHKN STRAWBERRY.) Low;
leaflets

."., broadly wedge-form, cut-toothed ; scapes several-flowered ; petals

mostly longer than the calyx-lobes Wooded hillsides, Carlton. Co., N. H.

///// ; w. N. K. to (la.. Ind., and Minn. A form with narrow petals about

equaling the calyx -lob- -s has been distinguished as IT. jmrrijlr'i Small.
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15. POTENTILLA L. CINQUEFOIL. FIVE-FINGER

Calyx flat, deeply 5-cleft, with as many bractlets at the sinuses, thus appear-
ing 10-cleft. Petals 5, usually roundish. Stamens many. Achenes many, col-
lected in a head on the dry mostly pubescent or hairy receptacle ; styles lateral
or terminal, deciduous. Radicle superior. Herbs, or rarely shrubs, with com-
pound leaves, and solitary or cymose flowers

;
their parts rarely in fours. (Name

diminutive from potens, powerful, originally applied to P. Anserina, from its

ice reputed medicinal powers.)

Petals reddish-purple
Petals yellow or white l>.

l>. Stems shrubby
b. Steins herbaceous c.

14. P.palustris.

15. P.fruticosa.

Flowers solitary, on naked peduncles from the axils of the foliage-
leaves or on the stolons.

Leaves pinnate, of numerous leaflets 17. P. Anserina.
Leaves palmate, of 3-5 leaflets.

Tufted alpine plant 11. 7*. RobUnsiana.
Plants with elongate slender stems.

Earliest flower from the node above the first well-developed
internode 18. P. pumila.

Earliest flower from the node above the second or third well-

developed internode.
Stems ascending or procumbent, not repent . . .19. P. canadensis.
Steins repent.

Leaflets mostly 5, spatulate-oblong, finely crenate-den-
tate nearly to the base 20. P. reptans.

Leaflets mostly 8, cuneate-obovate, coarsely incised

chiefly above the middle 21. P. procumbent*.
o. Flowers cymose, or if solitary in the axils of reduced upper

leaves d.

(I. Leaves pinnate.
Inflorescence glandular-viscid 1. P. arguta.
Inflorescence not glandular.
Leaves white-pubescent above.
Pubescence of the leaves lustrous and silky . . .12. P. Hippiana.
Pubescence a dull tomentum 13. P. effusa.

Leaves green or greenish above.
Leaves definitely pinnate, the leaflets essentially uniform ;

cyme very leafy 4. P. paradoxa.
Leaves seemingly palmate, the leaflets crowded and the

lower ones much smaller than the others.

Cyme very leafy ; petals minute
Cyme scarcely leafy ; petals shov
palmate e.

. , petals showy ....
Leaves palmate e.

9. Petals white ; leaflets toothed only at tip
s. Petals yellow ; leaflets toothed along the sides /.
/. Tufted alpine plant with 1-2-flowered short branches .

/. Leafy-stemmed plants with cymose flowers g.
g. Petioles and lower part of stein hirsute.

Leaflets 8 ; petals about as long as the calyx-lobes
Leaflets 5-7 ; petals much exceeding the calyx-lobes

g. Petioles and stems woolly or tomentulose h.
h. Leaves silvery-white beneath
h. Leaves green or at most slightly grayish beneath i.

i. Plants loosely branched, with very leafy diffuse cymes.
Perennial

; petals obcordate . .

Annual or biennial
; petals narrowly cuneate.

Achenes strongly gibbous on the ventral side
Achenes not gibbous on the ventral side

i. Plants with simple stems and scarcely leafy corymbi-
form cvrnes

3. P.rivalis.
6. P. pennttylvanica.

16. P. tridentata.

11. P. Robbinsiana.

:
cy

(l

I

2. P. monspeliensis.
10. P. recta.

1. P. argentea.

8. P. intermedia.

5. P. Nicolletii.
3. P. rivalift.

9. P. Nuttallii.

Styles thickened and glandular toward the base ; achenes glabrous, numer-
ous ; inflorescence cymose.

Style nearly basal; stamens 25-30; perennial <jlandular-villous herbs, with

pinnate leaves, and father large white or yellow petals.

1. P. arguta Pursh. Stems erect, usually stout, 3-10 dm. high, brownish-
ry, clammy above

;
leaflets 7-11, oval or ovate, cut-serrate, downy beneath

;

cyme strict and rather close
;
stamens mostly 30, on a thick glandular disk.

(Drymocallis Rydb.) Rocky, gravelly, or alluvial soils,*e. Que. to P. C., and
estw. June, July.

GRAYS MANUAL
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* *
Style / I'niiii'il ; flnirci-K xtna.1l; petals yellow.

1- Annual or biennial ; leaflets incisely serrate, not white-tomentose : stamens
5-20.

2. P. monspeliensis L. Stout, erect, hirsute, 2-1) dm. high ;
leaves 3-folio-

late; leaflets obovate to oblanceolate, those of the uppermost leaves toothed

nearly the whole length ; cyme rather close, leafy ; calyx large ;
stamens 15-20.

Open soil, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to D. C., Mo., Kan., and N. Mex. May-Aug.
(E. Asia.)

Var. norvSgica (L.) Rydb. Less hirsute
;

leaflets more narrowly oblong,
those of the uppermost leaves mostly 3-5-toothed near the end

;
inflorescence

looser. (P. norvegica L.) Similar situations, e. Que. to n. N. E., L. Superior,
and northwestw.; occasional on ballast southw. (Eurasia.)

Var. Iabrad6rica (Lehm.) Fernald. Low (1-3 dm. high, in exposed situations

acaulescent) ;
stem glabrous or sparingly silky-villous ;

leaves smoothish. Lab.
to the alpine regions of the White Mts., N. H.

3. P. rivalis Nutt. More slender and branched, softly villous ; leaves pin-
nate, with two pairs of closely approximate leaflets, or a single pair and the

terminal leaflet '^-parted; leaflets cuneate-obovate or -oblong ; cyme loose, often

diffuse, less leafy; calyx small; petals minute; stamens 10-20 (rarely 5).
Neb. to Mo., N. Mex., and westw. May-Aug.

Var. millegrana (Engelm.) Wats. Leaves all 3-foliolate
;
lateral leaflets not

divided
;
stems erect, or weak and ascending ;

achenes often small and light-
colored. (P. leucocarpa Rydb.) Minn, to Mo., westw. and south westw.

Var. pentandra (Engelm.) Wats. Leaves digitately 3-foliolate, the lateral

leaflets of the lower leaves parted nearly to the base
;
stamens 5, opposite the

sepals. (P. pentandra Engelm.) Minn, to Mo. and Ark.
4. P. parad6xa Nutt. Stems decumbent at base or erect, often stout, leafy,

subvillous ; leaflets pinnately 5-11, obovate or oblong; cyme loose, leafy ;
stamens

20; achenes strongly gibbous on the ventral side. (P. supina of auth., not

L.) Prairies and river banks, w. N. Y. and Ont. to 111., Mo., N. Mex., and
B. C. June-Aug. (Asia.)

6. P. Nicolletii (Wats.) Sheldon. Slender; leaflets mostly 3
; inflorwi-urr

much elongated, leafy, falsely racemose. (P. supina, var. Wats.) Sandy soil,

Mo. (Bitsh) to N. Dak.

-- *- Herbaceous perennials, more or less white-tomentose; leaflets inriwlt/

pinnatifld ; bractlets and sepals nearly equal ; stamens 20-25.

0. P. pennsylvanica L. Stems erect or decumbent at base, 2-6 dm. high ;

leaflets 5-9, white-tomentose beneath, short-pubescent and greener above, ob-

long, obtuse, the linear segments slightly or not at all revolute
; cyme fastigi-

ate but rather open. (P. litoralis Rydb.) Coast of N. H., Me., and the lower
St. Lawrence, L. Superior, and westw. June-Aug.

2. Styles filiform, not glandular at base ; inflorescence cymose.

*
Style terminal; achenes glabrous; stamens 20

; herbaceous perennials, Will

rather large yellow petals.

t- Leaves palmate.

w. Flowers in loose leafy cymes.

7. P. arg6ntea L. (SILVERY C.) Stems ascending or depressed, 1-5 dm.
long, paniculately branched at the summit, many-flowered, white-woolly; leaf-

lets .",. wedge-oblong, almost pinnatifid, entire toward the base, with iwolute

margins, green above, white with silvery wool beneath; calyjr -hit< -tAmni-

tose. Dry barren lields, etc., N. S. to Dak. and southw. to I). (\ June-

Sept. (En.)
8. P. ivi i i:\ii;i>iA L. Coarser

;
the stout upright {jraiii*h-t>imi-ntulnm- >//>

3-7 dm. high: leaflets 3-5, the lateral and often the terminal ck-t-plv cleft.

oblanceolate to narrowly obovate, coarsely dentate, green above, grayiah-villoua
and tomentulose beneath; cyme somewhat leafy and diffuse; calyx
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hirsute. Roadsides and waste places, local, Mass, to N. J. and Mich. (Adv.
from Eu.)
M- ++ Flowers in rather compact scarcely leafy cymes (stems only l-2-floivered

in n. 11).

= Leaves b-^-foliolate ; flowers numerous.

9. P. Nuttallii Lehm. Stems several, ascending from a stoutish base, 2-7
dm. high, somewhat villous or glabrate ; leaflets oblanceolate or spatulate, the
narrow divergent teeth extending halfway to the midrib, green above, glabrous
or glabrate and scarcely paler beneath ; cyme with few upright branches.
Meadows and banks of streams, Minn., Man., and westw. June-Aug.

10. P. RECTA L. Stems upright, very leafy, 3-7 dm. high, loosely hirsute;
leaflets oblanceolate, with narrowly deltoid divergent teeth, more or less hirsute
on both surfaces, paler beneath

; calyx hirsute
;
the showy yellow corolla 2 cm.

broad. (P. sulphurea Lam.) Fields and roadsides, Me. to Out., 111., and
. C. June-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.)

= = Leaves 3-foliolate ; flowers 1 or 2.

11. P. Robbinsiana Oakes. Dwarf, tufted, villous when young ;
leaflets

broadly cuneate-obovate, deeply 3-5-toothed at summit, nearly glabrous above
;

flowers mostly solitary, small, on very slender stems
;
bractlets and sepals sub-

equal. (P.frigida Man. ed. 6, not Vill.) Alpine summits of the White Mts.,
N. H. June, early July.

H- -i- Leaves pinnate.

12. P. Hippiana Lehm. Densely white-tomentose and silvery-silky throughout,
the upper surfaces of the leaves a little darker; stems ascending, 1.5-6 dm.
high, slender, branching above into a diffuse cyme ; leaflets 5-11, cuneate-

oblong, incisely toothed at least toward the apex, diminishing uniformly down
the rhachis ; carpels 10-30. Prairies and banks of streams, w. Minn, to Sask.
and N. Mex. June-Aug.

13. P. effusa Dougl. Tomentose throughout and with scattered villous

pubescence ;
stems ascending, 1-3 dm. high, diffusely branched above

;
leaves

interruptedly pinnate, the leaflets 5-11, the alternate ones smaller, cuneate-

oblong, coarsely incised-serrate or dentate ; carpels 10. Dry plains, w. Minn.
to Assina. and N. Mex.
*

Style, lateral ; purple petals (shorter than the broad calyx} somewhat per-
sistent; disk thick and hairy ; achenes glabrous ; hairy receptacle becoming
large and spongy.

14. P. paliistris (L.) Scop. (MARSH F.) Stems stout, ascending from a
decumbent rooting -perennial base, 1-6 dm. long, glabrous below ;

leaves pinnate ;

leaflets 5-7, oblong, serrate, lighter colored and more or less pubescent beneath
;

flowers few in an open cyme ; calyx 2-2.5 cm. broad, dark purple inside.

(Comarum L.) Cool bogs, Lab. to Alaska, s. to N. J., Pa., Great L. region, n.

la., Wyo., and Cal. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)

***
Style attached below the middle; achenes and receptacle densely villous;

woody perennial's.

15. P. fruticbsa L. (SHRUBBY C.) Stem erect, shrubby, 1-8 dm. high,
much branched

;
leaves pinnate ; leaflets 5-7, crowded, oblong-lanceolate, entire,

silky, usually whiter beneath and the margins revolute
; petals yellow, orbicular.

(Dasiphora Rydb.) Wet or dry open ground, Lab. to Alaska, s. to N. J., Pa.,
Great L. region, n. la., Ariz., and Cal. June-Sept. (Eurasia.)

16. P. tridentata Ait. (THREE-TOOTHED C.) Stems low (3-22 cm. high),
rather woody at base, tufted, ascending, cymosely several-flowered

;
leaves

palmate; leaflets 3, wedge-oblong, nearly smooth, thick, coarsely 3-toothed at
the end; petals white; achenes and receptacle very hairy. (Sibbaldiopsis
Rydb.) Lab. to e. N. E., where common in exposed rocky or gravelly situa-

tions, N. J., and southw. on the upper Alleghenies ;
also westw. chiefly along

tin- Great Lakes. June-Aug.

!(-. /)**^
"
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3. Styles filiform, lateral; peduncles axillary, solitary, \-fowered; achenes

glabrous; receptacle very villous ; herbaceous perennials, with yellow petals.

17. P. Anserina L. (SILVER WEED.) Spread/in/ by xlcmJcr many-jointed
runners, white-tonicntose and silky-mllous ; leaves all radical, pinnate ; leaflets

7-21, with smaller ones interposed, oblong, sharply serrate, silky-tornentose at

least beneath
;
bractlets and stipules oi'ten incisely cleft

; peduncles elongated.
{Argentina Uydb.) Brackish marshes, river-banks, etc., Arctic Am., s. to.

N. J., Great L. region, la., N. Dak., N. Mex., and Cal. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)
P. Egedii Worrnsk., at least as to forms in our range, appears to be a dwarf
state common on exposed rocks. Var. grandis T. & G., is merely a luxuriant
state in rich meadows.

Var. c6ncolor Ser. Leaflets silky-canescent above as well as beneath.
Common in the Rocky Mts., and in less pronounced form from n. X. V. to n. Me.
and e. Que.

^lS. P. ptimila Poir. Stems very slender, soon prostrate and repent, appressed-
, vittous, flowering from the node above the first well-developed internode ; leaves

v '" 3-foliolate but apparently b-foliolate by the parting of the lateral leaflets
; leaflets

cuneate-obovate, incisely dentate, obscurely appressed-villous above, silky-
canescent beneath. Dry soil, common, coast of Me. to Md. Apr.-early June.

A loosely spreading-villous doubtfully distinct plant from Mo. and southeastw.

may well be P. CAROLINIANA Poir.

19. P. canadSnsis L. Snberect (2-7 dm. high) or procumbent, at length
often rooting at the tip ; stem fipreading-Mrsute, flowering from the node ab<,re

the second well-developed intcniotle ; leaves divided as in the preceding ;
leaflets

commonly more oblong, serrate rather than dentate, obscurely villous or entirely

glabrate above, canescent-silky to green and merely appressed-villous on the

veins beneath. Dry sandy soil, s. Me. to Vt., along the Great Lakes to Minn.,
Kan., and south w. May-July.

Var. simplex (Michx.) T. & G. Stem covered with shorter ^/i/'/v.wJ n,- snf>-

appressed hairs or glabrate; leaflets (apt to be oblanceolate) rather shortly

appressed-villous on the veins beneath. (P. simplex Michx.)-*- Chiefly in dry
sandy soil, very common ;

N. S., southw. and westw.
20. P. REPTANS L. Stems almost filiform, sparingly pubescent or glabrate,

/irotftrate and usually refwut ; leaves much as in P. piimila ; the h-nflftn nivm
on both faces, si)ariugly striiiose-pubescent or glabrate, Cuneate-oblanceotate,
ere H ute-dentate nearly or quite to the Imsf ; .s7//^/r.s- usually small and un-on-

spicuous ; bractlets ovate-lanceolate, about equaling the calyx-lobes; petals

broadly obcordate, half longer than the calyx-lobes.
~ Grass-land and waste

places, local, Mass, to X. .J. and (). June. (Adv. from Ku.)
21. P. PROctfMBKNS Sibth. Similar, strigose-pubescent ; h v/tfr/N ."> (rarely 5),

riiiieate-obovate, coarsely incix><i <///>//// above the middle ; xti/iHtc* <-</./>ininitx ;

bractlets linear-lanceolate. (P. nemoralis Nestler.) Grassy and waste places,

Cape Breton I., N. S. (Nat. from Eu.)

16. FILIPENDULA [Touru.] Hill.

Flowers perfect or polygamous. Calyx (4-)6-parted. Petals (4-)5, short -

clawed. Stamens 20 or more, almost hypogynons, the disk obscure. Carpels
o-l."), free. 2-ovuled, mostly 1-seeded, indehiscent, compressed, sometimes
twisted. Perennial herbs, with pinnate leaves and panicle. 1 cymose flowers.

Stipules kidney-shaped, <. Name 1'i-om fil inn. a tin-cad, and /'ii(hif n*, hanging,
in allusion, it is said, to tip- r^

1. F. rubra (Hill) Kobinson. (Qi I:I;N OF THE I'KMKII.. Glabrous, 0-25
dm. hiuli ;

fciin-s ii.terru])tedly pinnate, ///v/-// and .SV///-/T/// jxihr l,c)n<tt)t

terminal l.-atl.-t largCj 7- (

.-partt
:d, tlie lobes' lance-oblong, incised and toothed

;

lateral IcallHs also cut,; petals ilt-ep peach blossom-color. (Sjiiraf-d !<>li<it<t

(Jronov. ; riuKiri'i rnhra Hill i Meadows and prairies, I'a. to Mich.. la., Ky..
and Ga. ; also locally established noriheastw. June, July.
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2. F. ULMAKIA (L.) Maxim. (QUEEN OF THK MEADOW.) Leaves canescent-
tomentose beneath,' terminal leaflet 3-5-lobed, lobes ovate, doubly serrate

;
the

lateral leaflets mostly unlobed
; petals white. (Spiraea L.

; Ulmaria Barnhart.)
Commonly cultivated

;
established at several places in N. E. and Que. July.

(Introd. from Eurasia.)

%

17. GEUM L. AVENS

Calyx bell-shaped or flattish, deeply 5-cleft, usually with 5 small bractlets at

the sinuses. Petals 5. Stamens many. Achenes numerous, heaped on a coni-
1 or cylindrical dry receptacle, the long persistent styles forming hairy or

naked and straight or jointed tails. Seed erect; radicle inferior. Perennial

herbs, with pinnate or lyrate leaves. (A plant name used by Pliny.)

1 . EUGEUM T. & G. Styles jointed and bent near the middle, the upper
part deciduous and mostly hairy, the lower naked and hooked, becoming
elongated; head offruit sessile in the calyx, calyx-lobes reflexed.

Petals white or pale greenish-yellow, small, spatulate or oblong ; stipules small.

f- Receptacle of the fruit densely hairy.

1. G. canadSnse Jacq. Stem (0.6-1.1 m. high) and petioles sparingly hairy ;
leaves soft-pubescent beneath or glabrate, the basal of 3-5 leaflets or undivided',
those of the stern mostly 3-divided or -lobed, rather sharply toothed

; stipules

ovate-oblong, 1-1.5 cm. long, subentire; petals white. (G. album J. F. Gmel.)
Borders of woods, etc., widely distributed.

2. G. flavum (Porter) Bicknell. Stem and petioles hirsute ; leaves much as
in the preceding but more bluntly toothed

; stipules ovate or obovate, usually
about 2 cm. long, conspicuously cleft; petals greenish-yellow. Dry woods, Ct.

to (). and Va.
1- -

Eeceptacle of the fruit glabrous or nearly so.

3. G. virginianum L. Bristly-hairy, especially the stout stem; lower and
root-leaves pinnate, very various, the upper mostly 3-parted or divided, incised

;

petals inconspicuous, shorter than the calyx ;
heads of fruit larger, the short

stout peduncles hirsute with reflexed hairs
; receptacle glabrous or nearly so.

Borders of woods and low grounds ;
common. June-Aug.

* * Petals golden-yellow, conspicuous, broadly obovate, exceeding the calyx;
stipules larger and all deeply cut.

-t- Terminal segment of leaves suborbicular, finely crenate-dentate.

4. G. macrophyllum Willd. Bristly-hairy, stout. 3-0 dm. high ;
root-leaves

lyrately and interruptedly pinnate, with the terminal leaflet very large and round-

heart-shaped ; lateral leaflets of the stem-leaves 2-4, minute, the terminal round-

ish, 3-cleft, the lobes wedge-form and rounded; receptacle nearly naked. Rich

~oil, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to mts. of n. N. E. and N. Y., Mich., n. Wise., Minn.,
ol., and Cal. (N. E. Asia.)

H- Terminal segment of leaves cuneate-obovate or oblanceolate.

*-< Leaves incisely toothed ; body of ripe achene 1-2 mm. long.

5. G. strictum Ait. Somewhat hairy, 9-15 dm. high; root-leaves inter-

ruptedly pinnate, the leaflets wedge-obovate ; leaflets of the stem-leaves 3-5,
rhombic-ovate or oblong, acute; receptacle downy. Moist meadows, thickets,

etc., Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. J., Pa., 111., Mo., and N. Mex. July, Aug. (Asia.)

w- -) Leaves bluntly toothed; body of ripe achene 4-5 mm. long.

(6.

G. URBA.NUM L. Smoothish, loosely branched
; segments of stem-leaves

ostly rhombic-obovate
; petals yellow, about equaling the calyx. Established

Cambridge, Mass. (Adv. from Eu.)

1
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2. STYLIPUS (Kaf.) T. & (I. >V///r.s- *,,innih ; /<rW nf fruit conspicuously
stalked in the calyx," bracelets of the calyx none; otherwise nearly as 1.

7. G. vSrnum (Kaf.) T. & G. Somewhat pubescent ;
steins ascending, few-

leaved, slender
;
root-leaves roundish-heart-shaped, 3-5-lobed, or some of them

pinnate, with the lobes cut
; petals yellow, about the length of the calyx ; recep-

tacle smooth. Thickets, Ont. to Tenn., Tex., and Kan.

3. CARYOPHYLlATA [Tourn.] Ser. Style jointed and bent in the middle,
the upper joint plumose ; flowers large ; calyx erect or spreading ; petals erect.

8. G. rivale L. (WATER or PURPLE A.) Stems nearly simple, several-flow-

ered, 6 dm. high ;
root-leaves lyrate and interruptedly pinnate, those of the stem

few, 3-foliolate or 3-lobed
;
flowers nodding ; calyx purplish, campanulate, the

lobes in anthesis 6-10 mm. long ; petals dilated-obovate, refuse, contracted into

a claw, purplish-orange ; head of fruit stalked, its pedicel erect. Bogs and wet

meadows, Nfd. to Sask., s. to N. J., Pa., Mich., and Col. (En.)
x G. pulchrum Fernald. Hirsute, 6-8 dm. high ;

in habit and foliage similar

to the preceding ;
flowers smaller

;
lobes of the purple calyx 4 r

> mm. long,

widely spreading; petals clear golden yellow, obovate, less contracted at base,'

styles rich carmine. Boggy meadows, Bic, Rimouski Co., Que. ;
also Mendon,

Vt. (Eggleston} ;
Alberta. Apparently a hybrid of G. macrophyllum and

G. rivale.

4. SIEVERSIA (Willd.) T. & G. Style not jointed, wholly persistent and

straight; head of fruit sessile; flowers large; calyx erect or spreading.

{Flowering stems simple, and bearing only bracts or small leaves.')

9. G. triflbrum Pursh. Low, softly hairy ;
root-leaves interruptedly pinnate ;

leaflets numerous and crowded, oblong-wedge-form, deeply cut-toothed
;
flowers

3 or more on long peduncles ; bractlets linear, longer than the purple caly.r,

as long as the oblong purplish erect petals; styles very long (6 cm.) strongly

plumose in fruit. (G. ciliatum Pursh
;
Sieversia ciliata G. Don.) Calcareous

soil, Lab., Nfd., Watertown, N. Y. (Crawe), Ont., Wise., 111., and westw.
10. G. P6ckii Pursh. Smoothish

;
root-leaves rounded-kidney-shaped, radiate-

veined, 5-12 cm. broad, doubly or irregularly cut-toothed and obscurely 5-7-

lobed, with a set of minute leaflets down the long petiole ;
stems 1.5-4 din. high,

1-6-flowered
;
bractlets minute ; petals yellow, round-obovate and more or less

obcordate, exceeding the calyx (1 cm. long), spreading ; styles naked except at

the base. (G. radiatum, var. Gray; Sieversia R. Br.) Exposed slopes, Me.,
and alpine summits of White Mts., N. H.

18. RtTBUS [Tourn.] L. BRAMBLE

Calyx 5(3-7)-parted, without bractlets. Petals 5, deciduous. Stamens nu-
merous. Achenes usually many, collected on a spongy or succulent receptacle,

becoming small drupes ; styles nearly terminal. Perennial herbs, or somewhat

shrubby plants, with white (rarely reddish) flowers, and usually edible fruit.

(The Roman name, kindred with ruber, red.)

1. IDAEOBATUS Focke. Prickly-stemmed shrubs; fruit falling off irhnle

from a dryish receptacle when ripe ; leaves pinnately 3-7-foliolate. KA-I--

BEKHY.

1. R. idaSus L. -S'/r///x upright, and with the stalks, etc., beset with stiff

straight bristles (or a few becoming weak hooked prickles), glandular win n

young, somewhat glsiucmis ;
leaflets 3-5, oblong-ovate, pointed, cut-serrate,

whitish-downy underneath, the lateral ones sessile
; petals as long as tin- .sv/*///.s- ;

tft< latter velvety, with or without a few scattered setiform />/vV/r/f.s- ; fruit light

red. Thickets, e. Que., L. Superior region, and Rocky Mts. (Eurasia.)
Var. aculeatissimus [C. A. Mey.] Regel & Tiling. (WILD RED H.) Calyx

brisfly-liiit/n'd with setiform prickles, (ft. strigosus Michx.) Thickets and

hills, Lab. to B. (/., s. to N. J., Pa., Great L. region, and along the mts.to N. C.,
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N. Mex., and Ariz. Forma ALBUS (Fuller) Fernald has white or amber-colored
fruit.

Var. an6malus Arrhenius. Dwarf (1-3 dm. high), scarcely or not at all

armed
;
leaves simple, broadly ovate and shallowly 3-lobed, or 3-foliolate with

rounded ovate obtuse leaflets
; calyx somewhat hispid. Limestone ledges,

Cavendish, Vt. (Eggleston); and (?) woods, Clarke, Ind. (Umbach), the latter

recently described as Batidaea heterodoxa Greene.
x ? R. neglectus Peck. Habit and glaucous canes of no. 3, the stems and

branches often rooting at the tip, but with slender straightish prickles of the pre-

ceding species ; calyx somewhat setose
; fruit purplish-red. Rocky woods,

gravelly banks, etc., N. E. to Out., Pa., and O. Probably a self-perpetuating

hybrid between R. occidentalis and It. idaeus, var. aculeatissimus.

2. R. pHOENicoiAsius Maxim. (WINEBERRY.) Leaflets 3, broadly ovate,
obtusish

; inflorescence crowded and with the petioles, branches, and even the

main stems covered with long soft densely crowded reddish or purple gland-

tipped hairs; prickles scattered, slender; fruit broadly ovoid, cherry-red.
Sometimes cultivated, and now established at Fairfield, Ct. (Eames) ;

Paines-

ville, O. (Hacker}, etc. (Introd, from Japan.)
3. R. occidentalis L. (BLACK R., THIMBLEBERRY.) Glaucous all over;

stems recurved, rooting at tips, armed like the stalks, etc., with hooked prickles,
not bristly; leaflets 3 (rarely 5), ovate, pointed, coarsely double-serrate, whit-

ened-downy underneath, the lateral ones somewhat stalked
; petals shorter than

the sepals ; fruit purple-black, ripe early in July. Copses, fence rows, etc.,

N. B. and s. w. Que., southw. and westw. Forma PALLIDUS (Bailey) Robinson
has yellow or amber fruit.

2. ANAPLOBATUS Focke. Unarmed shrubs; leaves simple, 3-5-lobed or

angled; flowers large and showy; fruit large, hemispherical, red. Ru-
BACER Rydb.

4. R. odoratus L. (PURPLE FLOWERING R.) Shrubby, 1-1.6 m. high;
branches, stalks, and calyx bristly with glandular-clammy hairs ; leaves 3-5-

lobed, the lobes pointed and minutely toothed, the middle one prolonged ;

peduncles many-flowered ;
flowers showy (3-6 cm. broad) ; calyx-lobes tipped

with a long narrow appendage ; petals rounded, purple rose-color ; fruit scarcely
edible. N. S. to Ga., w. to Mich. Var. COLUMBIANUS Millspaugh has been dis-

tinguished by the narrower more lanceolate doubly serrate lobes of the leaves,
smaller flowers (2-3 cm. in diameter) and musky fruit. (H. columbianus

Rydb.) W. Va.
5. R. parviflbrus Nutt. (SALMON BERRY.) Glandular, scarcely bristly ;

leaves almost equally 5-lobed, coarsely toothed
; peduncles few-flowered

; petals

oval, white. (B. nutkanus Mocifio.) Rocky woods, shores, etc., w. Ont., n.

Mich., Minn., and westw.

3. CHAMEMORUS (Ehrh.) Focke. Unarmed creeping herbs, with upright
branches, few orbicular simple leaves, and solitary terminal monoecious or

dioecious flowers; fruit amber-colored, becoming yellow and separating

from the dryish receptacle.

6. R. Chamaem&rus L. (CLOUDBERRY, BAKED-APPLE BERRY.) Low (1-3
dm. high) ;

branches simple, 2-8-leaved; leaves roundish -kidney-form, some-
what 5-lobed, serrate, wrinkled

; calyx-lobes pointless ; petals obovate, white
;

fruit about 2 crn. in diameter, very juicy when ripe. In sphagnous bogs, Arctic

Am., southw. in the coastal region to e. Me.; also on mountain tops, w. Me. and
n. N. II . (Eurasia.)

4. CYLACTIS (Raf.) Focke. Low, essentially herbaceous (soft-woody at

base) ; leaves 3(-5)-foliolate ; fruit red, not separating easily from the

receptacle.

7. R. triflbrus Richards. (DWARF R.) Stems ascending, 1-4 dm. high, or

trailing and more elongated ;
leaves 3(or pedately 5)-foliolate ; leaflets rhombic-

ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acute at both ends, coarsely and doubly serrate, thin,
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smooth; peduncles 1-3-flowered
; petals small, erect, white or pink; fruit of

rather large juicy but acid drupelets. (R. amcricanus Britton.) Wet woods,
etc., Lab. to Alaska, southw. to N. J., the Great L. region, n. la., and Neb.

Sepals and petals often 6-7.

8. R. arcticus L. Stems suberect, 5-20 cm. high, tilifonn
; leaflets 3(-5),

cuneate-obovate, rounded at the tip, somewhat firm, glossy above, coarsely ser-

rate-dentate
; petals rather large, spre<i<lin<j. msc-rolnn-d (rarely white) ;

fruit

as in the preceding. Boggy places, Arctic Am., southw. to e. Que. and n.

Minn. (Boreal and Arctic Eurasia.)

5. EtlBATUS Focke. Armed (rarely unarmed) shrubs; stems hi^nniaJ ;

leaves on the first year's growth mostly ^-foJiolate (pedate), on the floor-
ing canes chiefly 3-foliolate ; fruit not separating from Hie juicy receptacle.
blackish when ripe (reddish in no. 34). BLA< KHKHKV. A group of great
taxonomic difficulty, in which many species have been recently proposed.
Of these, the better marked have been here freely included, but without
entire confidence that future intensive study may not show them to be

intergradient and perhaps in some cases hybrid forms.

a. Canes erect or arched-ascending &.

6. Pedicels habitually unarmed, often pubescent or glandular-hispid,
rarely with a few weak bristles c.

c. Pedicels copiously glandular-hispid.
Leaflets appressed-vlllous above

; prickles of the stem stoutish 9. R. alleg/ieniensis.
Leaflets glabrous above

; prickles of the stem setiforrn rather
than thorn-like.

Petioles of the 5-foliolate leaves scarcely or not at all glandu-
lar, copiously armed with hooked prickles ;

leaflets rhom-
bic-lanceolate or narrowly ovate.

Lower surface of the leaflets velvety to the touch . . 10. R.fla ritmima.
Lower surface of the leaflets essentially glabrous . . . 11. R.jun-cenx.

Petioles of the 5-foliolate leaves copiously glandular-pubes-
cent, weakly armed.

Fruit of 30-60 small drupelets ...... 12.

Fruit of few large drupelets ....... 13.

c. Pedicels glandless or with only occasional gland-tipped hairs d .

d. Lower surface of leaflets even at maturity downy to the touch .

e. Inflorescence numerously flowered, at length elongated and
more or less cylindrical.

Inflorescence provided with 4-6 unifoliolate petioled bracts 14.

Inflorescence with 1-2 unifoliolate petioled bracts . . 15.

e. Inflorescence mostly fewer-flowered, corymbiform.
Canes erect or nearly so

;
teeth of the leaflets deltoid-ovate,

mucronulate-acuminate
; prickles of stem few, weak,

1-2 mm. long ......... 16.

Canes commonly recurved and often rooting at tip ;
teeth

of leaflets lanceolate, narrowly acuminate ; prickles of
stem mostly 3-5 mm. long ...... 17.

d. Lower surface of leaflets glabrous, glabrate, or nearly so.

Internodes of main stem and petioles of 5-foliolate leaves
armed with numerous slender or bristle-formed prickles.

Prickles chiefly or exclusively on the angles ;
leaflets of the

mature H-foliolate leaves small, rarely over 5 cm. long . 18.

Prickles on the faces as well as the angles of the stem ; leaf-

lets of the 3-foliolate leaves larger, often 6-8 cm. long . !'..

Internodes and petioles with few prickles or unarmed.
Inflorescence corymbiform ....... '20.

Inflorescence racemifonn, subeylindric . . 21.

/>. Pedicels armed with stoutish or slender but pungent bristle -formed

prickles /.
I.raf1<-t.> laciniate-cleft : introduced ....... '.".'.

f. Leaflets not laciniatc Heft </.

g. Lower Mil-faces of the leaflets velvety to the touch.
Leaflets white-tomentoso beneath" ...... 23.
Leatlets green or nicrelv gravi.sh beneath.

Prickles of the first \-'ear's'irrowth rigid.
Pedicels copiously glandular-pubescent . . . .24.
Pedicels tomriitiilo.se but not glandular.
Stems riiri.l. not rooting at the tip ; prickles on the

first year's growth 7 mm. long .... 25.

Stems llexiious. often rooting at the tip; prickles ..n

the first year's growth 2-6 mm. long . . . -<">.

Prickles on the lirsl year's growth numerous, weak, bristle-

formed, on the surfaces as well us the anirles of the stem 'JT.

R. tjhi >i<llc,i nils.

R.jroqditent&i.

R.frondotu*.
R. pergratus.

R. elf(/<intitl//#.

A'.

/.'. A'////////.

A'. i-unml, iixits.

If. /fici>ii>itiix.

A', en >/<//'.<// tin.

R. Andrtwttamtt,

R.JtorioontM,

A'. ./<'</. i/t<n> nx.

A', dhltr,
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g. Lower surface of the leaflets green and essentially glabrous.
Canes armed with few firm prickles mixed with numerous

setae
; pedicels with gland-tipped setae . . . . 28. R. biformispinus.

Canes armed with nearly uniform and very numerous setae.

Pedicels and sepals with numerous and conspicuous gland-
tipped setae 29. R. setosus.

Pedicels and sepals minutely and obscurely glandular-pu-
bescent or glandless, their bristles free from glandularity 30. R. nigricans.

Canes trailing or at least with a decided tendency to be prostrate
toward the end h,

h. Pedicels covered with copious gland-tipped
Sepals dorsally glandular-hispid.
Stem and petioles of the first year's growth with numerous

ilar bristles among the abundant pr
Stem and petioles of the first year's growth less copiously armed

glandular bristles among the abundant prickles . . .31. R. permixtus.

and without glandular bristles 82. R. tttrdatuti.

Sepals not dorsally glandular-hispid .33. R.jacens.
k. Pedicels not glandular or at most finely and obscurely glandular-

tomentulose.
Fruit red or reddish, small ; leaflets subcoriaceous, shining ;

flow-

ers several, in corymbiform racemes 34. R. hispid us.

Fruit black.
Prickles much broadened at base ; those of the pedicels numer-

ous, strong.

Petioles, pedicels, etc., scarcely or not at all glandular ; pe-
duncles 1-3-flowered 35. R. triviaUs.

Petioles, pedicels, etc., covered with reddish gland-tipped
hairs; peduncles o-several-flowered . . . .

"

. 36. R. rubr-isetuf;.

Prickles merely acicular ; those of the pedicels few and weak, or
none.

Leaflets of first year's growth finely and doubly serrate . . 3T. R. iyillo$u,K.

Leaflets of first year's growth coarsely and simply serrate . 38. R. invisus.

9. R. allegheniensis Porter. Shrubby, 1-2 m. tall
;

old canes purplish,
armed with stout straightish prickles; leaflets appressed-villous above, velvety

beneath; branchlets, pedicels (unarmed), etc., glandular-pubescent; flowers
2.5-3.5 cm. broad, racemose, only the lower leafy-bracted ; petals narrowly
obovate

; fruit (rarely pale) generally subcylindric, of many rather small drupe-
lets, of good flavor. (R. mllosus Man. ed. 6, in large part, not Ait.; R. nigro-
baccus Bailey.) Dry open thickets and recent clearings, N. S. to Ont. and N.

C., common. Forma ALBINUS (Bailey) Fernald (WHITE BLACKBERRY) has
amber-colored fruit. Var. CALYCOSUS Fernald. Sepals elongated and leaf-like

;

fruit dry, abortive. A local sport, N. H. to Va.
Var. Gravesii Fernald. Unarmed

;
canes paler, mostly greenish ;

inflores-

cence much elongated (2-3 dm.) Ct. (Graves').
10. R. flavinanus Blanchard. Erect, 5-10 dm. high ;

old canes reddish,
abundantly armed with slender curved prickles ; leaflets glabrous above, velvety

beneath; pedicels (unarmed) glandular-pubescent} flowers 2-2.5 cm. broad;
petals oblong-spatulate ; fruit poor, with few drupelets. Stratton, Vt.

11. R. jiinceus Blanchard. Erect or at length reclining; canes slender,
weak, 6-9 dm. high, with weak recurved prickles; leaflets incisely toothed,
glabrous above, essentially glabrous beneath; racemes short, becoming 6-8 cm.

long; pedicels (unarmed) glandular-hispid; flowers 2-2.5 cm. broad; petals
oblong-spatulate ; fruit globose, of few drupelets. Dry open places, York Co.,
Me.

12. R. glandicaulis Blanchard. Strict
;
canes (purplish in age) 1-2 m. high,

glandular-hispid and with numerous stout straightish prickles ; leaflets glabrous
above, velvety beneath

;
racemes rather short

;
rhachis and pedicels glandular-

hispid; flowers 2.5-3 cm. broad ; petals narrowly obovate
; fruit cylindrical, of

30-00 small drupelets, of good quality. Dry open places, N. S. to s. Me., near
the coast.

13. R. frondisSntis Blanchard. Erect; old canes (purplish) slender, 9-15
dm. high, closely covered with fine prickles and stalked glands ; leaflets mostly
large, glabrous above, velvety beneath; racemes short, somewhat corymbiform;
rhachis and pedicel* rcrij glandular-hispid; flowers 2-3 cm. broad

; petals nar-

rowly obovate
; fruit small, short-cylindric, of few rather large drupelets. Dry

open soil, s. w. N. H. and s. e. Vt.

14. R. frondbsus Bigel. Canes arched-recurving, with stout straightish
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prickles ; leaflets subglabrous above, velvety beneath
;

racemes cylindrical,
somewhat elongated, provided for more than half their length with nearly uni-

form unifoliolate ovate-oblong petiolate very persistent bracts ; pedicels scarcely
or not at all glandular; flowers 2.5-3 cm. broad; petals broadly obovate

;

fruit subglobose, falling before the bracts; drupelets rather few. (R. villosus,
var. Torr.

;
E. philadelphicus Blanchard.) Dry rocky hillsides, e. Mass, to D. C.

15. R. pergratus Blanchard. Erect, 1-2 ID. high ;
old canes strongly fur-

rowed, purplish, with stout broad-based straightish subremote prickles ; leaflets

sparingly villous (at length for the most part glabrate) above, velvety beneath
;

racemes short-cylindric ;
rhachis and pedicels villous, essential! // (/landless;

flowers 2.5-3.5 cm. broad; petals broadly obovate
; fruit short-cylindric, with

numerous juicy drupelets. (E. orarius and R. amnicolus Blanchard.) Open
ground, N. B. to Vt. and Mass., common.

16. R. sativus (Bailey) Brainerd. Erect or nearly so, 3-7 dm. high ;
canes

rather weak, greenish, unarmed or with few small prickles; leaves even on the
first year's shoots chiefly 3-foliolate ; leaflets short, broadly ovate, glabrous or

nearly so above, velvety beneath, with deltoid teeth; inflorescence a few-flowered
small corymb, leafy at base

;
flowers 1.5-2 cm. broad

; petals narrowly obovate
;

fruit subglobose, of few large juicy drupelets. (E. villosus, var. Bailey ? E.

nigrobaccus, var. Bailey ?) Alluvial soil, w. Vt. (Brainerd, Eggleston), and
presumably westw.

R. ARGtxus Link, of this group, an American species, described from

specimens cultivated in Berlin, has been variously interpreted, but cannot now
be certainly identified from the flowering material preserved.

17. R. recurvans Blanchard. Erect or recurving, often rooting at the tip ;

canes flrm, obtusely 6-angled, often much elongated (2-4 m. long), purplish.

remotely armed along the angles with strong straightish prickles; leaflets

smoothish above, velvety beneath, sharply and irregularly toothed; racemes
short, leafy toward the base, corymbiform; flowers 2-2.5 cm. broad; petals
obovate

; fruit short-cylindric, with rather numerous large juicy drupelets.

(E. arundelanus Blanchard.) Open soil, in thickets, etc., N. E., common.
18. R. elegantulus Blanchard. Erect, 6-12 dm. high ;

canes slender, glabrofus,
armed chiefly on the angles with slender straight ixh prickles; leaflets of the

mature 3-foliolate leaves small, glabrous on both surfaces, rather firm, sharply

toothed; inflorescence of slender sometimes compound leafy-bracted racemes;
pedicels filiform, sometimes bearing scattered setae, obscurely tomentulose

;

flowers 2.5-3 cm. broad
; petals oblong-spatulate ;

fruit globose, with few large

drupelets. Uplands, s. w. N. H. and s. e. Vt.

19. R. peculiaris Blanchard. Erect or slightly recurving ;
old canes purple,

5-angled, armed on the faces as well as the angles with numerous xi-fifm-m

prickles; leaflets of the mature 3-foliolate leaves large, glabrous on both surfaa >,

rather coarsely serrate-dentate; inflorescence a short raceme, leafy-bracted at

base
;
flowers 2.8-3 cm. broad ; petals oblong-obovate ;

fruit subglobose, of few
rather large drupelets. Dry ground, York Co., Me.

20. R. Randii (Bailey) Rydb. Slender weak/;/ tmncd reddish or greenish
cane* subi-wi <>/ rtmn-cd, sometimes elongated and rooting at the tip, subterete

;

leaflets thin, glabrous on both surfaces, sharply and irregularly toothed; inflo-

rescence a few-flowered corymbiform raceme, leafy-bracted at base
; /icdiccJs

filiform, nearly' unarmed, often glabrate, jit-sunn*; flowers 2
"

cm. broad;
petals narrowly obovate

; fruit subglobose, of few <lr//j I, /*. ( I!, anjntii*. var.

Mailey ; It. ncurvicaulis Blanchard.) River banks, alluvial soil, etc., Nt'd.

to Vt. and Ct.

21. R. canadSnsis L. Erect or recurving, often stout; old canes glabrous,
unarmed nr in'f/i run- />rickles ; leaflets ylnhrnus <> l>nth anrfticfn, jini'Iy, eroih/,
and sJun']ilij tnnthc'l, those of the b-folinlati' Irarrs r<til<itf-<i>->iminntf ; wo'//<x

c>/!/ </ric. rather long. leafy-brarted at base
; pedicels filiform, toinentulose,

not glandular; flowers 2.5-4 cm. broad; petals obovate; fruit snbi/lnhoar (<>

xhort-ri/lindric, of large and juicy but somewhat acid drupelets. (If. amalu'lix

main-hard.) Koeky soil, in thickets, etc., Nfd. to L. Superior, s. chiefly in

the uplands to N. C.
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K. MILLSPAUGHI Brittou, a robust plant of W. Va., is but little known.
In technical characters it scarcely differs from the preceding species, of which
it may well prove a luxuriant form.

22. R. LAciNiAxus Willd. Readily recognized by its laciniate-cleft leaflets,

prickly calyx, and broad-based pale prickles. Sometimes cultivated and now
locally established, s. N. Y., e. Pa,, and Del. A plant of unknown origin,

perhaps only a cut-leaved,form of the European R. fruticosus L.

23. R. cuneifblius Pursh. (SAND B.) Shrubby, 3-12 dm. high, upright or

ascending, armed with stout recurved prickles ; branchlets and lower surface

of leaves white-tomentose ; leaflets wedge-obovate, thickish, serrate above the

middle; peduncles l-4-fiowered ; corolla 2-3 cm. broad. Rocky or sandy soil,

Ct. to Fla., La., and Mo.
24. R. Andrewsianus Blanchard. Erect or arched-ascending, not rooting at

the tip, 9-15 dm. high ;
old canes stout and stiff, prominently angled and

furrowed, purplish, strongly armed with broad-based straight prickles; leaflets

sparingly pubescent above, velvety beneath, rather finely and sharply serrate;
racemes short

;
rhachis and pedicels tomentose and glandular-hispid, the latter

bearing slender hooked prickles ; calyx somewhat glandular ; flowers 2.5-3 cm.
broad

; petals obovate, abruptly narrowed at base to a long claw
; fruit short-

cylindric, large, of about 30 juicy drupelets. Sandy plains near the coast,

Mass, to Va.
25. R. floricomus Blanchard. Erect and somewhat rigid, 8-14 dm. high ;

canes strongly angled and grooved, greenish or purplish, stoutly armed with

long firm straightish needle-pointed prickles ; branchlets somewhat tomentose,
and as well as the pedicels, petioles, and often midnerves beset with stout

hooked prickles; leaves firm, glabrate above, rusty-velvety beneath; leaflets

coarsely and sharply toothed; raceme 7-12-flowered, corymbiform ; pedicels

widely spreading ; rhachis, pedicels, and calyx softly villous-tomentose ; fruit

subglobose, with feiv rather large drupelets. Southington, Ct.
; (?) Jaffrey,

N. IL, and (?) Weybridge, Vt. (Brainerd).
26. R. Jeckylanus Blanchard. Eecurved-ascending, the branches often root-

ing at the tip; canes subterete, sparingly armed with short slender prickles ;

leaves glabrate above, velvety beneath, those of the flowering branches over-

topping the corymbiform few-flowered inflorescence ; rhachis and pedicels softly

tomentose, not glandular, the latter sparingly beset with very fine straight

prickles ;
leaflets sharply and unequally dentate

;
flowers about 3 cm. broad

;

petals elliptical; fruit globose, of few large drupelets. Open places, York

Co., Me.
27. R. abbrdvians Blanchard. Erect, 3-6 dm. high ;

the slender terete canes

firm, reddish brown, closely beset with fine straight prickles and gland-tipped

bristles; leaves rather small, smoothish above, velvety beneath; leaflets on the

fruiting canes broadly obovate, coarsely dentate
;
racemes short, subcorymbi-

form, leafy-bracted at base
;
rhachis and pedicels glandular-hispid and setulose ;

flowers 2.5 cm. broad; petals narrowly obovate
; fruit short-cylindric, of few

large finally sweet drupelets. Uplands of Windham Co., Vt.

28. R. biformispinus Blanchard. declining ; the elongate terete purplish

flexuous canes armed with scattered straightish prickles and numerous smaller

in part gland-tipped bristles; leaves glabrous on both surfaces ; racemes short,

leafy-bracted at base
;
rhachis and pedicels glandular-hispid and with scattered

hooked prickles; flowers 2-2.5 cm. broad; fruit globose, of few drupelets.

Dry open ground, York Co., Me.
29. R. set6sus Bigel. Ascending ;

the terete canes (in age purplish) densely
covered with retrorse bristles and shorter gland-tipped hairs; leaves rather

large, glabrous on both surfaces, usually equaling or surpassing the corymbi-
form several-flowered racemes

; petioles often setulose
;
rhachis and pedicels

densely glandular-hispid and mostly setose
;
flowers 1.5-2.5 cm. broad; petals

oblong-spatulate ;
fruit subglobose. (R. nigricans Rydb., in part.) Meadows

and swamps, P. E. I. to Vt. and Ct.

30. R. nigricans Rydb. Similar, more upright, 6-12 dm. high ;
canes armed

with numerous fine prickles, but without glands; leaflets glabrous on both
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surfaces; pedicels and sepals obscurely or not <i( nil <jl<ut<lnlar. (R. hispidus,
var. suberectus Peck

;
R. setosus of auth., in part, not Bigel.; R. vermontanus

Blanchard
;
R. semisetosus Blanchard?) Open places, e. Que. to N. Y. and

Mich.
31. R. permfxtus Blanchard. Recurving and soon prostrate ; stems (.s nrll

as petioles, rhachis, pedicels, etc.} densely glandular-hispid and armed with
scattered stronger straightish or more often curved prickles,' leaflets glabrous
above, velvety beneath, rather small, those of the flowering canes 2-0 cm. lonu:

racemes few-flowered, short; flowers 1.5-2 cm. broad
; calyx glandular-hispid j

petals oblong-spatulate ; fruit short-cylindric, with few large drupelets, sweet.

Dry soil in open places, s. e. Vt.

32. R. tardatus Blanchard. Decumbent, becoming prostrate ; the subterete

slender stems with numerous straightish prickles, but with few or no 'jluini.s;

petioles smooth or sparingly prickly ; leaflets smooth on both surfaces, those of

the flowering stems 4-10 cm. long ;
racemes somewhat compound, corymbiform ;

pedicels glandular-hispid, occasionally setulose
;

flowers 2 cm. broad
; petals

narrowly obovate
; fruit globose, of few large sour drupelets. Sandy soil,

York Co., Me. Perhaps merely a form of the next.

33. .R. jacens Blanchard. Similar, but the stem more glandular ; leaflets of

the flowering stems 2-5 cm. long ; sepals dorsally free from glands' fruit globose,
of a few sweet drupelets. Dry open places, s. w. N. H.

34. R. hispidus L. Prostrate or nearly so
;
the slender terete often elongated

stems more or less beset with retrorse prickles ; the branches suberect, 5-30 cm.

high ; leaflets glabrous on both surfaces, of firm texture, subcoriaceous, rather

dark green and somewhat shining above; racemes few-flowered, cnrijinlifonn ;

rhachis and" pedicels occasionally setulose
; flowers 1.5-2 cm. broad ; fruit small,

reddish-purple, of few small sour drupelets. Low woods and swampy meadows,
N. S. to s. w. Out. and N. C., common.

35. R. trivialis Michx. Prostrate ; stems terete, elongated, slender, armed

(as are also the petioles and often the peduncles} with broad-based flattish short

hooked retrorse prickles, not conspicuously glandular; leaflets corim't'ous, ever-

green, elliptical, rather sharply serrate
; peduncles 1-3-flowered, flower* :l-4 cm.

broad; petals broadly obovate; fruit cylindrical, of many drupelets. Dry
soil, Va. to Fla. and Tex.

,
near the coast.

36. R. rubrisetus Rydb. Similar
;
the stems, petioles, and especially the

pedicels glandular-hispid with reddish or purplish hairs
; corymbs 3-V-flowered;

flowers 1.5-2.5 cm. broad; petals oblong-spatulate. Sandy soil, Mo. to La.

and Fla.

37. R. villbsus Ait. (DEWBERRY.) Becoming prostrate ; slt-ms elongate,

subterete, rather woody, armed with stout slender retrorse straightish />r/<7,-/rs ;

fruiting branches upright, 1-3 dm. high, (\-yi-\5-flowcred; leaflets rhombic-

obovate, doubly and rather finely serrate, acutish, membranaceous. smooth or

sparingly villous beneath
; flowers in leafy corymbiform racemes, 2-3 cm. broad;

sepals not foliaceous ; fruit subglobose to short-cylindric, with few-many large

juicy drupelets. (R. canadensis of auth., not L.; R. procumlx'iis Muhl.) Dry
open places, s. Me., westw. and southw., common. Y;ir. aoRiBAcccs Bailey.

(LUCRETIA D.) A large-flowered extreme, with elongated pedicels; iheflo-< ,-*

4 cm. broad; sepals often foliaceous. W. Va., where doubtfully native; ami
in cultivation.

Var. humifiisus T. & G. Stems slender, less woody; flo\r<rhi<i bnnu-lu-s

chiefly l-flowered ; flowers large, 3-4 cm. broad. (R. EnslcnH Trattinirk
; R.

Baileyanus Britton
;
R. mtbnniflnrus Rydb.) Chiefly near the coast, from e.

Mass, southw.

(Several recently proposed species are obviously related to and not very clearly
distinct from /,'. rilln*n* and await further study. )

38. R. invisus (Bailey) Britton. Similar, but stouter; the canes less pro-
enmlieiit, ; li'dji'ts. especially //M-.SV of the veyctiith-r shoots, simpi'i ami /<///;,/

coarsely toothed; pedicels l<nnj (becoming J.6 dm. in length) ; wpah large,

fiilifH't'Hits. N. Y. to Kan. and southw. The original of several cultivated

Dewberries.
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19. DALIBARDA Kalm.

Calyx deeply o-6-parted, 3 of the divisions larger and toothed. Petals 5, ses-

sile, deciduous. Stamens many. Ovaries 5-10, becoming nearly dry seed-like

drupes; styles terminal, deciduous. Low unarmed perennials, with creeping
and densely tufted stems or rootstocks, and roundish-heart-shaped crenate leaves

on slender petioles. Flowers of 2 kinds, a few upright long-peduncled usually
sterile ones with white petals, and numerous fertile apetalous ones on short
curved peduncles. (Named for Thomas Francois Dalibard, a French botanist
of the time of Linnaeus.)

1. D. rdpens L. Downy ; sepals of the petaliferous flowers spreading, of the

cleistogamous ones converging and inclosing the fruit. Woods, N. B. to Ont.,
s. to N. J., Pa., O., Mich., and Minn. June-Aug.

20. ALCHEMILLA L. LADY'S MANTLE

Calyx-tube inversely conical, contracted at the throat
;
limb 4-parted with as

many alternate accessory lobes. Petals none. Stamens 1-4. Pistils 1-4
;
the

slender style arising from near the base
;
achenes included in the tube of the

persistent calyx. Low herbs, with palmately lobed or compound leaves, and
small corymbed greenish flowers. (From Alkemelyeh, the Arabic name, having
reference to the silky pubescence of some species.)

1. A. ARVENSIS Scop. (PARSLEY PIERT.) Small annual, 4-20 cm. high ;

leaves 3-parted, with the wedge-shaped lobes 2-3-cleft, pubescent ;
flowers fasci-

cled opposite the axils. N. S. (according to Lawson) ;
J). C. (where said to be

extinct) ;
Va. to Term, and Ga. (Adv. from Eurasia.)

2. A. PKATF.NSIS F. W. Schmidt. Perennial, 1-3 dm. high, from a stout

caudex
;
leaves nrltinrtar, 2-10 cm. in diameter, deeply cordate, finely serrate,

shallowly 5-V-lobed ; inflorescence paniculate; pedicels filiform. Dry road-

sides, etc., N. S., where locally abundant near coast; also casual at Westford,
Mass. (Miss Fletcher). (Nat. from Eu.)

21. AGRIM6NIA [Tourn.] L. AGRIMONY

Calyx-tube top-shaped or hemispherical, the throat beset with hooked bristles,

indurated in fruit and inclosing 2 achenes
;
the limb 5-cleft, closed after flower-

ing. Petals 5, yellow. Stamens 5-15. Styles terminal. Perennial herbs,
with interruptedly pinnate leaves, crenate-serrate leaflets, and small spicate-
racemose flowers. Bracts 3-clel't. (Name a corruption of Argemone.)

a. Fruiting calyx more or less top-shaped, deeply furrowed h.

b. Leaflets (exclusive of the little intermediate ones) chiefly 5-9, ovate to

obovate or elliptic-oblong.
Rhachis of inflorescence covered with minute glandular puberulence

interspersed with long widely spreading hairs
;
leaves sparingly

pubescent beneath
;
roots not thickened 1. A. gryposepala.

Ehachis appressed-villous or glandular-puberulent, without long
widely spreading hairs.

Joots not thickened
;
lower surface of leaflets conspicuously resin-

ous-dotted, only the veins villous 2. A. striala.
Roots fusiform-thickened toward the end

;
lower surface of leaflets

velvety-tomentose, scarcely or not at all resinous-dotted.

Larger leaflets 5-9, oblong or elliptical ; fruiting calyx 4-5 mm.
wide (exclusive of spreading hooks) 3. A. mollis.

Larger leaflets 3-5, obovate ; fruiting calyx about 3 mm. wide

(exclusive of hooks) 4. A. microearpa.
Leaflets (exclusive of little intermediate ones) 11-13, lanceolate to nar-

rowly lance-oblong 5. A. pdi'ciftora.
a. Fruiting calyx hemispherical, striped but scarcely furrowed . . .6. A. rofttellata.

1. A. gryposepala Wallr. Tall (7-12 dm.); stem hirsute; leaflets large,

thin, smoothish, scarcely paler beneath
; fruiting calyx nearly 1 cm. long ;

//oo/,-.s

Inny, widel;/ *jn'('<n}in</, the outer deflexed. (A. Eupatoria Man. eel. G, in part,
not L.; A. hirsuta Bicknell.) Thickets, ravines, etc., s. N. S. and centr. Me.
to Va., and westw.

; frequent.
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2. A. striata Micbx. Erect, subsimple up to the inflorescence, 3-15 dm. high,

softly pubescent, the hairs inclining to be appressed ;
leaflets mostly narrowed

to a point, somewhat costate
; fruiting-calyx strongly deflexed

;
the hooks rela-

tively short and connivent or scarcely spreading. (A. Eupatoria Man. ed. 6, in

part, not L.; A. Brittoniana Bicknell.) Damp woods, alluvial soil, etc., Nfd.

to Sask., s. to W. Va., 111., Neb., S. Dak., and N. Mex. (Eurasia.)
3. A. m611is (T. & G.) Britton. Grayish-pubescent, 6-15 din. high ; leaflets

oblong, mostly obtuse, soft to the touch on both surfaces ; fruit broadly top-

shaped, the hooks borne on a broad disk, the outer widely spreading. (A.

pubescens Wallr. ?) Open woods, dry ground, etc.. Mass, to N. C., and westw.

4. A. microcarpa Wallr. Small, subsimple, mostly 3-5 dm. high ; leaflets

obovate, soft-tomentose beneath, sparingly appressed-pubescent or subglabrous
above

; fruiting calyx much as in the last but smaller. (A pumila Muhl
,

inadequately characterized.) Woods, etc., Pa. to Fla. and Tex.

5. A. parviflbra Ait. Stem hirsute, 7-12 dm. high, leafy ; leaflets numerous,
narrow, with many smaller intermediate ones of 2 or 3 different sizes

; fruiting

calyx small (4-5 mm. long), abruptly deflexed at maturity from an ascending

pedicel ;
outer hooks widely spreading. Chiefly in sandy and alluvial soil, Ct.

to Ga., westw. to Ont., Kan., and La.

6. A. rostellata Wallr. Slender, 4-8 dm. high ;
stem nearly glabrous, rough-

ish
;
leaflets few, obovate

; fruiting calyx small, almost hemispherical, not deeply

furrowed, the hooks small, the longest shorter than the connivent calyx-lobes.

(A. striata Bicknell, not Michx.) Rocky woods, alluvium, etc., Ct. to Ga., and
westw.

22. SANGUIS6RBA [Rupp.j L. BURNET

Calyx with a top-shaped tube, constricted at the throat, persistent; the 4

broad petal-like spreading lobes imbricated in the bud, deciduous. Petals none.

Stamens 4-12 or more, with flaccid filaments and short anthers. Pistils !-:>
;

the slender terminal style tipped with a tufted or brush-like stigma. Achene

(commonly solitary) inclosed in the 4-angled dry and thickish calyx-tube. Seed

suspended. Chiefly perennial herbs, with unequally pinnate leaves, stipules

adherent to the petiole, and small often polygamous or dioecious flowers

crowded in a dense head or spike at the summit of a long and naked peduncle,
each bracteate and 2-bracteolate. (Name from sanguis, blood, and sorbere,

to drink up, to absorb, from reputed styptic properties in folk-medicine. ) POTE-
UIIM L., in part.

* Stamens 4
; leaflets 2-5 cm. long.

1. S. canad6nsis L. (CANADIAN B.) Stamens long-exserted, club-shaped.

white, as is the whole of the elongated and cylindrical spike; stem 3-16 dm.

high ;
leaflets numerous, ovate or oblong-lanceolate, coarsely serrate, obtuse,

heart-shaped at base, as if stipellate ; stipules serrate. (Poterium Gray.)

Bogs and wet meadows, Lab. to rats, of Ga., w. to Mich.

2. S. OFFICINALIS L. In habit similar to the preceding; spikes dense.

ovoid, brownish- or purplish-red. Established in low fields near coast of Mr.;

also reported from Minn. (Adv. from Eurasia.)
* * Stamens innncrous : leaflets 8-15 mm. long.

3. S. M!NOR Scop. (GARDEN B.) Stamens 12 or more in the lower flowers

of the globular greenish head, with drooping capillary iilaments, the upper flow-

ers pistillate only ;
stems 3-5 din. high ;

leaflets small, ovate, deeply cut. (
!'>-

t, ,-inm Sanguisorba L.) Locally established in grassy places, cultivated

grounds, etc., Me. to Md. and w. N. Y. (Adv. from Eurasia.)

23. R6SA [Tonrn.] L. K..-I

Calyx-tube urn-sha]>ed, contracted at the month, becoming fleshy in fruit.

Petals 5, obovate or obconlute. inserted with the many stamens into the ed-e

of the, hollow thin disk that lines the calyx-tube and within bears the numerous
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11.

R. rubiginosa.

7?. gallica.

pistils below. Ovaries hairy, becoming bony achenes in fruit. Shrubs, usually

prickly, with odd-pinnate leaves, and stipules adnate to the petiole ; stalks, foli-

age, etc.
,
often bearing aromatic glands. Many of the species highly variable

and often indeterminable from imperfect specimens. (The ancient Latin name.)

a. Styles coherent in a protruding column, as long as the stamens . . 1. R. f>eti<jera.

a. Styles distinct b.

b. Sepals connivent after flowering, persistent ; pedicels and receptacle
naked c.

c. Prickles scattered or none, the infra-stipular when present not en-

larged.
Leaf-rhachis glandular-puherulent or -bristly.

P"ruit pyrlform, obovoid or oblong, top-shaped at base . 2. R. acicularis.
Fruit subglobose, obtuse or rounded at base (2) R. acicularis, v. Eourgeauiana.

Leaf-rhachis softly and finely villous or tomentulose
; glandular

hairs merely occasional or none.
Prickles numerous, scattered ;

leaflets 7-11..... 3. R. pratincola.
Prickles occasionally present on main stem but mostly few or

none; leaflets 5-7 ......... 4. R.blanda.
c. Prickles not wholly uniform, the infra-stipular somewhat stouter.

Calyx-lobes essentially entire.

Calyx-lobes 1-1.5 cm. long.
Leaves 6-10 cm. long ;

leaflets pubescent beneath ; stem armed
chiefly near the nodes....... 5. R. Woodsii.

Leaves 2-4 cm. long ; leaflets essentially glabrous ;
stem ex

cessively spiny throughout ..... 6. R. spinosissima.
Calyx -lobes 2-2.5 cm. long . ..... 7. R. cinnamomea.

Outer calyx-lobes conspicuously pinnatifid .... 8. R. canina.
1>. Sepals spreading after flowering, deciduous from the mature fruit

receptacle and pedicels more or less hispid or tomentose.
Leaflets thick, evergreen or nearly so

; receptacle tomentose . 9. R. bracteata.
Leaflets membranaceous ; receptacle not tomentose.

Leaf-rhachis very glandular.
Prickles strong, hooked ; leaflets rarely 2 cm. long . . .

Prickles weak, acicular, often gland-tipped ;
leaflets 3-6 cm.

long....... .....
Leaf-rhachis puberulent or glabrous, scarcely if at all glandular.
Young growth densely covered, even into the inflorescence,

with needle-like prickles ....... 12. R, nitida.

Young growth armed at the nodes or not at all.

Stipules narrowly linear, their free auricles merely short-

lanceolate teeth
;
leaflets serrulate

; infra-stipular prickles
short, 2-4 (rarely 6) mm. long, broad-based and decidedly
curved ........... 13. 7?. Carolina.

Stipules more dilated, oblanceolate, their auricles somewhat
deltoid

;
serratures of the leaflets coarser and deeper ;

infra-stipular prickles longer.
Prickles decidedly curved ;

leaflets somewhat shining above 14. R. Virginian a.

Prickles straight or nearly so; leaflets dull above . . 15. R. humili*.

1. R. setigera Michx. (CLIMBING or PRAIRIE R.) Stems climbing, armed
with stout nearly straight scattered prickles, not bristly ;

leaflets 3-5, ovate,

acute, sharply serrate, smooth or downy beneath
;
stalks and calyx glandular ;

flowers corymbed ; sepals pointed ; petals deep rose-color changing to white
;

fruit globular. Borders of prairies and thickets, Ont. to Fla., w. to Wise., Neb.,
and Tex.

;
also an escape from cultivation in Ct. July. Strong shoots growing

3-6 m. in a season.

2. R. acicularis Lindl. Stems 3-12 dm. high, very prickly ; stipules usually

dilated, glandular-ciliate and resinous
; leaflets 3-7, broadly elliptical to oblong-

lanceolate, sessile and obtuse or subcordate at base, usually pale and somewhat

resinous-puberulent beneath, the teeth serrulate; flowers large, solitary (very

rarely 2-3) ;
outer sepals usually with 1-2 narrow lateral lobes, not hispid ;

fruit

obovoid or ellipsoid, top-shaped at base. (R. Engelmanni Wats.) Sandy
thickets, L. Huron to Minn., Col., and Ida. (Siber.)

Var. Bourgeauiana Crepin. Fruit globose, rounded at base
;
leaves some-

times smoothish but more often soft-pubescent and resinous-pulverulent beneath.

Ledges, rocky woods, etc., Anticosti to s. Vt., n. Mich., centr. 111., Col., and
northw.

3. R. pratincola Greene. Stems low, very prickly ; stipules narrow, more or

less glandular-toothed above (or even glandular-ciliate) ; leaflets 7-11, broadly

elliptical to oblong-oblanceolate, subcuneate at base, somewhat firm and strongly
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veined. Dimply ttmtfii-tl. iint /< >///..;/>; H.I \\crs corymbose; >/>/> ///////

the outer Jobed. (R. //"//><///" ..f aiith., not Porter.) Prairies, etc., Man. to

Mont., s. to Mo. and 'IVx.

4. R. blanda Ait. Sit-ins :j-i" dm. high, wholly unarmed or occasionally
covered with numerous prickles ; stipules dilated, naked and entire or slightly

glandular-toothed ; leufli-t* ">-", usually oblong-lanceolate, thinner and

strongly veined than in the preceding, cum-ate at base and petiolulate, ximply
serr<: -.^inous; flowers usually large, corymbose or solitary : .sv,

./.< /</.<-

pid, entire. On rocks and shores, Nfd. to N. E., and westw. chiefly in the

region of the Great Lakes to Mo. and Assina.

"). R. Wo6dsii Lindl. Steins usually low (1-9 dm. high), with slender straight
or recurved prickles, or wholly unarmed above; leaflets 5-7. to <>i>l<m<j

or lan<-">lit>'. more or less toothed
;
flowers corymbose or solitary ; sepals naked

or hispid, the outer usually lobed
;
fruit globose, with a short neck. Minn, to

Mo., westw. and northwestw.
6. R. spiNoafssiMA L. (SCOTCH R.) Low spreading shrub; stems densely

covered with long straightish prickles and innumerable shorter ones
; leofl'-ts

7-13, small, broadly elliptic to suborbicular, glabrous or nearly so ; stipules

small; fruit globular, black. Often cultivated, and inclined to spread from
old gardens, N. E., Ont., etc. (Introd. from Eurasia.)

7. R. CINXA MOM i \ L. C'INN A Mo\ R.) Stems flexuous, reddish brown, armed
with pairs of light-colored broad-based slightly recurved infra-stipular prickles ;

leaflets rather narrowly elliptical, 2-3 cm. long, paler beneath, sharply and

finely serrate; flowers commonly double. Once much cultivated, and now
established in hedgerows, etc. (Introd. from Eurasia.)

8. R. CAXIXA L. (Doc R.) Stems armed with stout recurved prickles, the

branches sometimes unarmed
; leaflets 5-7, elliptical or oblong-omte. glabrous

or somewhat pubescent, simply toothed, not rettinous-puberulent; flowers soli-

tary (or 2-4) on usually naked pedicels ; sepals pinnatifid; fruit ovoid or nearly

globular. A casual escape from cultivation, Mass, to Tenn.; thoroughly natu-

ralized on river-banks in Pa. (Porter). (Introd. from Eurasia.)
'.. R. BRACTE.VTA Wendl. (MACARTXY R.) Leaflets mostly 7

obovate, rounded at the apex, thick, shining, evergreen, glabrous; nV

large; calyx densely villons-tomentose ; petals mostly white. Cultivated from

China, extensively naturalized in parts of the Southern States, extending to Va.

(Introd. from Asia.)
10. R. RUBIGIX6SA L. (SWEETBRIER, EGLANTINE.) Armed with Strong

hooked mostly infra-stipular prickles (with or without scattered smaller ones) ;

leaflets densely resinous beneath and aromatic, doubly serrate; the short
]

eels and pin natifid sepals hispid ;
flowers pink, mostly 3-4 cm. in diameter : fruit

obovate. Rocky pastures, etc., common. (Introd. from Eu.)
Var. MICKANTHA (Sm.) Lindl. Leaves less glandular, nearly scentless, flow-

ers smaller (about 2-2.5 cm. in diameter) and paler ;
fruit somewhat flask-

shaped. Along roadsides, etc., e. Mass. (Introd. from Eng.) Inconstant and

suggesting relationship to no. 8.

11. R. GALLICA L. Erect, 1-1.6 m. Inch : stem glandular-hispid and armed
with straightish slender prickles; /."/Ms :',-.">. /,/..//// t-lli,

rounded or obtusish at apex, doubly ij1<nnlnl>ir-f ri-nt* : rtw-rs large, n.

deep red and double. Often cultivated, and now well established in roedi

thickets, X. E., O.. and probably elsewhere. (Introd. from Eu.)
!_'. R. nitida Willd. Low. nearly or quite glalron* thrnni/fmnt. tin atrniiiht

slen -'Spuliir prirkl'
* ">i thirkly

Ut; ftir ami

shinimr. usually narrow-ohloni: and acute at each t-nd ; flowers >

2-3); / . Margins of swamps. Nfd. to N. 1 '..

i::. R. Carolina L. St.-ms usually tall (3-25 dm. hidi>. wi --raiirht

or usually more or less curved prickles ; stipules long and very narrov.

. dull i:iven. usually omnow-obtong and acute at

eat-h Mul aiid petiolulate. but often broadt-r, usually pubescent beneath. Hor-

;mps and streams. N. S. to Kla.. w. t" Minn, and Mi--.
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14. R. Virginiana Mill, su-m* oit<'U tall an<i _ </// "'

nnlly '//</// o\ usually i

. rather thick, xmooth and
were corymbose or solitary ; outer sepals frequently with

bet. /.'.!>"" Margins of swamps and rocky shores,
Nfd. :-. . V. and *-. Pa.

!'. R. humilis Marsh. Stems usually low (3-9 dm. high), slender, with
<-kles (spreading or sometimes reflexed) ; stipules nar,

rar.-Jy sou icwhat dilated ; leaflets as in the last, but usually thinner arid duller;
xter sepals always more or lets lobed. Mostly in

dry soil or on rocky slopes, N. S. to Fla., w. to Minn., Mo., Okla., and La.

24. PR17NUS [Tourn.] L. PLIM, CHERRY, ETC.

Calyx '>-' .be bell-shaped, urn-shaped, or tubular-obconical, decidu-
ous after fl'.wering. Petals 5, spreading. Stamens 15-20. Pistil solitary, with
2 pendulous ovules. Drupe fleshy, with a bony stone. Small trees or shrubs,
with mostly edible fruit. (The ancient Latin name.) CKBASCS B. Jus*.

L.

i oUwur, tbk'kifeb, ereTi*te-*Tult*', tb^ toetL incurred . 1 .

Leaves mosdr oborate, tUn, ilnrpHr emte ; teeth fomewbat
2. P.riryiHtoM.

tOtfamt ;.an vfOe iteeUc
Jowf-ri. -ifj^J: j-.-V;,- MOCdj 4 ". irj-'i

Leave* broad or, ifnarrow.

PeHefea IS-J8

L---a-.<-- Miate- or

MI nboi ri

Tetib oflecves flw, obttue; the do
T*Ui of feave*

14.

15. P.lwrtMla**.

. Per*u*t.

[L.] Reichenb. Z>rw/> *nw/7, globose, witiwut Moom; the stone
rers in racemes termtua' 'wncbei,
"<HW, tetc fn spring, PADCS Moench.

P. ser6tina ?:hrh. BLACK or ROM C.) A large tree, with reddish-
bran ><fitfc; leaves oblong or / -Wong,

CRAY'S MAVCAL-
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taper-pointed, serrate with incurved sfiort and cations teeth, thickish, shining
above

;
racemes elongated ; petals obovate

;
fruit purplish-black. Woods, N. S.

to Fla., w. to Dak. and Ariz. Fruit slightly bitter, but with a pleasant vinous
flavor.

2. P. virginiana L. (CHOKE C.) A tall shrub or small tree, with grayish
bark, the inner layers with a rank disagreeable odor; leaves oval, oblong, or

obovate, abruptly pointed, very sharply (often doubly) serrate with slender

teeth, thin
; petals roundish

;
fruit red turning to dark crimson, austere and

astringent ;
stone smooth. Nfd. to Ga., and westw. Var. LEUCOCARPA Wats.,

with short dense racemes and sweeter yellowish fruit, has been found at

Dedham, Mass.

2. PRUN6PHORA (Neck.) Endl. Drupe smooth; the stone smooth or
somewhat rugged; flowers (usually white) from separate lateral scaly buds
in early spring, preceding or developing with the leaves; pedicels few or
several in simple umbel-like clusters.

3. P. pennsylvanica L. f. (WILD RED, BIRD, FIRE or PIN C.) Tree, 6-10
m. high, with light red-brown bark

;
leaves oblong-lanceolate, pointed, finely and

Great L. region, centr. la., and along the mts. to N. C., Tenn., and Col.

4. P. alleghani6nsis Porter. (SLOE.) A low straggling shrub or small tree

(1-5 m. high), seldom thorny; leaves lanceolate to oblong-ovate, often l<>(/-

acuminate, finely and sharply serrate, softly pubescent when young, glabrate
with age ; fruit globose-ovoid, very dark purple, with a bloom, less than 12 mm.
in diameter

;
stone turgid, a shallow groove on one side and a broad flat ridge

on the other. Thickets, s. Ct. (Eames, Graves') to the Allegheny Mts. of Pa.
6. P. iNSTiTfxiA L. (BULLACE P.) Somewhat thorny ;

leaves obovate,

mostly obtusish at the apex and narrowed at base, sharply and somewhat
doubly serrate, soft-pubescent beneath

;
fruit small, globular, black, with a

bloom. (P. spinosa, var. Gray.) Roadsides and waste places, N. E. and

perhaps occasionally in the Middle States. (Adv. from Eurasia.)
6. P. maritima Wang. (BEACH P.) Low and straggling (3-15 dm. high);

leaves ovate or oval, finely serrate, softly pubescent underneath ; pedicels short,

pubescent ;
fruit globular, purple or crimson (rarely paler), with a bloom, 13-25

mm. in diameter
;
the stone very turgid, acute on one edge, rounded and minutely

grooved on the other. Sea-beaches, dunes, etc., s. Me. to Va.
7. P. angustifblia Marsh. (CHICKASAW P.) Scarcely thorny, 2-5 m. high ;

leaves membranaceous, elliptic-lanceolate, finely serrulate, glabrous ;
fruit glob-

ular, red, nearly destitute of bloom, thin-skinned, 12-16 mm. in diameter
;

the ovoid stone almost as thick as wide, rounded at both sutures, one of them

minutely grooved. (P. Chicasa Michx. ) Del. to Fla., and westw. to Tex.
and Kan.

Var. Watsbni (Sarg.) Waugh. (SAND P.) Dwarf (1-1.3 m. high); stems
much branched and somewhat rigid ;

leaves smaller and rather firm in texture
;

fruit small, red, thick-skinned. (P. Watsoni Sarg.) Kan. and Neb.
8. P. M\IIALER L. (PERFUMED C.) Shrub or small tree (7 m. high),

glabrous or nearly so ; leaves ovate-orbicular, short-pointed or obtuse, slender-

petioled, crenulate-denticulate, glandular between the teeth
;
flowers corymbose ;

fruit ovoid to subglobose, black or nearly so, 7-10 mm. long. Roadsides, river-

banks, open woods, etc., spreading from cultivation, Ct. to Del., and westw.

(Introd. from s. Ku. )

'.. P. GravSsii Small. Unarmed shrub, 1-1.3 in. high; leaves obm-ntc-

orbicnf(tr, finely pulx-went on both surfaces, serrate-dentate, rounded or even
retuse at the apex, 2-:] cm. in diameter

;
flowers 1-3 in a fascicle, the pedicels

pubescent ;
fruit globose, bluish-black, 12-15 mm. in diameter

;
stone about 9

inin. long, subglobose but with one sharp edge. Gravelly ridge, Groton, Ct.
: Grat

10. P. cuneata Haf. Low erect shrub, obscurely puberulent to entirely
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glabrous ;
leaves spatulate-oblong or more rarely lance-oblong, obtuse or acute,

serrate above the middle, entire toward the cuneate base, pale beneath
;
flowers

2-4 in a fascicle
;

fruit globose, without bloom, nearly black, about 1 cm.
in diameter. (P.pumila, var. Bailey.) Thickets, sandy soil, s. Me. to N. C.

and Minn.
11. P. pumila L. (SAND C.) Prostrate, spreading and creeping ;

leaves

linear-spatulate to oblanceolate, usually acute or acutish, pale beneath, sub-

entire or toothed above the middle
;
flowers as in the preceding ;

fruit globose,

pendulous, dark claret-color, without bloom, about 1 cm. in diameter.

Sandy and rocky shores, e. Que. to Pa., n. Ind., Wise., and Man.
12. P. AVIUM L. (SWEET C., MAZZARD.) Tree of pyramidal form and

reddish-brown bark; flowers large; petals mostly 12-15 mm. long ;
inner biid-

scales at the base of the pedicels greenish, large, widely spreading, very hairy
on the inner surface and conspicuously glandular-serrate ;

fruit depressed-glo-
bose, yellow or red, sweet and juicy. Often escaping from cultivation and

forming thickets in hedgerows, etc. (Introd. from Eurasia.)
13. P. CERASUS L. (SouR or MORELLO C.) Tree of lower growth and

rounder head than th'e preceding ;
bark gray ;

flowers as in the preceding but
inner bud-scales small, not conspicuously spreading; fruit depressed-globose,

red, acid. Commonly cultivated, and occasionally escaping to hedgerows,
woods, etc. (Introd. from s. Eu.)

14. P. nigra Ait. (WILD or CANADA P.) Shrub or small tree (2-8 m. high),
armed

;
leaves thin, broadly obovate, subcaudately acuminate, doubly crenate-

serrate, the teeth usually gland-tipped; petioles mostly with 2 glands at the

summit
; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate, glabrous within

; petals white, broadly
obovate, 12-14 mm. long ;

fruit orange-red or yellow, 2.5 cm. long, compressed-
ovoid tosubglobose, almost without bloom. River-banks and roadside thickets,
Nfd. to s. N. E. and westw. along the Great Lakes.

15. P. hortulana Bailey. (WILD GOOSE P.) Small unarmed tree; leaves

ovate- or lance-oblong, caudate-acuminate, glabrous on both surfaces, at

maturity 9-15 cm. long, rounded at base, finely and somewhat unevenly crenate-

serrate; the teeth mostly gland-tipped; flowers 2-4 in a fascicle
; pedicels gla-

brous
; calyx-lobes glandular-serrate ; petals obovate, about 8 mm. long ;

fruit

globular, thin-skinned, light yellow to red. "Rich bottom lands, 111. and Mo.
16. P. americana Marsh. (WILD P.) Tree, 3-10 m. high, armed

;
leaves

rather narrowly obovate, long-acuminate, sharply and doubly serrate, the teeth

not glandular; petioles with or without glands ; petals narrowly obovate, about
1 cm. long ; calyx-lobes entire, hairy on the inner surface

;
fruit subglobose,

becoming red at full maturity, about 2 cm. in diameter. River-banks and
borders of woods, Ct. to Fla.

,
and westw. to Col.

Var. m611is T. & G. Leaves permanently soft-pubescent or tomentose
beneath. la. to La. and Tex.

3. AMYGDALUS (L.) B. & H. Drupe velvety-tomentose ; the stone deeply

I
sculptured and pitted; flowers stibsessile, from a scaly bud, opening
before the leaves appear; the latter conduplicate in bud. AMYGDALUS
[Tourn.] L. PERSICA [Tourn.] Borkh.

17. P. PERSICA (L.) Stokes. (PEACH.) Small tree
;

leaves lance-oblong,

attenuate, serrate
;
flowers pink; fruit subglobose. (Amygdalus L.) Abun-

dantly cultivated, and tending to become established in thickets, etc., N. Y.,
and southw. (Introd. from Asia. )

LEGUMIN6SAE (PULSE FAMILY)

Plants with papilionaceous or sometimes regular flowers, 10 (rarely 6 and

sometimes many} monadelphous, diadelphous, or rarely distinct stamens, and

a single simple free pistil becoming a legume in fruit. AWWx mostly without

albumen, Leaves alternate, with stipules, usually compound, One of the
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sepals inferior (i.e. next the bract); one of the petals superior (i.e. next the

axis of the inflorescence). A very large family.

SUBFAMILY I. MIMOSOfDEAE

Flowers regular, small. Corolla valvate in aestivation, often united into a

4-5-lobed cup, hypogynous, as are the (often very numerous) exserted stamens.

Embryo straight. Leaves twice pinnate.

* Stamens numerous.

1. Acacia. Filaments distinct. Pod and stem (in ours) unarmed.

2. Abizzia. Filaments united into a tube at base. Unarmed shrubs or trees.

* * Stamens 5-10.

3. Desmanthus. Petals distinct. Stamens 5 or 10. Pods smooth, flat. Herbaceous or nearly

so.

4. Schrankia. Petals united below into a cup. Stamens 8 or 10. Pod covered with small

prickles or rough projections.

SUBFAMILY II. CAESALPINIOfDEAE

Corolla imperfectly or not at all papilionaceous, sometimes nearly regular,

imbricated in the bud, the upper or odd petal inside and inclosed by the others.

Stamens 10 or fewer, commonly distinct, inserted on the calyx. Seeds anatro-

pous, often with albumen. Embryo straight.

* Flowers not at all papilionaceous, polygamous or dioecious ; trees.

5. Gymnocladus. Unarmed. Leaves doubly pinnate. Calyx-tube elongated, at its summit

bearing 5 petals resembling the calyx-lobes. Stamens 10.

6. Gleditsia. Thorny. Leaves simply and doubly pinnate. Calyx-tube short; its lobes,

as well as the petals and stamens, 8-5.

* * Flowers not at all papilionaceous, perfect ; calyx 5-parted ;
herbs.

7. Cassia. Leaves simply and abruptly pinnate.

* * * Flowers imperfectly papilionaceous, perfect ; trees.

8. Cercis. Calyx campanulate, 5-toothed. Pod flat, wing-margined. Leaves simple.

SUBFAMILY III. PAPILIONOfDEAE

Calyx of 5 sepals, more or less united, often unequally so. Corolla inserted

into the base of the calyx, of 5 irregular petals (or very rarely fewer), more

or less distinctly papilionaceous, i.e. with the upper or odd petal (vexillum or

standard) larger than the others and inclosing them in the bud, usually turned

backward or spreading ;
the two lateral ones (wings') oblique and exterior to

the two lower, which last are connivent and commonly more or less coherent

by their anterior edges, forming the cariua or XvW, which usually incloses the

stamens and pistil. Stamens 10, very rarely 5, inserted with the corolla, inona-

delphous, diadelphous (mostly with 9 united into a tube which is cleft on the

upper side, and the tenth or upper one separate), or occasionally distinct.

Ovary 1-celled, sometimes 2-celled by an intrusion of one of the sutures, or

transversely 2-many-celled by cross-division into joints: style simple; ovules

ainphitro|H>us. rarely anatropous. Cotyledons large, thiek or thiekish ; radicle

incurved. Leaves simple or simply compound, the earliest ones in ucriuina-

tion usually opposite, the rest alternate; leaflets almost always quite entire.

Flowers perfect.
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I. Stamens (10) distinct.

* Leaves palmately 3-foliolate or simple ; calyx 4-5-lobed ; herbs.

9. Baptisia. Pod inflated.

10. Thermopsis. Pod flat, linear.

* * Leaves pinnate ; calyx-teeth short.

11. Cladrastis. Flowers panicled, white. Pod flat. A tree.

12. Sophora. Flowers racemose, white. Pod terete, moniliform. Herbaceous.

II. Stamens monadelphous, or diadelphous (9 and 1, rarely 5 and 5), nearly
distinct in no. 25.

* Anthers of two forms
;
stamens monadelphous ;

leaves digitate, simple, or rarely phyllodial.

+- Calyx 5-lobed ; pod inflated.

13. Crotalaria. Herbs with simple leaves.

+- -i- Calyx 2-lipped ; pod flat.

H- Shrubs with simple leaves.

14. Genista. Seeds estrophiolate. Corolla yellow.

++ ++ Shrubs with 1-3-foliate leaves.

15. Cytisus. Seeds strophiolate. Corolla yellow.

H- -M- ++ Shrubs ;
leaves reduced to pungent petioles.

16. Ulex. Seeds strophiolate. Corolla yellow.

H- -H- -M- -n- Herbs
;
leaves (in ours) 7-11-foliolate.

17. Lupinus. Seeds estrophiolate. Corolla (in ours) blue, roseate, or rarely white.

* * Anthers uniform (except in nos. 24 and 40).

Leaves digitateiy (rarely pinnately) 3-foliolate
;

leaflets denticulate or serrulate; stamens diadel-

phous ; pods small, 1-few-seeded, often inclosed in the calyx or curved or coiled.

18. Trifolium. Flowers capitate. Pods membranaceous, 1-6-seeded. Petals adherent to the

stamen-tube.

ID. Melilotus. Flowers racemed. Pod coriaceous, wrinkled, 1-2-seeded.

20. Medicago. Flowers racemed or spiked. Pods curved or coiled, 1-few-seeded.

-i- +- Leaves unequally pinnate (or digitate in no. 24) ;
leaflets entire

; pod not jointed ;
neither

twining nor climbing (except in no. 81).

-H- Herbage not resinous-dotted
; flowers umbellate, loosely capitate or solitary and axillary ; herbs.

= Filaments all connate.

21. Anthyllis. Leaves odd-pinnate (the basal sometimes 1-foliolate). Flowers loosely capitate.

Pod subindehiscent, included in the calyx.

= = One filament free, the others connate.

22. Hosackia. Leaflets (in ours) 1-3. Flowers (in ours) solitary on leafy-bracted peduncles.
23. Lotus. Leaflets (in ours) 5, the lower pair simulating foliaceous stipules. Flowers (in

ours) umbellate.

H- Herbage glandular-dotted ;
stamens mostly monadelphous ; pod small, indehiscent, mostly

1-seeded
;
leaves pinnate (except in no. 24).

24. Psoralea. Corolla truly papilionaceous. Stamens 10, half of the anthers often smaller or

less perfect. Leaves mostly palmate, 3-5-foliolate.

25. Amorpha. Corolla of one petal ! Stamens 10, monadelphous at base.

26. Dalea. Corolla imperfectly papilionaceous. Stamens 9 or 10
;
the cleft tube of filaments

bearing 4 of the petals about its middle.

27. Petalostemum. Corolla scarcely at all papilionaceous. Stamens 5; the cleft tube of fila-

ments bearing 4 of the petals on its summit.

H. -H- Herbage not glandular-dotted (except in no. 34) ;
stamens mostly diadelphous ; pod 2-

valved, several-seeded
;
leaves pinnately several-foliolate

; flowers racemose.

= Wings cohering with the keel
; pod flat or 4-angled ; hoary perennial herbs.

28. Tephrosia. Standard broad. Pod flat. Leaflets pinnately veined.
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Flowers large and showy ;
standard broad

; wings free.

29. Sesbania. Leaves even-pinnate. Ours herbs.

80. Robinia. Pod flat, thin, margined on one edge. Trees or shrubs.

81. Wisteria. Pod tumid, marginless. Woody twiners. Leaflets obscurely stipellate.

= Standard narrow, erect
; pod turgid or inflated

; perennial herbs.

32. Astragalus. Keel not tipped with a point or sharp appendage. Pod with one or both the

sutures turned in, sometimes dividing the cell lengthwise into two.

33. Oxytropis. Keel tipped with an erect point ; otherwise us AxtrayalH*.
34. Glycyrrhiza. Flowers, etc., of Astragalus. Anther-cells confluent. Pod prickly or muri-

cate, short, nearly indehiscent.

----- Herbs ; no tendrils ; pod transversely 2-several-jointed, the reticulated 1-seeded joints

indehiscent, or sometimes reduced to one such joint.

+> Leaves pinnate, with several leaflets, not stipellate.

35. Aeschynomene. Stamens equally diadelphous (5 and 5). Calyx 2-lipped. Pod several-

jointed ; joints square.

36. Coronilla. Stamens unequally diadelphous (9 and 1). Calyx 5-toothed. Joints subcylin-

dric, 4-angled. Flowers umbellate.

87. Hedysarum. Stamens unequally diadelphous (9 and 1). Calyx 5-cleft. Pod several-jointed ;

joints roundish.

-H- 4+ Leaves pinnately 3-foliolate, rarely 1-foliolate.

38. Desmodium. Stamens diadelphous (9 and 1) or monadelphous below. Calyx 2-lipped. Pod

several-jointed. Flowers all of one sort and complete. Leaflets stipellate.

89. Lespedeza. Stamens diadelphous (9 and 1); anthers uniform. Pod 1-2-jointed. Flowers

often of 2 sorts, the more fertile ones apetalous. Leaflets not stipellate.

40. Stylosanthes. Stamens monodelphous ; anthers of 2 sorts. Pod 1-2-jointed.- Calyx de-

ciduous, the tube narrow and stalk-like. Leaflets not stipellate.

-H- -H- -M- Leaves digitately 2- or 4-foliolate.

41. Zornia. Flowers spicate, each enveloped by 2 veiny leaf-like bracts.

------ Herbs with abruptly pinnate leaves, terminated by a tendril or bristle
;
stamens diadi-1-

phous ; pod continuous, 2-valved, few-several-seeded.

42. Vicia. Wings coherent with the keel. Style filiform, bearded with 'a tuft or ring of hairs at

the apex.

43. Lathyrus. Wings nearly free. Style somewhat dilated and flattened upwards, bearded

down the inner face.

-*--!----+- Twining (sometimes only trailing) herbs
;
leaves pinnately 8(rarely 1 or 5-T)-foliolate;

no tendrils ; peduncles or flowers axillary ; pod not jointed, 2-valved.

-n- Leaves pinnately 5-many-foliolate.

44. Apios. Herbaceous twiners
;
leaflets 6-9. Keel slender and much incurved or coiled.

n- -n- Leaves 8-foliolate
;
ovules and seeds several.

-= Style bearded lengthwise on the upper surface.

45. Phaseolus. Keel spirally coiled ;
standard recurved-spreading. Flowers racemose. Corolla

(in ours) purple. Seeds round-reniform.

46. Vigna. Keel strongly curved but not forming a spiral. Flowers few in pedunculate heads

or very short racemes. Corolla (in ours) pale yellow.

47. Stropbostyles. Keel long, strongly incurved but not forming a spiral. Flowers few in

pedunculate heads. Corolla purple. Seed* oblong, mostly pubescent.

48. Clitoria. Keel scythe-shaped ;
standard spurred at the base, large and showy, pale blue.

Style bearded at the summit about the stigma.

lit. Centrosema. Standard much longer than the other petals. Pod linear, narrow; the valves

spirally twisted after dehiscence.

50. Dolichos. Standard little exceeding the other petals in length. Pod lunate-oblong; the

valves broad, not spirally coiled in debiseence.

Style beardless.

61. Amphicarpa. Calyx tubular, 4-5-toothcd. Standard erect; keel almost straight. Some

apetalous especially fertile (lowers ut the base of the plant, liracts persistent.
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52. Galactia. Calyx deeply 4-cleft
; the upper lobe broadest and entire. Bract and bractlets

mostly minute and deciduous.

++- -H- -H- Leaves 1-3-foliolate
; ovules and seeds 1-2

; flowers yellow.

53. Rhynchosia. Keel scythe-shaped. Calyx 4-5-parted. Pod short.

1. ACACIA [Tourn.] Mill.

Flowers perfect or polygamous, regular, small, capitate or spicate. Sepals

4-5, nearly distinct or united into a 4-5-toothed campanulate cup. Petals as

many, narrow. Stamens oo
,
exserted. Pod oblong to linear, compressed or

turgid. Shrubs or trees (mostly armed), with bipinnate or (in certain Aus-
tralian species) vertically expanded phyllodial leaves. (Ancient Greek name of

an Egyptian species.)
1. A. angustissima (Mill.) Ktze., var. hirta (Nutt.) Robinson. Unarmed

hirsute undershrub
; pinnae 8-14 pairs and leaflets mostly 18-40 pairs (both less

numerous in young shoots) ;
flowers in yellow or salmon-colored paniculate glo-

bose heads. (A. hirta Nutt.; A. filicioides Trel.) Dry bluffs, McDonald Co.,
Mo. (Bush}, Kan. (Hitchcock), and southw. The typical form (Mimosa an-

gustissima Mill.) of Mex. has fewer pinnae and more numerous leaflets.

2. ALBIZZIA Durazzini.

Flowers perfect or polygamous. Calyx tubular, 5-dentate. Petals united for

more than half their length into a tubular somewhat salver-formed corolla. Sta-

mens numerous
;

the filaments much elongated. Pod narrowly oblong, the

valves neither twisted nor elastically spreading. Unarmed trees with bipinnate
leaves. (Dedicated to the Albizzi, a noble Italian family, one of whom is said

to have introduced this genus into European cultivation.)
1. A. juLiBRfssix Durazzini. Flowers in tassel-like clusters at the end of

slender naked peduncles. Frequently cultivated in the Southern States, and

locally established as far n. (according to Small) as Va. (Introd. from Asia
and Afr.)

3. DESMANTHUS Willd.

Flowers perfect or polygamous, regular. Calyx campanulate, 5-toothed.

Petals 5, distinct. Stamens 5 or 10. Pod flat, mernbranaceous or somewhat

coriaceous, several-seeded, 2-valved, smooth. Herbs, with twice-pinnate leaves

of numerous small leaflets, and with one or more glands on the petiole, setaceous

stipules, and axillary peduncles bearing a head of small greenish-white flowers.

(Name composed of 5 67707, a bundle, and &vdos, flower.}
1. D. illinoe'nsis (Michx.) MacM. Nearly glabrous perennial, erect,

3-24 dm. high; pinnae 0-15 pairs; leaflets 20-30 pairs; peduncles 2.5-7.5

cm. long ;
stamens 5

; pods numerous in dense globose heads, oblong or lanceo-

late, curved, scarcely 2.5 cm. long, 2-6-seeded. (Mimosa Michx.
;
Acuan Ktze.;

D. brachylobus Benth.) Prairies and alluvial banks, O. and Ky. to S. Dak.,
Mo., Tex., and Fla.

4. SCHRANKIA Willd. SENSITIVE BRIER

Flowers polygamous, regular. Calyx minute, 5-toothed. Petals united into

a funnel-form 5-cleft corolla. Stamens 10-12, distinct, or the filaments united

at base. Pods long and narrow, rough-prickly, several-seeded, 4-valved, i.e.

the two narrow valves separating on each side from a thickened margin. Per-

ennial herbs, nearly related to the true Sensitive Plants (Mimosa') ;
the pro-

cumbent stems and petioles recurved-prickly, with twice pinnate sensitive leaves

of many small leaflets, and axillary peduncles bearing round heads of small rose-

colored flowers. (Named for Franz von Paula von Schrank, a German botan-

ist, 1747-1835.) MORONGIA Britton.
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1. S. uncinata Willd. Prickles hooked
; pinnae 4-0 pairs ; leaflets elliptical,

reticulated with strong veins beneath
; pods oblong-linear, nearly terete, short-

pointed, densely prickly, 5 cm. long. (Morongia Britton.) Dry prairies and

open woods, Va. to Fla. and Tex.; northw. in Miss, basin to la. and 111. June,
July.

2. S. angustata T. & G. Leaflets oblong-linear, scarcely veined; pods slen-

der, taper-pointed, sparingly prickly, 1 dm. long. (Morongia Britton.) Dry
sandy soil, s. Va. to Fla., Tenn., and Tex. June-Aug.

5. GYMN6CLADUS Lam. KENTUCKY COFFEE-TREE

Flowers dioecious or polygamous, regular. Calyx elongated-tubular below,
5-cleft. Petals 5, oblong, equal, inserted on the summit of the calyx-tube.
Stamens 10, distinct, short, inserted with the petals. Pod oblong, flattened,

hard, pulpy inside, several-seeded. Seeds flattish. A tall unarmed tree.

with rough bark, stout branchlets, and large unequally twice-pinnate leaves.

Flowers whitish, in terminal racemes. (Name from yv/j.v6s, naked, and xXdSos,

a branch, alluding to the stout branches for many months destitute of spray.)
1. G. dioica (L.) Koch. Leaves 6-9 din. long, with several large partial

leafstalks bearing 7-13 ovate stalked leaflets, the lowest pair with single leaflets ;

stipules wanting; pod 1.5-2.5 dm. long, 3-4 cm. broad; seeds over 1.3 cm.
across. (G. canadensis Lam.) Rich woods, centr. N. Y. and Pa. to Minn., e.

Neb., Okla., and Tenn. May, June.

6. GLEDiTSIA L. HONEY LOCUST

Flowers polygamous. Calyx short, 3-5-cleft, the lobes spreading. Petals

as many as the sepals and equaling them, the two lower sometimes united.

Stamens 3-10, distinct, inserted with the petals on the base of the calyx. Tod

flat, 1-many-seeded. Seeds flat. Thorny trees, with abruptly once or twice

pinnate leaves, and inconspicuous greenish flowers in small spikes. Thorns
above the axils. (Simplified and Latinized name of J. G. Gleditsch, a botanist

contemporary with Linnaeus.)
1. G. triacanthos L. (HONEY LOCUST.) Thorns stout, often triple or com-

pound ; leaflets lanceolate-oblong, somewhat serrate; pods linear, elongated

(2-4.5 dm. long), often twisted, rilled with sweet pulp between the seeds. Kieh

woods, w. N. Y. and Pa. to Ga., w. to e. Neb., Kan., and Tex.; common in

cultivation, and establishing itself northeastw. May, June.
2. G. aquatica Marsh. (WATER LOCUST.) Thorns slender, mostly simple ;

leaflets ovate or oblong; pods oval, l-seeded, pulpless. Deep swamps, S. ('. to

Fla. and Tex.; northw. in Miss, basin to Ky., Ind., 111., and Mo. A smaller

tree, 8-12 m. high.

7. CASSIA [Tourn.j L. SENNA

Sepals 5, scarcely united at base. Petals 5, little unequal, spreading. Sta-

mens 5-10, unequal, and some of them often imperfect, spreading ;
anthers

opening by 2 pores or chinks at the apex. Pod many-seeded, often with cross

partitions. Herbs (in the United States), with simply and abruptly pinnate

leaves, and mostly yellow flowers. (An ancient name of obscure derivation.)

*
Leaflets large ; stipules deciduous ; the three ?//<// unthi rn >/</.<////,,/ ami

int/')-f-t; flowers in short axillary racemes, th<' >//-/"'' "'"* {mnich-ii ;

v iT ^ herbage glabrous.

1. C. marilandica L. (Wn.n S.) Root perennial; stem 0-12 dm. high:

f<\
x

stipules linear-setaceous, caducous ; /x/jlt'/s
r> '.) jxtfr*. lanceolate-oblong, <>l>tnsr;

petiole with a sh-ndcr rht h-sh <!/><
<l gland near the base; ,/^/s linear, slightly

curved, flat, at first hairy, O..V 11 em. long, their m-ijnn-nt* /s />/,/ , t s /,,-<>, ni :

*<>t><l flat, quadrate-orbicular. Alluvial soil, N. K. to <>., Tenn., and N. (\

.Inly.' Afeg.
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2. C. MedsgSri Shafer. (WILD S.) Similar; root biennial (?); stipules

linear-lanceolate; petiolar gland short-cylindric to conic-ovoid; leaflets 7-10

pairs ; pods thickish, 5-9 cm. long, their segments much shorter than broad;
seed plump, oblong-obovoid, twice as long as thick. (C. marilandica Man. ed.

(5,
in part ;

C. acuminata Moench ?) Dry gravelly soil, Pa. to la. and Kan.,
s. to Ga. and Tex. Aug.

*8. C. T6ra L. Annual
; leaflets 3 or rarely 2 pairs, obovate, obtuse, with

an elongated gland between those of the lower pairs or lowest pair ; pods slender,
1.5 dm. long, curved. (C. obtusifolia L.) River-banks, etc., s. Va. to Fla. and
Tex.; northw. in Miss, basin to Kan., Mo., and Ind. July-Sept. (Trop.
regions. )

4. C. OCCIDENTALS L. Annual
; leaflets 4-6 pairs, ovate-lanceolate, acute ;

an ovoid gland at the base of the petiole ; 'pods long-linear (12 cm. long), with
a tumid border, glabrous. Waste places and shores, Va. to Fla. and Tex.;
northw. in Miss, basin to Mo. and Ind. Aug., Sept. (Nat. from the tropics.)

* *
Leaflets small, someivhat sensitive to the touch; stipules striate, persistent;
a cup-shaped gland beneath the lowest pair of leaflets; anthers all perfect ;

flowers in small clusters above the axils ; pods flat.

5. C. Chamaecrista L. (PARTRIDGE PEA.) Annual, suberect
;
branches

usually simple, ascending ; pubescence subappressed, usually scanty ;
leaflets

10-15 pairs, linear-oblong, oblique at the base
; flowers (large} on slender pedi-

cels, 2 or 3 of the showy yellow petals often with a purple spot at base
; anthers

10, elongated, unequal (4 of them yellow, the others purple); style slender.

Sandy fields, Mass, to Minn., and southw., except in the upland regions.

July-Sept.
Var. robusta Pollard. Stouter, hirsute with spreading hairs. Ky. (Short},

111. (McDonald}, and southw.
0. C. depressa Pollard. Slender procumbent perennial (?) ;

branches starting
from near the base, usually again branched; leaflets (4-10 pairs} smaller and
less numerous and flowers larger and later than in the otherwise similar (7.

Chamaecrista. Potosi, Mo. (Pech) to Miss, and Fla. July-Sept.
7. C. nictitans L. (WILD SENSITIVE PLANT.) Leaflets 10-20 pairs, oblong-

linear
; flowers very small, on very short pedicels; anthers 5, nearly equal;

style short. Sandy fields, N. E. to Fla., w. to Kan. and Ariz. July-Sept.

I

I
8. CERCIS L. REDBUD. JUDAS TREE

Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla imperfectly papilionaceous ;
standard smaller than

the wings, and inclosed by them in the bud
;
the keel-petals larger and not

united. Stamens 10, distinct, declined. Pod oblong, flat, many-seeded, the

upper suture with a winged margin. Embryo straight. Trees, with rounded

heart-shaped simple leaves, caducous stipules, and red-purple flowers in umbel-
like clusters along the branches of the last or preceding years, appearing before

the leaves, acid to the taste. (The ancient name of the oriental Judas Tree.}
1. C. canadensis L. (REDBUD.) Leaves pointed; pods nearly sessile above

the calyx. Rich soil, N. Y. and N. J. to Fla., w. to s. Ont,, e. Neb., and Tex.
A small ornamental tree, often cultivated.

9. BAPTISIA Vent. FALSE INDIGO

Calyx 4-5-toothed. Standard not longer than the wings, its sides reflexed
;

keel-petals nearly separate, and, like the wings, straight. Stamens 10, distinct.

Pods stalked in the persistent calyx, roundish or subcylindric, inflated, pointed,

many-seeded. Perennial herbs, with palmately 3-foliolatc (rarely simple)
leaves, which generally blacken in drying, and racemed flowers. (Name from

pairTifciv, to dye, from the economical use of some species, which yield a poor
indigo.)
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* Racemes many, short and loose, terminal, often leafy at base; flowers yellow.

1. B. tinctbria (L.) R. Br. (WILD INDIGO.) Smooth and slender, 3-9 dm.

high, rather glaucous; leaves almost sessile; leaflets wedge-obovate, 1.5-2.6

cm. long ; stipules and bracts minute and deciduous
; pods ovoid-globose, on a

stalk longer than the calyx. Dry woods and plains, s. N. H. to Fla., locally
westw. to Ky. and Minn. June-Sept.

* * Racemes fewer, opposite the leaves.

t- Flowers yellow.

2. B. villbsa (Walt.) Ell. Sometimes soft-hairy, usually minutely pubescent
when young, erect, 6-9 dm. high, with divergent branches

;
leaves almost

sessile
;

leaflets wedge-lanceolate or obovate
;

lower stipules lanceolate and

persistent, on the branchlets often small and subulate
;
racemes many-flowered ;

pedicels short
;
bracts subulate, mostly deciduous

; pods ovoid-ellipsoid, taper-

pointed, minutely pubescent. Va. to N. C. and Ark. May, June.

- -i- Flowers white or cream-color.

3. B. bracteata (Muhl.) Ell. Hairy, low (3 dm. high), with divergent
branches ; leaves almost sessile ; leaflets narrowly oblong-obovate or spatulate ;

stipules and bracts large and leafy, persistent; racemes long (often 3 dm.),
reclined; flowers on elongated pedicels, cream-color ; pods pointed at both ends,
hoary. {B. leucophaea Nutt.) Prairies, Mich, to Minn., s. to Tex. May.

4. B. leucantha T. G. Smooth, tall, and stout; leaflets oblong-wedge-
form, obtuse; stipules early deciduous; flowers white; pods ovoid-ellipsoid,
on a stalk fully twice the length of the calyx. Alluvial soil, Out. and O. to

Minn., s. to Fla. and La. June, July.
5. B. alba (L.) R. Br. Smooth, 3-9 dm. high, the branches slender and

widely spreading ; petioles slender ; stipules and bracts minute and deciduous
;

leaflets oblong or oblanceolate
;
racemes slender, on a long naked peduncle ;

pods linear-oblong, 2.5-4 cm. long, short-stalked. Dry soil, N. C. to Fla. and

Ala.; and reported from Ind., Mo., etc. May.
-- -- *- Flowers indigo-blue.

6. B. australis (L.) R. Br. (BLUE F.) Smooth, tall and stout (1.2-1.6 m.

high); leaflets oblong-wedge-form, obtuse; stipules lanceolate, as long as the

petioles, rather persistent ;
raceme elongated (3-6 dm.) and many-flowered,

erect
;
bracts deciduous

;
stalk of the ovoid-ellipsoid pods about the length of

the calyx. Alluvial soil, Pa. to Ga., w. to s. Ind., Kan. and Ark.; cultivated

eastw., and established on alluvium of Ct. R. and tributaries, Vt. May, June.

Hybridizes with B. bracteata, according to Hitchcock.

10. THERM6PSIS R. Br.

Pod sessile or shortly stipitate in the calyx, flat, linear, straight or curved.

Otherwise nearly as Baptisia. Perennial herbs, with palmately 3-foliolate

leaves and foliaceous stipules, not blackening in drying, and yellow flowers in

terminal racemes. (Name from 0^>/uo5, the lupine, and &/as, appearance.}
1. T. mollis (Michx.) M. A. Curtis. Finely appressed-pubescent, 4-6 dm.

high; leaflets rhombic-lanceolate, 2.5-7.5 cm. long; stipules narrow, mostly
shorter than the petiole ;

raceme elongated ; pods narrow, short-stipitate, some-
what curved, 5-10 cm. long. Mts. of s.Va., N. C., and Trim. May.

11. CLADRASTIS Raf. YELLOW WOOD. VIRGILIA

Calyx 5-toothed. Standard large, roundish, reflexed
;
the distinct keel-petals

and wings straight, oblong. Stamens 10, distinct; filaments slender, incurved
ahove. Tod short-stalked above the calyx, linear, flat, ihin. inargiiilrss, 4-6-

seeded, at, length 'J-valvrd. A handsome tree, with yellow wood (yielding a

dyr), smooth hark, nearly smooth pinnate leaves of 7-1 1 oval or ovate leaflets,

and ample panicled racemes (2.5-5 dm. long) of showy white (lowers drooping
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from the ends of the branches. Stipules obsolete. Base of the petioles hollow,
inclosing the leaf-buds of the next year. Bracts minute and fugacious. (Name
from K\ddos, a branch, and Qpavo-rds, brittle.)

1. C. lutea (Michx. f. ) Koch. Sometimes 15 m. high ; pods 7.5-10 cm. long.

(C. tinctoria Raf.) Rich woods and calcareous bluffs, Ky. to N. C., n. Ala.,
and Mo.

;
also in cultivation. May.

12. SOPHORA L.

Calyx bell-shaped, shortly 5-toothed. Standard rounded
;

keel nearly
straight. Stamens distinct or nearly so. Pod coriaceous, stipitate, terete,
more or less constricted between the seeds, indehiscent. Seeds subglobose.

Shrubby or ours an herbaceous perennial, the leaves pinnate with numerous
leaflets, and flowers white or yellow in terminal racemes. (Said by Linnaeus
to be the ancient name of an allied plant.)

1. S. sericea Nutt. Silky-canescent, erect, 3 dm. high or less
;

leaflets

oblong-obovate, 6-12 mm. long; flowers white; pods few-seeded. Prairies,
Neb. and Kan. to Col., Tex., and Ariz. Apr., May. (Mex.)

13. CROTALARIA [Dill.] L. RATTLE-BOX

Calyx 5-cleft, scarcely 2-lipped. Standard large, heart-shaped ;
keel scythe-

shaped. Sheath of the monadelphous stamens cleft on the upper side
;

5 of

the anthers smaller and roundish. Pod inflated, subcylindric, many-seeded.
Herbs with simple leaves. Flowers yellow. (Name from icpdraXov, a rattle;
the loose seeds rattling in the coriaceous inflated pods.)

* Pubescence spreading-ascending, prominent.

1. C. sagittalis L. Annual, hairy, suberect, 7.5-25 cm. high ;
leaves oval

or oblong-lanceolate, scarcely petioled, narrowed to each end; stipules often

conspicuous, united and decurrent on the stem, so as to be inversely arrow-

shaped ; peduncles few-flowered
;
corolla not longer than the calyx ; pod black-

ish. Sandy soil, e. Mass, and s. Vt. to Fla. and Tex., chiefly coastal; and
northw. in Miss, basin to Ind. and S. Dak. June-Sept. (Mex.)

2. C. rotundifblia (Walt.) Poir. Thick-rooted perennial; stems several,

prostrate or nearly so; leaves suborbicular or oval, rounded at each end;
stipules few or wanting. (C. ovalis Pursh.) Sandy soil, s. Va. to Fla. and
La. May-July.

* * Pubescence oppressed and inconspicuous.

3. C. Purshii DC. Perennial
;
stems several, erect or ascending ;

leaves

linear to oblong ; stipules usually large and conspicuous. Sandy soil, s. Va.
to Fla. and Tex. May-July.

14. GENISTA L. WOAD-WAXEN. WHIN

Calyx 2-lipped. Standard oblong-oval, spreading; keel oblong, straight,
deflexed. Stamens monadelphous, the sheath entire; 5 alternate anthers

shorter. Pod mostly flat and several-seeded. Shrubby plants, with simple

leaves, and yellow flowers. (Name from the Celtic gen, a bush.)
1. G. TINCTORIA L. (DYER'S GREENWEED.) Low, not thorny, with striate-

angled erect branches; leaves lanceolate; flowers in spiked racemes. Estab-

lished on sterile hills and roadsides, s. Me. to Mass, and e. N. Y. June, July.

(Nat. from Eu.)

15. CYTISUS [Tourn.] L. BROOM

Calyx campanulate, with 2 short broad lips. Petals broad, the keel obtuse

and slightly incurved. Stamens monadelphous. Pod flat, much longer than
the calyx. Seeds several, with a strophiole at the hilum. Shrubs, with stiff
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green branches, leaves mostly digitately 3-foliolate, and large bright yellow
flowers. (The ancient Roman name of a plant, probably a Medicago.)

1. C. SCOPA.RIUS (L.) Link. (SCOTCH B.) Glabrous or nearly so, about 1

m. high; leaflets small, obovate, often reduced to a single one
;
flowers solitary

or in pairs, on slender pedicels, in the axils of the old leaves, forming leafy
racemes along the upper branches; style very long and spirally incurved.

(Sarothamnus Wimmer.) Sandy barrens, etc., N. S.
;

s. e. Mass, to Va., and
southw. May, June. (Nat. from Eu.)

16. tTLEX L. FURZE. GORSE

Calyx deeply 2-lipped. Standard ovate
; wings and keel oblong, of about

equal length. Stamens monadelphous. Pod short-oblong. Low densely
branched shrubs with spine-like phyllodial leaves. (An ancient name, used

by Pliny for some not certainly identified plant.)
1. U. EUROPAEUS L. Calyx large, yellow, tomentulose. Sometimes culti-

vated as a sand-binder and now somewhat extensively established locally near
the coast from Nantucket to Va. (Introd. from Eu.)

17. LUPiNUS [Tourn.] L. LUPINE

Calyx very deeply 2-lipped. Sides of the standard reflexed
;

keel scythe-

shaped, pointed. Sheath of the monadelphous stamens entire
;

anthers

alternately oblong and roundish. Pod oblong, flattened, often knotty by con-

strictions between the seeds. Cotyledons thick and fleshy. Herbs, with

palmately 1-15-foliolate leaves, stipules adnate to base of the petiole, and showy
flowers in terminal racemes or spikes. (Name from lupus, a wolf, because
these plants were thought to devour the fertility of the soil.)

1. L. per6nnis L. (WILD L.) Perennial, somewhat hairy; stem erect,
3-6 dm. high; leaflets 7-11, oblanceolate

;
flowers in a long raceme, showy,

purplish-blue (rarely pale); pods broad, very hairy, 5-6-seeded. Sandy soil,

s. w. Me. to Minn., and s. to the Gulf. May, June. Var. OCCIDENTALS Wats.
has stems and petioles more villous. Mich., n. Ind. (C. P. Smith), and Wise.

18. TRIFdLIUM [Tourn.] L. CLOVER. TREFOIL

Calyx persistent, 5-cleft, the teeth usually bristle-form. Corolla mostly
withering or persistent ;

the claws of all the petals, or of all except the oblong
or ovate standard, more or less united below with the stamen-tube

;
keel short

and obtuse. Tenth stamen more or less separate. Pods small and membranous,
often included in the calyx, 1-6-seeded, indehiscent, or opening by one of the

sutures. Tufted or diffuse herbs. Leaves mostly palmately (sometimes pin-

nately) 3-foliolate
;

leaflets usually toothed. Stipules united with the petiole.
Flowers in heads or spikes. (Name from tres, three, and folium, a leaf.)

n. Flowers sessile in dense heads.

Calyx -truth silky-plumose, surpassing the corolla .... 1. T. tit <

';i!\-x-teeth ciliate. villous. or glabrous, surpassed by the corolla.

Heads cylindrical ;
corolla scarlet to deep red . . . . .2. T. iiu'<it'ntum.

Heads jrlobo.-e or ovoid
;
corolla magenta or purple (rarely white).

(\il\\ vit't hairv 8. T. prtitense.
Calyx nearly glabrous 4. T. nn'diiitn.

a. Flowers pedicellate, in looser heads ; pedicels reflexed in a^e b.

b. Corolla while, ro-e.-ite. or purple c.

C. Calyx-teeth bri>tle-tippcd.

Calyx villous or hispid.
Leaflets narrowly oblong 5. T. ///;/'"'<>///>.
Leaflets obovate ;.'/'. rtjl<.rn>n.

Calyx essentially glabrous.
Btoloniferons.

Flowers 1 !.:< cm. loiitf ; corolla red ; peduncles rarely more
than twice the length of the bead . . . .7. T. xto/(i i /'<> u /it .
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Flowers 6-9 nun. long ;
corolla white or pink ; peduncles

mostly 3-many times the length of the heads . . .8. T. repens.
Not stoloniferous 9. T. hybridum.

c. Calyx-teeth deltoid-lanceolate, herbaceous 10. T. carolinianum.
b. Corolla yellow.

Corolla conspicuously striate-sulcate in age.
Leaflets all sessile 11. T. agrarium.
Terminal leaflet stalked 12. T7

. proeumbens.
Corolla not striate-sulcate 13. T. dubium.

1. T. ARVENSE L. (RABBIT-FOOT or STONE C.) Silky branching annual,
1-4 dm. high ; leaflets oblanceolate ; heads becoming very soft-sillcy and grayish,

ovoid-cylindrical. Dry sandy or gravelly soil, roadsides, etc. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. T. INCARNA.TUM L. (CRIMSON or ITALIAN C.) Suberect soft-pubescent

ar.-iual, 3-5 dm. high; heads cylindrical, often 5 cm. long; leaflets obovate.

Often cultivated, and sparingly escaping. (Introd. from Eu.)
3. T. PRATENSE L. (REoC.) Perennial

;
stems ascending, somewhat hairy ;

leaflets oval or obovate, often notched at the end and marked on the upper side

with a pale spot ; stipules broad, bristle-pointed ; heads ovoid, sessile or not rarely

pedunculate; corolla magenta to vUiitish
; calyx soft-hairy. Fields and mead-

ows
; extensively cultivated. (Introd. from Eu.)

4. T. MEDIUM L. (ZIGZAG C.) Steins zigzag, smoothish
; leaflets oblong,

entire, and spotless ;
heads mostly stalked ; flowers deeper purple ; calyx-tube

nearly or quite glabrous; teeth slightly rigid, scarcely ciliate. Dry hills, e.

Mass.
;
several reports from other Am. localities appear to refer to the preceding /.

species. (Nat. from Eu.)
5. T. virgmicum Small. Low villous perennial, not stoloniferous

; leaflets

narrowly oblong, denticulate ; flowers nearly white, in large heads
;
short calyx

ttotnescent-pubescent. Rocky slopes, Kate's Mt., W. Va.
6. T. reflSxum L. (BUFFALO C.) Annual or biennial; stems ascending,

downy; leaflets obovate-oblong, finely toothed; stipules thin, ovate; standard

rose-red; wings and keel whitish; calyx-teeth hairy; pods 3-5-seeded.

Borders of fields and woods, w. N. Y. and Ont. to la., "Neb.," Kan., and
southw.

7. T. stoloniferum Muhl. Smooth perennial ; stems with long runners from
the base ; leaflet* broadly obovate or obcordate, minutely toothed

;
heads loose

;

flowers white, tinged with purple; pods 2-seeded. Open woodlands and prai-

ries, O. and Ky., w. to la.. "Neb.," and Kan.
8. T. repens L. (WHITE C.) Smooth perennial ;

the slender stems spread-

ing and creeping ; leaflets inversely heart-shaped or merely notched, obscurely
toothed

; stipules scale-like, narrow
; petioles and especially the peduncles very

long ;
heads small and loose

; calyx much shorter than the white corolla; pods
about 4-seeded. Fields and copses, everywhere ; indigenous* only in the north-
ern part of our range, if at all. (Eurasia.)

0. T. IIYHRIDUM L. (ALSIKE C.) Resembling T. repens, but the stems
erect or ascending, not rooting at the nodes; leaflets ovate, rounded at apex;
flowers rose-tinted. Generally common. (Introd. from Eu.)

10. T. carolinianum Michx. Somewhat pubescent small perennial, pro-
cumbent, in tufts; leaflets wedge-obovate and slightly notched

; stipules ovate,
foliaceous

;
heads small, on slender peduncles ; calyx-teeth lanceolate, nearly

equaling the purplish corolla ; standard pointed ; pods 4-seeded. Rocky places,
Va. to Fla., Tex., and Kan.; introd. on waste ground near Philadelphia.

11. T. AGR\RIUM L. (YELLOW or HOP C.) Smoothish annual, somewhat
upright, 1-3 dm. high ; leaflets obovate-oblong, all three from the same point i

(palmate) and nearly sessile
; stipules narrow, cohering with the petiole for more

than half its length; corolla yellow, persistent, becoming dry and brown in age.

(T. aureum at least of Am. auth.) Sandy fields and roadsides
;
N. S. to Va.

;

also in w. N. Y., Ont., and la. (Nat. from Eu.)
12. T. PP.OCUM15ENS L. (Low HOP C.) Similar

;
stems spreading or ascend-

ing, pubescent, 1-1.5 dm. high ; leaflets wedge-obovate, notched at the end, the

lateral at a small distance from the other (pinnately 3-foliolate) ; stipules ovate,
short. Sandy fields and roadsides, common. (Nat. from Eu.)
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13. T. DtrBiuM Sibth. Similar to the preceding but smaller throughout;
heads loosely few-flowered; standard 4 mm. long, about 11-nerved, scarcely or

lint at all striate in age. ( T. procumbens, var. minus Man. ed. 6.) Similar

situations, Mass, to Va. and Tenn.
;
also locally established westw. (Nat. from

Eu.)

19. MELILOTUS [Tourn.] Hill. MBLILOT. SWEET CLOVEK

Flowers much as in Trifolium, but in spike-like racemes, small. Corolla de-

ciduous, free from the stamen-tube. Pod ovoid, coriaceous, wrinkled, longer
than the calyx, scarcely dehiscent, 1-2-seeded. Annual or biennial herbs, fra-

grant in drying, with pinnately 3-foliolate leaves. (Name from juAi, honey, and
Xwros, some leguminous plant.)

1. M. OFFICINALIS (L.) Lam. (YELLOW M.) Upright, usually tall
; leaflets

obovate-oblong, obtuse, closely serrate ; petals yellow, of nearly equal length. 6-9
mm. long ; pod 2.5-3.5 mm. long, glabrous or glabrate, prominently cross-ribbed.

Waste or cultivated ground, common. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. M. ALTfssiMA Thuill. Similar

; leaflets linear- to lance-oblong, subentireor

remotely toothed ; pod gibbous, 4.5-6 mm. long, pubescent, obscurely reticulate.

Ballast about Atlantic ports. (Adv. from Eu.)
3. M. INDICA (L.) All. Low; leaflets cuneate-oblanceolate or -obovate,

truncate or emarginate, toothed above the middle
;
corolla yellow, 2-2.5 mm.

long; pod gibbous, about 2 mm. long, alveolate. Ballast and waste places
about Atlantic ports. (Adv. from Eurasia.)

4. M. ALBA Desr. (WHITE M.) Tall
;
leaflets narrowly obovate to oblong,

serrate, truncate or emarginate ;
corolla white, 4-5 mm. long, the standard longer

than the other petals pod 3-4 mm. long, somewhat reticulate. Rich soil, road-

sides, etc., common. (Nat. from Eu.)

20. MEDICAGO [Tourn.] L. MEDICK

Flowers nearly as in Melilotus. Pod 1-several-seeded, scythe-shaped, in-

curved, or variously coiled. Leaves pinnately 3-foliolate; leaflets toothed;
stipules often cut. (Mi?dtjn} f

the name of the Alfalfa, because it came to the
Greeks from Media.)

* Perennials ; pods straightish or loosely coiled, unarmed.

1. M. SATIVA L. (LUCEHNK, ALFALFA.) Upright, smooth, perennial ;
leaf-

lets obovate-oblong, toothed
; flowers bluish-purple, racemed; pods twisted.

Cultivated for green fodder and often spontaneous. (Introd. from Eu.)
2. M. FALCATA L. Similar

;
leaflets linear

; flowers yellow ; pod straight ish

or scarcely coiled. Waste ground, eastw., rare and casual
; perhaps not

persisting. (Adv. from Eu.)

* *
Annuals; pods (often armed) reniform or tightly coiled.

3. M. Lui'iiLlNA L. (BLACK M., NONESUCH.) Procumbent, pubescent.
annual

;
leaflets wedge-obovate, toothed at the apex ; flowers yc.tlti\ in xlmrf

xin'kp.s; pods kidney-form, 1-seeded. Waste places, common. (Adv. from
Eu.)

4. M. AFRICA Huds. (SPOTTBI>M.) Spreading or procumbent annual, some-
what pubescent ;

leaflets obcordate, with a purple spot, minutely toothed ;

peduncles ''>
"t-fln n-crt'd flowers yellow ; pods compactly spiral, of 2 or 3 turns,

compressed. /// //v<f 071 the thick edge, and fringed with a double row of

curved prickles. (M. maculata Sibth.) Middle Atlantic States to N. B., on
waste ground, not common. (Adv. from Eu.)

">. M. nfsiMi>A Gaertn. < P,i i; CIOVIK.) Nearly glabrous ; />,/*<///;/ r?~

ticitlutcd. and with a thin kft-h-d edij< ; otherwise as the last.
( M. </<')///ci<l<if<r

Willd.) Waste places, I're<|iienl; a fodder plant, westw. (Introd. from F.u.)
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21. ANTHYLLIS [Rivinius] L.

Calyx 5-toothed, loose, persistent and somewhat vesicular in age. Corolla

yellow to crimson. Keel blunt or short-pointed. Pod mostly stalked, included
in the calyx, nearly or quite indehiscent, 2-several-seeded. Herbs, with
pinnate leaves and large loose clover-like heads. (An ancient plant-name
employed by Dioscorides. )

1. A. VULNERARIA L. Pubescent, 2-3 dm. high; leaflets mostly 5-13 (on
the basal leaves often fewer and sometimes reduced to a solitary enlarged
terminal leaflet); heads ovoid or subglobose, involucrate. In clover fields,
Oxford Co., Ont. (Burgess); also occasional as a ballast plant about Atlantic

ports. (Adv. from Eu.)

22. HOSACKIA Dougl.

Calyx-teeth nearly equal. Petals free from the diadelphous stamens
;
stand-

ard ovate or roundish, its claw often remote from the others
; wings obovate

or oblong ;
keel incurved. Pod linear, compressed or somewhat terete, sessile,

several-seeded. Herbs, with pinnate leaves (in ours 1-3-foliolate, with gland-
like stipules), and small yellow or reddish flowers in umbels (ours solitary)
upon axillary leafy-bracteate peduncles. (Named for Dr. David Hosack, 1769-
1835, professor of botany and materia medica in Columbia College.)

1. H. americana (Nutt.) Piper. Annual, more or less silky-villous or sub-

glabrous, often 3 dm. high or more
;
leaves nearly sessile, the 1-3 leaflets ovate

to lanceolate (0.6-1.8 cm. long); peduncles often short, bracteate with a single
leaflet. (Lotus Bischoff

;
H. Purshiana Benth.) Dry soil, w. Minn, to Ark.,

and westw.
;
also introduced in Greene Co., 111. (according to McDonald).

23. L6TUS [Tourn.] L. BIRD'S-FOOT TREFOIL

Similar to the preceding genus but with pinnately 5-foliolate leaves, the
basal pair of leaflets simulating stipules. (Ancient Greek plant-name.)

L. coRNicuiA-ri s L. Diffuse many-stemmed perennial ;
flowers yellow in

slender-peduncled capitate umbels. Dry meadows, Washington, D. C. (Pech),
and on ballast, etc., to N. S. (Adv. from Old World.)

24. PSORALEA L.

Calyx 5-cleft, persistent, the lower lobe longest. Stamens diadelphous or
sometimes monadelphous. Pod seldom longer than the calyx, thick, often

wrinkled, indehiscent, 1-seeded. Perennial herbs, usually sprinkled all over
or roughened (especially the calyx, pods, etc.) with glandular dots or points.
Leaves mostly 3-5-foliolate. Elowers spiked or racemed, white or mostly
blue-purplish. Root sometimes tuberous and farinaceous. (Name, i/'w/mX^os,

scurfy, from the glands or dots.)

* Leaves pinnately 3-foliolate.

1. P. On6brychis Nutt. Nearly smooth and free from glands, erect, 1-2 m.
high ; leaflets lanceolate-ovate, taper-pointed, 7-8 mm. long ; stipules and
bracts awl-shaped; racemes elongated; peduncles shorter than the leaves;
pods roughened and wrinkled. River-banks and deciduous woods, O. to 111.

and Mo.; also s. and e. to S. C.
2. P. stipulata T. & G. Nearly smooth and glandless ;

stems diffuse ; leaflets

ovate-elliptical, reticulated; stipules ovate; flowers in heads on\rather short

peduncles; bracts broadly ovate, sharp-pointed. Limestone ledges, Ohio R.
bove Louisville, Ky., and New Albany, Ind.

; very local. June.
3. P. pedunculata (Mill.) Vail. Somewhat pubescent, more or less glandu-

lar
;
stems erect, 3-6 dm. high, slender; leaflets lanceolate or narrowly oblong ;

spike cylindrical, long-peduncled ; stipules awl-shaped; bracts ovate or lanceo-

late, taper-pointed ; pods strongly wrinkled transversely. (P. melilotoides
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Michx.) Dry soil. Fla. to Teun., Sandusky, <>.
( .1/o.sWr// ) . s. Ind., and Kan.

June.
;
-

; Litres intimately 3-5-foliolate ; roots not tuberous.

- Fruit more or /r.ss rnmpre..wd, ovate.

4. P. tenuiflbra Pursh. Slender, erect, much branched and bushy, 6-12
dm. high, minutely hoary-pubescent when young ;

leaflets varying from linear

to obovate-oblong, 1.2-3.6 GUI. long, glandular-dotted ; flowers (4-6 mm. long)
in loose racemes ;

lobes of the calyx and bracts ovate, acute
; pod glandular.

Prairies, 111. to Minn., Tex., and westw. June-Sept.
Var. floribiinda (Nutt.) Rydb. Flowers more numerous, slightly larger and

in denser racemes (P.floribunda Nutt.) Same range.
5. P. argophylla Pursh. Silvery xilkii-vhite all over, erect, divergently

branched, 3-9 dm. high; leaflets elliptical-lanceolate; spik<* iut<-rrupted ; flowers
8-10 mm. long; lobes of the calyx and bracts lanceolate. High plains, n.

Wise, to la., Mo., and westw. June.
6. P. digitata Nutt. More slender and less hoary, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaflets

linear- oblanceolate
;

bracts of the interrupted spike obcordate; calyx-lobes

oblong, acute. Sandy soil, Kan. to Col. and Tex. June, July.

H- -i- Fruit globose.

7. P. lanceolata Pursh. Glabrous or nearly so, yellowish-green, densely

punctate ;
leaflets 3, linear to oblanceolate

;
flowers small, in very short spikes ;

calyx 2 mm. long, with short broad teeth. (P. micrantha Gray.) la. and
Kan. to the Sask., and westw.

* * * Leaves palmately 5-foliolate ; root tuberous; ^pike-like ract'n\<-# deum:

8. P. esculSnta Pursh. Roughish hairy all over; stem stout, 1-4 dm. high,

erect, from a tuberous or turnip-shaped farinaceous root
;

leaflets obovate- or

lanceolate-oblong; spikes ellipsoid, long-ped uncled ;
lobes of the calyx and

bracts lanceolate, nearly equaling the corolla (1.2 cm. long). High plains,
Wise, to Tex., and northwestw. May-July. The POMME BLANCHE, or POM MI:

DK PRAIRIE, of the voyageurs.

25. AM6RPHA L.

Calyx inversely conical, 5-toothed, persistent. Standard (the other petals

entirely wanting!) wrapped around the stamens and style. Stamens 10, inona-

delphous at the very base, otherwise distinct. Pod oblong, longer than the

calyx, 1-2-seeded, roughened, tardily dehiscent. Shrubs, with odd-pinnate
leaves

;
the leaflets marked with minute dots, usually stipellate, the miilvein

excurrent. Flowers violet or purple, crowded in clustered terminal spikes.

(Name, djao/>0os, deformed, from the absence of four of the petals.)

*
Leaflets small (1.2 cm. long or less), crowded.

1. A. canSscens Pursh. (LEAD PLANT.) Whitened with hoary doirn. 3-14

dm. high ;
leaflets 31-51, oblong-elliptical, becoming snioothish almve ; spikes

usually clustered at the .summit. Hills and prairies, Ind. t<> Man., and southw.

June-Aug.
2. A. microphyila Pursh. Nearly </ldI>r<nis throughout. '! dm. high or less

;

leaflets rather rigid; spikes usually solitary. Prairies, Minn, and Man. to

Kan. .June, July.

3. A. fruticbsa L. (F.u,>i: I\m<;o.) A tall shrub, rather pubescent or
snioothish

;
leaflets 0-2 ", oblong to broadly elliptical. River-banks, s. Pa. to

Fla., w. to Sask., Tr\.. and tli<- Rocky Mts.; often cultivated, and escaping
r.i>t\\. May. 'June. (Mex.) Very variable.

Var. angustif61ia Pursh. Leaflets narrower, lance-oblong or lance-elliptic,
nf (inner texture

;
fruit somewhat smaller, 6-8 mm. long. (.1.

Boyiiton.) Banks of streams, la., \vest\v. and southwest w.
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26. DAIEA Juss.

Calyx 5-cleft or -toothed. Corolla imperfectly papilionaceous ; petals all on
claws

;
the standard heart-shaped, inserted in the bottom of the calyx ;

the
keel and wings borne on the middle of the monadelphous sheath of filaments,
which is cleft down one side. Stamens 10, rarely 9. Pod membranaceous,
1-seeded, indehiscent, inclosed in the persistent calyx. Mostly herbs, more
or less glandular-dotted, with minute stipules ;

the small flowers in terminal

spikes or heads. (Named for Samuel Dale, 1659-1739, an English botanist.)
PAROSELA Cav.

1. Do alopecuroides Willd. Erect annual, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaflets 19-35, gla-

brous, linear-oblong ;
flowers light rose-color or whitish, in cylindrical spikes ;

bracts ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, deciduous
; calyx very villous, with long

slender teeth. (Parosela Dalea Britton.) Alluvial soil, 111. to Minn, and
Ala., w. to the Rocky Mts. Aug., Sept. (Mex.)

2. D. enneandra Nutt. Erect perennial, 3-12 dm. high, branching ;
leaflets

5-13, linear, 4-6 mm. long ; spikes loosely flowered
;
bracts conspicuous, per-

sistent, almost orbicular and very obtuse
; petals white

; calyx densely villous,
the long teeth beautifully plumose. (D. laxiflora Pursh.) Dry soil, la. and
Mo. to Tex. and Col. May-Aug.

27. PETALOSTEMUM Michx. PRAIRIE CLOVER

Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla indistinctly papilionaceous ; petals all on thread-

shaped claws, 4 of them nearly alike and spreading, borne on the top of the

monadelphous and cleft sheath of filaments, alternate with the 5 anthers
;
the

fifth (standard) inserted in the bottom of the calyx, heart-shaped or oblong.
Pod membranaceous, inclosed in the calyx, indehiscent, 1-2-seeded. Chiefly
perennial herbs, upright, glandular-dotted, with crowded odd-pinnate leaves,
minute stipules, and small flowers in very dense terminal and peduncled heads
or spikes. (Name, often but not originally spelled Petalostemon, combined of

the two Greek words for petal and stamen, alluding to the peculiar union of
"

ese organs in this genus.) KUHNISTERA Lam.

* Corolla rose-colored.

1. P. purpureum (Vent.) Rydb. Smoothish; leaflets 5, narrowly linear;
heads globose-ovoid or short-cylindrical when old

;
bracts pointed, not longer

than the silky-hoary calyx. (P. violaceum Michx.
;
Kuhnistera MacM.) Dry

prairies, Ind. to Man. and La., w. to the Rocky Mts. June-Aug.
2. P. villbsum Nutt. Soft-downy or silky all over

; leaflets 13-17, linear or

oblong, small (8-10 mm. long) ; spikes cylindrical, 2.5-12 cm. long, short-

peduncled, soft-villous. (Kuhniastera Ktze.) Sandy soil, Wise, to Sask. and
Tex.

,
w. to Rocky Mts. July.

3. P. foli&sum Gray. Smooth, very leafy; leaflets 15-29, linear-oblong;
spikes cylindrical, short-peduncled ;

bracts slender-awned from a lanceolate

base, exceeding the glabrous calyx. (Kuhniastera Ktze.) River-banks and
rocky hills, 111. and Tenn. July-Sept.

* * Corolla white.

4. P. multifl6rum Nutt. Glabrous throughout, erect, branching ;
leaflets

3-9, linear to oblong ;
heads globose, the subulate-setaceous bracts much

shorter than the acutely toothed calyx. (Kuhnistera Heller.) Prairies, w.
la. (Pammel} to Ark. and Tex. Aug.

5. P. candidum Michx. Smooth; leaflets 7-9, lanceolate or linear-oblong ;

heads short-cylindrical; bracts awned, longer than the nearly glabrous calyx.

(Kuhniastera Ktze.) Dry prairies, Ind. to Man., La., and w. to the Rocky
Mts. June, July.

GRAY'S MANUAL 33
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28. TEPHR6SIA Pers. HOAKY PEA

Calyx about equally 5-cleft. Standard roundish, usually silky outside, turned

back, scarcely longer than the coherent wings and keel. Stamens monadelphous
or diadelphous. Pod linear, flat, several-seeded, 2-valved. Hoary perennial
herbs, with odd-pinnate leaves, and white or purplish racemed flowers. Leaflets

mucronate, veiny. (Name from Te</>/>6s, ash-colored or hoary.} CRACCA L.

1. T. virginiana (L.) Pers. (GOAT'S RUE, CATGUT.) Silky-viUous with
whitish hairs when young; stem erect and simple, 3-G dm. high, leafy to the

top ;
leaflets 17-29, linear-oblong ;

flowers large and numerous, clustered in a
terminal ellipsoid dense raceme or panicle, yellowish-white marked with pur-

ple. (Cracca L.) 'Dry sandy soil, s. N. H. to Minn., and southw. chiefly
at low altitudes. June, July. Roots long and slender, very tough. Var.

HOLOSERICEA (Nutt.) T. & G. has more copious or even woolly pubescence and

usually narrower leaflets. With the typical form, westw.
2. T. spicata (Walt.) T. & G. Villous with rusty hairs; stems branched

below, straggling or ascending, 6 dm. long, few-leaved; leaflets 9-15, obovate
or oblong-wedge-shaped, often notched

; flowers few, in a loose and interrupted

very long-peduncled spike, reddish. (Crocca Ktze.) Dry soil, Del. and Va. to

Fla. and La. May-July.
3. T. hispldula (Michx.) Pers. Hairy with some long and rusty or only

minute and appressed pubescence ;
stems slender, 2-6 dm. long, divergently

branched, straggling; leaflets 5-17, oblong, varying to ob'ovate-wedge-shaped
and oblariceolate

; peduncles longer than the leaves, 2-4-flowered ; flowers red-

dish-purple. (Cracca Ktze.) Dry sandy soil, Va. to Fla. and La. May-July.

29. SESBANIA Scop.

Calyx campanulate, equally toothed. Standard large, round. Stamens dia-

delphous. Ovary many-ovuled ; pod long. Herbs or shrubs with long even-

pinnate leaves. Flowers on axillary peduncles or lateral racemes. (Name
latinized from the earlier SESBAN Adans., said to be of Arabic origin.)

1. S. macrocarpa Muhl. Erect annual, 0.7-3 m. high ;
leaflets 12-25 pairs,

narrowly oblong; corolla pale yellow, often spotted; pods 2 dm. in length,

narrow, with thickened margins. Mo. to Fla. and Tex.
;
introd. in s. Pa.

30. ROBtNIA L. LOCUST

Calyx short, 5-toothed, slightly 2-lipped. Standard large and rounded, turned

back, scarcely longer than the wings and keel. Stamens diadelphous. Pod
linear, flat, several-seeded, at length 2-valved. Trees or shrubs, often with

spines for stipules. Leaves odd-pinnate, the ovate or oblong leaflets stipellate.
Flowers showy, in hanging axillary racemes. (Named for John liohin, herbalist

to Henry IV. of France, and his son Vespasian Robin, who first cultivated the

Locust-tree in Europe.)
1. R. Pseudo-Acacia L. (COMMON L.. FALSE ACACIA.) Branches glal>r<>ns

or glabrate; racemes slender, loose; flowers white, fragrant; pod smooth.

Along the ints., Pa. to Ga., and in the Ozark Mts. of Mo., Ark., and Okla.
;

commonly cultivated as an ornamental tree, and for its valuable timber, and
naturalized in many places. May, June.

2. R. viscbsa Vent. (CLAMMY L.) RranchlHs ami Iciif-xtalks clammy;
flower* crnn-d.'il in short racemes, tinged with rose-color, nearly inodorous

;

pod glandular-hispid. Va. to Ga., in the mts.
; cultivated, like the last, and

often escaping. May, June.
3. R. hispida L. (BRISTLY L., ROSE ACACIA.) Shrub, 1 to 3 m. high;

branrhh-ts tnid stalks bristly; flowers large and deep rose-color, inodorous;
pods glandular-hispid. Mts. of Va. to Ga.

;
cultivated and established northw.

May, June.
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. 31. WISTERIA Nutt.

Calyx campanulate, somewhat 2-lipped ; upper lip of 2 short teeth, the lower
of 3 longer ones. Standard roundish, large, turned back, with 2 callosities
at its base

;
keel scythe-shaped ; wings doubly auricled at the base. Stamens

diadelphous. Pods elongated, thickish, knobby, stipitate, many-seeded, at

length 2-valved. Seeds large. Ovate-lanceolate leaflets 9-13
;
racemes of large

and showy lilac-purple flowers. (Dedicated to Professor Caspar Winter, dis-

tinguished anatomist of Philadelphia.) KRAUNHIA Kaf. WISTARIA Spreng. (a
later spelling) .

1. W. frutescens (L.) Poir. Downy or smoothish when old, without club-

shaped hairs; racemes short and dense; calyx-teeth very short. (Kraunhia
Raf.

; Bradleya Brilton. ) Alluvial grounds, Va. to Fla. May. Sometimes
cultivated for ornament as is the still handsomer and more showy Chinese
species, W. chinensisDC.

2. W. macrostachya Nutt. Racemes 1.5-2 dm. long ; pubescence of the pedi-
cels and calyx mixed, including club-shaped hairs; calyx-teeth half to three

fourths the length of the tube ; standard less strongly auricled than in the pre-
ceding. (Kraunhia macrostachys Small

; Bradleya Small.) Rich soil, swamps,
etc., Ind. (?) to Mo., Kan.(?), and La. May.

32. ASTRAGALUS [Tourn.] L. MILK VETCH

!

tut

r.

Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla usually long and narrow
;
standard narrow, equal-

ing or exceeding the wings and blunt keel, its sides reflexed or spreading. Sta-
mens diadelphous. Pod several-many-seeded, various, mostly turgid, one or
both sutures usually projecting into the cell, either slightly or so as to divide the

cavity lengthwise into two. Chiefly herbs (ours perennials), with odd-pinnate
leaves and spiked or racemed flowers. Mature pods are usually necessary for
certain identification of the species. (The ancient Greek name of a leguminous
plant, as also of the ankle-bone.)

Pod turgid, completely or imperfectly ^-celled by the intrusion of the dorsal

suture, the ventral suture being not at all or less deeply inflexed.

* Pod plum-shaped, succulent, becoming thick and fleshy, indehiscent, not stipi-

tate, completely 2-celled.

1. A. caryocarpus Ker. (GROUND PLUM.) Pale and minutely appressed-
pubescent ;

leaflets narrowly oblong ;
flowers in a short spike-like raceme

;

corolla violet-purple ; fruit glabrous, ovoid-globular, more or less pointed, about
1.6 cm. in diameter, very thick-walled, cellular or corky when dry. (A. crassi-

carpus Nutt.) Prairies, Sask. and Minn, to Mo., s. w. and w. to Tex. and
Col. Apr., May.

2. A. mexicanus A. DC. (GROUND PLUM.) Smoother, or pubescent with
looser hairs, larger; leaflets roundish, obovate, or oblong; flowers larger (2-2.5
cm. long) ; calyx softly hairy ; corolla cream-color, bluish only at the tip ; fruit
globular, very obtuse and pointless, 2.5 cm. or more in diameter

;
otherwise like

the last. Prairies and open plains, 111. to Kan., s. to La. and Tex. Apr., May.
The unripe fruits of this and the preceding species resemble green plums
whence the popular name) and are eaten raw or cooked.

3. A. plattSnsis Nutt. Loosely villous
;
leaflets oblong, often glabrous above

;

flowers crowded in a short spike or head, cream-color, often tinged or tipped
with purple ; fruit ovoid, pointed, 1.2-1.6 cm. long, with surface even; calyx
villous. Gravelly or sandy banks, Minn, to Col. and Tex. Apr.-June.

4. A. tennesseSnsis Gray. Hirsute
; stipules large ;

leaves and flowers as in

the last
; fruit 2.4-2.8 cm. long, pointed, strongly wrinkled. (A. plattensis, var.

Gray.) 111., Morris (Vasey}, Ogle Co. (Bebb) ;
Tenn. and Ala.; reported also

m Mo. Apr., May.
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* * Pod dry, coriaceous, cartilaginous or membranous, dehiscent.

+-Pod completely 2-celled, sessile.

5. A. canadSnsis L. Tall and erect, 3-16 dm. high, somewhat pubescent or

glabrate; leaflets 21-27, oblong ; flowers greenish cream-color, very numerous,
in long dense spikes ; pods crowded, oblong (1.2 cm. long), glabrous, ten >< .

scarcely sulcate and only on the back, nearly straight. (A. carolinianus L.)

Dry or gravelly soil, w. Que., shores of L. Champlain, Vt. (Brainerd), N. Y. to

n. Ga., and far westw. July, Aug.
6. A. adsurgens Pall. Ascending or decumbent, 1-4.5 dm. high, cinereous

with minute appressed pubescence or glabrate ;
leaflets about 21, narrowly ob-

long ; spike dense, with medium-sized pale or purplish flowers
; pubescence of

calyx appressed,' pod oblong, 8-10 mm. long, finely pubescent, triangular-com-
pressed, with a deep dorsal furrow, straight. Keewatin to Minn., w. Kan., and
westw. (Asia.)

7. A. hypog!6ttis L. Slender; stems 1.5-6 dm. long, diffusely procumbent
or ascending, with a rather loose pubescence or nearly glabrous ;

leaflets 15-21,

oblong, obtuse or retuse
; flowers violet, capitate ; calyx loosely pubescent ; pod

as in the last, but ovate and silky-villous. Minn, to centr. Kan., and north-

westw. May-July. (Eurasia.)

*- - Pod not completely 2-celled.

M- Pod stipitate, pendent.

8. A. alpinus L. Diffuse, from a very loosely forking base, the prostrate or
decumbent branches 0.5-1.5 dm. long, smooth or slightly hairy ;

leaflets 11-23
;

floicers violet-purple, or at least the keel tipped with violet or blue
; calyx cani-

panulate ; pod narrowly oblong, short-acuminate, intensely black-pubescent viih

long slightly spreading hairs, triangular-turgid, deeply grooved on the back,

straight or curved, its stipe usually rather exceeding the calyx. Rocky banks
and gravelly shores, Arctic Am., s. to Nfd., e. Que., and Col. (Eurasia.)

Var. Brunetianus Fernald. Commonly larger, the branches mostly 2-6 dm.

long ;
leaflets usually 15-20

;
mature pods greenish or pale brown, strigose with

shorter black or even whitish hairs. Limestone ledges and gravelly shores, e.

Que. to Hudson B., s. to s. N. B., centr. Me., and Vt.; also in the Rocky Mts.

May-Sept.
9. A. Robbinsii (Oakes) Gray. Nearly smooth and erect, 3 dm. high, slender

;

leaflets 7-11
; calyx more oblong; flowers white; pod oblong (1.2 cm. long),

obtuse or acutish, minutely darkish-pubescent, somewhat laterally compressed,
not dorsally sulcate or obsoletely so, straight or somewhat incurved, rather ab-

ruptly narrowed at base into the often included stipe. Rocky ledges of the

Winooski R., Vt. (station now extinct).
10. A. Blakei Eggleston. Habit and foliage nearly as in the preceding, more

robust
;
corolla larger, bluish-purple ; pod triangular in section, sulcate dors<ill>i.

(A. Robbinsii, var. occidentalis Wats., var. Jesupi Eggleston & Sheldon
;
A.

Jesupi Britton
;
A. occidentalis Jones.) Rocky banks, n. Me. to Vt.

;
also in

Rocky Mts.
11. A. racem&sus Pursh. Stout, 3-6 dm. high, erect or ascending, appressed-

pubescent or glabrate ;
leaflets 13-25

; flowers numerous, white, pendent ; calyx

rampanulate, gibbous, white-pubescent ; pod straight, narrow, 2.5 cm. Ion--.

acute at both ends, triangular-compressed, deeply grooved on the back, the mi-
tral edge acute. Neb. to Mo., westw. and northwVst\\.

** *+ Pod sessile.

12. A. parviflbrus (Pursh) MacM. Subcinereous, slender, 3 dm. or more
hiuli ;

leaflets 11-17, linear-filiform, 1.4-2 cm. long, obtuse or retuse
;
racemes

loose ; flowers small (6 mm. long) ; pod pendent, 4-6 mm. long, coriaceous,

elliptic-ovate, concave on the back, the ventral suture prominent, white-hairy, at

length glabrous, transversely veined. (A. gracilis Nutt.) Minn, to Mo., and
westw. A. microlobus Gray, with leaflets linear-oblong, retuse, 1-1.2 cm. long.
said to have been collected in Mo., is scarcely more than a variety of this.
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13. A. distdrtus T. & G. Low, diffuse, many-stemmed, subglabrous ; leaflets

17-25, oblong, emarginate ; flowers in a short spike, pale purple ; pod ovate- or

lance-oblong, curved, 1.2-1.8 cm. long, glabrous, thick-coriaceous, somewhat
grooved on the back, the ventral suture nearly flat.

" W. Va." and Miss, to

111., la., arid Tex.
14. A. lotifl&rus Hook. Hoary or cinereous with appressed hairs

;
stems very

short
;
leaflets 7-13, lance-oblong ; flowers yellowish, in feiv-flowered heads, with

peduncles exceeding the leaves or very short
; calyx campamtlate, the subulate

teeth exceeding the tube ; pod oblong-ovate, 1.8-2.4 cm. long, acuminate, acute at

base, canescent, the back more or less impressed, the acute ventral suture nearly
straight. Man. to Mo. (Bush}, Tex., and B. C.

2. Pod l-celled, neither suture being inflexed or the ventral more intruded
than the dorsal.

* Pod sessile in the calyx / valves strongly convex.

15. A. neglSctus (T. & G.) Sheldon. Nearly smooth, erect, 3-6 dm. high;
leaflets 11-21, elliptical or oblong, somewhat retuse, minutely hoary beneath

;

flowers white, rather numerous, in a short spike ; calyx dark-pubescent ; pod
coriaceous, inflated, ovoid-globose, 1.2-1.8 cm. long, acute, glabrous, slightly sul-

cate on both sides, cavity webby. (A. Cooperi Gray.) Cliffs and clayey banks,
e. Que. (according to Macoun) ; Ont., and w. N. Y. to Minn, and la.

16. A. flexu6sus Dougl. Ashy-puberulent, ascending, 3 to 6 dm. high ;
leaf-

lets 11-21, mostly narrow
; flowers small, in loose racemes ; pod thin-coriaceous,

cylindric, 1.6-2.2 cm. long, 4 mm. broad, pointed, straight or curved, puberulent,
very shortly stipitate. Minn, to Col., and northw.

17. A. euc6smus Robinson. Decumbent, ashy-puberulent, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaflets 13-15, oblong, 1.2-2.8 cm. long, glabrous above
; long-peduncled racemes

at length loose
;
flowers small, pale blue or purple ; pod sessile, ovate-oblong,

strongly compressed. (A. oroboides, var. americanus Gray ;
A. elegans Britton,

not Bunge.) Gravelly banks, Lab. to n. Me.
; Rocky Mts.

* * Pod slender-stiped j valves flattish.

18. A. tenSllus Pursh. Slender, decumbent, branched from the base, 2-4 dm.
high; leaflets 11-15, narrowly oblong to linear, obtuse, pale green; racemes

axillary, short-peduncled ;
flowers small, 7-9 mm. long ; petals ochroleucous,

sometimes pink-tinged ; pod lance-oblong, 1-1.2 cm. long, thin. (A. multiflorus
Gray ;

Homalobus tenellus Britton.) Dry sandy plains, w. Minn, to N. Mex.
and B. C.

33. OXYTROPIS DC.

Keel tipped with a sharp projecting point or appendage ;
otherwise as in

Astragalus. Pod often more or less 2-celled by the intrusion of the ventral

suture. Our species low nearly acaulescent perennials, with tufts of numerous
very short stems from a hard and thick root or rootstock, covered with scaly
adnate stipules ; pinnate leaves of many leaflets

; peduncles scape-like, bearing
a head or short spike of flowers. (Name from 6&s, sharp, and rpbiris, keel.)
SPIESIA Neck. ARAGALLUS Neck.

* Leaves simply pinnate.

1. 0. campe'stris DC., var. johann&nsis Fernald. Villous, 3-5 dm. high ;
leaf-

lets lanceolate or oblong ; flowers showy, rose-colored, drying purplish-blue ; pods
2-2.5 cm. long, ovate- or oblong-lanceolate, thin and papery. (Var. caerulea
Man. ed. 6, not Koch

; Spiesia campestris Britton, in part ; Aragallus johan-
nensis Rydb.) Gravelly shores, Gaspe

1

Co. to Isle of Orleans, Que., s. to the

RestigoucheR., N. B., and the Aroostook R., Me.
2. 0. Lambert! Pursh. Silky with fine appressed hairs; leaflets mostly

linear
;
flowers larger, purple, violet, or sometimes white

; pods cartilaginous
or firm-coriaceous in texture, silky-pubescent, strictly erect, cylindraceous-
lanceolate and long-pointed, almost 2-celled by intrusion of the ventral suture.
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(Spiesia Rtze. ; Arayallus Greene.) Dry plains, Sask. and Minn, to Mo. and

Tex., w. to the ints.

* *
Leaflets numerous, mostly in fascicles o/o-4 along the rhachis.

3. 0. sp!6ndens Dougl. Silky-villous, 1.6-3 dm. high ; scape spicately several-

many-flowered ;
flowers erect-spreading ; pod ovate, erect, 2-celled, hardly sur-

passing the very villous calyx. (Spiesia Ktze.
; Aragallus Greene.) Plains of

Sask. and w. Minn, to N. Mex. and the Rocky Mts.

34. GLYCYRRHiZA [Tourn.] L. LIQUORICE

Calyx with the two upper lobes shorter or partly united. Anther-cells con-
fluent at the apex, the alternate ones smaller. Pod ovate or oblong-linear,

compressed, scarcely dehiscent, few-seeded. The flower, etc., otherwise as in

Astragalus. Long perennial root sweet (whence the name, from yXvicfo, sweet,
and plfa, root} ; herbage glandular-viscid ;

leaves odd-pinnate, with minute

stipules ;
flowers in axillary spikes, white or bluish.

1. G. lepidbta (Nutt.) Pursh. (WILD L.) Tall- (6-9 dm. high) ;
leaflets

15-19, oblong-lanceolate, mucronate-pointed, sprinkled with little scales when
young, and with corresponding dots when old

; spikes peduncled, short
;
flowers

whitish
; pods oblong, beset with hooked prickles. Hudson B. and Minn, to

Mo., N. Mex., and westw.
;
also sporadically on waste land, etc., eastw.

35. AESCHYN6MENE L. SENSITIVE JOINT VETCH

Calyx 2-lipped ;
the upper lip 2-, the lower 3-cleft. Standard roundish

;
keel

boat-shaped. Stamens diadelphous in two sets of 5 each. Pod flattened, com-

posed of several easily separable joints. Leaves odd-pinnate, with several pairs
of leaflets, sometimes sensitive, as if shrinking from the touch (whence the name,
from aiffxwo^vij, being ashamed).

I. A. virginica (L.) BSP. Erect bristly annual; leaflets 37-61, linear;
racemes few-flowered

;
flowers yellow, reddish externally ; pod stalked, 6-10-

jointed. (A. hispida Willd.) Along rivers, N. J. and s. Pa. to Fla. and La.

36. CORONILLA L.

Calyx 5-toothed. Standard orbicular
;
keel incurved. Stamens diadelphous, 9

and 1. Pod terete or 4-angled, jointed ;
the joints subcylindric. Glabrous herbs

or shrubs, with pinnate leaves, and the flowers in umbels terminating axillary

peduncles. (Diminutive of corona, a crown, alluding to the inflorescence.)
1. C. vAniA L. A perennial herb with ascending stems

;
leaves sessile

;
leaf-

lets 16-26, oblong ;
flowers rose-color

; pods coriaceous, 3-7-jointed, the 4-angled
joints 6-8 mm. long. Roadsides and waste places, N. E. to N. J. (Nat. from

Eu.)

37. HEDYSARUM [Tourn.] L.

Calyx 5-cleft, the lobes awl-shaped and nearly equal. Keel nearly straight,

obliquely truncate, not appendaged, longer than the wings. Stamens diadel-

phous, 9 and 1. Pod flattened, composed of several equal-sided separable
roundish joints connected in the middle. Perennial herbs

;
leaves odd-pinnate.

(Name composed of ^Stfs, sweet, and Apu^a, smell.')
1. H. boreale Nutt. Leaflets 13-21, oblong or lanceolate, nearly glabrous ;

stipules scaly, united opposite the petiole ;
raceme of many deflexed magenta to

white flowers; standard shorter than the keel; joints of the pod 3-4, smooth,
reticulated. (H. americanum Britton.) Rocky or gravelly banks, Nfd. ami
Lab. to Alaska, s. to St. John Valley, N. B. and Me., ints. of n. Vt., n. shore
of L. Superior, S. Dak., and Rocky Mts. to Col. June-Aug.
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38. DESM6DIUM Desv. TICK TREFOIL

Calyx usually 2-lipped. Standard obovate
; wings adherent to the straight

or straightish and usually truncate keel, by means of a little transverse append-
age on each side of the latter. Stamens diadelphous, 9 and 1

,
or monadelphous

below. Pod flat, deeply lobed on the lower margin, separating into flat reticu-

lated joints (mostly roughened with minute hooked hairs). Perennial herbs,
with pinnately 3-foliolate (rarely 1-foliolate) leaves, stipellate. Flowers in axil-

lary or terminal racemes, often panicled, and 2 or 3 from each bract, purple or

purplish, often turning green in withering. Stipules and bracts scale-like, often

striate. (Name from 5e<r/*6s, a bond or chain, from the connected joints of the

pods.) MEIBOMIA Adans.
N.B. In this genus the figures of the foments are on a scale of 1.

1. Pod raised on a stalk (stipe} many times longer than the slightly toothed

calyx and nearly as long as the pedicel, straightish on the upper margin, deeply
sinuate on the lower; the 1-4 joints mostly
half-obovate and concave on the back; sta-

mens monadelphous below; plants nearly
glabrous; stems erect or -ascending ; raceme
terminal, panicled ; stipules bristle-form,
deciduous.

785. D. nudiflorum.

1. D. nudifl6rum (L.) DC. Leaves all crowded
at the summit of sterile stems; leaflets broadly
ovate, bluntish, whitish beneath

;
raceme elon-

gated on an ascending mostly leafless stalk or scape
6-10 dm. high. (Meibomia Ktze.) Dry woods,
s. Me. to w. Que., Ont., Minn, and southw. FIG.
785.

2. D. grandifl6rum (Walt.) DC. Leaves all crowded at the summit of the

stem from which arises the elongated naked raceme or panicle; leaflets round-

ovate, taper-pointed, green both sides, the

end one round (1-1.3 dm. long). (D. acu-
minatum DC.

;
Meibomia grandiflora Ktze.)

Rich woods, centr. Me. to Ont., S. Dak.,
and southw. FIG. 786.

3. D. pauciflbrum (Nutt.) DC. Leaves
scattered along the low (2-4 dm. high)
ascending stems

;
leaflets rhombic-ovate, m D gl

.andjflorum .

bluntish, pale beneath ;
raceme few-flowered,

terminal. (Meibomia Ktze.) -Woods, Ont. to Pa., Mich., Kan., and southw.

2. Pod raised on a stalk (stipe) little if at all surpassing the deeply cleft calyx ;

stems long and prostrate or decumbent ; racemes axillary and terminal.

*
Stipules conspicuous, ovate, attenuate, striate, persistent ; racemes mostly simple.
4. D. rotundifblium (Michx.) DC. Soft-hairy all over, truly prostrate ; leaf-

lets orbicular, or the odd one slightly rhomboid
; flowers purple ; pods almost

equally sinuate on both edges, 3-5-jointed ;

the joints rhomboid-oval. (Meibomia Mich-
auxii Vail.) Dry woods, e. Mass, to Fla.,
w. to Minn., Mo., and La. A form with
ovate leaflets occurs in Va. (Curtiss}.

5. D. ochroleucum M. A.Curtis. Stems

sparsely hairy, decumbent
;

leaflets nearly

glabrous, ovate, acute or obtuse, transversely

787 D ochroleucum reticulated beneath, the lateral ones smaller
or sometimes wanting ;

racemes much elon-

gated ;
corolla whitish; pod* twisted, 2-4-jointed, the large rhomboid joints

smooth and reticulated but the margins downy. (Meibomia Ktze.) Wood-
lands, N. J. and Del. to Ga. and Mo. FIG. 787.
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Stipules smaller, lanceolate and awl-shaped, less persistent ; racemes panicled.

6. D. glabaium (Michx.) DC. Glabrous
or nearly so, procumbent ; leaflets ovate or

ovate-oblong, rather obtuse, much smaller

than in the two preceding ('3-6 cm. long) ;

corolla purple ; pods 2-4-jointed, flat, the oval-

rhomboid joints minutely scabrous through-
out. (D. humifusum Beck

;
Meibomia gla-

bella Ktze.) Dry sandy soil, Mass, to s. Pa.,

Md., and southw. FIG. 788.788. D. glabellmn.

3. Pod slightly if at all stalked in the calyx; racemes panicled.

* Stems tall (1-2 m. high) and erect; the persistent stipules and deciduous bracts

large and conspicuous, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed ; flowers rather

large.

- Pods of 4-7 unequal-sided rhombic joints, which are considerably longer than
broad (about 1.2 cm. long}.

7. D. can6scens.(L.) DC. Stem loosely branched, hairy, branches clothed

with both minute and hooked as well as longer spreading rather glutinous
hairs

; leaflets ovate, bluntish, about the length of the petioles, whitish and

789. D. canescens.

reticulated beneath, both sides roughish with a close fine pubescence; joints
of the pod very adhesive. (Meibomia Ktze.) Dry chiefly sandy soil, Mass, to

Minn, and southw. FIG. 780. Var. HIRSITI-M (Hook.) Robinson. Panicle
and upper part of the stem very villous

;
leaflets oblong-ovate. (D. canad<>n*'\

var. Hook.
;
D. canescens, var. villosissimum T. & G.; Meibomia canescens,

var. hirsuta Vail.) 111. and Mo. to Tenn.
8. D. bractebsum (Michx.) DC. Very smooth except the panicle; stem

straight ; leaflets lanceolate-ovate and taper-pointed, green and glabrous on both

sides, longer than
the petiole ;

the

conspicuous bracts

and stipules 1-1.5

cm. long ; joints of

the pod rhomboid-

oblong, smoothish.

(D. cuspidatum
Hook.

;
Mfibnmhi

iirnrtt-nsa Ktze.)
Thickets, s. N. H.
to Minn., and
sMiithw. FIG. T'.HI.

Var. longifblium (T. & G.) Robinson. Stem with some persisting pubes-
cence

;
leaflets scabrous above, villous beneath. (D. canadense, var. T. & G. ;

Meibomia longifoUa Vail.) Mich, to Kan. and Ark.

t- H- Pods of 3-5 oval joints (not over 6 mm. long).

!>. D. illinoSnse Gray. Erect, 1-2 m. high ;
stem and leaves with short

rough pubescence ;
leaflets ovate-oblong or -lanceolate, 5-10 cm. long, obtuse,

790. D.
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791. D. illinoense.

Stem 6-15 dm. high, erect;

792. D. laevigatuui.

793. D. viridiflorum.

subcoriaceous, cinereous beneath, veins and vein-

lets prominent, strongly reticulated, the lower
leaflets nearly equaling the petiole ; pods scarcely
over 2. 5 cm. long, sinuate on both margins (more
deeply below). (Meibomia Ktze.) Dry ground,
Lakeside, O. (Moseley} ;

Jackson Co., Mich.

( Wheeler} ;
111. to Neb.

,
Kan.

,
and Okla. FIG. 791 .

stipules and bracts mostly deciduous, small and

inconspicuous; joints of the pod 3-5, triangular or half-rhombic or very

unequal-sided and rhomboidal, longer than broad, 6 mm. or less in length ;

flowers middle-sized.

10. D. laevigatum (Nutt.) DC. Smooth or nearly so throughout; stem

straight ; leaflets ovate, bluntish, pale beneath, 5-7.5 cm. long, thin and
without prominulous reticulation

; panicles mi-

nutely rough-pubescent. (Meibomia Ktze.) Pine

woods, s. N. Y. and N. J. to Fla., Mo., and Tex.
FIG. 792. From Va. southw. passing to D. RHOM-
BIF6LIUM (Ell.) DC., a more pubescent plant,

with thickish leaves, the veins

prominulous beneath. (Mei-
bomia Vail. )

11. D. viridifl&rum (L.)
Beck. Stem very downy, rough
at the summit

; leaflets broadly ovate, very obtuse, rough
above, whitened with a soft velvety down underneath,
5-7.5 cm. long. (Meibomia Ktze.) Dry open woods,
common, s. N. Y. to Fla., Mich., Mo., and Tex. FIG.

793.

12. D. Dilldnii Darl. Stem pubescent ; leaflets oblong or oblong-ovate,
commonly bluntish, pale beneath, softly and finely pubescent, mostly thin, 5-7.6
cm. long. (Meibomia Ktze.) Open woodlands, centr. Me.
to Ont.

, Minn., and southw. FIG. 794.

13. D. paniculatum (L.) DC. Essentially smooth

throughout ;
stem slender, tall

; leaflets oblong-lanceolate,

tapering to a blunt

point, thin, 7.5-12.5

cm. long ;
racemes

much panicled. (Mei-
ftommKtze.) Copses,
s. w. Me. to Ont.,

Minn., and southw.
FIG. 795.

Var. angustifMium T. & G. Leaflets

narrower, lance-linear. (Meibomia pani-
culata, var. Chapmani Britton.) Va., Ky., and southw.

Var. pubens T. & G. Stem puberulent ;
leaves sparingly pubescent beneath.

(Meibomia paniculata, var. Vail.) N. J. to Kan., and southw.
14. D. strictum (Pursh) DC. Stem very straight and slender, simple,

6-9 dm. high, the upper part and narrow panicle rough-
glandular ; leaflets linear, blunt, strongly reticulated, thickish,

very smooth,
*

2.5-5 cm. long, 6 mm. wide
; joints of the

pod 1-3, semi-obovate or very gibbous, only 4 mm. long.

(Meibomia Ktze.) Pine woods, N. J. to Fla. and La.
FIG. 796.

* * *
Stipules small and inconspicuous, mostly deciduous ; pods offew roundish

or obliquely oval or sometimes roundish-rhomboidal joints 3-5 mm. long.

+- Stems erect; bracts before flowering conspicuous ; racemes densely flowered.

15. D. canad6nse (L.) DC. Stem hairy, 5-15 dm. high ; leaflets oblong-

D. Dillenii.

795. D. paniculatum.

796. D. strictum.
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797. D. canadense.

Sandy soil, s. e. Mass, to Pa.
and Tex.

lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, obtuse, with numer-
ous straightish veins, much longer than the petiole,
3.7-7.6 cm. long ; flowers showy, larger than in any
of our other species, 8-12 mm. long. (Meibomia
Ktze. ) Open woods and banks of streams, N. B.

to N. C., L. Winnipeg, Kan., and Okla. FIG. 71)7.

16. D. sessilifblium (Torr.) T. &G. Stem pubes-
cent, 6-12 dm. high; leaves nearly sessile; leaflets
linear or linear-oblong, blunt, thickish, reticulated,

rough above, downy beneath
;

branches of the

panicle long; flowers small. (Meibomia Ktze.)
froand from O. and Mich, to 111., s. to Miss.

- +- Stems ascending, 3-9 dm. high ; bracts small ; racemes or panicles elon-

gated and loosely flowered ; flowers small.

17. D. rigidum (Ell.) DC. Stem branching, somewhat hoary, like the lower
surface of the leaves, with a close roughish pubescence ; leaflets ovate-oblong,
blunt, thickish, reticulated-veiny, rather rough above, the lateral ones longer
than the petiole. (Meibomia Ktze.) Dry hillsides, s. N. H.
and e. Mass, to Fla., Mich., Neb., and La. FIG. 798.

18. D. obtusum (Muhl.) DC. Stem slender, hairy or rough-
pubescent; leaves crowded, on very short hairy petioles ; leaflets
round-ovate or oval, thickish, more or less hairy on the margins
and underneath, 1.2-2.5 cm. long. (D. ciliare DC.

;
Meibomia

obtusa Vail.) Dry hills and sandy fields, Mass, to Fla., w. to 793.

Out., Mich., Mo., and Tex.
19. D. marildndicum (L. ) DC. Nearly smooth throughout, slender

; leaflets
ovate or roundish, very obtuse, thin, the lateral ones about the length of the

slender petiole; otherwise resembling the preceding. (Meibomia
Ktze.) Copses, Mass, to Fla., w. to Minn., Mo., and La.

*- -- H- Stems reclining or prostrate ; racemes loosely flowered.

20. D. lineatum (Michx.) DC. Stem minutely pubescent,
striate-angled ;

leaflets orbicular, smoothish, 1-2.5 cm. long,
much longer than the petiole ; pod scarcely stalked in the calyx.

(Meibomia arenicola Vail.) Dry soil, Md. and Va. to Fla. and
also (?) Erie Co., O. (Moseley). FIG. 799.

799. D. lineatum.

La.

39. LESPEDEZA Michx. BUSH CLOVER

Calyx 5-cleft
;
the lobes nearly equal, slender. Stamens diadelphous (9 and

1) ;
anthers all alike. Pods of a single 1-seeded joint (sometimes 2-jointed, with

the lower joint empty and stalk-like), oval or roundish, flat, reticulated.

Herbs with pitmately 3-foliolate leaves, not stipellate. Flowers often polyga-
mous, in summer and autumn. (Dedicated to Lespedez, the Spanish governor of

Florida in the time of Michaux.)

ls; the lai-irer (violet-purplo) perfect but
loi-r or panielrd : the smaller pistill.-ite an

i talons, in small sessile clusters or interim:

seldom
i,l fertile

intermixed with

. Stipules subulate-setaceous; bracts minute; calyx-lobes attenuate;
perennials /<.

l>. Flowers of 2 kinds;
fruitful,
but mostly apetali
the others <.

C. Petaliferous flowers !-(>. on elongate filiform peduncles, which are
mostly _' t times as loin: as their subtending leave-.

Stems soft-downy with short spreading hairs
Steins glabrate or sparingly appressed-pubcscent.
Stems [.rostrate or trailing ; stipules mostly '.>-4.r> mm. lon-r

Stems upright : stipules mostly ;"> s mm. long ....
e. Petaliferous (lower-; f.-w manv ; pi-diincles stouter, some or all of

them shorter than the leaves d.
d. Many of the peduncles clonirate and exceeding their subtending

leaves.

1 . Z. procumbent.

2. L. repent.
8. L. viofacea.
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Calyx 4-5 mm. long, much shorter than the pod.
Leaflets densely velvety beneath 4. L. Brittonii.
Leaflets appressed-pubescent or sparingly villous beneath . 5. L. Nuttallii.

Calyx 6-9 mm. long, about equaling the pod . . . 6. L. Manniana.
d. Few if any of the peduncles exceeding the leaves e.

e. Calyx of the petaliferous flowers 3-5 mm. long, rarely half as

long as the pod.
Leaflets densely woolly or velvety beneath . . . 7. L. Stwoei.
Leaflets glabrate or appressed-pubescent beneath.

Leaflets linear to linear-oblong ; petaliferous inflorescences

mostly sessile or subsessile 8. L. virginica.
Leaflets oval to oblong ; petaliferous inflorescences often

short-peduncled 9. L. frutescens.
e. Calyx of the petaliferous flowers 6-8 mm. long, two thirds as

long as the pod 10. L. simulata.
b. Flowers all alike and perfect, in close spikes or heads ; corolla whitish

or cream-color, with a purple spot on the standard, about the

length of the calyx /.

/. Peduncles mostly shorter than the dense 'subglobose heads
;
flowers

closely appressed-ascending.
Stem pubescent with long spreading or loosely ascending hairs,

rarely glabrate ; calyx 8-1 '2 rnm. long 12. L. capitata.
Stem short-pubescent with chiefly appressed hairs or glabrate ;

calyx 5-7 mm. long ... 13. L. angustifolia.
f. Peduncles elongate, chiefly equaling the cylindric or subcylindric

spikes.

Spikes thick-cylindric, 1-1.5 cm. thick.
Stems with long spreading or loosely ascending pubescence ;

leaflets oblong to orbicular ; flowers spreading or loosely
ascending 11. L. hirta.

Stems chiefly appressed-pubescent or glabrate; leaflets linear to

linear-oblong ;
flowers appressed-ascending . . . . 13. L. anffustifolia.

Spikes slender-cylindric, 5-S mm. thick 14. L. leptostacJiya.
a. Stipules and bracts broad and scarious; calyx-lobes broad; annual . 15. L, striata.

1. L. prociimbens Michx. Stem trailing , prostrate or nearly so, soft-downy
with short spreading hairs

;
leaflets downy, oval or obovate-elliptical, 6-18 mm.

long ; peduncles very slender, few-flowered
;
keel equaling the wings ; pod small,

roundish. Dry sandy soil, chiefly near the coast, s. N. H. to Fla. and Tex.
;

inland in Miss, basin to Mo., 111., and Ind. Fl. late Aug., Sept.
2. L. rdpens (L.) Bart. Like the preceding but more slender and glabrous

or finely appressed-pu'bescent; stipules subrigid, mostly 2-4.5 mm. long.

Sandy or rocky soil, chiefly near the coast, Ct. to Fla. and Tex., inland in

Miss, basin to Ky., Ind., and Minn.
;
common and said to flower earlier than

the preceding.
3. L. violacea (L.) Pers. Stems upright or spreading, slender, branched,

2-7 dm. high, rather sparsely leafy and sparingly pubescent ; stipules setaceous,

mostly 5-8 mm. long; leaflets thin, broadly oval or oblong, finely appressed-
pubescent beneath, those of the stem-leaves mostly 2-5 cm. long, 1.2-2.2 cm.

broad; peduncles very slender, loosely few-flowered, mostly longer than the
leaves

; petals 6-8 mm. long, the keel often the longest ; pod ovate, 4-6 mm.
long, minutely strigose. Dry copses, s. N. H. and Vt. to Minn., e. Kan., La.,
and Fla., chiefly at low altitudes. July-Sept. Var. PRAIREA Mackenzie &
Bush. Principal leaflets 1-2 cm. long, 0.5-1 cm. broad. (L. prairea Britton.)

Dry prairies, Mo. and Kan., southw.
4. L. Britt&nii Bicknell. Densely cinereous-velvety or -tomentose; stems

loosely ascending or arching, 6-13 dm. long ; leaves mostly short-petioled, the

thick oblong or lance-elliptic leaflets velvety beneath, cinereous-pilose or glabrate
above, the principal ones 1.5-4 cm. long ;

inflorescences numerous along the

upper half of the stem or on short lateral branches
; peduncles various, some

shorter than the leaves, others elongate ; calyx 4-5 mm. long ;
corolla 6-8 mm.

long, pink and purple, the standard deeper purple at base
; pod tomentose,

sharply acute or acuminate. Dry soil, near the coast, e. Mass, to Md.
;
local

and little known.

15.

L. Nuttallii Darl. Stems erect, stoutish, 6-12 dm. high, villous; leaves

mostly long(l-3 cm.)-petioled, the oval leaflets glabrous or glabrate above,
appressed-pubescent or sparingly villous beneath, the principal ones 2.5-4 cm.

long ; peduncles of various lengths ; calyx 4-5 mm. long, much shorter than the
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narrowly oval strigose pod Dry rocky woods, s. N. H. to Mich., s. to N. C.

and Ky.
6. L. Manniana Mackenzie & Bush. Erect or ascending, 3-7 dm. high, the

rather slender stems appressed-pubescent or slightly pilose ;
leaves mostly short

(0.5-1.5 cm.)-petioled, the linear-oblong to narrowly elliptic thick leaflet*

strigose-pubescent beneath ; peduncles various, many of them elongate ; cnlys
6-9 mm. long, about equaling the corolla and the strigose pod. Barrens and

dry open woods, Mich, to Kan. and Ark.
7. L. Stuvei Nutt. Stem upright-spreading, 3-12 dm. high, very leafy,

downy with spreading pubescence, simple or with few densely flowered wand-
like branches

;
leaves crowded, short-petioled ;

the elliptical firm leaflets wot>//</

or velvety beneath and sometimes above, mostly 1-2.5 cm. long; pe'duncles all

short, the crowded racemes appearing sessile or subsessile ; calyx 3-5 mm. long,
much shorter than the villous-canescen^ pod. Dry soil, e. Mass, and s. Vt. to

Mich., and southw. Var. NEGLECTA Britton. Leaflets linear or linear-oblong.
N. J. to Mo., and southw.
8. L. virginica (L.) Britton. Stems upright, 3-11 dm. high, ivand-like or

with few erect branches, minutely appressed-pubescent or glabrate ; leaves very
crowded

;
the principal cauline ones with slender rather long petioles, their

thickish linear or linear-oblong leaflets 1.5-4 cm. long, 3-7 mm. broad, flu fly

appressed-pubescent; flowers on very crowded short peduncles ; keel shorter than
the standard

; calyx 3-5 mm. long, shorter than the strigose pod. (L. reticulata

Pers.) Barrens and dry open 'woods, s. N. H. to Fla.
;
and from s. Ont, to

Kan.
,
La.

,
and Tex.

9. L. frutscens (L.) Britton. Stems erect, slender, 1.5-7 dm. high, slightly

appressed-pubescent or glabrate; leaves mostly with slender long (1.5-3 cm.)
petioles ;

the oval to oblong flrm leaflets finely appressed-pubescent or t/l<tl>r<rt< ,

those of the cauline leaves 1.5-4 cm. long; peduncles of various lengths, mostly
very short, a few sometimes nearly equaling the leaves

; calyx 3-5 mm. hm<i.

much shorter than the strigillose pod. (L. Stuvei, var. intermedia Wats.)
Open rocky woods, etc., s. Me. to Minn., and southw.

L. ACUTICARPA Mackenzie & Bush, described from Mo. and Ark., but unknown
to us, seems from its description to resemble no. 9, but to have more elongate

peduncles.
10. L. simulata Mackenzie & Bush. Stems erect, with few upright branches,

rather stout, 3-9 dm. high, short-pubescent or glabrate ;
leaves short-petioled,

the linear-oblong to elliptic flrm leaflets appressed-pubescent, often silvery, those
of the cauline leaves 1.5-4 cm. long ; petaliferous flowers in subcapitate se**i/<

or short-peduncled clusters; calyx 6-8 mm. long, nearly equaling the corolla

and the strongly pubescent pod. Dry open woods and plains, Ct. to O., M<>.,

and southw. Resembling no. 12.

11. L. hfrta (L.) Hornem. Stem with mostly spreading pubescence ; petioles
4-12 mm. long ; leaflets from orbicular to oblong-ovate, hairy ; spikes thick-

cylindric, on elongated peduncles ; pod (at maturity) oblong-ovate, pubescent,
nearly (> mm. long, hardly shorter than the calyx. (L. polystachya Michx.)
Dry hills and plains, s. Me. to Ont., Minn., and southw. Var. OBLONGIF6LIA
Britton. Leaflets narrowly oblong. Pine barrens, N. J. to Fla.

12. L. capitata Michx. Stems rigid, tomentose (rarely glabrous or glabrate),
0.6-1.2 m. high; petioles very short; leaflets oblong to narrowly elli^tlcul. thick-

ish, reticulated and smooth or silky above, silky beneath
;
heads of flov< />

globular, on peduncles shorter than the leaves ; pod oblong-ovate, pubescent, min-fi

shorter than the calyx. Dry and sandy soil, N. E. to Fla., w. to Minn., NrK.
and La. Passing gradually to

Var. velutina (Bicknell) Fernald. Stems and both faces of the leaves velvety
icith short dull ashy tomentum. (L. velutina Bicknell ;

L. Bicknell ii House.)
N. H. to N. J.

Var. Iongif61ia (DC.) T. & G. Leaflets narrower, lance-oblong to linear,

acute, glabrous above. 111. and Mo. to Ky. and La.
I". L. angustifblia (Pursh) Kll. Like the last, but mostly appressed-silky ;

leaflets linear; the smaller often short-cylindric heads on tlistiix't and sometimes
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slender peduncles ; the pod round-ovate, acutish, 3-4 mm. long, hardly shorter

than the calyx. Sandy barrens, e. Mass, to Fla. and La.
14. L. leptostachya Engelm. Clothed with appressed silky pubescence ;

stems often branched, slender
; leaflets linear to narrowly oblong ; spikes slen-

der, somewhat loosely flowered, on peduncles as long as the leaves
; pod ovate,

small (3 mm. long), about equaling the calyx, densely pubescent. 111., Wise.,
Minn., and la.

15. L. STRIATA (Thunb.) H. & A. Diffusely branched decumbent sub-

pubescent annual; petioles very short
;
leaflets oblong-obovate, 1.2 cm. long or

less
; peduncles very short, 1-5-flowered

; pod small, little exceeding the calyx.
Roadsides and open soil, D. C. to Mo., and southw. (Nat. from e. Asia.)

40. STYLOSANTHES Sw.

Calyx early deciduous
;
tube slender and stalk-like

;
limb unequally 4-5-cleft,

the lower lobe more distinct. Corolla and monadelphous stamens inserted at

the summit of the calyx-tube ;
standard orbicular

;
keel incurved. Anthers 10,

in two series. Style filiform, its upper part deciduous, the lower incurved or

hooked, persistent on the 1-2-jointed short reticulated pod ;
the lower joint when

present empty and stalk-like. Low perennials, branched from the base, with

wiry stems, pinnately 3-foliolate leaves, and small yellow flowers in terminal
heads or short spikes. (Name composed of o-rOXos, a column, aud &vBos, a flower,
from the stalk-like calyx-tube.)

1. S. biflbra (L. ) B S P. Erect or spreading, pubescent and tawny-setose about
the few-flowered heads; leaflets narrowly lanceolate, mostly acute at both ends;
uppermost floral bracts entire

; style not quite apical on the fruit. (S. elatior

Sw.) Pine barrens and dry soil, near the coast, L. I. and N. J. to Fla. and
Tex.

;
northw. in Miss, basin to Kan., Mo., 111., and Ind. June-Aug.

Var. hispidissima (Michx.) Pollard & Ball. Stems covered with tawny
setose pubescence. (S. elatior, var. T. & G.) Va., Okla., and southw.

2. S. riparia Kearney. More slender and decumbent, scarcely setose
;
stems

tomentulose in lines
; leaflets oval or elliptical, obtuse, mucronulate

; uppermost
bracts cleft

;
terminal joint of the loment symmetrical. Del. to Ala. July,

Aug.

41. Z6RNIA Gmel.

Calyx bilabiate, 5-toothed, the tube not elongated. Corolla yellow. Stamens
monadelphous. Ovary sessile. Prostrate wiry-stemmed perennials with long
tough root. (Named presumably for Johann Zorn, a German apothecary of the

18th century.)
1. Z. bracteata (Walt.) Gmel. Leaves 4-foliolate. Sandy fields, s. e. Va.

(Heller), and southw. (Mex.)

42. VICIA [Tourn.] L. VETCH. TARE

Calyx 5-cleft or 5-toothed, the 2 upper teeth often shorter, or the lowest

longer. Wings of the corolla adhering to the middle of the keel. Stamens more
or less diadelphous (9 and 1) ;

the orifice of the tube oblique.
"

Style filiform,

hairy all round or only on the back at the apex. Pod flat, 2-valved, 2-several-
seeded. Seeds globular. Cotyledons very thick, remaining under ground in

gerniination. Herbs, mostly climbing more or less by the tendril at the end of

the pinnate leaves. Stipules half-sagittate. Flowers or peduncles axillary.

(The classical Latin name. )

Peduncle very short or wanting ; flowers few, 1-3 cm. long.
Annuals

; calyx-teeth nearly equaling the tube.
Flower 2-8 cm. long 1. V. saliva.
Flower 1-1.S cm. long 2. F. angustifolia.

Perennjal ; calyx-teeth much shorter than the tube 3. F. sepium.
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Peduncle well developed.
Flowers 1-6, tiny (2^i inm. long) ;

seeds 2-4
; annuals.

Pods glabrous, 4-seeded 4. V. tetrasperma.
Pods hairy, '2-seeded 5. V. hirsuta.

Flowers usually more numerous, larger ; perennials except no. 10.

Smooth or merely appressed-pubescent perennials.
Flowers 6-12 mm. long.
Flowers 2-8

; seeds 4-6 6. V. lu<l<>rici,n,n.

Flowers more numerous
; seeds 6-12.

Flowers 1-1.2 cm. long, blue and purple 7. V. Graced.
Flowers barely 1 cm. long, white, the keel tipped with blue . 3. V. caroliniana.

Flowers 1.5-1.8 cm. long 9. V. americana.
Villous annual or biennial 10. V. villona.

1. V. SATIVA L. (SPRING V.) Annual (or winter-annual), pubescent, becom-

ing glabrate ;
the stem simple or branched at base

;
leaves essentially uniform

;

leaflets 4-8 pairs, oblong to oblong-obovate, truncate to emarginate and inucro-

nate at apex, 1.5-3 cm. long, 5-13 mm. broad
; flowers chiefly in twos in the

upper axils, 2-3 cm. long, showy, purple and rose-color; calyx 1-1.5 cm. long;
pod pubescent when young, torulose, 4-8 cm. long, 7-8 mm. wide. Cultivated

for forage in eastern Canada and occasionally elsewhere, and sometimes persist-

ing or spreading to waste ground. July, Aug. (Introd. from Eurasia.)
2. V. ANGUSTIFOLIA (L.) Reichard. (COMMON V.) Similar, glabrous or

glabrate ; leaflets 2-5 (rarely 6) pairs, those of the lower leaves oblong and trun-

cate, of the upper linear- to lance-attenuate, mucronate, 1.5-3 cm. long. 1-4 mm.
broad; flowers smaller (1-1.8 cm. long} ; calyx 7-11 mm. long; pod 4-5.5 cm.

long, 5-7 mm. wide, less torulose. Gravelly waste places, chiefly eastw. May-
Sept. (Nat. from Eu.) Var. SEGETXLIS (Thuillier) Koch. Leaflets of the upper
leaves truncate or emarginate and mucronate at apex, oblong to oblong-obovate,
2-8 mm. broad. (V. sativa Man. ed. 6, not L.) Roadsides, waste places, etc.,

common. (Nat. from Eu.)
3. V. SEPIUM L. Perennial ; leaflets 5-8 pairs, elliptic-ovate ; flowers 3-4, in

subsessile racemes ; pod oblong, obliquely acuminate, many-seeded. Locally
in fields and waste places, Me. to Ont. June, July. (Nat. from Eu.)

4. V. TETRASPERMA (L.) Moench. Peduncles l-2-flowered leaflets 4-6

pairs, linear-oblong, obtuse
; calyx-teeth unequal ;

corolla bluish
; pods narrow,

^-seeded, smooth. Waste places, e. Que. to Ont, Fla., and Miss. May-Sept.
(Nat. from Eu.)

5. V. HiRsfrTA (L.) S. F. Gray. Peduncles 3-6-flowered; leaflets 0-8 pairs,
truncate

; calyx-teeth equal ;
corolla whitish

; pods oblong, 2-seeded, hairy.
Waste places, e. Que. to Ont. and Ga. May-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.)

(>. V. ludoviciana Nutt. Peduncles f-1* times as long as the leaves, 2-8-

flowered; leaflets 7-11, elliptical to oblong; flowers G-8 mm. long, blue or pur-

ple. Greene Co., Mo. (Blankinship), and southw. Apr., May.
7. V. Cracca L. Appressed-pubescent; leaflets 8-24, oblong-lanceolate,

strongly mucronate ; racemes densely many-flowered, 1-sided
;

flowers blue,

turning purple (rarely white), 1-1.2 cm. long, reflexed
; calyx-teeth shorter than

the tube. Borders of thickets or in fields, Nfd. to N. J., w. to Ky., la., and
Minn. June-Aug. (Eu.)

8. V. caroliniana Walt. Nearly smooth
; leaflets 8-24, nblnnii, ni>tHtn;

scarcely mucronate; peduncles loosely flowered ; flowers small, more scattered

than in the preceding, whitish, the keel tipped with blue
; calyx-teeth very short.

River-banks,' Ont. to Ga., Minn., and Kan. Apr. -June.
'. V. americana Muhl. Glabrous; leaflets 10-14, elliptical or ovate-oblong.

very obtuse, many-veined; peduncles 4-S-flowered ; flowers purplish (1.5-1.8 cm.

long). Moist soil, N. Y. to Va., Minn., Kan., and westw. May. June. Var.
IKI M VIA (Nutt.) Brewer. Leaflets conspicuously truncate. Reported from
e, Kan. Var. ANGUSTIFX^LIA Nees. Leaflets linear. (Var. linearis Wats.)
Minn., westw. and southw.

10. V. VILLOSA Roth. (HAIRY or WINTER V.) Resembling T". Cracca, but
inniiinf "i- hii iininl ; tin' .v/rms, t >i><l/i)i<-/<'s, and leave* ri//<>ttx; the violet ami
white flowers larger. Frequently planted for fodder, and inclined to persist or

ese;ipc into dry open soil. May-Sept. (Introd. from Kurasia.)
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43. LATHYRUS [Tourn.] L. VETCHLING. EVERLASTING PEA

Style dilated and flattish (not grooved) above, hairy along the inner side

(next the free stamen). Sheath of the filaments scarcely oblique at the apex.
Otherwise nearly as in Vicia. Our species perennial and mostly smooth plants.

(Adflvpos, a leguminous plant of Theophrastus.)

Stipules broadly ovate, regularly halberd-shaped 1. Z. maritimus.
Stipules semi-cordate, semi-sagittate, or with unequal sides.

Flowers purple or purplish to pink or white.
Leaflets 4-12.

Principal leaves with 4-8 leaflets
;
flowers 2-8 2. Z. paluslris.

Principal leaves with 8-12 leaflets
;
flowers 10-25 (rarely as few as 6) . 3. Z. venosua.

Leaflets 2.

Stems and petioles winged 5. Z. latifolius.
Stems and petioles slender and wingless 6. Z. tuberosus.

Flowers yellow or yellowish.
Leaflets 4-6 ;

flowers yellowish-white 4. Z. ochroleucus.
Leaflets 2

;
flowers bright yellow 7. Z. pratensis.

1. L. marltimus (L.) Bigel. (BEACH PEA.) Stout, trailing or climbing, 0.3-

1 m. high ; stipules nearly as large as the leaflets, the lower lobe larger and

usually coarsely toothed
; leaflets mostly 0-10, thick, ovate-oblong, 2-6 cm. long ;

peduncles a little shorter than the leaves, 6-10-flowered
; flowers large (1.8-2.5

cm. long), purple. Seashores from N. J. and Ore. to the Arctic Sea; also on
Oneida L., N. Y.. and the Great Lakes. June-Sept. (Eurasia.)

2. L. palustris L. Slender, glabrous, the usually winged stems 0.5-1 m.

high ; stipules obliquely lanceolate to ovate, sharp-pointed at both ends,' leaflets

3-4 (rarely 5) pairs, mostly 3.5-7 cm. long, lanceolate to elliptic, rather firm
;

peduncles 3-5(rareZy 8) -flowered ; flowers purple, 1.6-2.5 cm. long. Banks of

rivers and lakes, Que. to Alaska, s. to Me., Vt., w. N. Y., and the Great L.

region. June-Aug. (Eurasia.) Var. piL6sus (Cham.) Ledeb. Lower surface

of leaves, peduncles, calyces, etc.
, pubescent. {L. myrtifolius, var. macranthus

T. G. White.) Nfd. and e. Que. to e. Me. (E. Asia.)
Var. linearifblius Ser. Stems winged, 2-7 cm. high ; leaflets 2-3 (rarely 4)

pairs, linear to lanceolate, firm
; peduncles 2-5-flowered

; flowers 1.4-1.7 cm.

long. Meadows (often brackish), shores, and open woods, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to

R. I., w. N. Y., and Minn.
Var. myrtifblius (Muhl.) Gray. Stems very slender, wingless, 0.3-1 m. high ;

stipules sometimes broader; leaflets 2-3 pairs, elliptical, thinner, mostly 2-
4 cm. long; peduncles 3-9-flowered

; flowers 1-1.5 cm. long. (L. myrtifolius

Muhl.) By lakes and streams, w. Que. to Man., s. to N. C. and Tenn.
3. L. venbsus Muhl. Stout, climbing, usually somewhat downy ; stipules

very small and mostly slender
; leaflets 4-6 pairs, oblong-ovate, mostly obtuse,

about 5 cm. long ; peduncles many-flowered; flowers 1.2-1.6 cm. long. Shady
banks, N. J. and Pa. to the Sask., and southw. May-July.

4. L. ochroleucus Hook. Stem slender, 3-9 dm. high ; stipules semicordate,

half as large as the thin ovate leaflets; peduncles 7-10-flowered ; flowers 1.5-1.8

cm', long, yellowish-white. Hillsides, w. Que/ to Sask., s. to N. J., Pa., Great
L. region, la., S. Dak., and Wyo. May-July.

5. L. LATiFftLius L. (EVERLASTING or PERENNIAL PEA.) Tall perennial
with broadly winged stems; leaves and stipules coriaceous and veiny ; petioles

mostly winged; the 2 elliptic to lanceolate leaflets 0.5-1 dm. long; peduncles
stiff, many-flowered; flowers showy, pink, purple, or white. Frequently
cultivated, and escaping to roadsides and thickets, Ct. to 1). C. (Introd.
from Eu.)

6. L. T.uBER6sus L. Slender perennial ;
the rootstocks bearing numerous

tubers
;
stems glabrous ;

leaves and stipules thin; petioles and tendrils filiform ;

I

the 2 oblong leaflets 2-3.5 cm. long ; peduncles filiform, 3-6-flowered
;
the fra-

grant violet flowers about 1.5 cm. long. Fields and meadows, locally established

in Vt. and Ont. June-Aug. (Introd. from Eurasia.)
7. L. PRATENSIS L. Low and straggling ;

the 2 bright green leaflets narrowly
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lanceolate to linear, acute; peduncles 4-9-flowered; the yellow flowers 1.6-2

cm. long. Fields and waste places, local, N. B. to N. Y. and Out, June-Aug.
(Nat. from Eu.)

44. APIOS [Boerh.j Ludwig. GROUNDNUT. WILD BEAN

Calyx somewhat 2-lipped, the 2 lateral teeth being nearly obsolete, the upper
very short, the lower one longest. Standard very broad, reflexed

;
the long

scythe-shaped keel strongly incurved, at length coiled. Stamens diadelphous.
Pod straight or slightly curved, linear, elongated, thickish, many-seeded.
Perennials, twining and climbing over bushes

;
the rootstocks with tuberous

enlargements. Leaflets 3- (

., ovate-lanceolate, obscurely stipellate. Flowers
in dense and short often branching racemes. (Name from &TTIOV, a pair, from
the shape of the tubers.)

1. A. tuberbsa Moench. Rootstocks moniliform, the tuberous enlargements
numerous ; flowers brown-purple, violet-scented; standard unappendaged at the

summit. (A. Apios MacM.) Thickets, N. B. to Fla., Minn., Kan., and La.

July-Sept.
2. A. Priceana Robinson. Tuber solitary, very large; flowers pale rose-

color; standard bearing a fleshy knob at the apex. Woods and thickets,
Warren Co., Ky. (Miss S. F. Price}. July-Sept.

45. PHASEOLUS [Tourn.] L. KIDNEY BEAN

Calyx 6-toothed or 5-cleft, the two upper teeth often shallower. Stamens

diadelphous. Stigma oblique or lateral. Pod scythe-shaped, several-many-
seeded, tipped with the hardened base of the style. Cotyledons thick and

fleshy, rising out of the ground nearly unchanged in germination. Twining
herbs, with pinnately 3-foliolate stipellate leaves. Flowers racemose, produced
in summer and autumn. (The ancient name of the Kidney Bean.)

1. P. polysUchyus (L.) BSP. (WILD BEAN.) Perennial; leaflets round-

ish-ovate, short-pointed ;
flowers purple, handsome, but small

; pods drooping,
4-5-seeded. (P. perennis Walt.) Copses, chiefly near the coast, Ct. to Fla.

and La.; northw. in Miss, basin to Mo., 111., and Ind.; reported northw. to

Minn, and Neb. July-Sept.

46. VIGNA Savi

Habit and floral characters nearly as in Phaseolus, but the keel merely arcu-

ate not spirally coiled at the tip. Twining herbs, with pinnately 3-foliolate

leaves. (Dedicated to Dominico Vigna, Italian scientist of the 17th century.)
1. V. siNENsis (L.) Endl. (Cow PEA.) Annual

;
leaflets broadly ovate,

often very oblique or sometimes slightly contracted above an obtusely hastate

base
;
flowers few, loosely subcapitate at the end of the long stiffish peduncle ;

pods 1-2 dm. long. (V. Catjang Walp.) Cultivated, and tending to escape,
Mo. (Bush), 8. to the Gulf. (Introd. from Asia.)

47. STROPHOSTYLES Ell.

Keel of the corolla with the included stamens and style elongated, strongly

incurved, not spirally coiled. Pod linear, terete or flattish. straight or nearly
so. See. Is quadrate or oblong with truncate ends, mealy-pubescent or i:lal>rate ;

hilum linear. Otherwise as Phaseolus. Stems prostrate or climbing, more or
less retrorsely hairy. Stipules and bracts striate. (Name from <rT/)o0^, a turn-

ing, and (T-rCXos, a style.}
1. S. helvola (L.) Britten. Annual; stems branched, 0.3-ii m. lon.u ; leaf-

lets ovate to oblong-ovate (rarely linear-oblong), with a more or lc$s prominent
m untied lobe toward the base (the terminal 2-lobed), or some or all often entire,
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1.2-4 cm. long ;
corolla greenish-white and purplish ; pod terete, 5-7.6 cm. wide,

4-8-seeded, nearly glabrous ;
seeds oblong, about 6 mm. long, usually very pu-

bescent. (S. anyulosa Ell.) Sandy shores and river-banks, coast of Mass, and
south w.; along the Great Lakes to Minn., and s. to Kan. and Tex. June-Sept.

Var. missourie'nsis (Wats.) Britton. Climbing high (3-10 m.) ;
leaflets often

8 cm. long, rhombic-ovate, rarely at all lobed
;
seeds 6-8 mm. long. River bot-

toms, D. C., 111., Mo., and Kan. Flowering somewhat later.

2. S. umbellata (Muhl.) Britton. Stems more slender, 6-12 dm. long, from
a perennial rootstock; leaflets ovate to oblong-linear, rarely at all lobed, 2.5
cm. long or less

; pod 3.5-5 cm. long, scarcely 4 mm. wide ; seeds much smaller,
short-oblong to quadrate. (S. petfkncularis Ell.) Damp sandy ground, L. I.

to Fla. and Tex.; northw. in Miss, basin to s. Ind. Sept., Oct.
3. S. pauciflbra (Benth.) Wats. Annual, slender, low-climbing, pubescent ;

leaflets oblong-lanceolate or ovate-oblong to linear, not lobed, 2.5 cm. long ; pod
pubescent, 2-3 cm. long, flattish

;
seeds as in the last, very finely mealy, soon

glabrate. River-banks, Ind. to Minn., Kan., Tex., and Miss. July, Aug.

48. CLITdRIA L. BUTTERFLY PEA

Standard much larger than the rest of the flower, erect, rounded, notched at

the top, not spurred on the back
;
keel small, shorter than the wings, incurved,

acute. Stamens monadelphous below. Pod linear-oblong, flattish, knotty, sev-

eral-seeded, pointed with the base of the style. Erect or twining perennials,
with mostly pinnate 3-foliolate stipellate leaves, and very large flowers. Pedun-
cles 1-3-flowered

;
bractlets opposite, striate. (Derivation recondite.)

1. C. mariana L. Low, ascending or twining, smooth
;
leaflets oblong-ovate

or ovate-lanceolate
; stipules and bracts awl-shaped ; peduncles short

;
the showy

pale blue flowers 5 cm. long. Dry banks, N. J. to Fla. and Tex., northw. iii

Miss, basin to 111. and Mo. June-Aug.

49. CENTROSEMA (DC.) Benth.

Corolla, etc., much as in Clitoria, but the spreading standard with a spur-
shaped projection on the back near the base

;
keel broad. Pod long and linear,

flat, pointed with the awl-shaped style, many-seeded, thickened at the edges,
the valves marked with a raised line on each side next the margin. Twining
perennials, with 3-foliolate stipellate leaves, and large showy flowers. (Name
from Ktvrpov, a spur, and <rf}/j.a., a standard.*) BRADBURYA Raf.

1. C. virginianum (L.) Benth. Rather rough with minute hairs; leaflets

varying from oblong-ovate to lanceolate and linear, very veiny, shining ; pedun-
cles 1-4-flowered; calyx-teeth linear-awl-shaped; corolla violet, 2.5 cm. long;
pods straight,- 1-1.2 dm. long. Sandy woods,

" N. J." and Md. to Fla., Ark.,
and Tex. July, Aug.

50. D6LICHOS L.

Calyx bell-shaped, with deltoid teeth, the upper pair united nearly or quite
to the apex. Standard orbicular, with incurved auricles at base. Flowers fas-

ciculate-racemose. Pods linear and falcate, or oblong-lunate, compressed ;
seeds

several. (The Greek o\ix6s, long, a word also employed by Theophrastus as
the name of some kind of pulse.)

1. D. LABLAB L. (HYACINTH BEAN.) Stoutish twining annual, 3-6 m. in

length ;
leaflets large, deltoid-ovate

;
flowers purple ; pods 2 cm. broad. Often

cultivated for ornament and in tropical countries for its seeds
; tending to escape,

D. C. to O. (Introd. from India.)

51. AMPHICARPA Ell. HOG PEANUT

Flowers of 2 (or 3) kinds
;
those of the racemes from the upper branches

perfect ;
those near the base and on filiform creeping branches with the corolla

GRAY'S MANUAL 34
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none or rudimentary, and IV\\ tree stamens, but fruitful
; reduced flowers of

slightly different form sometimes also on aerial racemes. Calyx about equally

4(rarely 5)-toothed. Stamens diadelphous. Tods of the upper flowers, when
formed, somewhat scimiter-shaped, stipitate, 3-4-sceded

;
of the lower ones

commonly subterranean and fleshy, obovate or pear-shaped, ripening usually
but one large seed. Low and slender perennials; the twining stems clothed
with brownish hairs. Leaves pinnately 3-foliolate

;
leaflets rhombic-ovate, st.i-

pellate. Petals purplish. Bracts persistent, round, partly clasping, striate. as

well as the stipules. (Name from d/j.(pl, both, and /ca/>7r6s, fruit, in allusion to the

two kinds of pods.) FALCATA Gmel.
1. A. monofca (L.) Ell. Leaflets thin, i.3-5 cm. long; racemes nodding;

calyx of the upper flowers 4 mm. long ;
the ovary glabrous except the mostly

appressed hairy margin ; pod 2.5 cm. long ; ovary and pod of the rudimentary
flowers hairy. (Falcata comosa Am. auth.; Glycine comosa L. ?) Rich damp
woodlands, common. Aug., Sept.

2. A. Pitchdri T. & G. Leaflets usually 5-10 cm. long ;
rhachis of the ra-

cemes usually villous
; calyx 6 mm. long, the teeth acuminate

; pod sometimes

hairy on the valves, the margins retrorse-hispid. (Falcata Ktze.) Rich woods
and thickets, near the coast, Mass, to D. C.; and from w. N. Y. to S. Dak., s. to

La. and Tex. July-Sept.

52. GALACTIA P. Br. MILK PEA

Keel scarcely incurved. Stamens diadelphous or nearly so. Pods linear, flat,

several-seeded (a few of them rarely subterranean and fleshy or deformed).
Low mostly prostrate or twining perennial herbs. Leaflets usually 3, stipellate.

Flowers in somewhat interrupted or knotty racemes, purplish ;
in summer.

(Name from yd\a, milk; some species being said to yield a milky juice, which
is unlikely.)

1. G. regularis (L.) BSP. Stems nearly smooth, prostrate; leaflets elliptical

or ovate-oblong, sometimes slightly hairy beneath
;
racemes short, 4-8-flowered

;

pods somewhat hairy. (G. glabella Michx.) Sandy woods, near the coast,
s. N. Y. to Fla. and Miss.; locally northw. in Miss, basin to Kan. July, Aug.

2. G. volubilis (L.) Britton. Stems decumbent and somewhat twining,

hoary-pubescent; leaves glabrous above, soft-downy and hoary beneath; leaflets

oval; racemes many-flowered; pods very downy. (G-. pilosa Ell.) Dry soil,

near the coast, L. I. to Fla. and Tex. Var. MISSISSIPPIENSIS Vail. Leaves

pubescent above. Miss, basin, from Mo. southw.

53. RHYNCH6SIA Lour.

Stamens diadelphous. Ovules only 2. Pod 1-2-seeded, flat, 2-valved.

Perennial herbs, with leaves pinnately 3-foliolate, or with a single leaflet, not

stipellate. Flowers yellow, racemose or clustered. (Name from /M-yx05 ? beak,
from the shape of the keel.)

* Stem elongated, trailing or twining ; leaflets 3.

1. R. tomentbsa (L.) -II. & A. Trailing and twining ; the stem and leaves

more or less pubescent with spr<< liny huh'* ; (<-i(tlets 3, roundish or rottnd-rh<nn-

/</>, acute or acutish
;
racemes short, few-flowered, almost senile; calyx 8-10

nun. long, about equaling the corolla, 4-parted, the upper lobe 2-cleft
; pod

oblong. Dry soil, Va. to Fla. and Tex.
2. R. latif&lia Nutt. Soft-pubescent ; h.ijh-ts large, ovate, rounded at the

base; racnm-H hint/, many-flowered, equaling or usually exceeding the leaves;

calyx-lubes lance-linear, 1.1-1.3 cm. long, equaling the corolla. Mo. (Btixh)
to La. and Tex.

* * Erect; stem short- /.

3. R. er6cta (Walt.) DC. Stem (3-0 dm. high) and leaves more or less to-

mentnM' ; h-ujlcAs 3, oval to oblong, obtuse or acutish
;
racemes short and

shortly pedunculate. Dry soil, Del. to Fla. and Miss.
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4. R. simplicif&lia (Walt.) Wood. Dwarf (1-2 dm. high) ; pubescence
spreading ; leaflets solitary (rarely 3), round- reniform, very obtuse or apiculate ;

racemes few-flowered, sessile in the axils. (R.reniformis DC.) Ya. to Fla.
and Miss.

LINACEAE (FLAX FAMILY)

Herbs (rarely shrubs) with the regular and symmetrical hypogynous flowers
4-(')-merous throughout, strongly imbricated calyx and convolute petals, 5 sta-

mens monadelphous at base, and an 8-lQ-seeded pod having twice as many cells

as there are styles.

1. Linum. Flowers 5-raerous.

2. Millegrana. Flowers 4-merous.

1. LINUM [Tourn.] L. FLAX

Sepals (persistent), petals, stamens, and styles 5, regularly alternate with
each other. Pod of 5 united carpels (into which it splits in dehiscence),
5-celled, with 2 seeds hanging from the summit of each cell, which is partly or

completely divided into two by a false partition projecting from the back of the

carpel, the pod thus becoming 10-celled. Seeds anatropous, mucilaginous, flat-

tened, containing a large embryo with plano-convex cotyledons. Herbs, with
tough fibrous cortex, simple and sessile entire leaves, without stipules, but often
with glands in their place, and with corymbose or panicled flowers. Corolla

usually ephemeral. (The classical name of the Flax.)

Petals blue, large (1 cm. or more in length); capsule 10-12 mm. in

diameter.
Annuals

; stigmas elongated.
False septa of the capsule not ciliate .......
False septa of the capsule ciliate ........

Perennial
; stigmas scarcely longer than broad ......

Petals yellow or white
; capsule 3-6 mm. in diameter.

Petals more than 1 cm. long; western ..... . .

Petals 4-8 mm. long.
False septa very incomplete, conspicuously ciliate.

Petals white
;
leaves chiefly opposite ; fruiting pedicels 4-10 mm.

long .............
Petals yellow ; leaves chiefly alternate

; pedicels 1-3 mm. long .

False septa nearly complete, not ciliate.

Stem-leaves chiefly opposite ; branches striate-angulate . .

Stem-leaves chiefly alternate
; branches subterete.

Capsule depressed-globose.
Leaves oblong or lance-oblong, deep green ; flowering branches

filiform, flexuous, ascending-spreading .....
Leaves narrowly lanceolate, dull or pale green ; flowering

branches slightly rigid and fastigiate .....
Capsule globose-ovoid .........

1. L. usitatissimum.
2. L. humile.
8. L. Lewisii.

4. L. rigidum.

5. Z. catharticum.
6. L. sulcatum.

7. L. striatum.

8. L. virginianum.

9. Z. mediiim.
10. L.floridanum.

1. L. USITATISSIMUM L. (COMMON F.) Erect annual; stem 3-5 dm. high,
corymbosely branched at top; sepals acute, ciliate; fruit nearly indehiscent,
its septa not ciliate. Occasionally spontaneous in fields and on roadsides.

(Introd. from Eu.)
2. L. HUMILE Mill. Similar but of lower growth ; capsule dehiscent, its

septa ciliate. Similar situations. (Introd. from Eu.)
3. L. Lewisii Pursh. Perennial, glabrous and glaucous, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves linear, acute
;
flowers rather few on long peduncles ; sepals obtuse or

acutish, not glandular-serrulate; styles distinct; pod ovoid. Plains, Wise,
to Tex. and Alaska.

4. L. rigidum Pursh. Glaucous, sometimes slightly puberulent, often low
and cespitose, the rigid branches angled; leaves narrow, erect, usually with

stipular glands; flowers large; sepals lanceolate, glandular-serrulate; styles

united; capsule ovoid, 5-valved. Dry soil, Sask. and Minn, to Kan., and
southwestw. (Mex.)
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6. L. CATHARTICUM L. Delicate annual, 1-2 dm. high, corymbosely branched ;

leaves small (3-8) mm. long), elliptic-oblanceolate, obtuse. Old fields, etc.,
N. S. and Out. (Adv. from Eu. )

6. L. sulcatum Riddell. Annual; branchlets grooved; leaves linear or

subulate, commonly with dark glands in the place of stipules ; sepals ovate-

lanceolate, conspicuously pointed, glandular-ciliate. Dry or sandy soil, e.

Mass, and Vt. to Man., and southwestw.
7. L. stratum Walt. Erect from a slightly decumbent base

; flowers small,
somewhat crowded on the stiffish spreading-ascending angulate branches. Wet
woods, sandy shores, etc., Mass, to Ga., Mo., and Tex. The fruiting plant has
much the habit of Lechea.

8. L. virgini^num L. Tall, 3-5 dm. high; stem and branches subterete;
leaves thin, deep green, elliptic-lanceolate or narrowly oblong, the lower spatu-
late and often opposite, chiefly spreading-ascending ; flowers scattered on a few
often subsimple branches

; sepals ovate, short-pointed, nearly or quite entire ;

capsule depressed-globose. Dry woods and barrens, s. Me. to Ga., Ky., and s.

Ont.
9. L. medium (Planch.) Britton. Leaves of firm texture, acute, erect or

ascending ; pedicels short (1-7 mm. long); the inner sepals commonly erose or
somewhat glandular-ciliolate j capsule depressed-globose. Dry or sandy soil,

Vt. to Ont. and Mich., southw. and southwestw.
10. L. floridanum (Planch.) Trel. Similar to the preceding, perennial;

leaves firm, erect, pale, narrowly lanceolate to oblong, acute
;
branches few,

slender, arched-ascending ; sepals glandular-ciliate on the covered margins ;

capsule ovoid, pointed. Bogs and sterile soil, e. Mass, to Fla.

2. MILLEGRANA Adans. ALL-SEED

Sepals (toothed), petals, stamens, and styles 4. Pod of 4 almost 2-celled

carpels, each carpel 4-seeded. Seeds without albumen. A minute annual
with filiform simple stems or forking branches, opposite leaves, and tiny corym-
biform cymes. Corolla fugacious. (Name from mille, thousand, and granum,
seed.) RADIOLA Roth.

1. M. RAD^OLA (L.) Druce. The only species. (Eadiola Linoides Roth.)
Ditches, Louisburg, Cape Breton (Macouri). (Nat. from Eu.)

OXALIDACEAE (WOOD SORREL FAMILY)

Plants with regular 5-merous W-15-androus flowers. Ovary superior,

^-celled, the carpels 2-oo -ovuled, usually distinct above, loculicidal. Ours

low herbs with sour watery juice and delicate impunctate palmate alternate or

radical leaves with 3 obcordate leaflets.

1. 6XALIS L. WOOD SORREL

Sepals 6, persistent. Petals 5, sometimes united at base, withering after

expansion. Stamens 10, usually monadelphous at base, alternately shorter.

Styles 5, distinct. Pod prismatic, cylindric, or awl-shaped, meinbrana<v<>us :

valves persistent, being fixed to the axis by the partitions. Seeds pendulous
from the axis, anatropous, their outer coat loose and separating. Embryo large
and straight in fleshy albumen ; cotyledons flat. Several species produce small

peculiar flowers, precociously fertilized in the bud and particularly fruitful
;
and

the ordinary flowers are often dimorphous or even trimorphous in the relative

length of the stamens and styles. (Name from <5rfs, sour.)
N. B. In this genus the figures are on the scale of

$.
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Stmlss
; petals white or purple.

Rootstock creeping ; scapes 1 -flowered
Bulbose

; scapes umbellately several-flowered
Caulescent ; petals yellow.
Flowers large ; petals 1.4-2 cm. long ; Pa. and southward.

Petals hairy on the margin ;
leaflets S-15 mm. broad

Petals essentially glabrous ;
leaflets 2-4 cm. broad

Flowers smaller
; petals 8-12 mm. long.

Stems erect or decumbent but not extensively creeping.
Peduncles mostly 2-flowered

; pedicels appressed-pubescent or strigillose,
deflexed in fruit.

Stem covered with closely appressed short hairs
Stem covered with loose spreading woolly pubescence ....

Peduncles mostly several-flowered
; pedicels ascending or widely diver-

Stems prost
gent, their pubescence sparse, spreading

strute, elongated, rooting at the node

O. Acetosella.
O. violacea.

0. Prieeae.
0. gran din.

0. atricta.

O. filipes.

0. cornieulata.
O. repens.

1. 0. Acetosella L. (COMMON W.) Creeping ; leaves radical
; scapes

l-flowered, 5-15 cm. high ;" petals white, with rose-colored or purple veins.

Deep woods, N. S. and e. Que. to Sask., s. to N. E., N. Y., and in the mts. to

N. C. (Eu.) Var. SUBPURPURASCENS DC., with petals rose-colored or purple, A
has been found at Chesterville, Me. (Miss Eaton}, and at Manchester, Vt.

(Grout}. (Eu.)
2. 0. violacea L. (VIOLET W.) Nearly glabrous; base bulbous, scaly;

leaves radical; scapes umbellately several-flowered, 1.2-2.5 dm. high, exceeding
the leaves; petals violet. Rocky places and open woods, e. Mass to Minn,
and southw.

3. 0. Prieeae Small. Caulescent
;
stems erect, soft-villous, from a long

slender dark-colored rootstock
;
leaflets 8-12 mm. broad

; pedicels in 2's or 3's

at the ends of long slender peduncles, deflexed in fruit
; petals yellow, ciliate.

Bowling Green, Ky. (Miss Price') ;
and Ala.

4. 0. grandis Small. Tall

(3-4.6 dm. high), smoothish or
covered with soft spreading pu-
bescence ; leaflets large (often
3.5-4.1 cm. broad), frequently
brownish-purple at the margin ;

long-peduncled inflorescences 3-
several-flowered

; petals yelloiv,
1.4-1.8 cm. long, not ciliate.

Sandy woods and alluvial soil, Pa.
to 111. and southw. May-Aug.

5. 0. stricta L. Pale green,

appressed-pubescent or strigose ;

stems usually several, decumbent,
stoutish

; stipules evident
; pedi-

cels 1-4 (mostly 2), subumbellate
at the end of the peduncle, at length deflexed ; the fruit large, columnar,
short-pointed, 15-23 mm.
long. Dry or sandy soil,

s. Me. to Dak. and southw.
,

common. The petals pale

yellow, often with a reddish

spot near the base. FIG. 800.

6. 0. filipes Small. Very
slender, pubescence of the
stem loose and spreading;
petioles and peduncles fili-

form, elongated ;
umbels

chiefly 2-flowered
; petals

yellow. ( 0. Brittonae Small.)
Sandy soil, s. Me. (Cham-

berlain & Collins) to n. N. Y.,

Ct., Fla., and Tex. FIG. 801. 801. O. filipes.

. O. stricta.
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7. 0. cornicul^ta L. (LADY'S SORREL.) Erect or decumbent, apparently
flowering the first year but perennial by numerous slender i><tl<' runners ; leaflets

green or often purplish ; pedicels

subumbellately or at length cy-

mosely arranged at the summit of

the peduncle, ascending, sparingly

pubescent, the hairs spreading ;

.V\ petals yellow. (0. cymosa, Busfiii,
& rufa Small

;
0. stricta of many

802. O. corniculata.

auth., not L.) Dry or moist open soil, a

very common weed. (Eu.) FIG. 802.

8. 0. rdpens Thunb. Stems several, pros-
trate and creeping, the numerous erect

branches low, seldom 1 dm. high ; leaflets

small
;
flowers small, 2-6 on very short at length deflexed pedicels. (0. corni-

culata of L., in part, and of many later authors.) A weed, chiefly in and
about greenhouses. (Cosmopolitan.) FIG. 803.

808. O. repens.

GERANlACEAE (GERANIUM FAMILY)

Plants with perfect regular 5-merous hypogynous flowers. Sepals imbricated

in the bud, persistent. Glands of the disk 5, alternate with the petals. Stamens,

counting the sterile filaments, as many or commonly twice as many as the sepals.

Ovary deeply lobed; carpels 2-ovuled, l-seeded, separating elastically with their

long styles, when mature, from the elongated axis. Cotyledons plicate, incum-

bent on the radical. Our species herbs with lobed or divided stipulate leaves,

and astringent roots.

1. Geranium. Stamens with anthers 10, rarely 5. The recurving bases of the styles or tails of

the carpels in fruit naked inside.

'2. Erodium. Stamens with anthers only 5. Tails of the carpels in fruit bearded inside, often

spirally twisted.

1. GERANIUM [Tourn.] L. CRANESBILL

Stamens 10 (rarely 6), all with perfect anthers, the 5 longer with glands at

their base (alternate with the petals). Styles smooth inside in fruit when they
separate from the axis. Steins forking. Peduncles 1-3-flowered. (An old

Greek name, from ytpavos, a crane; the long fruit-bearing beak thought to

resemble the bill of that bird.)

Perennials with stoutish caudex and tough fibrous roots.
Petal* moiv than 1 cm. long.

Pedicels pubenileiit but not glandular; petals light purple ... 1. O. in<ii'nl<itnn>.

Pedicels gland ular-puberulent; petals deep purple .... 2. O.pratense.
Petals less than I cm. long.

Sepals stronirly awned
;
flowers mostly solitary 8. O. fti?>in\-ni.

Sepals merelv pointed ; (lowers in pairs 5. 6. pyrenaicum.
Annuals or biennials ; tlowers small ; petals not over 1 cm. long.

Petals about 1 cm. long, twice the length of the sepals.
Petals entire ; leave* ternately dissected 4. O. Itol> n-fidinnn.
Petals deeply retuse ; leaves j.almately lobed 5.

Petals less than 1 cm. long, 1-1% times the length of the sepals.
Fertile part of the carpel pubescent.
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Fruit 1.7-2.4 cm. long; seeds pitted.
Flowers crowded .

Inflorescence lax . . .

Fruit 1-1.5 cm. long.
Seeds pitted ; sepals short-awned
Seeds smooth

; sepals awnless .

Fertile part of the carpel essentially glabrous.
Pedicels s-15 mm. long .

Pedicels 3-6 cm. long .

6. G. carolinianum.
7. G. Bicknellii.

8. G. rotundifolium.
9. G.pusillum.

10. G.molle.
11. G. cohtnibinum.

1. G. maculatum L. (WILD C.) Erect, hairy; leaves about ^-parted, the

wedge-shaped divisions lobed and cut at the end
; sepals slender-pointed ; pedi-

cels and beak of fruit hairy but not glandular; petals entire, light purple,
bearded on the claw. Open woods and fields, centr. Me. to Man., and southw.

Apr.-July.
2. G. PRATENSE L. Tall (7 dm. high) ;

leaves mostly 7-parted, the narrow
lobes incised

; pedicels and beak glandular-pubescent ; petals deep purple.
Fields and meadows, n. e. Me., N. B., and Que. ;

also locally, e. Mass. (Introd.
from Eu.)

3. G. SIBIRICUM L. Weak, diffusely branched; stem leafy; leaves 3(-5)-

parted, the segments broadly lanceolate or rhombic, sharply cut-toothed, acute
;

carpels finely pubescent ;
seeds lineolate. Said to be established on Manhattan

I. (Adv. from Eurasia.)
4. G. Robertianum L. (HERB ROBERT.) Sparsely hairy, diffuse, strong-

scented
;
leaves ^-divided or pedately ^-divided, the divisions twice pinnatifid ;

sepals awned; petals red-purple, long-clawed ; carpels wrinkled
;
seeds smooth.

Moist woods and shaded ravines, e. Que. to Minn., s. to N. J., Pa., and Mo.
June-Oct. (Eu.)

5. G. PYRENAICUM Burm. f. Soft-pubescent and somewhat glandular, 2-6 dm.

high ;
leaves orbicular, 5-7-cleft two thirds of the way to the base, the lobes

obovate-oblong, again toothed
; sepals puberulent,

merely pointed, not awned
; petals rose-colored, deeply

notched ; carpels puberulent ;
seeds smooth. Road-

sides and waste places, about Quebec ;
also at Bethle-

hem, Pa. (Adv. from Eu.)
6. G. carolinianum L. Diffusely branched, hairy ;

leaves about 5-parted, the divisions cut and cleft into

many oblong-linear segments ; flowers glomerate-
cymose ; sepals ovate, about as long as the whitish or

very pale pink petals; beak of fruit tipped with a
short filiform style; seeds ovoid, minutely reticulated.

Rocky places, etc., mostly in poor soil, e. Mass.,
southw. and westw., common

; May-June. FIG. 804.

7. G. Bicknellii Britton. Diffusely branched
;
leaves somewhat angular in

contour, deeply cleft into narrow segments and lobes
;

flowers in pairs, the peduncles scattered; petals rose-

colored, somewhat exceeding the sepals ;
beak of fruit

tipped with a prolonged filiform style (4-6 mm. in length) ;

seeds nearly black, finely reticulated. Open woods, clear-

ings, etc
,
Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. E., N! Y., Mich., Utah, etc.

FIG. 805.

8. G. ROTUNDIFOLIUM L. Weak, diffusely branched, vil-

lous with gland-tipped hairs
;

leaves orbicular in outline,
cleft half to two thirds the way to the base, the broadish

segments crenate-toothed or lobed
; petals rose-color,

entire
;
seeds finely reticulated. Waste places about New

York City, Philadelphia, etc., rare. (Adv. from Eu.)
0. G. PUSILLUM Burm. f. Similar to the preceding in

habit and foliage ;
flowers very small

; petals purplish,
about equaling or little exceeding the awnless sepals ;

sta-

mens 5
;
fruit pubescent ;

seed smooth. Waste places and cultivated ground,
Mass., southw. and westw., casual. (Adv. from Eu.)
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10. G. M6LLE L. Weak, spreading, soft-pubescent ;
leaves orbicular, cleft

to the middle, the segments crenate or incised
; sepals ovate-oblong, not awnecl,

villous
; petals rose-colored, notched

;
stamens 10

; carpels transversely wrinkled,

glabrous. Recently seeded lawns, etc., casual but not rare. (Adv. from Eu.)
11. G. COLUMB!NUM L. (LONG-STALKED C.) Minutely hairy, with slender

decumbent stems; leaves 5-7-parted, and cut into narrow linear lobes; pedun-
cles and pedicels filiform, much elongated ; sepals awned, about equaling the

retuse purple petals ; carpels subglabrous ;
seeds minutely reticulated. Borders

of fields, etc., N. J. and Pa. to Va.
;
also Dak. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. ER6DIUM L'H6r. STORKSBILL

The 5 shorter stamens sterile or wanting. Styles in fruit twisting spirally,
bearded inside. Otherwise as Geranium. (Name from fywt6s, a heron.}

1. E. cicurARiDM (L.) L'H6r. Annual, hairy ;
stems low, spreading- ;

stipules acute
;
leaves pinnate, the leaflets sessile, 1-2-pinnatifid ; sepals 6m///'-

tipped ; filaments not toothed. About cities, not rare. (Adv. from Eu.)
2. E. MOSCHATUM (L.) L'He>. Similar, but stouter; leaflets less divided;

sepals not bristle-tipped ; antheriferous filaments 1-toothed. Waste ground,
etc., eastw., infrequent. (Adv. from Eu.)

ZYGOPHYLLACEAE (CALTROP FAMILY)

Herbs (or southward woody plants), with opposite (or alternate') in our spe-

cies abruptly pinnate undotted leaves, andperfect regular mostly b-mer&usflowers.
Stamens free, essentially hypogynous, in ours twice as many as the petals. l*ixti/

of several united l-few-ovuled carpels. Ovules anatropous with superior micro-

pyle and large straightish embryo. Chiefly tropical.

1. Tribulus. Carpels 5, several-ovuled, prickly.

2. Kallstroemia. Carpels 10, one-ovuled, tuberculate.

1. TRfBULUS [Tourn.] L.

Sepals and petals (4-) 5. Filaments slender, unappendaged ;
those before the

petals sometimes slightly united with them, the alternate ones subtended by
glands. Cells of ovary as many as the petals, 3-5-ovuled. Ours spreading
annuals. (The Latin name of the caltrop, which in form its prickly fruit suggests.)

1. T. TERRESTRIS L. (CALTROP.) Branched from the base
;
leaflets ">-7 pairs ;

flowers small, short-peduncled ; petals pale yellow ;
mature carpels crested and

armed with 2-4 spreading prickles. Occasional in Atlantic States; also 111.,

Neb., and Kan.
; chiefly on dumps. (Adv. from Old World.)

2. KALLSTROEMIA Scop.

Sepals, petals, and stamens as in Tribulus. Cells of the ovary twice as many
as tin- petals, each 1-ovuled, becoming 1-seeded nutlets, dorsally rounded.
smooth or tuberculate but not prickly, at maturity falling away from the per-
sistent stylar axis. Diffuse annuals. (Name unexplained, given presumably
in honor of some obscure botanist. )

1. K. MAXIMA (L.) T. & G. Prostrate, grayish-hirsute; leaflets 4-6 pairs,

oblong, obtuse, about 1 cm. long ;
flowers 9-15 cm. in diameter

; petals yellow ;

fruit depressed-ovoid, beaked with a stoutish columnar style. Railroad yards,

etc., w. Mo. and e. Kan., where presumably adventive from. the Southwest.

(Trop. Am.)
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RUTACEAE (RuE FAMILY)

Plants with simple or compound leaves, dotted with pellucid glands and

abounding with a pungent or bitter-aromatic acrid volatile oil, producing hypogy-

nous almost always regular 3-5-merous flowers, the stamens as many or twice

as many as the sepals (rarely more numerous} ; the 2-5 pistils separate or com-

bined into a compound ovary of as many cells, raised on a prolongation of the

receptacle (gynophore) or glandular disk. Embryo large, usually in fleshy

albumen. Styles commonly united or cohering. Fruit usually capsular. Leaves

in ours alternate. Stipules none. A large family, chiefly of the Old World

and the southern hemisphere.

1. Zanthoxylum. Flowers dioecious
;
ovaries 3-5, separate, forming fleshy pods.

'2. Ptelea. Flowers polygamous ; ovary 2-celled, forming a samara, like that of Elm.

8. Ruta. Flowers perfect ; ovary 4-5-lobed, forming a several-seeded capsule.

1. ZANTH6XYLUM L. PRICKLY ASH

Flowers dioecious. Sepals 4 or 5, obsolete in one species. Petals 4 or 5,

imbricated in the bud. Stamens 4 or 5 in the sterile flowers, alternate with the

petals. Pistils 2-5, separate, but their styles conniving or slightly united. Pods
thick and fleshy, 2-valved, 1-2-seeded. Seed-coat crustaceous, black, smooth
and shining. Embryo straight, with broad cotyledons. Shrubs or trees, with

mostly pinnate leaves, the stems and often the leafstalks prickly. Flowers small,

greenish or whitish. (From ^avObs, yellow, and %6\ov, wood.}
1. Z. americanum Mill. (NORTHERN P., TOOTHACHE-TREE.) Leaves and

flowers in sessile axillary umbellate clusters ; leaflets 2-4 pairs and an odd one,
ovate-oblong, downy when young; calyx none; petals 4-5; pistils 3-5, with
slender styles; pods short-stalked. (Xanthoxylum of auth.). Rocky woods
and river-banks, w. Que. to Minn., s. to Va., Ky., Mo., 'and e. Kan. Apr, May.
An aromatic shrub, with yellowish-green flowers appearing before the leaves.

2. Z. Clava-H6rculis L. (SOUTHERN P.) Glabrous; leaflets 3-8 pairs and
an odd one, ovate or ovate-lanceolate, oblique, shining above

;
flowers in an

ample terminal cyme ; sepals and petals 5
; pistils 2-3, with short styles ; pods

sessile. (Z. carolinianum Lam.) Sandy coast of Va., and southw. June.
A small tree with very sharp prickles.

2. PTELEA L. SHRUBBY TREFOIL. HOP TREE

Flowers polygamous. Sepals 3-5. Petals 3-5, imbricated in the bud. Sta-
mens as many. Ovary 2-celled

; style short
; stigmas 2. Fruit a 2-celled and

2-seeded samara, winged all round, nearly orbicular. Shrubs, with 3-foliolate

leaves, and greenish-white small flowers in compound terminal cymes. (The
Greek name of the Elm, here applied to a genus with similar fruit.)

1. P. trifoliata L. Leaflets ovate, pointed, downy when young. Rocky J/
places, L. I. to Out., Minn., and southw.

;
cultivated and often established else-

'"

where. June. A tall shrub. Fruit bitter, used as a substitute for hops. Odor \\^
of the flowers disagreeable.

Var. m611is T. & G. Branchlets, petioles, and both surfaces of the somewhat
thickish leaflets densely and permanently velvety. Shore of L. Mich., Sauga-
tuck, Mich. (Wheeler}; also Tex., etc.

3. RtTTA [Tourn.] L. RUE

Flowers perfect, 4-5-merous. Calyx persistent. Petals yellow, the sides
and apex strongly inrolled, the margin denticulate or ciliate-dentate. Stamens
8-10, inserted about the base of the torus, the alternate ones smaller. Capsule
4-5-lobed, dehiscent at the summit, many-seeded. Heavy-scented herbs or
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undershrubs with alternate simple or variously compound leaves. (The ancient

name.)
1. R. (JKAVEOLENS L. (COMMON R.) Suffruticose, glaucous, 3-6 dm. high;

leaves thickis.li, 2-3-pinnatifid, ultimate lobes or divisions obovate-cuneate
;

petals denticulate. Formerly much cultivated for aromatic qualities and sup-
posed medicinal value

;
now locally established in pastures, Weybridge, Vt.

(Brainerd), Peaks of Otter, Va. (Curtiss), and very likely elsewhere. (Introd.
from Eu.)

SIMARUBACEAE (QUASSIA FAMILY)

Trees and shrubs with floral structure much as in the Rutaceae but the foliage

destitute ofpellucid dots. Chiefly tropical.

1. AILANTHUS Desf. TREE OF HEAVEN

Flowers polygamous. Calyx regular, 5-parted, the lobes imbricated. Petals

5, infolded-valvate. Stamens in staminate flowers 10, in perfect flowers 2-3, in

pistillate flowers none. Disk lobed. Ovary 2-5-parted, becoming in fruit 1-5

narrowly oblong membranaceous samaras (1-seeded in the middle). Handsome
trees of rapid growth. Leaves odd-pinnate. Flowers small, green or yellowish,
in ample terminal panicles, especially the staminate of unpleasant odor. (Name
said to be from a vernacular Moluccan designation, meaning tree of heaven, in

allusion to the height in the native habitat.)
1. A. GLANDULOSA Desf. Leaves 3-6 dm. long, 11-23-foliolate

;
leaflets

ovate, acuminate, entire or sparingly toothed toward the base. Extensively
cultivated as a shade tree, freely spreading by suckers, and locally self-sown.

(Introd. from Asia.)

POLYGALACEAE (MILKWORT FAMILY)

Plants with irregular hypogynous flowers, 4-8 diadelphous or monadelpkous

xiiiuwntt, their l-celled anthers opening at the top by a pore or chink; the fruit

a "2-celled and 2-seeded pod.

1. POLYGALA [Tourn.] L. MILKWORT

Flower very irregular. Calyx persistent, of 5 sepals, of which 3 (the upper-
most and the 2 lowest) are small and often greenish, while the two lateral or

inner (called wings') are much larger and colored like the petals. Petals :',,

hypogynous, connected with each other and with the stamen-tube, the middle

(lower) one keel-shaped and often crested on the back. Stamens or 8
;
their

filaments united below into a split sheath, or into 2 sets, cohering more or less with

the petals, free above
;
anthers l-celled. Ovary 2-celled, with an anatropous

ovule pendulous in each cell; style prolonged and curved; stigma various.

Fruit a small loculicidal 2-seeded pod, usually rounded and notched at the apex,
much flattened contrary to the very narrow partition. Seeds carunculate.

Kmbryo large, straight, with flat and broad cotyledons, in scanty albumen.
Hitter plants (low herbs in temperate regions), with simple entire often dotted

leaves, and no stipules. (An old name composed of TroXus, much, and 7ciXa,

applied by Dioscorides to some low shrub reputed to increase lactation.)
* 7V/v//,m// ,,/ hiaun'itl ; flnwr* p >-]>/ <> <>r n'l/it<>; leaves alti-nntti-.

+- Flmrrrn s/iniri/. r<nm<il}j rose-purple, conspicuous!;? m-xtcd; also

inconspicuous colorless cleistogamous flowers on subterranean branch r*.

1. P. paucif&lia Willd. (FKINCKD l'>i .\ . AI.A, FI.<>\YKKIN<: \Vivri-:i:<. i:i.r.v >

Perennial ; flowering stems short (7-10 cm. high) ;
Imrcr Ifiircs small and

.sr, //,'-////-, scattered, the n
f >/><r ovate, petinlril, rrnirdt'i! at the summit \flatotn

I :;. lin-iir. poduncled ; wings obovate, rather shorter than the fringe-cresttd
keel; stamens ; caruncle of 2 or ."> awl-shapeil lobes longer than the seed.
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Woods, in light soil, e. Que. to Man., s. to Ga., 111., and Minn. May, June.
A delicate plant, its handsome flowers 1.8 cm. long, rarely white.

2. P. polygama Walt. Stems numerous from the biennial root, mostly
simple, ascending, very leafy, 1.5-2.5 dm. high; leaves oblanceolate or oblong ;

terminal raceme loosely many-flowered, the broadly obovate wipgs longer than
the keel

;
stamens 8

;
radical flowers racemed on short subterranean runners

;

lobes of the caruncle 2, scale-like, shorter than the seed. Dry sandy soil,
N. S., westw. and southw. July.

-t- -i- Flowers white, in a solitary close spike ; none cleistogamous.

3. P. S6nega L. (SENECA SNAKEROOT.) Stems several from thick and
hard knotty rootstocks, simple, 1.5-3 dm. high ;

leaves lanceolate or oblong-
lanceolate, with rough margins ; wings round-obovate, concave

;
crest short

;

caruncle nearly as long as the seed. Rocky soil, N. B. to Hudson Bay, Alberta,
and southw. May-July.

Var. latifblia T. & G. Taller, sometimes branched
;
leaves ovate or lanceo-

late, 5-10 cm. long, tapering to each end. Md. to L. Huron, Dak., and Tenn.
* * Annuals, with all the leaves alternate

; flowers in terminal spikes, heads, or

racemes, chiefly purple or rose-color, in summer ; none subterranean.

i- Keel conspicuously crested ; claws of the true petals united into a long and
slender cleft tube much surpassing the wings.

4. P. incarnata L. Glaucous
;
stem slender, sparingly branched

;
leaves

minute and linear-awl-shaped ; spike cylindrical ;
flowers flesh-color

;
caruncle

longer than the narrow stalk of the hairy seed. Dry soil, N. J. to s. Ont.,
Wise., Neb., and southw., rather rare.

t- Keel minutely or inconspicuously crested ; the true petals not longer but

mostly shorter than the icings ; seed pear-shaped.

5. P. sanguinea L. Stem sparingly branched above, leafy to the top ;

leaves oblong-linear ; heads globular, at length oblong, very dense (8-10 mm.
thick), bright red-purple (rarely paler or even white) ; pedicels scarcely any;
icings broadly ovate, closely sessile, longer than the pod ;

the 2-parted caruncle
almost equaling the seed. (P. viridescens L.) Sandy and moist ground;
common, N. E., westw. and southw.

6. P. mariana Mill. Stem slender, at length corymbosely branched
;
leaves

narrowly linear, acute, 6-16 mm. long ; spikes short and dense (6 mm. in diam-

eter); the small rose-purple flowers on pedicels of about the length of the pod;
wings obovate- or oval-oblong, narrowed at the base, scarcely exceeding the

pod ;
bracts deciduous with the flowers or fruits

;
caruncle as long as and nearly

enveloping the stalk-like base of the minutely hairy seed. (P. fastigiata Nutt.)
Pine barrens of N. J. to Ky., Fla., and Tex.
7. P. Nuttallii T. & G. Resembling the last, but usually lower; spikes

cylindrical, slender
;
flowers duller or greenish-purple, on very short pedicels ;

the awl-shaped scaly bracts persistent on the axis after the flowers or fruits fall
;

seed very hairy, the caruncle smaller. Dry sandy soil, coast of Mass, to Del.,

Md., and southw. Spike sometimes rather loose.

8. P. Curtissii Gray. Slender, 2.5 dm. high ; leaves, etc., as in the two

preceding ;
flowers rose-purple, in usually short racemes

; pedicels about equal-

ing or exceeding the persistent bracts
;
the narrow oblong erect wings fully twice

the length of the pod; caruncle small, on one side of the stalk-like base of

the very hairy seed, which is conspicuously apiculate at the broader end. Md.
to Ky., Ga., and Ala. Founded upon an abnormal form with elongated
racemes and pedicels.

I*

* * Annuals with at least the lower stem-leaves whorled in fours or fives ;

spikes terminating the stem and branches; flowering summer and autumn.
*- fipikes short and thick (8-18 mm. in diameter^) ; bracts persisting after the

fall of the middle-sized rose- or greenish-purple flowers ; crest small.

9. P. cruciata L. Stems 1-2.5 dm. high, almost winged at the angles,
with spreading opposite branches

;
leaves nearly all in fours, linear and some-
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what spatulate or oblanceolate
; spikes sessile or nearly so ; wings broadly

deltoid-ovate, slightly heart-shaped, tapering to a bristly point or rarely point-
less

;
caruncle nearly as long as the seed. Margins of swamps, and occasionally

in drier places, s. Me. to S. C., mostly near the coast
;
and from Mich, to Minn,

and Neb. .

10. P. brevifblia Nutt. Rather slender, branched above
;

leaves scattered

on the branches, narrower; spikes pedunded ; wings lanceolate-ovate, point I<**

or barely mucronate. Margins of sandy bogs, R. I., N. J., and southw.

1- H- Spikes slender (about 4 mm. thick), the bracts falling with the flowr*.
which are small, greenish-white or barely tinged with purple, the crest of the

keel larger.

11. P. verticillata L. Slender, 8-25 cm. high, much branched; stem-leaves

all whorled, those of the mostly opposite branches scattered, linear, acute
;

spikes peduncled, usually short and dense, acute
; wings round, clawed

;
the

2-lobed caruncle half the length of the seed. Dry soil, N. E., westw. arid

south w.
Var. ambigua (Nutt.) Wood. Usually taller (2-3.5 dm. high) ;

leaves (and
branches) all scattered or the lowest in fours; spikes long-peduncled, more
slender, the flowers often purplish and scattered. (P. ambigua Nutt.) Me. to

Mich., and southw.

* * * * Biennials or annuals, with alternate leaves, and yellow flowers, which
are disposed to turn greenish in drying ; crest small; flowering all summer.

12. P. lutea L. Low; flowers bright orange-yellow, in solitary ovoid or snb-

cylindnc heads (1.8 cm. thick) terminating the stem or simple branches
;
leaves

2-5 cm. long, obovate or spatulate ;
lobes of the caruncle nearly as lou;i '/* lin-

seed. Sandy swamps, L. I. to s. e. Pa., and southw. near the coast.

13. P. ram&sa Ell. Flowers lemon-yellow, in numerous short and dense

spike-like racemes collected in a flat-topped compound cyme; leaves oblong-
linear, the lowest spatulate or obovate

; seeds ovoid, minutely hairy, twice tin

length of the caruncle. Damp pine barrens, Del., and southw. June-Sept.
14. P. cymbsa Walt. Stem short, naked above, the numerous racemes in a

usually almost simple cyme; leaves narrow, acuminate; seeds globose, without
caruncle. Del., and southw. ;

fl. midsummer.

EUPHORBlACEAE (SPURGE FAMILY)

Plants usually with a milky acrid juice, and monoecious or dioecious flowers,

mostly apetalous, sometimes achlamydeous (occasionally polypetalous <>r <[<ti,i<>-

petalous} ; the ovary free and usually '^-celled, with one or sometimes two ov/< .<

hanging from the summit of each cell ; stigmas or branches of the style as many
or twice as many as the cells ; fruit commonly a 3-lobed capsule, the lobe* <>r

carpels separating elastically from a persistent axis and elastically 2-valved ;

seed anatropous ; embryo straight, almost as long as and the flat cotyledons

mostly as wide as the fleshy or oily albumen. Stipules often present. A vast

family in the warmer parts of the world
;
most numerously represented in

northern countries by tin- -vnus Euphorbia, which has very reduced flowers

within a calyx-like involucre.

* Flowers with a calyx, without involucre.

i- Seeds and ovules 1 in each cell.

4* Flowers apetalous, in cyinose panicles (2-8-chotomous) ;
stamens 10, erect in the hud.

1. Jatropha. Calyx corolla-like, the staminate salver-form. Armed \\ithstinglnghairs.

4*. 4+ Flowers in terminal raceme> ,.r spikes; stamens indexed in the hud ; stellate-downy or scurfy,

or hairy and glandular; leaves mostly entire.

'-'. Croton. Flowers spiked or glomerate. Ovary and fruit "(rarely -J-4) -eelled.

8. Crotonopsis. Flower- Mattered on the brauohlets. Ovary and fruit 1 -celled.
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++ -H- 4-. Flowers in axillary spikes or racemes (except no. 7), apetalous (except no. 4) ;
stamens 8 or

more
;
anthers erect in the bud.

4. Argythamnia. Petals and sepals 5. Stamens 10-15, united. Styles bifid, linear.

5. Mercurialis. Sepals 3 or calyx 3-parted. Stamens S-20; anther-cells attached at tip, pen-

dulous. Styles (slightly united at the base) strongly papillose, undivided,

ti. Acalypha. Calyx 4(3-5)-parted. Stamens mostly 8. Fertile flowers in the axils of leafy

bracts. Stigmas finely dissected.

7. Ricinus. Racemes terminal, subpanicled. Calyx 8-5-parted. Stamens very numerous
;

the filaments repeatedly branched. Styles 2-parted.

44. 4 f 44. -;.+. Flowers apetalous, in racemes or spikes pistillate at base
;
stamens 2 or 3

; styles simple.

^. Tragia. Flowers racemose. Calyx-lobes valvate in bud. Hirsute or pubescent.

! Stillingia. Flowers spicate. Calyx-lobes imbricate in bud. Ferffle bracts glanduliferous.

Glabrous.

+- +- Seeds and ovules 2 in each cell ;
flowers monoecious.

Ki. Phyllanthus. Flowers axillary. Stamens 8, united.

11. Andrachne. Stamens 5 or 6. Flowers axillary, the staminate petaliferous.

* * Flowers all without calyx, included in a cup-shaped calyx-like involucre, the whole liable to

be mistaken for a single flower.

12. Euphorbia. Involucre surrounding many staminate flowers (each of a single naked stamen)
and one pistillate flower (a 3-lobed pistil).

1. JATROPHA L.

Flowers monoecious, rarely dioecious, in a terminal open forking cyme ;
the

fertile ones usually in the lower forks. Calyx corolla-like, in the staminate
flowers often salver-shaped, 5-lobed

;
in the pistillate 5-parted, imbricated or

convolute in the bud. Glands of the disk opposite the calyx-lobes. Stamens

10-30, monadelphous at base. Ovary mostly 3-celled
; styles 3, united below

their summits once or twice forked. Capsule separating into 3 two-valved car-

pels. Seed carunculate. Perennial herbaceous or shrubby plants, chiefly

tropical, with alternate mostly long-petioled palmately-veined leaves, and stip-
ules. Our species has apetalous flowers, the staminate corolla salver-form, and
is armed with stinging bristles. (Name said by Linnaeus, without entire clear-

ness or classical accuracy, to be formed of larpbv, a remedy, and Qdyu, I eat.}
1. J. stimulbsa Michx. (TREAD-SOFTLY, SPURGE NETTLE.) Herbaceous,

from a long perennial root, branching, 1.5-C dm. high; leaves roundish-heart-

shaped, 3-5-lobed nearly to the base, on long petioles; the divisions entire or

acutely toothed, cut, or even pinnatifid, often discolored
;
flowers white, fra-

grant, 1.8 cm. long or more; filaments 10, monadelphous only at the woolly
base, the outer set almost distinct. Dry sandy soil, Va. to Fla. and La.

June-Sept.

2. CR6TON L.

Flowers monoecious, rarely dioecious, mostly in terminal spike-like racemes
or spikes, titer. Fl. Calyx 5(rarely 4-6)-parted ;

the divisions lightly imbri-

cated or nearly valvate in the bud. Petals usually present, as many, but mostly
small or rudimentary, hypogynous. Glands or lobes of the disk as many as and
alternate with the petals. Receptacle usually hairy. Stamens 5 or more

;
fila-

ments with the anthers inflexed in the bud. Pert. FL Calyx 5-10-cleft or

-parted, nearly as in the staminate flowers
;
but petals none or minute rudiments.

Ovary 3 (rarely 2-4)-celled, with a single ovule in each cell
; styles as many,

from once to thrice 2-cleft. Capsule separating into as many 2-valved J.-seeded

carpels. Seeds carunculate. Stellate-downy, scurfy, or hairy and glandular
plants, mostly strong-scented ;

the fertile flowers usually at the base of the
sterile spike or cluster. Leaves alternate, or sometimes imperfectly opposite,
with or without obvious stipules. (K/OOT^V, the Greek name of the Castor-oil

Plant, of this family.)
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* Sterile flowers with ^-parted calyx, as many petals, a 4-rayed disk, and 8

stamens' fertile flowers with ^-parted calyx, very minute rudimentary petals,
and the 3 styles 2-cleft.

1. C. glandu!6sus L., var. septentrionalis Muell. Arg. Annual, rough-
hairy and glandular, 3-6 dm. high, somewhat umbellately branched; leaves

oblong or linear-oblong, obtusely toothed, the base with a saucer-shaped gland
on each side

;
fertile flowers captitate-clustered at the base of the sterile spike,

sessile in the forks and terminal. Open waste places and sandy barrens, Va.
to Fla., and Tex.

;
northw. in Miss, basin to Kan., la., 111., and Ind.

; rarely on
ballast northeastw.

* * Sterile flowers with ^-parted calyx, as many glands alternating with the pet"!*,
and 10-14 stamens ; fertile flowers with 1-12-parted calyx, no petals, and
the 3 styles twice or thrice 2-parted.

2. C. capitatus Michx. Annual, densely soft-woolly and somewhat glandu-
lar, 2-6 or more dm. high, branched

;
leaves long-petioled, lance-oblong or

elongated-oblong, rounded at base, entire
; petals obovate-lanceolate, densely

iimbriate
;
fertile flowers several, capitate-crowded at the base of the short ter-

minal sterile spike. Barrens, N. J. to Fla. and Tex.
;
northw. in Miss, basin to

Ind., 111., Mo., and Kan. July-Sept.

* * * Sterile flowers with unequally 3-5-parted calyx, as many petals and scale-

like glands, ami 3-8 stamens; fertile flowers with equally ^-parted calyx, no

petals, 5 glands, and 2 sessile 2-parted stigmas.

3. C. monanth6gynus Michx. Annual, whitish-stellate-pubescent and rusty-

glandular ;
stems 1.4-6 dm. high, slender, erect, below often umbellately 3-4-

forked, then repeatedly 2-3-forked or alternately branched
;
leaves oblong-ovate

or narrowly oblong, entire, often acutish, 1.5-3 dm. long, about twice the length
of the petioles ;

flowers in the forks, the sterile few on the summit of a short

and erect peduncle, the fertile few and clustered or mostly solitary on short

recurved peduncles ; ovary 2-celled
;

fruit often by abortion 1-celled and 1-

seeded
;
the seed broadly oval. Barren and dry prairies, s. Ind. to N. C. and

Fla., w. to la., e. Kan., and Tex.
; occasionally adv. northeastw. June-Sept.

**** Dioecious; calyx equally o-parted; petals none; stamens 10 or more;
styles twice or thrice dichotomously 2-parted.

4. C. texlnsis (Klotzsch) Muell. Arg. Annual, covered with a close canescent
stellate pubescence, dichotomously branched or spreading, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaves

narrowly oblong-lanceolate to linear
; staminate spikes or racemes very short,

often sessile
; capsule stellate-tomentose and somewhat muricate. Sandy soil,

Del. (Commons); and from Ala. to Wyo., Col., Ariz., and Mex.
; rarely on

ballast northw.

3. CROTON6PSIS Michx.

Flowers monoecious, in very small terminal or lateral spikes or clusters, the

lower fertile. Ster. Fl. Calyx equally 6-parted. Petals 5, spatulate. Sta-

mi-ns "). opposite the petals; filaments distinct, inflexed in the bud, enlarged
at the apex. Pert. Fl. Calyx unequally 3-5-parted. Petals imnt . (iland*

(petal-like scales) ">. opposite the sepals. Ovary 1-celled. simple, 1-ovuled.

bearing a twin- or tin ice forked style. Fruit dry and indehiscent, 1-seeded.
Seed without caruncle. A slender low annual, with short-petioled linear or

elliptical-lanceolate leaves, which are green and smoothish above, but silvery-

hoary with stellate hairs and scurfy with brownish scales underneath. (Crotmi
and tfi/as, (i/i/'t',ir<itifr, from likeness to Cmtnii..)

1. C. linearis Michx. Fruit about ~1 nun. long. Dry sandy soil, s. Ct.

(Fames) to Pa., soiithw. near the coast to Fla. and Tex.; inland in Miss.

liasin to 111., Mo., and Kan. .July-Sept.
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4. ARGYTHAMNIA P. Br.

Flowers monoecious. Calyx ">-parted, valvate in the staminate flowers, im-
bricate in the pistillate. Petals alternate with the calyx-lobes and with the

prominent lobes of the glandular disk. Stamens 5-15, united into a central

column in 1-3 whorls. Styles 1-3-cleft. Capsule depressed, 3-lobed. Seeds

subglobose, roughened or reticulated, not carunculate. Erect herbs or under-

shrubs, with purplish juice, and alternate usually stipulate leaves. (Name from

Apyvpos, silver, and dd^vos, bush, from the hoariness of the original species.)
1. A. mercurialina Muell. Arg. Stem erect, nearly simple, 3-6 dm. high,

sericeous
;

leaves sessile, oblong-ovate to lanceolate, entire, pubescent with

appressed hairs or glabrate, somewhat rigid ;
raceme many-flowered, exceeding

the leaves
; spatulate petals of the sterile flowers as long as the calyx-lobes ;

ovary sericeous
; capsule appressed-pubescent, 8-10 mm. in diameter. (Ditaxis

Coult.) Kan. to Ark. and Tex.

5. MERCURIALIS [Tourn.J L. MERCURY

Dioecious or monoecious. Flowers apetalous, in interrupted axillary spikes.
Stamens 8-20, distinct. Calyx small, green, globose in bud, 3-parted. Carpels
(-3). Herbs, with opposite pinnately veined leaves. (A plant-name used

y Pliny arid meaning belonging to the god Mercury.)
1. M. ANNUA L. Weak erect leafy-stemmed annual

;
leaves lanceolate or

vate-lanceolate, crenate-serrate
; carpels hispid. Waste places and ballast

und, N. S. to S. . and O. (Adv. from Eu.)

6. ACALYPHA L. THREE-SEEDED MERCURY

Flowers monoecious
;
the sterile very small, clustered in spikes ;

the few or

litary fertile flowers at the base of the same spikes, or sometimes in separate
ones. Calyx of the sterile flowers 4-parted and valvate in bud

;
of the fertile,

3-5-parted. Corolla none. Stamens 8-16
;

filament short, monadelphous at

base
;

anther-cells separate, long, often worm-shaped, hanging from the apex
of the filament. Styles 3, the upper face or stigmas cut-fringed (usually red) .

Capsule separating into 3 globular 2-valved carpels, rarely of only one carpel.
Herbs (ours annuals), or in the tropics often shrubs, resembling Nettles or

Amaranths
;
the leaves alternate, petioled, with stipules. Clusters of sterile

flowers with a minute bract
;
the fertile surrounded by a large and leaf-like

cut-lobed persistent bract. ('A/caXi^Tj, an ancient name of the Nettle.)
* Fruit smooth or merely pubescent ; seeds nearly smooth.

1. A. virginica L. Smoothish or hairy, 3-6 dm. high, often turning purple ;

leaves ovate or oblong-ovate, obtusely and sparsely serrate, long-petioled ; //or/
sterile spike rather few-flowered, mostly shorter than the large leaf-like pal-

mately 5-9-cleft fruiting bracts ; fertile flowers 1-3 in each axil. Fields

and open places, N. S. to Ont. and Minn., s. to the Gulf. July-Sept.
2. A. grdcilens Gray. Finely pubescent and often villous

;
leaves lanceolate

or even linear, less toothed and shorter-petioled ;
the slender sterile spike

often 2 cm. long, and much surpassing the less cleft or few-toothed fruiting
bracts. (A. virginica, var. Muell. Arg.) Sandy or dry soil, s. N. H. to Fla.,
w. to e. Kan. and Tex. Carpels by abortion sometimes reduced to one (A.
monococca Engelm.).

;*

* Fruit echinate with soft bristly green projections ; seeds rough-wrinkled.

3. A. ostryaefblia Riddell. Leaves thin, ovate-cordate, sharply and closely

serrate-toothed, abruptly acuminate, long-petioled ;
sterile spikes short, axillary ;

the fertile ones mostly terminal and elongated, their bracts deeply cut into

many linear lobes. (A. caroliniana Ell., not Walt.) N. J. to Fla., w. to O.,

Kan., and Tex.
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7. RfdNUS [Tourn.] L. CASTOR-OIL PLANT

Flowers in racemose or panicled clusters, the fertile above, the staminate
below. Calyx 5-parted. Stamens very numerous, with repeatedly branching
filaments. Styles 3, united at base, each bifid, red. Capsule large, 3-lobed,
with 3 large seeds. A tall stately annual, with very large alternate peltate
and palmately 7-11-cleft leaves often 3-6 dm. broad. (Ancient Roman name.)

1. R. COMMENTS L. Cultivated for ornament, and sometimes spreading to

waste ground. (Introd. from the tropics.)

8. TRAGIA [Plumier] L.

Flowers monoecious, in racemes, apetalous. Ster. Fl. Calyx 3-5(chiefly

3) -parted, valvate in the bud. Stamens 2 or 3
;
filaments short

;
anther-cells

united. Pert. Fl. Calyx 3-8-parted, persistent. Style 3-cleft or 3-parted ;

the branches 3, simple. Capsule 3-celled, 3-lobed, bristly, separating into three

2-valved 1-seeded carpels. Seeds not carunculate. Erect or climbing plants

(ours perennial herbs), pubescent or hispid, sometimes stinging, with mostly
alternate stipulate leaves; the small-flowered racemes terminal or opposite
the leaves

;
the sterile flowers above, the few fertile at the base, all with small

bracts. (Named for the early herbalist Bock, latinized Tragus.}
1. T. urens L. Erect, paniculate-branched, softly hairy, 1.6-3 dm. high ;

leaves varying from obovate-oblong to narrowly linear, acute at base, obtusely
or sinuately few-toothed or lobed, sometimes entire, short-petioled or sesaili'.

paler beneath
;
sterile calyx usually 4-parted ;

stamens 2. ( T. innocua Walt.)
Dry sandy soil, e. Va. to Fla. and La. May-Aug. Not stinging.

2. T. nepetaefblia Cav. Erect or reclining or slightly twining, hirsute

with stinging hairs
;

leaves ovate-lanceolate or triangular-lanceolate, or the

lower ovate, all somewhat cordate or truncate at base, coarsely cut-toothed.

short-petioled; sterile calyx usually 3-parted and stamens 3. (T. urticoffolin

Michx.) Va. (Pursh), and common southw. to Fla. and Tex.; Mo., Kan..
and westw. T. RAMOSA Torr. (T. stylaris Muell. Arg.), with 4-0-parted sterile

calyx, 4-6 stamens, and elongated styles, is probably only a variety. Mo. to

Kan. and southwestw.
3. T. macrocarpa Willd. Twining, somewhat hirsute

;
leaves deeply cor-

date, ovate, mostly narrowly acuminate, sharply serrate, 6-11 cm. long, all but
the uppermost long-petioled ; pod 1.3 cm. broad. (T. cordata Michx.) Kv.

and Mo. to Ga., Fla., and Tex.

9. STILLiNGIA Garden.

Flowers monoecious, aggregated in a terminal spike. Petals and glands of

the disk none. Calyx 2-3-cleft or -parted ;
the divisions imbricated in the bud.

Stamens 2 or 3
;
anthers adnate, turned outward. Style thick

; stigmas :',.

diverging, simple. Capsule 3-celled, 3-lobed, 3-seeded. Seed carunculate.
Smooth upright plants, with the alternate leaves mostly 2-glandular at base

;

the fertile flowers few at the base of the dense sterile spike (rarely si-pann
the bract for each cluster with a large gland on each side. (Named for Dr. />'.

Stillingfleet) English naturalist of the 18th century.)
1. S. sylvatica L. Herbaceous, 3-0 dm. high ;

leaves almost sessile, oblong-

lanceolate, serrulate; glands of the spike saucer-shaped. Sandy and dry soil.

Va. to Fla., w. to Kan. and Tex. May-Oct. Sometimes called QUEEN'S-ROOT
or QUKK\'^-I>KI.K;U r.

10. PHYLLANTHUS L.

Flowers monoecious, axillary. Calyx usually o-(5-parted, imbricated in the

bud. Petals none. Stamens mostly 3, erect in the bud, often united. Ovules
2 in each cell of the ovary. Capsule depressed ;

each carpel 2-valved, 2-seeded.

Seeds not carunculate. Leaves alternate, 2-ranked, with small stipules. (Name
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composed of <pv\\ov, leaf, and AvOos, blossom, because the flowers in a few species
are borne upon leaf-like dilated branches.)

1. P. carolini6nsis Walt. Annual, low and slender, branched ;
leaves obovate

or oval, short-petioled ;
flowers commonly 2 in each axil, almost sessile, one

starninate, the other fertile
; calyx 6-parted ;

stamens 3
; styles 3, each 2-cleft

;

glands of the disk in the fertile flowers united into a cup. Gravelly banks,
e. Pa. to centr. 111., s. e. Mo., and southw.

,.

11. ANDRACHNE L.

a.a

:

Flowers monoecious, pedicellate, the sterile petaliferous, fasciculate, the
rtile often petaliferous, usually solitary in the axils. Stamens and calyx-

segments 5-6. Pod dry, splitting into three 2-valved carpels. Shrubs and

uiidershrubs, with many ascending leafy branches. Leaves oval or obovate,
entire. (From dvdpdxvn, classic Greek for the purslane.)

1. A. phyllanthoid$s (Nutt.) Muell. Arg. Nearly glabrous shrub
;
steins and

ascending simple branches lithe
;
leaves broadly obovate, membranaceous, 1.5

cm. long, shortly petiolate ; pedicels capillary, 7-14 cm. long ; petals in the
sterile flowers about as long as the obovate calyx-segments, in the fertile obsoles-

cent. Rocky and gravelly places, s. Mo. to Tex.

12. EUPH6RBIA L. SPURGE

Flowers monoecious, included in a cup-shaped 4-5-lobed involucre (flower of

older authors) resembling a calyx or corolla, and usually bearing large thick

glands (with or without petal-like margins) at its sinuses. Sterile flowers nu-
merous and lining the base of the involucre, each from the axil of a little bract,
and consisting merely of a single stamen jointed on a pedicel like the filament

;

anther-cells globular, separate. Fertile flower solitary in the middle of the

involucre, soon protruded on a long pedicel, consisting of a 3-lobed and 3-celled

ovary with no calyx (or a mere vestige). Styles 3, each 2-cleft
;
the stigmas

therefore 6. Pod separating into three 1-seeded carpels, which split elastically
into 2 valves. Seed often caruncled (ours only in 5 and 6). Plants (ours
essentially herbaceous) with a milky acrid juice. Peduncles terminal, often

umbellate-clustered
;
in the first section mostly appearing lateral, but not really

axillary. (Named for Eiiphorbus, physician to King Juba.)

Glands of the involucre with petal-like usually white or rose-colored margins
or appendages ; these almost obsolete in no. 1.

1. ANISOPHYLLUM Roper. Leaves all opposite, short-petioled, small, oblique
at base ; stipules awl-shaped or scaly and often fringed, persistent ; stems

much branched, spreading or usually procumbent ; involucres solitary in the

forks or in terminal or pseudo-lateral clusters, small, with 4 glands;
annuals.

* Seeds smooth and even ; leaves entire ; whole plant glabrous.

*- Leaves oblong to linear, 6-20 mm. long ; pod 2-3 mm. in length.

*+ Appendages of the involucral glands minute or none.

1. E. polygonifblia L. (SEASIDE S.) Prostrate-spreading; leaves oblong-

linear, obtuse, mucronate, slightly cordate or obtuse at base, 8-16 mm. long ;

stipules setaceously divided
; peduncles in the forks, as long as the petioles ;

lobes of the involucre longer than the minute not appendaged glands; pods
obtusely angled ;

seeds ovate, over 2 mm. long, the largest of this section.

Sandy shores of the Atlantic (from N. S. southw.) and of the Great Lakes
;
also

reported from centr. la. and westw.
2. E. Geyeri Engelm. Procumbent; leaves oblong-ovate, obtuse, slightly

mucronate, mostly acutish at base, lowermost cordate, 6-12 mm. long ; stipules

setaceously divided
; peduncles as long as the petioles, at length in loose foli-

aceous lateral clusters
; glands with narrow white or red appendages ; pods

GRAY'S MANUAL 36
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acutely angled ;
seeds o\at,e, ;n -iite at one end, 1 mm. long. Sandy soil, 111. to

Wise., Minn., and Kan. June-Sept,.

+H- --* Appendages of the involucral glands broad and conspicuous, white and

petaloid.

3. E. petaloidea Engelm. Half-erect and spreading ;
leaves narrowly oblong,

refuse or emarginate ; peduncles 2 mm. in length, longer than the petioles ; pod
obtusely angled; seeds nearly 2 mm. long. la. and Mo., westw. and south-

westw. June-Sept.
4. E. zygophylloides Boiss. Habit of the preceding but taller and more

slender; leaves linear; peduncles capillary, 5 mm. long ; capsule deeply 3-sul-

c;tte, the lobes carinate
;
seeds obscurely 4-angled. (E. Nuttallii Small.)

Limestone barrens, Greene Co., Mo. (Blankinship) to Kan., and southwestw.

-H- *- Leaves suborbicular, 1-3 mm. long ; pod 1-1.5 mm. long.

5. E. sSrpens II BK. Stems filiform, prostrate, and often rooting; leaves

round-ovate, obtuse or cordate at base, only 1-3 mm. long ; stipules membrana-
ceous, triangular,' peduncles much longer than the petioles, at length in loose

foliaceous lateral clusters
; glands of the very small involucre with minute crenu-

late appendages; pods acutely angled; seeds obtusely angled, 1 mm. long or

less. Rich soil, s. w. Ont., 111., and la. to Kan., and southw.
; rarely adv. eastw.

* * Seeds minutely roughened or transversely wrinkled; leaves more or less

serrulate.

f- Glabrous or nearly so.

*+ Seeds acutely angled ; leaves 4-12 mm. long.

6. E. serpyllifblia Pers. Glabrous, prostrate-spreading ;
leaves obovate-ob-

long, narrowed at the very oblique base, sharply serrulate toward the obtuse apex,
6-12 mm. long, often with a red spot ; stipules lanceolate, fimbriate

; peduncles
as long as or longer than the petioles, at length in loose foliaceous lateral clus-

ters
; glands of the small involucre with narrow somewhat toothed appendages ;

pods sharply angled ;
seeds acutely quadrangular, slightly cross-wrinkled, often

pitted, nearly 1.5 mm. long. Sandy and alluvial soil, n. Mich. (Farwell) to Mo.,
Tex., and westw.

7. E. glyptospSrma Engelm. Glabrous (or very rarely puberulent), erect-

spreading ;
leaves linear-oblong, mostly falcate, very unequal at base, slightly

serrulate toward the obtuse apex, 4-10 mm. long ; stipules lanceolate, seta-

ceously divided
; peduncles as long as the petioles, in dense foliaceous lateral clus-

ters
; glands of the very small involucre with narrow crenulate append,!

pods sharply angled ;
seeds sharply 4-angled and with 5 or <> xlmr/t //(///><

wrinkles, 1 mm. long. Oxford Co., Me. (Parlin, Miss Furbish) ;
Fisher's I.,

N. Y.
;
Out. to Wise., Mo., and westw.

t-v -M- Seeds obtusely angled,' leaves 1-3 cm. long.

8. E. Pr6slii Guss. Stem often subsimple below, erect or obliquely ascend-

ing, 2-10 dm. high ;
leaves oblique at the obtuse or slightly cordate base, ovate-

oblong or oblong-linear, sometimes falcate, serrate, 1-3 cm. long, usually with a

red spot or red margins; stipules triangular ; peduncles longer than the petioles.
collected in loose leafy terminal cymes ; appendag< * > >/f/r< , larger and white, or

smaller and sometimes red
; pod gfabrovi ; .sw/.v <>r<itt\ O/////AV/// <i/i<//<<l, vrhikh'<l

and tubercled, 1 mm. long, blackish. (E* hyperictyolfa Man. ed. .">, not I,.'.
1

/;.

nutans Lag.) Dry open soil, Mass, to Ont., \Visc.', Neb., and southw.

- - I'ubi'rulcnt t<> Itii'xntr.

0. E. hirsuta (Torr.) Wiegand. Of lower stature and more procumbent than

the preceding ;
steins hirsute, copiously branched from near the base ;

leaves

smaller, 8-14 mm. lon^. oblong to ovate; m-ril* ///</'/,- u-itli jmlt- m'mi-lrtniKinin-nt.

envelope, sharply 4-<n/t//l, the llattish or concave sides obscurely wrinkled.

(E. hypericifolia, var. Torr.) Dry sandy soil, e. Que. to w. Ont., s. to N. .1..

Pa., ()., and 111., common.
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10. E. maculata L. (MILK PURSLANE.) Prostrate
;
stems puberulent or

;

hairy ;
leaves oblong-linear, very oblique at base, serrulate upward, more or less '

pubescent or sometimes smoothish, 8-12 mm. long, usually wi^h__a_b_rownrTed
spot .in the center

; stipules lanceolate, fimbriate
; peduncles as long as the peti-

bles,"in dense foliaceous lateral clusters
; glands of the small involucre minute,

with narrow slightly crenate usually red appendages ; pods acutely angled, pu-
berulent; seeds 0.4 mm. long, red, with pale envelope, sharply 4-angled and with
about 4 shallow grooves across the concave sides. Open places, roadsides, etc.,

common.
11. E. humistrata Engelm. Procumbent, puberulent or hairy ;

leaves

elliptical or obovate, very oblique at base, serrulate toward the apex, sparsely

hairy underneath, 8-18 mm. long, sometimes with a brown spot above
; stipules

lanceolate, fimbriate
; peduncles rather shorter than the petioles, in dense

scarcely foliaceous lateral clusters
;
involucre cleft on the back, its red or white

appendages truncate or crenate
; pods sharply angled, puberulent ;

seeds ovate,

red, with pale envelope, obtusely angled, minutely roughened, 1 mm. long.
Rich soil, Out. to Minn., and southw.

12. E. stict6spora Engelm. Similar in habit and pubescence ;
leaves mostly

shorter, oval or suborbicular, not spotted ;
seeds at maturity reddish-gray,

finely and distinctly pitted. Kan., westw. and southwestw.

2. ZYGOPHYLLfDIUM Boiss. Leaves opposite, on short petioles, not

oblique, with stipular glands ; stems dichotomously branched, erect; cymes
terminal; involucres with 5 glands; seeds tuberculate.

13. E. hexagona Nutt. Somewhat hairy, 3-15 dm. high ;
branches striate-

angled ;
leaves linear-lanceolate, entire

;
involucre hairy without and within

;

glands with green ovate-triangular appendages twice their length ; capsule smooth ;

seeds ovate. la. to Tex., w. to Col. and Mont.; also on waste ground, Wil-

mington, Del. (Commons).

3. PETALOMA Boiss. Uppermost leaves with conspicuous white petal-like

margins, whorled or opposite, the others scattered; erect annuals, with
leaves equal at base and entire, and with lanceolate deciduous stipules;
involucres 5-lobed, in an umbel-like inflorescence.

14. E. marginata Pursh. (SNOW-ON-THE-MOUNTAIN.) Stem stout, 3-9 dm.
high, erect, hairy ;

leaves sessile, ovate or oblong, acute
;
umbel with three

dichotomous rays ; glands of the involucre with broad white appendages.
Minn, to Mo., Col., Tex., and S. C.; spreading eastw. to O., and frequently
escaping from flower-gardens.

4. TITHYMALOPSIS (Klotzsch & Garcke) Boiss. Only the uppermost
leaves whorled or opposite; erect perennials, with entire leaves equal at

base; stipules none; involucres mostly 5-lobed, in the forks of the

branches and terminal ; inflorescence umbelliform.

15. E.
cprollata

L. (FLOWERING S.) Glabrous or sometimes sparingly hairy,
4-10 dm. high ;

root deep ; stem usually simple for more than half its length ;
leaves ovate, lanceolate, or linear, entire, obtuse

;
umbel 5(3-7)-forked, and the

forks again 2-3(or rarely 5)-forked; involucres long-peduncled, with showy
white appendages (appearing like petals), the lobes minute and incurved; pod
slender-pediceled, smooth

;
seeds thick, 2 mm. long or more, ash-colored, slightly

uneven. Rich or sandy soil, N. Y. to Fla., w. to Minn, and La.
;
also locally

naturalized in N. E. July-Oct.
16. E. marilandica Greene. Pale green ;

root or rootstock horizontal, near
the surface; stem 3 dm. high, trichotomous from near the base; leaves lance-

linear, whorled below, the upper opposite, and floral reduced to subulate bracts.
Sand hills, Anne Arundel Co., Md. (Greene). Not seen; description

compiled.
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AA. Glands of the involucre without petaloid appendages.

5. POINSETTIA (Graham) Baill. Involucres in terminal clusters, 4-&-lobecL

with few (or often solitary) cup-shaped glands,' erect annuals, with entire,

dentate, or sinuate leaves, all or only the upper ones opposite, the uppermost
often colored, especially at base ; stipules reduced to small glands.

17. E. dentata Michx. Erect or ascending, hairy, 2.5-12 dm. high; leaves

ovate, lanceolate, or linear, petioled, coarsely toothed, 4-8 cm. long, only the

lowest alternate, the upper often paler at base
;
involucres almost sessile, with

5 oblong dentate lobes, and one or sometimes more short-stalked glands; seeds

ovoid-globular, slightly tubercled. Rich soil, Pa. to Wyo. and Tex. July-Sept.
18. E. heterophylla L. (PAINTED LEAF.) Erect. 3-9 dm. high, glabrous :

leaves alternate, petioled, ovate-fiddle-shaped and sinuate-toothed, or lanceolate

or linear and entire, often only those of the branches linear
;
the upper usually

with a red base
;
involucres about the length of the peduncle, with 5 ovate incised

lobes and one or few almost sessile glands; seeds nearly globular, tubercled.

Slopes and rocky soil, Minn, to \v. 111., Kan., Tex., and Fla.

6. TITHYMALUS [Tourn.] Pers. Involucres in a terminal dichotomous or

commonly umbelliform inflorescence, 5- or usually 4-lobed, with as many
flat or convex entire or crescent-shaped glands; seeds carunculate (except
in no. 19) ;

ours ascending or erect, and mostly glabrous, without stipules.

* Perennials with entire leaves, all or only the upper opposite; involucres Intuj-

peduncled in a dichotomous inflorescence, mostly with 5 transversely ob/mitf

glands ; seeds without caruncle.

19! E. Ipecacuanhae L. Stems many from a very long perpendicular root,
erect or diffusely spreading, 1-2.5 dm. long, forking from near the 1>as<- :

leaves varying from obovate or oblong to narrowly linear, almost sessile,

glabrous ; peduncles elongated (1.3-2.5 cm. long) ; pod long-pediceled, obtusely
angled, nearly smooth

;
seed ovoid, white, sparsely marked with impressed dots.

Sandy soil, near the coast, Ct. to Fla.
;
also barrens of s. lud.

* * Leaves scattered, only the floral in the umbelliform inflorescence whorled or

opposite and of a different shape ; glands mostly 4.

-- Leaves serrulate or rarely entire ; glands transversely oval, obtuse.

*-< Seeds smooth and even; pod warty or rough.

20. E. Darlingtonii Gray. Tall perennial, 6-12 dm. high ;
leaves entire,

minutely downy beneath; those of the stem lanceolate-oblong from a narrow
base

;
the floral oval, very obtuse

;
the upper roundish-dilated with a truncate

base
;
umbel 5-8-rayed, then simply forked

; pod minutely warty; large globular
seed with a small caruncle. Copses, Pa. to the mts. of N. C. July-Sept.

21. E. obtusata Pursh. Erect annual, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves oblong-spatulate,

minutely serrulate, smooth, all obtuse; upper ones cordate at base; floral ones

ovate, dilated, barely mucronate; umbel once or twice divided into 3 rays, then
into 2 ; involucre with naked lobes and small stipitate glands ; styles distim-t,

longer than the ovary, erect, 2-cleft to the middle; pod beset with long warts.

Damp woods, Pa. to S. C., w. to la., Kan., and (?) Tex.
22. E. PLATYPHYLLA L. Erect annual, 2-4.6 dm. high ; upper stem-leaves

lanceolate-oblong, acute, cordate at base, minutely serrulate, mostly with scat-

tered hairs beneath ; floral ones triangular-ovate, subcordate
;
umbel 5-rayed ;

involucre with ritn/te lobes and large sessile glands; s///^'.s- longer than the

ovary, united at base, slightly '2-cleft; pod covered with depressed warts.
L. Champlain to \v. I' :I . anil Man. .Innr-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.)

w- ** Seeds rugose or r< tini/t tted; leaves serrulate ; annuals.

23. E. dictyosp6rma Fisch. & Mey. Stem erect, 2-4.5 dm. high ; leaves

oblong- or obovate-spatulate, smooth, all obtuse and obtusely serrate; upper
ones cordate at base

; floral ones roundish-ovate or obscurely heart-shaped,
slightly mucronate , umbels once or twice 3-forked, then 2-forked

;
involucre
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with nearly naked lobes and small almost sessile glands; styles shorter than
the ovary, spreading or recurved; pod warty; seeds delicately reticulated.

(E. arkansana and var. missouriensis Norton.) Prairies and roadsides, Mo.
to Ala., and westw. May-July.

24. E. HELiosc6piA L. (WARTWEED.) Stems ascending, 1.5-3.5 dm. high,
stout

;
leaves all obovate and very rounded or retuse at the end, finely serrate,

smooth or a little hairy, those of the stem wedge-shaped ;
umbel divided into 5

rays, then into 3, or at length simply forked
; glands orbicular, stalked; pods

smooth and even ; seeds with coarse honeycomb-like reticulations. Waste places,
and dry open soil, e. Que. to Ont., abundant

; locally s. to Pa., O., and 111. (Nat.
from Eu.)

-i- i- Leaves entire ; glands crescent-shaped or 2-horned.

-M- Seeds smooth and dark-colored; perennials, with running rootstocks.

25. E. ESULA L. Stems clustered, 3-4 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate to linear,

the floral (yellowish) broadly heart-shaped, mucronate
;
umbel divided into many

rays, then forking ; glands short-horned (brown) ; pods smoothish and granular.
Sandy banks, s. Me. (Parting to N. J., Pa., and Mich. (Nat. from Eu.)
26. E. CYPARissiAS L. (CYPRESS S.) Stems densely clustered, 1.2-3 dm.

high ;
stem-leaves linear, crowded, the floral heart-shaped; umbel many-rayed ;

glands crescent-shaped; pods granular. Escaped from gardens, common.
(Introd. from Eu.)

27. E. LUCIDA Waldst. & Kit. Stout and tall glabrous perennial; leaves

oblong or oblong-lanceolate, the floral broadly heart-shaped, mucronate
;
termi-

nal umbel many-rayed, the rays forking ; glands short-horned
; pods finely

wrinkled. (E. nicaeensis Man. ed. 6, not All.) Field and roadsides, Sus-

quehanna Valley, N. Y. and Pa. (Nat. from Eu.)

++ -w Seeds sculptured, ash-colored ; pod smooth ; annuals or biennials.

28. E. PEPLUS L. (PETTY S.) Erect or ascending, 1.5-3 dm. high ;
leaves

round-obovate, the upper floral ones ovate
;
umbel 3-rayed, then forking ; glands

long-horned ;
lobes of the pod ^-wing-crested on the back

;
seeds 2-grooved on

the inner face, pitted on the back, scarcely over 1 mm. long. Waste places
and cultivated ground, N. B. to N. J., Pa., and la. (Adv. from Eu.)

29. E. commutata Engelm. Stems branched from a commonly decumbent
base, 1.5-3 dm. high ;

leaves obovate, obtuse, the upper all sessile, the upper
floral ones roundish-dilated, broader than long ;

umbel 3-forked ; glands with
slender horns

; capsule obtusely angled; seeds ovoid, pitted all over, 2 mm. long.

Along streams and shady slopes, Pa. to Fla.
, Mo., and Minn.

* * * Glabrous annual or biennial with entire opposite and decussate leaves, an
umbelliform inflorescence, and short-horned glands.

30. E. LATHYRUS L. (CAPER S., MOLE PLANT.) Stem stout, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves thick, linear or oblong, the floral oblong-ovate and heart-shaped ;
umbel

4-rayed, then forking. Sparingly escaped from gardens, Ct. and N. Y. to N. C.

(Introd. from Eu.)

CALLITRICHACEAE (WATER STARWORT FAMILY)

(Low

slender and usually tufted chiefly aquatic herbs (glabrous or beset with

microscopic stellate scales'), with entire spatulate or linear leaves, monoecious

flowers (solitary or 2 or 3 together in the axil of the same leaf} wholly naked or

inclosed by a pair of membranaceous bracts. Sterile flower a single stamen,
the filament bearing a heart-shaped 4-celled anther, which by confluence becomes

1-celled, and opens by a single slit. Fertile flower a single 4-celled ovary, bear-

ing 2 distinct filiform stigmas. Fruit nut-like, compressed, 4-lobed, 4-celled,

separating at maturity into as many closed 1-seeded portions. Seeds pendulous ;

embryo slender, straight or slightly curved, nearly the length of the oily albumen.
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1. CALLlTRICHE L. WATER STARWORT

The only genus. (Name from /ca\6s, beautiful, and 6pL%, hair, from the

slender stems.)
* Small annuals, forming tufts on moist soil, destitute of stellate scales ; leaves

uniform, very small, obovate or oblanceolate, 3-nerved, crowded; bracts

none.

1. C. defl&xa A. Br., var. Austin! (Engelm.) Hegelm. Stems 1-2.5 cm. high ;

fruit 0.7 mm. wide, broader than high, deeply notched above and below, on a

pedicel often nearly of its own length or almost sessile
;
lobes of the fruit nar-

rowly winged and with a deep groove between them
; persistent stigmas shorter

than the fruit, spreading or reflexed
;
leaves 2-4 mm. long. (C. Austini Engelm.)

Damp soil, Ct. to Del.; also from Term, to Mo. and Tex. (Mex., S. A.)
* * Amphibious perennials ; leaves with stellate scales, the floating ones obovate

and 3-nerved, the submersed linear (all uniform and narrowly oblong in

terrestrial forms) ; flowers usually between a pair of bracts.

2. C. palustris L. Fruit 1 mm. long, higher than broad, obovate, slightly

obcordate, usually thickest at the base, sessile, its lobes sharply keeled or very

narrowly winged above, and with a wide groove between them
; stigmas shorter

than the fruit, almost erect, usually deciduous; floating leaves crowded in a

tuft, obovate, narrowed into a petiole. (C.verna L., in part.) Common in

quiet waters. (Eu.)
3. C. heterophylla Pursh. Fruit smaller, as broad as or broader than }ti<jh,

deeply emarginate, thick, almost ventricose, sessile or nearly so, its lobes obtusely

angled, with a small groove between them
; stigmas as long as the fruit, erect,

persistent ; floating leaves crowded in a tuft, broadly spatulate, often retuse,

abruptly narrowed into a long petiole. Quiet water, Nfd. to Md., La., and
westw.

* * * Submersed perennial, with numerous uniform linear l-nerved leaves ; flow-
ers without bracts ; carpels separate nearly to the axis.

4. C. autumnalis L. Stems 7-15 cm. high ;
fruit large (2 mm. wide or

more), flattened, circular, deeply and narrowly notched, sessile or nearly so, its

lobes broadly winged, and with a very deep and narrow groove between them
;

stigmas very long, reflexed, deciduous
;
leaves all linear from a broader base,

retuse or notched at the tip, 4-12 mm. long. (C. biflda Morong.) Lakes and
cold streams, w. Mass., L. Champlain, and w. Que. to L. Superior, and westw.

(Eu.)

BUXACEAE (Box FAMILY)

Perennial herbs or more often trees or shrubs, with simple opposite or

nate usually evergreen leaves, watery juice and small greenish monoecious <>>

dioecious apetalous flowers; sepals imbricated or none; stamens opposite the

sepals or indefinite ; carpels 3
; ovary ^-celled ; styles 3, simple ; <>vul<'* (in ours)

geminate in the cells, suspended, the rhaphe dorsal. A small family, often

united with the Euphorbiaceae.

1. PACHYSANDRA Michx.

Flowers monoecious, in naked spikes. Calyx 4-5-parted. Petals none.
Ster. Fl. Stamens 4, separate ;

filaments long-exserted, thick and flat
;
anthers

oblong-linear. Fert. FL Styles thick, awl-shaped, recurved, sti-inatic down
their whole length inside. Capsule deeply 3-horned, 3-celled, .splitting into 3 at

length L'-valved 2-seeded carpels. Nearly glabrous low and procumbent peren-
nial herbs, with matted rivepin^- rootstocks, and alternate ovate or obovate

coarsely toothed leaves narrowed at base into a petiole. Flowers each 1-3-

bracted, the upper staminate, a few fertile ones at base, unpleasantly scented ;
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sepals greenish or purplish ;
filaments white (their size and thickness giving the

name, from ?raxi/s, thick, and dvrip, used for stamen).
1. P. prociimbens Michx. Stems 1.5-2.3 dm. long, bearing several approxi-

mate leaves at the summit on slender petioles, and a few many-flowered spikes

along the base; the intervening portion naked, or with a few small scales.

Woods, ints. of Ky., W. Va., and southw.
;
adv. northw. March-May.

EMPETRACEAE (CROWBERRY FAMILY)

Low shrubby evergreens, with the foliage, aspect, and compound pollen of

Heaths, and the drupaceous fruit of Arctostaphylos, but the divided or laciniate

stigmas, etc., of some Euphorbiaceae. Probably only an apetalous and degen-

erate form of Ericaceae, and comprising three genera, two within the limits of

this work, the third farther south.

1. Empetrum. Flowers scattered and solitary in the axils. Sepals 3, petaloid.

2. Corema. Flowers collected in terminal heads. Calyx none.

1. EMPETRUM [Tourn.] L. CROWBERRY

Flowers polygamous, scattered and solitary in the axils of the leaves, incon-

spicuous, scaly-bracted. Calyx of 3 spreading and somewhat petal-like sepals.
Stamens 3. Style very short

; stigma 6-9-rayed. Fruit a berry-like drupe, with
0-9 seed-like nutlets, each containing an erect anatropous seed. (An ancient

name, from tv, upon, and trtrpos, a rock.)
1. E. nigrum L. (BLACK C.) Procumbent and spreading; branchlets a

scattered linear-oblong leaves glabrous or merely pulverulent; fruit black.

Arctic Am., s. to the coast of e. Me., mts. of n. N. E. and N. Y., n. Mich., and
coast of Ore. (Eurasia.) Var. puRptREUM (Raf.) DC. Fruit red or purple.
Less common.

Var. andinum (Philippi) DC. Branchlets and young leaves tomentose
;
ber-

ries reddish or plum-colored, larger and more juicy. Nfd., and mts. of Me. and
N. H. (Chili.)

2. COREMA D. Don. BROOM CROWBERRY

Flowers dioecious or polygamous, in terminal heads, each in the axil of a scaly

bract, and with 5 or 6 scarious imbricated bractlets, but no proper calyx. Sta-

mens 3, rarely 4. Style slender, 3(or rarely 4-5)-cleft ; stigmas narrow, often

toothed. Drupe small, with 3 (rarely 4-5) nutlets. Diffusely branched little

shrubs, with subverticillate narrowly linear heath-like leaves. (Name nbp-r^a, a

broom, from the bushy aspect.)
1. C. Conradii Torr. Shrub, 1.5-6 dm. high, diffusely branched, nearly

smooth
; drupe very small, dry and juiceless when ripe. Sandy pine-barrens

and dry rocky places, N. J. and L. I. (?), Shawangunk Mts., N. Y., coast of

s. e. Mass, and Me. to Nfd. The sterile plant is handsome in flower, on account
of the tufted purple filaments and brown-purple anthers.

LIMNANTHACEAE (FALSE MERMAID FAMILY)

Herbaceous plants with perfect regular 3-6-merous slightly perigynous sym-

metrical flowers, the persistent sepals valvate. Glands alternate with the petals.

Stamens distinct. Carpels nearly distinct, with a common style, \-ovuled, at

IciKjth fleshy and indehiscent, not beaked, separating from a very short axis.

Embryo straight; cotyledons very thick; radicle very short. Low tender

annuals, with alternate pinnate exstipulate leaves.
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1. FLOERKEA Willd. FALSE MERMAID

Sepals 3. Petals 3, shorter than the calyx, oblong. Stamens 6. Ovaries 3,

opposite the sepals, united only at the base
;
the style rising in the center

; stig-
mas 3. Fruit of 3 (or 1-2) roughish fleshy achenes. Seed anatropous, erect.

Small and inconspicuous herbs, with minute solitary flowers on axillary pedun-
cles. (Named for Gustav Heinrich Florke, a German botanist.)

1. F. proserpinacoides Willd. Leaflets 3-5, lanceolate, sometimes 2-3-cleft.

Marshes and river-banks, w. Que. to Del., Ky., and westw. Apr.-June.
Taste slightly pungent.

ANACARDIACEAE (CASHEW FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, with resinous or milky acrid juice, dotless alternate leaves,

and small often polygamous regular b-merous flowers, but the ovary l-celled and

l-ovuled, with 3 styles or stigmas. Petals imbricated in the bud. Fruit mostly

drupaceous. Seed without albumen, borne on a curved stalk that rises from the

base of the cell. Stipules none. Some species pervaded by an exceedingly ac-

tive poisonous principle.

1. RHUS L. SUMACH

Calyx small, 5-parted. Petals 5. Stamens 5, inserted under the edge or be-

tween the lobes of a flattened disk in the bottom of the calyx. Fruit small and

indehiscent, a sort of dry drupe. Leaves usually compound. Flowers green-
ish-white or yellowish. (The old Greek and Latin name. )

1. SOMAC DC. (in part). Flowers polygamous, in a terminal thyrsoid /"//-

icle; fruit globular, symmetrical, clothed with acid crimson hairs; stone

smooth ; leaves odd-pinnate. (Not poisonous.}

1. R. typhina L. (STAGHORN S.) Shrub or tree, 1-10 m. high, with orange-
colored wood; branches and stalks densely velvety-hairy; leaflets 11-31, pale

beneath, oblong-lanceolate, pointed, serrate. (R. hirta Sudworth.) Dry or

gravelly soil, e. Que. to Ont., s. to Ga., Ind., and la. June, July. Apparently
-*.-x-> hybridizes with the next species. Forma LACINI\TA (Wood) Rehder. Leaflets

and bracts more or less deeply and laciniately toothed. A frequent form, at

least in some cases pathological and with inflorescence transformed in part into

contorted bracts (the Datisca hirta of L.). Forma DISSECTA Rehder. Leaves

bipinnatifid to bipinnate. An occasional form, now in cultivation.

2. R. glabra L. (SMOOTH S.) Smooth glaucous shrub, 6-30 dm. high;
leaflets 11-31, whitened beneath, lanceolate-oblong, pointed, serrate. Common
in dry soil, centr. Me., westw. and southw. June, July. Forma LACINIATA

(Carr.) Robinson. Leaves laciniately bipinnatifid to bipinnate. Pa. and Del.

3. R. copallina L. (DWARF S.) Shrub, 0.3-2 or (especially southward)
even 10 m. high; branches and stalks downy; petioles wing-margined between
the 9-21 oblong or ovate-lanceolate often entire leaflets, which are oblique or

unequal at the base, smooth and shining above. Rocky hills, s. Me., southw.
and westw. July.

2. VENENATAE Engl. Flowers polygamous, in loose and slender <u-UI<ir>/

panicles; fruit symmetrical, globular, glabrous or pubescent, whitish or

dun-colored; the style terminal; stone striatf ; Icurr* ui?d-
f
iinnatt' <>r :!-///

"luti-, thin. (Poisonous.} TOXICODKNDRON Mill.

4. R. V6rnix L. (POISON S. or DOGWOOD.) Shrub, 2-5 in. high, smooth or

nearly so
; leaflets 7-13, obovate-oblong, entire. (R. venenata DC.) Swamps,

w. Me. to w. Out., and southw. June. Our most poisonous species; also

called POISON ELDKK.
". R. ToxicodSndron L. ( POISON IVY. POISON OAK.) Snberect and bushy.
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scrambling, over fences, walls, etc., or in woods climbing by rootlets to consid-'

erable heights (var. RADIANS (L.) Torr.), sparingly pubescent or glabrate ;

leaves pinnately 3-foliolate, leaflets ovate to rhombic, mostly acuminate, entire,

crenulate, or irregularly and coarsely few-toothed, paler and with some persist-
<% rAJ

ent or tardily deciduous pubescence beneath
;
berries whitish or cream-colored,

subglobose, glabrous or nearly so, 5-6 mm. in diameter, in age sulcate.

Abundant in hedgerows, thickets, and woods. June, July. To many persons
poisonous to the touch. Passing on our western limits to a thicker-leaved
smoother form (B. Eydbergi Small).

Var. microcarpa Michx. Similar
; fruit 3-4 mm. in diameter. (E. micro-

carpa Steud.) Apparently local, w. Que. to Fla., and westw.
6. R. quercifblia (Michx.) Steud. (POISON OAK.) Erect, 3-5 dm. high;

leaflets broadly rhombic-ovate, conspicuously 3-7-lobed, permanently and some-
what copiously pubescent beneath, rather firm in texture and somewhat veiny ;

fruit 4-5 mm. in diameter, at first pubescent, in maturity glabrate but papillose.
Woods and barrens, Va., southw. and southwestw.

3. LOBADIUM (Raf.) DC. Flowers polygamo-dioecious, in small solitary
or clustered spikes or heads which develop in spring before the leaves leaves

3-foliolate; fruit as in the first group. SCHMALTZIA Desv.

7. R. canad6nsis Marsh. Leaves soft-pubescent when young, becoming gla-

brate; leaflets rhombic-obovate or ovate, unequally cut-toothed, 2.5-7.5 cm.

long, the terminal one cuneate at base and sometimes 3-cleft
;
flowers pale yel-

low. (JR. aromatica Ait.) Dry rocky banks, w. Vt. to Minn., and southw.
A straggling bush, 1-2 in. high ;

the crushed leaves not unpleasantly scented.
Var. illinoSnsis (Greene) Fernald. Branchlets and petioles tomentulose

;

leaves permanently appressed-pubescent above, velvety beneath. (Schmaltzia
illinoensis Greene.) Dry sandy banks, centr. 111.

Var. trilobata (Nutt.) Gray. With smaller somewhat flabelliform and ob-
tusish leaflets, 1.5-2.5 cm. long, crenately few-lobed or incised toward the sum-
mit. 111. (Hall), and common westw. Unpleasantly scented.

4. COTINUS (Adans.) DC. Ovary becoming very gibbous in fruit, with the

remains of the styles lateral ; flowers in loose ample panicles, the pedicels
elongating and becoming plumose ; leaves simple, entire.

8. R. cotinoides Nutt. A tree, 8-12 m. high, glabrous or nearly so
;
leaves

thin, oval, 7-15 cm. long. (Cotinus Britton.) Wooded calcareous banks, s. e.

Mo. to Tenn., and southw., rare and local. Flowers and fruit much as in the
cultivated SMOKE-TREE (E. Cotinus L.), which is an occasional escape within
our range.

CYRILLACEAE (CYRILLA FAMILY)

Shrubs or small trees with alternate entire thickish leaves, no stipules, and

(4-)5-parted small regular and perfect flowers. Stamens hypogynous, 5 or 10,

when 5 alternate with the petals. Ovary 2-5-celled ; cells l-A-ovuled. Petals

(white or roseate) imbricated or convolute in bud, sessile or unguiculate.
Fruit a small corky drupe or tardily dehiscent pod. Flowers racemose-spicate.

1. CYRILLA Garden. LEATHERWOOD. BLACK TI-TI

Petals sessile. Stamens 5, attached with the petals under a disk
;
anthers

somewhat sagittate. Ovary 2-3-celled
;
ovules anatropous or half-anatropous ;

cotyledons terete, small
;

radicle superior. Leaves oblanceolate, coriaceous,
evergreen or nearly so. (Named in honor of Dominica Cyrillo, professor of

medicine at Naples.)
1. C. racemifl&ra L. Glabrous shrub, with shining somewhat veiny leaves

and innumerable small flowers in clustered racemes. Edges of swamps, s. e.

Va., and southw. (W. I.; S. A.)
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AQUIFOLIACEAE (HOLLY FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, with small axillary 1-8-merous flowers, a minute cafyx free

from the -8-celled ovary and the 4~8-seeded berry-like drupe; the stum?/.

many as the divisions of the almost or quite 4-8-petaled corolla and alternate

with them, attached to their very base. Corolla imbricated in the bud. Anthers

opening lengthwise. Stigmas 4-8, or united into one, nearly sessile. Seeds

suspended and solitary in each cell, anatropous, with a minute embryo in fleshy

albumen. Leaves simple, mostly alternate. Flowers -white or greenish, mostly

polygamo-dioecious. Small family, related to the Ebenaceae.

1. Ilex. Petals or corolla-lobes oval or obovate. Stamens adnate to the base of the corolla.

2. Nemopanthus. Petals linear, free from each other and from the stamens.

1. ILEX L. HOLLY

Calyx 4-6-toothed. Petals 4-6, separate or united only at the base, oval or

obovate, obtuse, spreading. Stamens 4-6. The berry-like drupe containing
4-6 little nutlets. Leaves alternate. Fertile flowers inclined to be solitary,
and the sterile or partly sterile flowers to be clustered in the axils. (The ancient
Latin name of the Holly Oak, rather than of the Holly.)

1. AQUIFOLIUM [Tourn.] Gray. Parts of the flower commonly in 4'.s,

sometimes in 5's or 6's; drupe red or yellow, its nutlets ribbed, r< ;,/. ni-

l-grooved on the back; leaves mostly smooth, coriaceous and every*

* Leaves armed with spiny teeth ; trees.

1. I. opaca Ait. (AMERICAN H.) Leaves oval, flat, the wavy margins with
scattered spiny teeth

;
flowers in loose clusters along the base of the young

branches and in the axils
; calyx-teeth acute

;
fruit red. Moist woodlands,

Mass, to N. J., near the coast, w. to s. Mo., and southw. June. Tree, 6-12
m. high ;

the deep green foliage less glossy than in the European Holly. Forma
XANTHOCARPA Render. Fruit bright yellow. New Bedford, Mass. (Hervey).

* * Leaves serrate or entire, not spiny ; shrubs.

2. I. vomitbria Ait. (CASSENA, YAUPOX.) Leaves lance-ovate or elliptical,

crenate, 2.5-3.8 cm. long ;
flower-clusters nearly sessile, smooth

; calyx-tt < th

obtuse. (/. Cassine Man. ed. 6, not L.) Va. to Fla., Ark., and Tex. May.
Leaves used for tea by the people along the coast, as they were also to make

the celebrated black drink of the North Carolina Indians. (W. I.)

3. I. Cassine L. (DAHOOV H.) Leaves oblanceolate or oblong, entire, or

nh'irply serrate toward the apex, with revolute margins, 6-7.5 cm. long, the

iniiirib and peduncles pubescent; calyx-teeth acute. (I. Dahoon Walt.)
Swamps, s. Va., and southw. May, June.

Var. myrtifblia (Walt.) Sarg. Leaves smaller (2.5 cm. long or less) and
narrower. (/. myrtifolia Walt.) Same range. May.

2. PRINOlDES Gray. Parts of the polygamous or dioecious #<>> rs i

or 5',s (rarely O'.s) ; drupe red or purple ; nutlets striate-many-rifdn-d <>n the

fun-/,- ; I >>tr < * deciduous ; shruf>*.

4. I. decidua Walt. l.Kin* irnJi/t'-oiJni)// or liin<'f-<>i><>r<it<. nhtn*< ///

down;/ mi tin' mhli-n, beneath, shining above, becoming thickish
; pedunrl-

the sterile flowers l-m^er than the petioles, of tin- fertile short : calyx-teeth
smooth, acute. -- Wet grounds. Va. to Mo.. Kan., and southw. May.

r>. I. monticola (\\-\\\. Leave* '-<tf< , lanci t>i//>/. mn^i,- ((\-\-2 em. long),

taper-pointed, thin nieiiihranaceous. >//<///, >//<///</// >< rr<it< ; fertile flowers

wry slu-i-t pediincled ; calyx eiliate. - Danip woods. Taconic and Catskill Mts.,
and C'attaraugus Co., N. Y.. ami southw. along the Alleghenies. May.
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Var. m611is (Gray) Britton. Leaves soft-downy beneath. (7. mollis Gray.)
-Taconic Mts., Mass. (Hoffmann) to N. C. At the South appearing to pass
without clear limits into a form with shorter rounder leaves and tomentose
calyx (/. Beadlei Ashe).

3. PRlNOS Gray. Parts of the sterile flowers commonly in 4's, 5's, or 6's,
those of the fertile flowers commonly in 6's {rarely in 5's, Ts, or 8's) ; nut-
lets smooth and even ; shrubs.

* Leaves deciduous ; fruit red or yellow.

6. I. verticillata (L.) Gray. (BLACK ALDER, WINTERBERRY.) Leaves 3-7
cm. long, oval, obovate, or wedge-lanceolate, pointed, acute at base, serrate,
downy chiefly on the veins beneath; flowers all very short-peduncled ; calyx-
lobes ciliate on the margins; fruit red. Low grounds, common. May, June.
Forma CHRYSOCARPA Robinson. Fruit yellow. Georgetown, Mass. (Mrs.
Homer}.

Var. tenuifblia (Torr.) Wats. Leaves thinner, smoother, pellucid-puncticu-
late under a lens

;
fertile flowers more inclined to be solitary. (/. bronxensis

Britton.) A northeastern woodland form, N. S. to Ont., Mich., and N. J.
Var. cyclpphylla Robinson. Leaves small, suborbicular, finely pubescent

upon the veins beneath, tending to be clustered at the ends of the branchlets.

(Var. padifolia Britton, not T. & G.) Shores of L. Erie
;
a similar form with

small and clustered but narrower leaves on Mt. Desert I., Me. (Hand).
Var. padifblia (Willd.) T. & G. Leaves 5-12 cm. long, as in the typical

form, but tomentulose on the surface (as well as the veins) beneath. Mass, to

Minn., and southw.
7. I. laevigata (Pursh) Gray. (SMOOTH WINTERBERRY.) Leaves lanceolate

or oblong-lanceolate, appressed-serrulate, shining above, mostly glabrous be-
neath

;
sterile flowers long-peduncled ; calyx-lobes not ciliate. Wet grounds,

N. H. to the mts. of N. C. June. Fruit larger than in the last, ripening
earlier. Forma HERVEYI Robinson. Fruit bright yellow. New Bedford,
Mass. (Hervey).

* * Leaves coriaceous, evergreen, shining, often dotted beneath ; fruit black.

8. I. glabra (L.) Gray. (INKBERRY.) Shrub, 6-9 dm. high, the twigs ashy-
puberulent ; leaves wedge-lanceolate or oblong, sparingly toothed toward the

apex, smooth, 1.4-4.8 cm. long, 8-15 mm. wide; peduncles (1.2 cm. long) of
the sterile flowers 3-6-flowered, of the fertile 1 -flowered

; calyx-teeth rather
blunt. Low sandy grounds, s. w. N. S.

;
and from Cape Ann, Mass., to Fla.

and La., near the coast. June.
9. I. lucida (Ait.) T. & G. Larger shrub, with glabrous or viscid-puberulent

branchlets ; leaves obovate to oblanceolate, coriaceous, entire or remotely toothed,
short-acuminate, mostly 3-7.5 cm. long, 1.6-2.8 cm. wide, on thickish petioles
6-10 mm. in length. Swamps, Va. to Fla. and La.

2. NEMOPANTHUS Raf. MOUNTAIN HOLLY

Flowers polygamo-dioecious. Calyx ia the sterile flowers of 4-5 minute
deciduous teeth, in the fertile ones obsolete. Petals 4-5, oblong-linear, spread-
ing, distinct. Stamens 4-5

;
filaments slender. Drupe with 4-5 bony nutlets,

light red. A much branched shrub, with ash-gray bark, alternate deciduous
entire or slightly toothed smooth leaves on slender petioles. Flowers on long
slender axillary peduncles, solitary or sparingly clustered. (Name said by
the author to mean "flower with a filiform peduncle," presumably from
VTJ/JO., a thread, wotfs, foot, and &v6os, flower.)

1. N. mucrpnata (L.) Trel. Erect, 0.3-3 m. high ;
bark gray; leaves ellip-

tic-oblong, thin, slightly paler beneath. (Nemopanthes fascicularis Raf.
;

Ilicioides mucronata Britton.) Damp cool woods, from the mts. of Va. to

Nfd., Ind., Wise., and northw.
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CELASTRACEAE (STAFF TREE FAMILY)

Shrubs with simple leaves, and small regular flowers, the sepals and the

petals both imbricated in the bud, the 4 or 5 pp.riyynous stamens as many as

the petals and alternate with them, inserted on a disk which fills the bottom

of the calyx and sometimes covers the ovary. Seeds drilled. Ovule anatropous ;

styles united into one. Fruit 2-5-celled, free from the calyx. Embryo large,

in fleshy albumen
; cotyledons broad and thin. Stipules minute and fugacious.

Pedicels jointed.

* Leaves opposite ; flowers in axillary cymes or solitary.

1. Evonymus. "Erect shrubs. Leaves deciduous. Fruit 3-5-lobed, 8-5-valved. Aril red.

2. Pachistima. Dwarf evergreen shrub. Flowers very small. Fruit oblong, 2-valved. Aril

white.
* * Leaves alternate

;
flowers in terminal racemes.

8. Celastrus. A shrubby climber. Fruit globose, orange, 3-valved. Aril scarlet.

1. EV6NYMUS [Tourn.] L. SPINDLE TREE

Flowers perfect. Sepals 4 or 5, united at the base, forming a short and flat

calyx. Petals 4-5, rounded, spreading. Stamens short, borne on the edge or

face of a broad and flat 4-5-angled disk, which coheres with the calyx and is

stretched over the ovary, adhering to it more or less. Style short or none.
Pod 3-5-lobed, 3-5-valved, loculicidal. Seeds 1-4 in each cell, inclosed in a
red aril. Shrubs, with 4-sided branchlets, opposite serrate leaves, and loose

pedunculate cymes of small flowers on axillary peduncles. (Name from eD,

flood, and 6vofM, name, but used ironically, the plants having had the bad

reputation of poisoning cattle.)
1. E. atropurpureus Jacq. (BURNING BUSH, WAAHOO.) Tree-like shrub,

2-4 m. high ;
leaves petioled, oval-oblong, pointed ; parts of the dark-purple

flower commonly in fours; pods smooth, deeply lobed. N. Y. to Wise., Neb.;
southw. and westw.; also cultivated, and locally establishing itself northeastw.
June. Ornamental in autumn, its copious crimson fruit drooping on long
peduncles.

2. E. EUROPAEUS L., the EUROPEAN SPINDLE TREE, with similar foliage
but less numerous greenish or yellowish-white flowers, occasionally escapes from
cultivation in the Atlantic States. (Introd, from Eu.)

3. E. americanus L. (STRAWBERRY BUSH.) Shrub, low, upright or strag-

gling, 1-2 m. high ;
leaves almost sessile, thickish, bright green, ovate to oblong-

lanceolate, acute or pointed; parts of the greenish-purple flowers mostly in 6's
;

petals distinctly clawed ; pods rough-warty, depressed, crimson when ripe ;
the

aril and dissepiments scarlet. Wooded river-banks, N. Y. to 111., Fla. and
Tex. June.

4. E. obovatus Nutt. Trailing, with rooting branches ; flowering stems 3-6
dm. high; leaves thin and dull, obovate or oblong, obtuse: petals without
<>istinct claw. (E. americanus, var. T. & G.) Low or wet places, w. Ont. to

Pa.
, Ky. ,

and 111.
;
commoner than the preceding.

2. PACHfSTIMA Raf.

Flowers perfect. Sepals and petals 4. Stamens 4, on the edge of the broad
disk lining the calyx-tube. Ovary free; style very short. Pod small, oblong,

2-celled, loculicidally 2-valved. Seeds 1 or 2, inclosed in a white membrana-
ceous many-cleft aril. Low evergreen shrubs, with smooth serrulate coria-

ceous opposite leaves and very small green flowers solitary or fascicled in the

axils. (Name from iraxfa, thick, and <rr/7/ua, stigma.)
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1. P. Cnbyi Gray. Leaves linear to linear-oblong or oblong-obovate, obtuse,
6-25 ram. long; pedicels very slender, often solitary, shorter than the leaves;
fruit 4 ram. long. Steep rocky slopes, rats, of s. Va. and W. Va.

3. CELASTRUS L. STAFF TREE. SHRUBBY BITTER-SWEET

Flowers polygamo-dioecious. Petals (crenulate) and stamens 5, inserted on
the margin of a cup-shaped disk which lines the base of the calyx. Pod globose,

orange-color and berry-like, 3-celled, 3-valved, loculicidal. Seeds 1 or 2 in

each cell, erect, inclosed in a pulpy scarlet aril. Leaves alternate. Flowers

small, greenish, in raceme-like clusters terminating the branches. (An ancient
Greek name for some evergreen.)

1. C. scandens L. (WAXWORK, CLIMBING BITTER-SWEET.) Twining
shrub; leaves ovate-oblong, finely serrate, pointed. Along streams and in

thickets, Me. to Man., and southw. June. The opening orange-colored pods,
displaying the scarlet covering of the seeds, are very ornamental in autumn.

STAPHYLEACEAE (BLADDER NUT FAMILY)

Shrubs or small trees with opposite chiefly pinnate stipulate leaves and perfect

flowers. Stamens as many as and alternate with the petals, borne outside a

large disk. Fruit (in ours) a bladdery inflated 2-3-horned capsule. Seeds (in

ours) with scanty albumen and straight embryo. Chiefly Asiatic.

1. STAPHYLEA L. BLADDER NUT

Calyx deeply 5-parted, the lobes erect, whitish. Petals 5, erect, spatulate.
Pistil of 3 several-ovuled carpels, united in the axis, their long styles lightly

cohering. Pod large, inflated, 3-celled, at length bursting at the summit
;
the

cells containing 1-4 bony anatropous seeds. Cotyledons broad and thin. Up-
right shrubs, with opposite pinnate leaves of 3 or 5 serrate leaflets, and white
flowers in drooping raceme-like clusters terminating the branchlets. Stipules
and stipels deciduous. (Name from o-ra^uX^, a cluster.}

1. S. trifblia L. (AMERICAN B.) Leaflets 3, ovate, pointed. Thickets, in

moist soil, w. Que. and w. N. E. to Minn., and southw. May. Shrub, 3 m.

high, with greenish striped branches.

ACERACEAE (MAPLE FAMILY)

Trees and shrubs with watery saccharine sap, opposite simple and palmately
lobed or more rarely palmately or pinnately divided leaves, small regular mostly

polygamous or dioecious sometimes apetalous flowers. Ovary 2-celled, 2-lobed
;

ovules 2 in each cell. Embryo coiled or folded
; cotyledons long and thin.

Chiefly trees of temperate regions.

1. ACER [Tourn.] L. MAPLE

Flowers polygamo-dioecious. Calyx colored, 5 (rarely 4-12)-lobed or -parted.
Petals either none or as many as the lobes of the calyx, equal, with short claws
if any, inserted on the margin of a perigynous or hypogynous disk. Stamens 3-
12. Ovary 2-celled, with a pair of ovules in each cell

; styles 2, long and slender,
united only below, stigmatic down the inside. From the back of each carpel

grows a wing, converting the fruit into two 1-seeded at length separable samaras
or keys. Trees or sometimes shrubs, with opposite palmately lobed leaves, and
small flowers. Pedicels not jointed. (The classical name, from the Celtic c,

hard.)
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1. ACER proper. Disk usually present. Leaves in ours simple, palmately
lobed or cleft.

* Flowers in terminal racemes, greenish, appearing after the leaves ; stamens
6-8.

1. A. pennsylvanicum L. (STRIPED M., MOOSEWOOD.) Leaves 3-lobed at
the apex, finely and sharply double-serrate, the short lobes taper-pointed and
also serrate; racemes drooping, loose; petals obovate ; fruit with large diverg-
ing wings. Rich woods, e. Que. to w. Ont., s. to N. E., N. Y., Great L.

region, and in the mts. to Ga. June. A small and slender tree, with light

green bark striped with dark lines, and greenish flowers and fruit.

2. A. spicatum Lam. (MOUNTAIN M.) Leaves downy beneath, 3(or
slightly 5)-lobed, coarsely serrate, the lobes taper-pointed; racrmes upriyht,
dense, somewhat compound ; petals linear-spatulate ; fruit with small erect or

divergent wings. Moist woods, Nfd. and Lab. to Hudson B. and Man., s. to

N. E., N. Y., Great L. region, e. la., and in the mts. to Ga. June. A tall

shrub or small tree, with reddish fruit.

* * Flowers in nearly sessile terminal and lateral umbellate-corymbs, greenish-
yellow, appearing with the leaves.

3. A. sdccharum Marsh. (SUGAR or ROCK M.) Leaves 3-5-lobed, with
rounded sinuses and pointed sparingly sinuate-toothed lobes, either heart-

shaped or nearly truncate at the base, whitish and smooth or a little downy on
the veins beneath

;
flowers from terminal leaf-bearing and lateral leafless buds,

drooping on very slender hairy pedicels ; calyx hairy at the apex ; petals none
;

wings of the fruit broad, usually slightly diverging. (A. saccharinum Wanir. ,

not L.) Rich woods, especially northw. and along the mts. southw. Apr.,

May. A large and handsome tree.

Var. nigrum (Michx. f.) Britton. (BLACK SUGAR M.) Leaves green and

scarcely paler but usually downy beneath, the lobes wider, often shorter and

entire, the sinus at the base commonly closed
; stipules often conspicuous.

Rich soil, w. Que. and w. N. H., southw. and westw.
;
sometimes appearing

distinct.

* * * Flowers in umbel-like clusters arising from separate lateral buds, and much
preceding the leaves ; stamens 3-<>.

4. A. saccharinum L. (WHITE or SILVER M.) Leaves very deeply 5-lobed,
with the sinuses rather acute, silvery-white (and when young downy) under-

neath, the divisions narrow, cut-lobed and toothed
;
flowers on short pedicels ;

petals none ; fruit woolly when young, with large divergent wings. (A. d<i*)j-

carpum Ehrh.) River-banks. March, Apr. A fine ornamental tree.

5. A. rubrum L. (RED or SWAMP M.) Leaves broadly ovate to suborbicular,
truncate or cordate at base, toinentose when young, soon glabrate, whitened

beneath, 8-15 cm. long ;
the 3-5 acuminate lobes irregularly serrate and notcln-d,

the middle one oblong at base
; petals linear-oblong ; flowers (scarlet, crimson,

or sometimes yellowish) on very short pedicels; but the smooth fruit on pro-

longed drooping pedicels. Swamps and wet woods, e. Que. to w. Ont., and
southw. Apr. A medium-sized tree, with reddish twigs; the leaves varying
greatly in shape, turning bright crimson in early autumn.

Var. Drumm6ndii (II. & A.) T. & G. Leaves large and firm, permanently
tomentose beneath. (A. Drummondii H. & A.) Mo., and southw.

Var. tridens Wood. Leaves small (6-10 cm. long), obovate, narrowed or

rounded and subentire or sparingly toothed below the 3 short lobes
;
the middle

lobe broadly triangular. (A. carolinianum Britton, perhaps Walt.) Local,
Mass, to Fla., Mo., and Tex.

2. NEGtfNDO (Moench) Koehne. Flowers strictly dioecious. Disk none.

Lear*-* ithimitr. NI^H-NDO Moench.

<;. A. Negiindo L. (B<>\ ELDER.) Leaflets 3-6 (-9), smoothish when old,

very veiny, ovate, pointed, toothed ; petals none
;

fruit smooth, with large
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rather incurved wings. (Negundo aceroides Moench.) River-banks, w. N. E.

.to Man., southw. and westw.
; extensively cultivated and frequently seeding

itself eastw. Apr. A small but handsome tree, with light-green twigs, and

very delicate drooping clusters of small greenish flowers rather earlier than the

leaves.

SAPINDACEAE (SOAPBERRY FAMILY)

Trees, shrubs, rarely herbaceous climbers, with exstipulate chiefly alternate and

compound leaves. Flowers often polygamous, mostly unsymmetrical. Stamens

commonly more numerous than the petals, rarely twice as many. Embryo
curved or convolute, rarely straight ; cotyledons thick and fleshy. Large

family, chiefly woody climbers in the tropics.

1. Sapindus. Flowers subregular. Leaves alternate, pinnate.

2. Aesculus. Flowers irregular. Leaves opposite, palmate.

1. SAPINDUS [Tourn.] L. SOAPBERRY

Flowers regular, polygamous. Sepals 4-5, imbricated in 2 rows. Petals

4-5, with a scale at the base. Stamens 8-10, upon the hypogynous disk. Ovary
3-celled, with an ascending ovule in each cell. Fruit a globose or 2-3-lobed

berry, 1-3-seeded. Seed crustaceous, globose. Trees or shrubs, with alternate

abruptly pinnate leaves, and small flowers in terminal or axillary racemes or

panicles. (Name a contraction of sapo indicus, Indian soap, having reference

to the saponaceous character of the berries.)
1. S. Drumm6ndi H. & A. Tree, 6-18 m. high ;

leaflets 4-9 pairs, obliquely

lanceolate, sharply acuminate, entire, 3.7-7.5 cm. long ;
the rhachis of the leaf

not winged ;
flowers white, in a large panicle ;

fruit mostly globose, 1.2 cm. in

diameter. (S. acuminatus Man. ed 6, not Raf.) Kan. to La. and Mex.

CARDIOSPERMUM HALICACABUM L., the BALLOON VINE of cultivation, an
herbaceous climber with bi-ternate leaves and bladdery pods, is occasionally

spontaneous. (Introd, from Tropics.)

2. AESCULUS L. HORSE-CHESTNUT. BUCKEYE

Calyx tubular, 5-lobed, often oblique or gibbous at base. Petals 4-5, more or

less unequal, with claws, nearly hypogynous. Stamens 7 (rarely 6 or 8) ;
fila-

ments long, slender, often unequal. Style 1
; ovary 3-celled, with 2 ovules in

each cell. Fruit a leathery pod, 3-celled and 3-seeded, or usually by abortion

1-celled and 1-seeded, loculicidally 3-valved. Seed very large, with thick shin-

ing coat, and a large round pale scar. Cotyledons very thick and fleshy, their

contiguous faces coherent, remaining under ground in germination ; plumule
2-leaved

;
radicle curved. Trees or shrubs. Leaves opposite, digitate ;

leaf-

lets serrate, straight-veined, like a Chestnut leaf. Flowers in a terminal thyrse
or dense panicle, often polygamous, most of them with imperfect pistils and
sterile

; pedicels jointed. Seeds farinaceous, but imbued with a bitter and nar-

cotic principle. (The ancient name of some Oak or other mast-bearing tree.)

1. EUAESCULUS Pax. Fruit covered with prickles when young.

1. A. HippocAsTANUM L. (COMMON H.) Corolla spreading, white, spotted
with purple and yellow, of 6 petals; stamens declined; leaflets 7. Com-

monly planted and occasionally self-sown. (Introd. from Asia via Eu.)
2. A. glabra Willd. (FETID or OHIO B.) Stamens curved, longer than the

pale yellow corolla of 4 upright petals ;
leaflets usually 5. River-banks, w. Pa.

to Mich., Mo., Kan., and southw. June. A large tree
;
the bark exhaling an

unpleasant odor, as in the rest of the genus. Flowers small, not showy.
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Var. arguta (Buckley) Robinson. Leaflets mostly 6 or 7, lanceolate, attenu-

ate, sharply serrate. (A. arguta Buckley.) la. (Mills"), Mo. (Bush), to Kan.
and Tex.

2. PAVIA [Boerh.] Pers. Fruit smooth; petals 4, conniving; the 2 upper
smaller and longer than the others, with a small rounded blade on a very

long claw.

3. A. octandra Marsh. (SWEET B.) Stamens included in the yellow corolla
;

calyx oblong-campanulate ; leaflets 5, sometimes 7, glabrous, or often minutely
downy underneath. (^.4. flava Ait.) Rich woods, Pa. to Wise.

, la., and soutliw.

May. A large tree or a shrub.
Var. hybrida (DC.) Sarg. Calyx and corolla tinged with flesh-color or dull

purple ;
leaflets commonly downy beneath. (A. flava, var. purpurascens Gray.)

W. Va., southw. and westw.
4. A. Pavia L. (RED B.) Stamens not longer than the corolla, which is

bright red, as well as the tubular calyx ; leaflets glabrous or soft-downy beneath.
Fertile valleys, Va., Ky. ,

Mo.
,
and southw. May. A shrub or small tree.

BALSAMINACEAE. (TOUCH-ME-NOT FAMILY)

Herbs or undershrubs with bland watery juice, alternate simple exstipulate

leaves, irregular flowers, and yetaloid imbricated spurred calyx. Stamens 5,

with short flat filaments and introrse more or ~iess connivent anthers. Ovary
^-celled. Seeds without albumen; embryo straight. Ours glaucous succulent

annuals.

1. IMPATIENS [Rivinius] L. BALSAM. JEWELWEED

Sepals apparently only 4
;
the anterior one notched at the apex (probably

two combined) ;
the posterior one (appearing anterior as the flower hangs on its

stalk) largest, and forming a usually spurred sac. Petals 2, 2-lobed (each a pair

united) . Filaments appendaged with a scale on the inner side, the 5 scales con-
nivent over the stigma ;

anthers introrse. Pod with evanescent partitions, and
a thick axis bearing several anatropous seeds

;
valves 6, coiling elastically and

projecting the seeds in dehiscence. Leaves in ours ovate or oval, coarsely
toothed, petioled. Flowers axillary or panicled, often of two sorts, viz., the

larger ones which seldom ripen seeds
;
and very small ones which are fertilized

early in the bud, their floral envelopes never expanding but forced off by the

growing pod and carried upward on its apex. (Name from the sudden bursting
of the pods when touched, whence also the popular appellation.)

1. I. pallida Nutt. (PALE TOUCH-ME-NOT.) Flowers pale-yellow, sparingly
dotted with brownish-red

;
sac dilated and very obtuse, broader than long, tipped

with a short incurved spur. (/. aurea Muhl. ?) Moist shady places and along
rills, in rich soil, n. Me. and w. N. E., westw. and southw. July-Sept. Larger
and greener than the next, with larger flowers. A form with unspotted flowers
occurs.

'2. I. biflbra Walt. (SPOTTED TOUCH-ME-NOT.) Flowers orange-color, thickly
xi,,,ttnl ir if ft reddish brown; sac longer titan broad, acutely conical, tapering into

f-M :| xtrniiglij in flexed spur half as long as the sac. (/. fulva Nutt.) Rills and
shady moist places. June-Sept. Plant 6-8 dm. high. Forms with spotless,
whitish, or roseate flowers have been found.

I. NOLI-TAN<;KKE L., of Eurasia and n. w. Am., with pale yellow flowers and
the sac much longer than broad, is reported from Ottawa, Out. (Macoun).

RHAMNACEAE (BUCKTHORN FAMILY)

Shrubs or small trees, with simple leaves, small mid regular flowers (some-
time* u/it'fd/niis}. n'ftli the 4 or 6 perigynous utmix-nx <is many as the valvate

sepals and alternate with them, accordingly opposite the petals! Drupe or pod
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with only one erect seed in each cell, not arilled. Petals folded inwards In the

bud, hooded or concave, inserted with the stamens into the edge of the fleshy

disk which lines the short tube of the calyx and sometimes unites it to the

lower part of the 2-5-celled ovary. Ovules solitary, anatropous. Stigmas 2-5.

Embryo large, with broad cotyledons, in sparse fleshy albumen. Flowers often

polygamous, sometimes dioecious. Leaves mostly alternate
; stipules small or

obsolete. Branches often thorny. Slightly bitter and astringent ;
the fruit often

mucilaginous, commonly rather nauseous or drastic.

* Calyx and disk free from the ovary.

1. Berchemia. Petals sessile, entire, as long as the calyx. Drupe with thin flesh and a 2-celled

bonv putamen.
'2. Rhamnus. Petals small, short-clawed, notched, or none. Drupe berry-like, with 24 sepa-

rate seed-like nutlets.

* * Calyx with the disk adherent to the base of the ovary.

3. Ceanothus. Petals long-clawed, hooded. Fruit dry, at length dehiscent.

1. BERCHEMIA Neck. SUPPLE-JACK

Calyx with a very short and roundish tube
;

its lobes equaling the 5 oblong
sessile acute petals, longer than the stamens. Disk very thick and flat, filling

the calyx-tube and covering the ovary. Drupe ellipsoid, with thin flesh and a

bony 2-celled putamen. Woody high-climbing twiners, with the pinnate veins

of the leaves straight and parallel, the small greenish-white flowers in small

panicles. (Name unexplained, probably personal.)
1. B. scandeng (Hill) Trel. Glabrous

;
leaves oblong-ovate, acute, scarcely

serrulate
; style short. (B. volnbilis DC.) Damp soils, Va, to Mo., and southw.

une. Stems tough and very lithe, whence the popular name.

2. RHAMNUS [Tourn.] L. BUCKTHORN

Calyx 4-5-cleft; the tube campanulate, lined with the disk. Petals small,

short-clawed, notched at the end, wrapped around the short stamens, or some-
times none. Ovary free, 2-4-celled. Drupe berry-like (black), containing 2-4

separate seed-like nutlets, of cartilaginous texture. Shrubs or small trees, with

loosely pinnate-veined leaves, and greenish perfect, polygamous, or dioecious

flowers, in axillary clusters. (The ancient Greek name.)
*

1. EURHAMNUS Griseb. Flowers usually dioecious; nutlets and seeds

deeply grooved on the back; rhaphe dorsal; cotyledons foliareons, the mar-

gins revolute.

* Calyx-lobes and stamens 5
; petals wanting.

1. R. alnif&lia L'He'r. A low shrub; leaves oval, acute, serrate, nearly
straight-veined; fruit 3-seeded. Swamps, Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. J., Pa., 111.,

Neb., Wyo., etc. June.

* *
Calyx-lobes, petals, and stamens 4.

2. R. CATHARTICA L. (COMMON B.) Leaves ovate, minutely serrate
; fruit

3-4-seeded ; branchlets rigid, often spine-like. Cultivated for hedges ; locally
naturalized eastw. May, June. (Introd. from Eu.)

3. R. lanceolata Pursh. Tall unarmed shrub
;
leaves oblong-lanceolate and

acute, or on flowering shoots oblong and obtuse, finely serrulate, smooth or

minutely downy beneath
;
the yellowish-green flowers of two forms on distinct

plants, both perfect ;
one with short pedicels clustered and with a short included

style ;
the other with pedicels oftener solitary, style exserted

; petals deeply
notched; fruit 2-seeded. Hills and river-banks, Pa. to Neb., southw. and
westw. May.
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2. FRANGULA S. F. Gray. Flowers perfect ; nutlets wl .-"'/* n

rnti/fi-iltiiiX Jlilt.. //<></,-; r/i<tf>/it l<l/n'ftf.

4. R. caroliniana Walt. Thornless shrub or small tree ; leaves 7-13 cm.

long, oblong, obscurely serrulate, nearly glabrous, deciduous
; flowers 5-merous,

in one form solitary in the axils, in another in short-peduncled umbels drupe
globose, 3-seeded. Swamps and river-banks, rarely on dry rocky hills, X. .1. to

Kan., and southw. June.
5. R. FRANGULA L., with sessile -umbels, is established in Ont., on L. I., and

in n. N. J. (Introd. from Eu.)

3. CEAN6THUS L. RED-ROOT

Calyx 6-lobed, incurved
;
the lower part cohering with the thick disk to the

ovary, the upper separating across in fruit. Petals hooded, spreading, on slender

claws longer than the calyx. Filaments elongated. Fruit 3-lobed, dry and split-

ting into its 3 carpels when ripe. Shrubby plants ;
flowers in little umbel-like

clusters, forming dense panicles or corymbs at the summit of naked flower-

branches
; calyx and pedicels colored like the petals. (An obscure name used

by Theophrastus, probably misspelled. )

1. C. americanus L. (NEW JERSEY TEA.) Leaves ovate or oblong-ovate,
2.4-5.5 cm. broad, acutish to acuminate, 3-ribbed, serrate, more or less pubes-
cent, often slightly heart-shaped at base

;
common peduncles elongated. Dry

woodlands and gravelly shores, centr. Me. to w. Ont., and south w. July.
Stems 3-9 dm. high from a dark red root

;
branches downy. Flowers in pretty

white clusters, on leafy shoots of the same year. The leaves were used for tea

during the American Revolution.
2. C. ovatus Desf. Leaves narrowly oval or elliptical-lanceolate, 7-22 (-20)

mm. broad, obtuse or rounded at the apex, finely glandular-serrate, glabrous or

nearly so, as well as the short common peduncles. Dry rocky or sandy soil,

w. Vt. and e. Mass, to Man., Minn., 111., and southwestw.
;
rare eastw. May.

Var. PUIJESCENS T. & G. has leaves permanently sordid-tomentose. la. and
southwestw.

VIT.ACEAE (VINE FAMILY)

Shriibs with watery acid juice, usually climbing by tendrils, with small re<jnl<ir

greenish commonly polygamous flowers, a minute or truncated calij.<\ its limb

mostly obsolete, and the stamens as many as the valvate petals and

them! Berry 2-celled, usually ^-seeded. Petals 4-5, very deciduous,

nous or perigynous. Filaments slender
;
anthers introrse. Style short or none

;

stigma slightly 2-lobed
; ovary 2-celled, with 2 erect anatropous ovules from the

base of each cell. Seeds bony, with a minute embryo at the base of the hard

albumen. Stipules deciduous. Leaves alternate, palmately veined or n im-

pound ;
tendrils and flower-clusters opposite the leaves.

* No dMinet h\-potfynous disk
;
some or all the teiidril-l.ranehes with diluted adhesive tip-.

1. Psedera. Corolla expanding. Leaves digitate.

* * Ovary surrounded by a nectariferous or glundiiliferoiis disk ; tendrils coiling, naked-tipped.

J. Cissus. Corolla expanding. Disk cupular. I'.erry with scanty pulp, inedible. I..-.MV.'-

Minpli- or piiinately compound.
;>. Vitis. Corolla caducous without expanding. Hypogynous glands 5, alternate with the

stamens. Fruit pulpy. Leaves simple.

1. PSEDERA Neck. VIRGINIA CREEPER. WOODBINE

Calyx slightly f>-toothe<l. Petals concave, thick, expanding before they fall.

Disk none. Woody climbers, \\iih digitate leaves; leaflets "> (3-7), oblong-
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lanceolate, rather coarsely serrate. Flower-clusters cymosely compound. Ten-
drils branched, their tips twining or affixing themselves by enlarged terminal
adhesive disks. (Name supposedly intended as a contraction of i/'eOSos, false,
and Hedera, the Ivy.) AMPELOPSIS Michx., in part. PARTHENOCISSUS Planch.

1. P. quinquefblia (L.) Greene. Glabrous even upon the young shoots
;

leaflets dull green, decidedly paler beneath, distinctly petiolulate ; tendrils with
5-12 rather long branches mostly ending in adhesive disks ; peduncles 1-4 cm.

long; inflorescence paniculate, its main branches unequal; fruit subglobose,
scarcely 'fleshy, about 6-7 mm. in diameter. (Ampelopsis Michx.; Partheno-
cissus Planch.) Copses, etc., s. N. H., westw. and south w., common. (Mex.,
W.I.)

Var. hirsuta (Donn) Render. Branchlets, tendrils, petioles, and to some
extent the leaflets pubescent at least when young ;

aerial rootlets often present ;

otherwise like the typical form. {Ampelopsis quinqucfolia, var. pubescens
Bailey.) Vt. to la., southw. and southwestw.

Var. Saint-Paulii (Koehne & Graebner) Rehder. Somewhat pubescent upon
the younger parts ;

aerial rootlets more prevalent than in the other forms of

the species; leaflets cuneate to a sessile or scarcely petiolulate base ; cymules
somewhat racemosely arranged, rendering the elongated main branches of the

inflorescence subcyliridric. la., 111., and southwestw.
2. P. vitacea (Knerr) Greene. Glabrous or sparingly pubescent ; leaflets

deep green, thin, somewhat shining above, scarcely paler beneath ; tendrils with
2-5 long twining branches, these only exceptionally ending in adhesive disks

;

aerial rootlets none
; peduncles mostly 4-8 cm. long ;

inflorescence regularly
dichotomous. the primary branches nearly equal ;

fruit somewhat obovoid,
6-10 mm. in diameter, more fleshy than in the preceding species. {Ampelopsis
quinquefolia of auth., in part, not Michx.; Parthenocissus vitacea Hitchc.)
Moist woods, alluvial thickets, etc., centr. Me. to Assina. and Tex., common.

2. CISSUS L.

Flowers perfect or sometimes polygamous, 4-merous or (in ours) 5-merous.
Petals expanding. Disk cup-shaped, surrounding the base of the ovary. Berry
inedible, with scanty pulp. Seeds usually triangular-obovate. Tendrils in our

species few and mostly in the inflorescence. Avast genus, mainly tropical.

(Greek name of the Ivy.) AMPELOPSIS Michx., in part.
1. C. Ampel6psis Pers. Nearly glabrous ;

leaves heart-shaped or truncate at

the base; coarsely and sharply toothed, acuminate, not lobed ; panicle small
and loose

; style slender
;

berries of the size of a pea, 1-3-seeded, bluish or

greenish. (Ampelopsis cordata Michx., not C. cordata Iloxb.) River-banks,
Va. to Neb., Tex., and Fla. June.

2. C. arbbrea (L.) Des Moulins. (PEPPER-VINE.) Nearly glabrous, bushy and
rather upright ;

leaves twice pinnate or ternate, the leaflets cut-toothed
;
flowers

cymose ; calyx 5-toothed
;
disk very thick, adherent to the ovary ;

berries black,
obovoid. (C. stans Pers.

; Ampelopsis arborea Rusby.) Rich soils, Va. to

Mo., and southw.
3. C. incisa (Nutt.) Des Moulins. A stout vine, with somewhat succulent

deeply ^-parted or pinnately 3-foliolate leaves, the leaflets ovate or obovate,

cuneate, coarsely and irregularly toothed
;
inflorescence suggesting a compound

umbel. Open sandy or rocky woods, "Mo." and Kan. to Tex. and Fla.

3. VITIS [Tourn.] L. GRAPE

Flowers polygamo-dioecious (some plants with perfect flowers, others stami-
nate with at most a rudimentary ovary), 5-merous. Calyx very short, usually
with a nearly entire border or none at all. Petals separating only at base and

falling off without expanding. Hypogynous disk of 5 nectariferous glands

r-nate

with the stamens. Berry pulpy. Seeds pyriform, with beak-like
. Plants climbing by the coiling of naked-tipped tendrils. Flowers in a
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compound thyrse, very fragrant ; pedicels mostly umbellate-clustered. Leaves

simple, rounded and heart-shaped. (The classical Latin name.)

Lower surface of leaves velvety-tomentose or covered with flocculent wool.
Berries large, 14-18 mm. in diameter 1. V. labruaca.
Berries smaller, rarely over 12 mm. in diameter.

I'.ranchlets terete or nearly so, glabrous, glabrate, or retaining only floeeii-

lent remnants of wool.

Branchlets, petioles, and lower surface of leaves covered with somewhat
persistent reddish flocculent wool '_'. V. aestii'iili*.

Branchlets even when young glabrous or nearly so ; lower surface of
leaves very pale and glaucous, at length nearly smooth . . .8. V. bicolor.

Branchlets distinctly angled, covered with a fine dense and persistent
gray tomentiiin 4. F. cinereu.

Lower surface of the leaves merely pubescent (chiefly along or in the axils of

the nerves) or glabrous.
Leaves very glaucous or even whitened beneath 3. V. bicolor.
Leaves green beneath.
Bark of stem loose and shredding; berries 7-10 nun. in diaim-tei-.

Leaves ovate to suborbicular ; berries mostly acid
;

toll climbers.
Teeth of leaves narrowly deltoid or even lanceolate, sharply acumi-

nate, and often slightly falcate
; berries blue, with copious bloom 6. V. vulpina.

Teeth of leaves broadly deltoid, cuspidate ;
berries black or dark

purple, with little or no bloom.
Leaves scarcely or not at all 3-lobed ;

the basal sinus mostly rather

deep, narrow, and acutish 5. F. cordifolin.
Leaves habitually and rather incisely 3(-5)-lobed; the basal sinus

mostly wide, shallow, and rounded 7. V. i><tlnnttn.
Leaves reniform or depressed-ovate, broader than long ; berries sweet

;

bushy or sprawling S. V. }->i)-xtrix.
Bark of stem close and firm

;
berries 12-18 mm. in diameter . . .9. V. rotundifolia.

1. EUVlTIS Planch. Bark loose and shreddy; tendrils forked; no</rx .w/V.

* A tendril (or inflorescence) opposite each of several successive leaves.

1. V. labrusca L. (NORTHERN Fox G.) Branchlets and young leaves u-ry

woolly ;
leaves large, entire or deeply lobed, slightly dentate, continuing rusty-

woolly beneath
;
fertile panicles compact ;

berries large. Moist or dry thickets,
N. E. to the Allegheny Mts., and s. to Ga.; also n. w. Ind. Fruit ripe in Sept.
or Oct., dark purple or amber-color, with a tough musky pulp. Improved by
cultivation, it has given rise to the Isabella, Catawba, Concord, and other
varieties.

* * Tendrils intermittent (none opposite each third leaf).

-i- Leaves pubescent andjloccose, especially beneath and when youny.

2. V. aestivalis Michx. (SUMMER or PIGEON G.) Branchlets terete, loosely
pubescent ;

leaves large, unlobed or more or less deeply and obtusely 3-5-lobed,
with short broad teeth, very woolly and mostly red or rusty when young, tan'nij-

flocculent even in age ; petioles rather short, pubescent ;
berries middle-sized,

black, with a bloom, in compact bunches. Thickets, s. N. H. to Fla., w. to

Kan. and Tex. May, June. Berries pleasant, ripe in Sept.
.'5. V. bicolor Le Conte. (SUMMER G.) Branchlets terete, glabrous or nearly

so
; petioles long, glabrous ; leaves thickish, very glaucous and early <//"}"(<

beneath; teeth less salient; otherwise resembling the preceding. N. II. to

N. C., and westw.
4. V. cine'rea Engelm. (Swi;i.r WINTER G.) Branchlets angular; pubes-

cence whitish or grayish, persistent; leaves entire or slightly 3-lobed
;
inflores-

cence large and loose
;
berries small, black, without bloom. Centr. 111. to Kan.

and Tex.

-t- - Leaves glabrous </<t innxtly nhhn'nff, <>r ^hurt-hairy especially on tin ribs

bi-iH-tith, iiKiiselij lobed <>r undivided.

'". V. cordifblia Midix. (FROST or CHICKEN G.) Leaves 7.5-10 cm. wide,
unlobed or slightly .'>-!< died, cordate with a deep acute sinus, acuminate, coarsely
and sharply toothed

; stipules aiii<t!l ; inflorescence ample, loose
;
berries small,

j. very arerb, ripi-ning after frosts; seeds 1 or 2, with promi-
(I". Ht/ff, ilium Mtinson.) Thickets and stream-banks, Pa
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N. Y. ? to centr. HI., Mo., Neb., and southw. May, June. Var. PO^TIDA

Engelm., of the Mississippi Valley, has unpleasantly aromatic fruit.

6. V. vulpina L. (RIVER-BANK or FROST G.) Differing from the last in the

larger and more persistent stipules (4-6 mm. long), more shining and usually
3-lobed leaves with a broad rounded or truncate sinus and large acute or acumi-
nate teeth

;
smaller compact inflorescence

;
berries 8-10 mm. in diameter, blue,

with a bloom, acid and very juicy, ripening from Sept. to Nov.
; rhaphe indistinct.

( V. riparia Michx.) Stream-banks or near water, N. B. to W. Va., N. Dak.,
and Kan. Var. PRAECOX Bailey has small sweet early fruit. Mo.

7. V. palmata Vahl. (RED or CAT G.) Branches bright red; leaves dark

green and dull, 3-5-lobed, with a broad sinus, the lobes usually long-acuminate ;

inflorescence large and loose
;
berries black, without bloom, ripening late

;
seeds

very large and rounded
;
otherwise like no. 6. (V. rubra Michx.) 111., Mo..

and southw.
8. V. rupe"stris Scheele. (SAND or SUGAR G.) Usually low and bushy, often

without tendrils; leaves rather small, shining, broadly cordate, abruptly pointed,
with broad coarse teeth, rarely a little lobed

;
berries rather small, sweet, in

very small close bunches, ripe in Aug. Sandy banks, hills, etc., s. Pa;. (Porter)
to Mo., and southw. Var. DISSECTA Eggert has more ovate and somewhat

laciniately toothed leaves. Mo.

2. MUSCADtNIA Planch. Bark closely adherent on the branches; pith con-
tinuous through the nodes ; tendrils simple, intermittent ; seeds with trans-

verse wrinkles on both sides.

9. V. rotundifblia Michx. (MUSCADINE, BULLACE, or SOUTHERN Fox G.)
Leaves shining both sides, small, rounded, heart-shaped at the base, with broad
and bluntish teeth, seldom lobed

; panicles small, densely flowered
;
berries

large (1.2-1.8 cm. in diameter), musky, purplish, without a bloom, with a
thick and tough skin, ripe early in autumn. ( V. vulpina Man. ed. 5, not L.)
River-banks, Del. (Commons) to Ky., Mo., Kan., and southw. May. Branch-
lets minutely warty. This is the original of the Scuppernong Grape, etc.

TILlACEAE (LINDEN FAMILY)

Trees (rarely herbs'), with the mucilaginous properties, fibrous bark, valvate

calyx, etc., of the Mallow Family ;
but the sepals deciduous, petals imbricated in

the bud, the stamens usually polyadelphous, and the anthers 2-celled. Repre-
sented in northern regions by the single genus

1. TiLIA [Tourn.] L. LINDEN. BASSWOOD

Sepals 5. Petals 5, spatulate-oblong. Stamens numerous
;
filaments coher-

ing in 5 clusters with each other (in European species), or with the base of a

spatulate petal-like body placed opposite each of the real petals. Pistil with
a 5-celled ovary, and 2 half-anatropous ovules in each cell, a single style, and a
5-toothed stigma. Fruit dry and woody, indehiscent, globular, becoming 1-celled

and 1-2-seeded. Embryo in hard albumen
; cotyledons broad and thin, 5-lobed,

crumpled. Fine trees, with soft and white wood, very fibrous and tough inner

bark, more or less heart-shaped and serrate alternate leaves (oblique and often
truncate at the base), deciduous stipules, and small cymes of flowers hanging
on an axillary peduncle which is united to a ligulate membranaceous bract.

Flowers cream-color, honey-bearing, fragrant. (The classical Latin name.)
1. T. americana L. (BASSWOOD.) Leaves large, green and glabrous or '.

nearly so
;
floral bract usually tapering or stalked at base

; fruit ovoid, obscurely
ribbed. Rich woods. May, June. Here rarely called LIME-TREE, oftener

WHITEWOOD, commonly BASSWOOD
;
the last name now obsolete in England.

2. T. Michaiixii Nutt. Leaves smaller (5-7.5 cm. long), rather densely pu-
bescent and grayish-green beneath; floral bract usually rounded at base; fruit
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globose, smaller, 6 mm. thick. (7'. pubesccn* Man. od. 6, not Ait.) Ct. to

Fla., and westw.
3. T. heterophylla Vent. (WHITE B.) Leaves larger, smooth and bright

green above, silvery-whitened with a fine down underneath ; bract usually taper-

ing at base. Chiefly on limestone, s. N. Y. and mts. of Pa. to s. 111., and
southw.

MALVACEAE (MALLOW FAMILY)

Herbs or shrubs, with alternate stipulate leaves and regular flowers, the calyx

valvate and the corolla convolute in the bud, numerous stamens monadelphous
in a column and united at base with the short claws of the pctttl*. l-relled

anthers, and kidney-shaped seeds. Sepals 5, united at base, persistent, often

involucellate with a whorl of bractlets forming a sort of exterior calyx. Petals

5. Anthers kidney-shaped, opening along the top. Pistils several, the ovaries

united in a ring or forming a several-celled pod. Seeds with little albumen
;

embryo curved, the leafy cotyledons variously doubled up. Mucilaginous in-

nocent plants, with tough bark and palmately-veined leaves. Flower-stalks

with a joint, axillary.

Tribe I. MALVEAE. Column of stamens anther-bearing at the top. Ovaries and carpi-Is .V'jn

or more, closely united in a ring around a central axis, from which they separate after ripening.

* Stigmas terminal, capitate ; carpels 1-few-seeded, usually dehiscent.

1. Abutilon. Involucel none. Seeds 8-9 in each cell.

2. Sphaeralcea. Bractlets 3. Seeds 2 or 3 in each cell.

8. Modiola. Bractlets 3. Seeds 2 in each cell, with a transverse partition between them.

4. Malvastrum. Involucel of 8 bractlets or none. Seed solitary, filling the cell, ascending.

5. Sida. Involucel none. Seed solitary in each cell, pendulous.
* * Stigmas occupying the inner face of the styles ; carpels 1-seeded, falling away separately.

6. Althaea. Involucel of 6-9 bractlets.

7. Malva. Involucel of 3 bractlets. Petals obcordate. Carpels rounded, beakless.

8. Callirhoe. Involucel of 1-8 bractlets or none. Petals truncate. Carpels beaked.

9. Napaea. Involucel none. Flowers dioecious. Stamens few (15-20). Carpels beakless.

Tribe II. HIBfSCEAE. Column of stamens anther-bearing for a considerable part of its length,

Tiaked and 5-toothed at the very apex. Pod mostly 5-celled, loculicidal, leaving scarcely any
axis in the center after opening.

10. Kosteletzkya. Involucel of several bractlets. Pod 5-celled, 5-seeded.

1 1 . Hibiscus. Involucel of many bractlets. Pod 5-celled, many-seeded.

1. ABtTTILON [Tourn.] Mill. INDIAN MALLOW

Carpels 2-9-seeded, at length 2-valved. Radicle ascending or pointing in-

ward. Otherwise as in Sida. (Name of unknown origin.)
1. A. THEOPHRASTI Medic. (VELVET LEAF.) Tall annual, G-12 dm. high ;

leaves roundish-heart-shaped, taper-pointed, velvety ; peduncles shorter than
the leaf-stalks; corolla yellow; carpels 12-15, hairy, beaked. (A. An'rcnnm-

Gaertn.; A. Abutilon Rusby.) Waste places, vacant lots in cities, etc. (Nat.
from India.)

2. SPHAERALCEA St. Hil.

Ovules and seeds usually 2 or 3 in each cell. Characters otherwise as in

Malvastrum. (Name from <r<t>aipa, a sphere, and dX^a, a mallow from the

commonly spherical fruit.)
1. S. rembta (Greene) Fernald. Perennial, erect, bushy-branched, 1-2 m.

high, densely and stcllatdy pubescent, : leaves maple-shaped'. .">-7-cleft
;
flowers

clustered in the upper axils and subspieate ; calyx densely pubescent, its cau-
date-acuminate lobes 1-1..") cm. long ; petals rose-color. (S. act-rifnUa Man. ed.

6, not Nutt.) Known only from a gravelly island in the Kankakee R., 111.
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3. MODiOLA Moench.

Calyx with a 3-leaved involucel. Petals obovate. Stamens 10-20. Stigmas
capitate. Carpets 14-20, kidney-shaped, pointed, and at length 2-valved at the

top ;
the cavity divided into two by a cross partition, with a single seed in each

cell. Humble procumbent or creeping annuals or biennials, with cut leaves

and small purplish flowers solitary in the axils. (Name from modiolus, the broad
and depressed fruit resembling in shape the Roman measure of that name.)

1. M. caroliniana (L.) G. Don. Hairy ;
leaves 3-5-cleft and incised

;
fruit

hispid at the top. (M. multifida Moench.) Low grounds, Va. and southw.

(Trop. Am.)

4. MALVASTRUM Gray. FALSE MALLOW

Calyx with an involucel of 2 or 3 bractlets, or none. Petals notched at the

end or entire. Styles 5 or more
; stigmas capitate. Carpels as in Malva, or else

as in Sida, but the solitary kidney-shaped seed ascending and the radicle point-

ing downward, as in the former. (Name altered from Malva.}
1. M. angustum Gray. (YELLOW F.) Annual, slightly hairy, erect, 1.5-3

dm. high ;
leaves lance-oblong or linear, with scattered fine callous teeth

;

flowers in the upper axils, on short peduncles ;
bractlets and stipules setaceous

;

petals yellow, scarcely exceeding the calyx ; carpels 5, kidney-shaped, smooth,
at length 2-valved. Gravelly and rocky hills, centr. Tenn. to la. and Kan.

Aug.
2. M. coccineum (Pursh) Gray. (RED F.) Perennial, low and hoary ;

leaves 5-parted or pedate ;
flowers in short spikes or racemes, the pink-red

petals very much longer than the calyx ; carpels 10 or more, reticulated on the
sides and indehiscent. Man. and w. la. to Tex., and westw.

5. SIDA L.

Calyx naked at the base, 5-cleft. Petals entire, usually oblique. Styles 5

or more, tipped with capitate stigmas ;
the ripe fruit separating into as many

1-seeded carpels, which are closed, or commonly 2-valved at the top, and tardily

separate from the axis. Seed pendulous. Embryo abruptly bent
;
the radicle

pointing upward. (A name used by Theophrastus. )

1. S. hermaphrodita (L.) Rusby. A smooth tall (1.2-3 m. high) perennial ;

leaves 3-1-cleft, the lobes oblong and pointed, toothed
; flowers white, umbellate-

corymbed, 2.5 cm. wide; carpels 10, pointed. (S. Napaea Cav.) Glades and

river-banks, Pa. to Tenn., rare
;
cultivated in old gardens.

2. S. Elli6ttii T. & G. A smooth erect perennial, 3-12 dm. high ;
leaves

linear, serrate, short-petioled ; peduncles axillary, 1-flowered, short
; flowers

yellow, rather large ; carpels 9-10, slightly and abruptly pointed, forming a

depressed fruit. Sandy soil, s. Va. to s. Mo., and southw. May-Aug.
3. S. SFIN6SA L. Annual weed, minutely and softly pubescent, low (2.5-5

dm. high), much branched
;

leaves ovate-lanceolate or oblong, serrate, rather

long-petioled ; peduncles axillary, 1-flowered, shorter than the petiole ; flowers
yellow, small

; carpels 5, combined into an ovoid fruit, each splitting at the top
into 2 beaks. Waste places, Mass, to Mich., Kan., and southw., where com-
mon. A little tubercle at the base of the leaves on the stronger plants gives
the specific name, but it cannot be called a spine. (Nat. from the Tropics.)

6. ALTHAEA L. MARSH MALLOW

Calyx surrounded by a 6-9-cleft involucel. Otherwise as in Malva. (Old
Greek and Latin name, from &\Sei.v, to cure, in allusion to its healing properties.)

1. A. OFFICINALIS L. (MARSH MALLOW.) Stem erect, 6-12 cm. high ;
leaves

ovate or slightly heart-shaped, toothed, sometimes 3-lobed, velvety-downy ;

peduncles axillary, many-flowered ;
flowers pale rose-color. Salt marshes,
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coast of N. E. and N. Y., also locally westw. to Mich, and Ark. Aug., Sept.
Perennial root thick, abounding in mucilage. (Nat. from Eu.)

A. CANNABINA L., with digitately 5-parted leaves, is said to be somewhat
established at Washington, I). C. (Adv. from Eu.)

A. R6SEA Cav., the HOLLYHOCK of gardens, sometimes persists after culti-

vation.

7. MALVA [Tourn.] L. MALLOW

Calyx with a 3-leaved involucel at the base, like an outer calyx. Petals

obcordate. Styles numerous, stigmatic down the inner side. Fruit depressed,
separating at maturity into as many 1-seeded and indehiscent round kidney-
shaped blunt carpels as there are styles. Radicle pointing downward. (An old

Latin name, from the Greek name, /xaXdx??, having allusion to the emollient

leaves.)
* Flowers fascicled in the axils.

1. M. ROTUNDIF6LIA L. (COMMON M., CHEESES.) Stems procumbent from
a deep biennial root

;
leaves round-heart-shaped, on very long petioles, crenate,

obscurely lobed; petals twice the length of the calyx, whitish; carpels pubes-
cent, even.-- Waysides and cultivated grounds, common. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. M. VERTiciLiATA L. Erect annual, with round crenately 5-1-lobed leaves ;

flowers small, pale, sessile, crowded in the axils
; carpels slightly reticulated.

Roadsides, waste places, etc., N. S., Que., and w. Vt.
;
Pa. (Nat. from Asia.)

M. CRfsFA L. (the CURLED M.), which scarcely differs save in its crisped leaves,
is occasionally spontaneous about gardens, etc. (Adv. from Eu.)

3. M. SYLVESTRIS L. (HIGH M. ) Biennial; stem erect, branched, 6-9 dm.
high; leaves sharply 5-7 -lobed; petals thrice the length of the calyx, large.

purple and rose-color; carpels wrinkled-veiny. Waysides and about gardens.

rarely escaped from cultivation. (Introd. from Eu.)
* * Flowers only in the upper axils, somewhat racemose or paniculate.

4. M. MOSCH\TA L. (MusK M.) A low perennial, with mostly *///>/</<

pubescence ; stem-leaves 5-parted, and the divisions once or twice parted or cleft

into linear lobes, faintly musky-scented ;
flowers rose-color or white, large, on

si iort peduncles crowded on the stem and branches; fruit downy. Fields and

roadsides, abundant in e. Canada and n. N. E., occasional elsewhere. (Nat.
from Eu.)

5. M. ALCEA L. Similar, with short stellate pubescence ; stem-leaves only
once 5-parted or -cleft, the lobes incised

; large flowers as in the last
;

fruit

smooth
; bractlets of the involucel ovate. Escaped from gardens in N. E., Pa.,

and Mich. (Introd. from Eu.)

8. CALLiRHOE Nutt. POPPY MALLOW

Calyx either naked or with a 3-leaved involucel at its base. Petals wedge-
shaped and truncate (usually red-purple). Styles, etc., as in Malva. Carpels
10-20, straightish, with a short empty beak, separated within from the 1-seeded
cell by a narrow projection, indehiscent or partly 2-valved. Radicle pointing
downward. (Name drawn from Greek mythology.)

* Involucel 3-leaved.

I. C. triangulata ( Leaven w.) Gray. Stellate-pubescent; steins nearly erect,
i! dm. hi.u

r
li, from ;i fusiform root; leaves triangular or halbercLshaped, or the

lowest railnr limit shaped, coarsely crenate; the upper incised or 3-5-cleft
;

flowers jianidrd. short-pediceled, purple ;
involucel as long as the o-cleft 5-nerved

calyx ; carpels not rugose. Dry prairies, Ind. to Minn., and south w.
-'. C. involucrata (T. & G.) Gray. Hirsute or hispid, procumbent; leaves

rnumle.fi, n-7-partfd r -*////, the segments itu'isely lobed; peduncles elongated,
1-flowered; calyx ".-parted, the lanceolate 3-5-nerved sepals twice as long as

the involucel; petals red or purplish ; carpels indehiscent, rugose-reticulated.
Minn, to Tex., and \vest\v.
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* * Involucel none ; calyx 5-parted; carpels strongly rugose,

3. C. alcaeoides (Michx.) Gray. Strigose-pubescent ; stems slender, 3 dm.
high, erect from a perennial root

;
lower leaves triangular-heart-shaped, incised,

the upper 5-7-parted, laciniate, the uppermost divided into linear segments ;

flowers rose-color or white, corymbose, on slender peduncles. Barren oak
lands, s. Ky. to Neb. and Tex.

4. C. digitata Nutt. Sparsely hirsute or glabrous, erect
;
leaves few, round-

cordate, 5-7-parted, the cauline commonly with linear divisions
; peduncles sub-

racemose, long, filiform
;
flowers red-purple to white. 111. to Kan. and Tex.

9. NAPAEA [Clayt.] L. GLADE MALLOW

Calyx naked at the base, 5-toothed. Petals entire. Flowers dioecious
;
the

staminate destitute of pistils, with 15-20 anthers
;
the fertile with a short col-

umn of usually antherless filaments. Styles 8-10, stigmatic along the inside.

Fruit depressed-globular, separating into as many kidney-shaped 1-seeded beak-
less scarcely dehiscent carpels as styles. Radicle pointing downward. Tall

roughish perennial herb, with very large 9-11-parted lower leaves, the pointed
lobes pinnatifid-cut, and small white panicled flowers. (Named from vdirtj, a

glade, or, poetically, a nymph of the glades.)
1. N. diolca L. Stems nearly simple, 1.5-3 in. high. Pa. to Va., w. to

la. and Minn., rare. July.

10. KOSTELETZKYA Presl.

Pod depressed, with a single seed in each cell. Otherwise as Hibiscus.
Shrubs or, as in the case of our single species, perennial herbs, chiefly of tropical
America. (Named for V. F. Kosteletzky, a Bohemian botanist.)

1. K. virginica (L.) Presl. Roughish-hairy perennial, 6-12 dm. high ;
leaves

halberd-shaped and heart-shaped, the lower 3-lobed
;
corolla 5 cm. wide, rose-

color
;
column slender. Marshes on the coast, N. Y., and southw. Aug.

11. HIBISCUS L. ROSE MALLOW

v Calyx involucellate at the base by a row of numerous bractlets, 5-cleft. Col-
umn of stamens long, bearing anthers for much of its length. Styles united,

stigmas 5, capitate. Fruit a 5-celled loculicidal pod. Seeds several or many in

each cell. Herbs or shrubs, usually with large and showy flowers. (An old

Greek and Latin name of unknown meaning.)

a. Calyx herbaceous, not inflated about the capsule ; perennials b.

b. Shrub, with rhombic-ovate glabrous leaves 1. H. syriacus.
b. "Herbs c.

c. Stems and lower surfaces of leaves pubescent.
Capsule smooth

;
leaves glabrous or glabrate above.

Corolla rose-color ; capsule depressed-globose, abruptly beaked . 2. //. Moscheutos.
Corolla white, with crimson center; capsule ovoid, gradually

pointed 8. //. oculiroseus.

Capsule hirsute ; leaves pubescent above.
Leaves minutely stellate-canescent; capsule beaked . . .4. IF. incanus.
Leaves loosely and coarsely stellate-tomentoso

; capsule rounded
or truncate at tip 5. H, lasiocarpo*.

c. Stems and leaves glabrous 6. If. militaris.
o. Calyx bladdery-inflated, soon becoming scarious ;

annual . . . . 1. H. Trionum.

1. H. SYRIACUS L. (SHRUBBY ALTHAEA of gardens.) Tall shrub, smooth;
leaves rhombic- or wedge-ovate, pointed, cut-toothed or lobed

;
corolla usually

rose-color. Established in thickets and by roadsides, N. J., Pa., and southw.

July-Sept. (Introd. from Asia.)
2. H. Moscheutos L. (SWAMP R.) Tall perennial (1-2.5 in. high); the

stem puberulent above ; leaves ovate, pointed, toothed, the lower and sometimes
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the upper 3-lobed, downy-whitened underneath, glabrous or slightly

above; calyx and bracts densely stellate-puberulent ; calyx in anthesis 2-3 cm.

long, its lobes ovate or ovate-oblong; petals 6-12 cm. long, rose-color; i-<ipsuh>

glabrous, subglobose, abruptly beaked. River-banks and fresh or brackish

marshes, near the coast, e. Mass., southw.
;

also lake-shores and swamps
(especially near salt springs) westw. to Ont. and Mo. July-Sept.

3. H. oculiroseus Britton. (CRIMSON-EYED or WHITE Hiiuscus.) Similar
;

calyx in anthesis 3-4 cm. long, its lobes ovate-lanceolate
; petals white, with a

crimson blotch at base; capsule ovoid, gradually pointed. Marshes near the

coast, N. J., and southw. July-Sept.
4. H. incanus Wendland. Resembling the preceding; leaves ovate to lanceo-

late, toothed, rarely lobed; calyx in anthesis 2.5-3 cm. long; ^petals white,

yellowish, or pink, crimson-blotched at base
; capsule ovoid, beaked, closely

stellate-tomentose and loosely hirsute. Swamps, Md., and southw.
6. H. lasiocarpos Cav. Leaves broadly to narrowly ovate, soft-pubescent

upon both surfaces, the upper surface bearing many simple or subsimple hairs ;

bractlets ciliate; petals white or rose-color, crimson-blotched at base; capsule

short-cylindric, subtruncate, densely villous-hirsute. Marshes, Ga. to Tex.,
northw. in Miss, basin to Ky., Ind., 111., and Mo. July-Sept.

6. H. militaris Cav. (HALBERD-LEAVED R.) Smooth throughout; lower
leaves ovate-heart-shaped, toothed, 3-lobed

; upper leaves commonly hctlhci-d-

form ; peduncles slender; corolla 5-7.5 cm. long, flesh-color, with purple base
;

fruiting calyx inflated; seeds hairy. River-banks, Pa. to Minn., and southw.
7. H. TRIONUM L. (FLOWER-OF-AN-HOUR.) A low rather hairy mnnutl ;

upper leaves 3-parted, with lanceolate divisions, the middle one much the

longest; fruiting calyx inflated, membranaceous, Q-winged, with numerous dark
ciliate nerves; corolla sulphur-yellow, with a blackish eye, ephemeral. Culti-

vated and waste ground, rather local. (Nat. from Eu.)

TERNSTROEMIACEAE (TEA OR CAMELLIA FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, with alternate simple feather^veined leaves and n<> xf /pules,

the regular flowers hypogynous and polyandrous, the sepals and petals both

imbricated in aestivation, the stamens more or less united at the base vith > <></>

other (monadelphous or 3-5-adelphous) and icith the base of the petals. Anthers

2-celled, introrse. Fruit a woody 3-5-celled loculicidal pod. Seeds few, with

little or no albumen. Embryo large, with broad cotyledons. A family with

showy flowers, the types of which are the well-known CAMELLIA and the more

important TEA PLANT.

1. Stewartia. Stamens monadelphous. Ovules 2 in each cell, ascending.

2. Gordonia. Stamens 5-adelphous. Ovules 4-8 in each cell, pendulous.

1. STEWARTIA L.

Sepals 4, rarely 6, ovate or lanceolate. Petals 5, rarely 6, obovate, crenulate.

Stamens monadelphous below. Pod 5-celled. Seeds 1 or 2 in each cell, crusta-

ceous, anatropous, ascending. Radicle longer than the cotyledons. Shrubt
with membranaceous deciduous oblong-ovate serrulate leaves, soft-downy
beneath, and large short-peduncled flowers solitary in their axils. (Named
for John Stuart, or as formerly often written Sfnnn-t. Marquis of Bute.)

1. S. Malachodndron L. Petals 5, white, _'.-"> cm. long; sepals ovate; style

1; stiuMiia "i-tontlu-d
; pod globular, blunt

;
seeds not margined. (S. rirginira

(
1

av.) Woods, Ya.. and southw.
2. S. pentagyna I/H6r. Leaves larger. 1.3-1.5 dm. long; sepals acute;

petals often <>
; styles 5, distinct; pod angled, pointed ; seeds wing-margined.

Mts. of Ky. and N. Car. to Ga.
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2. GORDdNIA Ellis. LOBLOLLY BAY

Sepals 5, rounded, concave. Petals 5, obovate. Stamens 5-adelphous, one
cluster adhering to the base of each petal. Style 1. Pod ovoid, 5-valved

;
the

valves separating from the persistent axis
;
cells 2-8-seeded. Seeds pendulous ;

radicle short; cotyledons thin, longitudinally plaited. Shrubs or small trees,

with large and showy white flowers on axillary peduncles. (Dedicated by Dr.

Garden to his "old master, Dr. James Gordon of Aberdeen," and by Ellis to

a London nurseryman of the same name.)
1. G. Lasi&nthus L. (TAN BAY.) Leaves coriaceous and persistent, lanceo-

late-oblong, rfarrowed at the base, minutely serrate, smooth and shining ; petals
3-4 cm. long ; pod pointed ;

seeds winged above. Swamps near the coast, Va.,
and southw. May-July.

HYPERICACEAE (Sx. JOHN'S-WORT FAMILY)

Herbs or shrubs, with opposite entire dotted mostly sessile leaves and no

stipules, regular hypogynous,flowers, the petals mostly oblique and convolute in

the bud, and many or few stamens sometimes collected in 3 or more clusters or

bundles. Pod l-celled ivith 2-5 parietal placentae, and as many styles, or 3-7-

celled by the union of the placentae in the center; dehiscence mostly septicidal.

Sepals 4 or 5, imbricated in the bud, herbaceous, persistent. Petals 4 or 5,

mostly deciduous. Styles persistent, at first sometimes united. Seeds numerous,

small, anatropous, with no albumen. Plants usually smooth. Flowers solitary

or cymose.

1. Ascyrum. Sepals 4, in 2 very unequal pairs. Petals 4. Stamens many, distinct.

2. Hypericum. Sepals 5. Petals 5. Stamens usually many and often in 3 or 5 clusters.

1. ASCYRUM L. ST. PETER' S-WORT

Sepals 4
;
the two outer very broad and leaf-like

;
the inner much smaller.

Petals 4, oblique, very deciduous, convolute in the bud. Stamens numerous
;

the filaments distinct and scarcely in clusters. Pod strictly l-celled, 2-4-
valved. Low rather shrubby smooth pale green plants, with nearly solitary

light yellow flowers. (Ancient Greek name for some plant probably of this

family. )

1. A. stns Michx. (ST. PETER'S-WORT.) Stem suberect, 2-edged, 3-6 dm.

high, stout; leaves oval or oblong, somewhat clasping, thickish
;
flowers showy ;

outer sepals round-cordate, inner lanceolate
; petals obovate ; styles 3 or 4.

Pine barrens, L. I. to Pa., and southwestw. July, Aug.
2. A. hypericoides L. (ST. ANDREW'S CROSS.) Low, much branched and

decumbent
;
leaves narrowly obovate-oblong, contracted at the base, thin

; petals

linear-oblong; styles 2, very short; pod flat. (A. Crux-Andreae L. 1763, not

1753.) Wet sand or rocky barrens, Nantucket I., Mass., to s. 111., Neb., and
southw. July-Sept. Petals scarcely exceeding the outer sepals, approaching
each other in pairs over them, in the form of a St. Andrew's cross.

2. HYPERICUM [Tourn.] L. ST. JOHN'S-WORT

Sepals 5, usually subequal. Petals 5, oblique, convolute in the bud (except
in 6). Stamens frequently united or clustered in 3-5 parcels ;

no interposed
glands. Pod l-celled or 3-5-celled. Seeds usually cylindrical. Herbs or

shrubs, with cymose yellow, flesh-colored, or purplish flowers. (An ancient
Greek name of obscure meaning.)
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II.

II. /a ri'oi iitnni

a. Petals yellow (at most mottled or striped with red, purple, or black) b.

b. Stvles 5; pods 5-celled.

Tall herb; flowers 4-6 cm. broad ; pods 2-3 cm. long . . 1. 77. Ascyron.
Slender shrub; flowers 1.5-3 cm. broad; pods 5-10 mm. long s

. IT. Kalmianum.
b. Styles 3, rarely 4; pods 3( rarely 4)-celled c.

c. Stamens very numerous (moVe than 12) d.

<!. Shrubs, 0.5-2 in. high.
Pods 1-1.5 cm. long f>. //. i>rol(Jicum.
Pods 5-8 mm. long 7. 77.

</. Herbs, at most slightly v oody at base e.

e. Stamens in 8-5 clusters; petals marked with black dots
or lines /.

/. Petals bearing black dots only on the margin.
Flowers and leaves few, the latter 1.5-3 cm. broad . 2.

Flowers and leaves very numerous, the latter rarely
1 cm. broad . . '!.

/. Petals bearing several rows of black dots or lines.

Leaves rounded at tip ; sepals blunt or acutish
; pod-

4-6 mm. long 4.

Leaves (at least the upper) narrowed to the tip ; sepals
acuminate

; pods 6-8 mm. long .... 5.

e. Stamens obscurely if at all clustered; petals without black
dots g.

g. Stems herbaceous, from slender creeping freely stolonif-

erous bases.
Leaves and linear-lanceolate acute firm sepalg with

revolute margins 10. 77.

Leaves and oblanceolate or obovate thin foliaceous

sepals plane 14. U. ellipticum.
g. Stems woody at base, or if herbaceous without slender

stolons h.

h. Stems freely branching, woody at base ; cymes leafy
-

bracted
; styles united below ; stigmas elongate /.

i. Capsule thick-ovoid to subglobose, somewhat 8-

angled, essentially 1-celled.

Sepals 6-18 mm. long ;
corolla 1.5-2 cm. broad.

Sepals 6-10 mm. long, 2-5 mm. broad . . 11. H. dolabrifor-mt.
Sepals variable, the larger 1-1.8 cm. long, 6-8

mm. wide 12. 77. BiHtfllii.

Sepals 8-5 mm. long; corolla 1-1.5 cm. broad . lo. //.

*. Capsule conic-subulate, distinctly 3-celled . . 9. 77.

h. Stems simple below the loosely forking essentially
naked inflorescence, herbaceous: >tyle> distinct ;

stigmas capitate . . . . . . . 15. H. virgatum.
e. Stamens 5-12 j.

j. Stem simple or loosely branched; leaves linear to ovate.

spreading /{.

k. Bracts of the inflorescence foliaceous. resembling reduced
stem-leaves . . . . . . . . 16. 77. boreale.

k. Ultimate bracts of the inflorescence setaceous to linear-

subulate.
Leaves orbicular, ovate-deltoid, or rounded-oblong,

clasping.
Leaves ovate-oblong or short-elliptic, rounded at tip ;

pod short-ellipsoid 17.

Leaves ovate-deltoid, acutish or blunt
; pod slender-

conical . 18.

Leaves lanceolate to linear, nierelv sessile (if clasping
with Lanoe-attenuate outline).

Leaves lanceolate, ehietly f>-7-nervcd at base . . 19.

Leaves linear. 1-3-nervcd -_'u.

j. Steins fastigiately 1.ranched ; leaves scale-like or linear-

subulate. Strongly ascending.
Leaves 6-20 nun. long: pods ovoid, slightly exceeding the

calyx 21.

Leaves shorter, scale.like; pods lance-subulate, much
exceeding the calyx 22.

<t. Petals flesh-color or purplish.
Leaves M-ssile or clasping
Leaves narrowed to distinct petioles 21.

H.

II.

II. in ajus.
//. eanadt //.sv.

i>iil ii.

II. ;/,
/ititl,,

II.

II. in t in/tit mil.

1. R6SCTNA (Spach) Endl. Stamens very Hnmrrniis, '^itil^hniia; ntyli>*

:,. united hifmr. tin- nthjinmt capitate; p<><! '>-<</!<'</. ///
t
,l,i,;-uitn- htrm -//"/

!></, info flu- rr//.s ; jx'i'ftniitil ht'rh ; .rloin-rx ft rij lnr<j<-.

1. H. Ascyron L. ((IKKAT S.) Stems 5-15 dm. lii-h : liranchcs
k-avcs -I-J) cm. long, ovate-olilimir, partly clasping ; petals narrowly obovate.
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cm. long, not deciduous until after they wither; pod 2-3 cm. long, conical.

Banks of rivers, w. Que. to Man., s. to Pa., 111., Mo., and Kan. July, Aug.

2. EUHYPERICUM Boiss. Stamens very many, in 3 or 5 clusters; styles 3,

separate and usually diverging ; pod ^-celled; calyx erect; petals and an-
thers with black dots ; perennials.

2. H. gravolens Buckley. (MOUNTAIN S.) Leaves elliptic-oblong, 5-7 cm.

long; flowers large, 2-5 cm. broad
; petals sparingly dotted on the margin ; pod

rather large, 7-10 mm. long. Summits of the higher mts. of s. w. Va. and N. C.
3. H. PERFORATUM L. (COMMONS.) Stem much branched and corymbed,

somewhat 2-edged, producing runners from the base
;
leaves elliptic- or linear- -j / af

oblong, with pellucid dots
; petals deep yellow, black-dotted along the margin, '

twice the length of the lanceolate acute sepals ; flowers numerous, in open leafy

cymes. Fields, etc. June-Sept. A pernicious weed, difficult to extirpate ;

juice very acrid. (Nat. from Eu. )

4. H. punctatum Lam. Conspicuously marked with both black and pellucid
dots

;
stem terete, sparingly branched

;
leaves oblong, rounded at tip, the base

either subclasping, sessile, or subpetiolate ; flowers crowded; petals pale yellow,
marked with dark lines and dots, about twice as long as the oblong bluntish or

acute sepals; pods 4-6 mm. long. (H. maculatum Walt., not Crantz; H. corym-
bosum Muhl.) Damp places, e. Que. to Out., and southw. July-Sept.

5. H. pseudomaculatum Bush. Similar
;
leaves oblong-lanceolate to ovate,

at least the upper narrowed to the tip ; petals three or four times as long as the

acuminate sepals ; pods 6-8 mm. long. Woods and prairies, 111. and Mo. to

Tex. and Ga.

3. MYRlANDRA (Spach) Endl. Stamens very numerous, obscurely if at all

clustered; styles more or less united, the stigmas elongate ; pod more or less

3-5-celled; placentae central or parietal.

* Bushy shrubs, 5-20 dm. high, leafy to the top.

-
Styles 3

; pod completely 3-celled.

6. H. prolificum L. (SHRUBBY S.) Branchlets 2-edged ;
leaves narrowly

oblong, 3-7 cm. long, mostly obtuse, narrowed at the base
;
flowers numerous,

in simple or compound clusters
; pods subulate to ovoid, 1-1.5 cm. long. N. J.

to s. Ont., Minn., and southw. July-Sept. Varies greatly in size, etc.

7. H. densiflbrum Pursli. Exceedingly branched above, 0.5-2 m. high, the

branches slender and crowded with smaller leaves
;
flowers smaller (1.2-1.7 cm.

in diameter) and more numerous, in crowded compound cymes ; pod 5-8 mm.
long. Pine barrens of N. J. to glades of Ky., Ark., and southw.

*- -i- Styles 5
; pod completely 5-celled.

8. H. Kalmianum L. (KALM'SS.) Branches 4-angled ;
branchlets 2-edged ;

leaves crowded, glaucous, linear to oblanceolate, 3-4.5 cm. long ;
flowers few in

a cluster, 3-5 cm. wide
; pods ovoid. Rocky or sandy soil, Pontiac Co., Que.,

to Niagara Falls, and along the Great Lakes to w. Ont., Mich., and 111.

* * Perennials, herbaceous or a little woody at base ; pod incompletely 3-4-celled.

9. H. galioides Lam. Slender, branching, woody below; leaves linear- ob-

lanceolate, narrowed downward, 1.5-7 cm. long, mostly acute
;
flowers small in

terminal and axillary cymes ; sepals very narrow, 3-5 mm. long ; pod 5-6 mm.
long, ovoid. Del. to Ga. and e. Tenn.

10. H. adprSssum Bart. Stem simple, 3-6 dm. high, herbaceous, from a
slender creeping freely stoloniferous base, obscurely 4-angled below and 2-edged
above

;
leaves ascending, lanceolate or linear-oblong, often acute, thin, 4-5 cm.

long ; cyme terminal, leafy at the base, few-flowered
; sepals linear-lanceolate ;

petals bright yellow, 7-10 mm. long ; pods ovoid. Moist sandy shores, e. Mass,
to Pa., and southw., chiefly near the coast. July, Aug. Var. spONGi6suM Rob-
inson. Taller (7 dm. or more high), the stem spongy-thickened at base; leaves

oblong. Marshy borders of ponds, s. e. Mass.
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4. BRATHYDIUM (Spach) Endl. Similar to 3
; pod \-celled, with 3

parietal placentae.

11. H. dolabrif6rme Vent. Stems branched from the decumbent base, woody
below, 1.5-5 dm. high, terete

;
leaves linear-lanceolate, widely spreading, vein-

less
; cyme leafy, few-flowered

; sepals oblong or ovate-lanceolate, about the

length of the very oblique petals (1-1.2 cm. long) ; pods ovoid-conical, the walls

very thick and hard. Dry hills and rocks, barrens of Ky. and Tenn. June-

Aug.
12. H. Bissellii Robinson. Stems subsimple or with short ascending branches,

somewhat woody below, 4-5 dm. high ;
leaves narrowly obln)i<i, ohtusish, as-

cending, 2.5-3.5 cm. long, 3-5 mm. wide, 1-nerved, deep green above, pale

beneath; cyme about 20-flowered, leafy-bracted, the bracts ovate; flowers 1.-">

cm. broad; sepals very unequal, the largest broad-ovate, 1.3 cm. /</>/</, 8 mm.
wide, subcordate, acuminate

; petals oblong-obovate, obli(iue, with a macro on
one side near the tip. Southington, Ct. (llissell).

13. H. cistif61ium Lam. Stems mostly simple, herbaceous. 3-5 dm. high,
with a somewhat woody base, angled with 4 very narrow .salient lines; leaves

narrowly oblong to nearly linear, 3-7 cm. long, sessile with a somewhat clasping

base; the cyme naked, compound, usually many-flowered: xep<tl* orate;
-

t
,o<h

depressed-globular or ovoid-conical; seeds large, oblong, very rough-pitted.

(H. sphaerocarpum Michx.) Rocky river-banks, s. w. O. to la., and south w.

July-Sept. Flowers small.

14. H. ellipticum Hook. Stem simple, herbaceous, 2-5 dm. high, obscurely

4-angled, from a slender creeping stoloniferous base; leaves spreading, elliptical-

oblong, obtuse, usually narrower toward the subclasping base, thin
; cyme nearly

naked, rather few-flowered
; petals bright yellow, 0-10 mm. long ; sepals oblnnj ;

pods ovoid, very obtuse; seeds minutely striate. Wet places, N. B. to Man.,
s. to Pa., Mich., Wise., and Minn. July, Aug. Aberrant plants often have
small red or purplish petals.

5. BRATHYS (Mutis) Choisy, Stamens distinct or in 3 clusters; pod
1-celled, with 3 strictly parietal placentae; styles short, distinct, with capi-
tate stigmas ; petals small, ooloixj or linear; sepals narrow, erect; slemli-r

plants, with 4-angular branches, flowering all summer.

* Stamens co .

15. H. virg^tum Lam. Stem slender, strict, simple, sharply 4-angled. her-

baceous, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves ascending, opaque, ovate or oblong-lanceolate,

acute, 1.5-2.7 cm. long, closely sessile by a broad base
; inflorescence common ml .

naked, the scattered flowers racemose on its ascending )>r<mch<^ : petals eopper-

yellow, 8-10 mm. long ; sepals herbaceous, erect, inclosing the ovoid pod. {H.
angulosum Michx.) Wet pine barrens, Pa. to Ga., westw. to O., Ky., and

(?) 111. July-Sept.
Var. ovalifolium Britton. Leaves oval, erect, 1-1.8 cm. long, more than halt'

as broad. Pine barrens, N. J. and southw.

** Stamens 6-12.

t- Stem simple or loosely l>ranchl ; i,- (tn* linir to omt, .

10. H. boreale (Britton) Bicknell. Perennial; (he sd-ms <l<ciniinint <tn<l

IrafU-bracted at base, slender, 6-30 cm. high (rai-ely submersed and very elou-

uate) ;
leaves elliptic, rounded at tip. wxxih-. .".--20 niin. long, .".-^-nerved

; cymes
leafy-bracted, all the bracts foliaceous ata! l>r<Hl; ])clicels short ; sepals linear.

blunt, shorter than the rowubd slmrt r/////sM/W /><>,! (;j-5 mm. Inny). (H. c<mn-

dense, var. minimum Man. ed. 0.) Bo-s, margins ot ponds, etc., Nfd. to \\.

Out., s. to N. J., Pa., O., and Ind. July, Au-
17. H. m^tilum L. Stem flaccid, widely branching, annual, or perennial

with leafy In-acted decumbent bases; leaves oral,' t<> //?///""/// nbhnitj, obtuse.

P'trthi rlnsjiinf/, 5-nerved ; cyme (in well developed plants) diffuse, somewhat
leafy-bracted, tin- nit!mate bracts setaceous; flowers 4 mm. broad ; sepals linear-
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lanceolate, acute
; pods 2.5-3.5 mm. IH<J, short-ellipsoid, rounded at apex.

Low grounds, common. July, Aug.
18. H. gymnanthum Engelm. & Gray. Almost simple, with strict stem and

branches, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves clasping, heart-shaped, acute or obtuse

; cyme
naked, the floral leaves reduced to small awl-shaped bracts

; pods slender-coni-

cal, pointed, 4-5 mm. long, slightly exceeding the lance-acuminate sepals.
Wet sandy barrens, N. J. and e. Pa. to Fla. and Tex.; northw. in Miss, basin to

Mo.. 111., Ind., and O.; reported also from Minn.
19. H. majus (Gray) Britton. Annual, or perennial by short leafy offshoots

;

stems solitary or tufted, erect, rather stout, 1-7 dm. high ;
leaves chiefly 5-7-

nerved at the rounded or subcordate sessile or clasping base, lanceolate, the upper
acute or bluntish, 1.5-4.5 cm. long, 3.5-13 mm. broad

; cymes essentially naked,
the bracts slender

; sepals lance-attenuate, 5-7 mm. long, nearly equaling the

conic-ellipsoid bluntish pod. (H. canadense, var. Gray.) Wet or dry open
soil, e. Que. to Man., s. to L. I., N. J., Pa., 111., la., and S. Dak.; also e. Wash.

July, Aug.
20. H. canadense L. Annual, or perennial by short leafy offshoots

;
stems

slender, 1-4 dm. high ;
leaves 1-3-nerved, linear to linear-oblanceolate, rounded

at tip, narrowed to the sessile or subpetiolar base, 1-4 cm. long, 1-6 mm. broad
;

cymes naked except for the linear-setaceous bracts
; sepals linear-lanceolate,

blunt or acutish, 2.5-5 mm. long, much shorter than the slender-conical red or

purplish pod. Wet or dry, chiefly exsiccated places, Nfd. to Man., s. to Ga.,
Ky., Wise., and Minn. July-Sept.

t- -- Stems fastigiately branched; leaves linear or bract-like, ascending or

appressed.

21. H. Drumm6ndii (Grev. & Hook.) T. & G. Stem and the mostly alternate

bushy branches rigid, erect, 1.5-8 dm. high ;
leaves linear-subulate, nearly erect,

1-nerved, 6-20 mm. long ; flowers scattered along the upper part of the leafy

branches, short-pediceled; pods ovoid, not longer than the calyx. Dry soil,

Ashtabula Co., O. (Louth), 111., la., Kan., and southw.
22. H. gentianoides (L.) B S P. (ORANGE GRASS, PINEWEED.) Stem and

bushy branches thread-like, wiry, 1-3 dm. high ;
leaves minute awl-shaped scales,

appressed ; flowers minute, mostly sessile and scattered along the erect branches
;

pods ovoid-lanceolate, acute, much longer than the calyx. (Sarothra L.
;
H.

nudicaule Walt.) Sandy or rocky soil, Me. to Fla. and Tex., chiefly e. of the

Alleghenies ;
and from s. w. Ont. to 111., and southw.

G. ELODEA (Juss.) Choisy. Petals imbricated in bud, flesh-colored or pur-
plish. Stamens mostly 9, in 3 bundles. Styles 3, distinct. ELODEA Juss.;
ELODES Man. ed. 6, not Adans.

23. H. virglnicum L. (MARSH S.) Stoloniferous
;
leaves closely sessile

clasping by a broad base, oblong or ovate, very obtuse
;
filaments united below

the middle. (Triadenum Raf.; Elodea campanulata Pursh.) Common in

swamps. July, Aug. The entire plant frequently has a pink or crimson
tone.

24. H. petiolatum Walt. (MARSH S.) Taller, more branching ;
leaves taper-

ing into a short petiole, oblong ; filaments united beyond the middle. (Triade-
num Britton.) Cypress swamps, etc., N. J. to Mo., and southw.

ELATINACEAE (WATERWORT FAMILY)

Little marsh annuals, with membranaceous stipules between the opposite dot-

less leaves, minute axillary floivers like those of the duckweeds, but the pod

2-5-celled, and the seeds as in St. John's-wort.

1. Elatine. Flowers 2-4-meron s. Capsule globose. Glabrous, growing in or near water.

2. Bergia. Flowers 5-nierous. Capsule ovoid. Plant pubescent, terrestrial.
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1. ELATiNE L. WATERWORT

Sepals 2-4, obtuse. Petals 2-4, hypogynous. Stamens as many, rarely twice
as many. Styles, or sessile capitate stigmas, 2-4. Pod membranaceous, 2-4-

celled, several-many-seeded, 2-4-valved
;
the partitions left attached to the axis,

or evanescent. Dwarf plants, often rooting at the nodes. (A Greek name for

an obscure herb. )

1. E. americana (Pursh) Am. Tufted, 1-2.5 cm. high, creeping; leaves

obovate, obtuse, 2-6 mm. long ;
flowers sessile, rarely opening in the aquatic

form
; sepals, petals, stamens, and stigmas 2, rarely o

;
seeds 5 or (3 in each cell,

rising from the base, relatively large, marked by 9 or 10 longitudinal lines and
20-30 crossbars. Margin of ponds, etc., e. Que. to B. C., s. to Va., Mo., and
in the Rocky Mts. to Mex.

2. E. triandra Schkuhr. Leaves oblanceolate or nearly lanceolate; petals
and stamens commonly 3

;
seeds more slender, covering the axis. Ponds, 111.

to Neb., and westw. (Eu.)
3. E. brachyspSrma Gray. Leaves oblong or oval, with narrowed base;

flowers mostly dimerous ; seeds short-oblong, with 6 or 7 longitudinal lines and
10-12 crossbars. 111. and southwestw.

2. BORGIA L.

Sepals 5, acuminate, with thickened midnerve and scarious margins. Petals

5. Stamens 5 or 10. Pod of firm texture. Diffuse or ascending plants, chiefly

tropical. (Named for P. J. Sergius, a Swedish botanist of the 18th century.)
1. B. texana (Hook.) Seubert. Branched from the base

;
branches 1-4 dm.

long ;
flowers scarcely peduncled in the axils of the lance-oblong serrulate

leaves. Swamps and wet banks, s. 111. to Kan., southw. and westw.

CISTACEAE (ROCKROSE FAMILY)

Low shrubs or herbs, with regular flowers, distinct and hypogynous mostly

indefinite stamens, a persistent calyx, a l-celled 3-&-valved capsule with as many
parietal placentae borne on the middle of the valves, and orthotropous albumi-

nous seeds. Sepals 5
; the two external much smaller, bract-like, or sometimes

wanting ;
the 3 others a little twisted in the bud. Petals 3 or o, convolute in

the opposite direction from-the calyx in the bud. Anthers short, innate, on

slender filaments. Style single or none. Ovules few or many, on slender

stalks, with the orifice at the apex. Embryo long and slender, straightish or

curved, in mealy albumen
; cotyledons narrow. Leaves simple and mostly

entire, the lower usually opposite, and the upper alternate. Inert plants.

1. Helianthemum. Petals 5, crumpled in the bud, fugacious (or none). Stigma nearly sessile.

Stamens and ovules numerous in the petal-bearing flowers.

2. Hudsonia. Petals 5, fugacious. Stamens 9-80. Style long and slender. Pod strictly l-celK-.l,

-' r, iwfed, Heath-like.

8. Lechea Petals 8, flat in the bud, withering-persistent. Stamens 8-12. Style none. Pod

partly 3-celled, the imperfect partitions bearing broad 2-seeded placentae.

1. HELIANTHEMUM [Tourn.] Mill. ROCKROSE

Capsule strictly l-celled. Embryo curved in the form of a hook or ring.
Flowers in most N. American species of two sorts, viz., primary or earlier

ones, with lar<:e yellow petals, indefinitely numerous stamens, and many-seeded
pods; ami m-i'on<litr;i. >r later ones, which are much smaller and in clusters,
with small petals or none, 3-10 stamens, and much smaller ;}-few-seeded pods.
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The large dowers open only once, in sunshine,'and cast their petals by the next

day. (Name from ifXtos, the sun, and d^e/xo^, flower.}
1. H. canadSnse (L. ?) Michx. (FROSTWEED.) Erect, hoary-pubescent, 3-5

dm. high, at first simple ;
leaves lance-oblong, pale beneath

; large flowers
solitary, 2.5 cm. broad, soon surpassed by lateral branches, their pods 6 mm.
long ;

the small flowers clustered on short 1-4-flowered branchlets, their pods
light brown, unequal, those of the terminal flowers commonly larger, 3-4 mm.
in diameter. Sandy or gravelly dry soil, Me. to Mich., N. C., and Miss. June-

Aug. Late in autumn crystals of ice shoot from the cracked bark at the base
of this and the next species, whence the popular name. A dwarf and rather
more cespitose plant with crowded stems only 1-2 dm. high, common on ster-

ile shores and sandy hills near the sea, from e. Mass, southw. (H. propinquum
Bicknell) appears to be only a stunted form of this species.

2. H. majus BSP. (FROSTWEED.) Similar in habit and more canescent
;

primary flowers clustered at the summit of the stem, not surpassed by branches
;

petals slightly paler yellow than in the preceding ; secondary flowers very small,

numerous, closely clustered along slender branches, their pods dark brown, 2

mm. in diameter. Similar situations, N. S. to Minn., Col., and southw. This
is H. majus BSP., at least in part, and of recent auth. It seems probable,
however, that Lechea major L. represented rather the preceding species. Until
the Linnean types botli of Cistus canadensis and of Lechea major can be

definitely identified, it seems best to allow the current interpretation of the
names under Helianthemum to stand as above.

3. H. corymbbsum Michx. Flowers all corymbosely clustered at the summit
of the stem or branches, the petal-bearing ones at length on slender stalks

;

calyx woolly. Pine barrens, N. J., and southw. along the coast.

2. HUDS6NIA L.

Petals much larger than the calyx. Style long and slender
; stigma minute.

Pod terete, inclosed in the calyx, strictly 1-celled, with 1 or 2 seeds attached
near the base of each nerve-like placenta. Embryo coiled into the form of a
closed hook. Bushy heath-like little shrubs, covered with the small awl-shaped
or scale-like alternate persistent downy leaves, producing numerous small but

showy bright yellow flowers crowded along the upper part of the branches.

(Named in honor of William Hudson, an early English botanist.)
1. H. ericoides L. Downy but greenish ;

leaves slender, awl-shaped, loose ;

flowers on slender naked stalks ; ovary hairy. Dry sandy soil near the coast,
Nfd. to Va. May.

2. H. tomentbsa Nutt. Hoary with down
;

leaves oval or narrowly oblong,
2 mm. long, close-pressed and imbricated ; flowers sessile or nearly so. Sandy
shores, dunes, etc., N. B. to Va., and along the Great Lakes to Minn.

; rarely
on banks of streams inland. May, June. Passing into var. INTERMEDIA Peck.
Leaves tending to be more awl-shaped ;

flowers obviously peduncled. Sand
hills, etc., e. Que. to Mackenzie, s. to e. N. B., Saco Valley, Me. and N. H.,
shores of L. Champlain, Vt., and the Great L. region.

3. LECHEA [Kalm] L. PINWEED

Stigmas 8, plumose. Pod globular or obovoid. Embryo straightish. Slen-
der erect paniculately branched perennial herbs, developing leafy shoots from
the base. Flowers very small, greenish or purplish, in summer. (Named in

honor of Johan Leche, a Swedish botanist.)

Leaves of the basal shoots elliptical or oblong.
Pubescence of the stem spreading; panicle of small dense corymbose

clusters 1. L. villosa.
Pubescence of the stein appressed ; panicle more open.
Outer sepals exceeding the inner 2. L. minor.
Outer sepals shorter than the others.
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Fruiting calyx narrow, obovoid or pyrtfora ; leaves of the basal sboote
green ............. 8. Z. racemuloea.

Fruiting calyx subglobose ; leaves of the basal shoots hoary-pubescent . 5. L. maritima.
Leaves of the basal shoots narrowly lanceolate to linear.

Inner sepals 1-nerved, usually exceeded by the narrow outer ones . . . 6. L. tenuifolia.
Inmu- sepals 3-nerved, equaling or longer than the outer.

Canescent-pubescent.
Panicle strict, fastigiate, spire-like ........ 4. L. atrictd.
Panicle broadly pyramidal :,. L.

<Jreen, more sparingly pubescent.
Fruiting calyx depressed-globose, 2.5-3 mm. broad ..... 3. L. intermedia,
Fruiting calyx obovoid, 1.5-2 mm. broad ....... 7. L. l.-<i<jfi1U.

* Pubescence villous, spreading; leaves oblong ; flowers very short-pediceled, in

cymulose clusters.

1. L. vill&sa Ell. Stem upright, 3-7 dm. high, stout, simple, very leafy,

producing slender prostrate branches from the base
;
leaves elliptical, niucro-

nate-pointed, alternate and opposite or sometimes whorled
;

flowers densely
crowded

; pedicels shorter than the very small depressed-globose pod ; sepals
narrower than the valves of the capsule. {L. major Michx.

, notL.) Sterile

grounds, s. N. H. and s. Vt. to Fla.
;

also from s. Ont. and O. to Neb., and
southw., common.

* * Pubescence oppressed; flowers open-paniculate.
- Leaves comparatively short, broad, and thin.

2. L. minor L. Erect, about 3-6 dm. high ;
stem-leaves oval or oblong,

6-12 mm. long, commonly somewhat hairy, some whorled or opposite, those

of the rather crowded panicles more linear; pod obovoid-globose. (L. thy mi-

folia Michx.) Dry soil, s. N. H. and s. Vt. to Fla. and Miss.
;
also s. Ont. and

Mich.

- *- Leaves firmer, narrow, the cauline linear to slender-subulate; panicles
more naked and racemiform.

*-* Fruiting calyx globular or broadly ovoid; pod nearly globose.

3. L. intermedia Leggett. Rather strict, 3 dm. high or more, usually gla-
brate in age ; leaves of the basal shoots lanceolate, 3-6 mm. long, the cauline

linear-lanceolate, 1-2.5 cm. long ; panicle elongated, subcylindrical ; pod large
for the genus, depressed-globose, 2-3 mm. in diameter. (L. minor Man. ed. 6,

in part.) Dry soil, N. B. to e. N. Y. and Pa.
;
also s. Ont., Mich., and Wise.

Passing to

Var. juniperina (Bicknell) Robinson. Branches short, fastigiately appressed;
leaves erect, mostly appressed ; pedicels short

; leafy panicle spire-like. (L.

juniperina Bicknell.) Sandy soil, coast of s. Me., extending inland in the

Androscoggin and Saco valleys to n. N. II.

4. L. stricta Leggett. Virgate, fastigiately branched, very pale irith flue

appressed pubescence ; inflorescence close, spire-like ; pod 1.7-2 mm. in <ii<t,,i> t,-r.

Borders of woods, etc., w. N. Y. to 111. and Minn.
5. L. maritima Leggett. Stout and rigid for the genus, 3-5 dm. high, pale ;

leaves of the basal shoots lance-oblong, hoary-pubescent, thickish, those of the

stem and inflorescence linear or nearly so; panicle broadly pyramidal; calyx
canescent-pubescent, globular in fruit

; pedicels 0.5-1.5 mm. long. (L. minor,
var. Gray.) Sandy soil near the coast, from the mouth of the Kennebec., Me.,
to Ga. Passing inland to

Var. interior Robinson. Lower (2-3 dm. high), more slender, thinner-leaved

and greener; pedicels filiform, 2-3 mm. long. Open sandy places, s. N. H. to

w. Mass. Distinguished from L. intcrnu'dia by its pyramidal inflorescence

and slightly smaller pods.
6. L. tenuif&lia Michx. Low, slender and diffuse, minutely pubescent or

glabrous; /<,/r,.v all small and very narrow; flowers mostly on very short pedi-

cels, diffuxt-lii rui-i nttixi -jKii/icnlate ; one or both the narrow outer sepals exceed-

in^ tin' iniiir OIK*, tin- latter strictly 1-nerved; pod subglobose. Dry sterile

soil, s. N. II. to Wis., Neb., and southw.
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M. -M. Smaller-flowered ; fruiting calyx narrower, ellipsoidal or pyriform.

7. L. Leggettii Britton & Hollick. Slender, 3-5 dm. high, glabrate ;
all

leaves lance-linear to narrowly linear, green ; panicle open, diffuse, ovoid-

pyramidal, the flowers often inclining to be secund-racemose
; fruiting calyx

obovoid or pyriform. (L. moniliformis Bicknell.) Nantucket to Ind. and
southw.

8. L. racemulbsa Lam. Erect, soft-pubescent when young, soon nearly
glabrous ;

leaves of radical shoots oblong, the cauline oblong-linear, 1-2 cm.

long ;
inflorescence loose and diffuse

; fruiting calyx glabrous, ellipsoidal.

Dry and rocky soil, L. I. to Ky. and southw.

VIOLACEAE (VIOLET FAMILY)

Herbs, with a somewhat irregular 1-spurred or gibbous corolla of 5 petals,

5 hypoyynous stamens with adnale introrse anthers conniving over the pistil, and

a l-celled 3-valved pod with 3 parietal placentae. Sepals 5, persistent. Petals

imbricated in the bud. Stamens with their short and broad filaments continued

beyond the anther-cells, and often coherent with each other. Style- usually

club-shaped, with the simple stigma turned to one side. Valves of the capsule

bearing the several-seeded placentae on their middle
;
after opening, each valve

as it dries folding together lengthwise firmly, projecting the seeds. Seeds

anatropous, with a hard seed-coat, and a large straight embryo nearly as long

as the albumen
; cotyledons flat. Leaves alternate, with stipules. Flowers

axillary, nodding.

1. Hybanthus. Sepals not auricled. Petals (in ours) equal in length. Stamens united into a

sheath.

2. Viola. Sepals auricled. Lower petal spurred. Stamens distinct, the two lower spurred.

1. HYBANTHUS Jacq. GREEN VIOLET

Petals nearly equal (or in extralimital species very unequal) in length,
but the lower one larger and gibbous or saccate at the base, more notched than
the others at the apex. Stamens (in ours) completely united into a sheath

inclosing the ovary, and bearing a broad gland on the lower side. Style hooked
at the summit. Perennials, with stems leafy to the top, and 1-3 small greenish-
white flowers on short recurved axillary pedicels. (Name from vf36s, hump-
backed, and &vdos, flower, from the dorsal gibbosity.) CALCEOLARIA Loefl.

SOLEA Spreng. IONIDIUM Vent. CUBELIUM Raf.

1. H. c6ncQlor (Forster) Spreng. Plant 4-8 dm. high ;
leaves oblong,

pointed at both ends, entire
; pod 2 cm. long. (Solea Gingins ;

Cubelium Raf.)
Rich woods, moist ravines, etc., N. Y. to Mich., Kan., and southw. Fl. Apr.-
June

;
fr. July.

2. ViOLA [Tourn.] L. VIOLET. HEART'S-EASE

REVISED BY E. BRAINERD

Petals somewhat unequal, the lower one spurred at the base. Stamens closely

surrounding the ovary, often slightly cohering with each other
;
the two lower

bearing spurs which project into the spur of the corolla. Besides these con-

spicuous blossoms, which appear in spring, others are produced later, on shorter

peduncles or on runners, often concealed under the leaves
;
these never open

nor develop petals, but are fertilized in the bud and are far more fruitful than
the ordinary blossoms. The closely allied species of the same section, when

growing together, often hybridize with each other, producing forms that are

confusing to the student not familiar with the specific types. The hybrids
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commonly display characters more or less intermediate between those of the

parents, and show marked vegetative vigor but greatly impaired fertility. (The
ancient Latin name of the genus.)

N.B. In this genus the figures are of the stigmas, styles, and upper part of

the ovary, and are on a scale of 5.

I. PLANTS STEMLESS, the leaves and scapes directly from a rootstock or from

runners. (For Group II. see p. 585. )

1. Style club-shaped, beakless, obliquely concave at the summit ; stigriui "///////

a small protuberance near the center of the cavity (Fig. 806).

1. V. pedata L. (BIRD-FOOT V.) Nearly glabrous; rootstock short, erect.

not scaly ;
leaves 3-divided, the lateral divisions 3-5-parted or -cleft, the segments

all linear or narrowly spatulate, often 2-3-toothed or cut near the

apex ;
the leaves of early spring or of autumn often less dissected

;

flowers 2-3 cm. broad
;
the upper petals dark violet, the others

pale to deep lilac-purple, all beardless
;
the orange tips of the

stamens large and conspicuous at the center of the flower
; cap-

sules green, glabrous ;
seeds copper-colored ; apetalous flowers

wanting, but petaliferous flowers often produced in late summer
and autumn. (Var. bicolor Pursh.) Open sunny slopes in

sandy soil, s. N. E. (where rare) to Md. Var. LixEARfLOBA DC.
All the petals of the same lilac-purple color. ( V. pedata Man.
ed. 6, not L.) Locally abundant, e. Mass, to Minn., and south w.

FIG. 806.
V. pedata,

v. lineariloba.

2. Style dilated upward in a vertical plane, capitate, with a conical beak on

the lower side; stigma within the tip of the beak (Fig. 807).

a. Rootstock fleshy and thickened, without runners ; petals violet-blue

to purple, the lateral bearded (BLUK VIOLETS) b.

b. Leaves heart-shaped, the margins merely crenate-serrate, or in

nos. 8-10 some leaves lobed but the cleistogamous flowers on

prostrate peduncles e.

c. Plants essentially glabrous.
Beard of lateral petals strongly knobbed; cleistogamous flow-

ers long and slender 2. F. eucultata.

Beard of lateral petals not strongly knobbed ; cleistogamous
flowers ovoid or ovoid-acuminate.

Cleistogamous flowers mostly on ascending peduncles ;

capsules 5-10 mm. long.
Leave's and sepals obtuse ; capsules green . . . 8. V, nephrophylla.
Leaves and sepals acute ; cleistogamous capsules usually

purplish 4. T. affinis.

Cleistogamous flowers mostly on short prostrate peduncles ;

capsules 10-15 mm. long.
Leaves all undivided.
Vernal leaves purplish beneath ; plants of sandy or dry soil 5. V. latiuscula.

Vernal leaves green beneath ; plants of moist soil.

Leaves narrow, gradually attenuated; flowers pale
violet 6. F.

Leaves broad, merely acute or abruptly pointed ;

flowers deep violet

Leaves palmately lobed or parted
c. Plants more or less pubescent d.

<f. Leaves for the most part palmately 5-9-lobed ....
'/. Some leaves hastately 8-5-lobed
<l. Leaves all undivided .

. . Spurred petal glabrous or bearing only scattered hairs ; cap-
.Mile> s-rj mm. long 11. }'.*<

n-reil petal villous ; capsules 5-s mm. long.
Pubescent only on upper surface of leaves .... 12. !'.////

Pubescent on petioles and lower surface of lea\v>.

ScpaU an 1 their auricles ctliolate 18. V .
*

-///* iitrioiHtlix.

Sepals and their auricles not ciliolate . . . .11. r. norm* -an<jn<t?.
I'. Leaves not heart-shaped, usually sharply dentate toward the base

or lobed ; cleistogamous flowers sagittate, on erect peduncles;
capsules green /'.

f. Spurred petal villous g.

g. Leaves ovate-oblong, pubescent, short-petioled . . . . !.'>. I". fi>uf'i,ifn/,i.

g. Leaves lanceolate, usually glabrous, long-petioled ; l>asal lot>e-

often .Hinted and incised 1. V.

7. V.

8. V. Stoneana.

I'. I'. iHihiHttu.'.. I . ixt

HI. T. ir>ilohd.
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g. Leaves deltoid, glabrous, sharply dentate below the middle -
. 17. V. emarginata.

(/. Leaves parted into narrow lobes
; species of the Atlantic coast 18. V. Brittoniana.

g. Leaves ovate-deltoid, the margins closely pectinate or sharply
dentate 19. V. pectinata.

g. Leaves parted into many linear segments, or sometimes only
cleft

; species of the Middle West 20. V. pedatiftda.
f. Spurred petal glabrous, narrow 21. V. viarum.

(t. Rootstock long and filiform, producing slender runners except in

no. 29 h.

h. Petals lilac or pale violet.

Leaves minutely hairy on the upper surface
; spur large . . 22. V. Selkirkii.

Leaves glabrous ; spur very short 28. V. palustris.
h. Petals white, with purple lines on the three lower (WHITE VIOLETS) i.

i. Leaves glabrous on both sides, rarely pubescent in no. 25 ;

cleistogamous capsules ellipsoid, green, on erect peduncles.
Leaves lanceolate or linear-lanceolate 24. V. lanceolata.
Leaves ovate, acute, base subcordate or tapering . . .25. V. primulifolia.
Leaves heart-shaped, usually obtuse 26. . V. pallens.

i. Leaves pubescent on one or both sides ; cleistogamous capsules
ovoid, usually purplish, on erect peduncles only when ripe ;

seeds brown, 1.5-2 mm. long.
Leaves heart-shaped, minutely hairy above ; plant elsewhere gla-

brous ;
lateral petals beardless 27. F. blanda.

Leaves broadly heart-shaped ; plant more or less pubescent ;

lateral petals bearded 28. F. incognita.
Leaves reniform, pubescent ;

lateral petals beardless . . 20. F. renifolia.

2. V. cucullata Ait. Leaves except the earliest acute or pointed ; petalif-
erous flowers violet-blue becoming darker toward the throat, commonly on

peduncles much taller than the leaves
; spurred petal glabrous, generally some-

what shorter than the lateral
; sepals narrowly lanceolate

; cleistogamous flowers

on erect or ascending often elongated peduncles ; capsules ovoid-cylindric, green,
10-15 mm. long, but little exceeding the long-auricled sepals ;

seeds dark brown,
!."> linn. long. (F. palmata, var. Gray, in part.) Wet places, common.
Forms with flowers white or pale lavender are not infrequent.

3. V. nephrophylla Greene. Nearly or quite glabrous ;
earliest leaves orbic-

ular or slightly reniform, later leaves broadly heart-shaped, obtuse, obscurely
crenate, 3-6 cm. wide

;
flowers large, violet, on peduncles generally exceeding

the leaves
; spurred petal villous, the upper pair often with scattered hairs

;

sepals ovate to lanceolate, obtuse and often rounded
; cleistogamous flowers on

erect or recurved peduncles ; capsules green, glabrous, short-ellipsoid ;
seeds

olive-brown. (F. vagula Greene.) Cold mossy bogs, and borders of streams
and lakes, e. Que. to B. C., s. to centr. Me., n. w. Ct., s. Ont., Wise., Col.,
and Wash.

4. V. affinis Le Conte. Leaves that unfold at flowering time narrowly heart-

shaped and commonly attenuate toward the apex, becoming 4-6 cm. broad in

summer, the margins noticeably crenate-serrate or sometimes irregularly sinu-

ate
; petioles slender

; petals violet, with the white base conspicuous, spurred
petal more or less villous

; cleistogamous flowers small, ovoid, on rather long
ascending peduncles ; capsules ellipsoid, usually purple-dotted, sometimes green,
either glabrous or clothed with minute dense pubescence ; sepals acuminate, half

the length of the capsule, with small appressed auricles
;
seeds buff-colored.

(F". venustula Greene.) Moist thickets and boggy meadows, w. N. E. to Wise.,
and southw.

5. V. latiiiscula Greene. Earliest leaves round-cordate, 2-3 cm. wide, ob-

tuse
;
mature leaves 4-10 cm. wide, often dilated and abruptly pointed, glabrous

except for occasional puberulence or granular roughness on the edges of the

petiole near the blade
;
flowers large, rich violet

; spurred petal somewhat vil-

lous
;
outer sepals lanceolate, glabrous, with short rounded auricles

; cleistoga-
mous capsules ovoid or ellipsoid, flecked with purple, 8-12 mm. long, the per-
sistent sepals one third as long ;

seeds brown. Dry open woods, in light soil,

Vt. to N. J.

6. V. missouri6nsis Greene. Aestival leaves narrowly deltoid with a cordate

base, or sometimes broader with rounded basal lobes and pointed apex, rather

coarsely crenate-serrate
;
flowers pale violet, with a darker band above the white

center
; spurred petal glabrous ; sepals ovate-oblong to lanceolate, narrowly
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white-margined, slightly ciliolate
; capsules from apetalous flowers broadly ellip-

soid, finely dotted with purple ;
seeds buff-colored. River bottoms and low

woods, Mo. and southw.
7. V. papilionacea Pursh. Plants commonly robust from a stout horizontal

branching rootstock
;
leaves often 12 cm. broad, sometimes deltoid in outline

above the cordate base, sometimes rounded and abruptly

pointed ; petioles often sparingly pubescent ; petals deep
violet, white or greenish-yellow at the base, sometimes wholly
white

;
the spurred petal often narrow and boat-shaped, usu-

ally glabrous ;
outer sepals ovate-lanceolate, rarely ciliolate

;

cleistogamous flowers ovoid, on horizontal peduncles usually

underground but lengthened and erect when the capsules

ripen ; capsules ellipsoid to cylindric, green or dark purple,
10-15 mm. long; seeds 2 mm. long, dark brown. (V. pal-

mata, var. cucullata Gray, in part.) Moist meadows and

groves, frequently about dwellings, Mass, to Minn., and

807. V. papillonacea.
southw. FIG. 807.

8. V. Stoneana House. Leaves variously 3-9-lobed or

parted, the outer segments broadly lunate, all somewhat dentate or incised,
narrowed toward the base

;
the vernal and late summer leaves less deeply cut

or not at all, glabrous except for minute hairs on the margin and sometimes
on the veins

;
flowers large, violet, darker towards the throat

; spurred petal

glabrous ; capsules from the cleistogamous flowers ovoid, blotched with purple ;

seeds buff-colored. Moist woodlands, N. J., e. Pa., and Md.
0. V. palmata L. Leaves of early summer palmately 5-9-lobed or -parted,

the segments variously toothed or cleft, the middle segment usually widest
;
the

first leaves of spring sometimes undivided
; petioles and veins of the lower sur-

face densely villous, upper surface often glabrous ;
flowers violet-purple, 2-3 cm.

broad
; sepals ovate-lanceolate, rather blunt

; cleistogamous flowers on prostrate

peduncles, their capsules ovoid, purple-dotted, 8-12 mm. long ;
seeds brown.

Dry rich woodlands, Mass, to Minn., and southw.
10. V. triloba Schwein. Early foliage purplish, turning yellowish-green at

flowering time
;
some leaves broadly heart-shaped, others 3-6-lobed, the middle

segment always broad, the basal segments lunate, the lateral if present narrow.
the blade 10-15 cm. wide when mature

; petioles densely villous
; peduncles

mostly glabrous, shorter than the leaves
; petals deep violet within, paler with-

out
;
outer sepals ovate-lanceolate, somewhat obtuse, slightly ciliolate

; cleistog-
amous capsules ovoid, purplish; seeds buff or pale brown. (V. c<i<j<-,i,r

Le Conte
;

V. palmata, var. dilatata Pollard, not Ell.) Dry woodlands, s.

N. E., s. N. Y., and southw. Freely intergrades with the following.
11. V. sorbria Willd. In size and habit like no. 7, into which it passes;

leaves villous-pubescent especially on the petioles and under surface when
young ; vernal flowers on peduncles about the length of the leaves, violet to lav-

ender and occasionally white
;
outer sepals ovate-oblong, commonly obtuse, cili-

olate below the middle and on the short rounded auricles
; cleistogamous flowers

ovoid, on short prostrate peduncles ; capsules of these usually purple ;
seeds

dark brown. ( V. palmata, var. Pollard. ) Moist meadows, alluvial woods, shady
ledges and dooryards, w. Que. to Minn., and southw.

\'2. V. hirsutula Hrainerd. The smallest species of the group ;
leaves com-

monly appressed to the ground, 2-4 cm. wide, broadly cordate, obtuse, purplish
and glabrous beneath, silvery-pubescent above and marked with varying shades
of green ; petaliferous flowers violet-purple, on peduncles taller than the leaves

;

apetalous flowers small, ovoid, on short prostrate peduncles ;
their capsules

ovoid, 0-8 mm. long, purple, when ripe raised :)-4 cm. above the leaves
;
seeds

yellow-brown, 20-:>0 in a capsule. (F. rillnw/ of recent auth., not Walt.)
Dry rich woods, s. N. Y. to Ky. and Ga. V. rillimn. var. <<,><! i'fli</ Null., with
broader acute leaves less pubescent above, and with infertile capsules and darker

seeds, seems to be a cross between V. hirsutula and V. papilionacea.
13. V. septentrionalis Greene. Leaves 3-7 cm. wide, hirsutulous especially

on the margins, veins, and petioles, somewhat pointed but the apex blunt
;
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petioles slender, wiry, often purplish at base
; petals variable, 4-12 mm. wide,

deep violet to pale lilac, rarely pure white or white suffused with violet, all occa-

sionally bearing scattered hairs
; sepals ovate, usually obtuse, closely ciliolate

nearly to the tip ; cleistogamous flowers sagittate, on horizontal or recurved

peduncles ;
their mature capsules purple (sometimes green) , subglobose, 5-8

mm. long, subtended by the spreading ciliolate auricles of the sepals ;
seeds

brown. Moist open woodlands, especially under conifers, P.E.I., Que., and
Out. to Ct. and w. N. Y.

14. V. nbvae-angliae House. Differs from the last in its narrow cordate-

triangular leaves, 2-4 cm. wide at time of petaliferous flowering, in not having
ciliolate sepals and auricles, and in flowering a week or two later

;
in late sum-

mer the breadth of leaf often equals its length. Gravelly beaches of the St.

John R., n. Me. (Fernalff) ; rocky banks of the Penobscot R., Me. (Knight}.
15. V. fimbriatula Sin. Rootstock becoming long and stout in age, usually

erect; the earliest leaves ovate, obtuse, the later ones ovate- oblong, acute,

finely pubescent, obscurely crenulate toward the apex, the basal lobes sometimes

sharply toothed or incised
;
flowers violet-purple, on peduncles commonly longer

than the leaves
; cleistogamous capsules green, ovoid, 6-10 mm. long ;

auricles

of the sepals spreading and ciliate
;
seeds brown. (F. ovata Nutt.; V. sagittata

Man. ed. 6, in part.) Sandy fields and dry hillsides, N. S. to Wise., and southw.
16. V. sagittata Ait. Mature leaves lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, the

blades 4-8 cm. long, hastately or sagittately incised or toothed at the base
;
the

earliest and those produced in late summer often nearly deltoid, obtuse, merely
crenate at the base; petals violet-purple; sepals narrowly lanceolate, acute,

glabrous ; capsules 8-14 mm. long, containing 50-70 brown seeds. Moist banks
and fields, Mass, to Minn., and southw., especially near the coast. In O. and
westw. a pubescent form of the species is prevalent (F. subsagittata Greene).

17. V. emarginata Le Conte. Mature leaves approximately triangular, the
base truncate or slightly cordate, often decurrent, obscurely crenate-serrate

above the middle, coarsely toothed or incised below
; petals violet-blue, fre-

quently emarginate ; cleistogamous capsules narrowly ovoid, 8-14 mm. long, on

peduncles somewhat shorter than the leaves; seeds brown. Dry woods and
hillsides, N. J. and southw.

18. V. Brittoniana Pollard. First leaves reddish beneath, merely dentate
;

later leaves reniform to ovate in outline, 5-9-lobed or -parted, the lateral seg-
ments narrow, the middle segment often much the widest, glabrous except for

minute pubescence on the upper surface and margin ;
flowers large, rich violet,

with the white throat conspicuous ; sepals linear-lanceolate, acuminate
; capsules

ovoid-cylindric, 10-18 mm. long, on peduncles about the length of the petioles ;

seeds about 1.6 mm. long, buff-colored. (F. septemloba of auth., not Le Conte
;

V. atlantica Britton, not Pomel.) In moist sandy or peaty soil near the

coast, s. Me., and southw.
19. V. pectinata Bicknell. Leaves ovate-deltoid in general outline, some-

times narrower but often much wider than long, the base truncate, subcordate,
or somewhat decurrent on the petiole, the apex acute to acuminate or occa-

sionally blunt, the margin sharply dentate or below the middle closely pectinate ;

in pubescence, flower, "fruit, and seed quite the same as F. Brittoniana, with
which it is associated in all the known stations. Damp meadows, Dedham,
Mass.

; Stratford, Ct.
; Woodmere, N. Y.

; .Dayton, N. J.

20. V. pedatifida G. Don. Rootstock short, vertical; leaves palmately
parted, the divisions variously cleft and incised into linear lobes

;
leaves usually

cuneate at the base, with prominent flabelliform veins, minutely pubescent on
the margin ; scapes exceeding the leaves, bearing showy violet flowers

; cleistoga-
mous capsules light gray when ripe, 10-15 mm. long, on peduncles commonly
shorter than the petioles ;

seeds 2 mm. long, light brown. Prairies, n. 0. to

Sask., southwestw. to N. Mex. Varies much in leaf-pattern, passing through
forms less deeply dissected and with wider oblong lobes ( F. Bernardi Greene)
to forms with leaves somewhat rhomboidal in outline, the base broadly cuneate
and entire, the upper contour rounded, sharply cleft and toothed (F. indimsa

Greene).
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21. V. viarum Pollard. Leaves broadly deltoid, with the basal angles
rounded, some undivided, merely crenate-serrate or with a few slight incisions,
others hastately 3-7-lobed or -parted, the middle segment broad, acute, serrate

;

petals rich violet, spurred petal glabrous, narrow, emargiiiate, nearly tubular
from the inrolling of the margins, lateral pair narrow, convergent about the

spurred petal, bearing a sparse short clavate beard, upper pair broader, diver-

gent, emarginate ; sepals narrowly lanceolate, with rather short entire auricles
;

cleistogamous fruit on peduncles somewhat shorter than the petioles, pale green
when ripe, cylindric-ovoid ;

seeds olive-brown. Open ground, waysides and
river-banks, Mo. to Kan. and Okla.

22. V. Selkirkii Pursh. (GREAT-SPURRED V.) Small and delicate
;
runners

all underground; leaves round-cordate, the basal lobes converging or over-

lapping, crenate, at vernal flowering about 2 cm. wide, when mature 3-4 cm.

wide, the upper surface bearing minute spreading hairs, plant otherwise gla-
brous

; scapes about as tall as the leaves
; petals all beardless

; peduncles of

cleistogamous flowers erect or ascending, the capsules subglobose, dotted with

purple ;
seeds small, straw-colored. Shaded ravines and cold woods, N. B. to

w. Mass., n. Pa., L. Superior, and north w., rdre. (Greenl.)
23. V. palustris L. Smooth

;
leaves round-cordate and reniform, slightly

crenate
;
flowers small

; petals pale lilac, with purple lines, the lateral pair
somewhat bearded, spur very short and obtuse. Alpine region of the White
Mts., N. H., and far northw. (Eu.)

24. V. lanceolata L. (LANCE-LEAVED V.) Stolons leafy, often bearing
apetalous flowers

;
leaves and scapes glabrous, 5-8 cm. high at time of vernal

flowering ;
later leaves 20-30 cm. high, the blades obscurely crenulate, gradually

tapering into a long margined often reddish petiole ;
lateral petals usually

beardless
; sepals lanceolate, acute

; cleistogamous capsules 6-12 mm. long, on
erect peduncles that are usually shorter than the leaves

;
seeds dark brown.

Open bogs, moist meadows, and shores, N. S. to Minn., and south w.
26. V. primulifblia L. (PRIMROSE-LEAVED V.) Leaves oblong or ovate,

with either subcordate, obtuse, or tapering base, obscurely crenate-serrate,

commonly glabrous ; stolons, flowers, and fruit as in the preceding ;
seeds

reddish-brown, about 1.5 mm. long. Moist or almost dry soil, N. B., southw.

along the coast.

26. V. pallens (Banks) Brainerd. Leaves heart-shaped, obtuse or rarely
acute

; petioles and scapes often with scattered hairs, sometimes dotted with
red ; lateral petals usually bearing a small tuft of hairs, upper petals broadly
obovate ; seeds small, 1 mm. long, almost black. ( V. blanda of recent Am.
auth., not Willd.) Springy land and along brooks, Lab. to B. C., s. to the mts.

of S. C. and Tenn., Mich., and Wyo. This and the two species following are

commonly known as SWEET WHITE V.
27. V. blanda Willd. Glabrous except for minute white hairs on the upper

surface of the leaves especially on the basal lobes
;
leaves commonly acute.

often pointed ; midribs, petioles, and scapes usually tinged with red
;

lateral

petals beardless, the upper pair often long, narrow, and strongly reflexed,
sometimes twisted

;
in flower 10-15 days later than the two following ; freely

producing in summer slender leafy runners. (V. amoena Le Conte
;

V. l>f<t<l<t,

var. palnxtriformis Gray.) Moist rich woodlands, w. Que. to Minn., ami
southw. to Ga. and La.

i'H. V. inc6gnita Brainord. Peduncles, petioles, and lower surface of leaves

more or less pubescent with soft white hairs especially when young, the upper
leaf-surface often glabrous; aestival leaves large, rugose, broadly heart-shaped,
acute; lateral petals bearded, upper pair obovate

; flowering early ;
in summer

producing numerous filiform runners. Mountain slopes and low moist wood-

lands, Nfd. and e. Que. southw. to Pa., and \\est\\.

29. V. renifblia Gray. Leaves reniform, often abruptly pointed, more or

less pubescent, but upper surface often quite glabrous ; petals all beardless, the

upper pair orbicular
; flowering early ;

runners rarely present, very short,

raceme-like, bearing cleistogamous flowers. Arbor Vitae swamps and cold

woods, Nfd. to the Mackenzie R., s. to N. H., Pa., Mich., and Minn.
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808. V. rotundifolia.

3. Style enlarged upward, abruptly capitate, beakless; stigma within a small

orifice on the lower side of the summit (Fig. 808) ; petals yellow.

30. V. rotundifblia Michx. (ROUND-LEAVED or EAKLY
YELLOW V.) Rootstock stout, jagged with the persistent
bases of former leaves

;
runners short, usually without roots

or leaves, bearing 1-5 cleistogamous flowers, thus simulating
racemes

;
leaves oval or round-cordate, obtuse, repand-crenu-

late, with short and narrow basal sinus, at flowering time

minutely pubescent, 2-3 cm. wide, in midsummer mostly
glabrous, 6-10 cm. wide, prostrate ; petals bright yellow, the

three lower with brown veins, the lateral bearded
; capsules

ovoid, 6-8 mm. long, closely dotted with purple ;
seeds nearly

white. Cold woods, centr. Me. to s. w. Ont., O., Pa., Del., and

along the Alleghenies to n. Ga. FIG. 808.

4. Style not club-shaped nor capitate, ending in a small hook

pointing downward (Fig. 809); petals violet or sometimes
white.

31. V. ODORATA L. (ENGLISH or SWEET V.) Producing
above ground leafy stolons

;
leaves broadly cordate, finely pu-

bescent
;
flowers very fragrant ; summer-capsules broadly ovoid,

angled, pubescent, purple ;
seeds relatively large, cream-colored.

Often cultivated, and occasionally spontaneous. (Introd. from

Eu.) FlG. 809. 809. V. odorata.

II. PLANTS WITH LEAFY STEMS

5. Style capitate, beakless, bearded at the summit (Fig. 810); spur short; stip-
ules entire, the lower more or less scarious.

Stems numerous, ascending, bearing leaves and Howers from near the

base 82. V. Nuttallii.
Stems few, mostly erect, not leafy below.

Petals yellow.
Nearly glabrous ;

stem-leaves halberd-shaped or narrowly heart-shaped 33. V. hastata.

Softly pubescent ; root-leaves often wanting ; stem-leaves broad, often

over 7 cm. wide 34. V. pubescens.
Sparingly pubescent; root-leaves usually 1-2

;
stem-leaves rarely over 7

cm. wide 35. F. scabriuscula.
Petals white inside, outside tinged with violet 36. V. canadensis.

32. V. Nuttallii Pursh. Pubescent or nearly glabrous ;
leaves ovate to

oblong-lanceolate, obtuse, entire or slightly crenate, tapering into margined
petioles; petals yellow, sometimes violet on the outside. Prairies, Mo., N.

Dak., and westw.
33. V. hastata Michx. (HALBERD-LEAVED V.) Stem slender, 1-2.5 dm.

high, f#om a horizontal fleshy rootstock; stem-leaves 2-4 near the summit,
halberd-shaped or oblong-heart-shaped, slightly serrate, acute

; stipules ovate,
small. Woods, n. O., mts. of Pa., and southw.

34. V. pubescens Ait. (DOWNY YELLOW V.) Softly pubescent, 2-3.5 dm.

high ;
stems often solitary; leaves 2-4 near the summit (or occasionally a long-

petioled root-leaf), broadly ovate with cordate or truncate-decurrent base,

crenate-dentate, somewhat pointed ; stipules large, ovate-oblong ; petals purple-
veined, the lateral bearded

; sepals narrowly lanceolate, acute
; apetalous flowers

abundant in summer on short peduncles ; capsules ovoid, glabrous or woolly ;

seeds light brown, large, nearly 3 mm. long. Dry rich woods, s. Me. to Ont.,

Kan., and Md.
35. V. scabriuscula Schwein. (SMOOTH YELLOW V.) Similar to the preced-

ing, with which it intergrades ;
the more pronounced forms have commonly 2-4

stems and 1-3 radical leaves from one rootstock, the stems shorter and more

leafy, the leaves smaller and sparingly pubescent to glabrate, the time of flower-
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ing earlier
; flowers, capsules, and seeds as in the preceding.

Moist thickets, often in heavy soil, e. Que. to L. Winnipeg, and
southw.

36. V. canad6nsis L. (CANADA V.) Usually 3-4 dm. high,
minutely pubescent, glabrate ;

leaves heart-shaped, pointed.
serrate

; stipules sharply lanceolate
; petaliferous flowers often

borne throughout the summer, lateral petals bearded, spurred
petal yellow at the base and striped with fine dark lines ;

810. V. canadensis. sepals slender, acuminate
; capsules subglobose, 0-10 mm. long,

often downy or puberulent ;
seeds brown. Woods, Nfd. to

n. Vt., thence southw. and westw. FIG. 810.

6. Style not capitate, slender (Fig. 811); length of spur at least twice its

width; stipules fringed-toothed, somewhat herbaceous.

Tip of the style beut downward, slightly pubescent near the summit;
lateral petals bearded ; spur less than 8 mm. long.

Petals white or cream-colored 37. V. strict tu.
Petals pale violet or violet-purple.
Stems ascending.

Plants glabrous or nearly so.

Stipules ovate-lanceolate
;
later leaves subacuminate . . .88. V.conxpersa.

Stipules lance-linear
;
later leaves rounded to an obtuse apex ; alpine

and northern 39. V. Uil>r<i(lo,'k'<i.

Plants densely puberulent 40. V. arvnaria.
Stems prostrate ; leaves suborbicular 41. V. \\'<t/t<-t-i.

Style straight and glabrous; lateral petals beardless, spur slender, 10-12
mm. long ..-.. 42. V. rostrata.

37. V. strata Ait. Usually 15-30 cm. high when in flower, often in late

summer 6 dm. high, glabrous or nearly so; leaves heart-shaped, finely crenate-

serrate, often acute
; stipules large, oblong-lanceolate ; spur rather thick, shorter

than the petals ; sepals ciliate, narrow, attenuate
; capsules ovoid, glabrous, 4-(>

mm. long ;
seeds light brown. Low or shady ground, Ct. to Minn., and southw.

38. V. conspersa Reichenb. Rootstock oblique, often much branched
;

at

time of vernal flowering stems 8-16 cm. high ;
lower leaves round-renifonu.

upper round-cordate, crenate, 1.5-3 cm. wide; flowers numerous,
usually pale, sometimes white, raised above the leaves on axillary

peduncles 5-8 cm. long ;
in summer the leaves becoming wider, the

stems elongating and bearing cleistogamous flowers on short peduncles
from the same axils that bore vernal flowers or from the axils of

later leaves
;
seeds straw-colored. ( V. Muhlenbergii Torr.

;
V. labra-

dorica of recent Am. auth., not Schrank.) Common in low or
shaded ground, e. Que. to Minn., and southw. FIG. 811.

39. V. Iabrad6rica Schrank. Habit of the preceding but more
dwarf

;
stems and petioles nearly or quite glabrous ; stipules narrow, gll. V. cou-

lance-linear
;
leaf-blades more or less hispidulous above, the later

ones rounded to an obtuse (not in the least acuminate) apex ; petals

commonly deep violet, more rarely paler; seeds light brown. ( V.

ixTijiiDia, var. minor Hook.) Greenl. and Lab., s. to cool or alpine situations

of Me., N. H., andn. N. Y.
40. V. arenaria DC. Low, tufted; stems several or many; leaves 1-2

cm. broad, thickish, densely puberulent on both surfaces, ovate, often subcor-

date, narrowed above to an obtuse apex ; spur usually straight and blunt, but
sometimes with a sharp point abruptly bent inward

; cleistogamous flowers and

capsules abundant in late summer; seeds brown. (V. ontiiKt, var. /m/T/v//</

Wats.) Sandy and sterile soil, e. Que. to n. e. Mass., westw. to Minn, and
Sask. (En.)

41. V. Walter! House. Blossoming first from rosettes of radical leaves,

afterwards producing prostrate leafy stems that bear cleistogamous flowers ;

leaves orbicular to reniform, with cordate base, 1-4 cm. wide, crenulate, often

dark-colored along the veins
;
flowers and fruit much as in V. conspersa. (V.

tmtlticaiiliit Hritton, not Jord.) Rocky or sandy ground, Ky. to Fla. and Tex.
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42. V. rostrata Pursh. (LONG-SPURRED V.) Stems often numerous, com-

monly 1-1.2 dm. high ;
leaves round-heart-shaped, nearly or quite glabrous, ser-

rate, the upper acute or pointed ; petals lilac-colored with a violet spot near the

center, borne on long peduncles above the leaves
; cleistogamous flowers with

minute or abortive petals appearing later on short peduncles from the axils of the

upper leaves
; capsules ovoid, 3-5 mm. long, glabrous ;

seeds yellowish-brown.
Shaded hillsides, w. Que. to Mich., and southw. in the Alleghenies to Ga.

7. Style much enlarged upward into a globose hollow summit with a wide ori-

fice on the lower side (Fig. 812) ; stipules large, leaf-like, lyrate-pinnatifid.

Stipules pinnatisect at the base ; upper leaves crenately serrate ;
introduced

species.
Petals 2-3 times as long as the sepals 48. V. tricolor.

Petals seldom longer than the sepals 44. V. arvensis.

Stipules palmately pectinate at the base ; upper leaves entire or nearly so
;

indigenous
*

45. V. Rajinesquii.

43. V. TRICOLOR L. (PANSY, HEART'S-EASE.) Stems angled, 1.5-3 dm.

high ;
lower leaves roundish or cordate, upper oblong, crenate

;
flowers large

and widely spreading, variously marked with yellow, white, and

purple ; capsules ovoid
;
seeds brown. An escape from cultiva-

tion, rarely persisting. (Introd. from Eu.) FIG. 812.

44. V. ARVENSIS Murr. (WILD PANSY.) Similar to the pre-

ceding, but smaller
; petals all pale yellow, usually shorter than

the rather long lanceolate acute sepals ; capsules globose. Old

fields, frequent, Nfd. to N. E. and Ont. (Nat. from Eu.)
45. V. RafinSsquii Greene. (WILD PANSY.) Very slender,

often branched from the base
;
root annual

;
leaves small, the

earliest suborbicular, on slender petioles, the later obovate to

linear-oblanceolate, attenuate at the base
;

internodes usually

exceeding the leaves
;
flowers small, 7-10 mm. long, the obovate

812. V. tricolor, bluish-white to cream-colored petals nearly twice the length of

the sepals. ( V.tenella Baf., not Poir.
;

V. tricolor, var. arvensis
Man. ed. 6, not DC.) Woods and open places, N. Y. to Mich., Tex., and Ga.

PASSIFLORACEAE (PASSION FLOWER FAMILY)

Herbs or woody plants, climbing by tendrils, with perfect flowers, 5 monadel-

phous stamens, and a stalked \-celled ovary free from the calyx, with 3 or 4

parietal placentae, and as many club-shaped styles.

1. PASSIFL6RA L. PASSION FLOWER

Calyx of 5 sepals shortly united at the base
;
the throat crowned with a double

or triple fringe. Petals 5, on the throat of the calyx. Filaments united into a
tube which sheathes the long stalk of the ovary, separate above

;
anthers large,

fixed by the middle. Berry (often edible) many-seeded. Leaves alternate,

generally palmately lobed, writh stipules. Peduncles axillary, jointed. Ours
are perennial herbs. (An adaptation of flos passionis, a translation offior della

passione, the popular Italian name early applied to the flower from a fancied

resemblance of its parts to the implements of the crucifixion.)
1. P. lutea L. Smooth, slender

;
leaves obtusely B-lobed at the summit, the

lobes entire; petioles glandless ;
flowers greenish-yellow, 2.5 cm. broad; fruit

1.2 cm. in diameter. Damp thickets, s. Pa. to Mo., Tex., and Fla.
2. P. incarnata L. Pubescent

;
leaves 3-5-cte#, the lobes serrate, the base

bearing 2 glands ;
flower large (5 cm. broad), nearly white, with a triple purple

and flesh-colored crown
;
involucre 3-leaved

;
fruit as large as a hen's egg.

Dry soil, Va. to Fla., w. to Mo. and Tex. Fruit called MAYPOPS.
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LOASACEAE (LOASA FAMILY)

Herbs, with a rough or stiiiying pubi-nci'tu:?. no stipules, the calyx-tube adher-

ent to a 1-celled ovary with 2 or -\ /mrfcful />l<tventae; represented here only by

the genus

1. MENTZELIA [Plumier] L.

Calyx-tube cylindrical or club-shaped ;
the limb 5-parted, persistent. Petals

5 or 10, regular, spreading, flat, convolute in the bud, deciduous. Stamens in-

serted with the petals on the throat of the calyx. Styles 3, more or less united

into 1
; stigmas terminal, minute. Capsule at length dry and opening at the

summit. Seeds flat, anatropous. Stems erect. Leaves alternate, very adhe-

sive by the barbed pubescence. (Dedicated to C. Mentzel, an early German

botanist.)
1. M. oligosp6rma Nutt. (STICK LEAF.) Much branched, 3-9 dm. high;

leaves ovate and oblong, cut-toothed or angled, often petioled ; flowers yeU<>"\
1.5-2 cm. broad, opening in sunshine

; petals 5, wedge-oblong, pointed ;
stamens

20 or more
; capsule small, about 9-seeded. Limestone hills and banks, 111. to

Kan. and Col., s. to Tex. May-Aug.
2. M. decapetala (Pursh) Urban & Gilg. Larger in all its parts ;

leaves

elongate-lanceolate, sharply and coarsely dentate
; flowers white or pale yellow,

7-12 cm. broad, opening in the evening; petals 10, lanceolate; stamens abun-

dant
;
seeds numerous. Rocky hillsides and dry prairies, n. w. la. to Sask.,

Tex.
,
and westw. July-Sept.

CACTACEAE (CACTI-S FAMILY)

Fleshy and thickened mostly leafless plants, globular or columnar and many-

angled, or flattened and jointed, usually with prickles. Flowers solitary, semtilr ;

the sepals and petals numerous, imbricated in several rows, the bases adherent

to the 1-celled ovary. Stamens numerous, inserted on the inside of the tube or

cup formed by the union of the sepals and petals. Style 1
; stigmas numerous.

1. Mamillaria. Globose or ovoid plants, covered with spine-bearing tubercles. Flowers tmni

between the tubercles. Ovary naked ; berry succulent.

2. Opuntia Branching or jointed plants ; the joints flattened or cylindrical.

1. MAMILLARIA Haw.

Flowers about as long as wide, the tube campanulate or funnel-shaped.

Ovary often hidden between the bases of the tubercles, naked, the succulent

berry exserted. Seeds yellowish-brown to black, crustaceous. Globose or

moid plants, covered with spine-bearing cylindrical, ovoid, or conical tubercles.

the flowers from distinct, woolly or bristly areoles at their base. (Nairn- from

tit<iiiii//<i, a nipple, referring to the tubercles.)
1. M. vivipara (Nutt.) Haw. Single or tufted, 2.5-12 cm. high, the almost

terete tubercles bearing bundles of :>-S reddish-bro\vn spines (2 cm. long or less)

surrounded by 1"> -jo grayish ones in a single series, all straight and riuid : flnir-

crx i-/ <>, purple, with mnged sepals and lance-subulate petals ;
f,, rri<s nnn'tl.

green; seeds pitted, light brown. (Cactus Nutt.) Granite ledges, w. Minn.

(Moyer}, and on prairies and dry plains to Alb. and Cal.

2. M. missouriSnsis Sweet, var. caespitbsa (Kngelm.) Wats. Smaller, si ems

ulolx.se, clustered, the tnbereles with fewer (lU-l'O) weaker ash-colored spines ;

flnii-i-i'K ii<llnii\ 2.5-5 cm. broad; berry subgloboxt. *<-</r/<t; <*<ix few, pitted.

blin-k. (Catt** misxnHi'ifiisis, var. ximilis Coult.) Dry prairies, e, Kan. to

Tex., and westw.
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2. OPUNTIA [Tourn.] Mill. PRICKLY PEAR. INDIAN Fie;

Sepals and petals not united into a prolonged tube, spreading, regular, the

inner roundish. Stein composed of joints (flattened in ours), bearing very
small awl-shaped and usually deciduous leaves arranged in a spiral order, with
clusters of barbed bristles and often spines in their axils. Flowers in our spe-
cies yellow, opening in sunshine for more than one day. (A name of Theo-

phrastus, originally belonging to some different plant.)

* Spines small or none; fruit pulpy.

1. 0. vulgaris Mill. Prostrate or spreading, light green; joints broadly ob-

ovate, 5-10 cm. long; leaves minute (4-5 mm. long), ovate-subulate, generally
appressed ; bristles short, greenish-yellow ; spines solitary or more often none

;

flowers pale yellow, about 5 cm. broad, with about 8 petals ; fruit 2.5 cm. long.

Bandy fields and dry rocks, Nantucket to S. C., near the coast
;
Falls of the

Potomac.
2. 0. RafinSsquii Engelm. Prostrate, deep green; joints broadly obovate or

orbicular, 7-12 cm. long ;
leaves 6-8 mm. long, spreading; bristles bright red-

brown, with a few small spines and a single strong one (1.8-2.4 cm. long) or
none

; flowers yellow, 6-9 cm. broad, sometimes with a reddish center ; petals
10-12

;
fruit 3.6 cm. long, with an attenuated base. (Probably O. cespitosa,

mesacantha, and humifusa Raf., in part.) Sandy soil, limestone bluffs, etc.,
n. O. and Mich, to Minn., and s. to Ky. and Tex.

Var. minor Engelm. Dwarf; joints orbicular, 5 cm. in diameter, nearly
spineless. Sandstone rock, s. Mo. (Engelmann according to Coulter.)

* *
Very spiny ; fruit dry and prickly.

3. 0. polyacantha Haw. Prostrate, joints light green, broadly obovate, flat
and tuberculate, 5-15 cm. long; leaves small. (3-4 mm. long), their axils armed
with a tuft of straw-colored bristles and 5-10 slender radiating spines (2.5-5 cm.

long) ;
flowers light yellow, 5-7.5 cm. broad

;
fruit with spines of variable length.

( O. missouriensis DC. ) Wise, to Mo.
,
and westw. across the plains ; very

variable.

4. 0. fragilis (Nutt.) Haw. Subdecumbent
; joints small (2.5-5 cm. long or

less), ovate, compressed or tumid, or even terete; leaves hardly 2 mm. long, red
;

bristles few, larger spines 1-4, cruciate, with 4-6 smaller white radiating ones
below ; flowers yellow. Minn., la., Kan., and westw.

THYMELAEACEAE (MEZEREUM FAMILY)

Shrubs, with acrid and very tough (not aromatic} bark, entire leaves, and

perfect flowers with a regular and simple colored calyx, bearing usually twice

as many stamens as its lobes, free from the l-celled and l-ovuled ovary, which

forms a berry-like drupe in fruit, with a single suspended anatropous seed.

Embryo large ;
albumen little or none.

1. Dirca. Calyx tubular, without spreading lobes. Stamens (8) and style exserted.

2. Daphne. Calyx-lobes (4) spreading. Stamens (8) included. Style short or none.

1. DIRCA L. LEATHERWOOD. MOOSEWOOD

Calyx petal-like, tubular-funnel-shaped, truncate, the border wavy or ob-

scurely about 4-toothed. Stamens inserted on the calyx above the middle, the
alternate ones longer. Style thread-form. Drupe ovoid, reddish. A much
branched bush, with jointed branchlets, oval-obovate alternate leaves on very
short petioles, the bases of which conceal the buds of the next, season. Flowers

light yellow, preceding the leaves, 3 or 4 in a cluster from a bud of as many
dark-hairy scales, these forming an involucre, from which soon after proceeds
a leafy branch. (Name of uncertain derivation.)
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1. D. paliistris L. (Wicopv.) Shrub, 1-2 m. high; the wood white, soft,
and very brittle

;
but the fibrous bark remarkably tough (used by the Indians

for thongs, whence the popular names). Damp rich woods, N. B. to Ont., and
southw. Apr.

2. DAPHNE L. MEZEREUM

Calyx salver-shaped or somewhat funnel-shaped. Anthers nearly sessile on
the calyx-tube. Stigma capitate. Drupe red. Hardy low shrub. (Mytho-
logical name of the nymph transformed by Apollo into a Laurel.)

1. D. MEZEREUM L. Shrub, 3-9 dm. high, with purple-rose-colored (rarely

white) flowers, in lateral clusters on shoots of the preceding year, before tin-

lanceolate smooth leaves. Escaped from cultivation, and locally established,

w. Que. and Ont. to Mass, and N. Y. Early spring. (Introd. from Eu.)

ELAEAGNACEAE (OLEASTER FAMILY)

Shrubs or small trees, with silvery-scurfy leaves and perfect or dioecious

flowers j
further distinguished from the Mezereum Family by the erect or

ascending albuminous seed, and the calyx-tube which becomes pulpy and berry-

like in fruit, strictly inclosing the achene.

1. Elaeagnus. Flowers perfect. Stamens 4. Leaves alternate.

2. Shepherdia. Flowers dioecious. Stamens 8. Leaves opposite.

1. ELAEAGNUS [Tourn.] L.

Calyx cylindric-campanulate above the persistent cylindrical or globose base,
the limb valvately 4-cleft, deciduous. Stamens 4, in the throat. Style linear,

stigmatic on one side. Fruit drupe-like, with an ellipsoid 8-striate stone.

Leaves alternate, entire and petioled, and flowers axillary and pedicellnte.

(From t\ala, the olive, and Hyvos, the Greek name of the Chaste-tree, \'ifr.r

Agnus-castus.)
1. E. arg6ntea Pursh. (SILVERBERRY.) A stoloniferous unarmed shrub,

2-4 m. high, the younger branches covered with ferruginous scales : leaves elliptic

to lanceolate, undulate, silvery-scurfy and more or less ferruginous ;
flowers

numerous, deflexed, silvery without, pale yellow within, fragrant ;
fruit round-

ovoid, dry and mealy, edible, 8-10 mm. long. Bonaventure K.. Que. (Port) ;

and from Isle of Orleans, Que., to Hudson Bay and B. C., s to Minn., S. Dak.,
and Utah.

2. SHEPHERDIA Nutt.

Flowers dioecious
;
the sterile with a 4-parted calyx (valvate in the bud)

and 8 stamens, alternating with as many processes of the thick disk
;
the fertile

with an urn-shaped 4-cleft calyx, inclosing the ovary (the orifice closed by tin-

teeth of the disk) and becoming berry-like in fruit. Style slender
; stigma

1-sided. Leaves opposite, entire, deciduous
;
the small flowers nearly st ssilc

in their axils on the branches, clustered, or the fertile solitary. (Named for

John Sln-itln-nl, once curator of the Liverpool Botanic Garden.) LKPAKGYKK \

Kal.

1. S. canad6nsis (L.) Nutt. Shrub, l-'J in. high ; h-nm <///,>!><<// <>r nmti ,

nearly nuk^l ////// ///v/-// ahove, silvery-downy and scurfy with rust\ s.-al<s

beneath; fruit yellowish-red, nauseous. (Li'f><D'<iiirt>a Greene.) Calcareous
rocks and banks, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to N. S., Me., Vt.. n. and w. N. Y., Mich.,

Wise., and along the Rocky Mts. to N. Mex. May.
'2. S. arglntea Nutt. (BUFFALO BKRHV.) Somewhat thorny, 1-6 m. high;

leaves cuneate-oblony, silvery on both sides ; fruit ovoid, scarlet, acid and edible.

(Lepargyrea Greene.) Man. and n. Minn, to Kan., and westw.
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LYTHRACEAE (LOOSESTRIFE FAMILY)

Herbs, with mostly opposite entire leaves, no stipules, the calyx inclosing

but free from the l-4-celled many-seeded ovary and membranous capsule, and

bearing the 4-7 deciduous petals and 4-14 stamens on its throat, the latter lower

down. Style 1
; stigma capitate, or rarely 2-lobed. Flowers axillary or whorled,

rarely irregular, perfect, sometimes dimorphous or even trimorphous, those on

different plants with filaments and style reciprocally longer and shorter.

Petals sometimes wanting. Capsule often 1-celled by the early breaking away
of the thin partitions ; placentae in the axis. Seeds anatropous, without

albumen. Branches usually 4-sided.

* Flowers regular or nearly so.

- Calyx short, campanulate or globular.

1. Didiplis. Calyx without appendages. Petals none. Stamens 4. Capsule globular, indehis-

cent, 2-celled. Small aquatic.

2. Rotala. Calyx with the sinuses appendaged. Petals and stamens 4. Capsules 4-celled,

septicidal, with 3-4 valves.

3. Ammannia. Flowers not trimorphous. Petals generally 4 or none. Stamens 4-8. Capsule

globular, 2-4-celled, bursting irregularly.

4. Decodon. Flowers trimorphous. Petals 5 (rarely 4). Stamens 8-10. Capsules 8-4-valved,

loculicidal. Leaves often whorled.

+- +- Calyx tubular, cylindrical.

5. Lythrum. Petals usually 6. Stamens mostly 6 or 12.

* * Flowers irregular and uusymmetrical, with 6 petals and 11-12 stamens in 2 sets.

6. Cuphea. Calyx spurred or enlarged on one side at base. Petals unequal.

1. DIDIPLIS Raf. WATER PURSLANE

Submersed aquatic (sometimes terrestrial), rooting in the mud, with opposite
linear leaves, and very small greenish flowers solitary in their axils. (In the
words of Rafinesque "Didiplis means two doubling;" from 6is, twice, and

5t?rX6os, double, in reference presumably to the stamens.)
1. D. dUndra (Nutt.) Wood. Leaves when submersed elongated, thin,

closely sessile by a broad base, when emersed shorter and contracted at base
;

calyx with broad triangular lobes
; style very short

; capsules very small. (Z>.

linearis Raf.) Minn, and Wise, to Tex., e. to N. C. and Fla.

2. ROTALA L.

Petals 4 (in ours). Capsule-valves (under a strong lens) transversely and
closely striate. (Name a diminutive of rota, a wheel, from the whorled leaves

of the original species.)
1. R. ram6sior (L.) Koehne. Leaves tapering at base or into a short petiole,

linear-oblanceolate or somewhat spatulate ;
flowers solitary (rarely 3) in the

axils, sessile
; accessory teeth of calyx as long as the lobes or shorter. (.4m-

mannia humilis Michx.) Low or wet ground, Mass, to Fla. and Tex., and in

the interior from O. to Minn., and southw. (Trop. Am.)

3. AMMANNIA [Houston] L.

Flowers small, in 3-many-flowered axillary cymes. Calyx globular or bell-

shaped, 4-angled, 4-toothed, usually with a little horn-shaped appendage at each
sinus. Petals 4 (purplish), small and deciduous, sometimes wanting. Low
and inconspicuous smooth herbs, with opposite narrow leaves. (Named for

Paul Ammann, a German botanist prior to Linnaeus.)
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1. A. cocclnea Kottb. Leaves linear-lanceolate, 6-7 cm. long, with a broad
auriclecl sessile base

; cymes subsessile, dense
; petals purplish ;

stamens more
or less exserted

; style long and slender. Muddy banks and wet sandy shores,

N. J. to Fla.
;
and from O. to Dak. and southw.

2. A. Koehnei Britton. Leaves oblong to oblanceolate, the lowest con-

tracted, the others broadly auricled at the base
; cymes sessile or nearly so

;

style very short; petals minute, pink, fugacious. Swamps, N. J. (according
to Britton) to Fla. Differs from the tropical A. latifolia L. only in having
petals.

3. A. auriculata Willd. Erect, few-branched
;
leaves lanceolate to narrowly

oblong, acute; cymes on slender peduncles (4-6 mm. long); fruit small; style

relatively long. Borders of ponds, etc., w. Mo. and Neb. to Tex., and southwestw.

4. DECODON J. F. Gmel. SWAMP LOOSESTRIFE

Calyx with 5-7 erect teeth, and as many longer and spreading horn-like

processes at the sinuses. Stamens exserted, of two lengths. Capsule globose,

3-5-celled, loculicidal. Perennial herbs or slightly shrubby plants, with opposite
or whorled leaves, and axillary clusters of trimorphous flowers. (Name from

dtKa, ten, and ddots, tooth.}
1. D. verticillatus (L.) Ell. (WATER WILLOW.) Smooth or downy ;

stems

recurved, 6-26 dm. long, 4-6-sided
;
leaves lanceolate, nearly sessile, opposite

or whorled, the upper with clustered short-pediceled flowers in their axils;

petals 5, wedge-lanceolate, magenta, 1.2 cm. long; stamens 10, half of them
shorter. Swampy grounds, Me. to Fla., La., and Minn. Bark of submersed

parts of the stem often spongy-thickened.

5. LYTHRUM L. LOOSESTRIFE

Calyx cylindrical, striate, 5-7-toothed, with as many little processes in the

sinuses. Petals 5-7. Stamens as many as the petals or twice the number,
inserted low down on the calyx. Capsule subcylindrical, 2-celled. Slender

herbs, with pink or magenta (rarely white) flowers in summer. (From \Mpov,

blood; perhaps from the styptic properties.)

* Stamens and petals 5-7
; flowers small, solitary and nearly sessile in tin <u-ih

of the mostly scattered upper leaves; proper calyx-teeth often shorter than

the intermediate processes ; plants smooth.

1. L. Hyssopif&lia L. Annual, 1-6 dm. high, pale; leaves oblong-linear,

obtuse, longer than the inconspicuous flowers
; petals pale-purple ;

stamens

usually 4-6, included. Marshes and sterile soil, near the coast, Me. to N. J.
;

also on the Pacific coast. (Eu.)
2. L. lineare L. Stem slender and tall (1-1.3 in. high), bushy at top, with

2 margined angles; leaves linear, chiefly opposite; petals whitish
;
flowers with

6 included stamens and a long style, or the stamens exserted and style short
;

ovary on a thick short stalk; no fleshy hypogynous ring. Brackish marshes.

N. J. to Fla. and Tex.
3. L. alatum Pursh. Tall and wand-like perennial; l>r<tnch<>x fffh ntor-

i/iiii'if it ii</lrs; leaves oblong-nvnti' t liin'tir-l<n>c<'nl<tti'. <irnt<>, with a c<>r<l<>(<' <>r

rounded base, the upper mostly alternate; calyx <t/>i>ut \ <5 //////. l<nj ; petals
rather large, deep purple: stamens of the short-styled flowers exserted; .//>*/;//

hypogynous ring prominent. Swamps and meadows, Out. to Minn., s. to Ga.,

La., and Col.
;
also locally in e. Mass, and Ct.

The allied Mexican L. VULNKR\KIA Ait., with calyx ti-l'J mm. long, has been

reported from the vicinity of St. Louis, Mo.

* * Stamens 12 (rarely 8 or 10), twice the number of the pt-fulx. > Inmji-r <tml

shorter ; flowers large, crowded and whorled in <t ind rru
t
>t<><1 xpike.

4. L. SALICXRIA L. (SPIKED L.) More or Jess ilnn-,,,/ and tall
;

h-ort-a

lanceolate, heart-shaped at base, sometimes whorled in threes : flowers mairrnta.
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trimorphous in the relative lengths of the stamens and style ; calyx and bracts

greenish, somewhat pubescent, the calyx-lobes much shorter than the subulate

appendages. Wet meadows, local, N. E. to Del. and D. C. (Introd. from Eu.)
June-Sept. Var. TOMENTOSUM (Mill.) DC. Calyx and bracts white-tomentose.

Wet meadows and shores, e. Que. to Vt. and s. Out. (Nat. from Eurasia.)
5. L. VIRGATUM L. Similar, glab'rous throughout; leaves narrowed to the

sessile or short-petioled base; the calyx-lobes shorter than or equaling the

appendages. Locally established, e. Mass. (S. F. Poole). (Introd. from Eu-

rasia.)

6. CtTPHEA P. Br.

Calyx tubular, 12-ribbed, gibbous or spurred at the base on the upper side,
6-toothed at the apex, and usually with as many little processes in the sinuses.

Ovary with a curved gland at the base next the spur of the calyx, 1-2-celled
;

style slender; stigma 2-lobed. Capsule oblong, few-seeded, early ruptured
through one side. Flowers solitary or racemose, stalked. (Name from Kv<j>6s,

gibbous, from the shape of the calyx.)
1. C. petiolata (L.) Koehne. (CLAMMY C.) Annual, very viscid-hairy,

branching ;
leaves ovate-lanceolate

; petals ovate, short-clawed, purple ;
seeds

flat. (C. viscossima Jacq. ; Parsonsia Rusby.) Dry fields, N. H. (Miss
Scorgie} to Ga., w. to Kan. and La.

MELASTOMACEAE (MELASTOMA FAMILY)

Plants with opposite 3-7-ribbed leaves, and definite stamens, the anthers

opening by pores at the apex ; otherwise much as in the Onagraceae. All

tropical, except the genus

1. RHEXIA L. DEERGRASS. MEADOW BEAUTY

Calyx-tube urn-shaped, adherent to the ovary below, and continued above

it, persistent, 4-cleft at the apex. Petals 4, convolute in the bud, oblique,
inserted with the 8 stamens on the summit of the calyx-tube. Anthers long,

1-celled, inverted in the bud. Style 1
; stigma 1. Capsule 4-celled, with 4

many-seeded placentae projecting from the central axis. Seeds coiled like a

snail-shell, without albumen. Low perennial often bristly herbs with showy
cymose flowers in summer

;
the petals falling early. (A name used by Pliny

for some unknown plant.)

* Anthers linear, curved, with a minute spur on the back at the attachment of
the filament above its base; flowers cymose, peduncled.

1. R. virginica L. Stem square, with wing-like angles; leaves oval-lanceo- -\\
>

:

late, sessile, acute ; calyx-tube and pedicels more or less hispid with gland-tipped
hairs

; petals magenta. Sandy swamps and shores, Me. to Fla.
;
also from s. w.

Ont. to s. e. la., and southw. July-Sept. Slender rootstocks tuberiferous.

2. R. aristbsa Britton. Branches somewhat wing-angled ;
leaves linear-

oblong, sessile, not narrowed at base, naked or very sparsely hairy ;
hairs of the

calyx mostly below the throat, not gland-tipped ; petals sparsely villous, pink
or purplish. Wet pine barrens, Egg Harbor City, N. J. (</. E. Peters} to Ga.

July, Aug.
3. R. mariana L. Stems cylindrical; leaves linear-oblong, narrowed below,

mostly petiolate ; petals paler. Sandy swamps, L.I. to Fla., w. to Mo. and
Tex.

* * Anthers oblong, straight, without any spur ; flowers few, sessile.

4. R. cilibsa Michx. Stem square, glabrous ;
leaves broadly ovate, ciliate

with long bristles
; calyx glabrous. Md. to Fla. and La.

GRAY'S MANUAL 38
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ONAGRACEAE (EVENING PRIMROSE FAMILY)

Herbs, with 4-merous (sometimes 2-3- or 5-6-merous) perfect and symmetrical

flowers; the tube of the calyx adhering to the 2-4-celled ovary, its lobes valr<it>

in the. bud or obsolete; the petals convohite in the bud, sometimes wanting ; <u><i

the stamens as many or twice as many as the petals or calyx-lobes, inserted on

the summit of the calyx-tube. Style single, slender
; stigma 2-4-lobed or capi-

tate. Pollen-grains often connected by cobwebby threads. Seeds anatropous.

small, without albumen. Mostly herbs, with opposite or alternate leaves. Stip-

ules none or glandular.

* Parts of the flower in fours or more numerous.

-K Fruit a many-seeded pod, usually loculicidal.

M- Calyx-limb (divided to the summit of the ovary) persistent.

1. Jussiaea. Petals 4-C. Stamens twice as many. Capsule elongated, 4-6-celled.

2. Ludvigia. Petals 4 or none. Stamens 4. Capsule short.

H- -H- Calyx-tube or deeply cleft limb deciduous from the summit of the capsule ; petals 4
;

stamens 8.

8. Epilobium. Seeds silky-tufted. Flowers (in ours) not yellow. Lower leaves often opposite.

4. Oenothera. Seeds not tufted. Flowers mostly yellow. Leaves alternate.

-i- +- Fruit dry and indehiscent, 1-4-seeded.

H- Terrestrial
;
leaves alternate

;
stamens 6-8.

5. Gaura. Calyx-tube obconical. Filaments appendaged at base.

6. Stenosiphon. Calyx-tube filiform. Filaments (8) not appendaged.

H- ++ Aquatic ;
leaves opposite or whorled

;
stamens 4.

7. Trapa. Calyx-tube short. Filaments unappendaged. Fruit large, coriaceous, turbinate.

* * Parts of the flower in twos
;
leaves opposite.

8. Circaea. Petals 2, obcordate or 2-lobed. Stamens 2. Fruit 1-2-seeded, bristly.

1. JUSSIAEA L. PRIMROSE-WILLOW

Calyx-tube elongated, not at all prolonged beyond the ovary ;
the lobes 4-6,

herbaceous and persistent. Herbs (ours glabrous perennials), with mostly
entire and alternate leaves, and axillary yellow flowers in summer. (Dedicated
to Bernard de Jussieu, the founder of the Natural System of Botany.)

1. J. decurrens (Walt.) DC. Stem erect, 3-6 din. high, winged by the decur-

rent lanceolate leaves; calyx-lobes 4, as long as the petals; capsule cylhnlri*--

chil>-xhaped, icing-angled; seeds in several rows in each cell. Wet places,
" Md." and Va. to Fla.; s. 111. and Mo. to La. and Tex.

2. J. diffusa Forslc. Stem creeping, or floating and rooting; leaves oblonii,

tapering into a slender petiole ; flowers large, long-peduncled ; calyx-lobe* a ml
obovate petals 6; pod woody, cylindrical, with a tapering base

;
seeds quadrate,

in 1 row in each cell, adherent to the spongy endocarp. (J. repens of auth..

probably not of L.) In water or on muddy banks, Ky. and 111. to e. Kan., and
southw.

2. LUDViGIA L. FALSE LOOSESTRIFE

Calyx-tube not at all prolonged beyond the ovary ; the lobes 4, usually per-
sistent. Capsule short or cylindrical, many-seeded. Perennial herbs, with

axillary (rarely capitate) flowers through summer and autumn. (Named ior

C. G. Ludwig, Professor of Botany at Leipsic, contemporary with Linnaeus.)
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* Leaves all alternate, sessile or nearly so.

H- Flowers peduncled in the upper axils, with conspicuous yellow petals (8-16
mm. long), equaling the ovate or lanceolate foliaceous lobes of the calyx.

1. L. alternifblia L. (SEEDBOX.) Smooth or nearly so, branched, 1 ui.

high ;
roots fascicled, fusiform

;
leaves lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, acute or

pointed at both ends ; capsules cubical, rounded at base, wing-angled. Shady
banks, low wet woods, and swamps, e. Mass, to Fla. and Tex.; and in the

interior from s. w. Ont. to Kan., and southw.
Var. linearif&lia Britton. Leaves linear

; calyx-lobes linear-lanceolate.

W. Va.
2. L. hirtSlla Raf. Hairy; roots clustered, fusiform-thickened; stems

nearly simple, 3-8 dm. high ;
leaves oblong, or the upper lanceolate, blunt at

both ends; capsules nearly as in the last, but scarcely wing-angled. Moist

pine barrens, N. J. to Fla. and Tex.

-- -i- Flowers small, sessile (solitary or sometimes clustered) in the axils ; petals
small and greenish or none,' leaves mostly lanceolate or linear on the erect

stems (3-9 dm. high) and numerous branches; but prostrate or creeping
sterile shoots often produced from the base, thickly beset with shorter obovate
or spatulate leaves. (Our species glabrous, except no. 3.)

w- Capsule about as broad as long.

3. L. sphaerocarpa Ell. Minutely pubescent, especially the calyx, or nearly

glabrous ;
leaves lanceolate or linear, acute, tapering at base, those of the run-

ners obovate with a wedge-shaped base, glandular-denticulate ;
bractlets minute,

obsolete, or none; capsules globular or depressed (sometimes acute at base), not

longer than the calyx-lobes (less than 4 mm. long). Water or wet swamps, e.

Mass, to Fla. and La. Bark below often spongy-thickened.
4. L. polycarpa Short & Peter. Stoutish

;
leaves narrowly lanceolate, acute

at both ends, those of the runners oblong-spatulate, acute, entire
;
bractlets

linear-awl-shaped and conspicuous on the base of the 4-sided somewhat top-shaped
capsule, which is longer than the lanceolate calyx-lobes. Wet places, e. Mass,
to Ct.

;
s. w. Ont. and O. to Neb., s. to Tenn. and Kan.

5. L. alata Ell. Very similar to the preceding but more slender
; calyx-lobes

short, broadly deltoid. Jackson, Mo. (Bush according to Tracy) ;
N. C. to

Fla and "La."
*-< *-* Capsule decidedly longer than broad.

6. L. linearis Walt. Slender, mostly low
;
leaves narrowly linear, those of

the short runners obovate
;
minute petals usually present ;

bractlets minute, at

the base of the elongated top-shaped 4-sided capsule, which is 6 mm. long and
much longer than the calyx-lobes. Bogs, pine barrens of "N. Y.," N. J., and
southw.

7. L. glandul&sa Walt. Much branched
;
leaves oblong- or spatulate-lanceo-

late, tapering at the base or even petioled ;
bractlets very minute at the base of

the cylindrical capsule, which is 6 mm. long, and several times exceeds the calyx-
lobes. (L. cylindrica Ell.) Low shady woods, about ponds, and in swamps,
s. 111. to Fla. and Tex.

* * Leaves all opposite; stems creeping or floating.

8. L. palustris (L.) Ell. (WATER PURSLANE.) Smooth; leaves ovate or

oval, tapering into a slender petiole ; petals none, or small and reddish when the

plant grows out of water
; calyx-lobes very short

; capsules 4-sided, not tapering
at base, sessile in the axils, 4 mm. long. (Isnardia L.) Ditches and wet

shores, common. (Eu.)
9. L. arcuata Walt. Smooth, small and creeping ;

leaves oblanceolate, nearly
sessile

;
flowers solitary, long-peduncled ; petals yellow, exceeding the calyx

(6 mm. long); capsules club-shaped, somewhat curved, 8 mm. long. (Ludwigi-
antha Small.) Swamps, Va. to Fla.
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3. EPILOBIUM L. WILLOW-HERB

Calyx-tube scarcely or not at all prolonged beyond the ovary ;
limb 4-cleft or

-divided. Petals 4, violet, magenta, pink, or white. Capsule slender, many-
seeded. Seeds with a tuft of long hairs at the end. Mostly perennial herbs
with nearly sessile leaves. (Name from <??ri, on, and \6piov, a little pod.}

1. CHAMAENERION [Tourn.] Tausch. Petal* entire, large, magenta
(rarely white') ; calyx-limb divided essentially to the summit of the ovary;
stamens and style successively deflexed; stigma of 4 long lobes ; flowers
racemed.

1. E. angustif61ium L. (GREAT W., FIREWEED.) Tall (0.3-2 m. high),

simple ;
leaves scattered, long, lanceolate, subentire, pinnately veined. (E.

Kpicfttum Lam.
;
Chamaenerion angustifolium Scop.) Low ground, especially

in clearings and newly burned lands, common. July, Aug. (Eurasia.)

2. LYSIMACHION Tausch. Petals notched at the summit; calyx-tube pro-
longed a little beyond the ovary ; stamens and style erect; flowers corymbed
or panicled or few in the upper axils.

a. Stigina 4-parted ; petals 1-2 cm. long . ... 2. E.hirantum.
a. Stigma entire ; petals smaller b.

b. Steins terete, no decurrent lines running down from the bases of

the leaves
;
leaves entire or subentire, with revolute margins.

Stem and pods densely covered with fine short straight spread-
ing hairs........... ". E. mollc.

Stems and pods cinereous with appressed or incurved hairs, or

glabrous.
Leaves closely and evenly pubescent above : well developed

plant freely branching ....... 4. E. densum.
Leaves glabrous above, or with scattered hairs

; plant simple
or subsitnple ......... 5. E. paluutre.

b. Stems subterete, with decurrent lines running down from the

bases of the leaves
; leaves toothed (rarely entire), flat, the

margins not revolute.
Stems solitary ;

the basal shoots (developing in late autumn)
in the form of sessile or short-stalked rosettes.

Seed abruptly contracted above
;
mature coma cinnamon-

color
; leaves elongate-lanceolate ..... 6. E.

Seed gradually contracted to a hyaline neck ; coma whitish
leaves oblong-lanceolate to narrowl ovaate ... 7. E. adenocaulon.

Stems tufted ; the basal shoots quickly developing into elongate
branches.

Seed (under a microscope) smooth.
Stems erect ; flowers chiefly 3-0, the lowest in the axils of

the folisige-leaves ........ 8. E. alpinum.
Stems strongly decumbent ;

flowers 1 or 2 (rarely 8), es-

sentially terminal ........ 0. E. anagallidifolium.
Seed (under a microscope) papillose ..... 10. E. Hornema n'ui.

2. E. HiRstiTUM L. Tall (1-2 in. high), the much branched st<'m

covered by rather long Jine straight spreading hairs; leaves oblong, serrulate,
sessile and clasping ; petals magenta, showy. In waste places and about

dwellings, local, s. Me. to Ont. and s. N. Y. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)
3. E. m611e Ton*. Erect, 2-15 dm. high, simple or with few upright

branches toward the summit, strms, /raves, and pods gray i. </>->;'/n (>/; leaves

narrowly lanceolate to linear, entire or undulate, the margins revolute
; petals

pink, 7-H mm. long; seed nearly 2 mm. long, minutely papillate, coma dingy.
(E. xti-i'-tinn Mnlil.? as /><>,,!, ji xni>nn<hnn. ) Ko-s and' mossy meadows, rather

local, e. <^ne. In Athabasca, s. to Va.., 111., and Minn. July-Sept.
4. E. d6nsum Kaf. Minuti'ly htHtry-jtln'*cpnt, 3-10 dm. high, usually much

branched and very leafy, rarely stolonit'erons
;

li'tin-* lim-ar or nearly so, revo-

lute, acute, can fscent above (the lateral vt'ins in<-nxi>i<'tious")
:
erect, usually much

exceeding the internodes, commonly proliferous in the axils; pedicels J-i as

long as tiie cam'*; at ,,,nlx; petals :Y-5 mm. long, pink or white
;
seed 1.5mm.

long. (A,
1

, linear* Mnld.? as nomen subnndnm. ) Open low grounds, e. Que.
to Alb., s. to Del., W. Va., Kan., and Col. -July-Sept.
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5. E. palustre L. Decumbent, stnloniferous, 1-6 dm. high, the simple or

sparingly branched stem minutely pubescent above or glabrate ; leaves thin,

green, linear- to oblong-lanceolate, subacute, spreading-ascending, rather re-

mote, the middle ones 3-6 cm. long, 4-10 mm. broad
;

flowers few
; pedicels

much shorter than the slightly pubescent or glabrate pods ; petals pink or white,
5-7 mm. long. Bogs and wet banks, Nfd. and Lab. to Alaska, s. to n. N. E.

and L. Superior. July, Aug. (Eurasia.)
Var. Iabrad6ricum Haussk. Dwarf, 6-15 cm. high, often freely branched

;

leaves elongate-oblanceolate to linear, approximate, with rounded tips and definite

petioles, 1.5-3 cm. long, 1-4 mm. wide; pedicels mostly as long as the pods.
Lab. to the alpine regions of the White Mts., N. H, (Greenl.)

Var. monticola Haussk. Mostly simple, 1-5.5 dm. high ;
leaves thick, mostly

linear-oblanceolate, obtuse, strongly ascending, remote, the middle ones 1-3

cm. long, 1.5-4 mm. wide
; pedicels various. (E. oliganthum Michx.

;
E.

lineare, var. oliganthum Trel.) Bogs and wet meadows, Nfd. and Lab. to

Man., s. to Mass., Pa., and the Great L. region. (Eu.)
6. E. coloratura. Muhl. Stem erect, not stoloniferous (often developing in

late autumn sessile or subsessile basal rosettes'), 3-9 dm. high, usually much-
branched, glabrous below, canescent at least in lines above with incurved hairs

;

leaves elongate-lanceolate, 5-15 cm. long, 1-2 cm. broad, distinctly short-

pctioled, closely and irregularly serrulate; flowers abundant on the divergent
branches; petals pink, 3-5 mm. long; pedicels short; seed 1.5 mm. long,

abruptly rounded at tip, minutely papillate ;
mature coma cinnamon-colored.

Low ground, Me. to Neb., and south w. July-Sept.
7. E. adenocaulon Haussk. Similar in habit, 1-10 dm. high ;

stem glabrous
below, minutely ftubescent above with more or less incurved pale hairs, sometimes

glandular or viscid ; leaves oblong-lanceolate to narrowly ovate, short-petioled
or subsessile, rounded or cordate at base, less toothed than in the preceding,
the middle ones 2-8 cm. long, 7-30 mm. broad

;
seed about 1 mm. long, short-

beaked, papillate; coma whitish. Rich damp soil, Nfd. to B.C., s. to Del.,
W. Va., Great L. region, Neb., Col., and Cal. July-Sept. Var. PERPLEXANS
Trel. G-labrous or very sparingly pubescent above; leaves flaccid, gradually
narrowed to the distinct petiole. A somewhat local extreme, e. Que. to B. C.,
s. to N. E., N. Y., Wise., N. Mex., and Cal.

8. E. alpinum L. Glabrous or essentially so, tufted, the erect stems 1.5-3.5

dm. high, with elongated internodes ; leaves elliptical or the lowest obovate-

spatulate, distinctly petioled, slightly repand-denticulate, obtuse, 1.5-4 cm. long,
7-17 mm. broad

; flowers mostly 3-6 (rarely 12), terminal and in the upper
axils; petals white or pinkish, 3-6 mm. long; pedicels mostly shorter than the

green or red-tinged pod; seed 1.2-1.5 mm. long, smooth. (E. lactiflorum

(J-Haussk.) Arctic Am., s. to alpine slopes and cliffs of the White Mts., N. H.,
,, Col., and Ore. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)

j>
0. E. anagallidifblium Lam. Dwarf, the fruiting stems decumbent, finally

5-20 cm. high, the basal shoots wide-spreading and leafy; leaves narrowly
elliptic to oblong, obscurely petioled, subentire or remotely denticulate, obtuse,
1-1.7 cm. long, 2.5-8 mm. broad

; flowers 1 or 2 (rarely 3), terminal, often

nodding ; petals pink, 4-6 mm. long ; pedicels upright in fruit, mostly equaling
or exceeding the purplish pod; seed 1.5 mm. long, smooth. Arctic Am., s. iii

alpine districts to e. Que., Me.?, Col., and Cal. Immature specimens from
Mt. Katahdin, Me., are apparently of this species, although Haussknecht's
records of its occurrence in the White Mts. and the Adirondacks have not been
confirmed. July, Aug. (Eurasia.)

10. E. Hornemdnni Reichenb. Resembling no. 8
;
the upper leaves usually

exceeding the internodes, ovate and mostly acutish, pellucid, 2-4.5 cm. long,
7-23 mm. broad

; flowers 2-several, in the upper axils ; petals pink to crimson,
6-7 mm. long; pedicels mostly shorter than the pod; seed 1 mm. long, papillate.

(E. alpinum, var. fontanum Wahlenb.) Arctic Am., s. in cold and alpine
situations to N. S., Me., N. H., Col., and Cal. July, Aug. The plant from the
Dells of the Wisconsin R. formerly reported as E. Hornemanni is apparently
E. adenocaulon, var. perplexans. (Eurasia.)
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4. OENOTHERA L. EVENING PRIMROSE

Calyx-tube prolonged beyond the ovary, deciduous
;
the lobes 4, reflexed.

Petals 4. Stamens 8
;
anthers mostly linear and versatile. Capsule 4-valved,

many-seeded. Seeds naked or with an obscure membranaceous crest. Leaves
alternate or rarely all basal. Flowers yellow, white, or rose-color. (An old

name of unknown origin, for a species of Epilobium.}

1. 6NAGRA (Adans.) Ser. Stigma-lobes linear, elongated; flower-buds up-

right; petals yellow; fruit subcylindrical, elongated; seeds in 2 rows in

each cell ; caulescent annuals or biennials, ONAGRA Adans.

a. Pods lance-cylindric or -prismatic, i.e. tapering from a thickish base l>.

b. Petals linear 1. 0. cruciata.
b. Petals obovate c.

c. Pods glabrous even when young 2. 0. argillicola.
c. Pods more or less pubescent at least when young.

Bracts decidedly leaf-like, i.e. at least the lower flowers in the axils

of foliage leaves, even the upper bracts exceeding the pods.
Sepals appendaged on the back somewhat below the tip ; pubes-

cence of the stem altogether fine and appressed . . .8. o. Oakesiana.
Sepals appendaged essentially at the tip; pubescence of the

stem usually including long spreading hairs with reddish or

purplish enlarged bases 4. 0. muricata.
Bracts reduced and somewhat deciduous, the flowers and espe-

cially the pods in elongated exposed spikes, the upper bracts

usually shorter than the pods 5. 0. biennis.
a. Pods more slender and of essentially uniform diameter,

Flowers in a distinct terminal spike 6. 0. rhombipetala.
Flowers in the axils of foliage leaves.

Grayish-pubescent and somewhat silky ;
floral leaves mostly entire

or nearly so
;
seed smoothish 1.0. humifusa.

Green, more loosely and sparingly pubescent; floral leaves mostly
ptnnatifld toward the base

;
seed distinctly pitted . . . 8. 0. laciniata.

1. 0. cruciata Nutt. Simple or sparingly branched, 3-8 dm. high ;
stem com-

monly reddish, smooth or somewhat strigose ;
stem-leaves lanceolate, remotely

and shallowly dentate
; sepals appendaged somewhat below the tip ; petals very

narrow, linear, 5-12 mm. long, 1-3 mm. wide, light yellow. (O. biennis, var.

T. & G.
; Onagra cruciata Small.) Sandy or gravelly soil, centr. Me. to w.

Mass, and n. N. Y.
2. 0. argillicola Mackenzie. Glabrous, 5-16 din. high ;

stem stoutish, very
leafy ;

leaves linear-lanceolate, only 5-8 mm. wide, subentire or remotely and

obscurely few-toothed
;

flowers large ; calyx glabrous ; petals bright yellow,

broadly obovate, 3-4 cm. long ; capsules crowded, mostly curved, 2-3 cm. long,

glabrous, tapering to a slender summit. (Onagra Mackenzie.) Mts. of Va.
and W. Va.

3. 0. Oakesiana Robbins. Finely pitberulent, the hairs mainly appressed ;

stem-leaves lanceolate, shallowly denticulate, 8-16 mm. broad
; sepals append-

aged considerably below the tip; petals obovate, 1.5-2 cm. long; pods rather

large, slightly spindle-form, 3.5-4 cm. long, appressed-puberulent. (0. birunis.

var. Gray ; Onagra Britton, in part.) Sandy fields, etc., e. Mass, to Ct.

4. 0. muricata L. Simple or nearly so, 2-8 dm. high, very leafy; stem pu-
hcrulcnt and usually beset at least above with longer spreading h<n'rs<>n enlarged
I't'ililixh tubercnlnte bases; leaves lanceolate, ascending, entire or sparingly and

very shallowly denticulate, passing without marked transition into the foliaceous

bracts; flowers axillary, the lower much exceeded by the bracts; sepal* not

jn'iiiiiiti.i'iiili/ appendaged: petals obovate, light yellow, 1.2-2 cm. lone; ; capsule
more or less hirsute, subfusiform-cylindric, 2.5-:'. cm. long. Sandy or gravelly

shores, Nfd. and e. Que. to N. Y. Var. CANESCENS (T. & G.) Robinson. Hoary-
pubescent or somewhat silky throughout, the tuberculate-based hairs few or

none. (0. biennis, var. T. & G.; Onagra strigosa Rydb.) From the Great
Lakes to Mo., Col., and northwest \v.

6. 0. bi6nnis L. (COMMON E.) Rather stout, erect, 3-15 dm. high, usually

simple, more or less spreading-pubescent to hirsute
;
leaves lanceolate to oblong-

or rarely ovate-lanceolate, repandly denticulate, acute or acuminate; bracts
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lanceolate, shorter than or scarcely exceeding the capsules; calyx-tube 2.5-3.5

cm. long; petals yellow, obovate, 1.5-2.5 cm. long; pods more or less hirsute,
narrowed almost from the base, 2-3.5 cm. long. (Onagra Scop.) Open places,
common.

O. GRANDIFLORA Ait. (0. biennis, var. Lindl.; Onagra Cockerell), a related

species of Alabama, with much larger flowers, the petals 4-6 cm. long, was for-

merly cultivated and has on rare occasions been found, presumably as an escape,
within our range.

6. 0. rhombipetala Nutt. Rarely branching, appressed-puberulent and sub-

canescent
;
leaves narrowly lanceolate, acuminate, denticulate or subentire, the

lowest attenuate to a petiole and rarely pinnatifid, diminishing upward into the

close elongated conspicuously bracted spike ; calyx silky-canescent, the tube
2-3.5 cm. long; petals rhombic-ovate, 1.2-2.5 cm. long. Ind. to Minn., Neb.,
and Tex.

7. 0. humifusa Nutt. Hoary with short dense appressed hairs; stems de-

cumbent or ascending, 1.5-6 dm. long; stem-leaves narrowly lanceolate or ob-

lanceolate, 1-4 cm. long, sparingly repand-dentate or entire, the radical leaves

pinnatifid, the floral not reduced; petals 1.2-2.5 cm. long; capsule 2-3.6 cm.

long, silky ;
seeds smoothish. Sandy coast, N. J. to Fla.

8. 0. laciniata Hill. Stems ascending or decumbent, simple or branched,
1-7 dm. high, more or less strigose-pubescent and puberulent ; leaves oblong or

lanceolate, 2-10 cm. long, sinuately toothed or often pinnatijid, the floral simi-

lar
; petals 5-12 mm. long; capsules 2-3 cm. long; seeds strongly pitted. (0.

sinuata L.) Dry open mostly sandy places, N. J. to Fla., Tex., and S. Dak.;
also adventive northeastw.

Var. grandiflbra (Wats.) Robinson. Flowers larger; the petals 2.5-4 cm.

long, (O. sinuata, var. Wats.; 0. laciniata, var. grandis Britton.) Common
in sandy fields, etc., Mo. and Kan. to Tex.

2. ANOGRA (Spach) Endl. Stigma-lobes linear, elongated ; flowers nodding
in the bud; seeds in a single row in each cell; fruit subcylindric or pris-

matic, elongated; caulescent perennials. ANOGRA Spach.

9. 0. pdllida Lindl. Stems erect, 1.5-12 dm. high, commonly branched,
white and often shreddy, glabrous or puberulent ;

leaves linear to oblong-ob-
lanceolate, 2.5-8 cm. long, entire or repand-denticulate, or sinuate-pinnatifid
toward the base

; calyx-tips free in bud, throat naked
;
flowers axillary ; petals

white, turning rose-color, suborbicular, obcordate, 1.5-3 cm. long ; pods 2-6 cm.

long, often curved or twisted
;
seeds lance-linear, smooth. (O. albicaulis Man.

ed. 6, not Nutt.; Anogra pallida Britton.) Dry plains and prairies, Sask. to

w. Minn., westw. and southwestw. (Mex.)

3. KNEiFFIA (Spach) Endl. Stigma-lobes linear, elongated; flowers yellow,
erect in the bud (the whole floral axis recurved in no. 11); fruit short, obo-

void, tetragonal; seeds clustered in each cell, not in distinct rows, not

crested; caulescent. KNEIFFIA Spach.

a. Pods 4-6 mm. long; calyx-tube about 2 mm. long; stem-leaves al-

most filiform 10. O. linifolia.
a. Pods 5-12 mm. long; calyx-tube 7-15 mm. long; stem-leaves linear

to linear-oblong or ovate b.

b. Pods smooth to sparingly puberulent with spreading gland-tipped
hairs.

Petals 5-10 mm. long 11. O.puinila.
Petals 1.4-3 cm. long.
Leaves ovate, glaucous, entirely glabrous ; capsule more than

9 mm. long 12. O. fflauca.
Leaves lance- to linear-oblong, pubescent or at least ciliolate

;

capsule usually less than 9 mm. long 13. 0. fruticosa.
b. Pods grayish-pubescent with fine incurved glandless hairs . . 14. O. linearis.
b. Pods covered with copious widely spreading straight glandlss hairs.

Stem, pedicels, calyx, etc., finely and softly puberulent ; sepals

wholly connivent or their free tips very short (1 mm. long
or less) 15. 0. longipedicdlata,

Stem, pedicels, calyx, etc., coarsely hirsute; tips of sepals free

in bud, usually spreading, 2 mm. long 16. O. pratensis.
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10. 0. linifblia Nutt. Annual or biennial, erect, very slender, simple or

diffuse, 1-4 dm. high, glabrous, the branchlets and capsules puberulent ;
cauliw.

leaves linear-filiform, 1 .5-4 cm. long, the radical oblanceolate
; spikes loosely

flowered, the bracts inconspicuous ;
corolla 4-6 mm. long ; stigma-lobes sh<-( ;

pods obovoid to short-clavate, glandular-puberulent, 4-C mm. long, not winged,
nearly sessile. (Kneiffia Spach.) Prairies and rocky hills, 111. to e. Kan.,
Tex., and Ga.

11. 0. pumila L. Perennial, puberulent, 1-6 din. high ; leaves mostly gla-

brous, entire, obtuse or obtusish, the basal spatulate, the cauline narrowly
oblanceolate to lanceolate; spikes loose, at first nodding; petals 5-10 mm.
long ; pods obscurely glandular-puberulent, clavate, 6-12 mm. long, sessile or

shortly pediceled, slightly winged. (Kneiffia Spach.) Open places, e. Que.
to Man., s. to Wise., O., and in the mts. to Ga.

;
common.

12. 0. glaiica Michx. Perennial, erect, 5-9 dm. high, glabrous and glau-

cous; leaves ovate to ovate-oblong, 5-10 cm. long, repand-denticulate ; flowers
in short leafy corymbs; petals 2.5-3.5 cm. long; capsule glabrous, glaucous,
ovoid-ellipsoid, broadly winged, rather abruptly contracted at base. (Kneiffia

Spach.) Mts., Va., Ky., and southw.
13. 0. frutic6sa L. (SUNDROPS.) Perennial, erect, 3-9 dm. high, puberu-

lent or nearly glabrous; leaves oblong- to linear-lanceolate, mostly denticulate,
ciliolate ; spikes short narrow-bracted, usually on naked peduncles ; petals
1.4-2.6 cm. long ; capsule glabrous or sparingly glandular-puberulent, ellipsoid
to slightly clavate, winged. (Kneiffia Raimann.) Dry sandy soil, s. N. E. to

S. C. ; also O., Mich., and Ind. Var. HIRSUTA Nutt. Stem spreading-pilose ;

the leaves also with more copious and looser pubescence. (Kneiffia fruticosa,
var. pilosella Britton.) In similar situations and extending northeastw. to

centr. Me.
14. 0. linearis Michx. Erect, puberulent, 2-9 dm. high ;

leaves linear to

narrowly oblanceolate, entire or nearly so, minutely puberulent ; petals 1.2-3

cm. long ; capsule clavate, 6-10 mm. long, canescent with fine incurved gland/<*

hairs, on a pedicel usually as long as itself. (Kneiffia Spach ;
O. fruticosa,

var. Wats. ) Meadows and open woods, along the coast, e. Mass, to Fla. and

Ala.; also Ark. and Mo. 0. fruticosa, var. humifusa Allen (Kneiffia Allcni

Small) appears to be merely a stunted decumbent or sprawling form growing in

sterile sands (L. L, etc.) and smaller in all its parts. Var. EAM^SII Robinson.

Decumbent; leaves elliptical, the larger ones 2.7 cm. long, 11 mm. \viik-.

Sandy shore of a salt pond, Stratford, Ct. (Eames).
15. 0. longipedicellata (Small) Robinson. Perennial, erect and subsimple.

2-6 dm. high (rarely bushy-branched and sprawling), short-hirsute; cti/tsn/r as

in the preceding, but spreading-hirsute ; the pedicels of variable length, the

lowest often exceeding the fruit. (Kneiffia Small.) Low ground, near the

coast, Ct. to Fla.

US. 0. prat6nsis (Small) Robinson. Perennial, erect or nearly so, 3-6 dm.

high; stems covered with soft long widely spreading hairs; leaves oblong-

lanceolate, 1-2 cm. broad, somewhat hirsute on both faces
;
lower flowers in

the axils of decidedly foliaceous bracts
; calyx with conspicuous caudiform

free green densely hispid tips, the limb considerably shorter than the tube
;

petals 1.6-2.5 cm. long ; capsule clavate, sessile, hispid-pilose. (Kneiffia Small.)
Low grounds, s. Me. to Ct.

;
n. w. Pa. to la. and Ark.

4. IIARTMANNIA (Spach) Endl. Mittmii-lnbcs /inr<tr; flnwr* n-hitr nr

rose-colored, >/</, ling in bud; fruit, shurt, ubm-ni,! r<> tllipsm',1. -\-nn<jJl <n><l

strongly ribbed; caulescent.

17. 0. specibsa Nutt. (WHITE E.) Perennial, erect or subdecumbent,
puberulent; leaves obliuig-luiiceolate to linear, repand-denticulate or more or

less deeply sinuate-pinnatilid ; petals 2.5-4 cm. long ; capsule clavate-obovoid,

strongly 8-ribbed, rigid, acute, stoutly pediceled. (IIrtinnnia Small.)
Prairies and plains, Mo. and Kan. to Tex., spreading eastw. into 111., S. C.,

and Ga.
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5. LAVAUXIA (Spach) Endl. Stigma-lobes linear; flowers white or rose-

colored ; fruit ovoid, ^-winged ; acaulescenl.

18. 0. triloba Nutt. Biennial or perennial, nearly glabrous ;
leaves 1-3 din.

long, somewhat ciliate, long-petioled, runcinate-pinnatifid or oblanceolate and

only sinuate-toothed ; calyx-tips free, the tube slender, 6-20 cm. long ; petals
1.2-4 cm. long; capsule ovoid to ellipsoid, 2-3.5 cm. long, strongly winged,
net-veined. (Lavauxia Spach.) Shaly limestone crevices, etc., Ky. and Tenn.

;

Assina. to Kan., Tex., and westw. (Mex.)
Var. (?) paryiflbra

Wats. Seemingly annual
;
flowers very small, 2.5-5 cm.

long, fertilized in the bud and rarely opening fully ;
fruit abundant, forming

at length a densely crowded hemispherical or cylindrical mass nearly 5 cm.
in diameter and often 5-7 cm. high. (Lavauxia triloba, var. Watsoni

Britton.) Plains, Kan. and Neb. Little known.

6. MEGAPTERIUM (Spach) Endl. Stigma-lobes linear ; flowers yellow;
fruit ellipsoidal to suborbicular, broadly ^-winged; seeds in a double row
in each cell, crested; caulescent.

19. 0. missouriensis Sims. Decumbent, canescent-puberulent or glabrate ;

leaves thick, lanceolate to lance-elliptic, 5-12 cm. long, acute or acuminate,
entire or repand-denticulate ; calyx-tube 5-14 cm. long ; petals broad, 3-6 cm.

long; capsule 5-8 cm. long. (Mcgapterium Spach.) Limestone cliffs and

barrens, Mo. to Neb., Col., and southwestw.

7. CALYLOPHIS [Spach] T. & G. Stigma disk-tike, scarcely lobed ; calyx-
tube funnel-form with broadly dilated throat; flowers yellow; capsule
linear-cylindric, elongated ; suffrutescent.

20. 0. serrulata Nutt. Slender, 1-5 dm. high, simple or branched, canescent
on the younger parts ;

leaves linear to linear-lanceolate, 2-6 cm. long, sub-
entire or shallowly denticulate; calyx-tube 6-13 mm. long, the flaring throat

strongly nerved
; petals broadly obovate, 8-17 mm. long, crenulate

; capsule
1.8-3 cm. long. (Meriolix Walp. ;

M. intermedia Rydb.?) Sandy and rocky
places, Man. and w. Wise, to Mo., and southwestw.

5. GAURA L.

Calyx-tube much prolonged beyond the ovary, deciduous
;
the lobes 4 (rarely

3), reflexed. Petals clawed, unequal or turned to the upper side. Stamens

mostly 8, often turned down, as is also the long style. A small scale-like

appendage before the base of each filament. Stigma 4-lobed, surrounded by a

ring or cup-like border. Fruit hard and nut-like, 3-4-ribbed or -angled, inde-

hiscent or nearly so, usually becoming 1-celled and 1-4-seeded. Seeds naked.
Leaves alternate, sessile. Flowers rose-color or white, changing to reddish in

fading, in spikes or racemes, in our species quite small .(so that the name,
from 7aOpos, superb, does not seem appropriate) .

* Fruit sessile or nearly so.

1. G. biSnnis L. Soft-hairy or downy, 1-3.2 m. high ;
leaves oblong-lanceo-

late, denticulate
; spikes wand-like ; fruit ovoid-fusiform, 4-angled, acute at

both ends, 4-6 mm. long, ribbed, downy. Dry banks, w. Que. to Ct. (Bishop},
Minn., Neb., and southw.

;
casual in e. N. E.

2. G. parviflbra Dougl. Soft-villous and puberulent, 1-3. (5 in. high ;
leaves

ovate-lanceolate, repand-denticulate, soft-pubescent; spikes dense; fruit fusi-
form or clavate, narrowed to both ends, ^-nerved, obtusely angled above, 6-8
inm. long. la. and Neb. to Mo., La., and westw.

3. G. coccinea Pursh. Canescent, puberulent or glabrate, 1.5-4 dm. high,

very leafy ;
leaves lanceolate, linear-oblong or linear, repand-denticulate or

entire
;
flowers in simple spikes, rose-color turning to scarlet

; fruit terete below,
4-sided and broader above, 4-6 mm. long. Man. to Mo. (Bush"), N. Mex., and
westw.

;
introduced about Rochester, N. Y. (M. S. Baxter, V. Dewing} .
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* * Fruit slender-pediceled.

4. G. filipes Spach. Nearly smooth
;
stem slender, 6-12 dm. high ;

leaves

linear, mostly toothed, tapering at base
;
branches of the panicle very slender,

naked
;

fruit obovoid-club-shaped, 4-angled at the summit. (6r. Michauxii

Spach.) Open places, S. C. and Fla. to Tenn. and Okla.
;
also said to occur

from Va. to O. and Kan., a range in need of further confirmation.

6. STENOSIPHON Spach.

Calyx prolonged beyond the ovary into a filiform tube. Fruit 1-celled,

1-seeded. Habit of Gaura. (From o-re^s, narrow, and <ri<f>wv, a tube.}
1. S. Iinif61ius (Nutt.) Britton. Slender, 6-12 dm. high, glabrous, leafy ;

leaves narrowly lanceolate to linear, pointed, entire, much reduced above
;

flowers numerous in an elongated spike, white, 1.2cm. long; fruit pubescent,
ovoid, 8-ribbed, 2.5-3 mm. long. (S. virgatus Spach.) Gravelly hills and dry
prairies, e. Kan. to Col. and Tex.

7. TRAPA L. WATER NUT. WATER CALTROP

Calyx-tube short, inclosing the base of the ovary ;
limb 4-parted, the seg-

ments persistent and becoming spinescent. Fruit indehiscent, large, with 2-4

strong spines, 1-celled, 1-seeded. Aquatic plants, with opposite or whorled

leaves, the upper crowded, with inflated petioles, rhombic, coarsely toothed, the

submersed remote, with capillary segments ;
flowers borne among the floating

leaves. (Name abridged from calcitrapa, a caltrop, in allusion to the spreading
points of the fruit.)

1. T. N\TANS L. (WATER CHESTNUT.) Fruit 4-horned
;
seed edible. Quiet

streams and ponds, Middlesex Co., Mass.
; Schenectady Co., N. Y. (Introd.

from Eurasia.)

8. CIRCAEA [Tourn.] L. ENCHANTER'S NIGHTSHADE

Calyx-tube slightly prolonged, the end filled by a cup-shaped disk, deciduous
;

lobes 2, reflexed. Fruit indehiscent, small and bur-like, bristly with hooked

hairs, 1-2-celled
;

cells 1-seeded. Low perennials, with opposite leaves on
slender petioles, and small whitish flowers in racemes, produced in summer.

(Named for Circe, the enchantress.)
i* irv- 1. C. lutetiana L. Tall (3-9 dm. high); leaves ovate, tending to ovate-

oblong, mostly rounded at the base, of rather firm texture, slightly toothed
;

7 bracts none ; hairs of the roundish pyriform ^-celled fruit bristle-like (rarely

wanting). Common in dry open woods, N. S. to Ont., and southw. (En.)
2. C. intermedia Ehrh. Lower, 2-4 dm. high ;

leaves thin, ovate, the

middle and upper more or less cordate, the teeth salient ; minute bracts

usually present ; petals as long as the calyx ;
fruit nearly as in the preceding.

Deep shade, e. Que. to Ont., la., and Tenn. (Eu.) Not always well marked.
3. C. alpina L. Low (7-20 cm. high), smooth, weak; leaves keart-shaptd,

thin, shining, coarsely toothed' bracts minute; petals usually shorter than th<-

calyx ;
hairs of the obovoid \-celled fruit soft and slender. Deep woods, Lab.

to Alaska, s. to Ga., Ind., Mich., n. e. la., and S. Dak. (Eu.)

HALORAGIDACEAE (WATER MILFOIL FAMILY)

Aquatic or marsh plants (at least in north? <- f > mi tries), with the incon-

spicuous symmetrical (perfect or unisexual) flowers sessile in the axils /
leaves or bracts, calyx-tube adherent to the ovary, which consists of 2-4 more

or less united carpels (or in Hippuris of only one carpel), the styles or sessile

stigmas distinct. Limb of the calyx obsolete or very short in fertile flowers.
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Petals small or none. Stamens 1-8. Fruit indehiscent, 1-4-celled, with a

single anatropous seed suspended from the summit of each cell. Embryo in

the axis of fleshy albumen; cotyledons minute.

1. Myriophyllum. Flowers monoecious or polygamous, the parts in fours, with or without

petals. Stamens 4 or 8. Leaves often whorled, the immersed commonly pinnately

dissected.

2. Proserpinaca. Flowers perfect, the parts in threes. Petals none. Leaves alternate, the

immersed pinnately dissected.

3. Hippuris. Flowers apetalous. Stamen and style only one. Leaves entire, whorled.

1. MYRIOPHYLLUM [Vaill.] L. WATER MILFOIL

Flowers monoecious or polygamous. Calyx of the sterile flowers 4-parted.
of the fertile 4-toothed. Petals 4, or none. Stamens 4-8. Fruit nut-like,

4-celled, deeply 4-lobed
; stigmas 4, recurved. Perennial aquatics. Leaves

crowded, often whorled
;
those under water pinnately parted into capillary

divisions. Flowers sessile in the axils of the upper leaves, usually above water,
in summer

;
the uppermost staminate. (Name from /xtf/oioi, numberless, and

0i/\Xoj', a leaf, alluding, like Milfoil, to the innumerable divisions of the leaves.)

a. Flowering stems leafy ; foliage leaves pectinate 6.

b. Flowers in terminal naked spikes or in the axils of greatly reduced or
modified leaves c.

c. Leaves in definite whorls d.

d. Leaves 5-12 mm. long ;
flowers chiefly 1 or 2 at each node of the

spike 1. M. altemiflorum.
d. Leaves chiefly longer ;

flowers numerous, in remote verticels e.

e. Verticels apparently naked, the floral leaves shorter than or

only slightly exceeding the flowers.
Rhachis and segments of the foliage leaves capillary and of

uniform diameter ;
floral leaves entire or merely dentate . 2. M, spicatum.

Khachis flattish and somewhat broader than the segments of
the foliage leaves

;
floral leaves pectinate . (3) M. verticillatum, v. pectinatum.

e. Verticels subtended by elongate floral leaves /.

/. Petals quickly deciduous ;
stamens 8

; carpels plump and
rounded on the back 3. M. verticillatum.

f. Petals tardily deciduous; stamens 4; carpels 1-2-ridged or

-angled on the back.
Floral leaves ovate to oblanceolate

; carpels papillose-
roughened 4. M. heterophyHum .

Floral leaves linear or linear-lanceolate
; carpels smooth . 5. M. hippuroides.

c. Leaves variously arranged (verticillate, falsely verticillate, oppo-
site, or alternate) on the same plant.

Carpels with flat sides and tuberculate-ridged back . . . 6. M. scabratum.
Carpels plump, smooth or minutely papillose . . . . 8. M. humile.

b. Flowers in the axils of unmodified foliage leaves.

Carpels smooth or barely papillose, plump, not ridged on the back . 8. M. humile.
Carpels with flat sides and prominent tuberculate dorsal ridges.

Fruit 2-2.5 mm. long 7. M. Farwellii.
Fruit 1-1.5 mm. long 6. M. scabratum.

a. Flowering stems naked or with few scattered filiform uncleft leaves . 9. M. tenellum.

1. PENTAPTERIS DC. Stamens 8
; petals early deciduous ; leaves whorled.

* Floral leaves (bracts) scattered j flowers rarely in verticels.

1. M. alternifl&rum DC. Very slender
;
leaves 5-12 mm. long, the rhachis

and segments capillary ; flowers solitary or in pairs, in simple or branched

nearly naked spikes ;
lowermost bracts pectinate, the others entire or nearly so,

*

shorter than the flowers. Ponds and slow streams, Nfd. to Ont., s. to Middlesex

Co., Mass., and L. Champlain, Vt. (Greenl., Eu.)
* * Floral leaves and flowers in verticels.

2. M. spicatum L. Leaves somewhat rigid, 1-3 cm. long, the rhachis and
capillary segments of uniform diameter ; flowers verticillate, in an interrupted

apparently naked spike ; the bracts shorter than or slightly exceeding the flowers,
entire or merely dentate ; stigmas roundish, closely sessile, not elongated ; sepals
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of the staminale flowers deep purplish ;
fruit globose, 4-furrowed, 2-3 mm. long.

Brackish or fresh pools or slow streams, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to Ct., Great L.

region, Kan., N. Mex., Ariz., and s. Cal. (Eurasia.)
3. M. verticillatum L. Leaves flaccid, 1.5-4 cm. long, the flattish rhachis

somewhat broader than the linear-filiform segments; floral leaves or bracts

similar but firmer, 6-20 mm. long, uniform or nearly so, all much exceeding the

flowers; stigmas somewhat elongate, recurved
; sepals of the staminate flowers

pale green to pinkish ;
fruit subglobose, the 4 carpels plump, 2.5-3 mm. long.

The typical European plant, rare or local with us
;
examined only from w. N. V.

and 111. Represented in America chiefly by
Var. pectinatum Wallr. Spike appearing naked or nearly so, much as in

M. spicatum, all or most of the pectinate bracts shorter than or only slightly ex-

ceeding the flowers. Fresh or brackish pools, Gaspe" Co.
, Que., to Sask. and

B. C., s. to n. Me., L. Memphremagog, Que., centr. and w. N. Y., Great L.

region, Minn., and Utah. (Eurasia.)

2. TESSARONIA Schindler. Stamens 4
; petals rather persistent.

* Carpels l-2-ridged on the back.

-t- Flowers on emersed spikes, the floral leaves chiefly modified.

4. M. heterophyllum Michx. Stem stout (the base of the spike 2-5 mm.
thick) ;

leaves whorled in 4's, 5's, or 6's, the submersed 1.5-5 cm. long, the

flattened rhachis slightly broader than the linear-filiform segments ; spikes 1-:;

dm. long ; floral leaves whorled, crowded, ovate to oblance.olate, entire or di-n-

ticulate, thickish, 4-10 mm. long; fruit 1-1.5 mm. long, about as thick, papil-

lose-roughened, the carpels 2-ridged on the back, convex on the sides, their styles

prominent. Ponds and slow streams, near the coast, Va. to Fla.; also from
w. N. Y. and Ont. to Minn., s. to Mo. and Tex.

5. M. hippuroides Nutt. Similar, more slender ; floral leaves linear to lim-iir-

lanceolate, entire to pectinate ; fruit 2 mm. long, about 1 mm. thick, the smont/t-

ih carpels flattish on the sides, their styles very short. Apparently local,

s. Ont.
;
also from Wash, to Cal.

0. M. scabratum Michx. Slender; leaves variously arranged, verticillate,

snbverticillate, or scattered, on the same plant, the submersed with linear-capil-

lary segments ;
the emersed and the floral leaves linear, pectinate-toothed or cut-

serrate; fruit 1-1.5 mm. long, about as broad, the carpels with flat sides and '2

tuberculate ridges on the back. (M. pinnatum BSP., at least in part ; possibly

Potamogeton pinnatum Walt ) Shallow ponds and muddy shores, e. Mass, to

S. C., near the coast
;
also from w. Ky. and w. Tenn. to la. and Tex.

H- - Flowers in the axils of unmodified submersed leaves.

1. M. Farw611ii Morong. Slender, flowering below the surface of the water
;

leaves all divided into filiform segments, subverticillate or scattered
;

flowers

solitary in the middle axils
;
fruit 2-2.5 mm. long, somewhat narrower, the flat-

sided carpels with prominently tuberculate dorsal ridges. Ponds and slow

streams, Gaspe" Co., Que., to n. Mich., s. to s. Me., s. N. H., s. Vt., and centr.

N. Y.

* * Carpels rounded and even on the back ; leaves c?u'efl>/ scattered, or wanting
on the flo "'/ /// it fitcms.

8. M. hdrnile (Raf.) Morong. Stems slender, 5-15 cm. high, erect or decum-

bent, root in'i in. the. mud; leaves suboppositc / ultimate, the lower 4-8 mm.
long, jthni'tti'hj iliriilctl ; floral leaves similar or linear and serrate or entire;

flowers most I;/ /><,-/><? fruit 0.7 mm. long, the subcylindric carpels smooth or

minutely papillose. (3/. ambiguum, var. limosum Nutt.) Muddy shores and
shallow pools, centr. Me. to Vt., s. to Md.; reported from Iml. and 111. to Trim.
and Mo. Forma \ \ r \ \s (DC.) Fernald. Stems elongate and partly submersed ;

foliage leavesr'crowded, sometimes verticillate, larger, with Ionic capillary divi-

sions
; spikes emersed; floral leaves as in the typical form. (M. <n/il>i<jnnni

Nutt.) Shallow ponds and slow streams. Forma CAIMI.I. \CKTM (Torr.) l-Yr-
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I

nald. Stems elongate, completely submersed
;
flowers in the axils of elongate

capillary-divided leaves. (M. ambiguum, var. capillaceum T. & G.) Ponds
and streams.

9. M. tenellum Bigel. Flowering stems nearly leafless and scape-like, 7-35
cm. high, erect, simple ;

the sterile shoots creeping and tufted
;
leaves filiform,

undivided
;
bracts small, entire

; flowers alternate, monoecious ; fruit smooth.
Borders of ponds and streams, Nfd. to Ont., s. to N. J., Pa., and Mich.

2. PROSERPINACA L. MERMAID-WEED

Flowers perfect. Calyx-tube 3-sided, the limb 3-parted. Petals none. Sta-

mens 3. Stigmas 3, cylindrical. Fruit bony, 3-angled, 3-celled, 3-seeded, nut-
like. Low perennial herbs, with the stems creeping
at base, alternate leaves, and small flowers sessile

in the axils, solitary or 3-4 together, in summer.
(Name applied by Pliny to a Polygonum, meaning
pertaining to Proserpine.}

1. P. palustris L. Fertile leaves (those with
flowers or fruit in their axils) lanceolate, sharply
serrate, the sterile (often occurring above as well as

below the fertile) usually pectinate. Muddy borders
of ponds or in shallow water,
N. B. to Fla., Tex., and Minn.
FIG. 813.

2. P. pectinata Lam. Leaves

uniform, both fertile and sterile

the divisions slightly rigid, linear-

Me. to Fla.

813. P. palustris x %.

divided to the rhachis :

awl-shaped. Sandy swamps, near the coast,
and La., local. FIG. 814. 814. P. pectinata x %.

3. HIPPURIS L. MARE'S-TAIL

Flowers perfect or polygamous. Calyx entire. Style thread-shaped, stig-
matic down one side, received in the groove between the lobes of the large
anther. Fruit nut-like, 1 -celled, 1-seeded. Perennial aquatics, with simple
entire leaves in whorls, and minute flowers sessile in the axils, in summer.
(Name from OTTOS, a horse, and ovpd, a tail.)

1. H. vulgaris L. Stems simple, 1.5-6 dm. high ;
leaves in whorls of 6-12,

linear, acute
;
fruit nearly 2 mm. long. Ponds and streams, Lab. to Alaska,

s. to N. S., Me., Vt., N. Y., Ind., 111., Minn., Neb., and N. Mex. (Eu.)

ARALIACEAE (GINSENG FAMILY)

Herbs, shrubs, or trees with much the same characters as Umbelliferae, but

with usually more than 2 styles, and the fruit a few-several-celled drupe.

Albumen mostly fleshy. Petals 5, epigynous, not inflexed. Stamens 5, epigy-

nous, alternate with the petals.
* Leaves compound.

1. Aralia. Loaves alternate, compound, the ultimate divisions pinnate. Carpels 5
;
fruit black.

2. Panax. Leaves whorled, paluiately 3-7-foliolate. Carpels 2-3
;
fruit red or yellow.

* * Leaves simple but palrnately lobed.

3. Fatsia. Leaves orbicular, cordate, palniately lobed, scattered. Carpels 2
;
fruit red, 2-seeded.

1. ARALIA [Tourn.] L.

Flowers polygamous. Petals slightly imbricated in the bud. Ovary 5-celled
;

ovules solitary, anatropous, suspended in the cells. Leaves compound or de-

compound. Flowers white or green, in umbels or panicles. Qualities aromatic.

(Derivation obscure.)
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* Umbels numerous in a large compoundpanicle ; leaves very large, decompound.

1. A. spinbsa L. (ANGELICA-TREE, HERCULES' CLUB.) Shrub, or a low

tree; the stout stem and stalks prickly; leaflets ovate, pointed, serrate, pale
beneath. River-banks, s. N. Y. to Mo., and southw. July, Aug.

2. A. racem6sa L. (SPIKENARD.) Herbaceous ; stem widely branched ; leaf-
lets heart-ovate, pointed, doubly serrate, slightly downy ;

umbels racemose
;

styles united. Rich woodlands. July. Well known for its spicy-aromatic
large roots.

* * Umbels mostly 2-7, corymbed ; stem short, somewhat woody.

3. A. hispida Vent. (BRISTLY SARSAPARILLA, WILD ELDER.) Stem 4-9
dm. high, bristly, leafy, terminating in a peduncle bearing several umbels;
leaves twice pinnate; leaflets oblong-ovate, acute, cut-serrate. Rocky and

sandy places, Nfd. to Hudson Bay, s. to N. C., W. Va., Ind., Mich., and Minn.

June, July.
4. A. nudicaulis L. (WILD SARSAPARILLA.) Stem scarcely rising out of the

ground, smooth, bearing a single long-stalked leaf (2-4 dm. high) and a shorter
naked scape, with 2-7 umbels

;
leaflets oblong-ovate or oval, pointed, serrate,

5 on each of the 3 divisions. Moist woodlands
;
Nfd. to Ga., Col., and Ida.

May, June. The long horizontal aromatic roots a substitute for officinal SARSA-
PARILLA. Var. ELONG\TA Nash, from the Catskill Mts., has been distinguished
because of its somewhat longer narrower leaflets (13-15 cm. long, 4 cm. wide),
which are paler beneath. Var. pROLfFERA Apgar, of w. N. J., has more divided
leaves with 25-40 leaflets and proliferous inflorescence with 5-70 umbellets.

2. PANAX L. GINSENG

Flowers dioeciously polygamous. Umbel solitary, simple, terminal. Carpels
2-3. Herbaceous perennials, springing from thickish roots or tubers, the erect

simple stems bearing a solitary whorl of 3 palmate leaves. (Name from was, all,

and AKOS, cure, that is, all-healing, a panacea.) Often included in Aralia.
1. P. quinquefblium L. (GINSENG.) Root large and spindle-shaped, often

forked, 1-2 dm. long, aromatic
;
stem 3 dm. high ; leaflets long-stalked, mostly

6, large and thin, obovate-oblong, pointed ; styles mostly 2
; fruit bright red.

(Aralia Dene. & Planch.) Rich and cool woods, Que. and Ont., s. to X. K.,

N. Y., Great L. region, e. la., Mo., and along the mts. to Ga. July. Much
sought for the root, which is purchased by the Chinese and extensively employed
by them in their medicine, as is also the even more highly prized Asiatic

P. ginseng C. A. Mey.
2. P. trifblium L. (DWARF G., GROUND-NUT.) Root or tuber globular, deep

in the ground ;
stem 1-2 dm. high ; leaflets 3-5, sessile at the summit of the leaf-

stalk, narrowly oblong, obtuse
; styles usually 3

; fruit yellowish. (Aralia Dene.
6 Planch.) Rich woods, N. S. to w. Ont., s. to Del., Md., 111., la., and along
the mts. to Ga. Apr., May.

3. FATSIA Dene. & Planch.

Flowers perfect or polygamous. Umbels numerous in simple or compound
racemes or paniculately disposed. Calyx-margin narrow or obsolete, obscurely
erenate-lobcd. Carpels (in ours) 2. Stout sometimes arborescent shrubs, ours

very prickly. Leaves simple, long-petit >le<l, tin- limb suborbicular, palmately
lobed. (Name from the Japanese vernacular designation of one of the species.)
ECHINOPANAX Drue. Hunch. OPLOPAKAX MiqueL

1. F. h6rrida (Sm.) B. & II. (DEVII/S ri.rn.) Coarse shrub, thickly beset
with stramineous prickles; leaves 1-3 dm. in diameter, with 5-13 deltoid acute

lobes, the margin sharply and unevenly serrate, the ribs prickly beneath.

(Echinopanax Dene. & Planch.) Rocky cliffs, etc., Isle Royale, L. Superior
(JT. A. WheelPT)\ and from the Rocky Mts. to Cal. and s. Alaska. (Japan.)
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UMBELLiFERAE (PARSLEY FAMILY)

Herbs, with small Jloivers in umbels (or rarely heads}, the calyx entire or

5-toothed, the tube wholly adhering to the 2-celled and 2-ovuled ovary, the 5

petals and 5 stamens inserted on the disk that crowns the ovary and surrounds the

base of the 2 styles. Fruit of 2 seed-like dry carpels (called mericarps) cohering

by their inner face (the commissure), when ripe separating from each other

and usually suspended from the summit of a slender prolongation of the axis

(carpophore) ;
each carpel marked lengthwise with 5 primary ribs, and often

with 4 intermediate (secondary) ones
;
in the interstices or intervals are com-

monly oil-tubes (vittae) , longitudinal canals containing aromatic oil. (These are

best seen in slices made across the fruit.) Seed suspended from the summit of

the cell, anatropous. Stems usually hollow. Leaves alternate, mostly compound,
the petioles expanded or sheathing at base. Umbels usually compound, the

secondary ones being termed umbellets ; the bracts which often subtend the

general umbel form the involucre, and those of the umbellets the involucels.

The frequently thickened base of the styles is called the stylopodium. A large

and difficult family, some of the species innocent and aromatic, others with

very poisonous properties.

N. B. In this family the figures represent the mature fruit entire and in

cross section.

I. Fruit with primary ribs only, hence 3 dorsal ones on each carpel (these

sometimes obscure or obsolete in the first group.)

* Fruit ovoid, obovoid, or globose, not ribbed, scaly or densely covered with hooked prickles.

1. Eryngium. Flowers sessile in dense bracteate heads, white or blue. Leaves mostly rigid,

more or less spinose.

2. Sanicula. Flowers in irregular compound few-rayed umbels, yellow or green. Leaves

palmate.

[Spermolepis may be sought here.]

* * Fruit flattened laterally.

-i- Carpels also strongly flattened laterally.

M- Seed straight, not sulcate ; umbels simple (often proliferous.)

3. Hydrocotyle. Fruit suborbicular ; carpels with 3 dorsal ribs, not reticulated. Petals small,

somewhat tubular. Low perennials in or near water. Leaves simple, roundish.

4. Centella. Fruit orbicular ; carpels with 5 dorsal ribs, and somewhat reticulated. Petals flat.

Leaves ovate.

H- -H- Seed lunate, deeply sulcate on the face
;
umbels compound, leafy-bracted.

5. Erigenia. Fruit nearly orbicular, with numerous oil-tubes. Low, nearly acaulescent from a

deep-seated tuber. Leaves ternately decompound.
- *- Carpels terete or slightly flattened laterally ; petals white (greenish-yellow in Petroselinum).

H- Seed-face concave
;
fruit linear-oblong (rarely broader), with usually conical stylopodium.

6. Chaerophyllum. Fruit glabrous, with small mostly solitary oil-tubes.

7. Osmorhiza. Fruit bristly, the oil-tubes obsolete.

H- -M- Seed-face concave ;
fruit ovate

;
leaves finely divided.

S. Spermolepis. Fruit warty or bristly, the ribs obsolete. Slender annuals.

9. Conium. Fruit smooth, with conspicuous often undulate ribs. Ours biennial.

H- -H- Seed-face flat.

= Leaves finely dissected ; oil-tubes solitary ; very slender annuals.

10. Ptilimnium. Dorsal ribs filiform, the lateral very thick and corky.
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leaves decompound ; oil-tubes solitary or none; perennials.

11. Aegopodiutn. Ribs equal, filiform. Oil-tubes none ; stylopodium conical. Leaves biternate.

12. Cicuta. Ribs flattish, corky, the lateral largest. Marsh plants.

13. Carum. liibs filiform, inconspicuous; stylopodium short-conical. Leaf-segments filiform.

Petals white or roseate.

14. Petroselinum. Ribs filiform, inconspicuous; stylopodium short-conical. Leaf-segments
incised. Petals greenish-yellow.

= Leaves once pinnate ; oil-tubes 6-many ; stylopodium depressed ; aquatic perennials.
15. Berula. Fruit nearly globose ; ribs inconspicuous ; pericarp thick and corky.
16. Slum. Fruit ovate to oblong ; ribs prominent, corky, nearly equal.

= = Leaves 3-foliolate
; stylopodium conical ; oil-tubes solitary, beneath and between the ribs.

17. Cryptotaenia. Ribs obtuse, equal ;
fruit linear-oblong, glabrous.

+- +- +- Carpels terete or slightly flattened laterally ; petals golden yellow.

18. Zizia. Fruit ovate to oblong ; ribs filiform
; stylopodium none

; seed terete.

+- +- +- +- Carpels depressed dorsally ;
fruit short.

H- Seed-face flat or nearly so
; petals mostly yellow.

19. Foeniculum. Ribs prominent ;
oil-tubes solitary. Leaves filiform-dissected.

20. Pimpinella. Ribs filiform; oil-tubes numerous; stylopodium depressed-conical. Leaves

pinnate. Petals white.

21. Taenidia. Ribs filiform; oil-tubes numerous; stylopodium none. Leaves palmately com-

pound. Petals yellow.

H- -M- Seed-face decidedly concave
; petals white (except in Bupleurum').

= Leaves compound.

a. Fruit beakless ; oil-tubes numerous.

22. Eulophus. Stylopodium conical. Glabrous perennials from fascicled tubers. Leaves pin-

nately compound.

b. Fruit (in ours) conspicuously beaked ; oil-tubes solitary in the intervals or none
;
leaves 2-3-

ternately or -pinnately divided.

23. AnthriSCUS. Beak not more than one third to one half as long as the body of the fruit, smooth.

24. Scandix. Beak much exceeding the body of the fruit, its margins upwardly hispid.

= = Leaves entire.

26. Bupleurum. Fruit oblong, with slender ribs, no oil-tubes, and prominent flat stylopodium.

Leaves simple, perfoliate.

* * * Fruit not flattened either way or but slightly, neither prickly nor scaly.

+- Dorsal ribs filiform, the lateral very thick and corky ; oil-tubes solitary.

26. Lilaeopsis. Small glabrous creeping perennials, rooting in the miul. with small simple

umbels and leaves reduced to hollow cylindrical jointed petioles.

27. Cynosciadium. Annuals with compound leaves and compound umbels.

+- +- Ribs all prominent and equal but not winged ;
flowers white or roseate.

f*- Ribs acutish or rounded, narrower than the intervals between them.

28. Ligusticum. Stoutish perennials. Leaves 2-4-ternate ; leaflets ovate, ohovate, or oblong.

-".'. Coriandrum. Slender annuals. Cauline leaves cleft or dissected into linear segments.

4* *+ Ribs thickish and corky, broader than tin- intervals.

80. Aethusa Slender annual with finely divided leaves. Oil-tubes solitary in the intervals. _' ..n

tin- commissure.

81. Coelopleurum. Stout maritime perennial. Oil-tubes under the ribs as well as in the inter-

vals, '2-1 on the commissure.

+- *- +- Ribs all conspicuously winged ; stylopodium depressed or wanting; perennials.

82. Cymopterus. Low and glabrous, mostly cespltose, with pinnately compound leaves and

white flowers. Oil-tubes 1-several. Western.

88. Thaspium. Tall, with ternatcly divided or simple leaves, and yellow (lowers (rarely piuple).

Oil-tubes solitary in the intervals. '> on the commissure.
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* T * * Fruit strongly flattened dor Bally, the lateral ribs prominently winged.

*- Acaulescent or nearly so, with filiform dorsal ribs, thin coherent wings, and no stylopodium.

84. Lomatium. Fruit orbicular to oblong, oil-tubes 1-4 in the intervals, 2-6 on the commissure.

- +- Caulescent branching plants, with depressed stylopodium and yellow petals (these unknown
in no. 35).

4+ Leaflets entire.

35. Pseudotaenidia. Fruit lance-oblong ;
lateral wings connivent, somewhat corky ; stylopo-

dium obscure
;
oil-tubes solitary in the intervals or double in the lateral intervals.

+* -n- Leaflets serrate or incised.

= Involucre none.

86. Polytaenia. Fruit with thick corky margin, obscure ribs, and very numerous oil-tubes.

8T. Pastinaca. Fruit with filiform dorsal ribs, thin wings, and solitary oil-tubes.

= Involucre conspicuous, of several lanceolate deflexed bracts.

38. Levisticum. Fruit strongly ribbed
;
oil-tubes solitary.

H- -n- -n- Leaves decompound, their divisions dissected into linear-filiform segments.

39. Anethum. Fruit elliptical, rounded at each end
;
dorsal ribs thin and sharp, the lateral with

distinct narrow wings.

+--*--!- Caulescent branching plants, with petals white or neacly so.

H- Lateral wings closely contiguous ; oil-tubes solitary ; stylopodium thick-conical.

= Oil-tubes conspicuous, obclavate, extending only one half or two thirds the way to the base of

the fruit.

40. Heracleum. Dorsal ribs filiform, the broad wings with a marginal nerve. Petals con-

spicuous. Tall stout pubescent perennials, with ternate or pinnate leaves and large

incised and toothed leaflets.

-- Oil-tubes of more uniform diameter, extending essentially to the base of the fruit.

41. Imperatoria. Leaves ternately compound ;
leaflets broad, ovate to obovate, serrate and

incised. Stout, terrestrial.

42. Oxypolis. Dorsal ribs apparently 5, filiform. Leaves pinnate or reduced to hollow cylin-

drical petioles. Glabrous swamp plants.

++ -M- Lateral wings distinct ; oil-tubes usually more than one in each interval.

43. Conioselinum. Stylopodium slightly conical. Dorsal ribs prominent. Tall slender glabrous

perennial, with thin finely and pinnately compound leaves.

44. Angelica. Stylopodium mostly depressed, but the disk prominent and crenulate. Dorsal

ribs strong. Stout perennials, with coarse 2-3-ternately or -pinnately divided leaves.

II. Fruit with secondary ribs the most prominent, winged and armed with

barbed or hooked prickles, the primary ribs filiform and bristly.

45. Torilis. Calyx-teeth prominent. Fruit flattened laterally. Seed-face deeply sulcate.

46. Daucus. Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit flattened dorsally. Seed-face flat.

1. ERYNGIUM [Tourn.] L. ERYNGO

Calyx-teeth prominent, rigid and persistent. Styles slender. Fruit ovate
or obovate, covered with little hyaline scales or tubercles, with no ribs, and

usually 5 slender oil-tubes on each carpel. Chiefly perennials, with coriaceous,

toothed, cut, or prickly leaves, and blue or white bracted flowers closely sessile

in dense heads. (A name used by Dioscorides, of uncertain origin.)

*
Stout, with parallel-veined elongated linear thick leaves.

1. E. yuccifblium Michx. (RATTLESNAKE MASTER, BUTTON SNAKEROOT.)
Branching above, 0.5-1.7 m. high ;

leaves rigid, tapering to a p'oint, the lower
4-9 dm. long, the margins remotely bristly ;

heads ovoid-globose, 1.8 cm. long,
with ovate-lanceolate mostly entire cuspidate-tipped bracts shorter than the

GRAY'S MANUAL 39
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head, and similar bractlets. (E. aquaticum L. 1762, in part, not L. 1758.)
Ct. to Minn., Kan., Tex., and Fla. July-Sept.

* * Tall and often stout ; leaves thick, not parallel-reined.

2. E. aqudticum L. Slender, 3-9 dm. high ;
radical and lower stem-lea re*

linear- to oblong-lanceolate, on long (sometimes 3 dm.) Jistulous petioles, entire

or with small hooked teeth
; upper leaves sessile, spiny-toothed or laciniate :

heads ovoid-ellipsoid, 1.2 cm. long, with reflexed bracts, and Irtn-tli-tx with ''>

spiny cusps (the middle one largest). (E. virginianum Lam.) By ponds and

streams, N. J. to Fla. and Tex., near the coast. Aug., Sept.
3. E. Leavenw6rthii T. & G. Stout, 4-0 dm. high ;

lowest stem-l<-are#

broadly oblanceolate, spinosely toothed, the rest sessile and deeply and palmately
parted into narrow incisely pinnatifid spreading pungent segments ; heads

ovoid-ellipsoid, 2.5-4 cm. long, with pinnatifid spinose bracts and H-7-cuspidate
bractlets, the terminal ones very prominent and resembling the bracts. Dry
soil, e. Kan., Ark., and Tex.

* * * Prostrate and slender, rooting at the joints, diffusely branched, with small
thin unarmed leaves and very small heads.

4. E. prostratum Nutt. Lower leaves oblong, entire, few-toothed, or lobed
at base

; upper leaves smaller, clustered at the rooting joints, ovate, few-toothed
or entire (occasiohally some additional trifid ones); reflexed bracts longer than
the ellipsoid heads (4-7 mm. long). Wet places, s. Mo. to Fla. and Tex.

2. SANiCULA [Tourn.] L. SANICLE. BLACK SNAKEROOT

Calyx-teeth manifest, persistent. Fruit globular ;
the carpels not separating

spontaneously, ribless, thickly clothed with hooked prickles. Perennial rather

tall glabrous herbs, with few palmately lobed or parted leaves,
those from the base long-petioled. Umbels irregular or mi 11-

pound, the flowers (greenish or yellowish) capitate in the unilu 1-

lets, perfect, and with staminate ones intermixed. Involucre and
involucels few-leaved. (Name said to be from sanare, to heal ;

or perhaps from San Nicolas.}

*
Styles much exceeding the bristles of the fruit, recurved.

1. S. marilandica L. Stem erect, 3-10 dm. high; leaves

6-7-parted, the divisions sharply serrate, acute; sterile flo \\ers

pedicellate, often in separate umbels
;

815. S. marilan- fruit 6-7 mm. long, sessile. Nfd. to

dica x 2. Ga. and w. to the Rocky Mts., common.
FIG. 815.

2. S. gregaria Bicknell. Stem slender, 6 dm. high ;

leaves 5-foliolate
;
leaflets obovate,

cleft and serrate
; fruit emZ?/3-4(-5)

mm. long, somewhat stipitate.
Rich woods, St. John Valley, N. B.;
s. N. H. to Minn., Ark., and Ga.
1-ic. 816.

* *
Styles shorter than the hrMh-s.

3. S. canad6nsis L. Simple,
erect, 5-8 dm. high ;

leaves 3-5-

foliolate, leaflets narrowly obovate,
sharply serrate ; sterile jlnwers
few. short-pedicelcd : fntit newAy sie. s. gregaria x t.

senile, xufii/lnhose, 3-(> mm. long.
N. II. to Fla., Minn.. Neb., and Tex., common. FIG.

817.

81T. s. -an:i.ii-iiMs x4. 4. S. trifolUta Bicknell. Similar in habit, the leaflets
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818. 8. trifoliata x '2%.

broader ; sterile flowers on long slender pedicels ;

fruit ovoid or at maturity somewhat fusiform, tipped
with the conspicuous beak-like calyx. Rich soil,

Kennebec Valley, Me. (Scribner') ;
and from the Ct.

Valley to Ont., Minn., and W. Va. FIG. 818.

3. HYDROC6TYLE [Tourn.] L. WATER PENNYWORT

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Carpels with 2 of the ribs

enlarged and often forming a thickened margin ;
oil-

tubes none, but usually a conspicuous oil-bearing layer
beneath the epidermis. Low mostly smooth marsh or

aquatic perennials, with slender creeping stems, round

shield-shaped or kidney-form leaves, and scale-like

stipules. Flowers small, white, in simple umbels or

clusters, which are either single or proliferous (one above

another), appearing all summer. (Name from vdwp,
water, and KOTI/XTJ, a flat cup, the peltate leaves of

several species being somewhat cup-shaped.)
* Pericarp thin except at the broad corky dorsal and lateral ribs ; leaves round,

peltate, crenate ; peduncles as long as the petioles, from creeping rootstocks.

t- Fruit notched at base and apex; intermediate ribs corky.

1. H. umbellata L. Umbels many-flowered, simple (sometimes proliferous);

pedicels 4-12 mm. louy ; fruit about 3 mm. broad, strongly notched, the dorsal
ribs prominent but obtuse. Mass, to Fla. and Tex., chiefly on the coastal

plain ;
also Mich, and Ind., and reported from Minn.

2. H. Canbyi Coult. & Rose. Umbels 3-$-flowered, generally proliferous ;

pedicels very short, but distinct; fruit 3-3.5 mm. broad; carpels broader and
more flattened than in the preceding, sharper-margined, the dorsal and lateral

ribs much more prominent ;
seed-section much narrower. N. J. to Md.

-<- +- Fruit not notched ; intermediate ribs not corky.

3. H. verticillata Thunb. Umbels few-flowered, proliferous, forming an
interrupted spike ; pedicels very short or none

; fruit 3-4 mm. broad, subsessile;
dorsal and lateral ribs very prominent. Mass, to Fla., Ark., and Tex.

4. H. australis Coult. & Rose. Very like the preceding ; flowers pediceled.
Dismal Swamp, Va. (Pollard according to Coult. & Rose), and southw.
* * Pericarp uniformly corky-thickened and ribs all filiform; leaves not peltate ;

peduncles much shorter than the petioles.

5. H. americana L. Propagating by slender tuberiferous stolons
;
stems

filiform, branching and creeping ; leaves thin, round-reniform, crenale-lobed and
the lobes crenulate, shining ;

few-flowered umbels axillary and
almost sessile ; fruit less than 2 mm. broad

;
intermediate ribs

prominent; no oil-bearing layer; seed-section broadly oval.

Common. FIG. 819.

6. H. rammculoides L. f . Usually floating ; leaves thicker,

round-reniform, 3-7-cleft, the lobes crenate
; peduncles 2.5-7.5

cm. long, reflexed in fruit ; capitate umbel 5-10-flowered ;
fruit

2-3 mm. broad
;

ribs rather obscure
;

seed-section oblong. 819. H.

Muddy shores, e. Pa. to Fla., thence westw. (Trop. regions.)

americana

x4.

4. CENTELLA L.

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Petals white, imbricated in bud. Carpels 7-9-ribbed
and somewhat reticulated. Creeping perennials with simple ovate leaves.

Umbels subtended by 2 conspicuous bracts. (Name of obscure origin.)
1. C. asiatica (L.) Urban. Leaves repand-toothed, thickish

;
umbel 2-4-

flowered
; pedicels very short. (O. repanda Small; Hydrocotyle asiatica L.)

Md. to Fla. (Tropics.)
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5. ERIGENtA Nutt. HARBINGER-OF-SPRING

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Petals obovate or spatulate, flat, entire, white. Fruit

didymous, laterally flattened, the carpels incurved at top and bottom, nearly
kidney-form, with 5 very slender ribs, and several (1-3) small oil-tubes in the

intervals. A small glabrous vernal plant, with a simple stem, bearing one or

two 2-3-ternately divided leaves, and a few-flowered leafy-bracted umbel.

(Name from ypiytveta, born in the spring.)
1. E. bulbbsa (Michx.) Nutt. Stem 1-2.3 dm. high; leaf-segments linear-

oblong ;
fruit 2 mm. long, 3 mm. broad. Deciduous woods, etc.

,
s. Ont. and

w. N. Y. to Minn., and southw.

6. CHAEROPHYLLUM [Tourn.] L.

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit narrowly oblong to linear, notched at base, with
short beak or none, and equal ribs, oil-tubes solitary in the intervals

;
seed-face

more or less deeply grooved. Annuals, with ternately decom-

pound leaves, pinnatifid leaflets with oblong obtuse lobes, mostly
no involucre, involucels of many bractlets, and white flowers.

(Name from xo(/Mt>, to gladden, and (f>v\\ov, a leaf, alluding to the

agreeable odor of the foliage.)
1. C. prociimbens (L.) Crantz. More or less hairy; stems

slender, spreading, 1.6-5 dm. high ;
umbels few-rayed ;

fruit nar-

rowly oblong, 5-10 mm. long, glabrous, contracted but not tapering
at the summit, the intervals broader than the ribs. Moist ground,
N. Y. to N. C., w. to Mich., la., Ark., and Miss. FIG. 820.

Var. Sh6rtii T. & G. Fruit more broadly oblong to ovate (often
somewhat pubescent), not at all contracted at the summit. Pa. to

Va., Ky., and O.
2. C. Tainturieri Hook., var. floridanum Coult. & Rose. Stouter

and more pubescent than the preceding species ;
fruits 7-8 in each

umbel, sessile or pediceled, glabrous, the ribs narrower than the

intervals. Barrens, Eagle Rock, Mo. (Bush); S. C. to Fla.

820. C. pro-
cumbens x 3.

7. OSMORHiZA Raf. SWEET CICELY

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit with prominent caudate attenuation at base, and

equal ribs. Glabrous to hirsute perennials with thick aromatic roots, ternately

compound leaves, ovate variously toothed leaflets, few-leaved in-

volucres, and white flowers in few-rayed and few-fruited umbels.

(Name from dcr^, a scent, and /Mfr, a root.) WASHINGTONIA Raf.

* Rays of the umbel mostly bearing involucels.

1. 0. Claytbni (Michx.) Clarke. Stems rather slender, 3-1)

dm. high, villous-pubescent ; leaves 2-3-ternate, crisp-hairy ;
leaf-

lets mostly 4-7 cm. long, acuminate, crenate-dentate and somewhat
cleft; stipules ciliate-hispid ;

fruit (not including the attenuate

base) 1-1.3 cm. long; stylopodium and stylr it. 7-1 mm. l<>n>/.

(0. brevistylis DC.; Washingtonia Claytoni Britton.) Open
woods, e. Que. to w. Ont., s. to N. C., Ala., Mo., and Kan.

2. 0. longistylis (Torr.) DC. Coarser
;
stems 4-12 dm. high,

glabrous or essentially so except at the nodes
;
leaflets mostly

longer, less cleft
; stipules densely pilose on the imtnjhi ; fruit

(excluding the attenuate base) 1.2-1.5 cm. long : the seed-face

more deeply and broadly concave than in the preceding ; stylo-

/iiiiliniii <ii/<> xtyle. 2-4 mm. l<>/<</. (\Vashhi<jt<>ni<i Hritton.)
Rich woods, e. Que. to Assina.', s. to N. C.,' 111., la., S, Dak., and Col. Via.

821. Var. VILLICAULIS Fernald. Stems vvhite-villous. Pa. to 111. and Kan.
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* * Hays of the umbel without involucels,

3. 0. obtusa (Coult. & Rose) Fernald. Stems glabrous or sparingly pubes-
cent, 1.5-7 dm. high ;

leaves 2-3-ternate, more or less crisp-pubescent ;
leaflets

1.5-6 cm. long, acuminate, the teeth mucronate
;
umbels naked or obsoletely

involucrate, with 3-5 naked finally very divergent rays ; fruit on divergent long
pedicels, the enlarged portion 8-12 mm. long, rounded or short-leaked at tip;

stylopodium depressed, broader than high, with the style 0.3-0.5 mm. long.

(Washingtonia Coult. & Rose.) Rich chiefly coniferous woods, Nfd. and
s. Lab. to the upper St. John Valley, N. B.

;
and from Assina. and B. C. to

N. Mex. and Ariz.

4. 0. divaricata Nutt. Similar, usually taller (4-10 dm. high); umbels with
3-7 ascending-spreading rays; fruit on ascending pedicels, 11-17 mm. long, with
a conical beak 2 mm. long ; stylopodium conical, with the style about 1 mm. long.

(Washingtonia Britton.) Rich chiefly coniferous woods, Gaspe" Co., Que., to

the White Mts., N. H.; also B. C. to Cal., Nev., etc.

8. SPERM6LEPIS Raf.

Involucre none but involucels present. Flowers small in pedunculate com-

pound irregular umbels. Stylopodium small, conical. Fruit thin-walled
;

oil-

tubes present. Slender smooth branching plants. (Name from <rirtpfj.a, seed,
and XeTri's, scale, alluding to the scurfy or bristly fruit.) LEPTOCAULIS Nutt.

1. S. patens (Nutt.) Robinson. Stem geniculate, 3-5 dm. high ; leaf-seg-
ments linear-filiform

; fruit merely warty ; oil-tubes many. (Leptocaulis Nutt.;

Apiastrum Coult. & Rose.) Sandy soil and barrens, n. e. Ind. to Neb., and
southwestw.

2. S. echinata (Nutt.) Heller. Similar in habit
;
fruit bristly ;

oil-tubes 6.

(Leptocaulis Nutt.) Scott Co., Mo. (Eggert), and southw.

9. CONIUM L. POISON HEMLOCK

Fruit somewhat flattened at the sides, glabrous, with promi-
nent wavy ribs

;
oil-tubes none, but a layer of secreting cells

next the seed, the face of which is deeply and narrowly con-
cave. Poisonous biennial, with spotted stems, large decom-

pound leaves with lanceolate pinnatifid leaflets, involucre and
involucels of narrow bracts, and white flowers. (Ktiveiov, the

Greek name of the Hemlock, by which criminals and philoso-

phers were put to death at Athens.)
1. C. MAcuiAxuM L. A large branching herb, in waste

8*2 c inacniatiim places, Que. to Del., Pa., and westw. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG.

'x4. 822.

10. PTILIMNIUM Raf. MOCK BISHOP'S-WEED

Fruit ovate, glabrous ; carpel with dorsal ribs filiform to broad and obtuse,
the lateral very thick and corky, those of the two carpels closely contiguous and
forming a dilated obtuse or acute corky band; oil-tubes solitary; stylopodium
conical; seed nearly terete. Smooth annuals, with involucre of

foliaceous bracts, involucels of prominent or minute bractlets, and
white flowers. (Name unexplained by Rafinesque, presumably from

TTTtXov, a feather, or down, in allusion to the finely divided leaves.)
DlSCOPLEtlRA DC.

1. P. capillaceum (Michx.) Raf. Plant 3-6(-18) dm. high;
leaf-divisions filiform

;
umbel 5-20-rayed ;

involucre of filiform

bracts usually cleft or parted, and involucels more or less prominent ;

fruit 2-3 mm. long, acute. (Discopleura DC.) Brackish (rarely
fresh) marshes, along the coast, Mass, to Fla. and Tex.

; locally n. in 823. P. capil-
Miss. basin to Mo. and Kan. June-Oct. FIG. 823. laceum x 4.
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A. Poda.i.
r i-:n-ia

X4.

2. P. Nuttallii (DC.) Britton. Similar in habit
; involucral bracts short and

entire
; fruit only 1 mm. long, as broad as high, hlunt. (Discopleura DC.)

111. to e. Kan., La., and Tex.

11. AEGOP6DIUM L. Goi TWEED

Fruit ovate, glabrous, with equal filiform ribs, and no
oil-tubes

; stylopodiuin conical and prominent ;
seed nearly

terete. A coarse glabrous perennial, with creeping root-

stock, sharply toothed ovate leaflets, and rather large naked
umbels of white flowers. (Name from af, goat, and ir65ioi>,

a little foot, probably from the shape of the leaflets. )

1. A. PODAGR\RIA L. Waste-heaps, etc., e. Mass, to Del.

(Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 824.

12. CICtTTA L. WATER HEMLOCK

Calyx-teeth prominent. Fruit ovoid to nearly orbicular, glabrous, with

strong flattish corky ribs (the lateral largest) ;
oil-tubes conspicuous, solitary ;

stylopodium depressed ;
seed nearly terete. Very poisonous

plants, with pinnately compound leaves and serrate leaflets, in-

volucre usually none, involucels of several slender bractlets, and
white flowers. (The ancient Latin name of the Hemlock.)

1. C. maculata L. (SPOTTED COWBANE, MUSQUASH ROOT,
BEAVER POISON.) Stem stout, 1-2.2 in. high, streaked with

purple ;
leaves 2-3-pinnate, the lower on long petioles ; leaflet*

lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, 3-12 cm. long, acuminate
; pedicels

in the umbellets numerous, very unequal ; fruit broadly ovate to

oval, 3-3.5 mm. long, shallowly or not at all grooved at the com-
missure. N. B. to Va., and westw., common. FIG. 825.

2. C. Curtissii Coult. & Rose. Coarser
; fruit 2-3 mm. long,

subglobose, grooved at the junction of the carpels. Va. to Ky.,
and southw. Perhaps only a variety 'of the preceding.

3. C. bulbifera L. Hather slender, 3-10 dm.

high ;
leaves 2-3-pinnate (sometimes appearing ternate) ; leaflets

linear, sparsely toothed, 2-5 cm. long; upper axils bearing clus-

tered bulblets; fruit (rare) scarcely 2 mm. long. Common in

swamps, N. S. to Md. and Ida.

13. CARUM L. CARAWAY

Calyx-teeth small. Fruit ovate or oblong, with filiform or in-

conspicuous ribs; oil-tubes solitary; stylopodium conical; seed-

face plane or nearly so. Smooth erect slender herbs, with fusi-

form or tuberous roots, pinnate leaves, involucre and involueels

of few to many bracts, and white (rarely pink) flowers. (Name
perhaps from the country, Car.

1. C. CARVI L. (CARAWAY.) Leaves with filiform divisions.

Naturalized in many places, especially northward. (Nat. from

Eu.) FIG. 826.

X

14. PETROSELtNUM Hoffm. PARSLEY

Calyx-teeth oh-. let.-. Petals irreenish-yellow, with attenuate incurved points.
Fruit ovate, glabrous, laterally compressed; carpels pentagonal, the primary
ribs filiform, sube.jiial ;

oil-tubes solitary in the intervals; stylopodium cushion-
like. Chiefly biennials, \\ith ternately pinnate decompound leaves, toothed
leaf -cements, compound umbels, few-parted involucres, and several-many-
l>arN'd iiiv<>lu<vls. Name from Trtrpa, a rock, and (rAu'oi-, j(rsley.)

825. C. inacu-

lata x 4.
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1. P. HORTENSK Hoffm. (COMMON P.) Leaflets small, ovate, 3-cleft or

-toothed. (P. sativum Hoffm.; Carum Petroselinum B. & H.) Commonly
cultivated in market gardens, and occasionally found as an escape. (Introd.
from the Mediterranean region.)

15. BERULA Hoffm.

Calyx-teeth minute. Fruit emarginate at base, glabrous ; carpels nearly

globose, with very slender inconspicuous ribs and thick corky pericarp ;
oil-tubes

numerous and contiguous about the seed-cavity ;
seed terete.

Smooth aquatic perennial, with simply pinnate leaves and vari-

ously cut leaflets, usually conspicuous involucre and involucels

of narrow bracts, and white flowers. (The Latin name of the

Water Cress, of Celtic origin.)
1. B. erScta (Huds.) Coville. Erect, 2-9 dm. high; leaflets

~>-9 pairs, linear to oblong or ovate, serrate to cut-toothed, often

laciniately lobed, sometimes crenate, 2-8 cm. long ;
fruit scarcely

2 mm. long. (B. angustifolia Mertens & Koch
;
Sium angusti-

folium L.) Swamps and streams, s. Ont. and Mich, to Minn.,
827. B. erecta x 3. southw. and westw. July, Aug. FIG. 827.

16. SIUM [Tourn.] L. WATER PARSNIP

Calyx-teeth minute. Fruit ovate to oblong, glabrous, with prominent corky
nearly equal ribs

;
oil-tubes 1-3 in the intervals

; stylopodium depressed ;
seed-

face plane. Smooth perennials, with pinnate leaves and serrate
or pinnatifid leaflets, involucre and involucels of numerous narrow
bracts, and white flowers. (From <riov, the Greek name of some
marsh plant.)

1. S. cicutaefdlium Schrank. Stout, 0.8-2 in. high ; leaflets
3-8 pairs, linear to lanceolate, sharply serrate and mostly acumi-

nate, 5-12 cm. long, the lower leaves sometimes submersed and
finely dissected

; fruit 2.5-3 mm. long, with prominent ribs. (S.
lineare Michx.) Muddy banks, common. FIG. 828. S. Carsonii
Durand appears to be merely a weak aquatic state or perhaps

variety, 2-6 dm. high, with leaflets 1-3 pairs, linear,
2-5 cm. long ;

when submersed or floating, very thin,
ovate to oblong, usually laciniately toothed or dissected,
the leaf sometimes reduced to the terminal leaflet

;
fruit slightly

smaller.

17. CRYPTOTAENIA DC. HONEWORT

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit linear-oblong, glabrous, with obtuse

equal" ribs
;
oil-tubes solitary in the intervals and beneath each rib

;

stylopodium slender-conical; seed-face plane. A glabrous peren-
nial, with thin 3-foliolate leaves, no involucre, involucels of minute
bractlets or none, and white flowers. (Name from Kpvirrbs, hidden,
and raivia, a fillet, referring to the concealed oil-tubes.)

1. C. canadensis (L.) DC. Plant 3-9 dm. high; leaflets large,

ovate, 5-10 cm. long, pointed, doubly serrate, often lobed; umbels

irregular and unequally few-rayed ; pedicels very unequal ;
fruit

4-6 mm. long; often curved. (Deringa Ktze.) N. B. to Ga.,
w. to Tex. and w. Ont. June-Sept. FIG. 829.

18. ZtZIA Koch.

Calyx-teeth prominent. Fruit ovate to oblong, glabrous, with filiform ribs.

Oil-tubes large and solitary in the broad intervals, and a small one in each rib
;
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stylopodium wanting ;
seed terete. Smooth perennials, with mostly Thaspium-

like leaves, no involucre, involucels of small bractlets, yellow flowers, and the

central fruit of each umbellet sessile. Flowering in spring. (Named
for /. B. Ziz, a Rhenish botanist.)

1. Z. aurea (L.) Koch. (GOLDEN ALEXANDERS.) Leaves (except
the uppermost) 2-3-ternate, the radical very long-petioled ; leaflets

ovate to lanceolate, sharply serrate, acuminate; rays 15-25, stout,

2-5 cm. long ; fruit oblong, about 4 mm. long. River-banks,

meadows, and rich woods, e. Que. to Sask., s. to Va., Ark., and
Tex. FIG. 830. Var. OBTusiFdLix Bissell. Leaflets broader,
rounded at tip. Local, w. Ct.

2. Z. BSbbii (Coult. & Rose) Britton. Slender
;
leaflets some-

what coarsely serrate, the lower leaves small, inclined to be simple ;

rays 2-8, slender, 5-7 cm. long ; fruit oval, 2-3 mm. long. (Z. aurea,
var. Coult. & Rose.) Mts., W. Va. to Ga. and Tenn.

3. Z. cordate (Walt.) DC. Radical leaves mostly long-petioled,
cordate or even rounder, crenately toothed, very rarely lobed or

divided
;
stem-leaves simply ternate or quinate, with the ovate or

lanceolate leaflets serrate, incised, or sometimes parted ; fruit ovate, 3 mm. long.
Ct. (Eames) to N. C., w. to Alb., Col., and westw.

19. FOENtCULUM [Tourn.] Hill. FENNEL

Fruit oblong, glabrous, with prominent ribs and solitary oil-tubes. Stout

glabrous aromatic herb, with leaves dissected into numerous filiform segments,
no involucre nor involucels, and large umbels of yellow flowers. (The Latin

name, from foenum, hay.)
1. F. vuLoARE Hill. (F. officinale All.; F. Foeniculum Karst.), the culti-

vated FENNEL from Europe, is a common escape, and somewhat naturalized in

Md. and Va.

20. PIMPINELLA L.

Fruit oblong to ovate, glabrous,
_

with slender equal ribs, numerous oil-tubes,

and depressed or cushion-like stylopodium. Smooth perennials, with involucre

and involucels scanty or none
;
ours with white flowers. (Name

said to be formed from bipinnula, referring to the bipinnate

leaves.)
1. P. SAxfFRAGRA L. Leaves simply pinnate, with sharply

toothed leaflets
;
fruit oblong, 2 mm. long ; stylopodium cushion-

like. Roadsides and waste places, local, N. B. to Del., Pa.,
and O. (Nat. from Eu.)

21. TAENiDIA Drude.

Fruit short-oblong, flattened laterally, wingless, glabrous;
oil-tubes mostly 3 in the intervals

;
seed subterete but the face

slightly concave. Involucre and involucels mostly wanting.
Flowers yellow. Glabrous glaucous perennial, with ternate

leaves. (Name from raivldiov, a Uttle band, in reference to

the small scarcely prominent ribs.)
1. T. integ6rrima (L.) Drude. Slender, 5-10 dm. high:

2-3-ternate
;

leaflets lanceolate to ovate, entire; fruit oblong, I nun.

Ion-. (Pimpinella Gray.) Dry gravelly woods and thickets, w. Quo. and
w. N. E. to N. C., Ark., and Minn. Fio. 831.

22 EtLOPHUS Nutt.

Calyx-teeth prominent. Fruit ovate or oblong, glabrous, with equal filiform

ribs; oil-tubes 1-5 in the intervals; stylopodium conical, with long recurved

styles; seed-face broadly concave, with a central longitudinal ridge. Ours
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with pinnately compound leaves, involucels of numerous nar-

rowly lanceolate acuminate bractlets, and long-peduncled
umbels of white flowers. (Name from e5, well, and X60os, a

crest, alluding to the calyx or perhaps to the plume-like leaves.)
1. E. americanus Nutt. Radical and lower stem-leaves

large, 1-2-pinnately compound, with leaflets cut into short

narrow segments ; upper stem-leaves ternate, with narrowly
linear elongated leaflets; fruit 4-6 mm. long. 0. to Mo.,
Term., and Ark. July. FIG. 832.

23. ANTHRISCUS Bernh. CHERVIL

Fruit linear, notched at base, beaked, glabrous, without

832. E. americanus ribs (but beak ribbed) ;
oil-tubes none, stylopodium conical,

x 4. seed-face sulcate. Resembling Chaerophyllum in vegetative
characters. (The ancient Roman name.)

1. A. CEREFdLiuM (L.) Hoffm. Mature fruit smooth and shining. Waste
places, fields, etc., Que. and e. Pa. (Introd. from Eu.)

24. SCANDIX [Tourn.] L. VENUS' COMB

Fruit narrowly oblong, terminating in a long linear beak. Oil-tubes solitary
at the intervals or none. Carpels subterete. Seed concave on the inner face.

Slender annuals with pinnately much divided leaves and white flowers. (An-
cient Greek name of the Chervil.)

1. S. PECTEN-VENERIS L. Sparingly pubescent, 2-5 dm. high, commonly
branched from the base

;
flowers nearly sessile

;
the beak of the fruit 4-6 cm.

long, densely ciliate on the edges. Waste places, especially near Atlantic

ports, more sparingly westw. (Adv. from Eurasia.
)

25. BUPLEtFRUM [Tourn.] L. THOROUGH-WAX

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit oblong, with very slender ribs, no oil-tubes,

depressed stylopodium, and seed-face somewhat concave. Smooth annual,
with ovate perfoliate entire leaves, no involucre, involucels of 5 very con-

spicuous ovate mucronate bractlets, and yellow flowers. (Name from /Sous, an

ox, and ir\evp6v, a rib.~)

1. B. ROTUNDiF6LiuM L. Frequent in fields, etc., N. H. to N. C., S. Dak.,
and Ariz. (Nat from Eu.)

26. LILAE6PSIS Greene.

Calyx-teeth small. Fruit globose or slightly flattened laterally ;
dorsal ribs

filiform, the lateral thick and corky ;
oil-tubes solitary in the intervals, 2 on

the commissure. Dwarf creeper with hollow cylindrical or awl-shaped nodose

petioles in place of leaves, simple few-flowered umbels, and white flowers.

(Named from its resemblance to Lilaea.} CRANTZIA Nutt., not Scop.
1. L. lineata (Michx.) Greene. Leaves very obtuse, 2-8 cm. long, 2-4 mm.

broad
;

fruit 2 mm. long, the thick lateral wings forming a corky margin.
(Crantzia Nutt.) In mud of brackish marshes along the coast, N. E. to Miss.

July. (Widely distributed.)

27. CYNOSCIADIUM DC.

Calyx-teeth distinct. Fruit short, glabrous, scarcely flattened ;
lateral ribs

forming a corky margin ; stylopodium conical. Slender annuals, with pin-

nately divided leaves. Involucre and involucels present. Petals white. (Name
from wJwv, dog, and ffKidSiov, a sunshade, a fanciful designation referring to the

umhels.)
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1. C. pinn&tum DC. Segments of the leaves 2-3 pairs, jiarrow, distant, the

terminal one the longest. McDonald Co., Mo. (Bush) to Kan. and Tex.

28. LIGtJSTICUM L. LOVAGB

Fruit oblong or ovate, flattened laterally if at all, glabrous ;

carpels with prominent equal acute ribs and broad intervals
;

oil-tubes 2-6 in the intervals, 6-10 on the commissure. Stylo-

podium conical. Smooth perennials, from large aromatic roots,
with large ternately compound leaves, mostly no involucre,
involucels of narrow bractlets, and white flowers in large many-
rayed umbels. (Named from the country Liguria, where the

officinal Lovage of the gardens abounds.)
1. L. canadSnse (L.) Britton. (Noxno, ANGELICO.) Stem

stout, branched, 1-2 m. high; leaves very large, 3-4-ternate ;

leaflets broadly oblong, 5-12 cm. long, coarsely serrate; fruit

ovate, 4-6 mm. long; seed with angled back. (L. actaeifollt/m
of auth., not Michx.) Rich ground, s. Pa. to Mo., and southw.

2. L. sc6thicum L. (SCOTCH L.) Stem simple, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaves biternate
; leaflets ovate, 2.5-5 cm. long, coarsely toothed;

fruit narrowly oblong, 8-10 mm. long; seed with round back.

Salt marshes and rocks, along the coast from N. Y. northw.

Aug. (Eu.) Fro. 833.

29. CORIANDRUM [Tourn.] L. CORIANDER

Fruit nearly globose, not at all narrowed at the commissure
;

ribs filiform

or acutish. Seed dorsally compressed, somewhat concave on the inner face.

Slender glabrous herbs, with pinnately dissected leaves, compound umbels, no

involucre, few-parted involucels, and white or roseate unequal
petals. (The ancient Latin name.)

1. C. SATIVUM L. Lower leaves pinnate, the leaflets flabelli-

t'orm, many-cleft, cuneate at the base, upper leaves deeply cut
into linear segments. Waste places, becoming frequent. (Adv.
from Eurasia.)

30. AETHtSA L. FOOL'S PARSLEY

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit ovoid-globose, slightly flattened

dorsally ; carpel with 5 thick sharp ribs
;
oil-tubes solitary in

the intervals, 2 on the commissure. Poisonous annuals, with

2-3-ternately compound leaves, divisions pinnate, ultimate seg- h84 v (

.

>n .

ments small and many-cleft, no involucre, long narrow involu-
'

x ^
eels, arid white flowers. (AtOovva, burning, in allusion to the

l>iiu;ht or shining foliage, probably in translation of the Swedish vernacular
name glis.)

1. A. CYNAPIUM L. A fetid poisonous herb, in waste or cultivated "rounds,
from N. S. to Pa., Minn., and <>nt. June-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.) l-'i..

31. COELOPLEtRUM Ledeb.

Fruit globose to ellipsoid, with prominent nearly equal thick corky ribs

(none of them winged); oil-tubes solitary in the intervals and' under the ribs,

2-4 on the commissure. Seed loose in the pericarp. Stout glabrous (or inflo-

rescence puberulent) maritime perennials, with 2-3-tern;ite leaves on very larirc

inflated petioles, few-leaved deciduous involucre, involucels of numerous small

linear-lanceolate bractlets (often conspicuous or even leaf-like'), and urernisli

white flowers in many-rayed umbels. (From xotXos, hnllinc, and ir\evp(>v, a rib.}
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1. C. actaeifblium (Michx.) Coult. & Rose. Stem 3-12 dm.

high ;
leaflets ovate, irregularly cut-serrate, 6-7 cm. long ;

fruit

4-7 mm. long. (C. Gmelini of auth., not Ledeb.) Rocky coasts,
Mass, to Greenl. FIG. 835.

32. CYMOPTERUS Raf.

Calyx-teeth more or less prominent. Fruit usually globose, with
all the ribs conspicuously winged ;

oil-tubes 1 -several in the inter-

vals, 2-8 on the commissure. Stylopodium depressed. Seed-face

slightly concave. Mostly low (often cespitose) glabrous peren-
nials, from a thick elongated root, with more or less pinnately

compound leaves, with or without an involucre, prominent involu-

cels, and white flowers (in ours). (From /CU/KI, a wave, and

iTTepbv, a winy, referring to the often undulate wings.)
1. C. acaiilis (Pursh) Rydb. Low (1-2 dm. high), with a short

erect caudex bearing leaves and peduncles at the summit, glabrous ;

rays and pedicels very short, making a compact cluster
;
involucre none; involu-

cel of a single paliuately 5-7-parted bractlet
;
fruit globose, 6-8 mm. in diameter

;

wings rather corky; oil-tubes 4-5 in the intervals. (C. glomeratus Raf.)
Minn, to la., Ark., and westw.

33. THASPIUM Nutt. MEADOW PARSNIP

Calyx-teeth conspicuous. Fruit ovoid to oblong, slightly flattened dorsally ;

carpel with 3 or 4 or all the ribs strongly winged ;
oil-tubes solitary in the

intervals, 2 on the commissure. Stylopodium wanting; styles long. Peren-

nials, with ternately divided leaves (or the lower simple) and
broad serrate or toothed leaflets, mostly yellow flowers, and
all the fruit pediceled. (Name a play upon Thapsia, so called

from the island of Thapsus.)
1. T. aureum Nutt. Glabrous; root-leaves mostly cordate,

serrate; stem-leaves simply ternate (rarely biternate); leaflets

ovate to lanceolate, round or tapering at base, serrate
; flowers

deep yellow ; fruit globose-ovoid, about 4 mm. long, all the ribs

equally winged. Thickets and woodlands, n. O. to Md., Ga.,

Ark., and Wyo. Fl. summer. FIG. 830.

Var. atropurpureum (Desr.) Coult. & Rose. Petals dark-

purple. N. J. to Ga. and 111.

2. T. barbindde (Michx.) Nutt. Loosely branched, pubes-
cent on the joints, sometimes puberulent in the umbels

;
leaves

l-3-ternate ; leaflets ovate to lanceolate, acute, with cuneate

base, coarsely cut-serrate, often ternately cleft or parted ;

flowers light yellow ; fruit broadly oblong, about 6 mm. long
and 4 mm. broad, with mostly 7 prominent wings. Banks of

streams, N. Y. to Minn., and south w. May-June. Var. AX-
GUSTIF6LIUM Coult. & Rose, has narrower more sharply cut

leaflets, and fruit more or less puberulent. Pa. to Pt. Pelee,

Ont., and 111.

3. T. pinnatifidum (Buckley) Gray. Resembling the last, but puberulent on
the branchlets, umbels, and fruit, with fewer leaves; leaflets l-2-pinnatifld, the

lobes linear or oblong ;
one or two leaves near the base often very large and long-

petioled ;
flowers light yellow ;

fruit oblong, 3-5 mm. long and 2-3 mm. broad,
all the ribs winged, generally three of them narrowly so. Barrens and mts.,

Ky. to Tenn. and N. C.

34. LOMATIUM Raf.

836. T. aureum.

Fruit x 4.

Cross-section of

fruit x 5.

Fruit flattened dorsally, oblong to nearly orbicular, laterally winged ;
oil-

tubes usually many. Roots fusiform. Leaves dissected. Involucre none.
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Perennials of dry ground, nearly or quite acaulescent Petals yellow or white.

(Name from \/j.a, a border, referring to the winged fruit.) PEVCEDANT
Am. auth., but scarcely of L.

1. L. orientale (Joult. & Hose. Pubescent, 1-2 din. high ;
leaves bipinnate ;

petals white or pinkish ;
fruit nearly round

;
dorsal ribs indistinct. (Pcuced-

anum nudicaule Nutt., in part.) Gravelly soil, Minn, to la., Kan., and westw.
2. L. daucifdlium (Nutt.) Coult. & Rose. Leaves finely dissected; petals

yellow; fruit oval; dorsal ribs prominent. (Peucedannm villosum Nutt., in

part.) Barrens, w. Mo. to Neb. and Tex.

35. PSEUDOTAENIDIA Mackenzie.

Calyx-teeth short, thiekish. Petals inferentially yellow. Fruit thickish,

strongly compressed dorsally, oblong-lanceolate ; carpels obcompressed, with
slender dorsal ribs and broad somewhat corky lateral wings. Oil-tubes mostly
solitary in the intervals. Glabrous erect perennial, with 2-3-ternate leaves,
entire leaflets and exinvolucrate compound umbels. (Name from i/'eOSos, false,
and Taenidia, to which this recently discovered genus possesses a marked habital

resemblance. )

1. P. montana Mackenzie. Slender, erect, 5-8 dm. high; root slightly
thickened

; petioles broad and clasping ;
leaflets elliptical to lance-ovate or

-oblong, entire, thin
;
umbels 6-12-rayed ;

involucels none or inconspicuous ;

fruit 6 mm. long. Clayey and rocky mountain slopes, Kate's

Mt., W. Va. (Mackenzie} and Luray Cavern, Va. (Steele).

36. POLYTAENIA DC.

Calyx-teeth conspicuous. Fruit obovate to oval, much flat-

tened dorsally ;
dorsal ribs small or obscure in the depressed back,

the lateral with broad thick corky closely contiguous wings form-

ing the margin of the fruit
;
oil-tubes 12-18 about the seed and

many scattered through the thick corky pericarp. A perennial

mostly glabrous herb, with 2-pinnate leaves (upper opposite and

3-cleft), the segments cuneate and incised, no involucre, narrow

involucels, and bright yellow flowers in May. (Named from

Ti-oXtf-, many, and ratvia, a fillet, alluding to the

numerous oil-tubes.)
1. P. Nuttallii DC. Plant 6-10 dm. high ;

pedicels and involucels pubescent. Barrens, Mich, to n. Ala.,

Tex., Okla., la., and Wise. FIG. 837.

37. PASTINACA L. PARSNIP

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit oval, very much flattened dor-

sally ;
dorsal ribs filiform, the lateral extended into broad wings,

which are strongly nerved toward the outer margin ;
oil-tubes

small, solitary in the intervals, 2-4 on the commissure; stylo-

podium depressed. Tall stout glabrous biennial, with pinnately

compound leaves, mostly no involucre or involucels, and yellow
flowers. (The Latin name, from pastus, food. )

1. P. RATlvA L. Stem grooved ; leaflets ovate to oblong,
cut-toothed. Waste places, open rich soil, etc. (Nat. from

Eu.) FIG. 838.

38. LEViSTICUM [Kivinius] Hill. LOVAGB

Calyx-teeth obscure. Petals greenish-yellow. Fruit oblong, rounded at each

end, strongly ribbed, the lateral ribs moderately winged ;
oil-tubes solitary in

the intervals, 2 on the commissure
;
seed flattish 0.11 the inner face. Stout

88t. P. Nuttallii

x3.

P. saliva x8.
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pereunial herb, with branched stems, large bipinnate leaves with rhombic-
obovate and compound conspicuously involucrate umbels. (Name said to be a

corruption of Ligusticum.}
1. L. OFFICINALE (L.) Koch. Essentially glabrous ;

leaflets coarsely toothed
toward the apex, entire at the cuneate base. (L. Levisticum Karst.) Culti-

vated for the aromatic qualities especially of its seeds, and now occasionally
found as a local escape. (Introd. from s. Eu.)

39. ANETHUM [Tourn.j L. DILL

Petals yellow. Fruit elliptical, flattened dorsally, the lateral ribs winged.
Involucre and involucels none. Slender caulescent annuals with finely divided

leaves, and compound umbels. ("Kvydov, ancient Greek name of the dill, thought
to come from ddeiv, to burn, in allusion to the pungent seeds.)

1. A. GRAVEOLENS L. Erect, glabrous, usually branched, 3-10 dm. high ;

leaves finely dissected, fennel-like. Thoroughly established at Bridgeport, Ct.

(Eames*), and casual on waste ground, etc., elsewhere. (Introd. from Eu.)

40. HERACLEUM L. Cow PARSNIP

Fruit obovate, as in Pastinaca, but with a thick conical stylopodium, and
the conspicuous obclavate oil-tubes extending scarcely below
the middle. Tall stout perennials, with large compound
leaves, broad umbels, deciduous involucre, and many-leaved
involucels, white or purplish flowers, and obcordate petals,
the outer ones commonly larger and 2-cleft. (Dedicated to

Hercules.}
\. H. lanatum Michx. Woolly; stem grooved, 1-2.8 m.

high ;
leaves ternate ; leaflets broad, irregularly cut-toothed,

Wet ground, Nfd. to the Pacific, and southw. to N. C.,

Ky., and Kan. June. FIG. 839.

2. H. SPHONDYLIUM L. Spreading-pubescent and some-
what scabrous

;
haves pinnate ; leaflets 3-7, coarsely and

rather bluntly toothed. Casual on waste land, etc., chiefly

H. lanatum x 2. about Atlantic ports. (Adv. from Eu.)

41. IMPERATdRIA [Tourn.] L.

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Petals small, white. Fruit suborbicular or broadly
elliptical, distinctly cordate at base and apex, smooth, the ribs filiform except
the lateral, which are developed into a broad thin wing ; stylopodium conical

;

oil-tubes solitary in the intervals and as long or nearly as long as the fruit.

Stately smoothish perennials, with ternately compound leaves. (From im-

pevator, master, emperor, in allusion, it is said, to its powerful medicinal

qualities.)
1. I. OSTRIJTHIUM L. (MASTBRWORT.) Stem hollow, 8-16 dm. high ;

leaflets

large, ovate or obovate, serrate and commonly incised, nearly or quite glabrous ;

umbels with very numerous rays exinvolucrate or nearly so
;

bracts of the

involucels few, narrow, inconspicuous. Formerly cultivated, now locally estab-

lished in e. Pa., Mich., and perhaps elsewhere. (Introd. from Eu.)

42. OXYPOLIS Raf.

Calyx-teeth evident. Fruit ovate to obovate, flattened dorsally ;
dorsal ribs

filiform, the lateral broadly winged, closely contiguous and strongly nerved next

to the body (giving the appearance of 5 dorsal ribs); oil-tubes solitary in the

intervals, 2-6 on the commissure ; stylopodium short, thick-conical. Glabrous

erect aquatic herbs
;
involucre and involucels present, and flowers white. (Deri-

vation unexplained.) TIEDEMANNIA DC.
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840. O. rijsridior

x 4.

1. 0. filif6rmis (Walt.) Britton. Stem hollow, 4-'JO din.

high ; leaves reduced to cylindrical hollow pointed iiodnw

petioles; fruit nhovate, rounded or truncate at the ends.

(Tiedemannia teretifolia DC.) Ponds, Va. to Fla. and La.
Am:.. Sept.

\"ar. Canbyi Coult. & Rose. Fruit short, suborbicular, retuse
at both ends. Ellendale, Del. (Canby, Commons).

2. 0. rigidior (L.) Coult. & Rose. (COWBAXE.) Stem 6-15
dm. high ;

leaves simply pinnate, with 3-9 linear to lanceolate

remotely toothed leaflets; oil-tubes mostly small. (Tiedfnum-
nia rigida Coult. & Rose.) Swamps, N. Y. to Minn., si to the
Gulf. Aug. Poisonous; roots tuberiferous. Var. A.MISH.IA

(Nutt.) Robinson (Var. longifolia Britton) with entire leaflets,
occurs in X. J., and southw. FIG. 840.

43. CONIOSELINUM Fisch. HEMLOCK PARSLEY

Fruit oval, flattened dorsally, glabrous, the lateral ribs extended into broad

wings; seed slightly concave on the inner face. Tall slender glabrous peren-
nials, with finely 2-3-pinnately compound leaves, few-leaved
involucre or none, involucels of elongated (in ours) linear-seta-

ceous bractlets, and white flowers. (Compound of Conium and

tielinum, from its resemblance to these genera.)
1. C. chine'nse (L.) BSP. Leaflets pinnatifid ; wings nearly

as broad as the seed
;
oil-tubes 2-3 in the intervals, sometimes 1

or 4. (C. canadense T. & G.) Swamps and cold cliffs, Nfd.
to Out., s. to N. E., N. Y., Ind., Minn., and in the mts. to N. C.

Aug.-Oct. FIG. 841.

44. ANGELICA L. ANGKLICA

Fruit strongly flattened dorsally ; primary ribs very prominent,
the lateral extended into broad distinct wings, forming a double-

winged margin to the fruit
;
oil-tubes 1-several in the intervals 841.

or indefinite, 2-10 on the commissure. Stout perennials, with x 4.

ternately or pinnately compound leaves, large terminal umbels,
scanty or no involucres, small many-leaved involucels, and white or greenish
flowers. (Named angelic from its cordial and medicinal properties.)
* Seed adherent to the pericarp ; oil-tubes 1 -Severn / in tli<- in/<-rrnh ; ni>i>i-rin<>*t

leaves mostly reduced to large inflated petioles.

\. A. Curtisii Buckley. Glabrous; leaves twice ternate or the divisions

quinate ; Jcfijli-lx thin, ovate-lanceolate, xhnr/thi <m<l irrr<jnl<irhj

toothed, 2.5-8 cm. broad
;
fruit ^labrous. :l-'.> mm. broad ; oil-

lubes mostly solitary (rarely 2-3) in the intervals. Along the

Alleghenies from Pa. to N. C. Aug.
2. A. villbsa (Walt.) HSP. Puln-itcrnt <tf>nr (

>

; leaves twice

pinnately or ternately divided
;

/ct/fJi /.s tlii'-kixh. lanceolate to

oblong. l-'J cm. broad, s<'rr<if<' ; fruit jmoi-.^i-i nf. I mm. broad;
uil-tube8 3-6 in the intervals. '(.-I. hh-stita Muhl.) Rocky
woods, w. Mass, to Minn., Tenn., and Fla. .Inly.

:!. A. SYI.VKSTKIS L. ruberulent aliovc ; leaves ternately bi-

pinnate ;
leaflet* thin, ornti- to l<nn-i<>l<ttt', fun In m-rrnte ; fruit

ijliihrmix. ."> r> mm. Ion--, :', mm. broad; oil-tubes mostly 1 in each

interval. Old fields, Louisburg, ("ape Breton I. (jUacoim}.
Nat. fr.'in KM.

** Seed loose; i/-t>i/>s hnh-n,iit< -J-. ::<> H^HT petioles not

m. A.a.ropur-
SO pmmi in nt .

pureaxS. 4. A. atropurpurea L. V
r

ei y stout, .^laln-ous throughout,
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with dark purple stem
;
leaves 2-3-teruately divided, the pinnate segments of

5-7 lanceolate to ovate leaflets, 2-4 cm. broad, sharply mucronate-serrate.

(Archangelica Hoffm.) Alluvial soils, Nfd. to Del., 111.. la., Minn., and w.
Ont. FIG. 842.

45. T6RILIS Adans.

Calyx-teeth short, triangular, persistent. Fruit bristly with hooked prickles
or warty, the primary ribs not so prominent as the secondary. Erect slender

caulescent annuals with bipinnate leaves, compound umbels, and dense heads of

white flowers, the involucres and involucels of linear bracts. (Etymology un-

known.) CAUCALIS of auth., in part.
1. T. ANTHR^SCUS (L.) Bernh. Umbels open, loose, long-peduncled, raised

above the leaves
; prickles evenly distributed on the fruit. (Caucalis Huds.)

Open woods and waste places, N. Y. to D. C., Ky., and O. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. T. NODOSA (L.) Gaertn. Umbels dense, subcapitate ; peduncles much

shorter than the leaves ; prickles often confined to one side of the elsewhere warty
carpels. (Caucalis Scop.) Similar situations, from the Middle Atlantic States

westw. (Adv. from Eu.)

46. DAUCUS [Tourn.] L. CARROT

Fruit oblong, flattened dorsally ; stylopodium depressed ;

carpel with 5 slender bristly primary ribs and 4 winged secondary
ones, each of the latter bearing a single row of barbed prickles ;

oil-tubes solitary under the secondary ribs, two on the comrnis-

sural side. Bristly annuals or biennials, with pinnately decom-

pound leaves, foliaceous and cleft involucral bracts, and compound
umbels which become strongly concave. (The ancient Greek

name.)
1. D. CAR6TA L. Biennial

;
stem bristly ;

ultimate leaf-seg-
ments lanceolate and cuspidate ; rays numerous. Fields and
waste places ;

a pernicious weed. The flowers vary from white

843. D. Carota to roseate or pale yellow, the central one in each umbel usually

xsy3 . dark purple. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 843.

/

CORNACEAE (DOGWOOD FAMILY)

Shrubs or trees (rarely herbaceous) ,
with opposite or alternate simple leaves,

the calyx-tube adherent to the l-2-celled ovary, its limb minute, the petals

(valvate in the bud) and as many stamens borne on the margin of an epigynous
disk in the perfect flowers ; style one ; a single anatropous ovule hanging from
the top of the cell ; the fruit a l-2-seeded drupe ; embryo nearly as long as the

albumen, with large foliaceous cotyledons. Including two genera with us, of

which Nyssa is partly apetalous. Bark bitter and tonic.

1. Cornus. Flowers perfect, 4-merous. Leaves mostly opposite.

2. Nyssa. Flowers dioeciously polygamous, 5-inerous. Leaves alternate.

1. C6RNUS [Tourn.] L. CORNEL. DOGWOOD

Flowers perfect (or in some foreign species dioecious). Calyx minutely
4-toothed. Petals 4, oblong, spreading. Stamens 4

;
filaments slender. Style

slender
; stigma terminal, flat or capitate. Drupe small, with a 2-celled and

2-seeded stone. Leaves opposite (except in one species), entire. Flowers

small, in open naked cymes, or in close heads surrounded by a corolla-like

involucre. (Name from cornu, a horn
; alluding to the hardness of the wood.)
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1. Flowers greenish or purple in a close cluster, sumounded by a showy

usually 1-bracted corolla-like white or pinkish involucre; fruit bright /<</.

1. C. canad6nsis L. (DWARF C., BUNCHBERRY.) Stems low and simple,
9-22 cm. high, from a slender creeping and subterranean rootstock

;
leaves

scarcely petioled, the lower scale-like, the upper crowded into an apparent whorl

in sixes or fours (rarely opposite), ovate or oval, pointed ;
bracts of the involucre

ovate, short-acuminate; flowers greenish-white or the petals purple-tipped ;
fruit

globular. Damp cold woods, Lab. to Alaska, s. to N. J., W. Va., Ind., Minn.,
etc. June, July. (E. Asia.) Leaves and involucres (rarely 3) often modified

and variously colored.

2. C. suScica L. Similar but more slender
;
leaves short-oval, in ^-several

pairs, not verticillate
; flowers deep violet; involucral bracts ovate, obtusish,

usually smaller than in the preceding. Wooded crests of headlands and cliffs,

Riviere du Loup, Que., and Nfd. to Greenl. and Alaska. July. (Boreal
Eurasia. )

3. C. fl6rida L. (FLOWERING D.) Tree, 4-12 m. high ;
leaves ovate, pointed,

acutish at the base
;
bracts of the involucre obcordate, 3-6 cm. long ; fruit ovoid.

Dry woods, from s. Me. to Ont. and s. Minn., s. to Fla. and Tex. May, June.

Very showy in flower, scarcely less so in fruit.

2. Flowers white, in open flat spreading cymes; involucre none; fruit spher-

ical; leaves all opposite (except in no. 11.)

* Pubescence woolly and more or less spreading.

4- Fruit light blue.

4. C. circinata L'H6r. (ROUND-LEAVED C. or D.) Shrub, 2-3 m. high;
branches greenish^ warty-dotted ;

leaves round-oval, abruptly pointed, woolly

beneath, 5-12 cm. broad
; cymes flat

;
fruit light blue. Copses, in rich or

sandy soil, or on rocks, e. Que. to Man., s. to Va., Ind., 111., la., and N. Dak.

June, July.
5. C. Ambmum Mill. (SILKY C., KINNIKINNIK.) Shrub, 1-3 m. high;

branches purplish; the branchlets, stalks, and loiver surface of the ovate or ellip-

tical pointed leaves silky-downy (often rusty), pale and dull, not microscopically

papillose ; cymes flat, close
; calyx-teeth lanceolate

;
fruit pale blue. ( C. sericea

L.) Wet places, Nfd. to N. D., s. to Fla. and La. June. C. Purpusi Koehne,
with slightly narrower leaves microscopically papillose but not rusty-pubescent

beneath, appears to be an inconstant form rather than a distinct species.

H- - Fruit white.

6. C. asperifblia Michx. Branches brownish; the branchlets, etc., rough-

pubescent; leaves oblong or ovate, on short petioles, pointed, ruuyh with a harsh

pubescence above, and downy beneath ; corolla subcylindric in bud, petals rather

long ; calyx-teeth minute
;

fruit white, 5-G mm. in diameter. Dry or sandy

soil, n. shore of L. Erie to Minn., Kan., and southw. May, June. A rather

tall shrub. C. PRfoEAE Small, of Ky. and Tenn., is said to have smaller fruit

(about 3 mm. in diameter).
7. C. BailSyi Coult. & Evans. Branchlets brownish, spreading-pubescent,

not scabrous
;
leaves ovate to ovate-lanceolate, not scabrous, appressed-pubescent

above, covered beneath with spreading and subappressed pubescence ;
corolla

ovoid in bud
; petals short

;
fruit pure white. Sandy shores, etc., w. Pa. and

s. Ont. to Minn, and Man.

* * Pubescence closely appressed, straight and silky, or none.

8. C. stolonffera Michx. (RKD-OSIER D.) Branches, especially the osier-

like shoots of the season, bright red-purple, smooth ; leaves ovate, rounded at

base, abruptly short-pointed, roughish with a minute close pubescence on both

sides, whitixfi mith-rneath ; cymes small and flat, rather few-flowered, smooth;
fruit white or lead-color (rarely blue). Wet places, Nfd. to Mackenzie, s. to

D. C., Great L. region, la., Neb., N. Mex., etc.; common, especially northw.
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Multiplies freely by prostrate or subterranean suckers, and forms broad clumps
1-2 m. high. June-Aug.

9. C. stricta Lain. (STIFF C.) A shrub 2-5 m. high ;
branches brownish or

reddish, smooth
;
leaves ovate or ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, acutish at base,

glabrous, of nearly the same hue both sides; cymes loose, flattish ; anthers and

fruit pale blue. Swamps, Va. and Mo., southw. Apr., May.
10. C. paniculata L'He"r. Shrub 1-2.5 m. high, much branched; branches

gray, smooth; leaves ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, acute at base, whitish be-

neath but not downy ; cymes convex, loose, often panicled ; fruit white, de-

pressed-globose, on bright red pedicels. (C. candidissima Marsh. ?, not Mill.)
Thickets and river-banks, centr. Me. to Ont., Minn., and southw. June,
July.

11. C. alternifblia L. f. Shrub or tree 2-6 m. high ;
branches greenish,

streaked with white, the alternate leaves clustered at the ends, ovate or oval,

long-pointed, acute at base, whitish and minutely pubescent beneath
; cymes

very broad and open; fruit deep blue, on reddish stalks. Copses, e. Que. to

w. Ont., Minn., and la., s. to Ga. and Ala. May, June.

2. NYSSA L. TUPELO. PEPPERIDGE. SOUR GUM

Flowers borne at the summit of axillary peduncles. Stam. Fl. numerous.

Calyx small, 5-parted. Petals as in fertile flower or none. Stamens 5-12,
oftener 10, inserted on the outside of a convex disk. No pistil. Pist. Fl. soli-

tary, or 2-8, sessile in a bracted cluster, much larger than the staminate flowers.

Petals very small and fleshy, deciduous, or often wanting. Stamens 5-10, with

perfect or imperfect anthers. Style elongated. Drupe ovoid or ellipsoid. Trees
with entire or sometimes angulate-toothed alternate leaves and greenish flowers.

(The name of a Nymph: "so called because it [the original species] grows in

the water.")
1. N. sylvatica Marsh. (BLACK GUM.) Middle-sized tree, with horizontal

branches
;

leaves oval or obovate, commonly acuminate, glabrous or villous-

pubescent when young, at least on the margins and midrib, shining above when
old

; fertile flowers 3-8, at the summit of a slender peduncle ; fruit ovoid, acid,

bluish-black, about 1.2 cm. long. (N. multiflora Wang.) Kich soil, either

moist or nearly dry, s. Me. and n. Vt. to Mich., s. to Fla. and Tex. Apr., May.
Leaves turning bright crimson in autumn. Wood firm, close-grained.
Var. biflbra (Walt.) Sarg. Leaves narrower, subcoriaceous, more obtuse;

stone decidedly furrowed. (TV. biflora Walt.) Marshes, southw.; sometimes
well marked.

2. N. aquatica L. A large tree
;
leaves oblong or ovate, sometimes slightly

cordate at base, long-petioled, entire or angulate-toothed, pale and downy-pubes-
cent beneath, at least when young, 1-3 dm. long ; fertile flower solitary on a
slender peduncle ; fruit ellipsoid, blue, 2.5 cm. or more in length. (JV. uniflora

Wang.) Deep swamps, s. Va. to s. 111. and Mo., s. to Fla. and Tex. Apr.
Wood soft

;
that of the roots very light and spongy.

ERICACEAE (HEATH FAMILY)

Rhrubs, sometimes herbs, with the flowers regular or nearly so ; stamens as

many or twice as many as the 4-5-lobed or -5-petaled corolla, free from but: in-

serted with it ; anthers ^-celled, commonly appendaged, or opening by terminal

chinks or pores, introrse (except in Subfamily I) ; style 1
; ovary 3-W-celled.

Pollen compound, of 4 united grains (except in Subfamily II). Seeds small,

anatropous. Embryo small, or sometimes minute, in fleshy albumen. A
large family, very various in many of the characters, ours comprising four

well-marked subfamilies.
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SUBFAMILY I. PYROLOlDEAE (PTROLA SUBFAMILY)

Calyx free from the ovary. Corolla polypetaloiis. Anthers extrorse in the

bud, opening by pores at the base (inverted in the flower). Seeds with a loose

and translucent cellular coat much larger than the nucleus.

Tribe I. CLETHREAB. Shrubs or trees, with deciduous foliage (in ours). Pollen-grains simple.

Capsule 3-celled.

1. Clethra. Sepals and petals 5. Stamens 10. Style 3-cleft at the apex.

Tribe II. PYR6LEAE. Herbaceous or nearly so, with evergreen foliage. Pollen-grains compound.

Capsule 5(rarely 4)-celled.

2. Chimaphila. Steins leafy. Flowers coryinbed or umbeled. Petals widely spreading . <tyl.'

very short and top-shaped. Valves of the capsule smooth on the edges.

8. Moneses. Scape 1-flowered. Petals widely spreading. Style straight, exserted ; stigma

5-rayed. Valves of the capsule smooth on the edges.

4. Pyrola. Acaulescent. Flowers in a raceme. Petals not widely spreading. Filaments a\vl-

shaped. Style long. Valves of the capsule cobwebby on the edges.

SUBFAMILY II. MONOTROPOfDEAE (INDIAN PIPE SUBFAMILY)

Flowers nearly as in Subfamily I or III, but the plants herbaceous, root-para-

sitic or saprophytic, entirely destitute of green foliage, and with the aspect of

Beech Drops. Seeds as in Subfamily I.

* Corolla of 4 or 5 separate petals ; calyx imperfect or bract-like.

r>. Monotropa. Petals narrow. Anthers kidney-shaped, opening across the top.

* * Corolla gamopetalous ;
anthers 2-celled.

0. Pterospora. Corolla ovoid, 5-toothed. Anthers 2-awned on the back, opening lengthwise.

7. Monotropsis. Corolla broadly bell-shaped, 5-lobed. Anthers opening at the top.

SUBFAMILY III. ERICOtDEAE (HEATH SUBFAMILY)

Calyx free from the ovary. Corolla gamopetalous, rarely polypetalous,

hypogynous. Shrubs or small trees.

Tribe I. RHODODENDREAE. Fruit a septicidal capsule. Corolla deciduous.

* Flowers developed from scaly buds.

+- Scales or bracts caducous
;
anther-cells opening by a hole or chink at the top.

8. Ledum. Corolla regular, all 5 petals nearly separate. Stamens 6-10. Leaves evergreen.

9. Rhododendron. Flowers usually 5-merous. Corolla bell-shaped or funnel-form, lobed or

parted, often somewhat irregular. Leaves deciduous or evergreen.

10. Menziesia. Corolla globular-bell-shaped, 4-toothed. Stamens 8. Leaves deciduous.

-i- -- Bud-scales firm and persistent ;
anther-cells opening lengthwise ; leaves evergreen.

11. Leiophyllum. ( 'orolla of 5 separate petals. Stamens 10, exserted.

12. Loiseleuria. Corolla deeply 5-cleft. Stamens 5, included.

* * Flowers not from scaly buds ; the bracts leaf-like or coriaceous.

1M. Kalmia. Corolla broadly bell-shaped or wheel-shaped, with 10 pouches receiving as many
anthers. Leaves oblong or linear.

14. Phyllodoce. Corolla ovoid or urn-shaped. Leaves narrow and heath-like.

Tribe II. ANDROMBDEAB. Fruit a loculicidal capsule (berry-like in no. 22). Corolla deciduous.

*
Calyx dry, not becoming fleshy after flowering.

+- Anther-cells opening only at the top ; corolla not salver-shaped.

M. Corolla campanulate, 4-5-lobed or -parted ; heath-like, with aeerosr imbricated leaves.

1ft. Cassiope Calyx of ovate imbricated sepals. Capsule globular-ovoid. 4-.
r
)-viilved. the valves

2-cleft.
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M- -M. Corolla urceolate to cylindrical, 5-toothed
;
not heath-like.

16. Leucothoe. Calyx slightly or much imbricated, naked or bibracteate. Corolla ovoid or

cylindraceous. Capsule depressed, 5-lobed, the valves entire.

17. Andromeda. Calyx valvate and very early open, naked. Anthers 2-4-awned. Capsule de-

pressed-globose to obovoid, not thickened at the sutures. Seeds mostly hanging on the

central placenta.

18. Lyonia. Calyx, etc., much as in Andromeda. Anthers awnless. Capsule 5-angled, the

sutures with corky or spongy thickenings.

19. Chamaedaphne. Calyx of rigid imbricated ovate sepals, bibracteate. Corolla cylindraceous.

Capsule splitting \vhen ripe into an outer and inner layer, the inner of 10 valves.

20. Oxydendrum. Calyx short, early open, naked. Capsule slender-pyramidal. Seeds all

ascending. A small tree.

-i- +- Anther-cells opening through their whole length, not appendaged.

21. Epigaea. Corolla salver-shaped. Calyx of 5 separate dry and pointed sepals.

* * Calyx becoming enlarged and berry-like in fruit.

22. Gaultheria. Calyx 5-cleft, in fruit inclosing the capsule. Anthers 4-awned at top.

Tribe III. ARBtfTEAE. Fruit indehiscent, a bony or drupe. Corolla deciduous.

23. Arctostaphylos. Corolla urn-shaped. Drupe berry-like, 5-10-seeded.

Tribe IV. ERiCEAE. Corolla persistent, becoming scarious. Capsule septicidal.

24. Calluna. Corolla bell-shaped, 4-parted. Leaves minute, opposite, imbricate.

SUBFAMILY IV. VACCINOtDEAE (WHORTLEBERRY SUBFAMILY)

Calyx-tube adherent to the ovary, which forms an edible berry or berry-like

fruit, crowned with the short calyx-teeth. Anther-cells opening at the apex.

Shrubs or somewhat woody plants, with scaly buds.

25. Chiogenes. Berry 4-celled, many-seeded, its summit free. Anther-cells not prolonged into

a tube, but each 2-pointed. Slender trailing evergreen.

26. Gaylussacia. Ovary Id-celled, with a single ovule in each cell. Fruit a berry-like drupe
with 10 small seed-like nutlets.

27. Vaccinium. Berry 4-5-celled (or imperfectly S-10-celled by false partitions), many-seeded.
Anther-cells tapering upward into a tube.

1. CLETHRA [Gronov.] L. WHITE ALDER

Sepals imbricated in the bud. Petals obovate-oblong. Anthers arrow-shaped,
erect in the bud, becoming inverted. Style slender. Capsule 3-valved, many-
seeded, inclosed in the calyx. Shrubs or trees, with alternate serrate decidu-
ous leaves, and white flowers in terminal hoary racemes. Bracts deciduous.

(K\?70pa, the ancient Greek name of the Alder, which this genus somewhat
resembles in foliage.)

1. C. alnifblia L. (SWEET PEPPERBUSH.) Shrub l-o m. high ;
leaves 3.5-7

cm. long, wedge-obovate, sharply serrate, entire toward the base, prominently
straight-veined, smooth, green both sides

;
racemes upright, usually panicled ;

petals white, rarely pink ;
bracts shorter than the flowers ; filaments smooth.

Wet copses, Me. to Fla., mostly near the coast. July-Sept.
2. C. acuminata Michx. A tall shrub or small tree

;
leaves oval or oblong,

pointed, thin, finely serrate, 7-15 cm. long, pale beneath
;
racemes solitary,

.flexuous or drooping ; bracts longer than the flowers ; filaments and pods hairy.
Woods in the Alleghenies, Va. to Ga. July, Aug.

2. CHIMAPHILA Pursh. PIPSISSEWA

Petals 5, concave, orbicular. Stamens 10
;
filaments enlarged and hairy in

the middle
;
anthers as in Pyrola, but more or less conspicuously 2-horned.

Style nearly immersed in the depressed summit of the globular ovary ; stigma
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broad and orbicular, disk-shaped, the border 5-crenate. Capsule, etc., as in

Pyrola, but splitting from the apex downward. Low nearly herbaceous plants,
with long running underground shoots, and thick shining leaves, somewhat
whorled or scattered along the short ascending stems

;
the flowers pink or

roseate, on a terminal peduncle. (Name from xA"*) winter, and <f>i\eiv, to love,

in allusion to one of the popular names, viz. Wintergreen.*)
1. C. umbellata (L.) Nutt. (PRINCE'S PINE, PIPSISSEWA.) Leafy, 1-4 dm.

high ;
leaves wedge-lanceolate, sharply serrate, not spotted; peduncles 2-8-

flowered
; petals flesh-color

;
anthers violet. Dry woods, N. S. to Ga., w. to

the Pacific. July, Aug. (Mex., Eurasia.)
2. C. maculata (L.) Pursh. (SPOTTED WINTERGREEN.) Stein 1-2.;") dm.

high ; leaves lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, obtuse at the base, remotely toothed,
the upper surface variegated with white; peduncles 1-5-flowered. Dry woods,
Mass, to Ont., Minn., and southw. June, July.

3. MONESES Salisb. ONE-FLOWERED PYROLA

Petals 5, orbicular. Filaments awl-shaped, naked
;
anthers as in Pyrola, but

conspicuously 2-horned. Stigma large, peltate, with 5 narrow and conspicuous
radiating lobes. (Flowers occasionally tetramerous. ) Intermediate between

Pyrola and Chimaphila. (Name formed of /x6vo5, single, and Vts, delight, from
the pretty solitary flower.)

1. M. uniflbra (L.) Gray. A small perennial; the rounded and veiny
serrate thin leaves, 1-3 cm. long, clustered at the ascending apex of creeping
subterranean shoots; the 1-2-bracted scape, 3-13 cm. high, bearing a fragrant

waxy-white or rose-colored terminal flower 1-2 cm. wide. (M. ffrandjflora
S. F. Gray.) Deep cold woods, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Pa., Mich., Minn., and in

the Rocky Mts. June, July. (Eurasia. )

4. PYROLA [Tourn.] L. WINTERGREEN. SHIN LEAF

Calyx 5-parted, persistent. Petals 5, concave and more or less converging,
deciduous. Stamens 10

;
filaments naked

;
anthers extrorse in the bud, but in

the flower inverted by the inflexion of the apex of the filament, more or less

4-celled, opening by a pair of pores at the blunt or somewhat 2-horned base

(by inversion the apparent apex). Stigma o-lobed or 5-rayed. Capsule de-

pressed-globose, 5-lobed, 5-valved from the base upward (loculicidal). Seeds

minute, innumerable, resembling sawdust, with a very loose cellular-reticulated

coat. Low and smooth perennial herbs, with running subterranean shoots,

bearing a cluster of roundish petioled evergreen basal leaves, and a simple raceme
of nodding flowers, on an upright more or less scaly-bracted scape. (Name
a diminutive of Pyrus, the Pear-tree, from some fancied resemblance in the

foliage.)

*
Style straight, much narrower than the peltate b-rayed stigma; j'tah <r,l

stamens erect and connivent ; anthers not narrowed below the opening*.

1. P. minor L. Scape 0.6-2 dm. high ;
leaves roinnli*li. slightly crennlate.

thickish. mostly longer than the margined petiole ;
flowers small, crowded, white

or rose-color
; calyx-lobes triangular-ovate, very much shorter than tin- nearly

i/fnftusi' enroll (i
; *ti/!e *hrt </>/<! included. Cold woods, Lab. to Alaska, s. to

N. S.. X. I',., n. N. E., Mich., Minn., etc. (Eurasia.)
_'. P. secunda L. Subcaulescent, 1-2.6 dm. high ;

leaves ovate, imicronatr,

longer than the petiole, scattered, crewtte-xi rrtc ; racemes dense and spike-like,
the numerous small greenish-white flower* U /nriinJ t one *ide, scarcely
nodding; -alvx-l<>brs ovate, very iniich shorter than the oblong-oval petals ;

style long, es*' rti'tl. Kich WOOdS, KaK to Alaska. s. to Md.. Mich.. NY1>. . etc.

June-Aug. (Eurasia.)
\'ar. obtusata Tnrex. is a smaller plant, with thin pale rounded leaves im-re

cremilate, and a 3-8-tloweivd scape of whiter flowers. (\'ar. jiiii/ii/n (Jray."i
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Peat-bogs and cold mossy woods, s. to N. 8., n. and w. N. E., mts. of Pa., Mich.,
etc. (Asia.)
* * Style strongly declined, the apex curved upward, longer than the connivent

or spreading petals; stigma much narrower than the truncate excavated

ring-like apex of the style ; anthers contracted below the openings, forming
a short neck; leaves denticulate or entire.

H- Petals white or greenish-white.

3. P. chlorantha 8w. Leaves small (rarely 3 or 4 cm. long), roundish, thick,

dull, shorter than the petiole, or even wanting; scape few-flowered, naked or
with a single small bract, 0.5-3 dm. high ; calyx-lobes roundish-ovate, very short ;

the elliptical obtuse petals converging, greenish-white ;
anther-cells contracted

into a distinct neck; style little exserted. Open woods, Lab. to B. C., s. to D. C.,

111., Mich., Wise., etc. June, July. (Eu.)
P. OXYPETALA Aust., described in 1867 from a- wooded hill near Deposit,

Delaware Co., N. Y., has not since been collected. It was probably an anoma-
lous development of no. 3, in which the leaves and petals were acute or even
subacuminate.

4. P. elliptica Nutt. (Sum LEAF.) Leaves thin and dull, elliptical or obo-

vate-oval, longer than the margined petiole; raceme many-flowered ; calyx-lobes

ovate, acute, not one fourth the length of the obovate rather spreading whitish

petals; anther-cells blunt. Dry woods and thickets, e. Que. to B. C., s. to

D. C., 111., Mich., Wise,, la., etc. June, July.
5. P. americana Sweet. Leaves orbicular to broadly elliptic, thick, shining,

usually as short as the petiole; scape bracted, 1-3.5 dm. high; raceme elon-

gated, many-flowered ; calyx-lobes lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, acutish, with
somewhat spreading tips, one half or one third the length of the roundish-
obovate rather spreading thick white petals ; corolla 1.5-2 cm. broad; anther-
cells mucronate. (P. rotundifolia Man. ed. 6, not L.) Open or sandy woods,
P. E. I. and N. S. to S. Dak. and Ga. June-Aug.

+- -i- Petals pink or rose-purple.

6. P. asarifblia Michx. Leaves transversely broad-elliptic or round-reniform,
cordate, coriaceous, glossy; scapes 1-3 dm. high, bracted; raceme loose, elon-

gated, the flowers 1-1.5 cm. broad; calyx-lobes ovate or ovate-triangular.

(P. rotundifolia, var. Hook.) Alluvial woods and swamps, e. Que. to Yukon,
s. to N. S., n. N. E., n. N. Y., n. Mich., and Col. June-Aug. (Asia.) Passing to

Var. incarnata (Fisch.) Fernald. Leaves obovate to suborbicular, rounded
at base, rather dull; scapes 1-5 dm. high. (P. uliginosa Torr.) Bogs and

mossy woods, Nfd. to Alaska, s. to n. N. E., centr. N. Y., Mich., Wise., Col., and
Cal. (Asia.)

5. MON6TROPA L. INDIAN PIPE. PINESAP

Calyx of 2-5 lanceolate bract-like scales, deciduous. Corolla of erect spatu-
late or wedge-shaped scale-like petals, which are gibbous or saccate at the base,
and tardily deciduous. Stamens 8 or 10

;
filaments awl-shaped ;

anthers becom-

ing 1-celled. Style columnar; stigma disk-like, 4-5-rayed. Capsule ovoid,

8-10-grooved, 4-5-celled, loculicidal; the very thick placentae covered with
innumerable minute seeds, which have a very loose coat. Low and fleshy

herbs, tawny, reddish, or white, parasitic on roots, or growing on decomposing
vegetable matter

;
the clustered steins springing from a ball of matted fibrous

rootlets, furnished with scales or bracts in place of leaves, 1-several-flowered
;

the summit at first nodding, in fruit erect. (Name composed of /x6pos, one, and
Tp6iro3, turn, the summit of the stem being turned to one side.)

1. EUMON6TROPA Gray. Plant inodorous, l-flowered ; calyx 0/2-4 irreg-
ular scales or bracts; anthers transverse, opening equally by 2 chinks;
style short and thick.

1. M. uniflbra L. (INDIAN PIPE, CORPSE PLANT.) Smooth, waxy-white,
flesh-color, or rarely deep red, turning blackish in drying, 0.5-3 dm. high ;
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stigma naked. Dark and rich woods, nearly throughout the continent. June-

Aug. (Mex., Asia.)

2. HYP6PITYS [Dill.] Gray. Plant commonly fragrant; flowers several

in a scaly raceme, the terminal one usually b-merous, the rest 3-4-wmw.s ;

bract-like sepals mostly as many as the petals; anthers opening by a <<>

tinuous line into 2 very unequal valves; style longer than the ovary,
hollow.

2. M. Hyp6pitys L. (PINESAP, FALSE BEECH DROPS.) Somewhat pubes-
cent or downy, tawny, whitish, or red, 1-4 dm. high ; pod globular or ovoid

;

stigma ciliate. (Hypopitys Small
;
H. lanuginosa Nutt.

;
H. americana Small.)

Rich woods. June-Get. (Mex., Eurasia.)

6. PTER6SPORA Nutt. PINE DROPS

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla ovate, urn-shaped, persistent. Stamens 10. Style
short

; stigma 5-lobed. Capsule globose, depressed, 5-lobed, 5-celled, loculici-

dal, but the valves cohering with the columella. Seeds very numerous, ovoid.

tapering to each end, the apex expanded into a broad reticulated wing many
times larger than the body of the seed. A stout and simple purplish-brown

clammy-pubescent root-parasitic herb, 3-9 dm. high; the wand-like stem fur-

nished towards the base with scattered lanceolate scales in place of loaves,
above bearing many nodding white flowers, in a long bracted raceme. (Name
from Trrepfo, a wing, and <nrop&, seed, alluding to the singular wing borne by
the seeds.)

1. P. andromedda Nutt. Hard clay soil, parasitic apparently on the roots

of pines, P. E. I. to B. C., s. to Pa., Mich., and in the mts. to Mex.; rare.

June-Aug.

7. MONOTR6PSIS Schwein. SWEET PINESAP

Calyx of 5 oblong-lanceolate acute scale-like sepals, erect, persistent. Corolla

persistent, rather fleshy, slightly 5-gibbous at the base. Stamens 10
;
anthers

much shorter than the filaments, fixed near the summit, awnless, with two sac-

shaped cells. Capsule ovoid, 5-celled, with a short and thick style, and a large

5-angular stigma. Seeds innumerable. A low and smooth brownish plant,
0.6-1 dm. high, with the aspect of Monotropa, scaly-bracted, the flowers several

in a terminal spike, at first nodding, flesh-color, with the fragrance of violets.

(Name from Monotropa and fli/as, appearance, from resemblance to that genus.)
SCHWEINITZIA Ell.

1. M. odorata Ell. In woods, Md. to N. C. Apr., May.

8. LEDUM L. LABRADOR TEA

Calyx 6-toothed, very small. Corolla of 6 obovate and spreading petals.

Capsule 5-celled, splitting from the base upward, many-seeded ; placentae borne
on the summit of the columella. Low shrubs, with the alternate entire 1< a\v>

clothed with rusty wool underneath, persistent, the margins revolute
; herbage

flagrant when bruised. Flowers white, small, in terminal umbel-like clusters.

(\Tj8ov, the ancient Greek name of the Cistus.)
1. L. groenlandicum Oeder. Erect, 1 m. or less high; leaves obluua <>/

linear-'ihlnnij. '2 ~> cm. long, very obtuse; stamens 5-7; capsule slender, ."/<-

<->ilindric, acutish. (L. latifolium Ait.) Bogs, damp thickets, and mountain-

slopes, common northw., s! to Ct., N. J.. 1'a.. Mich.. Wise.. Minn., etc. May.
June, rarely to Aug. (Greenl.)

2. L. paliistre L. Lower, at most 6 dm. high ; lean-* narrowly linear, 1-3

cm. lonii ; siaim-ns ?/<">//// 711; capsule e.Uii>.->i<t-<>i-<>i<l. Arctic reirion^. &
to Nfd.
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Var. dilatatum Wahlenb. Leaves broader, linear-oblong, 1-4 cm. long.

Nfd., e. Que., Mt. Katahdin, Me., and apparently on the Great Lakes, and
iiorthw. (Eurasia.)

9. RHODODENDRON L.

Calyx mostly small or minute. Stamens sometimes as few as the corolla-

lobes, more commonly twice as many, usually declined
;
anther-cells opening by

a round terminal pore. Capsule 5-celled, 5-valved, many-seeded. Seeds scale-

like. Shrubs or small trees, of diverse habit and character, with chiefly
alternate entire leaves, and large and showy flowers in umbeled clusters from
terminal buds. (Po56det>5pov, rose-tree; the ancient name.)

1. AZALEA (L.) Planch. Leaves deciduous, glandular-mucronate ; stamens

(5-10) and style more or less exserted and declined.

* Flower-buds of numerous much imbricated scales; corolla with conspicuous
funnel-form tube; stamens (chiefly 5) and style long-exserted ; 0.6-6 m.

high, with leaves obovate to oblong-oblanceolate.

H- Flowers appearing after the leaves.

1. R. arborSscens (Pursh) Torr. (SMOOTH AZALEA.) Branchlets smooth;
leaves obovate, obtuse, very smooth both sides, shining above, glaucous beneath,
the margins bristly-ciliate ; calyx-lobes long and conspicuous; corolla slightly

clammy, rose-colored, fragrant. (Azalea Pursh.) Mts'. of Pa., southw. June.
2. R. viscbsum (L.) Torr. (CLAMMY AZALEA, WHITE SWAMP HONEY-

SUCKLE.) Branchlets bristly, as well as the margins and midrib of the

oblong-obovate otherwise smooth leaves
; calyx-lobes minute ; corolla clammy,

the tube much longer than the lobes. (Azalea L.) Swamps, mostly near the

coast, Me. to (_)., Ark., and southw. June, July. Var. GLAUCUM (Michx.) Gray.
Leaves paler, often white-glaucous underneath or on both sides, sometimes

rough-hairy. N. E. to Va. Var. NfTiDUM (Pursh) Gray. Dwarf, with oblance-
olate leaves green both sides. N. E. to Va.

- t- Flowers appearing before or with the leaves.

3. R. nudiflbrum (L.) Torr. (PURPLE A., PJNXTER FLOWER.) Leaves
oblanceolate to obovate, sparingly pubescent, or glabrate except on the ciliolate

margins and strigose midrib (beneath); pedicels strigose-hairy; corolla flesh-

color, pink or purple, the tube strigose or slightly glandular, scarcely longer than
the ample lobes; capsule strigose, 1.6-3 cm. long. (Azalea L.) Open woods
and swamps, Mass, to Fla. and Tex.

; locally n. in Miss, basin to Union Co., 111.

(Gleason.) May, June.
4. R. can6scens (Michx.) G. Don. Similar

; leaves ovate, obovate, or ellip-

tic, softly pubescent beneath, especially when young ; pedicels, corolla-tube, and
capsule (1.2-1.8 cm. long} glandular. (Azalea Michx.) Woods and gravelly
shores, N. H. to N. Y., and southw. May, June. Sometimes too near the

preceding species.
5. R. calendulaceum (Michx.) Torr. (FLAME-COLORED A.) Leaves hairy ;

tube of the corolla shorter than the lobes, hairy. (Azalea Michx.; A. lutea L.,
not R. luteum Sweet.) Woods, s. N. Y. and mts. of Pa. to Ga. May. Cov-
ered as the leaves appear with large orange blossoms, usually turning to flame-

color, not fragrant.

* * Flower-buds of fewer and early caducous scales ; corolla irregular (usually
earlier than the leaves'), with short or hardly any tube, anteriorly divided to

the base ; the limb equaling the 10 stamens and style.

6. R. canadSnse (L.) BSP. (RHODORA.) Shrub, 1 m. or less high; young
parts sparingly strigose-hairy ;

leaves oblong, pale, more or less pubescent
corolla rarely 2 cm. long, purplish-rose-color (rarely white), bilabiate, with the

posterior lip 3-lobed, the anterior of 2 oblong-linear and recurving nearly or

quite distinct petals. (Rhodora L.
;
Rhododendron Rhodora Gmel.) Swamps

and damp slopes, Nfd. to w. Que.. Pa. and N. J. May, June (rarely July).
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2. EURHODODENDRON DC. Leaves coriaceous and persistent ; stamens

(commonly 10) and style rarely exserted, somewhat declined, or sometimes

equally spreading.

7. R. maximum L. (GREAT LAUREL.) Shrub or tree, 2-10 m. high ;
leaves

0.8-2 dm. long, very thick, elliptical-oblong, or lance-oblong, acute, narrowed
toward the base, very smooth, with somewhat revolute margins ; pedicels viscid

;

corolla bell-shaped, 3.5-5 cm. broad, pale rose-color or nearly white, greenish ii>

the throat on the upper side, and spotted with yellow or reddish. Damp deep
woods, rare from N. S., Me., and Que. to Ont. and 0., but very common through
the Alleghenies from N. Y. to Ga. June, July.

8. R. catawbinse Michx. (MOUNTAIN ROSE BAY.) Leaves oval or oblong,
rounded at both ends, smooth, pale beneath, 0.5-1.5 cm. long; corolla broadly
bell-shaped, lilac-purple ; pedicels rusty-downy. High Alleghenies, Va. to Ga.
June.

9. R. Iapp6nicum (L.) Wahlenb. (LAPLAND ROSK BAY.) Dwarf, prostrate
in broad tufts

;
leaves 0.5-1.5 cm. long, elliptical, obtuse, dotted (like the

branches) with rusty scales
;
umbels few-flowered

;
corolla open bell-shaped,

dotted, violet-purple; stamens 5-10. Alpine summits, N. Y., N. H., and Me.
to the Arctic regions. June, July. (Arctic Eurasia.)

10. MENZIESIA Sm.

Calyx small and flattish, 4-toothed or 4-lobed. Corolla cylindraceous-urn-

shaped, soon bell-shaped. Stamens included
;
anther-cells opening by an oblique

pore. Capsule ovoid, woody, 4-celled, 4-valved, many-seeded. Seeds narrow,
with a loose coat. Low shrubs, the straggling branches and the alternate

leaves usually hairy and ciliate with rusty rather chaff-like bristles. Flowers

small, developed with the leaves, in terminal clusters, greenish-white and

purplish, nodding. (Named for Archibald Menzies, who in Vancouver's voyage
brought the original species from the Northwest Coast.)

1. M. glabSlla Gray. Strigose-chaffy scales mostly wanting ;
leaves obov&te

,

barely mucronate-tipped, glabrous or nearly so
; filaments ciliate below ; russule

glabrous or nearly so
;
seeds long-caudate at each end. Minnesota Point, L.

Superior, and northwestw. June, July.
2. M. pilosa (Michx.) Pers. More or less chaffy; leaves obovate-oblong,

prominently glandular-inucronate, strigose-hirsute especially above
; jilawi-nts

glabrous; capsule beset with short gland-tipped bristles; seeds merely apiculate.

(M. globularis Salisb.) In the Alleghenies from Pa. to Ga. May-July.

11. LEIOPHYLLUM Pers. SAND MYRTLE

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla of obovate-oblong petals, spreading. Style filiform.

Capsule 2-3-celled, splitting from the apex downward, many-seeded. A low
much branched evergreen, with the aspect, foliage, etc., of Ledum, but the

crowded leaves sometimes opposite, scarcely petioled. Flowers small, white, in

terminal umbel-clusters. (Name formed of Xetos, smooth, and <t>6\\ov, leaf.)
DINDKIUM Desv.

1. L. buxifblium (Berg.) Ell. Shrub, 1-0 dm. high ;
leaves oval or oblong,

smooth and sliming, 6-13 mm. long. Sandy pine barrens, N. J. to Fla. May.
June.

12. LOISELEURIA Dcsv. AI.IMXK AZALEA

Calyx 6-parted, nearly as long as the bell-shaped regular corolla. Stamens
not declined. Style short. Capsule ovoid. L'-.'J-eelled, many-seeded, 2S-valved ;

valves 2-cleft from the apex ; placentae borne on the middle of the columella.

A small depressed shrubby evergreen, much branched and tufted, smooth, with
coriaceous opposite elliptical leaves, mi ^Imrt petioles, with revolute margins.
Flowers small, white or n>se-r<>|nr. -j-f) in a cluster. ("Named for J. L. .1

Loixcleur-Delongchamps, a French botanist.) CHAMAECISTUS Oeder.
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1. L. procumbens (L.) Desv. Alpine summits, N..H., Me., and Que. ;
and

in humus, Bay of Fundy, N. S., Nfd., and northw. June, July. (Eurasia.)

13. KALMIA L. LAUREL (of America)

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla 5-lobed. Filaments long and thread-form. Capsule
globose, 5-celled, many-seeded. Evergreen mostly smooth shrubs, with alter-

nate or opposite entire coriaceous leaves, naked buds, and showy flowers.

(Dedicated to Peter Kalm, a pupil of Linnaeus, who traveled in America.)

1. Flowers in simple or clustered naked umbel-like corymbs ; pedicels from th&
axils of small and flrm foliaceous persistent bracts; calyx smaller than the

pod, persistent ; leaves and branches glabrous, or nearly so.

1. K. latifblia L. (MOUNTAIN L., CALICO BUSH, SPOON-WOOD.) Leaves

mostly alternate, bright green both sides, ovate-lanceolate or oblong, acute at

each end, petioled ; corymbs terminal, many-flowered, clammy-pubescent ;

flowers 1.5-2.5 cm. broad, pink or white; pod depressed, glandular. Rocky
hills and damp soil, N. B. to Ont., and southw. Usually a shrub, but in the
ints. from Pa. southw., often tree-like. May-July.

2. K. angustifblia L. (SHEEP L.
, LAMBKILL, WICKY.) Shrub rarely 1 m.

high ;
leaves commonly opposite or in threes, pale and glabrate underneath,

bright green above, narrowly oblong, obtuse, petioled ; corymbs lateral (appearing
later than the shoots of the season), slightly glandular, many-flowered; flowers
rarely 1 cm. broad, crimson; calyx glandular; pod depressed, nearly smooth

;

pedicels recurved in fruit. Hillsides, pastures, and bogs, Lab. to Ont., and
southw. June, July.

3. K. Carolina Small. Similar; leaves permanently pale-puberulent beneath ;

calyx puberulent, not glandular. Swamps and woods, Va. to S. C. May,
June.

4. K. polifblia Wang. (PALE L.) Straggling, 1-6 dm. high ;
branchlets 2-

edged ; leaves opposite, nearly sessile, oblong, white-glaucous beneath, with revo-

lute margins; corymbs terminal, few-flowered, smooth; bracts large; flowers
1-2 cm. broad, rose-purple ; pod ovoid, smooth. (K. glauca Ait.) Cold

bogs and mts., Lab. to Alaska, s. to N. J., Pa., Mich., Minn., and Cal. May-
July.

2. Flowers scattered, solitary in the axils ; calyx leafy, larger than the pod,
nearly equaling the corolla, deciduous ; leaves and branches bristly-hairy.

5. K. hirsuta Walt. Shrub 2-6 dm. high ;
branches terete

;
leaves oblong

or lanceolate, 0.5-1 cm. long, becoming glabrous; corolla rose-color. Sandy
pine barren swamps, Va. to Fla. May-Aug.

14. PHYLL6DOCE Salisb.

Corolla 5-toothed. Stamens 10, anthers pointless, shorter than the filaments.

Capsule 5-celled, 5-valved, many-seeded. Low alpine heath-like evergreen
undershrubs, clothed with crowded linear and obtuse rough-margined leaves.

Flowers nodding on solitary or umbeled peduncles at the summit of the

branches. Sometimes united with Bryanthus, a Siberian genus with 4-parted
umbeled flowers. (Phyllodoce, a sea-nymph mentioned by Virgil.)

1. P. coerulea (L.) Bab. Calyx pubescent ;
corolla cylindric-urn-shaped,

5-toothed, purplish, smooth; style included. (Bryanthus taxifolius Gray.)
Arctic Am., s. to alpine summits of Me. and N. H. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)
Corolla turning bluish in drying.

15. CASSIOPE D. Don.

Calyx without bractlets, of 4 or 5 nearly distinct ovate sepals, imbricated in

the bud. Corolla open-campanulate, 4-5-lobed or -cleft. Stamens 8 or 10
;

anthers fixed by the apex ; the ovoid cells each opening by a large terminal pore,
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and bearing a long recurved awn behind. Capsule 4-5-celled
; placentae many-

seeded, pendulous from the summit of the columella. Seeds smooth and wing-
less. Small arctic or alpine evergreen plants, with scale-like or needle-like

leaves, and solitary white or rose-colored flowers nodding on slender erect

peduncles. (Named for Cassiope, mother of Andromeda.)
\. C. hypnoides (L.) D. Don. Tufted and procumbent, moss-like, 1-12 cm.

high ;
leaves needle-shaped, loosely imbricated

;
corolla 5-cleft

; style short and
conical. Alpine summits, Me., N. H., and N. Y., cliffs of L. Superior, and
high northw. June, July. (Eurasia. )

16. LEUC6THOE D. Don. FETTER BUSH

Calyx of 5 nearly distinct sepals, imbricated in the bud. Stamens 10
;
anthers

naked, or the cells with 1 or 2 erect awns at the apex, opening by a pore.

Capsule depressed, more or less 5-lobed, 5-celled, 5-valved, the sutures not

thickened
;
the many-seeded placentae borne on the summit of the short colu-

mella. Seeds mostly pendulous. Shrubs with petioled and serrulate leaves,

and white scaly-bracted flowers in dense axillary or terminal spiked racemes.

(Leucothoe, daughter of Orchamus, King of Babylonia, referred to by Ovid.)
* Anthers awnless ; stigma 5-rayed ; racemes sessile, dense, with persistent bra<'t*.

in the axils of thick and shining evergreen leaves ; calyx not bracteolat< .

1. L. axillaris (Lain.) D. Don. Leaves lanceolate-oblong or oval, abrupt I >i

pointed or acute, somewhat spinulose-serrulate, on very Short petioles; sepnl*

broadly ovate. Low grounds, Va. to Fla. and Ala. Feb.-Apr.
2. L. Catesbaei (Walt.) Gray. Leaves ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, ser-

rulate with ciliate-spinulose appressed teeth, conspicuously petioled, 7-15 em.

long; sepals ovate-oblong, often acute. Moist banks of streams, Va. to Ga.

along the mts. May. Shrub 1 m. high, with long spreading or recurved
branches. Flowers exhaling the unpleasant scent of Chestnut-blossoms.

* * Anthers awned; stigma simple; flowers very short-pediceled, in long one-

sided racemes mostly terminating the branches; bracts deciduon* ; //v/iv.s-

membranaceous and deciduous, serrulate ; calyx bibracteolate.

3. L. recurva (Buckley) Gray. Branches and racemes recurve.d-sprea<>in<f ;

leaves lanceolate or ovate, taper-pointed; sepals ovate ; anther-cells \-aic n ':

pod 5-lobed; seeds flat and cellular-winged. Dry hills, Alleghenies of Va. to

Ala. Apr. Lower and more straggling than the next.

4. L. racem&sa (L.) Gray. Branches and racemes mostly erect; leaves

oblong or oval-lanceolate, acute; sepals ovate-lancc<>}<>t< ; tmtlirr-rt'lls <><n-li

2-awned ; pod not lobed; seeds angled and wingless. Moist thickets, Mass, to

Fla. and La., near the coast. May, June. Shrub 1-3 in. high. Corolla

cylindrical.

17. ANDR6MEDA L.

Calyx of 6 nearly or partly distinct sepals, valvate in the bud, but very
soon separate or open. Corolla urceolate. Stamens 10

;
filaments unap-

pendaged ;
anthers fixed near the middle, each cell bearing 1-2 awns. Capsule

subglobose, 5-celled, 5-valved, the sutures not thickened; the many-seeded
placentae borne on the summit or middle of the coluniella. Evergreen shrubs,

with umbeled, clustered, or panicled and raeeined pink or white flower-.

(Fancifully named by Linnaeus for .\inlrnnn'<l<i of Greek mythology.)
* Anthers awned; capsule more or less globose ; J< ,in-s thirk mid <

verffree*.

1. BUANDR6MBDA Gray. Corolla globoae-urrml^tr ,-
,-//,-;* anther-cell

bearing a siruder O8CHaing ">'' ; .xv. //> <>rL n-ilh <i smooth ,tnd shinin;/

crustaceoit* <</(.

1. A. Polifblia L. Low shrub, with elongate em-ping base ; stem simple
or with ascending branches, 5-30 cm. high : Irnrrs Hum,- t<> mm-otrly oblong,
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844. A. Polifolia.

End of fruiting-

branch x %.

I

either flat or revolute, glabrous, generally whitened beneath with a varnish-like

coat, later often green; bud-scales scarcely glaucous; pedicels in terminal umbels,
filiform, straightish, 2-4 times exceeding the nodding flower
and erect fruit ; corolla pink or white

; calyx with pale or

usually reddish slightly ascending lobes
; capsule brown or

reddish, obovoid or subglobose, as high as broad. Arctic

regions, extending very locally s. to the Adirondack Mts.,
N. Y.(?), L. Huron, etc. May-July. (Eurasia.) FIG. 844.

2. A. glaucophylla Link. (BOG ROSEMARY.) Similar in

habit
;
leaves white beneath with close fine pubescence ; branch-

lets and bud-scales glaucous; flowers on
thickish curved pedicels rarely twice their

length; calyx-lobes whitish, usually spread-
ing; capsule depressed, turban-shaped, glau-
cous. (A. Polifolia mostly of Am. auth.,
not L.) Bogs and wet shores, Lab. to

Man., s. to N. J., Pa., and Minn. May-July ; rarely Sept.,
Oct. FIG. 845.

2. PORTtJNA (Nutt.) Gray. Corolla ovoid-urceolate ; each
anther-cell bearing a deflexed awn ; seeds scobiform.

3. A. noribunda Pursh. Very leafy, 5-15 dm. high;
young branchlets, etc., strigose-hairy ; leaves lanceolate- branch x %.
oblong, acute or acuminate, ciliate-serrulate, glandular-dotted
beneath, 4-6 cm. long; racemes crowded in short terminal panicles, densely
flowered. (Pieris B. & H.) Moist hillsides, in the Alleghenies from Va. to Ga.

May.

18. LY6NIA Nutt.

Similar to Andromeda. Filaments hairy and often toothed or appendaged ;

anthers oblong, unappendaged. Capsule 5-angled, the dorsal sutures with a

thickened ridge, which usually divides in dehiscence of the capsule ;
the placentae

borne both upon the columella and the walls of the cells. Seeds scobiform, with
a loose thin testa. Shrubs with fascicled, racemose, or panicled white flowers.

(Named for John Lyon, early American botanist and explorer of the southern

Alleghenies.)
* Leaves coriaceous and evergreen.

1. L. nitida (Bartr.) Fernald. (FETTER BUSH.) Glabrous shrub, 0.5-1.5 m.

high; branches sharply triangular; leaves glossy, oblong-ovate to lanceolate,

acuminate, entire, with a conspicuous nerve next the revolute margin; flowers
in axillary umbels ; filaments appendaged at summit

; capsule subglobose.

(Andromeda Bartr.
;

Pieris B. & H.) Low woods and barrens, Va. to Fla.

and La. May.
* * Leaves thinnish and deciduous.

2. L. mariana (L.) D. Don. (STAGGER-BUSH.) Mostly glabrous, 5-10 dm.

high ;
leaves oblong or oval, 3.5-8 cm. long ; fascicles of nodding flowers race-

mose on leafless shoots; filaments %-toothed near the apex; capsule ovoid-

pyramidal, truncate at the contracted apex. (Andromeda L.
;
Pieris B. & H.)

Low grounds, K. I. to Fla., Tenn., and Ark. Foliage said to poison lambs
and calves.

3. L. ligustrina (L.) DC. (MALE BERRY.) Minutely pubescent, 0.5-3 m.

high ;
leaves obovate to lanceolate-oblong ,

2.5-8.5 cm. long, serrulate or entire
;

racemes crowded in chiefly naked panicles ; filaments flat, not appendaged; cap-
sule globular. (Andromeda Muhl.

;
Xolisma Britton.) Moist thickets, centr.

Me. to centr. N. Y., and southw. June, July.
Var. foliosifl&ra (Michx.) Fernald. Racemes less crowded, often more elon-

gate, conspicuously leafy-bracted. (Xolisma foliosifl.ora Small.) Common
southw.

,
local and less characteristic northw.
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19. CHAMAEDAPHNE Moench. LEATHER LEAF. CASSANDRA

Calyx of 5 distinct acute sepals. Stamens 10
;
anther-cells tapering into a

tubular beak, awnless. Capsule depressed, 5-celled, many-seeded. Seeds flat-

tened, wingless. Low and much branched shrubs, with nearly evergreen and
coriaceous leaves, which are scurfy, especially underneath. Flowers white, in

the axils of the upper small leaves, forming small 1-sided leafy racemes. (From
/, on the ground, and Satfivv), laurel.} CASSANDRA D. Don.

1. C. calyculata (L.) Moench. Leaves oblong, obtuse, flat. {Cassandra
D. Don.) Bogs, Lab. to B. C., s. to Minn., Wise., 111., and Ga. Apr., May.
(Eurasia.)

20. OXYDENDRUM DC. SORREL-TREE. SOUR-WOOD

Calyx of 5 almost distinct sepals, valvate in the bud. Corolla ovate, puberu-
lent. Stamens 10

;
anthers fixed near the base, linear, awnless, the cells taper-

ing upward. Capsule 5-celled, 5-valved
;
the many-seeded placentae at the base

of the cells. Seeds slender, the thin and loose reticulated coat extended at both
ends into awl-shaped appendages. A tree with deciduous oblong-lanceolate
pointed soon smooth serrulate leaves on slender petioles, and white flowers in

long one-sided racemes clustered in an open panicle, terminating the branches
of the season. Bracts and bractlets minute, deciduous. Foliage acid (whence
the name, from <5i5s, sour, and dtvdpov, tree}.

1. 0. arb&reum (L.) DC. Rich woods, from Pa. to Ind., and southw.,
mostly along the Alleghenies, to Fla. and La. June, July.

21. EPIGAEA L. GROUND LAUREL. TRAILING ARBUTUS

Corolla-tube hairy inside, as long as the ovate-lanceolate scale-like nearly
distinct sepals. Stamens 10, with slender filaments

;
anthers oblong. Style

slender, its apex (as in Pyrola} forming a sort of ring or collar around and
partly adnate to the 6 little lobes of the stigma. Capsule depressed-globular,
5-lobed, 5-celled, many-seeded. A prostrate or trailing scarcely shrubby plant,

bristly with rusty hairs, with evergreen and reticulated rounded and heart-

shaped alternate leaves on slender petioles, and with rose-colored flowers in

small axillary clusters, from scaly bracts. (Name composed of 6rt, upon, and
777, the earth, from the trailing growth.)

1. E. rSpens L. (MAYFLOWER.) Sandy woods, or in rocky soil, especially
in the shade of pines, Nfd. to Sask., Wise., Mich., Ky., and Fla. Flowers

appearing in early spring, exhaling a rich spicy fragrance, dimorphous as ID

style and stamens, and subdioecious.

22. GAULTHERIA [Kalm] L. AROMATIC WINTERGREEN

Corolla cylindrical-ovoid or a little urn-shaped, 5-toothed. Stamens 10, in-

cluded. Capsule depressed, 5-lobed, 6-celled, 6-valved, many-seeded, inclosed
when ripe by the calyx, which thickens and turns fleshy, so as t> appear as a

globular red berry ! Shrubs, or almost herbaceous plants, with alternate ever-

green leaves and axillary nearly white flowers
; pedicels with 2 bractlets. (Dedi-

cated to Ifnt/ncs fimilffftr also spelled Gaulthier, Cr<t>iftti<>>\ and (inntii't'

naturalist, and court-physician at Quebec, in the middle of the 18th century.)
1. G. procumbens L. (TEABERRV, CIIEOKEKHKKRY.) Stems slender and

extensively creeping on or below the surface ;
the flowering brandies ascending,

leafy at the summit, 5-1") <>m. high ;
leaves obovate or oval, obscurely serrate ;

flowers few, mostly single in the axils, nodding. Woods and clearings, Nfd. to

Man., and southw. July, Aug. The bright red berries (formed of the calyx)
and the foliage have the well known spicy-aromatic flavor of the Sweet Birch.
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23. ARCTOSTAPHYLOS Adans. BEARBERRY

Corolla with a short revolute 5-toothed limb. Stamens 10, included
;
anthers

with 2 reflexed awns on the back near the apex, opening by terminal pores.

Shrubs, with alternate leaves, and scaly-bracted nearly white flowers in terminal
racemes or clusters. (Name composed of &PKTOS, a bear, and o-ra0v\^, a bunch

of grapes, the Greek of the popular name.)
1. A. tTva-iirsi (L.) Spreng. (BEARBERRY.) Trailing; leaves thick and

evergreen, obovate or spatulate, entire, smooth; fruit red, inedible. Rocks and
bare hills, N. J. and Pa. to Mo., and far northw. and westw. May. (Eurasia.)

2. A. alpina (L.) Spreng. (ALPINE B.) Depressed ;
leaves deciduous, ser-

rate, wrinkled, with strong netted veins, obovate
; fruit black, juicy and edible.

(Mairania Desv.) Arctic Am., s. to alpine summits of Me. and N. H. (Arctic-
alpine Eurasia.)

24. CALLtTNA Salisb. HEATHER. LING

Calyx of 4 colored sepals. Corolla much shorter and less conspicuous than
the calyx, both becoming scarious and persistent. Stamens 8, distinct

;
anthers

with a pair of deflexed appendages on the back, the cells opening each by a long
chink. Capsule 4-celled, 4-valved. Evergreen undershrub, with no scaly buds,
opposite and minute leaves (mostly extended at base into 2 sharp auricles),
crowded and imbricated on the branches. Flowers axillary, or terminating
very short shoots and crowded on the branches, forming close mostly one-sided

spikes or spike-like racemes, rose-colored or sometimes white, small, bracted by
2 or 3 pairs of leaves, the innermost of which are more or less scarious. (Named
from KaXXtiveiv, to brush or sweep, brooms being made of its twigs.)

1. C. VULGARIS (L.) Hull. Low grounds, in the coastal region, very locally
from R. I. to Nfd.

; probably introduced from Eu.

Two European heaths, ERICA CINEREA L. and E. TETRALIX L., have been
found slightly established in small patches on Nantucket I., Mass.

25. CHI6GENES Salisb. CREEPING SNOWBERRY

Calyx-limb 4-parted, persistent. Corolla bell-shaped, deeply 4-cleft. Sta-

mens 8, included, inserted on an 8-toothed disk, filaments very short and broad
;

anther-cells ovate-oblong, separate, not awned on the back, but each minutely
2-pointed at the apex, and opening by a large chink down to the middle. Berry
white, globular. A trailing and creeping evergreen, with very slender and
scarcely woody stems, and small Thyme-like ovate and pointed leaves on short

petioles, with revolute margins, smooth above, the lower surface and the
branches beset with rigid rusty bristles. Flowers very small, solitary in the

axils, on short nodding peduncles, with 2 large bracelets
under the calyx.

(Name from x t(^" snow, and 7^1/05, offspring, in allusion to the snow-white
berries. )

1. C. hispidula (L.) T. & G. (Moxis PLUM, CAPILLAIRE.) Leaves 0.5-1

cm. long ;
berries 5-7 mm. thick, bright white, delicately acid and aromatic.

(C. serpyllifolia Salisb.) Peat-bogs and mossy woods, Lab. to B. C., s. to Minn.,
Mich., and N. C. May. Plant with the aromatic flavor of Gaultheria or of

Sweet Birch.

26. GAYLUSSACIA HBK. HUCKLEBERRY

Corolla tubular, ovoid, or bell-shaped ;
the border 5-cleft. Stamens 10

;

anthers awnless
;

cells tapering upward into more or less of a tube, opening
by a chink at the end. Fruit a berry-like drupe, containing 10 seed-like nut-

lets. Branching shrubs, with the aspect of Vaccinium, commonly sprinkled
with resinous dots

;
the flowers (pale, tinged with purple or red) in lateral and

bracted racemes. ''Named for the chemist, Gay-Lussac. )
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* Leaves thick and evergreen, somewhat serrate, not resinous-dotted.

1. G. brachy^cera (Michx.) Gray. (Box H.) Very smooth, 2-4 dm. high ;

leaves oval, finely crenate-toothed
;
racemes short and nearly sessile

; pedicels

very short; corolla cylindrical-bell-shaped. Wooded hills, Perry Co., Pa., to

Del. and Vs^ May. Leaves resembling those of the Box.

* * Leave* deciduous, entire, sprinkled more or less with resinous or waxy atoms.

'2. G. dum6sa (Andr.) T. & G. (DWARF H.) Somewhat hairy and glan-

dular, low, 2-15 dm. high, from a creeping base, bushy; leaves obovate-oblong,
mucronate, green both sides, rather thick and shining when old

;
racemes elon-

gated ;
bracts leaf-like, oval, persistent, as long as the pedicels; ovary hrinthj <>r

glandular; corolla bell-shaped; fruit black. Sandy swamps, Nfd. to Fla. and

La., mostly on the coastal plain. June.
Var. hirt611a (Ait. f.) Gray. Young branchlets, racemes, and often the

leaves bristly-hairy. Va. to Fla., etc.

3. G. frondbsa (L.) T. & G. (BLUE TANGLE, DANGLEBEKKY.) Slender.

5-1.5 dm. high ;
branches smooth, divergent ;

leaves obovate-oblong, blunt. j>/< .

finely pubescent and glaucous beneath, in maturity 2.5-6.5 cm. long, 1.5-3 cm.

broad; racemes slender, loose
;
bracts oblong or linear, deciduous, short<>) t/nni.

the slender drooping pedicels ; corolla globular-bell-shaped ;
fruit dark blue with

a white bloom, sweet and edible. Low copses, coast of N. H. to O. and La.

May, June.
4. G. ursina (M. A. Curtis) T. & G. (BEAR H.) Similar; branches smooth

or slightly hairy ;
leaves green both sides, thin, oblong to lance-obovate, acumi-

nate, in maturity 5-12 cm. long, 2-4.5 cin. broad
;

fruit reddish, becoming
black, insipid. Woods, Ky. to N. C. and Ga. May, June.

5. G. baccata (Wang.) C. Koch. (BLACK H.) Much branched, rigid,

slightly pubescent when young, 0.3-1 m. high ;
leaves oval, oblong-ovate, or

oblong, thickly clothed and at first clammy, as well as the flower*, n-ifh slthihnj
resinous globules ; racemes short, clustered, one-sided; pedicels about the length
of the flowers; bracts and bractlets reddish; corolla ovoid-conical, or at length

cylindrical with an open mouth
;

fruit black, without bloom, pleasant. (G.
resinosa T. & G.) Rocky woodlands and swamps, Nfd. to Man., s. to e. la.,

Wise., Mich., 111., and Ga. May, June. Forma GLAUCOCARPA (Robinson) Mac-
kenzie. (BLUE H.) Fruit blue, with a bloom, generally larger and juicier.
Me. to N. C. Forma LEUCOCARPA (Porter) Fernald. (WHITE H.) Berries

white to pinkish, somewhat translucent. Local, but occasionally abundant and
fruitful.

27. VACClNIUM L. BLUEBERRY. CRANBERRY

Corolla various in shape ;
the limb 4-5-cleft, revolute. Stamens 8 or 10

;

anthers sometimes 2-awned on the back
;
the cells opening by a hole at the

apex. Berry 4-6-celled, many-seeded, or sometimes 8-10-ceUed by a false

partition stretching from the back of each cell to the placenta. Shrubs with

solitary, clustered, or racemed flowers, in spring or early summer ;
the corolla

white or reddish. (Ancient Latin name, of obscure derivation.)

1. BATODENDRON (Nutt.) Gray. Corolla Open-campanulate, Mobed ; an-
ther* irft.li /mil/ till,,-*, </>/ '2 mi-ni'd on the back ; f>, '>-)>/ N/I// //>/// 10--

//v/jv.s <f,'<-iiiii,,ns nut tli-ut ; flowers solitary or hi l<'<ifn-hr<t<>t<'<l rn wi
slendt r-jit ilii-c/cil.

Vintners articulated with the pedicel ; nth<'rx furl //<!/.

1. V. arb&reum Marsh. (FARKLEBKRRY.) Tall (2-0 in. higln. smoothish ;

leaves obovate to oblong, entire or denticulate, mucronate. bright green, shining

above, at the South evergreen; corolla white; berries black, globose, small.

many-seeded. (Batodendron Nutt.; B. andrachncfnnn? Small.) Sandy soil.

s. 111. to Tex., Fla., and N. C.
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* * Flowers not articulated with the pedicel ; anthers exserted.

- Leaves and branchlets pubescent.

2. V. stamineum L. (DEERBERRY, SQUAW HUCKLEBERRY.) Diffusely
branched, 3-9 dm. high, somewhat pubescent ;

leaves ovate or oval, pale,

glaucous or whitish underneath
; calyx glabrous or essentially so

;
corolla

greenish-white orpurplish ; anthers much exserted ; berries greenish or yellowish,

globular or pear-shaped, large, few-seeded, tart. (Polycodium Greene
;

P.

candicans Small.) Dry woods and plains, Mass, to Ont., and southw.
3. V. melanocarpum Mohr. (SOUTHERN GOOSEBERRY.) Similar, the young

parts minutely white-pubescent ; calyx white-tomentose ; fruit dark purple,
lustrous, palatable. (Polycodium Small.) Upland woods, N. C. to Mo., and
southw.

- -i- Leaves and branchlets glabrous.

4. V. neglSctum (Small) Fernald. Glabrous essentially throughout ;
leaves

thin, at most ciliolate, becoming slightly coriaceous, oblong-lanceolate to narrowly
obovate, short-acuminate, green to slightly glaucous beneath

; calyx glabrous ;

corolla white or pink ;
fruit greenish or yellowish, hardly edible. (Polycodium

Small.) Dry woods, Va. to Kan., and southw.

2. CYANOC6CCUS Gray. (BLUEBERRIES.) Corolla cylindraceous to cam-

panulate, 5-toothed; filaments hairy; anthers included, awnless ; berry
edible, mostly blue or black, completely or incompletely W-celled ; flowers in

fascicles or short racemes, short-pediceled, appearing from large scaly buds
with or before the leaves.

* Leaves coriaceous, evergreen,' bracts firm, tardily deciduous.

6. V. Myrsinites Lam. (EVERGREEN B.) Low (2-6 dm. high), with branches

puberulent when young ;
leaves from obovate to oblong-lanceolate or spatulate,

1-3 cm. long, smooth and shining above, puberulent or glabrate and strongly
veiny beneath, entire or denticulate

; calyx with acute teeth
;
corolla cylindra-

ceous, 6-8 mm. long; fruit globose, blue-black. Sandy barrens, Va. to Fla.

and La.
* * Leaves deciduous ; bracts scaly, early deciduous.

.1- Corolla cylindraceous when developed.

6. V. virgatum Ait. Low, more or less pubescent ;
leaves ovate-oblong to

cuneate-lanceolate, usually acute and minutely serrulate, thinnish, shining at

least above, in maturity 2.5-5 cm. long ;
flower-clusters sometimes virgate on

naked branches
;
corolla rose-color, 7-10 mm. long ; berry black. In swamps

and pine barrens, Staten I. and N. J. (according to Mackenzie) to Fla., etc.

Var. tenlllum (Ait.) Gray. Lower
;
the mostly small (1-3 cm. long) leaves

and smaller (6-8 mm. long) nearly white flowers in shorter or closer clusters.

Va. to 111., Mo., and southw.

-t- -- Corolla globose-urceolate to ellipsoid.

M- Low shrubs, mostly less than I m. high.

7. V. pennsylvanicum Lam. (Low SWEET B., EARLY SWEET B.) Dwarf
(2-6 dm. high); the green warty stems and branches glabrous (or pubescent
northward) ;

leaves lanceolate or oblong, distinctly serrulate with bristle-pointed
teeth (rarely entire), bright green, smooth and shining both sides (or some-
times hairy on the midrib beneath), in maturity 2-3.5 cm. long, 8-15 mm.
broad; corolla short (6-7 mm. long), cylindric-bell-shaped ;

berries bluish-
black and glaucous, varying to black or red, either with or without a bloom,
and rarely dull white (forma LEUCOCARPUM Deane). Dry hills, barrens, etc.,

Nfd., to Sask., s. to Va., 111., and Wise. The lowest and earliest ripened of

the blueberries. Var. ANGusTir6LiuM (Ait.) Gray. A dwarfer high-mountain
or northern form, with narrower lanceolate leaves, 7-2 mm. long, 3-7 mm.
broad. Ct. (Graves) mts. of N. Y. and N. E. to Nfd., and far north w.

Var. nigrum Wood. (Low BLACK B.) Leaves firmer, bliie-green, glaucous
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beneath
,
ftem'es black, usually without bloom. ( V. ntgrum Britton. ) Often

associated with the species, or by itself, N. B. to N. J., Pa., and Mich.
8. V. canadSnse Kalro. (SOUR-TOP or VELVET-LEAF B.) Low (2-6 dm.

high) ;
leaves oblong-lanceolate or elliptical, entire, downy both sides, as well

as the crowded branchlets, in maturity 2-4 cm. long, 5-15 mm. broad; corolla

shorter (4-6 mm. long) ;
berries blue with much bloom (rarely black), ripening

later than those of no. 7. Dry plains, swamps or moist woods, Lab. to Man.,
s. to N. E., 111., Minn., and along the rats, to Va. Forma CHIOCOCCUM Deane
is a rare form with white fruit.

9. V. vacillans Kalm. (LATE Low B.) Low (3-9 dm. high), glabrous,
with yellowish-green branchlets

;
leaves obovate or oval, in maturity 2.5-4.5 cm.

long, 1.5-2.5 cm. broad, very pale or dull, glaucous, at least underneath, entire

or minutely ciliolate-serrulate
; calyx usually reddish

;
corolla 5-8 mm. long,

greenish-yellow, often tinged with red
;
berries blue, with a bloom, ripening later

than those of no. 7. Dry places, especially in sandy soil, N. E. to Mich., and
southw.

*-v -H- Shrubs 1-4 m. high.

10. V. corymbbsum L. (HIGH or SWAMP B.) Tall (1-4 m.) ;
leaves ovate to

elliptic-lanceolate, smooth or slightly pubescent beneath, half-grown at flowering
time, in maturity 4-8 cm. long, 2-4 cm. broad, the margins entire

; calyx
usually glaucous, the lobes acutish or blunt

;
corolla white or pinkish, 6-10 mm.

long, varying from ovoid to cylindric-urn-shaped ;
berries blue-black, with a

bloom, 7-10 mm. in diameter. Swamps, low woods, or even dry pastures, Me.
to Minn., and southw.

; chiefly eastw.
Var. amodnum (Ait.) Gray. Similar; leaves bright green both sides, ciliate-

serralate or bristly-ciliate. Similar range, less abundant.
Var. pallidum (Ait.) Gray. Glaucous; leaves ciliate-serrulate, whitened

beneath. ( V. pallidum Ait.) Throughout the range.
11. V. atroc6ccum (Gray) Heller. (BLACK HIGH B.) Resembling the

preceding; leaves entire, downy or woolly underneath even when old, unes-

panded at flowering time ; calyx not glaucous, the lobes obtuse or rounded
;

corolla turgid-ovoid to ellipsoid, yellowish- or greenish-white, tinged with red,

5-8 mm. long; berries polished black, without bloom, 5-8 mm. in diameter.

(V. corymbosum, var. Gray.) Swamps, low woods and barrens, s. Me. to N. C.
and Ont. Flowering and fruiting a week or ten days earlier than no. 10, with
which it is often associated.

3. EUVACCtNIUM Gray. (BILBERRIES.) Corolla ellipsoid to t/lnbul<n\

4-&-toothed ; filaments glabrous; anthers 2-awned on the back, in<-!/i<i,<l ;

berry 4-5-celled; leaves deciduous; flowers on drooping pedicels, solitary
or few together, appearing with or after the leaves; mostly glabrous.

* Parts of the flower mostly in fours; stamens 8.

12. V. uligin&sum L. (Boo BILBEKUY.) Low and spreading stout shrub
2-60 cm. high ;

leaves entire, dull, obovate or oblong, in maturity 5-20 nun.

long, 3-15 mm. wide, pale and slightly pubescent underneath
;
flowers single or

2-3 together from a scaly bud, almost sessile
;

corolla short, urn-shaped ;

berries black, with a bloom, sweet. Arctic Am., s. to the barrens of Washington
Co., Me., mts. of n. N. E. and n. N. Y., and n. Mich.
* * Parts of the flower in five* ; atinm'tin 10: h-nn-s mtmhranaceous ; flowers

solitary on. *lnn-t </.////<//// ]n'tlnm-l*'x, n<n.Mhnj.

\'\. V. caespitbsum Michx. (DWARF BILKKKKY.) Dwarf tufted slender

shrub (5-80 cm. high), with rnun<l<-il bntHchrs; leaves obovate, euneate-laneeo-

late or cuneate-spatulate, narrowed at base, smooth and shining, serrate, in

maturity 1-4 cm. long, 4-20 mm. broad
;
corolla dlipfioul, slightly urn-shaped,

usually pink or coral-red: berries blue, sweet. Gravelly or rocky woods and

shores, Lab. to Alaska, s. to s. Me., s. Vt., n. Mich., n. Wise., Col., and Cal. ;

alpine summits, N. K. sfnd N. Y.
14. V. membranaceum Dougl. More erect, 3-15 dm. high ; branchlets some-

; leaves mostly ovate and acutr < pointed, in maturity 2-7 cm. long,
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1.5-3 cm. broad, sharply and closely serrulate, bright green, nearly smooth;
border of the calyx almost entire

;
corolla depressed-globular, rather large ;

ber-
ries large, black, rather acid. ( V. myrtilloides Man. ed. 6, not Michx.)
Damp woods, L. Superior, and northwestw. Pedicels 5-15 rnm. long, drooping
in flower, erect in fruit.

15. V. ovalifblium Sm. Similar, straggling, 5-15 dm. high ; leaves elliptical,

obtuse, nearly entire, pale, mostly glaucous beneath, smooth
;

corolla ovoid ;

berries blue. Low woods and mountain slopes, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Nfd.,
e. Que., n. Mich., and Ore.

4. VlTIS-IDAEA [Tourn.] Koch. Corolla, berry, etc., as in 3
; filaments

hairy; anthers awnless; leaves coriaceous and persistent ; flowers in clus-

ters from separate buds, 4-merous (in our species); mostly glabrous.

16. V. Vitis-Idaea L. (COWBERRY, FOXBERRY.) Low (1-2.5 dm. high);
branches erect from tufted creeping stems

;
leaves obovate with revolute mar-

gins, dark green, smooth and shining above, dotted with blackish bristly points
underneath, 1.5-3 cm. long, 7-16 mm. broad

;
corolla bell-shaped, 4-cleft, white

or pink ;
berries dark red, acid and rather bitter, edible when cooked. ( Vitis-

Idaea Britton.) Eu. Represented with us by
Var. minus Lodd. (MOUNTAIN or ROCK CRANBERRY.) Dwarf, forming close 1 '-'-'

or loose mats 2-10 (rarely even 20) cm. high ;
leaves very thick and coriaceous,

5-18 mm. long, 4-9 mm. broad
;
corolla rose-pink or red. Dry or rocky banks,

rarely wet moss, Arctic Am., s. to the nits, of Me., N. H., and Vt., L. Superior,
etc.; and along the coast to Cape Ann, Mass. (Greenl., e. Asia.)

5. OXYC6CCOS [Tourn.] Hook. Corolla deeply 4-parted or -cleft, with linear

reflexed lobes; anthers exserted, awnless, with very long terminal tubes;
berry 4-celled ; flowers axillary or terminal, nodding on long filiform pedicels.

* Stem upright and leaves deciduous, as in common Blueberries; flowers axil-

lary and solitary ; corolla deeply 4-cleft ; berries light red, turning purple,
insipid.

17. V. erythrocarpum Michx. Smooth, divergently branched, 3-18 dm.
high ;

leaves oblong-lanceolate, taper-pointed, bristly-serrate, thin. (Oxycoccus
Pers.) Damp woods, higher Alleghenies, Va. to Ga. July.
** Stems very slender, creeping or trailing; leaves small, entire, whitened be-

neath, evergreen ; pedicels erect, thepale rose-colored flower nodding ; corolla

4-parted ; berries red, acid. CRANBERRIES.

18. V. Oxyc6ccos L. (SMALL CRANBERRY.) Steins very slender, the branches
almost capillary, erect or ascending ;

leaves oblong or ovate, 3-8 mm. long, 1-3
mm. broad, strongly revolute, becoming narrowly triangular in outline, con-

spicuously whitened beneath ; pedicels 1-4, springing from a terminal (rarely

proliferating) short rhachis (at most 3 or 4 mm. long), and bearing near or
below the middle 2 lanceolate or lance-ovate often involute colored bractlets

(1-2.5 mm. long); corolla-segments 5-6 mm. long; filaments ^ as long as the

anthers; berry 6-8 mm. in diameter. (Oxycoccus MacM.; 0. palustris Pers.)
In sphagnum and wet humus, Arctic Am., s. to Pa., Mich., and Wise. (Eurasia.)
Var. INTERMEDIUM Gray. Coarser ; leaves 6.5-15 mm. long, 3-6.5 mm. broad,
acute or obtuse, only slightly revolute ; pedicels 2-10, from a longer (often 5-10
mm. long) rhachis; corolla-segments 6-8 mm. long; berry 8-10 mm. in diam-
eter. Nfd. to B. C., s. to Mich., and in the mts. to N. C. (Asia.)

19. V. macrocarpon Ait. (LARGE or AMERICAN CRANBERRY.) Stems com-
paratively stout, elongated, the flowering branches' ascending ;

leaves oblong-
elliptic, blunt or rounded at tip, 6-17 mm. long, 2-8 mm. broad, pale or slightly
whitened beneath, flat or slightly revolute

; pedicels 1-10, springing from an
elongated (1-3 cm. long) rhachis which is terminated by a long leafy shoot, and

bearing toward the tip 2 flat leaf-like bractlets (4-10 mm. long) ; corolla-segments
6-10 mm. long; filaments scarcely % the length of the anthers; berry 1-2 cm.
in diameter. ( Oxycoccus Pers. ) Open bogs, swamps, and wet shores, Nfd. to

L. Erie, w. Wise.
,
and southw. to W. Va. and Ark.

, mostly northeastw.
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DIAPENSlACEAE (DIAPENSIA FAMILY)

Low perennial herbs or suffruticulose tufted plants, glabrous or nearly so,

with simple leaves, no stipules, regular b-merous flowers (except the ^-celled

ovary}, stamens adnate to the corolla and sometimes monadelphous (those oppo-

site its lobes when present reduced to Staminodia) ; pollen simple ; loculicidal

capsule and seeds of Ericaceae. Flowers solitary or racemose. Style 1, with

3-lobed stigma. Distinguished from the Ericaceae chiefly by the insertion of

the stamens upon the corolla.

Tribe I. DIAPENSiEAE. Dwarf woody evergreens, with small entire crowded coriaceous leaves.

Staminodia none; filaments adnate to the campanulate corolla up to the sinuses; anthers 2-

celled. Galyx conspicuously bracteolate. Flowers solitary.

1. Diapensia. Flower (or at least fruit) on a scape-like peduncle. Anther-cells blunt, obliquely

dehiscent. Sepals concave, coriaceous.

2. Pyxidanthera. Flowers sessile on short leafy branchlets. Anther-cells awn-pointed at base,

opening transversely. Sepals thin.

Tribe II. GALACfNEAE. A caulescent, with creeping rootstocks sending up long-petioled ever-

green leaves, and a 1-several-flowered scape. Staminodia present.

8. Galaz. Calyx minutely 2-bracteolate. Stamens monadelphous ;
anthers 1-celled.

1. DIAPENSIA L.

Corolla bell-shaped, 6-lobed
;
lobes rounded. Filaments broad and flat, ad-

herent to the corolla up to the sinuses, short
;
anthers adnate, of 2 ovoid cells,

diverging below. Capsule, inclosed in the calyx, cartilaginous ;
cells few-seeded.

Alpine, growing in very dense convex tufts, the stems covered below by imbri-

cated cartilaginous narrowly spatulate mostly opposite leaves, and terminated by
a 1-flowered peduncle, 3-bracted under the calyx. Corolla white, 1.5-2 cm. wide.

(Said to be an ancient Greek name of the Sanicle, of obscure meaning, strangely
applied by Linnaeus to this plant.)

1. D. Iapp6nica L. Leaves 5-15 mm. long ; peduncle at length 1.5-3 cm.

long. Alpine summits, N. E., N. Y., and northw. June, July. (Eurasia.)

2. PYXIDANTHERA Michx.

Prostrate and creeping, with narrowly oblanceolate and awl-pointed leaves,

mostly alternate on the sterile branches and somewhat hairy near the base.

Flowers solitary and sessile, very numerous, white or rose-color. (Name from

irv/$, a small box, and anthera, new Latin for anther, the anther opening as if

by a lid.)
1. P. barbulata Michx. (FLOWERING Moss, PYXIE.) Leaves 3-8 mm. long.

Sandy pine barrens of N. J. to N. C. Apr., May.

3. GALAX L.

Calyx imbricate, persistent. Petals hypogynous, obovate-spatulate, rather

erect, deciduous. Filaments united into a 10-toothed tube, slightly adhering to

the base of the petals, the 5 teeth opposite the petals naked, the alternate ones
shorter and bearing roundish anthers, which open across the top. Style short.

Capsule ovoid, 3-celled
;
columella none. Seeds numerous, the cellular loose

coat tapering to each end. Evergreen herb, with a thick matted tuft of scaly

creeping rootstocks, beset with fibrous red roots, sending up round-heart-shaped
crenate-toothed and

veiny shining leaves (3-16 cm. wide), and a slender naked
scape, 3-8 din. high, bearing a wand-like spike or raceme of small and minutely
bracted white flowers. (Name from yd\a, milk, of no conceivable application
to this plant, i

1. G. aphylla L. Open woods, Va. to Ga, June.
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PLUMBAGINACEAE (LEADWORT FAMILY)

Herbs, with regular 5-merous flowers, a plaited calyx, the 5 stamens opposite

the separate petals or the lobes of the corolla, and the free ovary l-celled, with a

solitary ovule hanging from a long cord which rises from the base of the cell.

Represented in our flora by the single genus

1. LIMONIUM [Tourn.] Hill. SEA LAVENDER. MARSH ROSEMARY

Flowers scattered or loosely spiked and 1-sided on the branches, 2-3-bracted.

Calyx funnel-form, dry and membranaceous, persistent. Corolla of 5 nearly or

quite distinct petals, with long claws, the 5 stamens severally attached to their

bases. Styles 5, rarely 3, separate. Fruit membranous and indehiscent, in the
bottom of the calyx. Embryo straight, in mealy albumen. Sea-side perennials,
with thick and stalked radical leaves

;
the naked flowering stems or scapes

branched into panicles. (Aetfjubviov, the ancient Greek name, presumably from
\eifjut)v, a meadow.} STATICE Willd., not L.

1. L. caroliniUnum (Walt.) Britton. Root thick and woody, very astringent ;

leaves oblong, spatulate, or obovate-lanceolate, 1-ribbed, tipped with a deciduous

bristly point, petioled ; scape much-branched, panicled, 1.5-6 dm. high ; spike-
lets 1-3-flowered

;
flowers lavender-color

; calyx-tube hairy on the angles, the
lobes acute or acuminate, with as many teeth in the sinuses. (Statice Limonium,
var. Gray.) Salt marshes, Lab. to Tex. July-Sept.

PRIMULACEAE (PRIMROSE FAMILY)

Herbs, with simple leaves, and regular perfect flowers, the stamens as many
as the lobes of the gamopetalous (rarely polypetalous) corolla (none in Glaux)
and inserted opposite them (on the tube or base), and a l-celled ovary with a

central free placenta rising from the base, bearing several or many seeds.

Calyx free from the ovary, or in Samolus partly adherent. Stamens 4 or 5,

rarely 6 or 8. Style and stigma one. Seeds with a small embryo in fleshy

albumen. Ovules amphitropous, except in Hottonia.

* Corolla or pelaloid calyx with erect or spreading segments.

+- Stemless
;
leaves all in a cluster from the root

; capsule dehiscent by valves or teeth.

1. Primula. Corolla funnel-form or salver-shaped, open at the throat. Stamens included.

2. Androsace. Corolla short, very small, constricted at the throat. Stamens included.

+- +- Stems leafy.

-n- Aquatic ;
imm'ersed leaves pectinate.

3. Hottonia. Corolla short-salver-form. Flowers verticillate and racemose.

-H- -H- Terrestrial or marsh plants ;
leaves entire.

= Ovary adnate at base to the base of the calyx.

4. Samolus. Corolla bell-shaped, with 5 staminodia in the sinuses. Flowers racemose.

= = Ovary wholly free.

a. Capsule dehiscent vertically by valves or irregularly, mostly globose.

5. Lysimachia. Corolla 5-6-parted or 5-6-petaled. Staminodia none. Leaves dotted.

6. Steironema. Corolla and calyx 5-parted. Five slender staminodia between the fertile

stamens.

7. Trientalis. Corolla and calyx mostly 7-parted. Stem, leafy only at the summit.

8. Glaux. Corolla none
;
the calyx petal-like. Flowers axillary.

b. Globose capsule circumscissile, the top falling off as a lid
;
flowers axillary.

9. Anagallis. Corolla longer than the calyx, 5-parted. Leaves opposite.

10. Centunculus. Corolla shorter than the calyx, 4-5-cleft. Leaves alternate.

* * Corolla and calyx with reflexed segments.

11. Dodecatheon. Corolla 5-parted. Stamens exserted, connivent in a cone.
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1. PRiMULA L. PRIMROSE. COWSLIP

Calyx tubular, angled, 5-cleft. Corolla enlarging above the insertion of the

stamens
;
the 5 lobes often notched or inversely heart-shaped. Capsule many-

seeded, splitting at the top into 5 valves or 10 teeth. Low perennial herbs,
with tufted and simple scapes, the flowers in an umbel. (Name a diminutive of

primus, from the flowering of the true primrose in early spring.)
1. P. farin&sa L. (BIRD'S-EYE P.) Scape 0.5-3 dm. high ;

leaves oblanceo-
late to narrowly obovate, denticulate, 1.5-6 cm. long, the Imn-r *ul<> and the

1-20-flowered involucre, etc., covered with a white mealiness, at least when
young; involucral bracts lance-attenuate, 3.5-6 mm. long; pedicels in anthesis

mostly shorter than the calyx, in fruit becoming slightly longer ; calyx 3-5 mm.
long; corolla pale lilac, with a yellow eye, its tube barely exserted; capsule
6-8 mm. long, slightly exserted. Nfd. and Lab. to n. Mien. (Eurasia.) Var.

\MI;IUC\NA Torr. Similar; leaves narrow, stiff, 2-6 cm. long, sulphur-yellow
beneath ; pedicels elongate, often 2-5 times as long as the calyx ; capsule much
exserted. Shores of L. Huron and"L. Michigan.

Var. macr6poda Fernald. Scape 1-4.5 dm. high; leaves spatulate to rhom-
bic-ovate, long-petioled, 2.5-10 cm. long, usually whitened beneath ; bracts
involute in drying, 6-11 mm. long; pedicels usually elongate, 1-5 cm. long;
calyx in anthesis 6-8 mm. long ; capsule 0-12 mm. long, exserted. Calcareous
cliffs and shores, Lab. to Mackenzie, s. to N. S., Me., and Sask.

2. P. mistassinica Michx. Scape 0.5-2 dm. high ;
leaves spatulate or wedge-

oblong, thin and veiny, scarcely or not at all mealy, 1-4 cm. long ; involucre

1-8-flowered, the lance-subulate bracts 2-4 mm. long; pedicels filiform, in

anthesis mostly exceeding the calyx, loosely ascending, in fruit much elongate ;

calyx 3-5 mm. long ; corolla flesh-color (rarely white), its tube conspicuously
exserted ; capsule 5-8 mm. long. Wet calcareous banks and shores, Nfd. to

Sask., s. to N. B., Me., Vt., N. Y., Mich., Wise., and Minn. May-July.

2. ANDR6SACE [Tourn.] L.

Calyx 5-cleft
;
tube short. Corolla salver-shaped or funnel-form

;
the tube

shorter than the calyx ;
limb 5-parted. Capsule 5-valved. Small herbs, with

clustered root-leaves, and very small solitary or umbeled flowers. (An ancient
Greek name of a polyp, formerly believed to be a plant.)

1. A. occidentalis Pursh. Smoothish annual
; scapes diffuse, 2-8 cm. high,

several-flowered
;
leaves and bracts of the involucre oblong-ovate, entire, ses-

sile
; calyx-lobes leafy, triangular-lanceolate, longer than the white corolla.

Bare hills and barrens, 111. to Man., and westw. Apr., May.

3. HOTT6NIA [Boerh.] L. FEATHERFOIL. WATER VIOLET

Calyx 5-parted, the divisions linear. Corolla with a short tube
;
limb ~>-i>arted.

Stamens 5, included. Capsule many-seeded, 5-valved
;
the valves coherini: at

the base and summit. Seeds anatropous. Perennials, with the erect hollow
flower-stems almost leafless. Flowers white or whitish, whorled at the joints,

forming an interrupted raceme. (Named for Peter Hotton, early Dutch
botanist.)

1. H. inflata Ell. Leaves dissected into thread-like divisions, scattered on
tin- floating and rooting stems, and crowded at- the base of the cluster of

peduncles, which are strongly inflated between the joints; pedicels short.

Pools and ditches, s. Me. to Fla. and La., near the coast; inland in the Miss,

basin to Mo. and Ind. May-Aug.

4. SAMOLUS [Tourn.] L. WATKR PIM IM.I;M:I.. P>KMK-\VI-:KI

Calvx 5-cleft Corolla somewhat bell-shaped. Deleft. True stamens .">, on
Me- eMi-nlla-tube. included. Capsule globose, -Vvalved at the summit, many-
seeded. -Smooth herbs, with alternate entire leaves, and small white (lowers.
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(Ancient mime of Celtic origin, said to refer to curative properties of this genus
in diseases of cattle and ssvine.)

1. S. VALERANDI L. Stem erect, 0.6-8 dm. high, leafy ;
leaves obovate or

spatulate, the basal rosulate
;
bracts none

;
slender pedicels ascending, bracteo-

late in the middle, in maturity 6-11 mm. long ; capsule 3-4 mm. long. Ballast,

Philadelphia, etc. (Adv. from Eu.)
2. S. floribiindus H B K. More slender, becoming diffuse

;
racemes often

panicled, the pedicels longer (11-18 mm. long) and spreading ; capsule 24J mm.
long. (S. Valerandi, var. americanus Gray.) Wet places, chiefly near the

coast, and at low altitudes inland. June-Sept.

5. LYSIMACHIA [Tourn.] L. LOOSESTRIFE

Calyx 5-6-parted. Corolla rotate, the divisions entire, convolute in bud.
Filaments commonly monadelphous at base

;
anthers oblong or oval. Capsule

few-several-seeded. Leafy-stemmed perennials, with herbage commonly glan-
dular-dotted. (In honor of King Lysimachus, or from Xtfo-is, a release from,
and pax?], strife.}

1. LYSIMASTRUM Duby. Corolla yellow, rotate, very deeply parted, and
with no teeth between the lobes ; stamens more or less monadelphous, often

unequal; leaves opposite or whorled, or some abnormally alternate.

* Corolla plain yellow, without dark markings.

1. L. VULGARIS L. Coarse and tall, softly often viscidly pubescent, branch-

ing above
;
leaves lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, distinctly short-petioled ; flowers

1.5-2 cm. broad, in terminal leafy panicles ; calyx 4-5 mm. long, with dark

margin ; glandular filaments united to near the middle. Roadsides and
thickets near towns, Me. to Out. and O. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. L. PUNCTATA L. Similar, but with flowers often merely whorled in the

upper axils; calyx 7-10 mm. long, green throughout; corolla-lobes with glan-
dular-ciliolate margins. Roadsides, etc., N. S. to N. J. and Pa. June-July.

(Nat. from Eu.)
** Corolla dark-dotted or streaked; filaments conspicuously monadelphous,

unequal.

3. L. quadrifblia L. Somewhat loosely hairy, or smooth; stem simple, 3-9av^
dm. high ;

leaves whorled in fours or fives (sometimes in twos, threes, or sixes,

rarely only opposite or partly alternate), lanceolate to lance-ovate
; flowers on

long capillary peduncles from the axils of the leaves ; corolla 1-1.5 cm. broad, its

lobes ovate-oblong. Moist or sandy soil, N. B. to Ont., Minn., Mich., and Ga.

June, July.
x L. prodiicta (Gray) Fernald. Stem smooth, 0.5-1 m. high, simple or

slightly branched
;

leaves opposite or in whorls of 3-5, lanceolate to ovate-

lanceolate
; flowers in terminal bracted racemes (0.5-5 dm. long), the lower

from the axils of the upper foliage leaves; corolla 1-2 cm. broad, the lobes

ovate-oblong to oblong-lanceolate. (L. foliosa Small.) Damp thickets and

shores, Me. to N. C. and Mich. July, Aug. Apparently a widely distributed

and fertile hybrid of nos. 3 and 4.

4. L. terrSstris (L.) BSP. Stems 2-8 dm. high, often bearing oblong or

moniliform bulblets in the axils, smooth, at length branched, very leafy ;
leaves

opposite or rarely alternate, lanceolate, acute at each end
; flowers on slender

pedicels, in a bracted raceme (0.5-2.5 dm. long) ;
lobes of the corolla lance-oblong.

(L. stricta Ait.) Low grounds, Nfd. to Hudson Bay, and southw. June-Aug.
* * * Flowers 2-3 cm. broad, solitary in the axils of ordinary leaves ; corolla not

dark-dotted nor streaked; filaments slightly monadelphous.

5. L. NUMMULARIA L. (MONEYWORT.) Smooth
;
stems trailing and creep-

ing ;
leaves roundish, small, short-petioled ;

divisions of the corolla broadly
ovate, obtuse, longer than the lance-ovate calyx-lobes and stamens. Escaped
from gardens into damp ground in some places. June-Aug. (Introd. from Eu.)
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2. NAUMBtJRGIA (Moench) Koch. Corolla very deeply 6(or 6-1^-parted
into linear somewhat purplish-dotted divisions, with or without a small tooth

in each sinus ; filaments distinct, equal; leaves opposite (rarely whorled),
the lowest scale-like.

6. L. thyrsiflbra L. (TUFTED L.) Smooth (or with loose scurfy pubescence
above when young); stem simple, 2.5-8 dm. high ;

all but the lower leaves lan-

ceolate, the axils of 1-4 middle pairs bearing short-peduncled head-like or spike-
like clusters of small light yellow flowers. Cold swamps, Que. to Sask., s. to

Pa., 111., Mo., etc. May-July. (Eu.)

6. STEIRONEMA Raf.

Corolla rotate, with no proper tube
;
divisions ovate, cuspidate-pointed, erose-

denticulate above, each separately involute around its stamen. Filaments
distinct or nearly so on the ring at base of corolla; anthers linear. Capsule
10-20-seeded. Leafy-stemmed perennials, glabrous except the ciliate petioles,
not punctate, the leaves all opposite, but mostly in seeming whorls on the flow-

ering branches. Peduncles slender, axillary, bearing yellow flowers. (From
ffreipos, sterile, and vijfj.a, thread, referring to the staminodia. )

1. S. ciliatum (L.) Raf. Stem erect, 3-12 dm. high; leaves ovate-lanceo-

late to broadly .ovate, 5-13 cm. long, tapering to an acute point, rounded or

heart-shaped at base, all on long ciliate-fringed petioles ; corolla longer than the

calyx; fruiting calyx 6-10 mm. long, commonly exceeded by the capsule. Low
grounds and thickets. June-Aug.

2. S. intermedium Kearney. Comparatively low, 2-7 dm. high ;
leaves 3-8

cm. long, the petioles naked except at base ; calyx-lobes commonly exceeding the

capsule. {8. tonsum Bicknell.) Usually in drier rocky soil, Va., Ky., and
southw.

3. S. radicans (Hook.) Gray. Stem slender, soon reclined, the elongated
branches often rooting in the mud

;
leaves lanceolate to ovate-lanceolate, mostly

rounded at base, 2.5-9 cm. long, on slender petioles ; corolla about the length
of the calyx; fruiting calyx 3-5 mm. long. Swampy river-banks, Va. to Mo.
and Tex. June-Aug.

4. S. lanceolatum (Walt.) Gray. Stem erect (or rarely reclined and rooting
at the joints) ;

leaves lanceolate, 4-10 cm. long, narrowed into a short margined
petiole or tapering base, or the lowest short and broad on long petioles ;

corolla

longer than the calyx ; fruiting calyx 5-8 mm. long. Low grounds and thickets,
Me. to N. Dak., and southw. Var. HTBRIDUM (Michx.) Gray, with cauline leaves

oblong, is less frequent.
5. S. quadriflbrum (Sims) Hitchc. Stem erect, 4-angled, slender, 2-9 dm.

high, often branched below
;
stem-leaves sessile, narrowly linear, elongated, 3-9

cm. long, smooth and shining, rather rigid, obtuse, the margins often a little

revolute, the veins obscure
;
the lowest leaves oblong or spatulate ;

corolla longer
than the calyx, the lobes conspicuously pointed ; fruiting calyx 6-7 mm. long.

(S. longifolium Gray.) Banks of streams, N. Y. to Man., s. to Va. and Mo.
June-Sept.

7. TRIENTALIS L. CHICKWEBD WINTERGREEN

Corolla spreading, flat, without tube. Filaments slender, united in a ring at

the base
;
anthers oblong, revolute after flowering. Capsule few-seeded. Low

- and smooth perennials, with simple erect stems, bearing a few alternate usually
, minute and scale-like leaves below, and a whorl of thin veiny leaves at the sum-
mit. Peduncles one or more, very slender, bearing a delicate white and star-

shaped flower. (A Latin name, meaning the third part of a foot, alluding to

the height of the plant.)
1. T. americana (Pere.) Pursh. (STAR FLOWER.) Spreading by very slen-

der elongated rootstocks, rarely producing long stolons from the upper axils ;

leaves elongated-lanceolate, tapering to both ends; petals finely pointed.
Woods, Lab. to Man., Minn., 111., and Va. May-July.
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8. GLAUX [Tourn.] L. SEA MILKWORT

Calyx bell-shaped, 5-cleft
;
lobes ovate or oblong, petal-like. Corolla want-

ing. Stamens 6, on the base of the calyx, alternate with its lobes. Capsule
5-valved, few-seeded. A low and leafy fleshy perennial, with opposite entire

sessile leaves, and solitary nearly sessile (white, pink, or lavender and crimson)
flowers in their axils. (An ancient Greek name, from y\avK6s, sea-green.)

1. G. maritima L. Diffusely branched (rarely simple), the branches pros-
trate, loosely ascending or sometimes erect, 3-15 cm. high ;

leaves linear to

oblong, the larger 3-12 mm. long, 1.5-6 mm. broad, bluntly pointed; flowers 3-5
mm. long; mature capsule 2-3 mm. long, 2-2.5 mm. broad. Seashores from

Cape Cod northw.
;
also in subsaline soil, Minn, to Sask., and westw. June,

July. (Eurasia ) Passing to the commoner
Var. obtusifblia Fernald. Erect, 0.5-3 dm. high, simple or with few erect

branches
;

leaves oval or broadly oblong, the principal ones 8-15 mm. long,
4-8 mm. broad, with rounded tips ; mature capsule 2.5-4 mm. broad. N. J.,

northw.; also Pacific coast. (Japan, etc.)

9. ANAGALLIS [Tourn.] L. PIMPERNEL

Corolla wheel-shaped, with almost no tube
;
the divisions broad. Stamens 6

;

filaments bearded. Capsule inembranaceous, many-seeded. Low spreading
or procumbent herbs, mostly annuals, with opposite or whorled entire leaves,
and solitary flowers on axillary peduncles. (The ancient Greek name, probably
from dvd, again, and dyd\\etv, to delight in.)

1. A. ARVENSIS L. (COMMON P.) Leaves ovate, sessile, shorter than the

peduncles ; petals obovate, obtuse, fringed with minute teeth and stalked glands.
Waste sandy fields. June-Aug. Flowers variable in size, scarlet or white,

quickly closing at the approach of bad weather
;
whence the English popular

name of "Poor Man's Weatherglass.'
11

(Nat. from Eu.) Var. cAERtiLEA

(Schreb.) Ledeb. Petals blue, often nearly or quite destitute of glandular
ciliation. Cultivated ground, etc., rather rare. (Adv. from Eurasia.)

10. CENTUNCULUS [Dill.] L. CHAFFWEED

Corolla wheel-shaped, with an urn-shaped short tube, usually withering on
the summit of the pod (which is like that of Anagallis). Stamens 4 or 5

;
fila-

ments beardless. Small annuals, with entire leaves, and solitary inconspicuous
flowers in their axils. (Derivation obscure.)

1. C. minimus L. Stems ascending, 3-8 cm. long ;
leaves ovate, obovate,

or spatulate-oblong ;
flowers nearly sessile, the parts mostly in fours. Low

grounds, P. E. I. (according to Macouii); and from 111. and Minn, to Fla., Tex.,
and westw. (Eu.)

11. DODECATHEON L. AMERICAN COWSLIP

Calyx deeply 5-cleft, the divisions lanceolate. Corolla with a very short tube
and thickened throat

;
the divisions long and narrow. Filaments short, mona-

delphous at base
;
anthers long and linear, approximate in a slender cone.

Perennial smooth herb, with fibrous roots, a cluster of basal leaves, and a simple
naked scape, involucrate with small bracts at the summit, bearing an ample
umbel of showy flowers, nodding on slender pedicels. Corolla rose-color, or

sometimes white. (Name from dtideKa, twelve, and 8eol, gods, given by Pliny
to the primrose, which was believed to be under the care of the superior gods.)

1. D. Meadia L. (SHOOTING STAR.) Leaves oblong or spatulate, gradually
narrowed at base. Woods, prairies, and moist cliffs, Pa. and Md. to Man., and
southw. May, June.

Var. FrSnchii Vasey. Leaves ovate or elliptic, abruptly narrowed at base.

Pa. to 111. and Ark.
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SAPOTACEAE (SAPODILLA FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, mostly with a milky juice, simple and entire alternate leaves

(often rusty-downy beneath}, small andperfect regularflowers usually in axillary

clusters; the calyx free and persistent ; the fertile stamens commonly as many
as the lobes of the hypogynous short corolla and opposite them, inserted on its

tube, along with one or more rows of appendages and scales (or sterile stamens') ;

anthers turned outward; ovary 4-12-celled, with a single anatropous ovule in

each cell ; seeds large. Albumen mostly none
;
but the large embryo with

thickened cotyledons. Style single, pointed. A small mostly tropical family.

1. BUMELIA Sw.

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla 5-cleft, with a pair of internal appendages at each

sinus. Fertile stamens 5
;
anthers arrow-shaped. Sterile stamens 5, petal-like,

alternate with the lobes of the corolla. Ovary 5-celled. Fruit small, resembling
a cherry, black, containing a large ovoid and erect seed, with a roundish scar

at its base. Flowers small, white, in fascicles from the axils of the leaves.

Branches sometimes spiny. Leaves often fascicled on short spurs. Wood very
hard. (The ancient name of a kind of Ash.)

1. B. lycioides (L.) Pers. (SOUTHERN BUCKTHORN.) Spiny, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves wedge-oblong varying to oval-lanceolate, with a tapering base, often acute,

reticulated, nearly glabrous, 3-12 cm. long; clusters densely m<uiu-flow<'rl.

glabrous ;
fruit ovoid. Moist ground, Va. to s. 111., Fla., and Tex. June, July.

2. B. lanuginbsa (Michx.) Pers. (FALSE BUCKTHORN.) Spiny, 3-18 m.

high ;
leaves oblong-obovate or wedge-obovate, rusty-woolly beneath, obtuse,

2.5-9 cm. long; clusters 6-12-flowered, pubescent; fruit globular. Woods,
s. 111. to Kan., southw. to Fla. and Tex. July.

EBENACEAE (EBONY FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, with alternate entire leaves, and polygamous regular flowers

which have a calyx free from the 3-12-celled ovary ; the stamens 2-4 times as

many as the lobes of the corolla, often in pairs before them, their anthers turm-d

inward, and the fruit a several-celled berry; ovules 1 or 2, suspended from the

summit f>f each cell. Seeds anatropous, mostly single in each cell, large and

flat, with a smooth coriaceous integument ;
the embryo shorter than the hard

albumen, with a long radicle and flat cotyledons. Styles wholly or partly sep-

arate. Wood hard and dark-colored. No milky juice. A small family, chiefly

tropical.

1. DIOSP^ROS L. PERSIMMON

Calyx 4-6-lobed. Corolla 4-6-lobed, convolute in the bud. Stamens com-

monly 16 in the sterile flowers, and 8 in the fertile, in the latter imperfect.

Berry large, globular, surrounded at base by the thickish calyx, 4-8-celled,

4-8-seeded. Flowers dioeciously polygamous, the fertile axillary and solitary,

the sterile smaller and often clustered. (Name from Ai6s, of Jove, and Trvp6s,

train.)
1. D. virginUna L. (COMMON P.) Leaves thickish, ovate-oblong, smooth

or nearly so; peduncles very short; calyx 4-parted ;
corolla pale yellow,

thickish, between bell-shaped and urn-shaped, 1-1.6 cm. long in the fertile

flowers, much smaller in the sterile; styles 4, two-lobed at the apex; ovary
8-celled. Woods and old fields, Ct. to s. e. la., and southw. June. Tree,

0-30 m. high, with very h:irl blackish wood; the plum-like fruit 2-4 cm. in

diameter, exceedingly astringent when green, yellow when ripe, and sweet and

sometimes edible after exposure to fn >st .
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STYRACiCEAE (STORAX FAMILY)

Shrubs or trees, with alternate simple leaves destitute of stipules, and perfect

regular flowers ; the calyx either free or adherent to the 2-5-celled ovary; the

corolla of 4-8 petals,, commonly more or less united at base ; the stamens twice as

many as the petals or more numerous, monadelphous or polyadelphous at base;

style 1
; fruit dry or drupe-like, \-5-celled, the cells commonly l-seeded. Seeds

anatropous. Embryo nearly the length of the albumen
;
radicle slender, as long

as or longer than the flat cotyledons. Corolla hypogynous when the calyx is

free
;
the stamens adherent to its base. Ovules 2 or more in each cell. A

small family, mostly of warm countries.

*
Calyx 5-cleft, imbricate

;
stamens in several series ; anthers short, innate

; embryo terete
;
flowers

yellow ; pubescence simple.

1 . Symplocos. Calyx adherent to the lower part of the 3-celled ovary. Petals 5, united merely
at the base.

* * Calyx 4-8-toothed or entire ; stamens 2-4 times as many as the petals, in one series
;
anthers

linear or oblong, adnate, introrse
; cotyledons flat

;
flowers white

; pubescence soft and mostly
stellate.

2. Halesia. Calyx adherent to the whole surface of the 2-4-celled ovary, which is 2-4-winged
and 1-4-celled in fruit. Corolla 4-lobed.

3. Styrax. Calyx adherent only to the base of the 3-celled ovary. Corolla mostly 5-parted.

Fruit 1-celled, mostly l-seeded.

1. SYMPLOCOS Jacq. SWEET LEAF

Petals imbricated in the bud. Stamens in 5 clusters, one adhering to the

base of each petal ;
filaments slender. Fruit drupe-like or dry, mostly 1-celled

and l-seeded. Shrubs or small trees, the leaves commonly turning yellowish in

drying, and furnishing a yellow dye. Flowers in axillary clusters or racemes,

yellow. (Name O-V/J.TT\OKOS, connected, from the union of the stamens.)
1. S. tinctbria (L.) L'He"r. (HORSE SUGAR.) Leaves elongated-oblong,

acute, obscurely toothed, thickish, almost persistent, minutely pubescent and

pale beneath, 7-15 cm. long ;
flowers 6-14, in close and bracted clusters,

odorous. Rich ground, Del. to Fla. and La. Apr. Leaves sweet, greedily
eaten by cattle.

2. HALESIA Ellis. SNOWDROP or SILVER-BELL TREE

Calyx inversely conical, 4-toothed
;
the tube 4-ribbed. Petals 4, united at

base, or oftener to the middle, into an open bell-shaped corolla, convolute or
imbricated in the bud. Stamens 8-1(5; filaments united into a ring at base,
and usually a little adherent to the base of the corolla

;
anthers linear-oblong.

Ovules 4 in each cell. Fruit large and dry, bony within. Seeds single, cylin-
drical. Shrubs or small trees, with large and veiny pointed deciduous leaves

;

the snowy white flowers drooping on slender pedicels, in clusters or short

racemes, from axillary buds of the preceding year. Pubescence partly stellate.

(Named for Stephen Hales, author of Vegetable Statics, etc.) MOHRODENDRON
Britton.

1. H. Carolina L. (OPOSSUM WOOD.) Leaves oblong-ovate ;
fruit 4-winged,

.3-4 cm. long. (H. tetraptera L.
;
Mohrodendron carolinum Britton.) Banks

of streams, Va. to 111., s. to Fla. Flowers opening while still small and green
(according to Harper).
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3. STYRAX [Tourn.] L. STORAX

Calyx truncate, somewhat 5-toothed. Corolla 5(rarely 4-8)-parted, large ;

the lobes mostly soft-downy. Stamens twice as many as the lobes of the

corolla
;

filaments flat, united at the base into a short tube
;
anthers linear.

Fruit globular, its base surrounded by the persistent calyx, dry, often 3-valved.

Seed globular, erect, with a hard coat. Shrubs or small trees, with commonly
deciduous leaves, and axillary or leafy-racemed white and showy flowers on

drooping peduncles, produced in spring. (The ancient Greek name of the tree

which produces storax.)
1. S. grandifblia Ait. Shrub, 1-3.5 m. high ;

leaves obovate, acute or

short-acuminate, white-tomentose beneath, 0.5-1.5 dm. long; flowers mostly in

elongated racemes; corolla 1.5cm. long, convolute-imbricated in bud. Woods,
s. Va. to Fla.

2. S. pulveru!6nta Michx. Shrub, 0.3-1.2 m. high ;
leaves oval or obovate,

3-6 cm. long, sparingly pubcrulent above, and scurfy-tomentose beneath ; flowers
1-1.5 cm. long, 1-3 together in the axils and at the'tips of the branches, fragrant.
Low pine barrens, s. Va. to Fla. and Tex.
3. S. americana Lam. Shrub, 1-2.5 m. high ;

leaves oblong, acute at both

ends, 2.5-9 cm. long, smooth, or barely pulverulent beneath ; flowers axillary or
in 3-4-flowered racemes; corolla valvate in the bud. Along streams, in cypress

swamps, etc., Va. to Fla., La., and northw. in the Miss. Valley to Mo. and 111.

OLEACEAE (OLIVE FAMILY)

Trees or shrubs, with opposite and pinnate or simple leaves, a 4-cleft (or

sometimes obsolete) calyx, a regular 4-cleft or nearly or quite 4-petalous corolla,

sometimes apetalous ; the stamens only 2 (rarely 3 or 4); the ovary 2-cellcd. /////

2 (rarely more) ovules in each cell. Seeds anatropous, with a large straight

embryo in hard fleshy albumen, or without albumen.

Tribe I. FRAXfNBAB. Fruit dry, indehiscent, winged, a samara. Leaves pinnate.

1. Fraxinus. Flowers mostly apetalous, sometimes also without calyx.

Tribe II SYRfNGEAE. Fruit a loculicidal capsule. Leaves simple.

'_'. Syringa. Corolla salver-form, the lobes mostly 4, valvate in bud.

Tribe III. OLEfNEAE. Fruit a drupe, or rarely a berry. Leaves simple.

3. Adelia. Flowers apetalous, dioecious or polygamous, from a scaly catkin-like bud. Sta-

mens 2-4.

4. Chionanthus. Flowers complete, sometimes polygamous. Calyx and corolla 4-merous, the

latter with long and linear divisions.

5. Ligustrum Corolla funnel-form, 4-cleft, the tube longer than the calyx.

1. FRAXINUS [Tourn.] L. ASH

Flowers dioecious, polygamous, or monoecious. Calyx small and 4-cleft,

toothed, or entire, or obsolete. Petals 4, or altogether wanting in our species.
Stamens 2, sometimes 3 or 4

;
anthers linear or oblong, large. Style single ;

stigma 2-cleft. Fruit 1-2-celled, flattened, 1-2-seeded. Cotyledons elliptical ;

radicle slender. Timber-trees, with petioled pinnate leaves
;
the small flowers

in crowded panicles or racemes from the axils of last year's leaves. (The
classical Latin name.)

*
Leaflets petiolulate ; anthers linear-oblong.

*- Calyx small, persistent in fruit.

*-* Fruit with a terete or nearly terete body.

1. F. americana L. (WHITE A.) Branchlets and petioles glabrous ; leaflets

6-9, ovate- or lance-oblong, pointed, pale and either smooth or pubescent under-
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. F. atnericana.

Fruit x %.

847. F. pennsylvanica.
Fruit x %.

neath, entire or sparingly serrate or denticulate
; fruit 2.5-5 cm. long, margin-

less below, abruptly dilated into a lanceolate, oblanceolate, or wedge-linear wing
2-3 times as long as the cylindraceous body (1.3-2 cm. long,

. a 3-4 mm. thick). Rich or moist woods, N. S. to Ont., and
southw. Apr., May. A large and very valuable forest tree,
with gray furrowed bark, smooth gray branchlets, and rust-

colored buds. Monoecious flowers rarely occur. FIG. 846.

2. F. b iltmoreana Beadle. Branchlets, petioles, etc., pubes-
cent or tomentose ; leaflets 7-9, lanceolate, acuminate, decidedly
paler and sparingly pubescent beneath

; fruit linear-oblong,
scarcely narrowed to the rounded apex, the body short and
stout (1-1.4 cm. long, 4-5 mm. thick). Pa. to Ga.

3. F. pennsylvanica Marsh. (RED A.)
Branchlets and petioles velvety-pubescent,
leaflets 5-9, ovate or oblong-lanceolate, taper-

pointed, almost entire, pale or more or less

pubescent beneath
; fruit 2.5-7 cm. long,

the edges gradually dilated into the linear

or spatulate icing, the body 1.4-2 cm. long,
2-3 mm. thick. (F. pubescens Lam., in-

cluding the narrowest-fruited form, F. Dar-

lingtonii Britton.) Low ground, Me. to

Dak., and southw. Tree of middle or

large size
;
inner face of outer bark of the

branches red or cinnamon-color when fresh.

FIG. 847. Passing to

Var. lanceolata (Borkh.) Sarg. (GREEN A.) Glabrous

throughout; leaflets often wedge-shaped at the base and serrate above, bright

green both sides. (F. viridis Michx. f.) Along streams, Me. to Sask., and
southw.

t-f -w Fruit with aflattish body passing insensibly into the wing.

4. F. profunda Bush. (PUMPKIN A.) Terete branchlets velvety-pubescent,
as are the petioles, rhachises, etc.

;
leaflets 7-9, ovate-lanceolate, long-petiolulate,

subentire
; fruit linear-oblong, rounded or retuse at the apex,

somewhat narrowed to the thickish base but without distinctly
limited body. River-swamps, etc., w. N. Y. to Mo., and
southw.

5. F. caroliniana Mill. (WATER A.) Branchlets terete,

glabrous or pubescent ;
leaflets 5-7, ovate or oblong, acute at

both ends, short-stalked
; fruit broadly winged (not rarely

3-winged), elliptic or oblanceolate, acutish at apex, with a

tapering base. (F. platycarpa Michx.) River-swamps, Va.
to Fla., La., and Mo. March. Tree of middle size. FIG. 848.

- H- Calyx wanting or a mere disk-like ring.

6. F. quadrangulata Michx. (BLUE A.) Branchlets square
(at least on vigorous shoots), glabrous; leaflets 7-11, short-

stalked, oblong-ovate or lanceolate, pointed, sharply serrate,

848. F. caroliniana. green both sides
; fruit oblong, blunt, and of the same width

'

Fruit x %.

"

at th ends, or slightly narrowed at the base, often notched
at the apex, 2.5-5 cm. long, 6-15 mm. wide. Dry or moist

rich woods, O. to Mich, and Minn., Ala., Ark., etc. Large timber-tree, the
inner bark yielding a blue color to water.

* * Lateral leaflets sessile ; anthers short-oblong ; flowers wholly naked.

7. F. nigra Marsh. (BLACK A.) Branchlets and petioles glabrous ;
leaflets

7-11, oblong-lanceolate, tapering to a point, serrate, obtuse or rounded at the

base, green and smooth both sides, when young with some rusty hairs along
the midrib

;
fruit linear-oblong or narrowly elliptical, blunt at both ends. {F.

&ambucifolia Lam.) Swamps and wet banks, Nfd. to Man., Del., Va., and
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Ark. Small or middle-sized tree, with very tough and lissile wood. Bruised

foliage exhales the odor of Elder.

2. SYRiNGA L. LILAC

Corolla salver-formed, much exceeding the 4-toothed calyx, pale violet to

roseate or white. Ovary 2-celled; ovules 2 in each cell, pendulous. Upright
shrubs with simple opposite ovate or lanceolate leaves and numerous flowers
in thyrsoid or pyramidal panicles. (Name from <rvpiy, a pij><' r tube, perhaps
in reference to the tubular corolla, perhaps to the use of the wood for pipe-stems
or whistles.)

1. S. VULGARIS L. (COMMON L.) Leaves ovate, acuminate, entire, truncate
or subcordate at base, slender-petioled ;

corolla lilac-purple, rarely white.

Long popular in cultivation and not rarely found in a wild state. (Introd.
from Eu.)

3. ADELIA P. Br.

Calyx of 4 minute sepals. Anthers oblong. Ovary ovoid, 2-celled, with 2

pendulous ovules in each cell
; style slender

; stigma somewhat 2-lobed. Drupe
small, ovoid, 1-celled, 1-seeded. Shrubs, with opposite and often fascicled

deciduous leaves, and small flowers from the axils of the preceding year. Fertile

peduncles short, 1-3-flowered. (Name from dSrjXos, obscure, from the minute

flowers.) FORESTIERA Poir.

1. A. acuminata Michx. (SWAMP PRIVET.) Glabrous, somewhat spines-

cent, 1.5-3 m. high ;
leaves thin, oblong-ovate or ovate-lanceolate, acuminate

at both ends, often serrulate
; drupe elongated-ellipsoid, usually pointed.

(Forestiera Poir.) Wet river-banks and swamps, s. w. Ind. to Mo., s. to

Tex.

4. CHIONANTHUS L. FRINGE-TREE

Calyx 4-parted, very small, persistent. Petals barely united at base. Stamens
2 (rarely 3 or 4), on the very base of the corolla, very short. Stigma notched.

Drupe fleshy, globular, becoming 1-celled, 1-3-seeded. Low trees or shrubs,
with deciduous and entire petioled leaves, and delicate flowers in loose and

drooping graceful panicles, from lateral buds. (Name from x 4^"? snow, and

&v6os, blossom, alluding to the light and snow-white clusters of flowers.)
1. C. virglnica L. (OLD MAN'S BEARD.) Leaves oval, oblong, or obovate-

lanceolate
;
flowers on slender pedicels ; petals 2-2.5 cm. long, narrowly linear,

acute, varying to 5 or 6 in number
; drupe purple, with a bloom, ovoid, 1-1.8 cm.

long. River-banks, N. J. and Pa. to Fla., Tex., and Mo. Very ornamental
in cultivation. May, June.

5. LIGUSTRUM [Tourn.] L. PRIVET

Calyx short-tubular, 4-toothed, deciduous. Stamens 2, on the tube of the

corolla, included. Berry 2-celled, 1-2-seeded. Shrubs with entire leaves and
small white flowers in terminal panicles. (The classical name.)

1. L. VULGARE L. (PRIVET or PRIM.) Leaves very smooth
;
berries black.

Used for low hedges, and naturalized from Me. to Ont. and N. C. June,
July. (Introd. from Eu.)

LOGANIACEAE (LOGANIA FAMILY)

HI rl>s, shrubs, or trees, with opposite and entire leaves, and stipule* r

stipnlar ni<-in!>r<iin- < line between tin m. <///</ n-ith reyuJar 4 5-merow

tnn/i'ous perfect .//'mv/vs, the ovary free from tin' <-al>j.f : a connecting group
between GcutniinK'i'ni . A/>ci/,,,><<, n-. Srri>/>liiil<iri<ic<'<rr (from all which they

are known by their stipules) and Rubiaceae, from which they differ in their
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free ovary ; our representatives of the family are related most nearly to the

Rubiaceae, to which, indeed, they have been appended.

* Woody twiners
;
leaves evergreen ; stiginas 2, each 2-parted.

1. Gelsemium. Corolla large, the 5 lobes imbricated in the bud. Style slender.

* * Herbs ; stigmas single, entire or 2-lobed.

_'. Spigelia. Corolla 5-lobed, valvate in the bud. Style single, jointed in the middle.

'>. Cynoctonum. Corolla 5-lobed, valvate in the bud. Styles 2, short, converging, united at

the summit, and with a common stigma.

4. Polypremum. Corolla 4-lobed, not longer than the calyx, imbricated in the bud.

1. GELSEMIUM Jiiss. YELLOW (FALSE) JESSAMINE

Corolla open-funnel-form. Stamens 5, with oblong sagittate anthers. Divi-

sions of stigma linear. Capsule elliptical, flattened contrary to the narrow

partition, 2-celled, septicidally 2-valved. Seeds many or several, winged.
Embryo straight, in fleshy albumen

;
the ovate flat cotyledons much shorter

than the slender radicle. Smooth twining shrubby plants with ovate or

lanceolate leaves, minute deciduous stipules, and showy yellow dimorphous
flowers. (Gehomino, the Italian name of the Jessamine.)

1. G. semprvirens (L.) Ait. f. Stem climbing high ;
leaves short-petioled,

shining, nearly persistent ;
flowers in short axillary clusters

; pedicels scaly-
bracted

;
flowers very fragrant ;

corolla 2.5-4 cm. long ; capsule flat, pointed.
Low grounds, e. Va. to Fla. and Tex. Mar., Apr.

2. SPIGELIA L. PINK-ROOT. WORM-GRASS

Corolla tubular-funnel-form, 5-lobed at the summit. Stamens 5
;
anthers

linear. Style slender, hairy above. Capsule short, 2-celled, twin, laterally

flattened, separating at maturity from a persistent base into 2 carpels, which

open locLilicidally, few-seeded. Chiefly herbs, with opposite leaves united by
stipules, and the flowers spiked in one-sided cymes. (Named for Adrian
Spiegel, latinized SpigeliUs, who wrote on botany early in the 17th century, and
was perhaps the first to give directions for preparing an herbarium.)

1. S. marilandica L. (INDIAN PINK.) Stems simple and erect, 3-6 dm.

high, from a perennial root
;

leaves sessile, ovate-lanceolate, acute
; spike

simple or forked, short
;
corolla 3-5 cm. long, red outside, yellow within

;
tube 4

times the length of the calyx, the lobes lanceolate
;
anthers and style exserted.

Rich woods, O. and Ky. to Fla., Mo., and Tex. May, June.

3. CYN6CTONUM J. F. Gmel. MITERWORT

Corolla little longer than the calyx, somewhat funnel-form. Stamens 5,

included. Ovary at the base slightly adnate to the bottom of the calyx, 2-celled.

Capsule exserted, strongly 2-horned or miter-shaped, opening down the inner
side of each horn, many-seeded. Annual smooth herbs, 1-7 dm. high, with
small stipules between the leaves, and small white flowers spiked along one side

of the branches of a terminal peduncled cyme. (KtW, dog, and KTelveiv, to

kill.} MITREOLA R. Br.

1. C. Mitre"ola (L.) Britton. Leaves thin, oblong-lanceolate, petioled. (Jf.
T. & G.) Damp soil, from e. Va. to Tex. June-Nov.

4. POLYPREMUM L.

Calyx 4-parted; the divisions awl-shaped from a broad scarious-margined
base. Corolla almost wheel-shaped, bearded in the throat. Stamens 4, very
short

;
anthers globular. Style very short

; stigma ovoid, entire. Capsule
ovoid, a little flattened, notched at the apex, 2-celled, locnlicidally 2-valved,
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many-seeded. A smooth diffuse much branched small annual, with narrowly
linear or awl-shaped leaves connected at base by a slight stipular line

;
the

small flowers solitary and sessile in the forks and at the ends of the branches
;

corolla inconspicuous, white. (Name altered from iro\virp/j.j>o$, many-stemmed.}
1. P. procumbens L. Dry fields, mostly in sandy soil, Md. to Fla., Tex.,

and Mo.
;
also adventive in N. J. and Pa. June-Oct.

GENTIANACEAE (GENTIAN FAMILY)

Smooth herbs, with a colorless hitter juice, opposite and sessile entire and

simple leaves (except in no. 9) without stipules, regular flowers with the stamens

as many as the lobes of the corolla, which are convolute (rarely imbricated and

sometimes valvate) in the bud, a l-celled ovary with 2 parietal placentae, or

nearly the whole inner face of the ovary ovuliferous ; the fruit usually a 2-valved

and septicidal many-seeded capsule. Calyx persistent. Corolla mostly with-

ering-persistent ;
the stamens inserted on its tube. Seeds anatropous, with a

minute embryo in fleshy albumen. Bitter-tonic plants.

SUBFAMILY I. GENTIANOfDEAE

Leaves always simple and entire, sessile, never alternate. Aestivation of

corolla never valvate.

* Lobes of corolla convolute in the bud.

--
Style filiform, usually deciduous ;

anthers oblong to linear, mostly twisting or curving in age.

1. Sabatia. Parts of flower 5-12. Corolla rotate. Anthers recurved or revolute.

2. Centaurium. Parts of flower 5 or 4. Corolla salver-form. Anthers twisting spirally.

-K --
Style stout and persistent or none

;
anthers remaining straight.

H- Corolla with scale-like appendages but no large pits or glands at base.

3. Gentiana. Corolla funnel-form or bell-shaped, mostly plaited in the sinuses. Calyx 4-5-cleft.

4. Pleurogyne. Corolla rotate. Calyx 4-6-parted.

++ -H- Corolla with a large pit or gland at the base of each lobe.

5. Frasera Corolla 4-parted, rotate ; a fringed glandular spot on each lobe.

C. Halenia. Corolla 4-5-cleft, campanulate, and usually 4-5-spurred at the base.

* * Lobes of corolla imbricate in the bud ;
no appendages nor glands.

7. Bartonia Calyx 4-parted. Corolla deeply 4-cleft, somewhat campanulate.

8. Obolaria. Calyx of 2 foliaceous sepals. Corolla 4-lobed, oblong-campan ulate.

SUBFAMILY II. MENYANTHOfDEAE

Leaves all alternate and mostly petioled, sometimes trifoliolate or crenate.

Aestivation of corolla induplicate-valvate. Marsh or aquatic perennials.

9. Menyanthes. Corolla bearded inside. Leaves 8-foliolate.

10. Nymphoides. Corolla naked, or bearded on the margins only. Leaves simple, rounded.

1. SABATIA Adans.

Calyx 5-12-parted, the lobes slender. Corolla 5-12-parted, wheel-shaped.
Stamens 5-12; anthers soon recurved. Style 2-cleft or -parted, slender.

Biennials or annuals (rarely perennial by stolons), with slender stems, and

cymose-panicled handsome (white or rose-purple) flowers in summer. (Dedi-

cated, it is said, to L. Sabbati, an early Italian botanist.) SABBATIA Salisb.
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* Corolla ^-parted, or rarely 6-7'-parted.

t- Branches all opposite and stems more or less 4-angled ; flowers cymose ; calyx
with long and slender lobes.

++ Corolla white, often turning yellowish in drying.

1. S. paniculata (Michx.) Pursh. Stem much branched, 2-7 dm. high;
leaves linear or the lower oblong, obtuse, \-nerved, nearly equaling the inter-

nodes
; calyx-lobes much shorter than the corolla. Low grounds, Va. to Fla.

2. S. lanceolata (Walt.) T. & G. Stem simple, 4-9 dm. high, bearing aflat-

topped cyme ;
leaves ovate-lanceolate or ovate, 3-nerved, the upper acute, much

shorter than the internodes
; calyx-lobes longer and flowers larger than in no. 1.

Wet pine barrens, N. J. to Fla.

w- *-< Corolla rose-pink, rarely white, with a yellowish or greenish eye.

3. S. brachiata Ell. Stem slightly angled, simple below, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaves linear and linear-oblong, obtuse, or the upper acute
;
branches rather

few-flowered, forming a panicle ; calyx-lobes nearly half shorter than the

corolla. (S. angustifolia Britton.) Dry or low places, Ind. and N. C. to La.
and Fla.

4. S. angularis (L.) Pursh. Stem somewhat ^-wing-angled, much branched
above, 3-9 dm. high, many-flowered ;

leaves ovate, acutish, 5-nerved, with a
someivhat heart-shaped clasping base

; calyx-lobes one third or half the length
of the corolla. Rich soil, N. Y. to Ont. and Mich., s. to Fla. and La.

t- t- Branches alternate (or the lower opposite in no. 5) ; peduncles \-flowered.

w- Calyx-lobes foliaceous.

5. S. calycina (Lam.) Heller. Diffusely forking, pale, 1-5 dm. high; leaves

oblong or lance-oblong, narrowed at base
; calyx-lobes spatulate-lanceolate, 1-2

cm. long, exceeding the rose-colored or almost white corolla. (S. calycosa

Pursh.) Sea-coast and near it, Va. to Tex.

++ ++ Calyx-lobes slender and tube very short (prominently costate in no. 6, and
longer, nearly or quite inclosing the refuse capsule).

6. S. campSstris Nutt. Stem 0.5-4 dm. high, divergently branched above
;

leaves ovate with subcordate clasping base, 1-3 cm. long, on the branches lan-

ceolate
; calyx equaling the lilac corolla (3-4.5 cm. broad). Prairies, Mo. to

Tex.
7. S. stellaris Pursh. Loosely branched and forking ;

leaves oblong to

lanceolate, the upper narrowly linear
; calyx-lobes awl-shaped-linear, varying

from half to nearly the length of the bright rose-purple corolla ; style nearly
2-parted. Salt marshes, Mass, to Fla. Appears to pass into the next

;
corolla

in both at times pink or white.
8. S. gracilis (Michx.) Salisb. Stem very slender, at length diffusely

branched
;
branches and long peduncles filiform

;
leaves linear, or the lower

lance-linear, the uppermost similar to the setaceous calyx-lobes, which equal the

rose-purple corolla; style cleft to the middle. (S. campanulata Torr.?)
Brackish marshes, s. e. Mass, and N. J. to Fla. and La.

* * Corolla S-12-parted, large (3-5.5 cm. broad) .

9. S. dodecandra (L.) BSP. Stem 1-6 dm. high, loosely panicled above
;

peduncles slender, 1-flowered
;

leaves oblong-lanceolate ; calyx-lobes linear,
half the length of the deep rose-colored (rarely white) corolla. (S. chloroides

Pursh.) Borders of brackish ponds, Mass, to N. C.

2. CENTAtTRIUM Hill. CENTATJRY

Calyx 4-5-parted, the divisions slender. Corolla funnel-form or salver-form,
with slender tube and 4-5-parted limb. Anthers exserted, erect, twisting

spirally. Style slender, single ; stigma capitate or 2-lipped. Low and small

branching annuals, chiefly with rose-purple or reddish flowers in summer. (An
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old name, variously applied by the herbalists, from <~< ;//>////. hundred, and anrtim,

gold or gold-piece, alluding, it is said, to the priceless medicinal value
;
com-

pare the German vernacular name Tausendguldenkraut.} ERITHREA Neck.
ERYTHRAEA Borkh.

* Flowers in spikes.

1. C. SPICATUM (L.) Fernald. Stem strictly upright, 1-4 dm. high ;
the

flowers sessile and spiked along one side of the simple or rarelyforked branches ,

leaves oval and oblong, rounded at base, acutish
;
tube of the rose-colored >r

whitish corolla scarcely longer than the calyx, the lobes oblong. (Erythraea
Pers.) Sandy coast, Nantucket, Mass., and Portsmouth, Va. (Nat. from Eu.)

* * Flowers in cymes or panicles.

- Flowers in definite terminal cymes, at least the central flower sessile.

2. C. UMBELLATUM Gilib. (CfiNTAURY.) Stem upright, 1-5 dm. high, corym-
bosely branched above

;
leaves oblong or elliptical, acutish, the basal rosulate,

the uppermost linear
; cymes clustered, flat-topped, the flowers all nearly sessile ;

tube of the purple-rose-colored corolla not twice the length of the oval lobes.

(Erythraea Centaurium Pers.) Waste grounds, N. S.; Mass, to Ind. and Mich.

(Nat. from Eu.)

*- *- Flowers loosely paniculate or paniculate-cymose, all pediceled.

-* Corolla-lobes 3-5 mm. long ; anthers oblong.

3. C. PULCIIELLUM (Sw.) Druce. Low (0.5-3 dm. high); stem many times

forked above and forming a diffuse cyme ; leaves ovate-oblong or oval, not rosu-

late below; pedicels shorter than the calyx; tube of the pink-purple corolla

thrice the length of the elliptical-oblong lobes. (Erythraea ramosissima Pers.)
Wet or shady places, N. Y. to 111., and southw. (Nat. from Eu.)
4. C. tex6nse (Griseb.) Fernald. Similar to the preceding, but more diffusely

forked
;
cauline leaves linear or linear-lanceolate, the upper reduced to subulate

bracts ; pedicels equaling or exceeding the calyx; corolla-tube twice the length of

the larice-oblong lobes. (Erythraea Griseb.) Dry soil, Mo. to Tex.

++ -n- Corolla-lobes 7-10 mm. long ; anthers linear.

6. C. calycbsum (Buckley) Fernald. Simple or corymbose-branched, 1-6 dm.

high ;
leaves oblong to lance-linear

; pedicels equaling or exceeding the calyx ;

corolla-tube nearly equaled by the oblong or oval lobes. (Erythraea Buckley.)
Damp soil, Mo. to Tex.

3. GENTlANA [Tourn.] L. GENTIAN

Corolla 4-5-lobed, usually with intermediate plaited folds, which bear ap-

pendages or teeth at the sinuses. Stamens inserted on the tube of the corolla.

Style short or none
; stigmas 2, persistent. Capsule ellipsoid, 2-valved, the

innumerable seeds either borne on placentae at or near the sutures, or in most
of our species covering nearly the whole inner face of the pod. Flowers solitary
or cymose, showy, in late summer and autumn. (Name from Gentium, king of

Illyria, who according to Pliny discovered the plant, i.e. its medicinal virtue.)

1. (JKNTIANELLA [Rupp.] Reichenb. Corolla (not rotate") d<'*Wnt<- <<

tended plaits or lobes or teeth at the sinuses; root annual or i>i*->ini<if.

* Flowers large, solitary on long terminal pniinn-lrs, /nnstli/ -{-nn-nmn ; mrnHn
campanulute-funnel-foi'm, its lobes usually ji muriate or erose, not crowned;
a row of glands between the bases of the filaments.

1. G. crinita Froel. (FRI\<;KI> G.) Stem 1-9 dm. high; leaves lanceolate
or ovate-lanceolate from a partly heart-shaped or rounded base; lobes of the

4-cleft calyx unequal, ovate and lanceolate, as long as the bell-shaped tube of

the blue (rarely white) corolla (2.5-6 cm. long), the lobes of which are ircdtje-

obovate, and xtr<i<ilii fringed around the summit; ovary lanceolate. Low
grounds, centr. Me. and w. Que. to Dak., la., O., and Ga.
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"2. G. pr6cera Holm. Stem 1.5-5 dm. high ;
leaves linear or lance-linear,

acute, the basal spatulate; lobes of the 4-cleft calyx unequal, alternately lance-

triangular and linear-lanceolate, all pointed and keeled and scabrous on the back;
lobes of the sky-blue corolla roundish, with ciliate-fringed margins and merely
dentate summit; ovary elliptical. (G-. serrata Man. ed. 6, not Gunner; G.

detonsa Am. auth., not Rottb.) Moist grounds, N. Y. and Ont. to Man. and la.

* * Flowers smaller, 4-&-merous; corolla somewhat funnel-form or salver-form,
its lobes entire ; peduncles short or none, terminal and lateral on the acute-

angled stem.

3. G. Amarella L. Stems 0.5-6 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate to narrowly

oblong, or the lowest obovate-spatulate, the margins minutely scabrous
; calyx-

lobes (4-5) foiiaceous, lanceolate or linear
;

corolla blue, lavender, or white,
8-15 mm. long, with a fimbriate crown at the base of the oblong acute lobes;

capsule sessile. Eurasia.

Var. acuta (Michx.) Herder. Calyx almost 5-parted ;
crown usually of fewer

and sometimes very few setae. (G. acuta Michx.) Barrens, meadows, arid

rocky banks, Lab. to Alaska, s. to n. N. B., n. Me., n. Vt., Minn., N. Dak.,
N. Mex., and Cal. (Asia.)

4. G. quinquef61ia L. Slender, simple or branching, 0.5-6 dm. high ;
leaves

ovate-lanceolate from a partly clasping and heart-shaped base, 3-7-nerved,

tipped with a minute point ;
branches racemed or panicled, about 5-flowered

at the summit
;
lobes of the small 5-cleft calyx awl-shaped-linear ;

corolla pale
blue or ochroleucous, 1-2 cm. long, its lobes triangular-ovate, bristle-pointed,
without crown, but the glands at the base of the slender obconical tube manifest;
capsule stipitate. (G. quinquejlora Hill, a more appropriate but later name.)
Moist hills, s. Me. to Ont., 111., and Fla. Var. OCCIDENT\LIS (Gray) Hitchc.

Often taller and paniculately much branched
; calyx-lobes more leaf-like, linear-

lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate, reaching to the middle of the broader funnel-

form corolla. O. to Minn., and southw.

2. PNEUMONANTHE [Gleditsch] Link. Corolla (funnel-form or salver-

form) with thin-membranaceous toothed or lobed plaits in the sinuses; no
crown nor glands; capsule stipitate; autumn-flowering perennials, the

flowers large, sessile or short-pedunculate and bibracteate (except in no. 12).

IAnthers unconnected or soon separate ; leaves rough-margined; seeds winged.

5. G. affinis Griseb. Stems clustered, 1-4.5 dm. high ;
leaves oblong or

inceolate to linear
; flowers numerous and thyrsoid-racemose or few or rarely

Almost solitary ; calyx-lobes unequal, the longest rarely equaling the tube, the

shortest sometimes minute
;

corolla blue or bluish, 2-3 cm. long, rather nar-

rowly funnel-form, with ovate spreading lobes, the plaits with conspicuous
laciniate appendages sometimes equaling the lobes. Damp soil, Minn, and
westw.

6. G. puberula Michx. Stems mostly solitary, erect or ascending, 1.5-5 dm.

high, mostly rough and minutely pubescent above
;
leaves rigid, linear-lanceolate

to oblong-lanceolate, 2-7 cm. long ; flowers clustered, rarely solitary ; calyx-
lobes lanceolate, much shorter than the bell-funnel-form open bright blue corolla,
the spreading ovate lobes of which are twice or thrice the length of the cut-

toothed appendages. Dry prairies and barrens, Md. to Ga., Kan., and Minn.
Oct.

** Anthers cohering in a ring or short tube; flowers in terminal and often

axillary clusters.

-
Calyx-lobes and bracts ciliolate-scabrous ; seeds conspicuously winged ; leaves

somewhat rough-margined.

7. G. Saponaria L. (SOAPWORT G.) Stem erect or ascending, smooth;
leaves ovate-lanceolate, oblong, or lanceolate-obovate, narrowed at the base

;

calyx-lobes linear or spatulate, acute, equaling or exceeding the tube, half the

length of the corolla
;

lobes of the club-bell-s'haped light blue corolla obtuse,
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erect or converging, short and broad, but distinct, and more or less longer than
the conspicuous 2-cleft and minutely toothed appendages. Moist woods, Ct. to

Ont., and south w.
8. G. Andr6wsii Griseb. (CLOSED G.) Stems upright, smooth

;
leaves

ovate-lanceolate and lanceolate from a narrower base, gradually pointed ; calyx-
lobes lanceolate to obovate, recurved, shorter than the top-shaped tube, and much
shorter than the more cylindric and truncate mostly blue corolla, which is closed

at the mouth, the proper lobes equaled by the broad notched appendages.
Moist ground, s. Me. to Man., and southw. Corolla blue with white plaits, or

sometimes all white.

t- *- Margins of leaves, bracts, etc., smooth and naked; terminal flower-cluster

leafy-involucrate ; seeds winged.

9. G. flavida Gray. Stems upright, stout
;

flowers sessile and crowded in

a dense terminal cluster
;

leaves ovate-lanceolate from a heart-shaped closely

clasping base, gradually tapering ; calyx-lobes ovate or subcordate, many times
shorter than the tube of the corolla, reflexed-spreading ; corolla white, more or

less tinged with greenish or yellowish, inflated-club-shaped, at length open, its

short and broad ovate lobes twice the length of the broad toothed appendages.
(G. alba Man. ed. 6, not Muhl.) Sandy woods and meadows, Ont. to Mo.,
Ky., and Va.

10. G. linearis Froel. Stems slender and strict, 2.5-7 dm. high ;
flowers 1-5

in the terminal cluster; leaves linear or lanceolate, with somewhat narrowed
base ; bracts sometimes very finely scabrous

; calyx-lobes appressed-ascending,
linear or lanceolate, mostly subequal ; corolla blue or white, slender-funnel-form,
its erect roundish-ovate lobes a little longer than the triangular appendages.
(G. rubricaulis Schwein. ) Bogs and wet rocks, N. B. to Ont., Minn., N. Y.,
and Md.

Var. latifdlia Gray. Stout; leaves closely sessile, not contracted at base,
the lowest oblong-linear, the upper ovate-lanceolate; calyx-lobes unequal;
appendages broad, acute or subtruncate, mostly thrice exceeded by the corolla-

lobes. L. Superior ;
N. B.

*-*- +- Calyx-lobes and bracts with the margins smooth or nearly so; seeds

completely marginless.

11. G. villbsa L. (SAMPSON'S SNAKEROOT.) Stems ascending, smooth
;

leaves from broadly obovate and obtuse to somewhat lanceolate, all narrowed
at base

; calyx-lobes linear, unequal, much longer than the tube, rather shorter

than the greenish-white open corolla, which is painted inside with green veins

and lilac-purple stripes ;
corolla-lobes ovate, much exceeding the small sparingly

toothed oblique appendages. (G. ochroleuca Froel.) Dry or damp grounds,
N. J. and Pa. to Fla. and La.

*** Anthers not connected; flowers terminal, solitary, commonly peduncled
and naked; seeds wingless.

12. G. Porphyrio J. F. Ginel. Stems slender and ascending, 1-4.5 dm. high,

mostly simple ;
leaves linear or the lower oblanceolate, rigid ;

corolla open-
funnel-form, 4-6 crn. long, azure-blue, rarely greenish or white, about twice the

length of the thread-like calyx-lobes, its ovate spreading lobes twice as long as

the cut-toothed appendages. (G. angustifolia Michx.) Moist pine barrens,
N. J. to Fla.

4. PLEUR6GYNE Esch.

Acute divisions of the showy corolla with a pair of scale-like appendages at

base. Stamens inserted at base of corolla. Style none
; stigmas decurrent.

Small annuals of cold regions. (Name from ir\cvp6v, rib or side, and yw-f),

female; referring to the decurrent lateral, not terminal, stigmas.)
1. P. rotata (L.) Griseb. (MARSH FELWORT.) Stem 0.5-3 dm. high, from

simple and 1 -flowered to fastigiate-branched and many-flowered ;
leaves linear

or lanceolate, or the lowest spatulate ; sepals linear to lanceolate, resembling the

upper leaves, and often much elongated ;
corolla blue or white, the 3-5 ovate-
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oblong or lanceolate lobes (5-15 mm. long) shorter than or exceeding the calyx-
lobes. (Including P. carinthiaca, var. pusilla Gray.) Brackish shores and
marshes, e. Que., Nfd., Lab., and northw.

; Rocky Mts. Pursh's report of

the plant from the White Mts., N. H., was probably erroneous. Aug., Sept.

(Greenl., n. Eurasia.)

5. FRASERA Walt. AMERICAN COLUMBO

Calyx deeply 4-parted. Filaments awl-shaped, usually monadelphous at

base
;
anthers oblong, versatile. Style persistent ; stigma 2-lobed. Capsule

oval, flattened, 4-14-seeded. Seeds large and flat, wing-margined. Tall and

showy herbs, with thick root, upright mostly simple stems, whorled leaves, and
numerous peduncled flowers in open cymes, disposed in an ample elongated
panicle. (Named for John Fraser, an 18th century collector.)

1. F. carolini6nsis Walt. Smooth biennial or triennial, 1-2.5 m. high ;
leaves

mostly in fours, lance-oblong, the lowest spatulate, veiny ; panicle pyramidal,
loosely flowered

;
corolla 2-3 cm. broad, light greenish-yellow, marked with

small brown-purple dots, its divisions oblong, mucronate, longer than the nar-

rowly lanceolate calyx-lobes, each with a large round gland below the middle
;

capsule much flattened parallel with the flat valves. Rich dry soil, N. Y. and
Ont. to Wise., and southw. May, June.

6. HALENIA Borkh. SPURRED GENTIAN

Calyx 4-5 parted. Corolla without folds or fringe, usually prolonged at the
base underneath the erect lobes into spurs, which are glandular in the bottom.

Stigmas 2, sessile, persistent on the oblong flattish capsule. Seeds rather

numerous, oblong. Small and upright herbs, with yellowish or purplish

panicled-cymose flowers. (Named for Johann Halen, a German botanist.)
TETRAGONANTHUS Ginel.

1. H. deflSxa (Sm.) Griseb. Leafy annual or biennial, 1-9 dm. high, sim-

ple or branched above
;

leaves 3-5-nerved, the lowest oblong-spatulate and

petioled, the others oblong-lanceolate to ovate, acuminate, the nodes mostly
remote; spurs cylindrical, obtuse, curved, descending, half the length of the

acutely Globed corolla. ( Tetragonanthus Ktze.) Damp and cool woods, Nfd.
and Lab. to Sask., s. to centr. Me., w. Mass., centr. N. Y., Mich., and Minn.

July-Sept. Var. HETERANTHA (Griseb.) Fernald. Lower or sometimes all the

flowers without spurs. Nfd. and Lab. to Me. and Mich.

7. BARTdNIA Muhl.

Stamens short. Capsule oblong, flattened, pointed with a large persistent at

length 2-lobed stigma. Seeds minute, innumerable, covering the whole inner
surface of the pod. Small annuals or biennials with thread-like stems, and
little awl-shaped scales in place of leaves. Flowers small, peduncled. (Dedi-
cated to Prof. Benjamin Smitli Barton, of Philadelphia.)

* Corolla-lobes oblong to spatulate, obtuse, usually denticulate.

- Flowers 7-9 mm. long ; corolla-lobes spatulate, more than twice as long as

the calyx-lobes.

1. B. v6rna (Michx.) Muhl. Stem 1-few-flowered, 4-25 cm. high, nearly
naked

;
leaf-scales inconspicuous, remote, mostly opposite or nearly so

;
corolla-

lobes narrowly spatulate to spatulate-obovate, obtuse, denticulate or subentire,
2-3 times as long as the calyx-lobes. Bogs near the coast, s. Va. to Fla. and
La. Mar.-May.
- *- Flowers 3-4 mm. long ; corolla-lobes one third to one half longer than the

calyx-lobes or rarely twice their length.

2. B. virgfnica (L.) BSP. Stems yellowish, 5-30 cm. high, erect and straight
or irregularly flexuous, mostly sharp-angled, simple or forked at the hard sub-
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ligneous base, with numerous mostly opposite or subopposite subulate scales

below
;
the branches or peduncles chiefly opposite, 1-few-flowered

;
flowers yel-

lowish-white
;
corolla-lobes oblong, commonly denticulate, obtusish to rounded

at the apex ; stigma columnar, about 1 mm. long. (B. tenella Muhl.) Sandy
or boggy places, N. S. to Minn., and southw. July-Sept.
* * Corolla-lobes lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, acute or acutish, essentially

entire.

:>. B. paniculata (Michx.) Robinson. Tall and very slender, 2-4 dm. high,
more apt to be irregularly and paniculately branched above, but mostly simple
at the base

;
branches and leaf-scales often alternate

;
the peduncles curved-

ascending ; flowers 2-4(-5) mm. long; corolla-lobes lanceolate, acute, yellow-
ish- or greenish-white, about twice as long as the narrowly lanceolate calyx-lobes ;

stigma short, scarcely columnar, 0.6 ram. in length ;
anthers yellow. (J3. lance-

olata Small
;
Centaurella paniculata Michx.

;
C. Moseri Steud. Hochstetter.)

Wet sandy woods, swamps, etc., e. Mass, to Fla. and La. Aug. -Oct.
4. B. iodandra Robinson. Dwarf and subsimple, 1-2 dm. high ;

scales few
and often alternate as are the rather long curved-ascending peduncles ; flowers
for the most part nearly twice as large as in the preceding, purplish-tinged, 6

mm. long; corolla-lobes ovate-lanceolate, acutish, about twice the length of

the lance-oblong calyx-lobes; anthers chiefly brownish-purple ; stigma short.

Sphagnous bogs, Nfd. and N. S. Aug., Sept.

8. OBOLARIA L. PKNNYWORT

Calyx of 2 spatulate spreading sepals, resembling the leaves. Corolla wither-

ing-persistent ;
the lobes oval-oblong, or with age spatulate, imbricated in the

bud ! Stamens inserted at the sinuses of the corolla, short. Style short, per-
sistent

; stigma 2-lipped. Capsule ovoid, 1-celled, the cell cruciform
;
the seeds

covering the whole face of the walls. A low and very smooth purplish-green

perennial 6-15 cm. high, with a simple or sparingly branched stem, opposite

wedge-obovate leaves; the dull white or purplish flowers solitary or in clusters

of three, terminal and axillary, nearly sessile, in spring. (Name from <5/So\6s',

a small Greek coin, from the thick rounded leaves.)
1. 0. virginica L. Herbaceous and rather fleshy, the lower leaves scale-like

;

flowers 1 cm. long. Moist woods, N. J. to 111., s. to Ga. and Tex. Mar.-May.

9. MENYANTHES [Tourn.] L. Bi CKHKAN

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla short funnel-form, 5-cleft, deciduous, the whole

upper surface white-bearded. Style slender, persistent ; stigma 2-lobed. Capsule
bursting somewhat irregularly, many-seeded. Seed-coat hard, smooth and

shining. A perennial herb, with a thickish creeping rootstock, sheathed by
the membranous bases of the long petioles, which bear 3 oval or oblong
leaflets; the flowers racemed on the naked scape (1-3 dm. high), white or

slightly reddish. (The ancient Theophrastiau nfne, probably from /JLJJV, month,
and &i>0os, njjinrcr. some say from its flowering for about that time.)

1. M. trifoliata L. Bogs and shallow water, Lai), to Alaska, s. to N. J.,

1'a.. (Jreat L. region, la., etc. Apr.-June. (Eurasia.)

10. NYMPHOtDES [Tourn.] Hill. FLOATING HEART

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla almost wheel-shaped, -Vparted, the divisions bearing
a ulandular appenda-r near the base. Style short or none ; stigma 2-lobed,

persistent. Capsule tew-many-seeded, at length bursting irregularly. Seed-coat

hard. Perennial aquatics, with floating leaves on very long petioles, which,
inmost species, bear near the summit the umbel of polygamous tlowers. often

along with a cluster of short, and spur-like roots ; tlowt-ring all summer. (Name
from \tn,ti>litit><i and t^iK. <ii>)n'<i>-<tin-r.) LIMNANTIII.MI M S. 1'. (Imel.

1. N. lacunbsum (Vent.) Fernald. Floating leaves round-heart-shaped, 1.5-tf
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cm. broad, thickish
; petioles filiform

;
lobes of the white corolla broadly oval,

about 1 cm. long, naked, except the crest-like yellowish gland at the base, twice
the length of the lanceolate calyx-lobes ; style none

;
seeds smooth and even.

(Limnanthemum Griseb.) Shallow water, N. S. to Fla., and locally westw.

July-Sept.
2. N. aquaticum (Walt.) Fernald. Leaves larger (0.5-1.5 dm. broad) and

rounder, thicker, often wavy-margined or crenate, roughish and dark-punctate
or pitted beneath

; petioles stouter
;
flower 1-2 cm. broad

;
seeds glandular-

roughened. (Limnanthemum Britton; L. trachyspermum Gray.) Ponds
and streams, N. J. to Fla. and Tex.

3. N. PELTATUM (S. P. Gmel.) Britten & Rendle. Stout and branching;
petioles bearing no spur-like roots; corolla large (2-3 cm. broad), bright yellow,
the segments somewhat fringed ;

seeds with fringe-like margin. (Limnan-
themum nymphoides Hoffmannsegg & Link.) Ponds about Washington, D. C.

;

often cultivated. (Introd. from Eu.)

APOCYNACEAE (DOGBANE FAMILY)

Plants almost all with milky acrid juice, entire chiefly opposite leaves without

stipules, regular 5-merous and 5-androus flowers; the 5 lobes of the corolla

convolute and twisted in the bud ; the filaments distinct, inserted on the corolla,

and the pollen glandular ; calyx free from the two ovaries, which (in our genera)
are distinct (forming follicles), though their styles or stigmas are united into

one. Seeds amphitropous or anatropous, with a large straight embryo in sparing

albumen, often bearing a tuft of down (comose). Chiefly tropical acrid-

poisonous plants.
* Leaves alternate.

1. Amsonia. Seeds naked. Corolla-tube bearded inside. Anthers longer than the filaments.

Plant upright.
* * Leaves opposite.

2. Vinca. Seeds naked. Corolla-tube naked. Plant creeping or trailing.

3. Trachelospermum. Seeds comose. Corolla funnel-form, not appendaged. Filaments slender.

Calyx glandular inside.

4. Apocynum. Seeds comose. Corolla bell-shaped, appendaged within. Filaments short,

broad and flat. Calyx not glandular.

1. AMS6NIA Walt.

Calyx small. Corolla with a narrow funnel-form tube
;
the limb divided into

long linear lobes. Stamens inserted on the tube, included
;
anthers obtuse at

both ends. Ovaries 2
; style 1

; stigma rounded, surrounded with a cup-like
membrane. Pods (follicles) 2, long and slender, many-seeded. Seeds cylin-

drical, abrupt at both ends, packed in one row. Perennial herbs, with alternate

leaves, and pale blue flowers in terminal panicled cymes. (Named for Dr.

Amson, physician of Gloucester, Virginia, in 1760, and friend of John Clayton.)
1. A. Tabernaemontana Walt. Loosely pubescent or hairy when young,

soon glabrous ;
leaves from ovate-lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, taper-pointed ;

calyx-lobes short, awl-shaped ;
tube of the bluish corolla little longer than the

lobes, the upper part either hairy when young or glabrous. (A salicifolia
Pursh

;
A. Amsonia Britton.) Low grounds, Pa. to Mo., and southw.

;
introd.

in N. J. May, June.

2. VINCA L. PERIWINKLE

Calyx-lobes acuminate. Corolla-tube funnel-form
;
the limb salver-form.

Stamens inserted below the throat
;
filaments short. Style slender. Pods

short-cylindric. Seeds rough. Smooth trailing hardy plants (or in the Tropics
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tender annuals) with evergreen firm leaves and axillary flowers. (Ancient
Latin name of uncertain derivation.)

1. V. M!NOR L. (COMMON P., "MYRTLE.") Spreading by creeping stems;
leaves glossy, ovate to oblong, 1.5-3 cm. long ,

flowers peduncled ;
corolla blue,

with truncate lobes. Roadsides, etc., escaped from cultivation. Apr.-June.
(Introd. from Eu.)

3. TRACHELOSPERMUM Lemaire. CLIMBING DOGBANE

Calyx with 3-5 glands at its base inside. Stamens included
;

anthers

arrow-shaped, with an inflexed tip. Pods (follicles) 2, slender, many-seeded.
Seeds oblong. Twining plants, more or less woody, with small flowers in

cymes. (Name from rpdx^Xos, a neck, and airtpiw., seed, upon the supposition
that the seed was beaked.)

1. T. diff6rme (Walt.) Gray. Nearly herbaceous and glabrous ;
leaves oval-

lanceolate, pointed, thin
; calyx-lobes taper-pointed ;

corolla pale yellow.

Damp grounds, Del. to Fla. and Tex. June, July.

4. AP6CYNUM [Tourn.] L. DOGBANE. INDIAN HEMP

Calyx-lobes acute. Corolla bell-shaped, bearing 6 triangular appendages
below the throat opposite the lobes. Stamens on the very base of the corolla

;

filaments shorter than the arrow-shaped convergent anthers, which slightly
adhere to the stigma. Style none

; stigma large, ovoid, slightly 2-lobed. Fruit
of 2 long and slender follicles. Seeds with a tuft of long silky down at the

apex. Perennial herbs, with upright branching stems, opposite mucronate-

pointed leaves, a tough fibrous bark, and small and pale cymose flowers on
short pedicels. (Ancient name of the Dogbane, composed of dn-6, from, and

Kijuv, a dog.)
* Corolla pink or pink-striped or white, 4-9 mm. long, the lobes more or less

spreading.
-

Inflorescences both terminal and axillary cymes of nodding flowers 6-9 mm.
long,' corolla campanulate, the lobes prominently flaring.

1. A. androsaemifblium L. (SPREADING D.) Stems smooth, 3-5 dm. high,

loosely wide-branched above with ascending often dichotomous branches; leaves

ovate to ovate-oblong, mucronate-tipped, slender-petioled, loosely spreading
or drooping, dull dark green and smooth above, pale and usually somewhat
pubescent beneath

; cymes flowering simultaneously, the terminal usually largest ;

flowers fragrant, mostly nodding ; calyx rarely half as long as the corolla-tube
;

corolla pink, with deeper stripes in the tube, the finally recurved lobes blunt.

Dry thickets, open woods, etc. June-Aug.
- - Inflorescences terminal or at the tips of leafy branches, of spreading or

slightly nodding flowers 4-7 mm. long ; corolla from urceolate to short-

tufyular, the tube somewhat pentagonal, the lobes slightly spreading.

2. A. m&dium Greene. Similar to no. 1
;
the branches ascending or spread-

ing ;
leaves firm, ovate-oblong to elliptic, glabrous or slightly pubescent beneath ;

central cyme flowering earlier than those at the tips of the elongate branches;
corolla white or pink-tinged, the blunt lobes slightly spreading but not recurved.

(Intermediate between the preceding and the following, including A. specioxnm
and A. urceolifer G. S. Miller, A. Milleri Britton, and some other recently

proposed species.) Open dry or moist ground, rocky shores, etc., e. Que. to

Md., w. to Col. June-Aug.
* * Corolla greenish to greenish-white, tubular, pentagonal, 3-4.6 mm. long, the

lobes ascending ; cymes terminal, of mostly ascending flowers.

3. A. cannabinum L. (INDIAN HEMP.) Glabrous, 2-24 dm. high, the stems and
branches ascending (but on gravel beaches, etc., depressed and wide-spreading) ;

leaves mostly ascending, usually pale green, ovate-oblong to lanceolate, glabrous
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or sparingly pubescent beneath, those of the chief axis narrowed at base to distinct

petioles (2-7 mm. long), those of the branches often subsessile ; central cyme
flowering flrst ; flowers erect ; calyx glabrous, its lobes about equaling the corolla-

tube. Gravelly or sandy soil, mostly near streams; on beaches becoming
dwarfed and diffuse, with smaller and narrower leaves (A. album Greene).
June-Aug. Varying greatly, the most recognizable extremes being

Var. pubSscens (R. Br.) DC. Calyx and pedicels pubescent ;
leaves white-

pubescent beneath. (A. pubescens R. Br.) R. I. to Ont., la., and southw.
Var. nemorale (G. S. Miller) Fernald. Leaves mostly spreading or drooping

on elongate (1-1.5 cm. long) slender petioles. (A. nemorale G. S. Miller.)
Open woods, Fairfax Co., Va.

Var. hypericif&lium (Ait.) Gray. Principal leaves sessile or subsessile,
rounded or subcordate at base. (A. hypericifolium Ait.) Que. to Sask. and
B. C., s. to w. Me., centr. N. Y., O., Kan., Col., and Cal.

; chiefly westw.

ASCLEPIADACEAE (MILKWEED FAMILY)

Plants with milky juice, and opposite or whorled (rarely scattered} entire

leaves; the follicular pods, seeds, anthers (connected with the stigma}, sensible

properties, etc., as in the precedingfamily, from which they differ in the commonly
valvate corolla, and in the singular connection of the anthers with the stigma,

the cohesion of the pollen into wax-like or granular masses (pollinia), etc., as

explained under the typical genus Asclepias.

Tribe I. CYNANCHEAE. Anthers tipped with an iiiflexed or sometimes erect scarious mem-
brane, the cells lower than the top of the stigma ; pollinia suspended.

* Stems erect or merely decumbent.

1. Asclepiodora. Corolla rotate, merely spreading. Crown of 5 hooded fleshy bodies, with a

salient crest in each. Leaves alternate.

2. Asclepias. Corolla rettexed, deeply 5-parted. Crown as in no. 1, but with an incurved horn

rising from the cavity of each hood. Leaves usually opposite.

8. Acerates. ('orolla reflexed or merely spreading. Crown as In no. 1, but with neither crest

nor horn inside. Leaves mainly alternate.

* * Stems twining ;
leaves mostly opposite.

4. GonolobuS. Corolla erect. Crown of 5 membranaceous flat bodies, terminated by a 2-cleft

tail or awn.

5. Cynanchum. Corolla rotate, spreading. Crown a fleshy 5-10-lobed ring or disk.

Tribe II. VIWCETOXfCEAE. Anthers with short if any scarious tip, borne on the margin of

or close under the disk of the stigma ; pollinia horizontal.

6. Vincetoxicum. Corolla rotate. Crown a wavy-lobed fleshy ring. Stems twining.

1. ASCLEPIOD6RA Gray

Resembling Asclepias ; but the corolla-lobes ascending or spreading, and the
hoods destitute of a horn, widely spreading and somewhat incurved, slipper-

shaped and laterally compressed, the cavity divided at the apex by a crest-like

partition. Umbels solitary and terminal or corymbed, loosely-flowered. Folli-

cles ovoid, often somewhat muricate with soft spinous projections. ('A<rK\r)7ri6s,
and S&pov or Swped, the gift of Aesculapius.')

1. A. vfridis (Walt.) Gray. Almost glabrous; stems 3-7 dm. high; leaves

alternate, short-petioled, ovate-oblong to. lanceolate, 3-13 cm. wide
;
umbels

several in a cluster, short-peduncled ;
flowers large (2-3 cm. broad), green,

with a purplish crown. Prairies, 111. to Tex. and S. C. May, June.

2. ASCLEPIAS [Tourn.] L. MILKWEED. SILKWEED

Calyx persistent ;
divisions small, reflexed. Corolla deeply 5-parted ;

divisions
valvate in bud, deciduous. Crown of 5 hooded bodies seated on the tube of
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stamens, each containing an incurved horn. Stamens 5, inserted on the base
of .the corolla; filaments united into a tube which incloses the pistil; anthers
adherent to the stigma, each with 2 vertical cells, tipped with a membranaeeons
appendage, each cell containing a flattened pear-shaped and waxy pollen-mass ;

the two contiguous pollen-masses of adjacent anthers, forming pairs which hang
by a slender prolongation of their summits from 5 cloven glands tbat grow on
the angles of the stigma (extricated from the cells by insects, and directing

copious pollen-tubes into the point where the stigma joins the apex of the style).
Ovaries 2, tapering into very short styles ;

the large depressed 5-angled fleshy

stigmatic disk common to the two. Follicles 2, one of them often abortive, soft,

ovoid or lanceolate. Seeds anatropous, flat, margined, bearing a tuft of long
silky hairs (coma) at the hilum, downwardly imbricated all over the large

placenta, which separates from the suture at maturity. Embryo large, with
broad foliaceous cotyledons in thin albumen. Perennial herbs

; peduncles
terminal or lateral and between the usually opposite petioles, bearing simple
many-flowered umbels, in summer. (The Greek name of Aesculapius, to whom
the genus is dedicated.)

1. Anther-wings broadest and usually angulate-truncate and salient at base;
horn conspicuous.

* Flowers orange-color; leaves mostly scattered; juice not milk)/.

1. A. tuber6sa L. (BUTTERFLY-WEED, PLEURISY-ROOT.) Roughish-hairy,
3-9 dm. high ;

stems ascending or decumbent, very leafy, branching at the

summit, and bearing umbels in a terminal corymb, or scattered in racemes along
the branches

;
leaves from linear to oblong-ovate, sessile or slightly petiolecl ;

divisions of the corolla oblong, greenish-orange ;
hoods narrowly oblong, bright

orange, scarcely longer than the nearly erect and slender awl-shaped horns
;

pods hoary, erect on deflexed pedicels. (Including A. decumbens L.) Dry fields

and banks, N. 11. to Ont., Minn., southw. and southwestw. June-Aug.
* * Corolla bright red or purple; follicles naked, fusiform, erect on the deflexed

pedicels (except in no. 5) ;
leaves opposite, mostly broad.

t- Flowets rather large; hoods about 6 mm. long and exceeding the anthers;
leaves transversely veined.

2. A. lanceolata Walt. Glabrous
;
stem slender, 6-15 dm. high ;

leaves

elongated-lanceolate or linear, 1-2 dm. long, tapering to both ends, slightly

petioled ;
umbels b-lZ-flowered ; divisions of the red corolla narrowly oblong;

the bright orange hoods broadly oblong, obtuse, much exceeding the incurved
horn. (A. paupercula Michx.) Wet pine barrens on the coast, N. J. to Fla.

and Tex. July.
3. A. rubra L. Glabrous; leaves ovate or lanceolate and tapering from <i

rounded or heart-shaped base to a very acute point, sessile or nearly s.'>. 0.6-1.8
dm. long, 1-6.5 cm. wide, bright green; umbels many-flowered; divisions of
the corolla and hoods oblong-lanceolate, purple-red ; the horn long and slen<i<-)\

straightish. Wet pine barrens, etc., N. J. and Pa. to Fla., La., and Mo. July.
4. A. pfcrpurascens L. (1't KPI.K M.) Stem rather slender, 1 m. or less

high ;
leaves elliptical or ovate-oblong, the upper taper-pointed, minnhl;/ jv/iw//-

downy underneath, smooth above, contracted <tt fxisr hit<> >i s/mrt )><
tinli- ; p<><?ir, /s

hotter than the peduncle, 3-4 times the length of (!>< </</, purple lanceolate-

ovate divisions of the corolla ; hoods oblong, abruptly narrowed above; the horn

broadly SCythe-thaped, n-it/i a inirrow and tibntjttl't infl<-.fc<l hnrizontnl point.

Dry ground. N. II. to Ont., Minn., Kan., and south w. Flowers 1.5 cm. Ion-.

June, .Inly.

-- -- Flowers small; hoods 2-3 mm. I<KJ. ////////// the antla-nt; n-ius

tuctndtng.

r>. A. incarnata L. (SWAMP M.) Smooth or nearly so
;
the stem 5-l<> dm.

high, very leafy, with two downy lines above and on the branches of the pednn-
cle.s ; leaves oblong-lanceolate, acute.or pointed, obtuse. ob.M'iirely heart-shaped "'

narrowed at base ;
flowers rose-purple (rarely whitish) ;

hoods scarcely equaling
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the slender needle-pointed horn. Swamps, N. B., westw. and southw. July,

Aug.
Var. piilchra (Ehrh.) Pers. Leaves broader and shorter-petioled, more

or less hairy, as well as the stem
;
flowers paler. (A. pulchra Ehrh.) N. S.

to N. C. and Ga., rarely w. to Minn.

* * * Flowers greenish, yellowish, white, or merely purplish-tinged ; leaves oppo-
site or whorled, or the upper rarely scattered.

-H- Follicles echinate with soft spinous processes, densely tomentose (smooth, and
only minutely echinate at the apex in no. 8), large (8-13 cm. long), ovoid
and acuminate, erect on dejlexed pedicels; leaves large and broad, short-

petioled; umbels terminal and lateral.

6. A. specibsa Torr. Finely canescent-tomentose or glabrate, the many-
flowered umbel and calyx densely tomentose ; leaves subcordate-oval to oblong ;

corolla-lobes purplish, ovate-oblong, 1 cm. long ;
hoods slightly longer, with a

short inflexed horn, the truncate summit abruptly produced into a very long
lanceolate-ligulate appendage. Along streams, Minn, to Ark., and westw.
June-Aug.

7. A. syriaca L. (COMMON M. or SILKWEED.) Stem tall and stout, finely

soft-pubescent ;
leaves lance-oblong to broadly oval, 1-2 dm. long, pale, minutely

downy beneath, as well as the peduncles, etc.
;
corolla-lobes dull purple to white,

6-9 mm. long ;
hoods rather longer than the anthers, ovate, obtuse, with a tooth

each side of the short stout claw-like horn. (A. Cornuti Dene.) Rich ground,
N. B. to Sask., and southw. June-Aug. Intermediates, perhaps of hybrid
origin, occur between this and some of the related species.

8. A. Sullivantii Engelm. Very smooth throughout, tall
;
leaves ovate-

oblong with a somewhat heart-shaped base, nearly sessile
;
hoods obovate,

entire, obtusely 2-eared at the base outside
;
flowers larger (1.5-2 cm. Ion'1

') and
more purple than in the preceding ; anther-wings 2-toothed at base

; pod nfearly

glabrous, obscurely spiny chiefly on the beak. Rich ground, s. Ont. and O.

to Kan., Neb., and Minn. June, July.

H- -i- Follicles wholly unarmed, either glabrous or tomentulose-pubescent.

++ Follicles erect or ascending on the deflexed or decurved fruiting pedicels.

= Umbel solitary, on a naked terminal peduncle ; leaves sessile, broad, trans-

versely veined, wavy ; glabrous and pale or glaucous.

0. A. amplexicaiilis Sin. Stem 3-8 dm. high ;
leaves oblong, with a heart-

shaped clasping base, very obtuse or retuse, 4-12 cm. long; peduncle 3-20 cm.

long ;
corolla pale greenish-purple ;

hoods truncate, somewhat toothed at the

summit, shorter than the slender awl-pointed horn. (A. obtusifolia Michx.)
Sandy woods and fields, N. H. to Neb., and southw. June, July. A second
umbel at the base of the peduncle occasionally occurs.

10. A. Meadii Torr. Stem slender, 4-6 dm. high ;
leaves ovate or oblong-

ovate, obtuse or acutish, 3-7 cm. long; peduncle only twice the length of the

upper leaves
; pedicels rather short

;
corolla greenish-white ;

hoods rounded-
truncate at summit, and with a sharp tooth at each margin, somewhat exceeding
the stouter horn. Dry ground, Wise., 111., and la. June.

= Umbels mostly more than one; peduncle not overtopping the leaves.

a. Leaves large, orbicular to oblong-lanceolate; hoods broad, little if at all

exceeding the anthers ; glabrous or with some minute pubescence on young parts.

11. A. phytolaccoides Pursh. (POKE M.) Stem 5-15 dm. high ;
leaves

broadly ovate, or the upper oval-lanceolate and pointed at both ends, short-

petioled, smooth or slightly downy underneath, 1-3 dm. long ;
lateral umbels

several ; pedicels loose and nodding, numerous, slender, 2-5 cm. long, equaling
the peduncle ;

corolla-lobes ovate-oblong, greenish; hoods (white) truncate, the

margins 2-toothed at the summit, the horn with a long projecting awl-shaped
point. (A. exaltata Muhl. ? nomen subnudum.) Moist copses, N. E. to Minn.,
s. to Ga. and Ark. June-Aug.
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12. A. variegata L. Stem 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves (4-5 pairs) ovate, oval, or

obovate, somewhat wavy, contracted into short petioles, middle ones sometimes
whorled

; pedicels (numerous and crowded) and peduncle short, downy ; divi-

sions of the corolla ovate, white; hoods orbicular, entire, purplish or reddish,
the horn semilunar with a horizontal point. Dry woods, L. I. to Ind., s. to

Fla., and w. La. May, June. Remarkable for its compact umbels of nearly
white flowers.

b. Leaves mostly pubescent or puberulent; hoods obtuse, entire, twice or thrice

the length of the anthers.

13. A. ovalifblia Dene. Low, 1.5-6 dm. high, soft-downy especially the

lower surface of the ovate or lanceolate-oblong acute short-petioled leaves

(3.5-8 cm. long); umbels loosely 10-18-flowered, sessile or peduncled ; pedicels
slender

;
hoods oblong, yellowish, with a small horn, about the length of the

oval greenish-white corolla-lobes (tinged with purple outside). Prairies and
oak openings, 111. and Wise, to S. Dak. and Man. June, July.

w- -M- Follicles and pedicels erect ; leaves often whorled ; glabrous or nearly so.

= Leaves ovate to broadly lanceolate, thin, rather slender-petioled.

14. A. quadrifblia Jacq. Stem slender, 3-8 dm. high, mostly leafless below,
bearing usually one or two whorls of four in the middle and one or two pairs

of ovate or ovate-lanceolate taper-pointed petioled leaves (0.5-1 dm. long); pedi-
cels slender; corolla-lobes pale pink, oblong ;

hoods white, elliptical-ovate, the
incurved horn short and thick. Dry woods and hills, N. H. to Ont. and Minn.,
s. to N. C. and Ark. May-July.

15. A. per6nnis Walt. Stems 3-7 dm. high, persistent or somewhat woody
at the base; leaves lanceolate or lanceolate-ovate, tapering to both ends, thin,
rather slender-petioled ; flowers white, small

;
the small hoods of the crown

shortv^than the needle-shaped horn; seeds sometimes destitute of a coma!
Low grounds, Ind. to Mo., Fla., and Tex. May-Aug.
= = Leaves narrowly linear to filiform; horn subulate, exserted; column

conspicuous.

16. A. verticillata L. Stems slender, simple or sparingly branched, 3-9 dm.

high, from a fibrous root, very leafy to the summit
;
leaves linear, with revolute

margins, 3-6 in a whorl ; umbels small, lateral and terminal
;
divisions of the

corolla ovate, greenish-white ;
hoods roundish-oval, about half the length of the

incurved claw-shaped horns. Prairies and open woods, Mass, to Sask., and
southw.

17. A. pumila (Gray) Vail. Similar; low (1-1.5 dm. high) and many-
stemmed from a woody caudex ; leaves much crowded, spirally arranged, filiform

or filiform-linear. (A. verticillata, var. Gray.) Dry plains, w. la. and Neb.
to Col. and N. Mex.

2. Anther-wings broadly rounded at base and conspicuously auriculate-notrlu <l

just above it; hoods with a minute horn exserted from the 2-lobed apex.

18. A. stenophylla Gray. Puberulent, but foliage glabrous ; stems slender,
0.3-1 m. high ;

leaves narrowly linear, the upper alternate, lower opposite ;

umbels several, short-peduncled, 10-15-flowered
;
corolla-lobes oblong, greenish ;

hoods whitish, equaling the anthers, conduplicate-concave ;
follicles erect on

ascending pedicels. (Acerates angustifolia Dene.) Dry prairies, Neb. to Mo.,
southw. and westw. June-Aug.

3. ACERATES Ell. GREEN MILKWEED

Nearly like Asclepias ; but the hoods destitute of crest or horn (whence the

name, from a- privative, and x^pas, a horn). Flowers greenish, in compact
many-flowered umbels. Leaves opposite or irregularly alternate, short-petioled
or sessile. Pollen-masses slender-stalked. Follicles not tuberculate.
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* Crown upon a column shorter than the globular mass of anthers and stigmas;
leaves mainly alternate-scattered.

1. A. auriculata Engelm. Glabrous, or puberalent above, 1 in. or less high ;

leaves narrowly linear or filiform, lor 2 dm. long; umbels numerous, lateral,
on peduncles about as long as the slender pubescent pedicels ;

column very
short and inconspicuous ; hoods emarginate, appendaged below with a pair of
broad auricles. Dry ground, Neb. and Kan., westw. and southw. June-Aug.

2. A. floridana (Lam.) Hitchc. Minutely roughish-hairy or smoothish
;

leaves linear to lanceolate; umbels few, terminal or lateral, on peduncles of
about the length of the slender pedicels ;

column about I mm. long ; hoods

entire, not auricled. (A. longifolia Ell.) Prairies and pine barrens, O. to Ont.,
Minn., Tex., and Fla. June-Sept.
* * Crown sessile, the oblong hoods nearly equaling the anthers ; leaves often

opposite and broader.

3. A. viridiflbra Ell. Minutely soft-downy, becoming smoothish; stems

ascending, 3-8 dm. high ;
leaves oval to oblong, thick, 4-10 cm. long ;

umbels
nearly sessile, lateral, dense and globose ;

flower (when the corolla is reflexed)
1 cm. long, short-pediceled. Dry soil, Mass, to Sask., and southw. June-Sept.
Var. LANCEOIATA. (Ives) Gray. Leaves lanceolate, 6-10 cm. long. (Var. Ivesii

Britton.) Range of the typical form. Var. LINE\RIS Gray. Leaves elon-

gated, linear
;
stems low

;
umbels often solitary. Man., N. Dak., and southw.

4. A. lanuginbsa (Nutt. ) Dene. Hairy, low (1-2.5 dm. high) ;
leaves lan-

ce'olate or ovate-lanceolate; umbel solitary and terminal, peduncled; flowers
smaller

; pedicels slender. Prairies, 111. to Minn., and westw. July.

4. GON6LOBUS Michx. ANGLE-POD

Crown of free leaflets, which are truncate or obscurely lobed at the apex,
where they bear a pair of flexuous awns united at base. Anthers nearly as in

Asclepias ; pollen-masses oblong, obtuse at both ends, fixed below the summit
of the stigma to the descending glands. Follicles elongate-ovoid to lanceolate,
smooth. Seeds with a tuft, as in Asclepias. A perennial twining herb, smooth,
with opposite heart-ovate and pointed long-petioled leaves, and small whitish
flowers in raceme-like clusters on slender axillary peduncles. (Name from yuvla,
an angle, and \o/36s, apod, from the angled fruit.) ENSLENIA Nutt.

1. G. lafrvis Michx. Climbing, 3-4 m. high ;
leaves 3.5-12 cm. wide. (Ens-

lenia albida Nutt.
; Ampelanus albidus Britton.) River-banks and thickets,

Pa. to 111., Kan., and southw. July-Sept.

5. CYNANCHUM L.

Crown flat, simple. Anthers, smooth follicles, and seeds much as in Asclepias.
Herbs, often twining. (An ancient name for some plant supposed to be

poisonous to dogs, from ictiwv, dog, and Ayxeiv, to strangle.) VINCETOXICUM
Medic., Moench, etc., not Walt.

1. C. NIGRUM (L.) Pers. Twining, nearly smooth; leaves ovate or lance-
ovate

; flowers small, dark purple, in an axillary cluster, on a peduncle shorter
than the leaves

;
corolla pubescent within. Waste places and old fields, e.

Mass, and Vt. to Pa. and O. June-Sept. (Introd. from Eu.)
2. C. VINCETOXICUM (L.) Pers. Suberect, 3-6 dm. high ; leaves ovate-

lanceolate
; flowers greenish-white ; corolla glabrous. Escaped from cultivation

in s. Ont., near Niagara Falls (according to J. M. Macoun). (Introd. from Eu.)

6. VINCET6XICUM Walt. ANGLE-POD

Corolla wheel-shaped, sometimes reflexed-spreading ;
the lobes convolute in

the bud. Crown small, annular or cup-shaped, in the throat of the corolla.

Anthers partly hidden under the flattened stigma, opening transversely. Pollen-
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masses 5 pairs, horizontal. Follicles turgid, mostly murica.tr with suit warty
projections, sometimes ribbed. Seed with a coma. Herbs or shrubs with

opposite heart-shaped leaves and corymbose-umbeled greenish or dark purple
flowers on peduncles rising from between the petioles. Our species belong
to the typical section, with the crown simple and unappendaged, and the corolla

nearly veinless. (Name from vincere, to conquer, and to-simm, poison, applied

originally to species of the preceding genus in allusion to supposed curative

properties.) GONOLOBUS Michx., in part.

* Crown alow undulately W-lobed fleshy disk ; follicles unarmed, (jlabrous, 3-f>-

costate or -angled.

1. V. suberbsum (L.) Britton. Leaves cordate with an open shallow or

sometimes deeper and narrow sinus, pointed, glabrate or hairy, 0-14 cm. long;
umbels 3-9-flowered, much shorter than the petiole ;

corolla broadly conical in

bud, abruptly pointed, twisted; lobes ovate or triangular-lanceolate, acute, pubes-
cent inside; calyx half as long. (Gonolobus R. Br.) Near the coast, Va. to

Fla. June-Aug.
2. V. gonocarpos Walt. Leaves cordate with a deep and narrow often closed

sinus, conspicuously acuminate, 0.5-1.5 dm. long, finely pubescent beneath;
umbels 5-10-flowered, barely equaling the petiole ; corolla cl<>n<i<it<>d-c<nn<-<rf in

bud, not twisted; lobes narrowly lanceolate, obtuse, glabrous inside, 3-4 </////-*

as long as the calyx. (Gonolobus laevis Man. ed. 6, not Michx.) River-banks,
Va. to s. Ind., Mo., S. C., and Tex. June, July.

* * Crown cup-shaped, as high as the anthers ; follicles muricate, not costate.

H- Crown fleshy, merely IQ-crenate, or the crenatures bidentate.

3. V. obliquum (Jacq.) Britton. Leaves rounded- to ovate-cordate with a

narrow sinus, abruptly acuminate, 0.7-2.5 dm. long; umbel many-flowered;
corolla in bud conical, its lobes linear-ligulate, 1-1.5 cm. long, 2 mm. wide,

crimson-purple inside, dull or greenish and minutely pubescent outside. (Gono-
lobus R. Br.) River-banks, Fa. and Va. to (). and Mo. June, July.

4. V. hirsutum (Michx.) Britton. Commonly more hairy ;
leaves with the

basal lobes sometimes overlapping; peduncles fewer-flowered; corolla in lixl

ovoid, its lobes elliptical-oblong, rarely 1 cm. long, barely puberulent outsi'h-.

brownish-purple to yellowish. (Gonolobus Michx.) Md. and Va. to Tenn.
and Fla. May-Aug.

H- -t- Crown thinner, the border lobed or toothed; leaves as in th<j

prm-tH,/*/.

5. V. Sh6rtii (Gray) Britton. Resembles no. 3, but larger-leaved ;
corolla

conical in bud, dark crimson-purple, its lobes ligulate, 1.5 cm. long ;
crown <ih<>nt

IQ-toothed, the alternate teeth thinner, narrower and longer, either emrnin<n<'
or 2-parted. (Gonolobus Gray.) Ky., and southw.

6. V. carolinSnse (Jacq.) Britton. Flower-bud elongate-ovoid ;
corolla

brownish-purple, its lobes oblong or linear-oblong, rarely 1 cm. long : /"//

uinlidately and very obtusely 5-lobed, with a longer bifid subnint,- y/v/v.s-N /// ////

sinus. (Gonolobnx R. Br.) Va. to Mo., and southw. May-July.
7. V. Baldwinianum (Sweet) Britton. Corolla whiiish, with spivuding

oblong or spatulate lobes (at most 1 cm. long) ;
crown <!<<< jily cleft intn

"

usually

emanjiii'iti' /"/"* Imlf n* I<KJ as the pair of subnlah processes /// ''"<// sin us.

(Gonolobus Sweet.) Ga. to Mo. and Ark. May, .June.

CONVOLVULACEAE (CONVOLVULUS FAMILY)

Chiefly twining or trailing herbs, often with some milky juice, witJi <i1t*-niate

leaves (or scales) and regular b-androus flowers ; a calyx of 5 imbrirntnl *> />/* ;

a b-plaited or b-lobed corolla convolute or tn-i*tl in th< l>m! , imbricate in no. 6);

a 2(rarely ^-celled nrnry (< in <m>' tribe ~2 mpHWU /'.-<ti!s}, n-ith n pair of

erect <tvu!rs in < >-h <</!. tin- citltt siinicfimi's <lti!>/<'tl
t>;/

,i t'titxr partition f>'(n-'< >/

\-<-<'l/l ; flu iinhryo large, <-urrl <>, rui/nl in
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nous albumen. Fruit a globular 2-6-seeded capsule. Flowers mostly showy, on

axillary peduncles; pedicels articulated, often 2-bracted. Many are cultivated

for ornament, and one, the Sweet Potato, for its edible farinaceous roots
;
those

of several species are carthartic, e.g. Jalap.

Tribe I. DICH6NDREAE. Carpels 2 or 4, distinct or nearly so
; styles 2, basilar. Creeping herbs.

1. Dichondra. Corolla deeply 5-cleft. Pistils 2, one-seeded.

Tribe II. CONVOLVtFLEAE. Ovary entire. Leafy plants, mostly twiners.

'2. Breweria. Style 2-cleft or 2-divided
;
the divisions simple ; stigmas capitate.

3. Evolvulus. Styles 2, each 2-cleft
; stigmas linear-filiform. Not twining.

4. Ipomoea. Style undivided, with stigma capitate or 2-3-globose.

5. Convolvulus. Style undivided or 2-cleft only at apex ; stigmas 2, linear-filiform to subulate

or ovate.

Tribe III. CUSCtfTEAE. Ovary entire. Leafless parasitic twining herbs, never green. Embryo
filiform, coiled, without cotyledons.

6. Cuscuta. The only genus of the group.

1. DICH6NDRA Forst.

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla broadly bell-shaped. Stamens included. Styles,

ovaries, and utricular 1-2-seeded capsules 2, distinct. Stigmas thick. Small
and creeping perennial herbs, soft-pubescent, with kidney-shaped entire leaves,
and axillary 1-flowered bractless peduncles. Corolla small, yellowish or white.

(Name from Si's, double, and x6j>5/>os, a grain, from the fruit.)
1. D. repens Forst. Leaves round-kidney-shaped, pubescent, green both

sides
;
corolla not exceeding the calyx. (D. evolvulacea Britton.) Wet ground,

Va. to Tex., near the coast.

2. BREWERIA R. Br.

Styles 2, or rarely 3, simple and distinct, or else united into one below
;

stigmas depressed-capitate. Otherwise as Convolvulus and Evolvulus. Peren-
nial prostrate or diffusely spreading herbs; flowers small, in summer; corolla

more or less hairy or silky outside. (Named for Samuel Brewer, an English
botanist or amateur of the 18th century.)

1. B. humistrata (Walt.) Gray. Sparsely hairy or nearly smooth; leaves

varying from oblong with a somewhat heart-shaped base to linear, mucronate
r emarginate ; peduncles 1-7-flowered

;
bracts shorter than the pedicels ; sepals

pointed, glabrous or nearly so
;
corolla white ; filaments hairy ; styles united

at base. Dry pine barrens, Va. to La.
2. B. aquatica (Walt.) Gray. Minutely soft-downy and somewhat hoary;

peduncles 1-3-flowered
; sepals silky ; corolla pink or purple ; filaments smooth ;

styles almost distinct ; otherwise nearly as no. 1 . Wet pine barrens and margins
of ponds, N. C. to Tex., extending into Mo.

3. B. Pickeringii (M. A. Curtis) Gray. Soft-pubescent or smoothish
;
leaves

very narrowly linear or the lowest linear-spatulate, tapering to the base, nearly
sessile; peduncles 1-3-flowered

;
bracts resembling the leaves, mostly exceeding

the flowers; sepals hairy; filaments (scarcely hairy) and styles (united far
above the middle} exserted from the open white corolla. Dry pine barrens and

prairies, N. J., and south w.
;
also 111., la., and southw.

3. EV6LVULUS L.

Calyx of 5 sepals, naked at base. Corolla open-funnel-form or almost rotate.

Styles 2, each 2-cleft
; stigmas obtuse. Capsule 2-celled

;
the cells 2-seeded.

Low and small herbs or suffrutescent plants, mostly diffuse, never twining

(hence the name, from evolvere, to unroll, in contrast with Convolvulus).
1. E. argenteus Pursh. Many-stemmed from a somewhat woody base, dwarf,

silky-villous all over
;
leaves crowded, broadly lanceolate, sessile, or the lower
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oblong-spatulate and short-petioled ;
flowers almost sessile in the axils ; corolla

purple, about 1 cm. broad. (E. pilosus Nutt.) Sterile plains and prairies,

N. Dak. and Neb. to Mo. and Tex. May-July.

4. IPOMOEA L. MORNING GLOKT

Calyx not bracteate at base, but the outer sepals commonly larger. Corolla

salver-form or funnel-form to nearly campanulate ;
the limb entire or slightly

lobed. Capsule globular, 4-6(by abortion fewer) -seeded, 2-4-valved. (Name,
according to Linnaeus, from ty, a Bindweed, and fyioios, like; but fy is a worm.)

1. QUAMOCLIT [Tourn.] Gray. Corolla salver-form, or with somewhat

funnel-form but slender tube; stamens and style exserted; flowers red;
annual twiners.

1. I. QDAMOCLIT L. (CYPRESS VINE.) Leaves pinnately parted into linear-

thread-shaped parallel lobes
; peduncles 1-2-flowered

;
corolla slender, 3.5-4 cm.

long, scarlet-red, or sometimes white. (Quamoclit Britton.) Sparingly spon-

taneous, especially southw. July-Get. (Introd. from Trop. Am.)
2. I. COCCINEA L. Leaves heart-shaped, acuminate, entire or angled ; pedun-

cles 2-several-flowered
; sepals awn-pointed ;

corolla light scarlet, 2-3 cm. long.

(Quamoclit Moench.) River-banks and waste places, N. Y. to Mo., and
southw. July-Oct. (Indigenous southwestw.) Var. HEDERIFOLIA (L.) Gray.
Leaves deeply palmate-lobed. River-flats, waste land, etc., from Mass, westw.

and southw. (Adv. from Trop. Am.)

2. EUIPOMOEA Gray. Corolla funnel-form qr nearly campanulate, con-

torted in the bud ; stamens and style not exserted.

* Lobes of stigma and cells 3, sepals long and narrow, attenuate upward, mostly
hirsute below; corolla purple, blue, or white. (MORNING GLORY.)

3. I. HEDERXcEA Jacq. Stems retrorsely hairy ;
leaves heart-shaped, %-lobed,

the lobes acute or acuminate
; peduncles short or rather long, 1-3-flowered

;

calyx densely hairy below
;

corolla white and purple or pale blue, 3-4.6 cm.

long. Waste and cultivated ground, from s. Me. westw. and southw. July-

Sept. (Introd. from Trop. Am.)
4. I. PURpfrREA (L.) Roth. (COMMON M.) Annual

;
stems retrorsely hairy ;

leaves heart-shaped, acuminate, entire: peduncles long, umbellately 3-5-flow-

ered; calyx bristly-hairy below; corolla funnel-form, 4.5-7 cm. long, purple,

varying to white. Escaped in cultivated grounds. (Introd. from Trop. Am.)
* * Stigma 2-lobed or entire; cells 2, each 2-seeded ; sepals broader, imbricated;

leaves cordate, acuminate.

5. I. pandurata (L.) G. F. W. Mey. (WILD POTATO-VINE, MAN-OF-THE-

EARTH.) Perennial, smooth or nearly so when old, trailing or sometimes twin-

ing ;
leaves occasionally contracted at the sides so as to be fiddle-shaped ;

peduncles longer than the petioles, 1-5-flowered
; sepals smooth, ovate-oblong,

very obtuse; corolla open-funnel-form, 4.5-8 cm. long, white, with purple in the

tube. Dry ground, Ct. to Ont., southw. and southwestw. June-Sept.
Stems long and stout, from a huge root, which often weighs 4-8 (-11) kg.

6. I. lacunbsa L. Annual
;
rather smooth

;
stem twining and creeping, slen-

der
;
leaves entire or angle-lobed ; peduncles short, 1-3-flowered

; sepals lancc-

oblomj, jinintdl, in-ixthj-cilintt or hairy, half the length of the sharply 5-lobed

(white, 1-2 cm. long) corolla. River-banks and low grounds, Pa. to 111., Kan.,
and southw.; adv. on ballast north w.

5. CONV6LVULUS [Tourn.] L. BINDWEED

Corolla funnel-form to campanulate. Stamens included. Capsule globose,

2-celled, or imperfectly 4-celled by spurious partitions between the 2 seeds, or

by abortion 1-celled, mostly 2-4-valved. Herbs or somewhat shrubby plants,

twining, erect, or prostrate. (Name from convolvere, to entwine.)
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1. CALYSTEGIA (R. Br.) Gray. Stigmas oval to oblong ; calyx inclosed in
2 broad leafy bracts.

* Erect ; petioles at most one fourth as long as the leaf-blades.

1. C. spithamadus L. Downy ; stem low and mostly simple, upright or as-

cending, 1.5-3 dm. long ;
leaves broadly oblong, with or without a heart-shaped

or auricled base
;
corolla white, 4-5 cm. long ; stigmas oval. Dry and sandy

or rocky soil, local. May-Aug.
* * Twining or trailing ; petioles longer.

- Flowers double.

2. C. jAp6Nicus Thunb. Pubescent ; leaves narrowly hastate
; flowers usu-

ally double, pink. Waste places, etc.
, escaped from cultivation. (Introd. from

Asia.)
-- H- Flowers single.

3. C. sSpium L. (HEDGE B.) Glabrous or essentially so; stem high-twining
or sometimes trailing extensively; leaves triangular-halberd-shaped, acute or

pointed, the basal lobes obliquely truncate and often somewhat toothed or sinu-

ate-lobed or merely rounded
; peduncles chiefly elongated, 4-angled ;

bracts
rounded to sharp-acuminate at tip ;

corolla white or rose-color, 3-5 cm. long.

(Including var. americanus Sims.) Moist alluvial soil or along streams. June-

Sept. (Eurasia.) Passing freely to

Var. pubescens (Gray) Fernald. More or less pubescent; stems trailing or

sprawling, 3-7 dm. long ;
leaves oblong-ovate, cordate, the basal lobes obtuse or

rounded and entire. (Var. repens Gray; C. repens L.) Gravelly or marshy
sea-coast, e. Que. to Fla.; rare about the Great Lakes.

Var. fraternifl6rus Mackenzie & Bush. More or less pubescent; leaves has-
tate ; flowers 1 or 2 in the axils, their peduncles mostly short and wing-angled.

D. C. to Mo., and southw.

2. STROPHOCAULOS G.Don. Stigmas filiform; no bracts at or near the

base of the calyx.

4. C. ARVENSIS L. (FIELD B.) Perennial; stem procumbent or twining,
and low

;
leaves ovate-oblong, arrow- or halberd-shaped, with the lobes at the

base acute
; peduncles mostly 1 -flowered

;
bracts minute, remote

;
corolla 1.5-2

cm. long, white or tinged with red. Old fields and in waste places. June-Aug.
(Nat. from Eu.) Var. OBTusiFdLius Choisy. Basal lobes of the leaves rounded.

Less common. (Adv. from Eu.)

6. CUSCUTA [Tourn.] L. DODDER. LOVE VINE

Calyx 5 (rarely 4) -cleft, or of 5 sepals. Corolla globular-urn-shaped, bell-

shaped, or short-tubular, the spreading border 5 (rarely 4) -cleft, imbricate.

Stamens with a scale-like often fringed appendage at base. Ovary 2-celled,
4-ovuled

; styles distinct, or rarely united. Capsule mostly 4-seeded. Embryo
spirally coiled in the rather fleshy albumen, sometimes with a few alternate

scales (belonging to the plumule) ; germination occurring in the soil. Leafless
annual herbs, with thread-like yellowish or reddish stems, bearing a few minute
scales in place of leaves

;
on rising from the ground becoming entirely parasitic

on the bark of herbs and shrubs on which they twine, and to which they adhere

by means of suckers developed on the surface in contact. Flowers small,

cymose-clustered, mostly white, usually produced in summer and autumn.

(Name supposed to be of Arabic derivation.)

1. Stigmas elongated; capsule circumscissile.

*
Styles longer than the ovary and capsule.

1. C. EpfLiNUM Weihe. (FLAX D.) Sterns very slender, low
; flowers yel-

lowish, globular, sessile in dense scattered heads
;
corolla 5-parted, short-cylin-

drical, scarcely exceeding the broadly ovate acute divisions of the calyx,
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persistent around the capsule; sdnm-iis included; scales short, broad, erenu-

late, shorter than the globose ovary. Flax-fields; in Europe very injurious;

sparingly introduced with flax-seed into the Northern States. June-Aug.
(In trod, from Eu.)

2. C. EpfTiiYAirM Murr. Steins very slender; flowers whitish or pinkish,

capitate ;
corolla-lobes spreading, the cylindrical tube longer than the suberect

acute sepals; scales large, contiguous, toothed; stamens exserted. (C. Trifolii

Bab.) Occasionally found on clover, etc. July, Aug. (Introd. from Eu.)
* *

Styles shorter than the ovary and capsule.

3. C. EUROPA^A L. Slender
;
flowers subglobose, in dense globular clusters

;

corolla 4-5-parted, the lobes obtuse
;
scales truncate or bifid, very small and

thin or seemingly obsolete
; calyx with obtuse lobes

; capsule comparatively
large, often loosely capped by the old corolla. On Solidago, Viburnum, ete,
in a hedge-row, Gilead, Me. (Miss Furbish). July, Aug. (Adv. from Eu.)

2. Stigmas capitate ; capsule indehiscent.

* Calyx gamosepalous ; ovary and capsule depressed-globose.

-*- Flowers in dense or globular clusters ; corolla with short and wide tube, per-
sistent at the base of the capsule; styles mostly shorter than the ovary.

4. C. obtusiflbra HBK. Stems coarse, orange-colored; flowers white, 2-3 mm.
long ;

lobes of calyx oblong, obtuse, of corolla obtuse or acutish, often longer
than the tube

;
scales small, 2-cleft, often reduced to a few teeth

;
the thin cap-

sule pale greenish-yellow. ( C. chlorocarpa and C. Polygonorum Engelm. ) Wet
places, Del. and Pa. to Minn., and southw.; often on Polygonum. July-Sept.
(Trop. Am., Eurasia.)

5. C. arv6nsis Beyrich. Stems pale and slender, low
; flower* smaller (1.5-2

mm. long) ; calyx-lobes (5) obtuse, mostly very broad
;
lobes of the corolla acu-

minate, longer than the tube, with inflexed points; scales large, deeply friinj<-<L
Rather dry soil, on various low plants, Mass., westw. and southw. July-Oct.

-t- *- Flowers in panicled often densely compound cymes ; styles slender, mostly
longer than the ovary ; corolla withering on the summit of the large capsule.

6. C. Cephalanthi Engelm. Stem coarse and yellow, usually rather high-
climbing ;

flowers 2 mm. long, on short thick pedicels, often 4-merous
;
lobes of

calyx and corolla oblong, obtuse, the latter mostly shorter than the slender

deeply campanulate tube
;
scales shorter than the tube, fringed. (C. t<-nniflnra

Kngelm.) On tall herbs and shrubs, Pa. to Minn., and southw. July, Aug.

** Calyx gamosepalous; ovary and capsule pointed, the latter enveloped or

capped by the marcescent corolla ; flowers in loose panicled cymes.

- Acute tips of the corolla-lobes inflexed.

7. C. indec6ra Chois. Stems coarse
;
flowers fleshy and more or less papillose,

3-5 mm. long ; calyx-lobes triangular, acute or acutish
;
lobes of the broadly

campanulate corolla ovate-lanceolate, minutely crenulate, *j>n <t<l//i</ ; .svoVrs

large, deeply fringed; c<t]>sule em-eloped />>/ remain* of corolla ; anthers and

stigmas yellow or 'deep purple. (C. decora Engelm.) Wet prairies, on herbs
and low shrubs (principally Li'ijnniiiimn- and Compositae}, from 111. to Fla..

Tex., and \vestw. June-Sept. (Trop. Am.)
8. C. C6ryli Engelm. Similar to the preceding ; flowers of the same struc-

ture, but. siiHilliT c2 nun. long), generally 4-merous
;
corolla deeper, ?///// erect

loin N. fntitlhj c/fftju'in/ the capsule ; scales reduced to a feir (eetti. (C
1

. ltijl.rn

Engelm.) Open woods and dry prairies, on shrubs (hazels, etc.) or coarse

herbs, Ct. (according to Brit ton); Va. to Minn., Neb., and southw.

H- -- Corolla-lobes obtuse, spreading.
(

.i. C. Gronbvii Willd. Stems coarse, often climbing liiuh ;
corolla-lobes

shorter than or equaling the deeply eainpanulate tube
;
scales copiously t'rinued ;

capsule globose, niiilnnuttc. Wet shady places, N. S. to Man., and southw.
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The commonest of our species. Very variable in size and compactness of

clusters.

10. C. rostrata Shuttlw. Similar to the preceding ;
flowers larger (4-6 mm.

long), more delicate and whiter; lobes of corolla and calyx shorter than the

tubes
;
slender styles longer ; ovary bottle-shaped ; capsule long-pointed. Shady

valleys in the mts., Md. and Va., southw.; on tall herbs, rarely shrubs.

*** Sepals 5, distinct, surrounded by 2 or more similar bracts ; styles capillary;
scales large, deeply fringed ; capsule capped by the marcescent corolla.

11. C. cuspidata Engelm. Stems slender; flowers 3-5 mm. long, thin, on
bracteolate pedicels in loose panicles ; the ovate-orbicular bracts and sepals and
the oblong corolla-lobes cuspidate or mucronate, rarely obtuse, shorter than the

cylindrical tube
; styles many times longer than the ovary, at length exserted.

Wet or dry prairies, on Ambrosia, Iva, some Leguminosae, etc., Neb. to Mo.
and Tex.

12. C. compacta Juss. Stems coarse
; flowers closely sessile in densely com-

pact clusters; bracts (3-5) and sepals orbicular, concave, slightly crenate, ap-
pressed, nearly equaling or much shorter than the cylindrical tube of the corolla

;

stamens shorter than the oblong obtuse spreading lobes of the latter. In damp
woods, almost always on shrubs, Mass, to Ont., and southw.

13. C. glomerata Chois. Flowers very densely clustered, forming knotty
masses closely encircling the stem of the foster plant, much imbricated with
scarious oblong bracts, their tips recurved-spreading ; sepals nearly similar,
shorter than the short-cylindrical tube of the corolla

;
stamens nearly as long

as the oblong-lanceolate obtuse spreading or reflexed corolla-lobes
; style several

times longer than the ovary. (C. paradoxa Raf. ?) Wet prairies, O. to Minn.,
Kan., and Tex., mostly on tall Compositae. The rope-like twists (1-3 cm.

thick) of white flowers, with golden yellow anthers imbedded in a mass of curly
bracts, have a singular appearance.

POLEMONIACEAE (POLEMONIUM FAMILY)

Herbs, with alternate or opposite leaves, regular &-merous and 5-androus

flowers, the lobes of the corolla convolute in the bud, a ^-celled ovary and 3-lobed

style; capsule 3-celled, 3-valved, loculicidal, few-many-seeded ; the valves usu-

ally breaking away from the triangular central column. Seeds amphitropous,
the coat frequently mucilaginous when moistened and emitting spiral threads.

Embryo straight, in the axis of copious albumen. Calyx persistent, imbricated.

Corolla with a 5-parted border. Anthers introrse. Insipid and innocent

plants, many ornamental and in cultivation.

1. Phlox. Corolla salver-form. Calyx slender. Leaves opposite, entire.

2. Gilia. Corolla tubular-funnel-forrn or salver-form. Calyx slender, partly scarious. Leaves

mostly alternate.

3. Polemonium. Corolla open-bell-shaped. Calyx herbaceous, bell-shaped. Filaments slender,

equal. Leaves alternate, pinnate or pinnately parted.

1. PHL6X L.

Calyx somewhat prismatic, or plaited and angled. Corolla with a long tube.

Stamens very unequally inserted in the tube of the corolla, included. Capsule
ovoid, with sometimes 2 ovules but ripening only a single seed in each cell.

Perennials (except a few southern species), with opposite and sessile perfectly
entire leaves, the floral often alternate. Flowers cymose, mostly bracted

;
the

open clusters terminal or crowded in the upper axils. (4>X6, flame, an ancient
name of Lychnis, transferred to this North American genus.) Most of our

species are cultivated in gardens.

GRAY'S MANUAL 43
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1. Herbaceous, with flat (broad or narrow) leaves.

* Stem strictly erect ; panicle pyramidal or ellipsoid, many-flowered ; peduncles
and pedicels very short ; corolla-lobes entire.

1. P. paniculata L. Stem stout, 0.5-1.5 m. high, smooth, or puberulent or

villous above; leaves oblong-lanceolate and ovate-lanceolate, pointed, large,

tapering or rounded, the upper often heart-shaped at the base
; panicle ample,

pyramidal-corymbed ; calyx smooth or glandular-hispid, the teeth awn-pointed ;

corolla pink-purple varying to white. (Including P. acuminata Pursh, P. glan-
dulosa Shuttlw., and P. amplifolia Britton.) Open woods, Pa. to 111., Kan.,
and southw.; escaped from cultivation northw. July-Sept. Highly variable
in outline of leaf, pubescence of leaves, stems, calyx, and corolla, but without
concomitant characters.

2. P. maculata L. (WILD SWEET WILLIAM.) Smooth, or barely roughish ;

stem spotted with purple, rather slender, 3-9 dm. high ;
lower leaves lanceolate,

the upper nearly ovate-lanceolate, tapering to the apex from the broad and
rounded or somewhat heart-shaped base

; panicle narrow, ellipsoid, leafy below
;

calyx-teeth triangular-lanceolate, short, scarcely pointed ; corolla pink-purple.
Rich woodlands and along streams, Ct. to Minn., and southw. June-Sept.
Var. CANDIDA Michx. White-flowered

; commonly with spotless stem. With the

ordinary form.

* * Stems, at least the flowering ones, ascending or erect ; flowers in corymbed
or simple cymes ; corolla-lobes obovate or obcordate.

*- Calyx-teeth triangular-subulate; corolla-lobes rounded, entire; glabrous or

nearly so.

3. P. ovata L. Stems ascending, 2.5-6 dm. high, often from a prostrate base
;

leaves oblong-lanceolate, or the upper ovate-lanceolate, and sometimes heart-

shaped at the base, acute or pointed ;
flowers pink or rose-red, crowded, short-

peduncled ; calyx-teeth short and broad, acute. Woods, Pa. to Ala. May-
July.

4. P. glab6rrima L. Stems slender, erect, 0.3-1 m. high ;
leaves linear-lan-

ceolate or rarely oblong-lanceolate, very smooth (except the rough and some-
times revolute margins), 5-12 cm. long, tapering gradually to a point ; cymes
few-flowered and loosely corymbed ;

flowers peduncled, pink or whitish
; calyx-

teeth narrower and very sharp-pointed. Prairies and open woods, n. Va. to O.

and Minn., s. to Fla. and Mo. June, July.

t- H- Calyx-teeth long and slender; more or less hairy or glandular-pubescent.

** JVb runners or prostrate leafy shoots.

5. P. pil&sa L. Stems slender, nearly erect, 2-5 dm. high, usually hairy,
as are the lanceolate or linear leaves (2.5-10 dm. long), which commonly taper
to a sharp point ; cymes at length open ; calyx-tqeth slender, awl-shaped and

awn-like, longer than the tube, loose or spreading ;
lobes of the pink-purple or

rose-red (rarely white) corolla obovate, entire. Dry or sandy woods, prairies,

etc., Ct. to Ont., Man., and southw. May, June.
ft. P. amodna Sims. Stems ascending, 1.5-5 dm. high, mostly simple ;

leaves

broadly linear, lanceolate, or ovate-oblong, abruptly acute or blunt, -j". cm. long,
on sterile shoots often ovate

; cyme mostly compact and sessile, leafy-bract /
;

calyx-teeth awl-shaped or linear, sharp-pointed, but seldom awned, rather longer
than the tube, straight ;

lobes of the corolla obovate and entire (or rarely

notched), purple^ pink, or sometimes white. Dry hills and barrens, Va. to Ky.,
s. to Fla. May, June.

*-*. 4-+ Leafy shoots from the base creeping or decumbent ; leaves rather broad.

7. P. stolonifera Sims. Runners creeping, bearing roundish-obovate smooth-
ish and thickish leaves; flowering stems (1-2.5 dm. high) and their oblong or

ovate obtuse leaves (1-2.5 cm. long) pubescent, often clammy ; cyme close, few-

flowered
; calyx-teeth linear-awl-shaped, about the length of the tube

;
lobes of

the reddish-purple corolla round-obovate, mostly entire. (P. reptans Michx.)
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Damp woods, in the Allegheny region, Pa. to Ky. and Ga.; locally introd.

northw. May, June.
8. P. divaricata L. (BLUK PHLOX.) Stems spreading or ascending from a

decumbent base, 2-5 dm. high ;
. leaves oblong- or lance-ovate or the lower oblong-

lanceolate, 2-5 cm. long, acutish
; cyme corymbose-panicled, spreading, loosely

flowered
; calyx-teeth slender awl-shaped, longer than the tube

;
lobes of the

pale lilac or bluish corolla obcordate or wedge-obovate and notched at the end,
or often entire, equaling or longer than the tube, with rather wide sinuses be-

tween them. Rocky damp woods, w. Que. to Minn., and southw. May, June.
A form occurs near Crawfordsville, Ind., with reduced flowers, the narrow

entire acuminate corolla-lobes scarcely half as long as the tube.

* * * /Stems low, diffuse and branching ; flowers scattered or barely cymulose ;

corolla-lobes narrowly cuneate, bifid; calyx-lobes subulate-lanceolate.

9. P. bifida Beck. Minutely pubescent ; stems ascending, branched, 1-2 dm.

high; leaves linear, becoming nearly glabrous, 1-4.5 cm. long, 2-3 mm. wide;
flowers few, on slender peduncles ; calyx-teeth awl-shaped, about as long as the
tube

;
lobes of the pale purple corolla 2-cleft to or below the middle, equaling the

tube, the divisions linear-oblong. Sandy soil, Ind. to Mich., la., and Mo.

May, June.
10. P. Stellaria Gray. Very glabrous; leaves barely somewhat ciliate at

base, linear, 1.5-5.5 cm. long, 1-3.5 mm. wide, acute, rather rigid ;
flowers

mostly long-peduncled ;
lobes of the pale blue or almost white corolla bifid at the

apex into barely oblong lobes. Limestone cliffs of Ky. R., s. 111., and barrens
of Tenn. Apr., May.

2. Suffruticulose and creeping-cespitose, evergreen, with mostly crowded and
fascicled subulate and rigid leaves.

11. P. subulata L. (GROUND or Moss PINK.) Depressed, in broad mats;
stems villous above, or somewhat glandular ;

leaves awl-shaped, lanceolate, or

narrowly linear, 0.5-1.5 cm. long ; cymes few-flowered
; calyx-teeth awl-shaped,

rigid ;
corolla pink-purple or rose-color with a darker center, sometimes white ;

lobes wedge-shaped, notched, or entire. (P. Hentzii Nutt. =P. Brittonii Small,
the most glandular state.) Dry rocky hills and sandy banks, N. Y. to Mich.,
Ky., and Fla.

;
naturalized in N. E. Apr.-June.

2. GlLIA R. & P.

Calyx-lobes narrow and acute, the tube scarious below the sinuses. Stamens
equally or unequally inserted. Capsule with solitary to numerous seeds.

Mostly herbs with alternate leaves. (Dedicated to Felipe Gil, a Spanish
botanist. )

1. COLL6MIA (Nutt.) Gray. Flowers capitate-glomerate and foliose-

*bracted
; stamens unequally inserted in the narrow tube of the salver-form

corolla; ovules solitary ; leaves sessile and entire ; annuals.

1. G. linearis (Nutt.) Gray. Branching and in age spreading, 1.5-5 dm.

high ;
leaves linear- or oblong-lanceolate ; calyx-lobes triangular-lanceolate,

acute
;
corolla 1 cm. long, from lilac-purple to nearly white, very slender, with

small limb. (Collomia Nutt.) Dry open soil, n. e. N. B. and adjacent Que. ;

Minn, and Man. to B. C., s. to Ariz, and Cal.
; slightly adv. eastw.

2. IPOM6PSIS (Michx.) Benth. Flowers in long thyrsoid panicles ; stamens

equally inserted at or below the throat of the narrow funnel-form corolla;
ovules many ; leaves mostly divided ; biennials.

2. G. RtBRA (L.) Heller. (STANDING CYPRESS.) Simple, 0.5-1 m. high;
leaves crowded, divided into filiform segments ; thyrse 2-4 dm. long ; calyx with

long setaceous lobes; corolla red, pink, or white, 2.5-3.5 cm. long; stamens
included or barely exserted. (G. coronopifolia Pers.) Pastures and roadsides,

local, Franklin Co., Mass., and O. June-Aug. (Nat. from the Southwest.)
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3. POLEM6NIUM [Tourn.] L. GREEK VALERIAN

Stamens equally inserted at the summit of the very short tube of the open-

bell-shaped or short funnel-form corolla
;
filaments declined, hairy-appendaged

at the base. Capsule few-several-seeded. Perennials, with alternate pinnate

leaves, the upper leaflets sometimes confluent
;
the corymbose flowers nearly

bractless. (An ancient name, from 7r6\e^os, war, of doubtful application.)
1. P. rSptans L. Smooth throughout or slightly pubescent ;

stems weak and

spreading, 2-4 dm. high, never creeping as the name denotes
;

leaflets 5-15,

ovate-lanceolate or oblong ; corymbs few-flowered
;
flowers nodding ; calyx-lobes

ovate, shorter than the tube; stamens and stifle included; corolla light blue,

about 1-1.5 cm. wide; capsules about ^-seeded. Woods, N. Y. to Minn., and
southw. Apr.-June.

2. P. Van-Briintiae Britton. Stem erect, 1 m. or less high, nearly or quite

glabrous ;
leaflets 9-21, ovate to lanceolate, or the upper leaves rarely simple ;

flowers in close cymes forming a thyrse or contracted panicle ; calyx enlarged
in fruit, becoming 1 cm. or more long, the acutish lobes about equaling the tube

;

stamens and style exserted ; corolla blue, 1.5-2 cm. broad ; capsule several-seeded.

(P. coeruleum Man. ed. (5, not L.) Mountain swamps, Vt., n. w. Ct., and
N. Y. to Md. May-July.

HYDROPHYLLACEAE (WATERLEAF FAMILY)

Herbs, commonly hairy, with mostly alternate leaves, regular 6-merous and

5-androus flowers, in aspect between the foregoing and the next family ; but the

ovary entire and l-celled with 2 parietal 4^-many-ovuled placentae, or ran-ly

Z-celled by the union of the placentae in the axis ; style 2-cleft, or 2 separate

styles; fruit a 2-valved ^many-seeded capsule. Seeds mostly reticulated or

pitted. Embryo small, in copious albumen. Flowers chiefly blue or white, in

1-sided cymes or false racemes, which are mostly bractless and coiled from the

apex when young, as in the Borage Family. A small family of plants of no

marked properties ;
some cultivated for ornament.

Tribe I. HYDROPHfLLEAE. Ovary and capsule l-celled. Seeds pitted or reticulated ; albumen

cartilaginous. Leaves cut-toothed, lobed, or pinnate. Style. 2-cleft.

* Ovary lined with the dilated and fleshy placentae, which inclose the ovules and seeds (in our plants

only 4) like an inner pericarp.

1. Hydrophyllum. Stamens exserted ;
anthers linear. Calyx unchanged in fruit.

2. Nemophila. Stamens included; anthers ovoid or cordate. Calyx with rellcxed appendages

at the sinuses, enlarged in fruit.

:5. Ellisia. Stamens included. Calyx destitute of appendages, enlarged in fruit.

* * Ovary with narrow parietal placentae, in fruit projecting inward more or less.

4. Phacelia. Corolla-lobes imbricated in the bud. Calyx destitute i.f app.-nda-.-s.

Tribe II. HYDR6LEAE. Ovary and capsule 2-celled, the placentae often projecting from the axis

far into tin- cells. Albumen fleshy. Leaves entire. Styles 2.

5. Hydrolea. Corolla between wheel-shaped and bell-shaped.

1. HYDROPHYLLUM [Tourn.] L. WATERLEAF

Calyx 5-parted. sometimes with a small appendage in each sinus, early open
in the bud. Corolla bell-shaped, 5-cleft

;
the lobes convolute in the bud: the

tube furnished \\ith .", longitudinal linear appendages opposite the lobes, forming
a nectariferous groove. Stamens and style mostly exserted ; lilainents more or

less bearded. Ovary bristly hairy (as is usual in the family); the placentae soon

free from the walls except at the top and bottom. Capsule ripeuiim It set ds.

Spheric*!. Perennial*, with petioled ample leaves, and \vhite or bluish-purple
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cymose-clustered flowers. (Name formed of vdwp, water, and <j>v\\ov, leaf; of

no obvious application.)

* Calyx with minute if any appendages ; rootstocks creeping, scaly-toothed.

1. H. macrophyllum Nutt. Rough-hairy ; leaves oblong, pinnate andpinnati-
fid / the divisions Q-13, ovate, obtuse, coarsely cut-toothed

;
basal leaves 2-3.5 dm.

long ; peduncle shorter than the petiole ; calyx-lobes lanceolate-pointed from a
broad base, very hairy ;

flowers 1 cm. or so long, crowded in a globular cluster
;

anthers short-oblong. Rich woods, Va. to O., 111., and southw. May, June.
2. H. virginianum L. Smoothish, 2-7 dm. high; leaves pinnately divided;

the divisions 5-7, ovate-lanceolate or oblong, pointed, sharply cut-toothed, the
lowest mostly 2-parted, the uppermost confluent

; peduncles longer than the

petioles of the upper leaves, forked
; calyx-lobes narrowly linear, bristly-ciliate ;

flowers 1 cm. or less long; anthers oblong-linear. Rich woods, N. H. and
w. Que., westw. and southw. May-Aug. H. patens Britton, indistinguishable
as to foliage, is said to differ in its somewhat more ciliate petioles, appressed
calyx-lobes, and more spreading corolla-lobes.

3. H. canad6nse L. Nearly smooth, 2-7 dm. high ;
leaves 0.5-2.5 dm. broad,

palmately 5-7-lobed, rounded, heart-shaped at base, unequally toothed, those
from the base sometimes with 2-3 small and scattered lateral leaflets : peduncles
mostly shorter than the petioles, forked, the nearly white flowers on very short

pedicels ; calyx-lobes linear-awl-shaped, nearly smooth, often with minute teeth
in the sinuses. Damp rich woods, s. w. Vt. and w. Mass, to Ont., 111., Ky.,
and N. C. June-Aug.

* * Calyx with a small reflexed lobe in each sinus ; stamens little exserted.

4. H. appendiculatum Michx. Hairy ;
stem-leaves palmately 5-lobed,

rounded, the lobes toothed and pointed, the lowest pinnately divided
; cymes

rather loosely flowered
;
filiform pedicels and calyx bristly-hairy. Damp woods,

N. Y. and Out. to Minn., and southw. May, June.

2. NEM6PHILA Nutt.

Corolla bell-shaped or almost wheel-shaped ;
lobes convolute in the bud

;

tube mostly with 10 small folds or scales inside. Placentae (bearing each 2-12

ovules), capsule, and seeds as in Hydrophyllum. Diffuse fragile annuals, with

opposite or partly alternate pinnatifid or lobed leaves, and 1-flowered peduncles.
(Name from W/AOS, a grove, and (piXelv, to love?)

1. N. micrticalyx (Nutt.) Fisch. & Mey. Small, roughish-pubescent ;
stems

diffusely spreading, 0.5-4 dm. long; leaves parted or deeply cleft into 3-6
roundish or wedge-obovate sparingly cut-lobed divisions, the upper all alternate

;

peduncles opposite the leaves, shorter than the long petioles ;
flowers minute

;

corolla white, longer than the calyx ; placentae each 2-ovuled
; capsule 1-2-

seeded. Moist woods, Va. to Fla., w. to Ark. and Tex. Apr.-June.

3. ELLiSIA L.

Corolla bell-shaped or cylindraceous, not longer than the calyx, 5-lobed
above

,
the lobes imbricated or convolute in the bud, the tube with 5 minute

appendages within. Placentae (each 2-ovuled), fruit, and seeds much as in

Hydrophyllum. Delicate and branching annuals, with lobed or divided leaves,
the lower opposite, and small whitish flowers. (Named for John Ellis, distin-

guished naturalist and correspondent of Linnaeus.) MACROCALYX Trew.
1. E. Nyctelea L. Minutely or sparingly roughish- hairy, divergently

branched, 1-4 dm. high ;
leaves pinnately parted into 7-13 lanceolate or

linear-oblong sparingly cut-toothed divisions
; peduncles solitary in the forks

or opposite the leaves, 1-flowered
; calyx-lobes lanceolate, pointed, about the

length of the cylindraceous corolla, in fruit ovate-lanceolate, I cm. long ; cap-
sule pendulous. Shady damp places, N. J. to Sask., and southw.

;
casual

northeastw. Apr.-July.
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4. PHACELIA Juss.

Corolla open-bell-shaped, 5-lobed. Filaments slender, often (with the 2-cleft

style) exserted
;
anthers ovoid or oblong. Ovary with 2 linear placentae adher-

ent to the walls, the two often forming an imperfect partition in the ovoid

4-many-seeded capsule. Ovules 2-30 on each placenta. Perennial or mostly
annual herbs, with simple, lobed, or divided leaves, and often handsome (blue,

purple, or white) flowers in scorpioid raceme-like cymes (to which the name,
from 0d/ce\os, a fascicle, doubtless alludes).

1. EUPHACELIA Gray. Seeds and ovules only 4 (two on each placenta);
corolla campanulate, with narrow folds or appendages within, the lobes

entire.

1. P. bipinnatlfida Michx. Biennial
;
stem upright, hairy, 2.5-6 dm. high ;

leaves long-petioled, pinnately 3-5-divided, the divisions ovate or oblong-ovate,

acute, coarsely and often sparingly cut-lobed or pinnatitid ;
racemes elongated,

loosely many-flowered, glandular-pubescent; pedicels about the length of the

calyx, spreading or recurved
;
corolla bright blue, 1-1.5 cm. broad, with 6 pairs

of longitudinal ciliate folds
;
stamens bearded below and with the style exserted.

Rich shaded banks, O. to Mo., and southw. May, June.

2. COSMANTHUS (Nolte) Gray. Ovules and seeds as in 1
;
corolla almost

rotate, with fimbriate lobes, and no appendages within ; filaments villous-

bearded, rarely exserted ; leaves pinnatifid, the upper clasping.

2. P. Piirshii Buckley. Sparsely hairy ;
stem erect or ascending, branched,

1.6-5 dm. high ;
lobes of the stem-leaves 5-9, oblong or lanceolate, acute ; raceme

many-flowered; calyx-lobes lance-linear; corolla light blue, varying to white,
1 cm. or so broad. Moist woods, etc., Pa. to Minn., and southw.; locally
introd. in e. Ont. and Ct. Apr.-June.

3. P. fimbriata Michx. Slightly hairy, slender
;
stems spreading or ascend-

ing, 1-3 dm. long, few-leaved
;
lowest leaves divided into 3-5 roundish leaflets

;

the upper 5-7-cleft or cut-toothed, the lobes obtuse ; raceme 3-lQ-flowered ;

calyx-lobes linear-oblong, obtuse, becoming spatulate ;
corolla white, barely 1

cm. broad. Woods, high mts.
, Va. to Ala. May, June.

3. COSMANTHOlDES Gray. Ovules and seeds 2-8 on each placenta;
corolla rotate or campanulate, with entire lobes and no appendages.

4. P. dftbia (L.) Small. Somewhat hairy, slender, diffusely spreading, 1-3

dm. high ;
leaves pinnately cleft or the lower divided into 3-5 short lobes

;

racemes solitary, loosely b-\b-fiowered ; pedicels filiform, mostly longer than
the oblong calyx-lobes ;

corolla open-campanulate, bluish-white, 8-14 mm.
broad; filaments hairy ; capsule globular, 6-12-seeded, one half shorter than the

calyx. (P. parviflora Pursh.) Shaded banks, N. Y. to Kan., and southw.

Apr.-June.
5. P. hirsuta Nutt. More hirsute and less slender

;
corolla larger, 13-15 mm.

in diameter; seeds 4-8. Prairies and barrens, Va. to Kan., and southw.
0. P. Covlllei Watson. Like the preceding; racemes 2-5-flowered ; calyx-

lobes linear, in fruit 6 mm. long or more
;

corolla tubular-campanulate, with

erect limb
; filaments glabrous ; capsule depressed-globose ;

seeds 4, large.

Alluvial soil, D. C.
;
"111." Apr., May.

4. EtlTOCA (R. Br.) Gray. Ovules and seeds numerous on each placenta;
corolla rotate-campanulate, with 10 vertical lamellae within.

7. P. Franklinii (R. Br.) Gray. Soft-hairy; stem erect, 2-6 dm. high,
rather stout ; leaves pinnately parted into many lanceolate or oblong-linear

lobes, which are crowded and often cut-toothed or pinnatifid ;
racemes short,

dense, crowded into an oblong spike ; calyx-lobes linear
;
corolla blue. Dry

soil and recent clearings, Ont. and Mich, to the Rocky Mts., and far northw.

June-Aug.
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5. HYDRdLEA L.

Corolla 5-cleft. Filaments dilated at base. Capsule globular, with very

large and fleshy many-seeded placentae, thin-walled, 2-4-valved or bursting

irregularly. Seeds minute, striate-ribbed. Herbaceous or scarcely shrubby,

growing in water or wet places, often having spines in the leaf-axils, and clus-

tered blue flowers. (Name unexplained, doubtless in part from vdup, water, in

allusion to the aquatic habitat.) NAMA L., in part.
1. H. affiinis Gray. Glabrous throughout; stem ascending from a creeping

;
leaves lanceolate, tapering to a very short petiole ; flowers in small axillary

leafy-bracted clusters ; divisions of calyx lance-ovate, equaling the corolla and
the irregularly bursting globose capsule. Banks of streams, etc.

,
111. to Tenn.

and Tex. June-Aug.
2. H. quadrivalvis Walt. Similar, but villous-hispid above; divisions of

calyx linear or linear-lanceolate. Wet ground, Va., and southw. July-Sept.
3. H. ovata Nutt. Hirsute or puberulent ;

leaves ovate ; flowers in terminal

leafy panicles ; calyx hirsute, with lanceolate divisions shorter than the corolla.

Mo. to La. and Tex. June-Aug.

BORAGINACEAE (BORAGE FAMILY)

Chiefly rough-hairy herbs, with alternate entire leaves, and symmetrical

flowers with a 5-parted calyx, a regular b-lobed corolla (except in Echium),

5 stamens inserted on its tube, a single style and a usually deeply 4-lobed ovary

(as in Labiatae) , forming in fruit 4 seed-like l-seeded nutlets, or separating into

two 2-seeded or four l-seeded nutlets. Albumen none. Cotyledons plano-

convex
;

radicle pointing to the apex of the fruit. Stigmas 1 or 2. Calyx

valvate, the corolla imbricated (in Myosotis convolute) in the bud. Flowers

mostly on one side of the branches of a reduced cyme, imitating a spike or

raceme, which is rolled up from the end, and straightens as the blossoms

expand (circinate or scorpioid), often bractless. A rather large family of

innocent mucilaginous and slightly bitter plants ;
the roots of some species

yielding a red dye.

N.B. In this family the figures represent the inflorescence (or a portion

of it) x f and details (flower, fruiting calyx, or nutlet) x 2.

Tribe I. HELIOTROPlEAE. Ovary not lobed ;
fruit separating into 2-4 nutlets.

1. Heliotropium. Corolla salver-forrn. Stamens included. Nutlets 1-2-celled.

Tribe II. BORAGfNEAE. Ovary deeply 4-parted, forming as many separate l-seeded nutlets in

fruit; style rising from the center between them.

* Nutlets attached laterally.

-t- Nutlets armed with prickles ; throat of corolla closed by 5 scales.

2. Cynoglossum. Nutlets horizontally radiate, much produced downward, covered with barbed

prickles.

3. Lappula. Nutlets erect or ascending, the margin or back armed with barbed prickles.

-- -H Nutlets at most granular-roughened.

4. Amsinckia. Calyx simply but deeply 5-cleft. Corolla yellow, with slender tube and open

throat.

5. Asperugo. Calyx with 5 broad flat veiny lobes and 5 smaller alternating ones. Corolla blue.

* * Nutlets attached at or near the base, smooth or merely wrinkled, not prickly.

+- Throat of corolla closed by 5 scales.

M- Corolla and stamens regular ; achene with large excavated scar.

6. Symphytum. Corolla short-tubular, enlarged above, closed by 5 linear-subulate scales.
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+* -M- Corolla irregular, limb and throat oblique, and lobes unequal.

7. Lycopsis. Corolla-tube curved. Stamens included.

+- -- Throat of corolla open or merely with folds or crests (not scales).

H- Corolla and stamens regular.

8. Myosotis. Corolla short salver-form, its lobes rounded, and throat crested. Racemes not

leafy-bracted (or only exceptionally so at base).

9. Mertensia. Corolla trumpet- or funnel-shaped, with open or crested throat, usually blue.

Nutlets fleshy or becoming dry, attached just above the base.

10. Lithospermum. Corolla salver-form to funnel-form, its rounded lobes spreading ; the throat

either naked or with low crests. Racemes leafy-bracted.

11. Onosmodium. Corolla tubular, unappendaged, its erect lobes acute. Racemes leafy-bracted.

H- -M- Corolla irregular, limb and throat oblique, and lobes unequal.

12. Echium. Dilated throat of corolla unappendaged. Stamens unequal, exserted.

1. HELIOTROPIUM [Tourn.] L. TURNSOLE. HELIOTROPE

Corolla salver-form or funnel-form, unappendaged, more or less plaited in

the bud. Anthers nearly sessile. Style short
; stigma conical or capitate.

Fruit separating into 2 indurated 2-celied and 2-seeded closed carpels, or more
commonly into 4 one-seeded nutlets. Herbs or low shrubby plants ;

leaves

entire
;

fl. in summer. (The ancient name, from ij\ios, the sun, and rpoir^, a

turn, with reference to its flowering at the summer solstice.)

1. EUHELIOTR^PIUM Griseb. Fruit Globed, separating into four l-celled

\-seeded nutlets style short.

* Flowers in bractless one-sided scorpioid spikes.

1. H. EUROPAEUM L. Erect annual, 1.5-8 dm. high,

hoary-pubescent; leaves oval, long-petioled ;
lateral spikes

single, the terminal in pairs ; calyx spreading in fruit,

hairy ;
corolla white, rarely 4 mm. broad. Waste and

ballast ground, Mass, to D. C. and Fla. (Adv. from Eu.)
2. H. curassavicum L. (SEASIDE H.) Apparently

annual, glabrous ; stems ascending ;
leaves lance-linear

or spatulate, thickish, pale, almost veinless
; spikes in

pairs ;
flowers white or bluish. Sandy seashores and salt

marshes, from Del. southw.
;
saline soils, s. 111., southw.

and westw. ;
ballast and waste places near the coast,

locally northw. to Me. FIG. 849.

* *
Inflorescence not at all scorpi-
oid ; flowers scattered.

3. H. tenellum (Nutt.) Torr.

Stem 1.5-4 dm. high, paniculately

branched, slender, strigose-can-
escent

;
leaves narrowly linear,

with revolute margins ;
flowers

white, often bractless. Open
dry ground, Ky. to Kan., and
southw. FlG. 850. 850. II. tom-llum.

2. TIARfDIUM (Lehm.) Gray. Fruit 2-lobed, sepa-

rating into two 2-ceIll--s<<<lf<l <v/r;>f7s. ti'ith ,v<>w-

times a pair f (>ntjtt>/ ftil*? o7/x ; style very short ;

H. indicum. flowers in bractless scorpioid spikes.

4. H. INDICITM L. Erect and hairy annual ; leaves petioled, ovate or oval and
somewhat heart-shaped ; spikes single ;

corolla blur ; fruit 2-cleft, miter-shaped,
with an empty false cell before each seed-bearing cell. Waste places. Ky. to Ind.,

Mo., and southw.
;
also on ballast northw. (Adv. from India.) FK.. 851.

849. H. curassavicum.
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852. C. officinale.

2. CYNOGL6SSUM [Tourn.] L. HOUND'S TONGUE

Corolla funnel-form, the tube about equaling the 5-parted calyx ;
lobes

rounded. Stamens included. Nutlets depressed or convex, oblique, fixed near

the apex to the base of the style, roughened all over with short barbed or hooked

prickles. Coarse herbs, with petioled lower leaves
;
the mostly panicled (so-

called) racemes naked above, usually bracted at base. (Name from ntwv, a dog,
and 7\tD<r<ra, tongue; from the shape and texture of the leaves.)

1. C. OFFICINA.LE L. (COMMON H.) Biennial, clothed with short soft hairs,

leafy, panicled above
; upper leaves lanceolate, closely sessile by a rounded

or slightly heart-shaped base
;
racemes nearly bractless

;

jf^Cx corolla reddish-purple (rarely white) ;
nutlets flat on the

\jcfjj
broad upper face, somewhat margined. Waste ground and

TJtow &&& pastures, locally abundant, the large nutlets adhering to the

fleece of sheep, etc. (Nat. from Eu. ) Strong-scented.

B^fe FIG. 852.

Y 2 - C. virginianum L. (WILD COMFREY.) Perennial,
iLto roughish with spreading bristly hairs; stem simple, few-

<l||p>> leaved, 3-8 dm. high ;
stem-leaves lanceolate-oblong, clasp-

ing by a deep heart-shaped base
;
racemes few andcorymbed,

r|U^)
raised on long naked peduncles, bractless

; calyx in anthesis

?|M 3.5-4.5 mm. long ; corolla pale blue, 1-1.2 cm. broad, with
.

te^IL suborbicular lobes and closed sinuses ; nutlets strongly
*

echinate, compressed-orbicular-obovoid, cuneate at base, 7-9

mm. long. Open deciduous woods, N. J. to Mo., southw.
and southwestw. May.

3. C. boreale Fernald. Similar, but more slender
;
stems

villous-hispid at base, appressed-pubescent above
; only the

upper stem-leaves clasping; calyx in anthesis 2-2.5 mm.
long ; corolla 6-8 mm. broad, the lobes oblong-ovate, the sinuses open ; nutlets

compressed-pyriforrn-obovoid, 4-5 mm. long. (C. virginicum Man. ed. 6, in

part.) Open woods and alluvial banks, e. Que. to B. C., s. to Ct., N. Y., Mich.,
and Minn. May, June.

3. LAPPULA [Rivinius] Moench. STICKSEED

Corolla salver-form, short, imbricated in the bud. Stamens included. Nutlets
fixed to the base of the style or central column, triangular or compressed, the
back armed with prickles which are barbed at the apex, otherwise naked.

Rough-hairy and grayish herbs, with small blue to whitish flowers in racemes
or spikes ; flowering all summer. (Name a diminutive of lappa, a bur.)
ECHINOSPERMUM Sw.
* Slender pedicels recurved or deflexed in fruit; calijx-lobes short, at length

reflexed; biennial or perennial, not hispid.

1. L. Virginiana (L.) Greene. (BEGGAR'S LICE.) Stem 3-12 dm. high;
radical leaves round-ovate or cordate, slender-petioled ;

cauline 0.5-2.5 dm.

long, ovate-oblong to oblong-lanceolate,
acuminate at both ends

; loosely pani-
culate racemes divaricate

; pedicel and
flower each about 2 mm. long ;

nutlets

of the globose fruit equally short-glo-
chidiate over the whole back. (Echino-
spermum virginicum Lehm.) Woods,
thickets, and waysides, Me. and w. Que.,
westw. and southw. FIG. 853.

2. L. defl^xa (Wah-
lenb.) Garcke. Diffusely
branched, 0.3-1 m. high ;

leaves oblong to lanceolate
;
racemes lax,

854. L. deflexa. loosely paniculate ;
flowers small

;
the globular-pyramidal fruit

853. L. virglniana.
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855 L defl

v. amer.

3-4 mm. long, the nutlets only marginally glochidiate. (Echino-
spermum Lehm. ) Calcareous mountains and cliffs, e. Que. ;

road-

sides and waste places, N. B. to Minn., local. (Eurasia.) FIG. 854.

Var - americana (Gray) Greene. Nutlets with a few prickles

along the middle. Thickets and open woods, la. to Man., westw.

and northw. Fio. 855.

3. L. floribunda (Lehm.) Greene. Rather strict, 0.3-1.5 m. high; leaves

oblong- to linear-lanceolate, the lowest tapering into margined

petioles ;
racemes numerous, commonly geminate and in fruit

rather strict; corolla larger, blue, sometimes white, 0.5-1 cm.

in diameter
;
nutlets 4-6 mm. long, scabrous and margined with

a close row of flat-subulate prickles. (Echinospermum Lehm.)
Ont. and Minn, to Sask., and westw. FIG. 856. 856. L. floribunda.

* * Stout pedicels not deflexed ; calyx becoming foliaceous ; leaves

linear, lanceolate, or the lower spatulate ; hispid annuals.

4. L. ECHINATA Gilibert. Erect, 1.5-6 dm. high ;
nutlets

rough-granulate or tuberculate on the back, the margins with a
double row of slender distinct prickles, or these irregularly dis-

tributed over most of the back. (Echinospermum Lappula
Lehm.) Waste and cultivated grounds, local. (Nat. from Eu.)
FIG. 857.

5. L. Red6wskii (Hornem.) Greene, var. occidentalis (Wats.)
Rydb. Erect, 1.5-6 dm. high, at length diffuse; nutlets irregu-

larly and minutely sharp-tuberculate, the mar-

gins armed with a single row of stout flattened M^
prickles sometimes confluent at base. (L. tex- (fJS
ana Britton.) Ont. to Sask. and Tex., and

westw.; ballast and waste places, eastw. FIG.

858.

4. AMSiNCKIA Lehm.

857. L. echinata.

858. L. Redowskii,
V. OCC.

Corolla salver-form or tubular-funnel-form. Style filiform. Nutlets rough,

dull, ovoid-trigonous, attached below the middle. Rough-hairy annuals, with

oblong or narrower leaves and scorpioid-spicate yellow flowers,
at least the lowest leafy-bracted. (Dedicated to the memory
of Wilhelm Amsinck, a burgomaster of Hamburg, who gave
important support to the botanical garden of that city.)

1. A. LYcopsolDES Lehm. Decumbent, loosely branched,
3-6 dm. high ;

leaves lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, the lower
0.5-1 dm. long, the upper shorter;
flowers mostly bractless

;
corolla pale

yellow, 7-10 mm. long, the slender tube

exceeding the calyx. Waste places,

etc., locally established, e. Mass, to

Ct. May-July. (Adv. from Cal.)
FIG. 859.

>. A. lycopsoides.

5. ASPERtGO [Tourn.] L.

MADWORT

Corolla with short tube slightly enlarged above, and
with spreading limb, smaller than the conspicuous calyx.
Stamens included. Nutlets granulated. Low annual
with harsh slender stems, oblong or spatulate leaves,
and few axillary flowers on short recurved pedicels.

(Name from aspcr, rough.)
1. A. ri{() IMIUW L. Ballast and made land,

Mass, to D. C. and Minn. May-July. (Adv. from Eu.)

860. A. procumbens.

FIG. 860.
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6. SYMPHYTUM [Tourn.] L. COMFRET

Corolla 6-toothed, the short teeth spreading. Stamens included
;
anthers

elongated. Style thread-form. Nutlets erect, fixed by the large hollowed base,
which is finely toothed on its margin. Coarse
perennial herbs, with thickened bitterish mucilagi-
nous roots

;
the nodding raceme-like clusters either

single or in pairs. (Ancient Greek name from

<rv/j.<}>veii>, to cause to grow together, probably for

its reputed healing virtues.)
1. S. OFFICINA.LE L. (COMMON C.) Hairy,

branched
; upper leaves decurrent upon the stem

in broad cuneate wings, the lower large, ovate
or ovate-lanceolate

; calyx-segments lance-linear
;

corolla yellowish- or pinkish-white to bluish- or

roseate-purple ;
nutlets nearly smooth, somewhat

shining. Moist places, escaped from gardens.
June, July. (Introd. from Eu.) FIG. 861.

2. S. TUBEROSUM L. Erect and rather slender
from a knotted tuberous base, pubescent; leaves

mostly elliptic-ovate or -lanceolate, petiolate, the

petioles decurrent as very narrow wings upon the
stem

; calyx-segments lanceolate, finely appressed-
pubescent and somewhat hirsute

;
corolla yellowish-

white
;
nutlets granulate-tuberculate, dull. Low

sandy meadows, Southington, Ct. (Andrews'), and
very likely elsewhere. (Adv. from Eu.)

3. S. ASPERRTMUM Donn. Harsh with short recurved prickle-like hairs ;
leaves not decurrent ; calyx very small, in anthesis 2-4
mm. long, prickly-hispid all over

;
corolla chiefly purple.

Low ground, not rare. (Introd. from Eu.)

7. LYC6PSIS L. BUGLOSS

Corolla funnel-shaped, with curved tube and slightly

unequal limb; the throat closed with 5 convex obtuse

bristly scales opposite the lobes. Stamens and style in-

cluded. Nutlets rough-wrinkled, erect, fixed by a hollowed-
out base. Annuals. (Name from Xtf/cos, a wolf, and 6\fsis,

appearance.}
1. L. ARVENSIS L. (SMALL B.) Very rough-bristly,

1-6 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate

;
flowers in leafy raceme-

like clusters
; calyx as long as the tube of the small blue

corolla. Dry or sandy fields and waste places, Que. to

Va., Minn., and Ont., scarce. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 862.

. S. offHnale.

862. L. arvensis.

8. MYOS6TIS [Rupp.] L. SCORPION-GRASS. FORGET-ME-NOT

Corolla-tube about the length of the 6-toothed or 5-cleft calyx, the throat
with 5 small and blunt arching appendages opposite the rounded lobes

;
the

latter convolute in the bud ! Stamens included, on very short filaments. Nutlets

compressed. Low and mostly soft-hairy herbs, with entire leaves, those of

the stem sessile, and with small flowers in naked racemes, which are entirely
bractless, or occasionally with small leaves next the base, prolonged and straight-
ened in fruit. (Name composed of yuus, mouse, and o5s, ear, from the short and
soft leaves in some species.)
* Calyx open in fruit, its hairs appressed, none of them hooked or glandular.

1. M. scoRpioiDEs L. (TRUE F.) Perennial
;
stems ascending from an

oblique creeping base, 3-7 dm. high, loosely branched, smoothish; leaves
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4.

rough-pubescent, oblong-lanceolate or linear-oblong ; calyx-
lobes much shorter than its tube ; limb of corolla 5-8 mm.
broad, sky-blue, with a yellow eye. (M. palustris

Hill.) In wet ground, Nfd. to w. N. Y., and
southw. May-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 803.

2. M. laxa Lehm. Perennial from filiform

subterranean shoots
;
stems very slender, decum-

bent
; pubescence all appressed ;

leaves lance-

863. M. scorpioides. olate-oblong or somewhat spatulate ; calyx-lobes
as long as the tube ; limb of corolla rarely 5 nun.

broad, paler blue. In water and wet ground, Nfd. to Ont., and
southw. May-Aug. (Eu.) FIG. 864.

864 M }^
* * Calyx closing or the lobes erect in fruit, clothed with spreading hairs, some

minutely hooked or gland-tipped; corolla small; annual or biennial.

- Calyx about equally &-cleft.

++ Pedicels in fruit longer than the calyx.

3. M. arv6nsis (L.) Hill. Hirsute with spreading hairs,

erect or ascending, 1-4.5 dm. high ;
leaves oblong-lanceolate,

acutish
;
racemes naked at the base and stalked; corolla blue,

rarely white. Fields, etc., Nfd. to Minn, and W. Va. June-
865. M. arvensis. Aug. (Eu.) FlG. 865.

w -V+ Pedicels shorter than the calyx, the latter about 4 mm. long.

M. VERB/COLOR (Pers.) Sm. Slender, 1-3 dm. high, mostly simple at

base, often branched above ; stems and leaves

uniformly pubescent with ascending straightish
hairs ; upper leaves somewhat pointed ; racemes

loose, mostly naked at base ; pedicels appressed-

pubescent; corolla pale yellow, changing to

blue, then to violet, the tube exceeding the

calyx ; style distinctly longer than the nutlets.

Fields, "N. Y.," and Del. May-July. (Nat.
from Eu.) FIG. 866.

5. M. MICRANTHA Pallas. Stems 0.5-2 dm.

high, branching from the base, with the oblong
or lanceolate blunt leaves pubescent with mixed

straight and divergent hooked hairs; scattered

flowers produced from the lower axils ; pedicels

very short, mostly with some divergent hooked

hairs; corolla blue, the tube barely equaling
the calyx ; style rarely equaling the nutlets.

(M. collina Am. auth., not Hoffm.) Road-

sides, old fields, etc., Mass, to Ont. and O.

May-Aug. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 867.

- H- Calyx somewhat 2-lipped, unequally and deeply b-clcft.

867. M. micrantha. 6. M. virginica (L.) BSP. Bristly-hirsute, branched from

the base, erect, 0.5-4 dm. high ;
leaves obtuse, linear-oblong,

or the lower spatulate-oblong ;
racemes leafy at the base

;

corolla very small, white, with a short limb; pedicels in fruit

erect and appressed at the base, usually abruptly bent outward
near the apex; calyx very hispid, 3-5 mm. long. (M. verna

Nutt.) Dry banks and rocky woods, Me. to Ont. and Minn.,
westw. and southw. AprJuly. FIG. 868. Passing westw. 8(K NI

and southw. to the larger formal var. MACROSPRMA (Engelm.)
Fernald (M. macrosperma Engelm.), with looser inflorescence and larger calyx
and nutlets.

866. M. versioolor.
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9. MERTENSIA Roth. LUNGWORT

Corolla longer than the deeply 5-cleft or 5-parted calyx, naked, or with 5

small glandular folds or appendages in the open throat. Anthers oblong or

arrow-shaped. Style long and thread-form. Nutlets ovoid, fleshy when fresh,
smooth or wrinkled, obliquely attached by a prominent
internal angle ;

the scar small. Smooth or soft-hairy

perennial herbs, with pale and entire leaves, and hand-
some purplish-blue (rarely white) flowers, in loose and
short panicled or corymbed raceme-like clusters, only the

lower one leafy-bracted ; pedicels slender. (Named for

Franz Karl Mertens, a German botanist.)

* Corolla trumpet-shaped, with spreading nearly entire

limb and naked throat; filaments slender, exserted;

hypogynous disk 2-lobed.

1. M. virginica (L.) Link. (VIRGINIAN COWSLIP,
BLUEBELLS.) Very smooth, pale, erect, 2-6 dm. high;
leaves obovate, veiny, those at the root 1-1.5 dm. long,

petioled; corolla trumpet-shaped, 2-2.5 cm. long, many
times exceeding the calyx, light blue (pinkish in bud), rarely white

;
nutlets

dull and roughish. Alluvial banks, N. Y. and Ont. to Neb., and southw.

Apr., May. FIG. 869.

* * Corolla with conspicuously 5-lobed limb and crested throat.

<- Filaments broad and short; nutlets dull, wrinkled or roughish when dry.

2. M. paniculata (Ait.) G. Don. Roughish and more or

less hairy, erect, 0.3-1 m. high, loosely branched
;
leaves ovate

and ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, ribbed, thin; corolla 1-1.6
cm. long, somewhat funnel-form, 3-4 times the length of the
lance-linear acute divisions of the calyx ;

filaments broader and
shorter than the anthers. Shore of L. Superior, northw. and
westw. July, Aug.

Filaments longer and narrower than the anthers; nutlets

shining, utricular.

M. maritima (L.) S. F. Gray. (SEA L.) Spreading or

decumbent, smooth, glaucous ;
leaves ovate, obovate, or spatulate,

fleshy, the upper surface becoming papillose ;
corolla white,

rose-pink, or blue, bell-funnel-form, 5-7 mm. long, twice the

length of the calyx. (Pneumaria Hill.) Sea-coast, on rocks
and sand, Nantucket, Mass., and northw. June-Sept. (Eura-
sia.) FIG. 870. 870. M. inaritima.

10. LITHOSPERMUM [Tourn.] L. GROMWELL. PUCCOON

Throat of corolla naked, or with a more or less evident transverse fold or
scale-like appendage opposite each lobe

;
the limb 6-cleft. Anthers oblong,

almost sessile, included. Nutlets smooth or roughened, mostly bony or stony ;

scar nearly flat. Herbs, with thickish and commonly red roots and sessile

leaves
;
flowers solitary and as if axillary, or spiked and leafy-bracted, some-

times dimorphous as to insertion of stamens and length of style. (Name formed
of Xt'flos, stone, and <nrepfj.a, seed, from the hard nutlets.)

1. RHYTISPERMUM (Link) Reichenb. Outlets tubercled or rough-
wrinkled and pitted, gray and dnll ; throat of the (nearly white) corolla
destitute of any evident folds or appendages.

*

1. L. ARVENSE L. (CORN G.) Minutely roughened and hoary, annual or
jnnial

;
stems erect, 2-7 dm. high ;

leaves lanceolate or linear, veinless
;
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corolla scarcely longer than the calyx. Sandy fields and road-

sides, Me. to Ont., Kan., and southw. May-Aug. (Nat. from

Eu.) FIG. 871.

2. EULITHOSPERMUM DC. Nutlets
smooth and shining, white like ivory ;

corolla greenish-white or pale yellow,
small, with 5 distinct pubescent crests

in the throat ; perennial.

872. L. oflirinali-.

2. L. OFFICIN\LE L. (COMMON G.)
Much branched above, erect, 0.3-1 m.
high ;

leaves thinnish, broadly lanceolate,

871. L. arvense. acute, with a few distinct veins, rough
above, soft-pubescent beneath

;
corolla

exceeding the calyx. Roadsides and pastures, e. Que. to

Minn, and N. J. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 872.

3. L. latif&lium Michx. Stem loosely branched, erect, 5-9
dm. high, rough ;

leaves ovate and ovate-lanceolate, mostly
taper-pointed (even the floral ones 3-9 cm. long), ribbed-veined,

roughish above, finely soft-pubescent beneath, the basal leaves

large and rounded
;

corolla shorter than the calyx. Open
ground and borders of woods, w. Que. and N. Y. to Minn.,
s. to Va. and Ark. FIG. 873.

3. BATSCHIA (G. F. Gmel.) Endl. Nutlets white, smooth
and shining ; corolla large, salver-form or nearly so, deep

orange-yellow, somewhat pubescent, the tube much exceed-

ing the calyx, and the throat appendaged; roots perennial,

long and deep, yielding a red dye.

* Corolla-tube one half to twice longer than the calyx, not much
longer than the ample limb, the lobes entire; appendages
little if at all projecting.

878. L. latifolium. 4 L Gmelini (Michx.) Hitchc. Hispid with bristly hairs,

2-8 dm. high ;
stem-leaves lanceolate or linear, those of the

flowering branches ovate-oblong, bristly-ciliate ;
corolla

woolly-bearded at the base inside, the limb 1.5-2.5 cm.
broad

; flowers distinctly peduncled, crowded, showy ;

fruiting calyx 1 cm. or more long, 3-4 times longer
than the nutlets. (L. hirtum Lehm.) Pine barrens,

etc., N. Y. to Minn., southw. and westw. Apr.-June.
5. L. canSscens (Michx.) Lehra. (Puccoow.)

Softly hairy and more or less hoary, 2-5 dm. high ;

leaves obtuse, linear-oblong, or the upper ovate-oblong,
more or less downy beneath and roughish with close

appressed hairs above
; flowers sessile ; corolla naked

at the base within ; fruiting calyx 6-8 mm. long, barely
twice the length of the nutlets. Plains and open
woods, in sandy soil, Ont. to N. J., Va., Ala., and
westw. Apr., May. FIG. 874. 874. L. cam-s.. n.-.

* * Corolla-tube in well developed flowers 2-4 times the length of the calyx and

of its erose-toothed lobes, and the appendages conspicuous and archimj;
later flowers small, cleistogamous.

6. L. angustifblium Michx. Erect or diffusely branched from the base, 1-5

dm. lii^h, minutely rough-strigose and hoary; leaves linear; flowers pediceled,

leafy-bracted, of two sorts
;
the earlier large and showy (corolla-tube 1.5-3.5

cm. long), the later and those of more diffusely branching plants with incon-

spicuous or small and pale corollas, without crests, and the pedicels commonly
recurved in fruit; nutlets usually punctate. (L. linearifolium Goldie.) Dry
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and sterile or sandy soil, s. Ont., Ind., and Mich, to N. Dak., Tex., and westw.

Apr. -July.

11. ONOSM6DIUM Michx. FALSE GKOMWELL

Divisions of calyx linear and erect. Corolla tubular, or tubular-funnel-form

(the sinuses minutely hooded-inflexed) ,
the 5 acute lobes converging or barely

spreading. Anthers oblong-linear or arrow-shaped,
mucronate, inserted in the throat. Style thread-

form, much exserted. Nutlets bony, ovoid, erect;
the scar not hollowed out. Chiefly perennial herbs,
coarse and hispid, with oblong and sessile rib-veined

leaves, and white, greenish, or yellowish flowers in

at length elongated and erect leafy raceme-like
clusters

;
fl. in summer. (Named from a likeness to

the genus Onosma, meaning ass-smell.)

* Corolla-lobes lance-subulate, 2-3 times as long as
wide.

1. 0. virginianum (L.) A. DC. Clothed with harsh
and rigid appressed short bristles; stems rather

slender, 3-8 dm. high ;
leaves narrowly oblong or

oblong-lanceolate, 3-9 cm. long, the lower narrowed
at base

;
nutlets 2-2.8 mm. long, irregularly pitted,

875 O vinrfiii-inuiu
not conspicuously constricted at base. Dry banks,
sandy hillsides, etc., Mass, to Fla. and La. FIG. 875.

* * Corolla-lobes deltoid, scarcely longer than broad.

i- Stem hispid, villous, or hirsute to the base.

*+ Silky-pubescent ; nutlets conspicuously pitted.

2. 0. m611e Michx. Finely grayish-pubescent ;
the lowest leaves oblanceo-

late, the others ovate to ovate-lanceolate, conspicuously veined, acutish
; calyx

silky as well as sparingly hirsute
;
nutlets 3 mm. long, pitted, sometimes slightly

constricted at the base. ( 0. carolinianum, var. Gray, in part.) Old fields and
cedar barrens, Ky. and Tenn.

*+ ++ Strigose to hirsute ; nutlets scarcely or not at all pitted.

3. 0. occidentale Mackenzie. Stoutish and somewhat rigid, 4-6 dm. high,
rather finely but copiously grayish-pubescent ;

leaves lanceolate to narrowly
lance-ovate, strongly rib-veined, 4-8 cm. long, 1-1.8 cm.

wide, with pubescence mostly appressed or subappressed ;

nutlets rounded and not at all constricted at the base. ( O.

carolinianum, var. molle Gray, in part.) Alluvial soil,

sandy or gravelly banks, etc., 111. to Sask., Col., and N. Mex.
Var. SYLVESTRE Mackenzie. Taller, 1 m. or more high, less

canescent and more shaggy-hirsute in the manner of the
next species, but with nutlets unconstricted at the base.

111. and Mo.
4. 0. hispidissimum Mackenzie. Stout, erect, 10-12 dm.

high, green, coarsely hirsute throughout ;
stem-leaves ovate,

8-10 cm. long, 1.8-4 cm. wide, the pubescence mostly spread-
ing ;

nutlets about 3 mm. long, with a very short neck or
constriction at the base, brownish tinged. (O. carolinianum 876 o hispidissimum
Man. ed. 6, not DC.) Kiver-banks, rich bottoms, etc.,
N. Y. and s. Ont. to Neb., and southw. FIG. 876. Var. MACROSPERMTTM Mac-
kenzie & Bush, with larger and more shining white nutlets nearly 4 mm. long,
is distinguishable in 111. and Mo.

- H- Stem essentially smooth and glabrous below.

5. 0. subsetbsum Mackenzie & Bush. Stem erect, nearly or quite glabrous
to the middle, 6 dm. or more in height ;

leaves narrowly lanceolate, finely
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appressed-pubescent upon both surfaces, 0-8 cm. long, 1-1.6 cm. wide
;
nutlets

brownish-white, not constricted at the base, usually pitted, 2-3 mm. long.

Rocky hills and barrens of the Ozark region, Mo. and Ark.

12. ECHIUM [Tourn.] L. VIPER'S BUGLOSS

Corolla with a cylindraceous or funnel-form tube
;

lobes

rounded, spreading. Stamens mostly exserted, unequal. Style
thread-form. Nutlets roughened or wrinkled, fixed by a flat

base. (A plant name used by Dioscorides from ex is
i viper.)

1. E. VULG\RE L. (BLUE-WEED, BLUE DEVIL.) Rough-
bristly biennial

;
stem erect, 3-9 dm. high ;

stem-leaves linear-

lanceolate, sessile
;
flowers showy, in short lateral clusters, dis-

posed in a long and narrow thyrse or in an open panicle ;
buds

pink ;
corolla brilliant blue (rarely pale or roseate). Roadsides

and meadows, locally abundant. June-Sept. (Nat. from Eu,)
877. E. vulgare. FlG. 877.

VERBENACEAE (VERVAIN FAMILY)

Herbs or shrubs, with opposite leaves, more or less 2-lipped or irregular

corolla, and didynamous stamens, the 2-4-celled fruit dry or drupaceous, usually

splitting when ripe into as many l-seeded indehiscent nutlets resembling the

following family, but the ovary not 4-lobed, the style therefore terminal, and

the plants seldom aromatic or furnishing a volatile oil. Seeds with straight

embryo and little or no albumen. A large family in the Tropics, sparingly rep-

resented in cool regions.

1. Verbena. Flowers in spikes or heads. Calyx tubular. Fruit splitting into 4 nutlets.

2. Lippia. Flowers in spikes or heads. Calyx short, 2-cleft. Fruit splitting into 2 nutlets.

3. Callicarpa. Flowers in axillary cymes. Calyx short. Fruit berry-like, with 4 nutlets.

1. VERBENA [Tourn.] L. VERVAIN

Calyx 6-toothed, one of the teeth often shorter than the others. Corolla

tubular, often curved, salver-form; the border somewhat unequally 5-clcft.

Stamens included
;
the upper pair occasionally without anthers.

Style slender
; stigma mostly 2-lobed. Flowers sessile, in single

or often panicled spikes, bracted, produced all summer. (The
Latin name for any sacred herb; derivation obscure.) The
species present numerous spontaneous hybrids.

1. Anthers not appendaged ; flowers small, in slender spikes.

* Spikes Jiliform, with flowers or at least fruit scattered, naked, the

inconspicuous bracts shorter than the calyx.

1. V. OFFICIN\LIS L. (EUROPEAN V.) Annual, glabrous or

nearly so, loosely branched, 3-9 dm. high ;
leave* pimmtijid or

3-cleft, oblong-lanceolate, sessile, smooth above, the lobes cut and

toothed; spikes panicled ; flowers purplish, very small. Road-
sides, waste places, and old fields, especially from the Middle
States westw. and south w. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 878.

2. V. urticaef61ia L. (WHITE V.) Perennial, from minutely
pubescent to almost -lalirou.^ nitlu-r tall (0.6-1. f> in. high) ;

leaves

oval or oblong -or <it, . nn/ti , <-n<irsely serrate, petioled; spikes at length much
elongated, loosely panicled; flowers very small, white. Thickets, roadsides,
and waste ground. (Trop. Am.)

Var. riparia (RafJ Britton. Leaves deeply cleft or incised
;
flowers blue.

N. J. to Va. and N. C.
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* *
Spikes thicker or densely flowered ; the fruits crowded, mostly overlapping
one another; bracts inconspicuous, not exceeding the flowers ; perennial.

3. V. angustifblia Michx. Low, 2-6 dm. high, often simple ;
leaves nar-

rowly lanceolate, tapering to the base, sessile, roughish, slightly toothed
; spikes

few or single ;
the purple flowers crowded, larger

than in the next. Dry or sandy ground, Mass, and
s. Vt. to Minn., and southw.

; rarely adventive further
northeastw. FIG. 879.

4. V. hastata L. (BLUE V.) Tall (0.5-2 m.
high); leaves lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, taper-

pointed, cut-serrate, petioled, the lower often lobed
and sometimes halberd-shaped at base

; spikes linear,
erect, corymbed or panicled ;

flowers violet-blue

(rarely pink or white). Damp grounds, etc.

5. V. stricta Vent. (HOARY V.) Downy with

soft whitish hairs, erect, simple or branched, 3-9
dm. high; leaves sessile, obovate or oblong, serrate;
spikes thick, somewhat clustered, hairy ;

flowers
rather large, purple. Barrens and prairies, Ont.
and O., westw. and southw.; rarely nat. eastw.

* * * Spikes thick, sessile and leafy-bracted ; annual.

f>. V. bractebsa Michx. Widely spreading or procumbent, hairy ;
leaves

wedge-lanceolate, cut-pinnatifid or 3-cleft, short-petioled ; spikes single, re-

motely flowered
;
bracts large, the lower pinnatifid, longer than the small purple

flowers. Prairies and waste grounds, Va. to

O., westw. and southw.
;
on ballast and in waste

places northeastw.

2. Anthers of the longer stamens glandular-
tipped; flowers showy, from depressed-

capitate becoming spicate.

879. V. angustifolia x

880. V. bipinnatifida x

7. V. bipinnatifida Nutt. Hispid-hirsute,
1-4 dm. high ;

leaves bipinnately parted, or

3-parted into more or less bipinnatifid divi-

sions, the lobes commonly linear or broader
;

bracts mostly surpassing the calyx; limb of
bluish-purple or lilac corolla 1-1.5 cm. broad.

Plains and prairies, Mo. to S. Dak. and Mex. FIG. 880.

8. V. canadSnsis (L.) Britton. Slender, 5 dm. high or less, soft-pubescent
or glabrate ; leaves ovate or ovate-oblong in outline, with a wedge-shaped base,

incisely lobed and toothed, often more deeply
3-cleft

;
bracts shorter than or equaling the calyx;

limb of reddish-purple or lilac (rarely white) co-

rolla i.5-2.5 cm. broad. (V. Aubletia Jacq.; V.

\
Drummondi of auth.) Open woods and prairies,

\ Va. to Fla.
;
also Ind. to Kan., and southw.

2. LiPPIA [Houston] L.

881. L. lanceolata x

Calyx often flattened, 2-4-toothed, or 2-lipped.
Corolla 2-lipped, upper lip notched, lower much
larger, 3-lobed. Stamens included. Style slender

;

stigma obliquely capitate. (Dedicated to Agostino
Lippi, Italian^ naturalist.)

1. L. lanceolata Michx. (FOG-FRUIT.) De-
cumbent or procumbent, green ; leaves oblance-

olate to lanceolate, serrate above
; peduncles axil-

lary, slender, exceeding the leaves, bearing solitary

GRAY'S MANUAL 44
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closely bracted heads of bluish-white flowers
; bracts mucronate

or pointless. River-banks, N. J. to s. Ont. and Minn., s. to

Fla. and Tex. May-Sept. FIG. 881.

2. L. nodiflbra (L.) Michx. Similar, but more depressed,
cinereous or greenish ; leaves blunter and more spatulate ; corolla

rose-purple or white. Mo. to N. C. and Tex. May-Sept.
FIG. 882.

3. L. cuneif&lia (Torr.) Steud. Diffusely branched from a

882. L. nodiflora woody base, procumbent (not creeping}, minutely canescent

x ^ throughout ; leaves rigid, cuneate-linear, incisely 2-6-toothed
above the middle ; peduncles axillary, often shorter than the

leaves ; bracts rigid, broadly cuneate, abruptly acuminate ; corolla pale.

Plains, Neb., Kan., and westw. May-Sept.

3. CALLICARPA L.

Calyx 4-5-toothed. Corolla tubular-bell-

shaped, 4-5-lobed, nearly regular. Stamens 4,

nearly equal, exserted
;
anthers opening at the

apex. Style slender, thickened upward.
Shrubs, with scurfy pubescence, and small

flowers. (Name formed of /cdXXos, beauty, and

Kapirbs, fruit.)
1. C. americana L. (FRENCH MULBERRY.)

Leaves ovate-oblong with a tapering base, acu-

minate, toothed, whitish-tomentose beneath;
cymes many-flowered ; calyx obscurely 4-toothed ;

corolla bluish; fruit violet-color. Rich soil,

Va. to Mo. and Tex. May-July. FIG. 883.

2. C. PURpfcREA Juss. Leaves elliptic, gla-
brous beneath, glandular-dotted ; corolla pink.

Swamp, Wilmington, Del. (Tatnall). Aug.
(Introd. from Asia.)

LABlATAE (MINT FAMILY)

Chiefly herbs, ordinarily with square stems, opposite aromatic leaves, more or

less 2-lipped corolla, didynamous stamens or these only two, and a deeply 4-lobed

ovary, which forms in fruit 4 little seed-like nutlets or achenes, surrounding the

base of the single style in the bottom of the persistent calyx, each filled with a

single erect seed. Nutlets smooth or barely roughish and fixed by their base,

except in the first tribe. Albumen mostly none. Embryo straight (except in

Scutellaria) ;
radicle at the base of the fruit. Upper lip of the corolla 2-lobed

or sometimes entire
;
the lower 3-lobed. Stamens inserted on the tube of the

corolla. Style 2-lobed at the apex. Flowers axillary, chiefly in cymose clusters,

these often aggregated in terminal spikes or racemes. Foliage mostly dotted

with small glands containing a volatile oil, upon which depends the warmth and

aroma of the plants of this large and well known family.

I. Nutlets rugose-reticulated, attached obliquely or ventrally ; ovary merely

4-lobed.

Tribe I. AjtTGEAB. Stamens 4, ascending and parallel, mostly exserted from the upper side of

the corolla. Calyx ft-10-nerved.

* Limb of corolla Irregular, seemingly unilabiate, the upper lip being either split down or very

short ; stamens exserted from the cleft.

1. Ajuga. Corolla with a very short and as if truncate upper lip.

2. Teucrium. Corolla deeply cleft between the 2 small lobes of the upper lip.
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* * Limb of corolla merely oblique, of 5 nearly equal and similar lobes.

8. Isanthus. Calyx bell-shaped. Corolla small, the lobes spreading. Stamens included.

4. Trichostema. Corolla-lobes all declined. Calyx oblique. Stamens much exserted.

II. Nutlets smooth or granulate ;
scar basal, small

; ovary deeply 4-parted.

Tribe II. SCUTELLARlEAE. Stamens 4, ascending and parallel. Calyx bilabiate, closed in fruit
;

the rounded lips entire. Corolla bilabiate, the upper lip arched.

5. Scutellaria. Calyx with a helmet-like projection on the upper side.

Tribe III. STACH^EAB. Stamens ascending or spreading, extended straight forward. Calyx

usually open in fruit, without a projection on the upper side.

* Stamens and style included in the corolla-tube.

6. Marrubium. Calyx tubular, 5-10-nerved, and with 5 or 10 awl-shaped teeth.

* * Stamens exserted beyond the corolla-tube.

+- Stamens 4, the upper (inner) pair longer than the lower, ascending or diverging ;
corolla 2-lipped ;

the upper lip concave or arched, the lower spreading ; calyx mostly 15-nerved.

H- Anthers not approximate in pairs ; their cells parallel or nearly so.

7. Agastache. Stamens divergent, exserted
; upper pair declined, lower ascending.

8. Meehania. Stamens all ascending, not exceeding the lip of the corolla.

H- -H- Anthers more or less approximate in pairs ;
their cells divaricate or divergent ; filaments

ascending, not exserted.

9. Nepeta. Calyx more or less curved, equally 5-toothed.

10. Dracocephalum. Calyx straight, the uppermost tooth much the largest.

+- Stamens 4, parallel and ascending under the galeate or concave upper lip, the lower (outer) pair

longer (except in nos. 14 and 17) ; calyx 5-10-nerved, not 2-lipped (except in no. 11).

H- Calyx reticulate-veiny, deeply bilabiate, closed in fruit.

11. Prunella. Calyx nerved and veiny ; upper lip flat, 3-toothed, the lower 2-cleft.

H- -H- Calyx thin, inflated in fruit, obscurely nerved, 3-5-lobed, open.

12. Physostegia. Calyx 5-toothed or 5-lobed. Anther-cells parallel.

13. Synandra. Calyx almost equally 4-lobed ! Anther-cells widely divergent.

-M- -H- -H- Calyx of firmer texture, distinctly 5-10-nerved or -striate, 5-10-toothed.

= Stamens not deflexed after anthesls ;
naturalized from the Old World.

14. Phlomis. Calyx tubular, the 5 teeth abruptly awned. Upper lip of the corolla arched.

15. Galeopsis. Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, the 5 teeth spiny-pointed. Anthers transversely

2-valved, the smaller valve ciliate.

16. Lamium. Calyx-teeth not spiny-pointed. Nutlets sharply 8-angled, truncate.

17. Leonurus. Calyx top-shaped, the rigid spiny-pointed teeth soon spreading. Nutlets trun-

cate and acutely 3-angled at top. Leaves cleft or incised.

18. Ballota. Calyx somewhat funnel-form, expanding above into a spreading 5-toothed border.

Nutlets roundish at top. Upper lip of the corolla erect.

= = Stamens often deflexed or contorted after anthesis.

19. Stachys. Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, equally 5-toothed or the 2 upper teeth united into 1.

Nutlets rounded at top.

i- -i- Stamens 2, ascending and parallel ;
anthers apparently or really 1-celled

;
corolla strongly

2-lipped.

20. Salvia. Calyx 2-lipped. Anthers with a long connective astride the filament, bearing a linear

cell at the upper end, and none or an imperfect cell on the lower.

21. Monarda. Calyx tubular and elongated, equally 5-toothed. Anthers of 2 cells confluent into

1. the connective inconspicuous.
22. Blephilia. Calyx ovoid-tubular, 2-lipped. Anthers as in the preceding.
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------ Upper pair of stamens shorter or wanting; anthers 2-celled
; upper lip of corolla neithN-

galeate nor concave.

H- Flowers in more or less crowded clusters or whorls, axillary or spicate.

= Corolla more or less 2-lipped.

a. Stamens (often only 2 in no. 23) ascending or arcuate, often more or less converging (or ascend-

ing parallel under the erect upper lip in no. 25).

28. Hedeoma. Calyx gibbous on the lower side, hairy in the throat. Flowers loose.

24. Melissa. Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, flattish on the upper side. Corolla curved upward.
25. Satureja. Calyx bell-shaped or tubular, 10-13-nerved. Tube of corolla straight.

6. Stamens distant and straight, often divergent, never convergent nor curved.

1. Stamens 4
; calyx 10-15-nerved, hairy in the throat (except no. 26).

26. Hyssopus. Calyx tubular, 15-nerved, equally 5-toothed. Stamens exserted.

27. Origanum. Calyx ovoid-bell-shaped, 5-toothed. Spikes with large colored bracts.

28. Pycnanthemum. Calyx ovoid or short-tubular, equally 5-toothed or somewhat 2-lipped.

Flowers in dense heads or clusters.

29. Thymus. Calyx ovoid, nodding in fruit, 2-lipped. Bracts minute. Leaves very small.

2. Stamens 2, with or without rudiments of the upper pair.

80. Cunila. Calyx very hairy in the throat, equally 5-toothed. Corolla small.

= = Corolla not evidently 2-lipped, but almost equally 4-lobed, small ; stamens erect, distant.

81. Lycopus. Fertile stamens 2
;
often also 2 sterile filaments without anthers.

32. Mentha. Fertile stamens 4, nearly equal.

-M- -H- Flowers in loose terminal panicled racemes
; calyx 2-lipped, enlarged and declined in fruit.

33. Collinsonia. Lower lobe of corolla fimbriate, much the larger. Stamens 2.

84. Perilla. Corolla short, the lower lobe little larger. Stamens 4, included.

++ -H- -H- Flowers in dense spikes ; calyx hardly 2-lipped, the teeth equal.

85. ElSholtzia. Corolla slightly 2-lipped. Stamens 4, exserted.

1. AjUGA L. BUGLE WEED

Calyx 5-toothed. The large and spreading lower

lip of the corolla with the middle lobe emarginate
or 2-cleft. Stamens as in Teucrium, but anther-
cells less confluent. (From o- privative, and vyt>v,

Latin jugum, yoke, from the seeming absence
of a yoke-fellow to the lower lip of the corolla.)

1. A. REPTANS L. Perennial, 1-2.5 dm. high,
smooth or but slightly pubescent, with copious
creeping stolons; leaves obovate or spatulate,
sometimes sinuate, the cauline sessile, the floral

approximate, subtending several sessile blue flow-

ers. Locally in fields, Me. and Que. to s. N. V.

May-July. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. A. CENEVENSIS L. Similar

;
the stems copi-

ously soft-pubescent, tufted, not stolonifer<'* ;

leaves somewhat pubescent ;
flowers larger.

Locally in fields, waste places, etc., N. E., N. Y.,
and Pa. (Introd. from Eu.) FIG. 884.

884. A. genevensis.

Inflorescence x %. Flower x

2. TEtCRIUM [Tourn.] L. GERMANDER

Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla with the 4 upper lobes nearly equal, oblong, turned

forward, so that there seems to be no upper lip ; the lower lobe much larger.
Stamens 4, exserted from the deep cleft between the 2 upper lobes <>f the corolla ;

anther-cells continent. ( Named tor 7V//o/-, kiiiii of Tn>\.)
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* Perennials ; leaves merely dentate or serrate ; inflorescences terminal, spiciform.

t- Inflorescence cylindric ; calyx densely pubescent.

1. T. canadense L. (AMERICAN G., WOOD SAGE.) Stems 1 m. or less high,.

appressed-pubescent, simple or branched
;

leaves lanceolate to ovate, serrate, :

2.5-5 cm. broad, rounded or narrowed at base, short-petioled, hoary beneath, *r - 3 -

green and glabrous or sparingly appressed-pubescent but scarcely papillose above ;

whorls about 6-flowered, crowded in long and simple wand-like racemes
; calyx

canescent-pannose, the 3 upper lobes very obtuse, or the middle one acutish
;

corolla 1.5-2 cm. long, purplish, pink, or sometimes cream-color. Rich low

ground, N. E. to Neb., and southw. July-Sept.
Var. littorale (Bicknell) Fernald. Stiff, usually simple, 2-7 dm. high ;

leaves

lanceolate to lance-ovate, 1.5-3 cm. broad, mostly tapering at base, thick and
somewhat rugose, the upper surface papillose beneath the dense appressed pubes-
cence flowers slightly smaller. (T. littorale Bicknell.) Near the coast, Me.
to Fla. and Tex., and northw. in the Miss, basin to Okla.

2. T. occidentale Gray. Stem villous, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves lance- to ovate-

oblong, white-vilious beneath
; calyx and bracts villous with viscid hairs and

with shorter capitate or stipitate glands; the upper calyx-lobes acute or the
middle one acuminate; corolla 8-12 mm. long. Alluvial soil, Me. to B. C., s.

to Pa., O., Mo., N. Mex., and Cal.

Var. boreale (Bicknell) Fernald. Stem more closely pubescent ; calyx and
bracts with few or no capitate glands amongst the often viscid hairs

;
corolla

slightly longer. (T. boreale Bicknell.) Similar situations, n. N. H. to Wash.,
s. to w. N. Y., 111., and Tex.

*- -i- Inflorescence secund / calyx glabrous or glabrate.

3. T. ScoROD6NiA L. (WoorxSAGE, GERMANDER SAGE.) Stems ascending
from a freely creeping rootstock, villous, 2-5 dm. high, simple or with few erect

branches
;
leaves deltoid-lanceolate to -ovate, crenate, rugose, cordate or trun-

cate at base, short-petioled ;
flowers pale yellow, paired in slender 1-sided

racemes
; upper tooth of the calyx large and recurved. Said to be established

in Out. and O. (Adv. from Eu.)
* * Annual ; leaves pinnatifid ; flowers in axillary verticels.

4. T. B^TRYS L. (CUT-LEAP G. ) Erect or decumbent, 1-3 dm. high ;
leaves

long-petioled, rhombic-ovate, 1-2 cm. long, divided into few linear or oblong
segments ;

flowers slender-pediceled ;
corolla reddish-purple ; calyx gibbous-

campanulate, the lower side saccate, the subequal deltoid teeth short. Dry
pastures, waste places, etc., local, w. Mass, to Ont. and O. (Nat. from Eu.)

3. ISANTHUS Michx. FALSE PENNYROYAL

Calyx equally 5-lobed, enlarged in fruit. Corolla little longer
than the calyx ;

the border bell-shaped, with obovate lobes.

Stamens slightly didynamous, incurved-ascending, scarcely ex-

ceeding the corolla. A low much branched annual, clammy-
pubescent, with nearly entire lance-oblong 3-nerved leaves, and
small pale blue flowers on axillary 1-3-flowered peduncles.
(Name from foos, equal, and &vdos, flower, referring to the
almost regular corolla.)

1. I. brachiatus (L.) BSP. Corolla 5 mm. long, little ex-

ceeding the calyx. (/. caeruleus Michx.) Dry or sterile

885 I brachiatus ground, Vt. and w. Que. to Minn., and southw. July, Aug.
x i/2 . FIG. 885.

4. TRICHOSTEMA L. BLUE CURLS

Calyx bell-shaped, deeply 5-cleft
;
the 3 upper teeth elongated and partly

united, the 2 lower very short. Stamens with very long curved capillary fila-
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ments
;

anther-cells divergent and at length confluent. Low annuals, some-
what clammy-glandular and balsamic, branched, with entire leaves, and mostly

solitary 1-flowered pedicels terminating the branches,
becoming lateral by the production of axillary branch-
lets, and the flower appearing to be reversed, namely,
the short teeth of the calyx upward, etc. Corolla blue,

varying to pink, rarely white, small
;

fl. in summer and
autumn. (Name composed of Bpli-, hair, and O-T^/WI,

stamen, from the capillary filaments.)
1. T. dich6tomum L. (BASTARD PENNYROYAL.)

Viscid with rather minute pubescence ;
leaves lance-

oblong or rhombic-lanceolate, rarely lance-linear, short-

petioled ;
lower lobe of the corolla oblong, longer than

the remaining broader ones. Sandy fields, Me. and
Vt. to Ky., Mo., and Tex. FIG. 886.

2. T. lineare Walt. Puberulent, more slender and
less forked

;
leaves linear, nearly smooth. In sandy

886. T. dichotomura x %. ground near the coast, Ct. to La.

5. SCUTELLARIA L. SKULLCAP

Calyx bell-shaped in flower, splitting to the base at maturity, the lips entire,
the upper usually falling away. Corolla with an elongated curved ascending
tube, dilated at the throat

;
the upper lip entire or barely notched, the lateral

lobes mostly connected with the upper rather than the lower lip ;
the lower lobe

or lip spreading and convex, notched at the apex. Stamens ascending under
the upper lip ;

anthers approximate in pairs, ciliate or bearded, those of the

lower stamens 1-celled (halved), of the upper 2-celled and heart-shaped. Bitter

perennial herbs, not aromatic, the short peduncles or pedicels chiefly opposite,

1-flowered, often 1-sided, axillary or spiked or racemed
;

fl. in summer. (Name
from scutella, a dish, in allusion to the appendage of the fruiting calyx.)

1. Nutlets wingless, mostly marginless, on a low gynobase.
* Flowers small (5-8 mm. long}, in axillary and sometimes terminal l-sided

racemes.

1. S. laterifl&ra L. (MAD-DOG S.) Smooth
;
stem upright, much branched,

1-8 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate-ovate or ovate-oblong, pointed, coarsely serrat.,

rounded at base, petioled, 3-9 cm. long, the lower floral ones similar
;
flowers

blue, rarely pink or white. Wet shaded places, common. July-Sept.

* * Flowers solitary in the axils of the upper leaves or in terminal single or

panicled racemes the floral leaves mostly smaller than the cauline.

-- Flowers 1-3 cm. long ; principal stem-leaves more than 2 cm. long.

** Stem-leaves all cordate, crenate-toothed, slender-peti-
oled ; lateral lobes of the corolla almost equaling the

short upper lip.

2. S. verslcolor Nutt. Soft-hairy, the hairs of the

inflorescence, etc., partly viscid-glandular; stem mostly
erect, 3-9 dm. high ; leaves ovate or round-ovate, very
veiny, rugose, the floral reduced to broadly ovate subentire

bracts about equaling the glandular-hairy calyx ;
racemes

mostly simple ;
corolla bright blue, with lower side and lip

whitish. (S. cordifolia Muhl. ?, nomen subnudum.}
Banks of streams, Pa. to Wise., Minn., and southw.

June, July. FIG. 887.

3. S. saxatilis Hiddell. Glabrous or slightly hairy;
stem weak, ascending, 1-5 dm. long, often producing run-

ners, branched; leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, 1.5-5 cm.

long, thin, obtuse; upper bracts oblong or ovate, small, 687. S. vtTbicolor x Vfc.
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entire
;
raceme simple, loose. Moist shaded banks, Del. to 0., s. in the mts. to

Va. and Tenn. June, July.

++ -w- Stem-leaves if slender-petioled not cordate (or only the very lowest some-
times so) ; lateral lobes of the usually violet-blue corolla shorter than the

galeate upper lip.

= Stem-leaves crenate-dentate or serrate.,

a. Stem-leaves on distinct petioles (8 mm. or more long).

Flowers in terminal single or panicled racemes ; the floral leaves gradually
reduced to entire inconspicuous bracts.

4. S. serrata Andr. Green and nearly glabrous ; stem rather simple, 2.5-7
dm. high, with single loosely flowered racemes

;
leaves serrate, acuminate at

both ends, ovate or ovate-oblong; calyx, etc., somewhat hairy ; corolla 2-2.5 cm.

long, slender, its lips equal in length. Woods, N. Y. and Pa. to 111. and N. C.

May, June.
5. S. can6scens Nutt. Stem branched above, 0.5-1.2 m. high, with the

panicled many-flowered racemes, flowers, and the lower surface of the ovate or
lance-ovate acute (at the base acute, obtuse, or cordate) crenate leaves whitish
with fine soft down, often becoming rather glabrous ;

bracts oblong or lanceo-
late

;
corolla 2 cm. long. (S. incana Muhl. ?

, nomen subnudum.) Woods
and river-banks, Pa. to s. Ont., Mich., and southw. July-Aug.

6. S. pilbsa Michx. Pubescent with spreading hairs; stem nearly simple,
2-7 dm. high ;

leaves rather distant, crenate, oblong-ovate, obtuse, varying to

roundish-ovate, 2-5 cm. long, the lower abrupt or heart-shaped at base and long-
petioled, the upper on short margined petioles, veiny ;

bracts oblong-spatulate ;

racemes short, often branched
;

corolla 1.2-1.7 cm. long, rather slender, the

lower lip a little shorter. Dry or sterile ground, s. N. Y. to Mich., s. to Fla.

and Tex. May, June.
Var. hirsuta (Short) Gray. A large form (8-9 dm. high), more hirsute,

with larger very coarsely crenate leaves. Richer soil, Ky. and Va.

2. Flowers mostly borne on elongate branches even from the base of the plant,
solitary in the axils of mostly dentate leaves.

1. S. Churchilliana Fernald. Stems ascending from a slender rootstock,
3.5-6 dm. high, minutely pilose, freely branching; the branches simple or

forked, flexuous, mostly 1.5-3 dm. long; leaves ovate-acuminate, thin, glabrous
above, minutely pilose on the nerves beneath, those of the primary stem 4-6
cm. long, crenate-dentate, those of the branchlets smaller (1.5-3.5 cm. long);
corolla 1-1.5 cm. long, slender-funnel-form, gradually enlarged upward.

lluvial soil, N. B. and Me. July-Sept.

b. Stem-leaves subsessile or on short petioles (1-4 mm. long").

8. S. galericulata L. Herbaceous; subterranean stolons not tuberiferous ;

smooth or a little downy, erect, 1-9 dm. high ;
leaves ovate-lanceolate or oblong,

acute, serrate, roundish and slightly heart-shaped at base, 1.5-6 cm. long ;

flowers solitary in the axils of the upper leaves; corolla violet-blue, 1.7-2.2 '.

cm. long, with slender tube, the large lower lip nearly erect. Wet places, Nfd.
to B. C., s. to N. C., O., and Neb. June-Aug. }*H^* H- 7-X'*= = Stem-leaves (or all but the lowest) entire.

9. S. integrifblia L. Downy all over with a minute hoariness ; stems soli-

tary and commonly simple, 3-8 dm. high, from a slender base ; upper leaves

oblong-lanceolate, mostly entire, obtuse, very short-petioled, the lowest long-
petioled, ovate, dentate ; flowers in the axils of the upper more or less reduced
leaves or in terminal single or panicled racemes

;
corolla 2-2.5 cm. long, much

enlarged above, the ample lips subequal in length. Moist ground, e. Mass, to

Fla. and Tex., chiefly near the coast. May-July.
10. S. Bushii Britton. Stems numerous, from a short ligneous caudex,

1.5-3 dm. high, closely puberulent ;
leaves uniform, oblanceolate, obtuse, all

entire ; flowers axillary, along the upper two thirds of the stem
;
corolla 2-2.5

cm. long. Barrens, s. Mo. May, June.
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*- -- Flowers 5-10 mm. long ; leaves at most 2 cm. long.

11. S. parvula Michx. Herbaceous; subterranean stolons moniliform-tuber-
iferous ; pubescent throughout with spreading often viscid hairs, dwarf (0.8-3
dm. high), branched and spreading ;

all but the lower leaves sessile and entire
or sparingly toothed, the lowest round-ovate, the others ovate or lance-ovate,

slightly heart-shaped ;
flowers axillary. (Including var. mol-

lis Gray; S. campestris Britton.) Sandy banks, Vt. and
w. Que. to Mich., s. to Tenn. and Tex. Apr.-July.

Var. ambigua (Nutt.) Fernald. Minutely puberulent or

glabrate. (8. parvula Britton, not Michx.) Me. to Wise.,

Ky., and Tex.

2. Nutlets conspicuously winged, each raised on a slender
base.

12. S. nerv&sa Pursh. Smooth, simple or branched,

Nutlet x 5 slender, 1.5-5 dm. high ;
lower leaves roundish, the middle

ovate, toothed, somewhat heart-shaped, 2-4.5 cm. long, the

floral ovate-lanceolate, entire
;
nerve-like veins prominent beneath

;
corolla bluish,

1 cm. long, the lower lip exceeding the concave upper one. Moist thickets and
rich woods, s. Ont. and N. Y. to Mo. and N. C. FIG. 888.

888. 8. nervosa.

An upper node x

6. MARRtTBIUM [Tourn.] L. HOREHOUND

Calyx-teeth more or less spiny-pointed and spreading at maturity. Upper
lip of the corolla erect, notched, the lower spreading, 3-cleft, its middle lobe

broadest. Stamens 4. Whitish-woolly bitter-aromatic perennials, branched
at the base, with rugose and crenate or cut leaves,
and many-flowered axillary whorls. (A name used

by Pliny, from the Hebrew marrob, a bitter juice.)
1. M. VULG\RE L. (COMMON H.) Stems ascend-

ing ;
leaves round-ovate, petioled, crenate-toothed

;

whorls capitate ; calyx with 10 recurved teeth, the
alternate ones shorter

;
corolla small, white. Waste

places, Me. to Ont., westw. and southw. June-Aug.
(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 889. Nodex

M. vulgare.

Fruiting calyx x 2.

7. AGASTACHE Clayt. GIANT HYSSOP

Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, 15-nerved, oblique, 5-toothed, the upper teeth

rather longer than the others. Upper lip of corolla nearly erect, 2-lobed, the

lower 3-cleft, with the middle lobe crenate. Stamens 4, exserted
;
the upper

pair declined, the lower and shorter pair ascending, so

that the pairs cross
;

anther-cells nearly parallel.
Perennial tall herbs, with petioled serrate leav.

small flowers crowded in interrupted terminal spikes
in summer. (From Ayav, much, and (rrdxvs, on /r

of corn, in reference to the numerous spikes.) Lo-
PHANTHUS Benth., in part.

1. A. nepetoides (L. ) Ktze. Stem stout, 0.7-1.") in.

high, sharply 4-angled, smooth or nearly so
;

leaves

ovate, somewhat pointed, coarsely crenate-toothed,
6-12 cm. long; spikes 3-12 cm. long, crowded with

the ovate pointed bracts; i',ihj.r-ti'tth <?<', rather

obtuse, littlr shorter f/ntn the iit<- i/rm/ish -in>ltnu*

corolla. (Ln^hanthns &enth.) Borders of woods,
e. Mass., Vt., and w. Que. to Minn., ami southw.

2. A. scrophulariaefblia (Wilhl.) Ktze. Stem (ob-

tusely -l-aimleth and lower surface of the ovate or

somewhat heart -shaped acute leaves si i-l it ly /-///

A. scrophulariaefolia.

Node and spike x %.
Flower x 2.
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spikes 0.5-5 dm. long; calyx-teeth lanceolate, acute, shorter than the purplish
corolla; otherwise like the preceding. (Lophanthus Benth.) N. H. to Ont.,
Mo., Ky., and Va. FIG. 890. Var. MOLLIS (Fernald) Heller. Stems and lower
surfaces of leaves densely villous. Vt. and Ct. to 111.

3. A. Foeniculum (Pursh) Ktze. Smooth, but the ovate acute leaves glaucous-
white underneath with minute down

; calyx-teeth lanceolate, acute. (Lophan-
thus anisatus Benth.; A. anethiodora Britton.) Plains, L. Superior and Man.
to Neb.

,
and westw. Foliage with the scent of anise.

8. MEEHANIA Britton.

Calyx rather obliquely 5-toothed, 15-nerved. Corolla ample, expanded at

the throat
;
the upper lip flattish or concave, 2-lobed, the lower 3-cleft, the

middle lobe largest. Stamens 4, ascending, the lower pair shorter
;
anther-

cells parallel. Low stoloniferous herb, with pale purplish flowers. (Named
for the late Thomas Meehan, Philadelphian botanist.)

1. M. cordata (Nutt.) Britton. Low, with slender runners, hairy ;
leaves

broadly heart-shaped, crenate, petioled, the floral shorter than the calyx ;

whorls few-flowered, at the summit of short ascending stems
;

corolla hairy
inside, 2-3.5 cm. long; stamens shorter than the upper lip. (Cedronella
Benth.) Moist shady banks, w. Pa. to 111., Tenn., and N. C. June.

9. NEPETA L. CAT MINT

Calyx tubular, often incurved. Corolla dilated in the throat
;
the upper lip

erect, rather concave, notched or 2-cleft
;
the lower 3-cleft, the middle lobe

largest, either 2-lobed or entire. Perennial herbs. (The Latin name, thought
to be derived from Nepete, an Etruscan city. )

1. CATARIA [Tourn.] Reichenb. Cymose clusters rather dense and many-
floicered, forming interrupted spikes or racemes ; upper floral leaves small
and bract-like.

1. N. CATA.RIA L. (CATNIP.) Downy, erect, branched
;
leaves heart-shaped,

oblong, deeply crenate, whitish-downy underneath
;

corolla whitish, dotted
with purple. Near dwellings ;

a common weed. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. GLECH6MA (L.) Benth. Leaves all alike ;

the axillary clusters loosely few-flowered.

2. N. HEDERACEA (L.) Trevisan. (GROUND
IVY, GILL-OVER-THE-GROUND.) Creeping and

trailing ;
leaves petioled, round-kidney-shaped,

crenate, green both sides
;

corolla thrice the

length of the calyx, light blue. (Grlecoma L.
;

891. N. hederacea. -#" Glechoma Benth.) Damp or shady places,

Node x 1/2-
near towns - May-July. (Nat. from Eu.)

Longitudinal section of flower x 2. ElG. 891.

10. DRACOCEPHALUM [Tourn.] L. DRAGON HEAD

Calyx tubular, 13-15-nerved, 5-toothed. Upper lip of the corolla slightly
arched and notched

;
the lower 3-cleft, with its middle lobe largest and 2-cleft

or notched at the end. Whorls many-flowered, mostly spiked or capitate, and
with awn-toothed or fringed leafy bracts. (Name from dpaKuv, a dragon, and
KftpaXri, head, alluding to the form of the corolla in the original species.)

1. D. parviflbrum Nutt. Annual or biennial
;
stem erect, leafy, 1.5-8 dm.

high ;
leaves ovate-lanceolate, sharply cut-toothed, petioled ;

whorls crowded
in a terminal head or spike ; upper tooth of the calyx ovate, nearly equaling
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the small slender bluish corolla. Rocky or gravelly
calcareous soil, chiefly in recent clearings, e. Que. to

Yukon, southw. to n. and w. N. Y., Mich., Wise., la.,

N. Mex., and Ariz.; occasionally adventive in N. E.

June-Aug. FIG. 892.

11. PRUNELLA L. SELF-HEAL

Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, somewhat 10-nerved,
naked in the throat, closed in fruit

; upper lip broad,
truncate. Corolla ascending, slightly contracted at the

throat and dilated at the lower side just beneath it,

2-lipped ; upper lip erect, arched, entire
;
the lower

reflexed-spreading, 3-cleft, its lateral lobes oblong, the

middle one rounded, concave, denticulate. Filaments
2-toothed at the apex, the lower tooth bearing the

anther
;
anthers approximate in pairs, their cells diverging. Low perennials,

with nearly simple stems, and 3-flowered clusters of flowers sessile in the axils

of round and bract-like membranaceous floral leaves, imbricated in a close spike
or head. (Name said to be from the German Braune, a disease of the throat,
for which this plant was a reputed remedy. Often written Brunella, which
was a pre-Linnean form.)

1. P. vulgaris L. (HEAL-ALL, CARPENTER-WEED.) Leaves ovate-oblong,
entire or toothed, petioled, hairy or smoothish

;
corolla violet or flesh-color,

rarely white, not twice the length of the purplish calyx. Woods and fields,

Nfd. to Fla., westw. across the continent. June-Sept. (Eu.) Var. LACINIXTA L.

Some upper leaves tending to be pinnatifid. (P. laciniata L.) Said to be
introd. near Washington, D. C. (Adv. from Eu.)

892. D. parviflorum.

Inflorescence x %.
Fruiting calyx x 2.

ke stems,
tte leaves. /TV
lor varie- Hit
simple or

ijrom <t>v<ra, II

12. PHYSOSTEGIA Benth. FALSE DRAGON HEAD

Calyx obscurely 10-nerved, short-tubular or bell-shaped, more or less enlarged
and slightly inflated in fruit. Corolla funnel-form, with a much inflated throat,

2-lipped ; upper lip erect, nearly entire
;
the lower 3-parted, spreading, small, its

middle lobe larger, broad and rounded, notched.

Smooth perennials, with upright wand-like stems,
and sessile lanceolate or oblong mostly serrate leaves.
Flowers large and showy, rose or flesh-color

gated with purple, opposite, crowded in simple

panicled terminal leafless spikes. (Name from 00<ra,

a bladder, and O-T^VTJ, a covering, in allusion to the

calyx, which is at length somewhat inflated.)

* Stem conspicuously leafy up to the inflorescence.

1. P. virginiana (L.) Benth. Stem 0.5-1.3 m.

high, terminated by a simple virgate spike or several

panicled spikes ;
leaves thickish, mostly sharply

serrate
; calyx tubular-campanulate, its teeth half

the length of the tube, acuminate, at length acerose-

tippcd; corolla 1.8-2.3 cm. long. Wet grounds,
from w. Que. westw. and southw.

; frequently
escaped from cultivation in e. N. E. June-Sept.
FIG. 893.

P. panriflbra Nutt. Stem 2-6 dm. high, simple
to the inflorescence

;
leaves thin, lanceolate, den-

ticulate to serrate
; spikes short and dense

; calyx-
teeth short and blunt; corolla 1-1.5 cm. long.
Wet banks, Wise, to Sask., N. Dak., and westw.

July-Sept

898. P. vtrglniana.

Lr;if and bit of spike X %.
Anther x 8.
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* * Stem-leaves greatly reduced upward, the inflorescences long-pedunculate.

3. P. denticulata (Ait.) Britton. Slender, simple, or the inflorescence

branched, 0.6-1.2 dm. high ;
leaves thick, pale green, from crenate-dentate to

serrate
; spikes solitary or in large plants several and paniculately disposed,

rather loose
;
corolla 2.5-3.5 cm. long. (P. virginiana, var. Gray.) Prairies,

river-banks, etc., Va. to 111., Kan., and southw. June-Aug.
4. P. intermedia (Nutt.) Engelm. & Gray. Slender, 3-15 dm. high, remotely

leaved
;

leaves linear-lanceolate, repand-denticulate ;
rhachis filiform, rather

remotely flowered; calyx short and broadly campanulate ; corolla 1-1.5 cm.

long, much dilated upward. Barrens, w. Ky. and Ark. to La. and Tex.

13. SYNANDRA Nutt.

Calyx bell-shaped, inflated, membranaceous, irregularly veiny. Corolla with
a long tube, much expanded above and at the throat

;
the upper lip slightly

arched, entire, the lower spreading and 3-cleft, with ovate lobes, the middle one
broadest and notched at the end. Filaments hairy ;

anthers approximate in

pairs under the upper lip ;
the two upper each with one fertile and one smaller

sterile cell, the latter cells cohering together (whence the name
;
from vtv,

together, and av-fjp, for anther}.
1. S. hispidula (Michx.) Britton. Hairy biennial, 3-6 dm. high; lower

leaves long-petioled, broadly ovate, heart-shaped, crenate, thin, the floral sessile,

gradually reduced to bracts, each with a single sessile flower
;
corolla 3-4 cm.

long, yellowish-white. {8. grandiflora Nutt.) Shady banks of streams, O. to

111., Tenn.
,
and Va. June.

14. PHL6MIS [Tourn.] L. JERUSALEM SAGE

Upper lip of the corolla arched
;
the lower spreading, 3-cleft. Stamens as-

cending under the upper lip ;
the filaments of the upper pair longer than the

others in P. tuberosa, with an awl-shaped appendage at base
;
anther-cells di-

vergent and confluent. Leaves rugose. Whorls dense and many-flowered,
axillary, remote, bracted. (An old Greek name of a woolly plant.)

1. P. TUBER6SA L. Tall perennial, nearly smooth ;
leaves ovate-heart-shaped,

crenate, petioled, the floral oblong-lanceolate ;
bracts awl-shaped, hairy ; upper

lip of the purple corolla densely bearded with white hairs on the inside. Shore
of L. Ontario, N. Y., local. June, July. (Nat. from Eu.)

15. GALE6PSIS L. HEMP NETTLE

Calyx about 5-nerved, with 5 somewhat equal teeth. Corolla dilated at the
throat

; upper lip ovate, arched, entire
;
the lower 3-cleft, spreading, the lateral

lobes ovate, the middle one inversely heart-shaped ; palate with 2 teeth at the
sinuses. Annuals, with spreading branches, and several-many-flowered whorls
in the axils of floral leaves which are nearly like the lower ones. (Name com-

posed of 7aA<fy, a weasel, and 6^is, appearance, from some fancied likeness of

the corolla to the head of a weasel. )

1. G. TETR\HIT L. (COMMON H.) Stem swollen below the joints, bristly-

hairy leaves ovate, coarsely serrate; corolla purplish, white, or variegated,
about twice the length of the calyx. Waste places and fields, common. June-
Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. G. LADANUM L. (RED H.) Stem canescent with appressed pubescence ;

leaves linear or lanceolate, more or less downy, entire or obscurely serrate
;

corolla red or rose-color (often spotted with yellow), much exceeding the calyx.
Ballast and waste places, N. B. to Mich, and N. J., local. (Adv. from Eu.)

Var. LATIF&LIA Wallr. Leaves ovate-oblong, sharply toothed; upper parts of

the plant copiously glandular. Similar places, casual. (Adv. from Eu.)
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16. LAMIUM L. DEAD NETTLE

Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, about 5-nerved, with 5 nearly equal awl-pointed
teeth. Corolla dilated at the throat

; upper lip ovate or oblong, arched, nar-

rowed at the base
;
the middle lobe of the spreading lower lip broad, notched

at the apex, contracted as if stalked at the base ;
the lateral ones small, at the

margin' of the throat. Decumbent herbs, the lowest leaves small and long-

petioled, the middle heart-shaped and doubly toothed, the floral subtending the

whorled flower-cluster. (Name from Xai/x6s, throat, in allusion to the ringent

corolla.)

* Annuals or biennials, low ; flowers small, purplish, at most 1.5 cm. l<>n<j.

1. L. AMPLEXICAULE L. (HENBiT.) Leaves rounded, deeply crenate-toothed

or cut, the upper ones clasping ; corolla elongated, upper lip bearded, the lower

spotted, lateral lobes truncate. Waste and cultivated places. Apr.-Oct.

(Nat. from Eu.)
2. L. PURpfrREUM L. Leaves roundish or oblong, heart-shaped, crenate-

toothed, allpetioled. N. E. to N. C. Apr., May. (Nat. from Eu.)
* *

Perennial, taller ; flowers larger.

3. L. ALBUM L. Hairy ;
leaves ovate, heart-

shaped, petioled ; calyx-teeth very slender, spread-

ing ;
corolla white, the tube curved upward,

obliquely contracted near the base, where there is

a ring of hairs inside ; lateral lobes of lower lip

bearing a long slender tooth. Roadsides and
waste places, mostly escaped from cultivation.

May-July. (Introd. from Eu.) FIG. 894.

4. L. MACUL\TUM L. Like the last, but leaves

more frequently marked with a white spot on the

upper face, and flowers purplish or white, with

the ring of hairs transverse instead of oblique.

Sparingly escaped to roadsides and thickets. May-July. (Introd. from Eu.)

17. LEONJ&RUS L. MOTHERWORT

Calyx 5-nerved, with 5 nearly equal teeth. Upper lip of the corolla oblong
and entire, somewhat arched

;
the. lower spreading, 3-lobed, its middle lobe

larger, narrowly oblong-obovate, entire, the lateral ones oblong. Upright herbs,
with cut-lobed leaves, and close whorls of flowers in their axils

;
in summer.

(Name from \twv, a lion, and ovpd, tail, i.e. Lion?a-tail.)

1. L. CARD!ACA L. (COMMON M.) Tall perennial ;
leaves long-petioled, the

lower rounded, palmately lobed, the floral wedge-shaped at base, suln>ntir<' or

3-cleft, the lobes lanceolate; upper Up of the pale purple corolla bmrdid.
Waste places, around dwellings. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. L. MAKRUBIASTRUM L. Tall biennial, with elongated branches
;

*t<m-
leaves oblong-ovate, coarsely toothed; corolla whitish, shorter than the calyx-

teeth, the tube naked within; lower lip rather erect. Waste places, etc., 1'a.

and Del. (Adv. from Eu.)
3. L. SIB/RICUS L. Tall biennial

;
leaves ^-parted, the divisions 2-5-f/r//, >/

til-, i>ly ;\-"-ci,'ft dud incised; corolla purplish, twice as long as the calyx, the

upper lip fornicate, the lower little spreading, Waste grounds, Pa. and Del.

(Adv. from Eurasia.)

18. BALLdTA L. FETID HOREIIOUND

Calyx nearly funnel-form
;
the 10-ribbed tube expanded above into a spread-

ing regular border, with 5-10 teeth. Anthers exserted beyond the tube of the

corolla, approximate in pairs. Otherwise much as in Marrubium. (The Greek

name, of uiirrrtaiu origin.)
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1. B. NIGRA L. (BLACK HOREHOUND.) More or less hairy, but green, erect
;

the root perennial ;
leaves ovate, toothed

;
whorls many-flowered, dense

; calyx-
teeth 6, longer than the tube of the purplish corolla. Waste places, N. E., Pa.,

etc., rare. (Nat. from Eu.)
*>ti

19. STACHYS [Tourn.] L. HEDGE NETTLE

Corolla not dilated at the throat
; upper lip erect or rather spreading, often

arched, entire or nearly so
;
the lower usually longer and spreading, 3-lobed,

with the middle lobe largest and nearly entire. Stamens 4, ascending under the

upper lip (often reflexed on the throat after flowering) ;
anthers approximate in

pairs. Nutlets obtuse, not truncate. Whorls 2-many-flowered, approximate
in a terminal raceme or spike (whence the name, from <rrdxvs, a spike).

a. Annuals.
Stem sinoothish ; corolla yellow, much exceeding- the calyx . . . I. 8. annua.
Stem hirsute

; corolla purplish, about equaling the calyx . . 2. S. artensis.
a. Perennials b.

l>. Stems glabrous on the sides, smooth or bristly on the angles c.

c. Calyx-teeth triangular-lanceolate, about equaling the tube.

Leaves entire or obscurely toothed, linear or linear-oblong . 3. S. hyssopifolia.
Leaves regularly serrate or serrulate.

Leaves 5-13 mm. broad, their petioles 1-3 mm. long . . . 4. S. ambigua.
Leaves broader, their petioles 5-15(-20) mm. long.
Leaves rounded-truncate to cuneate at base, acute or merely

acuminate at tip 5. S. tenuifolia.
Leaves heart-shaped at base, caudate-acuminate at tip . 6. S. Nuttallii.

c. Calyx-teeth broadly deltoid, much shorter than the tube . . . 7. S. latidens.
&. Stems pubescent (or puberulent) on the sides as well as on the angles.

Leaves linear to linear-lanceolate, 10-12 times as long as broad . 8. S. arenicola.
Leaves broader, oblong to cordate-ovate.
Leaves subsessile or very short-petioled, the lower petioles not

conspicuously longer than the upper 9. S. palustris.
Lower leaves on elongate petioles, the upper on shorter petioles or

Calyx-teeth broad-deltoid, much shorter than the tube . . 10. S. cordata.

Calyx-teeth lance-deltoid, nearly equaling the tube . . .11. S. salvioides.

S. ANNUA L. Erect smoothish annual ; leaves oblong to oblanceolate, the
lower crenate, the upper subentire

; calyx pilose and glandular-puberal ent, 6-8
mm. long, the subequal lanceolate lobes about equaling the tube

;
corolla yellow,

1.6 cm. long. Waste places and ballast, chiefly about Atlantic ports. July,

Aug. (Adv. from Eu.)
2. S. ARVENSIS L. Low decumbent annual; stems hirsute; leaves ovate,

crenate, subcordate, hirsute, the lower long-petioled ; calyx 4.5-6 mm. long,

hirsute, about equaling the purplish corolla. Waste places and ballast, chiefly
near Atlantic ports. (Adv. from Eu.)

3. S. hyssopifblia Michx. Smooth and glabrous, or the nodes hirsute
;
steins

slender, 2-5 dm. high ;
leaves linear-oblong or narrowly linear, sessile, entire or

obscurely toothed toward the apex, 2-5 cm. long, 3-10 mm. wide ; whorls 4-6-

flowered, rather distant
;

corolla twice or thrice the length of the triangular-

awl-shaped spreading calyx-teeth. Wet sandy places, Mass, to Fla.
;

s. Mich.

July-Sept.
4. S. ambigua (Gray) Britton. Resembling the preceding, but stouter, with

scattered retrorse bristles on the angles of the stem, and with serrulate leaves

about 1 cm. broad. (S. hyssopifolia, var. Gray.) Pa. to Wise., and southw.

June-Aug.
5. S. tenuifblia Willd. Rootstock slender; stem slender, smooth and gla-

brous throughout, or with few minute bristles on the angles ;
leaves lanceolate

to oblong, taper-pointed, sharply toothed, mostly 5-10 cm. long, short-petioled,

only the lower floral longer than the flowers
; spike slender and interrupted ;

calyx glabrous, the tube rather slender, the lance-subulate teeth somewhat
spreading. (S. aspera, var. glabra Gray.) Wet ground, N. Y. to la., and
southw.

Var. aspera (Michx.) Fernald. Angles of the stem beset with long reflexed

bristle*; leaves oblong- to ovate-lanceolate, 'short-petioled, more or less hairy;
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calyx slightly larger, the teeth often less spreading. {8. aspera Michx.) Vt.

ande. Mass, to Ont., and southw. July, Aug.
6. S. Nuttallii Shuttlw. Tall, very hirsute on the angles ;

leaves cordate-

ovate to -oblong, hirsute on the veins, serrate-dentate, caudate-acuminate ; spike

very interrupted, the lower fa'ticels borne in the axils of the short-petioled foli-

age leaves; calyx hirsute, the spiny teeth nearly equaling the corolla-tube.

0. and Va. to Tenn.
7. S. latidens Small. Stem stout, 6-7 dm. high, smooth, or finely setose on

the angles ;
leaves ovate-oblong, subcordate, glabrous or sparingly setulose,

short-petioled, mostly 1-1.3 dm. long, 3-5 cm. broad, coarsely crenate-dentate
;

spike slender and interrupted, the lowest floral leaves large ; calyx pubescent,
short-campanulate, with short deltoid firm teeth. Mts. of Va., N. C., and Tenn.

8. S. arenicola Britton. Stem 3-6 dm. high, copiously retrorse-hixpid on the

sides and angles ;
leaves linear to linear-lanceolate, 6-10 cm. long, 6-10 mm.

wide, densely pubescent on both faces, crenate-serrate
; spike dense, slightly

interrupted ;
the lower bracts much exceeding the flowers, the upper short, all

densely hispid ; calyx hispid, the lobes acicular; corolla inconspicuous, the upper
lip hispid. Sandy soil, N. Y. to 111. and Mich.

9. S. palustris L. (WOUNDWORT.) Rootstock tuberous-thickened, freely
stoloniferous

;
stem 3-10 dm. high, leafy, hirsute on the angles with spreading or

refiexed hairs, the sides more finely appressed-pubescent ; leaves sessile, or the

lower short-petioled, lanceolate to ovate-oblong, crenate-serrate, rounded at base,

downy or hairy, obtusish, 4-10 cm. long, only the uppermost floral ones shorter

than the nearly sessile calyx ;
whorls 6-10-flowered, the upper crowded into an

interrupted spike ; calyx hispid, the lance-subulate teeth somewhat spiny, half

the length of the corolla, diverging in fruit. Wet ground, Nfd. to the Macken-
zie, s. to N. C., O., 111., Minn., Col., etc. (Eurasia.) Var. HOM6TRICHA Fer-

nald. Sides of the stems and the angles almost uniformly hirsute with long
retrorse hairs. N. B. to Ct., centr. N. Y., and westw.

10. S. cordata Riddell. Stem rather weak, long-hirsute on the angles, 6-8
dm. high ; leaves long-petioled, all ovate- or oblong-cordate, acuminate, crenate,
7-15 cm. long, the floral mostly minute

; spikes slender, of numerous few-
flowered clusters

; calyx small, with very short teeth ; corolla about 1 cm. long.

Thickets, s. O. to Va. and Tenn.
11. S. salvioides Small. Stems closely glandular-puberulent to short-hirsute,

3-9 dm. high ;
leaves petioled, the petioles glandular-short-hirsute, the closely

pubescent cordate-ovate dentate acuminate blade 6-12 cm. long ; spike slender,
few-flowered

;
the bracts ovate, about equaling the calyx ; calyx-lobes lance-

deltoid, about equaling the tube; corolla about 1 cm. long. Stony soil, Va.
and W. Va. to Tenn.

20. SALVIA [Tourn.] L. SAGE

Upper lip of calyx 3-tpothed or entire, the lower 2-cleft. Corolla deeply
2-lipped, ringent ; upper lip straight or scythe-shaped, entire or barely notched,
the lower spreading or pendent, 3-lobed, its middle lobe larger. Stamens on
short filaments, jointed with the elongated transverse connective, one end of

which, ascending under the upper lip, bears a linear 1-celled (half-) anther, the

other, usually descending, bears an imperfect or deformed (half-) anther or

none at all. Flowers mostly large and showy, in spiked, racemed, or panicled
whorls. (Name from salvare, to save, in allusion to the reputed healing qualities
of Sage.)

* Both anther-cells polliniferous ; leaves mostly lyrately lobed or pinnatifid.

1. S. lyr&ta L. (LYRE-LEAVED S.) Low perennial, 2-6 dm. high, some-
what hairy ;

stem nearly simple and naked
;
root-leaves lyre-shaped or sinuate-

pinnatifid, sometimes almost entire; those of the stem mostly a single pair,
smaller and narrower

;
bracts oblong-linear, not longer than the calyx ;

whorls
loose and distant, forming an interrupted raceme; upper lip of the blue-purple

pubescent corolla (2-3 cm. long) short, straight, not vaulted. Sandy woods
and barrens, Ct. to 111., s. to Fla. and Tex. May, June.
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* * Lower anther-cell wanting ; the sterile ends of the connectives mostly united.

*- Calyx obscurely bilabiate ; corolla 1.5-2.5 cm. long, with prominently exserted

tube.

2. S. azurea Lam., var. grandifl6ra Benth. Cinereous-puberulent, 0.5-1.5
m. high ;

lower leaves lanceolate or oblong, obtuse, denticulate or serrate,

tapering to a short petiole ; upper narrower, often linear, entire
;
inflorescence

spike-like, tomentulose-sericeous
; calyx-teeth short, the broad upper lip entire

;

corolla blue or white. (S. Pitcheri Torr.) Minn, to Mo., westw. and southw.

July-Sept.
- *- Calyx deeply bilabiate ; corolla-tube hardly at all exserted.

-w Annual.

3. S. lanceaefblia Poir. Puberulent or nearly glabrous, 1-12 dm. high;
leaves lanceolate or linear-oblong, irregularly serrate or nearly entire, tapering
to a slender petiole ; inflorescence virgate-spiciform, interrupted; upper lip of
calyx entire, lower 2-cleft

;
corolla blue, 1 cm. long, little exserted; style gla-

brous or nearly so. (8. lanceolata Broussonet, not Lam.) Plains and open
soil, Ind. ((7. P. Smith} to Neb., Tex., and Ariz.

;
introd. at Columbus, O.

(Kellerman}. May-Oct.
*- -M- Perennials.

= Pedicels about equaling the fruiting calyx.

4. S. urticifblia L. Villous-pubescent and somewhat viscid, or glabrate, 3-6
dm. high ;

leaves coarsely serrate, ovate, with truncate or cuneate base decurrent

into a winged petiole; inflorescence racemose-spicate, of numerous distant clus-

ters
; calyx-lips divergent, the upper ^-toothed, lower 2-cleft

;
corolla blue and

white, 1-1.5 cm. long, twice the length of the calyx; style strongly bearded.

Woodlands, Pa. to Ky., s. to Ga. and La. May-July.
= = Pedicels much shorter than the fruiting calyx.

5. S. SCL^REA L. (CLARY.) Villous-pubescent, viscid, stout, 1 m. or less

high ;
leaves ample, long-petioled, ovate and cordate, crenate, rugose, the floral

forming large bracts of the spike, tinged with white and rose-color
;

corolla

white and bluish, rather large, the long upper lip falcate and compressed.
Escaped from gardens, from Pa. southw. (Introd. from Eu.)

6. S. VERBENA.CA L. Puberulent to villous, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves ovate or

oblong, mostly sinuate-incised or moderately pinnatifld, the lobes crenate-

toothed, rugose, the few cauline mostly sessile, the floral inconspicuous; spike

interrupted; calyx reflexed after flowering; corolla bluish, sfnall, the upper lip

nearly straight. Sparingly in waste places, Middle and Southern States. (Nat.
from Eu.)

21. MONARDA L. HORSE MINT

Calyx 15-nerved, usually hairy in the throat. Corolla elongated, with a

slightly expanded throat
; 'lips linear or oblong, somewhat equal, the upper

erect, entire or slightly notched, the lower spreading, 3-lobed at the apex, its

lateral lobes ovate and obtuse, the middle one narrower and slightly notched.
Stamens elongated, ascending, inserted in the throat of the corolla. Odorous
erect herbs, with entire or toothed leaves, and large attractive flowers in a few
verticels closely surrounded by bracts. (Dedicated to Nicolas Monardes, author
of many tracts upon medicinal and other useful plants, especially those of the

New World, in the latter half of the 16th century.)
* Stamens and style exserted beyond the linear straight acute upper lip of the

corolla ; heads solitary and terminal or sometimes 2 or 3
;
leaves acutely

more or less serrate ; perennials.
- Leaves petioled ; calyx-teeth scarcely longer than the width of the tube.

*-< Glabrous or villous.

= Calyx smooth or smoothish in the throat.

1. M. dldyma L. (OSWEGO TEA, BEE BALM.) Stem somewhat hairy,
1 m. or less high, acutely 4-angled ;

leaves ovate-lanceolate, acuminate, the floral
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ones and the large outer bracts tinged with m/; mlys smoothish, nearly ndk<-<l

in the throat; corolla smooth or minutely pubescent, 4-5 cm. long, bright red,

showy. Moist woods, by streams, w. Que., Ont., and southw. July, Aug.
= = Calyx hairy in the throat.

2. M. clinopodia L. Nearly glabrous to villous-pubescent ;
leaves ovate-

lanceolate and ovate; bracts whitish; calyx moderately hirsute in the throat;
corolla slightly pubescent, 2-2.5 cm. long, dull white or flesh-colored. Shady
places, ravines, etc., N. Y. to 111. and Ga. July.

3. M. fistulbsa L. (WILD BERGAMOT.) Branches more or less villous or

hirsute, 0.5-1.5 m. high ;
leaves ovate-lanceolate, pubescent especially beneath,

the uppermost and outer bracts somewhat colored (whitish or purplish); calyx

slightly curved, very hairy in the throat; corolla 2.5-4 cm. long, lilac or pink,
the upper lip very hairy. Dry soil, N. E. to Col. and Tex.

;
often cultivated

and mostly introd. northeastw. Var. RtiBRA Gray. Stem smooth
;
corolla bright

crimson or rose-red
;
habit of no. 1, but upper lip of corolla villous-bearded on

the back at tip ;
throat of calyx with the outer bristly hairs widely spreading.

(M. media Willd.) Me. to Ont. and Tenn.
; mostly introd. northw. July,

Aug.
++ ++ Leaves canescent (especially beneath) with minute appressed puberulence.

4. M. m611is L. Tall and branching ;
leaves firm, oblong- or deltoid-ovate,

long-acuminate ;
throat of calyx mostly rilled with dense beard, with sometimes

an outer row of bristles
;

corolla flesh-color to lilac, glandular, its upper lip

hairy outside or more bearded at the tip. (M. scabra Beck
;
M. fistulosa, var.

mollfa Benth.) Dry plains, Me. to Man., and southw. July, Aug.
- *- Leaves nearly sessile; calyx-teeth elongated, lax; head solitary.

6. M. Bradburiana Beck. Leaves clothed with long soft hairs, especially
underneath

;
the floral and the outer bracts somewhat heart-shaped, purplish ;

calyx smoothish, contracted above, very hairy in the throat, with awl-shaped
awned teeth

;
corolla smoothish, bearded at the tip of the upper lip, scarcely

twice the length of the calyx, pale-purplish or white, the lower lip dotted with

purple. Thickets and woods, Ind. to Tenn. and Mo. May-July.
* * Stamens not exceeding the falcate upper lip of the short corolla; heads axil-

lanj or interrupted-spicate ; leaves lanceolate or oblong, sparsely serrate,

tapering into the petiole.

6. M. punctata L. (HORSE MINT.) Perennial, minutely downy, 3-'. dm.

high ;
leaves petioled, lanceolate, narrowed at base

;
bracts lanceolate, blunt,

obtuse at base, sessile, yellowish and purple ;
teeth o/the downy calyx short ami

awnless, rigid, soon spreading ;
corolla nearly smooth, yellowish, the upper lip

spotted with purple, notched at the apex, the tube scarcely exceeding the calyx.

Sandy ground, N. Y. to Minn., s. to Fla. and Tex.; adv. in N. E. July-Sept.
7. M. citriodbra Cerv. (LEMON MINT.) Annual, 3-8 dm. high; bracts nar-

rowly oblong, their slender awned tips spreading or recurving; calyx-ta-th

sli'inler, at length usually spreading ;
corolla white or pinkish, not spotted. 111.

t>- * Neb. and Tex. June -Sept.

22. BLEPHiLIA Raf.

Calyx 13-nerved, naked in the throat
; upper lip with 3 awned teeth, the

lower with 2 nearly awnless teeth. Corolla inflated in the throat, nearly equally

2-lipped ; upper lip erect, entire, the lower spreading, 3-cleft, its lateral lobes

ovate and rounded, lamer than the oblong and notched middle one. Stamens
exserted (the upper pair minute or none). Perennial lierlts. with nearly tin-

foliage, etc., of Mnmii'ii,! ; the small pale bluish-purple flowers crowded in

axillary and terminal globose whorls; in summer. (Name from /3Xe0ct/^s, the

rifi-lnnh, in reference to the hairy fringe of the bracts and calyx-teeth.)
1. B. ciliata (L.) Kaf. Somewhat downy, 3-0 dm. high; leaves almost

/>', nhlnit<i-t>r<tti\ nnmnr<-<l at //</.sr, whitish-downy underneath
;
OUter-&rOCtl
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ovate, acute, colored, ciliate, as long as the calyx; corolla hairy. Dry open
places, Vt. to Minn., s. to Ga. and Mo.

2. B. hirsuta (Pursh) Benth. (Wooo MINT.) Taller, hairy throughout;
leaves long-petioled, ovate, pointed, rounded or heart-shaped at base; the lower
floral ones similar, the uppermost and the bracts linear-awl-shaped, shorter than
the long-haired calyx ;

corolla pale, with darker purple spots. Moist shady
places, w. Que. and Vt. to Minn., s. to Ga. and e. Tex. Var. GLABRATA Fernald.
'tern and leaves glabrous. Local, s. Vt. (Miss Day}.

23. HEDE6MA Pers. MOCK PENNYROYAL

Calyx ovoid or tubular, gibbous on the lower side near the base, 13-nerved,
bearded in the throat, 2-lipped ; upper lip 3-toothed, the lower 2-cleft. Upper lip
of corolla flat, notched at the apex, the lower spreading, 3-cleft. Low odorous

annuals, with small leaves and loose axillary clusters of flowers (in summer)
often forming terminal leafy racemes. (Altered from -rjUoy^ov, an ancient
name of Mint, from ^Stfs, sweet, and <5cr^, scent.}

* Sterile filaments manifest ; leaves oblong-ovate, petioled, somewhat serrate.

1. H. pulegioides (L.) Pers. (AMERICAN PENNYROYAL.) Erect, branching, tjj ^
hairy ;

whorls few-flowered
; upper calyx-teeth triangular, the lower setaceous-

subulate
;
corolla bluish, pubescent, scarcely exserted, 3-5 mm. long ;

taste and
odor nearly of the true Pennyroyal (Mentha Pulegium) of Europe. Dry soil,

N. S. and Que. to Dak., and southw.

* * Sterile filaments minute or obsolete ; leaves narrow, entire, sessile or nearly so.

2. H. hispida Pursh. Mostly low
;
leaves linear, crowded, almost glabrous,

somewhat hispid-ciliate ;
bracts spreading or reflexed; upper flowers rather

crowded; calyx-teeth all subulate, equaling the bluish corolla. Plains and

rocky banks, N. Y. (Haberer} and Out. to Sask. and La.
; locally introd. in Vt.

24. MELISSA [Tourn.] L. BALM

Calyx with the upper lip flattened and 3-toothed, the lower 2-cleft. Corolla
with a recurved-ascending tube. Stamens 4, curved and conniving under the

upper lip. Otherwise nearly as Satureja. Clusters few-flowered, loose, one-

sided, with few and mostly ovate bracts resembling the leaves. (Name from
/j.t\i<r(ra, a bee ; the flowers yielding abundance of honey.)

1. M. OFFICINA.LIS L. (COMMON B.) Upright, branching, perennial, pubes-
cent

;
leaves broadly ovate, crenate-toothed, lemon-scented

;
corolla nearly

white. Sparingly escaped from gardens. (Introd. from Eu.)

25. SATUREJA [Tourn.] L. SAVORY. CALAMINT

Calyx tubular to bell-shaped, 10-13-nerved, naked or hairy in the throat.

Corolla with a straight tube and an inflated throat, distinctly 2-lipped ;
the upper

lip erect, flattish, entire or notched
;
the lower spreading, 3-parted, the middle

lobe usually largest. Stamens 4, somewhat ascending. Herbs or shrubs, with

mostly purplish or whitish flowers produced all summer
;
inflorescence various.

(The ancient Latin name.) Including CLINOPODIUM L. CALAMINTHA Lam.

1. Loosely flowered, without long-subulate bracts.

* Calyx bell-shaped, naked in the throat.

1. S. HORTENSIS L. (SUMMERS.) Pubescent annual
;
leaves linear, entire

;

clusters few-flowered, in dense interrupted spikes; bracts small or none.

Escaped from gardens and sparingly wild, N. B. to Mich, and Ky. (Introd.
from Eu.)

GRAY'S MANUAL 45
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* * Calyx cylindric or tubular, hairy in the throat.

*- Pubescent ; bracts minute.

M. Common peduncle short but distinct.

2. S. NEPETA (L.) Scheele. (BASIL THYME.) Soft-hairy; stem ascending,
1 rn. or less high ;

leaves petioled, broadly ovate, obtuse, crenate ; corolla 7-8
mm. long, twice the length of the calyx. ( Calamintha Savi

; Clinopodium
Ktze.) Dry waste grounds, Md. to Ind., Ark., and southw. (Nat. from Eu.)

M- -w- Common peduncle none.

3. S. Acmos (L.) Scheele. Mostly branching and decumbent at base,
1.5-2.5 dm. high ;

leaves elliptic-ovate to -oblong, acute, about 1 cm. long,

petioled; calyx constricted at the throat. (Clinopodium Ktze.) Roadsides
and waste places, Mass, to Ont. and N. J. (Nat. from. Eu.)

H- -- Glabrous or nearly so; common peduncles hardly any; pedicels 1-5,

slender, the conspicuous brajcts subulate-acuminate.

4. S. glabSlla (Michx.) Briquet. Smooth
;
stems diffuse or spreading, 2-5

dm. long ;
leaves slightly petioled, oblong or oblong-linear, narrowed at base,

2-5 cm. long, sparingly toothed or nearly entire
;
clusters 3-5-flowered

;
corolla

purplish, about 1 cm. long, fully twice the length of the calyx. {Calamintha
Benth.

; Clinopodium Ktze.) Damp (generally calcareous) soil, s. Ind., Ky.,
Tenn., and Ark.

6. S. glabra (Nutt.) Fernald. Smaller
;
the flowering stems more upright,

1.5-4 dm. high, with narrower mostly entire leaves and fewer-flowered clusters,
while sterile runners from the base bear ovate thickish leaves 0.*>-l cm. long.

(Clinopodium Ktze.; Calamintha Nuttallii Benth.) Rocky banks, N. Y. and
e. Ont. to Minn, and Tex.

2. Flowers in sessile dense many-flowered clusters, and involucrate with con-

spicuous setaceous-subulate bracts ; calyx nearly naked in the throat.

6. S. vurfcaris (L.) Fritsch. (BASIL.) Hairy, erect, 2-6 dm. high; leaves

ovate, petioled, nearly entire
;
flowers lavender to pink, in globular clusters

;

hairy bracts as long as the calyx. ( Clinopodium L.
;
Calamintha Clinopodium

Benth.) Woods, thickets, and alluvial banks, Nfd. to Va., O., Ind., and Man.

(Eurasia. )

26. HYSSdPUS [Tourn.] L. HYSSOP

Calyx tubular, 15-nerved, equally 5-toothed, naked in the throat. Corolla

short, 2-lipped ; upper lip erect, flat, obscurely notched, the lower 3-cleft, with
the middle lobe larger and 2-cleft. Perennial herb, with wand-like simple
branches, lanceolate or linear entire leaves, and blue-purple flowers in small

clusters, crowded in a spike. (The ancient name.)
1. H. OFFICIN\LIS L. Roadsides, etc., sparingly escaped from gardens.

(Introd. from Eu.)

27. ORIGANUM [Tourn.] L. WILD MARJORAM

Calyx hairy in the throat, striate, 5-toothed. Tube of the corolla about the

length of the calyx ;
the upper lip rather erect and slightly notched, the lower

longer, of 3 nearly equal spreading lobes. Stamens exserted, diverging.

Perennials, with nearly entire leaves, and purplish flowers crowded in cylindrical
or ellipsoid spikes, imbricated with colored bracts. (An ancient Greek name,
composed of 6pos, a mountain, and ydvos, ornament.")

1. 0. VULOXRE L. Upright, hairy, corymbose at the summit; leaves peti-

oled, round-ovate
;
bracts ovate, obtuse, purplish. Roadsides and fields, Mass,

to Out. and Pa. June-Oct. (Nat. from Eu.)
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28. PYCNANTHEMUM Michx. MOUNTAIN MINT. BASIL

Calyx about 13-nerved, naked in the throat. Corolla short, more or less

2-lipped ;
the upper lip straight, nearly flat, entire or slightly notched

;
the

lower 3-cleft, its lobes all ovate and obtuse. Lower pair of stamens rather

longer than the upper ;
anther-cells parallel. Perennial upright herbs, with a

pugent mint-like flavor, corymbosely branched above, the floral leaves often
whitened

;
the many-flowered whorls dense, crowded with bracts, and usually

forming terminal heads or close cymes. Corolla whitish or purplish, the lips

mostly dotted with purple. Fl. summer and early autumn. Varies, like the

Mints, with the stamens exserted or included in different flowers. (Name com-
posed of irvKvbs, dense, and &vdepov, a blossom, from the compact inflorescence.)
KOELLIA Moench.

*
Calyx-teeth long, bristly-ciliate, or at least bearing long terminal bristles.

H- Glomerules terminating the upper branches, rather densely clustered and
forming a corymb.

1. P. le"ptodon Gray. Soft-pubescent, or glabrate below, loosely branched
;

leaves membranaceous, green, 3-6 cm. long, lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate,
entire or subentire, subsessile

;
infloresence canescent-hirsute

; long-acuminate
bracts and calyx-teeth slender-subulate, villous-hirsute. O. to Mo. and N. C.

H- - Glomerules verticillastrate or terminating short paniculately disposed
branches.

2. P. clinopodioides T. & G. Pubescent; leaves short-petioled, broad- or

oblong-lanceolate, sharply denticulate or entire, all pale green, the upper not

whitened; bracts loose, slightly ciliate
; calyx-teeth one third or one half as long

as the tube, sparingly bristle-tipped. (Koellia Ktze.) Dry soil, Ct. to Pa. and Va.
3. P. pycnanthemoides (Leavenw.) Fernald. Pubescent; leaves ovate-

oblong, remotely toothed, the lower dark green and loosely soft-downy, the

floral ones whitened; cymes dense; bracts much surpassing the flowers, their

long awn-like points and the awn-pointed calyx-teeth (equaling the tube) bearded
with long loose hairs. (Koellia Ktze.; P. Tullia Benth.) Va. to Ky., and
southw. Sometimes too near no. 10.

* *
Calyx-teeth without long bristles (except in dubious forms of no. 10).

Bracts and equal calyx-teeth awn-tipped, rigid, naked, as long as the corolla ;

flowers in dense heads mostly terminating the branchlets ; leaves slightly

petioled.

4. P. aristatum Michx. Minutely hoary-puberulent, 4-8 dm. high ;
leaves

ovate-oblong and oblong-lanceolate, acute, sparingly denticulate-serrate, 2-6
cm. long, roundish at the base. (Koellia Ktze.) Pine barrens, N. J. to Fla.

and La.
Var. hyssopif&lium (Benth.) Gray. Leaves narrowly oblong or broadly

linear, nearly entire and obtuse. (Koellia hyssopifolia Britton.) Va. to Fla.

i- *- Bracts and equal and similar calyx-teeth not long-awned.
w- Leaves lanceolate or linear ; heads mostly terminating the branches, subco-

rymbosely disposed.

= Leaves linear.

5. P. flexubsum (Walt.) BSP. Smooth, freely branching; leaves firm;
heads 5 mm. or less high, somewhat downy, densely corymbose ; appressed
rigid bracts and lance-subulate calyx-teeth with short firm points. (Koellia
MacM.

;
P. linifolium Pursh.) Dry ground, centr. Me. to Minn., and southw.

= Leaves lanceolate,

a. Leaves all glabrous or merely pubescent on the nerves beneath.

6. P. virginianum (L.) Durand & Jackson. Smoothish or minutely pubes-
cent, 2-10 dm. high ;

leaves lanceolate or lance-linear, nearly sessile, entire,
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very numerous, obtuse at base ; capitate glomerules small and numerous, densely

corymbose, imbricated with many short appressed downy rigid ovate or lanceo-

late bracts; calyx-teeth short and triangular. (Koellia MacM.
;
P. lanceolatum

Pursh.) Dry banks, centr. Me. to Dak., and south w.

7. P. Torrdi Benth. Puberulent; stem strict and nearly simple, 5-9 dm.

high ;
leaves thin, lanceolate or linear-lanceolate, tapering to both ends, petioled,

nearly entire
;
flowers in mostly terminal dense capitate clusters

; awl-shaped
calyx-teeth and mostly appressed bracts canescent. (Koellia verticillata Am.
auth., in part, not Ktze.) Dry soil, N. Y. and Pa. to Ga.

b. At least the uppermost leaves closely puberulent above.

8. P. pilbsum Nutt. Hoary with loose pubescence ;
leaves thi6k, pubescent

and dull, oblong-lanceolate, entire, mostly acute or acutish at base, the upper
green ;

bracts and especially the narrow (often somewhat unequal) calyx-teeth

villous-pubescent, canescent ; stamens exserted. (Koellia Britton
;
P. muticum,

var. Gray.) Prairies and dry woods, Pa. to la., Kan., and Ark.
9. P. verticillatum (Michx.) Pers. Stem closely pubescent, especially

above
;
leaves lanceolate, entire or subentire, subsessile, mostly glabrous, only

the upper closely puberulent and paler ;
bracts of the glomerules ovate-lanceo-

late, ciliate, with subulate tips; stamens included. (Koellia Ktze.) Moist
fields and open woods, w. Que. ,

Vt.
,
and e. Mass, to N. C.

n- -M- Leaves ovate or ovate-oblong.

= Calyx and bracts densely invested with close minute appressed pubescence.

10. P. incanum (L.) Michx. Leaves ovate-oblong, acute, remotely toothed,

downy above and mostly hoary with whitish wool underneath, the uppermost
whitened both sides ; cymes large, open, mostly verticillastrate or terminal, few ;

bracts linear or lanceolate, more or less bristly-ciliate ; calyx-teeth deltoid, short,

herbaceous, rarely a little bristly-ciliate. (Koellia Ktze.) Open woods, Vt.

and Mass, to Ont., Mo., and southw.
11. P. albSscens T. & G. Closely resembling the preceding, but with n<> cil-

lous pubescence, the leaves closely cinereous-puberulent beneath. (Koellia Ktze.)
Low sandy ground, Va. and Ky. to Fla. and Tex.

= = Calyx and bracts pilose or hispid with distinct spreading hairs.

12. P. muticum (Michx.) Pers. Minutely hoary throughout, or becoming
almost smooth, corymbosely much branched, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves ovate or

broadly ovate-lanceolate, rather rigid, acute, rounded or slightly heart-shaped at

base, mostly sessile and minutely sharp-toothed, prominently veined, green and
^labrate when old

;
the floral ones and the subulate-tipped luni-c-atteniiate or

linear bracts and the calyx-teeth hoary ; flower-clusters very dense, corymbose;
stamens exserted. (Koellia Britton.) N. H. to Mo., and south w.

13. P. montanum Michx. Glabrous or essentially so, tall (C-10 dm. high),

simple or sparingly branched above; leaves lance-ovate or -oblong, thin, sharply

serrate, acuminate
;
heads chiefly in the upper axils, or solitary at the tips of the

elongate branches; the long thin bracts long-acuminate, ciliate-hispid ; calyx-
teeth deltoid-subulate, smoothish. (Koellia Ktze.) Mountain woods, Va. to

Ten n., and southw.

29. THYMUS [Tourn.] L. TIM MI,

Calyx 13-nerved, hairy in the throat : the upper lip 3-toothed, spreading ;
the

lower 2-<'lct't, with the awl-shaped divisions i-ilia.tr. Corolla short; the upper
lip straight and flattish, notched at the apex, the lower 3-cleft. Stamens 4.

straight ami distant, usually exserted. Low perennials, with small and entire

strongly veined leaves, and purplish or whitish Mowers. (The ancient Greek
name of the Thyme, probably from 0vcii>. to Inn/

/
rf/i,n< . because it was used

for incense. )

1. T. Si.iteVi.i.i M L. (<'KI:I.I-INC; T. 1'n.strate; leaves green, flat, oval e,

entire, short petioled : flowers crowded at the ends of the branches, Old tields,

etc., N. S, to N, V and Pa. July, Aim. (Nat. from Ku.
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30. CUNtLA L. DITTANY

Calyx ovoid-tubular, equally 6-toothed, very hairy in the throat. Upper lip
of corolla erect, flattish, mostly notched

;
the lower spreading, 3-cleft. Stamens

2, erect, exserted
;
sterile filaments short, minute. Perennials, with small white

or purplish flowers, in coryrabed cymes or clusters. (An ancient Latin name,
of unknown origin.)

1. C. origanoides (L.) Britton. (COMMON D.) Stems tufted, corymbosely
much branched, 2-4 dm. high ;

leaves smooth, ovate, serrate, rounded or heart-

shaped at base, nearly sessile, dotted, 1.5-4 cm. long; cymes peduncled ; calyx
striate. (C. Mariana L.) Dry hills, N. Y. to 111., Ark., and Ga.

31. LYCOPUS [Tourn.] L. WATER HOREHOUND

Calyx bell-shaped, 4-5-toothed, naked in the throat. Corolla bell-shaped.
Stamens 2, distant, the upper pair either sterile rudiments or wanting. Nutlets
with thickened margins. Perennial mostly stoloniferous herbs, glabrous or

puberulent, resembling Mints, with sharply toothed or pinnatifid leaves, the
floral ones similar and much longer than the dense axillary whorls of small

mostly white flowers; in summer. (Name compounded of Xtf/cos, a wolf, and
Trotfs, foot, from some fancied likeness in the leaves.)

* Leaves merely serrate.

- Calyx-teeth lanceolate or deltoid, barely acutish, shorter than the mature
nutlets.

1. L. virginicus L. (BUGLE WEED.) Stem obtusely angled, usually puberu-
lent, 2-8 dm. high, rising from a slender (not tuberous-thickened) base; stolons

filiform, not tuberiferous
;
leaves dark green (or purple-tinged), ovate or ovate-

oblong, firm, rather abruptly acuminate at both ends, coarsely toothed, 6-15 cm.

long, 2-5 cm. broad
; glomerules dense, often seemingly compound, in maturity

8-15 mm. broad; calyx ovoid-cylindric ; corolla tubular, with erect lobes; sta-

mens mostly included. Rich moist soil, N. H. to Neb., and southw. (Asia.)
2. L. uniflbrus Michx. (BUGLE WEED.) Similar, but usually more slender >

and glabrate, from a tuberous base; stolons finally tuberiferous; leaves light ,~>

green (rarely purple-tinged), thinner, lanceolate to lance-oblong, gradually nar-
rowed at both ends, 2-11 cm. long, 0.6-3.5 cm. broad

; glomerules smaller and
less dense, in maturity 4-9 mm. broad

; calyx campanulate ; corolla with flarin

lobes; stamens mostly exserted. (L. communis and L. membranaceus Bick-

nell.) Low ground, Nfd. and Lab. to B. C., s. to mts. of Va., Mich., Minn.,
Neb., Wyo., and Ore. (Asia.)

i- *- Calyx-teeth narrow, very acute, longer than the nutlets.

M- Bracts minute; corolla twice as long as the calyx.

3. L. sessilif61ius Gray. Tuberiferous
;
stem rather acutely 4-angled, puber-

ulent
;
leaves closely sessile, ovate to lanceolate, 3-10 cm. long, sparsely sharp-

serrate
; calyx-teeth subulate, rigid. Low grounds, Mass, to Fla. and Miss.,

near the coast.

4. L. rubSllus Moench. Stem rather obtusely 4-angled; leaves petioled,\,'\-

ovate-oblong or oblong-lanceolate, sharply serrate in the middle, attenuate-acu- iX-iAn

minate at both ends, 4-12 cm. long ; calyx-teeth triangular-subulate, not rigid- o _^, /

pointed. Vt. and Mass, to Minn., and southw. Resembles no. 1, but has

long slender calyx-teeth.

+ -*-* Outer bracts conspicuous ; corolla hardly exceeding the calyx.

5. L. lucidus Turcz., var. americanus Gray. Stem strict, stout, 2-9 dm.

high ;
leaves lanceolate and oblong-lanceolate, 5-10 cm. long, acute or acumi-

nate, very sharply and coarsely serrate, sessile or nearly so
; calyx-teeth lance-

ovate, acuminate. (L. asper Greene.) Mich, to Man., Kan., and westw.

Typical L. lucidus of Asia and n. w. Am., with elongate subpetiolate leaves and
lance-subulate calyx-teeth, approaches our n. w. borders.
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* * Leaves incised or pinnatifid at least at base.

6. L. EUROPAEUS L. Rarely stoloniferous, not tuberiferous
;
stem coarse,

more or less villous, 1 m. or less high ;
leaves petioled, ovate, pubescent , coarsely

toothed, sinuate or pinnatifid at base
; calyx-teeth subulate-tipped. Damp or

waste ground, Mass to Va. (Nat. from Eu. )

7. L. americanus Muhl. Stem erect, slender, 2-9 dm. high, acutely 4-angled,

glabrate, freely stoloniferous ; leaves oblong or lanceolate, acuminate, irregu-

larly incised or laciniate-pinnatijid, the upper narrow and merely sinuate, all

tapering to slender petioles ; calyx-teeth short-cuspidate ;
sterile filaments slen-

der, conspicuous, with globular or spatulate tips. (L. sinuatus Ell.) Damp
soil, Nfd. to B. C., and southw.

32. MENTHA [Tourn.] L. MINT

Calyx bell-shaped or tubular, the 5 teeth equal or nearly so. Corolla with a

short included tube, the upper lobe slightly broader, entire or notched. Stamens

4, equal, erect, distant. Odorous perennial herbs
;
the small flowers mostly in

close clusters, forming axillary capitate whorls, sometimes approximated in in-

terrupted spikes, produced in summer, of two sorts as to the fertility of the sta-

mens in most species. Corolla pale purple or whitish. Species mostly adventive
or naturalized from Europe, with many hybrids. (Mlv8r) of Theophrastus, from
a Nymph of that name, fabled to have been changed into Mint by Proserpine.)

* Spikes narrow and leafless, densely crowded ; leaves sessile or nearly so.

t- Spikes canescent.

1. M. LONGIF6LIA (L.) Huds. (HORSE M. of Eu.) Finely pubescent or ca-

ticscent; leaves ovate-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, acute, sharply serrate, often

glabrous above
; spikes rather slender, canescently pubescent. {M. sylvestris L.)

Roadsides, etc., Ct. to Del., Pa., and O. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. M. ALOPECUROIDES Hull. Downy ;

leaves larger, more nearly sessile,

broadly oval and obtuse, often subcordate, coarsely open-dentate, more veiny,
but not rugose above

; spikes coarser, canescent
; approaching the next. Damp

roadsides, etc., Ct. to N. J., Mo., and Wise. (Nat. from Eu.)

*- H- Spikes not canescent.

3. M. ROTDNDIFOLIA (L.) Huds. Soft-hairy or downy ;
leaves broadly ellip-

tical to round-ovate and somewhat heart-shaped, rugose, coarsely crenate-toothed ;

spikes slender. At a few stations, Me. to O., Fla., and Tex. (Nat. from Eu.)
4. M. SPICATA L. (SPEARMINT.) Nearly smooth; leaves oblong- or ovate-

lanceolate, unequally serrate, sometimes short-petioled ;
bracts linear-lanceolate

and subulate, conspicuous. (M. viridis L.) Wet places, common. (Nat.
from Eu.)

* * Flowers pedicellate, less crowded in interrupted leafless spiciform clusters or
terminal heads, or some in the upper axils ; leaves petioled.

-t- Calyx (at least the teeth} more or less hirsute.

5. M. PIPERITA L. (PEPPERMINT.) Glabrous, very pungent-tasted ;
leaves

ovate-oblong to oblong-lanceolate, acute, sharply serrate
; spikes becoming loose;

calyx glabrous below, the teeth hirsute. Along brooks, frequent. (Nat.
from Eu.)

C. M. AQUATICA L. (WATER M.) Pubescent with recurved hairs; leaves
ovate or round-ovate

;
flowers in a terminal globular or interrupted and ellipsoid

head, often with one or more clusters in the axils of the upper leaves
; calyx and

pedicels hairy. Wet places, N. S. to Del., rare. (Nat. from Eu.)
7. M. citfspA L. Glabrous or slightly pubescent ;

leaves short-petioled, ovate
to orbicular, lacerate-dentate and crisped; spikes narrow ; calyx slightly pubes-
cent or glabrate below. Wet ditches, etc., Ct. to Pa. (Nat. from Eu.)
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- H- Calyx glabrous.

8. M. CITR\TA Ehrh. Glabrous or glabrate ; leaves slender-petioled, ovate,

coarsely appressed-serrate ; flowers in small roundish heads, terminal and in the

upper axils. Damp soil, Ct. arid N. Y. to O. and Mich. (Nat. from Eu.)
* * * Flowers in globular whorls or clusters, all in the axils of the leaves, the

uppermost axils rarely flower-bearing ; leaves more or less petioled, toothed.

-- Upper leaves conspicuously reduced, 2 or 3 times exceeding the glomerules.

9. M. CARDIACA Gerarde. Tall and erect, with ascending branches toward
the top ; stem more or less pubescent ;

leaves lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate,

acuminate, sharply serrate, slightly pubescent. (M. sativa of many Am. auth.,
not L.) Wet meadows and shores, N. S. to Pa. (Nat. from Eu.) Resembling
M. spicata, but with more interrupted leafy inflorescence.

t- - Upper leaves scarcely reduced, much exceeding the glomerules.

w Stem glabrous or rarely with a few scattered hairs.

10. M. GENTILIS L. Stems freely branching from below, often reddish^ 1 m.
or less high; leaves ovate to obovate, coarsely and sharply serrate, especially

above, slightly pubescent or glabrate, frequently white-mottled. (M. sativa L.)
Rich damp soil, P. E. I. to la. and N. C. (Nat. from Eu.)

w. -w Stems retrorse-pubescent at least on the angles with fine hairs.

11. M. arvSnsis L. Stems freely branching, especially below, or subsimple,
1-8 dm. high, more or less retrorse-pubescent; leaves oblong to ovate, rounded
at base, minutely pubescent or villous, closely serrate, the primary ones dis-

tinctly petioled ; calyx pubescent, the teeth from deltoid to subulate
;
corolla

white, pink, or violet. Abundant in damp rich soil, Nfd. to Neb. and Ky.; also

inCal.,etc. (Eurasia,)
Var. canad6nsis (L.) Briquet. Leaves pubescent, lanceolate to oblong-lan-

ceolate, cuneate-narrowed at base. (M. canadensis L.) N. B. to B. C., and
southw. Var. LAN!TA Piper. Stems and lower surfaces of leaves densely to-

mentose or lanate. Me. to B. C. and Cal.

Var. glabrata (Benth.) Fernald. Less branched
;
stems glabrous on the sides,

minutely pubescent on the angles ;
leaves oblong to ovate, glabrous, short-peti-

oled. (M. canadensis, var. Benth.; M. arvensis, var. Penardi Briquet.)

Gaspe" Co., Que., to B. C., s. to n. N. E., n. Pa., Mo., N. Mex., and Cal.

33. COLLINSdNIA L. HORSE BALM

Calyx ovoid, enlarged and declined in fruit, 2-lipped ; upper lip truncate and
flattened, 3-toothed, the lower 2-cleft. Corolla elongated, expanded at the

throat, somewhat 2-lipped, the tube with a bearded ring within
;
the 4 upper

lobes nearly equal, but the lower much larger and longer, pendent, toothed or

lacerate-fringed. Stamens 2 (sometimes 4, the upper pair shorter), much ex-

serted, diverging ;
anther-cells divergent. Strong-scented perennials, with large

ovate leaves, and yellowish flowers on slender pedicels. (Named in honor of

Peter Collinson, early English botanist.)
1. C. canadSnsis L. (RICH-WEED. STONE-ROOT.) Nearly smooth, 5-10 dm.

high ;
leaves serrate, pointed, petioled, 1-2 dm. long ; panicle loose

;
corolla

1.5 cm. long, lemon-scented
;
stamens 2. Rich moist woods, w. Que. to Wise.,

s. to Fla. and Mo. July-Sept.

34. PERILLA L.

Calyx as in Collinsonia. Corolla-tube included, the limb 5-cleft
;
lower lobe

a little larger. Stamens 4, included, erect, distinct. Coarse aromatic annual,
with small flowers. (A Greek and Latin proper name.)

1. P. FRUTESCENS (L.) Britton. Erect, branching, 0.3-1 m. high ;
leaves

ovate, coarsely toothed; flowers white. (P. ocymoides L.) About dwellings
and roadsides, Ct. to Mo. and N. C. (Nat. from e. Asia.)
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35. ELSH6LTZIA Wittd.

Calyx with equal teeth. Corolla 4-lobed, slightly 2-lipped. Stamens 4, as-

cending, exserted, didynainous ;
anther-cells divergent. Herbs, with ovate or

oblong petioled leaves and spicate small flowers. (Named for J. S. EJsholtz,
German physician and botanist of the 17th century.)

1. E. PATRINI (Lepechin) Garcke. Smooth annual, 3-7 dm. high ;
bracts of

the spike ovate, veiny, mucronate
; calyx hirsute

;
corolla purplish, 2-3 nun.

long. Clearings and shores, L. Temiscouata, Que. (Northrop'). (Nat. from
Asia.)

SOLANACEAE (NIGHTSHADE FAMILY)

Herbs (or rarely shrubs'), with colorless juice and alternate leaves, regular
5-merous and b-androus flowers, on bractless pedicels; the corolla imbricate or

valvate in the bud, and mostly plaited ; the fruit a 2-celled (rarely 3-5-celled)

many-seeded capsule or berry. Seeds campylotropous or amphitropous. Embryo
mostly slender and curved in fleshy albumen. Calyx usually persistent. Sta-

mens mostly equal, inserted on the corolla. Style and stigma single. Placentae

in the axis, often projecting far into the cells. (Foliage rank-scented, and with

the fruits mostly narcotic, often very poisonous, though some are edible.) A
large family in the tropics, but sparingly indigenous in our district, shading off

into Scrophulariaceae, from which the plaited regular corolla and 5 equal
stamens generally distinguish it.

(Various cultivated species, as the Tomato, LYCOPERSICON ESCULENTUM Mill.,

the Potato, SOL\NUM TUBER6suM L., the Egg-plant, S. MELONGENA L., and Petu-

nias, PETUNIA AXILLARIS (Lam.) BSP. and P. vioiAcEA Lindl., stray from

cultivation but seldom persist.)

* Corolla wheel-shaped, 5-parted or 5-lobed ; the lobes valvate and their margins usually turned

inward in the bud ;
anthers connivent

;
fruit a berry.

1 . Solanum. Anthers opening by pores or chinks at the tip.

* * Corolla various, not wheel-shaped, nor valvate in the bud ;
anthers separate.

+- Fruit a berry, closely invested by an herbaceous (not angled) calyx.

2. Chamaesaracha. Corolla plicate, 5-angulate. Pedicels solitary, recurved in fruit.

f- -i- Fruit a berry, inclosed in the bladdery-inflated calyx ; corolla widely expanding.

3. PhysaliS. Calyx 5-cleft. Corolla 5-lobed or nearly entire. Berry juicy, 2-celled.

4. Nicandra. Calyx 5-parted. Corolla nearly entire. Berry dry, 3-5-cellnl.

I- -i- +- Fruit a berry, with the unaltered calyx persistent at its base.

5. Lycium. Corolla funnel-form or tubular, not plaited. Berry small, 2-celled.

----- Fruit a capsule.

0. Hyoscyamus. Calyx urn-shaped, inclosing the smooth ''-celled capsule, the top of which

falls off as a lid. Corolla and stmnens somewhat irregular.

7. Datura. Calyx prismatic, 5-toothed. Capsule prickly, naked, more or less 4-celled, 4-valved.

Corolla funnel-form.

8. Nicotiana. Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, 5-cleft. Capsule inclosed in the calyx, 2-celled.

1. SOLANUM [Tourn.] L. NIGHTSHADE

Calyx and \vheel-shai>ed corolla 5-parted or 5-cleft (rarely 4-10-parted), the

latter plaited in the bud, and valvate or induplicate. Stamens exserted; fila-

ments very short; anthers eonvrnjing around the style, opening at the tip

by two pores or chinks. Merry usually 'J-eelled. Her!.-, or shrubs in \varin cli-

mates, the larger leaves often accompanied by a smaller lateral (rameal) one;
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the peduncles also mostly lateral and extra-axillary. A vast genus, chiefly in

warmer regions. (Name of unknown derivation.)
* Not prickly ; anthers blunt; flowers and globose naked berries small.

<- Perennial, climbing or twining.

1. S. DULCAMARA L. (BITTERSWEET.) More or less pubescent;
ovate-heart-shaped, the upper halberd-shaped, or with 2 ear-like lobes or leaflets

at base; flowers (purple or blue) in small cymes; berries ovoid, red. Moist
banks and around dwellings. June-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

t- <- Simple-leaved annuals.

2. S. triflbrum Nutt. Low, spreading, slightly hairy or nearly glabrous ;

eaves oblong, pinnatifid (7-9-lobed), with rounded sinuses; peduncles 1-3-
flowered

;
corolla white; berries green, as large as a small cherry. Ont. to

Man., Kan., and westw.
; chiefly a weed near dwellings.

3. S. nigrum L. (COMMON N.) Low, much branched and often spreading,
nearly glabrous ;

the stem rough on the angles ;
leaves ovate, wavy-toothed;

flowers white, in small umbel-like lateral clusters, drooping; calyx spreading;
filaments hairy ;

berries globular, black. Shaded and rich open grounds ;

appearing as if introduced, but a cosmopolite. July-Sept.
Var. viLL6suM L. Low, somewhat viscid-pubescent or villous

;
leaves small,

conspicuously angular-dentate ;
filaments glabrous ;

berries yellow. Estab-
lished near Philadelphia, from ballast. (Adv. from Eu.)

* * More or less prickly ; anthers tapering upward; pubescence stellate.

-- Perennial ; fruit naked; anthers equal; corolla violet, rarely white.

4. S. carolinense L. (HORSE NETTLE.) Hirsute or roughish-pubescent with

4-S-rayed hairs ; prickles stout, yellowish, copious (rarely scanty) ;
leaves oblong

or ovate, obtusely sinuate-toothed or lobed or sinuate-pinnatifid ;
racemes sim-

ple, soon lateral; calyx-lobes acuminate; berry 1-1.5 cm. broad. Sandy soil

and waste grounds, N. E. to Ont., westw. and southw.; adventive eastw.
5. S. elaeagnifblium Cav. (WHITE HORSE NETTLE.) Silvery-canescent

with dense scurf-like pubescence of many-rayed hairs ; prickles small, slender,
more or less copious or wanting ;

leaves lanceolate to oblong and linear, sinuate-

repand or entire; calyx-lobes slender; berry 1-1.5 cm. in diameter. Prairies
and plains, Mo. to Tex., and westw.

- -t- Annual ; fruit partly covered by the spiny calyx; anthers equal; corolla
blue or white.

6. S. SISYMBRHF6LIUM Lam. Villous with viscid hairs
; strongly armed

throughout with stout golden prickles ;
leaves deeply pinnatifid, the oblong

lobes sinuate or deeply cut
; calyx-lobes becoming ovate-lanceolate and loosely

covering the berry. Ballast and waste places near the coast. (Adv. from
Trop. Am.)

+- i-
+1 Annual; fruit closely covered; lowest anther much the longest.

7. S. ROSTRA.TUM Dunal. (BUFFALO BUR.) Very prickly, somewhat hoary
or yellowish with a copious wholly stellate pubescence ;

leaves 1-2-pinnatifid ;

calyx densely prickly; corolla yellow; stamens and style much declined.
Plains of Neb. to Tex.; recently spread eastw. to the coast as a weed.

8. S. citrullifblium A. Br. Similar, but less glandular-pubescent ;
corolla

violet, 4 cm. broad. (S. heterodoxum Britton, not Dunal.) la. and Kan.,
southwestw.

2. CHAMAESARACHA Gray.

Calyx herbaceous, closely investing the globose berry (or most of it), obscurely
if at all veiny. Corolla rotate, 5-angulate, plicate in the bud. Filaments fili-

form; anthers separate, oblong. Perennials, with mostly narrow entire or
pinnatifid leaves tapering into margined petioles, and filiform naked pedicels
solitary in the axils, refracted or recurved in fruit. (Saracha is a tropical
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American genus dedicated to Isidore Saracha, a Spanish Benedictine ;
the prefix

i, on the ground, i.e. dwarf.)
1. C. s6rdida (Dunal) Gray. Much branched from root or base, somewhat

cinereous with short viscid pubescence ;
leaves obovate-spatulate or cuneate-

oblong to oblanceolate, repand to incisely pinnatifid ; calyx when young villous-

viscid
;
corolla pale yellow or violet-purple, 1-1.5 cm. broad; berry as large as

a pea. (C. conioides Britton.) Dry or clayey soil, Kan. to Tex. and Ariz.

3. PHYSALIS L. GROUND CHERRY

Calyx 5-cleft, reticulated and enlarging after flowering, at length much inflated

and inclosing the 2-celled globular (edible) berry. Corolla between wheel-shaped
and funnel-form, the very short tube marked with 5 concave spots at the base

;

the plaited border somewhat 5-lobed or barely 5-10-toothed. Stamens 5, erect
;

anthers separate, opening lengthwise. Ours herbs with extra-axillary pedun-
cles

; flowering through the summer. (Name <f>v<ra\ls, a bladder, from the

inflated calyx.)

a. Corolla large, white with pale yellow center
; calyx neither angled nor

ribbed 1. P. grandiflora.
a. Corolla lurid, greenish or yellowish-white to deep yellow with dark

center b.

b. Annual c.

o. Glabrous or merely puberulent.
Corolla 1-2.5 cm. broad 2. P. ixocarpa.
Corolla 4-10 mm. in diameter.
Teeth of leaves acuminate .3. P. angulata.
Teeth of leaves obtusish (6) P. barbadensis, v. obscura,

0. Villous or pubescent, hairs simple, viscid or glandular.

Fruiting calyx carinately 5-angled, its teeth during anthesis

lanceolate.

Fruiting calyx subglobose-ovoid, rather abruptly pyramidal at

summit.
Plant green 4. P. pubescens.
Plant somewhat hoary 5. P. pruinoxa.

Fruiting calyx flask-shaped, gradually conic-pyramidal at summit 6. P. barfnuli-nxi^.

Fruiting calyx not sharply angled, its teeth deltoid during anthesis 7. P. missourienxix.
b. Perennial d.
d. Canescent, covered with short dense stellate tomentuin . . 8. P. viwHti.
d. Pubescence loose ; hairs once or twice branched . . . . 9. P. pum ila.

d. Hairs simple or none.

Fruiting calyx scarlet 10. P. Alkekengi.
Fruiting calyx greenish.
Leaves broadly ovate, rounded or cordate at base ;

viscid-

pubescent 11. P. heterophyUa.
Leaves narrowly ovate to oblong or lanceolate, cuneate at base.

Nearly glabrous ;
leaves 4-5 times as long as broad . . 12. P. l<>n<jif<>n<i.

Strigillose to villous-pubescent ;
leaves l%-3 times as long as

broad.
Stem and branches strigillose 13. P. subglabrata.
Stern and branches spreading-villous, retrorsely puberulent

or glandular-pulverulent 14. P. vtrffiniana.
Stem and branches hirsutulous 15. P. lanceolafa.

1. P. grandiflbra Hook. Clammy-pubescent, erect
;

leaves lance-ovate,

pointed, entire or nearly so corolla 2.5-5 cm. wide, white, with a pale y<>U"'

center, woolly in the throat
; fruiting calyx globular. (Leucophysalis Rydb. )

Recent clrarings and sandy shores., e. Que. to the Saskatchewan, s. to L.

rhainplain, Mich., Wise., and Minn.
J. P. IXOC.VKPA Hrotero. (TOMATILLO.) Erect branching annual, 2-'. <lin.

high, glabrous or merely puberulent ;
leaves entire to sharply si)ni<tt<'-</<iitnfi;

peduncles :i-<5 nun. long, distinctly shorter than the flowers
; calyx-teeth deltoid

;

corolla 1-2.5 rw. wide. Inritl. i^lhurish or greenish, with dark center. (P. aeqmitu
Jacq. f .

)
Often cultivated and frequently spontaneous. (Introd. from the

Southwest.) The large purple fruit often bursts the calyx. P. pcmht/ti Rydb.
appears to be a smaller-flowered long-peduncled extreme found from 111. ( Vasey}
southw. and west.w.

'\. P. angulata L. Mnr.h branched; leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, sharply
and irregularly Inrin inte-toothed; peduncles filiform; corolla unspotted, very
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small (6-10 mm. broad when expanded); fruiting calyx conical-ovoid with a

truncate or sunken base, 10-angled, loosely inflated, at length well filled by the

greenish-yellow berry. Open rich grounds, Pa. to Minn., and southw.
4. P. pubSscens L. Pubescent but not hoary; leaves thin, entire at least

near the oblique but rarely cordate base
;
stem slender, geniculate, diffusely

branched
; fruiting calyx subglobose, shortly acuminate, carinately b-angled.

Pa. to Va., and westw.
5. P. pruinbsa L. (STRAWBERRY TOMATO.) Hoary-pubescent ; stem

stouter
;

leaves thicker, sinuate-dentate even to the oblique and distinctly
cordate base

; fruiting calyx subglobose, rather abruptly acuminate, carinately

5-angled. Sandy soil, Mass, to Ont.
, la., Kan., and southw.

6. P. barbadensis Jacq. Pubescent or somewhat hoary, near the two

preceding but with more elongated ovoid and gradually attenuate fruiting calyx
of somewhat firmer texture

;
leaves toothed or entire, rounded or subcordate

at the scarcely oblique base. Pa. (Knipe) to Mo. (Bush), and southw. Var.

OBsctiRA (Michx.) Rydb. Nearly glabrous. (P. obscura Michx.) Mo.

(Bush, Eggerf), and southw.
7. P. missouriensis Mackenzie & Bush. Leaves repand, oblique but not

cordate at base, thin
;
flowers 4-8 mm. in diameter

; fruiting calyx subglobose,
not sharply angled, 2 cm. or less in length. Mo. and Kan.

8. P. visc6sa L. Cinereous or when young almost canescent with short

stellate or 2-3-forked pubescence ; stems ascending or spreading from slender

creeping subterranean shoots; leaves ovate or oval, varying to oblong and

obovate, entire or undulate
;
corolla greenish-yellow, with a more or less dark

eye ; fruiting calyx globose-ovoid ; berry yellow or orange. In sands on and
near the coast, Va. to N. C. and Fla.

9. P. pumila Nutt. Dichotomously branched, 3 dm. high ;
stems geniculate,

shortly hirsute with spreading once or twice branched sordid hairs
;
leaves

ovate-oblong, mostly entire, acute or acutish at each end
; fruiting calyx yellow-

ish-green, ovoid-pyramidal, 2.6-3 cm. in diameter, scarcely umbonate at base.

(P. lanceolata, var. hirta Gray.) Dry ground, w. Mo. (Bush}, and southwestw.
10. P. ALKEKENGI L. (WINTER CHERRY.) Stems subsimple, erect from

a creeping perennial rootstock
;
leaves thin, green, broadly ovate, entire or

angled; flowers 2.5 cm. in diameter; fruiting calyces firm, veiny, scarlet or

crimson. Frequently cultivated for its decorative fruit
;
said to be escaping

locally, as also the doubtfully distinct P. FRANCHETI Masters (CHINESE LAN-
TERN PLANT), which is annual and has even larger and more showy scarlet or

crimson fruiting calyces (5 cm. in diameter). (Introd. from e. Asia.)
11. P. heterophylla Nees. Perennial, diffusely much branched and widely

spreading or at first erect, puberulent or tomentose, usually viscid
;

leaves

sometimes oblong, repand or obtusely toothed, acute or obtuse; corolla 1.5-2.2

cm. broad, 5-angled or 5-10-toothed
;
anthers chiefly yellow. (P. virginiana

Man. ed. 6, not Mill.) Chiefly in sandy or alluvial soil, N. B., southw. and
westw. Var. AMBfouA (Gray) Rydb. Spreading-villous ;

anthers chiefly pur-
plish. N. H.

,
southw. and westw. Var. NYCTAGfNEA (Dunal) Rydb. Leaves

thinner, mostly subentire and acuminate, pubescent chiefly on the veins. R. I.,

southw. and westw.
12. P. longifblia Nutt. Essentially smooth and green, 4-6 dm. high, much

branched above
;
leaves narrowly lanceolate, attentuate at each end, entire

or undulate-dentate
; calyx and peduncles more or less strigillose ;

corolla 1-1.5

cm. wide. Bottom lands, etc., la. to S. Dak., and southwestw.
13. P. subglabrata Mackenzie & Bush. Leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, oblique

at base, entire, repand, or sparingly angulate-toothed ; peduncles 1-3 cm. long ;

calyx-teeth ovate-lanceolate
;
corolla brownish- or violet-spotted in the center;

calyx at maturity globose and completely filled by the large reddish or purple
berry and open at the mouth. (P. philadelphica Man. ed. 6, but perhaps not
of Lam.) Fertile soil, R. I. to Minn., and southw.

14. P. virginiana Mill. Erect perennial ;
stem 1.5-3 dm. high, villous ; leaves

rather narrowly ovate, mostly acutish at each end, subentire or more often with
1-5 acutish or rounded teeth on each side, thinner than in the next species ;
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calyx-lobes lanceolate, in anthesis about equaling MM- lube
; fruiting calyx 2.5

cm. long, deeply umbonate at base
;
corolla pale yellow, 1.8-2.3 cm. in diameter.

(P. lanceolata Man. ed. 6, in part, not Michx.) Dry hills, gravelly soil, etc.,

Ct. to la., and soiithw. The typical form with villous spreading pubescence
seems relatively infrequent. The more common form has the pubescence on
stem and branches very short, the hairs retrorse or recurved, not viscid. Occa-
sional specimens are merely glandular-pulverulent. Var. INTERMEDIA Rydb.
Leaves larger, thinner, more entire

; pubescence somewhat glandular when
young. Ind. (according to Britton), and southw.

15. P. lanceolata Michx. More or less hirsute-pubescent with short stiff

hairs, varying to nearly glabrous ; stems from rather stout subterranean shoots,

angled, somewhat rigid; leaves oblong-ovate to lanceolate, sparingly angulate-
toothed or more often entire

;
corolla ochroleucous, with a more or less dark eye ;

calyx commonly hirsute, in fruit pyramidal-ovoid, 2.;")-3.6 cm. long; berry
reddish. Dry prairies and on sandy or clayey bluffs, 111. to Wyo. and N. Mex.

;

also southeastw. to S. C.

4. NICANDRA Adans. APPLE OF PERU

Calyx 5-parted, 5-angled, the divisions rather arrow-shaped, enlarged and
bladder-like in fruit, inclosing the 3-5-celled globular dry berry. Corolla with
border nearly entire. Otherwise much like Physalis. Coarse smooth annual,
with ovate sinuate-toothed or angled leaves, and solitary pale blue flowers on

axillary and terminal peduncles. (Named for the poet Nicander of Colophon.)
PHYSALODES Boehmer.

1. N. PHYSAL6DE8 (L.) Pers. (Physalodes Britton.) Waste grounds, near

dwellings and old gardens. July-Sept. (Introd. from Peru.)

5. LYCIUM L. MATRIMONY VINE

Calyx 3-5-toothed or -cleft, not enlarging, persistent at the base of the berry.
Corolla funnel-form or salver-shaped, 5-lobed, the lobes imbricated and not

plaited in the bud. Stamens 5; anthers opening lengthwise. Style slender;

stigma capitate. Berry small, 2-celled. Shrubby often spiny plants, with
alternate and entire small leaves, and mostly axillary small flowers. (Named
from the country, Lycia.}

1. L. HALiMipftbiuM Mill. (COMMON M.) Shrub with long sarmentose

recurved-drooping branches, smooth, sparingly if at all spiny ;
leaves oblong-

or spatulate-lanceolate, often fascicled, narrowed into a short petiole ;
flowers

on slender peduncles fascicled in the axils
;
corolla short funnel-form, greenish-

purple ; style and slender filaments equaling the corolla-lobes
; berry ovoid,

orange-red. (Z,. vulyare Dunal.) About dwellings, and sometimes escaped
into waste grounds, (Introd. from Eu.)

6. HYOSCYAMUS [Tourn.] L. HENBANE

Calyx bell-shaped or urn-shaped, 5-lobed. Corolla funnel-form, oblique, with
a 6-lobed more or less unequal plaited border. Stamens declined. Capsule
inclosed in the persistent calyx, 2-celled, opening transversely all round near
the apex, which falls off like a lid. Clammy-pubescent fetid narcotic herbs,
with lurid flowers in the axils of angled or toothed leaves. (Name composed
of us, a hoy, and wa^os, a lx>ttn said to be poisonous to swine.)

1. H. N'K.KI: I,. (l5i.\-K II.) Biennial or annual
;
leaves clasping, sinuate-

toothed and angled; flowers sessile, in one-sided leafy spikes; corolla dull

yellowish, strongly reticulated with purple veins. Open sandy soil and waste

places, e. Que. to Out. and Mich.
;
also rarely about ports southw. June, July.

(Nat. from Ku.)
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7. DATtfRA L. JAMESTOWN or JIMSON WEED. THORN APPLE

Calyx prismatic or cylindrical, 5-toothed, separating transversely above the

base in fruit, the upper part falling away. Corolla funnel-form, with a large
and spreading 5-10-toothed plaited border. Stigma 2-lipped. Capsule globular,

prickly, 4-valved, 4-celled except near the 2-celled top. Seeds rather large,
flat. Rank weeds, narcotic-poisonous, with ovate leaves, and large showy
flowers produced all summer and autumn on short peduncles in the forks of the

branching stem. (Altered from the Arabic name, Tatorah.}
1. D. STRAMONIUM L. (STRAMONIUM.) Annual, glabrous; leaves ovate,

sinuate-toothed or angled ;
stem green; calyx prismatic; corolla white, 7-9 cm.

long, the border with 5 teeth
;
lower prickles of the capsule mostly shorter.

Waste grounds ;
a well-known ill-scented weed. (Nat. from Asia?)

2. D. TATULA L. (PURPLE T.) Mostly taller; stem purple ; corolla pale
violet-purple ; prickles of the capsule nearly equal. Waste grounds, Atlantic

States to Ont., Minn., and southwestw. (Nat. from Trop. Am.)
3. D. METEL L. Pubescent ; leaves entire or slightly toothed

; calyx tubular ;

corolla 1.5-2 cm. long; capsule evenly prickly. Waste ground, etc., becoming
frequent. (Adv. from Trop. Am.)

8. NICOTIANA [Tourn.] L. TOBACCO

Calyx tubular-bell-shaped, 5-cleft. Corolla funnel-form or salver-form, usu-

ally with a long tube
;
the plaited border 5-lobed. Stigma capitate. Capsule

2-celled, 2-4-valved from the apex. Seeds minute. Rank acrid-narcotic herbs,

mostly clammy-pubescent, with ample entire leaves, and racemed or panicled
flowers. (Named after Jean Nicot, who was thought to have introduced

Tobacco, N. Tabacum L., into Europe.)
1. N. RUSTICA L. (WILD TOBACCO.) Annual

;
leaves ovate, petioled ;

tube of the dull greenish-yellow corolla cylindrical, two thirds longer than the

calyx, the lobes rounded. Old fields, N. Y. and Ont., westw. and southw.
;

a relic of cultivation by the Indians. (Of unknown nativity.)
N. LOXGIFLORA Cav., with long slender tubular corolla, is said to escape from

cultivation.

SCROPHULARIACEAE (FIGWORT FAMILY)

Chiefly herbs {rarely trees'), with didynamous stamens (or perfect stamens

often only 2, rarely 5) inserted on the tube of the 2-lipped or more or less

irregular corolla, the lobes of which are imbricated in the bud ; fruit a 2-celled

and usually many-seeded capsule, with the placentae in the axis ; seeds anatro-

pous or amphitropous, with a small embryo in copious albumen. Style single ;

stigma entire or 2-lobed. Leaves and inflorescence various, but the flowers

not terminal in any genuine representatives of the family. A large family

of bitterish plants, some of them narcotic-poisonous.

SUBFAMILY I. ANTIRRHINOfDEAE

Upper lip or lobes of the corolla covering the lower in the bud (with occasional

exceptions in Mimulus, etc.). Capsule usually septicidal.

Tribe I. VERBASCEAE. Corolla rotate. Flowers racemose. Leaves alternate.

1. Verbascum. Stamens 5, all with anthers, and 3 or all with bearded filaments.

Tribe II. ANTIRRHfNEAE. Corolla tubular, with a spur or sac at the base below, the throat

usually with a palate. Capsule opening- by chinks or holes. Flowers in simple racemes or

axillary. Lower leaves usually opposite or whorled. Stamens 4.

'2. Linaria. Corolla spurred at base ;
the palate seldom closing the throat.

'A, Antirrhinum. Corolla merely saccate or gibbous at th,e base
; the throttt nearly or unite

dosed by a Conspicuous palate,
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Tribe III. CHEL6NEAE. Corolla tubular or 2-lipped, neither spurred nor saccate below. Capsule

2 4-valved. Leaves opposite. Inflorescence usually compound, of small axillary spiked <>r

racemed or utnbel-like clusters or cymes, or when reduced to a single flower the peduncle mostly

2-bracteate. Stamens 4, and usually a rudiment of the fifth.

4. Collinsia Corolla 2-cleft, the short tube saccate on the upper side
;
the middle lobe of the

lower lip sac-like and inclosing the declined stamens.

">. Scrophularia. Corolla inflated, globular or subcylindric, with four erect lobes and one

spreading orie. Rudiment of the sterile stamen a scale on the upper lip.

0. Pentstemon. Corolla tubular. Sterile stamen about as long as the rest. Seeds wingless or

but narrowly margined.
7. Chelone. Corolla tubular, inflated above. Sterile stamen shorter than the others. Anthers

very woolly. Seeds winged.

8. Paulownia. Tree. Corolla tubular, inflated above, the lobes spreading. Sterile stamen

none.

Tribe IV. GRATl6l/EAE. Corolla tubular, not saccate nor spurred. Capsule 2-valved. Flowers

solitary in the axils of bracts or leaves
; peduncles naked (or 2-bracteolate in no. 15). Leaves

all or the lower ones opposite. No trace of a fifth stamen.

* Stamens 4, all anther-bearing and similar.

9. Mimulus. Calyx prismatic, 5-angled, 5-toothed. Corolla elongated.

10. Conobea. Calyx 5-parted, the divisions equal. Corolla short.

11. Bacopa. Calyx 5-parted, unequal, the upper division largest. Corolla short.

12. Limosella. Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla open-bell-shaped, 5-cleft, nearly regular. Leaves

alternate or fascicled, fleshy. Dwarf aquatic or marsh plant.

* * Anther-bearing stamens 2
; usually also a pair of sterile filaments.

13. Micranthemum. Flowers minute. Calyx 4-toothed or cleft. Upper lip of corolla short or

none. Filaments with an appendage ;
sterile pair none. Dwarf aquatic.

14. Ilysanthes Calyx 5-parted. Stamens included, the sterile filaments protruded.

15. Gratiola. Calyx 5-parted. Stamens included, the sterile pair short or none.

SUBFAMILY II. RHINANTHOtDEAE

Under lip of the lateral lobes of the corolla covering the upper in the bud.

Capsule commonly loculicidal.

Tribe V. DIGITALEAE. Corolla wheel-shaped, salver-shaped, or bell-shaped. Stamens 2 or 4, not

approaching in pairs nor strongly didynamous ; anthers 2-celled.

16. Digitalis. Calyx 5-parted. Corolla tubular or elongate-bell-shaped, declined. Stamens 4.

IT. Veronica. Calyx 4(rarely 8-5)-parted. Corolla wheel-shaped or salver-shaped, almost regu-

lar. Stamens 2. Leaves chiefly opposite or whorled. Flowers racemed or axillary.

IS. Synthyris. Calyx 4-parted. Corolla bell-shaped, 2-4-lobed, irregular. Stamens 2 or 4.

Leaves alternate. Flowers racemed or spiked.

Tribe VI. GERARDlEAE Corolla with a spreading and slightly unequal 5-lobed limb. Stamens

4, approximate in pairs. Leaves opposite, or the uppermost alternate.

* Corolla bell-shaped to funnel-form ; anthers 2-celled.

10. Seymeria. Stamens nearly equal. Tube of the corolla broad, not longer than the lobes.

-'<>. Gerardia. Stamens strongly unequal, included.

* * Corolla salver-shaped ; anthers 1-celled
;
flowers in a spike.

21. Buchnera. Calyx tubular, 5-toothed. Limb of the elongated corolla 5-cleft.

Tribe VII. EUPHRASiEAE. Corolla tubular, obviously 2-lipped ; the upper lip narrow, erector

arched, inclosinir the I usually strongly didynamous stamen-.

* Anther-cells unequal and separated ; capsule many-seeded.

22. Castilleja Calyx tubular, cleft down the lower, and often also on the upper, side.

T'ppcr lip of corolla elongated ; the lower short, often very small.

JH. Orthocarpus. Calyx tnhular-eampamilate, 4 cleft. Upper lip of corolla little longer and

usually much narrower than the inflated lower one.
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* * Anther-cells equal ; capsule 1-4-seeded.

24. Melampyrum. Calyx 4-cleft. Ovary 2-celled, 4-ovuled. Capsule flat, oblique.

* * * Anther-cells equal ; capsule inany-several-seeded.

25. Euphrasia. Calyx 4-cleft. Upper lip of the corolla 2-lobed, and sides folded back. Capsule

oblong-.

26. Odontites. Calyx 4-cleft. Upper lip of corolla entire, and sides not folded back.

27. Pedicularis. Calyx not inflated. Capsule ovate or sword-shaped ;
seeds wingless.

28. Rhinanthus. Calyx inflated, ovate. Capsule orbicular
;
seeds winged.

29. Schwalbea. Calyx 5-toothed, very oblique, the uppermost tooth much the smallest.

1. VERBASCUM [Tourn.] L. MULLEIN

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla 5-lobed, open or concave
;
the lobes broad and

rounded, a little unequal. Style flattened at the apex. Capsule globular, many-
seeded. Tall and usually woolly biennial herbs

;
the leaves of the stem sessile,

often decurrent. Flowers in large terminal spikes or racemes, ephemeral, in

summer. (The ancient Latin name, altered from Barbascum.}
1. V. THAPSUS L. (COMMON M.) Densely woolly throughout; stem tall

and stout, simple, winged by the decurrent bases of the oblong acute leaves;

flowers yellow, very rarely white, in a prolonged and very dense cylindrical

spike ; lower stamens usually beardless. Fields, rocky or gravelly banks, etc.,

a common weed. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. V. PHLOMOIDES L. Similar, but the sessile leaves not at all or only

slightly decurrent. Locally from N. E. to Ky. (Nat. from Eu.)
3. V. BLATTARIA L. (Moxn M.) Green and smoothish, or somewhat glan-

dular-pubescent above, slender; lower leaves petioled, oblong, doubly serrate,
sometimes lyre-shaped, the upper partly clasping ;

raceme loose, the pedicels

longer than the fruit ; filaments all bearded with violet wool. Roadsides and
waste places, w. Me. to Ont., and southw., local. Corolla either yellow, or (in
var. ALBIFL6RUM Ktze.) white with a tinge of purple. (Nat. from Eu.)

4. V. VIRGATUM Stokes. Similar to the preceding species, but somewhat
more pubescent and glandular ; pedicels shorter than the fruit. Roadsides,
Cape Breton I. (Macoun*) and Cal. (Adv. from Eu.)

5. V. LYCHNITIS L. (WHITE M.) Clothed with thin powdery woolliness;
stem and branches angled above

;
leaves ovate, acute, not decurrent, greenish

above
; flowers yellow, rarely white, in a pyramidal panicle; filaments with

whitish wool. Fields, etc., Mass, to N. J., Pa., and Ont., rather rare. (Adv.
from Eu.)

2. LINARIA [Tourn.] Hill. TOADFLAX

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla spurred at base on the lower side (in abnormal

specimens sometimes regularly 5-spurred). Capsule thin, opening below the
summit by 1 or more pores or chinks. Seeds many. Herbs, with at least all

the upper leaves alternate (in ours), flowering in summer. (Name from Linum,
the Flax, which some species resemble in their foliage.)

* Erect or ascending, with narrow entire leaves.

t- Flowers yellow.

1. L. VULGAR is Hill. (RAMSTED, BUTTER AND EGGS.) Glabrous, erect, 1.3 m.
or less high; leaves pale, linear or nearly so, extremely numerous, subalter-

nate
;
raceme dense ; corolla 2-3 cm. long or more, including the slender subu-

late spur ;
seeds winged. Fields and roadsides, throughout our range. (Nat.

from Eu.)
2. L. SUP!NA Desf. Diffusely branched at base, 1-2.5 dm. high ; leaves linear,

the lower whorled
;
racemes short, few-flowered ; corolla rather smaller than in

the preceding. Ballast and waste land along the coast. (Adv. from Eu.)
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-i- -1- Flowers blue or purple.
w Corolla equaling or longer than the pedicels.

3. L. canadSnsis (L.) Dumont. Slender, glabrous; flowering stems nearly
simple, 2-8 dm. high ;

leaves flat, 2-4 mm. wide
;
racemes slender, naked, loose

;

corolla 1 cm. or less long, sometimes wanting (in reduced and cleistogamous
flowers). Sandy soil, N. B. and centr. Me., westw. and southw.

++ Corolla much shorter than the slender axillary pedicels.

4. L. MINOR (L.) Desf. Low branched glandular annual, 1-3 dm. high ;

leaves spatulate-linear ;
corolla 5-8 mm. long. Ballast and made land, Atlantic

coast to Ont. and Mich. (Adv. from Eu.)
* * Annual, procumbent, much branched, with broad petioled veiny alternate

leaves, and small purplish and yellow flower* from their axils.

t- Pubescent.

5. L. ELAT!NE (L.) Mill. Leaves hastate or the lower ovate, much surpassed
by the filiform peduncles ; calyx-lobes lanceolate, acute

;
corolla 0.5-1 cm. long,

including the subulate spur. (Elatinoides Wettst.) Sandy banks, shores and
waste places, Mass, to N. C. and Mo., rather rare. (Nat. from Eu.)

6. L. sptrRiA (L.) Mill. Like the preceding, but with roundish or cordate
leaves and ovate or cordate calyx-lobes. (Elatinoides Wettst.) Occasional on
ballast or waste grounds. (Adv. from Eu.)

*- -*- Glabrous.

7. L. CYMBAL\RIA (L.) Mill. (KENILWORTH or COLISEUM IVY.) Leaves

reniform-orbicular, 5-9-lobed
; peduncles slender, becoming recurved in fruit

;

calyx-lobes lanceolate. (Cymbalaria Wettst.) Waste places and ballast; also

cultivated. (Adv. from Eu.)

3. ANTIRRHINUM [Tourn.] L. SNAPDRAGON

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla-tube saccate or gibbous in front, not spurred ;
the

lower lip 3-lobed, spreading, developed at the base into a prominent palate,
which nearly or quite closes the throat

; upper lip erect, shortly 2-lobed. Sta-

mens 4, didynamous, included
;
anther-cells distinct and parallel. Ours herba-

ceous plants with lance-oblong to linear entire leaves and axillary or racemose
flowers. (Name from avrl, in the sense of like, and /Ms, a snout, in reference
doubtless to the peculiar form of the corolla.)

1. A. OHONTITM L. Slender usually branched annual, pubescent or smooth-
ish ; leaves linear ; calyx-lobes linear, exceeding the capsule ;

corolla purple or

white, 1-1.6 cm. long. Casual in fields, about dumping grounds, etc., rather

rare. (Adv. from Eu.)
2. A. M\JUS L. Perennial, glandular-pubescent and somewhat viscid ; leaves

lance-oblong; calyx-lobes ovate or oblong, short; corolla crimson, white, or

variegated, 2-3 cm. long. Commonly cultivated, and occasionally found as an

escape. (Introd. from Eu.)

4. COLLiNSIA Nutt.

Calyx deeply 5-cleft. Corolla declined
; upper lip 2-cleft, its lobes partly

turned backward. Fifth stamen gland-like. Capsule 4-many-seeded. Slen-

der annuals or biennials, with party-colored flowers in umbel-like clusters,

appearing \\liorled in the axils of the upper leaves. (Dedicated to Zaccheus

Collins, rhiladelphian botanist, 1764-1831.)
1. C. v6rna Nutt. (Bi.ri.-i:

1
> i;n MAKV.) Slender, 1.5-6 dm. high; lower

leaves ovate, the upper ovate-lanceolate, clasping by the la-art -shaped l>asr.

toothed; whorls about H-//O//V/V//; flowers Iqnff-peduncled ; corolla blue and
ii'/n'tf. 1-1."> rni. Inmj, more than tn-ic, exceeding the calyx. Moist soil, Ont.
and N. V. to la., and southw. Apr.-June.
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C. BfCOLOR Benth., of Cal., differing in its very short-ped uncled flowers, has
been found " introduced " in a wooded ravine at Galesburg, 111. (C. Z. Nelson).

2. C. violacea Nutt. Similar to no. 1
; upper leaves lanceolate; corolla vio-

let. Rich soil, w. Mo. and e. Kan. to Tex. Apr., May.
3. C. parviflbra Lindl. Small

;
lower leaves ovate or rounded, the upper

oblong-lanceolate, mostly entire
;
whorls 2-G-flowered ; flowers short-peduncled ;

the small blue and white corolla 5-8 mm. long, slightly exceeding the calyx.
Rich soil and limy gravel, Out., n. Mich., and westw. May, June.

5. SCROPHULARIA [Tourn.] L. FIGWORT

Calyx deeply 5-cleft. Stamens declined, with the anther-cells transverse and
confluent into 1. Capsule many-seeded. Rank herbs, with mostly opposite
leaves, and small greenish-purple or lurid flowers in loose cymes, forming a
terminal slender panicle. (So called because a reputed remedy for scrofula.)

1. S. marilandica L. Perennial, 1-1.7 m. high, with knotted root and square
stem, glandular-puberulent in the open pyramidal inflorescence, otherwise gla-
brous

;
leaves ovate to ovate-lanceolate, mostly acuminate, serrate or somewhat

incised
;
dorsal lobes of the corolla suborbicular, little longer than the others

;

rudimentary stamen brownish-purple; capsule thin, subglobose, with short con-
ical summit. {S. nodosa, var. Gray.) Rich open woods, e. Mass, to S. C.,

Kan., and La. July-Sept.
2. S. Iepor611a Bicknell. Of similar habit, foliage, and pubescence ;

root
more simple ; inflorescence slender, elongated ; dorsal lobes of the corolla broadly
oblong, erect, considerably longer than the others

; rudimentary stamen yellow-

ish-green; capsule ovoid-conical, of firmer texture. Rich open woods, N. B.

and Que. to Minn., Mo., and Va. May-Sept.
S. AQUATICA L., with crenate oblong very obtuse leaves (often biauriculate at

the base) and calyx-lobes with broad scarious margin, has been found upon
ballast in N. Y., N. J., and Pa. (Adv. from Eurasia.)

6. PENTSTEMON [Mitchell] Ait. BEARD-TONGUE

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla tubular, gradually or abruptly dilated in the throat,
more or less 2-lipped ; upper lip 2-lobed, the lower 3-cleft. Fertile stamens 4,
declined at base, ascending above, the fifth sterile filament either naked or
bearded. Seeds numerous. Perennials, with opposite entire or toothed leaves,
the upper sessile and mostly, clasping. Flowers mostly showy, thyrsoid or in

open racemose panicles. (Name from TT^VTC, five, and ffr-q^wv, in the sense of

stamen ; the fifth stamen being present and conspicuous, although sterile.)

a. Inflorescence viscid or glandular, at least minutely so
;
leaves toothed or

entire b.

b. Middle and lower internodes pubescent or at least finely puberulent c.

c. Corolla slender, tubular or trumpet-shaped, without marked inflation

of the throat.
Middle and lower internodes somewhat loosely pubescent ; panicle

mostly loose and open ; corolla-limb suberect, not widely ex-

panding 1. P. hirsutus.
Middle and lower internodes minutely granular-puberulent; pan-

icle mostly strict and racemiform
;

corolla-limb ringent or

flaring 2. P. graeilis.
c. Corolla with a decidedly dilated ventricose or campanulate open throat.

Corolla 3.5-5 cm. long; throat 2 cm. in diameter .... 3. P. Cobaea.
Corolla 2-3 cm. long ; throat about 1 cm. in diameter.

Inflorescence loosely paniculate ; capsules 6-8 mm. long . . 4. P. canescens.
Inflorescence a strict dense racemiform panicle ; capsules 10-12

mm. long 5. P. albidus.
b. Middle and lower internodes entirely smooth and glabrous.

Corolla-limb subrotate, the lobes widely spreading . . . 6. P. tubiflorus.
Corolla-limb erect or but slightly spreading 1. P. laemgatus.

a. Inflorescence glabrous; leaves entire.

Corolla with a distinct ventricose throat.
Corolla 4-5 cm. long ; stem-leaves oval to suborbicular ... 8. P. grandiflorus.
Corolla 2.8-3.7 cm. long; stem-leaves ovate lanceolate to narrowly

oblong 9. P. glaber.
Corolla trumpet-shaped, about 2 cm. long; throat gradually dilated . 10. P. aeuminatus.

GRAY'S MANUAL 40
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1. P. hirsutus (L.) Willd. Stem 2-9 dm. high, covered with fine and often
crowded spreading whitish mostly gland-tipped hairs ; leaves oblong to lanceo-

late, 5-10 cm. long, the lowest and radical ovate or oblong, usually denticulate
;

thyrse rather slender; corolla dull violet or purple (or partly whitish), scarcely
enlarged upward, the throat nearly closed by a villous palate ; sterile filament

densely bearded. (P. pubescens Ait. ) Dry or rocky grounds, centr. Me. to

Ga., westw. to Wise, and Mo. May-July.
2. P. gracilis Nutt. Stem 2-& dm. high, minutely granular-pubescent,

stem-leaves mostly linear-lanceolate, the radical spatulate or oblong; inflores-

cence glandular-puberulent ;
corolla tubular-funnel-form or nearly cylindrical

with open throat, lilac-purple or whitish. Man. and Minn, to Mo., Okla., and
westw. May-July.

3. P. Cobaea Nutt. Soft-puberulent, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves ovate or oblong,

or the lower broadly lanceolate and the upper cordate-clasping, mostly sharp-
toothed

; thyrse short; corolla large (3.5-5 cm. long), strongly ventricose, dull

purple or whitish. Prairies,' Mo. and Kan. to Tex.; reported from n. O.

(Hacker). May, June.
4. P. canescens Britton. Stem erect or somewhat decumbent, 3-7 dm. high,

mostly simple to the inflorescence, minutely granular-puberulent ; leaves oblong
to lance-linear, the upper cordate-clasping, sometimes a little panduriform ;

inflorescence loosely paniculate, glandular-puberulent ;
corolla about 2.5 cm.

long, pale purplish or nearly white, with distinct proper tube, dilated somewhat
ventricose throat, and ringent limb. (Including P. pallidus Small, at least in

part.) Rocky banks, w. Va. to Mo. and Ga. May, June.
5. P. albidus Nutt. Stems several from a branched caudex, erect or nearly

so, 2-4 dm. high, closely puberulent ; leaves lance-oblong to linear
; thyrse strict,

raceme-like; calyx densely viscid-pubescent; corolla 2-2.5 cm. long, white or

purplish-tinged, perceptibly dilated in the throat, the limb of ample roundish

widely spreading lobes. Prairies, etc., w. Minn, to Assina., southw. to Col.

and Tex.
6. P. tubifldrus Nutt. Wholly glabrous up to the glandular-puberulent inflo-

rescence ; stem 5-10 dm. high ;
leaves oblong or ovate-lanceolate, entire or

sparingly toothed, the floral shorter than the remote dense clusters of the

virgate thyrse ;
corolla 1.5-2 cm. long, trumpet-shaped, with gradually dilated

throat and widely spreading limb, white or whitish. Low prairies, barrens, etc.,

Mo., Kan., and Ark.; also locally established in the Eastern States. May-July.
7. P. laevigatus Ait. Stem 5-15 dm. high, glabrous to the inflorescence;

leaves rather firm, somewhat glossy, the cauline ovate-oblong or lanceolate,
5-16 cm. long, with subcordate clasping base; thyrse rather open ; calyx-lobes
3-7 mm. long; corolla 1.5-2.5 cm. long, white or tinged with purple, gradually
enlarged upward, the throat somewhat widely open but the limb scarcely

spreading; sterile filament thinly bearded above. (P. Pentstemon Britton.)-
Moist or rich soil, Pa. to Fla., and westw.; also established in fields northw.

June, July.
Var. Digitalis (Sweet) Gray. Calyx-lobes 6-10 mm. long ;

corolla larger,
2-3 cm. long, more abruptly inflated. (P. Digitalis Nutt.; P. calycosus
Small.) Pa. to la., Mo., Ark., etc.; locally established northeastw.

8. P. grandiflorus Nutt. Glabrous and somewhat glaucous ; stem 5-10 dm.
high ;

leaves thickish, the upper and floral rnumliali. all but the obovate radical

ones clasping or perfoliate; pedicels short; corolla large (4-5 cm. long),

ventricose-campanulate, lilac or lavender-blue
;

sterile filament hooked and
minutely bearded at the apex. Prairies, 111. and Wise, to Wyo. and Kan.;
established locally in the Eastern States. May, June.

9. P. glaber Pursh. Glabrous; stems 3-8 dm. high; leaves mostly obJong-
litiiri'olate or the upper ovate-lanceolate

; thyrse elomj<iti'd, the peduncles and
pedicels very short; corolla 2.4-3.7 cm. long, bright blue to violet-purple,
dilated above; anthers and apex of the sterile filament glabrous or sparsely
hirsute. Plains of e. Neb. and s. Dak. to Wash, and N. Mex. June-Aug.

10. P. acuminatus Dougl. Glabrous, erect or ascending, 3 dm. high ;
leaves

thickish, linn. \vry smooth and somewhat glaucous, ovate-lanceolate to narrowly
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oblong ; thyrse elongated, slender; corolla about 2 cm. long, trumpet-shaped,
with slender gradually expanded tube, blue. Sandy and rocky soil, Minn, to

Tex., and westw. May-July.

7. CHEL6NE [Tourn.] L. TURTLEHBAD. SNAKEHEAD

Calyx of 5 distinct imbricated sepals. The mouth of the corolla a little open ;

upper lip broad and arched, keeled in the middle, notched at the apex ;
lower

woolly-bearded in the throat, 3-lobed at the apex, middle lobe smallest. Seeds

many. Smooth perennials, with upright branching stems, serrate leaves, and

large white or purple flowers, which are nearly sessile in spikes or clusters, and

closely imbricated with round-ovate concave bracts and bractlets. (Name from

/, a tortoise, the corolla resembling in shape the head of a reptile.)
1. C. glabra L. (BALMONY.) Stem 0.5-2 m. high; leaves narrowly to\'

broadly lanceolate, 0.5-2 dm. long, 1-4 cm. wide, gradually acuminate, serrate ^.^
with sharp appressed teeth, narrowed at ba,se usually into a very short petiole ;

bracts not ciliate ; corolla white, or tinged with rose. Wet places, Nfd. to Man.,
and southw. July-Sept.

2. C. obliqua L. Less strict or with spreading branches, 5-8 dm. high ;
leaves

broadly lanceolate to oblong, 0.5-2 dm. long, sometimes laciniately serrate, more

veiny and duller, acute or obtuse at base, mostly short-petioled ;
bracts ciliolate;

corolla deep and bright rose-color. Rich damp woods, etc., s. 111. to Va.
and Fla.

3. C. Ly6ni Pursh. Leaves elliptic to broadly ovate, abruptly acuminate,
sharply serrate, long-petioled; bracts ciliolate

;
corolla rose-purple. Mts. from

Va. southw.

8. PAUL6WNIA Sieb. & Zucc.

Calyx 5-cleft. Corolla-tube enlarged upward, the 6 unequal lobes spreading.
Stamens didynamous ;

sterile filament none. Seeds numerous, winged. Tree,
with large cordate pubescent petioled leaves and terminal panicles of large violet

flowers. (Named for Anna Paulowna, a Russian princess.)
1. P. TOMENT6SA (Thunb.) Steud. (P. imperialis Sieb. & Zucc.) Escaped

from cultivation and established from N. Y. southw. (Introd. from Japan.)

9. MIMULUS L. MONKEY FLOWER

Calyx prismatic, 5-angled, 5-toothed, the uppermost tooth largest. Upper
lip of corolla erect or reflexed-spreading, 2-lobed

;
lower spreading, 3-lobed.

Stigma 2-lobed; lobes ovate. Seeds numerous. Herbs, with opposite (rarely

whorled) leaves, and mostly handsome flowers. (Diminutive of mimus, a

buffoon, from the grinning corolla.)

* Corolla violet-purple (rarely white) ; erect glabrous perennials; leaves

feather-veined.

1. M. ringens L. Stem square, 1 m. or less high ;
leaves oblong or lanceolate,

pointed, clasping by a heart-shaped base, serrate
; peduncles longer than the

flower; calyx-teeth taper-pointed, nearly equal; corolla personate, 2-4 cm.

long. Wet places, N. B. to Man., and southw. June-Sept.
2. M. alatus Ait. Stem winged at the angles ;

leaves oblong-ovate, tapering
into a petiole ; peduncles shorter than the very short-toothed calyx ;

otherwise
like the preceding. Wet places, Ct. to s. Ont., Kan., and southw.

* * Corolla yellow.

*- Leaves several-nerved and veiny, the upper sessile or clasping ; calyx oblique,
the uppermost tooth longest.

3. M. glabratus HBK., var. JamSsii (T. & G.) Gray. Diffusely spreading,
smooth or smoothish ; stems creeping at base

; stem-leaves roundish or kidney-
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shaped, nearly sessile, equaling the peduncles ; calyx ovoid, inflated in fruit and
7-10 mm. long ;

throat of corolla 1-2 cm. long, broad and open. (M. Jamesii
T. & G.) In water or wet places, usually in springs, Ont. to 111., Wise., Mo.,
and westw.

4. M. LANGSDORFII Donn. Smooth, suberect or decumbent
;
stem-leaves

oval, the lowermost long-pctioled, the upper much exceeded by the peduncles ;

fruiting calyx 1.5-2 cm. long; corolla 2.5-4 cm. long. (M. yuttatus DC.)
Locally naturalized in brooks and meadows, Ct. and N. Y. (Introd. from the
Pacific slope.)

*- M- Leaves feather-veined, none clasping ; calyx-teeth nearly equal.

5. M. moschatus Dougl. (MusK FLOWER.) Villniis cnnl r/sv/W. musk-
scented; steins spreading or ascending; leaves oblong-ovate, *}tnrt-i><'tinl<-<l ;

corolla pale yellow. Damp soil, especially by cold streams, Nfd. to N. V..

e. Pa., Ont., and Mich.; abundant in the Rocky Mts., whence perhaps introd.

June-Sept.

10. CON6BEA Aublet.

Upper lip of corolla 2-lobed, the lower 3-parted. Anthers approximate.
Stigma 2-lobed, the lobes wedge-form. Seeds numerous. Low branching
herbs, with small solitary flowers. (Name unexplained.)

1. C. multifida (Michx.) Benth. Annual, diffusely spreading, much branched,

minutely pubescent ;
leaves petioled, pinnately parted, divisions linear-wedge-

shaped ; peduncles naked ;
corolla greenish-white, scarcely longer than the calyx.

Along streams and shores, Ont. to Kan., and southw.; also adv. below Phila-

delphia. July-Sept.

11. BAC6PA Aublet. WATER HYSSOP

Calyx 5-parted ;
the uppermost division broadest, the innermost often very

narrow. Upper lip of the corolla entire, notched or 2-cleft, and the lower

3-lobed, or the limb almost equally 5-lobed. Style dilated or 2-lobed at the apex.
Seeds numerous. Low herbs, flowering in summer; ours rather succulent

perennials. (Said to be an aboriginal South American name.) HKKPESTIS
Gaertn. f. MONIERA B. Juss. ex P. Br. MONNIEKA 15. Juss.

* Corolla plainly bilabiate, the 2 upper lobes united to form the upper lip ; leaves

many-nerved.

1. B. acuminata (Walt.) Robinson. Erect or ascending, very leafy, gla-
brous

;
leaves pinnately veined, oblong to cuneate-lanceolate, 2-5 cm. long, ser-

rate
; pedicels equaling and the upper surpassing the leaves; corolla whitish or

purplish. (Gratiola Walt.; Monniera Ktze.
; Herpestis nigrescens Benth.)

Wet places, Md. to Fla. and Tex., chiefly near the coast, inland to s. Mo.
2. B. rotundifolia (Michx.) Wettst. Nearly smooth, creeping ; /OUT* rnmnl-

obovate, half-clasping, 1-2.5 cm. long, entire, basally nerved
; pi'<itnn-h'x twice

< thrice the length of the calyx; upper sepal ovate
;
corolla white or pale blue.

(Monniera Michx.; Herpestis Pursh.) Margins of ponds, 111. to Minn., Neb.,
and southw.

::. B. caroliniana (Walt.) Robinson. Stems hairy, creeping at base; li-nn-it

O9Cti4, rtiifi/iiiiif. entire, basally nerved; pedunr/rx atmrtt-r tlnm /// calyx; upper
sepal heart shaped ;

corolla blue. (
()hlriti \\-.\\\. ; Mnunnro Kt/e.; I/i-,-/n-sr/s

t/in/i/i'.i-ir, m/is Piirsli. ) Margin of ponds, pine barrens. X. .1. and Md. to La.

Aromatic when bruised.

* * CorolJ'f "/-.NO//V/// l.itiiliiitti-. tin limb xiibi
// mill;/ ^-liibril ; sttimrns ulnmxt

4. B. Monnie.ia (L.) Wettsl. (llabrous, prostrate ami creeping: leaves

spatulate to obovate-cnneate, entire or somewhat toothed, nearly nerveless,

.sessile; corolla pale blue. ( I/tr/>< N//.S 11I>1\.; Munni,r<i Mn i/i> r<( BrittOIl.)
River-banks and shores near (lie sea. Md. t<> T<-\.
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12. LIMOSELLA L, MUJJWORT

Calyx bell-shaped. Anthers confluently 1-celled. Style short, club-shaped.

Capsule globular, many-seeded ;
the partition thin and vanishing. Small an-

nuals, growing in mud, usually near the seashore, creeping by slender runners,
without ascending steins

;
the entire fleshy leaves in dense clusters around the

simple 1-flowered naked peduncles. Flowers small, white or purplish. (Name
from limits, mud, and sella, seat.)

1. L. aquatica L., var. tenuifblia (Wolf) Pers. Leaves with no blade distinct

from the petiole, awl-shaped or thread-form. (L. tenuifolia Wolf. ) Brackish
river-banks and shores, Lab. to N. J.

,
and far n. and w., local. (Eurasia, etc.)

13. MICRANTHEMUM Michx.

Stamens anterior, the short filaments with a glandular (mostly basal) appen-
dage ;

anthers 2-celled, didymous. Style short
;
the stigma 2-lobed. Capsule

globular, thin, with an evanescent partition, several-many-seeded. Small
smooth depressed and tufted or creeping annuals, in mud or shallow water,
with opposite and entire rounded or spatulate sessile leaves, and minute white
or purplish flowers solitary in the axils of some of the middle leaves (usually
one axil floriferous, that of the other leaf sterile). (Name formed of /u<cp6s,

small, and &vde/j.ov, flower.}
1. M. micranthemoides (Nutt.) Wettst. Branches ascending, 1-6 cm. high ;

leaves obovate-spatulate or oval
; peduncles at length recurved, about the length

of the calyx which is bell-shaped, 4-toothed, and usually split down on one side,
in fruit becoming pear-shaped ;

middle lobe of the corolla linear-oblong, nearly
twice the length of the lateral ones

; appendage of the stamen nearly as long as

the filament itself
; stigmas subulate. (M. Nuttallii Gray. ) Tidal mud of

rivers, N. J. to Fla. Aug.-Oct.

14. ILYSANTHES Baf. FALSE PIMPERNEL

Upper lip of corolla short, erect, 2-lobed
;
lower larger and spreading, 3-cleft.

Fertile stamens 2, included, posterior ;
anterior pair sterile, inserted in the

throat, 2-lobed
;
one of the lobes glandular, the other smooth, usually short and

tooth-like. Stigma 2-lobed. Capsule ovoid or ellipsoid, many-seeded. Small
and smooth annuals

;
the purplish flowers on filiform peduncles, or the upper

racemed, produced all summer. (Name from /Xtfs, mud, ,or mire, and &v6os,

flower.}
1. I. dubia (L.) Barnhart. Much branched, spreading ;

stems 1-3 dm. long,
at first simple, erect, leafy ;

leaves ovate, rounded, or oblong, usually crenate-

toothed, mostly 1.8-3 cm. long, the upper partly clasping, the lower more or

less narrowed at the base
;
lower peduncles about as long as the subtending leaves

or shorter ; calyx-lobes linear, about equaling or slightly exceeding the ellipsoidal

Sod;
corolla 5-10 mm. long. (7. riparia Man. ed. 6, in part, and perhaps of

af.; /. attenuata Small.) Wet places, N. B., westw. and southw., common.
(Adv. in France.)

2. I. anagallidea (Michx.) Robinson. More slender, diffuse, and usually
smaller-leaved

;
leaves elliptic to ovate, commonly entire or nearly so, 3-20

(mostly about 10) mm. long; peduncles long and filiform, spreading-ascending,
even the lower ones much exceeding the subtending leaves ; calyx-lobes somewhat
shorter than the pod; corolla as in the preceding. (Gratiola Michx.; I. dubia
of Am. auth., not Gratiola dubia L.

;
/. riparia Raf. ?) Wet places, e. Mass.,

southw. and westw.
, frequent.

15. GRATIOLA L. HEDGE HYSSOP

Narrow divisions of calyx nearly equal. Upper lip of corolla entire or 2-cleft,
lower 3-cleft. Style dilated or 2-lipped at apex. Capsule 4-valved, many-seeded.

Low herbs, mostly perennials, some apparently annuals, with sessile leaves,
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and usually with 2 bractlets at the base of the calyx. Flowering all summer
;

in wet or damp places. (Name from gratia, grace or favor, from supposed
medicinal properties.)

1. Anthers with a broad connective, the cells transverse ; stems mostly diffusely

branched, or creeping at base, soft viscid-pubescent or smooth; corollas

0.8-1.5 cm. long ; bractlets foliaceous, equaling the calyx.

* Sterile filaments minute or none; corolla whitish, with the tube yellowish.

1. G. virginiana L. Stem clammy-puberulent above, 1-3 dm. high ;
leaves

lanceolate, with narrow base, acute, entire or sparingly toothed
; peduncles almost

equaling the leaves (1-2.5 cm. long); pod ovoid, 4-5 mm. long. Wet or muddy
places, local, centr. Me. and w. Que., westw. and southw. June-Aug.

2. G. sphaerocarpa Ell. Smooth, rather stout, 1.5-4 dm. high ;
leaves lance-

ovate or oblong to oval-obovate, 25 cm. long, toothed
; peduncles scarcely longer

than the calyx and the large globular pod (6 mm. in diameter) . Wet places,
N. J. to Mo., and southw. Apr.-June.

** Sterile filaments slender, tipped with a little head; leaves short (1-2.6 cm.

long).

3. G. viscbsa Schwein. Clammy-pubescent or glandular; leaves ovate-lance-

olate or oblong, acute, toothed, mostly shorter than the peduncles ;
corolla

whitish, yellow within. Del. (Commons) to Ky., and southw.
4. G. aiirea Muhl. Nearly glabrous ; leaves lanceolate or oblong-linear, en-

tire, equaling the peduncles ;
corolla golden-yellow (rarely pale yellow or white),

1.2-1.8 cm. long. Wet sandy shores, Me., w. Que., and Ont. to Va.

2. Anthers with no broad connective, the cells vertical ; sterile filaments tipped
with a head; hairy apparently annual plants, with erect rigid and more

simple stems.

5. G. pilbsa Michx. Leaves ovate or oblong, sparingly toothed, sessile, 1-2

cm. long ;
flowers nearly sessile

;
corolla white, 6-9 mm. long, scarcely exceeding

the calyx. Low ground, N. J. to Fla. and Tex.

16. DIGITALIS [Tourn.] L. FOXGLOVE

Calyx 5-parted ;
the lobes often foliaceous. Corolla with a somewhat in-

flated tube and short scarcely spreading limb, declined. Stamens 4, didynamous,
included in the corolla. Tall herbs, with alternate or scattered entire or toothed

leaves and showy racemose flowers. (Digitalis, of or belonging to the finger,
as the fingers of a glove, which the tubular corollas have been thought to

resemble. )

1. D. puRpfrREA L. Stoutish pubescent biennial
;

corolla purple to white,

spotted, 4-6 cm. long. Meadows and pastures, Cape Breton I.
;
also N. Y.

;

rather rare and local, a casual escape from gardens. (Introd. from Eu.)

17. VER6NICA [Tourn.] L. SPEEDWELL

The lateral lobes of the corolla or the lowest one commonly narrower than
the others. Stamens 2, one each side of the upper lobe of the corolla, exserted

;

anther-cells confluent at the apex. Style entire
; stigma single. Capsule flat-

tened, obtuse or notched at the apex, 2-celled, few-many-seeded. Chiefly
herbs

;
flowers blue, flesh-color, or white. (Derivation doubtful

; perhaps the

flower of St. Veronica.)
* Tall perennials, with elongate leaves ; racemes terminal, dense, spiked ; l>r<i<'ts

very small; tube of the salverform corolla equaling or exceeding the calyx;
both sometimes b-cleft.

1. V. virginica L. (CULVER'S-ROOT, CULVER'S PHYSIC.) Smooth or rather

downy ;
stem simple, straight, 0.6-2 m. high ;

leaves ichorled in 4's to 7's, short-
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petioled, lanceolate, pointed, finely serrate; spikes panicled ; corolla small,

nearly white, the tube much longer than the calyx and short limb ; stamens much
exserted

; capsule oblong-ovate, not notched, opening by 4 teeth at the apex,
many-seeded. (Leptandra Nutt.) Rich soil, w. Mass, and Ct. to Man., and
southw. July, Aug.

2. V. LONGirdLiA L. Similar; stem puberulent; leaves opposite or in 3's,

slender-petioled, narrowly lanceolate, coarsely and doubly serrate ; spikes soli-

tary or few
;
corolla blue, the tube about equaling the calyx and limb ; capsule

suborbicular, fiat, rounded or emarginate at apex. Cultivated, and sometimes
found by roadsides, in thickets, and about old house-sites, N. S. to w. Que. and
N. Y. (Introd. from Eu.)

3. V. BACHOFEXII Heuffel. Like the preceding, but the leaves triangular-
ovate, cordate. Vicinity of Quebec. (Introd. from Eu.)

* * Corolla wheel-shaped, the tube short; capsule more or less notched, strongly
flattened except in nos. 4 and 5

;
low or decumbent herbs.

)- Perennials, stoloniferous or rooting at base, with opposite usually serrate

leaves ; racemes axillary, mostly opposite ; corolla pale blue.

w Capsule turgid, orbicular, many-seeded.

4. V. Anagallis-aquatica L. (WATER S.) Smooth, creeping and rooting at

base, then erect, 1-10 dm. high ;
leaves sessile, most of them clasping by a heart-

shaped base, ovate-lanceolate, acute, serrate or entire, 1 dm. or less long ; pedi-
cels spreading; corolla pale blue, with purple stripes ; capsule slightly notched.

Brooks and ditches, Essex Co., Mass. (Oakes) ;
w. N. E. to B. C., and

southw. Jime-Aug. (Eurasia.)
5. V. americana Schwein. (AMERICAN BROOKLIME.) Similar; leaves

lanceolate to elongate-ovate, acute or acutish, serrate, short-petioled ; mature

fruiting pedicels very slender, 6-11 mm. long. Brooks, ditches, etc., Nfd.
to Alaska, s. to Va., W. Va., Great L. region, Neb., and in the Rocky Mts.

June-Aug.
6. V. BECCABUNGA L. (EUROPEAN BROOKLIME.) Almost fleshy, prostrate

and strongly repent ;
leaves oval or short-oblong, rounded at tip, crenate, short-

petioled ;
mature fruiting pedicels thickish, 4-5 mm. long. Brooks and ditches

about Quebec and near New York City. (Nat. from Eu.)

++ +* Capsule strongly flattened, several-seeded.

7. V. scutellata L. (MARSH S.) Smooth, slender and weak, 1-5 dm. high ;

leaves sessile, linear or linear-lanceolate, acute, remotely denticulate ; racemes

several, very slender and zizag ; flowers few and scattered, on elongated
spreading or reflexed pedicels ; capsule very flat, much broader than long,
notched at both ends or didymous. Swamps and wet places, Nfd. to B. C., s.

to N. Y., Wise., and Cal. May-Aug. (Eurasia.) Var. VILL6SA Schumacher.
Stems villous. Ont. and w. N. Y. to Wash.

8. V. officinalis L. (COMMON S.) Pubescent; stem prostrate, rooting at

base
;
leaves short-petioled, obovate-elliptical or wedge-oblong, obtuse, serrate ;

racemes densely many-flowered ; pedicels shorter than the calyx ; capsule obovate-

triangular, broadly notched. Dry hills and open woods, Nfd. to Ont., Mich.,
and southw. May-Aug. (Eurasia.)

9. V. CHAMAEDRYS L. (BIRD'S-EYE.) Stem very slender, pubescent (at
least in two lines), ascending from a creeping base

;
leaves subsessile, ovate or

cordate, incisely crenate; racemes loosely flowered, flexuous ; pedicels little

longer than the 4-parted calyx ; capsule triangular-obcordate. Pastures, open
woods, etc., N. S. to Ont. arid O., local. May, June. (Nat. from Eu. )

10. V. TfitrcRiuM L. Stems pubescent, stiff and upright, 3-7 dm. high ;

leaves subsessile, oblong, coarsely toothed, pubescent ;
racemes more densely

flowered, strictly ascending; calyx unequally ^-parted; corolla 1 cm. broad,
bluish

; capsules orbicular or oval. Escaped from cultivation to roadsides, etc.,
N. E. (Introd. from Eu.)
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t- +- Leaves opposite ; flowers in a terminal raceme ; the lower bracts leaf-like ;

capsules flat, several-seeded; perennials, mostly turning blackish in drying.

11. V. alpina L., var. unalaschcensis C. & S. Stems tufted, erect, simple,
1-3 dm. high ;

leaves elliptical, or the lowest rounded, entire or toothed, nearly
sessile; raceme hairy, few-flowered, crowded; capsule obovate, notched. (V.
Wormskjoldi R. & S.) By alpine brooks, Que., Me., N. H., and northw. July,
Aug. (Eurasia.)

12. V. serpyllifblia L. (THYME-LEAVED S.) Much branched at the creeping
base, nearly smooth; branches ascending and simple, 0.5-2 dm. high; leaves

ovate or oblong, obscurely crenate, 1.5 cm. or less long, the lowest petioled and
rounded, the upper passing into lanceolate bracts; raceme loose, the rhncjiis

and pedicels appressed-puberulent ; corolla 3-4 mm. broad, whitish or pale blue,
with deeper stripes; capsule rounded, broader than long, obtusely notched, 3-4

mm. broad. Damp grassy ground, Nfd. to Ont., and southw.
;
both indigenous

and introduced. May-July. (Eurasia.)
13. V. humifusa Dickson. Stouter, 2-4 dm. high; leaves 1-2.5 cm. long ;

rhachis and pedicels pubescent with spreading viscid or gland-tipped hairs;
corolla 0.5-1 cm. broad, deep blue; capsule 4-6 mm. broad. (V. serpyllifoJia,
var. borealis Laestad.) Springy places, Lab. and Nfd. to N. B., n. N. E., and
N. Y.; Rocky Mts., etc. (Eu.)
- - - Annuals; floral leaves like those of the stem (or somewhat reduced) ,

the flowers appearing to be axillary and solitary, mostly alternate ; OoroUd
shorter than the calyx (except in no. 17).

+ Flowers short-pediceled ; floral leaves reduced.

14. V. peregrina L. (NECKWEED, PURSLANE S.) Glandular-puberulent or
w ***

nearly smooth, erect, 1-3 dm. high, branched; lowest leaves petiotfd. <n-nl-

> * oblong, toothed, thickish, the others sessile, obtuse
;
the upper oblong-linear

and entire, longer than the almost sessile whitish flowers
; capsule orbicular^

'

slightly notched, many-seeded. Waste and cultivated grounds, iu (lamp soil,

n.l^-.
N. B. to Fla., and across the continent. Apr.-Oct. (Eu.)

15. V. AKVENSIS L. (CoiiNS.) Simple or diffusely branched, 0.5-4 dm. high,

hairy ; lower leaves petioled, ovate, crenate ; the uppermost sessile, lanceolate,
entire

; capsule inversely heart-shaped, the lobes rounded. Cultivated grounds,
N. S. to B. C., and southw.; in N. E. and Pa. often in rocky woods as if indige-
nous

;
rather rare. (Nat. from Eu.)

++ ** Flowers long-pediceled in axils of ordinary leaves; seeds cup-shaped.

16. V. AGRESTIS L. (FIELDS.) Leaves round or ovate, crenate-toothed. t he
floral somewhat similar

; calyx-lobes oblong ;
flowers small; ovary many-ovuled,

but the nearly orbicular and sharply notched capsule 1-2-seeded. Sandy fields,

in the Maritime Provinces of Canada, and from the Middle States southw..

chiefly near the coast, local. (Adv. from Eu.)
17. V. TOURNEFORTII C. C. Gmel. Leaves round or heart-ovate, crenately cut-

toothed, 1-2.5 cm. long; flowers large, 1 cm. wide, blue
; calyx-lobes lanceolate,

widely spreading in fruit
; capsule obcordate-tri<in<jnl<ir, broadly untchi-il. 1(5-21-

seeded. ( V. Buxbaumii Tenore
;

V. byzantina BSP.) Waste grounds, e.

Que. to Out., O., and N. Y. (Adv. from Eu.)
18. V. IIKDKKAKFOLIA I.. (

I v v-i.K A vi: i> S. ) Leaves rounded or heart-shaped,
3-1-toothed or -lobed

, calyx-lobes somewhat heart-shaped; flowers small : <v/;>-

sule turgid, Z-lobed, 2-4-seeded. Shaded places, N. Y. to N. C. Apr. -.Tune.

(Adv. from Eu.)

18. SYNTHYRIS Bentli.

Stamens inserted just below the upper sinuses, occasionally with another pair
from the niher sinuses, i-xsertcd

;
anther-cells not confluent. Style slender :

stigma simple. Capsule flattened, rounded, obtuse or notched, -J -celled (rarely
3-lobed and 3-celled), many-seeded, loculicidal

;
the valves eohenni: below with

the axis. Perennial herbs, with the simple stems beset with partly clasping
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bract-like alternate leaves, the root-leaves rounded and petioled, crenate. (Name
from <rTLivy together, and 6vpis, a little door; in allusion to the closed valves of

the pod.)
1. S. Bullii (Eaton) Heller. Hairy ;

root-leaves ovate, heart-shaped ; spike

dense, 1-3 dm. long ;
corolla greenish-white or yellowish, not longer than the

calyx, usually 2-3-parted. (8. Houghtoniana Benth.; Wulfenia Houghtoniana
Greene.) Oak barrens and prairies, Mich, to Minn., s. to O., Ind., 111., and
la. May, June.

19. SEYMERIA Pursh.

Calyx bell-shaped, deeply 5-cleft. Corolla with a short and broad tube, not

longer than the 5 ovate or oblong nearly equal and spreading lobes. Anthers

approximate by pairs, oblong, 2-celled
;
the cells equal and pointless. Capsule

many-seeded. Erect branching herbs, with the aspect of Gerardia ; leaves

mostly dissected or pinnatifid, the uppermost alternate and bract-like. Flowers

yellow, interruptedly racemed or spiked. (Named for Henry Seymer, an English
naturalist.) AFZELIA J. G. Gmel.

1. S. macrophylla Nutt. (MULLEIN FOXGLOVE.) Rather pubescent, 1-1.5

m. high ;
leaves large, the lower pinnately divided, with the broadly lanceolate

divisions pinnatifid and incised, the upper lanceolate
;
tube of the corolla

incurved, very woolly inside, as are the filaments except at the apex ; style short,
dilated and notched at the point; capsule ovoid, pointed. (Afzelia Kzte.)
Shady river-banks, O. to Neb.

,
s. to Tex. July, Aug.

20. GERARDIA [Plumier] L. GERARDIA

Calyx bell-shaped, 5-toothed or 5-cleft. Corolla swelling above, with more or

less unequal lobes, the 2 upper usually rather smaller and more united. Stamens

hairy ;
anthers approaching by pairs, 2-celled, the cells parallel, often pointed

at base. Style elongated, mostly enlarged and flattened at the apex. Capsule
globular or ovoid, pointed, many-seeded. Erect branching herbs (more or

less root-parasitic); stem-leaves opposite, or the upper alternate, the upper-
most reduced to bracts and subtending 1-flowered peduncles, which often form
a raceme or spike. Flowers showy, pink, purple, or yellow, in late summer
and autumn. (Dedicated to the celebrated herbalist, John Gerarde.}

1. DASYSTOMA [Raf.] Gray. Corolla yellow, the tube woolly inside, as
well as the anthers and filaments ; anthers alike, awn-pointed at base;
leaves rather large, more or less incised or pinnatifid.

* Pubescence partly glandular and viscid; corolla pubescent outside.

1. G. pedicularia L. Annual or biennial, much branched, 1 m. or less high,

very leafy, villous at base, puberulent above
;
leaves ovate-lanceolate, pinnatifid,

and the lobes cut and toothed
; pedicels glandular, about equaling the mostly

serrate slightly glandular or glabrate calyx-lobes. (Dasystoma Benth.) Dry
copses, Me. to Ont.

, Minn., and W. Va.
Var. ambigens Fernald. Stems glandular-villous above

; pedicels and calyx
usually villous. Wise, to N. C. and Mo. Passing to the more southern var.

PECTINATA Nutt., with densely villous stems and leaves, and glandular-hispid
calyx.

* * No glandular pubescence ; corolla glabrous outside ; perennial.

-i- Stems finely and closely pubescent.

2. G. grandiflbra Benth. Minutely downy; stem much branched, 0.5-1 m.

high ; leaves ovate-lanceolate, even the upper ones more or less cut or pinnatifid,
the lower pinnatifid; pedicels rather shorter than the calyx; corolla 4-5 cm.

long, 4 times the length of the broadly lanceolate entire or toothed calyx-lobes ;

capsule glabrous. (Dasystoma Wood.) Oak openings, Wise, and Minn, to

Tenn. and Tex.
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Var. serrata (Ton-. ) Robinson. The upper leaves oblong, merely serrate or
even quite entire. (Var. integriuscula Gray ; Dasystoma wrata Small.) Mo.
and Kan. to La. and Tex. Sometimes well marked, but not always so.

3. G. flava L. (DOWNY FALSE FOXGLOVE.) Pubescent with a fine close
down ; stem 0.5-1 m. high, mostly simple ; leaves ovate-lanceolate or oblong,
obtuse, entire, or the lower usually sinuate-toothed or pinnatifid ; pedicels very
short ; calyx-lobes oblong, obtuse, rather shorter than the tube

;
corolla 4-5-

cm. long; capsule pubescent. (Dasystoma Wood.) Open woods, s. Me. to

Ont., la., and southw.
- - Stem glabrous.

4. G. virginica (L.) BSP. (SMOOTH FALSE FOXGLOVE.) Glaucous, 1-2 m.
high, usually branching; lower leaves commonly twice pinnatifid ; the upper
oblong-lanceolate, pinnatifid or entire; pedicels nearly as long as the calyx;
calyx-lobes lance-linear, acute, as long as the at length inflated tube

;
corolla

4-5 cm. long. (Dasystoma Britton
;
G. quercifolia Pursh.) Dry woods, s. Me.

to Minn., and southw.
5. G. laevigata Raf. Not glaucous ; stem 3-8 dm. high, mostly simple ;

leaves

lanceolate, acute, entire, or the lowest obscurely toothed
; pedicels shorter than

the calyx-tube ; corolla 2-3 cm. long. (Dasystoma Chapm.) Oak barrens, etc.
,

Pa. to Mich, and Mo., s. in the nits, to Ga.

2. OTOPHYLLA Benth. Corolla purple (rarely white}, naked within, as
well as the very unequal filaments ; anthers dissimilar, pointless, glabrous
or sparingly hairy.

6. G. auriculata Michx. Rough-hairy ;
stem erect, nearly simple, 2-6 dm.

high ;
leaves lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, sessile, the lower entire, the others

with an oblong-lanceolate lobe on each side at the base
; fiowers nearly sessile

in the axils, 1.5-2 cm. long. Low grounds and prairies, Pa. to Minn., s. to N. C.
and Kan.

7. G. densiflbra Benth. More hispid and rough, very leafy ;
leaves rigid,

pinnately parted into 3-7 narrowly linear acute divisions, those subtending the

densely spicate fiowers similar and crowded
;
corolla 2-3 cm. long. Prairies,

e. Kan. to Tex.

3. EUGERARDIA Benth. Corolla purple or rose-color (rarely white) ;

calyx-teeth short ; anthers alike, nearly pointless, pubescent ; cauline leaves

linear or narrower, entire.

* Perennial; leaves erect, very narrow; pedicels erect, as long as fioral leaves.

8. G. linif&lia Nutt. Glabrous, 6-9 dm. high, sparingly or paniculately
branched

;
leaves flat, thickish, 2-3 mm. wide

; calyx-teeth minute
;

corolla

2.5 cm. long, minutely pubescent outside, villous within and the lobes ciliate
;

anthers and filaments very villous.' Low pine barrens, Del. to Fla.

* * Annuals; herbage blackish in drying (except in nos. 15 and 17).

- Pedicels little if at all longer than the calyx and capsule.

M- Capsule ellipsoid, distinctly longer than thick.

9. G. aspera Dougl. Sparingly or somewhat fastigiately branched, 3-6 dm.

high ;
leaves linear, rough ; pedicels often alternate, equaling or moderately

exceeding the calyx ; calyx-teeth triangular-lanceolate, about half as long as

the tube
;
corolla 1.8-2.6 cm. long. Plains and prairies, Mich, and w. Ind. to

N. Dak., Col., and Ark.
M- -4H- Capsule subglobose.

= Flowers large; corolla 2.3-3.1 cm. long.

10. G. fasciculata Kll. Tall, 6-12 dm. high ; stem subterete, xrabrous-puberu-
lent ; bram'hes \irgate, elongated, ascending. xn1>f<tsti(i\titt\ mostly ]Q-lti-fiow-

ered; leaves narrowly linear, u-ith smaller ones fnaifb-il in their iisils ; pedicels
shorter than the calyx; corolla about 2.6 cm. long, purple. Sandy fields, low
meadows and shores, Va. to Fla. and Tex.
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11. G. purpureJ*>L. (PURPLE G.) Stem 3-8 dm. high, somewhat angled,

nearly or quite smooth; branches long, widely spreading, usually flexuous,

mostly 3-8-flowered ; leaves linear, acute, rough-margined; calyx commonly
exceeding the pedicel, its teeth sharp-pointed, from very short to half the length
of the tube; corolla usually 2.6-3 cm. long, bright purple, very pubescent.
Low mostly sandy ground, e. Mass, to Fla. and Tex., near the coast

;
also

westw. along the Great Lakes to Wise.

= = Flowers smaller ; corolla 1.4-1.8 cm. long.

12. G. paupSrcula (Gray) Britton. Slender erect annual, 1-6 dm. high;
stem angled, glabrous or nearly so, subsimple or more often branched above

;

leaves narrowly linear, acute, scabrous, often with smaller ones fascicled in

their axils
; pedicels usually about equaling the globose capsules ; calyx-teeth

deltoid-lanceolate, sharp-pointed; corolla decidedly smaller than in the pre-

ceding species, 1.4-1.8 cm. long, lighter rose-purple, merely puberulent except at

the hairy margin. (G. purpurea, var. Gray.) Sterile soil, bogs, sandy shores,

etc., N. S. to Man., and southw.
13. G. maritima Raf. (SEA-SIDE G.) Similar to the preceding, but some-

what fleshy; leaves linear, obtuse or rounded at the ends; calyx-teeth very
short and obtuse or rounded; corolla 1-1.5 cm. long. Salt marshes along the

coast, s. Me. to Fla.

<- - Pedicels usually exceeding the corolla ; woolly anthers cuspidate at base.

t-v Corolla-lobes rounded or merely emarginate ; capsule subglobose.

= Corolla glabrous within,

a. Leaves flat, linear to lanceolate, much blackened in drying.

14. G. tenuifblia Vahl. (SLENDER G.) Leaves narrowly linear, acute, the
floral ones mostly like the others

; calyx-teeth very short, acute
; capsule

globular; corolla 1-1.5 cm. long, rose-purple, the upper lip somewhat arched.

(G. Gattingeri Small.) Low or dry ground, w. Me. and w. Que. to Neb., Fla.,
and Tex. Var. MACROPHYLLA Benth. Stouter; larger leaves 3-5 cm. long,
and 4-5 mm. wide, scabrous

; pedicels ascending ; calyx-teeth larger. (G.
sseyana Britton. ) Ct. to Ont.

,
N. Mex.

,
and the Rocky Mts.

b. Leaves filiform or with revolute margins, slightly blackened in drying.

15. G. Skinneriana Wood. Slender, 2-5 dm. high, with ascending branches,
the slightly margined angles roughish ;

leaves hispidulous-scabrous ; pedicels
rather stiffly ascending, 1-4 cm. long ; calyx greenish, the lance-deltoid lobes

nearly one third as long as the tube ; corolla 10-13 mm. long, rose-color
; capsule

globose-ovoid. (6r. tenuifolia, var. asperula Gray.) Dry woods and hills, Ont.
to Minn., Tenn., and Mo.

= = Corolla villous in the throat.

16. G. setacea Walt. Slender, 3-6 dm. high, with strongly ascending
branches

;
leaves setaceous-linear, often revolute, somewhat darkened in drying ;

pedicels capillary, 1-2 cm. long ; calyx green, with minute subulate teeth
;

corolla rose-purple, 2 cm. long, ventricose above the slender exserted tube, the
lobes wide-spreading. (G. Holmiana Greene.) Sandy barrens, D. C. to Fla.

and Tex., mostly near the coast.

w- ++ Corolla-lobes obcordate ; capsule ellipsoid-ovoid.

17. G. parvifMa Chapm. Rigid, 0.5-5 dm. high, with stiff upright angled
branches

;
leaves linear-subulate, rather rigid, not darkened in drying ;

inflores-

cence subracemose, the floral leaves greatly reduced
; calyx whitish-green,

nervose, with short subulate teeth
;
corolla about 1 cm. long, bright pink, the

lobes all spreading ; capsule much exceeding the calyx. (G. Skinneriana Man.
ed. 6, not Wood; G. decemloba Greene.) Sandy soil, near the coast, Mass,
to Fla. and La.; and apparently in the Miss, basin.
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21. BUCHNERA L. BLUK HBABW

Calyx obscurely nerved. Corolla with a straight or curved tube and an
almost equally 5-cleft limb, the lobes oblong or wedge-obovate, flat. Stamens
included

;
anthers one-celled (the other cell wanting). Style club-shaped and

entire. Capsule 2-valved, many-seeded. Perennial rough-hairy herbs (doubt-
less root-parasitic), turning blackish in drying, with opposite leaves, or the

uppermost alternate
;
the flowers opposite in a terminal spike, bracted and with

2 bractlets. (Named in honor of J. G. Buchner, an early German botanist.)
1. B. americana L. Rough-hairy ;

stem wand-like, 3-8 dm. high ;
lower

leaves obovate-oblong, the others ovate-oblong to linear-lanceolate, sparingly
and coarsely toothed, veiny ; spike interrupted ; calyx longer than the bracts,
one third the length of the deep-purple corolla (2 cm. long). Moist sandy
ground, N. J. to w. N. Y., s. Ont., Minn., and southw. June-Aug.

22. CASTILLEJA Mutis. PAINTED CUP

Divisions of the calyx entire or 2-lobed. Tube of the corolla included in the

calyx ;
its upper lip (galea) keeled, flattened laterally. Anther-cells oblong-

linear, the outer fixed by the middle, the inner pendulous. Capsule many-
seeded. Herbs (root-parasitic), with alternate entire or cut-lobed leaves;
the floral ones usually dilated, colored, and more showy than the yellow or

reddish spiked flowers. (Dedicated to Domingo Castillejo, a Spanish botanist.)
1. C. coccfnea (L.) Spreng. (SCARLET P.) Hairy biennial or annual

;

stem simple ;
root-leaves clustered, mostly entire, obovate or oblong ;

those of

the stem incised
;
the floral 3-5-cleft, bright scarlet toward the summit (rarely

yellow) ; calyx about the length of the pale yellow corolla, equally d'ft !>th tides,
the lobes quadrate-oblong, entire or retnse. Low sandy ground, Mass, to

Man., s. to Va., Tenn., and Tex.
2. C. pallida (L.) Spreng., var. septentrionalis (Lindl.) Gray. Perennial,

smooth or sparingly hairy, at the summit woolly ;
leaves mainly entire, the

lower linear, upper broader
;
the floral oblong or obovate, greenish-white, varying

to yellowish, purple, or red
; calyx equally cleft, the lobes oblong or lanceolate,

2-cleft; corolla 1.5-2.5 cm. long, the galea (Irridwllt/ shorter than the tube, not
over 2 or 3 times as long as the lip. (C. acuminata Spreng.) Damp gravelly
or rocky banks, Lab., Nfd., and westw., s. to the St. John R., the nits, of n. N. E.,

the Great Lakes, Minn., and the Black Hills. June-Aug.
3. C. sessiliflbra Pursh. Perennial, 1.5-3 dm. high, very leafy, cinereous-

pubescent; leaves mostly 3-5-cleft, with narrow diverging sometimes cleft lubes ;

the floral similar or broader, not at all colored calyx deeper cleft in front, tin-

narrow lobes deeply 2-cleft
;
corolla 3-4 cm. long, the short galea but twice as

Inmj as the slender-lobed lip. Prairies, Man. to 111., Mo., Tex., and the Rocky
Mts. May-July.

23. ORTHOCARPUS Nutt.

Corolla with the upper lip. (galea) little longer and usually much narrower
than the inflated 1-8-saccate lower one. Otherwise nearly as CastiUcja. (Name
from 6pd6s, ii)>rii/}if. and Kapir6s, fruit.')

1. 0. Ititeus Nutt. Annual, pubescent and hirsute, sometimes viscid, erect,
1.6-4 dm. high; leaves linear to lanceolate, occasionally 3-cleft

; spike dense;
bracts broader, mostly 3-cleft, about equaling the flowers, not colored

;
corolla

golden-yellow, 1 cm. long, 2-3 times as long as the calyx. Plains, n. Minn.,
Man., and westw.

24. MELAMPtRUM [Tourn.] L. Cow Win: AT

Calyx bell-shaped, sharply cleft. Tube of corolla cylindrical, enlarging above
;

upper lip compressed, straight in front
;
lower erect-spreai ling, biconvex, 3-lobed

at apex. Anthers approximate, oblong, nearly vertical, hairy ;
the cells minutely
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pointed at base. Capsule 1-4-seeded. Erect branching annuals, with opposite
leaves, the lower entire, the upper mostly toothed at base. Flowers solitary in

the upper axils. (Name from /xAas, black, and Trvp6s, wheat ; from the color of

the seeds of some species.)
1. M. lineare Lam. Leaves linear-lanceolate to narrow-ovate, short-petioled,

the floral ones like the lower, or truncate at base and beset with a few bristly
teeth

; calyx-teeth not half the length of the slender tube of the pale greenish-

yellow or purplish corolla (1 cm. long); seeds white. (M. americanum Michx.
;

M. latifolium Muhl.) Open woods, N. S. and Que. to B. C., s. to Ga., Tenn.,
and la. June-Sept.

25. EUPHRASIA [Tourn.] L. EYEBRIGHT

Calyx tubular or bell-shaped, 4-cleft. Upper lip of the corolla erect, scarcely

arched, 2-lobed, and the sides folded back
;
lower lip spreading, 3-cleft, the lobes

obtuse or notched. Anther-cells pointed at the base. Capsule flattened.

Herbs, with opposite toothed or cut leaves. Flowers small, spiked. (Name
eixppacria, cheerfulness, in allusion to its reputed medicinal properties.)

* Flowers very small, borne in a compact leafy head or very short subcapitate

raceme; stems filiform, normally simple; corolla dorsally 3-4 mm. long;
dwarf arctic-alpine species.

I.E. Oakdsii Wettst. Leaves ovate-orbicular, bluntly sinuate-toothed, gray-
ish-pubescent beneath ; corolla white or nearly so, with purple or violet veins and

yellow eye. Open stony ground, White Mts. of N. H., near Mt*. Monroe and
at the head of Oakes Gulf

;
Mt. Katahdin, Me.

2. E. Williamsii Robinson. Leaves much as in the preceding but green and
glabrous except near the margin ; corolla brownish-purple, with deeper colored

veins and yellow eye. Slopes of Mt. Washington, N. H., from the "Alpine
Garden" to "Cape Horn."

* * Flowers small (corolla 3-4 mm. long dorsally}, borne in open racemes;
stems usually branched.

3. E. Randii Robinson. Leaves ovate to flabelliform, bluntly 9-11-toothed,

finely pubescent upon both surfaces
;
corolla varying from deep violet to roseate

or cream-colored, with violet veins and yellow eye. In humus and damp spots,

along the coast, Nfd. and e. Que. to Knox Co., Me. (>$'. Plaisted}.
Var. Farlbwii Robinson has smaller grayish-pubescent 5-7-toothed leaves

(only 2-4 mm. long). Dry crests of sea-cliffs, Nfd.; Dog I., Eastport, Me.

* * * Flowers larger ; corolla dorsally 5-7 mm. long, ivhite, with lavender or

purple veins and yellow eye.

4. E. arctica Lange. Simple or branched, 4-12 cm. or more in height; leaves

conspicuously pubescent upon both surfaces, the cauline ovate, rather bluntly
toothed, the floral flabelliform, more sharply toothed

;
corolla with pale lavender

veins, the lobes of the lower lip nearly parallel. (E. latifolia Pursh, as to

plant, but not as to name-bringing synonym ;
E. hirtella Robinson, not Jord.)

Calcareous soil, Lab. to n. Me., L. Superior, and Arctic Am.
5. E. americana Wettst. Simple or more often with elongated strongly as-

cending branches, 1-3 dm. tall, flowering for the most part above the middle;
leaves essentially glabrous, the larger 8-14 mm. long, the lateral teeth awn-

pointed ;
bracts about 7-toothed

; calyx usually purple-nerved ; corolla relatively

large and showy, 8 mm. long, somewhat suffused with purple or crimson and
marked with deep purple lines, the lateral lobes of the lower lip strongly diver-

gent. Damp open places, Nfd. and e. Que., along the coast to Lincoln Co., Me.
6. E. canadSnsis Townsend. Similar, usually smaller and more diffuse,

mostly flowering from below the middle, the elongated spikes dense
; larger

leaves 4-9 rum. long ; bracts 9- II -toothed, the teeth setose-tipped ; calyx green,
the teeth aristate

;
corolla 0-7 mm. long, white, with bluish or lavender veins

and yellow eye. (E. americana, var. Robinson.) Dry grassy or rocky places,
from the lower St. Lawrence to N. S., e. Me., and n. N. H.
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26. ODONTITES [Rivinius] Ludwig.

Calyx equally cleft. Corolla with upper lip entire and sides not folded back.
Otherwise much as Euphrasia. Herbs, with opposite sessile leaves, and sub-
sessile flowers in the upper axils and in a terminal leafy spike. (Odontitis, an
ancient plant-name from 65ovs, tooth, applied to some herb used for tooth-ache.)

1. 0. RtiBRA Gilib. Stem 1-4 dm. high, from an annual root, branching,
scabrous-pubescent ;

leaves oblong-lanceolate, coarsely and remotely serrate
;

spikes elongated, loosely-flowered ;
corolla small, rose-red. (Bartsia Odontites

Huds.; Odontites Odontites Wettst.) Fields, roadsides, etc., coast of Me.,
N. B., and N. S.; rarely in the interior. (Nat. from Eu.)

27. PEDICULARIS [Tourn.] L. LOUSEWORT

Calyx various. Corolla strongly 2-lipped ;
the upper lip flattened, often

beaked at the apex ;
the lower erect at base, 2-crested above, 3-lobed

;
lobes

commonly spreading, the lateral ones rounded and larger. Anthers transverse
;

the cells pointless. Capsule mostly oblique, several-seeded. Perennial herbs,
with chiefly pinnatifid leaves (the floral bract-like) and rather large flowers in a

spike. (Name from pediculus, a louse
;
of no obvious application.)

* Small-leaved annual or biennial, mostly branched, bearing axillary and termi-

nal flowers.

1. P. palustris L. Essentially glabrous, 2-6 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate,

2-6 cm. long, pinnately parted, with small crenate oblong segments ; calyx-lobes
cristate

;
corolla 1-1.5 cm. long, purplish and rose-color (rarely white), the tube

longer than the lips. ( P. parviflora Britton, not Sin. ) Marshes and wet places,
Temiscouata Co. to Gaspe Co., Que., Nfd., and northw. (Eu.)
* *

Large-leaved perennials ; simple or somewhat branched, with terminal spikes.

2. P. canadensis L. (COMMON L., WOOD BETONY.) Hairy ;
stems simple,

clustered, 1.5-4 dm. high ;
leaves scattered, the lowest pinnately partoL tin-

others half-pinnatifld ; spike short and dense
; calyx split in front, otherwise al-

most entire, oblique ; upper lip of the dull greenish-yellow and crimson cnmUa
Jmuili'd, incurved, 2-toothed under the apex; capsule flat, somewhat sword-

shaped. Copses and banks, N. S., centr. Me., and w. Que. to Man., and southw.

May, June.
3. P. lanceolata Michx. Stem upright, 3-9 dm. high, nearly simple, mostly

smooth
;

leaves partly opposite, oblong-lanceolate, doubly cut-toothed; spike
crowded

; calyx "2,-lobed, leafy-crested ; upper lip of the pale yellow corolla in-

curved and bearing a short truncate beak at the apex, the lower erect, so as

nearly to close the throat; capxulr. ortitc, scarcely longer than the calyx.

Swamps, Mass, to Ont. and Man., s. to Va., O., and Neb. Aug., Sept.
4. P. Furbishiae Wats. Tall (5-9 dm. high), pubescent or glabrate ;

Ifnrrs

lanceolate, pinnntfly parted and the xJmrt oblong divisions pinnatifld-inciscd,
or the upper simply pinnatifid and the lobes serrate, silvery-margined ;

bracts

ovate, laciniate-dentate
; calyx 5-lobed, the lobes rather unequal, linear-lanceo-

late, entire or toothed
; upper lip of corolla straight and beakless, the truncate

apex bicuspidate, the lower erect, truncately 3-lobed
; capsule broadly ovate.

Banks of the St. John, Me. and N. B. July, Aug.

28. RHINANTHUS L. YELLOW RATTLE

Calyx membranaceous, flattened, much inflated in fruit, 4-toothed. Upper
lip of corolla arched, ovate, obtuse, flattened, entire at the summit, but with a

dark tooth on each side below the apex ;
lower lip 3-lobed. Anthers approxi-

mate, hairy, transverse : the cells pointless. ( 'apsule orbicular, flattened. Seeds

orbicular, winded.- Annual upright herbs, with opposite leaves; the yellow or

yellowish flowers crowded in a one-sided leafy-bracted spike. (Name composed
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of plv, a snout, and &v0os, a flower, from the beaked upper lip of species once
united with this genus.)

Teeth of the upper lip of the corolla elongate, 1.5-2 mm. long . . . . 1. ft. mayor.
Teeth of the upper lip broad and low, less than 1 mm. long.
Branches of the stem, when present, short and scarcely developed at flower-

ing- season, later if elongating bearing only reduced flowers.

Upper part of the stem marked with fine black lines
; upper lip of corolla

with purplish teeth, lateral lobes of the lower lip with a black spot
at base 2. R. Crista-galli.

Stem green, without black lines ; corolla yellow throughout . . . 8. R. oblongifofais.
Branches of the stem in well developed plants elongate at flowering season,

their flowers like those of the primary inflorescence.

Upper part of the stem marked with fine black lines
; upper lip of corolla

with bluish teeth, lower lip with brown markings . . . . 4. R. stenophyllux.
Stem green, without black lines

;
corolla yellow throughout, the teeth of

the upper lip whitish-yellow . . . . . . . . 5. R. Kyrollae.

1. R. M\JOR Ehrh. Simple or with numerous long branches, 2-8 dm. high ;

stem with conspicuous black lines above, essentially glabrous, the branches mostly
without axilltfry fascicles ; leaves lanceolate, the teeth subappressed ;

bracts gla-

brous, all but the lowest pale, broadly triangular, the tip prolonged, their lowest

lance-attenuate teeth 5 mm. long ; calyx glabrous except for the slightly scabrous

margin ;
corolla 2 cm. long, the tube slightly curved, the purple teeth of the

upper lip horizontal. Damp fields, Plymouth, Mass. (Oakes}. (Adv. or nat.

from Eu.)
2. R. Crista-galli L. Stems 1-6 dm. high, black-lineolate, at flowering season ,

usually bearing short branches in all but the lower axils' these branches remain- .

ing conspicuously shorter than the primary stem, sometimes slightly elongating
and bearing reduced flowers; leaves lanceolate or lance-attenuate, crenate-

dentate, the teeth subappressed ;
bracts glabrous, dark green, the lower

lance-attenuate, the others elongate-deltoid, their lower lance-attenuate spread-

ing-ascending crowded teeth (5 mm. long) much exceeding the appressed upper
ones; calyx glabrous, green, often black-striate

;
corolla yellow, about 1.5 cm.

long, its tube straight, the teeth of the upper Up depressed, rounded, violet, the
lateral lobes of the lower lip with a black spot at base. (J?. minor Ehrh.)
Dry gravelly thickets and sterile fields, near the coast, Nfd. and e. Que. to Ct.

;

indigenous northw., perhaps naturalized southw. (Eu.) Plant strongly black-
ened in drying.

3. R. oblongifblius Fernald. Stems 6-40 cm. high, simple or with few very
short branches, green ; leaves oblong or linear-oblong, obtuse, crenate-dentate,
scabrous above, minutely pilose beneath

;
bracts scabrous, mostly shorter than

the mature calyces, deltoid-ovate, laciniate-dentate, the lower deltoid-lanceolate

teeth 3-4 mm. long; calyx glabrescent, the margins ciliate, in fruit 1.3-1.9 cm.

long, greenish-yellow, often tinged with bronze; corolla yellow, 1-1.2 cm. long.
Lab. to alpine regions of Me., N. H., and n. N. Y. Plant but slightly

blackened in drying.
4. R. stenophyllus (Schur) Schinz & Thellung. Stems 2-6 dm. high, black-

lineolate, commonly with long arcuate-ascending branches with axillary fascicles ;

leaves linear- to oblong-lanceolate, crenate-dentate, the teeth subappressed ;

bracts glabrous, purple-tinged, the lower like the foliage leaves and subtending
the remote flowers ; upper bracts subapproximate, triangular, equaling the calyx,
their teeth lance-deltoid; calyx purple-tinged, glabrous, in fruit 1.5 cm. long;
corolla 1.5 cm. long, canary-yelloiv, turning brownish, the teeth of the upper lip

blue-gray, the lower lip with brown markings. Boggy meadows and shores
near the Gulf of St. Lawrence, Gaspe" Co., Que., to N. S. (Eu. )

5. R. Kyr611ae Chabert. Stems 3-7 dm. high, green, not black-lineolate,

simple, or commonly with long ascending branches without axillary fascicles ;

leaves oblong-lanceolate, scabridulous, the teeth subappressed or slightly spread-
ing ;

bracts pale green, lance-deltoid, with lance-acuminate spreading-ascending
teeth

; calyx yellow-green, in maturity 1.5 cm. long; corolla 8-13 mm. long,

light yellow, the teeth of the upper lip whitish-yellow . Gravelly thickets and
meadows in calcareous districts, e. Que. to N. S. and n. Me.

;
Wash.
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29. SCHWALBEA [Gronov.] L. CHAFF-SEED

Calyx tubular, 10-12-ribbed, 5-toothed
;
the posterior tooth much the small-

est, the 2 anterior united higher than the others. Upper lip of the corolla ob-

long, entire
;
the lower little shorter, erect, 2-plaited, with 3 very short and

broad obtuse lobes. Anther-cells parallel. Capsule ovate. Seeds linear, with a
loose chaff-like coat. A perennial minutely pubescent upright herb, 3-6 dm.
high, with leafy simple stems terminated by a loose spike of rather large dull

purplish-yellow flowers
;
leaves alternate, sessile, 3-nerved, entire, ovate or ob-

long, the upper gradually reduced to narrow bracts
; pedicels very short, with

2 bractlets under the calyx. (Dedicated to C. G. Schwalbe, an obscure German
botanist.)

1. S. americana L. Wet sandy soil, Mass, to La., near the coast. May-
July.

LENTIBULARlACEAE (BLADDERWORT FAMILY)

Small herbs (growing in water or wet places}, with a 2-lipped calyx, and a 2-

lipped personate corolla, 2 stamens with (confluently) 1-ceUed anthers, nd a

l-celled ovary with a free central placenta, bearing several anatropous seeds,

with a thick straight embryo, and no albumen. Corolla deeply 2-lipped ;
the

lower lip larger, 3-lobed and with a prominent palate, spurred at the base in

front
;
the palate usually bearded. Ovary free

; style very short or none
; stigma

1-2-lipped. Capsule often bursting irregularly. Scapes 1-few-flowered. The

following are the two principal genera.

1. Utricularia. Calyx-lobes mostly entire. Upper lip of corolla erect. Filaments strongly

incurved. Foliage usually dissected, bladder-bearing.

2. Pinguicula. Calyx with upper lip deeply 3- and lower 2-cleft. Corolla-lobes spreading. Fila-

ments straighter. Terrestrial, with entire rosulate leaves next the ground.

1. UTRICULARIA L. BLADDERWORT

Corolla personate, the palate on the lower lip projecting, often closing the

throat. Anthers convergent. Aquatic and immersed, with capillary dissected

leaves bearing little bladders, which float the plant at the time of flowering ;

or rooting in the mud, and sometimes with few or no leaves or bladders. Scapes
1-few-flowered. Bladders furnished with a valvular lid and usually with a few
bristles at the orifice. (Name from utriculus, a little bladder.)

N.B. In this genus the figures of the leaves and flowers are on a scale of f.

* Upper leaves in a whorl on the otherwise naked scape, floating by -moms <>f

large bladders formed of the inflated petioles ; the lower leaves dissected an<l

capillai'y, bearing small bladders; rootlets few or none.

1. U. inflata Walt. Swimming free; bladder-like petioles oblong, pointed
ends and branched near apex, bearing fine thread-like divisions ;

flowers 3-10,
lar-c, yellow ; appressed spur half the length of the corolla

; style distinct.

In still water, Me. to Tex., mostly near the coast. July-Sept.
* * Scapes naked (except some small scaly bruits), fmin

immersed branch ina *t< ins. ?'///< 7/ /")/////<//// sn-ini

//''. nctirina Capillary dissected leaves n-ith small
h/ttddirs uii (Jnir lulus; routs ft' ir and nut itjji.i-i-d.

or none; nmstly perennial. />roy'".'/" /" /
.

'''""' .'/'''"' tn

year lj tnbcr-lik<-

Cleistogamous flowers along the submersed copiously
stems.

2. U. clandestina Nutt. Leaves numerous on the

895. U. clandestina. slender immersed stems, several times forked, capillary ;
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scapes slender, 1 dm. high ; lips of the yellow corolla nearly equal in length,
the lower broader and 3-lobed, somewhat longer than the approximate thick

and blunt spur. Ponds, N. B. to Del. and Pa., chiefly near the coast. July,

Aug. FIG. 895.
-t- H- No cleistogamous flowers.

n- Pedicels recurved in fruit ; corolla yellow.

3. U. vulgaris L. (GREATER B.) Immersed stems
3-10 dm. long, crowded with 2-3-pinnately many-parted
capillary leaves bearing many bladders' scapes 5-12-

flowered, 1-3 dm. long ;
corolla closed, 1-2 cm. broad,

the sides reflexed
; spur conical, rather shorter than the

lower lip, thick and blunt. Eurasia
;

n. w. Am.
Represented with us by

Var. americana Gray. Spur more slender and rather acute. Common in

ponds and slow streams, Nfd. to Minn., s. to Va. and Tex., and
westw. June-Aug. FIG. 896.

4. U. minor L. (SMALLER B.) Leaves scattered on the thread-
like immersed stems, 2-4 times forked, short

; scapes weak, 2-8-

flowered, 0.5-2 dm. high ; upper lip of the gaping corolla not

longer than the depressed palate ; spur very short and blunt, or

almost none. Shallow water, e. Que. to B. C., s. to N. J., w.
N. Y., Great L. region, Utah, and Cal. May-July. (Eu.) FIG.

97
:

897. U. minor.
++ ++ Pedicels erect in fruit, few and slender ; corolla yellow.

/A 5. U. gibba L. Scape 2.5-10 cm. high, l-2-flowered, at base

/^v furnished with very slender short branches, bearing sparingly dis-

sected capillary root-like leaves and scattered bladders
;

corolla

6-8 mm. broad, the lips broad and rounded, nearly equal ;
the

lower lip with the sides reflexed, exceeding and approximate to the

| very thick and blunt conical gibbous spur. Shallow water, Me.
to Fla. arid Ala., near the coast : and from w. Vt. to Ont., 111., and

398. U. gibba. u Mimi July_Sept> FlG< 898>

6. U. biflbra Lam. Scape 0.5-1.3 dm. high, l-3-flowered, at the base bearing
somewhat elongated submersed branches with capillary root-like leaves and
numerous bladders

;
corolla 8-13 mm. broad, the spur

oblong, equaling the lower lip ; seeds scale-shaped.
Ponds and shallow waters, Mass, to Fla.; and from
Wise, and Minn, to Ala. and Tex. Aug., Sept. FIG.

899.

7. U. fibrbsa Walt. Leaves crowded or whorled on
the email Immersed sterns, several times forked, capil-

lary ; the bladders borne mainly along the stems
;
flowers

2-6, 1-1.3 cm. broad
; lips nearly equal, broad and ex-

panded, the upper undulate, concave, plaited-striate in

the middle
; spur nearly linear, obtuse, approaching and

almost equaling the lower lip. Shallow pools in pine
barrens, L. I. and N. J. to Fla. and Ala. May-July.

8. U. intermedia Hayne. Leaves crowded on the im-

mersed steins, 2-ranked, 4-5 times forked, rigid, the divi-

sions linear-awl-shaped, minutely bristle-toothed along the

margins ;
the bladders borne on separate leafless branches ;

upper lip of corolla much longer than the palate ; spur
conical-subulate, acute, appressed to and nearly as long as

the very broad (1-1.5 cm.) loicer lip. Shallow pools and

streams, Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. J., Pa., Great L. region,
900. U. intermedia.

la., and Cal. May-July. (Eurasia.) FIG. 900.

++++++ Pedicels erect in fruit, rather long ; corolla violet-purple.

9. U. purpurea Walt. Leaves whorled along the long immersed free-floating

GRAY'S MANUAL 47

lilt.

899. IT. biflora.
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stems, petioled, decompound, capillary, bearing many bladders
;

flowers 2-4,
1-1.3 cm. wide

; spur appressed to the 3-lobed 2-saccate lower lip of the corolla

and about half its length. Ponds, N. B. to Fla.
;
also

n. Ind. and Mich, to Minn. July-Sept. FIG. 901.

* * * Scape solitary, slender and naked, or with a few
small scales, the base rooting in the mud or soil;
leaves small, awl-shaped or grass-like, often raised

out of the water, commonly few or fugacious ; air-

bladders few on the leaves or rootlets, or commonly
901. U. purpurea. none.

- Flower showy, purple, solitary ; leaves bearing a few delicate lobes.

10. U. resupinata B. D. Greene. Scape 0.5-2 dm. high, 2-bracted above
;

leaves thread-like, on delicate creeping branches
;
corolla 1 cm. long, deeply

2-parted ; spur slender-conical, very obtuse, shorter than the dilated lower lip

and remote from it, both ascending, the flower resting transversely on the sum-
mit of the scape. Sandy margins of ponds, N. B. to w. Out., s. to Fla., and
the Great L. region. Aug.

f- H- Flowers minute, purplish or whitish, solitary or few ; leaves entire.

11. U. cleist6gama (Gray) Britton. Only 2-5 cm. high, bearing 1 or 2 evi-

dently cleistogamous flowers (not larger than a pinhead); capsule becoming 2

mm. long. (U. subulata, var. Gray.) Sandy and muddy shores, Cape Cod,
and southw. Aug., Sept.

-- H- H- Flowers 2-10, yellow ; leaves entire, rarely seen.

w- Stem flexuous ; flowers long-pediceled.

12. U. subulata L. Stem capillary, 2-20 cm. high ;
the raceme zigzag ; pedi-

cels capillary ; lower lip of the corolla flat or with its margins recurved, equally

3-lobed, much larger than the ovate upper one; spur oblong, acute, straight,

appressed to the lower lip, which it nearly equals in length. Sandy swamps
and pine barrens, Nantucket, Mass., to N. J., Fla., and Tex., near the coast.

May-Sept.
*-. -KV Stem strict ; flowers sessile or short-pediceled.

= Corolla conspicuously exceeding the calyx.

13. U. cornuta Michx. Stem 0.5-3 dm. high, 1-5-flowered
;

corolla 1.5-2

cm. broad, the lower lip large and helmet-shaped, its center very convex and

projecting, while the sides are strongly reflexed
; upper lip obovate and much

smaller; spur awl-shaped, turned downward and outward, 10-12 mm. long.

Peat-bogs or sandy shores, Nfd. to Ont. and Minn., s. to Fla. and Tex.
June-Aug.

14. U. jiincea Vahl. Stem 1-4 dm. high, 4-10-flowered
; pedicels short;

corolla barely 1 cm. broad, lower lip obovate, consisting principally of the high-
arched palate; spur awl-shaped, about 6 mm. long. Bogs and wet shores, Va.,
and southw. June-Sept.

= = Corolla barely if at all exceeding the calyx.

15. U. virgatula Barnhart. Very slender and strict, 2.5-25 cm. hiirh ;

flowers 2-6, remotely spicate, rarely solitary ;
corolla usually shorter than the

purplish calyx ;
the upper lip spatulate, emarginate ;

the lower laterally com-

pressed, apiculate, hairy at throat; the conical spur 2-3 mm. long; capsule

subglobose, 1.5-2 mm. in diameter, seemingly beaked by the persistent acuminate

upper calyx-lobe. ( U. simplex C. Wright, not K. Br.) Shores of ponds, pine
barrens of L. I. and N. J.; also Fla. to Miss. Aug., Sept. (Cuba.)

2. PINGUfCULA [Tourn.] L. BUTTERWORT

Upper lip of the calyx 3-cleft, the lower 2-cleft. Corolla with an open hairy
or spotted palate, the lobes spreading. Small and stemless perennials, growing
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on damp rocks, with 1-flowered scapes ;
the broad and entire leaves soft-fleshy,

mostly greasy to the touch (whence the name, from pinguis, fat) .

1. P. vulgaris L. Leaves spatulate or elliptical ; scape and calyx a little

pubescent ; lips of the violet corolla very unequal, the tube funnel-form
; spur

straightish. Wet calcareous rocks, N. B. and Que. to n. N. Y., Mich., Minn.,
and far northw.

; very local southw. June-Aug. (Eurasia.)

OROBANCHACEAE (BROOM-RAPE FAMILY)

Herbs (root-parasites) destitute of green foliage, gamopetalous, the ovary

one-celled with 2 or 4 parietal placentae ; pod very many-seeded ; seeds minute,

with albumen and a very minute embryo. Calyx persistent, 4-5-toothed or

-parted. Corolla tubular, more or less 2-lipped, ringent, persistent and with-

ering ; upper lip entire or 2-lobed, the lower 3-lobed. Stamens 4, didynamous,
inserted on the tube of the corolla

;
anthers 2-celled, persistent. Ovary free,

ovoid, pointed with a long style ; stigma large. Capsule 1 -celled, 2-valved
;
each

valve bearing on its face one placenta or a pair. Seeds very numerous, minute.

Low thick or fleshy herbs, bearing scales in place of leaves, lurid yellowish

or brownish throughout. Flowers solitary or spiked.

* Flowers of two sorts, scattered along slender panicled branches.

1. Epifagus. Upper flowers sterile, with a tubular corolla
;
the lower fertile, with the corolla

minute and not expanding. Bracts inconspicuous.

* * Flowers all alike and perfect ; stems mostly simple.

2. Conopholis. Flowers in a thick scaly spike. Calyx deeply cleft in front. Corolla 2-lipped.

Stamens exserted.

3. Orobanche. Flowers sessile, spicate, thyrsoid-spicate, or pedicellate. Calyx 5-cleft. Corolla

2-lipped. Stamens included.

1. EPIFAGUS Nutt. BEECH-DROPS. CANCER-ROOT

Flowers racemose or spiked ;
the upper sterile, with long filaments and style ;

the lower fertile, with a very short corolla which is forced off from the base

by the growth of the pod ;
stamens and style very short. Calyx 5-toothed.

Stigma capitate, a little 2-lobed. Capsule 2-valved at the apex, with 2 approxi-
mate placentae on each valve. Herbs, slender, purplish or yellowish-brown,
much branched, with small scattered scales, 1-6 dm. high. (Name from tiri,

upon, and $77765, the Beech, because it grows on the roots of that tree.) LEP-
TAMNIUM Raf. EPIPHEGUS Spreng.

1. E. virginiana (L.) Bart. Corolla of the upper (sterile) flowers whitish
and purple, 1 cm. long, curved, 4-toothed. Common under Beech-trees, para-
sitic on their roots

;
N. B. to Ont.

,
Wise.

,
and southw. Aug.-Oct.

2. CON6PHOLIS Wallr. SQUAW-ROOT. CANCER-ROOT

Flowers with 2 bractlets at the base of the irregularly 4-5-toothed calyx, its

tube split down on the lower side. Corolla tubular, swollen at base
; upper lip

arched, notched at the summit, the lower shorter, 3-parted, spreading. Stigma
depressed. Capsule with 4 placentae, a pair on the middle of each valve.

Upper scales forming bracts to the flowers, regularly imbricate; not unlike those
of a fir-cone (whence the name, from KUVOS, a cone, and 0oX/s, a scale).

1. C. americana (L. f.) Wallr. In woods, mostly under oaks, in clusters

among fallen leaves
;

s. Me. to Mich., s. to Fla. and Tenn. May, June. A
singular plant, chestnut-colored or yellowish throughout, as thick as a man's
thumb, 1-2.5 dm. high, covered with fleshy scales, which become dry and hard.
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3. OROBANCHE [Tourn.] L. BROOM-RAPE

Upper lip of corolla more or less spreading and 2-lobed, emarginate, or entire,
the lower spreading, 3-lobed. Stigma broadly 2-lipped or crateriform. Capsule
with 4 placentae, equidistant or contiguous in pairs. Plants brownish, purplish,
or whitish. Flowers (blue, purple, or yellowish) and naked or bracted stems

minutely glandular-pubescent. (Name from tpopos, vetch, and ayx^, strati -

gler.) Including APHYLLON [Mitchell] Gray.

* Flowers spicate or thyrsoid-spicate, with 1-3 bracts at base of calyx; corolla

2-lipped, the upper lip generally 2-cleft.

- Each flower with 3 bracts (1 large and 2 small) at base of calyx.

1. 0. PURptiREA Jacq. Stem simple, 1-2 dm. high, bluish- or purplish-

tinged ; flowers deep violet; calyx 5-lobed ; corolla 2 cm. long, slightly bilabiate.

In lawns, on Achillea, Wingham, Ont. (J. A.Morton). (Adv. from Eu.)
2. 0. RAM6SA L. Much more slender and usually freely branched, straw-

colored; flowers yellow and pale blue; calyx 4-lobed ; corolla 1-1.6 cm. long.
Parasitic on tomato, New Brunswick, N. J. (Halsted); on hemp and tobacco,
III. and Ky. (Adv. from Eu.)

-- -- Each flower with I or 2 bracts at base of calyx.

3. 0. MiNOR Sm. Stem 1-3 dm. high, pubescent, pale yellowish-brown, or

with purplish-tinged flowers in a rather loose spike; calyx cleft before and
behind almost or quite to the base, the divisions usually 2-cleft ; corolla 1-1.5

cm. long, the limb bluish, with rounded lobes, the upper lip emarginate.
Parasitic on clover, N. J. to Va. (Nat. from Eu.)

4. 0. ludoviciana Nutt. Simple or clustered, 1-3 dm. high ; flowers densely

spicate or thyrsoid, purplish, bracts 1 or 2
; calyx 5-cleft, nearly n^jnlnr ; corolla-

lobes acutish. (Aphyllon Gray.) Sandy soil, Minn, to 111., Tex., and westw.

* * Flowers solitary on long naked scapes or peduncles, without bracts ; corolln

with a long curved tube and spreading &-lobed limb.

5. 0. uniflbra L. (ONE-FLOWERED CANCER-ROOT.) Stem subterranean or

nearly so, very short, scaly, often branched, each branch sending up 1-4 slender

1-flowered scapes 0.5-2 dm. high ;
divisions of the calyx lance-awl-shaj>i <>,

half the length of the corolla, which is 1.5-2.5 cm. long, with 2 yellow bearded
folds in the throat, and obovate lobes. (Aphyllon Gray ;

Thalesia Britten.)

Damp woodlands, Nfd. to Va. and Tex., and westw. to the Pacific. Apr.-July.
(. 0. fasciculata Nutt. Scaly stem erect and rising 0.5-1 dm. out of the

ground, mostly longer than the crowded peduncles ;
divisions of the calyx

triangular, very much shorter than the corolla, which has rounded short lobes.

(Aphyllon Gray; Thalesia Britton.) On Artemisia, Kriix/onum, etc., sandy
ground, L. Michigan ; Minn., southw. and westw. Apr.-Aug. (Mex.)

BIGNONlACEAE (BIGNONIA FAMILY)

Woody plants, gamopetalous, didynamous < din nitrous, with the ovary

commonly 2-celled by the meeting of the two parietal placentae or of a projection

from them, many-ovuled ; fruit a dry capsule, the large flat winged seeds with

a flat embryo and no albumen, the broad and leaf-like cotyledons notched at

both ends. Calyx 2-lipped, 5-cleft, or entire. Corolla tubular or bell-shaped,

f>-lol>fd. somewhat irregulsir or 2-lipped, deciduous; the lower lobe largest.

Stamens inserted on the corolla; the fifth or posterior one, and sometimes the

shorter paii
1

also, sterile or rudimentary ; anthers of "2 diverging cells. Ovary

free, bearing a long style, with a 2-lipped stigma. Leaves compound or simple,

opposite, rarely alternate. Flowers large and showy. Chiefly a tropical family.
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1. Tecoma. Pod flattish contrary to the partition. Leaves compound, without tendrils.

2. Catalpa. Pod terete. Fertile stamens only 2. Trees
;
leaves simple.

3. Bignonia. Pod flattened parallel with the partition. Leaves compound, tendril-bearing.

1. TECOMA Juss. TRUMPET-FLOWER

Calyx bell-shaped, 5-toothed. Corolla funnel-form, 5-lobed, a little irregular.
Stamens 4. Capsule 2-celled, with the partition at right angles to the convex
valves. Seeds transversely winged. Woody, with compound leaves, climbing
by aerial rootlets. (Abridged from the Mexican name tecomaxochitl.)

1. T. radicans (L.) Juss. (TRUMPET CREEPER.) Leaves pinnate; leaflets

9-11, ovate, pointed, toothed
;

flowers corymbed ;
stamens not protruded

beyond the tubular-funnel-form orange and scarlet corolla (6-8 cm. long); pod
oblanceolate, 1-1.5 dm. long. Moist soil, N. J. to s. e. la., s. to Fla. and
Tex.

;
common in cultivation farther northw. Aug. , Sept.

2. CATALPA Scop. CATALPA. INDIAN BEAN

Calyx deeply 2-lipped. Corolla bell-shaped, swelling ;
the undulate 5-lobed

spreading border irregular and 2-lipped. Fertile stamens 2, or sometimes 4
;

the 1 or 3 others sterile and rudimentary. Capsule very long and slender,

nearly cylindrical, 2-celled, the partition at right angles to the valves. Seeds

winged on each side, the wings cut into a fringe. Trees, with ovate or cordate
and mainly opposite leaves. (The aboriginal name.)

1. C. specibsa Warder. (CATAWBA TREE, CIGAR TREE.) A large and
tall tree, with thick bark; leaves ample, heart-shaped, long-acuminate ;

corolla

3.6-5 cm. long, nearly white, inconspicuously spotted, with obconical tube and

slightly oblique limb, the lower lobe emarginate ; capsule thick. Low rich

woodlands, s. Ind. to Tenn., Mo., and Ark. May, June.
2. C. BIGNONIOIDES Walt. A low much branched tree, with thin bark;

corolla smaller (2.5-4 cm. long), thickly spotted, with oblique limb and entire

lower lobe ; capsule much thinner. ( (7. Catalpa Karst. ) Naturalized from
N. Y. southw.

; indigenous on the Gulf coast.

3. BIGN6NIA [Tourn.] L.

Calyx truncate, or slightly 5-toothed. Corolla somewhat bell-shaped, 5-lobed

and rather 2-lipped. Stamens 4, often with a rudiment of the fifth. Capsule
linear, 2-celled. Seeds transversely winged. Woody climbers. (Named for

the Abbe Jean-Paul Bignon, court-librarian at Paris and friend of Tournefort.)
1. B. capreolata L. (CROSS-VINE.) Smooth

;
leaves of 2 ovate or oblong

leaflets and a branched tendril, often with a pair of accessory leaves in the axil

resembling stipules ; peduncles few and clustered, 1-flowered
;
corolla orange,

5 cm. long ; pod 1.5 dm. long ;
seeds with the wing 4 cm. long. (B. crucigera

L., in part.) Rich soil, Va. to O. and 111., s. to Fla. and La. Apr.-June.
Climbing tall trees

;
a transverse section of the wood showing a cross.

MARTYNIACEAE (MARTYNIA FAMILY)

Herbs, with chiefly opposite simple leaves, and flowers as of the Lentibu-

lariaceae, except in structure of ovary and fruit, the former being l-celled, the

latter fleshy-drupaceous, with wingless seeds and thick entire cotyledons. Ovary

(in ours) l-celled, with 2 parietal intruded placentae expanded into 2 broad

lamellae or united into a central columella. Chiefly tropical.

1. MARTYNIA L. UNICORN-PLANT

Calyx 5-cleft, mostly unequal. Corolla gibbous, bell-shaped, 5-lobed and
somewhat 2-lipped. Fertile stamens 4, or only 2. Flesh of fruit at length

falling away in 2 valves
;
inner part woody, terminated by a 2-horned beak,
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imperfectly 6-celled. Seeds several, with a thick roughened coat. Low
branching annuals, clammy-pubescent, exhaling a heavy odor

;
stems thickish

;

leaves simple, rounded
;

flowers racemed, large. (Dedicated to Prof. John
Martyn, of Cambridge, England.)

1 . M. louisiana Mill. Leaves heart-shaped, oblique, entire or undulate, the

upper alternate
;
corolla dull white or purplish, or spotted with yellow and

purple ; endocarp of the fruit crested on one side, long-beaked. (M. proboscidea
Gloxin.) River-banks and waste places, s. Ind., 111., and la. to n. Mex.; also

cultivated and naturalized northw.

ACANTHACEAE (ACANTHUS FAMILY)

Chiefly herbs, with opposite simple leaves, didynamous or diandrous stamens

inserted on the tube of the more or less 2-lipped corolla, the lobes of which are

convolute or imbricated in the bud' fruit a 2-celled and few(4-12) -seeded

capsule; seeds anatropous, without albumen, usually flat and supported by

hooked projections of the placentae (retinacula) . Flowers commonly much
bracted. Calyx 5-cleft. Style thread-form

; stigma simple or 2-cleft. Pod

loculicidal, usually flattened contrary to the valves and partition. Cotyledons
broad and flat. Mucilaginous and slightly bitter, not noxious. A large family

in the warmer parts of the world; represented in gardens by THUNBERGIA,
which differs from the rest by the globular pod and seeds, the latter not on

hooks.
* Corolla bilabiate, upper lip erect and concave, lower spreading ;

stamens 2.

1. Dianthera. Capsule obovate, flattened, 4-seeded.

* * Corolla not obviously bilabiate, the 5 lobes broad and roundish, spreading ;
stamens 4.

2. Ruellia. Calyx-lobes mostly linear or lanceolate. Capsule 6-20-seeded.

8. Dyschoriste. Calyx-lobes long-filiform. Capsule 2-4-seeded.

1. DIANTHERA [Gronov.] L. WATER WILLOW

Calyx 5-parted. Upper lip of corolla notched
;
the lower spreading, 3-parted,

external in the bud. Anthers 2-celled, the cells separated and somewhat unequal.
Capsule contracted at base into a short stalk. Perennial herbs, growing in

water or wet places, with entire leaves, and purplish flowers in axillary peduncled
spikes or heads. (Name formed of dls, double, and &v6tjpA., anther, the separated
cells giving the appearance of two anth'ers on each filament.)

1. D. americana L. Stem 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves linear-lanceolate, elongated ;

spikes cylindric, dense, long-peduncled ;
corolla 1 cm. long, the lower lip

rugose. In water, w. Que. and Vt. to Wise., s. to Ga. and Tex. July-Sept.
2. D. ovata Walt. Slender, 1.6-4 dm. high ;

leaves oblong or ovate-oblong ;

peduncles mostly shorter than the leaves. Swamps, etc., Va. to Fla. and Tex.,
inland to Mo.

2. RUELLIA [Plumier] L.

Calyx 5-parted. Corolla funnel-form, with spreading ample border, convo-
lute in bud. Cells of the somewhat arrow-shaped anthers parallel and nearly

equal. Capsule narrow, in ours somewhat flattened, contracted and seedless

at base. Seeds with a mucilaginous coat, when wet exhibiting under the

microscope innumerable tapering short bristles, their walls marked with rin^s

or spirals. Perennials, with large showy blue or purple flowers, sometimes
also with small flowers precociously close-fertilized in the bud. Calyx often

2-bracteolate. (Named for the early French herbalist, Jean Ruelle.)
1. R. cilibsa Pursh. Hirsute with soft whitish hairs. 3-D dm. high ;

leaves

in-iirhj sr.s.s'/Vr, nrnl or ovate-oblong, 2.5-7 cm. long; flowers 1-3 and almost
in the axils; tube of the corolla 2.6-4 cm. long, fully twice the length of
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the setaceous calyx-lobes; the throat short. Dry ground, N. J. to Fla., w. to

Mich., Neb., and Tex. June-Sept. Var. PARVIFL6RA (Nees) Britton. Spar-

ingly hirsute-pubescent or glabrate ;
leaves ovate-oblong, usually short-petioled,

larger ;
tube of corolla little exceeding the hardly hirsute calyx. (Var. am-

bigua Gray.) Va. and Ky. to Ala. Appearing as if a hybrid with the next.

2. R. strpens L. Glabrous or sparingly pubescent, 3-10 dm. high ;
leaves

narrowed at base into a petiole, ovate, obovate, or mostly oblong, 0.7-1.5 dm.

long ;
tube of the corolla (3-5 cm. long) little longer than the dilated portion,

slightly exceeding the lanceolate or linear calyx-lobes. Rich soil, Pa. to Wise.,
s. to Fla. and Tex. July-Sept. Var. CLEISTANTHA Gray. Leaves commonly
narrower and oblong; flowers for most of the season cleistogamous. (Var.
micrantha Britton.) Common with the ordinary form.

3. R. pedunculata Torr. Puberulent, slender, 3-8 dm. high, the branches

spreading; leaves ovate-oblong, 4-7 dm. long, short-petioled; flowers solitary
or 3, on slender peduncles (1.5-5 cm. long) with 2 leaf-like bracts at the tip ;

corolla 3-5 cm. long, the tube slightly exceeding the subulate-filiform calyx-
lobes. Dry woods, Mo.

,
and southw.

3. DYSCHORISTE Nees.

Calyx deeply 5-cleft or -parted. Corolla funnel-form, with ample limb, con-
volute in bud. Anthers mucronate or sometimes aristate at base. Ovules a

single pair in each cell. Capsule oblong-linear. Low branching perennials,

pubescent or hirsute, with few proportionally large axillary nearly sessile flowers

and blue corolla. (Name from 5vs%c6/H(TTos, hard to separate, referring to the

firmly coherent valves of the capsule.) CALOPHANES Don.
1. D. oblongifblia (Michx.) Ktze. Stems usually erect and simple, 1.5-4

dm. high ;
leaves from narrowly oblong to oval, very obtuse, sessile, 1.5-3 cm.

long ;
corolla blue, sometimes purple-dotted or mottled, seldom 2.5 cm. long ;

calyx-lobes nearly distinct, filiform-setaceous, hirsute. (Calophanes Don.)
Pine barrens, s. Va. to Fla.

PHRYMACEAE (LOPSEED FAMILY)

A perennial herb, with slender branching stems, and coarsely toothed ovate

leaves, the lower long-petioled ; the small opposite flowers in elongated and

slender terminal spikes, strictly reflexed in fruit. Corolla purplish or rose-color.

Calyx cylindrical, 2-lipped ;
the upper lip of 3 bristle-awl-shaped teeth

;
the

lower shorter, 2-toothed. Corolla 2-lipped ; upper lip notched
;
the lower much

larger, 3-lobed. Stamens included. Style slender
; stigma 2-lobed. Fruit dry,

in the bottom of the calyx, oblong, 1-celled and 1-seeded. Seed orthotropous.

Cotyledons convolute round their axis.

1. PHRYMA L. LOPSEED

A single species, with characters of the family. (Derivation of the name
unknown.)

1. P. Leptostachya L. Plant 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves 0.5-1.5 dm. long, thin

;

calyx strongly ribbed and closed in fruit, the long slender teeth hooked at the

tip. Moist and open woods, N. B. and Que. to Man., and southw. July, Aug.
(E. Asia.)

PLANTAGINACEAE (PLANTAIN FAMILY)

Chiefly stemless herbs, with regular ^-merous spiked flowers, the stamens

inserted on the tube of the dry and membranaceous veinless gamopetalous corolla,

alternate with its lobes. Chiefly represented by the two following genera.
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1. Littorella. Scape 1-2-flowered. Ovary 1 -celled, 1 -seeded. Aquatic.

-'. Plantago. Scape several-many-flowered. Ovary 2-celled, 2-x> -seeded. Terrestrial.

1. LITTORELLA Bergius.

Flowers monoecious. The staminate solitary, on a mostly simple naked

scape ; calyx 4-parted, longer than the cylindraceous 4-cleft corolla
;
anthers ex-

serted, on very long capillary filaments. Pistillate flowers usually 2, sessile at

the base of the scape ; calyx of 3 or 4 unequal sepals ;
corolla urn-shaped, with

a 3-4-toothed orifice. Ovary with a single cell and ovule, tipped with a long

laterally stigmatic style, maturing as an achene. (Name from litus or littus,

shore, from the place of growth.)
1. L. uniflbra (L.) Asch. Stoloniferous but otherwise stemless

;
leaves

terete, linear-subulate, 2-7 cm. long. (L. lacustris L.) In water or on gravelly

shores, Nfd. to Me., Vt., Ont., and Minn.; very rare. (Eu.)

2. PLANTAGO [Tourn.] L. PLANTAIN. RIBWORT

Calyx of 4 imbricated persistent sepals, mostly with dry membranaceous
margins. Corolla salver-form or rotate, withering on the pod, the border 4-

parted. Stamens 4, or rarely 2, in all or some flowers with long and weak
exserted filaments, and fugacious 2-celled anthers. Ovary 2 (or in no. falsely

3-4) -celled, with 1-several ovules in each cell. Style and long hairy stigma
single, filiform. Capsule 2-celled, 2-several-seeded, opening transversely, so

that the top falls off like a lid and the loose partition (which bears the peltate

seeds) falls away. Embryo straight, in fleshy albumen. Leaves ribbed.

Flowers whitish, small, in a bracted spike or head, raised on a naked scape.

(The Latin name.)

a. Corolla not closed over the fruit b.

b. Seeds plump, not hollowed on the face c.

c. Leaves with more or less dilated strongly ribbed blade.
Ribs of the broad leaves rising from the midrib .... 1. P. cordata.
Ribs of the leaf free to the contracted base.
Pod circumscissile near the middle ...... 2. P. major.
Pod circumscissile much below the middle.

Sepals sharply carinate on the back.

Spike densely flowered ; capsule 4-9-seeded .... 3. P. Ruy?IH.
Spiku remotely flowered

; capsule 2-seeded .... 4. P. sjmrxirforit.

Sepals rounded, not sharply carinate on the back . . . >. /'. criojnxtu.
c. Leaves linear to subterete, fleshy, obscurely ribbed . . . 6. />. decipiens.

b. Seeds flattened, or hollowed on the face, or boat-shaped d.
d. Leaves lanceolate to ovate, strongly ribbed.

Leaves lanceolate to lance-oblong ....... 7. P. luno <>/<ttd.

Leaves ovate to ovate-oblong ........ **./'. inr<iin.

d. Leaves linear to setaceous.

White, silky-lanate ;
bracts not exceeding the calyx . . . !. /'. rtirxhii.

Green, loosely pubescent ;
lower bracts much exceeding the calyx 1>. /'. <trii<t<it<t.

a. Corolla (of fertile flo'wers) closed over the fruit.

Leaves spatulatc-lanceolate to obovate ; stamens 4.

Fruiting calvx 1.5-'.'. r> inin. long ; seed O.s-l. 5 mm. long . . .11. P. virgin !<<!.

Fruiting calyx 8-4 mm. long ; seed 2.5-3 mm. long .... !_'. P. rkodotptrma.
Leaves linear to filiform

;
stamens 2.

Capsule 4-seeded ............ 13. /'. ??tig<ttn.
C;i|.sulc U)-28-seeded .......... 14.

1. Stamens 4
; flowers all perfect ; corolla not closed <>v< r tin fruit.

* Flon-rr* jn-otf rni/i/tio/is. tin stt/lr jirsf /tro/t'ctiiii/ from the tnio/n-m-d
the (niHn I-* limtf-<:r.xi'rti;l ufh-r tin- cnrolln li'os

<>j>, -tied ; seeds not holl<"'-"l

on tfn /,/<< (rj-rt-jit iii no*. ; (tnd <9).

1. P. cordata Lain. Tall, glabrous; leaves tit-shy, heart-shaped or round-
ovate, 1-2. f> dm. long. Inng-prtiolrd, ////> rilm arifina from the mitlrio; spike at

It-ii^tli loosrly tlowci't'tl
; bracts round-ovate, flesiiy ; capsule 2-4-seeded.

Along streams, in wooded swamps, etc., N. Y. and Ont. to Minn., and southw.
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902. P. major.

Fruit x 31/3.

2. P. major L. (COMMON P.) Smooth or rather hairy, sometimes roughish ;

leaves thick and leathery, 0.5-3 dm. long, the blade from broad-elliptic to cordate-

ovate, undulate or more or less toothed, the broad petiole channeled
; scapes

1.5-9 dm. high, commonly curved-ascending ; spike dense, obtuse,

becoming 1-4 dm. long ; sepals round-ovate or obovate
; capsule

ovoid, circumscissile near the middle, 8-18-seeded
;
seeds angled,

reticulated. Waysides and near dwellings, exceedingly common.
FIG. 902. Sometimes with leafy-bracted scapes or with panicu-
late-branched inflorescences. (Cosmopolitan.) Var. INTERMEDIA

(Gilibert) Dene. Leaves lance-ovate to narrowly elliptic, coarsely
sinuate-dentate, sometimes densely pubescent, closely rosulate.

(P. halophila Bicknell.) Salt marshes and coastal rocks, Me.
to N. J. (Eurasia.)

Var. asiatica (L.) Dene. Leaves upright, the thin smooth
blades tapering to slender petioles; scapes erect. River-banks, etc., e. Que.
to B. C., s. to n. N. E., L. Superior, N. Dak., Col., etc. (Asia.)

3. P. Rugelii Dene. Leaves as in no. 2, but paler and thinner, the rather
slender petioles crimson at base

; spikes long and thin, attenuate at the apex;
sepals oblong, acutely carinate

; capsules cyUndraceous, circum-
scissile much below the middle, 4-$-seeded ; seeds oval, not reticu-

lated. N. B. to Out. and Minn., s. to Ga. and Tex. FIG. 903.

4. P. sparsiflbra Michx. Leaves oblong-lanceolate, often very
long (3-4 dm.), villous to glabrous ; scape elongate, terminated by
a long loosely flowered spike ; sepals oval, rigid ; capsules ellipsoid,
about twice as long as the calyx, circumscissile toward the base,
^-seeded. Pine barrens and damp sands, S. C. to Fla.

; reported
from s. 111.

5. P. eri6poda Torr. Usually with a mass of yelloicish wool
at the base; leaves thickish, oblanceolate to obovate, with short
stout petioles ; spike dense or loose

; sepals and bract more or less

scarious but not carinate ; capsule ovoid, never over 4-seeded.
Salt marshes, e. Que. to N. S.

;
saline soil, Red River valley, Minn., ton. Cal.

and the Arctic region.
6. P. decipiens Barneoud. (SEASIDE P.) Leaves linear to nearly filiform,

'

1-10 mm. broad, entire or remotely serrate, fleshy, indistinctly ribbed; scapes
slightly pubescent below, densely so at tip, 2-30 cm. high, from erect to strongly
arcuate

; spikes slender-cylindric, 0.5-12 cm. long, dense or loose
;
scales and

sepals from drab to purplish-brown ;
corolla-tube often pubescent ;

seeds 2-4.

(P. maritima Man. ed. 6, not L.) Salt marshes and maritime rocks, Greenl.
and Lab. to N. J. Very variable in size and habit, the most dwarf extreme
sometimes separated as P. borealis Lange.

7. P. LANCEOLA.TA, L. (RlB GRASS, RlPPLE GRASS, ENGLISH P.) Mostly
hairy ; scape grooved-angled, at length much longer than the lanceolate or

lance-oblong leaves, slender, 2-7 dm. high ; spike dense, at first capitate, in age
cylindrical ;

bracts and sepals scarious, brownish
;

seeds 2, hollowed on the

face. Very common in grass land. (Nat. from Eu.)
8. P. MEDIA L. ( HOARY P.) Resembling the preceding, but with shorter

ovate or broad-oblong finely canescent leaves; the cylindric spike 2.5-8 cm.

long ;
seeds slightly concave or flat on the face ; flowers fragrant. Sparingly

in fields, etc., Me. to Ont. and N. Y. (Adv. from Eu.)
* * Flowers of 2 sorts (as respects length of anthers and filaments} on different

plants, mostly cleistogamous ; corolla-lobes broad, rounded, persistentlij

spreading; seeds 2, boat-shaped; inflorescence and narrow leaves silky-

pubescent or woolly ; annual.

. P. Piirshii R. & S. White with silky wool; leaves 1-3-nerved, varying from
oblong-linear to filiform; spike slender-cylindric, very dense, 0.5-15 cm. long,
woolly ;

bracts not exceeding the calyx ; sepals very obtuse, scarious, with a thick
center. (P. patagonica Jacq. ,

var. gnaphalioides Gray.) Prairies and dry plains,
Minn, to Ind., Ky., Tex., and westw. to the Pacific

;
adventive eastw. to N. E.

P. Kugelii.

Fruit x 3%.
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10. P. aristata Michx. Similar
; loosely hairy and green, or becoming gla-

brous
;
the narrowly linear bracts 2-6 times as long as the flowers. (P. patagon-

ica, var. Gray.) Dry plains and prairies, 111. to La., and westw.
;
naturalized

in sterile soil eastw. to the Atlantic.

2. Flowers subdioecious or polygamo-cleistogamous ; the corolla in the fertile

(or mainly fertile} plant closed over the maturing capsule and forming a

kind of beak, and anthers not exserted ; sterile flowers with spreading corolla

and long-exserted filaments ; seeds mostly flat; small annuals or biennials.

11. P. virginica.L. Hairy or hoary-pubescent, 0.5-4 dm. high; leaves ob-

long, varying to obovate and spatulate-lanceolate, 3-5-nerved, slightly or coarsely
and sparingly toothed

; spikes mostly dense, 1-9 cm. long ; fruiting calyx 1.5-2.5

mm. long ; mature corolla slender-cylindric ; seeds usually 2, brown or yellow-
ish, 0.8-1.5 mm. long. Sandy grounds, chiefly near the coast, R. I. to Fla. and

Tex.; inland in Miss, basin to s. Mich., 111., Mo., and Kan.; also on the Pacific

slope. (Mex.)
12. P. RHODOSPERMA Dene. Similar to the preceding; fruiting calyx 3-4

mm. long; mature corolla slender-conical; seeds reddish, 2.5-3 mm. long.

Dry prairies and open woods, La. to Ariz, and n. Mex.; adventive in Mo.
13. P. elongata Pursh. Minutely pubescent, 3-16 cm. high; leaves linear

to filiform, entire; capsule short-ovoid, ^-seeded, little exceeding the calyx and
bract. (P. pusilla Nutt.) Sandy soil, s. Mass, to Ga.; and from 111. to Assina.,

La., and westw. Apr.-Aug.
14. P. heterophylla Nutt. Leaves rather fleshy, acute, entire, or some of

them 2-4-lobed or toothed below
; capsule slender-conoidal, 10-28-seeded, nearly

twice the length of the calyx and bract. Low sandy ground, N. J. to Fla.,

Tex., and Ark. Apr.-June.

RUBIACEAE (MADDER FAMILY)

Woody or herbaceous plants, with opposite entire leaves connected by inter-

posed stipules, or in whorls without apparent stipules, the calyx adherent to the

"2-A-celled ovary, the stamens as many as the lobes of the regular corolla (4-5),

and inserted on its tube. Flowers perfect, but often dimorphous (as in MitcheUa

and Houstonia}. Fruit various. Seeds anatropous or arnphitropous. Embryo
commonly rather large, in copious hard albumen. A very large family, the

greater part, and all its most important plants (such as the Coffee and Peruvian-

bark trees), tropical.

N. B. The figures in this family are on a scale of .

SUBFAMILY I. COFFEOtDEAE. Ovules solitary in the cells.

* Herbs.

- Leaves in whorls.

1. Sherardia. Corolla funnel-form. Calyx-lobes lanceolate. Flowers subsessile, involucrate.

2. Asperula. Corolla tubular-campanulate below. Calyx-lobes obsolete. Fruit as in Galium.

3. Galium Corolla wheel-shaped, 4(or rarely 8)-parted. Calyx-teeth obsolete. Fruit twin,

separating into 2 indehiscent 1-seeded carpels.

- *- Leaves opposite.

*+ Flowers axillary, separate ;
fruit dry when ripe.

4. Spermacoce. Corolla funnel-fonn or salver-form
; lobes 4. Fruit separating when ripe into

2 carpels, one or both of them opening.
5. Diodia. Fruit separating into 2 or 8 closed and indehiscent carpels ;

otherwise as no. 4.

M- - Flowers twin
; their ovaries united into 1

;
fruit a 2-eyed berry.

6. Mitchella. Corolla funnel-form
; its lobes 4. A creeping herb.

* * Shrubs or trees.

7. Cephalanthus Corolla tubular ; lobes 4. Fruit inversely pyramidal, 2-4-seeded.
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,UBFAMILY II. CINCHONOfDEAE. Ovules numerous in each cell
;

leaves

opposite.

8. Houstonia. Corolla salver-form or funnel-form, 4-lobed. Seeds rather few, thimble-shaped
or saucer-shaped. Low herbs.

9. Oldenlandia. Corolla wheel-shaped in our species, 4-lobed. Seeds very numerous and minute,

angular. Low herbs.

1. SHERARDIA [Dill.] L. FIELD MADDER

Calyx-lobes lanceolate, persistent. Corolla funnel-form, the limb 4-5-lobed.

Style filiform, 2-cleft
; stigmas capitate. Fruit dry, twin, of 2 indehiscent

l-seede*d carpels. A slender procumbent herb, with square stems, lanceolate

pungent leaves in whorls of 4-6, and small blue or pinkish flowers surrounded

by a gamophyllous involucre. (Named for Dr. William Sherard, patron of

Dillenius.)
1. S. ARVEN8IS L. The only species. Waste places and fields, N. S. to Ont.,

O., and N. J., local. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. ASPERULA L.

Similar to Galium, but with tubular or tubular-campanulate corolla. An
Old World genus. (Name from asper, rough, in reference to some scabrous

species.)
1. A. GALioiDEs Bieb. Smooth and glaucous, 3-8 dm. high; leaves 5-10 in

a whorl, linear, subulate-tipped ;
flowers white, short-pediceled in cymules form-

ing a handsome panicle. Fields, local, Ct. to Mich. (Adv. from Eu.)

3. GALIUM L. BEDSTRAW. CLEAVERS

Calyx-teeth obsolete. Corolla wheel-shaped, valvate in the bud. Stamens 4,

rarely 3, short. Styles 2. Fruit dry or fleshy, globular, twin, separating when
ripe into the 2 seed-like indehiscent 1-seeded carpels. Slender herbs, with
small cymose flowers (produced in summer), square stems, and whorled leaves,
the roots often containing a red coloring matter. (Name from yd\a, milk, which
some species are used to curdle.)

a. Fruit dry b.

b. Annuals.
Fruit bristly.
Flowers sessile or subsessile ;

leaves 4-7 mm. long . . .!.<?. virgatum.
Flowers on long ascending axillary peduncles . . . 2. G. Aparine.

Fruit smooth or merely granulate-roughened.
Flowers 1-few on axillary peduncles ; fruit 3-4 mm. thick . 3. G. tricorne.
Flowers tiny, in terminal small cymes ;

fruit barely 1 mm. thick 4. G. parisiense.
b. Perennials c.

G. Flowers yellow.
Panicle rather dense, its lower branches much exceeding the

internodes b. G. ve/ru/m,
Panicle loose, slender, interrupted, its lower branches shorter

than the internodes 6. G. Wirtgenii.
Flowers white, greenish-white, or purplish d.

d. Erect plants, neither the stems nor leaves retrorsely scabrous e.

e. Les
'

/. Peduncles loosely 3-several-flowered ; flowers dull purple

e. Leaves mostly in 4's /.
Peduncles loosely 3-several-flowered

to greenish-white g.
Fruit uncinate-hispid.
Mature flowers and fruits on distinct pedicels.
Leaves h'rm and dull, the whorls uniform .

Leaves filmy and lucid ; the upper whorl largest
Flowers and fruits mostly sessile or subsessile along

the loosely divergent branches of the peduncles.
Leaves oval or oblong, obtuse ; flowers commonly

pubescent
Leaves lance-acuminate

;
flowers glabrous

Fruit smooth.
Leaves ovate-lanceolate, 3-nerved
Leaves linear or lanceolate, 1-nerved ....

7. G.pilosum.
8. G. kamtsehaticum.

9. G. circaezans.
10. G. lanceolatum.

11. G. latifolium.
12. G. arkanaanum.
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/. Flowers bright white, numerous, in a compact panicle;
leaves linear-lanceolate 18. Q. boreale.

e. Leaves mostly in 6's or S's
;
flowers white, numerous, in leafy

panicles.
Leaves firm, linear or oblanceolate, rarely 2 cm. long.

Flowering branches and pedicels strongly divaricate . 14. G. Nollugo.
Flowering branches and pedicels mostly ascending . . 15. G. r rectum.

Leaves thin, lanceolate, mostly 3-5 cm. long . . .16. (,'. ttylratieum.
. d. Matted, reclining, or ascending plants, usually with more or less

retrorsely scabrous stems or leaves h.

h. Fruit smooth or merely granulate-roughened i.

i. Leaves obtuse.
Flowers several in a small dichotomous cyme ; the pedi-

cels horizontally spreading 17. G. palustre.
Flowers solitary or in mostly simple cymes of 2-5 flowers.

Corollas greenish-white, small (1.5 mm. or less broad),
commonly with 3 obtuse lobes

;
stems retrorse-

scabrous.
Flowers mostly solitary, on capillary arcuate scabrous

pedicels 18. G. triftdum.
Flowers in 2's and 3's ; pedicels straight, smooth . 19. G. Claytoni.

Corollas white, 2-2.5 mm. broad, commonly with 4 acute
lobes ;

stems mostly smooth.
Leaves chiefly ascending ;

fruit 2.5-3.5 mm. in diam-
eter 20. G. tinctorium.

Leaves chiefly reflexed
;
fruit 1-1.5 mm. in diameter 21. G. labradoricum.

i. Leaves acute or cuspidate.
Leaves linear, slightly upward-scabrous on the margins . 22. G. concininu/i.
Leaves lanceolate, retrorse-scabrous 23. G. anprellum.

h. Fruit bristly 24. G.triflorii-m.
a. Fruit a berry ;

leaves in 4's, 1-nerved 25. G. hiapidul utn.

1. G. virgatum Nutt. Slender and erect; stem 1-3 dm. high, simple or

branching from the base
;
leaves mostly in 4's, thick, oblong or linear, 4-7 mm.

long ; flowers solitary, sessile, subtended by a pair of small bracteal leaves ; fruit

uncinate-hispid. Dry soil, Mo. to Tenn. and Tex.
2. G. Aparine L. (CLEAVERS, GOOSE GRASS.) Stem weak and reclining,

bristle-prickly backward, hairy at the joints ;
leaves about 8 in a whorl, lanceo-

late, tapering to the base, short-pointed, rough on the margins and midrib,
2.5-7 cm. long ; peduncles l-3-flowered ; flowers white

;
fruit bristly, 3-4 mm. in

diameter. Seashores, Que. to Fla., and in rich or shaded ground inland
; per-

haps sometimes introd. (Eurasia.)
Var. Vaillantii (DC.) Koch. Smaller; the leaves less than 2.5 cm. long;

hispidulous fruit smaller, 1.5-2 mm. in diameter. (G. spurium L.) Out.,
westw. and southwestw.

3. G. TRICORNK Stokes. Resembling no. 2, rather stout, with simple branches
;

leaves 6 or 8, oblanceolate, cuspidate-mucronate, the margins and stem retrorsely

prickly-hispid ; flowers mostly in clusters of 3, dull white
; fruits rather large,

tuberculate-granulate, not hairy, pendulous. Ballast, local. (Adv. from Eu.)
4. G. PARISIKX.SE L. Slender, diffuse, 1-3 dm. high, glabrous ;

leaves 5-7,
oblanceolate to nearly linear, 5-10 mm. long, their margins and the angles of the

stem spinulose-scabrous ; flowers rather few, cymulose on /<<>/;/ branches, green-
ish-white, very small

; fruit glabrous, more or less tubere.nlati 1

. ( <;. <ni<j1i<"inn

Iluds.) Roadsides, Va. (Nat. from Eu.)
5. G. VERUM L. (YELLOW B.) Stems smooth, erect

; leaves 8 or sometimes
in the whorls, H nn.tr, roughish, soon deflexed; flowers yellow, very numerous,

densely paniculate, the lower branches of the panicle at antlifttix much exceeding
(In xiii>ti')i<Hng leaves fruit usually smooth. Dry fields, Me. to N. J., Pa., and
out., local. (Nat. from Eu.)

(J. G. WIUT<;KXII F. Schultz. Similar to the preceding; flowers yellow,
slightly larger, 3 nun. in diameter; the panicle long and interrupted, the lower
branches at antfu'xi* >7/o/Y< / than or scarcely sitr/>ttsxi>i</ the subtending leaves.

Established in meadows. Norfolk, Ct. (Miss Seymour). (Adv. from Ed.)
7. G. pi!6sum Ait. Hairy; leaves oval, dotted, hairy. 2-2.5 em. long, the

lateral nerves obscure ; /n-ihnn-Icx 'l-'.\-fnrk<'<l, tin' flnn'crs nil
/

<Hr<>j<tJ. Dry
copses, N. II. to Out.. Mich.. 111.. Kan.', and soiithw.

Var. puncticulbsum (Michx. ) T. & G. Almost glabrous; leaves varying
to elliptical-oblong, hispidulous-ciliate. N. J. to Va. and Tex.
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8. G. kamtschaticum Steller. Stems weak, mainly glabrous, 1-3 dm. long;
leaves orbicular to oblong-ovate, thin, 1-3 cm. long, slightly pilose ;

flowers

slender-pediceled ; corolla glabrous, yellowish-white, not turning dark, its lobes

merely acute. Mts. of Cape Breton I., Que. ,
N. E., and N. Y. (E. Asia.)

9. G. circaezans Michx. (WILD LIQUORICE.) More or less pubescent,
3 dm. high ;

leaves oval, varying to ovate-oblong, mostly obtuse, ciliate, 1.5-4.5

cm. long ; peduncles usually once forked, the branches elongated and widely
diverging in fruit, bearing several remote flowers on very short lateral pedicels,
reflexed in fruit

;
lobes of the greenish corolla hairy outside, acute or acuminate.

Rich woods, s. Me. and w. Que. to Minn., s. to Fla. and Tex. Var. GLA.BRUM
Britton. Smoothish, leaves sparingly pubescent on the upper surface or merely
ciliate; corolla glabrous. (Var. glabellum Britton.) Rensselaer, Albany,
and Washington Cos.

,
N. Y. (according to Peck) .

10. G. lanceolatum Torr. (WILD LIQUORICE.) Nearly glabrous; leaves

(except the lowest) lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, tapering to the apex, 3-7.5

cm. long ;
corolla glabrous, yellowish, turning dull purple, its lobes more acumi-

nate,' otherwise like the preceding. Dry woods, s. Me. and w. Que. to Minn.,
s. to O., Ky., and Va.

11. G. latifblium Michx. Smooth, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate or ovate-

lanceolate, acute, 3-6 cm. long, the midrib and margins rough, the lateral nerves

prominent ; cymes panicled, loosely many-flowered, the purple flowers on slender

spreading pedicels; fruit rather fleshy. Dry woods, mts. of Pa. to N. C. and
Tenn. Var. nfspmuM Small. Stems and leaves hispid. Iron Mts., Va.

12. G. arkansanum Gray. Similar
;
leaves lanceolate to linear, 2-3.5 cm.

long, the
lateral^

nerves obscure or none. Rocky woods, s. Mo., Ark., and Okla.

13. G. boreale L. (NORTHERN B.) Smooth, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves in 4's,

linear-lanceolate
; flowers bright white, in compact panicles ;

fruit minutely bristly, sometimes smooth. Rocky banks,
shores, etc., Que. to Alaska, s. to N. J., Pa., Mich., Mo.,
S. Dak., Col., etc.; rare eastw.

14. G. MOLLUGO L. Perennial, smooth throughout or

pubescent below
;
steins erect or diffuse, usually numerous,

3-9 dm. long; leaves in 8's or on the branchlets in 6's,

)4 G. Mollupo.
oblanceolate to nearly linear

; flowers ivhite, very numerous
in loose ample almost leafless panicles ; branches and pedi-

cels mostly wide-spreading ; fruit smooth. Roadsides and fields,

Nfd. to Del. and O. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 904.

15. G. ERECTUM Huds. Similar
;
stems mostly erect

;
flowers

fewer and slightly larger ;
the branches and pedicels mostly

ascending. Fields, etc., e. Que. to Vt. and Ct. (Nat. from

Eu.) FIG. 905.

16. G. SYLVATICUM L. (SCOTCH MIST, BABY'S BREATH.)
Stems very many, tall, suberect, shining, somewhat geniculate
at base

;
lower leaves 8, upper 4 or 6 in a whorl, acuminate,

smooth, entire, glaucous beneath
; pedicels capillary, very ascend-

ing, in loose terminal panicles ; fruit smooth. Fields and

thickets, N. E., escaped from cultivation. (Introd.
from Eu.)

17. G. paliistre L. Slender, 2-5 dm. high, slightly

branched, branches solitary or opposite ;
leaves linear-

elliptic or spatulate, thin, dull, barely 1 cm. long ;

flowers numerous in terminal cymes ; pedicels becoming
strongly divaricate ; corolla ^-parted, white or rose-

tinged, 2.5-3.3 mm. broad; fruit glabrous, lunate in

cross-section. Wet meadows and banks, Nfd. and Que.
to Ct., N. Y., and Mich. June, July. (Eu.) FIG. 906.

Slender and weak, very freely branched, forming dense
mats

; primary leaves oftenest in 4's, linear-spatulate, 0.5-1.3 cm. long ; flowers
solitary, or when terminal in 3's, on capillary scabrous arcuate pedicels;

whitish, 0.5 mm. long ; fruit annular in cross-section. (G. trifldum,

905. G. erectum.

906. G. palnstre.

18. G. trifidum L.
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907. G. trifidum.

c'avtoni

var. pusillum Gray. ) Bogs, mossy woods, and wet shores,
Nfd. and Lab. to B. C., s. to n. and w. N. E., centr. N. Y.,
O., Mich., Neb/, etc. July-Sept. (Eurasia.) FIG. 907.

19. G. Claytbni Michx. Stouter, ascending or reclining;
primary leaves in 4's and 6's; flowers in terminal clusters o/2'.s
and 3's ; pedicels stout, straight, and glabrous.
(G. triftdum Man ed. 6, in part.) Swamps
and damp places, e. Que. to N. C., Neb., and
Tex. July-Sept. FIG. 908.

20. G. tinctbrium L. Erect; stem smooth,
stiffish, 1.5-8 dm. high, freely branched from

near the base
;

leaves mostly in 4's, linear or lanceolate,
1.5-2.5 cm. long, cuneate at base, dull green, slightly sca-

brous on margin and midrib; flowers 2 or 3 in terminal

clusters, the pedicels scarcely divaricate even in fruit ; fruit
2.5-3.6 mm. in diameter. (&. trifidum, var. latifolium Torr.)

Damp shady places, w. Que. to Neb., s. to N. C. and
Ariz. May-July. FIG. 909.

Var. filif61ium Wiegand. More slender
;
leaves nearly

filiform
;
inflorescence more open ;

corolla broader. Va.,
and southw. near the coast.

21. G. labraddricum Wiegand. Low; stem smooth,
slender, 0.5-3 dm. high, from capillary rootstocks ; leaves

small, 0.6-1.5 cm. long, soon reflexed,
scabrous beneath on the margin and
nerve

;
flowers as in the preceding but

smaller
; fruit much smaller. (G. tinc-

torium, var. Wiegand.) In moss, mostly beneath Larch or
Arbor Vitae, Nfd. to Wise., N. Y., and n. Ct. FIG. 910.

22. G. concinnum T. & G. Stems low and slender, 1.5-3
dm. high, with minutely roughened angles ;

leaves all in 6's,

linear, slightly pointed, veinless, the margins upwardly
roughened; peduncles 2-3 times forked, diffusely panicled;
pedicels short. Dry hills, N. J. and Pa. to Va., w. to 910. G. labradoricuin.

Minn., la., and Ark.
23. G. aspr^llum Michx. (ROUGH B.) Stem 0.5-1.8 m. high, much

branched, rough backwards with hooked prickles, leaning on bushes
;
leaves in

whorls of 6, or 4-6 on the branchlets, oval-lanceolate, with almost prickly mar-

gins and midrib
; peduncles short, 2-3 times forked. Alluvial ground, Nfd. to

N. C., w. to Ont., Minn., Neb., and Mo.
24. G. triflbrum Michx. (SWEET-SCENTED B.) Stem 3-10 dm. long, bristly-

roughened backward on the angles ; leaves elliptical-lanceolate, bristle-pointed,
with slightly roughened margins, 2-8.5 cm. long ; peduncles S-flowered, the

flowers all pediceled, greenish ; fruit beset with hooked bristles. Rich wood-

lands, Nfd. to B. C., and southw. Sweet-scented in drying. (Greenl., Eu.)
25. G. hispidulum Michx. Hirsute-pubescent, scabrous, or sometimes nearly

smooth, 3-6 dm. high, diffusely branched
;
leaves oblong or oval, mucronate,

0.5-2 cm. long ; pedicels solitary or commonly 2 or 3 from the small involucral

whorl, all naked, or one of them bracteolate
;

flowers white
; berry purple,

glabrate. Dry or sandy soil, s. N. J. to Fla.
, along the coast.

909. G. tinctorium.

4. SPERMAC6CE [Dill.] L. BUTTONWEED

Calyx-tube short; the limb parted into 4 teeth. Corolla funnel-form or

salver-form, valvate in the bud. Stigma or style 2-cleft. Fruit small and dry,

2-celled, splitting when ripe into 2 carpels, one of them usually carrying with
it the partition, and therefore closed, the other open on the inner face. Small

herbs, the bases of the leaves or petioles connected by a bristle-bearing stipular
membrane. Flowers small, whitish, crowded into sessile axillary whorled clus-
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ters or heads. (Name compounded of

seed, and ct/cw/c^, a point, probably from the pointed
calyx-teeth on the fruit. )

1. S. glabra Michx. Glabrous perennial;
stems spreading, 2-5 dm. long ;

leaves oblong-
lanceolate

;
heads many-flowered ;

corolla little

exceeding the calyx, bearded in the throat,
bearing the anthers at its base

;
filaments and

style hardly any. River-banks, s. O. to 111., Ark., Tex., and Fla. Aug.
FIG. 911.

5. Dl6DIA [Gronov.] L. BUTTONWEED

Calyx-teeth 2-5, often unequal. Fruit 2(rarely 3)-celled, the crustaceous
carpels into which it splits all closed and indehiscent. Flowers 1-3 in each
axil. Resembling Spermacoce. Flowering all summer. (Name from SfoSos,
a thoroughfare; the species often growing by the wayside.)

1. D. virginiana L. Smooth or hairy perennial ;
stems spreading, 3-6 dm.

long ;
leaves lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, sessile

;
corolla white, 1 cm. long,

the slender tube abruptly expanded into the

large limb ; style ^-parted ; fruit ellipsoid,

strongly furrowed, crowned mostly with
2 slender calyx-teeth. Low grounds along
streams, s. N. J. to Fla., w. to Mo., Ark.,
and Tex. FIG. 912.

2. D. tdres Walt. Hairy or minutely
pubescent annual

;
stem spreading, 1-8 dm.

long, nearly terete
;

leaves linear-lance-

olate, closely sessile, rigid ;
corolla funnel-

form, 4-6 mm. long, whitish, with short lobes, not exceeding the long bristles

of the stipules ; style undivided; fruit obovoid-turbinate, not furrowed, crowned
with 4 short calyx-teeth. Sandy shores and barrens, Ct. to Fla.; and from O.
to Kan., and southw. (Mex., W. I.)

912. D. virginiaiia.

6. MITCHELLA L. PARTRIDGE BERRY

Flowers in pairs, with their ovaries united. Calyx 4-toothed. Corolla-lobes

spreading, densely bearded inside, valvate in the bud. Style 1
; stigmas 4,

linear. Fruit a berry-like double drupe, crowned with the calyx-teeth of the two
flowers, with 4 small seed-like bony nutlets to each flower. A smooth and
trailing small evergreen herb, with round-ovate and shining petioled leaves,
minute stipules, white fragrant flowers often tinged with purple, and scarlet

(rarely whitish) edible (but nearly tasteless) berries, which remain over winter.
Flowers occasionally 3-6-rnerous, always dimorphous ;

all those of some indi-

viduals having exserted stamens and included stigmas ;
of others, included

stamens and exserted style. (This very pretty plant commemorates Dr. John
Mitchell, an early correspondent of Linnaeus, and an excellent botanist, who
resided in Virginia.)

1. M. re"pens L. Dry woods, creeping about the bases of trees, especially
Coniferae, throughout our range, and southw. June, July. Leaves often

variegated with whitish lines. Rarely the two flowers completely confluent into

one, with a 10-lobed corolla.

7. CEPHALANTHUS L. BUTTONBUSH

Calyx-tube inversely pyramidal, the limb 4-toothed. Corolla-teeth imbricated
in the bud. Style thread-form, much protruded. Stigma capitate. Fruit small,
at length splitting from the base upward into 2-4 closed 1-seeded portions.
Shrubs or small trees, with the white flowers densely aggregated in spherical
peduncled heads. (Name composed of /ce^aX??, a head, and &t>6os, a flower.}
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1. C. occident&lis L. Smooth ; leaves petioled, essentially glabrous, ovate
or lanceolate-oblong, pointed, opposite or whorled in threes, with short interven-

ing stipules. Swamps and along streams, s. w. N. B. to w. Ont., and southw.

July, Aug. Usually a shrub with us, rarely arborescent and 5 or 6 in. high.

(Mex., W. I.)

Var. pub6scens Raf. Branchlets and at least the lower surfaces of the leaves

soft-pubescent. 111. to Ga., La., and Tex.

8. HOUSTdNIA L.

Calyx 4-lobed, persistent ;
the lobes in fruit distant. Corolla usually much

longer than the calyx-lobes, the lobes valvate in the bud. Anthers linear or

oblong. Style 1
; stigmas 2. Ovary 2-celled. Pod top-shaped, globular, or

didymous, thin, its summit or upper half free from and projecting beyond the

tube of the calyx, loculicidal across the top. Seeds 4-20 in each cell, pitted.
Small herbs, with short entire stipules connecting the petioles or narrowed bases
of the leaves, and cymose or solitary and pednncled flowers

;
these dimorphous,

in some individuals with exserted anthers and short included style ;
in others

the anthers included and the style long, the stigmas therefore protruding.

(Named for Dr. William Houston, an English botanist, who collected in tropi-
cal America. )

* Rmall and delicate, vernal-flowering; peduncles \-flowered; corolla salver-

form; upper half of the broad and somewhat 2-lobed pod free ; seeds globu-
lar, with a very deep round cavity occupyiny the inner face.

*- Perennial by delicate filiform creeping rootstocks or creeping stems ; pedun-
cles filiform, 2-5 cm. long.

1. H. caerulea L. (BLUETS, INNOCENCE.) Glabrous; stems erect, slender,

sparingly branched from the base, 0.5-2 dm. high ;
leaves oblong-spatulate, <>-'.

mm. long ; peduncle filiform, erect
;
corolla light blue, pale lilac or nearly white,

with a yellowish eye, the straight slender long-exserted tube much longer than
its lobes or than those of the calyx. Moist and grassy places, N. S. to Ga.,
w. to Ont., Wise., and Ala.; producing from early spring to midsummer its

delicate little flowers.

Var. Faxonbrum Pease & Moore. Corolla white, with a prominent yellow
eye, the tube shorter, gradually expanding to the limb. Alpine regions,
White Mts., N. H.

2. H. serpyllifblia Michx. Like the preceding species, but the filiform stems

prostrate, extensively creeping and rooting; leaves orbicular to ovate, 4-9 mm.
long ;

corolla rather larger, and deep violet-blue. Along
streamlets and on mts., Pa. to Tenn. and S. C.

H- -t- Winter-annuals, branching chiefly from the base ; root

simple ; peduncles much shorter.

.'5. H. patens Ell. Stems 2 cm. to at length 1 dm. high,
with ascending branches and erect peduncles ;

leaves spatu-
latc to ovate; corolla much smaller than that of no. 1,

violet-blue or purplish without yellowish eye, the tul' lonyer
tfnin it* Inhr*. tn'i<-<< th,' h'tx/th of the calyx-lobes. (JL minor

Britton.) Dry or sandy soil, Va. to 111. and Mo., s. to Ga.

and Tex. FIG. 913.

4. H. minima Beck. More diffuse, commonly scabrous;
stems at length much branched and spreading, 2-10 cm.

high ;
lowest leaves ovate or spatulate, the upper oblnng

913 II patens
or nt ' arl

.V linear
;
earlier peduncles elongated and spreading

in fruit, the later ones short
;

lulu' / th< jmrjilixh corolla

not longer than its lobes or the ample calyx-l<>b<'x ('> mm. long). Dry hills,

s. e. la. to Tex. Mar.-May.
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914. H. purpurea.

**
Erect, mostly perennial herbs, 1-5 dm. high, with stem-leaves sessile, and
flowers in small terminal cymes or clusters ; corolla funnel-form, white to

purplish, often hairy inside; seeds meniscoidal, with a ridge across the
hollowed inner face.

*- Pod free above the middle.

-w Pod distinctly broader than high.

5. H. purpurea L. Smooth or slightly pubescent, 1-5 dm.
high ;

leaves varying from roundish-ovate to lanceolate, 3-5-
ribbed

; calyx-lobes longer than the half-free globular pod.
Woodlands, Md. to s. la., and southw. May-Sept. FIG.

914. Var. PUBESCENS Britton. Stems and leaves densely
pubescent. Range of the typical form.

6. H. tenuifblia Nutt. Slender, lax, diffuse, 1.5-3 dm.
high, with loose inflorescence, and almost filiform branches
and peduncles ; cauline leaves all linear, hardly over 2 mm.
wide. (H. purpurea, var. Gray.) Dry rocks, e. O. to Va.,
N. C., and Tenn.

M- -t-t- Pod as high as broad.

= Leaves smooth.

7. H. Iongif61ia Gaertn. Similar to no. 5; stem 1-2.5 dm. high, mostly gla-
brous

;
leaves oblong-lanceolate to linear, 1.5-2.5 cm. long ;

radical oval or ob-

long, less rosulate, not ciliate
; calyx-lobes subulate, 1.5-2.5 mm.

long. (H. purpurea, var. Gray.) Rocky or gravelly ground,
centr. Me. to Man., s. to Ga. and Mo. FIG. 915.

8. H. lanceolata (Poir.) Britton. Stoutish, 1.5-4 dm. high;
leaves broadly lanceolate, thickish

;
inflorescences very leafy ;

calyx-lobes lanceolate, herbaceous, 5-9 mm. long, much exceed-

ing the globose-ovoid capsule. (H. purpurea,
var. calycosa Gray.) Dry soil, s. Me. to 111.,

Okla., and Ala. FIG. 916.
915. H. longifolia.= = Leaves (at least the basal) ciliate.

9. H. ciliolata Torr. Stems 1-2 dm. high ;
leaves 1-2 cm.

long, thickish
;
cauline oblong-spatulate ;

radical oval or oblong, rosulate, hirsute-

ciliate
; calyx-lobes a little longer than the pod. (H. purpurea, var. Gray.)

Rocky banks and shores, w. N. Y. and s. Ont. to Minn., 111., and Ky.
t~ -<- Pod free only at summit.

10. H. angustifblia Michx. Stems tufted, from a hard or woody root
;
leaves

narrowly linear, acute, 1-ribbed, many of them fascicled
;

flowers crowded,
short-pediceled ;

lobes of the corolla densely bearded inside
; pod obovoid, acute

at base, only its summit free, opening first across the top, at length through the

partition. Barrens, 111. to Kan., s. to Tex. and Fla. (Mex.)

9. OLDENLANDIA [Plumier] L.

Calyx 4-lobed, persistent. Corolla short, the limb valvate in the bud. An-
thers short. Style 1 or none

; stigmas 2. Pod thin, 2-celled, opening loculi-

cidally across the summit. Low herbs, with small stipules united
to the petioles. (Dedicated to the memory of H. B. Oldenland,
a Danish physician and botanist, who died about the end of the

17th century at the Cape of Good Hope.)
1. 0. uniflbra L. An inconspicuous pubescent or smoothish

branched and spreading annual, 0.2-4 dm. high ;
leaves ovate

to oblong ;
flowers in sessile axillary clusters

;
corolla nearly

wheel-shaped, white, much shorter than the calyx. (0. glomerata
Michx.) Wet places, near the coast, N. Y. to Fla. and Tex.
FlG. 917. 917. O. unitloru.

916. H. lanceolata,
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CAPRIFOLlACEAE (HONEYSUCKLE FAMILY)

Shrubs, or rarely herbs, with opposite leaves, the calyx-tube adherent to the

2-5-celled ovary, the stamens as many as (1 fewer in Linnaea, doubled in

Adoxa) the lobes of the tubular or rotate corolla, and inserted on its tube.

Fruit a berry, drupe, or pod, 1-several-seeded. Seeds anatropous, with small

embryo in fleshy albumen.

Tribe I. LONICBREAE. Corolla tubular, often irregular, sometimes 2-lipped. Style slender;

stigma capitate.
* Erect or climbing shrubs, with scaly winter-buds.

1. Diervilla. Stamens 5. Corolla funnel-form, nearly regular. Pod 2-celled, 2-valved, many-

seeded, slender.

2. Lonicera. Stamens 5, as many as the lobes of the tubular and more or less irregular corolla.

Berry several-seeded ; all the 2 or 3 cells fertile.

3. Symphoricarpos. Stamens 4 or 5, as many as the lobes of the bell-shaped regular corolla.

Berry 4-celled, but only 2-seeded ;
two of the cells sterile.

* * Herbs, with axillary flowers.

4. Linnaea. Stamens 4, one fewer than the lobes of the corolla. Fruit dry, 3-celled, but only
1 -seeded. Creeping, with long-pedunculate twin flowers.

5. Triosteum. Stamens 5. Corolla gibbous at the base. Fruit a 8-celled drupe. Erect
;
flowers

sessile.

Tribe II. SAMBfrCEAB. Corolla wheel-shaped or urn-shaped, regular, deeply 5-lobed. Stigmas

1-5, sessile or nearly so. Inflorescence terminal and cymose.
* Shrubs, with stamens as many as corolla-lobes, the flowers in broad compound cymes.

6. Viburnum. Fruit a 1-celled 1-seeded drupe, with a compressed stone. Leaves simple.

7. Sambucus. Fruit berry -like, containing 3 small seed-like nutlets. Leaves pinnate.

* * Dwarf herb, with stamens doubled and flowers in a capitate cluster.

8. Adoza. Fruit a dry greenish drupe, with 3-5 cartilaginous nutlets. Cauline leaves a single

pair and ternate.

1. DIERVtLLA [Tourn.] Mill. BUSH HONEYSUCKLE

Calyx-tube tapering at the summit
;
the lobes slender, awl-shaped, persistent.

Corolla 5-lobed. Pod slender, pointed, septicidal. Low upright shrubs, with
ovate or oblong pointed serrate leaves, and cymosely 3-several-flowered pedun-
cles, from the upper axils or terminal. (Named in compliment to Dr. y.

Diereville, who carried it from Canada to Tournefort.) Several early-flowering
Asiatic shrubs of this genus are frequent in cultivation under the name WEIGELA,
and may in some instances persist or spread.

1. D. LonicSrar Mill. Leaves oblong-ovate, taper-pointed, petioled ; pedun-
cles mostly 3-flowered

; pod long-beaked. (D. trifida Moench; D. DierviUa

MacM.) Dry woods and rocky places, Nfd. to Man., s. to N. C. and the Great
L. region. June-Aug. Flowers at first pale yellow, turning to deep yellow,
scarlet, crimson, or even maroon.

2. LONICERA L. HONEYSUCKLE

Calyx-teeth very short. Corolla tubular or funnel-form, often gibbous at the

base, irregularly or almost regularly 5-lobed. Berry several-seeded. Erect
or climbing shrubs. Leaves entire. Flowers often showy and fragrant.

(Named in honor of Adam Lonitzer, latinized Lonicerus, a German herbalist

of the 16th century.) A large boreal genus most abundant in Asia and long
popular in cultivation.
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1. XYL6STEON [Tourn.] Pers. Leaves all distinct; peduncles axillary,

single, '2-flowered at the summit; the two berries sometimes united into one;
calyx-teeth not persistent.

*
Upright bushy shrubs.

H- Bracts (2 or sometimes 4) at the base of the ovaries small, lance-oblong to

linear.

++ Corolla-lobes subequal.
= Peduncles short (3-7 mm. in length).

1. L. caerulea L., var. villbsa (Michx.) T. & G. (MOUNTAIN FLY H.) Low
(3-9 dm. high) ;

branches upright ; leaves oval, downy when young ;
bracts

awl-shaped, longer than the ovaries which are united into one blue edible b'erry ;

calyx-lobes glabrous ; corolla yellowish. Low woods and bogs, Lab. to Alaska,
s. to Pa., Mich., Wise., Minn., etc. May, June.

2. L. MoRR6wi Gray. Shrub, 1.5-2 m. high, soft-downy ;
branches spread-

ing ; leaves oblong, rounded or subcordate at base, dark green and somewhat
rugose above, much paler and grayish-tomentose beneath, obtuse or barely
acutish

; calyx-teeth hirsute or ciliate ; corolla-lobes subequal, nearly as long as

the tube, widely spreading, white or cream-colored
;
berries bright red. Fre-

quently cultivated, and now locally established in e. Mass. (Introd. from

Japan.) = = Peduncles long and slender (1.4-3 cm. in length).

3. L. TATAniCA L. (TARTARIAN H.) Smooth shrub, 1.6-3 m. high; leaves ^JL^J(
thin, glabrous, entire, cordate-oval, on short petioles; corolla showy, white or *.

rose-colored; the lobes subequal, widely spreading, nearly as long as the tube;*r*-2
berries united at the base, red or orange. Escaped from cultivation and estab-

lished on rocky shores and sheltered banks, Me. to Ont., N. J., and Ky. May,
une. (Introd. from Asia.)
4. L. canadSnsis Marsh. (AMERICAN FLY H.) Branches straggling, 1-1.6m.

high ;
leaves ovate-oblong, often heart-shaped, petioled, thin, downy beneath

when young, ciliate; corolla funnel-form, 2 cm. long, greenish-yellow, the lobes

much shorter than the tube ; berries separate, red. (L. ciliata Muhl.) Woods,
e. Que. to Sask., s. to Pa., Mich., Wise., and Minn. Apr. -June.

++ Corolla strongly bilabiate, the lips of very unequal breadth, the upper
shallowly 4-lobed, the lower of a single entire lobe.

5. L. XYLOSTEUM L. (EUROPEAN FLY H.) Erect shrub, 1-2 m. high;
leaves broadly oval, thin, very pubescent beneath, especially when young ;

peduncles rather short (8-12 mm. in length), thickish; bracts and calyx pubes-
cent

;
corolla yellowish ;

berries separate, red. Escaping from cultivation and

becoming locally established in s. N. E., N. Y., and N. J. (Introd. from Eu.)
6. L. oblongifblia (Goldie) Hook. (SWAMP FLY H.) Shrub, 5-15 dm. high;

branches upright ;
leaves 2-7 cm. long, oblong, downy when young, smooth

when old; peduncles slender, 1.5-4 cm. long; bracts minute or deciduous;
corolla deeply 2-lipped, 1-1.5 cm. long, yellowish-white; berries red or purplish,
united or nearly distinct. Larch and Arbor Vitae swamps, n. N. B. to Man.,
s. to Me., Vt., N. Y., w. Pa., Mich., and Minn. May-July.

H- -i- The two flowers involucrate by 4 conspicuous and broad foliaceous bracts.

7. L. involucrata (Richards.) Banks. Pubescent, or becoming glabrous ;

branches 4-angular ;
leaves 0.5-1.5 dm. long, exceeding the peduncle, ovate-

oblong, mostly pointed, petioled, and with a strong midrib
;
corolla yellowish,

viscid-pubescent, cylindraceous, 1-1.5 cm. long ;
ovaries and globose dark purple

berries distinct. Woods and banks of streams, n. N. B. and e. Que., shores of

L. Superior, northw. and westw. June, July.

* * Twining or trailing shrub.

8. L. JAPONICA Thunb. (JAPANESE H.) Pubescent
;
leaves ovate or oblong,

thickish, entire, short-petioled ; peduncles rather short
;
bracts leaf-like, con-
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spicuous ;
corolla white, pink, or yellow, the slender pubescent tube 2.5 cm.

long ;
berries black. Escaped from cultivation and established in woods and

thickets, Ct. to Fla. May-July. (Introd. from Asia.)

2. CAPRIF6LIUM [Tourn.] Pers. Twining shrubs, with the flowers in

sessile whorled clusters from the axils of the often connate upper leaves,

forming interrupted terminal spikes' calyx-teeth persistent on the red or

orange berry.

* Corolla trumpet-shaped, almost regular ; stamens and style little exserted.

9. L. semp6rvirens L. (TRUMPET H.) Branches and upper surface of the

leaves glabrous or nearly so
;

flowers in somewhat distant whorls, scentless,

nearly 5 cm. long, deep red outside, yellowish within or rarely throughout,

glabrous ;
leaves oblong, smooth, the lower petioled, the uppermost pairs con-

nate. Copses, Me. to Neb., and southw.
;
common in cultivation. May-Oct.

Leaves deciduous at the north. Var. HiRstiTULA Rehder. Branchlets villous or

glandular-pubescent ; upper surface of leaves appressed-villous ;
corolla exter-

nally pubescent. Va. and N. C.

* * Corolla ringent ; the lower lip narrow, the upper broad and 4-lobed ; stamens
and style conspicuously exserted.

*- Corolla-tube 2-2.5 cm. long, glabrous inside ; stamens and style glabrous.

10. L. CAPRIFOLIUM L. ("AMERICAN" or ITALIAN WOODBINE.) Leaves

smooth, glaucous beneath, obovate, the 2 or 3 upper pairs united
;
flowers

whorled in the uppermost axils
;

corolla whitish, with a purple tube, fading

yellowish, not gibbous at base, fragrant. (L. grata Ait.) Rocky woodlands,
N. Y. v N. J., and Pa. to Mich., Mo., and southw.; escaped from cultivation.

May, June. (Introd. from Eu.)

- - Corolla hairy within, the tube 1.3 cm. long or less.

+* Branches glandular-villous ; leaves pubescent on both sides.

11. L. hirsute Eat. (HAIRY H.) Twining and rather high-climbing ;
leaves

ciliate, deep green and more or less appressed-setulose above, downy-hairy
beneath, as well as the branches, veiny, dull, broadly oval, the uppermost united,
the lower short-petioled ;

flowers in approximate whorls
;
corolla 2-2.5 cm. Ion-,

orange-yellow, clammy-pubescent,' the tube slightly gibbous at base, sle)i<i< r.

Damp copses and rocks, w. N. E. to Pa., Mich., and Man. July. A coarse

large-leaved species.

++ ++ Branches glabrous ; leaves glabrous above.

= Corolla mostly 1.2-2.4 cm. long.

12. L. Sullivdntii Gray. Much whitened with glaucous bloom, 1-2 m.

high, glabrous except for a slight j>n!><>rulence on the lower surface of the leaves;
disk of the uppermost connate leaves orbicular or nearly so, its ends r<>nu<b-<l

or often retuse, sometimes slightly mucronate
;
inflorescence tending to elongate ;

corolla pale yellow ;
the tube 1-1.6 cm. long, slightly gibbous ftt the base; fila-

ments nearly glabrous. Rocky woods or banks, Tenn. to O., centr. la., and
Minn.

. L. glauce"scens Rydb. Less glaucous; leaves glabrous above but,d-i<i-

beneath, the uppermost connate ones form ing a somewhat </>//////

or rhombic disk, usually j>oi>//<(l a<-nt<ly <>r obtusely <it ili> cmls. the margin
cartilaginous, not ciliate; corolla pale yellow, 1.2-2 cm. long, the pubescent
tube gibbous at the base

; ovary glabrous or nearly so. Out. and Man., s. to

Va., ()., and Neb. Var. DASYGVNA Ilehder. Ovary densely hirsute and some-
what glandular. O.

1 1. L. diolca L. (ilabrous, 1-:; m high; leaves oblong, 5-10 cm long,

glaucous and <jll>rns ln->n>(itfi, the upper 1 4 pail's connate into disks
;
even the

uppermost. <lis/,-s sann n-finf <>/>/<> u<j a- rhnnibic,
rnmr<> <>r !<'** i>nhit<><l (at fmst

of ,</<!< ,,/,!; corolla greenish -yellow or purplish, the tube barely 1 rm.
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long, hirsute within
; style and stamens also hairy. (//. glauca Hill.) Rocky

grounds, s. Me. to Man., s. to N. C., O., and Mo. May, June.

= = Corolla about 3 cm. long.

15. L. flava Sims. (YELLOW H.) Leaves oblong to oval, the uppermost
united into oval disks, dark green, not glaucous above, but pale or glaucous
beneath

;
inflorescence short, capitate ;

corolla orange-yellow, the tube not

gibbous at base, only slightly hairy within. Mts. of N. C. to Ky., Mo., and
southw. Apr., May.

3. SYMPHORICARPOS [Dill.] Ludwig. SNOWBERRY

Calyx-teeth short, persistent. Corolla bell-shaped, regularly 4-5-lobed, with
as many short stamens inserted into the throat. Berry 4-celled, 2-seeded.
Seeds bony. Low and branching upright shrubs, with oval short-petioled
leaves, which are usually downy underneath and entire, or wavy-toothed or
lobed on the young shoots. Flowers white, tinged with rose-color, in close
short spikes or clusters. (Name composed of <rvfA(f>opeTi>, to bear together, and
Kapirbs, fruit ; from the clustered berries.)

*
Style bearded; fruit red; flowers all in short dense axillary clusters.

1. S. orbiculatus Moench. (!NDIAX CURRANT, CORAL-BERRY.) Flowers in

the axils of nearly all the leaves
;

corolla sparingly bearded
;

berries small.

(S. vulgaris Michx.; S. Symphoricarpos MacM.) Rocky banks, N. Y. to

Dak., s. to Ga. and Tex.
; escaping from cultivation eastw. July.

* *
Style glabrous ; fruit white ; flowers in clusters or sometimes solitary.

2. S. occidentalis Hook. (WOLFBERRY.) Flowers in dense terminal and
axillary spikes ; corolla funnel-form, much bearded within; stamens and style

protruded. Rocky ground, n. Mich, and 111. to Kan., w. to the Rocky Mts.
3. S. racemosus Michx. (SNOWBERRY.) Shrub, 2-10 dm. high; leaves

from elliptic-oblong to orbicular, green both sides, pilose beneath ; flowers 1-2,
or in short interrupted spikes at the ends of the branches ; corolla campanulate,
bearded inside; stamens and style included. (Var. pauciflorus Man. ed. 6, in

part, not Robbins
;

S. pauciflorus Britton, in part.) Dry' limestone ridges and
banks, n. e. Que. to Alaska, s. to w. Mass., centr. Pa., Mich., Mont., Ida., and
Cal. June, July.

Var. pauciflbrus Robbins. Dwarf shrub
;
leaves more or less pubescent,

strongly whitened underneath. (S. pauciflorus Britton, in part.) L. Superior
to L. Winnipeg ;

and locally in the mts. from Alb. to Ore. and Col.

Var. laevigatus Fernald. (SNOWBERRY of the gardens.) Taller shrub

(1-1.5 m. high); leaves glabrous beneath ; flowers often numerous in interrupted
spikes. (S. racemosus of auth., not Michx.) Saguenay Co., Que., to Wash.,
locally in the mts. to Va.; freely cultivated and commonly escaping to roadsides,
etc.

4. LINNAEA [Gronov.] L. TWIN-FLOWER

Calyx- teeth 5, awl-shaped, deciduous. Corolla slender-bell-shaped or funnel-

form, almost equally 5-lobed. Stamens 4, two of them shorter, inserted toward
the base of the corolla. Ovary and the small dry pod 3-celled, but 1-seeded.
A slender creeping and trailing little evergreen, somewhat hairy, with rounded-
oval sparingly crenate leaves contracted at the base into short petioles, and
thread-like upright peduncles forking into 2 (rarely 4 or 6) pedicels at the top,
each bearing a delicate and fragrant nodding flower. Corolla whitish, tinged and

striped with rose-purple, hairy inside. (Dedicated to the immortal Linnaeus,
who first pointed out its characters, and with whom the European type of this

pretty little plant was a special favorite.)
1. L. borealis L., var. americana (Forbes) Render. Moist mossy woods

and cold bogs, Lab. to N. J. and the mts. of Pa. and Md., w. to Minn.; also far

northw. and westw. June-Aug. ; rarely flowering in late autumn.
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5. TRI6STEUM L. FEVERWORT. HORSE GENTIAN

Calyx-lobes linear-lanceolate, leaf-like, persistent. Corolla tubular, some-
what equally 5-lobed, scarcely longer than the calyx. Ovary mostly 3-celled,
in fruit forming a dry drupe containing 3 ribbed 1-seeded bony nutlets. Coarse

hairy perennial herbs, leafy to the top ;
the ample entire pointed leaves tapering

to the base or connate round the simple stem. Flowers solitary or clustered

in the axils. (Name an abbreviation of Triosteospermnm, alluding to the three

bony nutlets.)
1. T. perfoliatum L. (TINKER'S WEED, WILD COFFEE.) Coarse, 0.5 to 1.2

m. high ;
stem densely glandular-puberulent above

;
leaves dark green, thickish,

oval, the primary ones abruptly narrowed below to connate-clasping bases 2-7

cm. broad, the uppermost tapering or scarcely connate at base
;
corolla tubular-

campanulate, hardly bilabiate, from purplish to yellowish or greenish, about

equaling the stamens; fruits usually 6-8 at each node, subglobose, dull orange-

yellow. Rich low woods, s. Mass, to Neb., Mo., and Ala. Fl. May, June;
fr. Aug., Sept.

2. T. aurantiacum Bicknell. Sparingly glandular-puberulent, and with

spreading longer glandless hairs, or glabrate ;
leaves ovate-oblong to oblong-

lanceolate, abruptly narrowed below to winged sessile hardly clasping bases

(0.5 to 1.5 cm. broad) ; corolla dilated above, distinctly bilabiate, purplish-red,
much exceeding the stamens; fruits 2-6 at each node, ellipsoid-ovoid, bright

orange-red. Open rocky or sandy woods, N. B. to Ont., la., and N. C. Fl.

May, June
;

fr. Aug.-Oct.
3. T. angustifblium L. Smaller, bristly-hairy; leaves lanceolate, tapering

to the base ; flowers greenish-cream-color, mostly single in the axils. Shady
grounds, Ct. to Del. and Ala., w. to Mo. Fl. May ;

fr. Aug.

6. VIBURNUM [Tourn.] L. ARROW-WOOD. LAURESTINUS

Calyx 5-toothed. Corolla spreading, deeply 5-lobed. Stamens 6. Stigmas
1-3. Fruit a 1-celled 1-seeded drape, with soft pulp and a thin-crustaceous

(flattened or tumid) stone. Shrubs, with simple leaves, and white (rarely pink)
flowers in flat compound cymes. Petioles sometimes bearing little appendages
which are evidently stipules. Leaf-buds naked, or with a pair of scales. (The
classical Latin name, of unknown meaning.)

a. Cyme radiant, the marginal flowers neutral and very showy.
Leaves pin nately veined, not lobed 2. V. alnifoUmn.
Leaves pahnatefy veined, 8-lobed 8. V. Opulu*.

a. Cymes not radiant, the flowers all small and uniform b.

b. Leaves for the most part palmately veined and 8-lobed.
Leaves glabrous ; drupe bright red ; stone flat 4. V. pauciftorum.
Leaves soft-downy beneath ; drupe finally purple-black ;

stone len-
ticular 5. V. ttcti-ifoUtun.

b. Leaves pinnately veined, not lobed c.

c. Leaves prominently toothed and with straightish veins ; stone

grooved d.
d. Stipules slender, prominent, exceeding the very short petioles ;

stone flat 6. V.
d. Stipules wanting or much shorter than the petioles ;

stone deeply
grooved.

Winter buds naked
; leaves finely toothed 1. V. Lnntana.

Winter-buds covered by scales ; leaves coarsely toothed.
Petioles stipulate ; bark of older branches loose and exfoliating 7. V. molle.
Petioles without stipules ; bark close.
Lower surface of leaves, petioles, and young branchlets

stellate-tomentose.

i'rincipal leaves with 7-11 pairs of veins, the teeth acute . 8. V. rcnoxum.

Principal leaves with 5-7 pairs of veins, the teeth blunt . 9. V. xcttln-tlluni
Lower surface ..f leavr- and petioles glabrous, or with simple

caducous hairs 10. V. <l?ntatum.
c. Leaves finely toothed or entire

; the veins inconspicuous, curved and
anastomosing; stone lint and oven ..

e. Cymes pedancwad ; drupes less than 1 cm. long.
Peduncle usually shorter than the rays of the cyme ; leaves dull

above . .11.
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Peduncle usually longer than the rays ;
leaves glossy above . 12. V. nudum.

e. Cymes sessile
; drupes more than 1 crn. long.

Leaves subtending the inflorescence mostly caudate-acuminate . 13. V. Lentago.
Leaves blunt or merely acutish.
Winter-buds and petioles green and glabrous . . . . 14. V. prunifolium.
Winter-buds and petioles red-tomentose 15. V. rufidulum.

1. LANTANA Spach. Winter-buds naked ; leaves pinnately veined ; drupes
coral-red, turning darker, not acid; stone sulcate.

1. V. LANT\NA L. (WAYFARING TREE.) Shrub or small tree; the buds,
young branches, lower surface of the leaves, etc., cinereous with minute stellate

pubescence ;
leaves cordate-ovate to broad-oblong, closely serrulate

; cymes short-

peduncled, about 1-rayed; the flowers small and all alike. Frequently culti-

vated, and occasionally established by roadsides, etc. (Introd. from Eurasia.)
2. V. alnif61ium Marsh. (HOBBLE-BUSH, WITCH HOBBLE, MOOSEWOOD.)

Leaves 1-2 dm. across, round-ovate, abruptly pointed, heart-shaped at the base, \

closely serrate, the veins and veinlets beneath with the stalks and branchlets fix Vs-C

very rusty-scurfy (midsummer leaves sometimes narrower, coarsely toothed,
thin and glabrous); cymes sessile, commonly b-rayed, very broad and flat, the ~J / / >

marginal floioers neutral, with greatly enlarged flat white (rarely pink) corollas. / '

( V. lantanoides Michx. ) Moist woods, N. B. to Ont. and Mich., s. to Pa.,
and in the mts. to N. C. May, June. A straggling shrub; the reclining
branches often taking root.

2. 6PULUS [Tourn.] DC. Winter-buds scaly ; leaves palmately veined and
lobed ; drupe bright red, acid, globose ; stone very flat, orbicular, not sulcate.

3. V. 6pulus L., var. americanum (Mill.) Ait. (CRANBERRY-TREE, HIGH-
BUSH CRANBERRY, PIMBINA.) Nearly smooth, upright, 1-4. m. high; leaves 35-
ribbed, strongly 3-lobed, broadly wedge-shaped or truncate at base, the spread-
ing lobes pointed, mostly toothed on the sides, entire in the sinuses

; petioles

bearing 2 glands at the apex ; cyme broad, the marginal flowers neutral, with

greatly enlarged flat corollas; stamens elongate. ( V. americanum Mill.)
In woods and along streams, Nfd. and e. Que. to B. C., s. to N. J., Pa., Mich.,
Wise., and n. e. la. June, July. (E. Asia.) The acid fruit of this and the
next is a substitute for cranberries. The well-known SNOW-BALL TREE, or
GUELDER ROSE, is a cultivated state of the typical Old World form, with the
whole cyme turned into showy sterile flowers.

4. V. pauciflbrum Raf. (SQUASHBERRY, PIMBINA.) A low straggling shrub ;

leaves glabrous or loosely pubescent beneath, 5-ribbed at base, unequally serrate

nearly all round, with 3 short lobes at the summit
; cyme few-flowered, the flowers

small and uniform; stamens shorter than the corolla. Cold woods, Nfd. and
Lab. to Alaska, s. to the mts. of Cape Breton I., n. N. E., Allegheny Co., Pa.

(according to Porter), n. Mich., Minn., Col., and Wash. June, July.

3. EUVIBURNUM Koehne (restricted). Winter-buds scaly; leaves pin-
nately veined (except in no. 5), the veins straightixh and terminating in

coarse teeth; cymes never radiant, peduncled ; drupes blue to black; stone

usually grooved.

* Leaves 3-ribbed from the rounded or subcordate base, somewhat 3-lobed.

5. V. acerifblium L. (DOCKMACKIE, ARROW-WOOD.) Shrub, 1-1.5 m. high;
leaves soft-downy beneath, the pointed lobes diverging, unequally toothed

;

stipules bristle-form
; cymes small, slender-peduncled ;

stamens exserted
;

fruit-

crimson, turning purple-black ;
stone lenticular, hardly sulcate. Rocky woods,

N. B. to Minn., Ky., and Ga. May, June. Leaves crimson in autumn.

* * Leaves cordate or subcordate at base, coarsely toothed, prominently pinnate-
veined.

<- Stone flat; leaves all short-petioled or subsessile.

6. V. pube"scens (Ait.) Pursh. (DOWNY A.) A low straggling shrub ;
leaves

ovate or oblong-ovate, acute or taper-pointed, the veins and teeth fewer and less
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conspicuous than in no. 10, the lower surface and very short petioles soft-downy,
at least when young ;

fruit dark purple ;
the stone slightly 2-sulcate on the faces.

Calcareous ridges and banks, w. Que. and Vt. to Man., s. to Ga., 111., la., and

Wyo. May, June.

-t- *- Stone very deeply sulcate neutrally; leaves rather slender-petioled.

7. V. m611e Michx. Shrub, 3-4 m. high, with gray eorfoliating bark; leaves

suborbicular or broadly ovate, short-acuminate, cordate, coarsely dentate, dark

green and glabrous above, pale and soft-pubescent beneath, 5-13 cm. long, on

petioles 2-4 cm. long ; stipules rather short, finally deciduous
; fruit dryish,

ellipsoid, 1 cm. long, much compressed ;
stone deeply grooved. ( V. Dewtrin-

nis Deane & Robinson.) Bluffs and rocky woods, Ky. (and probably O.),
Mo., and la. May.

8. V. ven&sum Britton. Shrub, with close gray-brown bark, the young
branches cinereous with stellate tomentum; leaves elliptic-ovate to orbicular,
3-6 cm. long, sharply serrate-dentate, dark green above, beneath pale with stel-

late tomentum andwith 7-9 pairs ofprominent veins; cymes 4-6 cm. broad, the

long peduncle and 7 rays pubescent ; drupe subglobose or short-ovoid, 7 mm.
long. (V. molle Man. ed. 6, in part, not Michx.) Dry open soil, Martha's

Vineyard and Nantucket to Pa. and Del. June, July. Var. CANBYI Render.
Leaves larger (6-8 cm. long), glabrous or glabrate beneath

; cymes 7-9 cm.
broad. Pa. and Del. to the mts. of Va.

9. V. scabr611um (T. &G.) Chapm. Similar; branches reddish-brown; leaves

oblong to obovate, rarely orbicular, 4-10 dm. long, shallowly crenate-dentate,
with 5-7 pairs of less prominent veins; cymes similar, the flowers larger.

( V. molle Man. ed. 6, in part, not Michx.; V. semitomentosum Render.)
Woods and banks of streams, Pa. to Fla. and Tex. June.

10. V. dentatum L. (ARROW-WOOD.) Smooth, 1-4.5 m. high, with ash-

colored bark
;
leaves broadly ovate, glabrous, or with hairy tufts in the axils

beneath, very numerously sharp-toothed and strongly veined, 5-8 cm. long ;

fruit globose-ovoid, 6 ram. long ;
cross-section of stone between kidney- and

horseshoe-shaped. Wet places, N. B. to n. Ga., w. to w. N. Y. and s. Ont.

June, July.

4. TlNUS (Borkh.) Koehne. Winter-buds with opposite scales; leaves finely
toothed or entire, pinnately veined, the veins curved and anastomosing near
the margin; drupes blue or black, sweet; stone fiat and even.

11. V. cassinoides L. (WITHE-ROD, WILD RAISIN.) Shrub or small tree,

0.5-3.6 m high ;
shoots scurfy-punctate ;

leaves thickish and opaque or dull,
ovate to oblong, mostly with obtuse acumination, obscurely veiny. I'.A-IO cm.

long, with margins irregularly crenulate-denticulate or sometimes entire
; p< <i un-

cle shorter than the usually 5-rayed cyme; drupe ellipsoid to spherical, 6-9 mm.
long, yellowish and pink when young, finally blue-black, with a bloom. Swamps
and open situations, Nfd. to N. C., Minn., and Man. June, July.

12. V. nudum L. Similar
; obscurely scurfy-punctate ;

leaves more veiny,

thickish, oval, oblong or lanceolate, entire or obsoletely denticulate, lucid above,
6-10 cm. long ; peduncle usually equaling the cyme. Ct. to Ky., Fla., and Tex.

!'!. V. LentagO L. (SwEET Vim I:M M. SIIKKI-UKKIM . NAXXYKKKUY. Wn.n
II MSIN.) Shrub or tree, sometimes 9 m. high ;

leaves ovate, r/o,sv/// and very

sfi<D'i>ly serrate, at least the upper caudate-acuminate and <> >i'h/</t'<l /w//rs;
cyme sessile, 6-10 cm. broad, :\-4-rnyi <l ; tfrnjte ovoid or ellipsoid, blue-black,
1 !."> nn. long Woods and banks of streams, Que. to Man., and southw.

May, June. An extreme form with spherical fruit 8-10 mm. in diameter has
been distinguished as var. SPHAEROCARPUM Gray.

14. V. prunif61ium L. (BLACK HAW.) Tall shrub or small tree; teate*

oval, obtuse or slightly pointed, finely and sharply serrate, 2-7 cm. loim. th<

lower surfaces </,/<} slender or slightly winged petioles glabrous { cyme 3-5-rayed ;

fruit ellipsoid or ovoid, similar to that of the pmvdin.i: species or rather smaller.

Dry or moist ground, Ct. to Mich., Kan., and southw. May. June. The
extreme form with smaller globose fruit is var. OLOKOSUM Nash.
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15. V. rufidulum Raf. Similar
;
the winter-buds, wing-margined petioles, and

lower leaf-surfaces red-tomentose ; leaves often larger (4-9 cm. long). (V. rufo-
tomentosum Small.) Woods and thickets, Va. to 111., Kan., and soutliw.

Apr., May.

7. SAMBtTCUS [Tourn.] L. ELDER

Calyx-lobes minute or obsolete. Corolla open-urn-shaped, with a broadly
spreading 5-cleft limb. Stamens 5. Stigmas 3. Fruit a berry-like juicy drupe,
containing 3 small seed-like nutlets. Shrubby plants, with a rank smell when
bruised, pinnate leaves, serrate-pointed leaflets, and numerous small flowers in

compound cymes. (The Latin name, perhaps from ffa/j.^6Kij, an ancient musical
instrument. )

1. S. canade"nsis L. (COMMON E.) Stems scarcely woody, 1-4 m. high, with
white pith; leaflets 5-11, oblong, mostly smooth, the lower often 3-parted ;

cymes flat ; flowers white; fruit black-purple. Rich soil, in open places,

throughout our range, also southw. and westw. June, July.
2. S. racem6sa L. (RED-BERRIED E.) Stems woody, 0.5-3.5 cm. high, the

bark warty, the pith brown ; leaflets 5-7, ovate-lanceolate, downy underneath ;

cymes panicled, convex or pyramidal ; flowers yellowish7white, sometimes tinged
with crimson; fruit bright red (rarely white). (8. pubens Michx.) Rocky
woods, Nfd. to B. C., s. to Ga., Mich., la., Col., etc. May; fruit ripening
in June. (Eu.) Var. LACINIA.TA Koch. Leaflets divided into linear-lanceolate

or laciniate segments. L. Superior and "Pa."

8. ADOXA L. MOSCHATEL

Calyx-tube reaching not quite to the summit of the 3-5-celled ovary ;
limb

of 3 or more teeth. Corolla wheel-shaped, 4-6-cleft, bearing at each sinus a

pair of separate or partly united stamens with 1-celled anthers. Style 3-5-parted.

Dry drupe greenish, with 3-5 cartilaginous nutlets. A dwarf perennial, with

scaly rootstock and ternately divided leaves, the cauline a single pair. An
anomalous genus. (From #5oos, obscure or insignificant.)

1. A. Moschate'llina L. Smooth, musk-scented
;
radical leaves 1-3-ternate,

the cauline 3-cleft or 3-parted ;
leaflets obovate, 3-cleft ; flowers several in a

close cluster on a slender peduncle, greenish or yellowish. Mossy woods, wet

rocks, etc., n. e. la., Wise., Minn., and northw. June, July. (Eurasia.)

VALERIANACEAE (VALERIAN FAMILY)

Herbs, with opposite leaves and no stipules; the calyx-tube adherent to the

ovary, which has one fertile l-ovuled cell and two abortive or empty ones; the

stamens distinct, 1-3, fewer than the lobes of the corolla, and inserted on its

tube. Corolla tubular or funnel-form, often irregular, mostly o-lobed, the lobes

imbricated in the bud. Style slender
; stigmas 1-3. Fruit indehiscent, 1-celled

(the two empty cells of the ovary disappearing), or 3-celled, two of the cells

empty, the other 1-seeded. Seed suspended, anatropous, with a large embryo
and no albumen. Flowers in panicled or clustered cymes. Roots often

odorous and antispasmodic.

1 . Valeriana. Calyx-limb of several plumose bristles. Perennials.

'2. Valerianella. Calyx-limb entire or merely toothed. Annuals or biennials.

1. VALERIANA [Tourn.] L. VALERIAN

Calyx-limb of several plumose bristles (like a pappus) which are rolled up
inward in flower, but unroll and spread as the seed-like 1-celled fruit matures.

Corolla commonly gibbous near the base, the 5-lobed limb nearly regular. Sta-
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mens 3. Perennial herbs, with thickened strong-scented roots, and simple or

pinnate leaves. Flowers in many species imperfectly dioecious or dimorphous.
(A mediaeval Latin name of uncertain origin.)

* Root spindle-shaped, large and deep, 1.5-3 dm. long ; leaves thickish.

1. V. edulis Nutt. Smooth, or minutely downy when very young; stem

straight, 3-12 dm. high, few-leaved
;

leaves commonly minutely and densely
ciliate, the basal spatulate and lanceolate, the cauline pinnately parted into

3-7 long and narrow divisions
;
flowers in a long and slender interrupted panicle,

nearly dioecious
;

corolla whitish, obconical, 4 mm. long. Wet plains and

prairies, O. and Ont. to la., Minn., and westw.; sometimes cultivated, and

escaping eastw. May, June.

* * Boot fibrous ; leaves thin; stems 3-15 dm. high.

2. V. uligin6sa (T. & G.) Rydb. (SWAMP V.) Smooth or minutely pubes-
cent

;
root-leaves ovate or oblong, entire, rarely with small lobes

;
stem-leaves

pinnate, with 7-15 oblong-ovate or lanceolate nearly entire leaflets
; cyme at

first close, many-flowered ;
corolla inversely conical, 6 mm. long, rose-color or

white. ( V. sylvatica Man. ed. 6, not Banks.) Wet ground, chiefly under Arbor
Vitae and Larch, e. Que. to w. Ont., s. to Me., Vt., s. N. Y., and Mich. June-

Aug.
3. V. OFFICINALIS L. (GARDEN HELIOTROPE.) Coarse, somewhat pubes-

cent, especially at the nodes
;
leaves all pinnate, with many lanceolate leaflets

;

cyme many-flowered ;
corolla white or rose-color, 4 mm. long. Roadsides and

thickets, N. E. to N. J. and O.
; escaped from cultivation. (Nat. from Eu.)

4. V. paucifl6ra Michx. Smooth, slender, surculose
;

root-leaves ovate,

heart-shaped, toothed, pointed, sometimes with 2 small lateral divisions
;
stem-

leaves pinnate, with 3-7 ovate toothed leaflets
;
branches of the panicled cyme

few-flowered
;
tube of the pale pink coroUa slender, 1 cm. long. Woods and

alluvial banks, Pa. to s. 111.., Mo., and Tenn. June.

2. VALERIANELLA [Tourn.] Hill. CORN SALAD. LAMB'S LETTUCE

Limb of the calyx obsolete or merely toothed. Corolla funnel-form or salver-

form, equally or unequally 5-lobed. Stamens 3, rarely 2. Fruit 3-celled, two
of the cells empty and sometimes confluent into one, the other 1-seeded. An-
nuals and biennials, usually smooth, with forking stems, tender and rather
succulent leaves (entire or cut-lobed toward the base), and white or pale

cymose-clustered and bracted small flowers. Our species all have the limb of

the calyx obsolete, and are so much alike in aspect, flowers, etc., that good char-

acters are to be taken only from the fruit. (Name a diminutive of Valeriana.}

1. Corolla nearly regular, funnel-form; the tube short; fruit with 2 empty
cells manifest, or often enlarged and closed, sometimes confluent into 1 cell.

* Corolla bluish ; fruit with a corky mass at the back of the fertile cell.

1. V. LoctfsTA (L.) Betcke. Fruit flattish, obliquely rhomboidal
; empty cells

as large as the fertile, contiguous, the thin partition at length breaking up.

(V. olitoria Poll.) Old fields and waste places, Me. to w. N. Y., Ont., and
southw. Sometimes cultivated for salad. (Introd. from Eu.)

* * Corolla white ; no corky mass behind the fertile cell

*- Fertile cell broader than the empty ones; cross-section offruit triangular.

2. V. chenopodifblia (Pursh) DC. Stems with long internodes and few
forks

; glomerate cymes few, slender-peduncled ;
bracts broadly lanceolate

;

fruit glabrous or pubescent, 4 mm. long. Moist grounds, w. N. Y. to Minn.,
s. to Va. and Ky.

*- -- Fertile cell as broad as the empty ones, beaked; cross-section quadrate.

3. V. radiata (L. ) Dufr. Fruit ovate-tetragonal, downy-pubescent; empty
cells as thick as the oblong-ovate fertile one, or thicker, a broad shallow groove
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between them. Low grounds, Mass, to Minn., Tex., and Fla. Var. LEIOCARPA

(T. & G.) Krok. Fruit glabrous. Of similar range, not rare.

4. V. stenocarpa (Engelm.) Krok. Fruit oblong-tetragonal, commonly gla-

brous; oblong fertile cell thicker than the linear-oblong approximate empty
ones. Mo. and Kan. to Tex.

.,_ H_ H_ Fertile cell much the narrowest, dorsally l-nerved ; section roundish.

5. V. Woodsiana (T. & G.) Walp. Fruit 2 mm. long or more
;
fertile cell

ovate, tipped with a tooth
; empty ones inflated, with oblong depression (some-

times an open cavity) in the middle. Moist grounds, N. Y. to Tex.
Var. umbilicata (Sulliv.) Gray. Empty cells becoming confluent, vesicular

by incurvation of the circular margin, forming a deep and round umbilication.

N. Y. to O., and southw.
Var. patellaria (Sulliv.) Gray. Fruit saucer-shaped, emarginate at base and

apex, winged by the divergent cells. Same range.

2. SIPHONELLA (T. & G.) Walp. Corolla salver-form; the tube slender,
2-4 times the length of the bilabiate limb; fruit with divergent empty cells

much larger than the fertile.

6. V. longiflbra (T. & G.) Walp. Erect several times dichotomously
branched annual

;
leaves oblong, the lower spatulate ;

corolla 12 mm. long,

rose-tinged or purplish. Rocky places, Mo. and Ark.

DIPSACACEAE (TEASEL FAMILY)

Herbs, with opposite or whorled leaves, no stipules, and the flowers in dense

heads, surrounded by an involucre, as in the Composite Family ;
but the stamens

distinct, and the suspended seed destitute of albumen. Represented by the

following introduced genera.

1. Dipsacus. Chaff of the receptacle with long rigid points.

2. Succisa. Chaff herbaceous, about equaling the flowers, not rigid-pointed.

3. Knautia. Chaff none.

1. DIPSACUS [Tourn.] L. TEASEL

Involucre many-leaved, longer than the chaffy leafy-tipped bracts among the

densely capitate flowers
;

each flower with a 4-leaved calyx-like involucel'

investing the ovary and fruit (achene). Calyx-tube adherent to the ovary, the

limb cup-shaped, without a pappus. Corolla nearly regular, 4-cleft. Stamens

4, inserted on the corolla. Style slender. Stout and coarse biennials, hairy
or prickly, with large ovoid-ellipsoid heads. (Name from duj/ijv, to thirst,

probably because the united cup-shaped bases of the leaves in some species hold
water. )

1. D. SYLVESTRIS Huds. (WILD T.) Prickly ;
leaves lance-oblong, toothed

and often prickly on the margin ; leaves of the involucre slender, ascending,

longer than the head
;
bracts (chaff) tapering into a long flexible awn with a

straight point. Roadsides, rather rare. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. D. LACINIATOS L. Leaves pinnatifid or bipinnatifid, finely and rather

conspicuously ciliate; leaves of the involucre lance-linear, spreading, usually
shorter than the head. Established at Albany, N. Y. (Peck). (Adv. from Eu. )

2. SUCCtSA (Rupp.) Neck. DEVIL'S-BIT

Involucre many-leaved. Involucels (often called outer calyx) closely in-

vesting the ovary and -fruit, 4-8-furrowed throughout their entire length, pris-

matic or somewhat fusiform, the limb shortly 4-lobed or -toothed, erect or

spreading. Limb of the true calyx minutely 5-toothed, or of 6 awns. Corolla
funnel-form or campanulate, 4(-5)-lobed. Stamens 4, borne on the corolla.
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(Name from succidere, to bite off, from the praeinorse rootstock.) Often united

with SCABIOSA L.

1. S. pRATtwsis Moench. Smoothish or hairy, 4-9 dm. high ;
leaves chiefly

basal, oblanceolate, undulate or entire, the cauline mostly 2 pairs, considerably
reduced

;
heads subglobose ;

involucels somewhat 4-angled, villous, 4-toothed
;

calyx-limb 5-awned ; corolla bright blue. (Scabiosa Succisa L.) To some
extent established in fields about Louisburg, Cape Breton I. (Macoun). (Adv.
from Eu.)

2. S. AUSTRALIS (Wulf.) Reichenb. Tall, loosely and mostly trichotomously

branched, covered above with minute crisped mostly reflexed gray hairs
;
leaves

elongated-lanceolate ;
heads 8-15 mm. in diameter, at length subcylindric ;

involucels glabrous, somewhat fusiform, 8-ribbed, with small crenate-lobed

spreading border; calyx shortly 6-toothed, without awns; corolla light blue.

(Scabiosa Wulf.) Locally established in meadows, etc., Mass., N. Y., and Pa.

(Nat. from Eu.)
3. KNAUTIA L.

Involucre, habit, etc., much as in the preceding. Chaff wanting, but the

receptacle more or less hairy. Involucels strongly compressed, the limb obscure,
at most indicated by minute teeth. Calyx cup-shaped, the limb mostly 8-awned.

Corolla light blue to lilac-purple, rarely pink or white. (Dedicated to Christian

Knaut, 1654-1716, Saxon physician and botanist.)
1. K. ARVNSIS (L.) T. Coulter. Pubescent, 4-9 dm. high, few-branched;

some or all of the leaves deeply pinnatifid or bipinnatifid ;
heads depressed-hemi-

spherical ;
corollas lilac. (Scabiosa L.) Dry pastures, etc., e. Que. and N. E.

to Pa.
, locally well established and abundant. (Nat. from Eu.)

CUCURBITACEAE (GOURD FAMILY)

Mostly succulent herbs with tendrils, dioecious or monoecious flowers, the

calyx-tube adhering to the l-3-celled ovary, and the 5 or usually 2% stamens

(i.e. 1 with a 1-celled and 2 with 2-celled anthers) commonly united by their

often tortuous anthers, and sometimes also by the filaments. Fruit (pepo)

fleshy, or sometimes membranaceous. Limb of the calyx and corolla usually

more or less combined. Stigmas 2 or 3. Seeds large, usually flat, anatropous,

with no albumen. Cotyledons leaf-like. Leaves alternate, palmately lobed or

veined. Mostly a tropical or subtropical family.

* Flowers large, yellow ;
stem trailing.

1. Cucurbita. Corolla campanulate, deeply 5-lobed. Fruit large, indehiscent, fleshy.

* * Flowers small, white or greenish ; stems high-climbing by tendrils.

+- Fruit prickly ;
seeds few, erect or pendulous ;

flowers white
;
annual.

H- Ovary 1-celled
;
seed solitary, pendulous.

2. Sicyos. Corolla of the sterile flowers flat and spreading, 5-lobed. Fruit indehiscent.

H- -H- Ovary 2-8-celled ;
seeds few, erect or ascending.

8. Echinocystis. Corolla of the sterile flowers flat and spreading, 6-parted. Anthers 8. Fruit

Muil.lcry, 2-celled, 4-seeded, bursting at the t..p.

-- -- Fruit smooth
; seeds numerous, horizontal, attached to the 8-5 parietal placentae-; perennial.

4. Melothria Flowers small, greenish ;
corolla 5-parted. Slender, climbing. Fruit small.

1. CUCURBITA [Tourn.] L. GOURD. SQUASH. PUMPKIN

Flowers monoecious. Corolla campanulate, deeply 5-lobed, the lobes with
recurved tips. Anthers united, 1 of them 1-locular, the others 2-locular. Style

short, with 3 lobed or divided stigmas. Fruit fleshy, covered by a firm rind,
with many horizontal seeds. Herbs, with annual or perennial roots, large
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cordate angulate or lobed leaves, large flowers solitary in the axils, and large
fruits. (Classical Latin name for a gourd.)

1. C. foetidissima HB K. (MISSOURI GOURD, FETID WILD PUMPKIN.) Stems

elongate, scabrous, from a thickish fusiform root
;

leaves ovate, the margin
somewhat angulate, denticulate, densely scabrous-pubescent, somewhat whitened
beneath

;
corolla 5-12 cm. long; fruit smooth, subglobose, 7-8 mm. long. Dry

or sandy soil. Mo. to s. Cal. and Tex. (Mex.)
C. MAXIMA Duchesne (SQUASH), C. MOSCHATA Duchesne (CROOKNECK SQUASH),

and C. PEPO L. (PUMPKIN) are familiar in cultivation, and incline to appear
spontaneously in waste places southw., as do CUCUMIS MELO L. (MUSKMELON),
C. SATIVUS L. (CUCUMBER), CITRULLUS VULGARIS Schrad. (WATERMELON),
and LAGENARIA VULGARIS Ser. (GOURD).

2. SICYOS L. ONE-SEEDED BUR CUCUMBER

Flowers monoecious. Petals 5, united below into a bell-shaped or flattish

corolla. Anthers cohering in a mass. Ovary 1-celled, with a single suspended
ovule

; style slender
; stigmas 3. Fruit ovoid, dry and indehiscent, filled by the

single seed, covered with barbed prickly bristles which are readily detached.

Climbing annuals, with 3-forked tendrils, and small whitish flowers
;
the sterile

and fertile mostly from the same axils, the former corymbed, the latter in

a capitate cluster, long-peduncled. (Greek name for the Cucumber.)
1. S. angulatus L. Leaves roundish-heart-shaped, 5-angled or -lobed, the

lobes pointed ; plant clammy-hairy. River-banks and damp yards, s. Me. and
w. Que. to Fla., w. to Minn., e. Kan., and Tex. July-Sept.

3. ECHINOCYSTIS T. & G. WILD BALSAM-APPLE

Flowers monoecious. Petals 6, lanceolate, united at the base into an open
spreading corolla. Anthers more or less united. Ovary 2-celled, with 2 erect

ovules in each cell
; stigma broad. Fruit fleshy, at length dry, clothed with

weak prickles, bursting at the summit, 2-celled, 4-seeded, the inner part fibrous-

netted. Seeds large, flat, with a thickish* hard and roughened coat. Tall

climbing annual, nearly smooth, with 3-forked tendrils, thin leaves, and very
numerous small greenish-white flowers

;
the sterile in compound racemes often

3-4 dm. long, the fertile in small clusters or solitary, from the same axils.

(Name composed of Ix?" ?) hedgehog, and /C&TTIS, a bladder, from the prickly

fruit.) MICRAMPELIS Raf.

1. E. lobata (Michx.) T. & G. Leaves deeply and sharply 5-lobed
;

fruit

ovoid, 5 cm. long; seeds dark-cofored. Rich soil along rivers, N. B. to Pa.

and Ky., w. to Man. and Tex.; also cultivated for arbors and freely escaping.

July-Oct.
4. MEL6THRIA L.

Flowers polygamous or monoecious
;

the sterile campanulate, the corolla

5-lobed
;
the fertile with the calyx-tube constricted above the ovary, then cam-

panulate. Anthers more or less united. Berry small, pulpy, filled with many
flat and horizontal seeds. Tendrils simple. Flowers very small. (Altered
from /j.i/)\u}9pov, an ancient name for a sort of white grape.)

1. M. p6ndula L. Slender, from a perennial root, climbing ;
leaves small,

roundish and heart-shaped, 5-angled or -lobed, roughish ;
sterile flowers few, in

small racemes
;
the fertile solitary, greenish or yellowish ; berry ovoid, green,

1 cm. long. Copses, Pa. to Fla., w. to Mo. and La.

CAMPANULACEAE (BLUEBELL FAMILY)

Herbs, with milky juice, alternate leaves, and scattered flowers ; calyx adher-

ent to the ovary; the regular b-lobed corolla bell(rarely wheels-shaped, valvate

in the bud; the 5 stamens usually free, from the corolla. Style 1, usually beset

with collecting hairs above
; stigmas 2 or more. Capsule 2-several-celled, many-
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seeded. Seed small, anatropous, with a straight embryo in fleshy albumen.

Flowers generally blue and showy.
* Capsule opening by pores on the sides ; anthers free.

1. Specularia. Corolla rotate. Capsule slender-cylindric or -prismatic.

2. Campanula. Corolla campanulate (rarely with flaring liinb). Capsule obconic or turbinate

to globose.

* * Capsule opening by valves at the apex ;
anthers connate at base.

3. Jasione. Flowers crowded into dense involucrate heads. Corolla with slender segments.

1. SPECULARIA [Heist.] Fabricius. VENUS'S LOOKING-GLASS

Calyx 6(or 3-4)-lobed. Corolla wheel-shaped, 6-lobed. Stamens 5, sepa-
rate

;
the membranaceous hairy filaments shorter than the anthers. Stigmas 3.

Capsule prismatic or slender-cylindric, 3-celled, opening by 3 small lateral valves.

Low annuals, with axillary blue or purplish flowers, in American species

dimorphous, the earlier small and cleistogamous. (Name from Speculum Ve-

neris, the early name of the common European species.) LEGOU/IA Durande.
1. S. perfoliata (L.) A. DC. Somewhat hairy, 1-9 dm. high : l<-iivex round-

ish or ovate, clasping by the heart-shaped base, toothed
;
flowers sessile, solitary

or 2-3 together in the axils, only the upper or later ones having a conspicuous
and expanding corolla

; capsule ellipsoid, short, straight, opening rather below
the middle; seeds lenticular. (Legouzia Britton.) Sterile open ground, s. Me.
to Ont., westw. and southw.

2. S. biflbra (R. & P.) Fisch. & Mey. Similar
;
leaves sessile, orate or ob-

long, the upper narrower, slightly crenate
;
flowers solitary or by 2's in the

axils, the lower with 3-4 short calyx-lobes, the upper with 4-5 longer lobes

hardly equaling the corolla
; capsule short-cylindric, the valves near the summit.

(Legouzia Britton.) Va., westw. and southw.
3. S. leptocarpa (Nutt.) Gray. Minutely hirsute or nearly glabrous, 1.5-4

dm. high ; leaves lanceolate, with flowers closely sessile in their axils
; calyx-

lobes of lower flowers 3
; capsule nearly cylindrical, 1.5-2 cm. long, 2 mm. thick,

inclined to curve, opening by one or two uplifted valves near the summit ; seeds

oblong. (Legouzia Britton.) Dry open ground, w. Mo. and Ark. to Col. and
w. Tex. Expanded corolla 1-2 cm. wide.

2. CAMPANULA [Tourn.] L. BELLFLOWER

Calyx 6-cleft. Corolla generally bell-shaped, 5-lobed. Stamens 5, separate ;

the filaments broad and membranaceous at the base. Stigmas and cells of the

capsule 3 in our species, the short pod opening on the sides by as many valves

or holes. Herbs, with terminal or axillary flowers. (A diminutive of the

Italian campana, a bell, from the shape of the corolla.)

a. Flowers in glomerules, spikes, or racemes, mostly numerous b.

b. Flowers sessile, chiefly in glomerules or leafy-bracted heads . . 1. C. glomerata.
b. Flowers distinct^ pediceled.

Calyx and outer surface of unexpanded corolla bristly-ciliate with

long pale trichomes 2. C. Trachelium.
Calyx and corolla smooth, or* the former minutely pubescent; ra-

cemes elongate and spiciform.
Corolla cam pan ulate

; style straight; capsule campanulate-ovoid,
opening by pores at the base 8. C. rapwumloid*.

Corolla rotate; style declined and upwardly curved; capsule
obconic to subcylindric, the pores at the summit . . .4. C. americuiin.

a. Flowers l-, on slender peduncles or in loose inflorescences c.

c. Style not exsert.-.l.

Stems smooth (rarely villous), not retrorse-scabrous on the angles ;

leaves not retrorse-scabrous on the nerves and margin . . 5. C. rotundifolia.
Stems rctroix scuhroiis on the angles; leaves with retrorse-sca-

brous nerves and margin.
Corolla 2-8 cm. long 6. C. patula.
Corolla shorter.

Peduncles strongly divergent; corolla 5-8 mm. long . . 7. C. aparinoidee.
Peduncles ascending ; corolla 10-1-2 mm. Inn..' . . . .8. C. uiiginoaa.

c. Style long-exserted , . . . 9. (". iliraricata.
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1. C. GLOMER\TA L. (CLUSTERED B.) Somewhat hairy, stout and erect,
3-6 dm. high ;

basal leaves lanceolate to oblong-ovate, long-petioled ;
stem-leaves

oblong or lanceolate, cordate-clasping ; flowers sessile, clustered in the upper ^-^
axils, forming a leafy head ; corolla open-bell-shaped, deep purple, 2-3 cm. long.

Roadsides, Que. and e. Mass. June, July. (Introd. from Eurasia.)
2. C. TRACHELIUM L. (NETTLE-LEAVED B., THROATWORT.) Stems simple

below, 3-9 dm. high, often bristly above
;
basal leaves broadly cordate-ovate to

reniform, coarsely toothed
;
the upper short-petioled or subsessile, ovate to lanceo-

late'; flowers in 2's or 3's (rarely solitary) in terminal and axillary loose clus-

ters ; calyx bristly, the oblong-lanceolate lobes somewhat foliaceous
;
corolla

2.5-3.5 cm. long. Roadsides and thickets, Quebec to Montreal, etc. Aug.
(Introd. from Eurasia.)

3. C. RAPUNCULOIDES L. Stems slender, 6-10 dm. high, smoothish, or finely

pubescent above
;

lower leaves long-petioled, cordate-ovate ; the upper ovate-

lanceolate, short-petioled to sessile, irregularly serrate-dentate, hispidulous be-

neath ; flowers nodding, single in the axils of bracts, forming racemes ; calyx
and capsule scabrous-puberulent ;

corolla campanulate, 2-3 cm. long ; capsule
opening by pores at base. Roadsides, thickets, etc., e. Que. to Ont., 0., and
s. N. Y. July, Aug. (Introd. from Eurasia.) Var. UCRANICA (Bess.) C. Koch.
Smoother

;
the calyx and capsule essentially glabrous. Similar situations, Que.

and N. E. (Introd. from Russia.)
4. C. americana L. (TALL B.) Annual; stem mostly simple, 0.5-1.8 m.

high ;
leaves ovate and ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, serrate, mostly on mar-

gined petioles, thin, somewhat hairy, 0.5-1.5 dm. long; spiciform raceme 3-6
dm. long, the flowers solitary or clustered in the axils of the upper leaves and
bracts

;
corolla rotate, light blue, 2.5 cm. broad; capsule glabrous, opening by

pores at the summit. Moist rich soil, Ont. and N. Y. to Neb., s. to Ga. and
Ark. June-Aug.

5. C. rotundifblia L. (HAREBELL, BLUEBELL.) Slender perennial, simple
to freely branched, 1-5 dm. high, 1-15-flowered

;
basal leaves (rarely present on/y.,1 Q^

the flowering stems) round-heart-shaped to ovate, mostly toothed, long-petioled,
'

UJuJU,
early withering ;

stem-leaves numerous, linear or narrowly lanceolate, smooth ;

"Calyx-lobes awl-shaped, from ^-f the length of the purplish-blue corolla (1.5-2.5 *"!-

cm. long) ; capsule nodding, short-ovoid to subcylindric, opening by pores at

base. Open or rocky banks, meadows, shores, etc., widely distributed in #-
boreal regions, extending south in our range to N. J., the Great L. region, and
Neb. (Eurasia.) Extremely variable in stature, degree of branching, number
and size of flowers, texture of foliage, divergence of calyx-lobes, etc., characters
which seem to respond readily to slight changes of environment. Typical C.

rotundifolia of Eurasia, with the stems closely puberulent all over at base, is

comparatively scarce in eastern America, but becomes common westw. With
us it passes to a commoner form ( C. intercedens Witasek) in which the stems
are glabrous or have the hairs confined to lines at the base of the stem. This
in exposed situations becomes "dwarfed and rii-id (var. arctica Man. ed. 6, and

perhaps Lange ;
var. Langsdorftana Britton

; C. dubia A. DC.). In shade the

leaves are thin and elongate, in exposed situations firmer and shorter, characters

upon which other artificial separations are sometimes made.
Var. velutina DC. Stems and leaves canescent with close pubescence.

Sand hills of Burt Lake, Mich. (E. J. Hill}. (Eu.)
6. C. PATULA L. Erect slender annual or biennial, simple or with long as-

cending branches
;
stems retrorse-scabrous on the angles, in age smoothish

;

basal leaves spatulate or obovate, the cauline lanceolate to linear and sessile,

entire or crenate, the nerves beneath and often the margins retrorse-scabrous ;

flowers long-peduncled ; calyx-lobes linear-lanceolate
; corolla 2-3 cm. long,

purplish; capsule obconic, opening by pores at summit. Locally in fields, Ct.

(Adv. from Eu.)
7. C. aparinoides Pursh. (MARSH B.) Stem simple-4)r branched, weak,

2-6 dm. long, somewhat 3-angled, rough backward on the angles, as are the

slightly toothed edges and midrib of the lanceolate or linear-lanceolate soft

; flowers chiefly terminating strongly divergent leafy branches ; lobes of
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the calyx triangular, half the length of the bell-shaped nearly >'////< <- lt r/f<r, (5-8
mm. long); capsule erect. Wet grassy ground, Me. to Neb., s. to Ga., Ky., and
111. June-Aug. With the habit of a Galium.

8. C. uliginbsa Rydb. Stiffer ; leaves linear or elongate-lanceolate; flowers

chiefly borne on simple naked erect or ascending leafless peduncles (2.5-5.5 cm.

long); corolla bluish, 10-12 mm. long. Meadows and wet shores, N. B. to

N. Y., la., and Sask. July, Aug.
9. C. divaricata Michx. Very smooth

;
stein loosely branched, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves oblong-lanceolate, pointed at both ends, coarsely and sharply toothed;
flowers numerous in a large compound panicle ; calyx-lobes awl-shaped, about
half the length of the small pale blue corolla (6-8 mm. long) ; style exserted.

Dry woods and rocks, mts. of Va. to Ky. ,
and southw.

3. JASldNE L. SHEEP'S-BIT

Calyx 6-lobed. Corolla with 5 very narrow lobes. Anthers united at base
into a ring about the style. Capsule opening by 2 valves. Herbs with small
flowers in involucrate heads. (Name used by Theophrastus, perhaps for Con-
volvulus septum.)

1. J. MONTANA L. Annual or biennial, 2-5 dm. high, simple or branching;
leaves linear or lanceolate

;
flowers blue, in heads 1-2 cm. broad. Fields and

roadsides, especially about Newport, R. I.
;
also sparingly elsewhere, from Mass,

to N. Y. (Nat. from Eu.)

LOBELlACEAE (LOBELIA FAMILY)

Herbs, with acrid milky juice, alternate leaves, and scattered flowers, an irreg-

ular gamopetalous 5-lobed corolla, the 5 stamens free from the corolla and united

into a tube commonly by their filaments and always by their anthers. Calyx-
tube adherent to the many-seeded pod. Style 1

; stigma often fringed. Seeds

anatropous, with a small straight embryo, in copious albumen. Often united

with the preceding family.

1. LOBELIA [Plumier] L.

Calyx 5-cleft, with a short tube. Corolla with a straight tube split down on
the (apparently) upper side, somewhat 2-lipped ;

the upper lip of 2 rather erect

lobes, the lower lip spreading and 3-cleft. Two of the anthers in our species
bearded at the top. Pod 2-celled, many-seeded, opening at the top. Flowers

axillary or chiefly in bracted racemes
;
in summer and early autumn. (Dedi-

cated to Matthias de VObel, an early Flemish herbalist.)

* Flowers deep red, large ; stem simple.

1. L. cardinalis L.. (CARDINAL-FLOWER.) Tall (0.5-1.3 m. high), perennial
by offsets, smoothish

;
leaves oblong-lanceolate, slightly toothed

;
raceme elon-

gated, rather 1 -sided, the pedicels much shorter than the leaf-like bracts
;
the

large corolla intensely red, rarely rose-color or white. Low grounds, s. N. B.

to Ont., and southw. Hybrids with the next species occur.

* * Flowers blue, or blue variegated with white.

+- Flowers rather large (corolla-tube 1-1.3 cm. long}, spicate-racemose ; stems

leafy, 0.3-1 m. high; perennial.

*H. Leaves ovate to lanceolate, numerous; lip of corolla glabrous.

2. L. siphilitica L. (GREAT LOBELIA.) Somewhat hairy ; leaves thin, acute
at //"/// /'/f/.s-, O.f)-l.f> dm. long, irregularly serrate; flowers nearly :>.f> cm. long,

pediceled, longer than the leafy bracts; corolla light blue, rarely white; calyx
hirsute, the ttin uses n-ir/i <-<>nxi>ifii<msdeflexed auricles, the short tube hemispheri-
cal. Low grounds. Me. to Ont., westw. and southw.; rare eastw.
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3. L. pub6rula Michx. Finely soft-pubescent; leaves thickish, obtuse, 2.5-6
cm. long, with small glandular teeth

; 'spike rather 1-sided
;
bracts ovate

;
sinuses

of the calyx with short and rounded or often inconspicuous auricles, the hairy
tube top-shaped; corolla bright blue, 1.5-2 cm. long. Moist sandy grounds,
N. J. to la., s. to Tex. and Fla.

4. L. amoSna Michx. Glabrous or nearly so
;
raceme virgate ;

leaves nar-
rower

;
bracts lanceolate or linear, often glandular-denticulate ; calyx-lobes long

and very slender, usually without auricles, the tube glabrous. South Atlantic

States, in swamps. Var. GLANDULfFERA Gray. A slender form with secund

raceme, oval to lance-oblong obtuse gland-toothed leaves, and the bracts and
calyx-teeth beset with slender gland-tipped teeth. Del., and southw.

-M- -n- Leaves long and narrow, sparse above; lip of corolla pubescent at base.

5. L. glanduldsa Walt. Glabrous or sparingly pubescent ; leaves, bracts, and
usually the lobes of the calyx strongly glandular-toothed ; calyx-tube densely
hispid, rarely sparsely so or smoothish, the sinuses not auriculate. Pine barren

swamps, s. Va. to Fla.

-s- i- Flowers smaller (corolla-tube not more than 4-8 mm. long}.

-t-f Stem leafy, mostly simple, continued into an elongated virgate spike-like ra-
ceme ; leaves lanceolate to obovate, barely denticulate or repand.

6. L. Iept6stachys A. DC. Smooth above
;
leaves obtuse, thick, denticulate,

oblong-lanceolate, the upper gradually reduced to awl-shaped bracts
; calyx-

lobes nearly equaling the corolla, with 10 reflexed awl-shaped appendages as long
an the hemispherical tube. Sandy soil, O. to Kan.; also Va. to Ga.

; rarely
adventive in the Northeast.

7. L. spicata Lam. Stem slender, strict, 0.3-1 m. high, minutely pubescent
below, as are the barely denticulate leaves

;
lower leaves obovate or spatulate,

the upper reduced to linear or club-shaped bracts
; calyx-tube short, obconical

or becoming almost hemispherical, sinuses not appendaged. Moist or dry
mostly gravelly or sandy soil, P. E. I. to Ont., westw. and southw. Var. PARVI-
FL6RA Gray. A small form, with calyx-lobes broadly subulate, and pale corolla

but 6 mm. long. Swamps, Lancaster, Pa. (Porter). Var. HIRTELLA Gray.
With somewhat scabrous pubescence, and minutely hirsute-ciliate bracts and
calyx-lobes. 111., Mich., and northwestw.

- -M- Stem leafy, often paniculately branched ; flowers loosely racemose ; sinuses

of calyx not appendaged; annual or biennial.

= Leaves chiefly linear, entire or denticulate ; pod not inflated.

8. L. Canbyi Gray. Stem strict, 3-9 dm. high, minutely angled ; pedicels
shorter than the bracts and flowers, minutely roughened under a lens

;
bractlets

none ; calyx-tube top-shaped, acute at base, only half the length of the lobes

(which, with the linear leaves, are sparsely glandular-denticulate), in fruit be-

coming ellipsoid, covering the whole pod ;
corolla deep blue, fully 1 cm. long,

more or less bearded in the throat. Wet places, N. J., Del., and S. C.

9. L. Kalmii L. Stem mostly low (1-5 dm. high), minutely angled ; pedicels

filiform, not exceeding the linear or setaceous bracts, but as long as the flower,

minutely 2-bracteolate or 2-glandular above the middle ; calyx-tube top-shaped or

obovoid, fully half the length of the lobes, in fruit rather longer than they, cov-

ering the whole pod; corolla light blue, 1 cm. long, Wet limestone shores
and bogs, Nfd. to N. J., w. to n. la., Minn., and Man.

10. L. Nuttallii E, & S. Stem very slender, 3-9 dm. high, terete
; pedicels

mostly longer than the bracts and shorter than the flowers, usually with very
minute bractlets near the base

; calyx-tube very short, depressed-hemispherical
in fruit, the globular pod half free; corolla pale blue, 5-8 mm. long. Sandy
swamps, L. I., N. J., and Pa. to Ga.

= = Leaves ovate or oblong, obtusely toothed ; pod inflated, wholly inferior. '\M*

11. L. inflata L. (INDIAN TOBACCO.) Stems paniculately much branched
from an annual root, pubescent with spreading hairs, 3-8 dm. high ;

leaves

GRAY'S MANUAL 49
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gradually diminishing into leaf-like bracts, which exceed the lower short-pedi-
celed flowers; calyx-tube ovoid

;
corolla only 3-4 mm. long. Dry open fields

and thickets. Plant poisonous and a noted quack medicine.

M- -M- ++ Stem scape-like, mostly simple, hollow; leaves fleshy ; fibrous-rooted

perennials, very glabrous, mostly aquatic, with pale blue or whitish flowers.

12. L. paludosa Nutt. Nearly smooth
;
stem slender, 0.3-1.2 in. high ;

leaves

flat, scattered near the base, linear-spatulate or oblong-linear, glandular-denticu-
late, mostly tapering into a petiole ;

lower lip of corolla bearded in the middle
;

calyx-tube about half the length of the short lobes, hemispherical in fruit.

In water (but foliage emerging), Del. to Fla. and La.
13. L. Dortmanna L. (WATER LOBELIA.) Very smooth

; scape thickish,
1-5 (or in deep water even 9) dm. high, few-flowered ; leaves all tufted at the

base, linear, terete, hollow, with a partition lengthwise ;
lower lip of corolla

slightly hairy ; calyx-tube about as long as the lobes, in fruit much longer.
Borders of ponds (often immersed), Nfd. to N. J., Pa., and northwestw. (Eu.)

COMP6SITAE (COMPOSITE FAMILY)

Flowers in a close head (the compound flower of the older botanists), on a

common receptacle, surrounded by an involucre, with 5 (rarely 4) stamens in-

serted on the corolla, their anthers united in a tube (syngenesious). Calyx-tube
united with the 1-celled ovary, the limb (called a pappus) crowning its summit

in the form of bristles, awns, scales, teeth, etc., or cup-shaped, or else entirely

absent. Corolla either strap-shaped or tubular
;
in the latter chiefly 5-lobed,

valvate in the bud, the veins bordering the margins of the lobes. Style 2-cleft

at the apex (in sterile flowers usually entire). Fruit seed-like (achene), dry,

containing a single erect anatropous seed, with no albumen. An immense

family, in temperate regions chiefly herbs, without stipules, with perfect, polyga-

mous, monoecious, or dioecious flowers. The flowers with a strap-shaped

(ligulate) corolla are called rays or ray-flowers ; the head which presents such

flowers, either throughout or at the margin, is radiate. The tubular flowers

compose the disk ; and a head which has no ray-flowers is said to be discoid.

When the head contains two sorts of flowers it is said to be heterogamous ; when

only one sort, homogamous. The leaves of the involucre, of whatever form or

texture, are termed bracts. The bracts or scales, which often grow on the re-

ceptacle among the flowers, are called the chaff; when these are wanting, the

receptacle is said to be naked. The largest family of phaenogamous plants.

The" genera are divided by the corolla into three series, only two of which are

represented in our region. The first is much the larger.

SERIES I. TUBULIFL6RAE

Corolla tubular in all the perfect flowers, regularly 6(rarely 3-4)-lobed, ligu-

late only in the marginal or ray-flowers, which when present are either pistillate

only, or neutral (with neither stamens nor pistil).

Tribe I. VERNONiEAE. Heads discoid ;
the flowers all alike, perfect and tubular, never yellow.

Branches of the style long and slender, terete, thread-shaped, minutely bristly-hairy all over.

Leaves alternate or scattered.

1. Vernonia Heads several-many-flowered, separate. Involucre of many bracts. Pappus
double, the inner capillary, the outer of minute chaffy bristles.

2. Elephantopus. Howls 2-ft-flowered, several crowded together into a compound head. In-

volucre of 8 bracts. Pappus of several chaffy bristles.
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Tribe II. EUPATORlEAE. Heads discoid ; the flowers all alike, perfect and tubular, never yel-

low. Branches of the style thickened upward or club-shaped, obtuse, very minutely and

uniformly pubescent ;
the stigmatic lines indistinct.

* Pappus a row of hard oval obtuse scales.

3. Sclerolepis. Head many-flowered. Bracts of the involucre equal. Leaves whorled.

* * Pappus of slender bristles.

+- Achene 5-angled ; bristles of the pappus roughish.

4. Eupatorium. Involucre of more than 4 bracts and the flowers few or many. Stems not

twining.

5. Mikania. Flowers and involucral bracts only 4. Stems twining.

+- +- Achene 10-ribbed ;
involucral bracts striate-nerved.

6. Trilisa. Pappus minutely barbellate. Corolla rose-purple. Heads corymbed or panicled,

the involucre little imbricated.

7. Brickellia. Involucral bracts in several series. Pappus merely scabrous.

8. Kuhnia. Pappus very strongly plumose. Bracts of the involucre few.

9. Liatris. Pappus plumose or only barbellate. Corolla red-purple, strongly 5-lobed. Heads

spicate or racemose, the involucre well imbricated.

Tribe III. ASTEREAE. Heads discoid, the flowers all alike and tubular
;
or else radiate, the

outer ones ligulate and pistillate. Anthers not caudate at base. Branches of the style in the

perfect flowers flat, smooth up to where the conspicuous marginal stigmatic lines abruptly

terminate, and prolonged above this into a flattened lance-shaped or triangular appendage
which is evenly hairy all around or pubescent outside. Leaves alternate. Receptacle naked

(destitute of chaff) in all our species.

*
Ray-flowers yellow (in one species of no. 15 whitish), or sometimes none at all.

- Pappus of not numerous slender bristles ;
heads radiate

; involucre of firm bracts with greenish

tips, commonly coated with resin.

10. Grindelia. Heads large, many-flowered. Flowers all fertile. Pappus of 2-8 rigid caducous

tawns.

Coarse herbs with toothed leaves.

1. Gutierrezia. Heads small, numerous. Ray- and disk-flowers 3 or 4 each, all fertile. Pappus
of several short chaffy scales. Suffrutescent

;
leaves very narrow.

2. Amphiachyris. Heads small. Ray -flowers 5-10; pappus coroniform. Disk-flowers infer-

tile ; pappus of several bristle-like scales. Annual
;
leaves very narrow.

-- -i- Pappus (at least of the disk) of copious slender or capillary bristles.

H- Pappus double.

3. Heterotheca. Resembling Chrysopsis, but the achenes of the ray thicker than those of the

disk and without pappus or nearly so. "Western.

14. Chrysopsis. Heads many-flowered ; rays numerous. The outer pappus of very small chaffy

bristles, much shorter than the inner of copious capillary bristles.

H- -M- Pappus simple.

15. Solidago. Heads few-many-flowered ; rays 1-16. Pappus of numerous slender and equal

capillary bristles.

16. Brachychaeta. Heads 8-10-flowered, clustered ; rays 4 or 5. Pappus a' row of minute

bristles, shorter than the achene.

17. Aplopappus. Heads many-flowered, many-radiate. Involucre hemispherical. Pappus of

many unequal bristles. Western.

18. Bigelowia. Heads 3-4-flowered
; rays none. Receptacle awl-shaped. Pappus a single row

of capillary bristles.

* * Ray-flowers white, blue, pink, or purple, scarcely ever yellow.

+- Pappus none or very short, with or without a few awns.

H- Receptacle conical
;
awns none.

19. Bellis. Achenes marginless, flattened
; pappus none. Involucral bracts equal.

H- -H- Receptacle flat or convex ; pappus usually with awns.

20. Chaetopappa. Achenes fusiform ; pappus of 5 or fewer thin chaffy scales and often alter-

nating awns. Western.
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21. Boltonia Achenes very flat, thick-winged ; pappus of short bristles and usually 2-4 awns.

+- + Pappus of numerous long and capillary bristles ; receptacle flat.

22. Aster. Heads many-flowered, on leafy peduncles. Involucral bracts mostly unequal, loosely

or closely imbricated. Achenes flattish ; pappus simple (rarely double), copious.

23. Engeron. Heads many-flowered, on naked peduncles. Involucre of narrow equal bracts,

little imbricated. Achenes flattened
; pappus simple and rather scanty, or with some

outer minute scales.

24. Sericocarpus. Heads 12-20-flowered
; rays 4 or 5. Involucre subcylindric or club-shaped,

Imbricated, cartilaginous. Achenes short, narrowed downward, silky.

* * * Rays none ; heads dioecious (all pistillate or all staminate).

25. Baccharis. Heads many-flowered. Pappus capillary. Smooth glutinous shrubs.

Tribe IV. IWtTLEAE. Heads discoid (radiate only in Inula), the pistillate flowers mostly filiform

and truncate. Anthers sagittate, the basal lobes attenuate into tails. Style-branches with un-

appendaged obtuse or truncate naked tips. Pappus capillary or none.

*
Receptacle flat, naked

;
involucre not scarious, imbricated ;

not woolly.

26. Pluchea. Heads containing a few perfect but sterile flowers in the center, and many pistillate

fertile ones around them. Pappus capillary.

* *
Receptacle chaffy ;

involucral bracts few, mostly scarious
;
low floccose-woolly annuals

;
flowers

as in no. 26.

27. Gifola. Receptacle subulate. Achenes terete. Outer flowers without pappus.

* * *
Receptacle naked

;
involucral bracts many, scarious

; floccose-woolly herbs.

28. Antennaria. Heads dioecious. Pappus of sterile flowers club-shaped or barbellate, of the

fertile capillary, united at base and deciduous together.

29. Anaphalis. Heads dioecious or nearly so. Pappus not thickened above nor at all united at

base.

80. Gnaphalium. Heads all fertile throughout. Pappus all capillary.

* * * * Heads radiate
; receptacle naked

;
involucre herbaceous ; pappus copious.

81. Inula. Heads large, many-flowered. Flowers yellow. Stout perennial.

***** Corollas all somewhat broadly tubular and lobed ; involucre not scarious
; receptacle naked

;

pappus none.

82. Adenocaulon Heads few-flowered and bracts few
;
outer flowers pistillate. Somewhat

woolly.

Tribe V. HELIANTHEAE. Heads radiate or discoid. Involucre not scarious (nut-like in fruit in

nos. 40, 41, and 42). Receptacle chaffy. Pappus never capillary, sometimes none. Anthers

not caudate. Style-branches truncate or hairy-appendaged.

*
Ray-flowers fertile and ligulate (sometimes obscurely so); disk-flowers sterile.

+- Achenes thickish, not strongly flattened either way.

88. Polymnia. Achenes partially enveloped by the inner bracts of the involucre, these unarmed.

Perennials.

84. Acanthospermum. Achenes closely invested by the glochidiate or prickly inner involucral

bracts. Annuals,

i- - Achenes strongly flattened parallel to the bracts of the involucre, i.e. obcompressed.

85. Silphium. Achenes wing-margined, in several rows ; pappus none or of 2 teeth. Bracts of

tin- involucre thick, in several rows.

'56. Berlandiera. Achenes wingless, 5-12 in one row, without pappu>. Involucral bracts thin,

oliovate, the outer smaller and more foliaccniis.

37. Chrysogonum Achenes wingless, about 5; pappus :i one-sided 2-3-toothed crown. Inner

bracts :.. eliatV-likc, the outer 5 longer and leaf-like.

88. Parthenium. Rays 5, very short, persistent. Pappus of 2 small chaffy scales. Involucral

bracts short, roundish, in 2 rows.

* * None ofth.- Howers ligulate, the fertile few (l-.
r

>). with minute tubular corolla or none.

-i- Heads alike.

89. Iva. Achenes -hurt, thick. Involucre of few roundish bracts.
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-i- +- Heads of two kinds, tlio fertile with a tuberculate or bur-like involucre.

40. Ambrosia. Bracts of staminate involucre united
;

fertile involucre with a single row oi'

tubercles near the summit. Fruiting head 1-seeded.

41. Franseria. Staminate involucre as in no. 40; fertile involucre with more than 1 row of

tubercles or prickles. Fruiting head 2-4-seeded.

42. Xanthium. Bracts of the staminate involucre distinct. Fruiting head 1-4-celled, 1-4-beaked.

* * * Disk-flowers fertile, their corollas funnel-form
;
anthers blackish ; pappus none, or a crown

or cup, or of 1-2 chaffy awns, neither capillary, nor of several uniform chaffy scales
;
leaves

more commonly opposite.

-(- Rays persistent upon the mature achenes.

43. Heliopsis. Kay-flowers fertile. Achenes 4-sided. Leaves opposite.

-t- +- Rays deciduous or absent,

-n- Chaff of the flat receptacle bristle-shaped.

44. Eclipta. Rays short. Involucral bracts 10-12, in two rows," herbaceous.

M- -H- Chaff scale-like, embracing or subtending the achenes.

Involucre double ;
the outer forming an angled cup.

45. Tetragonotheca. Outer involucre 4-leaved. Achenes obovoid
; pappus none.

= Involucre of one or more rows of separate bracts.

a. Receptacle high, conical or columnar in fruit
; pappus none or a short crown or awn.

46. Rudbeckia. Rays neutral. Achenes 4-sided or terete, flat at the top, marginless.

47. Brauneria. Rays rose-colored (rarely yellow), pistillate, sterile. Achenes short, 4-sided.

Chaff spinescent.

48. Lepachys. Rays few, neutral. Achenes flattened laterally and margined.

49. Spilanthes. Rays yellow or white and fertile, or none. Ray-achenes 3-sided or obcom-

pressed.

b. Receptacle flat to convex
;
achenes not winged nor very flat.

50. Borrichia. A chenes 3-4-angled ; pappus a short 4-toothed crown. Shrubby.
51. Helianthus. Achenes flattened, bearing 2 very deciduous chaffy pointed scales and rarely

minute intermediate ones.

e. Receptacle convex (rarely conical); achenes flat, compressed laterally, winged or wingless,

2-3-awned
;
leaves decurrent.

52. Actinomeris. Bracts few, soon deflexed. Achenes obovate, squarrosely spreading.

53. Verbesina. Involucral bracts closely imbricated in 2 or more rows.

* * * * Rays few and neutral, or wanting; achenes obcompressed, i.e. flattened parallel with the

scales of the involucre (rarely terete) ;
involucre double ;

the outer spreading and often

foliaceous
; receptacle flat

; leaves opposite.

54. Coreopsis. Involucral bracts distinct or united only at base. Pappus of 2 (or rarely more)

scales, teeth, or awns, which are naked, not barbed, sometimes obsolete or a mere crown.

55. Thelesperma. Inner involucre connate to the middle. Achenes terete. Awns 2, retrorsely

hispid.

56. Bidens. Involucral bracts distinct or united merely at base. Pappus of 2 or more rigid and

persistent barbed awns or teeth.

* * * * * Heads radiate or discoid
;
disk-flowers all perfect and fertile

; achenes turbinate, 5-angled ;

pappus of several chaffy scales.

+- Leaves alternate, entire
; disk-flowers purplish.

57. Balduina. Rays numerous, long, neutral. Involucre much imbricated. Receptacle deeply

honeycombed.
58. Marshallia. Rays none. Involucre of narrow leafy equal bracts. Receptacle chaffy.

*- - Leaves opposite, serrate
; disk-flowers yellow.

59. Galinsoga. Rays few, short, pistillate, whitish. Involucre of 4-5 thin ovate bracts. Recep-
tacle chaffy.

Tribe VI. HELEINEAE. Nearly as Tribe V., but receptacle not chaffy (somewhat so in nos. 65

and 66). In our genera, the disk-flowers perfect and fertile
;
the pappus a row of several chaffy
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scales (bristly-dissected in no. 66) ;
the involucre hardly at all imbricated (partly scarious in

no. 61).
* Involucral bracts distinct, not glandular-punctate.

+- Pappus none
; bracts 2-5, carinate.

60. Flaveria. Heads small. Ray single or none.

+- +- Pappus of distinct scales or bristles or wanting ;
bracts more than 5.

M- Tips of bracts colored or petaloid.

61. Hymenopappus. Lower leaves pinnatifid. Rays none. Disk-flowers with ovate lobes.

62. Polypteris. Leaves undivided. Rays generally none. Disk-flowers with linear lobes.

- -H- Tips of bracts not colored and petaloid.

68. Actinea. Rays fertile, 3-toothed. Receptacle elevated. Involucral bracts appressed.
64. Helenium. Rays fertile or sterile, 8-5-cleft. Receptacle elevated. Involucre small, reflexed.

Leaves decurrent.

65. Gaillardia. Rays 3-toothed, or none. Receptacle usually beset with fine fimbrillate chaff.

Outer involucral bracts loose and leafy. Pappus-chaff tipped with the projecting mid-

vein. Western.

* * Dotted with oil-glands ;
involucral bracts united into a cup.

66. Dyssodia. Pappus a row of chaffy scales dissected into many bristles.

Tribe VII. ANTHEMfDEAE. Distinguished from the last two tribes by the more or less dry
and scarious imbricated bracts of the involucre. Heads radiate (rays mostly white) or discoid,

the perfect flowers sometimes sterile and the pistillate rarely tubular. Achenes small
; pappus

a short crown or none. Mostly strong-scented ;
leaves alternate.

*
Receptacle chaffy, at least in part ;

heads radiate, many-flowered.

67. Achillea. Receptacle flattish. Achenes obcompressed. Heads small, campanulate or obovoid.

68. Anthemis. Achenes subterete, angled or ribbed. Heads hemispherical, rather Urge.

* *
Receptacle naked.

+- Heads solitary or corymbose.

++ Receptacle conical at least in age.

69. Matricaria. Heads pedunculate. Rays pistillate or none. Pappus crown-like or none.

Leaves finely dissected.

H- -H- Receptacle flattish or moderately convex.

Corollas of the perfect flowers 5-toothed
;
achenes sessile.

70. Chrysanthemum. Heads radiate (or rayless in one variety with leaves almost or quite

unlobed); rays pistillate. Achenes 5-10-nerved ; pappus none.

71. Tanacetum. Heads discoid. Pistillate flowers few, marginal, their corollas inconspicuous,

2-8-toothed. Achenes 3-5-angled ; pappus none or a short crown.

= = Corollas of the perfect flowers 4-toothed
;
achenes stalked.

72. Cotula. Heads long-ped uncled, discoid. Pistillate flowers destitute of corolla. Achenes

raised upon papillae which persist upon the receptacle.

+- +- Inflorescence from spike-like to chiefly racemose-paniculate.

78. Artemisia. Heads small, usually drooping, discoid. Pappus none.

Tribe VIII. SENECI6NEAE Heads radiate or discoid, the involucre little or not at all imbricated,

not scarious. Receptacle nakfd. Anthers tailless. Pappus capillary.

* Heads monoecious or subdioecious, the perfect flowers mostly sterile, and the small (ligulate or

tubular) ray-flowers in more than one row (at least in the fertile heads) ; style-branches

obtuse, not nppendaged nor hispid ; leaves chiefly radical.

74. Tussilago Head solitary, yellow-flowered, monoecious.

75. Petasites. Heads corymbed, subdioecious. Flowers white or purplish.

* * Flowers all fertile ; style-branches truncate or capitellate, often appendaged ;
involucral bracts

connivent-erect.

+- Leaves opposite.

76. Arnica. Heads showy. Pappus rather rigid, scabrous or barbellate.
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+- +- Leaves alternate
; pappus soft-capillary, copious.

7T. Erechtites. Heads discoid. Flowers whitish, the outer pistillate with filiform corollas.

78. Cacalia. Heads discoid. Corollas white or cream-colored, 5-cleft.

79. Senecio. Heads usually radiate. Corollas yellow, 5-toothed.

Tribe IX. CYNAREAE. Flowers all tubular and perfect (the outer ray-like and neutral in nos.

86 and 87). Involucre much imbricated. Anthers caudate, long-appendaged at tip. Style-

branches short or united, obtuse, unappendaged, smooth, with often a pubescent ring below.

Pappus mostly bristly. Leaves alternate.

* Achenes attached by the base
;
flowers all alike.

+- Leaves not prickly ; style-branches partly distinct
;
filaments glabrous.

80. Arctium. Involucral bracts hooked at the tip. Pappus of short rough bristles.

-i- -t- Leaves prickly ; style-branches coherent, usually a pubescent ring below.

M- Involucres 1-flowered, aggregated into dense globose heads.

81. Echinops. General involucre small, reflexed, and hidden. Coarse thistle-like herbs, with

large globular (compound) heads of pale flowers.

++ -H- Involucres many-flowered.

= Filaments papillose-pilose, free.

. Receptacle densely bristly.

82. Carduus. Pappus-bristles not plumose.

83. Cirsium. Pappus-bristles plumose.

b. Receptacle deeply honeycombed, scarcely or not at all bristly.

84. Onopordum. Pappus-bristles not plumose.

= = Filaments glabrous, united into a tube.

85. Silybum. Involucral bracts ending in a long stout spinescent appendage, spreading or

reflexed. Receptacle densely bristly. Pappus-bristles not plumose. Stout thistle-like

herbs, with large heads.

* * Achenes obliquely attached
; marginal flowers often enlarged and ray-like.

Centaurea. Pappus of several series of short scales or bristles or none, Flowers red,

purple, blue, white, or rarely yellow.

87. Cnicus. Pappus of 10 short horny teeth, 10 long bristles, and 10 shorter ones. Flowers

yellow.

SERIES II. LIGULIFLORAE
Corolla ligulate in all the flowers of the head, and all the flowers perfect.

Herbs, with milky juice. Leaves alternate.

Tribe X. CICHORlEAE. Characters of the series.

* Pappus none
;
annuals.

-H Leafy-stemmed.

88. Lapsana. Involucre cylindrical, calyculate-bracteate at base.

89. Serinia. Involucre not calyculate.

+- +- Leaves all basal.

90. Arnoseris. Involucral bracts narrow, at length carinate-thickened.

* * Pappus chaffy, or of both chaff and bristles.

91. Cichorium. Involucre double. Pappus a small crown of many bristle-form scales.

92. Krigia. Involucre simple, not calyculate. Pappus of both chaff and bristles.

* * * Pappus plumose.

9k. Hypochaeris. Involucre calyculate. Achenes fusiform, the inner produced into long slender

beaks. Leaves radical.

94. Leontodon. Similar. Achenes uniform.

95. Picris Outer involucral bracts spreading. Achenes terete, not beaked. Stems leafy.

96. Tragopogon. Involucre simple, not calyculate. Achenes long-beaked. Stems leafy.
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* * * * Pappus composed entirely of capillary bristles, not plumose.

+- Achenes strongly ihuricate or spinulose above.

97. Chondrilla. Stem branching, leafy. Involucre few-flowered, calyculate. Achenes terete,

several-ribbed.

98. Taraxacum. Scapose. Involucre calyculate, many-flowered. Achenes fusiform, 4-5-ribbed.

+- +- Achenes not murlcate above.

M- Achenes flat or flattish. Pappus white, fine and soft. Involucre imbricated. Leafy-stemmed,

with panicled heads.

99. Sonchus. Achenes flattish, not at all beaked. Flowers 50 or more in each head, yellow.

100. Lactuca. Achenes usually more or less beaked. Flowers 6-30 in each head, yellow, blue,

or purple.
H- -n- Achenes columnar, often slender.

= Achenes not conspicuously narrowed at base. Flowers rose or purple.

101. Lygodesmia. Achenes long, slightly tapering above. Pappus white. Steins nearly leafless ;

Head erect. Western.
-= = Achenes narrowed at base.

a. Achenes beaked (sometimes beakless in no. 102); flowers yellow.

102. Agoseris. Scapose. Involucre loosely imbricated. Achenes 10-ribbed.

108. Pyrrhopappus. Scapose or branched. Achenes 4-5-ribbed.

6. Achenes not beaked.

1. Involucral bracts in a single row.

U)4. Crepis. Pappus white, soft. Flowers yellow or orange.

2. Bracts in more than one row.

105. Prenanthes. Involucre calyculate. Achenes short, blunt. Pappus whitish, tawny, or

brown. Flowers white, cream-color, or pinkish.

106. Hieracium. Involucre imbricated. Pappus tawny. Flowers yellow or orange.

Artificial Key to Genera

SERIES I. DISK-FLOWERS WITH TUBULAR REGULAR COROLLAS
;

LIGTILATB

FLOWERS IF PRESENT MARGINAL.

1. Hays or ligulate flowers none; corollas all tubular (or rarely none).

* Flowers of the head all perfect and alike a.

a. Pappus composed of bristles ft.

l>. Pappus double, the outer of very short, the inner of longer bristles . 1.

>>. Pappus simple, the bristles all of the same sort c.

c. Heads few-flowered, themselves aggregated into compound or
dense clusters ........ 'J. Elei>h<tnt<>i>nx.

c. Heads separate d.
d. Receptacle (when the flowers are pulled off) bristly-hairy.

Leaves not prickly ......... 80. Ar<-fiiim.

weaves prickly.
Filaments glabrous, united into a tube ..... 85. SiJi/butn.
Filaments paptDoMfpilOM, separate.

Pappus-bristles not plumose ....... 82. </;</////*.

Pappus-bristles plumose ....... 88. <'ir*in>/i.

l. Receptacle deeply honeycomb-like ....... 84.

d. Keeeptaele naked.

Pftppuft-briatlea plumose.
CorollM rose-color or porple ;

heads racemose or spicate . '.'.

Corollas whitish ; heads corymbose ...... S
Pappus-bristles sometimes roughened but not plumose.
Stem twining ; leaves opposite, triangular-haMate . . f>.

Stem not twining.
Achenes 5-angled, 5-ribbed ....... 4.

Achenes 8-10-ribbed or without definite angles or ribs.

Annual .......... 77.

Perennial.
Flowers yellow.

Involucral bra. -ts much imbricated in several series . 18.
Involucre simple or merely calyculate . . .79. Senecio.
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Flowers purple
Flowers whitish.

Involucral bracts much imbricated ;
leaves chielly

opposite
Involucral bracts little imbricated ; leaves alternate .

Pappus not composed of bristles e.

?. Pappus none or a mere crown-like margin to the fruit.

Heads 1-flowered, themselves aggregated into globose glouierules ;

leaves prickly
Heads many-flowered ;

leaves not prickly.
Outer involucre foliaceous

; leaves opposite at least below .

Outer involucre not foliaceous
;
leaves alternate.

Receptacle conical, becoming elongated
Receptacle flattish or merely convex.
Heads chiefly nodding, in spikes, racemes, or panicles .

Heads corymbose
Pappus present/."

/. Pappus composed of scales or chaff.

Receptacle naked.
Leaves in whorls
Leaves alternate.

Leaves dissected'

Leaves entire

Receptacle bearing chaff among the flowers.
Leaves toothed or lobed

'

*.

Leaves entire

Pappus of 2-several teeth or awns.

Pappus caducous

Pappus persistent.
Achenes laterally compressed .

Achenes terete or flattened parallel with the involucral bracts.

Pappus barbed.
Bracts of inner involucre connate to middle

;
achenes terete

Bracts of inner involucre distinct or nearly so ; achenes
obcoinpressed

Pappus not barbed

* * Flowers of two kinds in the same head g.

Marginal flowers neutral and sterile, either conspicuous or inconspicuous.
Leaves spiny ;

heads subtended by foliaceous bracts ....
Leaves not spiny ;

no conspicuous foliaceous bracts ....
Marginal flowers pistillate and fertile h.

Receptacle chaft'y.

Receptacle awl-shaped ; achenes terete

Receptacle flattish or moderately convex ; achenes flattened .

Receptacle naked or bearing no conspicuous chaff *.

i. Pappus of capillary bristles j.

j. Involucral bracts imbricated in several rows.
Leaves toothed ; not woolly
Leaves entire ; plant more or less woolly.
Some flowers staminate and sterile

All flowers fertile, either pistillate or perfect ....
. Involucral bracts chiefly in one row.

Leaves cordate, triangular or palmately lobed ....
Leaves not cordate.

Involucre campanulate
Involucre ovoid at base, cylindric above

Pappus a short crown or none.
Achenes becoming much longer than the involucre
Achenes not exceeding the involucre.
Heads corymbose, erect
Heads solitary on long peduncles
Heads racemose or paniculate, nodding.
Lower leaves opposite
Lower leaves alternate

7. BrickelMa.
78. Cacalia.

81. Echinops.

33. Polymnia.

69. Matricaria.

73. Artemisia.
70. Chrysanthemum,

3. Sclerolepis.

61. Hymenopappus.
62. Polypteris.

65. Gaillardia.
58. Marshallia.

10. Grindelia.

53. Verbesina.

55. Thelesperma.

56. Bidens.
54. Coreopsis.

87. Cnicus.
86. Centaurea.

27. Gifola.
51. Helianthus.

26. Pluchea.

29. Anaphalis.
80. Gnaphalium.

75. Petasites.

23. Erigeron.
77. Erechtites.

32. Adenocaulon.

71. Tanacefurn.
72. Cotula.

39. Iva.
73. Artemisia.

* * * Staminate and pistillate flowers in separate heads /.-.

Pappus capillary.
Leaves prickly ; heads large ......... S3. Cirsium.
Leaves not prickly ;

heads small.

Shrubs ; leaves mostly toothed 25. Baccharis.
Herbs ; leaves entire.

Pappus-bristles somewhat club-shaped in sterile flowers, but capil-

lary and slightly connate at base in the fertile . . .28. Antennaria.
Pappus-bristles all capillary, not at all connate . . . .29. Anaphalis.

Pappus none ; fertile involucre becoming bur-like.
Bracts of the staminate involucre united into a cup.

Fertile involucre armed with one ring of spines, teeth, or blunt
processes ........... 40. Ambrosia.
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Fertile involucre armed with 2 or more rows of spines or these

irregularly distributed 41. Franseria.
Bracts of staminate involucre distinct ; fertile involucre horned in

fruit and very prickly 42. Xanthium.

2. Rays present, i.e. the marginal flowers or some of them with strap-like
corollas.

* Pappus of capillary bristles, at least in the disk flowers; ray flowers pistillate

74. Tussilago.

I. Rays occupying several rows.

Rays yellow

Rays white or purplish.
Leaves cordate 75. Petasites.
Leaves not cordate 23. Erigeron.

I. Rays in one marginal row m.
m. Rays not yellow.

Upper part of stem bearing ovate or lanceolate phyllodia . . . 75. Petasites.

Phyllodia none.

Rays and disk-flowers similarly colored 15. Solidago.
Rays and disk-flowers of contrasting colors.

Rays 4 or 5 .24. Sericocarpus.
Rays numerous.
Involucral bracts subequal, narrow, chiefly in 1 series . . 23. Erigeron.
Involucral bracts imbricated in several mostly unequal series 22. Aster.

m. Rays yellow n.

n. Pappus (at least in the disk-flowers) double, the outer short and
minute.

Ray-flowers with pappus of capillary bristles 14.

Ray-flowers with coroniform pappus 18.

n. Pappus simple.
Leaves opposite 76,

Leaves alternate.

Involucral bracts equal and in 1 row (though often calyculate)
Involucral bracts imbricated in several series.

Heads 3-5 cm. in diameter
Heads 2 cm. or less in diameter.

Pappus of several very narrow scales rather than truly
capillary bristles.

Pappus of disk-flowers nearly or quite as long as the
corolla 12. Amphiachyris.

Pappus of disk-flowers much shorter than the corolla . 11. Gutierrezin.

Pappus-bristles hair-like.

Pappus-bristles equal 15. Solidago.
Pappus-bristles unequal 17. Aplopappus.

* * Pappus a circle of awns or rigid bristles at least in the disk-
flowers . . .10.

* * * Pappus a circle of chaffy scales dissected into bristles

* * * * Pappus a circle of thin chaffy scales or short chaffy bristles

o. Receptacle deeply honeycombed

Grindelia.

66. Dyssodia.

57. Said n inn.

Receptacle not deeply honeycombed, naked.

Receptacle ttattish ;

'

heads small, few-flowered.
Leaves serrate, the lower heart-shaped 16. BracJiychaeta.
Leaves entire, linear, never cordate \\.jintiri-rezia.

Receptacle elevated, strongly convex
; heads many-flowered.

Scapose 63. Actincn.

Leafy-stemmed ; leaves decurrent 64. Helenium.

Receptacle not deeply honeycombed, chaffy.
Ilcmls less than 1 cm. in diarnediameter
Heads more than 1 cm. in diameter

***** Pappus none, or a cup or crown, or of a or 3 awns, teeth or chaffy scales corresponding
with the edges or angles of the achene, often with intervening minute bristles

or scales.
+- RECEPTACLE NAKED p.

/-. Aclienrs flattened.

Achenes wing-margined ; pappus present 21. R/t<mi,i.
Achenes marginless; pappus none 19. Belli*.

p. Achenes terete or prismatic.
Receptacle conical 69. JfafrfoOfiO,

Receptacle flattish.

I It 'ads very small
; ray-flowers mostly 1 60. Flarsria.

Heads rather large; rays numerous 70. Chrysanthemum.
p. Achenes fusiform ; pappus' of few scales, usually alternating with awns 20.

+- -- RECEPTACLE CHAFFY </.

q. Rays neutral (rarely pistillate but sterile); the disk-flowers perfect
and fertile.
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Receptacle flat or nearly so.

Achenes cylindrical, 2-awned ........ 55. Thelesperma.
Achenes flattened parallel to the chaff.

Pappus-awns barbed ......... 56. Bidens.

Pappus-awns not barbed ........ 54. Coreopsis.
Receptacle convex to columnar.

Involucral bracts with thin scarious margins . . . .68. Anthemis.
Involucral bracts distinctly herbaceous.

Pappus of 2 awns.

Pappus-awns very deciduous ....... 51. Helianthus.
Pappus-awns persistent . . ...... 52. Actinomeris.

Pappus none or a crown of short teeth.

Rays rose-color (rarely yellow), pistillate . . . .47. Srauneria.
Rays yellow to brownish-red or orange, neutral.
Achenes 4-sided, marginless....... 46. Rudbeckia.
Achenes flattened and margined ...... 48. Lepachys.

q. Rays pistillate and fertile r.

r. Disk-flowers also fertile, their achenes maturing .

8. Leaves alternate.

Pappus of 1-3 awns or teeth ....... 53. Verbesina.
Pappus none.
Heads less than 1 cm. broad ;

achenes obcompressed . . 67. Achillea.
Heads more than 1 cm. broad

;
achenes not compressed . 68. Anthemis.

8. Leaves opposite.
Maritime shrub . . . .

'

. ..... 50. Borrichia.
Herbs.

Annual, with white rays ........ 44. Eclipta.
Perennial, with yellow rays.
Outer involucre of 4 connate bracts ..... 45. Tetragonotheca.
Outer involucral bracts not connate.
Weak creeping herb ........ 49. Spilanthes.
Stout erect herbs.
Achenes laterally flattened ...... 53. Verbesina.
Achenes thickish ........ 43. Heliopsis.

r. Disk-flowers not maturing achenes ; disk chaffy.
Achenes thickish, not strongly flattened.
Inner bracts of the involucre not armed ..... 33. Polymnia.
Inner bracts of the involucre glochidiate, closely investing the

achenes ........... 34. Acanthospermun'.
Achenes flattened dorsally, i.e. parallel with the chaff.

Rays 5, obcordate, scarcely exceeding the disk, whitish . . 38. Parthenium.
Rays yellow, much longer than the disk.
Achenes wing-margined, in several rows . . . .35. Silphium.
Achene wingless, in a single row.

Rays 5
;
leaves serrate ........ 87. Chrysogonum.

Rays usually more numerous
; leaves dentate or lyrately

lobed .......... 36. Berlandiera.

SERIES II. ALL THE FLOWERS OF THE HEAD WITH STRAP-SHAPED COROLLA t.

t. Pappus none.
Leaves basal

Leafy-stemmed.
Involucre calyculate
Involucre not calyculate

Pappus wholly or in part of scales.

Flowers blue, rose-colorose-colored, or rarely white
Flowers yellow

, Pappus bristle-formed, capillary u.
u. Bristles plumose.

Leaves basal.
Inner achenes long-beaked
Inner achenes not beaked

Leafy-stemmed.
Hispid-pubescent
Glabrous

u. Bristles simple, at most scabrous .

v. Achenes strongly muricate or spinulose above.

Leafy-stemmed
Scapose

v. Achenes not muricate above w.
w. Achenes flat or flattish.

Achenes beakless ;
flowers 50 or more in each head, yellow

Achenes mostly beaked
;
heads 6-30-flowered ; flowers yello's

blue, or purple
ID. Achenes columnar, often slender.

Flowers cream -color, white, rose-color, or purple.
Pappus white

;
heads erect

Pappus cream-color or tawny ;
heads nodding .

90. Arnoseris.

88. Lapsana.
89. Serinia.

91. Cichorium.
92. Krigia.

93. Hypoehaerift.
94. Leontodon.

95. Picris.
96. Tragopogon.

97. Chondrilla.
98. Taraxacum.

99. Sonchux.

100. Lac.tuca.

101. Lygodesmia,
105. Prenanthes.
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Flowers bright yellow to deep orange-red.
Achenes beaked.
Acheues 10-ribbed 102. Agoaeris.
Achenes 4-5-ribbed 103.

Achenes not beakod.

Pappus white.
Leaves entire 102.

Leaves toothed or runcinate-pinnatifid .... 104. Creju's.

Pappus tawny IOC. Ilieracium.

1. VERNdNIA Schreb. IRONWEED

Heads discoid, 16-many-flowered, in corymbose cymes ;
flowers perfect ;

in-

volucre shorter than the flowers, of much imbricated bracts. Achenes cylin-

drical, ribbed
; pappus double, the outer of minute scale-like bristles, the inner

of copious capillary bristles. Perennial herbs, with leafy steins, alternate

acuminate or very acute serrate leaves and mostly purple (rarely white) flowers.

(Named for William Vernon, an early English botanist, who traveled in North
America. )

Involucral bracts tipped with long filiform spreading appendages.
Heads large, mostly (JO-SO-flowered; involucre 1.4-2 cm. in diameter . 1. V.crinUa.
Heads smaller, usually about 40-flowered

;
involucre about 1 cm. in

diameter.

Pappus purple or at least purplish-tinged 2. V. noveboracensis.

Pappus cream-colored or stramineous 8. V. glauca.
Involucral bracts obtuse, acute, or acuminate, but not conspicuously

caudate.
Lower surface of the leaves smooth or merely puberulent.
Cyme dense, fastigiate 4. V. fasciculata.
Cyme open and loose, the branches wide-spreading . . . . 5. V. altissima.

Lower surface of the leaves tomentulose.
Involucral bracts obtuse to acute, appressed or nearly so.

Pappus purple 6. V. illinoensis.

Pappus tawny 7. V- miDfturica.
Involucral bracts with acuminate more or less squarrose tips . . 8. V. Baldicini.

1. V. crinita Raf. Tall, nearly glabrous ;
leaves linear-lanceolate, retrorsely

denticulate; heads large, usually QO-SQ-floicered ; involucre very squarrose, the

bracts with long filiform tips. (V. arkansana DC.) Mo., Kan., and south w.
2. V. noveborac'Snsis Willd. Rather tall (1-2 in.) ;

leaves long-lanceolate
to lance-oblong, more or less pubescent beneath, irradually narrowed but not
at all acuminate toward the base

; cyme open ;
heads mostly 30-40-jfow/v,/ ;

involucre purplish (or in white-flowered individuals green), campanulate ;
the

bracts ovate or lance-ovate, with loosely ascending or recurvecl-spreading fili-

form tips ; pappus purple or purplish. Low ground near the coast, Mass, to

Va. and Miss.; reported from Pelee I., L. Erie (Macoun}.
3. V. glauca (L.) Willd. Similar to the preceding; leaves mostly broader,

ovate-lanceolate, contracted at the base to an acuminately winged petiolar

portion, paler and tending to be more loosely pubescent on the nerves beneath
;

involucral bracts mostly with shorter filiform tips ; pappus cream-colored or

stramineous. ( V. noveboracensis, var. latifolia Gray.) Pa. to Ga. and Ala.

4. V. fasciculata Michx. Leaves ascending, narrow, linear to oblong-lanceo-

late, green and nearly glabrous beneath; heads rather small, about 20-flowered,

many, crowded, in a fastigiate cyme ; involucral bracts closely appressed, obtuse
or the uppermost merely mucronate

;
achenes mostly smooth as seen with an

ordinary lens
;
flowers reddish-purple. Prairies, O. to Minn., Neb., and Okla.

6. V. altissima Nutt. Usually tall (1-2 or more in. high) ;
Ztwv-.s 1nnri>-

oblong, acuminate, spreading, smooth or merely pul>< rnh-nt beneath; cyan-

large, widely spreading, rather loose; heads about 2o-flowered
;

involucral

bracts closely appressed, ovate, acute, obtuse, or cuspidate, mostly purple-tinged ;

flowers red-purple. (V. maxima Small.) Rich soil of prairies, etc., N. Y. to

Mich., Mo., and southw.
;
also sporadic northeastw.

<>. V. illinoSnsis Gleason. Tall and rather stout
;

leaves large, oblong-
lanceolate, acuminate, tomentulose and slightly scabrous beneath

;
heads

medium-sized, about 40 (lowered, sessile or shortly and stoutly pediceled in a
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rather dense cyme ;
involucre campanulate ; its bracts regularly imbricated and

closely appressed, chiefly rounded or obtuse, usually purple- or violet-tinged ;

flowers red-purple; pappus purple. Rich dry prairies, s. Ont. and O. to 111.

and la.

7. V. missurica Raf. Similar in habit to the preceding; heads 35-50-

flowered
;
involucre ovoid- or subcylindric-campanulate, mostly greenish ;

the

bracts rather narrow, very numerous, closely appressed, the middle and lower
ones acutish

; pappus tawny or with only a slight purple tinge. (V. altissima,
var. grandiflora Gray.) Prairies, Ill.(?) and Mo. to Tex. and Kan. An
obscure species.

8. V. Baldwin! Torr. Tomentulose ; heads small or medium-sized, about
30-flowered

;
leaves lance-oblong or -ovate

;
involucre hoary-tomentose and

arachnoid, mostly greenish; the bracts squarrose, acuminate. Prairies and
barren hills, la. to Kan. and Tex. V. interior Small, though sometimes distin-

guishable by its less squarrose mostly purple-tinged involucral bracts, does not

appear satisfactorily separable.

2. ELEPHANTOPUS [Vaill.] L. ELEPHANT'S-FOOT

Heads discoid, 2-5-flowered, several together clustered into a compound
pedunculate head

;
flowers perfect. Involucre narrow, flattened, of 8 oblong

dry bracts. Achenes 10-ribbed
; pappus of stout bristles, chaffy-dilated at the

base. Perennials, with alternate leaves and purplish flowers. (Name com-
posed of A<f0as, elephant, and Trofc,foot.)

* Stem leafy ; upper leaves very like the basal.

1. E. carolinianus Willd. Somewhat hairy, corymbose, leafy ;
leaves ovate-

oblong, thin. Dry soil, N. J. and Pa. to 111., Kan., and southw. (Mex., W. I.)

* * Stem scape-like, with a few bract-like leaves or naked.

2. E. tomentbsus L. Somewhat hairy ;
basal leaves obovate to narrowly

spatulate, silky and prominently veined beneath
;
heads large ; pappus-scales

attenuate. Va. to Ky., Ark., and southw.
3. E. nudatus Gray. Strigose-puberulent ;

basal leaves thin, green, spatu-
late-obovate or oblanceolate, not prominently veined beneath

;
heads smaller

;

ppus-scales broadly deltoid. Del. to Ark., and southw.

3. SCLER6LEPIS Cass.

Head discoid, many-flowered ;
flowers perfect. Involucral bracts linear,

equal, in 1 or 2 rows. Receptacle naked. Corolla 5-toothed. Achenes 5-angled ;

pappus a single row of 5 almost horny oval and obtuse scales. Smooth peren-
nial, with simple stems, rooting at the base, linear entire leaves in whorls of

4-6, and a terminal head of flesh-colored flowers in summer. (Name composed
of <TK\T)p6s, hard, and \eirls, a scale, from the pappus.)

1. S. unifl6ra (Walt.) BSP. (S. verticillata Cass.) In water, or sandy
bogs, Bradford, N. H. (F. T. Lewis) ; pine barrens, from N. J. southw.

4. EUPATdRIUM [Tourn.] L. THOROUGHWORT

Heads discoid, 3-many-flowered ;
flowers perfect. Involucre cylindrical or

bell-shaped, of more than 4 bracts. Receptacle flat or conical, naked. Corolla
5-toothed. Achenes 5-angled ; pappus a single row of slender capillary barely
roughish bristles. Erect perennial herbs, often sprinkled with bitter resinous

dots, with generally corymbose heads of white, bluish, or purple blossoms, ap-
pearing near the close of summer. (Dedicated to Eupator Mithridates, who is

said to have used a species of the genus in medicine.)
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1. EUPATORIUM proper. Receptacle flat.

* Heads cylindrical, 3-15-flowered ; the publish bracts numerous, closely im-
bricated in several rows, of unequal length, slightly striate ; stout herbs,
with ample mostly whorled leaves, and flesh-colored flowers.

1. E. purpureum L. (JoE-PvE WEED, TRUMPET WEED.) Stems tall (0.5-3
m. high) and stout, simple ;

leaves 3-6 in a whorl, oblong-ovate or lanceolate,
acuminate, thin, smoothish, rather finely crenate-dentate

;
inflorescence hemi-

spherical, ovoid, or pyramidal-paniculate, the branches long and spreading, much
overtopping the leaves; flowers pale pink or whitish. (E. trifoliatum L.)
Low ground, often in woods and thickets, N. H., westw. and southw. Var.
ANGUSTIFOLIUM T. & G. (var. falcatum Britton), with narrowly oblong-lanceolate
to lance-linear often falcate leaves, seems to be only a weak form or state.

Var. maculatum (L.) Darl. More pubescent, with thicker more rugose ovate
to ovate-oblong incisely and coarsely toothed leaves and flattish-topped cymose-
panicles of more crowded rose-purple or paler heads. (E. maculatum L.)
Generally in wetter places, Nfd., westw. and southw.

Var. amoSnum ( l
j

ursh) Gray. Low
;

leaves fewer, often opposite, ovate
or oblong ;

heads few. Range of the preceding variety.
Var. folibsum Fernald. Leaves thin, elongate, the upper much overtopping

the compact flat-topped inflorescence. Nfd. to n. Mich, and la.

* * Heads &-'2Q-flowered ; involucre 0/8-16 more or less imbricated and unequal
bracts, the outer ones shorter ; flowers white or nearly so.

H- Leaves all alternate, mostly dissected; heads panicled, very small, 3-5-

flowered.

2. E. capillifblium (Lam.) Small. (Doc FENNEL.) Smooth or nearly so,

paniculately much branched, 1-3 m. high, leaves 1-2-pinnately parted, filiform.

(E. foeniculaceum Willd.) Va., near the coast, and southw.; adventive near

Philadelphia.

-- *- Leaves long-petioled, the upper ones alternate; heads \2-l5-flowcred, in

compound corymbs.

3. E. ser6tinum Michx. Stem pulverulent-pubescent, bushy-branched, 1-2
m. high ;

leaves ovate-lanceolate, tapering to a point, triple-nerved and vi-iny,

coarsely serrate, 0.5-1.5 dm. long ;
involucre very pubescent. Alluvial ground,

Md. to Minn., e. Kan., and southw.

--- Leaves sessile or nearly so, with a narrow base, mostly opposite ; heads
^ mostly 5-flowered.

++ Involucral bracts with white and scarious acute tips.

4. E. album L. Eoughish-hairy, 3-8 dm. high; leaves oblong-lanceolate,
coarsely toothed, veiny ; heads clustered in the corymb ; involucral bracts closely
imbricated, rigid, narrowly lanceolate, longer than the flowers. Sandy and
barren places, pine barrens of L. I. to Va., and south w.; also dry slopes of the
southern Alleghenies.

Var. subvenbsum Gray. Less rough ;
leaves 2.5-5 cm. long, finely toothed

and less veiny. L. I. and N. .1.

5. E. Ieuc61epis T. & G. Minutely pubescent, simple, 3-6 dm. high ; leaves

linear-lanceolate, closely sessile, l-nerved, obtuse, minutely serrate, rough both

sides; corymb hoary. Sandy bogs, L. I., N. J., and southw.

+ *-* Bracts not scarious or only obscurely so, obtuse, at length shorter than

the flowers.

6. E. hyssopifblium L. Minutely pubescent, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves narrow,

linear or nearly so, 3-5 cm. long, obtuse, 1-3-nerved, entire, or the lower toothed,
often crowded in the axils, acute at the base. Sterile soil, Mass, to Va., e. Ky.,
and south w.
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7. E. Torreyanum Short. Erect, slender, 8-12 dm. high, grayish-puberu-
lent

;
leaves narrowly lanceolate, coarsely toothed, the larger ones 5-7 cm. long,

8-12 mm. wide, commonly proliferous in the axils
; corymbs flat-topped ;

heads
small ;. involucral scales woolly. (E. hyssopifolium, var. laciniatum Gray.)
Barrens, etc., Pa., Ky., and southw.

8. E. semiserratum DC. Minutely velvety-pubescent, branching, 6-9 dm.
high ;

leaves lanceolate or oblong, triple-ribbed and veiny, serrate above the

middle, tapering to the base, 1.5-2.5 cm. wide, the lower slightly petioled ;
heads

small. Damp soil, Va. to Mo., and southw. Leaves sometimes whorled in

threes, or the upper alternate.

9. E. altissimum L. Stem stout and tall, 1-2 m. high, downy ; leaves lan-

ceolate, tapering at both ends, conspicuously S-nerved, entire, or toothed above
the middle, 0.5-1.3 dm. long, the uppermost alternate

; corymbs dense
;
bracts

of the involucre obtuse, shorter than the flowers. Dry soil, Pa. to Minn., Neb.,
and southw.

- *- - <- Leaves sessile or nearly so, with a broad base, opposite or in threes

heads pubescent.

+ Heads 5-&-flowered; leaves not clasping.

10. E. verbenaefblium Michx. Roughish-pubescent, 0.5-2.5 m. high ;
leaves

ovate-oblong and ovate-lanceolate, obtuse or truncate at base, slightly triple-

nerved, veiny, coarsely toothed or incised toward the base, the lower shortly peti-

oled, the upper usually alternate ; branches of the corymb few, unequal ;
bracts

of the involucre oblong-lanceolate, at length shorter than the flowers. (Includ-
ing var. Saundersii Porter; E. teucr(folium Willd.) Low grounds. Mass, to

Va., and southw., near the coast.

11. E. rotundif61ium L. Downy-pubescent, 3-8 dm. high ;
leaves roundish-

ovate, obtuse, truncate or slightly heart-shaped at the base, crenate or crenate-

serrate, triple-nerved, veiny, roughish, 2.5-5 cm. long; corymb large and dense
;

bracts of the ^-flowered involucre linear-lanceolate, slightly pointed. Dry soil,
R. I. to Va., Ark., and southw., chiefly near the coast.

12. E. pubSscens Mulil. Pubescent, 7-12 dm. high; leaves ovate, acute,

hardly truncate at base, strongly serrate
;
heads 5-8-flowered. {E. rotundifo-

lium, var. ovatum Torr.) Rocky woods, s. Me. to Va. and Ky., chiefly near
the coast.

13. E. sessilifblium L. (UPLAND BONESET.) Stem tall (0.5-1.8 m. high),
smooth, branching ;

leaves oblong- or ovate-lanceolate, tapering from near the

rounded sessile base to the sharp point, serrate, veiny, smooth, 0.7-1.5 dm. long ;

corymb very compound, pubescent ;
bracts of the ^-flowered involucre oval and

oblong, obtuse. Copses and banks, Vt. and Mass, to 111., Mo., and southw.

along the mts.

Var. Brittonianum Porter. Leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, acute or short-

acuminate, 2.5-4 cm. long ;
inflorescence very contracted. Budd's Lake, N. J.

(Porter}.

w ++ Leaves opposite, clasping or united at the base, long, widely spreading ;

heads W-40-Jfowered ; corymbs very compound and large.

14. E. perfoliatum L. (THOROUGHWORT, BONESET.) Stem stout, 0.5-1.5 m.

high, hairy; leaves lanceolate, united at the base around the stem (connate-

perfoliate), tapering to a slender point, serrate, very veiny, wrinkled, downy
beneath, 1-2 dm. long ;

bracts of the involucre linear-lanceolate. Low grounds ;

common and well known. Var. TRUNCATUM Gray. At least the upper leaves

separate, truncate or rounded at base. With the typical form.

Var. cuneatum Engelm. Leaves smaller, narrowed at base and separate ;

the heads fewer-flowered. Mo., and southw. Perhaps a hybrid with no. 8.

15. E. resin6sum Torr. Minutely velvety-downy, 6-9 dm. high ;
leaves linear-

lanceolate, elongated, serrate, partly clasping, tapering to the point, slightly

veiny beneath, 1-1.5 dm. long ;
bracts of the involucre oval, obtuse. Wet pine

barrens, N. J. Name from the copious resinous globules of the leaves.
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* * * Heads S-3Q-Jlowercd ; invoiucral bracts nearly equal, in one row or hut a

very few of the outermost shorter ; leaves opposite, ovate, petioled, triple-

nerved, not resinous-dotted.

<- Leaves broadly ovate; flowers pure white.

16. E. urticaef61ium Reiehard. (WHITE SNAKBKOOT.) Smooth, branching,
0.5-1 in. high ;

leaves broadly ovate, pointed, coarsely and sharply toothed, long-

petioled, thin, 7-12 cm. long; corymbs compound. (E. ageratoides L. f.)

Rich woods, not rare. Var. VILLICAULE Fernald. Stems and petioles viscid-

vinous. Pa. (Heller} to Va. (Curtiss}.
17. E. aromaticum L. Smooth or slightly downy ;

stems nearly simple ;

leaves on short petioles, ovate, rather obtusely toothed, not pointed, thickish.

Copses, etc., Mass, to Fla., near the coast. Not aromatic.

*- *- Leaves deltoid-ovate ; flowers pink to pale purple.

18. E. incarnatum Walt. Freely branched, 6-12 dm. high, puberulent ;

brandies spreading-ascending ;
leaves rather narrowly deltoid-ovate, Jong-pointed,

coarsely crenate-serrate or bluntly toothed
;
slender petioles mostly 1-4 cm.

long. Va. (Mackenzie} and Ky. to Fla. and Tex.

2. CONOCLfNIUM (DC.) Baker. Receptacle conical; invoiucral bracts

nearly equal, somewhat imbricated.

19. E. coelestinum L. (MIST-FLOWER.) Somewhat pubescent, 0.3-1 m.

high; leaves opposite, petiolate, triangular-ovate and slightly heart-shaped.

coarsely and bluntly toothed; heads many-flowered, in compact cymes; flowers
blue or violet. Rich soil, N. J. to Mich., Kan., and southw.

5. MIKANIA Willd. CLIMBING HEMP-WEED

Heads discoid, 4-flowered. Involucre of 4 bracts. Receptacle small. Flow-

ers, achenes, etc., as in Eupatorium. Twining perennials, with opposite com-

monly heart-shaped and petioled leaves, and corymbose-panicled flesh-colored

flowers. (Named for Joseph Gottfried Mikan, 1743-1814, professor in the

University of Prague.) WILT.UGBAEYA Neck.
1. M. scandens (L.) Willd. Nearly smooth

;
leaves somewhat triangular-

heart-shaped or halberd-form, pointed, toothed at the base. (WUlougKbva
Ktze.) Copses along streams, and in sandy swamps, s. Me. to Fla., chiefly
near the coast, w. to Ont., and s. to Miss, and Tex. July-Sept.

6. TRiLISA Cass.

Heads discoid, 6-10-flowered
;

flowers perfect. Invoiucral bracts nearly
equal, little imbricated. Receptacle naked. Corolla-lobes short-ovate or oblong.
Achenes 10-ribbed

; pappus of rather rigid bristles, not plumose. Perennial

herbs, fibrous-rooted, with broad entire leaves, obscurely or not at all punctate,
and cymules of small heads in a thyrse or panicle. Flowers rose-purple, in

autumn. (Name an anagram of Liatris.}
1. T. paniculata (Walt.) Cass. Viscid-hairy; leaves narrowly oblong or

lanceolate, smoothish, those of the stem partly clasping ;
heads panicled. Low

pine barrens, Va., and southw.
2. T. odoratfssima (Walt.) Cass. Very smooth; leaves obovate-spatulate,

pale ;
heads c<>rt/inf-<l ; plant with the odor of vanilla when bruised. S. C. to

Fla., and said to reach our limits in s. Va.

7. BRICKELLIA Ell.

Characters as in Kuhnia ; invoiucral bracts more numerous. Bristles of the

pappus merely scabrous or at most barbellate or subplumose. Leaves often all

opposite. (In memory of Dr. John Brickell of Savannah, Ga., amateur botanist
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and helpful correspondent of Muhlenberg, Fraser, and others. ; COLEOSANTHUS
Cass.

1. B. grandiflbra (Hook.) Nutt. Nearly glabrous, 6-9 dm. high ;
leaves

deltoid, cordate, the upper deltoid-lanceolate, coarsely dentate-serrate, acumi-

nate, 1 dm. long or less; heads about 40-flowered. (Coleosanthus Ktze.)
Mo. and Kan., westw. and southwestw.

8. KtHNIA L.

Heads discoid, 10-25-flowered
;
flowers perfect. Involucral bracts thin, few,

and loosely imbricated, narrow, striate-nerved. Corolla slender, 5-toothed.

Achenes cylindrical, 10-striate
; pappus a single row of very plumose bristles.

A perennial herb, resinous-dotted, with mostly alternate leaves, and paniculate-
corymbose heads of cream-colored flowers. (Dedicated to Dr. Adam Kuhn of

Philadelphia, who carried the living plant to Linnaeus.)
1. K. eupatorioides L. Stems 3-9 dm. high ; pubescence minute

;
leaves

varying from broadly lanceolate and toothed to linear and entire. Dry soil,

N. J. to Minn., S. Dak., and southw. Sept. Very variable. Var. CORYM-
BULOSA T. & G. Stouter and somewhat more pubescent, the heads rather

crowded. (K. glutinosa Ell.) 111., westw. and southw.

9. LIATRIS Schreb. BUTTON SNAKEROOT. BLAZING STAR

Heads discoid, few-many-flowered ;
flowers perfect. Involucral bracts well

imbricated, appressed. Receptacle naked. Corolla 5-lobed, the lobes long and
slender. Achenes slender, tapering to the base, 10-ribbed. Pappus of 15-40

capillary plumose or barbellate bristles. Perennial herbs, often resinous-dotted,
with simple stems from a roundish corm or tuber, rigid alternate narrow entire

leaves (sometimes twisted so as to become vertical), and spicate or racemed
handsome rose-purple flowers, late in summer or in autumn. (Derivation of

name unknown. ) LAC INARIA Hill. LACINIARIA Hill.

* Pappus very plumose ; bracts of the b-flowered involucre with ovate or lanceo-

late spreading petal-like (rose or sometimes white} tips, exceeding the flowers.

1. L. e*legans (Walt.) Willd. Stem (0.6-1 m. high) and involucre hairy ;

leaves linear, short and spreading ; spike or raceme compact, 1-5 dm. long.

(Laciniaria Ktze.) Barren soil, Va., and southw.

* * Pappus very plumose ; bracts of the cylindrical many-flowered involucre

imbricated in many rows, the tips rigid, not petal-like ; corolla-lobes hairy
within.

2. L. squarr&sa Willd. (BLAZING STAR, etc.) Often hairy, 1.5-6 dm.

high; leaves rigid, linear, elongated; heads usually few, 1.5-3.5 cm. long;
bracts mostly with elongated and leaf-like spreading tips. (Laciniaria Hill.)

Dry soil, Pa. to Minn., and southw. Var. INTERMEDIA (Lindl.) DC. Heads
narrow

;
bracts shorter, erect or nearly so. (Lacinaria squarrosa, var. Porter.)

Ont. to Neb. and Tex.
3. L. cylindracea Michx. Commonly smooth, 1.5-5 dm. high ;

leaves linear
;

heads few, 1.5-2.5 cm. long; bracts with short and rounded abruptly mucronate

appressed tips. (Laciniaria Ktze.) Dry open places, Ont. to Minn, and Mo.
Heads sometimes reduced to a solitary slightly enlarged terminal one (var.

SOLITARIA MacM.).
*** Pappus very plumose ; heads 4-6-flowered ; bracts acuminate ; corolla-lobes

naked.

4. L. punctata Hook. Stout, 1.5-8 dm. high, from a branching or globose
rootstock

;
leaves narrowly linear or the upper acerose, rigid ;

heads usually

many in a dense spike. (Laciniaria Ktze.) "O."; Minn., westw. and
southw.

GRAY'S MANUAL 50
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* * * * Pappus not obviously plumose to the naked eye ; corolla-lobes smooth inside.

5. L. scaribsa Willd. Stem stout, 0.3-1.8 m. high, pubescent or hoary ;

leaves (smooth, rough, or pubescent) lanceolate ; the lowest oblong-lanceolate or

obovate-oblong, tapering into a petiole ;
heads few or many, large, 25-40-flow-

ered
;
bracts of the broad or depressed involucre obovate or spatulate, very nmnr,--

ous, with dry and scarious often colored tips or margins. (Laciniaria Hill.)

Dry soil, s. Me. to Ont., Neb., and southw. Widely variable
;
heads 2.5 cm. or

less in diameter.

Var. squarrulosa (Michx.) Gray. Slender
;
heads smaller, 14-20-flowered

;

bracts numerous. (Lacinaria scariosa, var. Small.) Open woods, Va., and
southw.

6. L. pycnostachya Michx. Hairy or smoothish; stem stout, 0.-5-1.5 m.

high, very leafy ;
leaves linear-lanceolate, the upper very narrowly linear

; spike
thick and dense, 1.5-5 dm. long ;

heads about 5-flowered, 1 cm. long ;
bracts of

the cylindrical involucre oblong or lanceolate, with recurved or spreading colored

tips. (Laciniaria Ktze.) Prairies, from Ind. to Minn., Neb., and southw.
7. L. spicata (L.) Willd. Smooth or somewhat hairy ;

stems very leafy,

stout, 0.5-1.8 m. high ;
leaves linear, the lower 3-5-nerved

;
heads 8-12-flowered,

1 cm. long, crowded in a long spike ;
bracts of the cylindrical-bell-shaped invo-

lucre oblong or oval, obtuse, appressed, with slight margins,' achenes pulx-wi'iit
or smoothish. (Laciniaria Ktze.) Moist grounds, Mass, to s. Ont., Minn., and
southw. Involucre often resinous, very smooth.

Var. montana Gray. Low and stout
;
leaves broader, obtuse

; spike short

and heads large. (Lacinaria spiqata, var. pumila Porter.) Mountain-tops,
Va., and southw.

8. L. graminifblia (Walt.) Willd. Hairy or smoothish
;
stem 3-9 dm. high,

slender, leafy ;
leaves linear, elongated, 1-nerved

;
heads several or numerous,

in a spike or raceme, 7-12-flowered
;
bracts of the obconical or obovoid involucre

spatulate or oblong, obtuse, or somewhat pointed, rigid, appressed; achenes

hairy. (Laciniaria Ktze.; Lacinaria Smallii Britton.) Va., and southw.
Inflorescence sometimes panicled, especially in

Var. dubia Gray. Bracts of involucre narrower and less rigid, oblong, often

ciliate. (Lacinaria graminifolia, var. pilosa Britton.) Wet pine barrens,
N. J., and southw.

10. GRINDELIA Willd. GUM-PLANT. TAR-WEED

Heads many-flowered, radiate (or rayless); rays pistillate. Bracts of the

hemispherical involucre imbricated in several series, with slender more or less

spreading green tips. Achenes short and thick, compressed or turgid, truncate.

glabrous ; pappus of 2-8 caducous awns. Coarse perennial or biennial herbs,
often resinous-viscid, ours glabrous and leafy with sessile or clasping altt i ni;iu i

and spinulose-serrate or laciniate rigid leaves, and large heads terminating leafy
branches. Disk and ray yellow. (Named for Prof. David Hieronymus Grind},
1776-1836, a Russian botanist.)

1. G. squarrbsa (Pursh) Dunal. Leaves spatulate- to linear-oblong; invo-
liic,-,' squarroae; achenes not toothed

; pappus-awns 2 or 3. Prairies "and dry
banks, 111. to Minn., southw. and westw.

; rarely adv. eastw. July-Oct. Var.
NtiDA (Wood) Gray. Rays wanting. Mo., and west \v.

2. G. lanceolata Nutt. Leaves lanceolate or linear; iumliicrnl bracts erect

or the lower tips spreading ;
achenes with 1 or 2 short teeth at the summit

;

awns 2. Prairies and barrens, Tenn., Mo., Kan., and southw. July, Aug.

11. GUTIERREZIA La-

Heads few-several-flowered, radiate
; rays 1-6, pistillate/ Involucre cylin-

dric-clavate
;
bracts coriaceous, with given tips, closely imbricated, the Outer

shorter. Receptacle small, naked. Achenes short, terete
; pappus of about 9

chaffy scales, shorter in the ray-flowers. Suffrutescent (our species), glabrous,
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and often glutinous, much branched, with narrowly linear entire alternate

leaves, and small heads of yellow flowers in fastigiate or paniculate cymes.

(Named for Pedro Gutierrez, correspondent of the botanical garden of Madrid.)
1. G. Sarbthrae (Pursh) Britton & Rusby. Low; leaves numerous, 1-5 cm.

long ;
heads usually crowded, the disk- and short ray-flowers usually 3 or 4 each.

(G. Euthamiae T. & G.) Dry plains, Man. and Minn., westw. and southwestw.

July-Sept.

12. AMPHIACHYRIS (DC.) Nutt.

Heads hemispherical ; rays 5-10. Disk-flowers perfect but infertile. Pappus
of the rays minute, coroniforrn

;
of the disk-flowers of bristle-like scales, more or

less dilated and united at base. A diffusely much branched annual, with heads

solitary on the branchlets
;
otherwise as Gutierrezia. (From a/j.<t>i, around, and

&xvpov, chaff.}
1. A. dracunculoides (DC.) Nutt. Low, slender; leaves narrowly linear,

the upper filiform
;

disk-flowers 10-20, their pappus of 5-8 bristle-like scales

united at base and slightly dilated upward. Plains, Mo., Kan., and southw.

Aug., Sept.

13. HETEROTHECA Cass.

Characters as in Chrysopsis, but the achenes of the ray thickish or triangular,
without pappus or obscurely crowned, and those of the disk compressed, with a
double pappus, the inner of numerous long bristles, the outer of many short and
stout bristles. (From Hrepos, different, and 0^/07, case, alluding to the unlike

achenes.)
1. H. subaxillaris (Lam.) Britton & Rusby. Annual or biennial, 3-9 dm.

high, bearing numerous small heads; leaves oval or oblong, the lower with

petioles auricled at base, the upper mostly subcordate-clasping. {H. Lamarckii

Cass.) Sandy soil, near the coast, Del. to Fla. and Tex., inland to Kan., N.
Mex.

,
and Ariz.

; locally on ballast northw. July-Sept. (Mex.)

14. CHRYS6PSIS Nutt. GOLDEN ASTER

Heads many-flowered, radiate
;

the rays numerous, pistillate. Involucral
bracts linear, imbricated, without herbaceous tips. Receptacle flat. Achenes'
obovate or linear-oblong, flattened, hairy ; pappus in all the flowers double, the
outer of very short and somewhat chaffy bristles, the inner of long capillary
bristles. Chiefly perennial low herbs, woolly or hairy, with rather large often

corymbose heads terminating the branches. Disk- and ray-flowers yellow.

(Name composed of x/>u<r6s, gold, and 8\f/ts, aspect, from the golden blossoms.)
* Leaves narrowly lanceolate or linear ; achenes linear.

1. C. graminif61ia (Michx.) Nutt. Silvery-silky, with long close-pressed
hairs

;
stem slender, often with runners from the base, naked above, bearing

few heads
;
leaves lanceolate or linear, elongated, grass-like, nerved, shining,

entire. Dry sandy soil, N. J. and Del. to Ky., southw. and southwestw.

July-Oct.
2. C. falcata (Pursh) Ell. Stems 1-3 dm. high, very woolly ; leaves crowded,

linear, rigid, about %-nerved, entire, somewhat recurved or scythe-shaped, hairy,
or smooth when old, sessile

;
heads small, corymbed. Dry sandy soil on the

coast, pine barrens of N. J. to Cape Cod, Mass. July-Sept.
* * Leaves oblong or lanceolate, entire or slightly serrate, mostly sessile, veined,

not nerved ; achenes obovate, flattened.

-- Pubescence soft-villous or arachnoid and floccose.

3. C. mariina (L.) Nutt. Perennial, silky with long and weak hairs, or
when old smoothish

;
leaves oblong ; heads corymbed, on glandular peduncles.

Dry barrens, from s. N. Y. and Pa. southw. Aug.-Oct.
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4. C. gossypina (Michx.) Nutt. Biennial, densely lanate, the pubescence
becoming floccose

;
leaves short-spatulate to oblong, rounded at tip, white-lanate ;

heads few, long-peduncled ;
involucre woolly or becoming glabrate and merely

glandular. {C. pilosa Britton, not Nutt.) Pine barrens, Va. to Fla.

-- -i- Stems hirsute to villous, the hairs persistent.

5. C. villbsa Nutt. Hirsute and villous-pubescent ;
stem corymbosely

branched, the branches terminated by single short-peduncled heads
;

leaves

narrowly oblong, hoary with rough pubescence (as also the involucre}, bristly
-

ciliate toward the base
;
achenes 3-5-nerved ; outer pappus setulose-sqnamellate.

(C. camporum Greene.) Dry plains and prairies, Man. and Wise- to Ky.,
westw. and southw. July-Sept.

6. C. pilbsa Nutt. Annual, soft-hirsute or villous
;
leaves oblong-lanceolate;

involucre viscid; achenes W-nerved; outer pappus chaffy and conspicuous. (C.
Nuttallii Britton.) Open places, Kan., and southw.

15. SOLIDAGO L. GOLDEN-ROD

Heads few-many-flowered, radiate
;
the rays 1-16, pistillate. Bracts of the

involucre appressed, destitute of herbaceous tips (except nos. 1 and 2). Recep-
tacle small, not chaffy. Achenes many-ribbed, nearly terete

; pappus simple,
of equal capillary bristles. Perennial herbs, with mostly wand-like stems and
sessile or nearly sessile never heart-shaped stem-leaves. Heads small, racenied
or clustered

;
flowers both of the disk and ray yellow (cream-color in no. 0).

Closely related species tending to hybridize freely. (Name from solidare, to

join, or make whole, in allusion to reputed vulnerary qualities.)

1. VIRGAtfREA DC. Rays mostly fewer than the disk-flowers ; heads all

more or less pediceled.

* Bracts of the much imbricated and rigid involucre with abruptly spreading
herbaceous tips ; heads in clusters or glomerate racemes, disposed in a dense
somewhat leafy and interrupted wand-like compound spike.

1. S. squarrbsa Muhl. Stem stout, 0.2-1.6 in. high, hairy above
;

leaves

large, oblong, or the lower spatulate-oval and tapering into a margined petiole,

serrate, veiny ;
heads numerous

;
bracts obtuse or acute

;
disk-flowers 10-24,

the rays 12-16. Rocky and wooded hills, N. B. to Out., s. to Va. and O.
;
rare

southw. Aug.-early Oct.

2. S. petiolaris Ait. Minutely hoary or downy ;
stem strict, simple, 0.2-1 in.

hii^h ; leaves small (1-7 dm. long), oval or oblong, mucronate, veiny, rough-
ciliolate, minutely puberulent, dull or slightly lustrous

;
the upper entire and

abruptly very short-petioled, the lower often serrate and tapering to the base
;

heads few, in a wand-like raceme or panicle, on slender bracted pedicels ; rnys
about 10, elongated ;

bracts of the pubescent involucre lanceolate or linear-awl-

shaped, the outer loose and spreading, more or less foliaceous. Dry woods,
s. w. 111. to Kan., N. C., and southw. Aug.-Oct. The name is misleading, as

the leaves are hardly petioled. Var. WARDII (Britton) Fernald. Leaves firm

and strongly glutinous, somewhat lustrous. (S. Wardii Britton.) Open rocky
or sandy ground, Mo. and Kan. to Tex.

* * Involucral bracts without green tips and wholly appressed.
- Heads small; the ixmhicrcs 2-5 (rarely 6) mm. long, clustered alotxj thr

stem in the axils of the feather-veined leaves, or the upper forming //>>//>>-.

*-v Achenes pubescent.

= Stem terete, mostly glaucous (the bloom easily rubbed off).

3. S. caesia L. Smooth ; at length much branched and diffuse
;

leaves

lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate, serrate, pointed, sessile; heads in very short

clusters, or somewhat racemose-panicled on the branches. Deciduous woods,
s. Mo. to Out.. Minn., and southw. Aug.-Oct. Var. AXILL\RIS (Pursh) Gray.
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Mostly simple ;
leaves thin, elongate-lanceolate, all much exceeding the very

small axillary clusters. N. S. to Que., Ont., and southw. Var. PANICULATA
Gray. Paniculately branched

;
leaves smaller

;
heads densely racemose-pani-

cled. Rich woods and clearings, from s. Me. southw.

.

= Stem angled, not glaucous.

4. S. Iatif61ia L. Smooth or nearly so
;
stem zigzag, simple or paniculate-

ranched, 0.3-1 m. high ;
leaves broadly ovate or oval, very strongly and sharply

serrate, conspicuously pointed at both ends, thin, 0.5-1.5 dm. long, the lower

abruptly narrowed to winged petioles ; heads in very short axillary clusters, or
the clusters somewhat prolonged at the ends of the branches

; rays 3-4. (S.
flexicaulis L.

,
in part.) Moist sliaded banks, throughout ;

commonest northw.
,

and s. along the mts. Late July-early Oct.

5. S. Curtisii T. & G. Smooth or nearly so
;
stem usually branched

;
leaves

oblong to long-lanceolate with gradually narrowed entire base, serrate above
with subulate teeth

;
heads in small loose clusters

; rays 4-7. Open woods at

low elevations in the mountains, Va., W. Va., Ky., and southw. Aug.-Oct.
Var. PUBENS (M. A. Curtis) Gray. Stems and often the under surfaces of the
leaves tornentose. Similar range.

*+ *-*- Achenes glabrous (rarely a little setulose) ; inflorescence more thyrsoid.

= Stems pubescent. t

6. S. bicolor L. Hoary or grayish with soft hairs (rarely glabrate) ;
stem

simple or paniculate-branched ;
leaves oblong or elliptical-lanceolate, acute at

both ends, or the lower oval and tapering into a petiole, slightly serrate
;
clusters

or short racemes from the axils of the upper leaves, forming an interrupted spike
or crowded panicle ;

involucre 3-5 mm. long ; the chartaceous whitish-yellow
obtuse bracts usually with the greenish midrib slender below but conspicu-
ously dilated above; rays 5-14, small, cream-color or nearly white; achenes
columnar. Dry soil, P. E. I. to Ga., rarely inland to Ky., Mich., and Ont.
Late Aug. -Oct.

7. S. hispida Muhl. Similar
;
cauline leaves oblanceolate to narrowly obo-

vate, narrowed at base, blunt or acutish at tip ;
basal leaves mostly rounded at

tip, crenate-serrate
;
involucre 4-6 mm. long ; the subherbaceous greenish or

greenish-straw-colored obtuse bracts usually with the green midrib nearly uni-

form or only obscurely dilated above ; rays orange-yellow ; achenes slightly
broadened upward. (S. bicolor, var. concolor T. & G.) Dry or rocky banks,
Nfd. to Man., s. to the mts. of Ga., Mich., and Mo.; chiefly in calcareous
districts. July-early Sept.

= = Stems glabrous or essentially so.

8. S. er6cta Pursh. Glabrous, or merely puberulent above
;
leaves thickish,

firm, the lowest oblong or ovate-spatulate, crenate, the others narrower, entire
;

inflorescence as in no. 6
; rays pale yellow or cream-colored. Dry soil, L. I.,

N. J., Pa., and southw. Aug.-Oct.
9. S. montlcola T. & G. Nearly glabrous ;

stem slender, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves thin, oblong-ovate to lanceolate, acute or tapering at both ends, the lower

serrate; heads small, the bracts acutish; rays 5-6. (S.roanensis Porter.)

Allegheny Mts., from Pa. southw. July-Sept.

i- -t- Heads mostly large, the involucres Q^rarely 5)-12 mm. long, many-
flowered, forming an erect terminal thyrse; leaves feather-veined.

*- Leaves numerous, short, sessile, entire, uniform in size and shape ; cinereous

plant of the Southwest.

10. S. Lindheimeriana Scheele. Somewhat cinereous-puberulent, 2.5-8 dm.

high ;
leaves lanceolate to oblong, sessile, subacute, often glutinous ;

inflorescence

dense; involucre slender-campanulate, 5.5-7 mm. long; achenes glabrous.
Limestone bluffs and gravel, and in rocky woods, Kan. to Tex. Sept.-Nov.
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** ** Leaves elongate, the basal much larger than the upper and more or less

petioled ; green plants of northern and mountainous regions.

= Leaves thin, the basal with ovate or oblong blades, tharp-serrate, abruptly
narrowed to the comparatively slender petioles.

11. S. macrophylla Pursh. Stem stout, 3.5-12 dm. high, pubescent at

summit, simple below the inflorescence
;
leaves very thin, scattered, irregularly

and coarsely serrate with sharp salient teeth, all but the uppermost abruptly
contracted into long margined petioles, the lowest with blades 5-20 cm. long ;

heads many-flowered, in a wand-like compound raceme or contracted panicle
1-6 dm. long, the lower heads much exceeded by their subtending leaves;
involucre slender-campanulate or thick-cylindric, 8-12 mm. long; its bracts

thin, scarious, linear-attenuate
; rays 8-10, elongated ;

achenes smooth, 3-4

mm. long. Woods, Nfd. to L. Superior, s. to N. S., N. B., e. and centr. Me.,
and on upland slopes to Mt. Monadnock, N. H., Mt. Greylock, Mass., and the

Catskill Mts., N. Y. July-early Sept.
Var. thyrsoidea (Mey.) Fernald. Lower

;
the involucre much fuller and

broader (8-20 mm. broad), subglobose to cup-shaped ;
its bracts firmer, often

subherbaceous, narrowly deltoid to lanceolate. Lab. to alpine regions of Gaspe
Co., Que., Mt. Katahdin, Me., and Mt. Washington, N. H. July, Aug.

12. S. calcicola Fernald. Stems 2-10 dm. high, purplish, simple or with
few erect branches, glabrous below, pubescent and somewhat glutinous above,
very leafy to the inflorescence; basal leaves elliptic, sharp-serrate, slenderly

wing-petioled ; the cauline oblanceolate, acuminate, sharply and irregularly
serrate above the middle, entire below and narrowed to broad-winged petioles,
or the uppermost sessile

;
inflorescence from racemo-thyrsoid to thyrsoid-panicu-

late
;
involucre 6-8 mm. long, its bracts mostly lance-attenuate, acute or

acutish
; rays rather short

;
achenes pubescent, 1-2 mm. long. Calcareous

cliffs and rich woods, Gaspe" Co., Que., to Aroostook Co., Me. Aug., Sept.

= = Leaves thick and firm, the basal icith the oblanceolate, spatulate, or nar-

rowly obovate blades crenate or crenate-serrate (rarely sharp-serrate) and
tapering gradually to the winged petioles.

a. Involucre 3Q-bQ-flowered ; cauline leaves 2-4 (rarely 5) below the inflorescence.

13. S. Cutldri Fernald. Dwarf (5-25 cm. high); the stem rather prominently
angled ; basal leaves obovate to broadly oblanceolate, crenate to serrate above
the middle

;
the few cauline leaves oblanceolate to spatulate, of nearly uniform

size; inflorescence a few-headed terminal corymb or frequently the heads
clustered in the axils of the rather large divergent upper leaves; heads very
full; the short campanulate involucre 6-8 mm. high, 7-10 mm. broad, com-

posed of subherbaceous often glutinous oblong or lanceolate obtuse to acutish

bracts; achenes 3-3.5 mm. long, hirsute with spreading+ascending short hairs;
pappus barbellate. (S. Virgaurea, var. alpina Bigel.; 8. alpestris of recent

Am. auth., not Waldst. & Kit.) Highest alpine districts of Me., N. II.. Vt,.

and N. Y. July-early Sept.

6. Involucre I5-30-flowered ; cauline leaves (except in abnormally floriferous

individuals) more numerous, 5(rareZ?/4)-30 or more below the inflorescence.

1. Midrib of the leaves usually prominent beneath; inflorescence (xim/>l<' <>r

paniculately compound) dense, the pedicels rarely more than 3-4 mm. long.

14. S. Randii (Porter) liritton. Often glutinous ;
stems stoutish, commonly

purple-tinged, glabrous below, usually puberulent above, 3-8 dm. high; leaves

numerous; the basal narrowly obovate to oblanceolate, acute or obtuse, serrate

or dentate, 7-20 cm. long; the cauline lanceolate or oblanceolat< to i-lliptic,

gradually reduced upward, rarely bearing axil Iart/ fam-ii'lr*, the lower often

serrate, the uppermost entire and 2-7 cm. long ; heads crowded in a dense thyrse
or at the ends of the branches of an ample paniele (!-:" dm. long); involucre
5-6 mm. high, 3-5 mm. broad, the bluntish or acute bracts lance-deltoid to

linear; achenes 2-2.6 mm. long, sparingly appressed-setulose or glabrate ;

pappus barbellate. (,V. Vinjtmrea of recent Am. auth., in part, not L.; S. Vir-
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gaurea, vars. Bandii and Eedfieldii Porter
;

S. humilis Man. ed. 6, in part,
not Pursh.) Dry or rocky (commonly granitic, etc.) soil, e. Me. to Mich.,
southw. along the nits, to s. N. H. and w. Mass. July-early Sept. Passing
freely to var. MONT/COLA (Porter) Fernald. Lower (0.5-5 dm. high), with a
dense solitary thyrse 2-10 cm. long. (S. Virgaurea, var. Porter

;
S. Virgaurea,

var. Deanei Porter.) More exposed situations.

2. Midrib of the leaves usually obscure; inflorescence l-several racemes or

interrupted thyrses, many of the pedicels 5-15 (or rarely 25) mm. long.

15. S. racem6sa Greene. Often glutinous ;
stems usually clustered, rather

strict, slender and nearly terete, very leafy, 1-6 dm. high ;
basal and lower

leaves oblanceolate, mostly acute or subacute, 3-12 cm. long, 5-7 mm. broad,
more or less crenate or serrate above the middle

;
cauline leaves 10-30 or more,

oblanceolate to linear, the uppermost entire and 1-3.5 cm. long, all (in well-

developed plants} bearing axillary fascicles ; racemes solitary, 5-15 cm. long,

rarely panicled ;
involucre 5-8 inm. high, the linear bracts obtuse or acutish

;

achenes 2-3 mm. long, finely appressed-setulose ; pappus minutely serrulate.

(S. humilis Man. ed. 6, in great part, not Pursh
;

S. Purshii Porter, as to

description, but not as to type, i.e. the Pursh plant.) Calcareous ledges and

cliffs, local, N. B. to Va., w. to the sand-hills of L. Mich. July-Sept.
Var. Gillmani (Gray) Fernald. Much larger; basal leaves 1.5-3 dm. long,

coarsely toothed
;

the abundant racemes forming a panicle 3-4 dm. long.

(S: humilis, var. Gray; S. Virgaurea, var. Porter.) Sand-hills and rocks

along the Great Lakes, Ont. and Mich.
16. S. deciimbens Greene. Similar; the decumbent rigid stems 0.5-4 dm.

high, simple, remotely leafy; basal and lower leaves spatulate-obovate to

-oblanceolate, chiefly rounded or blunt at tip, 1.5-9 cm. long, 8-20 mm. broad,
toothed above the middle

;
cauline leaves 4-9 below the inflorescence, without

axillary fascicles ; raceme lax, 3-20 cm. long ;
involucre 6-7 mm. high, its linn

linear bracts obtuse. Serpentine rock, Mt. Albert, Que. ;
shores of L. Superior ;

Alb. and B. C. to Col., and Wash. July, Aug.
-i- H- H- Heads small or middle-sized, the involucres 2-5 (rarely 6) mm. long,

panicled or thyrsoidal, not in a terminal corymbiform cyme ; neither alpine
nor high-northern.
w- Leaves commonly veiny, not B-ribbed (but sometimes obscurely triple-

nerved).

= Heads in a slender virgate or thyrsoid panicle. .

a. Stem puberulent or pulverulent.

17. S. pubSrula Nutt. Stem (2-10 dm. high, simple or branched) and pan-
icle minutely hoary; stem-leaves numerous, lanceolate, acute, tapering to the

base, mostly entire, smoothish, the uppermost 1.5-5 cm. long ; the lower wedge-
lanceolate and sparingly toothed ; heads very numerous and crowded in compact
short racemes forming a prolonged and dense slender or pyramidal panicle ;

involucre 3-4 mm. long, its bracts linear-awl-shaped, appressed ; rays about 10.

Dry or sandy soil, P. E. I. to w. Que., s. to Fla. and Miss., mostly near the

coast. Aug.-Oct.
b. Stem glabrous.

1. Axis and branches of the inflorescence glabrous.

18. S. stricta Ait. Very smooth throughout ;
stem strict and simple, wand-

like, 0.5-2.5 m. high, slender, beset with small and entire appressed lanceolate-

oblong thickish leaves, these gradually reduced upward to mere bracts (5-15 mm.
long) ;

the lowest oblong-spatulate ;
heads crowded in a very slender compound

spicate raceme ; involucre 4-5 mm. long ; rays 5-7. Damp pine barrens and

prairies, N. J. to Fla. and Tex. Sept.-Nov. (W. I.)

2. Axis and branches of the inflorescence pubescent.

19. S. uligin&sa Nutt. Smooth up to the inflorescence; stem simple, strict,

3--10 dm. high ;
leaves thickish, lanceolate, pointed, the lower 1-4 dm. long,
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tapering into winged petioles, partly sheathing at the base, sparsely serrulate or

entire, the uppermost 3-8 cm. long ;
racemes much crowded and oppressed in

a dense wand-like panicle; involucre 4-6 mm. long, its bracts linear-oblong;

rays 5-6, small. Bogs and wet shores, Nfd. to Keewatin, s. to Minn., Pa., and
in the mts. to N. C. July-early Sept.

20. S. specibsa Nutt. Stem stout, 0.6-2 m. high, smooth below, often

roughish above
;
leaves thickish, smooth, with rough margins, oval or ovct'-.

slightly serrate
;
the uppermost 2-4 cm. long, oblong-lanceolate ;

the lower 1.5-3

dm. long, 5-10 cm. wide, contracted into a margined petiole ;
he<ls somewhat

crowded in numerous erect racemes, forming an ample pyramidal or tli'/rsiform

panicle ; peduncles and pedicels rough-hairy ;
involucre cylindric, often gluti-

nous, 4.5-6 mm. long, its firm bracts oblong; rays about 5, large. Dry open
woods and thickets, local, Mass, to Minn., and southw. Sept., Oct.

Var. angustata T. & G. Lower, rarely 1 m. high ;
leaves lanceolate to ovate-

lanceolate, more nearly uniform, the lower 8-12 cm. long. 2-3 cm. wide
;

inflorescence usually smaller. (S. rigidiuscula Porter.) Dry open ground,
0. to S. Dak., and southw. Aug.-Oct.

= = Heads paniculate, in mostly spreading or recuroed-ascending secund
clusters.

a. Leaves fleshy ; plant maritime.

21. S. sempeYvirens L. Smooth and stout, 0.3-2.5 in. high ;
leaves entire,

lanceolate, slightly clasping; the lower ones lanceolate-oblong, 1.5-0 dm. long,

obscurely triple-nerved ;
the uppermost 4-15 cm. long ;

racemes short, in an

open or contracted panicle ;
involucre 4-6 mm. long, many-flowered ; rays showy

7-10. Salt marshes, or rocks on the shore, Gulf of St. Lawrence, and south w.,

Aug.-Nov. (rarely Dec.). Varies, in less brackish swamps, to forms with

thinner elongated linear-lanceolate leaves tapering to each end, and more erect

racemes in a more slender panicle.

b. Leaves not fleshy ; plants not maritime.

1. Basal leaves long-petioled, conspicuously larger than the 10-30 (-40) remote
or subremote cauline ones.

o Stems strongly angled; leaves shagreen-scabrous on the upper surface ; hemh
lb-2Q-flowered.

22. S. patula Muhl. Stem sharply 4-angled, smooth, 0.5-2 in. high ;
lower

leaves 1-4 dm. long, ovate, acute, serrate, pale, very smooth and vein;/ under-

neath, but the upper surface very rough, like shagreen ; uppermost leaves lanceo-

late, 2-5 cm. long; racemes rather short and numerous on the leafy-bracted

spreading branches
;
heads rather large and full

;
the involucre 3-4.5 mm. Ion-,

nearly as broad, its linear-oblong bracts obtuse. Bogs and swamps, chiefly in

calcareous regions, w. Me. to Ont., and southw. Aug., Sept.

oo Stems terete or nearly so; leaves smooth or stnoothixh (rarely scabrous") ;

heads <>-lb(-2ty-flowered.

4- Leaves mostly serrate, the lower and middle cauline (as well as the bnxal]

rather abruptly narrowed to the petiolar base. (Extreme forms .t x.

ulmifolia might be sought here.)

23. S. arguta Ait. Smooth; stem (J-15 dm. high, obscurely angled above;
leaves usually thin, sharply double-serrate ; the lower ovate or ovate-lanceolate,
1.5-4 dm. long, pointed at both ends, their petioles margined; the upper
elliptiral-limreolate, 3-9 dm. long; ract-ntm /(/<< >it. .spn'tiding. r//.s-/<o.W in

an elongate open panicle ; involucre about 4 mm. long. \\*thin />mr(s blnntish ;

rays 6-1, large; achenes glabrous. Open woods and thickets, w. Me. to Ont.,
and south vv. Aug., Sept.

24. S. Bo6ttii Hook. Smooth, or scabrous-pubescent or below hirsute,

slender, often branched, 0.6-1.5 m. high ;
leaves rather finely serrate, ovate to

oblong-lanceolate, pointed ;
the lower 6-15 cm. long ; the upper small, oblong to

narrowly lanceolate, often entire
;
heads loosely racemose at the tips of the very
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few elongate leafy-bracted branches
; rays 1-5 or none ; achenes pubescent.

Dry grounds, Va. to Fla. and Tex., northw. in Miss, basin to Mo. July-Sept.

4- -f- Leaves all tapering gradually to the base, the uppermost chiefly entire.

X Panicle usually as broad as high ; rays 8-12.

25. S. jiincea Ait. Smooth throughout, 5-12 dm. high ;
radical and lower

stem-leaves 1.5-4 dm. long, elliptical or lanceolate-oval, sharply serrate with

spreading teeth, pointed, tapering into winged and ciliate petioles ;
the others

lanceolate or narrowly oblong, slightly triple-nerved, tapering to each end, the

uppermost entire, 3-6 cm. long ;
racemes dense, naked, at length elongated and

recurved, forming a crowded corymb-like panicle ; involucre 2.5-4 mm. long, its

closely appressed rigid pale oblong bracts blunt or acutish. Dry copses and

banks, N. B. to Sask., s. to N. C., and Mo. Late June-Sept. Var. SCABRELLA

(T. & G.) Gray. Foliage scabrous. Vt. to Ky., and westw.
Var. rambsa Porter & Britton. The numerous branches upright, only slightly

secund, with short terminal racemes. N. J. to W. Va. and O.

x x Panicle usually longer than broad ; rays 2-8.

26. S. neglScta T. & G. Smooth
;
stem stout, 6-15 dm. high, rather leafy ;

leaves thickish, smooth both sides, opaque ;
the cauline 20-40

;
the upper oblong-

lanceolate, mostly acute and nearly entire
;
the uppermost 2-5 cm. long ;

the

lower ovate-lanceolate or oblong, sharply serrate, 2-4 dm. long, 3-8 cm. broad,

tapering into a petiole ;
racemes short and dense, at first erect and scarcely

1-sided, at length spreading, disposed in an elongated or pyramidal close panicle ;

involucre 3-4.5 mm. long, its blunt bracts subherbaceous ; rays 3-8
; peduncles

and achenes nearly glabrous. Swamps, brook-sides, and prairies, e. Mass, and
Vt. to Md., 111., and Wise. Aug.-early Oct.

27. S. uniligulata (DC.) Porter. Smooth; stem slender, 1.5-9 dm. high;
leaves thick, opaque ;

the cauline 5-20 (rarely 30), linear or linear-lanceolate,

appressed-ascending ;
the lower narrowly lanceolate or oblanceolate, appressed-

serrate, 1-3 dm. long, 0.7-3 cm. broad, tapering to a long petiole ; panicle much
as in no. 26, but smaller

;
involucre 3.5-5 mm. long, its pale straw-colored bracts

chartaceous; rays 2-5. (S. neglecta, var. linoides Gray.) Sphagnum bogs
and mossy banks, Nfd. to Ont., s. to N. J., Pa., and 111. July-Sept.

2. Basal leaves similar to the 30-100 (-200) ordinarily almost uniform or

gradually reduced approximate cauline ones.

o Leaves all (or all but the lower) entire, with prominent midrib but obscure

4- Stem glabrous or merely puberulent ; leaves linear or linear-lanceolate.

28. S. odbra Ait. (SWEET GOLDEN-ROD.) Smooth or nearly so through-
out

;
stem slender, 0.5-1 m. high, often reclined ; leaves linear-lanceolate, entire,

shining, pellucid-dotted, the middle ones 6-10 cm. long; racemes spreading, in a
small one-sided panicle ;

involucre 3-5 mm. long, the few inner yellowish bracts

much longer than the outer; rays 3-4, rather large. Borders of thickets in

dry or sandy soil, s. N. H. and s. Vt. to Fla., w. to Mo. and Tex. July-Sept.
The crushed leaves yield a pleasant anisate odor; but an occasional form is

nearly scentless.

29. S. tortifblia Ell. Stem scabrous-puberulent, 5-9 dm. high ;
leaves linear,

short (the middle ones 1.5-5 cm. long), commonly twisted, roughish-puberulent
or glabrate, often as many as 200

; panicle of numerous slender recurved

racemes; involucre 2.5-3.5 mm. long, the obtuse scales pale straw-color; rays
very short. Dry soil, coast of Va. to Fla. and Tex. Sept. ,

Oct.

4- 4- Stem hirsute ; leaves oblong.

30. S. fistul&sa Mill. Stem stout, upright, 0.9-2 m. high, clothed with

spreading hairs ; leaves oblong-lanceolate, roughish, hairy beneath, at least on
the midrib, serrulate, the upper ovate-lanceolate or oblong and entire, closely
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short. (S. pilosa Walt.) Low grounds, pine barrens of N. J. to Va., and
southw. Aug.-Oct.

o o Leaves all or nearly all toothed, the veins prominent.

+ Stems glabrous ; leaves oblong-lanceolate to elliptic-ovate.

x Branches of the crowded ellipsoid to pyramidal panicle floriferous nearly
throughout, ascending or ascending-spreading.

31. S. Elli6ttii T. & G. Smooth; stem stout, 0.5-1.8 tn. high, very leafy;
leaves elliptical or oblong-lanceolate, acute, 0.5-1 dm. long, closely sessile,

slightly serrate, strongly veined, thick, smooth both sides, shining above; heads
in dense slightly spreading racemes which are crowded in a close pyramidal
panicle ; involucre 4-5 mm. long ; peduncles and achenes strigose-pubescent ;

rays 8-12. Swamps (fresh or brackish) near the coast, Mass, to N. J., and
southw. Sept., Oct.

x x Longer branches of the loose panicle chiefly flowerless at base, strongly

recumed-spreading.

32. S. ulmif61ia Muhl. Stem smooth, slender, 5-15 dm. high, the branches

hairy ;
leaves thin, elliptical-ovate or oblong-lanceolate, pointed, tapering to the

base, loosely veined, usually beset with soft hairs beneath
;
racemes panicled,

loosely recurved-spreading ;
involucre 3-4 mm. long, its bracts lanceolate-oblong ;

rays about 4. Dry or rocky woods and copses, N. S. and s. Me. to Minn., and
southw. Aug., Sept.

+ + Stems pubescent (or glabrous only in var. of no. 33, which has lanceolate

leaves and strongly recurved panicle-branches).

33. S. rugbsa Mill. Stem villous or villous-hirsute with long sordid hairs,
0.5-2 m. high ;

leaves crowded, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate, narrowed at base,

mostly sharp-serrate, pubescent (especially beneath), thin and loosely veiny, not

conspicuously rugose ; racemes spreading in a broad pyramidal panicle, all much
exceeding the subtending leaves; involucre 3-4 mm. long, its bracts linear;

rays 6-9; disk-flowers 4-7. (S. altissima of auth., not L.) Damp thickets

and borders of fields, Nfd. to w. Ont., and southw. Aug., Sept. Var. SI>HA<;-

NOPHILA Graves. Stems and leaves glabrous. Wet shores and mossy swamps,
e. Mass, to Ct.

Var. vil!6sa (Pursh) Fernald. Panicle elongate, most of the racemes nearly
equaled or even exceeded by the large subtending leaves. The common ex-
treme from Lab. and w. Nfd. to w. Que. and n. Me.

x S. asp6rula Desf. Smooth below, somewhat rough-pubescent above ;
stem

stout, 7-14 dm. high, very leafy ;
leaves thick and slightly veiny, lanceolate or

elliptic, scabrous or rarely glabrous, the lower 1-2 dm. long ; racemes, etc.,

intermediate between those of nos. 21 and 33. Dryish borders of salt marshes.
Me. to Ct.; apparently a hybrid of the preceding species and no. 21, more widely
distributed than most such plants of this genus.

34. S. aspera Ait. Stem scabrous-puberulent or short-hispid; leaves ortitc.

oblong, or ovate-lanceolate, rounded at base, appressed-serrate, very scabrous on
both surfaces, thick and strongly rugose; inflorescence much as in no. .">">. luit.

the elongate racemes mostly forming a more slender panicle. (S. rugosa Man.
ed. 6, in part.) Dry woods and fields, rarely in meadows, e. Mass, and o. to

Fla. and Tex. Aug.-Oct.
w ++ Leaves more or less plainly 3-ribbed, 2 of the lower wins Ixcomhirj />r<ni-

m-ttt <unl <'l</aafi-il /Hiral/rl irirh the midrib- lietuhin \-siili <l <-}ii<ihj sj>rca<l-

ing or recurved racemes, forming an ample )><niiclr ; not maritime.

= Branches of the panicle glabrous.

35. S. missouriSnsis Nutt. Smooth throughout, 2. 5-10 dm. high ;
leaves jinn

and rigid, linear-hnn-enlatc, or the lower broadly lanceolate, tapering to both

ends, with very nmnh margins, <-<ini)(iIt/ bearing a.rillani fascicles; teeth,
if any, sharp and ri^id ;

fn-n<is mid dense crowded recurred racemes nearly as in

no. 26
;
involucre 3-5 nun. long, its very unequal thickish straw-colored bracts
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blunt; rays 6-13, small; achenes nearly glabrous. Dry prairies and open
woods, Teim. to Man., and westw. July-Sept.

36. S. GattingSri Chapm. Slender and strict, 4-10 dm. high ;
stems smooth

throughout; leaves ciliolate, smooth beneath, harsh above, the lowest 0.7-1.5

dm. long, lance-spatulate, appressed-serrulate or subentire, the upper reduced

rapidly to minute entire bracts with naked axils; branches of the naked subco-

rymbiform panicle elongate and ascending, hardly recurved; involucre 3-4 mm.
long, its oblong bracts obtuse

; rays 6-10
;
achenes appressed-puberulent, or

glabrate below. Limestone hills and barrens, Tenn. and Mo. July-Sept.

= = Branches of the panicle pubescent.

a. Leaves firm and often rigid, the lower usually elongated and many times ex-

ceeding the reduced upper ones (except in no. 39); involucral bracts thick

and rigid.

1. Lower portion of the stem and the leaves essentially glabrous.

37. S. Sh6rtii T. & G. Stem slender, simple, 0.5-1.2 m. high, minutely
roughish-pubescent above

;
leaves (the larger 0.5-1 dm. long) oblong-lanceolate,

acute, the lower mostly serrate with a few fine teeth
;
racemes recurved, usually

in a crowded panicle ;
involucre slender, 4-6 mm. long ; achenes silky-pubescent.

Rocks at the Falls of the O.

2. Stem and leaves pubescent.

o Stems and leaves ashy or whitish with close puberulence.

38. S. nemoralis Ait. Clothed with minute grayish-hoary soft or roughish
pubescence ;

stem simple or corymbed above, 1.5-7.5 dm. high; leaves oblan-
ceolate or spatulate-oblong, mostly subtending axillary fascicles

;
the lower long-

petioled, usually crenate-toothed, 5-15 cm. long ; the uppermost greatly reduced,
1-3 cm. long ;

racemes numerous, dense, at length recurved, and ordinarily form-
ing a crowded compound raceme or panicle which is turned to one side;' invo-

lucre 3.5-6 mm. long, its firm yellowish bracts linear-oblong, appressed ; rays
5-9, bright yellow. Dry open soil (rarely in woods), P. E. I. to the Saskatche-

wan, and southw. July-Nov. (rarely Dec.).
39. S. m611is Bartl. Stout, rigid, canescent; the stems 1.5-5 dm. high, soli-

tary or clustered from a, freely stoloniferous subligneous base; leaves rigid, oval

or oblong, obtuse or rarely acutish, gradually reduced upward, the uppermost
1-3 cm. long, the lower 3-8 cm. long; racemes ascending in a dense thyrse ;

involucre 4-6 mm. long, greenish-yellow. (S. nemoralis, var. incana Gray.)
Dry hills and plains, Man. and Minn., westw. and southw. July-Sept. (Mex.)

o o Stems and leaves green.

40. S. radula Nutt. Stem and oblong or obovate-spatulate leaves rigid and

very rough, not hoary, the upper leaves sessile
;
bracts oblong, rigid ; rays 3-6

;

otherwise nearly as in no. 39. Limestone bluffs and dry open soil, s. w. 111. to

w. La. and Tex. Aug. -Oct.

b. Leaves thinner, essentially uniform from base to summit of the stem; invo-

lucral bracts thin.

1. Leaves elongate, linear to lance-oblong.

o Involucre 2-2.8 mm. long.

41. S. canadSnsis L. Stem rather slender, 0.3-1.5 m. high, glabrous at least

below, often minutely pubescent above
;
leaves narrowly lanceolate, thin, gla-

brous above, minutely pubescent on the nerves beneath, mostly sharp-serrate, the
middle ones 6-13 cm. long, 5-18 mm. wide

;
heads tiny, crowded in recurved

racemes and forming dense broadly pyramidal panicles ; pedicels strongly pilose ;

involucral bracts linear, mostly attenuate, greenish-straw-color. (Var. glabrata
Porter.) Thickets and rich open soil, Nfd. to N. Dak., s. to W. Va. and Ky.
July-Sept.

Var. gilvocanescens Rydb. Stems and leaves cinereous or canescent with
minute puberulence; leaves broadly lanceolate to lance-oblong, the middle ones
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4-7 cm. long, 1-2 cm. broad. Dry or sterile situations, Gaspg Co., Que.; and
from 111. to Man., Kan., and westw.

42. S. rupestris Raf. Stem smooth, slender, 5-10 dm. high ; leaves linear-

lanceolate, tapering both ways, entire or nearly so, glabrous upon both surfaces;
i-iK'^mes ascending, scarcely recurved, forming somewhat open or elongate pan-
icles ; pedicels slightly pilose or glabrate. Rocky river-banks, W. Va., Ky.,
and Ind. Aug., Sept. Too near the preceding, of which it may be a variety.

o o Involucre 3.2-5 mm. long.

+ Stem closely and minutely pubescent throughout.

43. S. altissima L. Stem cinereous-puberulent, stout, 0.7-2 in. high ; leaves

thickish, lanceolate, subentire or more or less toothed, minutely pubescent or

scabrous above, short-pilose beneath, the middle ones 6-13 cm. long, 10-18 mm.
broad

;
heads crowded in recurved racemes forming dense high broadly pyram-

idal panicles ;
involucre 3.2-4.5 mm. long, its subherbaceous bracts linear.

(S. canadensis Man. ed. 6, in part, including var. scabra T. & G.) Rich open
ground, Aroostook valley, Me.; Mass, and Vt. to Mich., Kan., and south w.

Aug.-Oct.
Var. pr6cera (Ait.) Fernald. Stem and lower surface of the leaves more

loosely pubescent with distinct soft hairs
;

branches of the panicle strongly
ascending, scarcely if at all recurved at tip. (S. procera Ait.

;
8. canadensis,

var. T. & G.) A little known extreme, apparently best developed in the

L. Superior region. In inflorescence simulating S. clongata Nutt. of the North-
west and of the lower St. Lawrence, which has glabrous or glabrate stems and
leaves, and less herbaceous involucre.

+ + Stem glabrous throughout (or except in the inflorescence).

44. S. ser6tina Ait. Stem stout, 0.6-2.5 m. high, smooth, often glaucous;
leaves quite smooth both sides, lanceolate to oblanceolate, taper-pointed, very
sharply serrate, except the narrowed base, rough-ciliate ;

the middle ones 7-16
cm. long, 1-3 cm. wide

;
the ample panicle pubescent ;

involucre 3.5-5 mm. long,
its bracts linear, subherbaceous

; rays 7-14, rather long. Thickets, in rich soil,

N. B. to B. C., and southw. July-Sept.
Var. gigantea (Ait.) Gray. Leaves glabrous above, slightly pubescent be-

neath, especially on the nerves; involucre 3.2-4 mm. long. Low ground,
e. Que. to 111., and southw.

2. Leaves broad-elliptic or -ovate.

45. S. Drumm6ndii T. & G. Stem (3-9 dm. high) and lower surface of the

broadly ovate or oval somewhat triple-ribbed leaves minutely velvety-pubescent,
some of the leaves almost entire

;
racemes panicled ;

bracts of the involucre

oblong, obtuse; rays 4 or 5. Limestone cliffs and rocky woods, s. w. 111. and
Mo. to La. Sept., Oct.

i- 1- .- - Heads in a compound corymb terminating the simple stem, not at all

racemose; leaves mostly with a strong midrib.

w Leaves flat, not 3-nerved.

46. S. rigida L. Hough and somewhat hoary with a minute pubescence ;

stem stout, 0.3-1.5 m. high, very leafy ;
leaves oval or oblong, copiously feather-

veined, thick and rigid, the basal 1-3 dm. long, petioled ;
the upper closely ses-

sile by a broad base, slightly serrate, the uppermost entire
; corymb dense

;

heads more than %0-floicered; the involucre 6-8 mm. long ; rays 7-10. Dry soil,

Mass, to Man., and southw. Aug.-()ct.
47. S. ohioSnsis Riddell. Very smooth throughout ;

stem wand-like, slen-

der, leafy, <>-'.> dm. high ; stem-leaves oblong-lanceolate, flat, entire, rough-mar-
gined, obscurely feather-veined, closely sessile, the upper only 3-4 cm. long ;

the lower ami radical ones elongated, 3 dm. long, slightly serrate toward the

apex, tapering into long margined petioles ; heads numerous, on smooth pedicels,

16-20-flowered ; the involucre 4.5-6 mm. long ; rays 6 or 7. Swamps and wet

prairies, <)nt. and w. N. Y. to Ind. and Wise. Aug., Sept.
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-M. *+ Leaves somewhat folded, entire, the lower slightly o-nerved.

48. S. Ridd611ii Frank. Smooth and stout, 0.5-1 in. high, very leafy, the

branches of the dense corymb and pedicels rough-pubescent ;
leaves linear-lan-

ceolate, the cauline elongated (1-1.5 din. long), acute, partly clasping or sheath-

ing, mostly recurved, the lowest elongated-lanceolate (3-5 dm. long) and tapering
into a long keeled petiole ;

heads very numerous, clustered, 20-30-flowered
; rays

7-9. Wet grassy prairies, Ont. to Minn, and Mo.; Ft. Monroe, Va. Aug.,
Sept. Heads larger than in the preceding.

49. S. Houghtbnii T. & G. Smooth; stem rather low and slender, 3-6 dm.
high; leaves scattered, linear-lanceolate, acutish, rough-margined, 0.5-1.3 dm.
long, 5-10 mm. wide, tapering into a narrowed slightly clasping base, 1-nerved,
or the lower 3-nervecl and with margined petioles ;

veins obscure
;
heads few or

several, 20-30-flowered
;
involucre 6-8 mm. long, with obtuse bracts

; rays 7-9.

Swamps, north shores of Lakes Michigan and Huron; Genesee Co., N. Y.

July, Aug.

2. EUTHAMIA Nutt. Corymbosely much branched ; heads small, sessile or

subsessile, in little clusters crowded in flat-topped corymbs; the closely

appressed involucral bracts somewhat glutinous; receptacle flmbrillate ;

rays 6-20, short, more numerous than the disk-flowers; leaves narrow,
entire, sessile.

* Leaves distinctly 3-5-ribbed ; heads 20-3Q-flowered.
- Involucre 4-5 mm. long, the bracts usually without conspicuous tips.

50. S. graminifMia (L.) Salisb. Stem 5-10 dm. high, glabrous; leaves

lance-linear, the primary ones 5-13 cm. long, 4-9 mm. broad, glabrous except
for the scabrous margins and the minutely pubescent nerves beneath

;
branches

of the inflorescence glabrous or at most minutely serrulate on the angles ; leafy
bracts of the inflorescence ascending ; heads obovoid-cylindric, sessile, in dense

corymbed glomerales ;
involucral bracts straw-color or yellowish-green, their

tips rarely darker, the outermost ovate or oblong. (Euthamia Nutt.; 8. lanceo-
lata Man. ed. 6, and perhaps L.) Moist soil, e. Que. to Sask., s. to N. J., 111..

Mo., and along the mts. to N. C. Aug.-Oct.
Var. Nuttallii (Greene) Fernald. Leaves more pubescent ;

branches of the
inflorescence hirtellous. N. S. to Mich, and Ala.

H- i- Involucre 3-3.5 mm. long, the bracts with conspicuous green tips.

51. S. polycSphala Fernald. Similar to the preceding variety; leaves

elongate, thin, puberulous ;
branches of the corymb very hirtellous, their

small bracts wide-spreading or deflexed; involucre turbinate, very small, its

somewhat puberulent bracts with closely appressed deltoid green tips. Apparently
local, s. N. J. and e. Pa. Aug., Sept.

* * Leaves l-ribbed or obscurely 3-nerved ; heads I2-2Q(rarely ^-flowered.
*- Leaves almost acicular, the middle cauline 1-1.5 mm. wide.

52. S. minor (Michx.) Fernald. Very slender, 4-8 dm. high, the glabrous
stem freely fastigiate-branched above the middle

; leaves extremely slender,
the primary ones 3-5 cm. long, acerose-tipped, l-ribbed, punctate, commonly
subtending axillary fascicles as do many of the rameal ones; heads mostly short-

pediceled, in numerous small corymbs ;
involucre nearly cylindric, acute at base,

3-4 mm. long, 1-1.5 mm. thick, its firm appressed glutinous straw-colored
bracts with slightly green acutish tips. (S. tenuifolia Pursh, in part.) Sandy
soil, near the coast, Va. to Fla. and Ala. Sept., Oct.

-i- - Leaves flat, broader, 2-6 mm. wide.

*+ Involucre 3-4 mm. long.

53. S. tenuif61ia Pursh. Rather slender, 3-9 dm. high, the glabrous stem

freely fastigiate-branched above the middle
; leaves linear or linear-lanceolate,

soon spreading or reflexed
;

the primary ones 4-7 cm. long, 2-4 mm. broad,

taper-pointed, l-ribbed, often obscurely 2-nerved, minutely punctate, usually
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subtending axillary fascicles ; rameal leaves smaller, usually without axillary

fascicles ; heads mostly in glomerules, a few pediceled, the pedicels smooth or
scabrous

;
involucre campanulate, 3-4 mm. long, 2-3 mm. thick, its firm oblong

glutinous bracts blunt. (Euthamia Greene
;
E. caroliniana Am. auth., in part,

not Greene.) Sandy or gravelly soil, chiefly near the coast, e. Mass, to Fla.;
also n. Ind. to s. Wise. Aug.-Oct.

54. S. MoselSyi Fernald. Similar, 5-6 dm. high ;
leaves lance-linear, taper-

pointed, without axillary fascicles ; heads mostly on scabrous pedicels subtended

by very minute subulate bracts; involucre subcylindric, 3-4 mm. long, 1.5-2

mm. thick, its very unequal soft bracts linear. Oxford Prairie, Erie Co., O.

(Moseley}. Sept.
M. ++ Involucre 5-6 mm. long.

55. S. leptoce"phala T. & G. Stem strict and simple nearly to the summit,
3-6 dm. high ;

leaves linear-lanceolate, firm, light green, strongly 1-ribbed,
with or without obscure lateral nerves, somewhat punctate but not viscid, the

middle ones 4-6 cm. long, 4-6 mm. wide ; heads sessile or short-pediceled ;

involucre cylindric-clavate, its linear pale straw-colored bracts barely viscid.

(Euthamia Greene.) Damp sandy ground, e. Neb. to Miss, and Tex. Aug.-Oct.
56. S. gymnospermoides (Greene) Fernald. Similar, freely fastigiate-

branched from near the middle; leaves linear-attenuate, 1-ribbed', strongly

punctate, glutinous; the middle ones 5-7 cm. long, 2-3 mm. wide; involucre

very viscid. (Euthamia Greene. ) Dry soil, e. Kan. to La. and Tex. Aug.-Oct.

16. BRACHYCHAETA T. & G. FALSE GOLDEN-ROD

Habit and flowers nearly as in Solidago, except as to the pappus, which is a
row of minute rather scale-like bristles, shorter than the achene. A perennial
herb, with rounded or ovate serrate leaves, all the lower ones heart-shaped ;

the
small yellow heads in sessile clusters racemed or spiked on the branches.

(Name composed of ppaxfc, short, and x<**7, bristle, from the pappus.)
1. B. sphacelata (Raf.) Britton. Slender, about 1 in. high. (B. cordata

T. & G.) Wooded hills, s. Ind. to Va. and Ga. Aug.-Oct.

17. APLOPAPPUS Cass.

Heads many-flowered, radiate
; rays many, pistillate. Involucre hemi-

spherical, of many closely imbricated bracts in several series. Receptacle
flat. Achenes short, turbinate to linear

; pappus simple, of numerous unequal
bristles. Mostly herbaceous perennials, with alternate rigid leaves. Ray- and
disk-flowers both yellow. (From a,7r\6os, simple, and irdinros, pappus.}

1. A. ciliatus (Nutt.) DC. Annual or biennial, glabrous, 0.5-1.5 in. high,

leafy ;
leaves oval (or the lower obovate), obtuse, dentate with bristle-pointed

teeth
;
heads very large, few and clustered, the outer bracts spreading ;

achenes

glabrous, the central abortive. (Prionopsis Nutt.) Mo., Kan., and south w.
2. A. spinulbsus (Pursh) DC. Perennial, branching, puberulent or glabrate,

low
;
leaves narrow, pinnately or bipinnately parted, the lobes and teeth bristle-

tipped ;
heads small, the appressed bracts bristle-tipped ;

achenes pubescent.
( Si<l<>ranthus Sweet ; Eriocarpum Greene.) Minn, and la. to the Saskatchewan
and Tex.

18. BIGEL6WIA DC. RAYLESS GOLDEN-ROD

Heads 3-4-flowered
;
flowers all tubular and perfect. Involucre club-shaped,

yellowish ;
the rigid somewhat glutinous bracts linear, closely imbricated and

approsscd. Receptacle narrow, with an awl-shaped prolongation in the center.

Achenes somewhat obconical, hairy ; pappus a single row of capillary Lristles.

Flowers yellow. Leaves scattered, oblanceolate or linear, 1-3-nerved. A large

chiefly western genus, few species approaching our limits. (Dedicated to Dr.
Jifi-nh IH<t< /o?r, author of the Florula Bostoniensis, and of the American
Medical Botany.) CIIOM>ROIMIOKA Raf. BIOELOVIA T. & G.
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1. B. nudata (Michx.) DC. A smooth perennial ;
the slender stem 3-8 dm.

high, simple or branched from the base, naked above, bearing small heads in a

flat-topped corymb. Low pine barrens, N. J., and southw. Sept.

19. BELLIS [Tourn.] L. DAISY

Heads many-flowered ;
the rays numerous, pistillate. Bracts of the involucre

herbaceous, equal, in about 2 rows. Receptacle conical, naked. Achenes
obovate, flattened, wingless, and without any pappus. - Low herbs, chiefly of
the Old World, either stemless, like the true Daisy, B. PERENNIS L. (which
is found as an occasional escape from cultivation), or leafy-stemmed, as is the

following. (The Latin name, of uncertain derivation.)
1. B. integrif61ia Michx. (WESTERN D.) Annual or biennial, diffusely

branched, 1-1 dm. high, smoothish
;

leaves lanceolate or oblong, the lower

spatulate-obovate ;
heads on slender peduncles ; rays pale violet-purple.

Prairies and banks, Ky., and southwestw. May, June.
I

20. CHAETOPAPPA DC.

Heads several-flowered, radiate
;
disk-flowers often sterile. Involucral bracts

imbricated in 2 or more rows, the outer shorter. Receptacle flat, naked.
Achenes fusiform or compressed ; pappus of 5 or fewer thin nerveless scales,

alternating with rough bristly awns, or these wanting. Low southwestern

branching animals, with narrow entire leaves and solitary terminal heads
; rays

white or purple. (Xa/r?;, a bristle, and irdinros, pappus.)
1. C. asteroides DC. Slender, 0.5-3 dm. high, pubescent; involucres

slender, 4 mm. long; rays 5-12; achenes pubescent. Dry grounds, Mo.,
and southwestw.

21. BOLTdNIA L'Her.

Heads many-flowered ; rays numerous, pistillate. Bracts of the hemispheri-
cal involucre imbricated somewhat in 2 rows, appressed, with narrow mem-
branaceous margins. Receptacle conical or hemispherical, naked. Achenes
very flat, obovate or inversely heart-shaped, margined with a callous wing, or in

the ray 3-winged, crowned with a pappus of several minute bristles and usually
2-4 longer awns. Perennial bushy-branched smooth herbs, pale green, with the

aspect of Aster; the thickish leaves chiefly entire, often turned edgewise.
Flowers autumnal

;
disk yellow ; rays white or purplish. (Dedicated to James

Bolton, English botanist of the 18th century.)
* Heads middle-sized, loosely corynibed.

1. B. asteroides (L.) I/He'r. Stems 0.2-2.5 m. high ;
leaves lanceolate;

involucral bracts acuminate
; pappus of few or many minute bristles and 2 awns

or none. Moist places along streams, Ct. to Neb., arid southw. Aug.-Oct.
Var. DECURRENS (T. & G.) Engelm. A large form with the leaves alate-decur-

rent upon the stem and branches. (B. decurrens Wood.) 111. and Mo.
2. B. latisquama Gray. Heads rather larger ;

involucral bracts oblong to

ovate, obtuse or mucronate-apiculate ; pappus-awns conspicuous. Prairies, etc.,

w. Mo., Kan., and Okla.

* * Heads small, panicled on the slender branches.

3. B. diffusa Ell. Stem diffusely branched
;

leaves lance-linear, those on
the branchlets very small and awl-shaped ; rays short, mostly white

; pappus of

several very short bristles and 2 short awns. Prairies, etc., s. 111. to Fla. and
.Tex. Aug.-Oct.

22. ASTER [Tourn.] L. STARWORT. FROST-FLOWER. ASTER

Heads many-flowered, radiate
;
the ray-flowers in a single series, fertile.

Bracts of the involucre more or less imbricated, usually with herbaceous or leaf-
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like tips. Receptacle flat, alveolate. Achenes more or less flattened
; pappus

simple, of capillary bristles (double in 4 and 6). Perennial herbs (annual
only in 7 and 8), with corymbed, panicled, or racemose heads, flowering
chiefly in autumn. Rays white, purple, blue, or pink ;

the disk yellow, often

changing to purple. Species often without sharply defined limits, freely hybrid-
izing. (Name d<rrrip, a star, from the radiate heads of flowers.)

N.B. In this genus the heads are drawn on a scale of f, the leaves |.

A. At least the basal leaves cgrdate and definitely petioled B.
B. Stem-leaves petioled or sessile, not clasping C.

C. Rays white D.
D. Plant not glandular E.

E. Heads corymbose.
Involucre ovoid-campanulate, thick-cylindric, or turbinate

;

tufted basal leaves few or none.
Leaves thin, smoothish, at least not rough above
Leaves thick, rough above.

Inflorescence slightly forking ; heads few, 1-1.5 cm. high
Inflorescence much branched

;
heads numerous, hardly

1 cm. high
Involucre slender, cylindric ; large tufted basal leaves abun-

dant .

E. Heads paniculate
D. Glandular, at least as to the branches of the inflorescence .

C. Rays blue or violet F.
F. Plant not glandular G.
G- Involucral bracts with squrroase tips ; rays many (about 40) .

G. Involucral bracts appressed or ascending; rays fewer (10-20) //.

//. Leaves entire or essentially so, firm, much longer than wide.
Leaves harsh above
Leaves smooth above

H. Leaves serrate, mostly thinner I.

I. Involucre 4-6 mm. high ; bracts appressed, with conspicu-
ous colored tips ;

heads abundant, paniculate.
Cordate leaves mostly on slender petioles, neither glau-

cous nor very smooth
Cordate leaves mostly on winged petioles, glaucous be-

neath, smooth
I. Involucre 6-10 min. high ; bracts loose, without conspicu-

ously colored tips.
Heads abundant, densely racemo-paniculate.
Stem essentially glabrous
Stem densely short-pubescent

Heads fewer, loosely paniculate or subcorymbose .

F. At least the branches of the inflorescence glandular
B. Stem-leaves mostly cordate-clasping

A . None of the leaves at once cordate and definitely petioled J.

./. At least the lower leaves abruptly narrowed or constricted below
the middle.

Leaves essentially entire, at most slightly constricted above the

2. A. divaricatnu.

3. A.furcatuK.

4. A.

5. A. Si-

28. A.
6. A. macrophyllux.

19. A. anomahis.

20. A. aznreuH.
21. A. Shortii.

23. A. cordifoliu*.

24. A. Lowrieiinu*.

25. A. sagMifoli it*.

26. A. Drummondii.
27. A. Li inlli yitnitx.
6. A. maorophyltut.

22. A.

base
Leaves sharply serrate, the lower contracted to winged petioles.
Leaves with abruptly dilated auriculate-clasping

"

Leaves without dilated bases, scarcely clasping
J. Leaves not abruptly narrowed or constricted below A".

A'. Stem lc;ivos with cordate- or auriculate-clasping bases L.
/.. Involucre glandular-hairy ; rays usually deep violet M.

.)/. Leaves conspicuously cordate-clasping, mostly entire.

Branchlets glandular-viscid ; involucre hemispherical; bracts

subequal, linear-attenuate, loose
Branchlets not glandular ; involucre turbinate; bracts un-

equal, linear-oblong, with slightly spreading green tips .

M. Leaves obscurely cordate-clasping.
Plant rigid, freely branching ; leaves mucronate-tipped ; in-

volucral bracts unequal, linear or linear-oblong, with

spreading tips
Plant not rigid, bearing few terminal heads; leaves thin,

acuminate ; bracts equal, linear-attenuate

L. Involucre not glandular-hairy .V.

N. Bracts of the involucre distinctly Imbricated, i.e. the outer
series successively shorter O.

(>. Plant smooth and glaucous.
Leaves lanceolate to ovate ; heads paniculate
Leaves narrower ; heads solitary or racemose .

O. Plant not glaucous.

Tips of bracts squarrose or recurved-spreading.

18. A. patens.

48. A.prenanthoides.
47. A. tardiflorus.

14. A.novae-anylitH'.

18. A.

13. A. oWongifoliu*.

15. .1. modestus.

29. A. ?aeri*.

80. A. virytitux.
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35. A. amethystinus.

46. A. novi-belgii.

18. A. patens.
81. A. concinnus.

42. A. paniculatus.

46. A. nom-belgii.

45. A. longifoUus.

49. A.puniceus.

Plant cinereous-pubescent, with small leaves (5 cm. or

less long) ;
heads 6 mm. high

Plant green and essentially glabrous ;
leaves and heads

larger ; bracts herbaceous, the outer often foliaceous

Tips of bracts ascending, not recurved.
Bracts linear-oblong or lanceolate, firm, with dilated

herbaceous tips ; rays deep blue or violet.

Leaves conspicuously clasping, the auricles generally
meeting around the stem

Leaves slightly or inconspicuously clasping .

Bracts linear-attenuate, thin, with slender green or col-

ored tips ; rays white or lavender ....
N. Bracts of the involucre essentially equal, only the very outer-

most sometimes broader and shorter.

Tips of bracts acute (not attenuate), recurved-spreading or

squarrose
Tips of bracts (except occasional outer foliaceous ones) long-

attenuate, ascending, not recurved.
Stem slender, glabrous or villous ;

leaves long-lanceolate ;

involucre 5-8 mm. high
Stem stout, glabrous or harshly pubescent ;

leaves lanceo-
late to narrowly rhombic-obovate ; involucre 7-12 mm.
high

K. Stem-leaves narrowed or rounded or cordate at base, but not

clasping P.
P. Leaves silvery-silky on both faces, entire.

Heads solitary or few at the tips of the branches ;
achenes

smooth . 16. A. sericeus.
Heads in a wand-like raceme

;
achenes silky

. . . . 17. A. concolor.
P. Leaves green, not silvery-silky, sometimes pilose or villous Q.

Q. Involucre glandular-viscid ; rays violet R.
R. Basal leaves petioled, much larger than the cauline.

Basal leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, on nearly naked peti-
oles ; involucral bracts erect 7. A. Herveyi.

Basal leaves narrower, on margined petioles ; involucre

squarrose.
Tall

;
basal leaves spatulate- to lance-oblong ;

involucre
1-1.5 cm. high, very glandular 8. A. spectabilis.

Low ; basal leaves lanceolate ;
involucre mostly shorter,

barely glandular 9. A. swculosus.
R. Basal and stem-leaves uniform, linear to oblong, the lower

not conspicuously petioled.
Leaves firm, linear- to lance-oblong, entire, blunt or

acutish.

Stem hispid ; uppermost leaves passing into involucral

bracts 12. A. grandiflorus.
Stem glandular-puberulent ; uppermost leaves and invo-

lucral bracts distinct . 13. A. oblongifolius.
Leaves thin, lanceolate, acuminate, subentire to serrate . 15. A. modestus.

Q. Involucre not glandular 8.

S. Basal leaves with definite margined petioles.
Involucral bracts oblong, coriaceous.
Leaves entire or slightly dentate.
Bracts strongly ciliate ; involucre turbinate-hemispher-

ical 9. A. surculosus.
Bracts not ciliate, nearly or quite glabrous ; involucre

slender-turbinate 10. A. gracilis.
Leaves serrate 11. A. radula.

Involucral bracts linear or linear-subulate, thin . . .47. A. tardiflorus.
S. None of the leaves definitely petioled, or the lower incon-

spicuously so T.

T. Stem-leaves linear 17.

U. Stem glabrous or glabrate, or only slightly pubescent
above V.

V. Involucre 5 mm. or less high W.
W. Bracts with definite firm subulate tips.

Involucre hemispherical or campanulate, as broad
as high 38. A. ericoides.

Involucre turbinate, only 2-3 mm. broad . . 34. A. depauperating
W. Bracts without firm subulate tips X.
X. Bracts with conspicuous elliptic or subrhombic

green tips.
Heads terminating minutely foliose branchlets . 38. A, dumosus.
Heads paniculate or if few on leafy (not minutely

foliose-bracteolate) branchlets . . . 43. A. saUcifolius.
X. Bracts attenuate, without conspicuous dilated tips.

Rays white (or lavender-tinged).
Branches ascending-paniculate ; heads in ra-

cemo-paniculate clusters.

GRAY'S MANUAL 51
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Kays 6 mm. or less long; leaves slightly serrate . . 41. A. Trndeecanti.
Rays longer ;

leaves entire . . (42) A. panieulatus, v. bellidijlorus.
Branches divaricate ;

small heads in 1 -sided racemes . 89. A. vimineus.
Branches ascending, terminated by solitary heads (39) A. rimineus, v. aascatilia.

Rays violet or rose-pink (exceptionally white).
Leaves at most 4.5 cm. long, becoming revolute . . 55. A. nemoralix.
Leaves longer, plane 44. A.junceus.

V. Involucre more than 5 mm. high Y.

Y. Bracts with definite firm subulate
tips

32. A. polyphyllus.
Y. Bracts without firm subulate tips Z.

Z. Leaves at most 4.5 cm. long.
Stems many, rigid, from a woody caudex

;
bracts firm, the

inner blunt ; rays blue-violet 52. A. linariifoliux.
Stem single, from a slender rootstock

; bracts thin, linear-

attenuate
; rays rose-pink 55. A. nemoralis.

Z. Leaves longer a.

a. Annuals, with inconspicuous rays.
Bracts definitely imbricated, linear or linear-subulate

Bracts subequal, the outer foliaceous.

Leaves linear-attenuate ; rays shorter than the style
Leaves linear-oblanceolate to spatulate ; rays longer than

the style
a. Perennials, with mostly conspicuous rays b.

b. Bracts firm, lanceolate.

Bracts unequal, regularly imbricated, not foliaceous

Bracts subequal or imbricat

b.
tips

ited, with spreading foliaceous

67. A. subulatus.

58. .1 . angustus.

59. A.frondosus,

56. A. Unuifolius.

1. A. paludosus.

38. A. dumosus.

43. A. salicifolius.

Bracts thin, linear or linear-lanceolate.

Bracts with conspicuous elliptic or subrhombic green tips.
Heads terminating minutely foliose-bracteolate branch-

lets

Heads paniculate, or if few on leafy (not minutely
foliose-bracteolate) branches

Bracts without conspicuous colored tips.

Rays white
; bracts very narrowly linear-attenuate,

regularly imbricated, 4-6 mm. long (42) A. paniculatus, v. bellidijlorus.

Rays violet or rose-pink ; bracts linear-lanceolate, less

definitely imbricated, mostly longer . . .44. A.junceus.
U. Stem conspicuously pubescent.

Involucral bracts (or at least the outer ones) bristly-ciliate.
Leaves crowded, rigid ; rays white (rarely purple-tinged).
Heads 5-6 mm. high 36. A. multiflorus.
Heads 7-9 mm. high 87. A. commutatus.

Leaves not rigid ; rays blue 85. A. amethystinn*.
Involucral bracts not bristly-ciliate.
Bracts with firm subulate tips ; short rays usually white.
Involucre hemispherical or campanulate, as broad as high (33) A. ericoidex, v.

Involucre turbinate, narrower than high . . (34) A. dfj><injn>ratust
v.

Bracts thin, linear-attenuate, without firm subulate tips ;
stem

puberulent ; long rays violet or rose-pink . . . .55. A.nemoralis.
T. Stem-leaves lanceolate or broader c.

c. Heads in
flat-topped corymbs ; rays white or whitish (not blue or violet).

1, linear-lanceolate ; pappus simple 58. A, pt<tr>n i<-ni<lt .

pappus double.
Involucre 8-4.5 mm. high ; leaves lanceolate to ovate . . .50. A. iintbrllatnx.

Leaves rigid, linear-lanceolate ; pappus simple
Leaves not rigid, broader; pappus double.

51. A. infirm UK.

88. A. ericoides.

Involucre 5-7 mm. high ; leaves obovate to oblong
c. Heads paniculate or racemose d.
d. Steins glabrous or essentially so e.

6. Involucre 5 mm. or less high.
Bracts with definite firm subulate tips
Bracts without firm subulate tips.
Heads in more or less 1-sided racemes.

Leaves narrowly lanceolate, scarcely serrate ; bracts linear-

attenuate.......... 39. A. riinhi,n*.

Leaves broader, serrate
; bracts with the midrib dilated

up ward and rather conspicuous ..... 40. A. lateriflorus.
Heads on ascending-paniculate branches.

Bracts linear-attenuate.
Heads (including rays) 1-1.5 cm. broad; bracts very

slender and fiMfl .......
Heads larger; bracts green chiefly at tip . . . .

Bracts broad-linear or linear-oblong, with conspicuous
elliptic or subrhombic rrcen tips .....

e. Involucre more than .

r
> mm. high /.

/. Bracts with definite firm subulate tips .....
f. Bracts without firm subulate tips g.

g. Leaves on branchlets reduced to rigid subulate bracts.

Perennial; involucre 9 mm. or more high, of firm closely
imbricated bluntish bracts ..... ".

41. A. Tradexcanti.
42. A. p<micut<i1nx,

48. A.

82. A. polyphyUnx.

%>. A. tnrlintllus.
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57. A. subulatus.

54. A. acuminatua.

11. A, radula.

42. A. paniculatus.

48. A. salicifolius.
A. longifoliiis.

Annual ; involucre 6-8 mm. high, of linear-subulate loosely
imbricated bracts

g. Leaves on branchlets broader h.

h. Inflorescence loosely paniculate-corymbose.
Bracts thin, uniform, linear-lanceolate; rays few, white or

pinkish, rarely wanting
Bracts firm, oblong, the tips foliaceous

; rays numerous,
violet

h. Inflorescence definitely paniculate *.

i. Bracts ascending, their tips not squarrose.
Bracts regularly imbricated in several series.

Bracts linear-attenuate
Bracts broad-linear or linear-oblong, with conspicuous

elliptic or subrhombic green tips ....
Bracts subequal 45.

i. Bracts with spreading or squarrose tips, the outer mostly
foliaceous 46. A. novi-belgii.

d. Stem conspicuously pubescent y.

j. Bracts with definite firm subulate tips.
Involucre hemispherical or campanulate, as broad as high ;

leaves
lanceolate to oblong-lanceolate .... (33) A. ericoides, v. plalyphyllus.

Involucre turbinate, narrower than high . . (34) A. depauperatus, v. parvtceps.
j. Bracts without firm subulate tips.

Heads solitary or loosely paniculate-corymbose ;
bracts thin, linear-

lanceolate, loosely imbricated ; rays' whitish, violet, or rose-pink.
Leaves essentially uniform and crowded on the stem, entire or

slightly toothed, blunt or acutish 55. A. nemoralis.

Upper leaves largest, coarsely toothed, long-acuminate . . 54. A. acuminatua.
Heads paniculate or racemose

; bracts rather closely imbricated.
Bracts regularly imbricated in several series

; rays short, white
to lavender.

Heads regularly paniculate ; bracts linear-attenuate
;
leaves

lanceolate (42) A. paniculatus, vars.
Heads in more or less 1-sided racemes ; bracts generally with

colored dilated midribs ;
leaves lanceolate to oblong *. . 40. A. lateriflorus.

Bracts subequal ; rays long, blue or violet
;
stem densely villous

(46) A. longifolius, v. villicaulis.

1. HELEASTRUM (DC.) B. & H. Pappus simple, coarse and rigid, the

stronger bristles somewhat clavate ; bracts rigid, more or less foliaceous,

nearly equal.

1. A. paludbsus Ait. Stems 3-7 dm. high, glabrous or nearly so; heads
rather few, racemose or spicate ;

involucre 1 cm. high ;
outer bracts lax, foli-

aceous
; rays purple ;

leaves linear, entire. Kan. to Tex.,
N. C., and Ga. FIG. 918.

2. BIOTIA (DC.) T. & G. Involucre obovoid-bell-

shaped, turbinate, or cylindric; the bracts regularly
imbricated in several rows, appressed, nearly destitute

of herbaceous tips ; rays 6-18
;
achenes slender ; pap-

pus slightly rigid, simple; lower leaves heart-shaped,

petioled, coarsely serrate; heads in open corymbs
(rarely congested).

* Hays white (sometimes colored in age} ;

branches of inflorescence without glands.
918. A. paludosus.

H- Involucre ovoid-bell-shaped or turbinate; plants simple,
rarely producing large tufted basal leaves.

H- Leaves thin, smooth or sparsely hairy but not rough.

2. A. divaricatus L. Stem slender, somewhat zigzag, 3-9
dm. high, glabrous or sparingly pilose ;

leaves coarsely and
unequally serrate with sharp spreading teeth, taper-pointed,
ovate, ovate-lanceolate, or deltoid-ovate, all but the upper-
most heart-shaped at the base and on slender naked petioles ;

involucre 6-8 mm. high ;
bracts thin, scarious, mostly obtuse

and ciliate, with inconspicuous green tips, the outer short and
oblong or oblong-triangular, the inner linear

; rays 6-12. 919. A. divaricatus.
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920. A. fui-catus.

(A. corymbosus Ait.) Woodlands, s. Me. and w. Que. to L. Superior, s. to Ga.

Aug.-Oct. FIG. 919. Extremely variable in outline of foliage, intensity of

coloring of disk-flowers, etc., characters upon which Professor
E. S. Burgess proposes as separable species A. carmesinus,
A. tenebrosus, and 26 others.

++ +* Leaves thick, rough above.

= Headsfew, large (1-1.5 cm. high).

3. A. furcatus Burgess. Stem slender, 3-6 dm. high, almost

uniformly leafy to the slightly forked summit ; leaves ovate or

elliptic, acuminate, coarsely serrate, lower short-petioled and

slightly cordate, upper mostly sessile, often with broad-winged
laciniate bases

;
involucre of 4-5 series of pubescent pale green

regularly imbricated blunt bracts, the outer oblong, the inner

linear, all with dark tips ; rays 1 cm. or more long, narrow.
Woods and rocky shaded banks, 111. and Mo. Aug. -Oct. FIG. 920.

= = Heads smaller (hardly 1 cm. high), numerous in corymbose or subumbel-
late clusters at the tips of the branches.

4. A. glomeratus Bernh. Rather stout, 4.6-9 dm. high ;

stem smooth, or pilose toward the summit
;

leaves pilose
beneath or glabrate ;

the lower broadly ovate, acuminate, long-

petioled ;
the upper gradually smaller and narrower, on winged

petioles or sessile
;
involucre green, broadly campanulate ; bracts

ciliate, dark-tipped, the inner ones slightly elongated, scarious

only on the margins ; rays short, rarely 0.5 cm. long. Thick-
ets and wooded banks, Me. to Va. Aug., Sept. FIG. 921.

- -- Involucre slender, cylindric ; bracts thin and scarious (loose and spreading
when dry), the innermost much exceeding the next outer series; large tufted
basal leaves abundant.

5. A. Schreberi Nees. Resembling the preceding ;
stem smooth or pilose ;

leaves thin, often pilose on the petioles and veins beneath, smooth or harsh
above

;
basal ones large, when well developed with broad

rectangular sinuses
;
involucre slightly imbricated

; rays
1 cm. long. (Including A. curvescens Burgess. ) Damp
woods and thickets, N. E. to Va. July-Sept. FIG. 922.

921. A. gloineratus.

922. A. Schreberi.

* * Says violet or blue (rarely white) ; branches of the

infloresence glandular.

6. A. macrophyllus L. Rather coarse, 0.3-1.6 in.

high, viscid-glandular at least in the inflorescence;
sterile tufts of large ovate cordate leaves abundant ; basal leaves large, cordate

;

the upper of various forms, usually smaller and narrower
;
involucre generally

3-4-seriate
;
bracts greenish, the outer short-ovate, blunt, and

pubescent; the inner elongated, linear, more scarious, some-
times roseate-tinged on the margins. An extremely variable

plant, from which several forms are separated, by some
authors, as. species. The typical plant is simple, 3-9 dm.

high, characterized by thick harsh foliage, stout rather

smooth stem, and broad terminal corymbose inflorescence

with many conspicuous stipitate glands. (Including A. ros-

idns, etc., Burgess.) Open woods and thickets, N. B. to

Minn, and N. C. Aug., Sept. FIG. 923. The following
varieties include the best-marked extremes. Var. PINGUIFOLIUS Burgess. Stem
glabrous, 5-6 dm. high ; many of the basal leaves very smooth (almost greasy),
others scabrous at least in spots. Me. to N. Y. and westw. Var. EXCELSIOR

Burgess. Stem sinoothish, 1 m. or so high, glaucous leaves pale, for the most

part narrowly ovate, oblong, or lanceolate; bracts elongated. N. H. to Ont.

and Mich. Var. VKL^TINUS Burgess. Stems villous-pubescent ; leaves pilose

928. A. inacrophyllus.
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beneath, all but the lowest truncate or tapering at base. Throughout the range,
the commonest form northw. Var. SEJUNCTUS Burgess. Similar to the pre-
ceding variety, but most of the stem-leaves long-petioled, broad and cordate.
Me. to Pa. and Wise. Var. APRICENSIS Burgess. Freely branching from near
the base, bearing innumerable heads. Me. to Pa. Var. IANTHINUS (Burgess)
Fernald. Glands minute, rarely stipitate ;

leaves thin. (Including A. ianthinus,
violaris, multiformis, and nobilis Burgess.) Me. to Ont. and W. Va.

3. EllASTER Gray. Bracts imbricated in various degrees, with herbaceous
or leaf-like summits, or the outer entirely foliaceous ; rays numerous ; pap-
pus simple, soft and nearly uniform (coarser and more rigid in the first

group); achenes flattened.

* Bracts well imbricated, coriaceous, with short herbaceous mostly obtuse spread-
ing tips ; pappus of rigid bristles ; stem-leaves all sessile, none heart-shaped
or clasping ; heads few or when several corymbose, large and showy.

Lowest leaves ovate or ovate-oblong, on nearly naked petioles, some rounded
or subcordate at base.

7. A. Herveyi Gray. Slightly scabrous, 3-9 dm. high, the
summit and peduncles glandular-puberulent ;

leaves roughish,
obscurely serrate, the upper lanceolate

;
heads loosely corym-

bose, 1 cm. or so high ;
involucre nearly hemispherical ;

bracts

obscurely glandular, all erect, with very short or indistinct

green tips; rays violet, 1-1.5 cm. long. Borders of oak

woods, in rather moist soil, e. Mass, to

I^JFj

/ \ Ct. and L.I. FIG. 924. An ambigu-

\ \/\y '/ $
ous species, approaching the preceding

V\ /i / and the next.
\ VJl/ \/

N!K
"*" "*" Budical leaves (usually absent in

no. 11) all tapering into margined
petioles; involucres squarrose (hardly
so in no. 11) ; rootstocks slender.

8. A. spectdbilis Ait. Stems 3-6 dm.
924. A. Herveyi. high, roughish and glandular-puberulent

above
;

leaves oblong-lanceolate or the

lower spatulate-oblong, obscurely serrate or the upper en-

tire
;
heads few, hemispherical; involucre 1-1.5 cm.' high;

bracts glandular-puberulent and viscid, mostly with the

upper half herbaceous and spreading ; rays about 20, bright

violet, 2 cm. long. Sandy soil, Mass, to Del., near the 925 A spectabilis

t
coast

;
also w. N. C. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 925.

9. A. surculdsus Michx. Stems 2.5-4 dm. high, from long
filiform rootstocks ; leaves entire or nearly so, rigid, lanceolate

or the upper linear
;
heads few or solitary, as in the preceding,

but generally smaller, the bracts hardly glandular. Moist

ground, coast of N. J., and southw. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 926.

10. A. gracilis Nutt. llqotstocks occasion-

ally tuberous-thickened
;
stems slender, 3-4 dm.

high ;
leaves oblong-lanceolate, entire or nearly

ISO,

small (2-5 cm. long) ;
heads few or several

;

11 I involucre top-shaped, 6-9 mm. long, glabrous,
VI

'

not glandular nor viscid, the coriaceous whitish

\J
bracts with very short deltoid or ovate tips ; rays

9-12, 0.5-1 cm. long. Pine barrens, N. J. to

U N. C., Ky., and Tenn. July-Sept. FIG. 927.

26. A. surculosus.
" A ' r*dula 4^' Ste simPle OT

,

C 17m -

bose at the summit, smooth or sparsely hairy,

many-leaved, 3-12 dm. high ;
leaves oblong-lanceolate, pointed,

sharply serrate in the middle, very rough both sides and rugose- 927. A. gracilis.
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veined, closely sessile, 5-8 cm. long, nearly uniform
;
heads 1-40

; bracts of bell-

shaped involucre oblong, obtuse, oppressed, clearly in several series, with very
short and slightly spreading herbaceous ciliate tips; rays pale
violet

;
achenes smooth. Bogs and low woods, Nfd. to Del. and

w. Va. July-Sept. FIG. 928.

Var. strictus (Pursh) Gray. Slender, 1-8 dm. high ;
heads

1-8
;
involucral bracts more foliaceous, acute or acutish, nearly

equal. (Var. biflorus Porter.) Damp rocky or mossy places,
n. Lab. and Hudson B. to Nfd., N. B., and n. N. E.

* * Involucre and usually the branchlets viscid- or pruinose-
glandular, well imbricated or loose ; pubescence not silky ;

leaves entire (or the lower with few teeth}, the cauiine all

sessile or clasping ; rays showy, violet to purple ; involucral
bracts spreading, in few or many ranks.

928 A radula 12 - A - grandiflbrus L. Minutely
hispid; stems slender, loosely much

branched, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves very small (0.5-4 cm.

long), oblong-linear, obtuse, rigid, the uppermost
passing into bracts of the hemispherical squarrose
many-ranked involucre

; rays bright violet, 2.5 cm.

long; achenes hairy. Dry open places, Va., and
southw. Heads large and very showy. FIG. 929.

13. A. oblongifblius Nutt. Minutely glandular-
puberulent, much branched above, rigid, paniculate-

corymbose, 3-7 dm. high ;
leaves narrowly oblong or

lanceolate, inucronate-pointed, partly clasping, thick- 929. A. grandiflorus.

ish, 2.5-5 cm. long, 0.5-1 cm. wide
;
involucral bracts

nearly equal, broadly linear, appressed at the base
; rays

violet-purple ;
achenes canescent. Bluffs and rocky banks,

Pa. and Va. to Minn, and Kan. Sept., Oct. Heads middle-
sized or smaller. FIG. 930.

Var. rigldulus Gray. Low, rarely more than 3 dm. high,
with more rigid and hispidulous-scabrous leaves. (A. Kum-
leini Fries.) More exposed situations, 111., Wise., and
southwestw. Late July-Oct.

14. A. nbvae-angliae L7* Stem stout, hairy, 0.5-2.6 m.

high, corymbed at the summit
;
leaves numerous, lanceolate,

entire, acute, auriculate-clasping,
930. A. oblongifolius. clothed with minute pubescence, 0.5-

1 dm. long ;
bracts nearly equal,

linear-awl-shaped, loose, glandular-viscid, as well as
the branchlets ; rays violet-purple, rarely white, very
numerous

;
achenes hairy. Moist chiefly calcareous

grounds, centr. Me. to w. Que., westw. and southw.

Aug.-Oct. Heads large ;
a very handsome species,

popular in cultivation. (Escaped
from gardens, and locally natu-
ralized in Eu.) FIG. 931. Var.
it6sKi;s (Desf.) DC. Rays pink
or rose-color. Range of the typ-
ical form, local.

15. A. mode'stus Lindl. Pu-
bescent or glabrate ;

stem slender,

simple, with few large heads terminating slender branch-
It't* ; h-art-it lanceolate, very acute, narrowed to <i **-//

base, sparingly serrate or serrulate
;
bracts linear-attenuate,

equal, mostly herbaceous
; rays dark violet. (A. major

I'orter.) Rich soil, \v. Out. and n. Minn, to B. C. and
982. A. modestus. Ore. July-Sept. Flo. 932.

A. novae-angliae.
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. A. sericeus.

* * * Leaves whitened, silvery-silky both sides, all sessile and entire, mucronu-
late ; involucre imbricated in "^-several rows ; rays showy, purple-violet.

16. A. sericeus Vent. Stems slender, 2-6 dm. high,
branched

;
leaves silver-white, lanceolate or oblong ;

heads

mostly solitary, terminating the short branchlets
;
bracts

of the globular involucre similar to the leaves, spread-

ing, except the short coriaceous base
;
achenes smooth,

many-ribbed. Prairies and dry banks,
Wise, to Man., Tex., and Tenn. Aug.-
Oct. Heads large ; rays 20-30. FIG.

933.

17. A. c6ncolor L. Stems wand-like,

nearly simple, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves

crowded, oblong or lanceolate, appressed,
the upper reduced to little bracts

;
heads

in a simple or compound wand-like raceme ; bracts of the

obovoid involucre closely imbricated in several rows, appressed,
rather rigid, silky, lanceolate

;
achenes silky. Dry sandy soil

near the coast, Mass., and southw. Late Aug.-Nov. FIG. 934.

* * * * Leaves entire, the lower not heart-shaped, the cauline all with sessile and

cordate-clasping base, the auricles generally meeting around the stem.

18. A. patens Ait. Rough-pubescent ;
stem loosely pan-

icled above, 3-9 dm. high, with widely spreading branches
;

heads mostly solitary, terminating slender branchlets, 1-2

cm. broad, with showy deep blue-purple rays; leaves

oblong-lanceolate or ovate-oblong, often contracted below
the middle, rough, especially above and on the margins,
the cauline 2.5-7 cm. long ;

bracts of the minutely rough-
ish involucre with spreading pointed tips ;

achenes silky.

Dry ground, centr. Me. to Minn., and southw. Aug.-
Oct. FIG. 935. Var. PHLOGIFOLIUS Nees. A form

usually of shady places, with the larger (6-15 cm. long)
and elongated thin scarcely rough leaves downy under-

neath, sometimes toothed toward the end, mostly much
contracted below the middle. (A. phlogifolius Muhl.)

934. A. concolor.

935. A. patens.

Mass, to O. and Tenn.

Var. gracilis Hook. Stem-leaves very short (1-2 cm. long), thickened and

harsh, those of the flowering branches mostly minute. Ky. to Kan., and
southwestw.

***** Lower leaves heart-shaped and petioled ; no glandular or viscid pubes-
cence; heads with short and appressed green-tipped bracts (except in nos.

19 and 26), mostly small and numerous, racemose or panicled.

H- Heads middle-sized, with many rays, and squarrose foliaceous involucre.

19. A. an6malus Engelm. Somewhat pubescent and
scabrous

;
stems slender, 1 in. high, simple or racemose-

branched above
;
leaves ovate or ovate-lanceolate, pointed,

entire
;
the upper small, almost sessile

;
bracts of the hemi-

spherical involucre imbricated in several rows, appressed,
with linear spreading leafy tips; achenes smooth. Lime-
stone cliffs and rocky woods, 111., Mo., and Ark. -Sept.,
Oct. Rays violet-purple. FIG. 936.

-t- -t- Bays 10-20
;
involucral bracts appressed or erect.

++ Leaves entire or slightly serrate; heads middle-sized;
rays bright blue.

20. A. azureus Lindl. Stem rather rough, erect, racemose-

compound at the summit, the branches slender and rigid; A. anomalus.
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937. A. azureus.

938. A. Shortii.

leaves rough, the lower ovate-lanceolate or oblong, heart-shaped, on long often
hairy petioles; the others lanceolate or linear, sessile, on the branches awl-

shaped ;
involucre inversely conical. Copses and prairies,

w. N. Y. and Out. to Minn., Mo., and southw. Sept., Oct.
Involucre much as in A. laevis, but smaller and slightly

pubescent. FIG. 937.

21. A. Sh6rtii Lindl. Stem slender, spreading, nearly
smooth, bearing very numerous heads in racemose panicles ;

leaves smooth above, minutely pubescent
underneath, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate,

elongated, tapering gradually to a sharp
point, all but the uppermost more or less

heart-shaped at base and on naked petioles,
none clasping ;

involucre bell-shaped.
Cliffs and banks, w. Pa. to 111., and southw.

Aug.-Oct. A pretty species, 1 m. high ;

leaves 0.5-1.5 dm. long. FIG. 938.

22. A. undulatus L. Pale or somewhat hoary with close

pubescence ;
stem spreading, bearing numerous heads in race-

mose panicles ; leaves ovate or ovate"

lanceolate, with wavy or slightly toothed

margins, roughish above, downy under-
neath ; the lowest heart-shaped, on margined petioles ;

the
others abruptly contracted into short broadly winged peti-
oles which are dilated and clasping at the base, or directly
sessile by a heart-shaped base; involucre obovoid, the
bracts less rigid. Dry copses, N. B. to Ont., Minn., and
southw. Aug.-Nov. FIG. 939. Very variable in outline

of leaves, etc., upon which characters Professor E. S. Bur-

gess proposes many species.

M. -t-f Leaves for the most part conspicuously serrate; rays
pale blue or nearly white.

23. A. cordifblius L. Stem nearly glabrous, much
branched above, the spreading or diverging branches bearing
very numerous panicled heads ; leaves thin, sharply serrate,

minutely scabrous above: the lower all heart-shaped, on

generally slender and naked ciliate peti-
oles ; the upper chiefly cordate

;
bracts

of the inversely conical involucre all

appressed and tipped with very short green
points, obtuse or acutish. Woods and

thickets, e. Que. to la., s. to Ga. and Mo.
Aug. -Oct. Heads profuse, but rather
small. Fi<;. ;M(). Var. FuitnfsHiAE Fer-
nald. Steins, petioles, and lower surfaces
of leaves densely villous. Banks of

streams, N. B., Me., and N. H. Var. POLYCEPHALUS Porter.

Most of the upper leaves truncate or narrowed at base.

Range of the typical form.
24. A. Lowrieanus Porter. Resembling A. cvrtlifnlius;

leaves thickixh, ijlunrnmt beneath, smooth, often greasy to the

loueh, thftrply or obscurely serrate
;
the lower ovate, cordate.

on mostly winged petioles. Open woods and thickets, Ct. to

941 A sagittifoliiiB.
Ont. and N. C. Sept., Oct. Var. i.\s< i <M \ 1 1

- 1'orter. Most
of the lower leaves lanceolate or lance-ovate, truncate or nar-

rowed at base. (Var. lancifolius Porter.) Similar range* Var. ixclsus Porter.
Leaves all lanceolate, the lower incised. (Var. Bicknellii Porter.) N. Y. and
I 'a., local.

-'". A. sagittifblius Wedemeyer. Stem rigid, erect, smooth or slightly

A. undulatus.

940. A. cordifoliuR.
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948. A. Lindleyanus.

hairy, with ascending branches bearing numerous racemose heads; leaves ovate-

lanceolate, pointed ;
the lower heart-shaped at base, on margined petioles ;

the

upper lanceolate or linear, pointed at both ends
; bracts of

the oblong involucre linear, tapering into awl-shaped slender
and loose tips. Dry ground, Vt. to Ky., and westw. Aug.-
Oct. Heads rather larger than in no. 23. FIG. 941.

26. A. Drumm6ndii Lindl. Pale with fine gray pubes-
cence; leaves cordate to cordate-lanceolate, mostly on mar-

gined petioles, the uppermost lanceolate
and sessile

;
bracts acute or acutish.

Open ground, etc., 111. to Minn, and
Tex. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 942. Passing
into the preceding.

27. A. Lindleyanus T. & G. Rather

stout, 3-10 dm. high, nearly glabrous ;

radical and lenfest leaves ovate, moder-

ately or obscurely cordate, the upper-
most sessile and pointed at both ends

;

heads larger, in a loose thyrse or

1)4-.'. A. Druuimoiuiii. panicle, the linear-attenuate bracts

looser and less imbricated ; rays blue-
violet. Thickets and open places, Lab., to Mackenzie,
s. to N. B., n. N. E., Mich., S. Dak., and Mont. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 943. Var.
ExfMius Burgess. Tall (often 2 m. high); leaves harsh above. N. Y. and O.
Var. COM\TI;S Fernald. Stems, petioles, and lower surfaces of the leaves villous.

Range of the typical form, local.

****** Without heart-shaped petiolcd leaves, the radical and lower all acute
or attenuate at base ; not glandular nor viscid, nor silky-canescent.

-- Smooth and glabrous throughout (or nearly so,

e.i-eept forms of no. 33), and usually pale and
glaucous; inrolucral bracts closely imbricated,
m
iirm <nid u-J/ifish -coriaceous below, green-tipped;
leaves firm, usually entire.

M. Rays violet or blue ; bracts rather abruptly green-
fij>j>ed; leaves on the branchlets reduced to rigid
subulate bracts.

28. A. turbin611us Lindl. Stem slender, 0.5-1 m.

high, paniculately branched
; leaves oblong to narrowly

lanceolate, tapering to each end, with rough margins ;

involucre elongated-obconical or almost club-shaped,
9 mm. or more in length ;

the bracts linear, with very short
and blunt green tips ; rays violet-blue

;
achenes nearly smooth.

Dry hills, etc., 111. to Neb., and southwestw. Sept., Oct.
Well marked and handsome. FIG. 944.

29. A. laevis L. Stouter, 0.5-1 m.

high ;
heads in a close panicle ;

leaves

thickish, lanceolate or ovate-lanceolate,

chiefly entire, the upper more or less

clasping by an auricled or heart-shaped
base

;
bracts of the short-obovoid or

hemispherical inrnfxcre with short

abrupt green tips ; rays blue-violet

(rarely white) ;
achenes smooth. Dry

soil, Me. to Ont., westw. and southw.

Aug.-Oct. A variable and elegant species. FIG. 945.

A form with broad ovate leaves is var. AMPLIFOLTT'S
Porter.

30. A. virg^tus Ell. Slender, strict and simple, with
i46. A. virtus. tV\v or several racemose or terminal heads, like those of

044. A. turbtnellus.

945. A. laevis.
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the last
;

leaves lanceolate or linear, the lower usually long and narrow.

{A. purpuratus Nees. ) Va., W. Va., and southw. Sept., Oct. FIG. 946.

31. A. concinnus Willd. Not glaucous, slender, 3-9 dm.
high ;

leaves lanceolate, mostly somewhat serrate, the lowest

spatulate-lanceolate on winged petioles ;
heads smaller than in

no. 29, numerous, panicled; bracts of involucre loose, with
more herbaceous narrower green tips ; rays violet. Rocky
woods, rare, Ct., and southw. Aug., Sept. An ambiguous
species. FIG. 947.

w. -4-*- Hays white, rarely purplish; bracts narrow, subulately

green-tipped; leaves mostly narrow, narrowed at base, on
the branchlets lax and attenuate.

947. A. concinnus.

948. A. polyphyllus.

32. A. polyphyllus Willd. Low or tall, 1-15 dm. high, with

virgate branches; cauline leaves lanceolate or linear, 0.5-1 dm.

long ;
heads paniculate ;

bracts lanceolate-subulate, the outer-

most much shorter ; rays 1 cm. long. (A. Faxoni Porter).
Rocky or gravelly soil, e. Me. and n. Vt. to Ont., Wise., and
southw. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 948. Heads larger than in the

next.

33. A. ericoides L. Smooth, 3-9 dm. high ;
the simple

branchlets or peduncles racemose along the upper side of the

wand-like spreading branches
;
lowest leaves oblong-spatulate,

sometimes toothed
;
the others linear-lanceolate or linear-awl-

shaped ;
heads 6 mm. high or less; involucre hemispheric or

campanulate ; bracts often nearly equal, with attentuate or

awl-shaped green tips. Dry open places, N. E. to Ont. ,

Minn., and southw. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 949. Var. viLL6sus
T. & G. Similar, but the stem and generally the narrow leaves

villous-hirsute. (Var. pilosus Porter.) Same range. Var.
PufNGLEi Gray. A low slender northern form, with few erect

branches and rather small scattered mostly solitary heads.

(A. Pringlei Britton.) Me. to Ont., s. to "Mass, and Wise.
Var. platyphyllus T. & G. Stout; stem and branches

densely white-villous
;
leaves lanceolate or oblong-lanceolate,

mostly pubescent ;
heads as in the typical form, but larger.

O. to Mich., 111., and southw.
34. A. depauperatus (Porter) Fernald.

1-4 dm. high ;
basal leaves small, spatulate ;

stem-leaves linear, those of the branches
linear-subulate

;
heads small, 4-5 mm. high,

terminating the slender divaricate branches
; involucre tur-

binate, 2-3 mm. broad, of about 20 linear-subulate bracts,
these less rigid than those of the preceding species. (A.
ericoides, var. pusillus Gray, and var. depauperatus Porter.)

Serpentine barrens, s. Pa. and adjacent W. Va. July-
Sept. FIG. 950.

(Burgess) Fernald Stout pilose 3-7
950> A depauitt ,,ltus .

near or lanceolate
;
heads rather crowded.

(A. ericoides, var. Burgess.) Prairies and woods, 111.

and Mo.

H- - Hoary-pubescent or hirsute; hert>a<-eims tips of the

more or less !>risth/-ciliate in mineral hraets si/i<arr<>se

or spreading ; canlinc /fares srn<r/L linear, entire,

scarcely narrowed at the .sv.x-.s-/7r or part hi e/aspi(/ !>ase;

heads nnnnrons. small. racemose.

36. A. amethystinus Nutt. Tall (0.5-1.5 m. high), up-
right, much branched, puberulent or somewhat hirsute

;

951. A. amethystinus. leaves u<>t rigid ; heads 6 mm. high ;
the tips of the bracts

Slender, glabrous,

949. A. ericoides.

Var. parviceps
dm. high ;

leaves li
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952. A. multiflorus.

merely spreading; rays light clear blue or rarely violet. Moist grounds,
e. Mass, and s. Vt. to Pa., Mo., and la., rare. Sept. FIG. 951. Perhaps
a hybrid of nos. 14 and 36.

36. A. multiflbrus Ait. Pale or hoary with minute close pubescence, 3-9
dm. high, much branched and bushy ;

the heads much crowded on the spreading
racemose branches

;
leaves rigid, crowded, spreading, with rough or ciliate

margins, the uppermost passing into the spatulate obtuse

hispidulous-ciliate bracts; heads 5-6 mm. long; rays
white or rarely purplish, 10-20. Dry sandy soil, s. Me.
to Ont., westw. and southw. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 952. Var.

EXIGUUS Fernald. Heads solitary or slightly clustered
at the tips of slender flexuous branches. Less common.

37. A. commutatus (T. & G.) Gray. Similar; heads

larger (7-9 mm. long); rays 20-30. (A incanopilosus Sheldon.) Plains,
Minn, to Sask., westw. and southwestw. July-Oct.

-t- -t- <- Bracts glabrous, closely imbricated (the outer regularly shorter}, not

coriaceous, with short appressed green tips ; branches slender, divaricate or

divergent ; leaves lanceolate to subulate ; heads small (4-7 mm. high} and
numerous.

++ Heads scattered, terminating minutely foliose slender branchlets.

38. A. dumbsus L. Smooth or nearly so, 3-9 dm. high, the branches slender,

loosely paniculate, divergent ;
leaves linear or the upper oblong, crowded, entire, ]

with rough margins ;
heads rather numerous

;
involucre

obconical or campanulate, with 4-6 rows of linear-spatulate
obtuse bracts with abrupt green tips ; rays pale purple or blue,

larger than in no. 39. Sandy soil, s. Me. to Ont., and southw.,

except in the upland regions. Aug., Sept. FIG. 953.

Var. coridifolius (Michx.) T. & G. Branchlets slender

and flexuous, elongated, with minute crowded divergent
small leaves, and generally solitary terminal heads. Bar-

rens, Mass., and southw.
Var. strictior T. & G. Branches stiff and ascending.

Mass, to Ont. and N. C.

w- -M- Heads racemosely unilateral upon very short minutely leafy branchlets.

39. A. vimineus Lam. Smooth or smoothish, 0.5-2 m. high, bushy, the long
branches almost horizontally spreading ;

leaves linear or narrowly lanceolate,

elongated, the larger ones remotely serrate in the middle with
fine sharp teeth

;
heads small, 4-6 mm. high, crowded

;
bracts

narrowly linear, acute or acutish, in 3-4 rows
; rays white.

Moist soil, s. Me. to Ont., westw. and southw. Aug.-Oct.
FIG. 954. Var. FOLioL6sus (Ait.) Gray. Leaves linear, en-
tire

;
the ascending branches with more

scattered paniculate heads. Similar

range.
Var. saxatilis Fernald. Low (1.6-6

dm. high); branches and branchlets

short, ascending, leafy-bracteate, termi-

nated by solitary larger heads (often 1.5 cm. broad).
Rocky shores, N. E. and Que. to O.

40. A. lateriflbrus (L.) Britton. More or less pubes-
cent, much branched

;
leaves lanceolate or oblong-lance-

olate, tapering or pointed at each end, sharply serrate in

the middle; bracts of the involucre linear, acute or rather obtuse, imbricated in

3-4 rows. {A. diffusus Ait.) Thickets, fields, etc., very common from N. S.

to Ont., and southw. Aug.-Oct. Extensively variable
;
leaves larger than in

either of the two preceding ;
the involucre intermediate between them, as to the

form of the bracts. Rays mostly short, white or pale bluish-purple. FIG. 955.

953. A. dumosus.

954. A. virnineus.

955. A. lateriflorus.
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Var. GLOMERELLUS (T. & G.) Burgess. Simple or subsimple ;
leaves oblong-

lanceolate, hispidulous; inflorescences small and axillary, or short, terminal,
and spicate. N. Y. to O. and S. C.

Var. hirsuticaulis (Lindl.) Porter. Slender
;
the stem and the midveins of

the elongated lanceolate leaves generally villous or hirsute
;
branches slender,

spreading or ascending, simple. (A. hirsuticaulis Lindl.) Mostly in low
woods and thickets, N. B. to Mich, and Ky.

Var. bifrons (Gray) Fernald. A luxuriant form, with large thin leaves

(1-1.5 dm. long, 2.5-4 cm. wide), and rather larger heads loosely disposed on
the spreading branches. {A. diffusus, var. Gray ;

A. lateriflorus, var. yrandis
Porter.) N. Y. to S. C., Mo., and Minn.

Var. thyrsoldeus (Gray) Sheldon. Cinereous-pubescent or glabrate, with

ovate-oblong to lanceolate leaves, the branches ascending and often short, and
the thyrsoid or spicate-glomerate heads less secund. (A. missouriensis Britton.)

N. E. to Ont., Mo., and Tenn.

--*-*- Involucre various; the heads when numerous densely or loosely

paniculate on erect or ascending branches.

M. Cauline leaves sessile, but the base not conspicuously cordate nor auriculate,
nor contracted to a winged petiole.

= Heads small or middle-sized; bracts narrow, in several lengths, the erect

green tips not dilated.

41. A. Tradescanti L. Stem much branched, 0.5-1.5 m. high ;
the numerous

heads (1-1.5 cm. broad) somewhat panicled or racemed; leaves lanceolate to

linear, 6-15 cm. long, tapering to a long slender point ;
the

lower somewhat serrate in the middle
;

involucre 3-5 mm.
long ; its bracts linear, acutish, partly green down the back

;

rays short and narrow, white or purplish. Low grounds, Me.
to Ont. and Minn., s. to Va. and Mo. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 950.

Some forms approach no. 39, others differ from A. paniculatus
only in the smaller heads and shorter rays.

42. A. paniculatus Lain. Stem smoothish, 0.5-2.5m. high,
much branched

;
the branches and scattered heads (about 2 cm.

broad) loosely paniculate ;
leaves elongate-oblong to narrowly

lanceolate, pointed, somewhat serrate or entire
;
the cauline

956. A. Tradescanti. 0.5-1.5 dm. long, about 1 cm. wide; involucre 8 mm. long;
its bracts narrowly linear, with attenuate green tips, or the

outermost wholly green ; rays white or purplish, G-8 mm. long. Wet meadows,
thickets, etc., throughout. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 957. Approaches in its different

forms the preceding and the three following species. Var.

LANXTUS Fernald. Stems densely white-villous or lanate.

L. Willoughby, Vt., to L. Winnipeg. Var. BELLIDI-

FL6RD8 (Willd.) Burgess. Leaves linear or narrow-lance-

olate, mostly entire
;
branches ascending, with numerous

clustered heads. Throughout the range. Var. SIMPLEX

(Willd.) Burgess. Leaves large and thin, oblong-lance-
olate to oblanceolate, the cauline 1-2 dm. long, 2-4 cm.

wide, entire or slightly serrate
;
heads scattered in leafy

panicles. N. II. to Neb. and Va. Var. ActmnKNS Burgess.
Leaves as in the preceding variety, but conspicuously and

coarsely serrate
;
branches short, usually shorter than or

little exceeding the subtending leaves. Me. to 111., Kan.,
and Ky. Var. CINERASCENS Fernald. Stem closely

cinereous-puberulent ;
leaves dull green, scabrous above,

lanceolate, with slightly clasping bases, subentire. Me.
to Mass, and Vt., local.

4:5. A. salicifblius Ait. Similar to no. 42; the leaves commonly shorter,

firmer, often xcahrous, mostly entire
;
involucre more imbricated, the firmer

linear or 'linear-oblong bracts icith shorter acute or obtusish green tips; heads as

957. A. paniculatus.
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large, disposed to be thyrsoid or racemose-clustered
; rays

rarely white. Low grounds, Mass, to Ont., westw. and
southw.

;
most abundant westw. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 958. Var.

suulspER (Lindl.) Gray. Rigid, scabrous, with contracted

leafy inflorescence, the broad heads usually leafy-bracteate,
and the broader scales often obtuse. 111. to Neb. and Tex.

= = Heads small or middle-sized" the

looser linear bracts generally subequal
and erect, and the acute green tips
not dilated, the outer often wholly
herbaceous.

958. A, salicifolius. 44. A. jiinceus Ait. Slender, 3-9 dm.
high, simple with few heads or loosely

branching ;
leaves linear or narrow, 0.5-1.5 dm. long, entire

or the lower sparingly denticulate, scabrous on the margins,'
heads small (6-8 mm. high) ;

bracts small, narrow, in 3-4

rows, the outer somewhat shorter; rays purple, roseate,
or white, 1 cm. long. Wet meadows and cold bogs, e.

Que. to B. C., s. to n. and w. N. E., n. Pa., O., Wise., and
Neb. June-Sept. FIG. 959.

45. A. longif&lius Lam. Glabrous, 1 m. or less high,
more or less branched and corymbosely panicled ;

leaves

long-lanceolate to linear-lanceolate, 1-2 dm. long, narrowed
to both ends or slightly clasping, entire or sparingly ser-

rate
;
heads as in the preceding ;

the bracts nearly equal
and usually little imbricated, the outer looser; rays
0.5-1.5 cm. long, violet or purplish, rarely whitish. Low
grounds, Lab. to Sask., s. to N. S., n. and w. N. E., and
the Great L. region. July-Oct. FIG. 960. Var. VILLI-

CAULIS Gray. Stem and midrib of the leaves densely
white-villous. Lab. to n. N. Y.

959. A. junceus.

960. A. longifolius.

= = = Heads middle-sized ; bracts in fete-several rows, more or less unequal,
linear to spatulate, more herbaceous and firmer, the tips often slightly

spreading or squarrose.

46. A. n6vi-b61gii L. Slender, 2-10 dm. high ;
leaves oblong to linear-lanceo-

late, entire or sparingly serrate, the upper partly clasping and often somewhat
auriculate

;
heads about 1 cm. high ; rays from bright blue-

violet to white. Nfd. to Ga., mainly near the coast; also in

the White Mts., and doubtfully reported westw. Late July-
Oct. The commonest late-flowered Aster of the Atlantic

border, and very variable. The typical form has thin narrow-
to oblong-lanceolate leaves, sometimes scabrous above, and
linear bracts with narrow acute spreading or recurved tips.

FIG. 961. Var. LAEVIGATUS (Lam.) Gray. Usually glabrous

throughout ;
the thin leaves mostly oblong-

lanceolate, the upper half-clasping by an

abrupt base
;

bracts nearly equal, loosely

erect, with short acutish tips. N. E., little

known. Var. LixdREUS Gray. Rigid, mostly
low, very leafy ;

leaves thickish, usually very
smooth, oblong to lanceolate, the upper some-
times auriculate

;
bracts in several loose rows,

all but the innermost with broadish obtuse

tips, the outer usually spatulate. Salt marshes and shores,

Que. to Ga. FIG. 962. Var. EI^DES (T. & G.) Gray. Slender,
often low and simple ;

leaves thickish, long, narrowly linear, entire, the upper-
most small and bract-like

;
bracts narrow, with short and mostly spreading

acutish tips. Swamps, N. J. to Va.

A. novi-belgii.

A. novi-belgii,

v. litoreus.
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963. A. tardiflorus.

964. A. prenanthoides.

to

M. -M- Cauline leaves (at least the lowest} conspicuously contracted into a winged
petiole-like base or auriculate-clasping ; involucre lax.

47. A. tardifl6rus L. Glabrous or subpubescent, 0.3-1.5 m. high; leaves

ovate- or oblong-lanceolate, sharply serrate in the middle, narrowed at both ends,
the lower to a winged petiole, not auriculate or only obscurely
so ; heads loosely panicled ;

involucre 5-7 mm. high ;
bracts

subequal or 2-3-seriate, linear or linear-subulate
; rays light

blue. (A.patulus Lam.) N. B. to Pa., commonest northw.

Aug.-Oct. FIG. 963. Var. VES-

rtTus Fernald. Stems densely vil-

lous
;
leaves somewhat so beneath.

N. B. to Vt.

48. A. prenanthoides Muhl.
Stem 1 m. or less high, corymbose-
panicled, hairy above in lines

;

leaves rough above, smooth under-

neath, ovate to lanceolate, sharply
cut-toothed in the middle, con-

spicuously taper-pointed, and rather

abruptly narrowed to a Jong con-

tracted entire portion, which is

abruptly dilated into a conspicu-

ously auricled base ; heads on short divergent pedun-
cles

;
involucre 5-8 mm. high ;

bracts narrowly linear,

tips recurved-spreading ; rays violet. Borders of

streams and rich woods, w. N. E. to Va. and Ky., w.

Minn, and la. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 964.

49. A. puniceus L. Stem tall and stout, 0.5-2.5 m.

high, rough-hairy all over or in lines, usually purple below,

panicled above
; flowering branches (in well developed

plants) much exceeding the subtending leaves; leaves

oblong-lanceolate or lanceolate, not narrowed or but

slightly so to the auricled base, regularly and coarsely ser-

rate to sparingly denticulate in the middle, rough above,

generally hispid on the midrib beneath, pointed ;
heads

subsessile or short-pediceled ;
involucre 7-12 mm. high;

bracts thin, narrowly linear, attenuate, loose, subequal, in

about 2 rows, the outer sometimes foliaceous
; rays long

and showy, lilac-blue to white. Low thickets and swamps,
Nfd. to Man. and Ga. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 965. Var. DEMI'-M -

Lindl. Leaves elongate-lanceolate ;
inflorescences mostly

shorter than the subtending leaves
;
otherwise as in the

typical form. N. E. Var. COMPACTUS Fernald. Stout,

6-8 dm. high, conspicuously hispid ;
leaves sub-rhomboidal,

irregularly toothed, harsh above
;
branches of inflorescence mostly shorter than

the leaves. Mass, to Pa. Var. F/KMUS (Nees) T. & G. Stem mostly green,
smooth and naked below, sparsely hirsute above

;
leaves serrate, smooth beneath.

(Var. laevicaulis Gray.) Range of typical form. Var. LucfDums Gray. The

very leafy stems glabrous or sparingly hispidulous ;
leaves lanceolate, entire or

slightly denticulate, glabrous and somewhat shining ;
heads usually numerous,

thyrsoid-paniculate ;
bracts less loose and less attenuate. N. E. to Wise, and

111. Var. OLIGOCPHALUS Fernald. Stem essentially glabrous ;
leaves as in the

preceding variety ;
heads few or solitary ;

outer bracts often broad and folia-

ceous. Lab. and Nfd. to L. Superior and the White Mts.

4. DOELLINGERIA (Nees) Gray. Pappus manifestly double, the inner of

long capilhinj bristles (some thickened at top}, the outer of very short and

rigid bristles; bracts short, without herbaceous tips; heads corymbose or

solitary ; rays rather few, white, rarely rose-tinged; leaves not rigid, veiny.

60. A. umbellatus Mill. Smooth or nearly so, leafy to the top, 0.3-2.5 m.

965. A. puniceus.
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967. A. infirmus.

high ; leaves lanceolate, elongated, taper-pointed and tapering
at the base, 1-1.5 dm. long; heads very numerous in com-
pound flat corymbs ;

bracts rather close, obtusish, scarcely
longer than the achenes. (Diplopappus Hook.

; Doellingena
Nees.) Moist thickets; common, especially northw. Aug.,
Sept. FIG. 966. Var. ptiBENS Gray.
Lower surface of the leaves and the
branchlets tomentulose. Upper Mich,
to Neb. and Man.

Var. latif61ius Gray. Leaves shorter,
ovate-lanceolate to ovate, less narrowed
or even rounded at base. (Diplopap-
pus amygdalinus Hook.

; Doellingeria

966. A. umbellatus. humilis Britton.) Pine barrens, etc.,

N. J., Pa., and southw.
51 . A. infirmus Michx. Stem slender, often flexuous,

1 m. or less high, less leafy, bearing few or several heads
on divergent peduncles ;

leaves obovate to ovate or

oblong-lanceolate, narrowed at base and ciliate, the

midrib hairy beneath
;
bracts more imbricated, thicker

and more obtuse
; rays sometimes creamy ; pappus more

rigid. (Doellingena Greene; Diplopappus cornifolius Less.) Open wood-

lands, e. Mass, to S. C. and Ala. July-Sept. FIG. 967.

5. lANTHE Gray. Pappus less distinctly double, inner
bristles not thickened at top, outer shorter; bracts well

imbricated, appressed, without herbaceous tips ; rays violet

or rarely white ; achenes narrow, villous ; leaves numer-
ous, rigid, small, linear, \-nerved and veinless.

52. A. linariifblius L. Stems 1-6 (K*-UA K"
dm. high, several from a woody root; ,'*,, _ ^^
heads solitary or terminating simple
branches, rather large (1-1.2 cm. high) ;

968. A. linariifolius. leaves 2-3 cm. long, rough-margined,
passing above into the rigid acutish

bracts. (Diplopappus Hook.; lonactis Greene.) Dry
soil, centr. Me. to Wise., and south w., except in the
mountains. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 968.

6. ORTH6MERIS T. & G. Pap-
pus simple ; bracts imbricated,

appressed, without herbaceous

tips, often scarious-edged or dry;
perennial, as all the preceding.

53. A. ptarmicoides T. & G.
Smooth or roughish ;

stems clus-

tered, 1.5-6 dm. high, simple; leaves linear-lanceolate,

acute, rigid, entire, tapering to the base, 1-3-nerved, with

rough margins, 0.5-1 dm. long; heads small, in aflat
corymb ; bracts imbricated in 3-4 rows, short

; rays white,
5-8 mm. long. Dry calcareous soil, w. N. E. and w. Que.
to Man., Col., and Mo. June-Sept. FIG. 969. Var.
LUTESCENS (Hook.) Gray. Rays small, pale yellow.

Englewood, 111. (Hill); Sask.
54. A. acuminatus Michx. Somewhat hairy ;

stem
3-9 dm. high, simple, zigzag, panicled-corymbose at the

summit
; peduncles slender

;
leaves oblong-lanceolate, con-

spicuously pointed, coarsely toothed above, wedge-form
and entire at the base

;
involucral bracts few and loosely

970. A. acuminatus. imbricated, linear-lanceolate, pointed, thin, 0.5-1 cm. long ;

A. ptarrnicoides.
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971. A. nemoralis.

heads few-several
; rays 12-18, white, or slightly purple. Cool rich woods,

Lab. to Out., Pa., and southw. along the Alleghenies. June-Sept. FIG. 970.

A monstrous form occurs in N. E. and N. Y. having a

chaffy receptacle and the flowers turned to tufts of chaffy

paleae.
55. A. nemoralis Ait. Minutely roughish-pubescent ;

stem slender, simple or corymbose at the summit, very
leafy, 2-6 dm. high ;

leaves small (2-4 cm. long), rather

rigid, lanceolate, nearly entire, with revolute margins;
heads 1-3 (-12); bracts of the inversely conical involucre

narrowly linear-lanceolate, the outer awl-shaped ; rays
lilac-purple, elongated. Bogs and

swamps, Nfd. to Hudson B., s. to

N. J., n. N. Y., and e. Ont., chiefly
coastal. July-Sept. FIG. 971.

Passing to

Var. Blakei Porter. Leaves larger (1-2 cm. wide),
oblong-lanceolate, toothed

;
heads few-many. N. S. to

N. Y. and N. J. A very showy plant about equally
related to this and the preceding species, and not clearly
distinct from either.

56. A. tenuif61ius L. Very glabrous; stem often

zigzag, simple or forked, 1.5-6 dm. high ;
heads rather

large, 1 cm. high, terminal; leaves few, long-linear, 972 A tenuifoiiu8

tapering to both ends, rather thick and fleshy, entire, the

upper subulate, pointed ;
involucre top-shaped, the bracts subulate-lanceolate
with attenuate acute points ; rays large, numerous,
pale purple. Salt marshes, Mass, to Fla. Aug.-Oct.
FIG. 972.

7. OXYTRIP6LIUM (DC.) T. & G. Involucre as
in 6; pappus simple, fine and soft; glabrous
annuals, with numerous small heads and narrow
entire leaves.

57. A. subulatus Michx. Stem 0.2-1.5 m. high ;

leaves linear-lanceolate, pointed, flat, on the branches

awl-shaped ;
bracts of the subcylindric involucre (7-8

mm. high) linear-awl-shaped, in few rows
; rays some-

what in two rows, short, not project-

ing beyond the disk, more numerous
than the disk-flowers, purplish. Salt

marshes on the coast, e. N. B.; N. H. to Fla. Late July-Oct.
FIG. 973.

CONYZ6PSIS T. & G. Bracts of the

campanulate involucre in 2-8 row, nearly
equal, linear, the outer fuHm-mns <nul

loose ; pappus copious, very soft ; ray* ''>>/

short or none ; low annuals, with numer-
ous rather small he<i*.

973. A. subulatus.

8.

58. A. angiistus (Lindl.) T. & G. Branch-
!

ing, 1.5-6 dm. high, nearly glabrous ;
lean-.* linear-attenuate,

entire, more or less short-ciliate
;
involucral br<i<-f$ */// linear,

acute; corolla of the ray-Jlowers reduced to a tube, much
shorter than the elo>i</nfl *////<. (Brachyactis Britton.)
Alkaline soil, lower St. Lawrence R., Que.; Minn, to Sask.,

975. A.frondosus.

59. A. frondbsus (Nutt.) T. & G. Similar; leaves linear-oblanceolate to

spatulate, blunt, ciliolate only at base
;

outer involucral bracts oblong to
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oblanceolate, wholly foliaceous
; rays pinkish, longer than the style. Saline

soil, P. E. L; Wyo. to N. Mex., and westw. July-Oct. FIG. 976.

23. ERIGERON L. FLEABANE

Heads many-flowered, radiate, mostly flat or hemispherical ;
the narrow rays

very numerous, pistillate. Involucral bracts narrow, equal, and little imbri-

cated, never coriaceous, neither foliaceous nor green-tipped. Receptacle flat or

convex, naked. Achenes flattened, usually pubescent and 2-nerved
; pappus

a single row of capillary bristles, with minuter ones intermixed, or with a dis-

tinct short outer pappus of little bristles or chaffy scales. Herbs, with entire
or toothed and generally sessile leaves, and solitary or corymbed naked-pedun-
culate heads. Disk yellow ; rays white, pink, or purple. (The ancient name
presumably of a Senecio, from ?jp, spring, and ytpwv, an old man, suggested
by the hoariness of some vernal species.)

. EUERfGERON DC. Kays elongated (short in a form of no. 7), crowded
in one or more rows.

* Leafy-stemmed perennials.

*- Pappus double.

1. E. glab611us Nutt. Stem 1.5-4 dm. high, stout, hairy above, the leafless

summit bearing 1-7 large heads
;
leaves nearly glabrous, except the margins*,

entire, the upper oblong-lanceolate and pointed, closely sessile or partly clasp-

ing, the lower spatulate and petioled ; rays more than 100, purple, more than
twice the length of the hoary-hispid involucre

;
outer pappus of minute bristles.

(E. asper Nutt.) Plains of n. Wise., Man., and westw. June-Sept.

H- H- Pappus simple.

Stems slender, densely tufted, very leafy ; leaves narrowly linear, entire.

2. E. hyssopifblius Michx. Slightly pubescent, 1-3 dm. high, from filiform

rootstocks
;
branches prolonged into slender naked peduncles, bearing solitary

small heads
; rays 20-30, rose-purple to whitish. Wet calcareous rocks, Nfd.

and Lab. to Mackenzie, s. to N. B., Me., Vt., and Mich. June, July.

- ++ Stems stouter, not tufted,' leaves broader, toothed.

3. E. pulchSllus Michx.- (ROBIN'S PLANTAIN.) Hairy, producing offsets

from the base; stem simple, rather naked above, bearing few (1-9) large heads
on slender peduncles ;

basal leaves obovate and spatulate, sparingly toothed, the

cauline distant, lanceolate-oblong, partly clasping, entire
; rays (about 50) rather

broad, light bluish-purple. (E. bellidifolius Muhl.) Copses and moist banks,
s. Me. to Ont., Minn., and southw. Apr.-June.

4. E. philad<51phicus L. Hairy; stem leafy, corymbed, bearing several small

heads
;
leaves thin, with a broad midrib, oblong ;

the upper smoothish, clasping

by a heart-shaped base, mostly entire
;
the lowest spatulate, toothed

; rays
innumerable and very narrow, rose-purple or flesh-color. Throughout, locally

common, generally in alluvial soil. May-Aug.
* * Perennial by rosulate o/sets, with scape-like stems ; pappus simple.

6. E. v6rnus (L.) T. & G. Glabrous
;
leaves clustered at the base, oval or

spatulate ; scape leafless, slender, 3-7 dm. high, bearing 5-12 small corymbed
heads; rays white. (E. nudicaulis Michx.) Low grounds, e. Va., and
southw. May.
* * * Annuals (or sometimes biennials}, leafy-stemmed and branching ; pappus

double, the outer a crown of minute scales, the inner of deciduous fragile

bristles, usually wanting in the ray.

6. E. dnnuus (L.) Pers. (DAISY F., SWEET SCABIOUS.) Stem stout, 2-15
dm. high, branched, beset with spreading hairs; leaves coarsely and sharply
toothed ; the lowest ovate, tapering into a margined petiole ;

the upper ovate-

GRAY'S MANUAL 52
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lanceolate, acute and entire at both ends
;
beads corymbed ; rays white, tinged

with purple, not twice the length of the bristly involucre. Fields and waste

places ;
a very common weed. June-Oct. (Nat. in Eu.)

7. E. ram&sus (Walt.) BSP. (DAISY F.) Stem panicled-corymbose at

the summit, roughish like the leaves with minute appressed hairs, or almost
smooth ; leaves entire or nearly so, the upper lanceolate, scattered, the lowest

oblong or spatulate, tapering into a slender petiole ; rays white, twice the

length of the minutely hairy involucre. {E. strigosus Muhl.) Fields, etc.,

common. June-Oct. Stem smaller and more simple than the preceding, with
smaller heads but longer rays. Var. DISCO/DEUS (Robbing) BS1'., with the

rays minute, scarcely exceeding the involucre, occurs in s. N. E. and N. Y.

2. CAEN6TUS Nutt. Hays inconspicuous, in several rows, scarcely longer
than the simple pappus ; annuals.

8. E. canaddnsis L. (HORSE-WEED, BUTTER-WEED.) Bristly-hairy ;
stem

erect, wand-like, 0.1-3 in. high; leaves linear, mostly entire, the radical cut-

lobed
;
heads very numerous and small, cylindrical, panicled. (Leptilon Britton.)

Waste places, etc., a common weed, now widely diffused over the world.

July-Oct. Ligule of the ray-flowers much shorter than the tube, white.

9. E. divaricatus Michx. Diffuse and decumbent, 1-3 dm. high ;
leaves

linear or awl-shaped, entire; heads loosely corymbed; rays purple; otherwise
like no. 8r (Leptilon Raf.) Ind. to Minn., Neb., and southw.

V TRIMORPHAEA (Cass.) Reichenb. Like 2, but with a series offiliform
rayless pistillate flowers within the outer row of ray-flowers ; biennial or

sometimes perennial.

10. E. icris L., var. asteroides (Andrz.) DC. Hirsute-pubescent or smooth-
ish

;
stem erect, 2-5 dm. high ;

leaves lanceolate or the lower spatulate-oblong,
entire

;
heads several or rather numerous, racemose or at length corymbose,

nearly hemispherical, about 1 cm. long ;
involucre minutely glandular-puberu-

lent, or somewhat hirsute toward the base; rays purplish or bluish, equaling or

a little exceeding the copious pappus. (Var. droebachensis Blytt ;
E. droeba-

chiensis O. F. Mull.) Rocky banks and clearings, lower St. Lawrence, n. N. B.,
n. Me., L. Superior, Rocky Mts., westw. and northw. July, Aug. (Eu.)

24. SERICOCARPUS Nees. WHITE-TOPPED ASTER

Heads 12-20-flowered, radiate
; rays about 6, fertile, white. Involucre some-

what cylindrical or club-shaped ;
the bracts closely imbricated in several rows,

cartilaginous and whitish, appressed, with short and abrupt often spreading
green tips. Receptacle alveolate-toothed. Achenes short, inversely pyramidal,
very silky ; pappus simple, of numerous capillary bristles. Perennial tufted

herbs, 2-7 dm. high, with sessile somewhat 3-rierved leaves, and small heads

mostly in little clusters, disposed in a flat corymb. Disk-flowers pale yellow.
(Name from 0-^*65, silky, and Kapir6s, fruit.)

* Pappus rusty ; leaves sparingly serrate, veiny, rather thin.

1. S. asteroides (L.) BSP. Somewhat pubescent; leaves oblong-lanceolate
or the lower spatulate, ciliate

;
heads rather loosely corymbed, obconical

;

involucre 5-9 mm. long. (S. conyzoides Nees.) Dry ground, s. Me. to O.,
and southw. June-Aug.

* * Pappus white ; leaves entire, obscurely veined, firmer and smaller.

2. S. linifblius (L.) MSP. Smooth, slender; leaves linear, rigid, obtuse,
with rough margins, tapering to the base

;
heads narrow, in close clusters, few-

flowered ; involucre 4-7 nun. long. (,V. solidagineus Nees.) Thickets, s. N. E.
to O., and south w. June-Aug.

:>. S. bifoliatus (Walt.) Porter. Hoary-pubescent; leaves obovate or oblong-
spatulate, short (1-2.6 cm. long), vertical, both sides alike

;
heads rather loosely
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corymbed, obovoid
;

involucre 6-8 mm. long. (S. tortifolius Nees.) Pine

woods, Va., and southw. Aug.

25. BACCHARIS L. GROUNDSEL TREE

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular, dioecious, i. e. the pistillate and

staminate borne by different plants. Involucre imbricated. Corolla of the

pistillate flowers very slender and thread-like
;

of the staminate larger and
5-lobed. Anthers tailless. Achenes ribbed; pappus of capillary bristles, in the
staminate plant scanty and tortuous, in the pistillate very long and copious.
Shrubs, commonly smooth and resinous or glutinous. Flowers whitish or yellow.

(Name of some shrub anciently dedicated to Bacchus.}
1. B. halimifblia L. Glabrous but somewhat scurfy, 1-3 m. high ;

branches

angled ;
leaves obovate and wedge-form, petiolate, coarsely toothed, or the upper

entire
;
heads scattered at the ends oftKe branches, forming pyramidal panicles ;

involucre 5-6 mm. high ;
bracts acutish. Sea beaches and marshes, Mass, to

Va., and southw. The fertile plant conspicuous in autumn by its very long
(1-1.5 cm.) white pappus.

2. B. glomeruliflbra Pers. Brighter green ;
heads of both kinds sessile or

nearly so in the axils, forming glomerules ;
otherwise much like the preceding.

N. C. to Fla.
;
said to reach s. Va. (Bermuda.)

26. PLrtrCHEA Cass. MARSH FLEABANE

Heads many-flowered ;
the flowers all tubular, the central perfect but sterile,

few, with a 5-cleft corolla
;

all the others with a thread-shaped truncate corolla,

pistillate and fertile. Involucre imbricated. Receptacle flat, naked. Anthers
with tails. Achenes grooved ; pappus in a single row. Herbs, somewhat

flandular,
emitting a strong or camphoric odor, the heads cymosely clustered,

lowers purplish, in summer. (Dedicated to the Abbe Pluche, French natural-
ist of the 18th century.)

1. P. foetida (L.) DC. Perennial, 5-9 dm. high ;
leaves closely sessile or

half-clasping, oblong to lanceolate, sharply denticulate, veiny, only 5-8 cm.

long; heads clustered in a corymb; bracts lanceolate. (P. bifrons DC.)
Low ground, N. J., and southw.

2. P. camphorata (L.) DC. (SALT MARSH FLEABANE.) Annual, pale, 3-15
dm. high ;

leaves slightly petioled, oblong-ovate or lanceolate, thickish, obscurely
veiny, subentire or serrate

; corymb flat
;
heads 5-9 mm. high ;

involucral bracts
ovate to lanceolate, puberulent. Salt marshes, Mass, to Va., and southw.

3. P. petiolata Cass. Greener and smoother
;
leaves slender-petioled, more

finely and sharply serrate
;
heads smaller ; bracts merely granular. Moist soil,

Md. to 111., Kan., and southw.

Heads

27. GIFOLA Cass. COTTON ROSE

Is rather many-flowered, discoid
;
flowers as in Pluchea, the central usually

sterile. Receptacle elongated or top-shaped ;
the chaff resembling the proper

involucral bracts, each scale covering a single pistillate flower. Achenes terete
;

pappus of the central flowers capillary, of the outer ones mostly none. Annual,
with entire leaves, and small heads in capitate clusters. (Name an anagram of

Filago, the name of a related genus.)
1. G. GERMANICA (L.) Dumort. (HERBA IMPIA.) Stem erect, short, clothed

with lanceolate upright crowded leaves, and producing a capitate cluster of

woolly heads, from which rise one or more branches, each terminated by a
similar head, and so on; hence the common name applied to it by the old

botanists, as if the offspring were undutifully exalting themselves above the

parent. (Filago L.) Dry fields, N, Y. to Va. July-Oct. (Nat. from Eu.)
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28. ANTENNARIA Gaertn. EVERLASTING. LADIES' TOBACCO. PUSSY'S TOES

Heads many-flowered, dioecious
;
flowers all tubular

; pistillate corollas very
slender. Involucre dry and scarious, white or colored, imbricated. Receptacle
convex or flat, not chaffy. Anthers caudate. Achenes terete or flattish

; pap-
pus a single row of bristles, in the fertile flowers capillary, united at the base so
as to fall in a ring, and in the sterile thickened and club-shaped or barbellate at

the summit. Perennial white-woolly herbs, with entire leaves and corymbose
or racemose (rarely single) heads. Corolla whitish. Starninate plants smaller
than the pistillate, abundant only in nos. 3, 9, and 10, though occasionally found
in most of the others

; many species parthenogenetic or apogamous. Jnvolucral
bracts of the staminate heads with broad white petaloid tips. (Name from the
resemblance of the sterile pappus to the antennae of certain insects.)

N.B. The figures in this genus are on a scale of .

* Stolons assurgent, i.e. decumbent at base but with definitely ascending tips,

rather leafy throughout, but with the terminal leaves much the larger. (In
shade the stolons elongating and suggesting those of the last group.")

t- Basal leaves and those at the tips of the stolons bright green above, glabrous
from the first, or at most only a little arachnoid when young and soon quite

glabrate.

*-* Basal leaves large, 5-12 cm. long, broadly obovate or obovate-spatulate, obtuse
or rounded at tip, definitely 3-nerved.

1. A. Parlinii Fernald. Stout and tall, becoming
3-5 dm. high ;

the stem, stolons, and stem-leaves bear-

ing purplish glandular hairs; lower stem-leaves

crowded, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, obtuse or acu-
tish

;
heads of the pistillate plant loosely or densely

corymbose; involucre 8-10.5 mm. high, of about 3
rows of bracts

; styles becoming crimson. (A. arno-

glossa Greene.) Rich soil, often in open woods,
N. E. to la. and D.C. May^Tuly. FIG. 976.

++ -. Basal leaves small, generally less than 5 cm. long,

spatulate to oblanceolate, acute or obtuse, only 1

nerve prominent.

A. DiofcA (L.) Gaertn. Low (1.5dm. or less high);
976. A. Parlinii basal leaves rarely 2 cm. long; stem-leaves crowded;

heads subsessile, subglomerulate ;
bracts of pistillate

heads rose-color, the outer oblong and obtuse, the
inner acutish. Found "in woods" at Providence,
R. I., by Geo. Thurber in 1844, but not since col-

lected
; probably a casual introduction.

2. A. canadSnsis Greene. Forming broad mats ;

steins slender, becoming 3-5 dm. high ;
basal leaves

generally more than 2 cm. long; stem-leaves scat-

tered ; heads loosely corymbose ;
involucre of the

pistillate head 7-11 mm. long; starainate heads
smaller, their bracte with broad white petaloid tips ;

atifh-s pt/lc. (trying brownish. Dry mostly open
sc.il. Nfd. to Man., s. to Ct., centr. N. Y., and Mich. May-July. FIG. 977.

+- H- Basal leaves and those at the tips of the stolons dull almrc, invested with
tomcntose or arachnoid pubescence, only the very oldest bri-omhnj <jlltrntf.

** Basal leaves mostly long, 5-12 (in reduced specimens rarely 4.5) cm. in h-nyth.

(Large specimens of no. 1 might be looked for here.}
= Heads comparatively small, the involucre averaging 1 (6-8) mm. high ; stems

slender.

3. A. plantaginif61ia (L.) Kichards. (PLANTAIN-LEAVED E.) Stems 1-5

977. A. canatleriM:-.
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978. A. fallax.

'

dm. high ;
basal leaves from broadly obovate with rounded tips to oblanceolatc

and acutish, distinctly 3-nerved
;
stem-leaves scattered, lanceolate, acuminate

;

heads loosely or densely corymbose ;
bracts of the pistil-

late heads linear, purplish or green, with pale tips ; styles
crimson. (A. plantaginea R. Br.) Dry soil, s. Me. to

Minn., and southw. Apr.-June.

= = Heads comparatively large, averaging 9 (8-10.5)
mm. high; stems stoutish.

a. Basal leaves mostly broad-obovate or rhombic-obovate,
narrowed from near the middle to the acutish or blunt

tip.

4. A. fallax Greene. Stems 1-4 dm. high, sometimes

slightly glandular; basal leaves large, the mature ones
2-5 cm. broad ; lower stem-leaves oblong-
lanceolate, rather crowded

; corymb
rather dense

;
bracts of the pistillate

head attenuate to scarious tips or broad
and somewhat petaloid ; styles pale,
sometimes crimson. {A. ambigens Fer-

nald.) Rich open woods and fields,

centr. Me. to Minn.
,
and southw. May.

June. FIG. 978.

b. Basal leaves from spatulate to narrowly spatulate-obovate,
with rounded tips.

5. A. occidentalis Greene. Stout; the stem at first low,

becoming 2.5-4 dm. high ;
basal leaves 1-2.5 cm. broad; stem-

leaves lanceolate to oblanceolate, rather conspicuous ;
inflores- 979. A. occidentalis.

cence subcapitate ;
bracts lanceolate to oblong, with conspicu-

ous white tips; styles crimson. (A. Farwellii Fernald, not Greene.) Rich

open soil, e. Que. to Minn., s. to s. w. Me., s. N. H., w. Mass., N. Y., and 111.

May, June. FIG. 979.

M. Basal leaves small, 2-5 cm. long. (Nos. 10 and 11 with poorly developed
stolons might be sought here.)

= Basal leaves spatulate, with little or no distinction of blade and petiole.

6. A. rupicola Fernald. Stems slender, 1.5-3 dm.

high ;
stolons very numerous and short, forming dense

mats
;
basal leaves mucronate, 1-4 cm. long ;

stem-leaves

numerous (10-18), linear-attenuate, the upper dark

green, strongly contrasting with the ivhite-pubescent
stem ; corymb compact ; involucre of pistillate plant 8-
10 mm. high; bracts with conspicuous long yellowish-
white firm papery tips ; styles pale.

Slaty ledges by the Mattawamkeag R. .

980. A. rupicola. Me June> F ,G 980>

= = Basal leaves with more distinct petioles and obovatc
blades.

a. Stem bearing purplish glandular hairs; basal leaves

%-nerved.

1. A. BrainSrdii Fernald. Stem slender, 2-3 dm. high;
basal leaves obovate or orbicular-obovate, 1-2 cm. broad ;

981. A. Brainerdii.

stem-leaves remote, small
; corymb rather loose

;
involucre

6-8 mm. high ;
bracts white-tipped, the outer blunt, the inner attenuate

; styles
crimson. Rich meadows and open woods, s. Me., Vt., and e. N. Y. May,
June. FIG. 981.
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b. Stem glandless; basal leaves l-nerved.

8. A. neodiolca Greene. Forming broad mats
;

stems slender, 0.5-4 dm. high; basal leaves olo-

vate, 6-18 mm. broad ; stem-leaves scattered, few
(5-10), rather small and inconspicuous, linear-

attenuate, 3 mm. or less wide
; corymbs ordinarily

loose
;
involucre 6-9 mm. high ;

bracts with scari-

ous blunt or acute tips ; styles pale. Open woods,
fields, etc., Nfd. to w. Ont., S. Dak., and Va.

May-July. FIG. 982.

Var. grandis Fernald. Stouter throughout,

A. neodioica. greener ;
stems 3-5 dm. high ;

stem-leaves oblance-

olate or oblong-lanceolate, more conspicuous, 5-8
mm. broad; bracts with white petaloid tips. Woods and meadows, e. Me. to

Mass, and n. N. Y.

* *
Stolons, when well developed, procumbent, bracteate, not leafy except at tip.

H- Heads solitary ; basal leaves 1.5 cm. or more broad.

9. A. solitaria Rydb. Stems 0.5-2 dm. high, very slender
;
stolons flagelli-

form; basal leaves obovate-spatulate, 4.5-7 cm. long, 1.5-3.5 cm. broad, tomen-
tose beneath, arachnoid, becoming glabrate above, Z-nerved; stem-leaves few,
small, appressed ;

involucre 1 cm. high, its bracts linear-attenuate
; styles

crimson. Rich wooded slopes, Pa. and O. to Ga. and La. Apr., May.
*- *- Heads more than 1 {solitary in a rare variety of no. 10, which has leaves

less than 1.5 cm. broad).

tn. Heads sessile or subsessile in capitate clusters or distinctly racemose ; styles
crimson.

10. A. neglScta Greene. Stems 0.3-4 dm. high, ((

slender, becoming much elongated in fruit
;
stolons

flagelliform ; basal leaves from cuneate-spatulate
to spatulate-obovate, 4 (rarely 5) cm. or less long ;

stem-leaves few and scattered
;

heads at first

crowded, later becoming racemose by the develop-
ment of the rhachis; involucre 7-9 mm. high, fre-

quently purple-tinged at base ; bracts of pistillate

heads with -linear whitish tips, oi. the staminate
heads with broad white petaloid tips. Fields,

plains, and open woods, N. B. to Va., w. to la. and
Kan. Apr., May. FIG. 983. Var. sfMPLEX Peck,
nated by solitary heads. Sand Lake, N. Y.

++ -* Heads in a comparatively loose corymb, never race-

mose; styles pale, drying brownish.

11. A. petaloldea Fernald. Stouter than no. 10
;
stems

2-4.5 dm. high; stolons generally shorter and rather

stiffer ; basal leaves spatulate-obovate to oblanceolate
;

involucres of the pistillate heads brmcn or green <it />/>',

their bracts with petaloid or scarious tips. Fields, dry

banks, and open woods, e. Que. to Ont., s. to n. and

w. N. E., N. Y., and Mich. May-July. FIG. 984.

A. neglecta.

Stems stiffly erect, termi-

29. ANAPHALIS DC. EVKRLASTINO

Characters of A>it-nn<iria, but the pappus in the sterile flowers not thickened

at the summit or scarcely so. and that of the fertile tlowers not at all united at

base
;

fertile heads usually with a few perfect but sterile flowers in the center.

(Said to be an ancient (Jreek name of some similar plant.)
1. A. margaritacea (L.) B. & H. (PEARLY E.) Stem erect, 2-9 din high,
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corymbose at the summit, with many heads, leafy ;
leaves linear-lanceolate,

taper-pointed, sessile, tomentose on both surfaces, finally dull green above
;

involucral bracts pearly-white, very numerous, obtuse or rounded, radiating in

age. Dry hills, woods, and recent clearings ;
common northward. July, Aug.

(Asia.)
Var. occidentalis Greene. Leaves broadly lanceolate, bright green and gla-

brous above from the first. Gravelly or sandy soil, Nfd. and e. Que. ;
Alaska

to Cal.

30. GNAPHALIUM L. CUDWEED

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular, the outer pistillate and very slen-

der, the central perfect. Bracts of the involucre dry and scarious, white or

colored, imbricated in several rows. Receptacle flat. Achenes terete or flattish
;

pappus a single row of rough bristles. Woolly herbs, with sessile or decurrent
leaves, and clustered or corymbed heads

;
fl. in summer and autumn. Corolla

whitish or yellowish. (IW^dXio?, ancient Greek name of some downy plant,
from Kvd<f>a\ov, a lock of wool.}

t
1. EUGNAPHALIUM B. & H. Bristles of the pappus distinct.

* Tall erect annuals or biennials, with smooth achenes.

[. G. polyce*phalum Michx. (COMMON EVERLASTING.) Erect woolly annual,
dm. high, fragrant ;

leaves lanceolate, tapering at the base, undulate, not

decurrent, smoothish above
; heads clustered at the summit ofpanicled-corymbose

branches, ovoid-conical before expansion, then obovoid; bracts whitish, ovate
and oblong, rather obtuse; perfect flowers few. (G. obtusifolium L. ?) Old
fields and woods, common.

Var. Helleri (Britton) Fernald. Stems glandular-viscid, not tomentose.

(G. Helleri Britton.) N. Y. to Va., Ky., and southw.
2. G. deciirrens Ives. (EVERLASTING.) Stout, erect, 6-9 dm. high, annual

or biennial, branched at the top, clammy-pubescent, white-woolly on the

branches, bearing numerous heads in dense corymbed clusters; leaves linear-

lanceolate, 'partly clasping, decurrent; bracts yellowish-white, oval, acutish.

Clearings, etc., e. Que. to B. C., s. to Pa., O., Mich., Minn., and in the Rocky
Mts. to Ariz.

* * Low chiefly diffuse or tufted plants, with smooth or scabrous achenes.

3. G. uliginbsum L. (Low C.) Diffusely branched or subsimple appressed-
oolly annual, 0.5-3 dm. high ;

leaves spatulate-oblanceolate or linear, not
decurrent

;
heads small, in terminal sessile capitate clusters subtended by

leaves; bracts brownish, less imbricated. Ditches, roadsides, etc., Nfd. to

Sask., s. to Va., and the Great L. region. (Eu.)
4. G. supinum L. (MOUNTAIN C.) Dwarf and tufted perennial, 1 dm. or

less high ;
leaves linear, woolly ;

heads solitary or few and spiked on the slen-
der simple flowering stems

;
bracts brown, lanceolate, acute, nearly glabrous ;

achenes broader and flatter. Alpine summits of Mt. Katahdin, Me.
,
Mt.

Washington, N. H., and high northw. (Eu.)

2. GAMOCHAETA (Weddell) B. & H. Bristles of the pappus united at the

very base into a ring, so falling off all together ; achenes hispidulous.
* Strict perennial, with mostly simple stems and narrow acute leaves.

5. G. sylvaticum L. Silvery-silky, slender, 1-5 dm. high, leafy ;
leaves

linear or oblanceolate, the lower often glabrate above, the broadest barely 5
mm. wide; heads abundant in an elongated leafy spiciform inflorescence,' invo-
lucral bracts linear-oblong, pale, with a brown spot'below the hyaline tip.

Clearings and open places, Gaspe Co., Que., to n. Me., N. B., and N. S. (Eu.)
* * Simple or branching annual or biennial, with broad obtuse spatulate leaves.

6. G. purpureum L. (PURPLISH C.) Ascending, 0.5-6 dm. high, silvery
-

canescent with dense white wool
;
leaves not decurrent, green above

;
heads in

sessile clusters in the axils of the upper leaves, and spiked at the wand-like
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summit of the stem
;

bracts tawny, the inner often marked with purple.

Sandy or gravelly soil, coast of s. Me. to Fla.; and from O. to Kan., and
southw. (Trop. Am.)

31. iNULA L. ELECAMPANE

Heads many-flowered, radiate
;

disk-flowers perfect and fertile. Involucre

imbricated, hemispherical, the outer bracts herbaceous or leaf-like. Receptacle
naked. Anthers caudate. Achenes more or less 4-5-ribbed; pappus simple,
of capillary bristles. Coarse herbs, not floccose-woolly, with alternate simple
leaves, and large yellow heads. (The ancient Latin name.)

1. I. HELENIUM L. (ELECAMPANE.) Stout perennial, 1-1.5 m. high ;
leaves

large, woolly beneath
;
those from the thick root ovate, petioled, the others

partly clasping ; rays very many, narrow. Roadsides and damp pastures. Aug.
Heads very large. Root mucilaginous. (Nat. from Eu.)

32. ADENOCAULON Hook.

Heads 5-10-flowered
;
the flowers all tubular and with similar corollas, the

marginal flowers pistillate, fertile
;
the others perfect but sterile. Involucral

bracts equal, in 1 row. Receptacle flat, naked. Anthers caudate. Achenes

elongated at maturity, club-shaped, beset with stalked glands above
; pappus

none. Slender perennials, with alternate thin petioled leaves smooth and green
above, white-woolly beneath, and few small (whitish) heads in a loose panicle,
beset with glands (whence the name, from d5-/iv, a gland, and KauX6s, a stem).

1. A. bfcolor Hook. Stem 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves triangular, rather heart-

shaped, with angular-toothed margins; petioles margined. Moist woods, shores
of L. Huron, L. Superior, and westw.

33. POLYMNIA L. LEAFCUP

Heads broad, many-flowered ; rays several (rarely abortive), pistillate ;
disk-

flowers perfect but sterile. Involucral bracts in two rows
;
the outer large,

spreading; the inner membranaceous, partly embracing the thick achones.

Receptacle flat, membranous-chaffy. Pappus none. Tall branching peren-
nials, viscid-hairy, exhaling a heavy odor. Leaves large, thin, opposite, or the

uppermost alternate, lobed, with dilated appendages at the base. Heads in

panicled corymbs. Flowers light yellow, in summer and autumn. (Drdiruti-d
to the Muse, Polyhymnia, for no obvious reason.)

1. P. canad6nsis L. Clammy-hairy, 0.6-1.5 in. high; lower leaves deeply
pinnatifid, the uppermost triangular-ovate and 3-5-lobed or -angled, petioled ;

heads small
; rays 5, obovate or wedge-form, shorter than the inmlurrc, usually

minute or abortive, whitish-yellow, but sometimes (var. RADI\TA Gray) more
developed, 3-lobed, 1 cm. long, and whitish; achenes 3-costate, not striate.

Moist shaded ravines, w. Vt. to Ont., Minn., southw. and south west w.
2. P. uvedalia L. Roughish-hairy, stout, 1-3 in. high ;

leaves broadly ovate,

angled and toothed, nearly sessile
;
the lower palmately lobed, abruptly nar-

rowed into ;i winged petiole; outer involucral bracts very large ; rays 10-15,

Unear-oblontj, much longer than the inner bracts of the involucre, yellow ;

achenes strongly striate. Rich soil, N. Y. to Mo., and south w.

34. ACANTHOSPERMUM Schrank

I leads small, axillary or subsessile in the forks of the stem. Ray-flowers few,
fertile; the ligules small, yellow, usually .'5-dontate

;
the disk-flowers with cam-

panulate yellow 5-toothed corolla, sterile. Involucre double, the outer bracts
herbaceous, the inner more or less strongly modified, closely enveloping the
fertile ray-achenes, muricate or prickly. Diffuse annuals with opposite toothed
or lobed leaves. (Name from &KavOa, a thorn, and ffirtp/j.a, seed, from the prickly
fruit formed by the achene and its investing bract.)
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1. A. AUSTRALE (Loefl.) Ktze. Sordid-pubescent ;
leaves ovate or obovate,

1.5-2.5 cm. long, toothed above the middle, and cuneately narrowed at the

entire base to a short but slender petiole ; bristly fruits 5, stellate-divaricate,
8-10 mm. long. S. C. to Fla. and La.

; extending northw. (according to

Harper) to s. Va.
,
where presumably of recent introduction

;
also sporadically

adventive northeastw. (Trop. Am.)

35. SILPHIUM L. ROSIU-WEED

Heads many-flowered ; rays numerous, pistillate and fertile, their broad flat

ovaries imbricated in 2-3 rows
;
disk-flowers apparently perfect but with entire

style and sterile. Bracts of the broad and flattish involucre broad and with
loose leaf-like summits, except the innermost, which resemble the linear chaff of

the flat receptacle. Achenes broad and flat, dorsally compressed, surrounded

by a wing notched at the top, without pappus or with 2 teeth confluent with the

winged margins, the achene and its subtending chaff usually falling together ;

achenes of the disk sterile and stalk-like. Coarse and tall perennial herbs,
with copious resinous juice, and large corymbose-panicled yellow-flowered heads.

(St\(f>iov, the ancient name of some resinous plant, transferred by Linnaeus to

this genus.)

* Stem terete, alternate-leaved; root very large and thick.

1. S. laciniatum L. (ROSIN-WEED, COMPASS PLANT.) Hough-bristly through-

out; stem stout, 1-3.5 m. high, leafy; leaves pinnately parted, petioled but
dilated and clasping at the base

; their divisions lanceolate or linear, acute,
cut-lobed or pinnatifid, rarely entire

;
heads few, 0.6-1 dm. broad, sessile or

short-peduncled along the naked summit
;
bracts ovate, tapering into long and

spreading rigid points; achenes broadly winged and deeply notched, 1-4 cm.

long. Prairies, Mich, to N. Dak., and southw. July-Sept. Lower and root-

leaves vertical, 3-9 dm. long, ovate in outline, on the wide open prairies dis-

posed to present their edges north and south
;
hence the name Compass Plant.

2. S. terebinthinaceum Jacq. (PRAIRIE DOCK.) Stem smooth, slender, 1-3

m. high, panicled at the summit and bearing several-many large heads, leafless

except toward the base
;
leaves ovate and ovate-oblong, somewhat heart-shaped,

serrate-toothed, thick, rough especially beneath, 3-6 dm. long, on slender

petioles ;
scales roundish, obtuse, smooth

;
achenes narrowly winged, slightly

notched and 2-toothed. Var. riNNATfFiouM (Ell.) Gray. Leaves deeply cut or

pinnatifid. Prairies and oak-openings, Ont. and O. to Minn., and southw.

July-Sept.

* * Stem terete or slightly ^-angled, leafy ; leaves undivided, not large, some

opposite.

3. S. trifoliatum L. Stem smooth, often glaucous, rather slender, 1-2 m.
high, branched above

;
stem-leaves lanceolate, pointed, entire or scarcely serrate,

rough, short-petioled, in whorls of 3 or 4, the uppermost opposite ;
heads loosely

panicled ;
achenes rather broadly winged, sharply 2-toothed at the top.

Dry plains and banks, Pa. to s. Ont., and southw. July-Sept.
4. S. Asteriscus L. Stem hispid, about 1 m. high ; leaves opposite, or the

lower rarely in whorls of 3, the upper alternate, oblong or oval-lanceolate,

coarsely toothed, rarely entire, rough-hairy, the lower short-petioled ;
heads

nearly solitary, large, squarrose ;
achenes obovate, winged, 2-toothed, the teeth

usually awn-like. Dry sandy soil,
" Md." and Va. to Mo., and southw. Var.

LAEVICAULE DC. Stem nearly or quite smooth. Va., and southw.
5. S. integrifblium Michx. Stem smooth or rough, rather stout, 0.5-1.5 m.

high, rigid, 4-angular and grooved ;
leaves all opposite, rigid, lanceolate-ovate,

entire or denticulate, tapering to a sharp point from a roundish heart-shaped
and partly clasping base, rough-pubescent or nearly smooth, thick, 8-12 cm.

long ;
heads in a close forking corymb, short-peduncled ;

achenes broadly winged,
deeply notched. Prairies, Mich, to Minn., Neb., and southw. Aug.
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* * * Stem square ; leaves opposite, connate, 1.5-3.5 dm. in length.

6. S. perfoliatum L. (Cup PLANT.) Stem stout, often branched above,
1-2.5 m. high, leafy ;

leaves ovate, coarsely toothed, the upper united by their

bases and forming a cup-shaped disk, the lower abruptly narrowed into winged
petioles which are connate by their bases

;
heads corymbose ;

bracts ovate;
achenes winged and variously notched. Rich soil, Ont. to S. Dak., and south w.,
common

;
also escaped from gardens eastw. July-Sept.

36.' BERLANDIERA DC.

With the characters of Silphium, but the 5-12 fertile ray-flowers in a single
series. Involucral bracts in about 3 series, thinner

;
the inner dilated, obovate,

exceeding the disk
;
the outer smaller and more foliaceous. Achenes without

pappus, obovate, neither winged nor notched at the apex, deciduous with the

subtending bract and 2-3 scales of the chaff. Alternate-leaved perennials
of the Southern and Southwestern States

;
head pedunculate. (Named for J. L.

Berlandier, a Swiss botanist who collected in Texas and Mexico.)
1. B. texana DC. Hirsute-tomentose or villous, 6-9 dm. high, very leafy ;

leaves crenate, the radical oblong, petiolate, the cauline oblong-cordate to sub-

cordate-lanceolate, the upper closely sessile
;
heads somewhat cymose, 3-4 cm.

broad. Mo. and Kan., southw. and southwestw.

37. CHRYS6GONUM L.

Heads many-flowered, radiate
; rays about 5, pistillate and fertile

;
the disk-

flowers perfect but sterile. Involucre of about 5 outer leaf-like oblong bracts

which exceed the disk, and as many interior shorter and chaff-like concave
scales. Receptacle flat, with a linear scale to each disk-flower. Achene obovate,

obcompressed, 4-angled, partly inclosed by the short subtending involucral bract
;

pappus a small chaffy 2-3-toothed crown. A hairy perennial herb, with oppo-
site long-petioled leaves, and solitary long-peduncled heads of yellow flowers,

nearly stemless when it begins to flower, the flowerless shoots forming runners.

(The Greek name of some plant, composed of xP vff^i golden, and y6w, knee.}
1. C. virginianum L. Usually low (0.5-3.5 dm. high); leaves ovate, mostly

obtuse, crenate, rarely somewhat cordate, or the radical obovate with cuneate

base
; rays 1-1.5 cm. long. Dry soil, s. Pa. to Fla. May-Aug. Var. DKNTAn M

Gray. Leaves deltoid-ovate, acute, coarsely dentate-serrate; involucral scales

more acute. High Island at the Falls of the Potomac.

38. PARTHENIUM L.

Heads many-flowered, inconspicuously radiate
; ray-flowers 5, with very short

and broad obcordate ligules not projecting beyond the woolly disk, pistillate and
fertile

;
disk-flowers staminate, with imperfect styles, sterile. Involucre hemi-

spherical, of 2 ranks of short ovate or roundish bracts. Receptacle conical,

chaffy. Achenes only in the ray, surrounded by a slender callous margin.
crowned with the persistent ray-corolla. Leaves alternate. Heads small.

corymbed ;
the flowers whitish. (An ancient name of some plant, from

virgin.}
* Upper leaves sessile, but not

1. P. integrifblium L. Scabrous perennial, 1 in. or less high, from a thick-

ened rootstock ; the stems glabrous below, minutely puberulent above; k'uvrs

oblong or ovate, crenate-toothed, or the lower (0.5-1.5 dm. long) cut-lobed be-

low the middle; heads many in a very dense flat corymb. Dry soil, Mil. to

Minn., and southw. June-Aug.
2. P. ripens Eggert. Similar but lower, from a slender stoloniferous root-

stock; stems and leaves pilose-hispid ; heads few, rather larger. Barrens, Mo.
and Kan. to Tex. May, June.
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* * Stem-leaves auriculate-clasping.

3. P. auriculatum Britton. Rootstock very thick and tuber-like
;
stem 4-7

dm. high, villous
;
some of the leaves pinnatifid at base, pubescent on the veins

beneath with conspicuous appressed strongly divergent hairs. Mts. of Va.

39. IVA L. MARSH ELDER. HIGHWATER-SHRUB

Heads several-flowered, not radiate
; pistillate and staminate flowers in the

same heads, the former few and marginal. Anthers nearly separate. Bracts
of the involucre few, roundish. Receptacle small, with narrow chaff among the
flowers. Achenes obovoid or lenticular

; pappus none. Herbaceous or shrubby
coarse plants, with thickish leaves (the lower opposite) and small nodding
greenish-white heads of flowers

;
in summer and autumn. (Name of unknown

derivation.)

1. EUlVA Hoffm. Heads spicate or racemose in the axils of leaves or leaf-
like bracts ; fertile flowers with evident corolla.

1. I. oraria Bartlett. Shrubby at base, nearly smooth, 5-10 dm. high ;
leavesQv

oval or lanceolate, coarsely and sharply toothed, fleshy, the upper reduced to \
linear bracts, in the axils of which the heads (5-6 mm. in diameter) are disposed

r

x -
"

in leafy panicled racemes
;

fertile flowers and bracts of involucre 5. (/. frutes-
cens Man. ed. 6, riot L.) Salt marshes, coast of Mass, to Md.

2. I. imbricata Walt. Suffruticose, glabrous, simple, 3-6 dm. high ;
leaves

alternate, fleshy, spatulate-oblong or lanceolate, entire or slightly serrate
;
heads

6-8 mm. high ; hemispherical involucre of 6-9 bracts, the outer orbicular.

Sandy coast, Va., and southw.

3. I. ciliata Willd. Annual, 3-6 dm. high, rough and hairy ; leaves ovate,
pointed, coarsely toothed, downy beneath, on slender ciliate petioles; heads in
dense spikes, with conspicuous ovate-lanceolate rough-ciliate bracts

;
bracts of

the involucre and fertile flowers 3-5. Moist ground, 111. to Neb., and southw.;
occasionally on dumps, etc., eastw.

2. CYCJLACHAENA (Fresenius) Gray. Heads in panicled spikes, scarcely
bracteate / corolla of the 5 fertile flowers a mere rudiment or none.

4. I. xanthif61ia Nutt. Annual, tall, roughish ;
leaves nearly all opposite,

hoary with minute down, ovate, rhombic, or the lowest heart-shaped, doubly or

incisely toothed, or obscurely lobed
;
heads small, crowded, in axillary and

terminal panicles. Ont. and Mich, to Assina., Kan., westw. and southwestw.
;

locally established eastw.

40. AMBR6SIA [Tourn.] L. RAGWEED

Fertile heads 1-3 together, sessile in axils of leaves or bracts, at the base of
racemes or spikes of sterile heads. Sterile involucres flattish or top-shaped, of
7-12 united bracts, containing 5-20 staminate flowers, with or without slender
chaff intermixed. Anthers almost separate. Fertile involucre (fruit) ellipsoid,

obovoid, or top-shaped, closed, pointed, resembling an achene and inclosing a

single flower
; elongated style-branches protruding. Achenes ovoid. Coarse

homely weeds, with opposite or alternate lobed or dissected leaves, and incon-

spicuous greenish flowers, in late summer and autumn
;
ours annuals, except

the last. (The Greek and later Latin name of several plants, as well as of the
food of the gods.)

1. Sterile heads sessile in a dense spike, the top-shaped involucre extended on
one side into a large lanceolate hooded bristly-hairy tooth or appendage;
fertile involucre ellipsoid or ovoid and ^-angled.

1. A. bidentata Michx. Hairy, 3-9 dm. high, very leafy ;
leaves alternate,

lanceolate, partly clasping, nearly entire, except a short lobe or tooth on each
side near the base; fruit with 4 stout spines and a central beak. Prairies* of
111. to Kan., and southw.
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2. Sterile heads in single or panicled racemes or spikes, the involucre regular.

* Leaves opposite, only once lobed; sterile involucre 3-ribbed on one side.

2. A. trifida L. (GREAT R.) Stem stout, 1-6 m. high, rough-hairy, as are

the large deeply 3-lobed leaves, the lobes oval-lanceolate and serrate
; petioles

margined ;
fruit obovoid, 5-C-ribbed and tubercled. Rich soil, common westw.

and southw., much less so northeastw. Var. INTEGRIFOLIA (Muhl.) T. & G.

Smaller, with the upper leaves (or all of them) undivided, ovate or oval. Same
habitat, not rare.

* * Leaves all once or twice pinnatifid, many of them alternate.

3. A. artemisiifblia L. (ROMAN WORMWOOD, HOG-WEED, BITTER-WEED.)
Much branched, O.tt-2.5 m. high, hairy or roughish-pubescent ;

leaves thin, bi-

pinnatiftd, smoothish above, paler or hoary beneath
; fruit obovoid or globular,

armed with about 6 short acute teeth or spines. Roadsides, etc., very common.
Extremely variable, with finely cut leaves, those of the flowering branches

often undivided
; rarely the spikes all fertile.

4. A. psilostachya DC. Paniculately branched perennial, 5-15 dm. high,
with slender running rootstocks, rough and somewhat hoary with short stiftish

hairs
;
leaves once pinnatifid, thickish, the lobes acute, those of the lower leaves

often incised
; fruit obovoid, pubescent, the tubercles absent or small. Prairies

and plains, 111. and Wise, to the Saskatchewan, westw. and southwestw.

41. FRANSERIA Cav.

Sterile and fertile heads separate as in Ambrosia, or sometimes mixed in the

inflorescence. Fertile involucre 1-4-celled, with a single pistil in each cell,

armed with spines in more than 1 series, bur-like. Herbs (with us) or shrubs,
with mostly alternate leaves, flowering in late summer and autumn. (Named
for Antonio Franseri, Spanish botanist and contemporary of Cavanilles.)
GAERTNERIA Medic.

1. F. tomentbsa Gray. Perennial, white with sericeous tomentum ; leaves

pinnately 3-7-parted ; segments lanceolate, mostly serrate, the basal ones small
;

sterile racemes 1-inany ; spines of fertile involucre mostly uncinate-tipped.

{Gaertneria Ktze.) Low ground, Neb., Kan., and Col.

2. F. acanthicirpa (Hook.) Coville. Annual, hispid-hirsute, erect or diffuse,

loosely branched
;
leaves bipiunatifid ; spines of the fertile involucre 4-5 mm.

long, stramineous, flattened, the tip usually straight. (Gaertneria Britton.)

"Minn.," Sask., and southwestw.

42. XANTHIUM [Tourn.] L. COCKLEBUR. CLOTBUR

Sterile and fertile flowers in different heads, the latter clustered below, the
former in short spikes or racemes above. Sterile involucres and flowers as in

Ambrosia, but the bracts separate and receptacle cylindrical. Fertile involucre

coriaceous, ovoid or ellipsoid, clothed with hooked prickles so as to form a

rough bur, 2-celled, 2-flowered
;

the flower consisting of a pistil and slender

thread-form corolla. Achenes oblong, flat. Coarse annuals, with branching
stems, and alternate toothed or lobed petioled leaves

; flowering in summer and
autumn. (Greek name of some plant used to dye the hair

;
from i-av&6s, yellow.)

N. B. The figures in this genus represent the mature fertile involucre x 1|.

Leaves attenuate to both ends, with triple spines at base 1. X. j>inotnnn .

Leaves cordate or ovate
; axils unarmed.

Body of mature bur fusiform-ellipsoid, more than twice as long as thick.
I'.. ':tks of bur straight or nearly so

; prickles relatively few .... 2. JT. canadense.
Hoaks of bur incurved or hooked ; prickles very numerous.
Prickles 3-6 mm. long, shorter than the diameter of the body . . . 8. X commune.
Prickles 8-10 mm. long, exceeding the diameter of the body.

Prickles crowded, weak, filiform, conspicuously hairy . , . .4. X. #pciosum.
Prickles more rigid, merely granular or obscurely puberulent . . 5. X. infle&win.

-Body of mature bur thick-ovoid, not more than twice as long as thick.
Prickles S-Kl mm. long, equaling or exceeding the diameter of the body . 4. X. speciosum.
Prickles 3-5 (-7) mm. long, much shorter than the diameter of the body . 6. ,V. echinntuin.
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985. X. spinosum.

1. X. SPIN6SUM L. Hoary-pubescent, armed at the axils

with triple spines ;
stems slender

;
leaves lanceolate or ovate-

lanceolate, short-petiolate, white-downy
beneath, often 2-3-lobed or -cut

;
fruit

about 1 cm. long, with a single short beak
or beakless. Waste places, Me. to Ont.,
westw. and southw. (Nat. from Trop.

9S6. X. canadense.

2. X. canadense Mill. Leaves broadly ovate, cordate,

usually 3-lobed and simply or doubly dentate
;
burs gla-

brous or merely granular- or glandular-puberulent ; the

body fusiform-ellipsoid, 14-17 mm. long, 5-8 mm. in

diameter
;
the beaks usually 2, straight

r S or but slightly curved
; prickles scat-

^\f^W/ tered, straight-tipped or hooked. (JT.

\$KW&/ pensylvanicum Wallr. ?
;
X. pungens

vS^lP'^iS^ Wallr.
;
X. (jlabratum Britton.) Rich

soil, especially in moist places. FIG.
986.

3. X. commune Britton. Similar in habit and foliage ;

beaks of the bur more or less strongly incurved, usually
hooked at the summit

; prickles numerous, crowded, 3-6 mm.
long, hooked at the summit, hairy as is the body. Similar
situations. FIG. 987.

"<%.Kii:^ 4 - X. specibsum Kearney.
Of the same habit, foliage,

987. X. commune. etc.
;

bur with numerous
long (8-10 mm.) filiform

usually stramineous and very hairy prickles;
beaks moderately incurved and hooked. Waste
places and low moist ground, Tenn. to N. Dak.
and Tex.; also sparingly adventive on wool-

waste, etc., eastw. FIG. 988.

5. X. infle"xum Mackenzie & Bush. Habit,
foliage, etc., as in the three preceding species ;

bur large, the body 2 cm. long, 6-7 mm. thick,

ovoid-fusiform, merely granular-puberulent ;

beaks 2, very strongly
/r~ incurved, often forming
L

j,
a loop or arch over the

C^ffr
' fruit

; prickles numerous
VJRpHLv / but less crowded than in

the preceding, firm in

texture, brownish, arcu-

ate, hooked at the summit, granular-puberulent, at least

toward the base. Bottom lands, Courtney, Mo. (Bush} .

6. X. echin^tum Murr. Of the same habit, etc.; burs

plumper; the body thickish-ovoid, 15-22 mm. long, 8-12
mm. thick, for the most part densely pubescent as are also

the numerous short rigid hooked prickles and stout falcate-

incurved beaks. (X. canadense, var. Gray.) Sea-

beaches, lake-shores, etc., Me. to N. C., and westw. chiefly
x. echinatum. along the Great Lakes to N. Dak. and Sask. FIG. 989.

43. HELI6PSIS Pers. OX-EYE

Heads many-flowered ; rays 10 or more, fertile. Involucral bracts in 2 or 3

rows, nearly equal ;
the outer leaf-like and somewhat spreading, the inner shorter

than the disk. Receptacle conical; chaff linear. Achenes" smooth, thick, 4-

988. X. speciosuna.
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angular, truncate
; pappus none, or a mere border. Perennial herbs, resem-

bling Helianthus. Heads showy, peduncled, terminal. Leaves opposite, peti-

oled, triple-ribbed, serrate. Flowers yellow. (Name from T}\IOS, sun, and 5^ts,

appearance, from the likeness to the Sunflower.)
1. H. helianthoides (L.) Sweet. Nearly smooth, 0.3-1.5 in. high ;

leaves

ovate-lanceolate or oblong-ovate, rather narrowly pointed, occasionally ternate
;

bracts (as in the next) with a rigid strongly nerved base
; rays linear

; pappus
none or 0/2-4 obscure teeth. {H. laevis Pers.) Hanks and copses, Out. to

111., and south w. Aug.
2. H. scabra Dunal. Roughish, especially the leaves, which are disposed to

be less narrowly pointed, the upper sometimes entire
; rays broadly oblong to

linear or oblanceolate
; pappus coroniform and chaffy or of 2 or 3 conspicuous

teeth. Me. to Man., s. to N. J. and Ark.; rare eastw.

44. ECLIPTA L.

Heads many-flowered ; ray short
;
disk-flowers perfect, 4-toothed, all fertile.

Involucral bracts 10-12, in 2 rows, leaf-like, ovate-lanceolate. Receptacle flat,

with almost bristle-form chaff. Achenes short, 3-4-sided, or in the disk later-

ally flattened, roughened on the sides, hairy at summit
; pappus none or an

obscure denticulate crown. Annual rough herb, with slender stems and oppo-
site leaves. Heads solitary, small. Flowers white; anthers brown. (Name
from ticXelireiv, to be deficient, alluding to the absence of pappus.)

1. E. Alba (L.) Hassk. Rough with fine appressed hairs
;
steins procumbent

or ascending, 2-9 dm. high ;
leaves lanceolate or oblong, acute at each end,

mostly sessile, slightly serrate
; rays equaling the disk. Wet river-banks and

waste places, Mass., westw. and southw.; in the Northeast an introduced plant.

(Trop.)

45. TETRAGONOTHECA [Dill.] L.

Heads many-flowered, radiate
;
the rays 6-9, fertile. Involucre double, the

outer of 4 large and leafy ovate bracts, united below by their margins into a

4-angled or winged cup ;
the inner of small chaffy bracts, as many as the ray-

flowers and partly clasping their achenes. Receptacle convex or conical, with
narrow and membranaceous chaff. Achenes very thick, obovoid, flat at the top ;

pappus none. Erect perennials, with opposite coarsely toothed sessile some-
times connate leaves, and large single heads of pale yellow flowers, on terminal

peduncles. (Name from rerpdyuvos, four-angled, and e-^K-rj, a case, from the

shape of the involucre.)
1. T. helianthoides L. Villous and somewhat viscid, 3-7 dm. high, simple;

leaves ovate or rhombic-oblong, sessile by a narrow base
;
involucral bracts and

rays 2-3 cm. long. Sandy soil, Va., and southw. June.

46. RUDBECKIA L. CONE-FLOWER

Heads many-flowered, radiate
;

the rays neutral. Bracts of the involucre

leaf-like, in about 2 rows, spreading. Receptacle conical or columnar
;
the short

chaff concave, not rigid. Achenes 4-angled (in our species), smooth, not mar-

gined, flat at the top, with no pappus, or a minute crown-like border. Chiefly
perennial herbs, with alternate leaves, and showy terminal heads

;
the rays gen-

erally long, yellow, often darker at base. (Named in honor of the Professors
Rudbeck, father and son, predecessors of Linnaeus at Upsal.)

* Achenes annulate ch<&petofl/tinQ in <tc.

H- Disk hemispherical to ellipsoid-ovoid in fruit, il<irk jmrplr <>r }>rown.

++ Lower leaves 3-lobed or parted.

1. R. triloba L. Hairy, biennial, much branched, 0.5-1.6 m. high ;
branches
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slender and spreading ; upper leaves ovate-lanceolate, sparingly toothed
;
lower

3-lobed, tapering at base, coarsely serrate (those from the base pinnately parted
or undivided); rays 8-10, oval or oblong; chaff of the black-purple depressed-

globular disk smooth, awned. Rich soil, N. J. to Minn., Kan., and southw.
;

escaped from cultivation further northeastw. July, Aug. Heads small, but
numerous and showy.

2. R. subtomentosa Pursh. Stem branching above, 0.5-1.5 m. high, downy,
as well as the petiolate ovate or ovate-lanceolate serrate leaves beneath

;
heads

short-peduncled ;
disk globular, dull brown; receptacle sweet-scented; blunt

apex of chaff downy. Prairies and low ground, Wise, to Kan., and southw.

n- -n- Leaves undivided, rarely lacinlate-toothed.

= Pappus none ; annuals or biennials.

3. R. hirta L. (YELLOW DAISY, BLACK-EYED SUSAN, NIGGER-HEAD.) Bien-

ial, very rough and bristly-hairy throughout ;
stems simple or branched near

the base, stout, 3-8 dm. high, naked above, bearing single large heads
;
leaves

nearly entire, the upper oblong or lanceolate, sessile ; the lower spatulate, triple-

nerved, petioled ; rays (about 14) more or less exceeding the involucre
; chaff

of the dull brown disk hairy at the tip, acutish. Dry soil, w. N. Y. to Man.,
and southw.; now common as a weed in eastern fields, where introduced with
seed from the West. June-Sept. Variable as to the pubescence, and the
breadth and toothing of the leaves. It. Brittonii and R. monticola Small ap-
pear to be mountain phases with somewhat broader and more dentate cauline

leaves.
= = Pappus a short crown; perennials.

4. R. fiilgida Ait. Hairy, 3-9 dm. high, the branches naked at the summit
and bearing single heads

;
leaves spatulate-oblong or lanceolate, partly clasping,

triple-nerved, the upper entire, mostly obtuse; rays about 12, orange-yellow,
equaling or exceeding the ample involucre

; chaff of the dark purple disk nearly
smooth and blunt. Dry soil, N. J. and Pa. to Ky., Mo., and southw. R. pa-
lustris Eggert, with ovate-lanceolate leaves, and R. missounensis Engelm., with

oblong-lanceolate obtusish somewhat more pubescent leaves and slightly more
fasciculate branching, fail to maintain satisfactory specific differences.

5. R. spathulata Michx. Pubescence short and appressed ; slender, 3-9 dm.

high ;
leaves obovate or spatulate or the upper ovate to lanceolate, sometimes all

lanceolate or oblanceolate to linear, denticulate
;
heads long-peduncled, smaller

than in the preceding, the rays fewer and broader. Pine woods, Pa., Va.,
Tenn., and southw.

6. R. specibsa Wenderoth. Roughish-hairy, 1 m. or less high, branched
;

the branches upright, elongated and naked above, terminated by single large
heads

;
basal leaves elliptic-ovate ; the cauline lanceolate, pointed at both ends,

petioled, 3-5-nerved, coarsely and unequally toothed or incised ; involucre much
shorter than the numerous elongate rays (3 cm. long) ;

chaff of the dark purple
disk acutish, smooth. (R. umbrosa Boynton & Beadle?) N. J. and Pa. to

Ga. and Mo. Var. SULLIVANTI (Boynton & Beadle) Robinson. Stem-leaves

ovate, less coarsely toothed, not incised. (R. Sullivanti Boynton & Beadle.)
O. to Mich, and Ark.

-*- H- Disk columnar in fruit, dull greenish-yellow.

*+ Leaves divided or cut.

7. R. laciniata L. Stem smooth, branching, 0.5-2 m. high ;
leaves smooth

or roughish, the lowest pinnate, with 5-7-cut or 3-lobed leaflets
; upper leaves

irregularly 3-5-parted, their lobes ovate-lanceolate, pointed, or the uppermost
undivided

;
heads long-peduncled ;

disk at first globular or hemispherical ;
chaff

truncate, downy at tip ; rays oblanceolate, 3-5 cm. long, drooping. Low
thickets, w. Me. and w. Que., westw. and southw. July-Sept.

Var. humilis Gray. Low and glabrous ;
some of the radical leaves undivided

or with roundish divisions
;
heads smaller (12 mm. high) and rays shorter.

Mts. of Va. and Tenn.
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*+ ** Leaves entire.

8. R. MAXIMA Nutt. Very robust, 1-5 m. high ;
leaves large, entire or repand-

denticulate, ovate-lanceolate to oblong, obtuse, smooth and glaucous, the upper
cordate-clasping; columnar disk at length 4-8 cm. long; rays yellow. Shef-

field, Mo. (Bush), where sparingly introduced on railroad ballast; Ark., La.,
and Tex.

* * Achenes subterete, not angled; chaff soon deciduous.

9. R. amplexicaulis Vahl. Annual, 3-6 dm. high, glabrous, glaucous, leafy ;

leaves 1-ribbed, entire, serrate or sinuate, upper oblong or ovate, cordate-clasp-

ing ;
heads showy, 3-5 cm. broad

;
involucral bracts small, lanceolate

; rays

yellow or with brown bases; disk becoming 2-3 cni. high. Mo., southw. and
southwestw.

47. BRAUNERIA Neck. PURPLE CONE-FLOWER

Heads many-flowered ; rays mostly drooping, pistillate but sterile. Bracts
of the involucre imbricated, lanceolate, spreading. Receptacle conical, the lan-

ceolate cariuate spiny-tipped chaff longer than the disk-flowers. Achenes thick,

short, 4-sided; pappus a small toothed border. Perennial herbs, with stout

and nearly simple stems naked above and terminated by a single large head
;

leaves chiefly alternate, 3-5-nerved. Rays rather persistent ;
disk purplish.

(Named, it is said, for Jacob Brauner, a German herbalist- of the early part
of the 18th century.) ECHINACEA Moench.

* Rays purple, rose-color, or rarely white.

1. B. purpurea (DC.) Britton. Stem smooth, or in one form rough-bristly ;

leaves rough, often serrate
;
the lowest ovate, 5-nerved, veiny, long-petioled ;

the
others ovate-lanceolate; involucre imbricated in 3-6 rows; rays 15-20, dull

purple (rarely whitish), 2.5-4.5 cm. long or more. (Echinacea Moench.)
Prairies and banks, from w. Pa. and Va. to Mich., la., and southw.; reported
as adventive eastw. July.

2. B. angustifblia (DC.) Heller. Low, 2-4 dm. high, hirsute; leaves lanceo-

late and linear-lanceolate, attenuate at base, 3-nerved, entire; involucre less

imbricated and heads often smaller
; rays 2-2.5 cm. long, 2-3-toothed, spread-

ing, purplish or white. (Echinacea DC.) Limestone barrens and dry slopes,
Tenn. to the vSaskatchewan and Tex. May-Aug.

3. B. pallida (Nutt.) Britton. Taller than the preceding, 1 m. or less high;
rays slender and drooping, 4-7 cm. long, 2-toothed. (Echinacea Nutt.) Mich,
and 111. to Ala. and Tex.; also locally naturalized eastw. June, July.

* * Kays bright yellow.

4. B. parad6xa Norton. In habit similar to the two preceding, but nearly
glabrous, 5-8 dm. high ;

the narrowly lance-linear somewhat rigid and strongly
3-veined leaves 1-2 dm. long, 0.8-3.5 cm. wide, scabrous on the margins, spar-

ingly strigillose or quite smooth on the surfaces
; rays drooping, 3-4 cm. long.

(?B. atrorubens Britton, in part, not Nutt.) Prairies and barrens, Mo. (Bush)
to Tex. June.

48. LEPACHYSRaf.

Heads many-flowered ;
the rays few, neutral. Involucral bracts few and small,

spreading. Receptacle columnar
;

the chaff truncate, thickened and bearded
at the tip, partly embracing the flattened and margined achenes. Pappus none
or of 2 teeth. Perennial herbs, with alternate pinnately divided loaves; the

grooved stems or branches naked above, bearing single generally shmvy heads.

Rays yellow or party-colored, drooping ;
disk grayish. (Name from \eirls, a

si-nir, and iraxfc, thick, from the thickened tips of the chaff.)
1. L. pinnata (Vent.) T. & G. Hoary with minute appressed hairs, slender,

0.5-1. f> in. hi.Lrh, branching; leaflets 3-7, lanceolate, acute
;
disk ellipsoid, much

shorter than the large (5 cm. long) and drooping light-yellow rays. (Ratibifla

Karnhart.) Dry soil, w. N. Y. to Minn., Neb., and southw.; also locally
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adventive eastw. June, July. The receptacle exhales a pleasant anisate odor
when bruised.

2. L. columnaris (Sims) T. & G. Branching from base, 3-8 din. high ;

leaflets .6-9, oblong to narrowly linear, entire or 2-3-cleft
;
disk columnar, often

3 cm. long or more
; ray as long or shorter, yellow or (var. PULCHERRIMA

T. & G.) in part or wholly brown-purple. (Eatibida D. Don.) Minn, to

Assina. and Tex.
;

also established near Ottawa, Ont. (according to J. M.
Macoun). May, June.

49. SPILANTHES Jacq.

Heads small, many-flowered; rays, when present, fertile. Involucral bracts

few, loose. Receptacle elongated, columnar
;

chaff conduplicate, enwrapping
the achenes. Ray-achenes 3-angled or obcompressed ;

disk-achenes somewhat
compressed, with acute margins continued into setiform awns, or the pappus
none. Slender spreading or depressed herbs with opposite leaves and ovoid-
conical pedunculate heads. Rays yellow or white. (Name from o-TrtXos, a stain,
and &i>6o$, flower.}

1. S. americana (Mutis) Hieronymus, var. rdpens (Walt.) A. H. Moore.
Pubescent or glabrous, decumbent or loosely ascending ;

leaves elliptic-ovate to

lanceolate, 2-9 cm. long, petioled, strongly but equally toothed
; peduncles 3-12

cm. long ;
heads 9-16 mm. in length. (8. repens Michx.) Low moist places,

Mo. to S. C., Fla., and Tex.

50. BORRlCHIA Adans. SEA OX-EYE

Heads many-flowered ; rays fertile. Bracts of the hemispherical involucre
imbricated. Receptacle flat, covered with lanceolate rigid and persistent chaff.

Achenes somewhat wedge-shaped, 3-4-angled ; pappus a short 4-toothed crown.

Shrubby low maritime plants, coriaceous or fleshy, with opposite nearly
entire leaves, and solitary peduncled terminal heads of yellow flowers

;
anthers

blackish. (Named for Olof Borrich, a Danish botanist.)
1. B. frutSscens (L.) DC. Whitened with a minute silky pubescence, 0.2-1

m. high ;
leaves obovate to spatulate-oblong or lanceolate, often toothed near

the base
;
chaff rigidly pointed. Salt-marshes, Va., and southw.

51. HELIANTHUS L. SUNFLOWER

Heads many-flowered ; rays several or many, neutral. Involucre imbricated,
herbaceous or foliaceous. Receptacle flat or convex

;
the persistent chaff embrac-

ing the 4-sided and laterally compressed smooth achenes, which are neither

winged nor margined. Pappus very deciduous, of 2 thin chaffy scales on the prin-

cipal angles, and sometimes 2 or more small intermediate scales. Coarse and
stout herbs, with solitary or corymbed heads, and yellow rays ; flowering toward
autumn. (Named from r/Xios, the sun, and tLvdos, a flower.}

1. Annuals; leaves mostly alternate, petiolate ; receptacle flat ; disk brownish .

1. H. annuus L. (COMMON S.) Tall, rough ;
leaves triple-ribbed ovate or

the lower cordate, serrate
;

involucral bracts broadly ovate to oblong, long-
pninted, ciliate

;
disk usually 2.5 cm. broad or more. Rich soil, Minn, to Tex.,

and westw.
; long cultivated, and occasionally found in waste grounds eastw.

2. H. petiolaris Nutt. More slender, 0.3-2 in. high ;
leaves oblong- or ovate-

lanceolate, smaller (2.5-8 cm. long), mostly entire
;
bracts lanceolate or oblong-

lanceolate, seldom ciliate; disk about 1.5 cm. broad. Minn, to Man., Tex.,
and westw.

; occasionally in waste places, etc., eastw.

2. Perennials ; receptacle convex or at length low-conical ; lower leaves usually
opposite.

* Involucral bracts loose, becoming squarrose, narrowly lanceolate, pointed,
1-1.5 cm. long ; disk usually purple or brownish; leaves linear, \-nerved.

3. H. orgyalis DC. Stem glabrous, tall, very leafy ;
leaves mostly alternate,
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linear to filiform and entire, or the lowest lanceolate and serrulate
; bracts

filiform-attenuate. Dry plains, Mo. to Neb., southw. and westw.
4. H. angustifdlius L. Stem slender, 0.5-2 in. high, usually scabrous; leaves

mostly opposite, long and linear, sessile, entire, with revolute margins ;
heads

loosely corymbed, long-peduncled ;
bracts acute or pointed. Low pine barrens,

L. I. and N. J. to Ky., and southw.

* * Involucral bracts closer, more imbricated, short, unequal and not foliaceous ;

leaves lanceolate to ovate, mostly opposite and %-nerved.

H- Disk dark.

5. H. atr6rubens L. Bough-hairy; stem slender, 1.5-2.5 m. high, smooth
and naked and forking above

;
leaves thinnish, ovate or oval to oblong-lanceolate,

or the lowest heart-shaped, 7-15 cm. long, serrate, abruptly contracted into a

margined petiole; heads small, corymbed; bracts ovate, obtuse, ciliolate,

appressed; rays 10-16
; pappus of 2 fringed scales. Dry soil, Va. to Mo., and

southw.
;
said to extend northwestw. to Minn.

6. H. scab6rrimus Ell. Stem stout, 0.5-2 m. high or more, simple or spar-

ingly branched, rough ;
leaves very thick and rigid, rough both sides, oblong-

lanceolate, -usually pointed at both ends, nearly sessile, entire or serrate, the

lowest oval
;
heads nearly solitary, rather large ;

bracts ovate or oblong, obtuse,
or mostly acute, ciliate, appressed ; rays 20-25

; pappus of 2 large and often sev-

eral small scales. (H. rigidus Desf.) Dry prairies, Mich, to the Saskatchewan,
westw. and southwestw.

;
adventive in e. Mass.

*- -*- Disk yellow.

7. H. Iaetifl6rus Pers. Closely resembling the preceding ;
leaves rather

thinner
;
heads single or corymbed ;

bracts rather fewer (in 2 or 3 rows), nar-
rower and acute or mostly acuminate. Dry open places, Pa. to Minn., and
southw.

; sparingly adventive in e. Mass. Rays showy, 3-5 cm. long.
8. H. occidental is Riddell. Somewhat hairy ;

stem slender, simple, naked
above, 1 m. or less high, sending out runners from the base, bearing 1-5 small
heads on long peduncles ;

lowest leaves oval or lanceolate-ovate, entire or

obscurely serrate, roughish-pubescent beneath, abruptly contracted into long
hairy petioles ; the upper small and remote; bracts ovate to lanceolate, acute or

pointed, sometimes ciliate. Dry barrens, O. to Minn., and southw.
;
somewhat

established on the N. J. coast (E. F. Williams).
Var. Dowellianus (Curtis) T. & G. More robust, leafy in the middle, merely

strigillose or puberulent ;
leaves larger, broadly oval, 5-9 cm. wide. Mts. of

N. C. and Ga.
;
said to extend northw. to D.C.

9. H. illino6nsis Gleason. Very similar to the preceding variety, but the

petioles, lower part of stem, etc., loosely villous; leaves lance-oblong to ovate,

strictly opposite, the pairs separated by well developed internodes
;
the blade

contracted into a winged petiole of nearly its own length. Sandy soil, in oak
woods, etc., along the Illinois R. (Gleason). Recently discovered and as yet
but little known

; perhaps only a form of the preceding species.

* * * Involucre looser, the bracts more acuminate or elongated or foliaceous;
disk yellow (anthers dark).

*- Leaves all opposite, sessile, serrulate ; pubescence rather soft.

10. H. m611is Lam. Stem simple, leafy to the top, 1 m. high ;
leaves ovate

to lanceolate, with broad cordate clasping base, pointed ;
scales lanceolate, sel-

dom exceeding the disk. Dry barrens, Mass, to la., Kan., and southw.

f- *- Leaves mostly alternate and 3-nerved, soft-pubescent bi-iicnth, scabrous
above ; scales very long and loose, hairy ; tips of chaff and corolla-lobes
hirsute.

11. H. tomentbsus Michx. Stem hairy, stout, 1-2.5 m. high ;
leaves oblong-

lanceolate, or the lowest ovate, tapering at both ends, obscurely serrate, large
(1.5-3 dm. long), somewhat petioled ;

disk 2.6 cm. broad; rays 12-16, about
2.5 cm. long. Rich woods, Va., and southw. along the mts.
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*--*- Leaves narrow, the uppermost alternate, not S-nerved, scabrous both
sides ; heads rather small ; bracts loose, attenuate.

M- Stem smooth and glaucous.

12. H. Kellermani Britton. Slender, leafy, paniculately branched above
;

leaves narrowly lance-linear to linear, attenuate to the apex and subsessile base,
chiefly alternate, green both sides, somewhat scabrous, finely and sparingly
serrate

;
heads numerous, 3-4.5 cm. wide

;
involucral bracts lance-linear, sub-

equal, about 1 cm. long; rays golden-yellow, 1-2 cm. long. Near Columbus,
O. (Kellerman).

13. H. grosseserratus Martens. Stem 2-3 m. high ;
leaves elongated-lanceo-

e or ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, sharply serrate or denticulate, acute or
ttenuate at base, petioled, often whiter and finely pubescent beneath

;
bracts

lance-awl-shaped, slightly ciliate. Dry plains, w. Me. to N. J., westw. to Ont.,
Dak., and Tex. Probably runs into the next.

w -- Stem hairy or scabrous.

14. H. gigantdus L. Stem 0.5-3 m. high, branched above ; leaves lanceolate,
pointed, minutely serrate or nearly entire, green both sides, narrowed and ciliate

at base, but nearly sessile; bracts long, linear-lanceolate, pointed, hairy or

strongly ciliate. (H. Dalyi Britton?) Low thickets and swamps, w. N. E.
to Ont., westw. and southw. Heads somewhat corymbed ;

the pale yellow rays
15-20

;
roots often becoming tuber-like, especially in var. suBTUBER6sus (Bour-

geau) Britton which has mostly opposite leaves, and occurs from n. Mich,
northwestw.

15. H. Maximiliani Schrad. Resembling the preceding ; stout, often simple,
0.5-3 m. high ; leaves becoming rigid and very scabrous, entire or sparingly den-
ticulate

;
heads rather large, usually short-peduncled, terminal and in the upper

axils
;
bracts longer-attenuate, more rigid. Prairies, Minn, and the Saskatche-

wan to Tex.
; occasionally adventive eastw.

-- H- -i- *- Leaves all or most of them opposite, %-nerved (faintly in no. 17).

ft- Heads very small (about 8 mm. broad} ; rays 5-8
;
bracts few, short, irregu-

larly imbricated, the outer with spreading foliaceous pointed tips ; stems
smooth.

16. H. microcSphalus T. & G. Stem 1-2 m. high, with numerous slender
branches above

;
leaves thin, ovate-lanceolate, taper-pointed, somewhat serrate,

petioled, rough above, pale and puberulent beneath
; peduncles slender, rough ;

bracts ovate and ovate-lanceolate, ciliate. (H. parviflorus Bernh., not HBK.)
Thickets, etc., Pa. and "s. Mich." to Mo., and southw.
17. H. laevigatus T. & G. Stem slender, 0.5-2 m. high, simple or sparingly

branched, glaucous, glabrous throughout, as well as the slightly serrate lanceo-
late leaves which are usually narrow and attenuate to the base. Dry soil,

Allegheny Mts., Va., and southw.

I++

++ Heads larger ; rays usually over 10
; spreading by creeping rootstocks.

= Leaves sessile or subsessile to short-petiolate, serrulate or entire.

18. H. doronicoides Lam. Finely pubescent and roughish, 1-3 m. high ;

mves sessile, ovate-oblong, acute, triply-nerved above the broadly cuneate base,

serrulate; bracts loose, attenuate, mostly 1-1.5 cm. long, hairy. Dry ground,
O. to Mo.

19. H. divaricatus L. Stem simple or forked and corymbed at the top, 0.5-
2 m. high, smooth below ; leaves all opposite and divaricate, ovate-lanceolate,
%-nerved from the rounded or truncate sessile base, tapering gradually to a sharp
point, 0.5-2 dm. long, serrate, thickish, rough both sides; bracts narrowly
lanceolate, attenuate, ciliate, equaling the disk (1 cm. wide); rays 8-12, 2.5 cm.

long. Thickets and barrens, s. Me. to L. Winnipeg, Neb., and southw.
20. H. hirsutus Raf. Stem simple or forked above, stout, 0.5-1 m. high,

bristly-hairy; leaves all short-petioled, ovate-lanceolate, gradually pointed,

slightly serrate, rounded or obtnse at the base, very rough above, usually rough-
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hairy beneath
;
bracts ovate-lanceolate, pointed, equaling the disk

; rays about
12. Dry soil, Pa. to Wise., "Minn.,

1 ' southw. and southwestw.
21. H. strum6sus L. Stein 1-2 in. high, very smooth below, often glaucous ;

leaves ovate-lanceolate, tapcriixj gn(dually to a point, or the lower ovate and

acute, abruptly contracted into short margined petioles, rough above, whitish

and naked or minutely downy underneath; bracts broadly lanceolate, with

spreading tips, ciliate, equaling the disk; rays 9-15. River-banks and low

copses, N. K. to Ont., Minn., and southw. Var. MOLLIS T. & G. Leaves downy
underneath, often subcordate

;
bracts looser and more attenuate. (Var. macro-

phyllus Britton.) N. E. and Pa. to Ont. and la.

22. H. tracheliifblius Mill. Similar to the preceding ; leaves thinner <ni<!

nearly equally green both sides, more sharply serrate, all distinctly petioled :

bracts all loose and spreading, exceeding the disk, often much elongated.

Copses, Ct. to Minn., southw. iiml southwestw.

= = Leaves longer-petiolate, thinnish or soft, coarsely serrate, commonly broad ;

bracts loose, hirsute-ciliate.

23. H. decape"talus L. Stem branching, 0.5-1.5 in. high, smooth below;
leaves smooth or roughish, ovate, pointed, abruptly contracted into margined
petioles ;

bracts lanceolate-linear, elongated, loosely spreading, sometimes foli-

aceous, the outer longer than the disk; rays about 10. (H. scrophulariifolius

Britton?) Copses and low banks of streams, centr. Me. and w. Que. to

Minn., Mo., and southw.
24. H. tuberbsus L. (JKKISAI. KM ARTICHOKE.) Pubescent <>r hirsute, 1.5-

3.6 m. high ;
leaves ovate or subcordate to oblong-lanceolate, acuminate, sca-

brous above, minutely pubescent or cinereous beneath
;

bracts lanceolate,

attenuate, little exceeding the disk; rays 12-20. N. Y. to Minn., westw. and

southw.; often cultivated, and introduced eastw. Var. SUBCANESCENS Gray.
Usually dwarf, the lower side of the leaves whitish with soft fine pubescence.
Minn, to Mo., and westw.

52. ACTIN6MERIS Nutt.

Heads many-flowered ; rays neutral, few or none. Involucral bracts few,

herbaceous, nearly equal, soon deflexed beneath the globular disk. Receptacle
small, chaffy. Achenes flat, obovate, winged or wingless, at maturity spreading
in all directions; pappus of 2-3 smooth persistent awns. Tall branching
perennials, with serrate feather-veined leaves tapering to the base and mostly
decurreiit on the stem. Heads corymbed ;

flowers chiefly yellow. (Name from

rts, a ray, and ncpls, apart; alluding to the irregularity of the rays.)
1. A. alternif&lia (L.) DC. Stem somewhat hairy, usually winged above,

1-2 m. high ;
leaves alternate or the lower opposite, oblong or ovate-lanceolate,

pointed at both ends; rays 2-8, irregular. {A. squarrosa Nutt.; Verbrshm

alternifolia Britton.) Rich soil, N. J. to Ont., la., Kan., and southw. An-.,

Sept.

53. VERBESINA L. CROWNBEARD

Heads several-many-flowered ; rays pistillate, or sometimes neutral and

sterile, few or sometimes none. Involucral bracts imbricated in '2 or more rows.

Receptacle rather convex (conical in no. 3), the chaff concave, Adienes Hai

laterally compressed), winged or wingless, 2-awned. Mtl\ perennial herb.-;

the toothed leaves decurrent on the stem. Flowers mostly yellow. (
u Name

metamorphosed from JV/-/,r/m.'')

* Heads slender, small, i-tnnnm-hjpmuntlntf ; nnjxfw. />isfff/<if>', usually fcrfi/< ;

erect.

1. V. occidentiUis (L.) Walt. Stem tall, 4-winged ; leaves opposite,
to oblong-lanceolate, triple-nerved, serrate, pointed at both ends, often pubes-
cent beneath. lari;e and thin

;
heads in compound corymbs ; receptacle flattish ;

flowers yellow; rays 1-5, lanceolate; achenes wingless. Rich soil, Pa. to Ky.,
and southw. Aug.-Oct.
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2. V. virginica L. Stem narrowly or interruptedly winged, downy-pubescent.,
like the lower surface of the ovate-lanceolate feather-veined alternate leaves :

heads in compound corymbs ; receptacle convex
; flowers white ; rays 3-4, oval

;

achenes winged. Dry soil, Pa. to Kan., and southw. Aug.

* * Heads broader, solitary or few.

3. V. helianthoides Michx. Perennial; stem hairy, 1 m. or less high, widely

winged by the decurrence of the ovate to ovate-lanceolate sessile alternate leaves,

which are rough above and soft-hairy beneath
;
involucre appressed ; rays 8-15,

pistillate or neutral, usually sterile; achenes winged, tipped with 2 fragile awns.

Prairies and copses, O. to la., southw. and southwestw. June, July.
4. V. ENCELIOIDES (Cav.) B. & H., var. EXAURICULATA Robinson & Green-

man. Annual, branching, 3-6 dm. high, cinereous
;
leaves alternate, ovate or

cordate to deltoid-lanceolate, the petioles destitute of the wings or auricles

(characteristic of the typical more southern form); involucral bracts linear,

equal, foliaceous, spreading; rays numerous, fertile. Kan. to Tex., and westw.
;

adventive by roads, w. Mo.; also casual northeastw., e.g. in s. Me. (Parlin).

54. CORE6PSIS L. TICKSEED

Heads many-flowered, radiate
; rays mostly 8, neutral, rarely wanting. In-

volucre double
;
each series of about 8 bracts, the outer foliaceous and somewhat

spreading ;
the inner broader and appressed, nearly membranaceous. Receptacle

flat, with membranaceous chaff deciduous with the fruit. Achenes flat, obcorn-

pressed (i.e. flattened parallel with the bracts of the involucre), often winged,
not narrowed at the top, 2-toothed or 2-awned, or sometimes naked at the sum-
mit

;
the awns not barbed downwardly. Herbs, generally with opposite leaves

and yellow or party-colored (rarely purple) rays. Too near the last section of

Bidens, but generally well distinguished as a genus. (Name from *6pis, a bug,
and fli/as, appearance; from the form of the achene.)

1 . Style-tips truncate or nearly so ; outer involucre small and short ; rays rose-

color or yellow, with brown base; pappus an obscure border or none.

1. C. rbsea Nutt. Perennial; stem branching, leafy, smooth, 2-6 dm. high;
leaves linear, entire; heads small, somewhat coryrnbed, on short peduncles;

rays rose-color, 3-toothed
;
achenes oblong, wingless. Sandy grassy swamps

and shores, e. Mass, to N. J., and southw. July-Sept.
2. C. tinctdria Nutt. Annual, glabrous, often 1 m. high; leaves 1-2-pin-

nately divided, the lobes lanceolate to linear ;
achenes oblong, wingless ; rays

yellow, with more or less of crimson-brown. Minn, to Tex., etc.; common in

cultivation
;
often escaping to roadsides, etc., eastw.

2. Style-tips abruptly cuspidate, hispid; involucres nearly equal; achenes

roundish, winged, incurved, often papillose and with a callus inside at base

and apex; pappus 2 small teeth or none; rays mostly yellow andpalmately
lobed ; perennials, with long-pedunculate heads ; lower leaves petiolate.

* Wings of achene broad, thin, spreading.

3. C. lanceolata L. Smooth or hairy, 3-6 dm. high, tufted, branched only
at the base ; leaves all entire (the lower rarely with a pair of small lateral lobes),

lanceolate, the lowest oblanceolate or spatulate; outer bracts ovate-lanceolate.

Rich or damp soil, Out. and Mich, to Va., Mo., and southw.; also cultivated

on account of its showy heads, and sometimes escaping eastw. May-July.
Var. villbsa Michx. Hirsute below, the hirsute or villous leaves rather

broader. (C. crassifolia Ait.) 111. and Mo. to Fla.

4. C. grandifl6ra Hogg. Mostly glabrous ; lower leaves lanceolate and spatu-

late, entire, the upper Z-5-parted, with lanceolate to linear and sometimes 2-3-

parted lobes ; heads as in the preceding or larger. Damp soil, Mo. and e.

Kan. to Tex. and Ga. May-July.
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5. C. pubSscens Ell. More leafy, 0.5-1.3 m. high, pubescent or nearly
glabrous ; leaves thickish, oblong or the lower oval-obovate and the upper
oblong-lanceolate, entire or with 2-4 small lateral lobes

;
heads usually smaller.

Woods, Va. to s. 111., Mo., and southw. June-Sept.

* * Wings of achene narrow, callous-thickened, involute.

6. C. auriculata L. Pubescent or glabrous ; stems 5-13 dm. high, branch-

ing, sometimes with runners ; leaves mostly petioled, the upper oblong or oval-

lanceolate, entire; the lower oval or roundish, some of them variously 3-5-lobed
or -divided; outer bracts oblong-linear or lanceolate. Rich woods and banks,
Va. to 111., and southw. June-Sept.

3. Style-tips cuspidate ; achenes oblong, nearly straight, without callus, the

wing narrow or none; rays yellow, mostly entire or slightly toothed.

* Outer bracts narrow, about the length of the inner, all more or less united at

base ; rays mostly entire, acute ; pappus 2-toothed or none ; leaves opposite,

sessile, mostly ^-divided, appearing as if whorled ; perennial, 3-9 dm. high.

*- Leaves 3-cleft, but not to the base.

7. C. palmata Nutt. Nearly smooth, simple ;
leaves broadly wedge-shaped,

rigid ;
the lobes broadly linear, entire, or the middle one 3-lobed. Prairies,

Mich, to Man., and southwestw. July.

- - Leaves divided to the base, uppermost and lowest sometimes simple.

8. C. m^jor Walt. Plant minutely soft-pubescent ;
leaves each divided into

3 sessile ovate-lanceolate entire leaflets, therefore appearing like 6 in a whorl.

(C. senifolia Michx.) Sandy woods, Va., and southw. July.
Var. stellata (Nutt.) Robinson. Glabrous; the leaves narrower. (<7. seni-

folia, var. T. & G.; C. major, var. Oemleri Britton.) Va., Ky., and southw.
9. C. delphinif61ia Lam. Glabrous or nearly so; leaves divided into 3

sessile leaflets which are 2-b-parted, their divisions lance-linear, 2-6 mm. broad,
rather rigid ;

disk brownish. Pine woods, Va., and southw. July.
10. C. verticillata L. Glabrous

;
leaves divided into 3 sessile leaflets which

are \-2-pinnately parted into narrowly linear or filiform divisions. Dry ridges
and open woods, Md. to S. C. and Ark.; reported from w. Ont. and n. Mich.;
cultivated in old gardens, but not showy ; occasionally escaping. July-Sept.

* * Outer bracts narrow, shorter, all united at base ; rays entire, obtuse ; pappus
none ; leaves petiolate, pinnately 3-5-divided ; perennial.

11. C. trfpteris L. (TALL COREOPSIS.) Smooth; stem simple, 1-2.7 m.

high, corymbed at the top; leaflets lanceolate, acute, entire. Pa. to s. Ont.,
Wise., e. Kan., and southw. Aug., Sept. Heads exhaling the odor of anise
when bruised

;
disk turning brownish.

55. THELESPERMA Less.

Heads many-flowered
; rays about 8 and neutral, or none. Involucre as in

Coreopsis, the inner bracts scarious-margined. Receptacle flat, the scarious
chaff falling with the wingless and beakless achenes

; pappus of 2 stout subulate

retrorsely hispid awns. Smooth herbs, with opposite dissected leaves and
pedunculate heads of yellow flowers. (From dtjX-f), a nipple, and ffTrtp/j.a, seed,
on account of the papillose achenes.)

1. T. trifidum (Poir.) Britton. Annual or biennial, 3-7 dm. high, loosely

branching and very leafy ;
leaves 2-pinnate, the lobes filiform

;
outer involucral

bracts 8, subulate-linear, hardly equaling the inner which are united only below
the middle ; rays 1 cm. or more long ;

outer achenes conspicuously roughened on
the back. Barrens and plains, Mo. to Neb., westw. and MrathweetW. May-Aug.

2. T. gracile (Torr.) Gray. Perennial, rather rigid, naked above
;

leaves

with narrow or filiform divisions or the upper entire
;
bracts 4-6, the outer very
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short-ovate or oblong, the inner connate above the middle ; rays short or usually

none; achenes less roughened. Neb. and Kan., southw. and westw.; adv.
in Mo.

56. BIDENS L. BUR MARIGOLD

Heads many-flowered ;
the rays when present 3-8, neutral. Involucre

double, the outer commonly large and foliaceous. Receptacle flattish
;

chaff

deciduous with the fruit. Achenes flattened parallel to the bracts of the invo-

lucre, or slender and 4-sided (rarely terete), crowned with awns or short teeth

(these rarely naked). Annual or perennial herbs, with opposite various leaves,
and mostly yellow flowers. (Latin, bidens, two-toothed. )

N. B. In this genus the measurements of the fruit relate to the inner

mature achenes. The outer are often shorter and uncharacteristic. The figures
of the heads are on a scale of f ,

those of the achenes are life size.

a. Achenes flat (or at most with a strong rib on either face) b.

b. Kays small or wanting c.

c. Inner achenes less than 2 mm. broad.
Heads cylindric or ellipsoid, much longer than broad ;

disk-florets

3-4 mm. long ;
leaves simple.

Inner achenes 1 cm. or more long ;
awns 6-8 mm. long . 1. B. bidentoides.

Inner achenes 7-9 mm. long; awns 3-4.5 mm. long ... 2. B. Eatoni.
Heads hemispherical, nearly or quite as broad as long; disk-florets

1-1.5 mm. long ; achenes 5.5-8.5 mm. long ;
awns 1.5-2.5 mm.

long ; leaves ternately compound 8. B. discoidea.
c. Inner achenes 2 mm. or more broad d.
d. Leaves simple ;

heads subtended by long thick entire leafy bracts ;

achenes 8-10 mm. long, 2-3 mm. broad, retrorsely barbed,
the 3 (rarely 2 or 4) awns unequal, at most 6 mm. long . 6. B. comosa.

d. Leaves pinnate ;
achenes upwardly barbed at least at base

;

awns 2.

Outer involucre of 5-8 leafy bracts ; inner bracts oblong,
equaling the disk

; achenes 2-3.3 mm. broad . . 4. B. frondosa.
Outer involucre of 10-16 leafy bracts ;

inner bracts ovate-trian-

gular, shorter than the disk ; achenes 3.3-4 mm. broad . 5. B. vulgata.
b. Rays conspicuously exceeding the disk e.

e. Leaves mostly pinnate ;
awns (if present) upwardly barbed /.

/. Inner achenes 2 mm. or less broad, cuneate.
Inner achenes 3-4.5 mm. long II. B. coronata.
Inner achenes 5-7 inm. long . 12. B. trichosperma.

f. Inner achenes more than 2 mm. broad, elliptic-obovate, with thin
scarious margins.

Outer foliaceous bracts 8-10, smooth or merely ciliate, shorter
than the inner 13. B. aristosa.

Outer foliaceous bracts 12-20, coarsely hispid, mostly longer
than the inner 14. .B. involucrata.

e. Leaves simple or slightly divided
;
achenes obovate, 3-4.5 mm. long,

with short teeth II. B. coronata.
a. Achenes angled or terete g.

g. Achenes distinctly angled ;
terrestrial or marsh plants h.

h. Leaves pinnate.
Heads few-flowered, slender

;
achenes linear, 4-angled, the inner

1.2-1.8 cm. long, about 1 mm. broad 10. B. bipinnata.
Heads hemispherical, many-flowered ;

achenes cuneate, 3-4 angled,
4-6 mm. long (7) B. connata, v. pinnata.

h. Leaves simple ;
heads hemispherical, many-flowered ;

achenes
cuneate or obovate.

Leaves petioled or with conspicuously narrowed bases
; fruiting

heads erect
*

7. B. connata.
Leaves sessile or connate

; fruiting heads mostly nodding.
Outer bracts unequal, mostly exceeding the disk

; rays at most
twice the length of the disk

;
achenes dilated above ; leaves

mostly connate 8. B. eernua.
Outer bracts subequal, rarely exceeding the disk

; rays 2-4 times
as long as the disk

;
achenes not dilated above

;
leaves

sessile, but rarely connate 9. B. laevis.

g. Achenes terete, truncate at both ends, with the 3-6 very long awns
smooth below

; aquatic, with the immersed leaves finely divided . 15. B. Beckii.

1. B. bidentoides (Nutt.) Britton. Glabrous, paniculately branched, 2-8 dm.
high; leaves lanceolate, coarsely toothed, tapering at both ends; heads 1.5-2

cm. long ;
the outer involucre of 4-5 bracts

; rays usually wanting ;
achenes
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990. B. biclentoides.

2. B. Eat.,

B. discoidt-u

hairy, 1 cm. or more long, with 2 very slender upwardly
roughened awns (6-8 mm. long} surpassing the yellowish
^-toothed corolla, and often 2 minute intermediate teeth.

(Coreopsis Nutt.) Shores of Delatoare R. and

Bay. Sept., Oct. FIG. 990.

2. B. Eatbni Fernald. Simple or branched,
2.5-6 dm. high ;

leaves lanceolate, with long-
acuminate tips and slender petiolar bases,

coarsely serrate
;
outer involucre of 3-5 bracts,

inner of "> oblong conspicuously striate ones 1 cm. long ; rays
none

;
disk-flowers 15-25

;
inner achenes 7-9 mm. long, 1-1.7

mm. broad, with strong midribs, usually with retrorse hairs on
the margin ;

the 2-4 awns 8-4.5 mm. long, downwardly barbed.

Brackish shores, lower Merrimac R., Mass. Sept., Oct. FIG. 991.

Var. FALLAX Fernald. Achenes and awns upwardly
barbed. With the typical form. FIG. 992.

3. B. discoidea (T. & G.) Britton. Diffusely
branched

;
leaves ternately divided, slender-petioled ;

__ leaflets ovate-lanceolate, pointed, coarsely serrate
;

heads small, 5 mm. high; outer involucral bracts

usually 4
;
achenes linear-wedge-shaped, tuberculate or smooth,

bearing a pair of short and stout upwardly barbed awns of the

length of the orange 5-toothed corolla. (Coreopsis T. & G.)
Wet banks and swamps, Mass, to Mich., 111.,

southw. and southwestw. July-Oct. FIG. 993.

4. B. frondbsa L. (BEGGAK-TICKS.) Stems tall (7 dm. or
less in height), paniculate-branched; leaves 3-5-divided, gla-

brous, the terminal leaflet long-stalked, acuminate, often again
divided, lateral ones shorter, less acuminate, all sharply sen ate ;

heads 1.5 cm. long or less, on slender peduncles,'
outer involucre of 5-8 ciliate bracts; rays small,

yellow; achenes narrowly cuneate, 7-10 mm. long,

black, strongly 1-nerved on each face, often slightly

994. B. frondosa. hairy, the retrorsely barbed slightly divergent slender
awns barely half as long, exceeding the 5-toothed

orange corolla. (B. melanocarpa Wiegand.) Common in damp
ground, throughout. Aug., Sept. FIG. 994. Var. ANOMA LA Porter.

Awns upwardly barbed. Local, N. S. to Pa. FIG. 995.

5. B. vulgata Greene. (BEGGAR-TICKS, STICK-TIGHT.) Stem tall (often
1.5 m. high) and branching, glabrous ;

leaves pinnately 3-5-divided, slender-

petioled, nearly glabrous; leaflets lanceolate, very acute, coarsely serrate, all

short-stalked; heads large, 1.5-2.5 cm. broad, stout-pi ihnn-n-

late; outer involucral bracts 10-16, unequal, about equaling the

disk or sometimes longer, coarsely cil fate-hispid ; rays pale

yellow ;
achenes 9-12 nun. f<>n</, obovate- or oblong-rum r< .

usually glabrous, but often tuberculate-roughened, brown or

olive; awns retrorsely barbed, exceed-

ing the 4-5-toothed yellow corolla. ( />.

frondosa Wiegand, not L.) Moist
waste places and roadsides, throughout,

but less common eastw. than the preceding. Aug. -Oct.
KM;. 996.

Var. pub6rula (Wiogand) Greene. Peduncles, leaves,
and .nitrr lira.-ts piiberiilent. Wise, to Sa.sk. and Mo.

(i. B. com6sa (Gray) Wiegand. Stem stout, 8 dm. or

less in height, glabrous ;
branches short

;
leaves pale,

elliptic, acute, with winged petioles, regularly sen-ate, or upper entire; heads

t'cw, large, 1 cm. or so high, short-pedunculate; outer inmlwre 0/6-8 nearly
erect linear or lanceolate usually entire unequal large bract*, the }<><ti-xt 2-5

times exceeding (In- 'link; rays wanting; achenes about 1 cm. long, cuneate,

f' '

996. B. viil-;ii.-i.

,V(T
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olive or brown, nearly glabrous, obscurely nerved or nerveless, sometimes

punctate ;
awns nearly f as long as the achene, equaling the ^-toothed pale-yellow

corolla. (B. connata, var. Gray.) Sandy shores and rich soil, N. E. to Minn.,
westw. and southw. Sept., Oct. FIG. 997.

Var. acuta Wiegand. Leaves subsessile
;
heads larger ;

outer bracts shorter

(barely twice exceeding the disk), spreading, acute. (B. acuta Britton.) Mo.
and Kan.

7. B. connata Muhl. (SWAMP BEGGAR-TICKS.) Tall and branching, 0.5-1.5
m. high ;

leaves bright green, undivided or some of the lower deeply parted,
lanceolate or elliptic, large, acuminate, slender-petioled, coarsely
serrate

;
heads about 1 cm. high, short-pedunculate ; outer invo-

lucre o/4 or 5 short entire bracts ; rays golden-yellow, generally
wanting ;

achenes 4-6 mm. long, cuneate, the outer 3-angled and
3-awned, inner 4-angled, 4-awned

;
awns barely half as long as

the achene, retrorsely barbed, equaling the 5-toothed corolla.

Swamps and ditches, N. E. to Minn, and Mo. Sept. (Estab-
"i7O r>. COllIlttUl. i i -- v -i-. f\r\r*

hshed m Eu.) FIG. 998.

Var. pinnata Wats. Leaves nearly all pinnately divided, the 5-7 divisions

sparingly incised; achenes 4-awned. Hennepin Co., Minn. (F. L. Couillard).
8. B. cSrnua L. (STICK-TIGHT.) Smooth or hispidulous,

2-7 dm. high ;
branches short

;
leaves lanceolate to linear-

lanceolate, acuminate, unequally serrate, connate at base;
heads erect in anthesis, short-pedunculate ;

outer involucre

longer than the head; rays, when present, one half exceeding
the disk or longer; achenes wedge-obovate, 5-6 mm. long,

4-awned, 4-angled, retrorsely barbed, tuberculate on the angles,
and prominently many-nerved ;

awns half as long as the achene,
shorter than the yellow 6-toothed corolla. Wet places,

throughout. July-Oct. (Eu.) FIG. 999. Very variable.

9. B. ladvis (L.) BSP. Smooth, erect, or reclining at base, 1 m. or less high ;

leaves lanceolate, tapering at both ends, sessile, rarely connate finely and regu-
larly serrate; outer involucre mostly shorter than the showy golden-yellow
(2-3 cm. long} rays; achenes 6-9 mm. long, wedge-shaped, retrorsely almost

serrate on the margins; awns 2, 3, or 4, downwardly barbed,
barely f as long as the achene, and hardly equaling the yellow
5-toothed disk-corolla. (B. chrysanthemoides Michx.) Swamps
near the coast, Mass., and southw.; also centr. N. Y. Aug.-Oct.

10. B. bipinnata L. (SPANISH NEEDLES.) Smooth annual,
branched

;
leaves l-3-pinnately parted, petioled ;

leaflets ovate-

lanceolate, mostly wedge-shaped at the base
;

heads small, on
slender peduncles ;

outer involucre of linear bracts equaling the

1000 B binin
short pale yellow rays; achenes ^-grooved, nearly smooth, 3-4-

awned, very unequal. Damp soil, R. I., westw. and southw.
;

occasional on ballast north w. FIG. 1000.

11. B. coronata (L.) Fisch. Nearly glabrous, 3-9 dm. high ;
leaves variable,

commonly 3-7 -divided, or all undivided, the segments incisely serrate or lobed
;

rays golden-yellow, showy ;
achenes flat, 1-nerved on each

face, broadly cuneate, 3-4.5 mm. long, with 2 very short blunt

spreading teeth. (Coreopsis aurea Ait.) Wet ground, Va.
toFla. FIG. 1001.

12. B. trichosperma (Michx.) Britton. (TICKSEED SUN-

FLOWER.) Smooth, branched
;
leaves short-peti- ''

\j oled, nearly all 3-7-divided
;

leaflets lanceolate iool. B. coronata.

or lance-linear, cut-toothed, or the upper leaves

only 3-5-cleft and almost sessile
;
heads panicled-corymbose ; rays

ff conspicuous, golden-yellow ;
achenes narrowly wedge-oblong or the

1002 B trich
inner ones wedge-linear, 5-7 mm. long, smooth or sparsely hairy,

marginless, crowned with 2 erect triangular or awl-shaped stout

teeth. (Coreopsis Michx.) Swamps, Mass, to Va. near the coast
;
also N. Y.

to 111. and Ky. ;
said to extend northwestw. to Minn. Aug.-Oct. FIG. 1002.
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Var. TENufLOBA (Gray) Britton. Leaf-segments narrowly linear
;

achenes
shorter. Less common.

13. B. aristbsa (Michx.) Britton. Somewhat pubescent; leaves 1-2-pinnately
5-7-divided, petioled ;

leaflets lanceolate, cut-toothed or pinnatifid ;
heads pani-

cled-corymbose ; outer bracts 8-10, not exceeding the inner,
barely ciliate ; rays showy ;

achenes with 2 (rarely 4) long and
slender diverging awns as long as the achene itself or reduced
to short teeth. (Coreopsis Michx.) Swamps, O. to Mich.,
Minn., and southwestw.

;
adventive in waste places eastw. Aug.-

Oct. FIG. 1003.

1008. B. aristosa. 14. B. involucrata (Nutt.) Britton. Heads rather larger ;

the outer bracts 12-20, mostly exceeding the inner,
hispid ; achenes with 2 short acute teeth. (Coreopsis Nutt.)

Swamps, w. 111. to Kan. and Tex.; rarely adventive eastw.
FIG. 1004.

15. B. Beckii Torr. (WATER MARIGOLD.) Aquatic,
perennial, smooth

;
stems long and slender

;
immersed leaves

crowded, many times dissected into capillary segments; the
few emerging leaves lanceolate, slightly connate, toothed

; 1004 B involucrata.
heads single, short-peduncled ;

involucre much shorter than
the showy (golden yellow) rays; achenes thickish, smooth, 1-1.5 cm. long; the

stout divergent awns longer, barbed only toward the apex. Ponds and slow

deep streams, Me. and Que. to N. J.
,
and westw. Aug.-Oct.

57. BALDUINA Nutt.

Heads globular, many-flowered, radiate
;
the long and narrowly wedge-shaped

rays neutral. Involucre short, of many thickish small bracts imbricated in 3-4

rows, the outer obovate and obtuse. Receptacle strongly convex, with deep
honeycomb-like cells containing the obconical or oblong silky-villous achenes

;

pappus of 7-9 lance-oblong erect chaffy scales. Perennial herb, smoothish
;

the slender simple steins 6-9 dm. high, bearing alternate oblanceolate leaves,
and a large showy long-pedunculate head. Rays yellow, 2.5 cm. long; disk
often turning dark purple. (Named for Dr. William Baldwin, 1779-1819, dis-

criminating amateur botanist, friend of Muhlenberg.) ACTINOSPERMUM Ell.

1. B. unifl6ra Nutt. (Actinospermum Barnhart.) Borders of swamps, from
Va. (?) southw. Aug.

58. MARSHALLIA Schreb.

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular and perfect ;

corolla-lobes slender
and spreading. Involucral bracts linear-lanceolate, foliaceous, erect, in 1-2

rows, nearly equal. Receptacle convex or conical, with narrowly linear rigid
chaff. Achenes top-shaped, 6-angled ; pappus of 5 or 6 membranaceous pointed
scales. Smooth low perennials, with alternate entire 3-nerved leaves, and long-

pedunculate heads terminating the simple stem or branches. Flowers purplish ;

anthers blue. (Named at the request of Muhlenberg for Dr. Moses Marshall,

nephew of the more distinguished Humphrey Marshall.)
1. M. trine"rvia (Walt.) Porter. Stems leafy; leaves ovate-lanceolate,

pointed, sessile but not amplexicaul, 6-7.6 cm. long. (M. latifolia Pursh.)
Dry soil, Va., and southw.

2. M. obovata (Walt.) Beadle & Boynton. Leaves chiefly basal, narrowly
obovate, obtusish or rounded at the apex ;

involucral bracts linear-oblong, blunt
;

chaff spatulate, more or less distinctly expanded at the tip, blunt
;
achene

longer than pappus. River-banks and open woods, s. w. Pa., and southw.
Var. platyphylla (Curtis) Beadle & Boynton. Stem li><ifij <tl><>nt to the mi<l<Uc ;

leaves lanceolate, narrowed to an obtusish tip, cutisitininuxly amplexicaul.

Dry open woods,' etc., Pa., and southw. M. graudiflora Beadle & Boynton
appears to be only a very robust form or state of this variety, with stems 4-7 dm.

high, and cauline leaves 2-3 cm. wide.
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59. GALINSdGA R. & P.

Heads several-flowered, radiate
; rays 4-5, small, roundish, pistillate. Invo-

lucre of 4-5 ovate thin bracts. Receptacle conical, with narrow chaff. Pappus
of small oblong cut-fringed chaffy scales, sometimes wanting. Annual herbs,
with opposite triple-nerved thin leaves, and small heads

;
disk yellow ; rays

white or reddish. (Named for Dr. Mariano Martinez de Galinsoga, a Spanish
botanist.)

* Rays white; pappus of disk-flowers about equaling the achenes.

1. G. PARVIFL6RA Cav. Pubescence subappressed ;
leaves ovate, crenate-

serrate, petioled ; pappus of the disk-flowers of spatulate obtusish scales.

Roadsides and waste 'places, from N. E. across the continent. (Adv. from

Trop. Am.) Var. nfspiDA DC. Pubescence more copious, not appressed ;

pappus-scales of the disk-flowers attenuate and bristle-tipped. Me. to Ont.,

Wise., and southw. (Nat. from Trop. Am.)
* * Rays reddish ; pappus of disk-flowers about half as long as the achenes.

2. G. CARACASANA (DC.) Sch. Bip. Pubescence loose and often rather

copious ;
leaves as in no. 1. (G. hispida Benth.) Waste land, Caraden, N. J.

;

about mills, etc., Cumberland, Md. (Schriver), and probably elsewhere. (Adv.
from Trop. Am.)

60. FLAVERIA Juss.

Heads 3-15-flowered, usually with but 1 ray-flower; flowers all fertile.

Involucral bracts few, subequal or 1-2 of the outer much shorter. Receptacle
small, naked or setose. Achenes oblong, 8-10-ribbed, glabrous ; pappus none.

Opposite-leaved annuals with clustered small yellowish heads. (Name from

flavus, yellow, the plant being used in dyeing.)
1. F. campestris Johnston. Erect and glabrous, 3-6 dm. high, branched

above
;
leaves linear or lanceolate, 3-nerved, mostly serrulate

;
heads subsessile,

in mostly terminal glomerules ;
involucre 3-bracteate, 2-5-flowered. (F. angus-

tifolia of auth., not Pers.) Alkaline soil, w. Mo. (Bush) to Col. and Mex.

May-Sept.

61. HYMENOPAPPUS L'He*r.

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular and perfect, with large revolute

corolla-lobes. Involucral bracts 6-12, loose and broad, thin, the upper part petal-

like, usually white. Receptacle small, naked. Achenes top-shaped, with a
slender base, striate

; pappus of 15-20 blunt scales in a single row, very thin

(whence the name of the genus, from fyJi/, membrane, and Trdinros, pappus. )

Biennial or perennial herbs, with alternate mostly dissected leaves, and corymbed
small heads of usually whitish flowers.

* Pappus of very small roundish nerveless scales.

1. H. carolinSnsis (Lam.) Porter. Somewhat flocculent-woolly when young,
leafy to the top, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves 1-2-pinnately parted into linear or oblong
lobes

;
involucral bracts roundish, mainly whitish

; pappus-scales very small,

roundish, nerveless. (H. scabiosaeus L'He"r.) Sandy barrens, 111. to S. C.,
and southw. May, June.

2. H. corymbbsus- T. & G. More slender, glabrate, naked above ; bracts

obovate-oblong, petaloid at apex. Woods and plains, Mo. and Neb. to Tex.

62. POLYPTERIS Nutt.

Heads few-flowered, small
;
flowers all tubular, deeply 5-parted. Involucral

bracts 8-10, herbaceous. Achenes slender-obpyramidal ; pappus of short
rounded pales or wanting. Scabrous herbs with narrow short-petioled mostly
alternate leaves, and pedunculate loosely corymbose or paniculate small purplish
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heads. (Name from woXt/-, many, and wrtpu (irrepAv), icing, referring to the

pappus of some species.)
1. P. callbsa (Nutt.) Gray. Annual, slender, dm. or less in height; leaves

linear
; peduncles glandular ;

involucral bracts with dry reddish tips. Dry soil,

Mo. to Tex.
,
etc.

63, ACTiNEA Juss.

Heads many-flowered; rays several, wedge-oblong, 3-toothed, pistillate.
Bracts of the hemispherical involucre ovate or lanceolate, membranaceous or

coriaceous, nearly equal, in 2-3 ranks, little shorter than the disk. Achenes

top-shaped, densely silky-villous ; pappus of 5 or more ovate or lanceolate very
thin chaffy scales. Low herbs, with narrow alternate leaves, dotted with
resinous atoms and bitter-aromatic

;
the solitary heads terminating scapes or

slender naked peduncles ;
flowers yellow. (Name from <XKT{J, ray.) ACTINELLA

Pers. PICRADENIA Hook. TETRANEURIS Greene.
1. A. herbUcea (Greene) Robinson. Perennial, caespitose ;

branches of the

caudex rather stout, bearing numerous thickish spatulate to linear 1-nerved

sparingly villous glandular-punctate leaves and scape-like peduncles (villous or

Ianate especially toward the summit) ;
heads (including the showy rays) 3-4

cm. in diameter. (Tetraneuris Greene
;
Actinella acaulis, var. glabra Gray, in

part.) Ottawa Co., O., and about Joliet, HI.

64. HELENIUM L. SNEEZEWEED

Heads many-flowered, radiate
; rays several, wedge-shaped, 3-5-cleft, fertile,

rarely sterile. Involucre small, reflexed
;

the bracts linear or awl-shaped.
Receptacle globose or ellipsoid. Achenes top-shaped, ribbed; pappus of f>-8

thin 1-nerved chaffy scales, the nerve usually extended into a bristle or point.
Erect branching herbs with alternate leaves, often sprinkled with bitter

aromatic resinous globules ;
heads yellow, rarely purple, terminal, siiiirle >r

corymbed. (The Greek name of some plant, said to be named after Helemix,
son of Priam.)

* Leaves broad, decurrent on the angled stem.

1. H. nudiflorum Nutt. Perennial, somewhat puberulent, 3-9 dm. high ;

leaves narrowly lanceolate or oblong to linear, entire, or the radical spatulate
and dentate

; heads mostly small ; disk brownish, globose ; rays yellow or

partly brown-purple, sterile (neutral or style abortive), shorter than or exceed-

ing the disk. 111. and Mo. to N. C. and Tex.
;
also abundantly established

locally from N. E. to Pa. June-Aug. Hybridizes with the next.

2. H. autumnale L. Perennial, nearly smooth, 0.2-2 m. high ;
leaves immtlij

toothed, lanceolate to ovate-oblong ;
heads larger (2-4 cm. broad} ;

disk yellow ;

rays fertile, yellow. Alluvial river-banks and wet ground, w. Que. and w.

Mass, to Man., southw. and westw. Aug.-Oct.
* * Leaves linear-filiform, not decurrent.

3. H. tenuif&lium Nutt. Glabrous annual, much branched, very leafy ;
heads

1.6-2 cm. broad; rays fertile. Prairies, roadsides, etc., Va. to Kan., and
southw.

; locally established by railroads, etc., northeastw. to e. Mass.

65. GAILLARDIA Foug.

Heads many-flowered ; rays 3-cleft or -toothed, neutral or sometimes fertile.

or none. Involucral bracts in 2-3 rows, the outer larger, loose, and folisireuus.

Receptacle convex to globose, with bristle-like or subulate or short ami soft

chaff. Achenes top-shaped, o-costate, villous
; pappus of 5-10 long thin awn-

tipped scales. Ern-t alt< -mate-leaved herbs with long-peduncled showy heads
of yellow or purplish fragrant flowers. (Named after Gdillard de Chart'i/ti(-

ncau. a botanical amateur.)
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1. G. lutea Greene. Erect or nearly so, 4 dm. or more in height, puberulent
and somewhat scabrous, leafy-stemmed, branched above

;
branches ascending ;

leaves oblong-lanceolate, somewhat amplexicaul at the broadish base, toothed or

subentire
;
both disk-flowers and rays yellow. (G. lanceolata of auth., in part,

not Michx.) Mo. (Bush} to Tex.
2. G. aristata Pursh. Perennial, hirsute; leaves lanceolate to oblanceolate,

broad or narrow, entire to coarsely pinnatifid ; disk-flowers brownish-purple ;

rays usually numerous and long, yellow; chaff bristly or subulate. Minn, to

Man.
,
westw. and southw.

;
now spreading eastw.

66. DYSSODIA Cav. FETID MARIGOLD

Heads many-flowered, usually radiate
; rays pistillate. Involucre of 1 row of

bracts united into a firm cup, with a few loose bracts at the base. Receptacle

flat, beset with short chaffy bristles. Achenes slender, 4-angled ; pappus a row
of chaffy scales, dissected into numerous rough bristles. Herbs, mostly annuals
or biennials, dotted with large pellucid glands, which give a strong odor

;
heads

terminating the branches
;
flowers yellow. (Name dvsudia, an ill smell, which

the plants exemplify.) BOEBERA Willd.

1. D. pappbsa (Vent.) Hitchc. Nearly smooth, diffusely branched, 1-5 dm.

high ;
leaves opposite, pinnately parted, the narrow lobes bristly-toothed or cut

;

rays few, scarcely exceeding the involucre. (D. chrysanthemoides Lag.) Road-
sides and banks of rivers, Minn, to 111., Tenn., and southwestw.

;
occasional as

a weed further eastw. July-Oct.

67. ACHILLEA [Vaill.] L. YARROW

Heads many-flowered, radiate
;

the rays few, fertile. Invplucral
bracts

imbricated, with scarious margins. Receptacle chaffy, flattish. Achenes

oblong, flattened, margined ; pappus none. Perennial herbs, with small

corymbose heads. (So named because its virtues are said to have been discov-

ered by Achilles.)
* Leaves simple ; involucre hemispherical ; receptacle low.

1. A. PTARMICA L. (SNEEZEWEED.) Stem rather rigid, smooth or slightly

pubescent ;
leaves lance-linear, finely appressed-serrate ; corymb loose, the heads

long-pediceled ; rays 8-12, white, much longer than the involucre. Damp
fields, etc., Nfd. to Mich, and Mass., local. Aug., Sept. (Introd. from Eu.)
* * Leaves bipinnately parted ; involucre slender-cylindric ; receptacle becoming

elongated.

i- Rays comparatively showy, their blades ^ f as long as the involucre ; bracts

with dark brown or black margins.

2. A. borealis Bongard. Stem erect, 0.5-4 dm. high, more or less lanate
;

stem-leaves few (5-9) , silky-lanate especially beneath
; corymbs 2-6 cm. broad,

very convex; involucre 4-6 mm. long, its bracts all dark-margined ; rays 10-20,
white (rarely pink), short-oblong or suborbicular, 2.5-4 mm. long. Wet rocks

and mossy slopes, Lab. to Alaska, s. to Nfd., e. Que., and along the Rocky Mts.

to N. Mex. June-Aug. (Boreal Eurasia.)

-i- ->- Bays small, their blades rarely \ as long as the involucre ; bracts pale,

very rarely the uppermost dark-margined.

3. A. Millef61ium L. (COMMON Y., MILFOIL.) Stem simple or sometimes
forked above, 3-10 dm. high, arachnoid or nearly smooth ; stem-leaves numerous

(8-15), smooth or loosely pubescent ; corymbs very compound, 6-20 cm. broad,

flat-topped, the branches stiff
;
involucre 3-5 mm. long, its bracts all pale, or in

exposed situations the uppermost becoming dark-margined ; rays 5-10, white
to crimson, short-oblong, 1.5-2.5 mm. long. Fields and river-banks, common.

(Eurasia, )

4. A. lanul&sa Nutt. Similar
;
stem 3-6 dm. high, densely woolly ; stem-
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leaves silky-lanate ; corymbs 2-10 cm. broad, very convex; involucre pubescent,
none of its bracts dark-margined ; rays 1-2.5 mm. long. Gravelly shores and
open ground, Gulf of St. Lawrence to Mich., thence westw. and southwestw.;
naturalized in the Eastern States. (Mex.)

68. ANTHEMIS [Mich.] L. CHAMOMILE

Heads many-flowered, radiate
; rays pistillate or (in no. 1) neutral. Invo-

lucre hemispherical, of many small imbricated dry and scarious bracts shorter
than the disk. Receptacle conical, usually with slender chaff at least near the
summit. Achenes terete or ribbed, glabrous, truncate

; pappus none or a minute
crown. Branching often strong-scented herbs, with pin-
i lately dissected leaves and solitary terminal heads

; rays
white or yellow (rarely wanting) ;

disk yellow. ('A^e/ifr,
the ancient Greek name of the Chainornile.)

* Mays white.

-t- Chaff of the receptacle sharp-pointed.

1. A. COTULA L. (MAY-WEED, DOG FENNEL.) Annual,
acrid, ill-scented ; leaves finely 3-pinnately dissected

; rays
mostly neutral

; receptacle without chaff
near the margin ; pappus none

; achenes

tuberculate-roughened. (Maruta DC.)
Common by roadsides. (Nat. from Eu.)
FIG. 1005.

2. A. ARVENSIS L. (CORN C.) Pubes-
cent annual or biennial, resembling May-

weed, but not ill-scented ; leaves less . finely 1-2-pinnately
parted ; chaff of the receptacle lanceolate, pointed, subtending
all the disk-flowers and distinctly exceeding them

;
achenes

smooth on the sides; pappus a minute border. Roadsides,
waste places, etc., occasional. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 1006.

Var. AGRESTIS (Wallr.) DC. Chaff of the receptacle shorter
than the disk-flowers. Fields, etc.

, becoming frequent. (Nat.
from Eu.)

*- - Chaff of the receptacle blunt.

3. A. NOBILIS L. (GARDEN C.) More downy and perennial, pleasantly
strong-scented; sterile shoots depressed or creeping; leaves very finely dis-

sected
; pappus none. Occasionally spontaneous about old gardens. (Introd.

from Eu.)

1005. A. Cotula.

Leaf and ray x 1%

1006. A. arvensis.

Leaf and ray x 1%.

4. A. TINCT6RIA L. (YELLOW C.) Pubescent perennial; leaves pinnately
divided

;
heads long-peduncled, 3^4 cm. broad

;
chaff of the receptacle lanceo-

late
; pappus a short crown. Fields and waste places, becoming frequent.

(Nat. from Eu.)
A. AUREA (L.) DC., with small rayless heads has been found near St. Louis,

Mo. (Engelmann}.

69. MATRICARIA [Tourn.] L. WILD CHAMOMILE

Heads many-flowered ; rays pistillate or wanting. Bracts of the involucre

imbricated, with scarious margins. Receptacle conical (at least in fruit), naked.
Achenes 3-6-ribbed, wingless ; pappus a membranaceous crown or border, or
none. Smooth and branching herbs (ours annuals or biennials) with finely
divided leaves and single or corymbed heads. Rays white or none

;
disk yellow.

(Named for reputed medicinal virtues.)
1. M. I\OIM'M:A L. Leaves bipinnately divided into fine almost filiform lobes

;

heads large, o-4 cm. broad, naked-peduncled, and with many long rays; achenes
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1007. M. inodora.

Leaf x 1%.

N. Y., and Pa.;

strongly 3-ribbed
; pappus a short crown or border. Road-

sides and fields, Nfd. to Ct. and Mich.
;
abundant in e. Me. and

adjacent Canada. July, Aug. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 1007.
2. M. CnAMOMfLLA L. Similar

;
heads smaller, about 2

cm. broad ; rays shorter
; receptacle more convex

;
achenes

less distinctly ribbed
; pappus obsolete. Roadsides and waste

places, Atlantic States, west to O. (Adv. from Eu.)
3. M. SUAVEOLENS (Pursh) Buchenau. (PINEAPPLE-WEED.) v v

Low
;
leaves 2-3-pinnately-parted into short linear lobes

;
/

heads rayless, short-peduncled ;
bracts oval, with broad mar- M

gins, much shorter than the conical disk
;

achenes more
terete

; pappus obsolete
;
odor of the bruised plant suggesting

pineapple. (M. discoidea DC.; M. matricarioides Porter.)
Roadsides and old fields, locally abundant in N. B.

,
N. E.

,

also about St. Louis, Mo.; naturalized, probably from the
Pacific slope, where it is common. (Established in n. Eu.)

70. CHRYSANTHEMUM [Tourn.] L. OX-EYE DAISY

Heads many-flowered ; rays numerous, fertile. Scales of the broad and flat

involucre imbricated, with scarious margins. Receptacle flat or convex, naked.
Disk-corollas with a flattened tube. Achenes of disk and ray similar, striate.

Annual or perennial herbs, with toothed, pinnatifid, or divided leaves, and
single or corymbed heads. Rays white or yellow (rarely wanting); disk yellow.
(Old Greek name, -^pva^vQ^Qv, i.e. golden flower.}

* Heads large, solitary, terminating the long branches.

1. C. LEUCANTHEMUM L. (Ox-EYE or WHITE DAISY, MARGUERITE, WHITE-
WEED.) Stem erect, simple or forked toward the summit; basal leaves spatu-
late-obovate, on long slender petioles, the blades crenate-dentate

;
middle and

upper stem-leaves oblong or oblanceolate, coarsely and
regularly crenate or dentate above, with larger spreading
teeth at base; heads 4-6 cm. broad; involucral bracts

narrow, brown-margined ; rays white (rarely tubular,

laciniate, or deformed). Fields, etc., Nfd. and e. Que.
to N. J.

;
rare southw. June-Aug.

(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 1008.

Var. piNNATfriDUM Lecoq & La-
motte. Basal leaves pinnatifid, subpin-
natifid, or coarsely and irregularly
toothed

;
middle and upper stem-leaves

narrowly oblong or oblanceolate, con-

spicuously subpinnatifid at base
;
heads

usually smaller than in the typical
form. (Var. subpinnatijidum Fernald.)

Fields and meadows, throughout ;
an

abundant and pernicious weed eastw.

(Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 1009.

2. C. SEGETUM L. (CORN CHRYSANTHEMUM, CORN MARI-
GOLD.) Similar; leaves oblong, somewhat clasping, coarsely
toothed or pinnatifid ; rays golden-yellow ; bracts broad and
scarious. Ballast along the coast, N. B. to N. J.

;
also in fields

near Schenectady, N. Y. (Wibbe}. (Adv. from Eu.)
* * Heads small, corymbed.

3. C. PARTHENIUM (L.) Bernh. (FEVERFEW.) Tall, branched, leafy; leaves

bipinnately divided, the divisions ovate, cut ; rays white. Escaped from gar-
dens, and naturalized in some places. (Introd. from Eu.)

4. C. BALSAMITA L., var. TANACETOIDES Boiss. (COSTMARY, MINT GERA-
NIUM.) Leaves oblong, crenate, the upper sessile, the lower petioled, often

1008. C. Leucantheinum.

Leaves x %.

1009. C. Leuc.,
v. pinnat.

Leaves x'.
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with 2 small lateral lobes at base
;
heads rayless. Frequently escaped from

gardens. (Introd. from Asia.)

71. TANACETUM L. TANSY

Heads many-flowered, nearly discoid
;
flowers all fertile, the marginal chiefly

pistillate and 3-5-toothed. Involucre imbricated, dry. Receptacle convex,
naked. Achenes angled or ribbed, with a large flat top ; pappus a short crown.

Bitter and acrid mostly strong-scented herbs (ours perennial), with 1-3-

pinnately dissected leaves, and corymbed (rarely single) heads. Flowers yellow,
in summer. (Name of uncertain derivation.)

1. T. VULGARE L. (COMMON T.) Stem 0.5-1 m. high, smooth; leaflets and
the wings of the petiole cut-toothed; corymb dense; pistillate flowers terete,

with oblique 3-toothed limb
; pappus 6-lobed. Escaped from gardens to road-

sides, etc. (Introd. from Eu.) Var. CRISPUM DC. Leaves more cut and crisped.

Frequent in similar places. (Introd. from Eu.)
2. T. huron6nse Nutt. Hairy or woolly when young, stout, 3-9 dm. high ;

lobes of leaves oblong; heads large (1-2 cm. wide) and usually few; pistillate

flowers flattened, 3-5-cleft
; pappus toothed. River-banks, e. Que. to N. B. and

n. Me. ;
shores of the upper Great Lakes

;
coast of Ore., Wash., and B. C.

72. C6TULA [Tourn.] L.

Heads hemispherical to globose, many-flowered, discoid
;
the marginal flowers

(reduced rays) pistillate and fertile, nearly or quite apetalous ;
disk-flowers

tubular, 4-toothed, fertile. Chaff none. Achenes at maturity raised on pedi-

cels, which remain attached to the flat or moderately convex receptacle. Pappus
obsolete or none. Low mostly diffuse or creeping strong-scented herbs, with

alternate toothed, lobed, or dissected leaves, and pedunculate heads of yellow
flowers. (Name from KOTI/ATJ, a small cup, alluding to the hollow at the base of

the amplexicaul leaves.)
1. C. CORONOPIFOLIA L. Branched from the base, decumbent and often

somewhat repent, slightly fleshy, nearly or quite smooth
;
leaves linear-oblong,

irregular, 3-many-toothed ;
heads at length subglobose, about 1 cm. in diame-

ter, on slender terminal peduncles. Brackish mud, P. E. I. (Churchill)] on
ballast about Chelsea, Mass.

;
also on the Pacific coapt. (Adv. from s. Afr.)

73. ARTEMISIA L. WORMWOOD

Heads discoid, few-many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular, the marginal ones

pistillate, or sometimes all similar and perfect. Involucre imbricated, dry and
scarious. Receptacle small and flattish, naked. Achenes obovoid, with a small

summit and no pappus. Herbs or shrubby plants, bitter and aromatic, with

small commonly nodding heads in panicled spikes or racemes
; flowering in

summer. Corolla yellow or purplish. (Ancient name of the Mugwort. in

memory of Artemisia, wife of Mausolus.)

1. Receptacle smooth; marginal flowers pistillate and fertile; disk-flowers

perfect but sterile, the style mostly entire; root perennial, except in n<>. 1.

* Leaves dissected.

1. A. caudata Michx. Glabrous or silky, 0.5-1.5 m. high ; upper leaves pin-

nately, the lower 2-3-pinnately divided
;
the divi*i<i* t?ti-i<t-f<>n,<, diverging;

heads small (2-3 mm. broad) ; the racemes in a wand-like elongated panicle
root biennial. Sandy soil, Atlantic coast; also Vt. to Man., westw. and
southwestw.

2. A. canadlnsis Michx. Smooth, or hoary with silky down, 3-6 dm. high ;

tower leaves bipinnately divided, the upper 3-1-divided ; divisions linear, rather

riyid; heads rather large (4-0 mm. broad), in panicled racemes; in col >'<,-.-
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generally glabrous, green; root perennial. Calcareous rocks, Nfd. to B. C., s.

to n. N. E., Minn., etc. (Eu.)
3. A. borealis Pall. Similar, 1-3 dm. high ;

lower leaves l-2-ternately

divided; upper linear, mostly entire; heads fewer, subracemose
;

involucre

pilose or glabrate, brownish ; root perennial. Arctic regions, s. to the serpen-
tine mts. of e. Que., Keweenaw Point, Mich., Col., and Wash. (Asia.)

* * Leaves entire or some 3-cleft.

4. A. dracunculoides Pursh. Tall (0.5-1.5 m.), somewhat woody at base,

slightly hoary or glabrous; leaves narrowly linear and entire or the lower

3-cleft
;
heads small and numerous, panicled. Sandy banks and prairies,

Man. to 111.
, Mo., westw. and southwestw.

5. A. glaiica Pall. Strict, 3-6 dm. high, somewhat woody at base, minutely
silky-pubescent or glabrate and glaucous; leaves linear- to oblong-lanceolate;
heads as in the preceding. Prairies, Sask. to Minn, and N. Dak. (Siber.)

2. Receptacle smooth ; flowers all fertile, a few pistillate, the others perfect.

Two cultivated shrubby species, from Europe, with filiformly divided leaves,
have occasionally escaped from gardens and become spontaneous, viz. A.
ABROTANUM L. (the SOUTHERNWOOD), of strict habit, with 1-2-pinnatifid leaves

and pubescent heads
;
and A. PROCERA Willd., with more spreading branches,

all the leaves finely 2-pinnatifid, and heads glabrous.

* Branching perennials, whitened with fine and close-pressed wool; heads small,
in leafy panicles.

6. A. serrata Nutt. Very leafy, 1.5-3 m. high ;
leaves lanceolate or the

upper linear, serrate, white-tomentose beneath, green above
;
heads greenish,

subcylindric, 4.3 mm. long or less. 111. to S. Dak.; sparingly naturalized

eastw.

7. A. longifblia Nutt. Stem 0.5-1.5 m. high ; leaves linear or linear-lanceo-

late, entire, usually glabrate above
;
heads subcylindric, canescent, 4-6 mm. long.

Minn, to Neb., and westw.
8. A. ludoviciana Nutt. (WESTERN MUGWORT, WHITE SAGE.) Whitened-

woolly throughout ;
leaves lanceolate, the upper mostly entire, the lower usually

cut-lobed, toothed or pinnatifid, the upper surface sometimes glabrate and

green ;
heads campanulate, mostly sessile in slender panicles. (Including A.

gnaphalodes Nutt.) Dry banks, Sask. to Mich., 111., Tex., and westw.; locally
naturalized eastw. Very variable.

9. A. VULGARIS L. (COMMON MUGWORT.) Tall; leaves mostly glabrous and

green above, the lower surface (and the branches) white-woolly, all pinnatifid,
with the divisions often cut-lobed, linear-lanceolate ; heads small, in open pani-
cles. Waste places and roadsides, and along streams, e. Que. to Ont. and Pa.

(Nat. from Eu.)
10. A. KANSANA Britton. Low, 1-6 dm. high ;

leaves finely pinnatifid into

linear segments; heads densely woolly, in strict close panicles. Plains and
foot-hills, w. Kan., Col., and N. Mex.

;
adventive eastw.

* * Densely white-tomentose, perennial; heads large, racemose-glomerate; invo-

lucral bracts herbaceous.

11. A. STELLERIANA Bess. (BEACH W., DUSTY MILLER, OLD WOMAN.)
Stout, 3-6 dm. high, from a creeping base

;
leaves obovate or spatulate, pin-

natifid, the lobes obtuse. Sandy sea-beaches, e. Que. to N. J., and shores of

Oneida L., N. Y. (Haberer); commonly cultivated in old gardens, and recently

spreading extensively to sandy soil. (Introd. from n. e. Asia.)
* * * Less branched, biennial or annual, glabrous.

12. A. biSnnis Willd. Strict, tall
;
lower leaves 2-pinnately parted, the

upper pinnatifid ;
lobes linear, acute, in the lower leaves cut-toothed

;
heads in

short axillary spikes or clusters, crowded in a slender and glomerate leafy

panicle. Gravelly banks, O. to Tenn., Mo., and northwestw.
;
now established

eastw. by railroads and in waste places.
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13. A. ANNUA L. Much branched, very sweet-scented; leaves 2-pinnately
divided, the oblong segments deeply pinnatifid ;

heads small, in a loose ample
panicle. Waste places, etc., throughout, locally a bad weed. (Nat. from Old

World.)

3. Receptacle hairy ; flowers all fertile, the marginal ones pistillate.

14. A. ABSINTHIUM L. (WORMWOOD.) Rather shrubby, 6-9 dm. high,

silky-hoary; leaves 2-3-pinnately parted ; lobes lanceolate ; heads hemispherical,

panicled. Roadsides, dry banks, etc., thoroughly established and common,
e. Can. and n. N. E.; elsewhere local. (Nat. from P^u.)

15. A. frigida Willd. Low (1.5-5 dm. high), in tufts, slightly woody at the

base, white-silky; leaves pinnately parted and 3-5-cleft, the divisions narrowly
linear; heads globose, racemose. Dry hills and rocks, Sask. to Minn., w. Tex.,
and westw.

74. TUSSILAGO [Tourn.] L. COLTSFOOT

Head many-flowered ; ray-flowers in several rows, narrowly ligulate, pistil-

late, fertile
;
disk-flowers with undivided style, sterile. Involucre nearly simple.

Receptacle flat. Achenes slender-cylindric or prismatic ; pappus copious, soft,

and capillary. Low perennial, with horizontal creeping rootstocks, sending up
scaly scapes in early spring, bearing a single head, and producing rounded-

heart-shaped angled or toothed leaves later in the season, woolly when young.
Flowers yellow. (Name from tussis, a cough, for which the plant is a reputed

remedy.)
1. T. FARFARA L. Wet places and along brooks, e. Que. to Pa., O., and

Minn. (Nat. from En.)

75. PETASITES [Tourn.] Hill. SWEET COLTSFOOT

Heads many-flowered, somewhat dioecious
;

in the substerile plant with a

single row of ligulate pistillate ray-flowers, and many tubular sterile ones in

the disk
;
in the fertile plant wholly or chiefly of pistillate flowers, tubular or

distinctly ligulate. Otherwise as Tussilago. Perennial woolly herbs, the leaves

all from the rootstock, the scape with sheathing scaly bracts, bearing heads of

purplish or whitish fragrant flowers in a corymb. (The Greek name for the

Coltsfoot, from ir^ra<ros, a broad-brimmed hat, on account of its large leaves.)

* Pistillate flowers ligulate ; flowers whitish.

t- Leaves deeply lobed.

1. P. palmatus (Ait.) Gray. Leaves rounded, somewhat kidney-form, pal-

mately and very deeply 5-7 -lobed, the lobes toothed and cut. Woods, swamps,
and recent clearings, Lab., to Alb., s. to e. Mass., w. Ct., N. Y., Mich., Wise., and
Minn. Apr.-June. Full-grown leaves 1-2.5 dm. broad.

-- +~ Leaves shallowly or not at all lobed.

2. P. trigonophyllus Greene. Leaves from broadly cordate-deltoid to sub-

orbicular, closely invested beneath with dense white tomentum, the 7-11 shal-

low lobes more or less sharply toothed, in maturity 0.5-1.5 dm. broad. Wet
meadows, local, GaspS Co., Que., Sask., and n. Minn. May.

%. P. sagittatus (Pursh) Gray. Leaves deltoid-oblong to reniform-hastate,
acute or obtuse, repand-dentate, very white-tomentose beneath, when fully

grown 1.7-2.5 dm. broad. Cold swamps, Lab. to B. C., s. to Minn., Col., etc.

May, June.
* *

Ligules none ; flowers publish.

4. P. VULGA.RIS Hill. (BUTTERBUR.) Rootstock very stout
;
leaves round-

cordate, angulate-dentate and denticulate. Waste or cultivated ground, e.
~ "

and e. Pa. Apr., May. (Nat. from Eu.)
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76. ARNICA L.

Heads many-flowered ; rays pistillate. Bracts of the bell-shaped involucre

lanceolate, equal, somewhat in 2 rows. Receptacle flat, fimbrillate. Achenes
slender or spindle-shaped ; pappus a single row of rather rigid and strongly

roughened-denticulate bristles. Perennial herbs (chiefly of mountains and cold

northern regions), with simple stems, bearing single or corymbed large heads
and opposite leaves. Flowers yellow. (Name thought to be a corruption of

Ptarmica.}
* Basal leaves petioled ; stem leafy.

t- Basal leaves tapering to the petiole.

*-* Pappus barbellate, bright white.

1. A. chionopappa Fernald. Stem 0.73.5 dm. high, villous with flat white

\airs; leaves 3-5 pairs, lanceolate to narrowly ovate, mostly confined to the
lower half of the stem, the basal on very long slender petioles ;

the lower cauline

petioled, the upper sessile and much reduced; heads 1-3, 3-4 cm. broad
;
invo-

lucre villous, the linear- or lance-attenuate bracts 7-10 mm. long ; achenes
3.5-5 mm. long, densely setulose

; pappus in fruit 5-6.5 mm. long. Cold lime-
stone cliffs and ledges, e. Que. and n. N. B. June, July.

*-. -w. Pappus plumose, sordid.

2. A. m611is Hook. Stem 1.5-7 dm. high, more or less crisp-villous through-
out, somewhat glandular above ; leaves oblanceolate to ovate, the basal slender-

petioled ;
the cauline (3-5 pairs) mostly sessile, 0.3-1.5 dm. long, the upper-

most only slightly smaller; heads 1-9, on short (3-12 cm. long) naked or

rarely bracted glandular-villous peduncles, 4-6 cm. broad
;
involucre glandular

and villous, its lance-attenuate often purple-tipped bracts 1-1.6 cm. long ; a'chenes

hirsute, 4-5 mm. long, shorter than the plumose yellow-brown or olive-tinged
pappus. {A. Chamissonis Man., ed. 6, not Less.; A. lanceolata Nutt.) Banks
of streams, e. Que. to B. C., s. to the mts. of Me. and N. H., Col., and Cal.

June-Aug.
Var. petiolaris Fernald. Leaves narrow, oblanceolate, all but the very

uppermost tapering to slender petioles; heads 3-4 cm. broad; involucral bracts

scarcely 1 cm. long. By alpine brooks, Me., N. H., and n. N. Y.

*- t~ Basal leaves rounded or cordate at base.

3. A. cordifblia Hook. Stem 1.5-6 dm. high, more or less villous throughout,
glandular above

;
basal and lower cauline leaves ovate, coarsely dentate, slender-

petioled, upper short-petioled or subsessile
;
heads 1-8, slender-peduncled, 5-7

cm. broad
;
involucre villous, especially at base

;
bracts lanceolate to oblong,

acuminate, 1.3-2 cm. long ; rays about 15
;
achenes hirsute

; pappus white,
barbellate. Very local, n. Mich.; Yukon to S. D., Col., Utah, and Cal.

* * Basal leaves rosulate, broad and sessile ; stem-leaves remote and small.

4. A. acaulis (Walt.) BSP. Hairy and rather glandular, 1 m. or less in

height ;
leaves thickish, %-5-nerved, ovate or oblong ; heads several, corymbed,

showy. (A. nudicaulis Nutt.) Damp pine barrens, Del., s. Pa., and southw.

May, June.

77. ERECHTITES Raf. FIREWBBD

Heads many-flowered ;
the flowers all tubular and fertile

;
the marginal

pistillate, with a slender corolla. Bracts of the cylindrical involucre in a single
row, linear, acute, with a few small bractlets at the base. Receptacle naked.
Achenes oblong, tapering at the end

; pappus copious, of very fine and white
soft hairs. Erect and coarse annuals, of rank smell, with alternate simple
leaves, and paniculate-corymbed heads of whitish flowers. (The ancient name
of some species of Groundsel, probably called after Erechtheus.}

1. E. hieracifblia (L.) Raf. Often hairy; stem grooved, 0.3 to 3 m. high ;
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leaves lanceolate or oblong, acute, cut-toothed, sessile, the upper auricled at

base or petioled. Moist woods, and in recently burned clearings, whence the

popular name ; common, especially northw. July-Sept.

78. CACALIA L. INDIAN PLANTAIN

Heads 5-many-fiowered ;
the flowers all tubular and perfect. Involucral

bracts in a single row, erect, connivent, with a few bractlets at the base.

Receptacle naked. Corolla deeply 5-cleft. Achenes oblong or slender-cylindric,

smooth; pappus of numerous soft capillary bristles. Smooth and tall peren-
nial herbs, with alternate often petioled leaves, and rather large heads in flat

corymbs. Flowers white or whitish. (An ancient name, of uncertain meaning.)
* Involucre 25-3Q-flowered, with several bracts at its base,' receptacle flat.

1. C. suavSolens L. Stem grooved, 1-1.6 m. high ;
learcs triangular-

lanceolate, halberd-shaped, pointed, serrate, those of the stem on winged
petioles. (Synosma Raf.) River-banks, rich woods, etc., Ct. to la., Minn.,
and southw. in the Allegheny region to Fla.; Newton, Mass. (Farlow}, where

probably an escape. Aug., Sept.

* * Involucre o-bracted and ^-flowered, its basal bracts minute or none; recepta-
cle bearing a more or less evident scale-like pointed appendage in the center.

2. C. renif6rmis Muhl. (GREAT INDIAN P.) Not glaucous ;
stem 1-3 m.

high, grooved and angled ;
leaves green on both sides, dilatcif-fcii-xhaped,

or the lowest kidney-form, 3-6 dm. broad, repand-toothed and angled, palmately
veined, petioled ;

the teeth pointed ; corymbs large. (Mesadenia Raf.) Rich

damp woods, N. J. to Minn., and southw. along the mts. to N. C. and Tenn.

July, Aug.
3. C. atriplicifblia L. (PALE INDIAN P.) Glaucous

;
stem terete, 1-2 m.

high ;
leaves palmately veined and angulate-lobed ; the lower triangular-kidney-

form or slightly heart-shaped ;
the upper rhomboid or wedge-form, toothed.

(Mesadenia Raf.) Rich woodlands and prairies, N. J. to Minn., Kan., and
southw. in the Alleghenies to Ga.

4. C. tuber6sa Nutt. Stem angled and grooved, 6-20 dm. high, from a
thick tuberous root; leaves green on both sides, thick, strongly 5-7'-nerved; the
lower lance-ovate or oval, nearly entire, tapering into long petioles ;

the upper
on short margined petioles, sometimes toothed at apex. (Mesadenia Britton.)
Wet prairies, etc., O. and w. Ont. to Minn., Kan., and southw.

79. SENECIO [Tourn.] L. GROUNDSEL. RAGWORT. SQUAW-WEED

REVISED BY J. M. GREENMAN

Heads many-flowered ; rays pistillate or none
;
involucre cylindrical to bell-

shaped, simple or with a few bractlets at the base, the bracts erect-connivent.

Receptacle flat, naked. Pappus of numerous very soft and capillary bristles.

Ours herbs, with alternate leaves and solitary or corymbed heads. Flowers

chiefly yellow. (Name from senex, an old man, alluding to the hoariness of

many species, or to the white hairs of the pappus.)

Annuals (rarely liccdiiiin^ biennial); stems leafy to the

ceiiee ; liea'ds inediuin-si/eil, 1 cm. or less high during anthesis ?>.

l>. Head* di-i-uid ........... 1. S. ru/ff<n-is.
f>. Heads radiate

; rays inconspicuous.
Pubescence viscid-glandular ........ 2. S. viscosus.
Pubescence not viscid-glandular ....... 8. S. tiytvaticui.

. Heads radiate ; rays conspicuous.
Leaves irregularly laciniate-dentate to entire ; plant pubescent . 4. S. paliMtrit.
Leaves lyrate or pinnutely divided ; plant glabrous . . . .". X. glabelln*.

Biennials or perennials c.

c. Heads medium-sized, in anthesis about 1 cin. long d.

d. Stems le;if\ t<> the inflorescence; leaves mostly 2-3-piunatisfct . (i. X. Jacoba^a.
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d. Stems mostly leafy below, nearly naked above
;
leaves variable ;

the lower ovate, obovate, or oblanceolate ;
the upper much

reduced, often bract-like e.

e. Pubescence when present floccose-lanate and confined chiefly
to the base of the stem and to the leaf-axils f.

f. Heads discoid 7. S. discoideu*.

f. Heads radiate (except in S. obovatus, var. elongatus) g.

g. Lower leaves obovate, occasionally subrotund or oblong: ;

stolons when well developed slender and creeping . 8. S. obovattM.

y. Lower leaves subrotund to lanceolate
;
the earliest leaves

cordate or subcordate, usually long-petioled ;
stolons

short and stout, assurgent.
Basal leaves all broad-ovate, deeply cordate and relatively

large 9. S. aureus.
Basal leaves mostly lanceolate ; only the earliest ones

subrotund, cordate, and relatively small . . .10. S. Robbinsii.

g. Lower leaves oblong-oblanceolate to spatulate, usually
narrowed gradually at the base ;

the earliest rarely
subrotund or oblong.

Stem but slightly woolly at the base, comparatively few-
headed 11. & Balsamitae.

Stem rather densely and permanently woolly at the base ;

heads usually numerous 12. S, Smallii.
e. Pubescence white-lanate and more or less persistent over stem

and leaves (rarely in no. 13 completely absent).
Basal leaves subrotund-ovate to oblong-lanceolate.
Stem-leaves deeply and irregularly divided . . .13. S. plattensis.
Stem-leaves usually dentate, not deeply divided, only a

few at most lyrate 14. S. tomentosus.
Basal leaves oblong-obovate, oblanceolate, or spatulate.
Eastern species 15. /S. antennariifoUus.
Western species 16. S. canus.

e. Pubescence of crisp-hirsute or subvillous hairs, not floccose

or lanate, rarely quite glabrous 17. S. integerrimus.
c. Heads larger, 1.5-2 cm." high during anthesis . . . . 18. S. Pseudo-Arnica.

1. S. VULGARIS L. (COMMON GROUNDSEL.) Low annual, 1-5 dm. high,

corymbosely branched, glabrate, leafy to the inflorescence
;

leaves pinnatifid
and toothed, 1-8 cm. long, 0.5-3 cm. broad

; calyculate bracts (bracteoles) of
the involucre distinctly black-tipped ; rays none

;
achenes hirtellous. Waste

grounds, common. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)
2. S. visc6sc8 L. Coarser, 1.5-4 dm. high, viscid-pubescent and heavy-

scented
;
leaves pinnatifid with toothed segments or 2-pinnatifid, 2-10 cm. long,

0.5-5 cm. broad
; calyculate bracts (bracteoles) of the involucre not black-tipped;

rays minute, bright yellow. Waste grounds, coast of e. Que. to N. E.; also on
ballast near Philadelphia. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

3. S. SYLVATICUS L. Stem erect, 1-7 dm. high, simple or branched, some-
what pubescent ; lower leaves petioled and more or less lyrate, the upper pin-
natifid with unequal lobes, sessile and sagittate at the clasping base, 2-15 cm.

long, 1-8 cm. broad
;
inflorescence corymbose, naked or nearly so

;
heads cylin-

drical
;

involucre barely calyculate ; ligules but slightly surpassing the disk-

flowers. Clearings and waste places, Nf'd. and e. Que. to Me., chiefly near the

coast
;
also near Painesville, O. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

4. S. paliistris (L.) Hook. Annual or biennial, loosely villous to nearly gla-
brous

;
stem stout, 2-7 dm. high ;

leaves oblong-lanceolate, irregularly toothed

or laciniate, the upper with a heart-shaped clasping base
; rays 20 or more,

short, pale yellow ; pappus copious and becoming very long. Wet grounds, la.

to n. Wise., N. Dak., and northw. June-Sept. (Eu.)
5. S. glabellus Poir. (BUTTER-WEED.) Rather tall, 2-5 dm. or more high ;

leaves somewhat fleshy, lyrate or pinnately divided; divisions crenate or cut-

lobed, variable
;
heads less than 1 cm. high, in a naked corymbose inflorescence

;

rays 6-12, conspicuous. (S. lobatus Pers.) Wet grounds, N. C. to centr. 111.,

Mo., and southw. March-June.
6. S. JACOBAEA L. (STINKING WILLIE.) Arachnoid-tomentulose to nearly

glabrous ;
stem erect, 2-6 dm. or more high ;

basal leaves somewhat lyrate ;

those of the stem 2-3-pinnatisect. sessile, 2-15 cm. long, 1-7 cm. broad
;

inflo-

rescence a many-headed corymbose cyme ;
heads radiate. Roadsides, pastures,

and ballast, Nfd. and e. Que. to Me., and locally to Ont. and N. J. July-Aug.

(Nat. from Eu.)
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7. S. discoideus (Hook.) Britton. Stems erect, 2-8 dm. high, striate
;
lower

leaves broadly ovate, 1.5-8 cm. long, 1-4.5 cm. broad, rounded or obtuse at the

apex, crenate to coarsely dentate, abruptly contracted into a slightly winged
petiole equaling or exceeding the blade

;
inflorescence subumbellate

;
heads on

rather long peduncles, discoid; involucre sparingly calyculate ;
bracts of the

involucre slightly shorter than the flowers of the disk, often purplish-tipped ;

achenes glabrous. Calcareous ledges, or in damp thickets, e. Que., n. Mich.
,

northw. and westw. June-Aug.
8. S. obovatus Muhl. Stem 3-6 dm. high, bearing flagelliform stolons at

base ; lower leaves obovate, 1-10 cm. long, two thirds as broad, gradually nar-

rowed into a narrowly winged petiole, crenate-dentate, glabrous on both sur-

faces
; upper stem-leaves pinnatifid, sessile

;
inflorescence a corymbose cyme,

not infrequently umbellate
;
heads radiate

;
achenes glabrous. (S. aureus, var.

T. & G.) Calcareous ledges and open woods, e. Mass, and s. Vt. to N. C., Ala.,

Ark., and Kan. Apr.-Aug.
Var. rotundus Britton. Lower leaves more or less orbicular or rotund, other-

wise like the species. On moist banks and rocks, centr. O., and southwestw.

Var. elongitus (Pursh) Britton. Habit and foliage of the typical form, but

with elongated peduncles and discoid heads. Near P^aston, Pa. May, June.

9. S. aureus L. (GOLDEN R.) Stems erect from rather slender rootstocks,

3-8 dm. high, at first often lightly floccose-tomentose, soon glabrate ;
lower

leaves long-petioled, ovate-rotund to slightly oblong, 1.5-8 cm. long, two thirds

as broad, crenate-dentate
;
stem-leaves lyrate to laciniate-pinnatifid ;

the upper-
most sessile, amplexicaul, often bract-like

;
inflorescence cymose-corymbose ;

heads radiate
; rays yellow ;

achenes glabrous. In wet meadows, moist thick-

ets, and swamps, Nfd., s. to Va., w. to Wise., Mo., and Ark. May-Aug.
Var. gracilis (Pursh) Britton. Somewhat more slender, with lower stems,

smaller leaves, and fewer heads. Pa. and Mich. May, June.

10. S. Robbinsii Oakes. Stems strict, 5-8 dm. high ; the first leaves small,

ovate-rotund to ovate-oblong, 1-3 cm. long, from two thirds to nearly or quite
as broad, crenate-dentate to rather sharply toothed

;
the later radical and lower

cauline leaves lanceolate to slightly oblong-lanceolate, 3-10 cm. long, 1.5-3 cm.

broad, sharply and somewhat unequally dentate-serrate; the uppermost leaves

much reduced; inflorescence cymose-corymbose; achenes pubescent. In wet
meadows or swamps, N. B. and N. S. to n. N.Y. June, July.

11. S. Balsamitae Muhl. Stems 1.5-3 dm. high, slightly woolly or floccose-

tomentose at the base, nearly or quite glabrous above ; lower leaves mostly ob-

long'-oblanceolate (rarely oblong-elliptic), 1-5 cm. long, 0.5-1.5 (rarely 3) cm.

broad, gradually narrowed at the base into the petiole, crenate-dentate to rather

sharply dentate-serrate, often pubescent in the early stages and glabrate, or gla-

brous from the beginning ; petioles usually not much exceeding the blade
;
the

upper leaves lyrate, pinnatifid, or much reduced and entire
;
achenes glabrous

or pubescent. (S. aureus, var. T. & G.) Gaspe" Co., Que., to Md., Tenn., 111.,

and Mich.
,
thence northwestw. essentially across the continent. May-Aug.

A variable species. In shaded alluvium passing into forms essentially glabrous,
with more pronounced foliar development. Var. PAUPERCULUS (Michx.) Fer-

nald. Smaller, sometimes not over 3 cm. in height, and with the inflorescence

not infrequently reduced to a single head. In cool or much exposed situations,

Me.
,
and northw. July-Aug.

Var. prae!6ngus Greenman. Taller
;
lower leaves long-petioled ;

stem-leaves

rather large, often 1 dm. in length, 2 cm. in breadth, pinnatifid with remote
lateral lobes and deep rounded sinuses

;
achenes hirtellous-pubescent. Rocky

woods and banks, Mass., Vt., and N. Y. June, July.
Var. Crawf6rdii (Britton) Greenman. Lower leaves slender-petioled ;

the

blade oblong-elliptic, 2-6 cm. long, 1-3 cm. broad, mostly rather sharply serrate-

dentate
; petioles 1 .5 dm. or less in length ;

involucral bracts 7-8 mm. long.

(S. Crawfordii Britton.) Near Philadelphia (Crawford). May.
12. S. Smallii Britton. Stem tall, erect, 2.5-7 dm. high, simple to the in-

florescence, densely and persistently woolly at the base ; lower leaves lanceolate

or oblanceolate, 2.5 dm. or less in length, 1-2 cm. broad, crenate-dentate to
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rather sharply serrate; upper stem-leaves sessile, pinnatifid with remotish seg-
ments and rounded sinuses

;
inflorescence cymose-corymbose, many-headed ;

heads radiate, 6-8 cm. high during anthesis ; achenes usually hispidulous along
the angles. Va., and southw. May, June.

13. S. platt6nsis Nutt. Stems one to several, simple or branched from the

base, 1.5-6 dm. high ;
lower leaves petiolate, ovate to oblong-lanceolate, 5-10 cm.

long, 1-2.5 cm. broad, crenate-dentate to deeply and irregularly pinnatifid,
thickish and as well as the stem usually white-tomentose, more or less glabrate ;

inflorescence a corymbose cyme ;
heads about I cm. high, radiate

;
achenes

commonly hispidulous. Dry, sandy, or gravelly soil, s. w. Ont. to e. Mont.
and Tex. Apr.-July.

14. S. tomentbsus Michx. (WOOLLY R.) Clothed with scarcely deciduous

hoary wool ; stems 3-6 dm. high ;
basal leaves oblong, 2-15 cm. long, 1-7 cm.

broad, obtuse, crenate or entire, often on elongated stout petioles, 2.5 dm. or

less in length ;
the stem-leaves similar, lyrate-pinnatifid to entire ; inflorescence

cymose-corymbose ;
heads radiate

; rays 12-15. N. J. to Fla. and Tex. Apr.-
June.

15. S. antennariifblius Britton. Stem erect, 3-4 dm. high ;
leaves mostly

basal, oblong-obovate to spatulate, including the petiole 3-6 cm. long, 0.5-1.5

cm. broad, rounded or obtuse at the apex, somewhat remotely and shallowly

angulate-dentate, narrowed below into the petiole, finely and densely matted-

tomentose beneath, loosely floccose-tomentose above ; stem-leaves sublyrate or

merely dentate, the uppermost reduced to linear entire bracts
;

inflorescence

cymose-corymbose, few-headed
;
heads radiate ; achenes papillose-hirsute along

the angles. Blue Ridge, Va. June.
16. S. canus Hook. Usually low, 1.5-3.5 dm. high, persistently tomentose,

rarely at all glabrate; lower leaves oblong-oblanceolate or subspatulate, includ-

ing the petiole 5-10 cm. long, 1-2 cm. broad, obtuse or rounded at the apex,
entire or sparingly toothed, white-tomentose on both surfaces, rarely glabrate
above

;
stem-leaves entire or slightly pinnatifid, the uppermost becoming sessile

and not infrequently clasping the stem by a sub-auriculate base
;
inflorescence

few-headed ;
heads 10-12 mm. high, radiate

;
involucre arachnoid-tomentose to

nearly glabrous, sparingly calyculate ; ray-flowers commonly 8
;

disk-flowers

numerous. Sask., Alb., and along the Rocky Mts. to Col., eastw. to n. Minn,

(according to Upham). June-Aug.
17. S. integSrrimus Nutt. Covered when young with long jointed crisp-hir-

sute or subvillous hairs, soon more or less glabrate ;
lower leaves oblong-lanceo-

late or suboblong, including the narrowly winged petiole usually 1-2 dm. long,
1-4 cm. broad, entire or denticulate

;
the upper bract-like, attenuate from a

broad subclasping base; inflorescence few-headed; heads 10-12 mm. high; in-

volucral bracts usually green-tipped. Sask.
, Man., Dak.

, la., and westw. May-
July.

18. S. Pseudo-Arnica Less. Loosely white-woolly, sometimes becoming gla-

brous
;
stem stout, 0.5-10 dm. high, leafy above, often nearly naked below;

leaves oblong-lanceolate to subovate, 0.5-1.5 dm. long, 1-5 cm. broad, repand-
dentate to subentire, the lower tapering into a narrow petiole-like base, the

upper sessile
;
heads 1.5-2 cm. high ; rays 20 or more, yellow. Gravelly beaches,

e. Me. to Lab.; and in the Alaskan region.

80. ARCTIUM L. BURDOCK

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular, perfect, similar. Involucre globu-

lar
;
the imbricated bracts coriaceous and appressed at base, attenuate to long

stiff points with hooked tips. Receptacle bristly. Achenes oblong, flattened,

wrinkled transversely ; pappus short, of numerous rough bristles, separate and
deciduous. Coarse biennial weeds, with large unarmed petioled roundish or

ovate mostly cordate leaves floccose-tomentose beneath, and small solitary or

clustered heads
;
flowers purple, rarely white. (Name probably from tfp/cros,

a bear, from the rough involucre.)
1. A. LAPPA L. (GREAT B.) Heads subcorymbose, 3-5 cm. broad; invo-
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lucre glabrous ;
bracts straightish, lance- to linear-attenuate. (A. Lappa, var.

majus Gray; A. majus Bernh.) Roadsides and waste places, N. B., N. E.,
and probably westw. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. A. MINUS Bernh. (COMMON B.) Heads racemose or subracemusc, 1.5-3

cm. broad; involucre glabrous or arachnoid
;
bracts shorter, more slcuiicr <IH<I

more arcuate than in the preceding. (A. Lappa, var. Gray.) Similar situa-

tions, too common throughout our range except on the northeastern borders

where largely replaced by the preceding. Including A. Lappa, var. tomen-
tosum Gray, a form differing only in its more or less arachnoid involucre, and

apparently less marked or characteristic than the European A. tomentosum Mill.

(Nat. from Eu.)

81. ECHINOPS L. GLOBE THISTLE

Heads 1-flowered, many, aggregated in dense globular capitate clusters, the

common involucre of small rettexed bracts. Proper involucres cylindrical, of

several series of unequal imbricated spinescent paleaceous bracts
;
corollas with

slender tube and cylindric 5-parted limb. Filaments glabrous. Achenes cylin-
drical or somewhat tetragonal ; pappus coroniform or of many short distinct or
connate subpaleaceous bristles. Stately thistle-like herbs, with alternate spinose

pinnatifid or dentate leaves, and large globose terminal (compound) heads of

whitish or bluish flowers. (Name from ^x*ws hedgehog, and 6\f/is, appearance,
from the bristly nature of the armed foliage or perhaps of the spreading indi-

vidual heads in the dense spherical gloinerules.)
1. E. SPHAEROCEPHALUS L. Tall, 1-2 m. high, grayish- or white-arachnoid

on the stem and lower surface of leaves. Frequent in cultivation and not rare

as an escape upon waste-heaps, etc. (Introd. from Eu.)

82. CARDUUS [Tourn.] L. PLDMELESS THISTLE

Bristles of the pappus naked (not plumose), merely rough or denticulate.

Leaves conspicuously decurrent, spiny; wings of stern spiny. Otherwise as in

Cirsium. (The ancient Latin name.)
* Heads large, nodding, solitary on long nearly naked peduncles; involucre

3-4 cm. in diameter.

1. C. Ntn-ANsL. (MuSK THISTLE.) Biennial
;
heads solitary, hemispherical,

3-5 cm. broad; bracts lanceolate, the outer reflexed
;
flowers purple. Fields

near Harrisburg, Pa.
;
also pastures, waste places, and ballast, n. to N. B. and

Que. June-Oct. (Nat. from Eu.)
* * Heads smaller, chiefly clustered at the ends of winged branches ; involucre

1-2.5 cm. in diameter.

2. C. ACANTnolDEs L. Annual or biennial
;
involucre hi-mixphrrical, 1.5-2.5

cm. broad; traces linear, the outer somewhat herbaceous and spreading ; flowers

rose-purple; corollas about 18 mm. long. Waste places and ballast, N. S. to

N. J. June-Aug. (Adv. from Eu.)
3. C. CRfspus L. Annual or biennial

;
heads mostly clustered and sessile or

nearly so; involucre ovoid, 1-1.3 cm. broad; bracts linear-attenuate, the <>m>r

rather rigid, hardly spreading ; flowers purple or white
;
corollas about 14 mm.

long. Roadsides, Sydney, Cape Breton
; Philadelphia, Pa.

;
and St. Louis, Mo.

Aug.-Sept. (Adv. from Eu.)

83. CIRSIUM [Tourn.] Hill. COMMON or PLUMED TIIISTLK

Heads many-flowm-d ; flowers all tubular, perfect and similar, rarely imper-
fectly dioecious. Bracts <>t the n\>id or spherical involucre imbricated in many
rows, tipped with a point or prickle. Receptacle thickly clothed with soft

bristles or hairs. Achenes oblong, flattish, not ribbed
; pappus of numerous

bristles united into a ring at the base, plumose to the middle, deciduous.
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Herbs, mostly biennial
;
the sessile alternate leaves often pinnatifid, prickly.

Heads usually large, terminal. Flowers reddish-purple, rarely white or yellow-
ish

;
in summer. (Name from /apo-6s, a swelled vein, for which the Thistle was

a reputed remedy.) CNICUS of many auth., not L. By some recent Am. auth.
included in CARDUUS.

* Bracts of the involucre all tipped with spreading prickles.

1. C. LANCEOL\TUM (L.) Hill. (COMMON or BULL THISTLE. ) Leaves decur-
rent on the stem, forming prickly lobed wings, pinnatifid, rough and bristly
above, woolly with deciduous webby hairs beneath, prickly ;

flowers purple.
( Carduus L.

;
Cnicus Willd.) Pastures and roadsides. July-Nov. (Nat.

from Eu.)
* * Heads leafy-bracteate at base (see also no. 11); proper bracts not prickly.

2. C. spinosfssimum (Walt.) Scop. (YELLOW THISTLE.) Stout, 0.3-1.5 m.
high, webby-haired when young ;

leaves partly clasping, green, soon smooth,
lanceolate, pinnatifid, the short toothed and cut lobes very spiny with yellowish
prickles ;

heads 4-8 cm. broad, surrounded by very prickly bract-like leaves,
which usually equal the narrow involucral bracts

;
flowers pale yellow or purple.

(Carduus Walt.; Cnicus horridulus Pursh.) Sandy soil, Me. to Va., and
southw., near the coast

; reported from L. Superior. June-Aug.
* * * Bracts appressed, the inner not at all prickly.

Leaves white-woolly beneath, and sometimes also above; outer bracts succes-

shorter, spinose-tipped.

n- Leaves white above.

= Leaves pinnate, with linear mostly entire divisions.

3. C. Pitcheri (Torr.) T. G. White-woolly throughout, low; stem very
leafy ;

leaves all pinnately parted into rigid narrowly linear and elongated
sometimes again pinnatijid divisions, with revolute margins ; inner involucral
bracts acuminate, generally to a weak prickle ; flowers cream-color. ( Cnicus

Torr.; Carduus Porter.) Sandy shores of Lakes Michigan, Huron, and Supe-
rior. July, Aug.
= = Leaves pinnatijid or pinnately parted, the lobes lanceolate or triangular.

4. C. undulatum (Nutt.) Spreng. Resembling the preceding ;
root biennial ;

leaves partly clasping, undivided, undulate-pinnaMfid, or rarely pinnately parted,
moderately prickly ;

involucre 2-3 cm. high ;
bracts with a definite glandular

ridge on the back, and twice or thrice as long as the slender spreading prickle ;

flowers reddish-purple. (Carduus Nutt.; Cnicus Gray.) Islands of L. Huron
to Mich., la., Kan., and westw. June-Oct. Var. MEGACEPHALUM (Gray)
Fernald. Heads larger ;

involucre 3-4.5 cm. high. Minn, to Okla., Tex., and
westw.

5. C. canSscens Nutt. Deep-rooted perennial; leaves narrower and more
deeply pinnatifid than in no. 4

;
involucre 2-2.5 cm. high, its narrow bracts end-

ing in very slender spines. Minn, and w. la., westw. and southwestw.

*+ ++ Leaves green above.

= Stems leafy up to the heads.

a. Leaves deeply pinnatijid into linear-lanceolate lobes.

6. C. discolor (Muhl.) Spreng. Branching perennial, 1-2 m. high ;
stem

strongly furrowed, hirsutulous
;

basal leaves 3-4 dm. long, deeply pinnatijid,
the lobes often cleft

; upper leaves with somewhat falcate lobes, white-woolly
beneath

;
heads mostly solitary at the tips of the branches; involucre 2.5-3 cm.

high ;
bracts appressed ; the outer tipped by a weak recurved prickle ;

the inner
linear- or lance-attenuate, with a very long colorless entire appendage. ( Carduus
Nutt.; Cnicus altissimus, var. Gray.) Rich soil, N. B. to Ont., Minn., and
southw.
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6. Leaves entire or sparingly sinuate-lobed (only the basal sometimes deeply
. pinnatifid.}

7. C. altfssimum (L.) Spreng. Biennial; stem downy, branching, 1-3.8 m.

high ;
leaves roughish-hairy above, whitened with close wool beneath, oblong-

ovate to narrowly lanceolate, undivided, sinuate-toothed, or undulate-pinnatifid,
the lobes or teeth with weak prickles ;

involucre 2-3 cm. high ; outer bracts with
a short dark glandular line on the back, abruptly tipped by a spreading setiform

prickle ;
inner with a lanceolate or deltoid usually serrulate tip; flowers chiefly

purple. (Carduus L.
;

Cnicus Willd.) Fields and copses, Mass, to Minn.,
Neb.

,
and southw.

8. C. iowSnse (Pammel) Fernald. Similar, but with larger heads
;
involucre

3-3.5 cm. high; bracts with broad long dark glandular back; the inner with a

prolonged linear- or lance-attenuate colorless tip. la., S. Dak., and Kan.

= = Heads on naked peduncles.

9. C. virgini^num (L.) Michx. Stem woolly, slender, simple or sparingly
branched, 0.3-1 m. high, the branches or long peduncles naked; leaves lanceo-

late, green above, whitened with close wool beneath, ciliate with prickly bristles,
entire or sparingly sinuate-lobed, sometimes the lower deeply sinuate-pinnatifid ;

heads small; outer bracts scarcely prickly; flowers purple. (Carduus L.
;

Cnicus Pursh.) Woods and plains, Va., O., and southw.

f- - Leaves green both sides, or only with loose cobwebby hairs underneath;
heads large ; bracts scarcely prickly-pointed.

10. C. milticum Michx. (SWAMP THISTLE.) Stem tall, 1-2.5 m. high,

angled, smoothish, panicled at the summit
;
branches sparingly leafy, bearing

single or few rather large heads
;
leaves somewhat hairy above, whitened with

loose webby hairs beneath when young, deeply pinnatifid, the divisions lanceolate,

acute, cut-lobed, prickly-pointed ; bracts of the toebby and glutinous (sometimes
glabrate) involucre closely appressed, pointless or barely mucronate

;
flowers

purple. (Carduus Pers.
;
Cnicus Pursh.) Swamps and low woods, common,

July-Sept. Var. suBpiNNAxfriDUM (Britton) Fernald. Leaves slightly lobed,
not deeply pinnatifid. (Carduus muticus, var. Britton.) Nfd. to W. Va.

11. C. pumilum (Nutt.) Spreng. (PASTURE or BULL THISTLE.) Biennial;
stem low and stout, 3-9 dm. high, hairy, bearing very large heads (4-8 cm.

broad), which are often leafy-bracted at the base; leaves green, lanceolate-

oblong, partly clasping, somewhat hairy, pinnatifid, with short and cut very

prickly-margined lobes ; outer bracts prickly-pointed, rarely a little glutinous on
the backs, the inner very slender

;
flowers purple or rarely white, fragrant,

6 cm. long; anthers scarcely acuminate; roots terete, solid. (Cnicus odoratus

Muhl., nomen subnudum; Carduus odoratus Porter.) Dry fields, N. E. to Pa.

and Del. July-Sept.
12. C. Hillii (Canby) Fernald. Similar to the preceding, perennial, rarely

with more than 1 head
;
leaves less deeply and more bluntly pinnatifid, with

finer and shorter prickles ;
bracts with a conspicuous dark glutinous line down

the back; anthers acuminate; perpendicular root fusiform, hollow. (Cnicus
Canby ; Carduus Porter. ) Fields, Ont. to Minn., s. to Pa., 111., and la.

* * * * Outer bracts of the appressed involucre barely prickly-pointed ; heads

mostly small and numerous.

i- None of the leaves strongly decurrent.

13. C. ARVENSE (L.) Scop. (CANADA THISTLE.) Perennial, slender, 3-9
dm. high, the rootstock extensively creeping; leaves oblong or lanceolate,

smooth, or slightly woolly beneath, finally green both sides, strongly sinuate-

pinnatifid, very prickly-margined, the upper sessile hut smrrcly decurrent ; heads

imperfectly dioecious ; flowers rose-purple or whitish. ( Carduus Robson
;

Cnicus Hoffm.) Cultivated fields, pastures, and roadsides, common; a most
troublesome weed, extremely difficult to eradicate. (Nat. from Eu.) Var. VES-

T!TUM Wimm. & Grab. Leaves permanently white-lanate beneath. Locally
established. (Nat. from Eu.) Var. INTEGRIF6LIUM VVimm. & Grab. Leaves
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chiefly plane and uncut, or the lowest slightly pinnatifid. Local, Que., N. E.,
and N. Y. (Nat. from Eu. )

*-*- At least the lower leaves strongly decurrent.

14! C. PALUSTRE (L.) Scop. Tall, not stoloniferous ; stem armed throughout
by the prickly decurrent wings which extend down from the very long linear or
linear-lanceolate more or less pinnatifid spinose-ciliate leaves ; heads resembling
those of no. 13, but in denser glomerulate clusters, hermaphrodite. Thoroughly
naturalized in woods, East Andover, N. H. (#. W. Holt}. (Nat. from Eu.)

15. C. CANUM (L.) Bieb. Roots fusiform ; lower leaves very long, lanceo-

late, toothed or slightly pinnatifid, green on both sides, their bases decurrent as
ciliate wings along the stem ; upper leaves sessile ; heads comparatively large,

hemispherical, on long peduncles. Established at Kendal Green, Mass. (Miss
Parsons}. (Adv. from Eu.)

84. ONOP6RDUM [Vaill.] L. COTTON or SCOTCH THISTLE

Receptacle deeply honey-combed, not setose. Pappus not plumose. Other-
wise as Cirsium. Coarse branching annuals or biennials, with the stems
winged by the decurrent bases of the lobed and toothed somewhat prickly leaves.
Heads large ;

flowers purple. (Latinized from the ancient Greek name of the

plant. )

1. 0. ACANTHIUM L. Stem (1-3 m. high) and leaves cotton-woolly ;
scales

linear-awl-shaped. Roadsides and waste places, N. B. and N. S. to Ont., s. to
N. J. and Mich., rather rare. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

85. SILYBUM [Vaill.] Adans. MILK THISTLE

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all alike, tubular, perfect, fertile. Involucre

large, depressed-globose ;
the bracts large, prickly, the broadly ovate base

gradually or rather abruptly contracted to a straightish rigid spreading or
reflexed herbaceous but indurated and pungent tip. Receptacle flattish, densely
bristly. Achenes glabrous ; pappus of numerous flattish barbellate bristles
united into a ring at the base and deciduous together. Thistle-like tall stout

prickly herbs with sinuate-lobed or pinnatifid mottled leaves and large solitary
heads of purple flowers. (Derived from <r/Xy/3o$, the ancient Greek name of an
edible-stemmed thistle. )

1. S. MARIANUM (L.) Gaertn. (LADY'S THISTLE.) Stout and nearly gla-
brous annual or biennial, with large mottled amplexicaul leaves variously lobed
and prickly on the margin. (Mariana Hill.) An occasional escape from gar-
dens, or weed on ballast and waste grounds. (Introd. from s. Eu.)

86. CENTAUREA L. STAR THISTLE

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular, the marginal often much larger

(as it were radiate) and sterile. Receptacle bristly. Involucre ovoid or globose,
imbricated

;
the bracts margined or appendaged. Achenes obovoid or oblong,

compressed or 4-angled, attached obliquely at or near the base
; pappus setose

or partly chaffy, or none. Herbs with alternate leaves
;
the single heads rarely

yellow. (Kevravpi-ri, an ancient Greek plant-name, poetically associated with

Chiron, the Centaur, but without wholly satisfactory explanation.)

Bracts of the involucre (or at least the outer ones) terminated by a definite

elongate rigid spine ;
annuals.

Stems not winged 1. (7. Calcitrapa.
Stems winged.
Spines of the involucre stout, straw-colored, 12-18 mm. long ... 2. C. solsUUalis.
Spines of the involucre slender, purplish, 6-9 mm. long .... 8. C. melitensis.

Bracts not spinose-tipped, or merely with short firm tip hardly longer than
the lateral teeth, cilia, or fringe.

Bracts entire or merely with irregularly denticulate or lacerated (not regu-
larly toothed or pectinate) margin 4. C. Jacea.
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Some bracts with regularly pectinate or toothed margin or tip.

Annual, with floccose white pubescence and simple entire linear or lanceo-
late leaves ............ 5. C. Oyanus.

Biennials or perennials (exceptionally annuals), green ; lowest leaves

usually pinnatifid or coarsely toothed.
Middle and outer bracts pectinate or fringed two thirds to the base.
Leaves all pinnatifid ; green bodies of the involucral bracts con-

spicuous, their margins dark . ..... 0. ('. Sca-Moxa.
At least the upper leaves entire or merely short-toothed ; pale

bodies of the involucral bracts mostly hidden by the imbricated

appendages.
Heads 2-5 cm. broad ; involucral bracts with dark appendages . 7. C. nigra.
Heads 6-12 cm. broad

;
bracts with pale brown or straw-colored

appendages ........... 8. C. aniericana.
Middle and outer bracts pectinate only at the usually darker tip.

Lower leaves pinnatifid into linear or lanceolate segments, the upper
mostly linear ;

involucral bracts distinctly ribbed . . . 9. C. macwlom.
Lower leaves elliptic or oblanceolate, lyrate-pin natifid or coarsely

dentate, the upper similar
;
involucral bracts plane or obscurely

ribbed ............ 10. C. vochinensi*.

1. C. CALCfrRAPA L. (CALTROPS, STAR THISTLE.) Diffusely branched,
somewhat pubescent ;

leaves spinulose-toothed ; heads sessile ; all but the inner-

most involucral bracts terminated by a stout divergent straw-colored spine (1-2.5
cm. long), which is naked or with 1 to 4 pairs of spinules at the broad base

;

corollas purplish, all tubular. Ballast and waste ground, rarely in open woods
near towns, N. Y. to Va. June-Oct. (Nat. from Eu.)

2. C. SOLSTITIXLIS L. (BARNABY'S THISTLE.) Grayish with loose floccose

pubescence, branched, 3-5 dm. high ;
basal leaves deeply pinnatifid ;

the lobes

oblong and elliptical, serrate
;
cauline leaves small, oblong-lanceolate, entire or

nearly so, strongly decurrent in broadish wings upon the stem' body of the

involucre ovoid, 1.5 cm. in diameter, the stout straight stramineous spines 12-18
mm. long, widely spreading or reflexed

; flowers yellow. Waste ground, etc.,

e. Mass, to Ont. and la., becoming frequent. (Adv. from Eu.)
3. C. MELITENSIS L. Leaves slightly decurrent ; heads subsessile, or mostly

short-peduncled, leafy-bracted at base; middle and lower bracts terminated by
slender weak divergent spinulose-based spines ; innermost bracts

with ascending purplish spines ;
corollas yellow. Ballast and

waste grounds about ports ;
more abundant in the Pacific States.

June-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)
4. C. JACEA L. Simple or branched, 3-6 dm. high ;

leaves

lanceolate or oblanceolate, slightly denticulate, the lowest peti-

olcd, the upper sessile
;
heads showy ;

involucre subglobose ;

outer bracts pale; the others glossy dark brown, entire or

slightly lacerated; corollas rose-purple, the marginal conspicu-

ously enlarged and falsely radiate. Waste ground and

fields, local, N. E., N. Y., and N. J. June-Sept. (Nat.
from Eu.) FIG. 1010.

Var. LACERA Koch. Leaves often runcinate-dentate ;

outer and middle bracts of the involucre with a pale finely
lacerated fringe. Mass, to N. J. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 1011.

5. C. CVANL-s L. (BLUKBOTTLE, BACHELOR'S BUTTOX, 1011. C

CORN-FLOWER.) Slender, with long ascending branches te-r-

initiated by solitary heads; involucre ovoid, of about 4 r */>/

unequal series of pale bracts; the outermost narrowly del-

toid, and with the longer middle ones bordered by a white or silvery sharp-
toothed scarious band; the innermost elongate-lanceolate, with more or less

erose and colored tips; marginal flowers /<//>/< <ni<l ray-like, blue, violet, pink,
or white. Escaped from cultivation to roadsides, etc. July-Sept. (Introd.
from Eu.)

6. C. ScABi6sA L. Plant rather villous, leafy toward the base, the solitary

large (6-6 cm. broad} heads on elongated bracted peduncles ;
involucre broadly

ovoid
;
the outer bracts ovate-triangular, the inner oblong, all with a con*i>ir-

uously )<<( iitnti'-ciliate dark margin; corollas ;>//*;/ /*/, the marginal fiilm-ly

radiate. Fields and waste places, local, e. Que. to Ont. and O. (Nat. from Eu. )

1010. C. Jacea.

Involucre and

bract x %.

v. i:u-.

Involucre and bract
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7. C. NIGRA L. (KNAPWEED, SPANISH BUTTONS.) Rather harsh somewhat
branched plant ^

with reduced leaves extending nearly or quite to the heads,
involucre subglobose ;

the appendages of the bracts hirtellous,
blackish (rarely tawny) ;

the outermost and middle ones lance-
deltoid and very deeply pectinate-ciliate ; the innermost ovate
or orbicular, paler and irregularly lacerate

; corollas rose-

purple, all tubular. Fields and roadsides, locally abundant,
Nfd. and Que. to N. J. July-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 1012.

Var. RADIATA DC. Involucre tawny (rarely blackish) ;Involucre and bract
0(rfefl flowers falsdy mdiate ,

_K S> to Qnt> and pa ^
from Eu.)

8. C. americana Nutt. Tall and smoothish (0.5-1.5 in. high); stems con-

spicuously thickened below the showy heads; leaves oblong-lanceolate, mostly
entire ; bracts all with conspicuously fringed scarious appendages, the outer-
most and middle with spreading, the elongate innermost with ascending, teeth ;

corollas rose-purple to flesh-pink, the outer conspicuously enlarged. Plains,
Mo., southw. and southwestw. May-Aug.

9. C. MACULOSA Lam. Pubescent or glabrate, with ascending rather wiry
branches

;
involucre ovoid-cainpanulate, in fruit becoming open-campanulate ;

the outer and middle ovate bracts with rather firm points and with 5-7 pairs of
cilia at the dark tip; innermost bracts elongate, entire or
lacerate

;
corollas whitish, rose-pink, or purplish, the marginal

falsely radiate. Waste places, roadsides, etc., N. E. to N. J.

(Adv. from Eu.)
10. C. VOCHINENSIS Bernh. Harsh, somewhat resembling

no. 7
;
involucre of several very unequal series ; the outer-

most bracts deltoid or ovate, short, the dark pointed tip bear-
1013 c vochinensi8

ing 5-7 pairs of long cilia ; middle bracts elongate-lanceolate, Inv0lucre and bract

'

terminated by a dilated ovate or orbicular dark pectinate x y
appendage ; innermost bracts elongate, with dark or brightly
colored erose or lacerate appendage ;

corollas rose-purple, the marginal falsely
radiate. Fields and roadsides, local, N. E. to Ont. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG.
1013.

87. CNICUS L. BLESSED THISTLE

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all tubular, the marginal sterile, shorter than

the others, which are perfect and fertile. Bracts of the ovoid involucre coria-

ceous, appressed, extended into a long and rigid spinous appendage. Recepta-
cle clothed with capillary bristles. Achenes terete, short, strongly inany-striate,
crowned with 10 short and horny teeth and bearing 10 elongated rigid bristles,
also 10 shorter alternating ones in an inner row. An annual somewhat
pubescent herb, with scarcely pinnatifid-cut but spinescent leaves and large
leafy-bracted heads of yellow flowers. (Latin name of the Safflower, from the
Greek KI/T/KOS.)

1. C. BENEofcTus L. (Centaurea L.) Roadsides and waste places, rare,
N. B. and N. S. to Pa., and southw. (Adv. from Eu.)

88. LAPSANA L. NIPPLE-WORT

Heads 8-12-flowered. Bracts of the cylindrical involucre 8, erect; a short
outer series also present. Receptacle naked. Achenes oblong ; pappus none.
Slender branching annuals, with angled or toothed leaves, and loosely panicled
small heads

;
flowers yellow. (The \a/j,\{/dvr) of Dioscorides was evidently a

wild Mustard.) LAMPSANA Hill.

1. L. coMMtJNis L. Nearly smooth, 3-8 dm. high ;
lower leaves ovate, some-

times lyre-shaped. Roadsides and waste places, Que. to Pa., and Mich. (Nat.
from Eu.)
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89. SERINIA Raf.

Heads as in Lapsana, but the involucre not calyculate ; tips of the bracts
somewhat conniving in fruit. Achenes obovoid, 10-costate, obscurely and trans-

versely scabrous-lineolate. Low glaucescent glabrous annuals, with oblong to

lanceolate entire or repand-dentate leaves, the upper sessile; and small scat-

tered heads on slender peduncles. (Name intended as a diminutive of o-fyis,

chicory.") APOGON Ell.

1. S. oppositifblia (Raf.) Ktze. Peduncles naked or glandular-bristly below
the small (0.5cm. high) heads. Damp sandy soil, S. C. to 111., Kan., and
southw. March-June.

90. ARN6SERIS Gaertn.

Heads many-flowered ;
flowers all ligulate and fertile. Involucre campanulate ;

bracts narrow, equal, in 1 series, acuminate, after anthesis thickened toward the
base. Small annual, with rosulate leaves and branched upwardly thickened

scapes bearing rather small heads of yellow flowers. (Name from dpv6s, lamb,
and o-fyis, chicory.")

1. A. MINIMA (L.) Dumort. (LAMB SUCCORY.) Puberulent, 1.5-3 dm.
high; leaves oblanceolate or spatulate, mostly toothed. Fields, etc., Me., O.,

Mich., and probably elsewhere. (Adv. from Eu.)

91. CICH6RIUM [Tourn.] L. SUCCORY or CHICORY

Heads several-flowered. Involucre double, herbaceous, the inner of 8-10, the
outer of 5 short and spreading bracts. Achenes striate

; pappus of numerous
small chaffy scales, forming a short crown. Branching perennials, with deep
roots

;
the sessile heads 2 or 3 together, axillary and terminal, or solitary on

short thickened branches. Flowers bright blue, varying to purple or pink
(rarely white), showy. (Altered from the Arabian name of the plant.)

1. C. INTYBUS L. (COMMON C., BLUE SAILORS.) Stem-leaves oblong
or lanceolate, partly clasping, the lowest runicate, those of the rigid flowering
branches minute. (Including var. divaricatum of Am. auth., probably not of

DC.) Roadsides and fields, Nfd. to Minn., and southw. July-Oct. (Nat.
from Eu.)

92. KRIGIA Schreb. DWARF DANDELION

Heads several-many-flowered. Involucral bracts several, in about 2 rows,
thin. Achenes short and truncate, top-shaped or columnar, terete or angled ;

pappus double, the outer of thin pointless chaffy scales, the inner of delicate

bristles. Small herbs, branched from the base ; the leaves chiefly radical,

lyrate or toothed
;
the small heads terminating the naked scapes or branches.

Flowers yellow. (Named for David Krieg, a German physician, who was
among the first to collect plants in Maryland.) ADOPOGON Neck.

1. CYMBIA T. &G. Bracts of involucre 5-8, remaining erect; achenes turbi-

nate; pappus of 5 obovate scales, and usually 5 alternating bristles; annual.

1. K. occidentals Nutt. Scapes tufted, 1.5 dm. or less high, glandular-
hispid, at least above

;
leaves obovate to lanceolate, entire, lyrately lobed, or

pinnatifid. (Adopogon Ktze.) Prairies, s. Mo. and Kan. to Tex. March-May.

2. EUKRtGIA T. & G. Bracts of involucre 9-18, reflexed in age; achenes

turbinate, b-angled ; pappus of 5-7 short roundish scales and as many alter-

nating bristles ; annual.

2. K. virginica (L.) Willd. Scapes several, 3 dm. or less high, becoming
branched and leafy ;

earlier leaves roundish and entire, the others narrower and
often pinnatifid. (Adopogon carolinianum Britton.) Dry soil, s. Me. to Ont.,

Minn., and southw. Apr.-Aug.
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3. CYNTHIA (D. Don) Gray. Involucre of the preceding section; achenes

more slender; pappus of 10-15 small oblong scales and 15-20 bristles;

perennial.

3. K. Dandelion (L.) Nutt. Hoots slender, tuberiferous ; scapes leafless,

1.5-5 dm. high ;
leaves varying from spatulate-oblong to linear-lanceolate, entire

or few-lobed. (Adopogon Ktze.) Moist ground, Md. to Kan., and southw.

March-July.
4. K. amplexicaiilis Nutt. (CYNTHIA.) Hoots fibrous ; stem 1-6 dm. high;

stem-leaves 1-3, oblong or oval, clasping, mostly entire
;

the radical ones on
short winged petioles, often toothed, rarely pinnatifid ; peduncles 2-5. (Adopo-
gon virginicum Ktze.) Moist banks, Mass, to Ont., Man., and southw. May-
Aug.

93. HYPOCHAERIS L. CAT'S-EAR

Similar to Leontodon, but at least the inner achenes produced into long slen-

der beaks. Receptacle chaffy. Old World and South American herbs, with
bracteate slightly branching scapes and yellow flowers. (A name used by
Theophrastus for this or a related genus.)

1. H. RADICATA L. Perennial; leaves hirsute; scapes 2-4 dm. high, stout;
heads 2.5-4 cm. broad; achenes all beaked. Fields, waste places, and on bal-

last, Mass, to N. J. and Ont. (Morton). (Nat from Eu.)
2. H. GLABRA L. Slender, glabrous, with smaller heads

;
outer achenes

truncate. Sparingly in grassland in Me. and O.; naturalized in Cal. (Adv.
from Eu.)

94. LE6NTODON L. HAWKBIT

Heads many-flowered. Involucre scarcely imbricated, but with several bract-

lets at the base. Achenes spindle-shaped, striate, all alike
; pappus persistent,

composed of plumose bristles which are enlarged and flattened toward the base,
with sometimes an outer paleaceous crown. Receptacle not chaffy. Low and
stemless perennials, with toothed or pinnatifid basal leaves, and scapes bearing
one or more yellow heads. (Name from \twv, a lion, and oSotfs, a tooth, in

allusion to the toothed leaves.)
* Scape simple or branching, scaly-bracteate above ; heads before anthesis

erect; pappus a single row of plumose bristles.

1. L. AUTUMNALIS L. (FALL DANDELION, "ARNICA.") Leaves laciniate-

toothed or pinnatifid, somewhat pubescent ; scape commonly forking, 1-6 dm.

high ; peduncles thickened at summit, scaly-bracteate (rarely leafy) ;
involucre

glabrous or slightly pubescent ; tawny pappus a row of equal bristles. Fields

and roadsides, Nfd. to w. Ont., Mich., and Pa. Late May-Nov. A frequent
teratological or pathological form has greenish-yellow heads without ligules.

(Nat. from Eu.)
Var. PRATENSIS (Link) Koch. Usually larger ;

involucre and tips of pe-
duncles densely soft-pubescent with blackish hairs. Often more abundant
than the typical form. (Nat. from Eu.)
* * Scape simple and naked ; heads before anthesis nodding ; pappus of two

kinds.

*- Pappus similar in all the flowers, the outer a few short setae, the inner a row
ofplumose bristles with dilated bases.

2. L. HASTILIS L. Rather stout, glabrous throughout ;
leaves oblong-lanceo-

late, dentate or pinnatifid ; scape 2-7 dm. high, thickened upward ;
heads rather

large; involucre 11-14 mm. long, its smooth lanceolate bracts lead-colored.

Fields, local, Ct. to O. (Adv. from Eu.)
Var. VULG\RIS Koch. Leaves, scape, and involucre bristly-hispid. (.

hispidus L.) Fields and waste places, R. I. to Ont. and s. N. Y. (Adv.
from Eu.)
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t- - Pappus of thf marginal flowers a crown of short scales, of the inner

flowers setiform and plumose.

3. L. NUDICAULIS (L.) Banks. Slender; leaves hispid; scape filiform, 1-2

dm. high ;
involucre 7-10 mm. long, its lanceolate bracts hirsute or glabrous.

(L. hirtuslj.) Locally established in pastures and waste places, Ct. to N. J.

(Adv. from Eu.)

95. PiCRIS L.

Heads many-flowered, terminating leafy stems. Outer bracts loose or spread-

ing. Achenes with 5-10 rugose ribs
; pappus of 1 or 2 rows of plumose

bristles. Coarse rough-bristly annuals or biennials, with yellow flowers. (The
Greek name of some allied bitter herb, from 7riKp6s, bitter.)

1. P. HiERACiolDES L. Rather tall, corymbosely branched, the bristles

somewhat barbed at tip ;
leaves lanceolate or broader, clasping, irregularly

toothed; outer involucral bracts narrow; achenes oblong, with little or no
beak

; pappus sparsely plumose. Waste places, sparingly in the interior, and
in ballast on the coast. June-Oct. (Adv. from Eu.)

2. P. ECHioiDE8 L. (OX-TONGUE.) Similar, but leaves and bracts spinescent ;

the outer bracts ovate, subcordate, the narrow inner ones becoming thickened

below; achenes beaked
; pappus densely plumose. Similar situations. July-

Sept. (Adv. from Eu.)

96. TRAGOP6GON [Tourn.] L. GOAT'S BEARD

Heads many-flowered. Involucre simple, of several erect lanceolate attenuate

equal bracts. Achenes narrowly fusiform, 5-10-ribbed, long-beaked ; pappus
of numerous long plumose bristles. Stout glabrous biennials or perennials,
with entire grass-like clasping leaves and large solitary heads of yellow or

purple flowers. (Name from rpdyos, goat, and irtbywv, beard.)
1. T. PORRIFOLIUS L. (SALSIFY, OYSTER-PLANT.) Stem 1 in. or less high ;

peduncle thickened and fistulous below the head
; flowers purple ; achenes and

pappus 7-8 cm. long. Sparingly escaped from cultivation. (Introd. from

Eu.)
2. T. PRATENSIS L. (GOAT'S BEARD.) Very similar; leaves somewhat

broader at base
; peduncle little thickened

; flowers yellow. Fields, rocky
banks, etc., N. B. and N. S. to N. J., and westw. (Nat. from Eu.)

97. CHONDRfLLA [Tourn.] L. GUM SUCCORY

Heads few-flowered. Involucre cylindrical, of several narrow linear equal
bracts and a row of small bractlets at base. Achenes terete, several-ribbed,
smooth below, roughened at the summit by little scaly projections, from among
which springs an abrupt slender beak

; pappus copious, of very fine and soft

capillary bristles, bright white. Herbs of the Old World, with wand-like

branching stems, and small heads of yellow flowers. (A name used by Dioscor-

ides for some plant which exudes a gum.)
1. C. JI'NCKA L. (SKELETON-WEED.) Biennial, bristly-hairy below, smooth

above, 1 m. or less high ;
root-leaves runcinate

;
stem-leaves few and small,

linear; heads scattered on nearly leafless branches, 1-1.5 cm. long. Fields

and roadsides, abundant in Md. and n. Va. July, Aug. (Nat. from Eu.)

98. TARAXACUM [Haller] Ludwig. DANDELION

Heads many-flowered, large, solitary on a slender hollow scape. Involucre

double, the outer of short bracts
;
the inner of long linear bracts, erect in a

single row. Achenes oblong-ovate to fusiform, 4-6-ribbed, the ribs roughened ;

the apex prolonged into a very slender beak, bearing the copious soft white

capillary pappus. Perennials or biennials
;
leaves radical, pinnatifid or runci-
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1014. T. officinale.

Heads and leaf-tips x %.

nate
;
flowers yellow, (Name from Tapd<r<rcit>,

to disquiet or disorder, in allusion to medicinal

properties.)
1. T. OFFICINALE Weber. (COMMON D.)

Leaves coarsely pinnatifid, sinuate-dentate,

rarely subentire ; heads large (3-5 cm. broad),

orange-yellow ; involucral bracts not glaucous ;

the outer elongated, conspicuously reflexed ;

achene olive-green or brownish, bluntly muricate

above, its beak 2-3-times its length ; pappus
white. (T. Dens-leonis Desf.

;

T. Taraxacum Karst.) Pas-
tures and fields, very common.
Apr.-Sept. (and rarely through-
out autumn and winter).
After blossoming, the inner in-

volucre closes, and the slender

beak elongates and raises up
the pappus while the fruit is

forming ;
the whole involucre is then reflexed, exposing to the

wind the naked fruits, with the pappus in an open globular
1015 - T> offt v - 1>al -

head. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG. 1014. Close(1 head x %
Var. PALUSTRE (Sm.) Blytt. Outer bracts lance-

olate to deltoid-ovate, ascending or spreading. In

damp places, e. Que. to Ct. (Nat. from Eu.) FIG.

1015.

2. T. ERYTHROSPERMUM Andrz. (RED-SEEDED D.)
Leaves deeply runcinate-pinnatifid or pinnately divided

into narrow segments ;
heads smaller (2-3 cm. broad),

sulphur-yellow, outer ligules purplish without; invo-

lucre glaucous, the inner bracts corniculate-appendaged
at tip; the outer short, lanceolate, spreading or ascend-

ing; achene smaller, bright red or red-brown, sharply
muricate above, more than half as long as the beak;

pappus sordid-white. In dry fields and on rocks, Me.
to Pa., locally w. to Kan". Late Apr.-June. (Nat.
from Eu.) FIG. 1016.

1016. T. erythrospermum.
Heads and leaf-tip x %.

99. S6NCHUS [Tourn.] L. Sow THISTLE

Heads many-flowered, becoming tumid at base. Involucre more or less im-

bricated. Achenes obcompressed, ribbed or striate, not beaked
; pappus copious,

of very white exceedingly soft and fine bristles mainly
falling together. Leafy-stemmed coarse weeds, chiefly
smooth and glaucous, with corymbed or umbellate
heads of yellow flowers produced in summer and
autumn. (The ancient Greek name.)
* Perennial, with creeping rootstocks; flowers bright

yellow, in large heads.

1. S. ARVENSIS L. (FIELD S.) Leaves runcinate-

pinnatifid, spiny-toothed, clasping by a heart-shaped
base

; peduncles and involucre bristly ;
achenes trans-

versely wrinkled on the ribs. Roadsides, fields, and

gravelly shores, Nfd. and N. S. to N. J., w. to the

Rocky Mts., commonest northw. (Nat. from Eu.)
* * Annual ; flowers pale yellow.

2. S. OLER\CEUS L. (COMMON S.) Stem-leaves runcinate-pinnatifid,

rarely undivided, slightly toothed with soft spiny teeth, clasping by a

GRAY'S MANUAL 55

\- 1. -v

1017. 8. oleraceus.

Leaf x %. Achene x iy3 .

or
heart-
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shaped base, the auricles acute
; involucre

downy when young ;
achenes striate, also

wrinkled transversely. Waste places, chiefly
in manured soil and around dwellings. (Nat.
from Eu.) FIG. 1017.

3. S. ASPER (L.) Hill. (SPINY-LEAVED S.)
Stem-leaves less divided and more spiny-
toothed, the auricles of the clasping base
rounded

;
achenes margined, 3-uerved on each

side, smooth. Waste places, roadsides, etc.

x* AcZ[x,% .
(Nat. from E.) FK, 1018.

100. LACTtfCA [Tourn.] L. LETTUCE

Heads several-many-flowered. Involucre cylindrical or in fruit conical
;

bracts imbricated in 2 or more sets of unequal lengths. Achenes contracted
into a beak, which is dilated at the apex, bearing a copious and fugacious very
soft capillary pappus, its bristles falling separately. Leafy-stemmed herbs,
with panicled heads

;
flowers of variable color, produced in summer and autumn.

(The ancient name of the Lettuce, L. sativa L.
;
from lac, milk, in allusion to

the milky juice.)
N. B. In this genus, the figures of the fruiting heads are on a scale of f ,

of

the achene \\.

1. SCARlOLA DC. Achenes very flat, orbicular to oblong, with a distinct

soft filiform beak ; pappus white ; biennial or annual ; cauline leaves

sagittate-clasping.

* Heads small, 6-12-fiowered ; achenes from linear-oblong to obovate-oblong,
several-nerved, about equaling the beak; introduced species.

1. L. scARioLA L. (PRICKLY L.) Stem below sparsely prickly-bristly ;
leaves

pinnatifid, spinulose-denticulate, tending to turn into a vertical position (i.e. with
one edge up); midrib usually setose beneath

; panicle loose, with widely spread-

ing branches ;
flowers pale yellow, sometimes turning bluish in fading or drying.

Roadsides, railway ballast, etc., s. N. E. to 0., Mo., and Ky., chiefly westw.,
but even there less common than the following variety. (Adv. from Eu.)

Var. INTEGRATA Gren. & Godr. Leaves oblong, denticulate, none of them or

only the lowest pinnatifid; midrib prickly-setose or rarely smoothish. (L.
virosa of Am. auth., not L.) Waste grounds and roadsides, across the conti-

nent
;
westw. an abundant and pernicious weed. (Nat^from Eu.)

2. L. SALfGNA L. Much more slender than the preceding species ;
stem

nearly or quite smooth
;
leaves linear-oblong or narrow and runcinately pin-

natifid (the winged rhachis only 3-5 mm. wide), the margin sparingly toothed,
not regularly or conspicuously denticulate; heads short-pediceled, in virgate
somewhat fastigiate panicles. Waste ground, O. (Selby, Kellerman). (Adv.
from Eu.)
* * Heads 12-20-fiowered ; achenes oval to oblong-oval, blackish, narrow-mar-

gined, about equaling the beak, l-nerved on each face.

*- Leaves glabrous.

3. L. canad6nsisL. (WiLDL., HORSE-WEED.) Mostly tall (1-3.2 m. high),

very leafy, glabrous or nearly so, glaucous ;
leaves 1.5-3 dm. long, pale beneath,

mostly sinuate-pinnatifid, the upper lanceolate and entire
;

"
\\\\lll/JJ^

heads 1-1.5 cm. long, numerous, in an elongated usually open
panicle ;

flowers pale yellow. Rich damp soil, borders of

fields or thickets, common. FIG. 1019. Var. MONTANA Brit-

ton. Leaves all entire, rather narrowly oblong-lanceolate.

Shores, clearings, and rocky uplands, N. S. to Out. and O.

A similar state is often developed when the main axis is

injured as by mowing.
1019. L. canadensis. 4. L. integrif&lia Bigel. Similar in stature, inflorescence,
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etc.
;
leaves broadly oblanceolate or even obovate, unlobed, pale beneath, acumi-

nate, sagittate at base, some or all rather finely sinuate-toothed, the upper
usually entire or nearly so. Rich thickets, etc., e. Mass, to Ind.

5. L. sagittif61ia Ell. Tall and stout, glabrous, very leafy ; leaves thickish,

broadly oblong or lance-oblong, acute, strictly entire or merely a little toothed
on the broad and conspicuous amplexicaul auricles of the sagittate base

;
inflo-

rescence, etc., as in nos. 3 and 4. (L. integrifolia Man. ed. 6, in part.) Rich
soil, Pa. to S. C.

- - Leaves hirsute or hispid-setose on the midnerve beneath.

++ Stem leafy chiefly at or below the middle; bracts of the inflorescence minute,
subulate ; slender eastern and southern species.

6. L. hirsuta Muhl. Rather few-leaved, 0.5-1 m. high,

commonly hirsute at base
;
leaves hirsute on both sides or only

on the midrib, mostly runcinate-pinnatifid, with rather narrow
rhachis and lobes; heads slender and elongated, in a loose

open panicle ;
achenes elliptic-oblong, equaled by the beak

;

flowers yellow-purple, rarely whitish. Dry
open ground, Que. to La. and Tex. FIG.

1020.

++ ++ Stem more uniformly leafy ; bracts at

the base of the inflorescence somewhat

foliaceous stout species of the interior.1020. L. hirsuta.

7. L. ludoviciana (Nutt.) Riddell. Tall and stout, 0.5-
1.5 m. high, leafy ;

leaves sinuate-pinnatifid, the rhachis and
spinulose-toothed lobes rather broad

;
heads large, ovoid, in 1021. L. ludoviciana.

an open panicle; the involucre much imbricated, 1.6-2 cm.

long ; flowers yellow. Minn., la., and southwestw. FIG. 1021.

8. L. camp&stris Greene. Closely similar to no. 7, but flowers blue. Prai-

ries, s. Minn, to Kan. Perhaps only a color form of the preceding.

* * * Heads about 18-floivered; achenes lanceolate, 3-ribbed on each face, nar-

row-margined, 3-4 times exceeding the beak.

9. L. Morssii Robinson. Very leafy, somewhat hirsute below, 1-3 m. high ;

leaves runcinate-pinnatifid, mostly 5-lobed, 1.2-2 dm. long, half as broad, on

broadly winged clasping petioles, the lower somewhat hirsute

beneath on the midrib, etc.
; panicle ample ;

involucre about 1 cm.

long ;
flowers blue

;
achene black, mottled with brown

; pappus
cream-colored in drying. Rich low ground, Me. and Mass.; also

reported from n. N. Y. FIG. 1022.

2. LACTUCASTRUM Gray. Achenes flat, lanceolate-oblong,

marginless, tapering to a short slender firm beak ; perennial ;

1022. L. Morssii. flowers blue.

10. L. Stedlei Britton. Tall and stout; leaves ovate-oblong to

broadly lanceolate, doubly dentate but unlobed, acuminate, hirsute upon the

midnerve and principal veins beneath, narrowed at the base to

rather long and winged petioles ;
heads in an open panicle ;

flowers bluish-purple ;
achenes lanceolate, 3-ribbed on each

surface, the margin slightly thickened. Open woodland, near

Washington, D. C. (Steele\.
11. L. pulchella (Pursh) DC. (BLUE L.) Pale or glau-

cous
;
stem simple, 1 m. or less high ;

leaves sessile, glabrous,

oblong- or linear-lanceolate, entire, or the lower runcinate-

pinnatifld; heads few and large, racemose, erect on scaly-
bracted peduncles ;

involucral bracts imbricated in 3-4 ranks. 1028 - L - Pul<

Upper Mich, and Ont., westw. and southw. FIG. 1023.
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3. MULGEDIUM (Cass.) Gray. Achenes thickish, oblong, contracted into a
short thick beak or neck; annual or biennial; flowers chiefly blue.

* Pappus white.

12. L. vil!6sa Jacq. Tall biennial, 1-2 m. high, with many
small heads in a loose panicle, on diverging peduncles ;

leaves

ovate to oblong-lanceolate, pointed, sharply and sometimes doubly
serrate, or runcinate, sometimes hairy on the midrib beneath,
contracted into a winged petiole, the lowest

occasionally sinuate or cleft at base, and the

1024. L. villosa. cauline sagittate or hastate
;
achenes beakless.

(L. acuminata Gray.) Borders of woods, N. Y.
to Neb., and south w. FIG. 1024.

13. L. floridana (L.) Gaertn. Leaves all lyrate or runcinate,
or rarely entire, the upper often with a heart-shaped clasping

base; panicle larger; achenes distinctly beaked; otherwise as

no. 12. Rich soil, N. Y. and Pa. to Neb., and southw. FIG.

1025.
* * Pappus tawny.

14. L. spicata (Lam.) Hitchc. Nearly smooth biennial, tall

(1-3.6 m. high), very leafy ;
leaves irregularly pinnatifid, some-

times runcinate, coarsely toothed, the upper cauline sessile and

auriculate, sometimes clasping ;
heads in a large and dense com-

pound panicle ;
flowers bluish to cream-color

;
achene short-

beaked. (L. leucophoea Gray. ) Low grounds, rather common.
FIG. 1026. Var. INTEGRIB^LIA (Gray) Britten. Leaves un-

L. spicata. diyided or the lower sinuate-pinnatifid. Me. to 111. and N. C.

1025. L. floridana.

101. LYGODESMIA D. Don.

Heads and flowers (6-10) nearly as in Prenanthes, the cylindrical involucre

more elongated, and the achenes long and slender, tapering at the summit
;

pappus whitish. Smooth, often glaucous, with terminal or

scattered heads of rose-purple flowers on the leafless or rush-

like stems or branches. (Name composed of Xifyos, aplfmif

twig, and 5<?<r/;, a bundle, from the fascicled twiggy or rush-

like stems.)
1. L. juncea (Pursh) D. Don. Perennial, 2-4 dm. high,

tufted, rigid, much branched
;
lower leaves

lance-linear, 2.5-5 cm. long, rigid, the upper
awl-shaped and minute ; heads 5-flowered,
terminal ; achene filiform, only slightly
attenuate above, 4-5 mm. long. Plains, St.

Croix River, Wise, to the Saskatchewan,
Mo., and westw. June-Sept. FIG. 1027.

2. L. rostrata Gray. Annual, 1 in. or less

high, corymbose-paniculate ;
leaves elongate,

the lower about 1 dm. long ; heads 8-9-flowered, scattered ;

f^&fm distinctly attenuate above, 1 cm. long. Sandy soil,

Kan. to the Saskatchewan, and westw. Aug.-Sept. FIG. 1028.

1027. L. juncea.

Heads x a/3 .

Achene x \%.

1028. "L. rostrata.

Achene x \%.

102. AG6SERIS Raf.

Head large, solitary, many-flowered. Bracts of the bell-shaped involucre

ovate or lanceolate, pointed, loosely imbricated in 2 or 3 rows. Achenes smooth,

10-ribbed, with or without a distinct beak
; pappus usually longer than the

achene, white, of copious and unequal rigid capillary bristles. Perennial

scapose herbs, with elongated linear tufted basal leaves, and yellow flowers.

(Name from af, </<><it, and crtpis, chicory.)
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1. A. cuspidata (Pursh) Steud. Scape 3 dm. high,
from a thickened caudex

;
leaves lan-

ceolate, elongated, tapering to a sharp
point, entire, woolly on the margins ;

bracts of the involucre lanceolate, sharp-

pointed ;
achene beakless. (Troximon

/'
'\\$WW Pursh

;
Nothocalais Greene.) Prairies,

\JiW Wise, and n. 111., westw. and north-

\Sm westw. Apr., May. FIG. 1029.

2. A. glauca (Pursh) Steud. Scape
3-6 dm. high ;

leaves linear to lanceo-

late, entire to dentate or laciniate
;
head

often pubescent or villous
;
achene long-

beaked. (Troximon Pursh.) Minn,
to the Saskatchewan, southw. and westw. FIG. 1030.

1029. A. cuspidata.

Head x %.
Achene x 1%. 1030. A. glauca.

Achene x 1%.

103. PYRRHOPAPPUS DC. FALSE DANDELION

m/M

1031. P. carolinianus.

Head x %. Achene x 1%.

Heads, etc., nearly as in Taraxacum, but the soft

pappus reddish or rust-color, and surrounded at base

by a soft-villous ring. Mostly annual or biennial

herbs, scapose or often branching and leafy below.

Heads solitary, terminal. Flowers deep yellow. (Name
composed of irvpp6s, flame-colored, and Trainr6s, pappus.}
SITILIAS Raf.

1. P. carolinianus (Walt.) DC. Annual or bien-

nial, branching, 1-9 dm. high ;
leaves oblong or lanceo-

late, entire, cut or pinnatifid, the stem-leaves partly

clasping. (Sitilias Raf.) Sandy fields, Del. to Mo.,

Kan., and southw. Apr.-July. FIG. 1031.

104. CREPIS L. HAWK'S BEARD

Involucre few-many-flowered, commonly of a single row of equal bracts often

becoming thickened at base. Pappus copious, white, soft. Annuals or bien-

nials, not pilose. Otherwise as Hieracium. (The Greek name of some plant,
from Kpr/TTt's, a sandal.}

* Involucre glabrous.

1. C. PULCHRA L. Annual, 0.3-1.5 m. high, pubescent below, leafy near
the base

;
leaves pubescent, oblong or oblong-lanceolate, runcinate-dentate, the

lower on margined petioles, the upper somewhat clasping ;
heads in a loose

naked panicle ;
involucre 1 cm. high. Locally established in Va. (Adv.

from Eu.)
* * Involucre pubescent.

- Perennial ; scapose or nearly so.

2. C. runcinata (James) T. & G. Stem 3-9 m. high, glabrous or somewhat

glandular-hispid ;
leaves rosulate, obovate-oblong or oblong-spatulate, repand or

runcinate-dentate, glabrous or slightly hispidulous ;
heads loosely corymbose,

2 cm. broad; involucre hirsute, 1 cm. or so high. On saline soil, Man. to la.,

and westw. June, July.

t- f- Annuals or biennials; stems leafy.

3. C. CAPILLARIS (L.) Wallr. Ascending, 3-6 dm. high;
leaves lance-spatulate, laciniate-pinnatifid or merely dentate,
the cauline with sagittate-auriculate bases

;
heads small, invo-

lucre 6-7 mm. high ;
achenes smooth, W-nerved, slightly nar-

rowed at both ends. (C. virens L.) Fields and waste places,

becoming frequent. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 1032.

1032. C. capillaris.

Achene x 1%.
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4. C. TECT6RUM L. Slender, branching from the base, 2-4
dm. high ;

leaves narrow, runcinate, often sagittate-auriculate ;

heads small, in a loose panicle ;
achenes fusi-

form^ attenuate above, the ribs upwardly sca-
brous. In fields, Ont., Mich., and Neb.; and
on ballast eastw. July-Sept. (Adv. from Eu.)

1*. C. tectorum.
*IO. 1038.

Head x 2/
* C. BiENNisL. Somewhat pubescent, 6-8 dm.

Achene xl%.
n^> leafy ;

leaves runcinate-pinnatifid ;
heads

rather large, 2-4 cm. broad, corymbose ;
achenes

13-nerved, glabrous, attenuate above. Locally in fields and waste 1034. c. biennis.

places, N. E. to Pa. and Mich. (Adv. from Eu.) FIG. 1034. Achene xi%.

105. PRENANTHES [Vaill.] L. RATTLESNAKE-ROOT

Heads 5-30-flowered. Involucre cylindrical, of 6-14 linear bracts in a single

row, and a few small bractlets at base. Achenes short, linear-oblong, striate

or grooved, not contracted at the apex. Pappus of copious whitish, straw-

colored, or brownish rough capillary bristles. Perennial herbs, with upright
leafy stems arising from spindle-shaped (extremely bitter) tubers, very variable

leaves, and racemose-panicled mostly nodding heads. Flowers in late summer
and autumn. (Name from Trpyvjs, drooping, and &v8-n, blossom.) NABALUS
Cass.

* Heads rather broad, 25-35-Jlowered, in a corymbose panicle.

1. P. crepidinea Michx. Somewhat smooth
;
stem stout, 1.5-2.7 m. high,

bearing numerous nodding heads in loose clusters
;

leaves large (1.6-3 dm.

long), broadly triangular-ovate or halberd-form, strongly toothed, contracted
into winged petioles; flowers cream-color; pappus brown. (Nabalus DC.)
Rich soil, w. N. Y. to Minn., and southw. Sept., Oct.

* * Heads slender, 8-15-flowered, in a long raceme-like or thyrsoid inflorescence;
stems simple ; cauline leaves sessile ; pappus straw-color.

*- Inflorescence pubescent, strict; heads nearly erect, 12-15-flowered.

2. P. racem&sa Michx. Stem 0.2-1.5 m. high, smooth and glaucous, as well

as the oval or oblong-lanceolate denticulate leaves; the lower leaves tapering
into winged petioles (rarely cut-pinnatifid) ,

the upper partly clasping ; heads in

crowded clusters
;
flowers purplish. (Nabalus Hook.) River-banks and prai-

ries, e. Que. to Alb., s. to N. B., n. Me., Great L. region, Mo., S. Dak., and Col.;
also in marshes of s. N. Y. and n. N. J. Aug., Sept. Var. piNNATfriDA Gray.
Leaves all lyrately pinnatifid. Marshes, s. N. Y. and n. N. J.

;
also in Ont.

(according to Macoun).
3. P. aspera Michx. Stem 0.6-1.3 m. high, rough-pubescent, as well as the

oval-oblong or broadly lanceolate toothed leaves; upper leaves not clasping;
heads in small clusters

;
flowers larger, cream-color. (Nabalus T. & G.) Dry

prairies and barrens, O. to S. Dak.
,
and southw. Aug. , Sept.

- - Wliole plant glabrous; heads nodding, S-12-Jlowered; thyrse looser.

4. P. virgata Michx. (SLENDER R.) Slightly glaucous ;
stem 6-12 dm.

high, prolonged into a naked and slender spiked raceme (4-6 dm. long); heads
clustered and mostly unilateral

;
leaves lanceolate, acute, closely sessile, the

upper reduced to bracts, the lower toothed or pinnatifid ;
involucre (purplish)

of about 8 bracts. (Nabalus DC.) Sandy pine barrens, N. J. to Fla. Sept.,
Oct.

6. P. mainSnsis Gray. Stem 0.5-1 m. high, leafy ;
leaves as in no. 2, but the

radical ovate and more abruptly narrowed to the short petiole ; heads persistently

drooping on slender pedicels. St. John and Aroostook valleys, Me. and N.B.

Aug., Sept. Perhaps a hybrid between nos. 2 and 8.
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* * * Heads 5-lS-flowered, racemose or paniculate, commonly pendulous ; leaves

variable, mostly petiolate, the lower cordate or truncate or hastate at base.

*- Involucre cylindrical (at least below the middle); bracts scarious-margined,
the outer numerous, short,

++ Involucre of 6-8 primary bracts, S-12-flowered.

= Pappus deep reddish-brown.

6. P. alba L. (WHITE LETTUCE, RATTLESNAKE-ROOT.) Smooth and glau- ,

cous
;
stem stout, usually purplish, 0.5-1.5 m. high, corymbose-panicled at ^>U\

summit
;
leaves angulate or triangular-halberd-forin, sinuate-toothed or 3-5-cleft,

the uppermost oblong and undivided
;
involucre whitish-green and purplish,

glaucous; flowers whitish. (Nabalus Hook.) Rich woods and thickets, s.

Me. to the Saskatchewan, s. to Ga., Ky., and 111. Late July-early Oct.

= = Pappus whitish or brownish-white.

a. Primary bracts scarcely as long as the pappus, the small outer ones
lanceolate.

7. P. serpentaria Pursh. (LION' S-FOOT, GALL-OF-THE-EARTH.) Stem smooth,
3-12 dm. high, usually purplish, corymbose-panicled at summit; leaves thick,

variously lobed, often pinnatifid with blunt or rounded lobes,
or even entire, the lower on margined petioles ;

heads chiefly
clustered at the tips of elongate branches ; involucre funnel-
form, cylindric below, its subherbaceous green or purplish

frequently setulose bracts abruptly spreading above the middle ;

flowers purplish, greenish-white, or cream-color
;
achenes

1035. P. serpentaria. yellow-brown. (Nabalus Hook.) Dry open soil, e. Mass.
Heads x%. to Fla. and Ala. Sept., Oct. FIG. 1035.

b. Primary bracts as long as the pappus, the small outer ones deltoid to ovate.

8. P. trifoliolata (Cass.) Fernald. (GALL-OF-THE-EARTH.) Glabrous, 1.5-15

dm. high ;
leaves thinnish, nearly all petioled ;

the lower mostly 3-divided or

angulate, occasionally uncleft or with the divisions finely dis-

sected
; inflorescence an elongate panicle, the heads clustered

at the tips of comparatively short ascending branches or in the

upper axils ; involucre cylindric, glaucous ; its pale green or

purple-tinged primary bracts linear-lanceolate, acute, the inner

with broad scarious margins; outer calyculate bracts lance-

deltoid, rather firm, with pale hyaline margins, regularly 1036. P. trifoliolata.

imbricated, the longest 1.5-2.5 mm. long; achenes yellow- Heads x%.
brown. (Nabalus Cass.; P. serpentaria Man. ed. 6, in part,
not Pursh.) Thickets and woods, Nfd. and Que. to Del., Pa., and along the

mts. to Tenn. Aug., Sept. FIG. 1036.

9. P. nana (Bigel.) Torr. Stem simple and strict, 0.5-7.5 dm. high ;
leaves

much as in the preceding, very variable in outline; inflorescence a thyrse or

raceme, rarely somewhat paniculate or subcorymbose ;
involucre thick-cylindric,

glabrous ;
bracts lead-color or blackish ; the primary ones linear- to lance-oblong,

blunt or acutish, the inner with narrow scarious margins; outer calyculate
bracts ovate to ovate-lanceolate, blackish-green, herbaceous or fleshy, very

unequal, the longest 3-6 mm. long; achenes yellowish- to reddish-brown.

(Nabalus DC.; P. serpentaria, var. Gray; P. trifoliolata, var. Fernald.)

Rocky or mossy places, Lab. and Nfd. to the coast of N. S., and the higher mts.

of n. N. E. and n. N. Y. July-Sept.

w-
.*-* Involucre of 5 primary bracts, 5-6-flowered.

10. P. altissima L. Smooth, tall and slender, 1-2 m. high ;
heads in small

axillary and terminal loose clusters forming a long and wand-like leafy panicle ;

leaves membranaceous, all petioled, ovate, heart-shaped, or triangular, and

merely toothed or cleft, with naked or winged petioles, or frequently 3-5-parted,
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with the divisions entire or again cleft
;
involucre very slender, greenish ;

flowers

greenish-white ; pappus cream-color. (Nabalus Hook.) Rich moist woods,
Nfd. to Man., s. to Ga. and Tenn. Late July-early Oct. Var. HispfouLA
Fernald. Stems villous or hispid ;

leaves at least hispidulous on the veins

beneath. Wet woods, e. Que. to Vt. and Ct.

Var. cinnam6mea Fernald. Pappus cinnamon-color or deep brown. Ind.

to Mo. and La.

+- -i- Involucre slencler-campanulate ; secondary basal bracts 2-3, linear, loose.

11. P. Bo6ttii (DC.) Gray. Simple, dwarf, 1-3 dm. high, pubescent at the

summit
;
the heads in an almost simple raceme

;
lowest leaves halberd-shaped

or heart-shaped, the middle oblong, the upper lanceolate, nearly entire, tapering
into a margined petiole ;

involucre livid, 10-18-flowered
;
the primary bracts

10-15, very obtuse
; pappus pale straw-color. Alpine regions, n. N. E. and

n. N. Y. July-Sept.

106. HIERACIUM [Tourn.] L. HAWKWEED

Heads 12-many-flowered. Involucre more or less imbricated. Achenes

short, oblong or columnar, striate, not beaked
; pappus a single row of tawny

and fragile capillary rough bristles. Hispid or hirsute and often glandular

perennials, with entire or toothed leaves, and single or panicled heads of mostly

yellow flowers
;
summer and early autumn. (Name from ttpa.%, a hawk.}

* Rootstock slender, elongated; stolons usually present ; scapose.

-*- Scape l-3(-4:)-headed.

1. H. PILOSELLA L. (MOUSE-EAR.) Leaves oblong-lanceolate or spatulate,
2-6 cm. long, setose upon both surfaces, green above, whitened beneath with

close stellate tomentum
;
stolons several, slender, leafy ; scape 5-20 cm. high,

1-headed; heads 2.5-3 cm. broad; flowers yellow. Grassland, becoming fre-

quent. June, July. (Nat. from Eu.)
Var. vfRiDE Ser. Coarser

;
leaves often 1 dm. long, green on both surfaces

;

scape l-3(-4)-headed, 1.5-4 dm. high. Fields, pastures, etc., also becoming too

frequent. June, July. (Nat. from Eu.)

*- *- Scape bearing several-many heads in a rather dense corymb.

-* Flowers orange-red.

W
. 2. H. AURANTlACUM L. (ORANGE H., DEVIL'S PAINT-BRUSH, GRIM THE COL-

q
/ LIER.) Long-hirsute ;

leaves oblanceolate, 6-15 cm. long, green on both sides
;

ia stolons numerous, slender; scape 2-6 dm. high, usually 1-2-bracted
;
heads

about 2 cm. broad. Fields, etc., e. Que. to Ont. and Pa., locally too abundant.

June, July. (Nat. from Eu.)

*-* *+ Flowers yellow.

3. H. FLQRIBUNDUM Wimm. & Grab. Glaucous; stolons numerous; basal

leaves narrowly oblanceolate, 5-15 cm. long, essentially glabrous above, setose

on the margin, midrib, and sometimes very sparingly on the surface beneath
;

primary scape 3-8 dm. high, usually naked or with only 1 leaf near the base;
involucre nigrescent ;

flowers bright yellow. Fields and open ground, N. B. and
e. Me. June, July. (Nat. from Ku.) Luxuriant plants developing decumbent

leafy secondary flowering axes as well as stolons.

4. H. PRATENSE Tausrli. (Kix<i DEVIL.) Green, not glaucous ;
stolons few

;

basal leaves narrowly oblong to oblanceolate, 1-2.5 dm. long, setose upon both

surfaces; scape 4-8 dm. high, bearing 1-3 well developed leaves; otherwise

like the preceding. Fields, roadsides, etc., e. Que. to s. N. Y. June-Aug.

(Nat. from Eu.)

q
/iVi
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* * Rootstock short, stout, praemorse.

t- Heads small, 1-2.3 cm. in diameter.

+* Inflorescence a corymbiform panicle (sometimes subcylindric in no. 11, which
has leafy bracts).

= Leaves (at least those of the primary axis) chiefly basal,

a. Leaves narrowly oblanceolate or spatulate, glaucous.

5. H. PRAEALTUM Gochnat, var. DEcfpiENs Koch. Somewhat glaucous, bear-

ing numerous slender elongated leafy branches from the base' basal leaves

narrowly oblanceolate to linear-oblong, somewhat hispid on both surfaces and

finely stellate-pubescent beneath; scape tall, setose; corymb irregular; flowers

yellow. Established in a dry pasture, Andover, Mass. (A. S. Pease) . June.

(Adv. from Eu.)
6. H. FLORENTINUM All. (KING DEVIL.) Without slender leafy branches

from the base, smoothish
;

basal leaves oblanceolate to spatulate, thickish,

sparingly setose or more often glabrous; scape 3-8 dm. high, smooth or spar-

ingly setose
; corymb many-headed. (H. praealtum Man. ed. 6, not Gochnat.)

Open places, fields, etc., e. Que. to n. N. Y. (Nat. from Eu.)

b. Leaves elliptic-oblong.

7. H. venbsum L. (RATTLESNAKE-WEED, POOR ROBIN'S PLANTAIN. ) Scape
2-7 dm. high, naked, or with 1 rarely 2 leaves (var. SUBCAULESCENS T. & G.),
smooth, slender, forking above into a loose corymb ; leaves nearly entire,

scarcely petioled, thin, glabrous and often purple-veined or mottled above,
glaucous beneath

; pedicels very slender, sparingly glandular-pubescent toward
the tip. Dry woods and open sandy places, s. Me. to Ga., and westw. Late

May-Sept.
8. H. Greenii Porter & Britton. Scape 2-7 dm. high, usually spreading-

villous especially below, naked or more often with 1-2 leaves near the base
;

leaves spatulate to obovate, green, conspicuously sordid- or tawny-villous on
both surfaces; inflorescence copiously glandular-hispid. (H. marianum, var.

spathulatum Gray.) Dry woods, Pa. and O. to Mo., and southw.

= = Stem leafy to the inflorescence.

9. H. paniculatum L. Stem slender, 3-12 dm. high, glabrous except at the
villous base

;
leaves thin, lanceolate, remotely toothed, acute, glabrous, glaucous

beneath; panicle lax; heads comparatively small (12-20-flowered) , on filiform

smoothish pedicels. Open woods, N. S. and centr. Me. to Mich., s. to Ga. and
Ala. Late July-Sept.

10. H. marianum Willd. Stouter
;
stem setose at least below

;
leaves obo-

vate-oblong, obtuse or rounded at tip, subentire; the basal large, on hairy
winged petioles, green or rarely purple-veined, glabrous above, hairy on the

veins beneath; panicle open, corymbiform; heads larger (2Q-4Q-fl,owered), on
whitish-tomentose and glandular-hispid pedicels. Open woods and clearings,
N. H. to O., and southw. June-Aug.

11. H. scabrum Michx. Stoutish, 3-12 dm. high, rough-hairy ;
leaves ellipticS <v .

to spatulate-obovate, obtuse, subentire, thickish, hairy on both surfaces, deep
green above, paler beneath

; panicle stiff, corymbiform, its axis and branches
;

densely white-tomentose and commonly covered with numerous dark glands ;

heads 4Q-5Q-flowered, on thickish pedicels. Dry woods and pastures, frequent.
July-Sept.

w- -M- Inflorescence more slender and elongated, subcylindric, not leafy-bracted.

12. H. Gron6vii L. Stem wand-like, 3-12 dm. high, leafy chiefly below the

middle, villous at base
;
basal leaves oblong to obovate, 5-15 cm. long, rounded

or obtuse at the tip, setose chiefly above, minutely stellate-pubescent beneath :

the stem-leaves similar, decreasing rapidly in size
; panicle thyrsoid, 1-4 dm.

long, without leafy bracts; heads 15-20-flowered, on slightly glandular pedi-
cels. Sandy soil, Mass, to Ont., Kan., and southw. Aug.-Oct.
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13. H. longlpilum Torr. Similar, copiously covered with extremely long

(1-2 cm.) soft white to tawny hairs; basal leaves oblanceolate, acutish, 1.3-3

din. long ; upper leaves similar, much smaller
;
heads 20-30-flowered

; pedicels

copiously glandular. Open woods and prairies, Mich, to Minn., southw. and
southwestw. Aug., Sept.

<- >- Heads large, 2.5-4.5 cm. in diameter.

-*. Basal leaves elliptic to ovate, slender-petioled, the cauline rather few.

14. H. MUR6RUM L. (GOLDEN LUNGWORT.) Scape naked or with a single

leaf^ 2-7 dm. high, smoothish; leaves green, not mottled; the basal toothed or

incised especially near the rounded or subcordate base; heads few; involucre

densely glandular. Established in open woods, Northampton, Mass. (Mrs.

Terry} and near Brooklyn, N. Y. May, June. (Adv. from Eu.)
15. H. VULG\TUM Fries. Stem bearing ^-several leaves, 1.5-8 dm. tall,

rather slender and flexuous
;
basal leaves lanceolate to ovate, acute, tapering to

the petiole, remotely dentate, usually purplish-mottled above ; heads 1-several,

about 4 cm. in diameter. Fields, open woods, and ledgy shores, Nfd. to w.

Que. and locally s. to s. N. Y. June-Sept. (Nat. from Eu.)

w. -M- Basal leaves lance-oblong, scarcely petioled, the cauline numerous.

16. H. canadSnse Michx. Stoutish, 2-12 dm. high ; leaves ovate to lance-

oblong, spreading, coarsely toothed especially below the middle, acute, firm

in texture, at least the upper rounded or subcordate at the base ; heads several,

in a corymb. Borders of woods, shores, etc., Nfd. to B. C., s. to N. J., Pa.,

the Great L. region, and Ore. July-Sept.
17. H. umbellatum L. Similar

;
leaves lance-linear to lanceolate, attenuate

to a narrow sessile base, entire or nearly so
;
heads few, subumbellate.

L. Superior, northw. and westw. (Eurasia.)
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Abortion. Imperfect development or non-devel-

opment of an organ.
Abortive. Defective or barren.

Acaulescent. Stemless or apparently so, or

with stem subterranean.

Accumbent (cotyledon). Having the edges

against the radicle.

Achene. A small dry and hard 1-celled 1-seeded

indehiscent fruit.

Achlamydeous. Without calyx or corolla.

Acicular. Slenderly needle-shaped.
Aculeate. Prickly ;

beset with prickles.

Aculeolate. Beset with diminutive prickles.

Acuminate. Tapering at the end.

Acute. Terminating with a sharp or well defined

angle.

Adnate. United, as the inferior ovary with the

calyx-tube. Adnate anther, one attached for

its whole length to the inner or outer face of

the filament.

Adventive. Imperfectly naturalized.

Aestivation. The arrangement of the parts of

the perianth in the bud.

Alate. Winged.
Albumen. Any deposit of nutritive material

accompanying the embryo.
Albuminous. Having albumen.

Alliaceous. Having the smell or taste of garlic.

Alternate (of leaves, etc.). Not opposite to each

other on the axis, but arranged singly at

different heights.
Alveolate. Honeycombed ; having angular de-

pressions separated by thin partitions.

Alweolation. A honeycombed condition.

Ament. A catkin, or scaly spike.

Amphigean. Native of both Old and New
Worlds.

Amphitropous (ovule or seed). Half-inverted

and straight, with the hilum lateral.

Amplexicaul. Clasping the stem.

Anastomosing. Connecting by cross-veins and

forming a network.

Anatropous (ovule). Inverted and straight,

with the micropyle next the hilum and the

radicle consequently inferior.

Ancipital. Two-edged.
Androgynous (inflorescence). Composed of

both staminate and pistillate flowers.

Androsporangium. The receptacle in which

androspores are formed.

Androspore. The minute reproductive body,
which gives rise to the (often exceedingly ob-

scure) male plantlet in the sexual generation.
The same as Microspore.

-androus. In composition, having stamens.

Angiospermous. Having the seeds borne within

a pericarp.

Annual. Of only one year's duration. Winter

annual, a plant from autumn-sown seed which
blooms and fruits in the following spring.

Annular. In the form of a ring.

Anterior. On the front side of a flower and next
the bract, remote from the axis of inflorescence

;

equivalent to inferior and (less properly) ex-

terior.

Anther. The polliniferous part of a stamen.
Antheridium. In Cryptogams, the organ cor

responding to an anther.

Antheriferous. Anther-bearing.
Antherozoid. One of the minute organs devel-

oped in an antheridium.

Anthesis. The time of expansion of a flower.

Apetalous. Having no petals.

Apiculate. Ending in a short pointed tip.

Apogamous. Developed without fertilization.

Appressed. Lying close and flat against.
Arachnoid. Cobwebby ;

of slender entangled
hairs.

Archegonium. The organ in the higher Crypto-
gams corresponding to a pistil in the Flowering
Plants.

Arcuate. Moderately curved.

Areolate. Marked out into small spaces ; reticu-

late.

Areole. A small space marked out upon a sur-

face.

Aril. An appendage growing at or about the

hilum of a seed.

Arillate. Having an aril.

Aristate. Awned
; provided with stiflSsh bristle-

shaped appendages.
Articulate. Jointed

; having a node or joint.

Ascending. Eising somewhat obliquely, or

curving upward. Ascending ovule, one that

is attached above the base of the ovary and is

directed upward.
Assurgent. Ascending.
Attenuate. Slenderly tapering ; becoming very
narrow.

Auricle. An ear-shaped appendage.
Auriculate. Furnished with auricles.

Awl-shaped. Tapering upward from the base
to a slender or rigid point.

Awn. A bristle-shaped appendage.
Axil. The angle formed by a leaf or branch with

the stem.

Axile. Situated in the axis.

Axillary. Situated in an axil.

Axis. The central line of any organ or support
of a group of organs ;

a stem, etc.
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Baccate. Berry-like ; pulpy throughout.
Barbed. Furnished with rigid points or short

bristles, usually reflexed like the barb of a fish-

hook.

Barbellate. Finely barbed.

Iltti'lnilate. Finely bearded.

liitxijixed. Attached by the base.

Bast. The fibrous portion of the inner bark.

Beaked. Ending in a prolonged tip.

Bearded. Bearing a long awn, or furnished with

long or stiff hairs.

Berry. A fruit, the whole pericarp of which is

fleshy or pulpy.
Bi- or Bis-. A Latin prefix signifying two,

twice, or doubly.
Bidentate. Having two teeth.

Biennial. Of two years' duration.

Bifid. Two-cleft.

Bilabiate. Two-lipped.
Bilocular. Two-celled.

Bisexual. Having both stamens and pistils.

Si-valvular. With two valves.

BJ(t<Je. The expanded portion of a leaf, etc.

Bract. A more or less modified leaf subtending
a flower or belonging to an inflorescence, or

sometimes cauline.

Bracteal. Of or pertaining to the bracts.

Bracteate. Having bracts.

Braeteolate. Having bractlets.

Bracteole. Bractlet.

Bracteose. With numerous or conspicuous
bracts.

Bractlet. A secondary bract, as one upon the

pedicel of a flower.

Bud. The rudimentary state of a stem or

branch ;
an unexpanded flower.

Bulb. A subterranean leaf-bud with fleshy scales

or coats.

Bulbiferous. Bearing bulbs.

Bulblet. A small bulb, especially one borne

upon the stem.

Bulbous. Having the character ofa bulb.

Bullate. Blistered or puckered.
Bursicle. A pouch-like receptacle.

Caducous. Falling off very early.

Caespitose. See Cespitose.

Calcarate. Produced into or having a spur.
A hardened thickening.

. A hard protuberance or callosity ;
In the

Grasses the tough often hairy swelling at the

base or insertion of the lemma or palet.

Calycuhite. Having bracts around the calyx or

Involucre imitating an outer calyx.

Calyx. The outer perianth of the flower.

CuiniHinnlatf,. Bell-shaped; cup-shaped with a

broad base.

Ccmpjflotropovi (ovule or seed). So curved as

to bring the apex and base nearly together.

Cti/iii/icii/iiff. Longitudinally channeled.

I'ltin-Ni-fiif. Hoary with gray pubescence.

<'a]>ill<i>'ij. Hair-like.

Oapltato. Shaped like a head; collected Into a

head or dense cluster.

Citjixnlar. Belonging to or of the nature of a

capsule.

Capsule. A dry dehiscent fruit composed of

more than one carpel.

Carin <if. On or having relation to a ridge or keel.

(\iriiidte. Having a keel or projecting longi-

tudinal medial line on the lower surface.

Carpel. A simple pistil, or one member of a

compound pistil.

Carpophore, The slender prolongation of the

floral axis which in the Urnbelliferm supports
the pendulous ripe carpels.

Caruncle. An excrescence or appendage at or

about the hilum of a seed.

Carunculate. Having a caruncle.

Caryop&ix. A grain, as of Grasses
;
a seed-like

fruit with a thin pericarp adnate to the con-

tained seed.

Castaneous. Of a chestnut-color
;
dark brown.

Catkin. An ament.

Caudate. Having a slender tail-like appendage.
Caudex. The persistent base of an otherwise

annual herbaceous stem.

Caudicle. The thread-like or strap-shaped stalk

of a pollinium.
Caulescent. Having a manifest stem above

ground.
Cauline. Belonging to the stem.

Cell. One of the minute vesicles, of very various

forms, of which plants are formed. Any struc-

ture containing a cavity, as the cells of an

anther, ovary, etc.

Cellular (tissue). Composed of short transpar-
ent thin-walled cells, in distinction from fibrous

or vascular.

Centrum. The central portion ;
here used spe-

cifically for the large central air-space in hollow

stems such as those of Equisetum.

Cenpitose (or Caespitose). Growing in tufts;

forming mats or turf.

Chaff. A small thin scale or bract, becoming

dry and membranous.

Chaffy. Having or resembling chaff.

Channeled. Deeply grooved longitudinally, like

a gutter.

Chartaceous. Having the texture of writing-

paper.

Chlorophyll. The green coloring-matter within

the cells of plants.

Chlorophyttose. Containing chlorophyll.

Ciliate. Marginally fringed with hairs.

Ciliolate. Minutely ciliate.

Cinereous. Ash-color.

I'ircinntf. Coiled from the top downward, as

the young frond of a fern.

<'//<// ///.ye/**//, . Dehiscing by a regular trans-

verse circular line of division.

Clavate. Club-shaped ; gradually thickened

upward.
Cleistogamous. Fertilized in the bud, without

the opening of the flower.

nee. The union of parts or organs of

the same kind.

Coccus (pi. ( 'occ i) . One of the parts into which

a lobed fruit with 1-seeded cells splits.

Cochleate. Spiral, like a snail-shell.

C,,hfKi<ni. The union of one organ with an-

other of like nature.
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Commissure. The surface by which one carpel

joins another, as in the Umbelliferae.
Comose. Furnished with or resembling a tuft

of hairs.

Complicate. Folded upon itself.

Compound. Composed of 2 or more similar

parts united into one whole. Compound leaf,
one divided into separate leaflets.

Compressed. Flattened, especially laterally.

Conduplicate. Folded together lengthwise.

Confluent. Running into each other; blended
into one.

Coniferous. Cone-bearing.
Connate. United; used especially of like struc-

tures joined from the start.

Connective. The portion of a stamen which
connects the two cells of the anther.

Connivent. Coming into contact
; converging.

Conoidal. Nearly conical.

Convolute. Rolled up longitudinally.
Cordate. Heart-shaped with the point up-
ward.

Coriaceous. Leathery in texture.

Corm. The enlarged fleshy base of a stern,

bulb-like but solid.

Corolla. The inner perianth, of distinct or con-

nate petals.

Coroniform. Shaped like a crown.

Corrugate. Wrinkled or in folds.

Corymb. A flat-topped or convex open flower-

cluster, in the stricter use of the word equiv-
alent to a contracted raceme and progressing
in its flowering from the margin inward.

Corymbose. In corymbs, or corymb-like.
Costa. A rib ;

a midrib or mid-nerve.

Costate. Ribbed
; having one or more longi-

tudinal ribs or nerves.

Cotyledons. The foliar portion or first leaves

(one, two, or more) of the embryo as found in

Crateriform. In the shape of a saucer or cup,

hemispherical or more shallow.

Creeping. Running along at or near the sur-

face of the ground and rooting.
Crenate. Dentate with the teeth much rounded.

Crenulate. Finely crenate.

Cristate. Bearing an elevated appendage resem-

bling a crest.

Crown. An inner appendage to a petal, or to

the throat of a corolla.

Cruciate. Cross-shaped.
Crustacemw. Of hard and brittle texture.

Cucullate. Hooded or hood-shaped ; cowled.

Culm . The peculiar stem of Sedges and Grasses.

Cuneate. Wedge-shaped ; triangular with the

acute angle downward.

Cuspidate. Tipped with a cusp or sharp and

rigid point.

Cyme. A usually broad and flattish determinate

inflorescence, i.e. with its central or terminal

flowers blooming earliest.

Cymose. Bearing cymes, or cyme-like.

Deciduous. Not persistent ;
not evergreen.

Decompound. More than once compound or

divided.

Decumbent. Reclining, but with the summit

ascending.
Decurrent (leaf). Extending down the stem
below the insertion.

Decussate. Alternating in pairs at right angles.

Definite. Of a constant number, not exceeding

twenty.

Deflexed. Bent or turned abruptly downward.
Dehiscent. Opening regularly by valves, slits,

etc., as a capsule or anther.

Deltoid. Shaped like the Greek letter A.

Dentate. Toothed, usually with the teeth di-

rected outward.

Denticulate. Minutely dentate.

Depressed. Somewhat flattened from above.

Di-, Die-. A Greek prefix signifying two or

twice.

Diadelphous (stamens). Combined in two sets.

Diandrous. Having two stamens.

Dicarpellary. Composed of two carpels.

Dichotomous. Forking regularly by pairs.

Dicotyledonous. Having two cotyledons.

Didymous. Twin ;
found in pairs.

Didynamous (stamens). In two pairs of un-

equal length.

Diffuse. Widely or loosely spreading.

Digitate. Compound, with the members aris-

ing together at the apex of the support.
Dimerous (flower). Having all the parts in

twos.

Dimorphous. Occurring in two forms.

Dioecious. Unisexual, with the two kinds of

flowers on separate plants.

Discoid. Resembling a disk. Discoid head,
in Compositae, one without ray-flowers.

Disk. A development of the receptacle at or

around the base of the pistil. In Compositae,
the tubular flowers of the head as distinct from

the ray.

Dissected. Cut or divided into numerous

segments.

Dissepiment. A partition in an ovary or fruit.

Distichous. In two vertical ranks.

Distinct. Separate ;
not united

;
evident.

Divaricate. Widely divergent.

Divided. Lobed to the base.

Dorsal. Upon or relating to the back or outer

surface of an organ.
Dorsoventhral. With distinction of back and

front, or placed with reference to the back or

front.

Drupaceous. Resembling or of the nature of a

drupe.

Drupe. A fleshy or pulpy fruit with the inner

portion of the pericarp (1-celled and 1-seeded,

or sometimes several-celled) hard or stony.

Drupelet. A diminutive drupe.

E- or Ex-. A Latin prefix having often a priva-

tive signification, as ebracteate, without bracts.

Echinate. Beset with prickles.

Ecological. Concerning the relation of plants

to their surroundings.

Effuse. Very loosely spreading.

Emarginate. Having a shallow notch at the

extremity.
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Embryo. The rudimentary plantlet within the

seed.

Endocarp. The inner layer of a pericarp.

Endogenous. Growing throughout the sub-

stance of the stem, instead of by superficial

layers.

Entire. Without toothing or division.

Ephemeral. Lasting for only one day.

Epicarp. The outer layer of the pericarp or

matured ovary.

Epidermis. The superficial layer of cells.

Epigynous. Growing on the summit of the

ovary, or apparently so.

Epiphyte. A plant growing attached to another

plant, but not parasitic ;
an air-plant.

Equitant. Astride ;
used of conduplicate leaves

which enfold each other in two ranks, as in Iris.

Eros6. A s if gnawed.
Exalbuminous. Without albumen.

Excurrent. Running out, as a nerve of a leaf

projecting beyond the margin.

Exfoliating. Cleaving off in thin layers.

Exogenous. Growing by annular layers near

the surface ; belonging to the Exogens.
Exserted. Projecting beyond an envelope, as

stamens from a corolla.

Exsiccated. Dried.

Esetrorse. Facing outward.

Falcate. Scythe-shaped ;
curved and flat, taper-

ing gradually.
Farinaceous. Containing starch

;
starch-like.

Farinose. Covered with a meal-like powder.
Fascicle. A close bundle or cluster.

Fasciculate. In close bundles or clusters.

Fastigiate (branches). Erect and near together.

Ferruginous. Rust-color.

Fertile. Capable of producing fruit
;
or produc-

tive, as a flower having a pistil, or an anther

with pollen.

Fibrillose. Furnished or abounding with fine

fibers.

Fibrous. Composed of or resembling fibers.

Fibrous tissue, a tissue formed of elongated
thick-walled cells.

Fibro-vascular. Composed of woody fibers

and ducts.

Filament. The part of a stamen which sup-

ports the anther ; any thread-like body.
Filamentous. Composed of threads.

Filiform. Thread-shaped ; long, slender, and

terete.

/'i in f> rin tf. Fringed.
Hmhrillate. Having a minute fringe.

/'iN/ii/nr. Hollow and cylindrical.

/"//<</'/. Without rigidity ; lax and weak.

h'I,.mi i UK. Zigzag ; bending alternately in op-

posite directions.

t'/o,'<-nxe. Clothed with locks or flocks of soft

hair or wool.

Floret. A small flower, usually one of a dense

cluster.

Flur (fs roiis. Flower-bearing.
h'nliacsoiix. Leaf-like in texture or appearance.

-foli<ttt. -leaved ; having leaves.

-/etiolate. Uaving leaflets.

Fnlinse. Bearing numerous leaves.

I-'ollirlf.. A fruit consisting of a single carpel,

dehiscing by the ventral suture.

Follicular. Like a follicle.

Forked. Divided into nearly equal branches.

Free. Not adnate to other organs.
Frond. The leaf of Ferns and some other Cryp-
togams ;

in Lemnaceae, the thallus-like stem
which functions as foliage.

Fructification. The act or organs of fruiting.

Fruit. The seed-bearing product of a plant,

simple, compound, or aggregated, of whatever

form.

Fugacious. Falling or fading very early.

Funicle. The free stalk of an ovule or seed.

Fuscous. Grayish-brown.

Fusiform. Spindle-shaped; swollen in the

middle and narrowing toward each end.

Galea. A hooded or helmet-shaped portion of

a perianth, as the upper sepal of Aeon it inn,

and the upper lip of some bilabiate corollas.

Galeate. Helmet-shaped ; having a galea.

Gamopetalous. Having the petals of the corolla

more or less united.

Gamophyllous. Composed of coalescent leaves

or leaf-like organs.

Gamosepalous. Having the sepals united.

Geminate. Equal, in pairs.

Gemma. A bud or body analogous to a bud by
which a plant propagates itself.

Gemmiparous. Producing gemmae.
Geniculate. Bent abruptly, like a knee.

Gibbosity. A swelling of moderate extent and

asymmetrical character, chiefly at or near the

base of an organ.

Gibbous. Protuberant or swollen on one side.

Glabrate. Somewhat glabrous, or becoming

glabrous.
Glabrous. Smooth ;

not rough, pubescent, or

hairy.

Gladiate. Sword-shaped.
Gland. A secreting surface or structure ; any

protuberance or appendage having the appear-
ance of such an organ.

Glandular. Bearing glands or of the nature of

a gland.

Glaucous. Covered or whitened with a bloom.

Glochidiate. Barbed at the tip.

Glomerate. Compactly clustered.

Glomenilate. In small compact clusters.

(rlumdceous. Furnished with or resembling

glumes.
Glume. A chaff-like bract ; specifically one of

the two empty chaffy bracts at the base of the

spikelet in the Grasses.

Granulose. Composed of or appearing as if

covered by minute grains.

&ymnospermous. Bearing naked seeds, with-

out an ovary.

<;>/>Hiilr<itt. Havinp tho stamens borne upon
the pistil, as in Orchidaceae.

Gynobase. An enlargement or prolongation of

the receptacle bearing the ovary.

Gynosporangium. The receptacle in which

gynospores are developed.
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Gynospore. One of the larger (female) repro-
ductive bodies in the IsoStaeeae, etc.

Gynostemium. The compound structure re-

sulting from the union of the stamens and

pistil in the Orchidaceae.

Habit. The general appearance of a plant.

Halberd-shaped. The same as Hastate.

Hastate. Like an arrow-head, but with the

basal lobes pointing outward nearly at right

Head. A. dense cluster of sessile or nearly ses-

sile flowers on a very short axis or receptacle.

Heart-shaped. Ovate with two rounded lobes

and a sinus at base ; commonly used to define

such a base.

Herb. A plant with no persistent woody stem

above ground.
Herbaceous. Having the characters of an herb ;

leaf-like in color and texture.

Heteracarpous . Producing more than one kind

of fruit.

Heterogamous. Bearing two kinds of flowers.

Hilum. The scar or point of attachment of the

seed.

Hirsute. Pubescent with rather coarse or stiff

hairs.

Hirsutulous. Slightly hirsute.

Hirtellous. Minutely hirsute.

Hispid. Beset with rigid or bristly hairs or with

bristles.

Hispidulous. Minutely hispid.

Hoary. Grayish-white with a fine close pubes-
cence.

Homogamous. Bearing but one kind of flowers.

Hyaline. Transparent or translucent.

Hybrid. A cross-breed of two species.

Hygroscopic. Altering form or position through

changes of moisture.

Hypochil. The (often fleshy or otherwise

modified) basal portion of the labellum or lip

in Orchidaceae.

Ifypogynous. Situated on the receptacle be-

neath the ovary and free from it and from
the calyx ; having the petals and stamens so

situated.

Imbricate. Overlapping, either vertically or

spirally, where the lower piece covers the

base of the next higher, or laterally, as in the

aestivation of a calyx or corolla, where at least

one piece must be wholly external and one

internal.

Immersed. Growing wholly under water.

Impressed. Bent inward, hollowed or furrowed
as if by pressure.

Incised. Cut sharply and irregularly, more or

less deeply.
Included. Not at all protruded from the sur-

rounding envelope.
Incumbent (cotyledons). Lying with the back

of one against the radicle.

Indefinite (stamens, etc.). Inconstant in number
or very numerous.

Indehiscent. Not opening by valves, etc.;

remaining persistently closed.

Indigenous. Native and original to the

region.

Indurated. Hardened.
Indusiate. Provided with an indusium.
Indusium. The proper (often shield-shaped)

covering of the sorus or fruit dot in Ferns.

Inferior. Lower or below
;
outer or anterior.

Inferior ovary, one that is adnate to the

calyx.

Inflated. Bladdery.

Inflorescence. The flowering part of a plant,
and especially the mode of its arrangement.

Infra-. In composition, below ;
as infra-

axillary, below the axil.

Innovation. An offshoot from the stem.

Inserted. Attached to or growing out of.

Inter- or Intra-. In composition, between.

Interfoliaceous. Between the leaves of a pair,

as the stipules of many Rubiaceae.
Internode. The portion of a stem between two
nodes.

Intramarginal. Within and near the margin.
Introduced. Brought intentionally from another

region, as for purposes of cultivation.

Introrse. Turned inward or toward the axis.

Involucel. A secondary involucre, as that of an

umbellet in Umbelliferae.
Involucellate. Having an involucel.

Involucral. Belonging to an involucre.

Involucrate. Having an involucre.

Involucre. A circle or collection of bracts sur-

rounding a flower cluster or head, or a single

flower.

Involute. Eolled inward.

Irregular (flower). Showing inequality in the

size, form, or union of its similar parts.

Keel. A central dorsal ridge, like the keel of a

boat; the two anterior united petals of a

papilionaceous flower.

Labellum. Lip ;
the peculiar upper (but by a

twist of the pedicel apparently lower) petal of

the Orchidaceae.
Labiate. Lipped ; belonging to the LaUatae.

Labyrinthiform. With complicated sinuous

lines or winding passages.
Lacerate. Irregularly cleft as if torn.

Laciniate. Slashed ;
cut into narrow pointed

lobes.

Lamella. A thin flat plate or laterally flattened

ridge.

Lanceolate. Shaped like a lance-head, several

times longer than wide, broadest above the

base and narrowed to the apex.

Leaflet. A single division of a compound leaf.

Legume. The fruit of the Leguminosae, formed

of a simple pistil and usually dehiscent by both

sutures.

Leguminous.- Pertaining to a legume or to the

Leguminosae.
Lemma. The lower of the two bracts inclosing

the flower in the Grasses ;
sometimes called the

flowering glume.
Lenticular. Lentil-shaped ;

of the shape of a

double-convex lens.
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Lepidote. Beset with small scurfy scales.

Ligulate. Furnished with a ligule.

Ligule. A strap-shaped corolla, as in the ray-
flowers of Componitae ; a thin often scarious

projection from the summit of the sheath in

Grasses.

Limb. The expanded portion of a gamopetalous
corolla above the throat

;
the expanded portion

of any petal, or of a leaf.

Linear. Long: and narrow, with parallel margins.

Lip. Each of the upper and lower divisions of a

bilabiate corolla or calyx ;
the peculiar upper

(but by a twist of the pedicel apparently lower)

petal in Orchids.

Lobe. Any segment of an organ, especially if

rounded.

Lobed. Divided into or bearing lobes.

-locula/r. In composition, having cells.

Loeulicidal. Dehiscent into the cavity of a cell

through the dorsal suture.

Lunate. Of the shape of a half-moon or crescent.

Lyrate. I'innatifid with a large and rounded

terminal lobe and with the lower lobes small.

Macrosporangium. The receptacle in which

macrospores are developed.

Mdcrospore. The larger kind of spore in Sela-

ginellaceae, etc.

Malpighiaceous hairs. Hairs which are straight

and appressed but attached by the middle.

Marcescent. Withering but persistent.

Membranaceom, Membranous. Thin, rather

soft, and more or less translucent.

Meniscoidal. Thin and concavo-convex, like

the crystal of a watch.

Mericarp. One of the achene-like carpels of

Umbelliferae.
-merou*. In composition, having parts, as

2-merous, having two parts of each kind.

Micropyle. The point upon the seed at which
was the orifice of the ovule.

Microsporangium. The receptacle in which

microspores are developed.

Microspore. The smaller kind of spore in Schi-

ginellaceae, etc.

Midrib. The central or main rib of a leaf.

Mitriform. Shaped like a mitre or cap.

Monad elpfious (stamens). United by their fila-

ments into a tube or column.

Moniliform. Resembling a string of beads:

cylindrical with contractions at intervals.

MiDincoti/lftlonoiis. Having but one cotyledon.
Monoecious. With stamens and pistils in sepa-

rate flowers on the same plant.

Mncro. A short and -small abrupt, tip.

Min-i'diidt?. Tipped with a inucro.

Multi_fiil. ('left, into many lobes or segments.
Mnricdtf. Hough with short hard points.
Muriculate. Very finely muricate.

Nectary. Any place or organ where nectar is

secreted.

Nectd rift'> <> HI. Producing nectar.

Nerve. A simple or unbranched vein or slender

rib.

Neuter, neutral. Without stamens or pistils.

Node. The place upon a stem which normally
bears a leaf or whorl of leaves.

Nodose. Knotty or knobby.
Nodulose. Provided with little knots or knobs.

Nucleus. The germ-cell of the ovule, which by
fertilization becomes the seed

;
the kernel of a

seed.

Nut. A hard indehiscent 1-celled and 1-seeded

fruit, though usually resulting from a com-

pound ovary.
Nutlet. A diminutive nut.

Ob-. A Latin prefix, usually carrying the idea

of inversion.

Obcomprexsed. Compressed dorso-ventrally in-

stead of laterally.

Obconicalty. Inversely conical, having the at-

tachment at the apex.
Obcordate. Inverted heart-shaped.
Oblanceolate. Lanceolate with the broadest

part toward the apex.

Oblique. Unequal-sided or slanting.

Oblong. Longer than broad and with nearly

parallel sides.

Obovate. Inverted ovate.

Obovoid. Having the form of an inverted egg.
Obsolescent. Becoming rudimentary.
Obsolete. Not evident; rudimentary.
Obtuse. Blunt or rounded at the end.

Ochroleucous. Yellowish-white.

Ocrea. A legging-shaped or tubular stipule.

Ocreate. Having sheathing stipules.

officinal. Of the shops; used in medicine or

the arts.

Oospore. The fertilized nucleus or germ-cell of

the archegoniuin in Cryptogams, from which

the new plant is directly developed.

Opaque. Dull
;
neither shining nor translucent.

Operculate. Furnished with a lid.

Operculum. A lid ; the upper portion of a

circuinscissile capsule.

Orbicular. Circular.

Orthotropous (ovule or seed). Erect, with the

orifice or micropyle at the apex.

Ovary. The part of the pistil that contains the

ovules.

Ovate. Egg-shaped ; having an outline like that

of an oir^. \\ith the broader end downward.
A solid with an oval outline.

. The body which after fertilization be-

comes the seed.

Ornliftrouii. Bearing ovules.

/'dfdff. \ rounded projection of the lower lip

of a personate corolla, closing the throat.

I'd/>'d. I',il,t. The upper bract which with the

lemma incloses the flower in Grasses.

Chaffy.
ii-af. Relating to the study of

fossil plants.

raliHdlf (leaf). Kadlately lobed or divided.

I'dfnuitely. In a palmate manner.
I'd/itKfriiii'. of or growing in marshes.

/'<t)idnrd(e, l'dn<l Hrij'onn. Fiddle-shaped.
I'd/iicle. A loose irregularly compound inflo-

rescence with pedicellate flowers.
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Panicked, Paniculate. Borne In a panicle ;
re-'

sembling a panicle.

Papilionaceous (corolla). Having a standard,

wings, and keel, as in the peculiar corolla of

many Leguminosae.
Papillose. Bearing minute nipple-shaped pro-

jections.

Pappus. The modified calyx-limb in Composi-
tae, forming a crown of very various character

at the summit of the achene.

Parasitic. Growing on and deriving nourish-

ment from another plant.

Parenchyma. Soft tissue of cells with un-

thickened walls.

Parietal. Borne on or pertaining to the wall or

inner surface of a capsule.

Parted. Cleft nearly but not quite to the

base.

ParthenogeneUc. Developing without fertiliza-

tion.

Partial. Of secondary rank.

Pathological. Diseased.

Pectinate. Pinnatifid with narrow closely set

segments ; comb-like.

Pedate. Palmately divided or parted, with the

lateral segments 2-cleft.

Pedicel. The support of a single flower.

Pedicellate. Borne on a pedicel.

Peduncle. A primary flower-stalk, supporting
cither a cluster or a solitary flower.

Pedunculate. Borne upon a peduncle.
Pellucid. Clear, transparent.
Peltate. Shield-shaped and attached to the sup-

port by the lower surface.

Pendulous. More or less hanging or declined.

Pendulous ovule, one that hangs from the

side of the cell.

Perennial. Lasting year after year.

Perfect (flower). Having both pistil and sta-

mens.

Perfoliate (leaf). Having the stem apparently

passing through it.

Perianth. The floral envelope, consisting of

the calyx and corolla (when present), whatever

their form.

Pericarp. The matured ovary.

Perigynium. The inflated sac which incloses

the ovary in Carex.

Perigynous. Adnate to the perianth, and there-

fore around the ovary and not at its base.

Peripheral. On or near the margin.
Persistent. Long-continuous, as a calyx upon

the fruit, leaves through winter, etc.

Personate (corolla). Bilabiate, and the throat

closed by a prominent palate.

Petal. A division of the corolla.

Petaloid. Colored and resembling a petal.

Petiolate. Having a petiole.

Petiole. The footstalk of a leaf.

Phaenogamous. Having flowers with stamens
and pistils and producing seeds.

Phyllodium (pi. Phyllodia). A somewhat
dilated petiole having the form of and serving
as a leaf-blade.

Phytological. Relating to the study of plants.

Pilose. Hairy, especially with soft hairs.
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Pinna (pi. Pinnae). One of the primary di-

visions of a pinnate or compoundly pinnate
frond or leaf.

Pinnate (leaf). Compound, with the leaflets

arranged on each side of a common petiole.

Pinnalifid. Pinnately cleft.

Pinnule. A secondary pinna ;
one of the pin-

nately disposed divisions of a pinna.
Pistil. The seed-bearing organ of the flower,

consisting of the ovary, stigma, and style when

present.
Pistillate. Provided with pistils, and, in its

more proper sense, without stamens.

Pitted. Marked with small depressions or pits.

Placenta. Any part of the interior of the ovary
which bears ovules.

Plicate. Folded into plaits, usually lengthwise.
Plumose. Having fine hairs on each side, like

the plume of a feather, as the pappus-bristles
of some Thistles.

Plumule. The bud or growing point of the

embryo.
Pod. Any dry and dehiscent fruit.

Pollen. The fecundating grains contained in

the anther.

Polliniferous. Bearing pollen.

Pollinium (pi. PoUinia). A mass of waxy
pollen or of coherent pollen-grains, as in

Asclepias and Orchidaceae.

Polypetalous. Having separate petals.

Pome. A kind of fleshy fruit of which the

apple is the type.
Porose. Pierced with small holes or pores.
Posterior. In an axillary flower, on the side

nearest to the axis of inflorescence.

Praemorse. Appearing as if bitten off.

Prickle. A small spine or more or less slender

sharp outgrowth from the bark or rind.

Prismatic. Of the shape of a prism, angular,
with flat sides, and of nearly uniform size

throughout.
Procumbent. Lying on the ground or trailing

but without rooting at the nodes.

Proliferating, Proliferous. Producing off-

shoots.

Prostrate. Lying flat upon the ground.

Proterogynous. Having the stigma ripe for the

pollen before the maturity of the anthers of

the same flower.

Prothallus. A cellular usually flat and thallus-

like growth, resulting from the germination of

a spore, upon which are developed sexual

organs or new plants.

Puberulent. Minutely pubescent.
Pubescent. Covered with hairs, especially if

short, soft and down-like.

Pulverulent. Powdered ; appearing as if cov-

ered by minute grains of dust.

Punctate. Dotted with depressions or with

translucent internal glands or colored dots.

Puncticulate. Minutely punctate.

Pungent. Terminating in a rigid sharp point;
acrid.

Putamen. The shell of a nut
;
the bony part of

a stone-fruit.

Pyriform. Pear-shaped.
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Quadrate. Nearly square In form.

Raceme. A simple inflorescence of pediceled

flowers upon a common more or less elongated

axis.

Racemose. In racemes ;
or resembling a raceme.

Radiate. Spreading from or arranged around

a common center
; bearing ray-flowers.

Radical. Belonging to or proceeding from the

root or base of the stem near the ground.
Radicle. The portion of the embryo below the

cotyledons, more properly called the caudicle.

Rameal. Belonging to a branch.

Ramification. Branching.

Ray. The branch of an umbel ;
the marginal

flowers of an inflorescence when distinct from

the disk.

Receptacle. The more or less expanded or pro-

duced portion of an axis which bears the organs
of a flower (the torux) or the collected flowers

of a head ; any similar structure in Cryptogams.
Recurved. Curved downward or backward.

Reftexed. Abruptly bent or turned downward.

Regular. Uniform in shape or structure.

Reniform. Kidney-shaped.

Repand. With a slightly uneven and somewhat
sinuate margin.

Repent. Creeping ; prostrate and rooting at

the nodes.

Resiniferous. Producing resin.

Resupinate. Turned upside down.
Reticulate. In the form of network ;

net-

veined.

Retrorae. Directed back or downward.
Refuse. With a shallow notch at a rounded

apex.
Resolute. Rolled backward from the margins

or apex.
Rhachilla. A secondary axis

; specifically in the

Grasses and Sedges the floral axis as opposed
to that of the spike or spikelet.

Rhachis. The axis of a spike or of a compound
leaf.

Rhaphe. The ridge or adnate funicle which in

an anatropous ovule connects the two ends.

Rhaphides. Needle-shaped crystals often oc-

curring in bundles within the cells of certain

plants.

Rhizome. Any prostrate or subterranean stern,

usually rooting at the nodes and becoming
erect at the apex.

Rib. A primary or prominent vein of a leaf.

Ringent. Gaping, as the mouth of an open
bilabiate corolla.

Root. The underground part of a plant which

supplies it with nourishment.

Rootstock. Same as Khi/ome.

/!<<te//niit. A little beak; a slender extension

from thr upper -dge of the stigma in Orchids.

/!n\(fnff. Having a beak.

Ronnie. A ro.-ette.

/t'oti///nf,>. In tin- form of a rosette.

Rotate (corolla). Wheel-shaped; flat and circu-

lar in outline.

Rvtfoux. Reddish-brown.
Wrinkled.

Runcinate. Sharply incised, with the segments
directed backward.

It tinner. A filiform or very slender stolon.

Saccate. Sac-shaped.

Sagittate. Shaped like an arrow-head, the basal

lobes directed downward.

Salver-shaped (corolla). Having a slender tube

abruptly expanded into a flat limb.

Samara. An indehiscent winged fruit.

Seabriduloux. Slightly rough.
Scabrous. Rough to the touch.

Scape. A peduncle rising from the ground,
naked or without proper foliage.

Scapose. Bearing or resembling a scape.

Scarious. Thin, dry, and membranaceous, not

green.

Sclerenchymatous. Of sclerenchyma, that is,

of tissue composed of cells with thickened and

hardened walls.

Scorpioid (inflorescence). Circinately coiled

while in bud.

Seed. The ripened ovule, consisting of the em-

bryo and its proper coats.

Segment. One of the parts of a leaf or other

like organ that is cleft or divided.

Sepal. A division of a calyx.

Septate. Divided by partitions.

Septicidal (capsule). Dehiscing through the

partitions and between the cells.

Septum. Any kind of partition.

Serrate. Having sharp teeth pointing forward.

Serrulate. Finely serrate.

Sessile. Without footstalk of any kind.

Seta-. A bristle.

Setaceous. Bristle-like.

Setiform. Bristle-shaped.

Setose. Beset with bristles.

Setulose. Having minute bristles.

Sheath. A tubular envelope, as the lower part

of the leaf in Grasses.

Sheathing. Inclosing as by a sheath.

Shrub. A woody perennial, smaller than a tree,

usually with several stems.

Silicle. A short sllique.

Silique. The peculiar pod of Cruciferae.
SiIk i/. Covered with close-pressed soft and

straight pubescence.

Simple. Of one piece ;
not compound.

Si/mute. With the outline of the margin

strongly wavy.
Sinus. The cleft or recess between two lobes.

Smooth. Without roughness or pubescence.

Sobole. A shoot, especially from the ground.

Soboliferou*. Bearing soboles.

.Wx (pi. Sort). A heap or cluster, applied to

the fruit dots of Ferns.

Sjxnli.r. \ spike with a tleshy axis.

Spathe. A large bract or pair of bracts inclosing

an inflorescence.

Spatitlntf. Gradually narrowed downward
from a rounded summit.

Spermatozoid. A motile ciliated male reproduc-

tive cell.

Spicate. Arranged in or resembling a spike.

. Spike-like.
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Spike. A form of simple inflorescence with the

flowers sessile or nearly so upon a more or less

elongated common axis.

Spikelet. A small or secondary spike.

Spindle-shaped. Same as Fusiform.

Spine. A sharp woody or rigid outgrowth from
the stem.

Spinose. Spine-like, or having spines.

Spinule. A little spine or spine-like process.

Sporangium. A spore-case.

Spore. The reproductive organ in Cryptogams
which in function corresponds to a seed but

possesses no embryo.
Sporocarp. The fruit-cases of certain Crypto-

gams containing sporangia or spores.

Sporophyll. A leaf bearing spores.

Spur. A hollow sac-like or tubular extension

of some part of a blossom, usually nectar-

iferous.

Squarrose. Having its parts or processes (such
as the tips of involucral scales) spreading or

recurved at the end.

Squarrulose. Diminutively squarrose.
Stamen. One of the pollen-bearing organs of the

flower.

Staminode or Staminodium. A sterile stamen,
or any structure without anther corresponding
to a stamen.

Standard. The upper dilated petal of a papilio-
naceous corolla.

Stellate, Stelliform. Star-shaped.
Stem. The main ascending axis of a plant.

Sterile. Unproductive, as a flower without pis-

til, or stamen without an anther.

Stigma. That part of a pistil through which
fertilization by the pollen is effected.

Stigmatic. Belonging to or characteristic of the

stigma.

Stipe. The stalk-like support of a pistil ;
the

leaf-stalk of a Fern.

Stipitate. Having a stipe.

Stipular. Belonging to stipules.

Stipulate. Having stipules.

Stipule. An appendage at the base of a petiole
or on each side of its insertion.

Stolon. A runner, or any basal branch that is

disposed to root.

Stoloniferous. Producing stolons.

Stoma (pi. Stomata}. An orifice in the epider-
mis of a leaf communicating with internal air-

cavities.

Stramineous. Straw-colored.

Striate. Marked with fine longitudinal lines or

ridges.

Strict. Very straight and upright.

Strigose. Beset with appressed sharp straight
and stiff hairs.

Strobile. An inflorescence marked by imbri-

cated bracts or scales, as in the Hop and Pine-

cone.

Strophiole. An appendage at the hilum of cer-

tain seeds.

Style. The usually attenuated portion of the

pistil connecting the stigma and ovary.

Stylopodium. A disk-like expansion at the

base of a style, as in Umbelliferae.

Sub-. A Latin prefix, usually signifying some-

what or slightly.

Subulate. Awl-shaped.
Succulent. Juicy ; fleshy.

frutescent. Slightly or obscurely shrubby.

Suffruticose. Very low and woody ;
diminu-

tively shrubby.
Silicate. Grooved or furrowed.

Superior (ovary). Free from the calyx.

Supra-axillary. Borne above the axil.

Surculose. Producing suckers.

Suspended (ovule). Hanging from the apex 01

the cell.

Suture. A line of dehiscence.

Symmetrical (flower). Regular as to the num-
ber of its parts ; having the same number of

parts in each circle.

Teratological. Monstrous ; relating to a mon-

strosity.

Terete. Having a circular transverse section.

Ternate. In threes.

Testa. The outer commonly hard and brittle

seed-coat.

Tetradynamous. Having four long and two
shorter stamens.

Tetragonal. Four-angled.

Thalloid, Thallose. Resembling a thallus.

Thallus. In Cryptogams, a cellular expansion

taking the place of stem and foliage.

Throat. The orifice of a gamopetalous corolla

or calyx ;
the part between the proper tube

and the limb.

Thyrse. A contracted cylindrical or ovoid and

usually compact panicle.

Thyrsoid. Resembling a thyrse.

Tomentose. Densely pubescent with matted

wool.

Torose. Cylindrical with contractions at intervals.

Torulose. Diminutive of torose.

Torus. The receptacle of a flower.

Tri-. In composition, three or thrice.

Triandrous. Having three stamens.

Trifoliolate. Having three leaflets.

Trigonous. Three-angled.

Trimorphous. Occurring under three forms.

Triquetrous. Having three salient angles, the

sides concave or channeled.

Truncate. Ending abruptly, as if cut off trans-

versely.
Tuber. A thickened and short subterranean

branch having numerous buds or eyes.

Tubercle. A small tuber or tuber-like (not

necessarily subterranean) body.

Tuberiferous. Bearing tubers.

Tuberoid. A fleshy-thickened root, resembling
a tuber.

Tuberous. Having the character of a tuber;

tuber-like in appearance.
Tumid. Swollen.

Tunicated. Having concentric coats, as an

onion.

Turbinate. Top-shaped ; inversely conical.

Turgid. Swollen, or tightly drawn, said of a

membrane or covering expanded by pressure
from within.
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Umbel. An Inflorescence In which thepeduncles
or pedicels of a cluster spring from the same

point.

Umbellate. In or like an umbel.

Umbellet. A secondary umbel.

Umbelliform. In the shape of an umbel.

Umbellule. An umbellet.

Umbonate. Bearing a stout projection in the

center
; bossed.

Undulate. With a wavy surface
; repand.

Unguiculate. Contracted at base into a claw.

Uni-. In composition, one.

Unisexual. Of one sex, either staminate or

pistillate only.
Urceolate. Hollow and cylindrical or ovoid, and

contracted at or below the mouth, like an

urn.

Utricle. A small bladdery 1-seeded fruit
; any

small bladder-like body.

Vallecular. Of or near a valley or groove.
Valvate. Opening by valves, as a capsule ;

in

aestivation, meeting by the edges without

overlapping. t

Valve. One of the pieces into which a capsule

splits.

Vascular. Furnished with vessels or ducts.

Veins. Threads of fibro-vascular tissue in a leaf

or other organ, especially those which branch

(as distinguished from nerves).

Velum. The membranous indusium in Iso-

eten.

Ventral. Belonging to the anterior or inner

face of an organ ;
the opposite of dorsal.

Ventricose. Swelling unequally, or inflated on

one side.

Vermiform. Worm-shaped.
Vernation. The arrangement of leaves in the

bud.

Verrucoue. Covered with wart-like elevations.

Versatile (anther). Attached near the middle

and turning freely on its support.
Verticil. A whorl.

Verticillaster. A cluster resembling a whorl

but composed of two opposite cymes.
Verticillastrate. Bearing or arranged in clus-

ters resembling whorls.

Verticillate. Disposed in a whorl.

Vesicle. A small bladder or air-cavity.

Vesicular, Vesiculose. Composed of or cov-

ered with vesicles.

Villous. Bearing long and soft hairs.

Virgate. Wand-shaped ; slender, straight and

erect.

Viscid. Glutinous; sticky.

Vitta. An oil-tube
;

a structure commonly
present in the pericarp of the Umbelliferae.

Whorl. An arrangement of leaves, etc., in a

circle round the stem.

Wing. Any membranous or thin expansion

bordering or surrounding an organ ;
the lat-

eral petal of a papilionaceous corolla.

Woolly. Clothed with long and tortuous or

matted hairs.

Zygomorphic. Capable of division by only one

plane of symmetry.
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TEXT-BOOKS ON GEOLOGY
By JAMES D. DANA, LL.D., late Professor of Geology

and Mineralogy, Yale University

Geological Story Briefly Told $1-15
Revised Text-Book of Geology. Fifth Edition (Rice) . . . .1.40
Manual of Geology. Fourth Edition 5.00

THE present edition of the GEOLOGICAL STORY
was the last considerable work of the eminent author's

long life. As geology is emphatically an outdoor

science, the student is urged to study the quarries, bluffs, and

ledges of rock in his vicinity, and all places that illustrate

geological operations. The prefatory suggestions are full of

practical help, besides enumerating the tools and specimens
desirable for this study.

^| The REVISED TEXT-BOOK OF GEOLOGY is here

brought down to the present time as regards its facts, but it

still expresses the views of its distinguished author. While

the general plan and the distinctive features have been pre-

served as far as possible, a few important changes have been

made relating mainly to zoological and botanical classifications,

to the bearings of geology and paleontology upon the theory
of evolution, and to metamorphism. The order of the grand
divisions of the science, physiographic, structural, dynamical
and historical, remains the same as in previous editions.

*fi
The present edition of the MANUAL OF GEOLOGY

was wholly rewritten under the author's direction. Owing
to the extensive recent investigations, new principles, new

theories, new facts relating to all departments of the science,

and widely diverging opinions on various questions have all

made their contributions to this book. The later tracing of

formations and mountain-making, the increased number of

fossils, the study of canons and other results of erosion, and

the development of petrology are all prominently treated here.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
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A NEW ASTRONOMY

By DAVID TODD, M.A., Ph.D., Professor of Astron-

omy and Navigation, and Director of the Observatory,
Amherst College.

ASTRONOMY
is here presented as preeminently a

science of observation. More of thinking than of

memorizing is required in its study, and greater emphasis
is laid on the physical than on the mathematical aspects of

the science. As in physics and chemistry the fundamental

principles are connected with tangible, familiar objects, and

the student is shown how he can readily make apparatus to

illustrate them.

^j In order to secure the fullest educational value astronomy
is regarded, not as a mere sequence of isolated and imperfectly

connected facts, but as an inter-related series of philosophic

principles. The geometrical concept of the celestial sphere is

strongly emphasized; also its relation to astronomical instru-

ments. But even more important than geometry is the philo-

sophical correlation of geometric systems. Ocean voyages

being no longer uncommon, the author has given rudimental

principles of navigation in which astronomy is concerned.

*|J
The treatment of the planets is not sub-divided according

to the planets themselves, as is usual, but according to special

elements and features. The law of universal gravitation is

unusually full, clear, and illuminating. The marvelous dis-

coveries in recent years and the advance in methods of teach-

ing are properly recognized, while such interesting subjects

as the astronomy of navigation, the observatory and its

instruments, and the stars and the cosmogony receive particu-

lar attention.

^[ The illustrations demand special mention; many of them

are so ingeniously devised that they explain at a glance what

many pages of description could not make clear.

AMERICAN BOOK COMPANY
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